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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
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Federal Reserve Board, and the National Credit Union Administra

tion , have failed to issue similar antiredlining regulations.
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a

Onmy right isJim Harvey, executive director of the Metropoli

tan Washington Planning and Housing Association , and on my left

is Jennifer Douglas, who is a staff expert with the National Urban

League office here in Washington .
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All of the surveys showed loan rejection rates among minorities

that were roughlydouble those among whites . The one survey that

collected economic data on applicants showed that the discrepan

cies persisted even when income levels and other credit-worthiness

indicators were kept constant. In other words, blacks at the same

income level as whites were rejected roughly twice as often . So the

explanation could not be that they had lower incomes. Yet, despite

these surveys, the agencies continued to persist in their refusal to

implement an effective examination program and they started

poking holes in the methodology of their ownsurveys.
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measures .

their ordinary powers and sanctions whenever discrimination was

discovered. We think this new enforcement program will have a

broad preventive effect and that many lenderswill have cleaned up

their act even before the examiners arrive. That is what the em

phasis on the potential use of sanctions was designed to achieve.
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Justice. So to that extent there was the tie with the executive

branch .

I thank you .

Mr. TAYLOR. Let me turn now to the progress that has been

made under the settlements and report briefly on that.
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agreements. They are experimenting with the collection of not only

race and sex data on loan rejections, but also creditworthiness,

property age and location , and loan terms as well. What this will

do is permit the identification of discriminatory patterns in the

area in the terms of approved loans and discrimination based on

both borrower and property characteristics.
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cooperation and assistance that they should have with the lending

institution .

1
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review , but given the current situation, we do not expect very

much from that review .
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of the three agencies that have made a commitment, and in turn

ingaround the Federal Reserve, which has been so recalcitrant.
Thank you .
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a

around in a number of limited areas , but it still is a major prob

lem.

!
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showing what the conditions are in those neighborhoods which we

have identified as being redlined. That is one possibility.
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I think that is an area that needs to be looked at. It is also

hooked up with the displacement issue. In that area, no one really

knows what is causing it, the volume, or the magnitude.
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now as it was 20 or 30 years ago , no credit, no mortgage credit

going into these areas of South and North Dorchester. I am more

and more persuaded, unless we begin to do in housing what we do

in education and employment, then the banks will continue to

justify quite properlytheir contention that these are risky loans

and we reallycannot go forward with them.
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You may also need to review the employment patterns of the

lending institution and bring more minorities and women onto the

staff.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. TAYLOR , DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR NATIONAL

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee :

I am William L. Taylor , Director of the Center for National

Policy Review . The Center is a foundation- funded public interest

law organization located at the Catholic University Law School .

Our primary function is to monitor the performance of federal agen

cies in the area of civil rights enforcement , and to represent the

interests of civil rights organizations within the federal policy

making and administrative arena . In this capacity , we have since

1971 acted as counsel to a coalition of organizations concerned with

fair housing in an effort to secure action by the financial regula

tory agencies to enforce fair lending practices among supervised

lenders . The coalition has included the National Urban League ,

whose Washington housing specialist Jennifer Douglas is here this

morning , and the Metropolitan Washington Planning and Housing As

sociation , whose Executive Director James Harvey also is joining

in this panel . Other coalition organizations include the NAACP ,

the League of Women Voters , the National Committee Against Discrim

ination in Housing and several others .

Discrimination in home finance has been a principal strand in

the web of private and public practices which have trapped minority

families in residential ghettos . Residential segregation in turn

has deprived minority children of equal access to favored schools ,

and minority workers of equal access to better jobs , especially as

business , industry and government has abandoned downtown in favor

of the suburbs .
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of course , discrimination in mortgage lending is only one

of the factors contributing to ' residential segregation and inferior

housing for minorities . It happens , however , to be an element most

amenable to the exercise of federal responsibility . The bulk of

home loans are made by financial institutions which are closely

supervised by federal agencies having vast regulatory resources :

large forces of bank examiners , plus a full array of enforcement

sanctions . It was for this reason that civil rights organizations

turned their attention to the four federal financial regulatory a

gencies soon after the Fair Housing Act took effect .

with which we were and still are concerned .

In the textbooks and traditions of the real estate and home

finance industries , there have long been certain racial rules of

thumb . For example , " homogenous " neighborhoods are said to be

desirable and stable ; the introduction of " inharmonious elements "

is the harbinger of decline . In other words , neighborhoods should

be and remain segregated . The Department of Justice recently sued

the two chief societies of professional real estate appraisers for

teaching and enforcing discriminatory appraisal standards among

their members . Similar racial mythology permeated the lending

manuals of the Federal Housing Administration until 1949 . The
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federal government said that integrated and minority neighborhoods

were poor credit risks .

Another stereotype concerns the so-called neighborhood life

cycle . Following a growth phase, neighborhoods are said inevitably

to age and decline . Thus many lenders refuse loans on older homes ,

or on homes in older neighborhoods the neighborhoods where ra

cial and ethnic minorities are most likely to live . Sex stereo

types have affected both women and minority families seeking home

loans . The income of working wives has routinely been discounted

in calculating family income , affecting women in general , but also

minority families , which more often than whites rely on two incomes .

Excessively restrictive underwriting standards also work a hardship

on minority families , who are often accustomed to spending a higher

proportion of their income on housing and carrying a heavier burden

of debt .

Openly acknowledged mortgage lending practices such as thesem

have made home loans less readily available to women and minority

home - buyers , and have discriminated against minority and integrated

neighborhoods . In addition , while overt policies of discrimination

have declined , unacknowledged racial stereotyping which still places

barriers in the way of minority homeseekers .

As a result of our efforts following the 1971 rule-making pe

titions , the financial regulatory agencies conducted three pilot

Fair Housing Information Surveys , in which racial data on home mort

gage applicants were collected in 18 metropolitan areas throughout

the country . All of the surveys showed loan rejection rates among
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minorities were roughly double those among whites . The one survey

which collected economic data on applicants showed that the discrep

ancy persisted even when income levels and other creditworthiness

indicators were kept constant . Despite the results of the surveys ,

the regulatory agencies persisted in their refusal to implement an

effective examination and enforcement program .

Finally , in April , 1976 , eleven members of the coalition filed

suit , seeking to compel the agencies to take the basic step required

to detect discrimination through the examination process , and to use

their supervisory powers to eliminate discrimination where dis

covered . The steps we were seeking were essentially those recom

mended by the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Civil

Rights Division in March , 1976 testimony before the Senate Committee

on Banking , Housing and Urban Affairs , and by the Committee itself

in its report of those hearings . We found it ironic , to say the

least , when the Justice Department's Civil Division defended the

agencies against the suit , using technical arguments such as a

claimed lack of standing to try to have the suit dismissed .

collection and analysis of data concerning the race and sex of mort

gage applicants , so as to identify patterns of potential discrimina

tion for detailed investigation by examiners . The Federal Reserve

Board remains the lone holdout.While its 1977 amendments to Regula

tion B required the notation of limited race and sex data on home
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purchase loan applications , the Regulation was narrowly drawn and

was altogether silent concerning th use of the data
--

which of

course is the critical matter . In the settlement agreements , the

agencies agreed to centralized , computerized analysis to identify

individual institutions for in-depth study , and also to indicate

problem areas and trends over time so as to measure progress in

achieving nondiscriminatory lending .

Secondly , each of the agencies agreed to improve the training

and instructions given to examiners in techniques of fair lending

examination , including specifically the techniques for using race

and sex data in the detection of discriminatory patterns . Each

agency also agreed to give careful consideration to the use of Home

Mortgage Disclosure Act data to detect possible redlining . And

each agency undertook to review its procedures for investigating

fair lending complaints and to adopt time schedules for resolving

them .

At the time of the litigation , each of the agencies had a

consumer affairs office , with responsibilities for a wide range of

consumer protection laws and regulations from Truth in Lending ,

through interest rate ceilings and national flood insurance , to

real estate settlement procedures . None of them , however , had a

single staff member with background , expertise and specific respon

sibility for civil rights enforcement policies and procedures . In

deed , there was little understanding of the basic distinction between

consumer protection , which typically involves ensuring disclosure

and adherence to ceilings on charges , and nondiscrimination enforce

ment , which requires sensitivity to a range of hidden practices and
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traditional stereotypes , as well as a distinct body of newly dev

eloping law . The settlement agreements therefore provided that

each agency would appoint a full-time civil rights specialist at

a policy level in Washington , and part-time specialists in each

regional office , with responsibility for developing improved ex

aminer training and examination methods , reviewing examiner reports ,

recommending enforcement action and the like .

Finally , the agencies agreed to advise lenders that they in

tended to employ their full range of powers and sanctions whenever

discrimination was discovered . It was and is our belief that the

combination of data collection and analysis , improved examination

methods , and the announced intention to apply sanctions for viola

tions will cause lenders to take a fresh look at their lending pol

icies and the practices of their employees . We think that the new

enforcement programs will have a broad prophylactic effect and that

many lenders will have cleaned up their act before the examiners

arrive . That is of course the very purpose of law enforcement .

As you know , the Federal Reserve Board declined to the measures

agreed to by the other three agencies , and ultimately the Department

of Justice secured dismissal of the suit against the Board on the

ground that the plaintiffs remaining after settlement with the other

agencies . Interestingly , within days of the dismissal , the Board

was handed a detailed report by its own consultant , which made the

very same criticisms of its examination and enforcement program that

the plaintiffs had been making for years , and recommended essentially

the same series of remedial measure as those agreed to by the other

three agencies . That was the Warren Dennis Report of which the
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Subcommittee has a copy .

Progress under the Settlements

Let me now report to you briefly on the status of the other

agencies ' compliance with the terms of the settlement agreements and ,

more generally , the status of their fair lending enforcement programs .

The first settlement was reached in March , 1977 , with the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board , the most important agency in terms

of the volume of home loans made by its member institutions . Since

settling , the Board's most noteworthy action has been the issuance

last May of improved nondiscrimination regulations . These regula

tions , I should say , go beyond the requirements of the settlement

agreement and represent a stepped-up commitment to deal with red

lining and other unfair and unlawful practices .

The Board's regulations have several significant features .

First of all , they attack redlining by barring discrimination on

the basis of the location of the security property , the age of the

property , or the racial composition of the neighborhoods . Secondly ,

the regulations contain a straightforward statement of the so-called

" effects test " a fundamental legal principle applicable to lending

discrimination . They require that loan decisions be based on in

dividualized judgments and not rules of thumb based upon presumed

characteristics of groups . And they warn against such practices

as giving preference to prior home owners or old customers , because

of the discriminatory impact of such rules . Finally , the regulations
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for the first time require lenders to review their business and

marketing practices to make sure that they are not discriminatory

--for example , by dealing exclusively with brokers or developers

who serve a restricted clientele or a limited geographic area .

that they lack authority to issue substantive regulations or

guidelines on fair lending . We think this narrow construction is

wrong. The agencies have a responsibility for enforcing the Fair

Housing Act , as they now recognize . Discrimination , they should also

recognize , is an unsafe , unsound and uneconomic banking practice ,

one which exposes lenders to financial liability in the form of

damages . These considerations form an ample basis for issuing regu

lations to advise lenders on how to conform to law . We understand

that the FDIC's staff is now reviewing its legal authority in this

area , and we hope that the other agencies will follow suit .

Turning to collection and analysis of monitoring data , the Bank

Board , the FDIC and the Comptroller are in various stages of develop

ing and testing alternative forms of data collection and analysis ,

and all three seem prepared now to act in accord with the spirit

as well as the letter of the settlement agreements . First of all ,

they are experimenting with the collection and analysis not only

of race/sex data on loan rejections , but data on creditworthiness ,

property age and location , and loan terms as well . This will permit
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identification of discriminatory patterns in the terms of approved

loans , and discrimination based on both borrower and property

characteristics . Our concern has been the slow pace of progress of

the Home Loan Bank Board . But we believe the Board is finally mov

ing and by mutual consent the settlement agreement has been ex

tended by eighteen months to allow time for a full evaluation of

the data analysis system which the Board ultimately adopts .

Another area of progress is examiner training , on which the

agencies had made a good start even before the settlement agree

ments were reached . The impact of examiner training has been strik

ingly demonstrated by the Home Loan Bank Board's experience in

the year following the introduction of its new training program .

Prior to 1977 , few fair housing violations were reported by examiners .

But in 1977 , as examiners were retrained , 2,804 actual or possible

violations were found , 1,949 supervisory letters were sent , 52

special examinations were conducted , and more serious supervisory

action was taken in eight cases . A further increase in the level

of violations was noted by examiners this summer during a test using

monitoring data now required by the Board's regulations .

One area of weakness , however , bears special comment . That

is in the detection of pre-screening the various subtle means

used to discourage or screen out would-be borrowers before they

get to the point of filing applications . Pre- screening has always

been a major source of discrimination , and we believe that its signi

ficance may increase as the supervisory agencies improve their means

of detecting discriminatory practices at the post-application stage .

The FDIC now requires banks to record the race and sex of persons who
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inquire concerning loan terms but do not file applications , so as

to enable the agency to determine whether a disproportionate num

ber of minorities or women are being turned away . The occ is

considering other statistical methods of identifying discrimina

tory pre-screening patterns . But at best , statistics can only

identify patterns for examiners to investigate .

All of the agencies therefore need to train examiners in

techniques capable of detecting various pre-screening devices . Ex

aminers must lean to observe how bank personnel deal with people

who visit or telephone the bank .

In addition , we believe that detection of pre-screening requires

use of a technique known as testing which has been the stock - in

trade of fair housing groups dealing with discrimination in real

estate transactions . This involves making telephone or in-person

inquiries concerning the availability of loans on properties of

different ages and in different neighborhoods , and having paired

individuals , one minority and one white , make inquiries concerning

similar loans . The agencies have expressed reluctance to make use

of this technique . They appear discomfitted by the idea of assuming

the role of a borrower , and some feel it inconsistent with what

they view as the traditional relationship of the bank examiner to the

bank that is , of one cooperation and assistance . But we think

that this concept of the relationship is inappropriate to an examina

tion intended to detect violations of law , and we regard testing as

both a legitimate and indispensable technique for dealing with the

problem of pre-screening . As you may know , the Massachusetts State
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Banking Department has used this technique for some time as a

part of their investigation pépcess , and Commissioner Greenwald

will meet this afternoon with a group of federal agency staff

members to discuss her department's experience . We hope that this

may cause the agencies to reconsider .

Last but not least , each of the three agencies has now

designated staff positions to deal specifically with fair lending

enforcement , both in Washington and in the regional offices . These

agencies now recognize that civil rights enforcment is a specialized

responsibility , requiring specialized personnel , and they are on

their way to acquiring the necessary staff .

ment posture of the Federal Reserve Board and for a simple reason .

It cannot be discussed in the same breath as that of the other three

agencies . The Federal Reserve has no examination or enforcement

program worthy of the name , and the reasons are fundamental . They

are perhaps best summarized in the report of the Board's own consul

tant , Warren Dennis :

Our negative conclusions with respect to the

Board's anti-discrimination enforcement efforts

derive principally from our observations rela

tive to the Board's not having recognized civil

rights compliance as a discrete and separate

area of responsibility differing from other

consumer protection measures , and requiring

fest in every aspect of the Fed's organization , staffing , examiner

training , examination methods, and complaint processing procedures .
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First of all , responsibility for fair lending compliance

rests with the Consumer Affairs Division , which has responsibility

for enforcing compliance with the Real Estate Settlement Procedures

Act , Truth in Lending , the Fair Credit Reporting Act , the Fair

Credit Billing Act , the consumer Leasing Act , the Federal Trade

Commission Act provisions applicable to banks , and Regulation

dealing with interest on deposits . This Division is also responsi

ble for enforcement of Regulation B and the Fair Housing Act , but

it does not recognize the distinction between the examination and

enforcement problems inherent in civil rights compliance and those

involved in consumer protection . It has no specialized expertise

on its staff , and no individual with particular responsibilities

in civil rights matters . And finally , the Division reports to a

member of the Board of Governors who is not sympathetic to consumer

and civil rights compliance .

Examiner training , instructions and methods are deficient in

almost every respect . Once again , the Board's consultant offers

a succinct summary :

Investigative tools and techniques for finding

discrimination are lacking , and the sampling

techniques in use are wholly inappropriate for

civil rights investigation . " They evidence " a mild hostility toward

civil rights matters based partly on a perception that devotion of

their time and effort to civil rights matters would not materially

advance their progress within the System , as it was not an area to

37-415 O - 79 - 3
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which the Board attached great importance .

We are told by the Board's staff that fair lending examina

tion manuals and training programs are under review , and that

many of the Dennis report's recommendations will be implemented .

But to data there has been no concrete sign of change , nor is

there a basis to be confident that an effective fair lending pro

gram will emerge from a group which has resisted for so long .

ing , rehabilitation or improvement loans ; and it does not call

for recording of any information on creditworthiness , property

characteristics , or loan terms . Nonetheless , the Regulation B

monitoring data could be of some value for enforcement purposes ,

if the Board made proper use of it . Unfortunately , however , it

doesn't . Not only is there no centralized analysis , which could

identify potentially discriminatory patterns at individual banks , but

examiners are not taught how to analyse the data systemically dur

ing the course of examinations . Our conclusion in this regard is

fully supported by the Dennis report .

Likewise , Federal Reserve Examiners are not instructed to make

use of Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data , which might reveal evi

dence of possible redlining . On the contrary , their HMDA examination

instructions state that " The Act is not an anti -redlining measure
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it is simply a disclosure act , relying on public scrutiny for

its effect . " Therefore , examiners are not told to review HMDA data

for evidence of possible redlining , but simply check to make sure it

is maintained by the bank in compliance with HMDA's requirements .

lacks any procedures whatever . Information furnished during the

civil rights lawsuit shows that in practice the Board's investigation

consists of a written or verbal inquiry to a bank official , occasional

ly accompanied by a review of bank records, following which the

complainant is advised that no evidence of discrimination has been

found . The complainant is never interviewed , nor are any other ave

nues of inquiry pursued outside the bank .

If there is any ray of hope in this gloomy picture , it is

the new Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board , William Miller , whose

record indicates sensitivity to civil rights issues and a commitment

to addressing the disadvantages suffered by racial minorities in our

economic life . We hope that his influence will be felt within the

Board of Governors and among the staff , and that the Federal Reserve

may begin to catch up to the other agencies in this important area

of responsibility . Although the Board supervises lenders who make

only a small proportion of home mortgage loans , so long as this pres

tigious agency fails to adopt the measures necessary to enforce fair

lending , other agencies will be tempted to slip backwards , under

pressure from member institutions who would like to retain the old

ways of doing business .

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman , I have described a difficult and protracted strug

gle to convince four Federal agencies that they must respond to the

rights and needs of people long neglected by financial institutions .
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While we occasionally have become discouraged , we recognize that

changes in the ingrained practices of institutions rarely are easy to

accomplish . And at last we have some heartening action on the part

of three of the four agencies , action which we believe will ultimately

make a real difference to people and communities that have been vic

timized by discrimination .

The progress that has been made is attributable is no small

measure to public and congressional scrutiny . Thus we welcome these

hearings and thank the members of the Subcommittee for pursuing

this important oversight mission . Your continued interest will be

very important in monitoring the efforts of the three agencies that

have made a commitment and in turning around the recalcitrant Reserve .
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. Our next witness is Carol Greenwald, Banking

Commissioner of the State of Massachusetts.

STATEMENT OF CAROL S. GREENWALD , COMMISSIONER OF
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the same, or where the proportion of the woman's income to the

family income is the same. It is not going to be the same. It is

going to be different in every one of those cases.
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Ms. GREENWALD. That is right.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Tell us about your situation, what is happening ?
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about, usually if there is going to be a delinquency, it is in the first

year or two of the homemortgage. Over the period there has not
been an increase in defaults from these loans.
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I might comment that despite those 127 clean bills ofhealth , we

had several validcomplaintsonequal credit discrimination against

some of thoseinstitutions, complaints that we had investigated and

where we had recommended to the institution that they make the

loan, and that they did , after a discussion with our department.

This even included one case which we referred to the Justice

Department, and the Justice Department was actively investigat

ing the complaint.
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make loans in that area, we restrict our loans. The bank named

three basically white population areas which were not suburban ,

where they said they make their loans. Thenwhen someone called

and said, we want an application for a suburban area , the bank

said , we will send you the application in the mail today.
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between what they have to pay at the other institution and the

rate at the first institution atthe time the person applied.

a
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Ms. GREENWALD . No, I do not think you did . I think the court's

ruling was incorrect in this case but that is how they found, so now

there is a need for clarifying legislativelanguage.
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Mr. DRINAN. What kind of an image do you have of Boston ?
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Mr. DRINAN . On this one bank , whose name unfortunately you

cannotidentify, is this the bank that ordinarily would be expected

to be the local bank, giving most of the mortgages? This is not a
Greater Boston bank, this is a local bank ?

Ms. GREENWALD. It is a bank that has a branch in that area . It is

area .

Mr. DRINAN . Why are you precluded from naming the bank ?
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setts Advisory Committee to the United States Commission on Civil

Rights. We conducted hearings more than once on this topic and I

recall well the housing report, which I reread last night, which

came out in 1966 from my committee; itwent into this problem .
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAROLE S. GREENWALD, COMMISSIONER OF BANKS, STATE

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ENFORCEMENT

I am pleased to testify before the Subcomnittee about enforcement

of equal credit opportunity laws . Proper enforcement will ensure that

loan applicants are treated without regard to sex , marital status , race ,

and other illegal discriminatory bases . We have found that illegal credit

discrimination continues to exist , that innovative examination procedures must be

used to detect it , and that enforcement penalties imposed by agencies

must be substantial to serve as an effective deterrent . This can only

be accomplished when an agency perceives its role as consumer - oriented ,

develops and implements sophisticated investigative and examination

methods , and recognizes its enforcement responsibilities are shared with

the courts .

I. Massachusetts Banking Department Program

The Banking Department established an Equal Credit Opportunity

Division in June , 1977 . It was initially staffed by four examiners

trained in equal credit opportunity. We quickly learned that our comp

liance efforts should be split into two categories - procedural and

substantive . Massachusetts and Federal equal credit opportunity regula

tions , which are substantially similar , require creditors to comply with

administrative procedures intended to minimize the likelihood of discrimina

tion .

Initially , we developed an examination geared toward discerning

procedural violations , for example , failure to use appropriate application

forms, to send reasons for credit denial , to furnish credit information

for women , and so on . This program emphasized bank education and voluntary

corrective action . Our equal credit examiners , in effect , acted as rather
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inexpensive management consultants for over 180 financial institutions .

This program concluded in July of this year . A copy of our examination

report is attached as Enclosure I.

The report , for the most part , did not address substantive violations ,

this is , actual credit discrimination . Substantive violations include

refusal to extend credit to a creditworthy individual on the basis of sex ,

marital status , race , etc. , and granting credit with higher rates or on

less favorable terms because of a prohibited basis . During our first year

of equal credit opportunity enforcement , we addressed substantive violations

only when we received a complaint alleging credit discrimination .

credit discrimination have been referred to the Equal Credit Opportunity

Division . Since January 1 , 1978 , the Division has handled 44 such complaints ,

39 of which were found valid at least to the extent that the creditor com

mitted a procedural violation . Where a substantive violation appeared

likely , a special examination was conducted . These examinations usually

involved a review of the creditor's records concerning the complainant ,

a review of approved applications to determine if similarly situated persons

were granted credit , and , where the individual complaint was valid , a review

of other denied files to determine if a pattern or practice of substantive

violations existed . Thirty of the 44 complaints were actual cases of

credit discrimination . Several previously denied loan applicants received

loans as a result of our efforts . Valid complaints tipped us off to pat

terns or practices of credit discrimination . In one of these , a divorced

woman with an annual income of $ 25,000 was told she could not afford a

home mortgage of $ 41,400 ; her written loan application was thrown away

by a bank officer . A subsequent special examination revealed that under

the bank's credit standards she was qualified for the loan as requested

37-415 O - 79 - 4
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and further , that several other qualified applicants were denied credit

due to sex or age .
The Department is taking three courses of action on

the matter : First , we are seeking a cash settlement of over $ 2,500 for

the complainant. Second , we are imposing recordkeeping requirements .

The bank will be required to keep detailed loan , property , and applicant

information for 12 months in a manner that will allow for bank and examiner

monitoring of progress toward non -discriminatory lending . Third , we are

sending notifications of our findings to other adversely affected applicants.

A sample copy of the notification is attached as Enclosure II . In addition ,

since our investigation , the Department has sent women testers posing as

prospective borrowers into the bank to check for prescreening. None was

found .

Because the bank acted to correct problems which caused the discrimina

tory credit decisions , and because the number of adversely affected women

was small in relation to all women applicants , the above complaint was

handled by our agency . Other complaints and subsequent investigations

revealed forms of credit discrimination which affected entire classes of

individuals . For example , we received a complaint from a resident of the

racially mixed Hyde Park section of Boston . He was denied a credit card

*

The complainant applied for a 90 percent home mortgage loan of

$ 41,400 . If approved , she would have received an APR of 9 percent over

a term of 30 years with consequent interest of $ 78,520.95 ; instead , she

received a 90 percent loan from another bank at an APR of 9 1/4 percent

for 25 years . The interest charges for the requested loan at 9 1/4 percent

for 30 years would total $ 81,211.54 . The difference between this figure

and $ 78,520.95 is $ 2,690.59 , the amount requested for cash settlement .
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from a major oil company , partially on the basis of " our credit experience

in your immediate geographical area . " Upon investigation , we found that

the oil company used a credit scoring system , so that point values were

assigned for each of several characteristics of an applicant . One of the

characteristics was residence , as defined by zip code. Most zip codes in

Massachusetts were given a positive value ; but some received one of two

negative values , both ºf which sharply reduced the likelihood of receiving a

credit card . Supposedly , these negative values reflected the poor payment

histories of cardholders who lived in the respective zip codes ; however , our

statistical analysis suggests this was a proxy for racial discrimination-

within the Boston SMSA , 30 percent of the minority population received the

lowest score for the zip code characteristic , as opposed to 9 percent of

non -minorities . Further , one-half of all minorities living in the Boston SMSA

received one of the two negative scores . Because the case involved an ap

parent widespread practice of disproportionate treatment to minorities , it

was referred to the State Attorney General's office for further action .

We received another complaint from a minority individual who telephoned

a Boston bank to inquire about mortgage loan rates . He was asked the location

of the property to be purchased , which was in a racially-mixed Boston neigh

orhood . A bank officer said that the bank did not have enough money

available to lend in the neighborhood , that its lending was limited to other

neighborhoods . A subsequent Equal Credit Opportunity Examination revealed

that the bank's stated lending area , in effect on the day of the complainant's

call , included all Boston and substantial portions of its suburbs . A review

of the bank's written applications indicated that virtually none were re

ceived from mortgage applicants for properties located in racially mixed

and substantially minority neighborhoods . It was clear that the bank was

prescreening prospective minority applicants and /or destroying written ap ;

plications . The bank's practice precluded lending to minorities, and because

of its widespread impact , this case was also referred to the State Attorney General .
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The volume and high validity rate of our credit discrimination

complaints are , we feel , a result of consumer education efforts . My staff

has spoken to consumer groups about equal credit opportunity ; we have even

done a radio talk show on the subject . Together with three other State

agencies , we wrote an equal credit opportunity pamphlet similar to those

put out by some of the Federal financial regulatory agencies . Even our

recently published " Pocket Credit Guide" , which assists loan shoppers with

interest rate tables , includes a section on credit denial and how to file

a credit discrimination complaint .

Early in our program , we recognized that detection of substantive

violations is a more complicated task than discerning procedural violations .

Several months were spent experimenting with statistical sampling methodolo

gies for the analysis of loan files . Our initial objective was to find

a quick and easy method of finding disparate treatment on the basis of

sex . One method used for home mortgage loans involved a comparison of
a

male versus female income. Our simple procedure involved calculating the

percentage of female contribution to income for approved and denied loan

files and averaging the female contributions for the approvals and denials ,

in order to determine whether women's income was being discounted . Still

another quick and easy procedure was tried for credit cards . We compared

income with credit line granted by sex . Again , other factors pertinent

to the credit decision were not included , so that our results were in

conclusive . Because factors other than income were not held constant by

these simple tests , their results were not conclusive ; however, the results

can be used to indicate whether more detailed analyses may be productive .
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We finally began to build models of bank credit decision systems ;

these were more conclusive . Recently , we began systematic examinations

of credit cara issuers , utilizing statistical methods designed to determine

substantive violations of sex discrimination . These examinations include

several steps : First , examiners determine the creditor's loan policy by

interviewing appropriate loan officers and reviewing written credit standards .

A substantial sample of credit card applications is taken from the files .

The examiner records information from each file , including the applicant's

sex , the credit line granted , if any , as well as pertinent characteristics

such as monthly income , expenses , duration of employment , credit history ,

and more , depending upon the bank's articulated standards . The information

is submitted to the Department , where it is coded and fed into a computer

which performs a type of statistical analysis , called multiple regression

analysis , in order to determine which factors play a significant role

in the bank's credit decision process . In this manner we are able to

determine whether women are assigned lower credit lines than similarly

qualified men . These same credit card issuers are also examined for

procedural violations in each loan department . Similar statistical

methods for home mortgage loans and instalment loans are in the advanced

stages of development. The Equal Credit Opportunity Division now has

an econometrician and is supported by computer analysis personnel .

The Banking Department receives home mortgage and deposit informa

tion from banks with assets of $ 20 million or more located in an SMSA . This is

similar to the data submitted to the Federal Reserve under the Home Mort

gage Disclosure Act . Unlike the federal bank regulatory agencies , we

analyze this data , not just collect it . This mortgage and deposit data

is organized into table form and mapped for comparison with racial com
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position of respective census tracts or zip codes . We also receive

summaries of home mortgage application activity from most Boston based

thrift institutions . This is also organized for comparison with racial

composition . We then review this information to pinpoint banks which do

not grant , or grant disproportionately few , loans to applicants for pro

perties located in minority areas . Banks may be chosen for comprehensive

examinations based upon this information alone .

Another means of sdection involves testing for applicant prescreening

and discouragement on
a prohibited basis . We have found that a substantial

number of potential applicants are discouraged from completing a written

loan application . Our system involves the use of testers who are paired

on the bases of differences in sex and race . A female and a male are

given similar credit backgrounds; the female calls a bank , requests a

loan , discusses terms, answers the bank's questions, requests an applica

tion form , and records the bank's response . Her male counterpart does

the same . Their experiences are compared for evidence of differential treatment .

Institutions are selected for racialprescreening in home mortgage

credit by use of the home mortgage application summaries and home mortgage

and deposit information received by the Banking Department . One bank

was chosen for testing based upon its lack of application activity within

racially mixed and minority neighborhoods, as shown by the attached map

and table ( Enclosures III and IV ) . A subsequent test produced startling

results : A white and black tester were paired ; each was given similar

credit backgrounds , with the exception of property location . The white

tester was given a property address located within a generally recognized

white neighborhood , the black tester an address in a black neighborhood .

Each telephoned the bank , requested information about mortgage loans , and
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gave their respective property addresses . Our black tester explained

that the property was located in Roxbury , a predominantly black Boston

neighborhood . The bank officer who handled the call immediately responded

that the bank does not service Roxbury , but only two other Boston neigh

borhoods and one suburban community . The very next day our white tester

called , similarly requested information about a mortgage , and gave a

property address in another suburban community . The bank officer mailed

an application to our white tester .

These tests were repeated over a period of several weeks with similar

incriminating results . Telephone testing confirmed our suspicions

about prescreening and discouragement of blacks ; unfortunately , it is not

a strong basis for court action . We have currently undertaken a cooperative

effort with the Attorney General's Office for in - person testing ; this will

serve as a basis for court action against creditors which prescreen and dis

courage applicants due to race , sex , or other discriminatory bases .

II. Federal Enforcement Efforts

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation examines state - chartered

nonmember banks. The FDIC equal credit opportunity examination is part

of a " Compliance Report " for all consumer laws and regulations . Up until

recently , its equal credit opportunity report page placed emphasis on the

procedural aspects of the regulations . It dealt with 11 compliance cate

gories within Regulation B and required the examiner to indicate , yes or

no , whether the bank was in compliance with each . State examiners have

examined 21 banks also examined by FDIC . Enclosure V shows the examina

tion results of each agency . Our examiners have found nearly three times

1

the number of procedural violations reported by FDIC . In addition , our

examiners have reviewed three compliance categories not addressed by FDIC ,
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one of these the Federal monitoring information requirements . We have

found ourselves in the peculiar position of enforcing a Federal require

ment of the 21 banks examined , 19 had violations of the monitoring

provisions .

A new examination format , together with FDIC's new Fair Housing

Regulations , could portend a brighter future for enforcement efforts .

Recently , the Equal Credit Opportunity examination report page was expanded

to include 17 compliance categories . But in one of the first exams using

the page , only one category was found in violation . The bank was given

a clean bill of health for questions like " ...has the bank taken a pro

hibited basis into account in evaluating the creditworthiness of an

applicant ? " and " Has the bank refused to grant an individual account to

a creditworthy applicant on the basis of sex , marital status , or other

prohibited bases ? " How does the examiner know ?

Answers to substantive questions require the use of sampling

methodologies to compare granted and denied loans and may well require

testing . Certainly asking bank officers whether they employ discriminatory

practices is no way to discern discrimination . The bank has been told

it is virtually free of discriminatory procedures and substantive evalua

tion and processing of applications. Given the procedures used , is this

appropriate ? Probably not . We have reviewed 127 FDIC equal credit op

portunity examinations of the state - chartered , FDIC - insured institutions

conducted during 1977 and 1978. None of these reports cites a bank for

a violation of the Regulation B general rule which prohibits actual credit

discrimination . In contrast , the Banking Department has received several

complaints alleging credit discrimination against FDIC-insured banks .
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In some cases , the banks granted credit to the complainants after our

investigations ; one is in the hands of the Justice Department.

The new FDIC Fair Housing Regulations include extensive log and

recordkeeping requirements. These provisions employ plans to monitor

inquiries about and applications for home mortgage and home improvement

loans . They also require banks to keep detailed information about loan ,

property , and applicant characteristics . Unfortunately , the log and

recordkeeping requirements do not apply to inquiries and oral applications

taken by telephone . Individuals are prescreened or discouraged from

applying by some banks over the telephone. We strongly urge FDIC to re

consider its position regarding telephone inquiries and applications .

Further , in using the logs and records , we urge that telephone and in -person

testing be conducted to ensure that logs and records are kept ; that logs

and records be used to select banks for comprehensive equal credit

opportunity examinations ; that procedures be developed and implemented

for the analysis of loan files to detect substantive violations ; and ,

that a consumer - oriented enforcement policy be developed to deal with

substantive violations .

The Comptroller of the currency has also included equal credit

opportunity as part of its " Consumer Compliance Report . " While it is

legally impossible for the State to review these examinations , their

Consumer Affairs Handbook , which outlines examination procedures for equal

credit opportunity , places emphasis upon the procedural aspects of the

regulations as opposed to substantive problems, i.e. discriminatory patterns

or practices. The Comptroller should consider the adoption of similar

log and recordkeeping requirements as FDIC's so that it can actually be

determined if a bank is discriminating in its loan practices . Again , a

procedure for utilization of this information needs to be developed and
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implemented .

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board recently revised its nondiscrimination

regulations to address the problem of redlining . The banking industry

has long disclaimed the existence of redlining , but a Banking Department

analysis of home mortgage and deposit data submitted from 1975 through

1977 , Home Mortgage Lending Patterns in Metropolitan Boston , clearly

documents that ( 1 ) a substantially lower proportion of Boston banks '

savings deposits are reinvested in urban mortgages than in suburban areas ;

( 2 ) suburban areas receive more bank mortgages relative to the number of

home sales than urban areas ; ( 3 ) almost half the home sales in Boston

were taking place without the aid of bank financing ; and , ( 4 ) bank home

mortgage lending appears to be racially discriminatory in effect , if not

in intent . The Bank Board's nondiscrimination regulations fail to address

some important issues which contribute to redlining . The regulations

prohibit use of appraisals which are discriminatory , or discriminatory

in effect , on the basis of age or location of a dwelling. However ,

underwriting standards which are discriminatory in effect are not pro

hibited . A state - chartered , FDIC insured institution located in my home

city was required to submit an Affidavit of Community Service in connection

with a branch application to the State Board of Bank Incorporation . In

the affidavit , the bank stated that it makes home mortgage loans for

single family properties only and attempted to justify this practice by

further stating that the policy had no impact upon urban areas within its

lending area ; however , a quick look at the housing census data for the

city in which the bank's main office is located indicated that over one

half of the houses are
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underwriting policies may be discriminatory in effect by first prohibiting

such policies and second , establishing examination procedures for examiner

review of underwriting standards .

The Federal Reserve Board recently commissioned an outside study of

its credit discrimination enforcement program . The report , " The Detection

and Correction of Credit Discrimination , " issued in May of this year ,

states , " The Board has appeared hesitant to issue an unambiguous statement

of its commitment to vigorous enforcement of civil rights laws among state

member banks and has not identified civil rights legislation as having any

particular priority among the Board's enforcement responsibilities . " The

study also points out that while the Board's examinations are adequate to

find procedural violations , they are generally deficient in detecting sub

stantive violations , i.e. credit discrimination , In this respect , the

Fed's examinations are similar to those of the other agencies . Perhaps

the study was a first step towards effective civil rights enforcement .

It is our understanding that the Fed is developing civil rights specialists

for each bank , giving some thought to revising examination procedures , and

using testers . The Board should clearly state its commitment to equal

credit opportunity and fair housing , and direct its staff to continue devel

opment and implementation of a comprehensive program for detecting credit

discrimination .

III. Comprehensive Equal Credit Opportunity Program

A comprehensive program includes three major elements - selection ,

examination , and enforcement . Ideally , every institution under an agency's

purview should receive a procedural and substantive examination for each

of its loan departments . Because of staffing constraints , some agencies

may have to select institutions which are the most likely discriminators .

This should not and need not be on a random basis , but rather based
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of this include analysis of home mortgage information which is already

collected , testing , and consumer complaint review. Institutions which

make disproportionately few home mortgage loans in areas with substantial

minority composition as determined by the home mortgage data ; banks

which prescreen or discourage female and minority applicants as determined

by testers ; banks which have a record of valid credit discrimination com

plaints are likely first candidates for a.comprehensive examination . Even

where selection is random , disclosure data , testing , and complaints are

vital to a comprehensive examination . Mortgage lending patterns can help

an examiner find discriminatory appraisal and underwriting practices ;

testing is virtually the only way of checking prescreening and discourage

ment ; and complaints can tip the examiner off to widespread problems .

The Comprehensive Equal Credit Opportunity Examination must include

procedural and substantive reviews . To limit the ECOA exam to procedures

is to make a mockery of enforcement . It is the equivalent of assuming

that if we check to ensure that all the traffic lights in a city are opera

ting , no one will go through a red light .

IV . Enforcement

The Bank Board's general enforcement policy for handling violations

of its nondiscrimination regulations is inadequate. Generally , three types

of actions are required : 1 ) that the bank correct the violation in the

future ; 2 ) that the bank undertake affirmative marketing ; and , 3 ) that dis

criminatory conditions are corrected . Since these actions are not punitive

in nature , they are not likely to effectively discourage a bank from repeating

a violation . Affirmative marketing could make the bank appear favorable

in the public eye , depending upon the manner in which public notification

is set up . Ironically , a bank which is required to advertise its credit
a

1
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services to women may be viewed by the community as a progressive institution .

The proposed uniform enforcement guidelines for the Equal Credit

Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts issued by the five Federal financial

regulatory agencies are also constructed on a " no penalty " basis , witha

the exception of application fee refunds in the case of actual credit

discrimination . A copy of our comments on these guidelines is attached .

( Enclosure VI ) Congress clearly viewed violations of the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act as serious breaches of law . This is evident from the

substantial punitive damages allowable
$ 10,000 for individual actions

and up to $ 500,000 in class actions .

At the heart of the Massachusetts enforcement effort is a close

working relationship with the Civil Rights and Consumer Protection Divisions

of the State Attorney General's Office . During the last year , we have

referred two pattern or practice cases to the Attorney General for further

investigation and litigation . One of the cases is in the discovery process ;

another is still under investigation. In both , we have shared expertise
1

in developing evidence and legal theories . One combined effort involves

the use of testers , who have posed as prospective borrowers , contacted

the bank , and discerned disparate treatment on the bases of race and neigh

borhood . Another cooperative effort involved the preparation of a civil

investigative demand for complex statistical data . The Attorney General's

staff has provided us with valuable insight into the legal subtleties of

equal credit opportunity litigation ; we , in turn , have provided their staff

with banking expertise necessary for an understanding of creditor activities .

The Federal agencies should establish similar working relationships with

the Justice Department . When patterns of credit discrimination are found ,1

either by complaints , examinations , or both , cases can be referred through

established channels for litigation .
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It is important that aggrieved consumers be informed about the variety

of options and penalties available under federal and state laws . An individual

who files a complaint with the Banking Department alleging credit dis

crimination is immediately sent an acknowledgment letter ( Enclosure VII ) ,

which also informs him or her that other agencies handle credit discrimina

tion complaints and that substantial penalties are available , especially

under the federal law . Such a letter is essential so that consumers can

most intelligently select one or more courses of action . Failure to

explain other options and penalties could result in a less than appropriate

remedy ; in effect , an enforcement agency might serve as a buffer to sub

stantial penalties .

As our enforcement program expands, we anticipate finding many

institutions with more substantive violations . When this happens , it

may be unrealistic to ask our Attorney General to litigate each case .

To meet this anticipated problem , we are in the process of developing

general guidelines for substantive violations .

In addition to remedies intended to correct discriminatory actions ,

we are convinced that the credit industry will not take equal credit

opportunity seriously unless violations will result in some penalty .

An enforcement agency can request a creditor to pay monetary compensation

to individuals who are discriminated against ; if the creditor does not

comply , the files can be turned over to the appropriate law enforcement

authority . The dollar amounts may be substantially less than those granted

as a result of successful court action .
This serves as an incentive for

the creditor to pay the amount requested by the agency .

Under consideration by the Banking Department are the following guidelines :

For each substantive violation found in the credit card department we may
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require :

1 ) the issuance of a card or adjustment of credit line

upward to the amount given to similarly qualified

applicants ; and ,

2 ) interest free credit for the first term of the credit

card up to a total of $ 500 .

Where there are several substantive violations , creditors would be

required to retain records for one year of applicant and credit character

istics in a prescribed manner so that examiners could review the bank's

lending activity and the bank could check its own progress toward non

discriminatory practices .

For each substantive violation found in the instalment loan department

we may require :

1 ) that the institution grant the credit on terms given to

similar- situation applicants ; and ,

2 ) interest free credit up to $ 500 .

Again , record retention requirements will be imposed if there is a

pattern of discriminatory activity .

For each substantive violation found in the home mortgage loan de

partment we may require that the creditor

? 1 ) offer to grant the loan on terms given to similarly - situated

applicants ;

2 ) refund any fees , costs , or prepayment penalties paid as a result

of the denied application .

3 ) pay the first 6 months of interest charges , not to exceed

$ 1,000 ; and ,

4 ) where the applicant has received financing elsewhere ,

pay all settlement costs and excessive interest ( if the rate was

higher at the bank which granted the loan) for a combined total
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not to exceed $ 1,000 .

Finally , prescribed record retention requirements would be imposed .

It should be pointed out that these corrective actions and penalties

are lighter than those consumers would gain under the Federal laws . Where

an institution falls to comply with our requested remedial action , the

examination would be submitted to the Attorney General .

Conclusion

The enforcement programs of the Federal regulatory agencies

emphasize procedural compliance . The agencies must recognize that use

of available home mortgage disclosure data , testing , and statistical .

sampling methodologies is necessary to find credit discrimination . Once

found , enforcement should include both corrective action and penalties .
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ENCLOSURE 1

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

INDEX

Statement of Violations Page 1

Reference to Violations Page 2

Comments and Recommendations Page 3

Institution Name

Address

Telephone

Chief Executive Officer Title

Senior Mortgage Officer
Title

Senior Installment Officer Title

Assets $ as of

Home Mortgage $ Home Improvement $

Open - end Installment $Closed - end Installment $

The equal credit opportunity laws and regulations prescribe procedures which , if followed ,

minimize the likelihood of illegal credit discrimination . This Report of Examination con

tains a statement of violations and questionable practices related to the prescribed pro

cedures . The examiner found one or more violations or questionable practices in each of

the compliance areas checked below :

Posting of Signs

Application Forms

Application Rules

Monitoring Information

Evaluation Rules

Extension Rules

Notifications

Credit Furnishing Information

Record Retention

37-415 0 - 79 - 5-
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NAME OF INSTITUTION END DATE

STATEMENT OF VIOLATIONS

Below is a partial list of possible violations of the State and Federal equal credit

opportunity laws and regulations . The number of violations in each category is placed

in the column headed " Violations " . Conclusions reached by the examiner are based upon

interviews with institution personnel , responses of officers to questionnaires , and the

sample of loan files which follows . Reference is made on page 2 of this report to the

interview , officer's response , or loan file which indicates a violation .

#

Adverse Action

#

WithdrawnType of Credit Approved

State

Regulation

Federal

Regulation

VIOLATIONS

Home Mortgage Installment

POSTING OF MCAD NOTICE

1

1. Failure to post notice in a

Section 13

APPLICATIONS FOR CREDIT

2 . Failure to recognize that an

application has been taken when

an individual requests credit ,

either orally , in writing , or

through a third party , and the

creditor considers aspects of

the prospective borrower's

creditworthiness . Sec . 2 ( e ) Sec . 202.2 ( f )

3. Requesting or requiring an

Sec . 7 ( a ) Sec . 202.7 ( a)

4 . Failure to notify an applicant

that his /her application is

Incomplete and to allow the

applicant to complete it . Sec . 2 ( e ) Sec . 202.2 ( E)

Page

STATEMENT OF VIOLATIONS

1
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NAME OF INSTITUTION END DATE

STATEMENT OF VIOLATIONS

State

Regulation

Federal

Regulation

VIOLATIONS

Home Mortgage Installment

5. Failure to use application

Sec . 5 Sec . 202.5

b .

=

c .

Sec . 5 ( c ) Sec . 202.5 ( c )

Sec . 5 ( d ) ( 1 ) Sec . 202.5 ( d ) ( 1 )

Sec . 5 ( a ) ( 1 ) Sec . 202.5 ( a ) ( 1 )

Sec . 5 ( d ) ( 2 ) Sec . 202.5 ( d ) ( 2 )

Sec 5 ( d ) ( 3 ) Sec . 202.5 ( d ) ( 3 )

Sec . 5 ( d ) ( 3 ) Sec . 202.5 ( d ) ( 3 )

Sec . 5 ( a ) ( 4 ) Sec . 202.5 ( d ) ( 4 )

Sec . 5 ( d ) ( 5 ) Sec . 202.5 ( d ) ( 5 )

d ..

Page

la
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NAME OF INSTITUTION END DATE

STATEMENT OF VIOLATIONS

State

Regulation

Federal

Regulation

VIOLATIONS

Home Mortgage Installcent

14. Failure to allow an applicant

Sec . 7 ( b ) Sec . 202.7 ( b )

REQUESTING GOVERNMENT MONITORING INFORMATION

Sec . 202.13

15. Monitoring information in the

b . Failure to use an

appropriate form .

c . Failure to request

information when appropriate .

d . Requesting information

when not appropriate , e.g.

refinance transactions .

e . Failure to request

information of each applicant ,

if joint application .

f . Failure to make a notation

if applicant ( s ) refuse to

provide the information .

EVALUATION OF APPLICATIONS

16 . Using a credit scoring

system which includes age as

a variable when the creditor

cannot show it is a demon

strably and statistically

sound , empirically derived

credit system. Sec . 6 ( b ) Sec . 202.6 ( b )

17. Taking into account the

Seć . 6 ( b ) ( 4 ) Sec . 202.6 ( b ) ( 4 )

OTHER RULES CONCERNING CREDIT

18 . Concerning existing open- end

credit , requiring a reappli

cation , changing the terms of

the account , or terminating

the account because of an

applicant's age or a change in

the applicant's name or

marital status , except where

there is evidence of inability

to repay . Na

Page

16
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NAME OF INSTITUTION END DATE

STATEMENT OF VIOLATIONS

State

Regulation

Federal

Regulation

VIOLATIONS

Home Vortgage Installment

19. Requesting or requiring the

Sec . 7 ( a ) Sec . 202.7 ( a )

20. . Requesting or requiring an

Sec . 7 ( a ) ( 5 ) Sec . 202. 7 ( a ) ( 5 )

21. Refusing to extend or maintain

an account because credit life ,

Sec . 7 ( e ) Sec . 202. 7 ( e )

NOTIFICATIONS

22. Failure to notify an applicant of

Sec . 9 ( a ) Sec . 202.9 ( a )

23. Failure to notify an applicant

Sec . 9 ( a ) Sec . 202.9 ( a )

24. Failure to notify an applicant

Sec . 202.9 ( a ) ( 2 )Sec . 9 ( a )

25 . Notification of adverse action : Sec . 9 ( a ) ( 2 ) Sec . 202.9 ( a ) ( 2 )

a . Failure to give the

Federal Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act notice .

b . Failure to give the name

and address of the appropriate

Federal enforcement agency.

c . Failure to make reference

to the State enforcement

agency ( MCAD ) in the Federal

Equal Credit Opportunity Act

notice ( effective June 1 , 1978 ) . Sec . 9 ( b ) ( 1 )

STATEMENT OF VIOLATIONS

Page

lc
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NAME OF INSTITUTION END DATE

STATEMENT OF VIOLATIONS

State

Regulation

Federal

Regulation

VIOLATIONS

Home Mortgage Installment

d . Failure to give the name

and address of the State

enforcement agency ( effective

June 1 , 1978 ) . Sec . 9 ( b ) ( 1 )

e . Failure to give specific

ånd accurate reason ( s ) for

adverse action.

.FURNISHING OF CREDIT INFORMATION

Sec . 10 ( a ) Sec . 202.10 ( a )

Sec . 1006 ) ( 1 )

Sec . 10 ( a ) Sec . 202.10 ( a )

Sec , 10 ( a ) Sec . 202.10 ( a )

Sec . 202.10 ( 5 )

26. Failure to determine and

Page

id
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NAME OF INSTITUTION END DATE

STATEMENT OF VIOLATIONS

State

Regulation

Federal

Regulation

VIOLATIONS

Home Mortgage Installment

RECORD RETENTION

31. Failure to preserve for 25

Sec . 12 ( b ) Sec . 202.12 ( b )

32. Failure to keep for 25 months

Page

le

a copy of any notification of

action taken , statement of

specific reasons for adverse

action , and any written state

ment submitted by the

applicant alleging credit

discrimination.
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NAME OF INSTITUTION END DATE

REFERENCE TO VIOLATIONS

Below is a list of references to the violations listed on page 1 of this report . Reference

is made to interviews with institution personnel , responses of officers to questionnaires ,

or loan files sampled. Numbers below correspond to the appropriate violations

summarized on page 1 .

:

Page

REFERENCE TO VIOLATIONS 2
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NAME OF INSTITUTION END DATE

REFERENCE TO VIOLATIONS

Page

2REFERENCE TO VIOLATIONS
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NAME OF INSTITUTION END DATE

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Page

3COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

ENCLOSURE II

Dear

During a recent examination of

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Massachusetts General

Laws prohibit creditors from discriminating in the granting of credit

because of race , national origin , religion , color , sex , marital status ,

age , or receipt of income from public assistance programs . You may have

been discriminated against on the basis of

This Office has established procedures under which you may receive

consideration for discriminatory treatment . In addition , you may exercise

a number of other options , including 1 ) filing a complaint with the Mass .

Commission Against Discrimination ( 727-3990 ) , 2 ) filing a complaint with

the civil Rights Division , Mass . Department of the Attorney General

( 727-1090 ) , 3 ) filing a complaint with a Federal enforcement agency , and

4 ) consulting a private attorney .

. .

If you sue in Federal court and win , the Federal law provides penalties

up to $ 10,000 plus actual damages , attorneys fees , and other costs . In the

case of class action suits , the Act provides for up to $ 500,000 in punitive

damages .

Please contact me at 727-2449 if you would like to discuss the matter

further .

Yours truly ,

Director

Equal Credit Opportunity Division
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ENCLOSURE III

REVERE
CITY OF BOSTON MORTGAGE LOAN APPLICATIONS

BY MINORITY COMPOSITION , 1975

Su

CHARLESTOWN
os

WATERTOWN
cos

WEST END
EAST

BOSTONBRIGHTON

203

SOUTH END 512

NORTH END
200

109

100

tos
COM

BACKBAY
102

GOS

810

NEWTON
ROXBURY

603

GOA
610

tozle

BOI SOUTH

BOSTON
BROOKLINE 601

907

1207
900

ROS 909

JAMAICA PLAIN 911 911

1203

1205 90

ROSLINDALE
1201

DORCHESTER

NORTHc1202

ru

1101

22

106 1005

1301

1302 1103 DORCHESTER

SOUTH1057

1105

1102
00

1303 1104
JOOB

1200

1404
1301

QUINCY CITY OF

WEST

ROXBURY

1401
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ENCLOSUREIV

CITYOFBOSTONMORTGAGELOANAPPLICATIONS

Neighborhood Census

Tract

ZAdult

Minorities

%Racial ApplicationsReceived

#

ApplicationsApplicationsApproved ApplicationsDeclined

#

DorchesterNorth 919 100 34 0 0 0 0 0 0

DorchesterNorth 923 100 44 0 0 0 0 0

DorchesterNorth 924 100 13 0 0 0 o 0

Roxbury 804/806 100 5 0 o 0 0 O

Roxbury 814 100 48 1 12,000 0 0 1 12,000

Roxbury 818 100 11 0 0: 0 O O 0

SouthEnd 702 100 23 0 0 0 0 0 O

DorchesterSouth 1002 94 24 0 0 0 0 0

SouthEnd 708/712 94 10 0 o 0 0

DorchesterNorth 901/903 91 -5 0 0 O 0 0

DorchesterSouth 1011 89 40 0 0 0 0

Roxbury 819 89 -5 0 0 0 0 0

Roxbury 820/821 89 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0

Roxbury 815/817 85 -4 o 0 0 o 0.. 0

SouthEnd 707 85 19 0 0

DorchesterSouth 1001 84 10 0 0 0 0 O 0

Roxbury 812 82 23 0

Roxbury 802/803 72 7 0 0 0 0

Roxbury 813 68 -3 0 0 0 0 0

DorchesterSouth 1003 67 56 0 .0 0 O 0
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ENCLOSUREIV

CITYOFBOSTONMORTGAGELOANAPPLICATIONS

Neighborhood Census•

Tract

%Adult

Minorities

%Racial

Change*

1970-1975

ApplicationsReceived ApplicationsApproved Applicatlonspecilned

DorchesterNorth 904/906 64 22 o 0 O 0 0

DorchesterNorth 914 64 21 0 o

Roxbury 811 60 46 0 0 0

Roxbury 807 59 -14 0 0 0 0 0

SouthEnd 705 42 5 0 o 0 0 O

DorchesterNorth 920 38 33 0 0 0
o

DorchesterNorth 915 33 25 1 24,500 1 24,500 0 0

DorchesterNorth 913 32 14 3 61,000 3 61,000 o

DorchesterSouth 1005 31 18 0 o 0. 0.

o

0

DorchesterSouth 1010 31 25 2 2 36,000

O

O
36,000

9,609,731AllOtherNeighborhoods 30orbelow
370, 300 7,464,864

70 2,144,867

%adultminority,1975less%adultminority,1970

NOTE:Theabovetablepresentsarepresentativebutfictitiouspicture
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS

August 31 , 1978

CAROL S. GREENWALD

ENCLOSURE VI

Equal Credit Opportunity Guidelines

Room B-4107

Washington , D. C. 20551

Re : Proposed Equal Credit Opportunity Enforcement Guidelines

Dear Sir or Madam :

The proposed enforcement guidelines issued by the Federal enforcement

agencies have serious shortcomings which should be corrected prior to

implementation . The stated objectives of the guidelines are to require

corrective action for violations and to assure future compliance . The

General Enforcement Policy section contains the following statement :

" In all cases , the enforcing agency will consider the suitability of

the prescribed remedy for the circumstances - for example , the character

of the violation , the condition of the creditor , and the cost and ef

fectiveness of the correction action - and will make whatever modifica

tions it deems appropriate . "

-

Conspicuously absent from these considerations is the adverse

impact upon individuals and protected classes . The corrective actions

outlined for substantive violations do not compensate persons who were

discriminated against ; nor does assurance of future compliance . A creditor

which illegally discriminates and is caught by a Federal enforcement

agency will merely be required to act in a non -discriminatory manner

on past and future loan applications, i.e. , do what should have been done

in the first place . Victims of substantive discriminatory practices

should also be advised of practical avenues of redress and receive

substantive compensation .

Since September , 1977 , the Massachusetts Banking Department has

maintained enforcement provisions similar to those for procedural

violations concerning monitoring information , adverse action notifica

tions , and credit histories . These provisions are adequate in most

situations. Failure to take remedial and future corrective action on

a voluntary basis is met with other administrative action , including

referral to the Attorney General .

Substantive violations , which include discouraging applications,

discriminatory credit evaluation , imposing more onerous terms , requir

ing co - signers, and terminating or changing the terms of open - end

accounts on a prohibited basis , should be dealt with by stronger actions

than merely requiring remedial and future corrective action . In these

!
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situations, it is also the responsibility of an enforcement agency to

1 ) inform adversely affected persons or members of an adversely affected

class of the available enforcement options under Federal and State law ,

including the right to file complaints and to sue ; 2 ) inform same of the

substantial actual , punitive and other damages and fees available in

the case of successful actions ; 3 ) arrange for monetary compensation

to adversely affected persons ; and 4 ) where a creditor refuses to provide

compensation , forward examination report to the appropriate law enforce

ment authority .

Notwithstanding the above comments , some of the proposed enforce

ment actions for non-procedural violations as far as they go , appear

appropriate . We do , however , have some thoughts regarding certain

violations :

( 1 ) Concerning discouraging applications on a prohibited basis ,

serious questions have arisen concerning the adequacy of Federal agency

examination procedures to detect this practice . Aside from asking bank

officers , which is at best unreliable and at worst ridiculous , the only

way to discern prescreening is by using testers . The Banking Depart

ment currently conducts a systematic program where personnel , paired

on the basis of opposite race or sex , contact institutions to test for

possible differential treatment . Prior to issuing an enforcement policy

concerning prescreening , the agencies should revise their examination

procedures in order to more effectively detect this type of violation .

When prescreening is detected , the proposed enforcement policy is to

require affirmative advertising. This may be useful , but only if it
results in increased applications from the discouraged class . Enforce

ment agencies should follow - up advertising by measuring its impact ;

if ineffective , revised or additional advertising should be undertaken .

The guidelines should clearly spell this out .

( ( 2 ) Concerning use of discriminatory elements in credit evaluation

systems , the proposed policy requires creditors to solicit new applica

tions from discriminatorily rejected individuals . Many such persons

will not be interested in reapplying , because they received credit else

where , because they do not wish to do business with the offending creditor ,

or for other reasons . Consequently , acts of credit discrimination will

go unremedied . This likely occurrence is another reason why enforcement

agencies should attempt to arrange monetary compensation for persons who

are discriminated against .

( 3 ) Concerning imposition of more onerous terms on a prohibited

basis , the proposed policy requires reimbursement , adjustment , or release .

Again, creditors would merely be required to right a wrong . In addition ,

monetary compensation should be required .

( 4 ) Concerning prohibited co - signer requirements , the proposed

policy requires the release of unnecessary co-signers . This is appropriate .

Where a co-signer is necessary to support the credit extension , but the

applicant's choice was restricted to his or her spouse , the creditor must

inform the applicant that a creditworthy substitute may be provided .

However , an applicant who would have originally provided a non - spouse

37-415 0 - 79 - 6
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co-signer , but who cannot provide one at the time of notification , should

not necessarily be forced to retain an illegally required co-signer.

To prevent this problem , the notification should request the applicant

to contact the creditor if he or she ( a ) wishes to drop the spouse

co-signer and ( b ) a substitute is no longer available . If contacted ,

the creditor must reevaluate the applicant using objective standards

applicable to his or her current creditworthiness , including the pay

ment history on the existing loan . Where the applicant is now credit

worthy as an individual , the co-signer spouse must be released ; where

the applicant remains individually uncreditworthy , the spouse would ,

as a matter of sound banking practice , remain on the note .

( 5 ) concerning terminating or changing the terms of open end accounts

on a prohibited basis , the proposed policy requires the account to be

returned to its previous condition . Again , creditors are not dis

couraged from committing this violation by any monetary compensation

to victims .

sincerely yours

Carol Greenwald
Carol s . Greenwald

Commissioner of Banks

CSG : esr

Enclosures
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. Our next witness is Ellen Broadman , attorney

with Consumers Union .
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cies to enforce the law adequately in the past, we are very con

cerned by this vagueness.
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Disclosure also serves as an important educational role. It can

inform consumers of theirrights under the law and thereby enable

them to report violations to the agencies. Wethinkthere is a very

special opportunity here to educate the public. When people are

told their rights are infringed upon , they will be more likely to

want to learn about those rights.
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It has also been argued that disclosure of violation to the public

is unfair to lenders. Because examinations are conducted at differ

ent times and not for all lenders, information would not be made

available on a uniform basis. Some are concerned that individual

lenders might be singled out and the public might be misled by

disclosure. We think the public is capable of evaluating informa

tion . We think the public should be informed of all substantive

violations as well as the incompleteness of the information they are

given .

1
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look at and consider in developing your position. There have been

numerous suggestions of ways to strenghen the guidelines. They

are not vigorous enough, they are not strong enough.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELLEN BROADMAN , ATTORNEY, WASHINGTON OFFICE ,

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee , Consumers Union*

appreciates the opportunity to testify at these oversight hearings

on the enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

pecially pleased to be here today because of the importance of this

Act to consumers of credit .

I. Introduction

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act expresses a strong national

commitment to the abolition of discrimination in the granting of

credit . Recognizing that credit is not a luxury but rather a ne

cessity for many consumers who want to buy a home , automobile or

other consumer goods or services , Congress prohibited lenders from

withholding credit on the basis of sex , race and other characteris

tics unrelated to the creditworthiness of an individual . Vigorous

enforcement was also provided for in the Act , Credit applicants ,

the Attorney General and the federal agencies with supervisory res

ponsibilities for lenders all were authorized to bring enforcement

As explained in the Senate Report accompanying ECOA :

Since discrimination is inherently insidious ,

almost presumptively intentional , yet often

difficult to ferret out , the Committee believes

that strong enforcement of this Act is essential

to accomplish Its purpose ._1 /

*
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II . Administrative Enforcement

To fulfill their enforcement responsibilities the agencies

should adopt enforcement measures that effectively identify a

violation , establish strong incentives for compliance and fully

compensate all individuals who are injured by ECOA violations .

A. Identifying Violations

Complaints filed with the agencies can be a valuable source

of information on violations , To solicit informed complaints , the

agencies should establish education programs that inform individuals

of their rights under ECOA and enable them to identify infringements ,

Education programs should utilize media that reach those classes of

people protected by ECOA , Educational materials should be designed

to attract the attention of consumers and be written in simple ,

easily understood language . All educational efforts should be .

tested to assure their effectiveness .

sumers can easily lodge complaints with the appropriate agency ,

For example , lenders should be required to place complaint forms

in a location . visible to the public . And , - the agencies should

establish a toll free " hot -line " through which individuals may file

complaints and require that this " hot - line " . number - be posted in the

lobbies of all lenders , After testing those and other complaint

... onefs. ) ..

Silled..examiners and rigorous examination procedures should

also be employed by the agencies as part of their enforcement,

efforts . Effective training“ programs for examiners are a must ;

however ;. training alone is not enough . Having talked with examiners

in consumer training programs , I am convinced of the need to upgrade

the career stature of consumer examiners , There should be a se

parate career ladder with attractive advancement opportunities for

consumer examiners These consumer examiners are more likely to possess
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the sensitivity and skill required to spot ECOA violations .

tablishing attractive career incentives , agencies are more likely

to attract and retain skilled and motivated consumer examiners .

B. Establishing Incentives for Compliance

The agencies should respond to violations in a manner which

establishes strong incentives for lenders to comply with the law

on their own initiative . The importance of these incentives is

1llustrated well by the result of inadequate enforcement of the

Truth in Lending Act ( TILA ) . As revealed in hearings held by

Chairman Rosenthal , weak administrative enforcement of TILA re

sulted in widespread non - compliance and substantial financial

injury to consumers . 2 / The unwillingness of lenders to follow

the mandate of TILA , despite the civil remedies available to in

dividuals under that statute , should serve as a reminder of the

importance of establishing forceful inducements for lenders to obey

consumer protection laws . Thus , it is not enough for agencies to

require violators to comply with the law in the future .
Additional

sanctions should be levied against these lenders . Agencies , when

they discover unlawful conduct , must fashion comprehensive , ef

fective remedies that address all the effects of ECOA violations. 3 /

2 / See The Truth in Lending Act : Federal Banking Agency Enforce

ment and the Need for Statutory. Reform , Third Report by the Committee

on Government Operations , May 10 , 1977 .

3 / See Albemarle Paper Co. v . Moody , 422 U.S. 405 ( 1975 ) ; Franks v .

Bowman Transportation Company , 424 0.5, 747 ( 1976 ) ; Green v . County

School Board , 391 V.S. 43071968 ) .
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c . Full Compensation for Injured .

If violations result in measurable damages , lenders should be re

quired to compensate fully all victims of these violations .

have an obligation under ECOA to return consumers to the position

they would be in but for the lender's infringements on their rights .

Infringements on ECOA rights are violations of civil rights . As re

cognized by Congress in the legislative history of ECOA , judicial

construction of anti - discrimination legislation should serve as guides

for applying ECOA . 4 / Thus , lenders who violate ECOA have an af

firmative duty to remedy the effects of their past unlawful behavior .

As explained in Albermarle Paper Co. v . Moody , an equal employment

case cited in the legislative history of ECOA as controlling pre

cedent :

If employers faced only the prospect of an

injunction order , they would have little incentive

to shun practices of dubious legality . It is the

reasonably certain prospect of a back pay award that

' provide [ s ] the spur or catalyst which causes employers

and unions to self examine and to self - evaluate their

employment practices and to endeavor to eliminate , so

far as possible the last vestiges of an unfortunate

ECOA violations . 6 /

The Proposed Guidelines

On June 27 , 1978 , the agencies responsible for the enforcement

of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act published for public comment

proposed enforcement guidelines . These guidelines most definitely

are not the " strong enforcement " measures envisioned by Congress

41 S. Rep . No. 94--589, supra at 4-5 .

5 / 422 U.S. at 418 .

6/ See ft . nt . 3.
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when enacting ECOA . They do not establish powerful incentives for

complying with the Act nor require that injured consumers be made

whole . In many respects these guidelines are vague and leave un

certain the vigor with which ECOA will be enforced .

A. Guidelines Should Provide for Disclosure of Violation

to Consumers

Enforcement agencies that discover violations should inform

consumers of these infringements on their rights . As a practical

matter , agencies may not be able to determine the full range of in

juries sustained by consumers as a result of ECOA violations .

Unlawful actions may have damaged a consumer's credit history or

have resulted in credit denials or higher charges for credit else

where . Or , a consumer may have sustained measurable damages due

to unusual circumstances . Because agencies often will not be able

to determine the extent or severity of the injuries caused by un

lawful conduct , they will not be able to require full compensation .

To satisfy their obligation to remedy injuries resulting from discri

mination , agencies should inform Individuals of these violations

and enable consumers to undertake actions to obtain full compensation .

Disclosure is imperative when agencies can identify measurable

damages , but do not require lenders to make full compensation . Thus ,

for example , if lenders are not required to compensate consumers.

for the additional costs they incurred by purchasing credit else

where after a discriminatory denial , individuals should be informed

of this discrimination . The proposed guidelines contain no such

compensation requirement when discriminatory credit scoring systems

are used . Disclosure at least will allow Bonsumers to seek complete

redress elsewhere , possibly through civil actions .

Disclosure serves a second important enforcement role by creating

forceful reasons for lenders to comply with ECOA . Disclosure is es

pecially appropriate when lenders discriminate against protected

classes of people since this is the most serious of ECOA violations
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and the prime target of the Act . Disclosure also should be required

when violations do not result in measurable damages . Here lenders

cannot be required to compensate individuals for damages , so other

compliance incentives are needed . Unfortunately , in many such

situations the guidelines do not provide such incentives .

example , the lender who failed to send adverse action notices would

be required merely to send notices for the preceding two years .

The guidelines also merely require the lender who has discriminaterily

terminated or changed the terms of an open end account to comply

with the law in the future . The effects of these lenders ' past

conduct are ignored entirely by the guidelines . The creditor who

required a co - signer on a prohibited basis is similarly treated

gingerly . It must only offer to release any unnecessary co - signer

and , in effect , offer to comply with the law . If these meek enforce

ment sanctions are adopted by the agencies , disclosure is necessary

to motivate lenders to observe the law .

Disclosures also can serve a valuable educational function .

Consumers should be informed of their rights under ECOA generally

and of the specific right which has been infringed . They should

also be informed of all efforts being undertaken to remedy the ef

fects of these violations and of their right to bring a civil

e action for actual and punitive damages .

Disclosure materials provide agencies with an excellent op

portunity to educate key members of the public as to their rights

under the Act . Recipients of these materials are 11kely to be members

of classes that traditionally have been victims of discrimination

and are most in need of this information . Educational materials

will make it more likely that these individuals will understand

their rights under ECOA . Thus , such disclosure materials would pro

vide an unusually effective forum for consumer education . Also ,

disclosure materials could serve a valuable enforcement function

by assisting these persons to identify violations and to protect
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themselves in the future . 68/

Some regulators have expressed a fear that disclosure might

result in excessive litigation harmful to lenders . This fear is

simply unjustified . ECOA merely allows consumers to recover actual

damages , and authorizes courts to award punitive damages in narrowly

circumscribed situations , for example , when the lender acts in bad

faith . If violations result in actual damages , consumers should

be able to recover these losses . If lenders act in bad faith or

repeatedly violate the law , punitive damages should be assessed .

The limits on the liabilities of. lenders contained in ECOA provide

adequate protection against excessive litigation , and encourage only

those lawsuits which mightly seek appropriate redress for injuries

and serve to enforce important national laws .

B. The Guidelines Should Require Public Disclosure of

Information on all ECOA violations should be made available to

all interested members of the public . This, information enables citi

zens to evaluate the effectiveness of. ECOA and related enforcement

efforts. It enables the public - and advocates of public interests

to voice, an informed opinion on the need for legal or administrative

reform ...And , it establishes forceful inducements for lenders to

follow legal mandates ,

bal The Federal Home Loan Bank Board gives lenders " the option "

of notifying people of unlawful practices and of the particular

regulatory provisions that may have been violated . Lenders are also :

notified that the Board " will consider instituting cease and desist

proceedings to - require this notification . See Memorandum dated

May 25 , 1978 entitled " Synopsis : General Enforcement Policy . for

Handling Violations of the Nondiscrimination Regulations , " at page

3. The Board rightly appears to support the concept of disclosure .

However , it is unclear what criteria they will be used by the Board

to dectde whether to bring a C & D proceeding . The examples presented

at page four indicate that disclosure will be required in two

situations : ( 1 ) when -a loan is denied on a discriminatory basis or ;

( 2 ) a borrower is given a loan at a higher rate , lower aplount or on

loos favorable terms . We strongly support such iteninsure .
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C. Creditors Who Use Discriminatory Credit Evaluation Systems .

The guidell'es do not fully compensate individuals for losses

incurred due to a lender's use of a discriminatory credit evaluation

system . These individuals should be , but would not be reimbursed

the difference between the cost of credit denied them and the cost

of credit they purchased in lieu of the credit discriminatorily

denied them .

Lenders also should be required to forward corrected information

to any credit reporting agencies to which lenders sent information

on discriminatory credit denials whenever agencies can be identified

from the lenders records . Also , applicants should be informed that

the lenders ' conduct may have damaged their credit ratings . This

disclosure will allow individuals who were later denied credit or

charged higher interest rates because of a poor credit rating to re

apply for credit or better credit terms. The guidelines should ,

but do not , include any of the above provisions that we suggest .

Creditors who use discriminatory criteria in their credit

evaluation systems should be required to re - evaluate credit an

plications as far back as these prohibited criteria were used or

back to the enactment of ECOA , whichever 1s earlier . However , the

guidelines leave with the agencies discretion to determine a

period of time" over which these applications must be reviewed .

This flexibility flies in the face of the objectives of ECOA .

Use of discriminatory criteria is one of the most serious of

civil rights viclations under ECOA . All individuals who suffer

from this type of discrimination should be identified and compen.

sated . There is absolutely no justification for ignorint the

rights of certain individuals solely because those richts were

infringed upon during an earlier time period when the arencies

were not enforcing the Act , Failure to enforce the Act during
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any time period would be an abrogation of the agencies ' respon

sibility to enforce the law during those years . 7 /

Also , if each agency independently adopts its own arbitrary

cut-off date , inconsistency in enforcement inevitably will result .

Such inconsistency is unfair to those consumers who are not com

pensated for infringements of their civil rights and for result

ing injuries . Inconsistency also puts those lenders under the

jurisdiction of the more lenient enforcement agencies at an un

fair competitive advantage .

Although we are disturbed by the above omissions from the

guidelines , we strongly support the sanctions proposed by the

enforcement agencies . The guidelines would require creditors

to solicit applications from individuals who had previously been

rejected due to discriminatory lending policies , and would pro

hibit the assessment of fees for these new applications . Fees

paid for the earlier application would be returned . If the

latter application were approved , the applicant accepted the

loan , and the applicant prepaid an existing loan obtained in lieu

of the discriminatorily denied credit , the creditor would be

required to reimburse the applicant for any prepayment penalty .

D. Creditors Who Terminate or Unfavorably Change the Terms

of an Existing Open End Account on a Prohibited Basis .

The proposed guidelines would require these creditors to

return the account to its previous condition unless an evaluation

of the creditworthiness of the affected parties justifies other

action . This guideline merely requires lenders to comply with

the law henceforth , provides no compensation to persons injured

7 / Green v . County School Board , 391 U.S. 1430 ( 1968 ) ; Adams v .

Richardson , 351 F.Supp . 636 , implementing order , 356 F.Supp . 92

TD.D.C. 1973) ; Sounder v . Brennan , 367 F.Supp . 808 ( D.D.C. 1973 ) .
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by the lenders past discrimination or other unlawful conduct and ,

therefore , is inadequate . If , as a result of a lender's actions , a

consumer was forced to purchase credit elsewhere at a higher cost ,

the creditor should be required to reimburse the consumer for the

difference between the cost of the credit purchased and the cost

of credit the consumer would have purchased but for the lenders

unlawful conduct . To determine if consumers have incurred such

expenses , lenders should be required to solicit such information

and documentation from consumers . Lenders should also reimburse

consumers for any charges incurred in connection with applying for

a new account or an account with more favorable terms . In ad

dition , consumers should be informed that if they have been denied

credit since the change in or termination of their account , this

denial may have been based on information wrongfully communicated

by the lender to a reporting agency and the consumer may wish to

reapply for that credit .

E. creditors Who Have Discouraged Applications on a Pro

The proposed guidelines would require creditors who have

discouraged applications on a prohibited basis to solicit cre

dit applications from the discouraged class through affirmative

advertising . We concur that affirmative advertising should be

required to inform the public that the lender will henceforth

comply with the law . However , affirmative advertising alone

is not enough . Whenever actual victims of this type of discrimination

can be identified , they should be compensated as described below .

The guidelines should require the agencies to review complaints

filed with and against a lender to determine if any of the com

plainants were discouraged from applying for credit on a pro

hibited basis .

Once these individuals are identified , lenders should be re

quired to compensate these consumers for all their injuries . Those

37-415 O - 79 - 7
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persons who later purchased credit from a secondary source should

be reimbursed the difference between the cost of credit purchased

and the cost they would have paid but for the discrimination . 87 9 /

Those consumers who ( a ) were unable to obtain credit elsewhere,

( b ) would have qualified for credit but for the discrimination ,

and ( c ) still desire credit , should be offered credit on the terms

available at the time they were discouraged from applying for

credit . This is important because the establishment of a credit

record with the lenders of original choice has a positive effect

on the applicant's future credit rating .

Creditors Who Impose More Onerous Terms on a Prohibited

Basis .

The proposed guidelines would require a creditor engaging in

this class of violation to reimburse borrowers for any over

charges and to notify applicants who have been denied more

favorable credit terms that they may obtain the credit terms for

which they were qualified at the time credit was originally granted .

8 / It has been argued that the agencies lack authority to require

lenders to reimburse consumers for this amount . These advocates

claim that such reimbursement constitutes a penalty since the lender

would be reimbursing the consumer for monies paid to a third party ,
rather than monies wrongfully paid to the lender . This argument is

entirely without merit . Such reimbursement is not a penalty since

it merely returns the consumer to position he or she would be in

but for the discrimination perpetrated by the creditor , The agency

not only has authority to require such compensation , but has an ob

ligation to do so . The guidelines themselves acknowledge the au

thority of the agencies in this respect . Section 1l would require

lenders to reimburse consumers for prepayment penalties they sus

tain upon prepaying a loan they obtained in lieu of the credit

discriminatorily denied them . Here lenders are required to reim

burse consumers for monies paid to a third party as compensation

for injuries caused by the lender's discrimination .

9 /
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We support this provision because it would return persons who

suffered discrimination to the position they would have been in but

for the unlawful conduct of lenders . However , the guidelines are

too vague as to how reimbursement will be made . They should be

clarified and public comment solicited prior to implementing

reimbursement programs .

G. Creditors Who Fail to Collect Monitoring Information .

The proposed guidelines would require these creditors to

solicit monitoring information from all borrowers who had applied

for real estate loans since March 23 , 1977 , the effective date of

the FHA , or the previous examination , whichever is later ,

1

Lenders should be required to collect monitoring information

for whatever time period they have not done so ---either back to

March 23 , 1977 , or the previous examination , whichever is earlier .

Agencies need this information to determine if violations of ECOA

or FHA have occurred and to require complete remedial action .

Failure to collect this information for any time period subsequent

to March 23 , 1977 , is therefore an abrogation of the agency's en

forcement duties . 104

H. creditors Who Fail to provide Adverse Action Notices .

The guidelines would require creditors who fail to provide

adverse action notices to send notices to all applicants denied

credit within 25 months of the date of the examination in which

this violation is discovered . The guidelines should be amended to

require also that corrected notices be sent whenever notices that

do not conform to the requirements of Regulation B , Section 202.9

have been sent . Thus , for example , if the reasons given for the

credit denial are not specific , notices with specific reasons

should be sent .

10 / See ft . nt . 7 .
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I. Creditors Who Require Co -Signers on a Prohibited Basis .

The proposed guidelines would require these creditors to offer

to release from liability on a loan any co - signers required on a

prohibited basis . Instead , the creditor should be required to

release that co-signer from liability . Then , if a co-signer wishes

voluntarily to co - sign the loan , co - signers should be allowed to

again sign the loan agreement . This procedure will assure that

only those co - signers who want to co - sign , e.g. to establish a

credit history , remain liable under the loan agreement . Other

co-signers , who would not have signed the loan instrument but

for the unlawful conduct of the lender , will be released from

liability on the loan instrument .

The guidelines should also direct lenders to reimburse all

co - signers required on a prohibited basis for all monies they

paid due to their liabilities as a co - signer . Creditors should

not be permitted to retain the unfair advantage of unlawfully

having required a co - signer .

J. The Guidelines Fail to Address Two Common Violations

The guidelines fail to address two common violations : ( 1 )

improper solicitation of information regarding other income , in

violation of Regulation B , Section 202.5 ( d ) ( 2 ) and ( 2 ) wrong

fully requesting marital status information in violation of

Regulation B , Section 202.5 ( l . In both situations, the

guidelines should require lenders to disclose this violation

to persons from whom the above information was unlawfully re

quested . As explained above , such disclosure would perform

Important enforcement and educative functions .

IV . The Condition of the Creditor is No Justification for

The conditions of the creditor should not be used as justi-

fication for denying injured consumers full compensation . Instead ,
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if enforcement sanctions will render a lender insolvent or near in

solvent , the agencies should make two determinations . First , they

should determine if the lender's insolvency or near insolvency will

be detrimental to the community it serves . In making this deter

mination , agencies should consider whether another institution

might better serve the needs of a community . It is difficult to

conceive of a situation where discrimination is so rampant that

compliance with administrative orders will render an institution

insolvent or financially insecure . In these unusual cases , one

must question the desirability of permitting a lender to stay in

the lending business at the expense of the victims of discrimination

where another institution could provide lending services and comply

with the law .

If the agency decides that the financial impact of usual en

forcement measures will be detrimental to the community served by

an institution , they should formulate remedial actions that ac

ccommodate a iender's solvency problems , yet fully compensate injured

consumers . For example , monies owed to consumers might be paid

out over time ( with interest ) rather than immediately .

Repeated Violations

The proposed guidelines fail to adequately address the

problem of the lender who repeatedly violates the Act . The

General Enforcement Policy section states that if violations

remain uncorrected , enforcing agencies will exercise appropriate

authority , including cease and desist authority , to insure cor

rection . The guidelines also provide that agencies that require

corrective action will not be precluded from referring cases in

volving a pattern or practice of discrimination to the Attorney

General .
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an action against creditors who so violate the Act . Referrals

of these cases to the Attorney General would not necessarily

result in a lawsuit in each case , but would allow the Attorney

General to exercise his or her discretion under the Act . A

referral requirement also will act as an important inducement

to lenders not to engage in a pattern or practice of violating

the Act . Moreover , referrals will allow the Attorney General ,

through litigation , to achieve a more complete enforcement of the

Act and more complete compensation of individuals injured by vio

lations . For example , the Attorney General may seek punitive

damages through the courts , while the agencies appear to believe

they are without authority to assess punitive damages . Also ,

the Attorney General might obtain greater affirmative relief for

the victims of discrimination than is awarded through administra

tive action . Thus , a referral requirement would comport with

Congressional intent to establish a network of effective en

forcement measures under ECOA .

VI . An Interagency Commission Should be formed to Oversee

Enforcement

An interagency committee should be formed to oversee and

evaluate enforcement efforts generally and to maximize uni

formity in administrative requirements.ll / Whenever the treat

ment of a specific situation is left uncertain under the present

guidelines , the enforcement agency should be required to submit

a description of the situation to the committee . The committee

should then make recommendations on appropriate enforcement re

sponses and , if necessary , draft more detailed guidelines . 12 /

For example , whenever lenders have discouraged applications on

11 / Despite the formation of this committee , each agency will

retain final authority to determine the enforcement requirements

it will impose .

12 / Before adopting any additional guidelines , the committee

should publish and solicit public comment on proposed measures .
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a prohibited basis , lenders would have to solicit credit applications

from the discouraged class through advertising . The committee

should review violations of this kind , recommend enforcement re

sponses and develop standards which may be used in the future to

design appropriate sanctions , Such standards should give guidance

on the media through which ads must be run , the frequency with

which ads must be placed and the content of the ads .

The committee should also review and make recommendations for

all factual situations that an agency believes deserves special

treatment because of the character of the violation , the con

dition of the creditor , or the cost and effectiveness of the

corrective actions . Also , the committee should develop standard dis

closure forms to inform consumers of violations and educational

materials to accompany these disclosures . See pp . 5-7supra .

Disclosures and educational materials should be written in simple

English and tested to assure that they can be understood by the

general public .

The Committee should also include several consumer repre

sentatives . Consumers whose rights have been infringed on will

not have an opportunity to comment on appropriate committee re

commendations in specific factual situations . Yet , the institu

tions that have violated their rights are likely to have ample

opportunity to express their views to the committee on the de

sirability of alternative remedies . This is indeed an in

equitable situation . To remedy this inequity , individuals re

presentative of the classes of consumers affected by enforce

ment actions should be afforded the opportunity to participate

in committee determinations and to vote on committee recommendations .

Also , inclusion of consumer representatives on the committee will

better assure that consumer interests are accommodated in determina

tions on specific factual situations .
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VII . Conclusion

In closing , we would again like to express our appreciation

for this opportunity to voice our concerns about the proposed

ECOA enforcement program . We hope that this subcommittee will

carefully consider our testimony and encourage the enforcement

agencies to adopt the vigorous enforcement program envisioned

by Congress when it passed this Act .

[ Whereupon , at 11:18 a.m. , the subcommittee adjourned , to recon

vene at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, September 14, 1978.]
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insulate institutions from exposure, not to insulate them from com

pliance but to insulate them from exposure as part of the legiti

mate role that they have.
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It is also instructive to note that the conduct which occasioned

that kind of liability was incredibly casual. And the point that I

make repeatedly to lenders whom we would advise, as well as the

agencies, is that the exposure, the victim machines, if you will, are

created on the front line, by those individuals who have

responsibility for dealing with the public. Ironically all of the man

agerial discretion in the
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a

tion and new jargons are created, rarely can the majority of insti

tutions go out and add people. So the same people are trying to

pick up an expertise. Usually the new regulation is imposed with

new triggers for differing disclosure, andnotice requirements. In

essence ,we have an information bottleneck . So I see a marginal

and diminishing return every time we attempt to correct some

practice in the industry. The bottlenecks arise and new remedies

are not being effectively carried out because of the difficulty of

understanding what is going on , the conflicts of regulations, and

the overlap ofvarious triggers. That is a real problem that has not

been addressed.
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viewed the agencies as in a horserace and in this first generation.

Before you step out of the stall you look around and see what

everybody else is doing. I think most of the agencies have emerged

into the second generation where you recognize that you are not

really helping the lenders if you do not preparethem to comply

because of the so-called sleepinggiant exposure. This stage is char

acterized by an attitude where although you are puttingthe people

in the field, and are gearing up, you are still not thrilled when you

find discrimination .
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a

I also think that civilrights compliance is by definition a very

symbolic affair as well. You get a very great deal of mileage out of

the symbolism thatagencies express.
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dural aspect of ECOA, regulation B, or truth in lending, you want

to take a statistically significant example and see if there is an

incidence of violation and you have anobjective standard to look

at-did they give the notice or not? When you talk about finding

discrimination, the whole sampling hasto be whites against blacks,

rejects against acceptances. It is a different kind of standard and

sampling.
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were given the role by Congress of being the aggressive pattern

and practice kinds of enforcers, which would be Justice and FTC .

9
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Mr. DENNIS. As the permanent and best way , I do not think that

is. Given budgetary constraints, the reality we are not going to go

out and duplicate another 600 examiners to do this, the way I come

down is as follows. You have these commercial examiners, they are

going to be in the institutions. Whether they do the bulk ofit or

not, they should be trained to this . I see situations where commer

cial examiners give directions contradictory to what other examin

ers do. I think each examination for civil rights area should be

directed by a senior examiner who is given intensive training, more

than a crash course , and that a good deal of the workin the

institution of gathering, marshaling information can be done by

commercial examinerswho are trained toward the gathering of

information, but that the evaluations and judgments of " well , we

are going to move here, look here , ” should be done by someone

fairly senior, so you can combine both of those, minimize the

additional expense necessary and still get the expertise into the
field .

37-415 O - 79 - 8
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WARREN L. DENNIS, ATTORNEY, TROY, MALIN &

Chairman Rosenthal and Honorable Members of this Subcommittee :

I am pleased to testify today in response to your

invitation of August 18 , 1978 . I plan to discuss briefly the

conclusions contained in the report which our firm prepared for

the Federal Reserve Board entitled 'The Detection and Correction

of Credit Discrimination : A Report to the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System . " You have also asked me to address

seven questions dealing generally with the activities of the

federal financial regulatory agencies in the area of consumer

protection and civil rights enforcement .

I would like to begin by disclosing my biases . Presently ,

a significant portion of my time is devoted to working with

lenders and trade associations of lenders in designing and

implementing approaches to " compliance management . " In addition

to dealing with specific problems as they arise , we try to develop

practical internal controls to assure compliance as a part of

normal business operation and business planning . A good deal

of this effort is directed toward training of senior executives ,

loan officers and other internal staff , and development of training

tools and guidelines to make compliance easier , more effective

and routine . We also consult to several federal agencies in

the same areas . Prior to leaving the government I headed the

Task Force on Financing Discrimination in the Department of

Justice . In that capacity , in addition to trying cases when

significant violations of federal law were alleged , I worked with
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the regulatory agencies and several interagency task forces

to help develop administrative compliance programs .

If there is a particular editorial perspective which

has characterized my view and the view of my colleague , Stan

Pottinger , former Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights ,

it has been that Civil Rights Compliance and enforcement should

not be a game of " cat and mouse " on the part of the industry or

of the government . In other words , it is not a matter of

playing " gotcha " or of imposing severe regulatory burdens as a

sort of " penalty " for untried crimes , but it is , or should be

a process of identifying the reasonable requirements of the law

and creating reasonable mechanisms to implement the law in

its historical context .

For the most part , civil rights laws are remedial , not

punitive in nature . In the modern context , enforcement is not

so much a question of " good guys " and " bad guys " as it is a

need to undo certain historical patterns of conduct that have

evolved over the years which we have now identified as arbitrary ,

uneconomic , fiscally harmful or socially undesirable .

considerable difficulty in accomplishing these high - sounding

goals , however , because of the following factors :

a . The " law " is sometimes vague and thus

requires either the imposition of intricate

explanatory regulations or , alternatively , sub

jective case by case interpretations . In either

event , it frequently occurs that the persons who are

subject to the regulations are given no reliable guidance
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which tells them clearly the nature of the conduct

or changes in conduct expected to flow from the

law .

b . The cumulative impact of layered

regulation has created a real crisis in the

industry because most institutions , being of moderate

or small size cannot ,afford and should not have

to rely on expensive experts or consultants on

every aspect of operation . Bank and savings association

personnel are literally at the saturation point in

terms of their capacity to absorb intricate new

regulations . Since regulations are effectuated only

through the conduct of the men and women on the front

lines in financial institutions , a bottleneck of

this kind effectively thwarts the remedial measures

intended by Congress to be carried out . The larger

this crisis grows , the less effective is each new

attempt to correct some industry practice .

c . In the field of civil rights ,the regulators

themselves have only recently accepted the responsibility

for enforcement and compliance and are still in the

process of sorting out their proper roles . TWO

dynamics are at work here . Historically , the

financial regulatory agencies never perceived their

jobs as pertaining to the civil rights compliance

activities of regulated lenders . Consequently , there

is no institutional memory of or commitment to the

subject matter . In fact , to the extent that regulators

were recruited from the industry , they , as individuals ,
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may have shared some of the very perceptions which

called forth the corrective statutes and regulations

at issue . Accordingly , the very entry of the agencies

into this field over the past six years can be

characterized as " reluctant , " and accomplished

through a combination of several vector forces

including Congressional oversight hearings , private

lawsuits , passage of new laws with specific delega

tion of responsibility , pursuasion and influence

from other government agencies , and public pressure .

As institutions , the agencies are , perhaps , still

uncomfortable with their roles , and are , commendably ,

bringing in new personnel with civil rights experience .

The second dynamic at work is the requirement

that the agencies simultaneously fulfill two inherently

conflicting functions . On the one hand they have to

be enforcers , protecting the public generally and

specific complainants specifically . This might some

times require action inimicable to the financial

position of an institution by exposing it to liability

for damages and private actions . It also calls for a

fact finding process and a semi-prosecturial function ,

requiring examiners to be investigative experts and ,

once a violation is found , advocates . On the other

hand , the agencies also must act in a protective way ,

helping institutions anticipate and meet regulatory

requirements. This is an educational function and
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requires examiners to be genuine experts in the

subject matter and be able to delicately balance their

advisory and advierial roles . The key to controlling

this inherent conflict is examiner training , not just

in investigative techniques and the text of laws

and court cases , but in the overall proper discharge

of their difficult duties .
Some questions arise as

to whether it is appropriate or efficacious to place

responsibilities of this type primarily on examiners

who were recruited and trained to perform financial

auditing functions , or whether a special corp of

examiners would perform better in this area .

In any event , the conditions described above provide

the context and background in which we find ourselves today .

I must also point out that , in my experience , the

overwhelming majority of financial institutions recognize the

existence of problems, and the need to change with the times ;

and do not stand as apologists for the relatively small number of

lenders who do abuse the rules and who are legitimately subject to

corrective action . I have found that most lenders want very

much to comply with both the procedural and substantive require

ments of the consumer protection laws . However , there is

an enormous frustration level rising in the industry because

of the extreme complexity of some requirements and , paradoxically ,

the extraordinary vagueness of others .

Some regulations , in fact , represent what I call " regulation

by telepathy . " An example of this phenomena is the proposal by

the agencies under the Community Reinvestment Act . I have taken

the liberty of attaching to this testimony a copy of comments
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prepared by the Pennsylvania Savings League on this proposal

which point out some of the problems in this regard , by way

of illustration .

There is an additional phenomenon which should be noted

in the course of any analysis of the role of the agencies in

consumer credit protection .

The current method of rule -making and enforcement typically

calls forth a whole new jargon and regulatory structure to

accommodate each new remedy , with little effort at over-all coor

dination For instance , definitions such as " dwelling " or

" application " are different under ECOA , the Fair Housing Act ,

Truth - in - Lending and Respa . There are also divergent requirements

within each regulation so that various notice , disclosure ,

recordkeeping and recission provisions each have different

definitional triggers . Experts who specialize in consumer credit

protection struggle with the vagaries here . It is simply

unrealistic to expect this patchwork legal framework to be

administered with anything approaching ease . Accordingly , in

evaluating the performance of both regulator and regulatee it is

not just a matter of assessing motivation , good faith , technical

knowledge or budget constraints . An accurate estimation of success

at enforcement requires analysis of a larger mosaic of these

and other factors .

As a beginning in the measurement process , we found it

necessary to develop criteria for designation of a successful

compliance program . That analysis , which is applicable to the

activities of all of the agencies is set forth below :
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B. Criteria For Evaluation of The Board's Program

We begin with the observation that , with respect

to member banks the Board has a three - fold objective

in the interlocking scheme of federal bank regulation

and consumer credit protection :

( a ) To assure that all of the protections

and benefits intended by Congress to be realized

through passage of consumer protection and civil

rights laws are in fact extended to borrowers

and applicants who deal with member lending institu

tions ;

( c ) To contribute to the stability of the

credit marketplace by eliminating practices , such

as discriminatory lending practices , which inter

fere with the efficient matching of available

credit sources and creditworthy borrowers .

In determining whether the procedures ,

materials and policies currently employed by the

Board in its experimental consumer compliance

program fairly and effectively fullfil the Board's

objectives with respect to civil rights enforcement ,

we have measured these materials , procedures and

policies against the following general criteria which ,

We believe , should characterize a successful compliance

program :

1. Institutions subject to an agency's enforce

ment powers should be provided with a clear and
unambiguous statement of the agency's expectations

in the area of civil rights compliance , so that

they can anticipate changes which they might have

to make in their practices .

2 . Compliance standards should be practical

and realistic and not so procedurally difficult

or complex that efforts at assuring compliance

become unduly burdensome , either for examiners or

regulated institutions .

3 .
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Methods and techniques for uncovering unlaw

ful practices must be accurate and efficient , so

that institutions which persistently violate the

law can be identified for appropriate corrective

action . This is also necessary in order to assist

the large majority of institutions which attempt,

in good faith , to comply , to recognize potential

problems in their practices and take steps to

reduce any possible exposure to liability .

Examiners should be given objective standards

and an adequately detailed investigative pro

gram with which they can determine whether

discrimination is or is not present in a fair

manner .

5. Procedures for corrective action with

respect to institutions which do not comply

should be consistent and should be relatively

visible and vigorous , for prophylactic purposes .

6. The administrative enforcement climate

created with respect to civil rights laws should

reflect the sense of priority which Congress

and the courts have traditionally assigned to

enforcement of such laws . This is necessary
in order for examiners to place their responsi

bilities under these laws in proper perspective

and in order to convey to regulated institutions

the importance of their civil rights compliance

efforts .

7. A civil rights enforcement program should

adequately reflect the extent to which civil

rights laws are unlike other consumer credit

protection measures , or regular banking regula

tions . This is important because of the unique

standards of judicial construction attached to

civil rights laws . Inasmuch as regulated lenders

are subject to these rules of construction , the

administrative evaluation of their compliance

should be undertaken with this in mind, and

examiners should be equipped with the necessary

background to make these evaluations .

8 . In the area of civil rights compliance it

is particularly important for examiners and others

engaged in carrying out an enforcement program to

have an adequate understanding of the history of

events which called forth the laws and regulations

which they administer , in order to understand their

intended scope and application .

In Appendix B I have reproduced a six page general

summary of the Report which sets forch our over-all conclusions

regarding the activities at the Federal Reserve Board . I am

advised that over the summer the Board has had an internal
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task force analyzing the report and its recommendations for the

purpose of revising its compliance program . I should also add

that the Board and its staff have been exceptionally helpful

and cooperative to us in the course of this endeavor and to my

knowledge , quite receptive to many of the suggestions made . I

believe that they commissioned the report with the expectation that

it might be somewhat critical , and that is certainly to their credit .

I have also reproduced and attached several other sections

of the report which deal with specific recommendations for program

changes or new teaching tools or other compliance devices . The

text of the full Report is 145 pages with about 300 pages of

appendices . I have included at the end of this statement the

following sections which I think will be of particular interest .

These are recommendations which are applicable to each of the

other agencies , as well as the Federal Reserve Board . I hope

that this Report will be of some assistance to other agencies ,

as well as to the industry itself , which is subject to these

regulations . In my judgement , in the area of consumer protection

there is a complete convergance of private and public interests

here and that implementation of the recommendations made will lead

directly to more rational and well informed enforcement and compliance

education activities . This inures directly to the benefit of

lenders as well as to the benefit of the public .

The additional appendices are :

Appendix c : Discussion of a model rating system

Appendix D : Discussion of complaint Procedures and

Appendix E : Discussion of observations and recommenda
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With respect to the seven questions enumerated in

your letter of August 18th , I wish to point out an important

caveat . You have asked me , in some instances , to compare the

activities of a number of the agencies . Since I have not

recently analyzed the program of the other agencies with the same

degree of intensity as we analyzed the program at the Fed , it

would be unfair to imply that my comments are based on the

same level of familiarity . I will attempt to answer your questions ,

however , based upon our general knowledge of the publically

disclosed programs of the agencies .

1 .
How satisfactory is the civil rights enforcement work of the

other agencies , and how do they compare with the Federal

Reserve and with each other , in

a . comprehensiveness of current program of detection and

enforcement ;

b . technical competence of the staff ;

C. adequacy of budget resources devoted to civil

rights enforcement ; and

d . general agency commitment to civil rights enforce

ment .

ANSWER :

Arthur Burns once characterized the four federal

financial agencies as participants in a " competition in laxity . "

Recently , however , the opposite is true in the area of civil

rights compliance . Each agency is now in a period of transition

and , in fact , is still in the process of hiring new personnel

and designing their programs . It is thus , too early to make

concrete assessments . Each , however , has shown outward signs of

commitment and the leadership of each have apparently accepted ,

in principal , a role for their agencies in civil rights enforce

ment . This development , albeit somewhat late in coming

is welcome and should provide a good foundation for future activity .
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The comprehensiveness of the program of each agency ,

in my judgement , is limited primarily by budgetary constraints .

I am concerned that the agencies have not evolved to the point

of being able to identify enforcement priorities and techniques

for serving these priorities . For instance , I would suggest

that we recognize that it is not possible ( nor necessarily

desirable ) to try to find each and every procedural violation

in the world . Examiners should emphasize these priorities .

a . finding and correcting significant , substantive

violations and

b . providing accurate and reliable assistance to

each institution in setting up prohylactic

programs and internal controls and

C. assuring that employees of institutions are

all given reasonable adequate instruction

in compliance , since institutions act only

through their employees .

The establishment of these priorities is what I call

the " second generation " of enforcement efforts . We are still

only emerging from the " first generation . "

As to the technical competence of staff , there are two

sets of staff at issue . In most cases the Washington staff ,

naturally , contains more specialized expertise in civil rights

then the regional staff and this expertise is growing . This is

not really a question of " competence " because , in my judgement

the agencies attract and are peopled by very competent

individuals . The issue is familiarity with civil rights prece

dents and enforcement . I am concerned , as to each agency ,

including the Home Loan Bank Board , which has been a leader in

this area , that examiners who constitute the front line of

enforcement and compliance are not being adequately trained and

tested . The heart of an agency's program is the proficiency
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of the examiners . Civil Rights , unlike other aspects of

consumer compliance , requires more than textual knowledge of

laws and regulations . A good deal of judgement and familiarity

with case law is required . I get frequent reports from lenders

of examiners giving what I regard as incorrect advice , and

this is troblesome . I am moving toward a conclusion that , while

all examiners should be given exposure to training in this area ,

it is necessary to have , in each regional office or Bank , a

corps of specialists in civil rights and lending , if for no

other reason , to keep current in a rapidly changing area .

Examiners , like everyone else, do not have an endless capacity

to absorb new regulations and interpretations .

2 . What level of agency staffing - how many examiners and how

many personnel in other functions - are required for adequate

enforcement of fair housing and equal credit opportunity in

financial institutions? In supervising institutions that

make both home loans and other types of consumer and small

business loans , what relative proportions of effort should

be devoted to home loans and to other types of credit?

ANSWER :

The number of federal examiners has not grown proportionately

to the number of new laws and regulations which they enforce .

However , in these times of a healthy and concentrated effort to control

government spending, it is unrealistic to expect or rely on

large budgetary increases to bolster the efficiency of enforce

ment . Accordingly , better enforcement techniques must be

developed . I believe that existing staff , with the addition of

one or two specialists in each region can adequately do the job .

There are ways of conducting examinations , comparing files and

analyzing records which are more efficient then other ways .

H
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do not believe that all of the agencies are aware of this . One

suggestion is to do a very comprehensive initial exam for

civil rights and community investment , preparing a record which

is more complete than a normal exam would be . Thereafter , sub

sequent regular examinations can be tailored to the facts at

hand . Perhaps only an update is necessary . Certain forms of

spot checking , if based on a knowledge of civil rights principles ,

can be used . Perhaps lenders with very good records and good

internal controls need not be examined as thoroughly as others .

There are key " indices of compliance " which can be used as short

cuts in examinations . Contact with organizations outside the

institution might help identify where problems are .

Because of the relatively greater amounts of money

involved and because of the importance of home finance , this

area of credit probably justifies more attention .

However , home improvement loans , which in banks are a

" retail " category are also important . Virtually no programs

have been developed in the area of business credit . Also ,

very little attention has been paid , except by the Fed , in mostly

theoretical work , to the operations of credit scoring systems .

Many of the lawsuits now pending involve credit scoring and ,

in my judgement , some banks are remaining open to significant

financial exposures which can be avoided if caught early .

3 . Are discriminatory redlining practices of the sort prohibited

by the nondiscrimination regulations of the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board a significant problem at banks ? Would banking

agency regulations similar to those of the Bank Board ,

coupled with a suitable program of detection and enforcement ,

be an effective way to deal with this problem ? Do the banking

agencies have adequate statutory authority for issuing and

enforcing such regulations against redlining?
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ANSWER :

There is , in my judgement , adequate authority in each

agency to issue comparable regulations . The question is the

advisability of doing so . We recently authored a 130 page manual

with a five hundred page appendix explaining fourteen pages of

Bank Board regulation . We generally need eight to twelve hours

of lecture time to bring lenders to a level of comfort with

the regulation .

The substance of the Bank Board's regulations are in the

right direction . However , they were obtuse and mystical, using

new jargon and assuming levels of knowledge which do not exist

among most institution personnel . Although we have ourselves

been called on to provide professional services interpreting

these and similar regulations, I think it should be unnecessary

for lenders to have to call on outside specialists to implement

a rule which applies to day to day operation .

For the most part , the Bank Board's regulation is really

a codification of existing law . To this extent it will be

helpful to savings associations , in the long run , to come to grips

with these issues . Ultimately , this has helped them avoid future

liability . Commercial banks would definitely benefit from this

type of exposure , for this reason . Also , banks and savings

associations , as a matter of principal , should probably be

subject to the same legal interpretations . I would , however , draft

and implement these guidelines in a different fashion , if issued

for commercial banks .
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4 . How important to the elimination of credit discrimination

is a program of statistical monitoring of all loan applica

tions and inquiries? Is statistical monitoring as important

to the detection of redlining discrimination as it is to the

detection of discrimination related to applicant character

istics? What items of information is it essential to monitor ?

Is Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data useful for detecting

discrimination?

ANSWER :

There are two myths at work here . First , it is still

believed that the more elaborate or sophisticated a data

collection system , the more helpful it is . Probably the opposite

is true and I believe that several of the statistical monitoring

programs being tested or undertaken by the agencies , at consider

able cost , are a waste of money . They will not add significantly

to the ability to detect and correct discrimination .

Myth No. 2 is that the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data

is useless . The data should not and can not be used to draw

dispositive conclusions about discrimination . However , it is

essential for identifying gross patterns that call for more

discrete analysis . Some observers have stated that HMDA is useless

because it is never asked for by the public . The value of HMDA

data , however , is its potential use by examiners who should

regularly plot HMDA data on maps with demographic overlays .

Naturally , there may be many bona fide explanations for certain

patterns , and these must be explored with management and confirmed

by analysis of files . But where a lending pattern is diverse and

well distributed , HMDA can be a very good defense for lenders

and an indication to the examiner that further investigation is

not needed . It also identifies the kinds of further inquiry needed .
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The nature of " discrimination " as that term is defined

by the courts precludes that use of statistics as accomplishing

much more than the establishment of a prima facie case , or as

evidence which can shed light on certain practices . I have seen

agencies try to use elaborate statistical models to " prove " the

presence or absence of discrimination . This effort comes usually

from a lack of knowledge of the rules of construction under

civil rights laws . One cannot impose an " economic model " or a

dictionary definition of " discrimination " to prove or disprove

the presence of a legal condition . Discrimination is what the

courts say it is , and cannot always be uncovered by computer - based

studies which define it as something else . Frequently , it occurs

at some part of the transaction which is not even recorded .

Also , one problem with the elaborate studies attempted thus far

is that their complexity results in a very low accurate completion

rate at the primary data collection stage , thus resulting in a

low level of confidence in the results .

Depending on their accuracy and format , statistics can be

very important in ( a ) identifying enforcement priorities ( b )

establishing a prima facie case and ( c ) tending to proving the

liklihood of discrimination . However , there is probably no way

to escape the need for reviewing anecdotal evidence , and documentary

evidence . Also , given the many variables which go into every loan

decision , I do not think that a program of monitoring which is much

more complex than that now used by the FDIC or the FHLBB , can be

successful , or more successful , in finding discrimination ,

unless designed around a specific theory being tested for .
The

key in general compliance is the training and competency of the

examiner , on the premises , in identifying patterns and making

an informed judgement .

37-415 O - 79 - 9
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In fact , I believe some degree of overkill is involved

in making all institutions regardless of size and location , carry

out extensive recordkeeping .

5 . What are the most effective regulatory approaches to the

problem of pre - screening and discouragement of loan appli

cants and potential applicants ?

There has been a good deal of confusion on this subject .

There are two types of " pre-screening . " One is " substantive , "

such as an informal turn down on account of sex , race , neighbor

hood racial composition , etc. This is a serious violation not

because of the informality involved , but because of the prohibited

basis involved . " Procedural " pre-screening , on the other hand ,

is the process whereby serious applicants or potential appli

cants are turned away at some point in their discussions with

the lenders , with no record being made of the contact . This

" pre-screening " may or may not take place on account of a

" prohibited basis . " In any event , it presents an enforcement

problem because it prohibits the regulator from ( a ) reviewing

the loan decisions being made in these informal contacts , to

see if they are being made on a discriminatory basis and ( b )

obtaining an accurate understanding of the type of demand made to

the institution , so that a profile of the persons who have

obtained loans can be compared with a profile of the persons

requesting loans . The need to " profile " demand for loans is

particularly important in dealing with " effects test " questions

and in dealing with alleged redlining . ( It is also important

because it is as useful in constructing a defense against

unfounded charges of discrimination as it is in determining

whether discrimination is present . )
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Regulation B deals with pre- screening in the following

ways , which , if implemented correctly , accomplishes the agencies

objectives and complements the agencies ' other proposed record

keeping requirements . Normally , a written record is always made

of credit applications which are granted . The Regulation B

notice provisions described below provide for a written record

of instances where credit is not granted .

12 C.F.R. 202.9 provides that notice of favorable or

adverse action must be provided to an applicant within thirty

days of receiving a " completed application , " or thirty days after

taking " adverse action " on an " uncompleted application " or

within 90 days of making a counteroffer if the applicant does not

accept the counteroffer during that time . Notice on adverse

action must be in writing and include either the specific reasons

for rejection or disclosure of the applicant's rights to obtain

the specific reasons in writing . Section 202.12 requires the

lender to keep , for 25 months , the notice itself together with

any " written or recorded " information used in evaluating the

application . This includes the application form and any information

conveyed , if recorded .

The important trigger which sets in motion all of the

above , is the definition of " application " provided in 12 C.F.R.

202.2 ( f ) . Regulation B provides :

Application means an oral or written request for

an extension of credit that is made in accordance

with procedures established by a creditor for the

type of credit requested . The term does not

include the use of an account or line of credit

to obtain an amount of credit that does not exceed

a previously established credit limit . A com

pleted application for credit means an application
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in connection with which a creditor has received

all the information that the creditor regularly

obtains and considers in evaluating applications

for the amount and type of credit requested ( in

cluding , but not limited to , credit reports , any
additional information requested from the appli

cant , and any approvals or reports by governmental
agencies , or other persons that are necessary to

guarantee , insure , or provide security for the

credit or collateral ) ; provided , however , that

the creditor has exercised reasonable diligence

in obtaining such information . Where an application

is incomplete respecting matters that the applicant

can complete , a creditor shall make a reasonable

effort to notify the applicant of the incompleteness
and shall allow the applicant a reasonable opportunity

to complete the application .

In an unofficial staff opinion ( No. 6 , June 22 , 1977 )

Anne Geary , Chief of the Federal Reserve Board's Equal Credit

Opportunity Section , analyzed the language of 12 C.F.R. 202.2 ( f )

to conclude that " general inquiries concerning the availability

of funds , prevailing interest rate or the lender's credit

policies ... would not be an application triggering notice

requirements because ... the creditor would not have received

sufficient information on which to base a credit decision . "

The logic behind this approach is that the creditor sets up the

criteria and procedures for accepting applications , and that an

" application" occurs when these procedures are followed .
The

problem with this definition has been that most creditors , as

institutions , adopt formal application procedures as a matter

of policy , while employees , as a practical matter , often have

the opportunity to make informal qualitative decisions at

various points in the application process which in reality , can

result either in credit being granted or not being granted .

This informal decision may be no more than the decision that it

would be fruitless for the applicant to proceed to the next stage

in the application procedures established by the creditor .
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The Federal Reserve Board , working with the Home Loan

Bank Board recently issued a new interpretive letter setting

forth clearly , with examples , the way that an " application "

comes into being. Under this definition , most " procedural " pre

screening is eliminated and , at the same time , lenders are given

a consistent guide to follow on a day-to-day basis . The FDIC

goes further and requires each " inquiry " to be recorded .

As to " substantive pre- screening " there is virtually no

way to detect it by a review of records alone . By definition ,

it is an act which is unrecorded . Even under the FDIC approach ,

assuming that a discriminating lender is honestly filling in

the register , inquirers would have to be interviewed .

6 . What should be the role of the financial regulatory agencies

in informing the general public about the existence and

possible usefulness to them of the civil damages provisions

of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act? Are the agencies performing this role adequately ?

Individuals should be fully informed of their rights and

encouraged to exercise their rights at their option . I believe

it is misleading , however , to assume that each suspected violation

must result in litigation in order to be successfully resolved .

The various applicable laws provide many avenues of redress ,

including administrative measures and even moral suasion . There

is a significant difference between assuring that consumers are

informed of their rights and encouraging them to file lawsuits .

I am particularly troubled by the prospect of examiners or other

agency personnel regularly recommending lawsuits on the basis

of incomplete investigations , tentative conclusions or the like .

In fact , short of an administrative finding of discrimination

accompanied by due process safeguards , I am uncertain of the pro
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priety of doing so . While an agency might , in some circumstances

justify disclosing its conclusions , and even attempt to provide

relief to individuals through the administrative process , it

should be wary of recommending that suits be filed in particular

instances .

We have discussed this issue and the dilemma facing

agencies in the FRB report , and I direct your attention to

pages 119-121 , in Appendix D.

7 . What is your evaluation of the proposed uniform enforcement

guidelines for Regulation B? What is your evaluation of

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's statement of enforcement

policy for handling violations of that agency's nondiscrimina

tion regulations ?

As " guidelines " and " statements " of enforcement policy

neither document has the force of law . Each represents a state

ment of the agencies ' intentions , in the event of an enforcement

action . Some of the items listed , in my judgement , might not

withstand judicial scrutiny if attempted to be imposed by these

agencies , particularly if imposed without the full due process

elements of a cease and desist hearing .

In terms of format , the Bank Board's statement reflects

much more closely the flexibility and structure of relief which

characterizes civil rights cases . The joint statement seems

patterned on the Truth-in-Lending Enforcement Guidelines and

not terribly informative .

To some extent these statements are symbolic and intended

as an indication of seriousness . From a prohylactic point

of view , there is nothing wrong with this , particularly since
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both statements reflect the kinds of relief which courts might

order if a serious violation were found . It is important for

the industry to be aware of this , from a defensive point of

view .

I hope that the above information and opinions have

been helpful . Thank you again for inviting our view .

Respectfully submitted ,

Wow L. DennWarren L. Dennis
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Appendix A

Pennsylvania Savings League Inc. comments on proposed Community

Reinvestment Act regulations, August 1978

Appendices B- E

Excerpts from THE DETECTION AND CORRECTION OF CREDIT DISCRIMINATION :

A REPORT TO THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM ,

by Warren L. Dennis , Pottinger and Company , May 1978

Appendix B : Summary and Conclusions ( pages 9-14 )

Appendix C : Discussion of a model rating system for evaluation of

Appendix D : Discussion of complaint procedures and specific recom

Appendix E : Discussion of observations and recommendations for
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APPENDIX A

PENNSYLVANIA

SUITE 210 - 100 CHESTNUTSTREET, P. O. BOX 1203 - HARRISBURG , PA 17:08

GLENN O. STULL
August 14 , 1978

Mr. Theodore Allison

Secretary to the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System

20th and Constitution Avenue , N. W.

Washington , D. C. 20551

Dear Mr. Allison :

Re : F.R.B. Docket No. R -0139

Community Reinvestment Act Regulations

The Pennsylvania Savings League Inc. wishes to take this

opportunity to comment on the proposed regulations promulgated

under the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 . Mr. Warren L. Dennis ,

of the law firm of Troy , Malin & Pottinger , Washington , D. C. , as

sisted in the preparation of these comments . These comments are

based upon a review of the legislative history of the Community

Reinvestment Act ( " CRA " ) including Hearings on s . 406 */ , as well

as analysis of the extensive transcript of testimony at hearings

before the four financial regulatory agencies in Washington , D. C. ,

Dallas , Atlanta , Boston and San Francisco .

First , we wish to extend more than obligatory congratula

tions to the interagency task force for capturing in the proposed

regulations the sense of flexibility and moderation which was

Hearings before the Committee on Banking, Housing & Urban

Affairs, United States Senate , 95th Congress , First Session

on S. 406 , March 23 , 24 and 25 , 1977 Thereafter , Hearings ) .
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reflected in the legislative history of the Act . */ At the same

time , we wish to point out aspects of the proposed regulations

which appear to be somewhat Delphic , and might appropriately be

characterized as " regulation by telepathy . " This occurs where the

probable intended meanings of certain phrases and proscriptions are

really known only to a relatively small group of insiders and spe

cialists .

We are very concerned that the men and women with day - to-day

responsibility for formulating and implementing savings association

policy be able to understand the scope and impact of the regulations

without translation or mystery . In this regard our comments and sug

gestions will fall into three categories .

language .

( b ) Suggestions relating to the redundancy

of certain criteria listed in the regu

lations .

( c ) Proposals for greater guidance with respect

to standards for acceptable levels of com

pliance under the Act . The need for such

objective standards is particularly appro

priate for Federally chartered or insured

savings associations because of the legal

Senator Proxmire , the leading proponent of the law , characterized

the bill and its system of evaluation as a " mild proposal "
( Hearings at 323 ) and as a " mild incentive " ( Hearings at 326 ) ,
and approached the ends of the bill as being " limited " and not

intended to " reach as far as housing is concerned , everyone . "
( Hearings at 225 )
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limitations on the types of loans which

they can make , and because of the appli

cability of the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board's Non -discrimination Requirements ,

which affect savings associations , but not

other financial institutions .

We will begin with suggestions relating to the last point

first .

Ascertaining And Meeting Credit Needs

taken into account in " assessing the record " but have given very

little guidance as to the editorial or policy goals which the Act ,

in the opinion of the agencies , is intended to fulfill . There is

repeated reference to the statutorily derived phrase " credit needs

of the entire community , " which is a keystone of construction ; how

ever , the agencies have deftly avoided coming to grips with the real

meaning of that phrase .

It does little good for associations to know that they have

an obligation to " ascertain " these needs and to " meet " them , or that

the Board will " assess " their record of doing so , when the Board

fails to provide a reasonable hint as to the nature and substance

of actual conduct expected to flow from the regulations . While we

concur that the regulations should be flexible , we do not think that

they have to be vague . "

*/ In the prefatory material announcing the regulations the agencies
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On closer inspection it appears that the agencies perceived

dramatically different concepts of the phrase " credit needs " in the

testimony provided by representatives of consumer and community

groups as opposed to that provided by lenders and their representa

tives . The current regulations appear to be an attempt to satisfy

all concerned through the use of a certain amount of " creative am

biguity . " That is , the definition of " ascertaining and meeting

credit needs " under these regulations can mean whatever the person

interpreting them wishes it to mean . In one sense , this state of af

fairs can be beneficial to lenders who can assert , at a later time ,

that the phrase has the meaning which they wish it to have . There

is 'a false security here , however , because it is just as likely that ,

at some future date , perhaps in another political context , the agen

cies and community groups may assert that it has an opposite meaning .

It is , therefore , unfair to all concerned for the agencies to avoid

expressing a view initially with respect to the essence of the pro

cess of defining " credit needs of the community . "

As mentioned , there are two basic viewpoints expressed in

the Hearings testimony . The first , voiced by community groups and

consumer advocates , is that the " credit need " within a community is

a relatively finite commodity which can be measured , albeit crudely ,

by reference to certain objective indicia of economic activity .

These include land records , census data , activity of lenders and

activity levels of types of lenders ( e.8 . , finance companies vs.

savings and loans ) .
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derived . */ A savings association's record of lending would be com

pared with this empirically derived index of " need . "

Many lenders , on the other hand , have posited the theory that

the only valid indication of need is the number of actual applications

made to an institution . Under this theory , " need " is not regarded as

a " fixed" entity , but as one which is transient and variable in mean

ing , depending on market conditions . Under this model , " need " is a

market concept and a lender " meets the credit needs of the community "

if it fairly and impartially evaluates the applications which happen

to come to its door .

While there are elements of truth in both conceptualizations ,

the Pennsylvania League believes that neither is necessarily the best

test for CRA purposes .

First , the " fixed need " model is unrealistic , both from a

practical standpoint and on the merits . We believe this was recog

nized by the agencies by virtue of their not articulating this model

in the regulations . There is no calculus which can adequately express

" need " in some number which can be used to measure an ideal projected

loan activity . Even the kinds of data suggested for use by consumer

groups are prohibitively expensive to collect , and notoriously inac

curate . Also , the idea that a true index of needs within a community

9could be derived by looking at home sales transactions , etc. , assumes

that the only types of legitimate " needs " are those which are expressed

in this kind of data , which is an unduly narrow assumption . In addi

tion , and most importantly , this approach to measuring need appears to

See , e .8., The Citizens Regulatory Guidelines, Center for

Community change , 1000 Wisconsin Avenue , N. W., Washington ,

D. C. , June 1978 .
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be based on a view of the word " needs " not justified by the Act or

its legislative history .

It is important for the agencies to make clear that the fol

lowing is not the concept of " need " intended to control under the

regulations . Using a generic definition of need , there is a direct

linear relationship between poverty and need , so that the lowest in

come areas and individuals , ipso facto , have the greatest " need " for

credit . A poor person " needs " money more than a wealthy person .

This cannot be the definition of " need " intended under this " modest "

act .

Also , it is important not to confuse " housing need" with

" credit need . " The areas of greatest physical deterioration have the

greatest " need " for revitalization , but at the same time may not have

the greatest " credit need " because of a lack of financially viable

buyers or investors willing to become involved with such properties .

Lenders cannot reasonably be held to a litmus test which simply

equates deterioration and need for physical rehabilitation with the

greatest " credit need " and thus the greatest responsibility to lend .

Note that this is inappropriate , not just for safety and soundness "

reasons but because this concept of " credit need " is not the concept

intended by the sponsors of the Act . Unless this is made clear in

the regulations , we anticipate that challengers to association appli

cations will eventually seek to argue that a lender has not met its

CRA responsibilities because it did not seek out areas where the

" need " was greatest , as measured by the degree of deterioration in

the area , and not the degree of demand from creditworthy borrowers .
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practical to identify " credit needs " in the abstract and impose

obligations on institutions to meet and satisfy a hypothetical mea

sure of " need " or demand . Remarks in the legislative record indicate

that the words " need " and " demand " are used somewhat interchangeably

by the Act's sponsors.

I'm not saying you have to have 95 or

100 percent of your loans in the local

community . You might have 50 , 40 , 30

or less . If the situation in the local

community was fully met , you may have

less . ( Hearings at 392 )

In another exchange with a lender discussing the balance between in

vesting locally or in securities , the Senator said :

The Report of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and

Urban Affairs on the Housing and Community Development Act of 1977

described the purpose of the Act as to " encourage " lenders to give

priority to credit needs of their home areas , and characterizes the

problem at which the Act is aimed as that of lenders failing to take

advantage of " sound local lending opportunities " ( emphasis added ) .

In criticizing certain lenders , Senator Proxmire cited the

failure to " see the loan demand in their own communities " ( Hearings

at 2 , emphasis added ) . He exhorts lenders to take steps to " find "

demand and states that the CRA will encourage this .

*/ S. Rep . No. 95-175 , May 16 , 1977 at 33 .
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In an exchange on P. 326 of the Hearings Senator Proxmire

refers to a " demand " which " materializes " when lenders seek it out .

In fact , Senator Proxmire notes ( Hearilgs at 2 ) that , " Demand in our

economy is not a passive , fixed thing . "

are likewise not a " passive fixed thing , " but are variable .

elastic and that a lack of application flow may evidence a perception

by borrowers that credit is unavailable or unlikely to be granted .

There is , then , a need to fashion an approach to measuring

" credit needs " and a lender's record of ascertaining and meeting

such needs which satisfies the goals of the Community Reinvestment

Act , and at the same time provides some objective standard of behav

ior for lenders .

We believe that the proposed CRA regulations and the Bank

Board's existing nondiscrimination requirements together can provide

a mechanism for establishing such an objective standard of conduct

against which associations can be measured . Before discussing this

fairly simple mechanism , it is important to examine the " evaluation ">

process itself .

At several points in the legislative history it is suggested

that lenders will be compared with one another , and that the applica

tion of the lender with the best record will be " approved . " In reality
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this kind of " comparison " will only occur in the most indirect way ,

inasmuch as :

( a ) most applications do not involve

" competing " organizations but are

before the Board on their own merits ;

( b ) the competition , if any , may exist ,

in fact , between different types of

financial institutions , in different

forums, so that one agency is not mak

ing the " comparison " ;

( c ) the factors involved are so subjective

that it is impossible , except in excep

+ ional circumstances , to " rank " lenders ,

or to devise a " bell curve " as one would

in grading exams with relative weights .

on unsuccessful challenges ) .

difficult problem of providing a mechanism for " ascertaining and

37-415 O - 79 - 10
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meeting the credit needs in the community . " This approach would

recognize that there may be creditworthy individuals and organiza

tions in the community ( including low and moderate income neighbor

hoods ) who have a credit need that can be met " consistent with the

safe and sound operation " of the institution , but who may be unaware

of the availability of funds or how to apply for them , or who , under

ordinary circumstances , may feel that submitting an application to a

conventional depository institution might be a waste of effort . Reach

ing such individuals can be the highest priorities under any CRA com

pliance program . If it can be determined that such individuals or

organizations do not exist , despite a bona fide , good faith , affirma

tive attempt to reach them , then it can reasonably be concluded that

there is no unmet " credit need " in the targeted community . The key

to this approach is the effort to communicate with the community .

Both the CRA regulations and the FHLBB Nondiscrimination

Requirements contain provisions relating to affirmative marketing .

Provisions of Part 563e.5 of the CRA regulations relating to efforts

to ascertain needs ( Part a ) , consultation with persons in the com

munities ( Part 6 ) , programs to make members of the community aware

of services offered ( Part c ) , are all somewhat redundantly aimed at

the same process . Likewise , $ 9528.3 , 528.4 and 531.8 ( d ) of the Non

discrimination Regulations and Guidelines are aimed at outreach ef

forts of associations . Under the CRA regulations , the requirements

are vague and directionless , whereas , with some modification , they

can be made to be substantive and useful .

We propose that the language set forth below be substituted

for sections ( a ) , ( b ) , ( c ) and ( d ) of Section 5630.4 . Incidentally ,

the present language of paragraphs ( b ) and ( c ) can be easily inter
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preted to be meaningless . First , in paragraph ( b ) ,. " members of

local communities " can mean anyone : the mayor , the Kiwanis Club ,

community groups , or local indigenous derelicts . This combined

with the concept of an affirmative obligation to " consult " with

such persons can be read either to require an institution to at

tempt to consult with everyone , or to actually consult with virtually

no one . What is intended , we believe , is provision of a fair and

reasonable opportunity to all groups and persons who are so disposed

to make their views known to the institution . This requires a good

faith effort at notice , and due consideration of viewpoints , but

does not mandate " consultation " with undefined , phantom " members "

of a community .

Paragraphs ( b ) and ( c ) are particularly redundant , and again ,

use of the unmodified word " members " in paragraph ( c ) is confusing .

The agencies should also keep in mind that no organization has a mo

nopoly on representation of a community . Grass roots community or

ganizations can include business , civic , service , church , civil rights

and women's groups as well as " community groups " and " coalitions

against redlining . " The degree to which an organization is vocal or

visible is not necessarily an accurate indication of the degree to

which it is representative .

Also , the loose language of paragraph ( a ) is a potential

maelstrom . The very process of negotiating terms of a loan involves ,

implicitly , " discouragement " of some form or another . If the agencies

meant " discriminatory " discouragement or " unreasonable " discouragement ,

they should so indicate . Currently , the language of paragraph ( d ) is

thoroughly unworkable and provides no standard whatever .
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Our proposal for substitute language under Section 563e.5

for savings associations is as follows :

A. The Basic Approach To Ascertaining Credit Needs :

The Bank Board recognizes that the Congress did

not set forth specific , rigid criteria for ascertaining

and meeting the credit needs of the persons in a com

munity . This is so because " credit needs , " in the

context of the Community Reinvestment Act , implies the

presence of a valid demand for loans from creditworthy

borrowers as the best measurement of sound lending

opportunities . Congress specifically mandated that the

CRA was not to be interpreted to diminish the lenders '

obligation to make loans which satisfy criteria for
safety and soundness . The Act also recognizes , however ,

that demand is somewhat elastic and thata bona fide

latent demand in a community might not become expressed

without the stimulus of a good faith effort to make the

availability of credit known to potential borrowers .

The Bank Board's current nondiscrimination requirements

already require lenders to examine all phases of their

outreach and image projection procedures to assure that

all segments of the community are being reached , and

that applicants are not being discouraged on a basis

which is prohibited either in purpose or effect .

Accordingly, under the Community Reinvestment Act , each

association will be evaluated against the expectation that

it has an obligation to make the availability of its loan

services known in a reasonable way in the " entire com

munity " which it has designated as its " community " for

CRA purposes , including the persons who reside in low

and moderate income neighborhoods in this community .

Outreach activity may include , but need not be limited

to ( or necessarily include ) , advertising in radio and

general circulation newspapers . It can, however , consist

of advertising in local newspapers, flyers , notices to

depositors and loan customers , notices to or meetings

with representatives of civic , service , church , business ,

civil rights , women's , or community organizations , and

lobby notices . It can also consist of contact with real

estate brokers and builders in the community to apprise

them of loan availability , where this has been a usual

practice in an association . While it is expected that

outreach activities will be conducted among diverse seg

ments of the community , and not just in high income areas ,

it is self-evident that an institution cannot treat all

neighborhoods in its market area the same. Some neighbor

hoods in the same socioeconomic stratum will ultimately

such areas can be marketed to with mathematical equality .

Also , the marketing campaign ( which is the basic tool for

identifying demand ) , will probably generate demand un

evenly from area to area . However , by letting the market
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itself define demand , neither the institution nor the

Bank Board has to impose artificial criteria for

" meeting credit needs . "

Basic outreach is expected to have two components :

( a ) communication by the association to the community

of the availability of funds for lending ( when funds are

available ) , including information on the types of loans

made , the terms of loans and other disclosure require

ments set forth in the Nondiscrimination Regulations ( e.8 . ,

loan underwriting standards ) , and ( b ) an opportunity

communicated to members of the community to make their

views known to the association with respect to aspects

of credit services which they believe should be brought

to the association's attention . There is no set pre

scribed way for this feedback to be structured , and any

approach which is reasonable in the circumstances will be

B
.

As to the " meeting of credit needs " the proposed regulations

fail to make clear the limitations of the CRA . It was made explicit

in the Act ( Section 804 ( 5 ) ) as well as in the legislative history

that safety and soundness and other valid considerations were not

removed or diminished by passage of the CRA . In fact , while other

factors , such as the anticompetitive aspects of an application , will

be " balanced " with community investment factors , the safety and

soundness considerations are not subject to such a balancing test .

The Act provides that the effort to " meet credit needs " must be

" consistent with the safe and sound operation of such institution . "
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The agencies have missed an important opportunity to explain

how these sometimes competing interests must be accommodated under

the CRA . For instance , in introducing s . 406 in the Senate , Senator

Proxmire made clear that :

The bill is not intended to force financial institu

tions into making high risk loans that would jeopardize
their safety :

Congressional Record, daily ed . , January 24 , 1977

at 1203.

At the CRA hearings , he said :

If they can show that the community where they haven't

made the loans is not a community in which they could

make sound loans I think that would be a complete and

adequate answer .

( Hearings at 154 )

Also :

The bill also does not substitute the judgement of

the regulator for the judgement of a banker on in

dividual loans . Each bank or savings association

will be free to exercise its best judgement on in

dividual loan applications.

( Hearings at 11)

The problem in reconciling " safety and soundness " with com

munity reinvestment is paramount in " assessing " a lender's record of

" meeting credit needs . " If an individual applies for a loan from a

low or moderate income area , or any other area , and is not personally

creditworthy, or if negative aspects relating to the condition of the

property , or legitimate adverse locational factors are present , these

factors cannot and should not be ignored . Here , again , the Board's

nondiscrimination regulations are pertinent and distinguish member

savings associations from other types of lenders . The CRA regulations

should make clear that a lender cannot be determined to be in violation

of the CRA on the basis of bald numerical showings about loan dis

tribution without consideration of safety and soundness factors .

1
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Accordingly , paragraph ( f ) of " Part 563.5 is wholly inadequate

because it suggests that the Board believes that the simple " geo

graphic distribution " of loans , without more , is pertinent . It is

also inadequate for its lack of information . What aspects of an

institution's " geographic distribution of loans " are important?

The mere knowledge that " geographic distribution " will be taken

into account adds nothing to an association's ability to interpret

and comply with the CRA . Clearly it would be inappropriate to expect

a lender's statistics to reflect some preconceived geographical rela

tionship , since it was made abundantly clear that the CRA was not

intended to result in " credit allocation " of any kind . */

marketing , either

( a ) no loan demand was subsequently generated ; or

( b ) loans applied for did not meet creditworthiness

*/ See the statement of Senator Proxmire , Hearings at p . 2 and
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" age of dwelling " and improper locational factors builds in a guarantee

that loans applied for will be evaluated in a nondiscriminatory , non

arbitrary way .

The message of all of this is twofold .

First , paragraph ( f ) of 563e.5 is inadequate . Second , for savings

associations , compliance with the Board's nondiscrimination regulations ,

already in place , should figure more prominently in CRA compliance .

In fact , in both their goals and their means the two sets of rules

overlap , and where the nondiscrimination rules are being complied

with , a healthy CRA record almost necessarily follows . The Board

should articulate this point , so as to provide additional guidance

with respect to objective standards of conduct which will be con

sidered satisfactory under the CRA . Currently , the only mention of

nondiscrimination requirements is indirect ( Item J ) and it refers to

a history of prohibited discrimination . The Bank Board's require

ments are so much broader than this , and require such a great degree

of institutional compliance through review of practices and employee

training , that associations in compliance should be given formal

recognition in the course of CRA evaluations . Currently , only

negative credit can be given for noncompliance with rules on non

discrimination . No incentive is provided for affirmative institutional

steps to comply with the nondiscrimination requirements .

Additional Factors Relating To Section 5630.5

paragraph seems to ignore the important caveat in the legislative

history of the CRA to the effect that its sponsors did not intend

to subvert or impair an active , fluid secondary market , necessary to

import funds to capital-short areas .
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Senator Proxmire himself said :

This concession is significant because prior to World War II

banking markets were generally localized , and expansion into

" national markets " has been an important part of modern banking as

well as post -war Federal policy . ( ( See 12 U.S.C. $ 1716 et seg . ,

( FNMA and GNMA ) ; 12 U.S.C. $ 1451-1459 ( FHLMC ) ) . The CRA should not

be read as intended to undo three decades of movement toward a liquid

national mortgage market .

do 30 might subvert the very purpose of the CRA by making funds un

available in the capital-short areas where they are needed most .

a bill that has to go primarily to conventionally financed housing "

( Hearings at 225 ) . Some institutions , due to the red tape and need

for specialized knowledge and staff , currently avoid FHA loans . Also ,

in some areas , buyers and sellers avoid such loans . Lenders should

not be judged on their record of making government-insured loans without

a sensitive inquiry into the market conditions of an area . Which ,

for instance , is the better " community lender , " the association that

makes FHA-insured loans in older mature areas and thus has a better
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record on such loans , or the institution which makes conventional

loans in the area , at greater risk , contributing to private invest

ment and confidence in an area? In its present form , Item ( i ) is

subject to either interpretation .

Item ( k ) is likewise nonsensical . Every institution has a

history of " opening and closing offices " or providing services at

offices . The paragraph reveals nothing about the Board's expecta

tions with respect to such history . Consequently , it is impossible

to comment intelligently , other than to point out the omission .

Definition of Community

The flexible rule for defining " community " proposed by the

agencies , in our judgement , is sound and consistent with the purposes

of the Act . It delegates maximum discretion to the institution to

designate community . We have only a few suggestions .

and " entire community . "

In the original version of the bill , the phrase " local com

munity " was modified by the phrase " primary savings service area "

and , wisely or unwisely , the geographic focus of the bill was made

relatively clear . In the final version of the CRA , the references to

" local community " are retained in the findings and statement of pur

pose but " primary savings service area " was deleted and replaced by

the requirement that the regulatory agencies

assess the institution's record of meeting

the credit needs of its entire community

including low and moderate income neighbor
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geographic parameters of the area to be served under the CRA , it

appears that in the final version of the bill they are intended to

be synonymous . Thus , reference in 563e.3 and 563e.4 ( b ) ( 1 ) to a

difference between " local community " and " entire community , " and

particularly the emphasis placed on the contiguous areas surround

ing each office or group of offices , " seems inappropriate .

principal proponent of the bill , was asked by Senator Morgan to

explain the differences between the bill as originally acted on by

the Senate in June , and as amended in Conference . Senator Proxmire's

answer illustrates the extent to which the phrase " local communities "

is really intended to mean something broader than the area contiguous

to deposit facilities :

The Community Investment Act , as we agreed to it

earlier in the Senate , was designed , as the Senator

will recall , to provide as much incentive as we could

for local investment in local communities . We found ,

in many cases , that banks had taken a great deal of

money from local communities and invested it outside

their communities and had not met the needs and re

quirements of the local communities .

We provided that when a bank wanted to open a branch

the regulating agencies would have to take into account

how much they invested locally , and they might have

this as a decisive consideration under some circum

stances .

What this legislation does , in contrast to what passed ,

is to delay implementation for 390 days , just about a

month longer than a year , after enactment . It also

redefines the primary service area to be served on a

broader basis , so that there be no question that 1t is

not simply the immediate community where the bank was

located .

Those are the two principal modifications

( emphasis added ) . */

* Congressional Record , daily ed . , October 1 , 1977 , s . 16114 .
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An association's appropriate " community " might be " contiguous "

to its offices , but it might not . For instance , downtown commercial

district branches , train station and airport offices , for loan

purposes , may serve areas proximate to the office , but not necessarily

contiguous. Contiguousness might be one of the relevant factors , but

not a mandatory one . Thus , the mandatory language of 563e.3 ( b )

appears incorrect . This is particularly so in light of the express

Congressional deletion of the definition " Primary Savings Service Area . "

We suggest that the designation of " entire community " be based

principally and initially on ( 1 ) proximity to offices and ( 2 ) historical

effective lending territory , as evidenced by an association's history

of retail loan origination activity and loan marketing activity .

Naturally , low and moderate income areas within the scope of that

radius would not be excluded .

As to " low and moderate " income neighborhoods , we believe that

some additional explanation is in order . First , the Bank Board should

make clear that some associations , particularly those which do not

market to an entire SMSA or regional market , might conceivably and

legitimately have no low and moderate income neighborhoods within

their own delineated " entire community . " There is no need , under

the CRA , to " adopt " such an area in order to have one in an institu

tion's market . On the other hand , some institutions may have many

such areas in their " entire communities . " It should be made clear

that the CRA does not require that each such area be the recipient of

any matched or quota-based marketing effort or loan production .

Even given compliance with CRA , loan and marketing activity within

different neighborhoods can be expected to vary .
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Community Reinvestment Act Statement

For member institutions subject to the Bank Board's nondis

crimination rules , this requirement dovetails with the requirement

for disclosure of an institution's loan underwriting standards .

Accordingly , it does not appear to be significant additional burden .

However , as we saw during the comment process on the Board's non

discrimination rules , the Board is capable of changing proposed

regulations and reissuing final regulations with new provisions .

We believe that it was made abundantly clear by Congress that any

substantial additional paperwork burden would be prohibited under

CRA and that the CRA statement cannot justifiably be made more

extensive than its current version .

In the Committee Report on s . 406 , it states ( at 34 ) :

Also , when he introduced the basic amendment which changed

Section 4 during the mark-up session , Senator Proxmire pointed out that

the original version " ... would not have required significant re

porting burdens since most of the data already exists . The idea was

to require the regulators to analyze existing data in connection with

branch applications and supplement it ( sic ) where necessary . But the

amendment I am offering makes it absolutely clear that no additional

reports are to be required " ( emphasis added ) ( Mark -up Transcript,

Vol . IV , p . 283 ) .
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Later in the mark-up session the Senators discussed the

possibility that the regulatory agencies might use the general

language of Section 6 as a lever to impose extensive additional re

porting requirements . While the opponents of the bill feared that

this would occur , the supporters of the bill appeared certain that

by deleting the reporting elements of Section 4 , they had insured

against this . ( Mark -up Transcript , Vol . V , Tuesday , May 10 , 1977 ,

at 352-357 ) .

In debate on s . 406 Senator Proxmire discussed this decision

and said :

The committee considered this provision in

mark-up , and we unanimously agreed that bank

examiners already have access to ample data
to carry out the purposes of this title . We

emption are nonetheless compelling . We need not repeat here the

familiar litany of complaint about governmental paperwork and the

failure to apply a rational cost/ benefits analysis . However , for

savings associations covered by the Board's nondiscrimination rules ,

there are no size and location exemptions . Accordingly , the Boards

of Directors of smaller institutions are already very much aware of

requirements in this area . The CRA statement requirement is un

necessary for such institutions , in this context .

* Congressional Record , daily ed . , June 6 , 1977 , s . 8958 .
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Additional considerations

The proposed regulations are silent with respect to how far

back in time a lender's record will be reviewed under the CRA . We

believe that the pertinent period for evaluation should begin 90 days

after the regulation goes into effect , to coincide with the date that

the CRA statement must be prepared . In no event should the pertinent

period be considered as extending earlier than the effective date of

the regulations .

We are pleased to see an emphasis on coordination with state

supervisory authorities , particularly in the light of certain recent

cases underscoring the role of state regulators in passing on appli

cations of FSLIC-insured , state-chartered institutions .

Finally , we believe , again , that it is necessary to emphasize

for examiners, supervisory agents and lenders the limited role intended

by Congress for this statute , which has been too often portrayed as

a " draconian " measure . when placed in context , the Act and its regu

lations are layered on top of existing considerations in evaluating

applications for change in structure . The CRA is not a substitute

for traditional considerations , and approval of applications can be

affected as much by traditional factors as by new ones .

As stated by Senator Proxmire in his statement introducing

S. 406 into the Senate :

This does not mean that the regulators

would consider community credit services as the

only factor in approving or denying deposit

facility applications .

On the contrary , the agencies would continue to

apply the criteria they have traditionally used

for approving deposit facility applications , as

spelled out under existing law and regulations .

These include the financial history and condition

of the bank , the adequacy of its capital structure ,
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its future earnings prospects , the general

character of the management , and the convenience
and needs of the community to be served .

The bill would not inject any significantly new

element into the deposit facility application

approval process already in place . Instead, it

merely amplifies the " community need " criteria
already contained in existing law and regulation

and provides a more explicit statutory statement
of what constitutes " community need " to make

clear that it includes credit needs .

Congressional Record , daily ed . , January 24 ,

1977 at 1202-1203 .

We suggest that the above quotation be incorporated or referred

to by the Bank Board in the prefatory comments which precede the final

regulations..

Respectfully submitted ,

Glenn o Stull

Glenn 0. Stull

President
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF REPORT

A. Background

Responsibility for enforcement of consumer credit and

anti -discrimination regulations within the Federal Reserve

System is shared between the Compliance Section of the Consumer

Affairs Division , located in Washington , and the corps of examiners in

the Reserve Banks. The attitude of the Compliance Section towards

civil rights enforcement can be described as very positive and

affirmative and characterized by a desire to develop the tools

and the staff necessary to do an effective job . The attitude

of examiners , in general, might be described as more cautious .

Examiners interviewed seemed. unsure of their expertise in the

area of civil rights investigation , and suggested that this

" unsureness " was shared by most of their colleagues . In some

respects there was evidence of a mild hostility toward civil

rights matters based partly on a perception that devotion of

their time and effort to civil rights matters would not materially

advance their progress within the System , as it was not an area

to which the Board attached great importance , and partly on a

lack of confidence in their own knowledge of the rules of

construction in the area .

Examiners also placed a healthy emphasis on the need to

maintain the safety and soundness of institutions , but expressed

concern that enforcement of civil rights laws might be incon

37-415 O - 79 - 11
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sistent with this responsibility .

Significantly , after exposure to some detailed explana

tion of the purposes behind the laws in question , and the rules

of construction, under civil rights laws, as well as discussion

In general , the Board's enforcement and education

programs with respect to technical disclosure - type regulations

( e.g. , Truth in Lending , Home Mortgage Disclosure , RESPA , Fair

Credit Reporting ) and with respect to the procedural aspects

of non -discrimination regulations ( e.g. , certain aspects of

Regulation B ) are substantially more effective than programs

relating to the detection and correction of discrimination .

Examiners seemed most comfortable in checking for disclosure

type violations and violations in forms . Procedures and train

ing material related to the uncovering of such procedural vio

lations are well developed . This is understandable inasmuch

as the Board has had considerable experience ( since 1968 ) , with

until recently , the Board appears to have had little experience

in checking for civil rights compliance .
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Presumably , the Board's lack of emphasis on civil rights

matters derives from the fact that , historically , it has not

compliance within the system have been given :no indepth exposure to

civil rights enforcement or formulation of civil rights policy .

Accordingly , even though the Board has been delegated by

Congress with the responsibility for writing and interpreting

regulations under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , this effort ,

and the allied enforcement activities of the Board among state

member banks , have consistently reflected the Board's primary

experience with administration of consumer credit , and not

civil rights statutės . In fact , it was not until the recent

passage of ECOA that the Board perceived itself as possessing

any direct obligation for civil rights enforcement . * /

It has been argued that the Board had a responsibility to

become directly involved in civil rights enforcement under

the Fair Housing Act of 1968 , but the Board has historically

disagreed with its critics on the scope of that responsibility .

See Bearings before the Committee on Banking , Housing & Urban

Affairs , United States Senate , 94th Cong. , Second Session On

Oversight of Equal Opportunity in Lending Enforcement , Mar. 11 & 12,1976.

See also , Complaint , Urban League, et al. v . Home Loan Bank

Board , et al . In May of 1978 the complaint in this case was

dismissed as to the Board of Governors on the basis of lack

of standing to sue on the part of the plaintiffs . No judicial

determination had been made with respect to the Board's

responsibility under the Fair Housing Act . The other regula
tory agencies named as defendants in this suit have entered

into settlement agreements with the plaintiffs , also without

any judicial determination of their duties under the Fair

Housing Act .
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Our negative conclusions with respect to the Board's

anti - discrimination enforcement efforts derive principally

from our observations relative to the Board's not having

recognized civil rights compliance as a discrete and separate

area of responsibility differing from other consumer protection

measures, and requiring specialized expertise and policy con

sideration . Our observations in this regard can be summarized

as follows :

B. Summary of Observations

1 . The Board has appeared hesitant to issue an unambigu

ous statement of its committment to vigorous enforcement of

civil rights laws among state member banks and has not identified

civil rights legislation as having any particular priority among

the Boards enforcement responsibilities . Consequently , examiners

and other agency staff have not identified civil rights compliance

as a priority within the agency and this has had a negative

influence on the effectiveness of the entire enforcement program .

At the same time , regulated lenders subject to the Board's

supervisory jurisdiction have not had the benefit of clear

policy direction on civil rights matters from their principal

regulator . Further , they have not been given reasonable guidance

as to the salient elements and indices of compliance with civil

rights laws , necessary for their own protection in the event of

a court-based challenge by individual , class or governmental

plaintiffs .
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2 . The Board's enforcement and advisory programs do

not adequately reflect the special nature of civil rights laws

as construed by the courts and the extent to which it is

inappropriate to interpret such laws in the same manner as

other consumer or banking measures . Also , the Board's programs

do not adequately reflect the presence and influence of a vast

judicial literature containing precedents in the civil rights

area in fields other than credit ( housing , employment , educa

tion and voting . ) which , under settled principles of construction ,

are also applicable to credit practices .

3. The Board's enforcement and advisory programs do not

adequately reflect the historical context in which current civil

rights laws affecting lending practices were enacted . Con

sequently , interpretation of these laws to lenders , both in

advisory visits and in the course of regular examinations, are

likely to be lacking in sufficient information about the scope

and application of civil rights laws .

Examiners are given virtually no guidance in how to

recognize discriminatory lending practices or the legal

standards for evaluating such practices .

5 . Investigative tools and techniques for finding

discrimination are lacking , and the sampling techniques in use

are wholly inappropriate for finding substantive violations of

law .
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6 . The Board's program lacks nationwide uniformity ,

with the level of resources , procedures and enforcement

policies varying widely among the Reserve Banks .

7. The Board's procedures for handling complaints do

not adequately assure that individual allegations of dis

crimination are investigated thoroughly and fairly or that

potential " patterns " of discrimination are identified in the

course of investigating individual matters .
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APPENDIX C

4 . The Rating System :
The rating system set forth in the

Examination Report and explained in the Instructions is confusing and

not well suited to summarizing non-discrimination require

ments .

First, it is confusing to use criteria of " adequate ,

fair and inadequate " as to one category ( management ) while

using " satisfactory , fair , poor " for other categories . Also ,

the definitions given each criterion are not the same . For

consistency , one set of qualitative ratings should be used .

Second , the composite rating system is confusing because

it does not build directly on the various component ratings ,

but appears to be a new set of standards requiring application

of yet another set of criteria . Also , some of the language

used is fairly awkward ( e.g. , rating No. 3 : " An immoderate

volume of weaknesses is present that could reasonably develop

into a situation creating considerable financial liability to

the bank ! )

Third , and most important , we believe that some of the

ratings are qualitatively inappropriate . For instance , an

institution in which " management is deficient in some of the

.more important aspects of administration .. should not be

rated " fair . " Presumably these ratings are not based on a

" bell curve " with the " high quality " of one bank's performance

being judged relative to the degree of " low quality " of the

rest of the banks being evaluated . Ratings should convey some

insightful and objective evaluation of the real risk of exposure ,

or index of non-compliance present in the bank . Again , " fair "
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seems too high a rating for an institution where " little

emphasis has been placed on the educational aspects of those

involved in effectuating the various requirements of the

consumer statutes and regulations and the examiner believes

that correction of the situation is not immediately planned . "

A designation as " fair " in such circumstances is misleading

and also provides the lender with little motivation to improve ,

since , in the judgement of the Board , it is in no worse shape ,

in terms of compliance , than other lenders , and it is , apparently ,

at a level which the Board deems acceptable .

With respect to the composite ratings , a No. 2 , the

second highest rating , can be won even where violations " range

10

.

from relative moderate to moderately severe or ( c ) educational

processes at staff level have been neglected .

yet , even this rating would only " trigger an informal correction

agreement

We recommend that the rating system be revised to

reflect realistic compliance expectations, particularly with

respect to non-discrimination matters . Banks should be rated

with one uniform composite rating of " satisfactory , " " good , "

" unsatisfactory , " and " hazardous . "
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To be rated satisfactory i.e. , as needing no enforce

ment action or internal changes , a bank would have to meet

certain minimum objective standards of compliance and internal

control . Banks which took extra steps would be able to reach

a rating of " good . " This provides incentive to take the extra

steps , and a rating of " good " would be helpful under Community

Reinvestment Act evaluations . Likewise , a rating of " unsatis

factory " or " hazardous " would also be relevant to the CRA

evaluation . Banks which are rated " unsatisfactory " would have to take

definitive steps to improve to the " satisfactory " level .

Institutions rated " hazardous " or those unwilling or unable

to take steps to remove " unsatisfactory " ratings would be con

sidered for formal action .

Our proposed overall rating system is as follows :

( pages 102 to 106 , below )

SATISFACTORY : The bank can demonstrate the presence of insti

tutionalized policies and procedures in the compliance area .

Senior management is cognizant of obligations

under consumer laws and civil rights laws as demonstrated

by tangible evidence of cogent , unambiguous direction to staff

to develop compliance mechanisms ( memoranda , minutes of

meetings , policy declarations , etc. ) .

2. Middle management is cognizant of requirements for

implementing compliance under consumer laws and civil rights

laws , as demonstrated by tangible evidence of clear and com
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prehensive instruction to employees in appropriate procedures .

( memoranda , manuals , courses , minutes of meetings , etc. )

3 . Operations staff ( loan interviewers , loan

officers , appraisers ) are cognizant of their obligations and

job functions in light of consumer laws and civil rights

laws , as demonstrated by tangible evidence of :

( a ) attendance at briefings which are

adequate to impart a reasonable understanding

of their functions ;

( b )

regard to compliance ( e.g. , signed or verbal

acknowledgements obtained by examiner ) .

4 . The number of violations found is minor and

potential seriousness of any problem is regarded as relatively

moderate . Management is receptive to suggestions to correct

existing violations .

GOOD : The bank can demonstrate the presence of an affirmative

approach to compliance .

1. Bank advertising , public relations , contacts

with brokers , dealers and appraisers provide evidence of bank's
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awareness of need to present positive affirmative image in

community as an equal opportunity lender .

2 . Bank has appointed a compliance officer to oversee

employee training , updating of management , resolution of

consumer complaints . Compliance officer is adequately trained

to the job .

3 . Senior management and Board of Directors keep

current on new developments which affect bank operation in

consumer and civil rights area and take an active interest in

assuring compliance , as evidenced in memoranda and minutes of

meetings .

4 . Affected employees are given frequent opportunity

and encouraged to obtain additional training in compliance .

5. Management is alert to the need for finding and

eliminating violations , as evidenced by :

( a ) an internal complaint resolution

mechanism or procedure .

( b ) an internal audit program to uncover

violations .

6. The level of violations is minor ( as in " satisfactory " )

and in addition , management willingly demonstrates ability and

desire to take necessary steps to correct any violations .
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UNSATISFACTORY : The bank is not fully aware of its obligations

under consumer and civil rights laws or , being aware of its

obligations , has not taken sufficient steps to implement

compliance .

1 . Senior management rarely considers issues of

impact of civil rights laws and consumer laws on bank operation :

provides no definite directions to staff to develop adequate

compliance procedures .

2. Loan policies and procedures are unwritten or are

unduly subjective, so that lending employees have no objective

criteria upon which to make loans on an equal basis .

3 . Middle management has developed no ( or inadequate )

manuals , instructions , memoranda , etc. , to implement compliance .

( Procedures are inadequate if they are not reasonably designed

to give operations- level employees a reasonable knowledge of

their obligations . )

4 . Operations level employees are unaware of compliance

obligations : outmoded forms used ; no cogent , regular procedure

for notices , disclosures , etc .; employees not given exposure

to training in compliance obligations .

5 . Bank is not flagrantly violating statutes or

regulations , but because of lack of competency , many violations

exist and will require an administrative change to afford

future understanding and adherence .
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HAZARDOUS : Bank is operating in conscious disregard of con

sumer or civil rights laws . ( This status might involve exposure

of bank employees to criminal penalties and should be dealt

with as a matter of urgency . )

1 . Many violations are in evidence that will require

astute handling to avoid severe penalties , particularly in

the area of large potential financial liability .

2 . There are no policies or procedures in place to

implement compliance .

3 . Management at all levels demonstrate indifference

to matters of compliance .

i
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APPENDIX D

B. Complaint Procedures

The Board's consumer complaint procedures are contained

Regulation AA ( 12 CFR $ 227 ) and the Manual on the consumer

Complaint Control Procedure ( 1/1/77 ) ( hereinafter CCCP ) .

Regulation AA essentially formalizes the existence of

a complaint procedure and encourages complaints to be filed in

writing and contain basic information about the complaint . A

response is required within 15 business days and provision for

referral to other agencies is made , in the case of a complaint

incorrectly filed with the Federal Reserve System .

The definition of consumer complaint in the CCCP is

broader than that in Regulation AA and the CCCP is an umbrella

for procedural control of all consumer oriented complaints filed

with the System .

Theoretically , the CCCP provides for centralized review

of consumer complaints in Washington , by requiring that the

basic complaint recordation form ( Form FR 1182 ) be filled

out in triplicate , with copy going to the Division of consumer

Affairs ( DCA ) in the instance of a complaint filed with one of
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the Reserve Banks . However , in practice this centralized system

is only a central docket , and complaints received in the field

are handled primarily in the field . In fact , complaints

received at the Board in Washington are routinely referred to

the appropriate Reserve Bank for substantive handling . This

means that there is no centralized quality control on the

investigations done in response to complaints . This does not

suggest that the various Reserve Banks respond inadequately

to complaints ; only that there is no way for the Board , which

is charged with ultimate responsibility for enforcement , to

know whether they do or do not .

Given the overall structure of the Federal Reserve

System , with significant control over examination procedures

residing historically , in the decentralized Reserve Banks ,

we do not suggest that authority over consumer complaints be

totally concentrated in Washington . We do recommend , however :

( a ) establishment of system -wide minimum

procedures for investigating complaints and

responding to the complainant * /

( b ) establishment of the capacity and

authority in the Compliance Section of the

Division of Consumer Affairs to review the

* Both the Comptroller of the Currency and the FHLBB have
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handling of all consumer complaints to determine

compliance with these minimum procedures and to

provide overall consistency with Board policy

on compliance matters .

( c ) clarification of the authority of the

DCA to have a special examination performed

when , in its discretion , this is necessary in

connection with a complaint .

( d ) establishment of an increased capacity

in the DCA to provide the Reserve Banks with

technical assistance and continuing up-date on

developments in the compliance area , to enhance

both examination and advisory services through :

( 1 ) more frequent exposure of

examiners and consumer specialists to

training , including training in the field ;

Reserve Banks by representatives of DCA ,

to evaluate compliance programs , and help

provide visibility and credibility to the

program among Reserve Bank personnel ;

( 3 ) regular circulation of a periodic

up-date report on compliance matters so

that all of the Reserve Banks receive

consistent and correct information about

new cases , interpretations and enforcement

policies .
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( e ) establishment of a program of joint

examinations by examiners at the Reserve Banks

and review examiners and consumer affairs

specialists from Washington , designed to assist

both groups in the performance of their functions .

( f ) establishment of a system-wide program

to evaluate the effectiveness of consumer complaint

procedures . Currently , a " follow up letter " is sent

only to those complainants who filed their complaints

with the Board ( and by a few of the Reserve Banks ,

for those who filed regionally . ) The DCA should

regularly follow up with questionnaires to all

consumer complainants .

( g ) Expansion of the capacity of the Compliance

Section to deal creatively with the Board's enforce

ment program . Currently , the Board is staffed with

two review examiners and three consumer affairs

specialists , two secretaries and a Section Chief .

Current responsibilities include handling of complaints

made to the Board , handling of phone calls , letters

and inquiries from member banks , Reserve Banks , other

agencies and Congress . Responsibilities also include

liaison with other agencies in cooperative programs ,

development of examination manuals , instructions ,

checklists and forms and design and presentation of

consumer schools .

37-415 0 - 79 - 12
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In this report , we have recommended adding more responsibilities

for overall review of complaints throughout the system . How

ever , this office should also be continually considering methods

for improving techniques in consumer compliance , including

techniques to enhance examiner efficiency and reduce the costs

of examinations to the government and member banks . It should

also be developing advanced as well as basic seminars in com

pliance , and regional seminars for Reserve Banks .

We hesitate to recommend increased staffing of the

Compliance Section as a panacea . This hesitation is based

partly on budgetary considerations and partly on a general

reluctance to suggest expansion rather than contraction of govern

mental regulatory initiatives . We believe increased staffing may

be inevitable here , however , for several reasons .

The Compliance Section grew in an ad hoc way . The old

Office of Saver and Consumer Affairs ( OSCA ) was formed in 1974

in the anticipation of combining ECOA , Truth- in-Lending ,

Fair Credit Reporting and Securities Credit Regulation enforce

ment . Personnel for OSCA initially came from these sections .

Later , OSCA became the Division of Consumer Affairs . Securities

Credit was dropped , but a new Regulation C and a greatly ex

panded " B " were added to the Division's responsibilities .

Meanwhile , enforcement of various new credit regulations among

state member banks was not centrally organized , even though the

Board's own Consumer Affairs Staff had rulemaking authority in

this area . Moreover , procedures for Fair Housing enforcement

among state member banks had , apparently , never been focused
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upon , according to testimony before the Senate Banking

Committee in March 1976. Although not prepared for it in terms

of staff or historical orientation , the Board became a civil

rights enforcement agency as to state member banks upon

enactment of ECOA . It also became a comprehensive consumer

credit protection enforcement agency .

Against the background , the concept of a compliance

Section came out of recommendations of a Task Force appointed

by the Reserve Bank Presidents in September 1976 , to develop

a proposal to respond to this new reality and to develop

system -wide enforcement of various consumer laws .

The Compliance Section was established in January 1977

to undertake training and enforcement responsibilities in this

area .

In March 1978 the Board announced its current compliance

program , but made clear in its public announcement that it was

" experimental " and for a " test period . " Accordingly , the

Compliance Section was never staffed with an expectation of

permanence . Also , it was staffed more for the purpose of

" evaluating " the task ahead , than carrying out that task .

Moreover , many of the Reserve Banks , responding to the temporary

character of the program , have not devoted substantial resources

to consumer or civil rights compliance , in proportion to the

size of the ultimate task involved in advising and examining

approximately 2009 institutions .
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In June 1977 the complaint handling function was

transferred to the Compliance Section from the Administrative

Division and currently , the Compliance Section borrows attorneys

from other sections in DCA to deal with its own backlog .

It would be premature , in this report , to make projections

as to the optimum or appropriate size of the Compliance Section .

Part of that decision will depend on the changes in the

enforcement program , if any , adopted by the Board , and the

degree of priority which the Board decides to assign to this

area of compliance among member banks . When these and other pertinent

policy decisions are made , we suggest that a zero-based analysis

be made of person-years required to accomplish the tasks

assigned to the section , and that staff expansion , if necessary

be based thereon .
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Additional Observations Regarding The Board's Complaint Procedures

Complaint procedures , including the " minimum " system

wide program for investigating complaints recommended herein

should be based upon some common principles :

Complainants frequently do not have the expertise

to adequately articulate their complaints in precise terms

and , therefore , should not be required to . Also , the com

plainant, typically , does not know enough about the reasons

the creditor used to make its judgements to be able to provide

this kind of information to the Board -- that is the reason for

the Board's investigation procedures .

Accordingly , the burden should not be on the complainant

to adduce evidence or proof in an " adversarial " way . It is

the examiner's job to fairly and objectively evaluate both

versions of the dispute and use his or her expertise to " get

behind " the lender's version , as well as uncover all salient

facts about the complainant's version . Except in rare cases

of undisputed factual issues , it is inappropriate to close a

case merely upon a review of the lender's explanation without

verifying the facts and contentions asserted . Neither lenders

nor complainants have a monopoly on truth , accuracy or re

call . The examiner is well - armed with a healthy skeptism , but

should not be more hostile to one constituency than another .
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Adequate investigation , then , will almost always require a

visit to the Bank , particularly in cases of alleged discrimina

tion .

Adequate investigation also requires an interview

with the complainant . As pointed out earlier in this report ,

the most important information may have passed verbally .

it is most unlikely that in a letter of complaint , a complain

ant will set forth all of the pertinent facts . Reliance only

on the face of such letters is generally inadequate for getting

at the facts . Examiners may not have experience in interviewing

consumers in a way designed not only to get the facts , but to

test credibility as well . This suggests strongly that either

examiners be given special training in this area , or that the

Board develop a corps of consumer specialists capable of skillful

consumer and civil rights interview techniques .

During discussions with examiners, a concensus

was expressed that , under present procedures , an examiner would

be severely reprimanded if , in the course of an examination ,

he or she contacted loan applicants to obtain information about

their dealings with the bank , or to clarify some aspects of

their dealings . Whether this perception comes about formally ,

by rule or informally , by general impression , it seriously

limits the examiners capacity to make fair and objective deter

minations , and fails to recognize one whole dimension of

effective investigation .
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2 . The goal of complaint procedures is to encourage ,

not discourage use of the administrative process to resolve

complaints . This will , naturally , increase the quotient of

unjustified complaints received , but this nuisance factor may

be acceptable when one considers the alternatives . The

alternatives are , on the one hand , to have complainants resort

increasingly to lawsuits or to other agencies with overlapping

jurisdiction ( HUD , Justice , local agencies ) to seek relief

or , on the other hand , to discourage bona fide complainants

from seeking assistance .

Because of the above , complainants who contact

the Board or the Reserve Banks , in person or by phone , should

not routinely be required to submit written letters if

.

sufficient information can be obtained verbally ( with copies

of documents mailed in ) . Similarly , complainants who write

in should not be routinely asked to submit additional written

information .

1

Both techniques are certain to reduce the flow

of complaints brought to the Board or the Reserve Banks for

administrative resolution .

3 . An individual complaint should be viewed within

the system as an opportunity to uncover a possible broader

problem , and thus help the Bank protect itself from increased

liability .
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Sometimes a form , procedure or errant employee

operates like a " victim machine . " A creditor is fortunate

if that " machine " can be shut off early . Accordingly , when

investigating individual complaints, an examiner should be

instructed to look for evidence of " patterns " as outlined in

his or her manuals and instructions .

Also , if , in the course of investigating alleged

violation " X , " the examiner comes across violation " Y , " this

should not be ignored simply because it is not part of the

instant investigation . It should be noted and brought up

with management , for the Bank ; s own protection .

4 . Procedures for reporting and cataloging complaints

should not artificially limit the scope of the investigation .

In this regard , the instructions for completion of Form FR

1182 require designation of a " complaint code . " On page 9

and 10 are listed numerous possible violations of Regulation B.

This is problematic , when filled in before an investigation

begins , because it suggests a limitation on the scope of the

investigation . Most often , complainants cannot and do not

spell out the type of violation which has occurred . The

complainants know only that he or she has a problem , and

not which " niche " it falls into . Speculation by the person

taking the complaint is just that - because it is unknown what

the examiner will or will not find once the investigation is

commenced . Also , the list is by no means complete in terms of

1
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possible civil rights violations ( e.g. , redlining , appraisal

practices , etc. ) . Also the list on p . 9 , under " credit denied

or adverse action" is awkward because it mixes " discriminatory "

reasons and non - discriminatory reasons . As to non -discriminatory

reasons it does not even list all of the possible categories

for " reasons for denial " permissible in the Board's own suggested

form , contained in Regulation B.

Moreover , discriminatory practices do not necessarily

occur on only one prohibited basis . Both sex and race may be

involved at the same time or sex and marital status , or age

and receipt of public assistance , etc. Again , the type of

complaint cannot really be ascertained until after investigation .

.

Accordingly , or anti-discrimination laws we recommend that only

the broadest categories be used when initiating a complaint

( e.g. , " substantive " vs. " procedural " ) . If more detailed coding

is desired for recordkeeping purposes , it should be entered

at closing of the file , and the list of coded practices should

be expanded to be more comprehensive .

5 . Where a violation is uncovered , some official

response should be forthcoming. Even if such a response

is only a letter of understanding with the bank with regard to

the resolution achieved . Violations should rarely be handled

casually , and even where informal resolutions occur , documenta

tion in the Board's file should show that the agency exercised

its responsibilities . Accordingly , on p . 28 of the Complaint

Procedures , under " Investigation Made , " the final entry may
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be inappropriate without a follow up category . As it stands ,

" Possible Bank Violation Unresolved " implies that it will

remain unresolved , despite the finding that a violation

occurred . A follow - up entry might be :

Possible Bank Violation Resolution Pending

Possible Bank Violation Referred for formal

action .

A file containing .findings of violations should not be closed

until " resolved , " even if the resolution is an informal one .

Additional categories might be :

Consumer Informed of Resolution

Consumer Satisfied with Resolution

6 . The consumer should generally know as much as the

Bank about the Board's finding and resolution .

Sometimes the Board or the Reserve Banks will

be faced with a difficult choice . If discrimination is found ,

there is frequently an understandable reluctance to tell the

consumer about it because ( a ) the agency may be wrong , but

may nonetheless generate litigation which is expensive for

both the consumer and the bank ; ( b ) public " findings " of

discrimination are most appropriately a judicial and not an

administrative function , absent the trappings of an administra

tive hearing with adequate due process to both sides ; ( c ) a

declaration of " discrimination " by the agency might be given

undue extra weight as an " official" finding , and generate
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many lawsuits which might threaten the soundness of the bank .

The other side of the issue requires consideration

of the consumers' rights .

The Board's obligation is to eliminate discrimina

tion , not insulate discriminating lenders . If the lender has

engaged in unlawful practices , it and its shareholders will

have to take the consequences , as in any other area of law

violation , or else the incentive to comply with the law would

be non-existent . The argument that the FDIC might have to

absorb losses based on excessive liability , as a justification

for not revealing the existence of discriminatory practices

is misleading because ( a ) lawsuits under ECOA, while they might

threaten short - term profitability, are not likely to threaten

basic soundness and ( b ) the same argument can be asserted to

encourage the FRB to do all it can to discourage violations ,

by disclosing violations where found . Ultimately , the law iś

intended to protect members of the public and when individuals

avail themselves of an administrative remedy , or rely on the

agency to protect them , they should be fairly advised of their

rights and the likelihood of their recovery .

Even where the Board is able to reach successful ,

informal resolutions of complaints , the problems inherent in

the above dilemma are not completely eliminated . The question

comes up every time an examiner finds evidence of a violation

and must determine whether to notify potential victims of
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the possibility that discrimination exists .

While we have set forth the policy considerations

which we believe are involved , ultimate resolution of this

policy issue must be made by the Board .

We do recommend that all complainants be given

routine written notice of the rights they may have , when

they file a complaint . This notice should point out any

important time limits ( e.g. , 180 days under the Fair Housing

Act ) and all optional remedies available . The current letter

used in Fair Housing matters does not provide information

on ECOA remedies and should be expanded . It is patterned

after the form used by the Comptroller which is based on an

old form used by the Department of Justice , which has been since

amended .
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APPENDIX E

C. Case Studies And Curriculum of Consumer Schools

Presently , the consumer Affairs School is the principal

homogenizing influence that ties the system's geographically

diverse examiners and consumer affairs specialists together .

The Schools provide some helpful introduction to civil rights

enforcement through guest lecture from the Civil Rights Division

of the Department of Justice . However , examiners who have been

through the Schools still express reservations about their

ability to deal with questions of discrimination . One of the

major recommendations of this report , consequently , is that

}
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the Schools add an expanded curriculum to adequately present

information needed by examiner and consumer affairs specialists

to handle matters of credit discrimination .

In addition to current instruction , we recommend at

least four hours of instruction in the history of discrimination

in lending and the rules of construction under civil rights

laws . At least two additional seminar hours should be devoted

to discussion of these matters and of specific cases which

affect lending practices .

Naturally , examiners should be given materials revised

as discussed throughout this report . They should also be

given a supplement consisting of pertinent civil rights cases

to be read outside of class . It would also be appropriate to

distribute copies of relevant consent decrees obtained by

the Justice Department , FTC and private parties , to illustrate

types of relief in these cases . We also recommend that students

be given a selection of articles and handouts of two kinds :

( a ) technical materials which help explain

and interpret Regulation B , and the Fair Housing

Act . There are numerous sources from which to

make appropriate selections , including materials

written by DCA staff attorneys ;

magazines and trade journals which present the

full dimensions of contemporary issues in civil

rights and consumer protection enforcement .
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Examiners and consumer specialists should be at least

as worldly on these subjects as the lenders with whom they

deal . They should know about controversies in the industry ,

the various positions being taken by the industry , civil

1

rights , community and consumer groups and governmental agencies .

This is necessary in order to convey a sense of currency to

the examiner and specialist . Knowledge of industry efforts to

address " redlining " for instance and the response to these

efforts by Congress , agencies and the public can add vitality

to an examiner's view of his or her own role in the controversy .

Information about new initiatives being planned by government

in this area help place current enforcement options in context .

Also , it is very important to acquaint examiners and consumer

affair specialists with criticisms of his or her own agency

by both public interest groups and industry groups .

1

Without this kind of information , civil rights ( and

consumer compliance ) enforcement takes on a detached isolation

from real world issues . This , in turn , warps the perspective

and motivation of examiners and consumer specialists .

At least two hours of seminar time should be directed to

a general discussion of enforcement issues and problems, based

in part on readings such as those referred to above . This

recommendation is based on two observations : First , it has

been our experience , confirmed by discussions at length with

FRS examiners that examiners need a forum ( out of the workplace

atmosphere ) in which to candidly discuss with others , particularly
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the DCA staff which is responsible for enforcement , problems

and concerns which they have with the enforcement and compliance

process . Many misconceptions which they may have about the

proper scope and performance of their jobs can be resolved

by discussion of the realistic expectations of the Board , and

by discussion of similar experiences and perceptions of others

involved in the same process . Currently , so few people atI

each Bank are involved in consumer compliance that there is ,

in fact , this sense of " isolation . " Moreover , other staff members

at the regional banks frequently have no greater background in

civil rights or consumer affairs than have the examiners , namely ,

attendence at the early consumer schools . An unstructured

seminar at the Consumer Affairs Schools would be helpful in

dealing with this problem . A second reason for undertaking

such seminars is to allow staff from the various Reserve Banks

to interchange ideas and observations with their counterparts

throughout the System in a way that otherwise would not occur .

In addition to current case studies and materials ,

additional case studies in the civil rights area should be pre

pared and used in the Schools . Case studies fall into two

categories . The first variety is the " narrative , " represented

by current Case Study 5 . This is a case study developed by

the Department of Justice and in use by a number of the enforce

ment agencies . Trainees review the narrative and discuss their

conclusions and findings . The other type of case studies are
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" mock loan files " which contain contrived cases , completed

forms, rejected loans , loan policies, bank memoranda , etc.

most part , however , they deal with procedural , not substantive

matters . Accordingly , we recommend that considerably more

time be spent in dealing with issues of discrimination .

For instance , two other narrative case studies dealing

with discrimination are in use in other agencies and can be

adopted for use by the Board ( Appendix 13 ) . Additional case

studies can be created with little difficulty .

We do have some observations with respect to current

case study materials . The materials which do deal with

discrimination frequently convey a negative or exceptionally

cautious approach to finding violations , and do not provide

practical guidance in how to compare files and make determinations .

Generally , if recommendations contained in this report are

accepted , case study materials will have to be rewritten to

illustrate the new Examiner Instructions for Credit Discrimination :

37-415 O - 79 - 13
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Additional Observation With Respect to Training

1 . It is important that lecturers presented at

Consumer Affairs Schools not be dry and humorless . A lecture

consisting of an attorney reading Regulation B out loud can

be fatal as a technique for educating and motivating examiners

and consumer specialists . Material should be presented with

a healthy sympathy for the problems faced by examiners in the

field . We recommend that individuals with actual experience

in the field be recruited and trained to participate as

instructors in schools . It is also of great importance to

have senior examination and Reserve Bank personnel identified

positively with this program . It should not be perceived

as only a Washington based program forced , unwillingly , on the

Districts . Accordingly , senior offices from the Reserve Banks

should speak at the Schools to emphasize the importance of this

program . Lecturers from outside the System can also be very

useful . The Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice

has traditionally provided assistance to other agencies in

this regard and in a more limited way , to the Board . This

source of expertise can be most helpful , and is available at

no cost to the Board .

2 . Every examiner in the System should be exposed to

consumer protection and civil rights training . This is

necessary for several reasons .

( a ) without this training commercial examiners

can and do provide incorrect or inconsistent

direction to bankers in the course of commercial
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examinations . It is a frequent complaint among

banks that the consumer examiners say one thing

and the commercial examiner another . For

example , attempts to prohibit redlining are

frustrated when commercial examiners , unaware of

the newer developments in appraisal techniques

and new approaches to risk assessment , or the

historical abuses in this field , criticize loans in

certain areas because of the examiner's own

traditional perception of risk . Examiners are

not unlike lenders . Without exposure to specialized

briefings , they cannot necessarily be expected

to perceive the impact of their actions on civil

rights compliance .

( b ) At the current time , participation in

consumer examination may be somewhat stigmatized

within the System . It may not be regarded as among

the complement of skills needed to be considered a well

qualified examiner . It is not identified with career

progression within the System . Accordingly , there

is a need to regularize the place of consumer

protection and civil rights compliance in the con

stellation of skills which examiners are required

to have . Compliance with consumer laws and sound

commercial lending should not be regarded as separate

or as mutually exclusive phenomena . Institutionalizing

training of all examiners in the consumer and civil

rights area will help in this regard .
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3 . Training in consumer and civil rights matters

should not be a " one - shot " affair . Compliance methods change ,

legal interpretations change , and people forget things .

be effective , the Board's training must be periodically

re-inforced . This can best be done by bringing seminars to the

Reserve Banks on a rotating basis . This degree of activity

will also lend credibility to the Board's commitment to

compliance in the eyes of the examiners , bankers and the

public .

4 . The Board should develop advanced seminars for

consumer affairs specialists and examiners who specialize in

consumer compliance . Individuals who participate in the

Educational Advisory Service , particularly , need to be very

comfortable in dealing with practical problems of lenders .

Specialists from various banks should have an opportunity to

colloborate on techniques and materials which can be helpful

in assisting lenders . For instance , in a recent meeting of

examiners from different Districts , it was discovered that each

had observed a similar problem with smaller banks adopting

forms , procedures and policies of larger banks , without

adequately studying and understanding the materials , and

without making changes necessary to adapt the materials to

their own circumstances . By confirming this as a generalized

problem , the examiners felt more comfortable in giving guidance

to banks about this practice .
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5 . A segment in each school should be devoted to

equipping the examiner with standards for taking action . In

other words , given the rules of construction and other

materials used in training , which provide standards for

identifying violations, what constitutes sufficient informa

tion or sufficient levels of violation to warrant a recommenda

tion for action and , in such cases , what action is appropriate ?

An in -depth review of the Board's current and proposed standards

for corrective action is beyond the scope of this report .

However , the following observations are relevant to examiner

training and preparation :

( a ) standards for corrective action should

not be a mystery to bankers or examiners . The

examiner's ability to relate well to his or her

investigative function is closely allied with the

predictable results of the effort .

violation that can send someone to prison , or

result in substantial damages , or serious

administrative action , the examiner will logically

use greater care in preparing findings and devote

more time to the process . It is natural and

efficient for the amount of time and care spent

in an examination to be reflective of the gravity

of the matter . Accordingly , the Board should
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have a remediation policy that spells out the

remedy the Board will seek for violations of

various degrees of severity . The violations

should be described both in terms of " type " and

seriousness .

( b )
The Board's policy on corrective action

should be relatively consistent with judicial

standards for comparable violations , with allowance

for the differences between judicial and administra

tive enforcement . In other words , where pertinent

patterns of violation would call for affirmative

measures to correct past practices , the same

standards should be adhered to administratively ,

since the overall remedy sought to be obtained is

the same .

( c ) The Board's policy with respect to

corrective action should be consistent from bank

to bank and among all of the Federal Reserve

Banks .

In other words , if a certain level of violation would

call for a written agreement to assure or monitor compliance

as to Bank A , the same standard should apply to Bank B.

The standards can and should have built- in flexibility , pro

viding for exceptions on a case by case basis when certain

factors are present . These standards should be announced well
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in advance , however , so that all regulated banks can anticipate

the same policy . The basic standards should not vary from

Reserve Bank to Reserve Bank .

The standards should contain a clear description of when

formal action will be taken and the nature of the formal action- ( e.g . ,

write - up in file ; letter of agreement; letter of admonishment ; Cease

and desist order ) . * / This is particularly important in anti

cipation of implementation of the Community Reinvestment Act ,

where a bank's record in civil rights compliance will , presum

ably , be part of the review .

The standards should also contain explicit criteria

for referral of cases to the Department of Justice . ECOA

provides specifically for such referral in individual cases

and pattem and practice cases . Standards for referral which

will trigger such a referral should be established and

announced .

We have reviewed the proposed Joint Guidelines for Enforce

ment and find them deficient in some respects if measured

against the above criteria . They do not address themselves

to traditional forms of generic relief appropriate in civil

rights cases and concentrate primarily on violations of

specific provisions of Regulation B.
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D. Additional Recommendations And Conclusion

We have concentrated in this report on the need to separate

considerations of civil rights and consumer credit protection

and the need to identify civil rights compliance as a matter of

priority within the Board . The latter consideration is like a

fulcrum upon which the direction of the Board's entire program

is balanced . Without visible and vigorous policy direction from

the Board , civil rights compliance will not , cannot , be identified

within the Reserve Banks and among examiners and among regulated

banks , as an issue of priority .

Act , and in the several years since enactment of ECOA , the

Board's enforcement program has identified very few instances

of substantive discrimination . This might be , as some have argued ,

because such discrimination does not exist . It might also be ,

as others argue , because no one has been looking for it .

pliance program of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board . In the

9 month period after instituting a revised training program , the

HLBB, through its examiners , found 580 instances of non - compliance
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whereas it had found no violations in the eight years preceding .

In the next full fiscal year , 2800 violations were identified and

hundreds of supervisory letters were issued .

If the Board does determine , as a policy matter , to announce

a clear and unambiguous position on civil rights and consumer

credit compliance , we recommend that several corollary steps be

taken to implement such a policy :

1 . The consumer credit compliance program should be

formally reconstituted as a consumer credit and civil rights

compliance program and it should be declared a permanent , not

temporary, program .

2 . A conference of Presidents of the Reserve Banks

should be convened to provide them with a detailed briefing

on consumer credit and civil rights compliance and on the

Board's policy . This is necessary to bring the policy into the

Districts and to elicit the expertise , experience and prestige of

the Bank presidents in implementing the program . It is impor

tant that any articulation of policy by the Board not be re

garded as merely cosmetic .

3 . Each member bank should be provided with compliance

materials including manuals and training materials . In addition

to consumer advisory services , the Reserve Banks should consider

holding seminars for bankers to go over in detail the Board's

expectations as to internal controls and general compliance .
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Again , this is particularly important since compliance evalua

tions will probably be a part of Community Reinvestment Act eval

uations .

4 . The Board should appoint a compliance official with a

background in civil rights compliance and civil rights enforcement .

This is needed to complement the backgrounds of current staff who

exhibit outstanding competence in matters of consumer credit

protection , but who have not had extensive experience in the

specialized area of civil rights enforcement . Similar positions

should be created in each of the Reserve Banks. It is important

to develop this expertise within the system so that reliance on

outside sources can be minimized .

5. Proficiency in civil rights and consumer examinations

should be given formal and visible recognition within the exami

nation program . Experience in this area should be a prerequi

site in career -path development for examiners , This simple ex

pedient can have a significant impact on the productivity of

examiners in this area and the attitude of examiners , including

commercial examiners toward consumer compliance .

CONCLUSION

Both the banking industry and the agencies which regulate

commercial banks may be rapidly approaching the point where they

cannot absorb additional regulation , either in terms of sheer
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paperwork or in terms of the ability of bankers and regulators

to comprehend a quantity of new definitions , requirements and

complex instructions . Thoughtful observers of banking economy

must be cognizant of a saturation point . At the same time ,

existing laws in the area of civil rights call for implementa

tion in a balanced , responsible and objective manner .

There is such a thing as over-regulation and there is such

a thing as unintelligent regulation , but in an effort to avoid

these abuses we do not necessarily have the luxury of opting for

non - regulation .

In the field of civil rights , particularly , we are in a

period of transition , where historical and traditional modes and

courses of conduct , only recently challenged , are being rethought ,

and , where appropriate , changed .

This current state of flux creates both an opportunity and

a responsibility for regulators to midwife the coming changes

through a sensitive and earnest effort to encourage lenders in

their good faith attempts to cope , and assist lenders for whom

coping has proven to be more difficult . In this report , we have

tried to identify for the Board some of the more important strate

gies for meeting this challenge while , at the same time , meeting

the reasonable expectations of the public with respect to enjoyment

of the benefits and protections mandated under our Nation's civil

rights laws .

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System , if

for no other reason than because of its highly visible role as an

arbiter of practices under important laws dealing with civil

rights and credit , should be in the forefront of this effort .
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. Our next witness is Mr. Lawrence Connell, Ad

ministrator, National Credit Union Administration .

1
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I certainly do believe that urban neighborhood decay is in part

due to discriminatory practices in the handling of loan inquiries

and applications. When current and prospective residents of an

urbanneighborhood find it difficult or impossible to secure loans to

buy, rent or renovate homes, the neighborhood obviously must

deteriorate physically . Only with adequate access to financial re

sources can a neighborhood be preserved or revitalized .
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We believe that adequate statutory authority exists for NCUA to

issue such a regulation under the Equal Credit Act, the Fair Hous

ing Act and the agency's general authority to regulate long-term

real estate loans as set forth in the Federal Credit Union Act.

Therefore, we will not need new legislation to convey this authori

ty .

|
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requirements of the Equal Credit Opportunity and Fair Housing
Acts.
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percent of the total assets of federally chartered credit unions.

Most of these small credit unions are run on a part-time basis by

volunteers. They have neitherthe benefits of full-time paid staff,

nor legal adviceon what they should or should not do.
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As you are aware, the financial regulatory agencies are attempt

ing to fashion interagencyguidelinesfor enforcement of the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act. We believe that is highly desirable action

for the financial regulatory agencies to agree to employ the same

set of rules in enforcing the act since differences in agency enforce

ment could result in some types of institutions facing less stringent

compliance standards than others.

same.

37-415 0 - 79 - 14
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Mr. CONNELL. That is right, the regulations would come out in

different form .

>
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a

truth in lending guidelines is the cutoff date for restitution to

borrowers. Our examination process is such that we conduct a

sampling of the entire loan portfolio. So it is possible we can pick

up occasionally a loan that would go back as far as 1969, because

credit unions could make up to 10 -year loans then. We believe any

time - my position is any time that a consumer has been injured ,

whethera statute of limitation is passed or not, that the regulatory

agency has the responsibility to effect restitution.

years ahead.
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rate avenues through which compliance would be achieved . The

first is administrative enforcement. Congress granted each regula

tory agency authority to ascertain , through its examination pro

gram , the degree to which institutions under its jurisdiction were

in compliance with the act. It was envisioned that the agencies

would issue cease -and-desist orders against institutions that persist

ed in violating the law .
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Mr. CONNELL. No, I do not think we do. I think this area needs

considerable strengthening within our agency. This is what we are

in the process of doing.
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Mr. DRINAN. Thank you very much for coming, and thank you

for your testimony.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE CONNELL, NATIONAL CREDIT UNION

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman , members of the Subcommittee , I am pleased to be here

today to present my views on enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity

and Fair Housing Acts .

Despite claims to the contrary , I believe that passage of the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act has resulted in a direct benefit to the economy .

According to recent publications , a significant proportion of new housing

sales have been attributed to lenders counting in full the incomes of

house - buying couples . In addition , an enormous number of women have

entered the credit marketplace for the first time . Both factors have

greatly expanded the potential credit market . The revenues flowing

to both homebuilders and creditors as a result have, in my opinion ,

gone far beyond merely offsetting the increased costs engendered by

Equal Credit Opportunity Act notice and recordkeeping requirements .

Thus , I believe that the Equal Credit Opportunity Act has had a decidedly

positive impact on the economy in addition to having greatly reduced

the incidence of discrimination in the credit marketplace .
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REDLINING

The Committee has requested me to comment on whether there is a

problem of redlining discrimination in home lending by financial

institutions , and whether urban neighborhood decay is in any way due

to discriminatory practices in the handling of loan inquiries and

applications by financial institutions . From a study conducted for

the Connecticut Banking Department , I understand that the problem of

redlining discrimination in home lending did exist . However, redlining

has not surfaced as a noticable problem for federally chartered credit

unions because they only recently received authority to engage in long

term real estate lending . Prior to May 8 , 1978 , Federal credit unions

were limited to making estate loans with a maximum maturity of 10 years .

Under that authority Federal credit unions made relatively few home

mortgage loans , ( only 444 in 1977 ) , indicating that most prospective

home owners desired the longer term mortgages available at other

financial institutions . Therefore , to date Federal credit unions have

not been a significant enough component of the home lending market to

have had any discernible redlining problem .

I certainly do believe that urban neighborhood decay is in

part due to discriminatory practices in the handling of loan

inquiries and applications by financial institutions . When current

and prospective residents of an urban neighborhood find it difficult
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or impossible to secure loans to buy and renovate homes , the

neighborhood obviously must deteriorate physically . Only with

adequate access to financial resources can a neighborhood be

preserved or rejuvenated . Equally important is the adverse

psychological effect created by redlining . Such practices impress

upon the residents in redlined areas the fact that attempting to

obtain a mortgage loan is a futile endeavor .

In my opinion , many other factors have also contributed to the

problem of urban neighborhood decay . These include the economy's

dependence on new construction ; a once prevailing public attitude

that new housing is preferable to old ; a reluctance on the part of

prospective homeowners to undertake the extensive remodeling effort

that an older home often requires ; and government imposed standards

in the area of land use , building codes , and punitive property taxes .

Anti - discrimination laws and the accompanying consciousness

raising process have helped to largely eliminate overt discrimination

against minorities in mortgage lending . Residual bias currently

manifests itself in more subtle discriminatory practices which financial

institution regulators must learn to detect and strive to eliminate .

Any remaining ignorance of lenders which contributes to their reluctance

to make urban mortgage loans must be combated through education programs

geared toward teaching lenders how to accurately appraise urban dwellings ,

how to take advantage of government rehabilitation programs and how

to evaluate lower income individuals as credit risks .
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While redlining has not been a problem in Federal credit unions ,

the National Credit Union Administration ( NCUA) intends to insure

that such practices do not develop with the new authority .

other financial institutions that are community based , individual

credit unions are confined to serving persons falling within a

defined common bond of occupation ; association or residence . At

yearend 1977 , 81 % of all Federal credit unions served a membership

based on the common bond of occupation ; the field of membership

of 15 % was associational ; only 4 % served a common bond based on

community . Credit union members working in the same plant could

live in many different parts of a town or county . In order to prevent

any potential credit union redlining problem from developing , whether

knowingly or unkowingly , NCUA is in the process of drafting an

anti - redlining regulation .

By taking this step , in addition to ensuring that an undesirable

practice does not arise , NCUA is affirming the duty of a credit union

to serve its members fairly and equally . The idea of providing

equal access to credit to all individuals is one which triggered

the evolution of the credit union movement . Thus , in fashioning an

anti - redlining regulation , NCUA is re-emphasizing and carrying

forth the ideals upon which the credit union movement is founded .
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We believe that adequate statutory authority exists for NCUA to

issue such a regulation under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , the

Fair Housing Act and the agency's authority to regulate long term

real estate loans as set forth in the Federal Credit Union Act .

Therefore , we will not need new legislation to convey this authority .

NCUA's regulation will address specific redlining practices .

example , we contemplate prohibitions against underappraising the value

of a home based soley on age of the home and against considering the

racial composition of the neighborhood and /or the prospective occupancy

of the community . The thrust of the regulation will be to prohibit

Federal credit unions from redlining, without imposing extensive

recordkeeping requirements on them .

In addition , NCUA is expecting to expand its consumer compliance

program through the addition of specialized consumer examiners .

These examiners will be trained by civil rights specialists in the

most advanced investigative and analytical techniques for detecting

. subtle or unintentional discrimination in mortgage lending .

Based on the findings of these examiners , NCUA will take any

action necessary to bring offending credit unions into compliance

with our anti- redlining regulation , Regulation B and the Fair Housing

Act .
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We will not hesitate to exercise our cease and desist authority , if

necessary , to prevent the continuance of discriminatory practices in

mortgage lending by any Federal credit union .

Our anti- redlining regulation will be published in draft for public

comment in the near future . At that time , we will solicit the views

of civil rights groups and consumer groups , in addition to credit unions .

Our regulation will attempt to achieve the delicate balance between

minimizing the administrative burden on credit unions while obtaining

sufficient assurance that the consumer /member's rights are fully pro

tected .

One major benefit I foresee resulting from our anti- redlining

regulation is that it has the potential of playing a positive psycholog

ical role in urban renewal . I expect the knowledge of credit union

members that their credit union does not engage in redlining and the

feeling of assurance this engenders , to encourage prospective urban

homeowners to apply to their credit union for a mortgage loan . By

providing prospective urban mortgage applicants with a sense of optimism,

credit unions can thus play a significant role in the revitalization

of American cities .
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PRESENT ENFORCEMENT

I will next turn to a consideration of NCUA's present Equal Credit

Opportunity and Fair Housing Act enforcement efforts .

NCUA conducts an examination of every federally chartered credit

union approximately once a year . Examinations are conducted to assure

that the credit union is financially sound and is in compliance with

all applicable consumer regulations .

In conducting the compliance portion of the examination , NCUA

examiners employ a checklist and Consumer Regulation Compliance

Summary form prepared by our Division of Consumer Affairs . The

checklist is a list of questions covering the most important require

ments of each Federal consumer law or regulation applicable to Federal

credit unions . Two sections of the checklist deal with requirements

of the Equal Credit Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts .

In completing the summary , the examiner assigns a code to each

checklist question and a code rating indicating the credit union's

overall compliance with each law or regulation . We use numbers 1

through 5 as codes . " 1" means the credit union was in compliance ,

" 2 " that the credit union was not in compliance but that the area of

non - compliance was corrected prior to completion of the examination ,

" 3 " that the credit union was not in compliance but that the examiner

and credit union officials reached agreement that all areas of

non - compliance would be corrected , " 4 " that minor areas of concern were

not corrected and " 5 " that major areas of concern were not corrected .
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The latest compiled data that we have available is preliminary

data for January - September of 1977. Approximately 6,500 Federal

credit unions were examined during this period .

Of these , 30 had overall Equal Credit Opportunity Act compli

ance codes of " 4" and 49 had overall codes of " 5 " . With regard

to specific areas of non-compliance , 31 were found to be in

non-compliance by virtue of using improper terminology on their

application forms , 52 were found to be in non -compliance with the

previous Equal Credit Opportunity Act Notice requirements of

Regulation B , 31 were found to have failed to clearly label

optional information requested on their application form , 31 were

designated as having failed to clearly indicate when spouse's

income should be listed on their application forms , and 24 credit

unions were found to be in violation of the rejection notification

requirements .

By comparison , 1,162 of the 6,500 credit unions had one or

more areas of non - compliance for which specific plans for correc

tive action were developed and agreed to prior to completion of

the examination . ( The vast majority of the violations related

to faulty loan applications . There were 279 , however , which had

failed to provide proper adverse action notifications . ) In

addition , 508 Federal credit unions were found to have areas of

non-compliance which were fully corrected prior to completion of

the examination .
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EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

Whenever an examiner finds a violation that is not corrected in

the course of the examination , he/ she writes up a plan for corrective

action . This plan describes the actions the credit union needs to

take in order to correct the violation in the future . In the overwhelming

majority of cases , credit union officials agree to make the necessary

changes and target dates are set and officials designated to carry

out the plan and follow up to assure that the credit union continues

to carry out the plan in the future .

At the next regularly scheduled examination , one of the first things

the examiner does is to check that the credit union has followed its

plan for corrective action . All but a few credit unions would normally

be in compliance by the next examination . In the few cases in which

an examiner finds that the credit union has not carried out the plan

for corrective action , the examiner makes an appropriate recommendation

to the NCUA Regional Director regarding administrative action ,

In the case of a really serious violation discovered for the first

time , the credit union would be coded on our early warning system ,

a system we have developed to flag credit unions with significant

operating or financial problems, for interim examiner contacts .

Those credit unions that have serious violations but do not agree

to the examiner's plan for corrective action receive NCUA Regional

Office follow up which may include a preliminary warning letter or

other appropriate administrative action .
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We view the examination as one way of educating credit union

officials as to their consumer compliance responsibilities . In order

to prepare credit union officials for the new compliance portion of

the examination , we distributed copies of the checklist and accompany

ing explanatory materials to officials even before the checklist was

actually employed by NCUA examiners .

SMALL CREDIT UNIONS

Despite the rapid growth and total aggregate assets of the credit

union movement , credit unions remain a relatively small movement , operated

for the most part by volunteers with limited access to specialized

legal sources . At the end of 197?, of the 12,750 federally chartered

credit unions in operation , only 3,955 had assets of more than one

million dollars each . This left 8,795 with assets under one million

dollars each . Smaller credit unions thus account for 69 percent of

the total number , but for only 9 percent of the total assets of federally

chartered credit unions . Most of these small credit unions are run

on a part time basis by volunteers. They have neither the benefits

of full time paid staff , nor legal advice on what they should or should

not do .

Since many small credit unions in particular have experienced prob

lems in designing application forms which are in compliance with the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , as part of NCUA's enforcement effort ,

we are in the process of preparing a model credit union loan application

form . This form will be written in simple English and designed to

meet the special needs of credit unions . We will be requesting state
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credit union league attorneys to bring the basic form into compliance

with the laws of each state as well . We will then make the form

available to all credit unions . As a result of this project , we hope

to eliminate most Equal Credit Opportunity Act application form

violations .

In addition , to help small credit unions in particular , we are

planning to sponsor local clinics on compliance problems , for credit

union officials and staff .

FUTURE ENFORCEMENT

As a general comment on NCUA's future enforcement efforts , it was

my desire that NCUA begin separate consumer compliance examinations

in the next fiscal year . Separate compliance examinations have proven

highly effective in discovering and correcting consumer law violations

in banks . Despite the fact that NCUA is self supporting through assess

ment of supervisory and examination fees , we are subject to Office of

Mana gement and Budget authorization .

As noted earlier , we are hoping to expand our consumer compliance

examination program for this fiscal year through the addition of some

specialized consumer examiners .

37-415 O - 79 - 15
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In addition , NCUA will seek criminal prosecution of Federal credit

union officials , and / or institute cease and desist or removal proceedings

against officials , where the facts clearly indicate that an official

intentionally committed a substantial violation of law , where an official

instituted a practice in the credit union with the intention of causing

the credit union to be in violation of the law , or where the facts

clearly indicate that the official was grossly negligent in failing

to assure that proper procedures were instituted in order to assure

that the credit union was in compliance with the law . We have already

instituted removal proceedings in cases of fraud perpetrated by credit

union officials .

In order to evaluate possible remedies , I believe that we must

refer back to the legislative history of the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act . In addition to being a consumer protection statute , the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act is an anti - discrimination statute . As such ,

enforcement remedies should be designed to " effectuate the cessation "

of a discriminatory practice ; to ensure full restitution to the injured

party and to eliminate the lingering effects of past discrimination .

Thus , in fashioning a suitable remedy for any type of violation , all

three goals must be taken into account . In cases of repeat violations,

where a credit union has failed to correct conditions found on a pre

vious examination , we believe that notification of the victim is an

appropriate remedy .
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As you are aware , the financial regulatory agencies are attempting

to fashion interagency guidelines for the enforcement of the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act . We believe that it is highly desirable for

the financial regulatory agencies to agree to employ the same set of

rules in enforcing the Act since differences in agency enforcement

could result in some types of institutions facing more stringent compli

ance standards than others .

NCUA is participating in the drafting of interagency enforcement

guidelines in the hope that uniform enforcement will foster healthy

credit market conditions and increase overall compliance . Therefore ,

we are supportive of the endeavor . We must note , however , that we

consider the draft guidelines to be deficient in one major respect .

As I mentioned earlier , Congress intended remedies for violations

of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act to fulfill three goals . In addition

to ensuring that the discriminatory practice would not be continued

in the future , remedies are also required to make the injured party

whole and to eliminate the lingering effects of past discrimination .

Based on comments we have received from consumer and civil rights groups ,

we believe that the remedies contained in the draft interagency enforce

ment guidelines do not adequately fulfill all three goals. We hope

that this deficiency will be corrected when the agencies reconvene

and reconsider the draft guidelines . At such time, NCUA will make

every effort to bring the guidelines into harmony with Congress' inten

tions as we understand them .
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The Committee has asked under what circumstances NCUA would release

publicly the name of institutions that have refused or failed to

eliminate discriminatory practices . As Connecticut Banking Commissioner ,

I supported disclosure of habitual violators where such institutions

dealt with the general public . Since credit unions do not deal with

the general public , such notice could be expected to have less impact

on the credit union . However , I do support the concept of disclosure

of habitual violators to the credit union membership .

EDUCATION

I will next turn my attention to a consideration of NCUA's educational

efforts . Since credit unions do not serve the public at large , but

only members of specific groups and residents of specific areas ,

we focus our educational efforts toward the consumer /member as well

as credit union officials and examiners .

A major component of our education program is the recently completed

and distributed loose leaf binder entitled Manual of Laws Affecting Federal

Credit Unions. NCUA distributed the Manual free of charge to all Federal

credit unions . The Manual contains copies of Federal consumer laws and regula

tions applicable to Federal credit unions . Each section is preceded

by a simple English explanation of the highlights of the law or regulation

and includes citations to the law itself . An abbreviated version of

the Manual is being provided by NCUA free of charge to all federally

insured state chartered credit unions . I have received numerous letters

from credit unions thanking us for providing the Manual nd commenting
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on how valuable it has been as both a comprehensive reference tool

and a source of understandable information on the consumer laws .

In addition , NCUA has prepared a slide show presentation on Regulation

B , designed to be used by credit unions in educating their officials

and members . Many credit unions have been provided copies of this

slide show free of charge and have reported that the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act workshops they sponsored for their members using

the slide show have been extremely successful .

NCUA also offers to make both its regional and central office

consumer affairs staff available for presentations to credit union

members and consumer groups . As a result of our standing offer , members

of NCUA's consumer affairs staff make frequent consumer education presenta

tions on the Equal Credit Opportunity and Fair Housing Act which again

have brought favorable comments .

NCUA recently expanded its Division of Consumer Affairs through

the creation of the position of Associate Assistant Administrator for

Consumer Affairs and the addition to the division of four consumer

affairs professional slots . This expansion was in large part undertaken

to enable the division to engage in a more comprehensive consumer educa

tion program . Two of the new consumer affairs slots were filled by

individuals with extensive backgrounds in consumer education .
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Our expanded educational effort will include more emphasis on edu

cating consumer /members about their rights under the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act and Fair Housing Act . Towards this end , we have embarked

on a review of all available Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Fair
a

Housing Act educational materials programs prepared for use by credit

unions and their members . We are in the process of assessing what

educational needs of credit union members remain unfilled and how we

can best fill them . Our goal is to supplement existing educational

programs , while avoiding unnecessary duplication of effort .

As soon as we determine exactly what information needs exist , we

will focus on how to most effectively present this information to the

consumer /member . A brochure and a movie are two likely components of

our expanded efforts . We will utilize sources outside of the agency

if necessary to provide artistic and technical assistance in the pre

paration of our educational materials. I am committed to producing

educational materials of the highest quality and to making these materials

available to all credit union consumer /members .

The committee has inquired as to NCUA's view on the role of private

litigation in enforcing the credit anti - discrimination laws . NCUA

believes that private litigation has a proper role in bringing about

compliance with the laws against credit discrimination . In drafting

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , Congress clearly provided two separate

avenues through which compliance would be achieved . The first is admin

istrative enforcement . Congress granted each regulatory agency
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authority to ascertain , through its examination program , the degree

to which institutions under its jurisdication were in compliance with

the Act . It was envisioned that the agencies would issue cease and

desist orders against institutions that persisted in violating the

law .

In addition to providing for administrative enforcement , Congress

fashioned a potent civil remedy available to individuals whose rights

had been violated . The fact that the civil liability provision is

so stringent indicates that Congress expected it to play a deterrent

role in addition to compensating injured parties .

Thus , NCUA views the availability of a private remedy with the

possibility of large damage awards by the courts as one mechanism through

which Congress intended to achieve creditor compliance with the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act .

We distinguish between the administrative and private remedy as

follows . When a consumer /member makes a complaint against a Federal

credit union to NCUA , we assume that the individual is choosing to

pursue an administrative remedy . We conduct a full in - depth investigation

of the complaint , using regional supervisory personnel and consumer

analysts . If the consumer at any point in our investigation requests

information about his /her rights under the Equal Credit Opportunity

and /or Fair Housing Acts , we supply brochures published by other govern

ment agencies describing these rights . If the consumer asks an NCUA

consumer affairs staff member whether a private remedy is available
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at any stage , they inform the complainant that a private cause of action

may be brought and that the complainant should seek the advice of an

attorney of his/her choice if he/ she desires to pursue this remedy.

When NCUA has concluded its investigation of the complaint , if

we have found no evidence of discrimination , our recently instituted

procedure is to explain first to the complainant what steps we have

taken in investigating the complaint , second , that we have concluded

our investigation and have not found evidence of discrimination and

third , that the Equal Credit Opportunity and /or Fair Housing Acts pro

vide individuals with the right to bring a private action . We further

notify the complainant that if he / she wishes to pursue this course

of action , the advice of an attorney of his /her choice should be sought .

Thank you for providing me with this opportunity to share my views

on enforcement and education under the Equal Credit Opportunity and

Fair Housing Acts with you . I commend this Committee for recognizing

the important role these two laws play in the credit marketplace and

for focusing its attention on the efforts of the financial regulatory

agencies to achieve compliance under these laws .
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. Our next witness is Anita Miller, a member of

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
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result of the hearing process. But he is basically a very committed

and fair human being. I think that it is a combination of his

commitment to the law , his own sense of what is fair, and his own

realization of what an important issue this was nationally that

resulted in his taking such a strong position.
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!

Services Corporation. That office was staffed with 17 experts. It is

now going to full complement of 39. Its mission is to give technical

assistance and program assistance to the institutions that we regu

late. The notion here being that we not only wanted to move ahead

with the shall -nots but we really wanted to achieve urban lending

and to assure that there was the kind of assistance to savings and

loans that would result in loans going in to efforts to revitalize

communities.

a
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those lenders who are indeed originating urban loans. So we have

moved on that front also.
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to a complainant, even in cases where no explicit violation has

been found, 20 times.
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. What do you base that on?
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. I understand everything you are saying. Things

are better than they were. They were bad. Howcan you measure

that ? Are they 1 percent better, 3 percent better ? Is redlining still

prevalent, forexample, let's say, inBrooklyn and the Bronx?

-
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The Bank Board has received very few complaints and

has not been able to substantiate any instances of redlining

in Brooklyn and the Bronx by the financial institutions

we regulate .

Specifically , in the past 15 months ( July 1977 through

October 1978 ) , we received only one complaint alleging redlining

in the New York City area . The complainant alleged that a

Federal association was redlining because it wouldn't re

finance a loan on his property . Our investigation disclosed

that the complainant already had a loan with the association

on that particular piece of property and that the association

had rejected the complainant's application because it found

that the property was very poorly maintained and that its

condition had greatly deteriorated in the hands of the

complainant . We determined that the association's position

was substantiated and that no other supervisory action was

warranted .
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$ 1 million to purchase a participation in a $ 12.8 million

construction and rehabilitation loan for a large low and moderate

income rental apartment project in the Bronx ; has committed

$ 1 million to purchase FHA/VA loans on properties located

in the Bronx and lower Westchester Counties ; and has contacted

three local originators of FHA mortgages and hopes to increase

its local commitments through them .

When our examiners returned to check on the association's

corrective action the next year , they were accompanied by the

District's civil rights specialist . They found that as of March

1977 , when the amended version of Regulation B went into effect ,

the association had redocumented its lending policies to fully

comply with the new regulations and now uniformly applied the

80 % LTV , 30 year maximum terms to all areas it served . The

examiners reviewed the association's adverse action files and

could find no indication of discriminatory rejections. The

examiners noted that the association , whose lending record

had been cited with approval by several citizens groups , had

made almost 70 % of its new loans in the Brooklyn area and that as

of the time of examination , 77 % of its total loan portfolio was

invested in Brooklyn , 9 % on Long Island , 5 % in other boroughs

of New York City , and 9 % in purchased out -of -state loans .

The examiners concluded that the problems noted in the earlier

examination had been fully corrected , that there was no evidence

of other discriminatory practices , and that this association was

generally viewed as having one of the best lending records in

the area .

37-415 O - 79 - 16
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As a result of the New York City Commission on Human

Rights ' extensive 1976 hearings on redlining in New York

City and a group of studies on redlining produced by various

citizen groups about the same time , much attention has been

focused on this subject . However , as noted above , the Bank

Board has not been able to substantiate instances of redlining

by the institutions it regulates . We are not sure whether

this is because they have a clean bill of health or because

this is a very difficult problem to uncover , particularly

given the state of lending in New York State at the moment .
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Commercial banks have been taking up some of the slack in

mortgage lending , though , since Federally chartered banks can

raise their mortgage lending rate a full percentage point

above the Federal discount rate ( which was 9 1/ 2 % as of

December 8 , 1978 ) . The recent action by the New York State

legislature to increase the usury rate to 9 1/28 ( with an

escalator clause which may go into effect next spring ) should

encourage other lenders to get back into the mortgage market .

However , this action will not completely solve New York's

problems since this rate is still below what National banks

can charge and is below the rates allowed in many other parts

of the country .

The Bank Board will continue to use the tools it has at

its disposal to combat redlining and to encourage the financial

institutions we regulate to meet their community's credit

needs . The implementation of our new monitoring system

and of Community Reinvestment Act will give us the tools

to determine if they are in fact doing this .
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June30 1978

RealEstateLoansHeld

90 Amount 90

17.1 17.6

60.1

14,032,278,0004

48,210.840,0005

17,224,233,000

60.7

22.2 21.7

100.0 79,467,351,000100.0

TotalDeposits

62.2
158,114,814,0004

29.9

8.0 7.9

100.0 254,072,871,000100.0

FIncludesFSLICinsuredS&Ls(Non-FSLICinsuredassociationshold1.33%ofassetsheldbyS&LsinNewYorkStateasof

2"AssetsandLiabilities,ReportofIncomeforCommercialandMutualSavingsBanks,"FDIC,1977,pp.77,79,113,115.

NEWYORKSTATE
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RESOURCES DECEMBER31 19761

NewYorkCity

Amount%
%%

69.8145,868,000,000
64.54

25.553,227,000,000
27.54

9,788,000,000 4.7

7.92

100.0208,883,000,000
100.00

19762

NORTHWESTBRONX
Mortgage

'originations

aspercentage

ofdeposits.

MortgageOriginations

inNWBronx

Amount
%

%

1,740,015 40.9
0.50

14.5

1,460,900 34.4 0.01

70.4

1,052,000 24.7 0.30

15.1

4,252,915 100.0

100.0

NewYorkState
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[ From the American Banker, June 27, 1978 ]

NEW YORK STATE SAVINGS AND LOANS INFLOWS TRAIL THOSE OF 1977

SCARSDALE, N.Y.-A net savings gain of only $ 102 millionwas recorded by New

York State savings and loan associations last month, $ 59 million below the gain in

May 1977. For the first 5 monthsof 1978, the flow of net savings into the State's 130

savings and loans was almost $ 600 million below last year, the Savings Association

League of New York State said .

[ From the American Banker, November 29, 1978 ]

14 SAVINGS AND LOANS PROVIDING $ 12.3 MILLION BRONX REHABILITATION LOAN

( BY KEITH ROLLAND )

NEW YORK . - Fourteen savings and loan associations in the metropolitan New

York area are providing a $ 12.8 million construction and permanent loan for

rehabilitation of a run -down apartment complex in the central Bronx which will

provide housing for 291 working poor families, it was announced here this week .
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program , HUD subsidizes about 60 percent to 80 percent of tenants' rent. Kraus

Enterprises, meanwhile, receives an effective tax exemption of about 20 years on

the Roosevelt Gardens complex under the city's 151 tax -exemption and abatement

program .

[ From the New York Post, Tuesday, July 5, 1977 ]

REDLINING FOES URGE BOYCOTT

( By Peter Freiberg)

An anti-redlining group in Brooklyn'sPark Slopetoday kickedoff acampaign to

persuade residents to withdraw $ 1 million from the Greater New York Savings

Bank this week .
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AID Chairman Herbert Steiner says the three " good banks ” where residents are

being asked to save - Atlantic Liberty, Brooklyn Federal and Hamilton Federal — all

make a " significant number of Brooklyn mortgages.'
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. Jamaica is going downhill so fast you cannot get

hold of it.
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old , and they do notyet have a regulation that has been published .

California has, I think, an aggressive program . We have a great

deal of respect for it . But for usto give away the responsibility that

we have under statute for the entire country I think would be a

very grave error.
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in dealing with. And the question is whether the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board in the court suit has preempted a State program ,

which is by all accounts more aggressive and stricter than the

Federal policies. And I question that in view of the new attitude, in

view of the new leadership which you claim exists at the Federal

Home Loan Bank Board.
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In response to your request for a comparison of

the provisions of the Bank Board's new Nondiscrimination

Regulations and the State of California's redlining law

and regulations , we have prepared the attached chart .

It should be noted that the Bank Board's regulations went

into effect on July 1 , 1978 ( monitoring requirements

effective as of September 1 , 1978 ) . No regulations

have yet been adopted to implement the new California

law , the Housing Financial Discrimination Act of 1977 ,

which went into effect on January 1 , 1978 .

The major differences between the Bank Board's regu

lations and the statute and regulations of California are :

1 . The 1976 California regulations and 1977 statute

only cover housing accommodations of 1 to 4 units which

generally must be owner occupied ; whereas the Bank Board

regulations cover any dwelling , including mobile homes and

apartment buildings , regardless of ownership . In addition ,

the Bank Board's regulations also cover any vacant land which

is offered for sale or lease for the construction or location

of a dwelling .

2 .

3 . The Bank Board's prohibition against the use of

discriminatory appraisals is much broader than California's

regulations in that it prohibits the use of appraisals which

discriminate on the basis of the age or location of the dwelling

as well as those which are discriminatory per se or in effect

under the Fair Housing Act or ECOA . The California regulations

merely prohibit consideration of the racial , ethnic ( or

religious or national origin , in the case of the 1977 Act )

or changing composition of the neighborhood .

The remedies available to an individual whose rights

have been violated are more substantial under Federal law

than under California law . First , an individual has direct

access to the courts under both the ECOA and the Fair Housing
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Act permit recovery of actual and substantial punitive damages ,

in addition to court costs and reasonable attorney's fees

if one is the prevailing party . Under the ECOA , for example ,

a non - governmental entity may be liable for punitive damages

in an amount not to exceed $ 10,000 in an individual action or

the lesser of $ 500,000 or 1 % of the creditor's net worth

in a class action . Under the Fair Housing Act , a creditor

may be liable for up to $ 1000 in punitive damages in addition to

actual damages . Under the 1977 California law, the Secretary

of the Business and Transportation Agency can only award the

financial assistance applied for or , if that is no longer

available , up to $ 1000 in damages . Upon petition to the court ,

the prevailing party may also be awarded costs and reasonable

attorney's fees . The California regulations make no provision

for any additional remedies for an aggrieved individual .

Although both the Bank Board and the California Secretary

of Business and Transportation can issue cease and desist

orders against a financial institution in violation of the

applicable law or regulation , the Bank Board can issue a

cease and desist order against individual officers , directors ,

and employees and can impose civil fines of up to $ 1000 per

day against any association or officer , director , or employee

in violation of a final cease and desist order of the Bank

Board . In addition , the Community Re investment Act explicitly

requires the Bank Board to take an association's record in

meeting its community's credit needs into account when

determining whether to grant charters and approve deposit

insurance , branches and other facilities , relocations , mergers ,

consolidations , and the like .

We hope that these materials will answer the questions

you had about the comparative coverage of the Bank Board's

regulations and California's law and regulations .
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PROVISIONS FHLBBREGULATIONS(12CFR

SS528and531.8)

CALIFORNIALAW

(CaliforniaHealthand

SafetyCodeSS35800-35833)

CALIFORNIAREGULATIONS

(Subchapter23ofthe

RulesandRegulationsof

theS&LCommissioner)

I. EffectiveDate
Adoptedasemergencymeasure

1976.

Revisedregulationswentinto

effectonJuly1,1978.Non

discriminationRegshavebeen

ineffectsince1972.

EffectiveJanuary1,1978.

(Regsproposedtoimplement

thisacthavenotyetbeen

madefinal.)

InstitutionsAffected
II.

State-charteredS&Ls.
FSLIC-insuredState-chartered

andFederally-charteredS&LS

whicharemembersoftheFHLB

System.Hence,FSLIC-insured

State-charteredassociations

mustcomplywithbothBoard

regsandStatelaw.Federal

associationsmustonlycomply

withBoardregs.

Anybank,S&L,orotherin

stitutionoftheState,

includingapublicagency,

thatregularlymakes,arranges,

orpurchasesloansforthe

purchase,construction,re

habilitation,improvementor

refinancingofhousingaccom

modations.

III.TypeofProperty Anyhousingaccommodationwith

fourorlessdwellingunits

thatisusedasaresidence

andisorwillbeowner

occupied,exceptthatthe

propertydoesnothavetobe

owner-occupiediftheloanisa

securedhomeimprovementloan.

Structuredesignedfor

residentialuseby1-4

families,whichistobe

occupiedastheborrower's

primaryresidence.

Anydwelling,whichisdefined

asanybuilding,structure,or

portionthereof,includinga

mobilehome,whichisoccupied

as,ordesignedorintendedfor

occupancyas,aresidenceby

oneormorefamilies,andany

vacantlandwhichisofferedfor

saleorleasefortheconstruc

tionorlocationthereonofany

suchbuilding,structureor

portionthereof.

IV.
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CALIFORNIAREGULATIONS

PROVISIONS
FHLBBREGULATIONS CALIFORNIALAW

IV.Prohibitions(Cont.) ageofperson

receiptofpublicassistance

goodfaithexerciseofrights

neighborhoodinwhichdwel

conditions,characteris

ticsortrendsinthe

neighborhoodorgeo

graphicareasurrounding

thedwellingexceptin

aparticularcasewhere

itisrequiredtoavoid

anunsafeorunsound

businesspractice.

ageofperson

conditions,charac

teristicsortrendsin

theneighborhoodor

geographicareasur

roundingthedwelling

exceptinaparticular

casewhereitisre

quiredtoavoidan

unsafeandunsound

businesspractice.
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PROVISIONS FHLBBREGULATIONS CALIFORNIALAW CALIFORNIAREGULATIONS

Guidelinesinterpretingregs

generallyprohibitdiscrim

inationagainstolderhomes

becauseofimpactonminorities

(Subchapter24oftheRules

andRegsoftheS&LCommission

er)

or

2)Refusaltolendinparticular

neighborhoodsisunlawful.There

fore,refusaltolend,orvarying

terms,becauseoftheincomelevel

orracialcompositioninaneigh

borhoodorbecauseofunfoundedor

unsubstantiatedassumptionsregarding

theeffectonloanriskofthe

physicaloreconomiccharacter

isticsofaneighborhoodis

prohibited.

2)Nofinancialinstitutionshould2)Anassociation,inapprais

considertheracial,ethnic,religious,ingorindeterminingwhether

ornationalorigincompositionofa

or

3)Prohibitsuseofappraisals

whichdiscriminateonbasisof

ageorlocationofdwellingor

arediscriminatoryperseor

ineffectunderFairHousing

ActorECOA.

3)Nofinancialinstitutionshall

considertheracial,ethnic,

religiousornationalorigincompo

sitionofaneighborhoodinappraising

oruseappraisalpracticesinconsistent

withtheprovisionsofthestatute.

Caveat:ItisBoardpolicythat

Ioandecisionsaretobebasedon

thevalueoftheindividualproperty

offeredassecurityunlessspecific

neighborhoodfactorsaffectingits

presentorshort-rangefuturevalue

suchas

Caveat:Nothinginlaw1)requires

afinancialinstitutiontoprovide

financialassistanceifitisclearly

evidentthatoccupancywouldcreate

animminentthreattothehealth

orsafetyoftheoccupant,or2)

precludesafinancialinstitution

fromconsideringthefairmarket

valueoftheproperty.

3)Containsextensiveguide

lineson
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PROVISIONS FHLBBREGULATIONS CALIFORNIALAW CALIFORNIAREGULATIONS

as'78Fairmarketvalueisdefinedas

thehighestpricewhichaproperty

willbringinacompetitiveand

openmarketunderallconditions

requisitetoafairsale,the

buyerandselleractingprudently

andknowledgeably.

Caveat:Samecaveat

lawregardingimminentthreat

tohealthwhichisexplainedto

meanonlyinextremecircum

stances.Containssectionon

"avoidanceofunsafeorunsound

businesspractice."

Sectionpermitslendertocon

sider"properlyappraised

currentfairmarketvalue"-

approximatelysamedefinition

asfoundinstatute.

Ifanassociationcandocument

thatoneormorefactorsre

latingtogeographicareasuch

that,evenassumingtheavail

abilityofnondiscriminatory

financinginthearea,itis

probablethatsuchfactorswill

causethefairmarketvalueto

decreaseduringtheearlyyears

ofthemortgagetermitmay

adjusttheloantovalueratio

orrequireashorterterm
to

maturity-providedthatad

justmentdoesnotexceed

"minimumrequiredforthe

securitypropertytocontinue

tobeareasonablesecurity

fortheloan."

-

Permissiblefactorsregarding

aneighborhoodare:

V. Rulemaking SecretaryofBusinessand

Transportationhasrulemaking

authority.

geologicalhazardtothe

extentnecessarytoavoid

unsafeorunsoundbusiness

practice.
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PROVISIONS FHLBBREGULATIONS CALIFORNIALAW CALIFORNIAREGULATIONS

VI.
Enforcement Boardhasauthorityto

use

fullsupervisorytoolsto

enforceregs.

statisticalanalysisindicating10

timestheloanconcentrationinthe

area
aspopulationwhenrelatedto

thatofthemetropolitanarea

whole.

as

Secretaryshallmonitorand

investigatelendingpatterns

andpracticesandtakeappropri

ateenforcementactionand

recommendthatStatefundsnot

bedepositedininstitutions

violatingthestatute.

а

Guidelinesfurtherdescribeconcept

of"reasonablesecurity"andallowable

evidencerelativetopreventinga

probablerateofdecline.

VII. Complaint

Resolution

ComplaintsmadetoSecretaryof

BusinessandTransportation,who

shalltrytoeliminateunlawful

practicebyconference,concili

ationorpersuasion.

Complaintsconcerninglend

ingdiscriminationmaygo

eithertoBoard'sOffice

ofCommunityInvestment's

(OCI)ConsumersAffairs

DivisionortoHUD's

AssistantSecretaryfor

EqualOpportunity.

Complaintsaretobefiledwiththe

S&LCommissioner.EstablishesBoards

ofInquirytoreviewcomplaintsfiled

withtheCommissionerwhichCommissioner

doesn'tresolvetothesatisfactionof

theapplicantwithin21daysofreceipt

ofcomplaint.CompositionofBoard

ofInquiry:onepublicmember,one

representativeofS&Lindustry,one

employeeofBusinessandTransportation

Agency.

Ifunlawfulpracticehasoccurred

Secretarymust,within30daysof

ofreceiptofcomplaint,make

findingsoffactandorderthe

institutiontoceaseanddesist

andtakesuchotheractionas

needed:(suchasmakingthe

financialassistancerequested

orpayingdamagesofupto

$1,000).Institutionor
com

plainantmayappealthrough

administrativehearingbefore

theOfficeofAdministrative

Hearings,andjudicialreview

isavailablethereafter.

VIII.
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Aseparatefileofwithdrawnapplications

(withanotationofthereasonwhy)must

bekept.

PROVISIONS

on

Regulationrequiresnotation,
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PROVISIONS FHLBBREGULATIONS CALIFORNIALAW CALIFORNIAREGULATIONS

IX. WrittenUnderwriting

Standards

X. MarketingPolicies

andAdvertising

Eachinstitutionmusthave

writtenloanunderwriting

standardswhichwillbeavail

abletothepublicuponrequest

andwhichmustbeannuallyre

viewedbytheassociation.

(Thesestandardswillalsobe

reviewedbyourexaminersdur

ingtheexaminationprocess.)

Eachinstitutionmustinform

eachinquirerofhis/herright

tofileawrittenloanapplica

tionandtoreceiveacopyof

theunderwritingstandards.

Prohibitsdirectlyorin

directlyengaginginadver

tisingwhichsuggestsapolicy

ofdiscriminationorexclusion

inviolationofTitleVIIIor

ECOAortheseregs.Requires

institutionstoreviewtheir

advertisingandmarketing

practicestoensurethattheir

servicesareavailabletothe

communitytheyserve.Defines

discriminationinlending

asincludingimproperlyre

strictingone'sclienteleto

certainsegmentsofthe

community.Expectedisan

examinationoftheassocia

tion'sloanportfolioand

applicationflowtoascertain

whether,inviewofthedemo

graphiccharacteristicsand

creditdemandsofthecom

munity,theinstitutionis

adequatelyservingthecom

munityonanondiscriminatory

basis.Also,institutionsmust

includetheFHLBBEQUALHOUSING

(orOPPORTUNITY)LENDERintheir

non-savingsadvertisements.

Eachassociationshall

makeavailableatevery

officeforpublicdistri

butionapamphletexplain

ingtheassociationcriteria

fordecidingwhetherand

underwhatconditionsto

approveanapplicationfor

aloan.
Mustfileacopy

withCommissioner.Pamphlet

muststatethatallpersons

havearighttofileawrit

tenapplicationforaloan.

Noassociationshalluseor

engageinamarketingsystem

orinanunderwritingpolicy

whichhasadiscriminatory

effectagainstaracial,re

ligious,sex,maritalstatus,

ornationoriginorancestral

groupunlesstheassociation

canshowthatthesystemis

requiredtoachieveanover

ridinglegitimatebusiness

purpose.

Eachassociationmustmain

tainonfilewiththeCom

missioneradocumentdes

cribingthemarketingpoli

ciesandprogramsofthe

association.Thedocument

mustincludeadescription

of1)marketareas,2)media

used,3)focusofadvertis

ingandsampleadvertise

ments,4)theuseof

informationalbrochures

andposters,5)mortgage

counselingprograms,ifany.

6)workingrelationships

withbrokers,7)budget
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CALIFORNIALAW CALIFORNIAREGULATIONS

PROVISIONS FHLBBREGULATIONS

(OurCommunityReinvestment

Act(CRA))regulationsre

quireeachassociationto

listthespecifictypesof

creditthatitisprepared

toofferthecommunityit

servesandisencouragedto

includeinitsCRAStatement:

breakdowns,8)staff

responsibilities,9)other

information.Indescribing

suchinformation,the

associationistogive

specialemphasistothe

extenttowhichsuch

informationrelatesto

affirmativeprogramsde

signedtomarketservices

toprotectedgroupsand

toresidentsofvarious

neighborhoods.

(1)Adescriptionofhow

Copiesofthatportionof

thereportwhichdealswith

theassociation'slending

activitymustbeavailable

forpublicinspection

TheCRAStatementsare

availabletothepublic

uponrequest.)
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PROVISIONS FHLBBREGULATIONS CALIFORNIALAW CALIFORNIAREGULATIONS

XI. Guidelinesconcerning

prohibitedpractices

withregardtosexand

maritalstatus,ageof

borrower,priorhistory

SexandMaritalStatus

Prohibitsnumerouspractices,

includingbutnotlimitedto:

discountingofspouse'sincome

orrefusaltoconsiderpart-time

income,prohibitsquestionson

childbearing.RegBprohibits

disallowingalimony,child

supportormaintenancepayments.

SexandMaritalStatus

Virtuallyidenticalto

FHLBBGuidelinesandRegB

concerningsexandmarital

statusdiscrimination.

AgeofBorrower

ReferstoRegB'sdiscussionof

thiswhichsayslendercan'tuse

itasanegativefactor,may

considersourceofincomeand

security,andthattermsshould

beconsistentwithlikelihood

offutureincome.

AgeofBorrower

Prohibitsuseofarbi

traryrulethatnoloan

willbemadetoanappli

cantwhoisoveracertain

age,orwhoseageplus

themortgagetermex

ceedsacertainnumber

ofyears.

Mayconsiderlikelihood

ofincomecontinuationand

allsourcesofincomeover

earlyyearsofloan.

PriorHistory
PriorHistory

Prohibitsundueconsideration

ofpriorhistoryfactorssuch

ascreditdifficulties,lack

ofhomeownership,frequentjob

orresidencechanges,limited

formaleducation,nothaving

previouslydealtwith

lender.

Whilediscussedaspossible

discriminationineffect,

theguidelinesciteallthe

examplesusedinFHLBB

guidelinesonpriorhistory

plus:priorarrestrecord,

useofoverlyrestrictive

paymenttoincomeratios;

arbitraryminimumcut-off

pointsforborrowerincome

orloanamount;minimum

squarefootagecut-offs.

EffectsTest EffectsTest

Reg.Bprohibitsdiscrimina

tion"ineffect."

Containsexplanationof

effectstestandexamples

ofpracticeswhichhave

adiscriminatoryeffect.
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. What portion of the Board's antiredlining regu

lations derive their legal authority from the Fair Housing Act and

the Laufman case , and not from the enabling statutes of the Home

Loan Bank system ?
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Question No. 1

What provisions of law and what court decisions comprise

the legal basis for the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's new

nondiscrimination regulations and for the enforcement program

that will be followed to ensure compliance with these regulations?

Answer ( Revised )

The legal authority relied upon by the Bank Board in adopting

the new nondiscrimination regulations was that cited in Board

Resolution 78-302 :

1. The Community Reinvestment Act , Title VIII , Pub . L.

No. 95-128 , 91 Stat . 1147 ( 12 U.S.C. 2901 ) ;

2 . Equal Credit Opportunity Act Amendments of 1976 ,

Title VII , Pub . L. No. 93-495 ( 15 U.S.c. 1691 ) ;

The Civil Rights Act of 1968 , Title VIII ( Fair

Housing ) , Pub . L. No. 90-284 , 82 Stat . 81 ( 42 U.S.C. 3601

3619 ) ;

4 . Act of May 31 , 1870 , c . 114 , $ 16 , 16 Stat . 144 ,

( 42 U.S.C. 1981 ) ;

5 . Act of April 9 , 1866 , c . 31 , sl , 14 Stat . 27 ( 42

U.S.C. 1981 , 1982 ) .

6 .

11527 ;

E.O. 11063 - Equal Opportunity in Housing , 27 FR

7 . Federal Home Loan Bank Act , $ 17 , 47 Stat . 736 , as amended

( 12 U.S.c. 1437 ) ;

.

Title IV ( Insurance of Savings and Loan Accounts )

of the National Housing Act , $ 402 , 403 , 407 , 48 Stat . 1256 ,

1257 , 1260 , as amended ( 12 U.S.C. 1725 , 1726 , 1730 ) ;

9 . Home Owners Loan Act of 1933 , 35 , 48 Stat . 132 , as

amended ( 12 U.S.c. 1464 ) ;

10 . Reorg . Plan No. 3 of 1947 , 12 FR 4981 , 3 CFR 1943

48 Comp . 1071 .

These various authorities fall into two broad categories :

( 1 ) Items 1 through 6 are the broad statutory authorities

which generally prohibit discrimination in housing and credit

on the basis of race , color , religion , age , sex , marital status

and the like . Several of these authorities , specifically

items 1 , 2 , 3 , and 6 , require the Bank Board , among others ,

to adopt enforcement programs to insure that the prohibitions

against discrimination contained in these authorities are

adhered to by the institutions it regulates .
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( 2 ) Items 7 through 10 are the grants of general authority

to the Bank Board and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

Corporation ( FSLIC ) , which the Bank Board directs , to supervise

the lending practices of those financial institutions chartered

by the Bank Board or insured by FSLIC . These authorities
make no specific reference to nondiscrimination , but they do

give the Bank Board wide ranging authority and enforcement

powers over the institutions it regulates .

The following is a brief analysis of the various paragraphs

of the Bank Board's Nondiscrimination Regulations and a reference

to these authorities , as appropriate , to indicate the bases

for these provisions :

Part 528 of the Bank Regulations :

Section 528.1 Definitions

( a ) Application - This definition refers to the definition

found in Regulation B ( which the Federal Reserve Board has

issued pursuant to the ECOA , item 2 ) .

( b ) Member institution - This definition is derived from

$ 4 ( a ) of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act and $ 403 ( a ) of Title

IV of the National Housing Act and defines member institution

to cover those financial institutions which are both members

of the Federal Home Loan Bank system and insured by FSLIC

( items 7 and 8 ) .

-

( c ) Dwelling - This definition is derived from $ 802 ( b )

of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ( item 3 ) .

Section 528.2 Nondiscrimination in Lending and Other Services

( a ) This section is derived from $ 805 of Title VIII of

the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ( item 3 ) . The court in Laufman

v . Oakley Bldg . & Loan Co., 408 F. Supp . 489 ( S.D. Ohio , 1976 ) ,

upheld the Bank Board's issuance of the original version of

this regulation which interpreted $ 805 as prohibiting redlining

of particular neighborhoods since this often had a disproportionate

effect on protected classes . Similarly , redlining an area

because of the age of the housing alone often has a similar

effect , since many members of these protected classes may

only be able to buy in older neighborhoods where the housing

is usually less expensive . The prohibition against discrimination

in application , collection , or enforcement procedures is derived

from Regulation B ( and thus the ECOA , item 2 ) as well as from

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ( item 3 ) .

( b ) This section is derived from Regulation B , the

ECOA and 527 of the National Housing Act .

( c ) This section refers directly to $ 202.2 ( z ) ( definition

of prohibited basis ) of Regulation B.
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Section 528.2a Nondiscriminatory appraisal and underwriting

( a ) This section follows from the prohibitions contained

in 528.2 ( a ) ( derived from $ 805 of Title VIII of the 1968 Civil

Rights Act as amplified by Laufman v . Oakley Bldg . & Loan Co.

and applies the prohibition against discrimination in lending

to appraisals, one of the major components in a lender's

decision on the soundness of a proposed loan . This interpretation

was also upheld by the court in United States v . Am . Inst. of

Real Estate Appraisers, Supp . 1072 , 1079 ( N.D. ill . , 1977 ) .

( b ) This section is derived from Title VIII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1968 , Regulation B and the ECOA ,

the Community Re investment Act ( items 1 , 2 , 3 ) and our

general regulatory authority ( items 7 through 10 ) .

Section 528.3 Nondiscrimination in applications

( a ) This section is derived from $ 805 of Title VIII

of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 and the ECOA ( as amplified by

$ 202.5 ( a ) of Regulation B ) ( items 2 and 3 ) .

( b ) This section is a necessary corollary to the enforce

ment of the other provisions of these regulations , including

$ 528.3 ( a ) above . It is derived from $ 805 and 808 ( d ) of Title

VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 , the ECOA ( particularly ,

as amplified by $ 202.5 ( a ) of Regulation B ) , and the Community

Re investment Act ( items 1 , 2 , 3 ) .

Section 528.4 Nondiscriminatory advertising

This section is derived from $ 804 , 805 and 808 ( d ) of

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 and 5701 and 704

of the ECOA ( as amplified by $ 202.5 ( a ) of Regulation B )

( items 2 and 3 ) .

Section 528.5 Equal Housing Lender Poster

This section is derived from Title VIII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1968 and the ECOA ( items 1 and 2 ) .

Section 528.6 Monitoring Information

This section is based on all of the authorities listed

above since the collection of this information is needed to

determine if regulated associations are in fact lending in

a nondiscriminatory manner ( items 1-10 ) .

Section 528.7 Nondiscrimination in employment

This section was adopted pursuant to Title VII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Executive Order No. 11246 .
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As must be apparent , it is often not possible to offer

citations to specific provisions of individual statutes as

constituting the bases of a particular regulatory provision .

In the Federal Home Loan Bank Act and , particularly , the

Home Owner's Loan Act , Congress specifically directed the

Bank Board to supervise the savings and loan industry and

give " primary consideration to the best practices of local

mutual thrift and home- financing institutions ." It is

this authority , along with comparable provisions of the

National Housing Act , which give the Bank Board broad authority

to adopt and enforce the regulations it has enacted pursuant

to the mandate contained in the ECOA and the various civil

rights acts to prohibit discrimination in the offering of

credit for housing by the financial institutions it regulates .
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regulations under that statute. The examiners will go in to exam

ine for compliance with thatstatute and the regulation. All right.

What you will find at that time is massive numbers of violations,

many of them of a technical nature: recordkeeping, posters, and so

on. The examiner will talk to the association on the spot. What

happens is that the supervisory agent then sends a letter to the

board of directors, and they have to respond that corrective action

has been taken . In those cases where they do not respond we go

back to them again . So what you have in the case of any new

legislation and any new regulation is a massive educational and

enforcement program that takes place.
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way and it is getting better daily and it is going to be better

tomorrow than it wasyesterday.

one

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Oh, stop it.
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coming back to buy housing, suburban housing is so expensive,

there are market forces at work that complement everything else

that we are trying at the Federal end. We have got HUĎ's commu

nity developmentprogram which gives flexibility to those commu

nities that know how to use it, to target money into neighborhoods,

to leverage private investment.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANITA MILLER, BOARD MEMBER, FEDERAL HOME LOAN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee :

The fact that these hearings relate to fair and equal

opportunity in housing makes , I think , particularily appropriate

the traditional opening statement that " I welcome this

opportunity to testify before your Subcommittee . "
I do

so first for a personal reason . A realistic opportunity for

a decent home for all our families is , it seems to me , fundamental

to our sense of a decent society , and our persisting failures

in this regard must be a matter of persisting concern

to all members of the community . This is an area to which

I have devoted many years of effort before my appointment

to the Bank Board . In the 1960's , when I lived in Rhode

Island , I was Vice President of Citizens United for Fair

Housing , which helped achieve fair housing legislation

for that State . Later on , when I lived in New Jersey ,

I served on the Bergen County Fair Housing Council . I

was active as well in personal investigations ( for example ,

as a tester ) in housing discrimination cases . Most recently ,

as a senior program officer at the Ford Foundation , in

its Department of Urban and Metropolitan Development , I

was responsible for the national portfolio of grants made

by that foundation on housing conservation , neighborhood

revitalization , and community development .

1
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Since I became a member of the Bank Board several months

ago , I have had to develop for myself a sense of the Board's

role , its policies , and its efforts in putting an end

to what is literally , as well as figuratively , a blight

on our American landscape . I shall be glad this morning

to do what I can to assist your Committee in its effort

to obtain its own sense of the Bank Board's responsibilities

and activities in this area .

the goal of achieving fair and equal housing opportunities :

one which involves both enforcement tools , to prevent and

impose sanctions against discriminatory lending , and special

assistance programs to encourage and enable associations to

make the greatest number of home lending opportunities available .

Our enforcement tools include :

o Regulation B ( implementing the ECOA which we

enforce for Federal Home Loan Bank system members ) ;

o Regulation C ( implementing the Home Mortgage

Disclosure Act which we enforce for our Bank

System members ) ;

o the Community Reinvestment Act regulations which

will be in final form by November of this year .

They also include :

our new Nondiscrimination Regulations which attack

forcefully and specifically discriminatory home

lending policies ;

1
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a formal enforcement policy for our nondiscrimination

regulations containing explicit directions to our

supervisory personnel on required corrective action ; and

o intensive training for our examiners and supervisory

personnel in the detection and correction of

nondiscrimination violations .

Finally , we have requested statutory amendments to

our supervisory authority to strengthen our sanctions

against savings and loan associations and introduce sanctions

against individual officers and directors who violate

our regulations .

To coordinate and further develop our special assistance

and incentive programs , we have ,

created a new office , the Office of Community

Investment , to assist S & Ls in identifying investment

opportunities in areas which have been ignored

traditionally ,

established Community Investment Officers in

each Federal Home Loan District Bank , at the

Vice Presidential level , to coordinate the technical

assistance and community investment programs within their

districts ;

o expanded the successful program initiated by

the Bank Board , the Neighborhood Housing Services

program , which now involves 800 S & Ls in 35 states ;

37-415 0 - 79 - 18
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established the Community Investment Fund , a

special $ 10 billion fund which makes loans at

reduced rates to S & Ls which are actively involved

in neighborhood revitalization and community

development investment , and

proposed legislation , which has been favorably

considered by the House and Senate Banking Committees ,

to expand Federal associations ' lending authority

to permit the greatest flexibility in community development

investment , neighborhood revitalization , and support of

local government housing programs .

I would like to explain in somewhat greater detail these

tools and programs and their relationship because they

demonstrate the Bank Board's commitment to achieving fair

and equal housing opportunity in this country .

Nondiscrimination Regulations

The Bank Board's new nondiscrimination regulations

took effect on July 1 , 1978. They are , we believe , an

important step to assure that member institutions are

not making arbitrary lending decisions based on unsubstantiated

assumptions . The regulations implement the Fair Housing

Act and reflect the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

A three pronged approach is represented in

the regulations by which :

( 1 ) the Bank Board will monitor compliance through

effective detection and enforcement procedures ;
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( 2 ) member institutions will be continuously examining

and evaluating their own commitment to fair lend ing ; and

( 3 ) the public will have access to important new

information to assist them in obtaining equal treatment

in the lending process .

Specific major provisions of the new regulations are :

1 . Institutions may not automatically refuse to

lend because of the location or age of a dwelling .

This does not mean that the age and location of the dwelling

will be eliminated from consideration in the loan evaluation

process and that institutions will consequently be forced

to make unsafe loans . What it does mean is that it is

illegal to automatically refuse to consider or make a

loan simply because a property is old or located in an

area thought to be declining . Such arbitrary behavior

is the antithesis of good. underwriting , and may result

in further deterioration of existing housing stock as

well as limit the areas and price range of housing .

2 . Institutions may not base their loan decisions

on appraisals which are discriminatory .

Our examiners have reported in their review of appraisals

a number of examples of appraisals indicating the " chang ing "

nature of a neighborhood and using other code words representing

discriminatory judgments against an area . Although we had interpreted

our previous regulations as prohibiting the use of discriminatory
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appraisals , the new regulations are specific as to the prohibition

and prohibit the use of appraisals which discriminate on any of the

bases described in the regulations . Our prohibition is intended

to have a direct effect upon the appraisal industry as well as

the savings and loan industry .

3 . Institutions may not discourage loan applications

on the basis of any protected borrower characteristic

or because of the location or age of the dwelling .

This includes refusing to answer questions about loans or

implying that no loan would be approved or application considered

on the basis of any protected borrower characteristic or because

of the age or location of the dwelling involved . Furthermore ,

an institution must notify a person inquiring about a loan or

loan terms that he or she has a right to file a written appli

cation . The Bank Board believes that this will do much to pre

vent arbitrary pre - screening , a practice of major concern to our

agency .

4. Institutions must have written nondiscriminatory

underwriting standards which must be available to the public

upon request at each office .

Nondiscriminatory underwriting standards will have to be written

clearly , and each institution will have to review its standards ,

and the business practices implementing them , on an annual basis .

Also , persons inquiring about loans , in addition to being informed

about their right to file applications , must be told they have a

right to a copy of these standards . We believe such availability

will help borrowers evaluate their own ability to qualify for a

loan and to understand better the factors which are considered in

1
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the loan underwriting process .

5 . Institutions must consider all relevant factors

respecting an individual's creditworthiness in making

loan decisions without giving undue weight to any one

factor .

Loan decisions must be based upon a realistic evaluation

of all pertinent factors respecting an ind ividual's credit

worthiness . Because of the pervasiveness of past discriminatory

practices , member institutions are not to give undue weight

to any of the following factors :

( a ) educational level ;

( b ) lack of previous homeownership ;

( c ) a history of numerous jobs ; or

( d ) arrest records .

Institutions must comply with a new monitoring

system for fair housing and equal opportunity

lending compliance .

As of September 1 , 1978 , institutions must maintain a loan

application register that , with regard each loan application ,

contains such information as the sex , race , age and marital status

of the applicant ; the amount and term of any final loan and the fees

connected therewith ; the loan- to- value ratio ; the age of the security

house ; its census tract location ; and application disposition

as compared with the terms requested by the borrower . The register

a need for close examination of lending practices . We expect also

that it will prove useful to the association for self-monitoring

purposes and to identify missed lending opportunities .
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Enforcement Policy

We have also published , on May 25 , 1978 , our policy

describing the strong enforcement actions we will take

in correcting nondiscrimination violations or patterns .

The range of specific measures would include :

( 1 ) action to correct the violation and ensure that

it is not repeated ;

( 2 ) action to inform the public that the unlawful

practice has been discontinued ; and

( 3 ) affirmative action to correct conditions resulting

from the type of violation with respect to individuals

or classes of individuals or areas .

Using this policy , our supervisory personnel will when

necessary to correct a violation or conditions resulting from

the type of violation , in addition to notifying individuals

of their own rights to sue , require restitution of fees and the

solicitation of new loan applications from individuals

unlawfully denied home mortgage credit . They will require

the institution to correct onerous terms and refund to

the borrower any overcharges . In addition to the individual

relief required , the supervisory agents will require

affirmative advertising in areas underserved by institutions

announcing the institutions ' nondiscriminatory lending

policy . And they will require institutions in violation

to notify the members of the class discriminated against ,

of the possibility of discriminatory action and their

remedies .
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It should be noted that this enforcement policy reflects

a substantially increased emphasis by the Bank Board on

specific redress for the victim or victims of discrimination .

Staff Training

Our examiners and supervisory personnel have received

specialized training which reflects the Bank Board's

commitment to the elimination of discrimination in housing

credit . Examiners , field civil rights specialists , district

appraisers , and examination officers at the management

level of our District Banks , will receive intensive training

in the new Nondiscrimination regulations during the week

of October 2-6 , 1978. The course outline provided in

our written response indicates the scope of this training

program which has been designed by the Bank Board Civil

Rights Specialist . Supervisory personnel will receive

similar training at a later date .

Regulation B - Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA )

The Bank Board enforces Regulation B for all Federal and

FSLIC insured state chartered S & Ls . Rather than restate

Regulation B , with which I am sure you are all familiar ,

I think it would be more helpful to explain the relationship

between our Nondiscrimination regulations and Regulation B.

ECOA as you know generally prohibits a creditor

from discriminating against an applicant on a prohibited

basis regard ing any aspect of a credit transaction .

Prohibitions against discrimination under the ECOA are

included in our nondiscrimination regulations. This high

lights for S & L management , in integrated form , all
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the pertinent nondiscrimination in home lending requirements .

For consistency , we use the Reg B definition of an " application . "

Also , the revised Equal Housing Lender poster , required

under our new regulations , contains a clear explanation

of both the Fair Housing and Equal Credit Opportunity

Acts . Finally the loan application register includes

the record keeping data required under Reg B ( $ 202.13 )

plus loan terms and location to provide us with a fuller

picture of each loan application and disposition .

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act ( HMDA ) Regulation

Act . The Act , which went into effect in 1976 ,

requires lenders which have assets of $ 10 million or

more and main or branch offices in SMSAs , to reveal publicly

the areas in which they lend . Broadly speaking , this

is done by disclosure of all types of first mortgage

loans for the purpose of purchasing residential property ,

and of all secured and unsecured home improvement loans

broken down into loans originated by the institution

and loans purchased by the institution .

We find the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data to be an

important component in enforcing the Fair Housing and Equal Credit

Opportunity Act because it provides our examiners at every

regular examination with information on where lending

institutions have been making loans . We have begun the

process of supplying our examiners with the economic

and social characteristics of all census tracts so that
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in reviewing HMDA data , they will have a complete picture

of areas being served and those not being served .

Community Reinvestment Act

The Bank Board is in the process of implementing this

new Act which will complement effectively our enforce

ment strategy . The CRA requires the Bank Board , in connection

with every regular examination , to assess how well each

institution under its jurisdiction is meeting the credit

needs of its entire community , including low and moderate

income neighborhoods , consistent with safe and sound

operation . It also mandates that the Bank Board take

that assessment into account when we evaluate any application

by the institution for a branch or other deposit facility .

We receive approximately 3500 applications a year of

the type covered by the Act which gives you some idea

of its magnitude .

We have proposed regulations jointly with the other

Federal financial regulatory agencies which we are now

developing in final form for the November 1978 adoption

date required under the Act . The proposed regulations

would require each lender to prepare and publish a

Community Re investment Act Statement through which it would

delineate the community it serves and describe the credit

services it is prepared to offer there . CRA Statements

would have to be adopted within 90 days after the effective

date of the regulations and would have to be available for
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scrutiny and comment by the public and would be reviewed

by our examiners . Any comments received would have to be

kept in a public file for at least two calendar years , and

would have to be reviewed by the institution's board of directors

at least once a year and by our examiners during every regular

examination .

Although flexibility is given the lender , two significant

checks on how institutions delineate their communities have

been built into the proposal . First , the proposed regulations

prevent gerrymandering by requiring that communities consist

of the contiguous areas surrounding each institution's office

or group of offices , without excluding low- and moderate

income neighborhoods. And , second , each delineation's acceptability

will be further assured by the public's right to submit comments

and the review of the delineation and public comments by

Bank Board examiners .

I am hopeful that at this point a clear picture has

emerged of the relationship of these enforcement tools . As

you can see our examiners will have the benefit of three tools :

( 1 ) the loan application register required by the

Nondiscrimination Regulations indicating from whom and

for what properties loan applications have been

received and their dispositions ;

( 2 ) the HMDA data indicating the location and types of

loans that the institution has granted ; and

( 3 ) the CRA Statement indicating the entire

community which the institution has stated it will

serve and the types of credit it will offer .
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Our examiners will review this as part of every regular examination ;

the S & Ls themselves will also have this annual picture of lending

activity . I feel confident in saying that this combination of

legislative and regulatory action represents the most comprehensive

enforcement scheme developed to date to ensure fair and

equal home lending opportunity .

Affirmative and Special Assistance Programs

As indicated , there is also the other side of the

coin , the positive assistance and technical support which

the Bank Board believes is equally necessary to build

fully effective fair and equal home lending policies into our

home loan system .

Office of Community Investment

Late in 1977 , the Bank Board created a new Office of

Community Investment ( OCI ) . This Office is developing programs and

policies to support agency goals relating to the prevention

of disinvestment and to stimulate investment in communities

throughout the nation . The office has authority to hire

17 people and we have included a supplemental request in

our 1979 Fiscal year budget for 21 additional slots to

raise the staff level to 38 .

The Office identifies and analyzes problems characteristic

of urban areas , studies the nature and extent of current savings

and loan industry activity in these areas , and then proposes methods

and programs to enable the savings and loan industry to deal

more effectively with these problems . OCI also coordinates

the Bank Board's handling of consumer and discrimination complaints .

OCI is designed to provide training and technical assistance
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to the savings and loan industry in discovering economically

sound lending opportunities in our nation's communities and

ne ighborhoods . The Office works together with other Federal

agencies , and national , regional , and local interest groups ,

to develop sound policies and programs for community investment

with the assistance of Community Investment Officers located

in each of the 12 District Federal Home Loan Banks at the

Vice Presidential level .

OCI recently completed a two day Forum on community

investment and revitalization at which representatives

from financial institutions , federal and local government

agencies , the insurance industry , the home building industry ,

community groups , civil rights groups , legal aid groups , and

labor unions , met and discussed ways to solve the problems of

redlining , dislocation , and how to create community vitality

and investment . We are now following up on this Forum with

programs of common effort and action among these groups .

oversight of our activities in connection with the Urban

Re investment Task Force , a joint effort of the Bank Board ,

the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the

financial regulatory agencies to encourage neighborhood

preservation efforts through the NHS program . As you know ,

since the creation of URTF , the Bank Board has provided all

staff support services for URTF ; during last year , the

Bank System contributed over $ 1 million for the ad

ministrative expenses of the Task Force activities .
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Neighborhood Housing Services ( NHS )

The Bank Board continues to be encouraged by the work

of the Urban Re investment Task Force . By using local

resources while requiring sound underwriting criteria ,

the Task Force has taught us that much can be done in

our underserved communities . There are now Neighborhood

Housing Services programs in 45 cities . In addition , the

Ne ighborhood Preservation Projects program has developed

16 promising strategies to supplement the NHS program in

areas like apartment building rehabilitation , neighborhood

commercial revitalization , and the rehabilitation and sale

of seriously deteriorated structures . During 1978 the

Task Force is working to develop NHS programs in 24 additional

cities , expand 10 existing NHS programs to new neighborhoods ,

support 6 new Neighborhood Preservation Projects and undertake

new trial programs in 8 cities .

Community Investment Fund

Another major initiative of the Bank Board is an incentive

program for the thrift industry to encourage greater lending

in unserved areas . This is our $ 10 billion Community Investment

Fund ( CIF ) . The CIF in each of the next five years will

make available to FHLBank members $ 2 billion in specially

priced advances , with the objective of stimulating institutions

to make mortgage credit available to mature communities

in imaginative ways that will encourage preservation or

revitalization of those communities . Priced at what will

amount to 1/2 - 3/4 of one percent below regular rates
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the advances will be generated entirely by the FHLBank

System , which will raise the funds in the capital markets

by traditional methods . It is important to note that the

preferential rate inherent in the CIF will come from FHLBank

earnings ; not a penny of it will come from taxes .

we have made over $ 1/2 billion in these specially priced

advances to over 200 institutions .

It is the Bank Board's belief that central to the task

of preserving and revitalizing America's communities is the

establishment of an effective partnership between the

nearly $ 500 billion savings and loan industry and State and

local governments and community organizations . We anticipate

that the CIF will both provide the spark necessary for this

partnership , and act as a catalyst to institutionalize

and make permanent the role of private financial institutions

as active members of it . Institutions which have a record

of involvement in mature community lending and have developed

expertise in this specialty will be rewarded and encouraged

to expand their efforts . Other institutions will be

stimulated to acquire the capabilities required to participate

in the Fund . Accordingly , the pool of individuals experienced

in such lending will grow , and more institutions will familiarize

themselves with its opportunities. By encouraging linkages

with HUD , for example , through the Community Development

block grant or Urban Development Action grant programs ,

and similar governmental and private sector programs , it

is expected that CIF funds can act to encourage the release
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of a substantially greater quantity of dollars than is

represented by the $ 10 billion amount alone .

Community Lending Proposal

Finally , the Bank Board has proposed legislation

which would expand the authority of Federal associations

in a cooperative effort with State and local government

agencies to provide increased and more flexible financing

for rehabilitation , home modernization , and residential

construction . This too should have a powerful leveraging

effect in the conservation and revitalization of our older

housing stock . It too would involve our lending institutions

more directly and more consistently in our efforts to stop

ne ighborhood decay and to end discrimination and its effects .

The Specific Subcommittee Questions

It is the Board's hope that the replies and related

material provided your Subcommittee in advance of this

testimony have been responsive to the Subcommittee's needs .

Let me now address myself to your questions specifically .

1. a . To what extent are the problems of urban

neighborhood decay and redlining the result of discrimina

tory practices in the handling of individual loan inquiries

and applications? In what ways and to what extent will the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board's new nondiscrimination regula

tions address these problems of neighborhood decay and

redlining ?

Data already presented to your Subcommittee confirms

the presence of discriminatory practices . Certainly the

absence of adequate home financing has an effect on the quality

of neighborhoods . The studies relating to ne ighborhood
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decay also indicate that there are a number of factors that , in

addition to redlining or individual discriminatory action ,

have been fundamental causes for neighborhood decay . For

example , we refer to the fact of neighborhood disinvestment

in general , commercial as well as residential . We also

have in mind disinvestment by local government itself in

maintaining , and indeed providing , the public services

and support necessary to maintain livable neighborhoods

or to upgrade deteriorating ones . As another contributing

factor we have in mind the disinvestment by existing , often

absentee , property owners . And we have in mind the whole

question of disinvestment both public and private as it

relates to the city as a whole .

It is in part for these reasons that the Bank Board

has committed itself to the development of affirmative

programs to make home financing resources available to

those who need them on the terms needed . The Bank Board

is committed , as well , to work together with all other

possible agencies , public and private , in order to marshal

and direct our collective resources on behalf of positive

efforts aimed at preventing or correcting the problems

of neighborhood decay .

This , in no way , of course , diminishes our commitment

to eliminate redlining and other discriminatory practices

by the institutions we regulate . Our position is simple

enough : whatever the specific impact of such practices
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and whatever the necessity of other programs as well , there

can only be an unremitting effort to eliminate discriminatory

practices .

Thus , the new nondiscrimination regulations are intended to

emphasize to our own staff , the industry , and to the community ,

that this is in fact the Bank Board's commitment .

The regulations address the problems of neighborhood

decay and redlining by identifying and prohibiting discriminatory

conduct that constitutes or is related to redlining and

neighborhood decay ; and they establish clear rules for

the industry to follow in maintaining fair and equal

housing lending practices .

Specifically :

1 . The regulations prohibit refusals to consider a loan

or make a loan simply because a property is old or located

in an area which the institution considers undesirable

the classic redlining situation . Our previous nondiscrimination

regulations prohibited refusals to lend in an area because

of the racial characteristics or national origin of the

residents . The present prohibition is broader and seeks

to prevent loan officers from denying loans on the basis

of any generalized assumptions . The regulations likewise

prohibit the use of discriminatory appraisals which contain

unsubstantiated judgments about neighborhoods . We are convinced

that there are many sound loans not currently being made

in
areas and that they can be made within our regulations

on a prudent basis . We do permit consideration on an

individual basis of the condition and utility of improvements

37-415 O
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to the security property and of conditions of the area

which can be reliably related to risk . These may include

street conditions , amenities , availability of publie

utilities and municipal services and exposure to

flooding and land faults . However , such adverse factors must be

clearly documented .

2 . Consideration of the creditworthiness of the borrower

must follow a similar pattern . Here , too , our standards

emphasize that determinations must be based on the actual

facts rather than on the basis of any kind of generalized

standard , no matter how traditional . In connection with

minority groups which have had to face discrimination in

all aspects of their activities and needs , with employment ,

education , housing , or otherwise , our standards therefore

call for recognition of the fact that weaknesses suggested

in a particular record may , because of this pervasive dis

crimination , simply reflect lack or denial of opportunity

rather than inadequacies of the borrower .

3 . The regulations attack the pre- screening process

in several ways . They emphasize that potential borrowers have

a right to file a written loan application and are to be so

informed . Institutions may not discourage applications by

implying a loan would not be approved . The underwriting

standards of the institution must comply with our

nondiscrimination regulations , must be clearly disclosed

in writing and must be available to the public . Persons
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inquiring about loans must be informed of these standards

and their right to a copy of them , as well as of their right

to file a written application .

In summary , the Bank Board's new regulations :

( 1 ) identify for savings and loans , borrowers ,

public interest groups , and the community generally

what residential underwriting standards are acceptable ; and

( 2 ) assure that under these underwriting standards ,

fair and equal housing opportunities will be available

to families seeking credit from insured savings

and loan associations .

b . How will the Federal Home Loan Bank Board detect

redlining discrimination at individual associations , and

how will you enforce compliance with the nondiscrimination

regulations , especially the anti-redlining provisions of

these regulations? What role will the monitoring informa

tion specified in section 528.6 have in this program of

detection and enforcement ?

Detection :

The detail of recordkeeping and information required by

the new monitoring system , HMDA , and CRA , combined with

the firm charge to our examiners and supervisory agents

to consider this problem area as one of our prime areas

of concern , will contribute fundamentally to detection .

The intensiveness of the examination procedure as it

relates to possible discriminatory actions is indicated

in the materials submitted to your Subcommittee .

In addition , we have instructed our examiners that

the basic norm for discrimination is not intent but effect .
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" Good faith " will simply no longer do . Further by " effect "

the basic question or standard is whether the particular

practice or action may have a discriminatory effect .

Finally , we have developed intensive training programs

for our examiners in the detection of discriminatory practices .

Basic to an effective detection program is the experience and expert

judgment of our examining staff . This staff , with its familiarity

with the community itself as well as with savings and loan

operations generally , is in an effective position to uncover

the most sophisticated types of discrimination . We have

therefore added to our general training program specialized

training in nondiscrimination for examiners and supervisory

personnel . Additional intensive training explaining the

new Nondiscrimination regulations will be conducted during

the week of October 2-6 , 1978 .

Enforcement

Since enforcement of the regulations is the subject of

question number 2 , I will confine my answer on enforcement

of our anti- redlining provision to that question .

Monitoring

With regard to the role which the monitoring informa

tion , specified in section 528.6 , will have in our program

of detection , let me first state what information ( as to both

borrowers and co - borrowers ) we require on the loan application

register :

( 1 ) race/national origi

( 2 ) sex
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( 3 ) marital status

( 4 ) age

( 5 ) census tract

( 6 ) loan terms : interest rate , amount and term

of loan

( 7 ) fees

( 8 ) loan- to-value ratio

( 9 ) age of property

( 10 ) any change in terms offered from those

requested

( 11 ) disposition of the application

This information is designed to flag for the examiner possible

discriminatory practices . If the register indicates

a possible discriminatory pattern , such as denial of loans

on older homes or denial of loans to minorities or women ,

the examiner would then review the loan application files

themselves to determine whether or not there has been

discrimination .

As already indicated , the examiner will also have the

advantage in detecting nondiscrimination of :

1 . The CRA Statement which will identify the association's

lending area and what services it has stated it will

offer in it , plus the public comment file on the CRA

Statement .
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2 . The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data , along with

the census tract data , to indicate where loans have been

made by the association and the characteristics of those areas .

What is your expectation about the date by which

you can reasonably expect to achieve full compliance with

these regulations throughout the industry?

The number of violations detected on an association by

association basis should decrease with each examination as

S & Ls practices under the new regulations become increasingly

institutionalized . In addition , we fully expect that compliance

will be furthered as S & L's find that in fact fair and

equal opportunity in housing makes both good community sense and

good business sense . We are optimistic also , that the dynamics

of the Bank Board efforts together with efforts of other agencies ,

public and private , will have far reaching positive effects .

However , it should also be recognized that with additional

examiner training and experience the number of reported violations

may increase in the early years . Also , we anticipate that

examiners increasingly will uncover more sophisticated and

subtle forms of discrimination . So our basic answer is that

this is an on-going process but one which will result in

institutional change in the industry .
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2 . Recent Enforcement :

a . How many and what types of violations of the Fair

Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , or Regulation B

have the Bank Board's examiners found in insured savings and

loan associations in 1977 and 1978 ? What portion of these

violations were clear violations of the substance and spirit

of the laws prohibiting discrimination? What remedial or

enforcement actions has the Bank Board taken to correct these

violations?

During the 12 month period from July 1 , 1977 through

June 30 , 1978 , our examiners noted 4,091 Equal Credit

Opportunity Act violations and 1,427 violations of the Bank

Board's Nondiscrimination Regulations implementing the Fair

Housing Act . The types are tabulated in our written response

to your questions . Violations of the Fair Housing Act were found

in approximately 13 % of the industry and violations of the

ECOA and Reg B were found in approximately 43 % of the

industry .

A problem arises in the context of determining

which violations are technical in nature , and which are

substantive . Even an unintentional violation of aa

technical nature could have a substantive effect upon

an individual applicant or class of applicants . In addition ,

various inadequacies in keeping the required records

or in sending out the proper notices may in themselves seem

technical but they also mean that the data is not available

for the examiner to review to determine if substantive

violations have in fact taken place . Consequently , we
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have had a very difficult time in answering your question

regarding the number of substantive violations . Our best

judgment is that at least 10 % of the violations noted were

of a substantive nature . This percentage represents clear

violations such as discounting a wife's income or using

appraisals containing references to minority or ethnic

characteristics of the area in which the security property

is located . However , as indicated , a certain portion of the

other 90 % of the violations found in the year ending

June 30 , 1978 , may also have been of a substantive nature

but necessary data for our review in order to make that

determination is not available . Because of the seriousness

of recordkeeping and notification requirements , we have

insisted on correction of these procedures to insure

that data will be available in the future .

Remedial action

After the examiner has noted violations in the examination

report , the Supervisory Agent writes a supervisory letter to

the association requesting correction of the violations found

by the examiner . Corrective action which has been required of

institutions is as follows :

notifying individuals of the violations of

their rights

refunding fees and other costs

permitting refiling of applications

affirmative advertising in underserved areas

о
о

obtaining new appraisals
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sending new adverse action notices to prospective

borrowers

changing lending policies .

In addition , where it is clear that an association has no

nondiscrimination policy or that it is not followed , the Super

visory Agent insists on a meeting with the association's Board

of Directors . Through this meeting , the Supervisory Agent makes

the Board of Directors aware of the seriousness of the problem

and his or her inability to correct it by working with management

personnel .

A cease and desist order has been filed in one case where

an association persisted in its refusal to take corrective

action . In that case , the association refused to make home

mortgage loans , investing its assets instead in government

securities . It argued that its function was to

act as a repository of savings and that its investments were all

lawful . The Bank Board brought the cease and desist action

against this association to require it to meet its basic

obligation of providing home mortgage funds in serving its

community . The order is presently in effect and the association

is now actively seeking home mortgage investments throughout

its community .

Evidence of the Bank Board's commitment to use strong

sanctions against associations found in violation of our

regulations is present in a recent case in which we ordered

an institution to make restitution to over 400 borrowers

who had been overcharged interest on their mortgage contracts .
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This major action will be published in the Bank Board Journal ,

which is distributed to all savings and loan associations

in the Bank System . In our view , redress to the individual

is essential to the proper enforcement of laws and regulations

designed for their protection .

b . Were there any instances of repeat violations ,

in which associations were found to be continuing to engage

in discriminatory practices after having previously been

told to stop? What enforcement actions has the Bank Board

taken in these cases of repeat violations?

We have not found a substantial number of repeat violations .

However the special examiner training program in nondiscrimination

was not completed until May of 1977. Consequently , most

institutions have not undergone a second comprehensive

examination of their compliance with nondiscrimination

requirements . The Supervisory Agents have reported only

two instances of repeat violations of a clear , substantive

nature . In one case , the Bank Board issued the Cease and

Desist Order described above . In this case also we began

our policy of publishing notice of cease and desist orders

to inform the industry of situations in which the Bank

Board has brought such proceedings . In the other case ,

the prior examination disclosed that an association was

making few loans in census tracts with high minority con

centration . Although the association then developed an affirma

tive lending program , the subsequent examination disclosed

that the program was not achieving good results . As a consequence ,

the Supervisory Agent required the association to strengthen
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its affirmative lending program by including specialized

media advertising , and by hiring a qualified loan agent

for the area .

3. Future Enforcement : How will the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board deal in the future with cases of repeat violations

of the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

or Regulation B , where an association is found on the second

or third examination to have failed to correct conditions

found on a previous examination ?

Under our current enforcement policy , published May 25 , 1978 ,

an association is required to take corrective action immediately

following the discovery of the violation . Moreover , the Supervisory

Agent does not wait until a subsequent examination to see

whether the necessary corrective action has been taken . Follow - up

special examinations are performed to review the association's

implementation of corrective action .

However , if an association proves recalcitrant in

correcting a violation , or if a recurrence should be found in

a subsequent examination , the matter would be referred to the

Bank Board for cease and desist action .

a . In particular , in the case of repeat violations will

you inform , or require the association to inform , the victims

of lending discrimination
that unlawful discrimination

has

been found in the institution's handling of a previous

application or inquiry from them?

In both first instance cases and repeat violations our

policy is to require that victims of discrimination be

notified .

In addition , the institution would be given the option ,

unless it wishes to be subject to a cease and desist order ,
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to notify the class of affected individuals that their rights

may have been violated .

Also , going beyond notification to particular individuals

Supervisory Agents may require institutions to

( 1 ) Adopt an advertising program aimed at the

class or area which was adversely affected

which will be effective in reaching the

class :

( 2 ) Notify sources of loans , such as real

estate brokers , and community groups , of

its new policies or practices ;

( 3 ) Inform real estate brokers or others who

accept applications of the correct procedures

to follow to prevent perpetuation of the effects

of the violation .

b . Under what circumstances will you release publicly

the names of institutions that have refused or failed to

eliminate discriminatory practices?

In cases where a Cease and Desist Order has been issued

and the affected institution fails to comply with the terms

of such order , the name of the institution would become public

since enforcement action would occur in the courts .

c . Under what circumstances will you seek criminal

prosecution of or other punitive action against associations

or their officers who fail to eliminate discriminatory

practices?

We would seek criminal prosecution in cases where we

find falsification of records or reports , perjury , intimidation ,

or other action of a like nature . In general , our experience

has been that the substantial civil sanctions , and particularly
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the cease and desist order , will be as effective in discrimination

cases as they have been for other types of regulatory violations .

The cease and desist order carries with it the posssible sanction

of contempt of court , which could involve imposition of a fine or

a jail sentence . In addition , the Bank Board has proposed legislation

which would give us direct cease and desist authority against

individual officers and directors , as well as against the

association , and which would provide for civil penalties of

$ 1,000 per day for violation of a cease and desist order .

The Fair Housing Act likewise reinforces the civil

sanctions that are available . Under its provisions , when

the Board finds discriminatory patterns , it may refer the

matter to the Attorney General for action by the Department

of Justice as well as by the Bank Board .

Beginning this fall , the CRA , will make available yet another

important sanction . As part of every S & L examination there

will be an assessment of the record of the association in

meeting the credit needs of its " entire community" . This

record will have to be taken into account by the Bank

Board in the case of any application by an association

for a branch office , electronic deposit facility , and

various other deposit facility applications .

Civil Damages Litigation :

a . What is the view of the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board about the effectiveness and proper role

of civil damages litigation by private indivi

duals in bringing about general compliance with

the laws against credit discrimination ?
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To the extent they are successful , they will act as

a deterrent to violations by increasing the risks generally

to S & Ls of suit . They can also serve as a very effective

means of alerting other victims both of the same and other

S & Ls of the possibility of discriminatory action or

practices .

In such litigation the Bank Board itself is in a

position both to help and to be helped . As indicated by

one of the landmark cases in this area Laufman v . Oakley

Bldg and Loan Co., referred to in our written answers ,

in which the Bank Board participated as an amicus, such

participation can prove effective not only in securing

redress for the victim in a particular case but also in

helping develop legal precedent to make civil litigation

a much more effective tool . We are making every effort to

provide consumers with information enabling them to determine

whether or not they have been the victims of discrimination

and their rights as to civil damages litigation .

Nevertheless , the Bank Board feels strongly that the onus

of protecting victims against violation of their civil rights

should not be placed fundamentally on them . Such litigation

may be difficult and costly . Primary responsibility for

assuring that the public is in fact protected against

violation of their civil rights is a public responsibility

and one which we respect .

b . What steps does the FHLBB take to inform consumers

of their right to file civil damage suits under the Fair
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Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , or to

facilitate in other ways consumer use of the civil damages

provisions of these acts?

As indicated above , in the case of violations of our

nondiscrimination regulations our policy is to require that

victims of lending discrimination be informed by the

Supervisory Agents that unlawful discrimination has been

found in the institution's handling of an application

or inquiry from them . In addition , the Bank Board regulations

require that all savings and loan associations display

prominently in their lobbies an Equal Housing Lending poster

which informs prospective borrowers of their rights under

the Fair Housing and Equal Credit Opportunity Acts .

Under the new regulations the poster is significantly

more informative in alerting borrowers as to the possibility

of discrimination . It specifically instructs them on the

three means available to seek correction of discriminatory

action by a savings and loan lending officer : complaint to

the management of the association itself , complaint to the

Bank Board or HUD , or direct civil law suit . These are

cumulative remedies .

5 . Consumer Information : What other consumer

information and education activities does the FHLBB

conduct to inform the general public about the laws

against credit discrimination ? Do you have any plans

to expand these activities?

We believe that the required written underwriting

standards which must be made available to prospective

borrowers will provide needed information to the public

on home mortgage credit decisions . We are currently
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preparing a series of pamphlets on consumer rights

for distcibution through local consumer groups

as well as by savings and loan associations . One

pamphlet series will outline the borrowers' rights

under pertinent consumer credit protection statutes ,

the Fair Housing Act and Bank Board regulations . ( A draft

copy is in our written materials . ) A second series of

brochures will educate consumers on how to go about

shopping for and financing a home . Our Office of

Community Investment also sponsors seminars with consumer

protection groups ; a recent one has been on the proposed

CRA regulations . The Bank Board is now working with

HUD in connection with its Women and Credit Program

to help determine how public information campaigns

can be made most effective . We expect to develop other

materials and techniques as we gain experience in this

area . In brief , we see the area of consumer informa

tion as a continuing obligation that requires consistent

re - examination and expansion .

Conclusion

In summary then , as to redlining , and discriminatory

action generally , we are committed to making every effort

to assure that savings and loan associations will know

what constitutes discriminatory practice and that they

are aware of the Bank Board's commitment to end such

practices . We have focused our efforts on affirmative
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programs designed to make home mortgage credit opportunities

available to all on a nondiscriminatory basis . We have directe

our concerns and efforts also to prevention .

legislative and administrative efforts has been to tell

S & Ls that the " gut " choice is really theirs . If they

choose to join with us , in a sense of common effort , to

wipe out discrimination and its effects , then the legislative

focus , the agency focus , and the prevailing community focus ,

will be on providing them with all possible aid and support .

If instead they choose to reject the sense , most recently

reaffirmed in the CRA , of their " continuing and affirmative

obligation to meet the credit needs of their entire community , "

then the legislative focus , the regulatory focus , and the

community focus , will have to be on the policing process and

on sanctions .

recognition of its own responsibility , as an agency of

the public , and of its commitment , to move aggressively

in order that the objective of fair and equal opportunity

in housing may become a reality for all our citizens .

[ Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m. , the subcommittee adjourned to recon

vene at 9:30 a.m. , Friday, September 15, 1978. ]
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BANKING REGULATORY AGENCIES' ENFORCE

MENT OF THE EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY

ACT AND THE FAIR HOUSING ACT

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

STATEMENTS OF CANTWELL F. MUCKENFUSS III , DEPUTY

COMPTROLLER FOR POLICY PLANNING , OFFICE OF THE

COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY; THOMAS W. TAYLOR, AS

SOCIATE DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR CONSUMER PRO

GRAMS; PHILIP C. JACKSON , JR ., MEMBER , BOARD OF GOV

ERNORS, FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM ; AND CARMEN J. SUL

LIVAN , ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

AND CIVIL RIGHTS, FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPO

RATION

STATEMENT OF PHILIP C. JACKSON, JR.

Mr. JACKSON . Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be

here this morning. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before

this subcommittee on behalf of the Board of Governors to discuss

the Board's enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and

the Fair Housing Act.

( 301 )
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redlining regulations and redlining monitoring. Unfortunately, the

term redlining is used to describe a wide variety of credit under

writing practices. Thus it becomes necessary todescibe the prac

tices to which the word applies before responding to the questions

and issues.
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geographic redlining than a legal prohibition against geographic
discrimination in the extension of credit.
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ly procedural: three- fourths related to forms — 65 involved applica

tions and 15 involved statements of adverse action . A good number

of these institutions have now been brought into compliance after

further clarification as to what regulation B requires.The Federal

Reserve banks are dealing with the others on a case-by -case basis.
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exposure to the civil damages provisions when they write to ask

the Board for interpretations of the regulations.

STATEMENT OF CARMEN J. SULLIVAN

Ms. SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman, the FDIC, as a Federal supervisor

of banks, places a high priority on insuring that the credit needs of

communities and individuals are being met in an affirmative, non

discriminatory manner.
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bank at least once every 15 months for compliance with consumer

protection , civil rights, and related laws and regulations. Examin

ers are selected to participate in the examination program general

ly for a 6 -month tour of duty. They receive special training in

consumer protection and civil rights prior to their participation in

the program
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consumers in understanding fair lending laws and their rights

under these laws.
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The FDIC recently initiated a pilot project in Brooklyn , N.Y. , in

response to this problem . The study will attempt to: ( i ) Ascertain

the cost of acquiring information useful in determining the extent

to which financial institutions are meeting the credit needs of their

communities; ( 2) identify underserved neighborhoods; and ( 3) evalu

ate supplementary data collection and analysis techniques which

might be used by examiners to assist in their review of a bank's

compliance with the Community Reinvestment Act, CRA.

1
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period. This information by itself, however, cannot confirm or dis

prove the existence of redlining practices.

STATEMENT OF CANTWELL F. MUCKENFUSS III

Mr. MUCKENFUSS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

I appreciate this opportunity to participate in the committee's over

sight hearings on the enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity
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Act and the Fair Housing Act. I have with me Tom Taylor, Asso

ciate Deputy Comptroller for Consumer Programs.

field .
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In addition, a separate career path is being devised for consumer

examiners. This will provide incentives for our personnel to focus

upon civil rights and consumer matters and will result in the

development of an ever -deepening pool of expertise in this area .
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" expand the urban reinvestment task force housing concept into

thecommercial credit area.” In response to this charge, the Comp

troller convened a task force composed of concernedagencies and

departments. We are presently involved in two initial phases which

involve the application of the concept. The first phase involves the

application ofthe concept developed by the Urban Reinvestment

Task Force to projects already in progress around the country

which would significantly benefit from increased financial institu

tion participation.
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Fourth , careful analysis on a block -by -block basis may demon

strate that there are some areas in which the failure to lend or

imposition of more stringent terms is clearly warranted by con

crete economic factors and any other conduct would constitute an

unsound banking practice. Although the unavailability of credit in

such circumstances can serve to further the decay of such an area,

few have suggested financial institutions should make such loans.

In these cases the targeting of Government subsidies and guaran

tees aimed at changing the circumstances of such areas, combined

with private sector involvement, are clearly warranted.
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. Well, the other agencies, it seems to me, were

more out in front in termsof enforcing thelaw on racial redlining.

The FDIC was stronger than the Board in saying that it could

check its monitoring data for redlining, but it has no plans to do so .

.
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Mr. JACKSON. This testimony and its position were reviewed at a

full, open meeting of the Board, open to the public, on Wednesday
morning.
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We stated in our answer to the question that we do not maintain

detailed data . The other agencies may have provided you with

specific hours based on their guess. It would be easy totake the

number of hours that we furnished you , multiply by 40 percent and

supply an answer to your question .

you do it?

Mr. MUCKENFUSS. It is an estimate.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. They kept a log of all that time.

We have to adjourn for a few minutes. We will be right back .

[ Brief recess .]

Mr. ROSENTHAL. The subcommittee will be in order.

I want to ask each of you to discuss someof these issues:
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-

the Financial Institutions Regulatory Act will go through with that

authority so clarified .
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training might have — however, it is myjudgment that the scope of

our authority under that act would allow us to do so if it were
found to be necessary.
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Mr. ROSENTHAL. Do you think that is fair to consumers in that

respect ?

you know ?

Ms. SULLIVAN . I am not sure ; I believe it is the 1974 date.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. 1974.

Governor Jackson , do you have any recollection ?
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Ms. SULLIVAN. Well, for example, an examination of a bank's
loan policy.
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Mr. JACKSON. Mr. Drinan , I didn't say that we had decided not to

use testing
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Mr. DRINAN . No, Mr. Chairman .

Mr. ROSENTHAL. All right. We will be right back .

[ Brief recess .]

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Congressman Drinan ?

Mr. DRINAN . Thank you, Mr. Chairman .

Ms. Sullivan, youcan tell me anything that you want.

Ms. SULLIVAN . OK, thank you.
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have deteriorated . However, the situation in Boston and all across

the country in the inner city has deteriorated since that time.
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different rules with respect to home mortgages? Is there something

special about the Community Reinvestment Act which attempts to

direct itself to the same problem, to make sure that institutions

that are not giving equal credit opportunity, that they are to be

permitted to plan those kinds of things? All of those are basically

procedures and mechanisms to accomplish the one basic substan
tive purpose, aren't they ?
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C

Mr. ROSENTHAL. The subsidy she talked about was outside, in the

suburbs, whichpresumably drew people out ofthe inner city.
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have a simpler statute that reflects the lessons. You haven't dem

onstrated that any of the laws have in fact eliminated redlining;

that it goes on in a massive way in the slums of downtown Syra

cuse, Los Angeles, San Diego is a testament to that. You have yet

to demonstrate that anything has happened by reason of the imple

mentation of these laws to improve the situation .
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Ms. SULLIVAN . There is a memorandum of understanding right

now between the three agencies here, the Bank Board, HUD and

Justice, concerning exchanges of information .
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING REGARDING

INTERCHANGE OF INFORMATION CONCERNING COMPLAINTS

The Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of Justice ,

and the four principal Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies ( the Comptroller

of the Currency , the Federal Home Loan Bank Board , the Federal Reserve

Board and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ) agree to the following

exchange of information concerning complaints of discrimination in financing.

I.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development

HUD will provide the appropriate Federal Financial

Regulatory Agency with a copy of all complaints

received pertaining to discrimination in financing

that have been accepted for investigation .

HUD will provide a copy of the notice to resolve

or not to resolve served on the respondent to the

appropriate Federal Financial Regulatory Agency .

C. The Department of HUD will provide the Department

D. In appropriate instances, where there is a failure

E. HUD will provide a copy to the appropriate Federal

II . The Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies

A. Each Federal Financial Regulatory Agency will
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B. Each Federal Financial Regulatory Agency will provide

C. At the discretion of each Federal Financial Regulatory

III . The Department of Justice

At the discretion of the Justice Department , cases

reflecting discrimination in lending by financial

institutions will be referred to the appropriate

Federal Financial Regulatory Agency . Justice will

furnish notice when it is decided to institute suit

against a financial institution .

B. Department of Justice will provide a monthly list
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Mr. DRINAN. It is just exchange of information ; there are no

guidelines for prosecution ?
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARMEN J. SULLIVAN , ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF

CONSUMERAFFAIRS AND CIVIL RIGHTS, FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Mr. Chairman , we at the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

welcome this opportunity to testify on our enforcement of the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act , the Fair Housing Act , and matters related

to these Acts .

The FDIC , as a Federal supervisor of banks , places a high

priority on ensuring that the credit needs of communities and

individuals are being met in an affirmative , nondiscriminatory

manner .

FDIC enforcement of antidiscriminatory statutes is the subject

of criticism on two sides . Consumer groups and other organizations

are always concerned that the agencies ' enforcement efforts are not

as vigorous as they should be . On the other hand , bankers complain

about the costs generated by paperwork required by regulations imple

menting these statutes and point out that it is the bank customer who

ultimately bears these costs . It is the policy of the FDIC to design

the most effective and efficient regulatory and supervisory mechanisms

to enforce the fair lending laws .

In my testimony today , my focus will be on the FDIC's enforcement

activities in the areas of equal credit opportunity and fair housing .

In the course of my testimony , I will attempt to present our initial

difficulties in ascertaining bank compliance with these statutes , how

these difficulties are being resolved , and the direction our present

and proposed enforcement program is taking .

Ten years ago the FDIC for the first time was delegated

responsibility for enforcing a Federal antidiscriminatory statute-

the Fair Housing Act . That Act prohibits a bank from denying a loan
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or other financial assistance to an applicant for the purpose of

purchasing , constructing , improving , repairing , or maintaining

a dwelling , or from discriminating against the applicant in the

fixing of the terms and the conditions of that loan or other

financial assistance because of the applicant's race , color ,

religion , national origin , or sex . In 1974 the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act was passed which , as amended , makes it unlawful for any

lender to discriminate against any applicant with respect to any

aspect of a credit transaction on the basis of race , color , religion ,

marital status , age , sex , the receipt of public assistance , or

because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right under

the Consumer Credit Protection Act . In 1975 the Home Mortgage

Disclosure Act was enacted , requiring banks with $ 10 million or

more in total deposits located in standard metropolitan statistical

areas to make available to the public on request data disclosing the

amount and the location of their residential real estate and home

improvement lending activity for each fiscal year . Finally , in 1977

the Community Reinvestment Act was passed requiring the Federal

financial supervisory agencies when examining financial institutions

to encourage them to help meet the credit needs of the local communi

ties in which they are chartered and to take into account their

record in meeting community credit needs when passing on applications

for branches , mergers , and so forth .

These four statutes are designed to eliminate discriminatory

lending practices that adversely affect individuals , organizations ,

neighborhoods , and communities . However , because discriminatory

lending practices are often subtle and were difficult to detect on
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the basis of records available to us , our initial enforcement

program did not turn up many violations . With the adoption of

racial notation requirements in Regulation B as amended and record

keeping and racial notation requirements in the FDIC's Fair Housing

regulation ( Part 338 ) , our ability to enforce the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act and the Fair Housing Act has been enhanced . Retention of

racial , financial , and other information on the applicants and the

property which is the subject of the application are essential

elements in an effective civil rights compliance enforcement program .

FDIC's Compliance Enforcement Program

lending opportunity in its advertisements for loans and public dis

closure of equal credit opportunity on a bank premises .

As of January 1 , 1974 , the FDIC developed a separate compliance

report . This report was developed in conjunction with our withdrawal

from the examination of banks for safety and soundness in three states .

The FDIC continued to examine these banks for compliance with Federal

laws and regulations . Recognizing that there were certain advantages

to the new approach , the FDIC required the use of a separate report

for compliance in the examinations of all State nonmember banks

effective September 9 , 1974 .
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Recognizing the need for a still more effective compliance

enforcement program , the FDIC developed and implemented a separate

compliance examination program early in 1977. Essentially , this

program includes an examination of each FDIC-supervised bank at

least once every 15 months for compliance with consumer protection ,

civil rights , and related laws and regulations . Examiners are

selected to participate in the examination program generally for a

6 -month tour of duty . They receive special training in consumer

protection and civil rights prior to their participation in the

program .

This program has resulted in a significant increase in commit

ment of examiner resources . It also has resulted in more thorough

compliance examinations and a recognition by FDIC-supervised banks

that the FDIC takes very seriously their compliance with consumer

protection and civil rights laws and regulations . In turn , the

banks have increased their own vigilance and most try hard to comply

with laws and regulations . FDIC examiners try to assist bankers

whenever possible in understanding the requirements of applicable

laws and regulations .

To measure the effectiveness of our separate compliance

examinations , we undertook a survey of examination reports to

compare our experience under the new separate compliance examination

system with that of the old system . From the results of that survey

we found that we are able to detect better instances in which the

bank , either through inadvertance or otherwise , has failed to comply

with consumer regulations . Accordingly , we intend to continue to

examine banks for compliance in a separate examination with examiners
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especially trained for that purpose . These examiners are helpful

not only with respect to detection of apparent violations , but also

in obtaining corrective action on the part of banks .

Corrective action on violations discovered during the course

of a compliance examination generally begins with the examiner point

ing out to bank management the violations discovered and the correc

tive actions necessary to make the affected individual whole and to

preclude a recurrence . After review in the Regional Office , the

report of compliance examination is transmitted to the bank's board

of directors . If the violations are not corrected voluntarily or

satisfactorily , a strongly worded supervisory letter is addressed

to the bank's board of directors . In some cases , the directors are

requested to sign a written agreement on corrective measures . A

continuation of unsatisfactory compliance will result generally in

a recommendation for formal cease-and -desist action .

Since January 1977 the FDIC's Board of Directors has issued

13 cease-and -desist orders in which one of the items stated was

substantial noncompliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and

its implementing Regulation B. Corrective action required to be

taken by the bank included providing rejected applicants with a

written notice of adverse action , designating a compliance officer in

the bank , adopting a written compliance program subject to the

approval of the Regional Office , and providing periodic progress

reports on compliance efforts to the Regional Director . The

foregoing represents a summary of our present approach to achieving

compliance with fair lending statutes by FDIC-supervised banks .

Apart from the compliance program I have described , we have

considered public release of the names of institutions that have
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refused or failed to eliminate discriminatory lending practices .

There are two reasons why such public disclosure might not be

advisable . First , disclosure could present a misleading picture

unless there were a full explanation of the nature of the violation .

Second , public disclosure would deny an institution the benefit of

asking for an administrative hearing and the attendant safeguards

such a hearing could entail . It should be noted in this regard that

final cease-and-desist orders issued , following an administrative

hearing or after being consented to , are available to the public

upon request .

The law presently does not authorize criminal prosecution of

either a bank or its officers who fail to comply with the fair

lending statutes . However , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

authorizes the FDIC to refer cases to the Department of Justice

which may seek appropriate relief in court , including injunctive

relief The FDIC presently has no statutory authority to penalize

a bank or a bank official for failure to eliminate illegal discrimi

natory lending practices . However , if the Financial Institutions

Regulatory Act of 1978 should become law , the FDIC will gain the

power to impose penalties for the violation of Federal laws and

regulations . If it is determined that civil penalties can be

imposed for such activity by an enforcement agency under State

law , the FDIC would refer the matter to the appropriate State

agency for disposition .

During the course of the safety and soundness examination ,

bank officers are required to provide information on all litigation

involving the bank , including civil damages litigation . While

litigation information is collected , it has never systematically
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been collated . Thus , we do not know the extent to which customers

of FDIC-supervised banks have pursued such litigation as a means of

corrective action and redress for discriminatory lending practices .

While civil damages litigation can be an effective way of achieving

general compliance with the laws against credit discrimination , such

litigation is expensive , time consuming , and generally applicable

only to the facts of the specific case adjudicated . However , we

recognize that well publicized cases involving substantial penalties

can have a salutary effect in encouraging compliance .

Opportunity Act and its implementing Regulation B were proposed

for comment by those Federal agencies that regulate banks , thrift

institutions , and credit unions . The basic objective of these guide

lines , as proposed , is to require offending institutions to take

corrective action to make their customers whole where prohibited

discriminatory practices are uncovered . The comment period on the

proposed guidelines ended in early September . The agencies are

currently reviewing the comments . When this review has been com

pleted it is our expectation that the agencies will develop and adopt

final uniform guidelines .

Other FDIC Civil Rights Activities

In 1975 , for example , we received only 8 credit discrimination com

plaints . Since that time the number of complaints has increased .

In 1976 we received 78 complaints and in 1977 we received 219 . We
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think this increase is due primarily to the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act notice .

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act notice , giving the name and

address of the creditor's Federal supervisory agency , has been of

considerable help in assisting consumers who wanted to register a

complaint of discriminatory lending practices .

developed and distributed several information brochures to assist

consumers in understanding fair lending laws and their rights under

these laws . During the past year , we have distributed over 6 million

educational pamphlets on the antidiscrimination laws . One of these

pamphlets briefly summarizes the Federal consumer protection statutes

applicable to banks , explains how to file a complaint , and provides a

form for filing an inquiry or complaint . In addition , we attempt to

provide every consumer who inquires or complains to the FDIC about

credit discrimination with information on his or her rights under

laws . We intend to expand our educational efforts with materials on

our fair housing enforcement activities , the Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act , the Community Reinvestment Act , and the steps involved in apply

ing for and obtaining a loan .

Monitoring consumer protection and civil rights compliance

statutes cannot be accomplished effectively , however , without well

trained examiners . Each year our commitment of training resources to

compliance matters has increased . In 1979 training hours in civil

rights , including the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act , Regulation B , the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act , the Community

Reinvestment Act , and the FDIC's Fair Housing regulations ( Part 338 )

will almost double with the introduction of a l -week civil rights
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school for those examiners selected for the separate compliance

examination program .

Finally , in late 1977 the FDIC's Board of Directors established

a Civil Rights Branch within the Office of Consumer Affairs and Civil

Rights to provide leadership in the overall administration of the

FDIC's enforcement of civil rights laws and regulations . In addition ,

Regional Office specialists assist the Civil Rights Branch in a

liaison capacity with the field examiner force .

Redlining

The term " redlining " has evolved to mean a financial institution's

restriction of credit , either wholly or partially , in the community

it serves based on the characteristics of the inhabitants of that

community , age of the housing stock , or location of the housing stock .

Urban decay has surely been aggravated by redlining practices ,

as has been pointed out in the Congressional hearings on the Home

Mortgage Disclosure Act and the Community Reinvestment Act . But

to consider redlining practices and urban decay as merely a cause

and effect situation is too simplistic . Poverty , decline in city

services due to a deflated tax base , crime , unemployment , counter

productive subsidy programs , usury laws , rent control , and inflation

also contribute significantly to urban decay .

prohibit redlining discrimination conceivably would ensure more

equitable treatment of individual loan applicants . Such regulations

can really only have a significant impact on urban decay in tandem

with a united partnership at the Federal , State , and local levels to
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provide adequate public services and other forms of assistance to

solve urban problems .

The FDIC's Legal Division has advised us that we have the

authority to issue nondiscrimination regulations to prohibit red

lining . It is the Legal Division's view that the FDIC may prohibit

age and location of dwelling redlining practices on the grounds that

these practices are arbitrary and unnecessary , and that they conflict

with a bank's obligations under the provisions of the Community

Reinvestment Act and the Federal Deposit Insurance Act .

Specifically , the foregoing conclusion is based on the following :

( 1 ) that Congress found in enacting the Community Reinvestment Act

that financial institutions have a continuing obligation to meet

community credit needs ; ( 2 ) that the Senate Report on the Community

Reinvestment Act suggests that such an obligation has always existed

under the Corporation's statutory authority in the FDI Act relating

to application requirements ; ( 3 ) that the Corporation has statutory

authority under Section 9 of the FDI Act to promulgate regulations

to implement the provisions of the Act ; ( 4 ) that the purpose of the

Community Reinvestment Act is to revitalize communities ; ( 5 ) that the

national policy as noted in the Fair Housing Act promotes fair hous

ing ; ( 6 ) that lending discrimination based on the age or location of

a dwelling is inequitable and has adverse effects on community develop

ment ; and ( 7 ) that such an arbitrary practice can be eliminated without

undue hardship to banks .

judgments on the existence of redlining practices have proved diffi

cult . The FDIC recently initiated a pilot project in Brooklyn , New
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York , in response to this problem . The study will attempt to : ( 1 )

ascertain the cost of acquiring information useful in determining

the extent to which financial institutions are meeting the credit

needs of their communities ; ( 2 ) identify under served neighborhoods ;

and ( 3 ) evaluate supplementary data collection and analysis techniques

which might be used by examiners to assist in their review of a bank's

compliance with the Community Re investment Act ( CRA ) .

The agencies expect to publish the final CRA regulation no later

than October 6 , 1978 , to become effective November 6 , 1978. It is

expected that under the regulations banks will be required to publish

a CRA statement no later than February 6 , 1979. Generally speaking ,

the statement will include a delineation of the community and a list

of the community's credit needs the bank is prepared to serve . A

notice that this statement is available for public comment will be

posted in the lobby of the bank so that the agencies will have the

benefit of the public's reaction to the bank's intentions as well as

its performance . We are hopeful that banks will comply faithfully

with the spirit as well as the purpose of this Act .

FDIC's Fair Housing Regulation

Part 338 of FDIC's regulations establishes record keeping

requirements for insured State nonmember banks with respect to one

to-four family home loan inquiries and applications . In addition ,

each insured State nonmember bank having an office located in a

standard metropolitan statistical area and assets exceeding

$ 10 million is required to retain credit-related information for

home loan applications .
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All insured State nonmember banks are required by Part 338 to

request from the applicant and to retain any information provided

on the name , address , race/national origin , sex , marital status , and

age of persons making inquiries about applications for home loans .

In addition , these banks are required to reguest and to retain informa

tion on the location of the property involved . If the inquirer refuses

to provide the information concerning race/national origin or sex , the

bank is required to note the information on the basis of observation

or surname . All insured State nonmember banks are required to indicate

sex , race , age , and marital status for each inquiry and each applica

tion on a special log sheet .

During the course of compliance examinations and fair lending

complaint investigations , FDIC examiners will review the log sheets

and loan records in conjunction with a data collection and analysis

program for evidence of possible discriminatory practices concern

ing inquiries and applications for home loans . Banks identified as

possibly engaging in such practices by the analysis system will be

subjected to a more detailed examination . This data collection and

analysis system is presently under development and full implementa

tion of the program is not expected before early 1979. While the

Fair Housing regulations are intended to assist in the detection of

discrimination against individuals on the basis of race , sex , age ,

or marital status , information required under the regulation on

location of property and age of structure could prove useful in

investigating redlining practices .
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Home Mortgage Disclosure Act

In addition to using information retained by banks pursuant to

Part 338 of the FDIC regulations , FDIC examiners will employ Home

Mortgage Disclosure Act data as an auxiliary tool in examining banks

for evidence of redlining practices . Information generated by the

requirements of this statute includes the total amount and census

tract locations of home mortgage and home improvement loans made by

a financial institution in the standard metropolitan statistical

area during the reporting period . This information by itself ,

however , cannot confirm or disprove the existence of redlining

practices .

Possibly the most beneficial aspect of the Home Mortgage

Disclosure Act disclosure statement is that it shows the extent of

an institution's housing -related lending to specific geographic areas .

This provides the basis to those using the disclosure statement to

raise questions regarding an institution's policies in extending

housing credit to particular areas . To some degree the data also help

to show the availability of housing credit in specific neighborhoods .

However , the usefulness of the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data is

affected by basic conceptual difficulties .

Taken by themselves , the data are susceptible to misinterpre

tation because they reveal little about the actual demand for housing

credit in specific geographic areas . Furthermore , the disclosed data

cover only a portion of the total housing credit flows to a neighbor

hood or market area . Institutions that are not subject to the Act can

be significant mortgage originators . Credit flows within a particular

area will be understated to the extent that nondepository institutions
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retain the mortgages they originate , or sell them to institutions

either located outside of the standard metropolitan statistical area

of origination or to institutions not covered by the Home Mortgage

Disclosure Act . In addition , the exclusion of the secondary mortgage

market institutions such as FNMA and FHLMC from Home Mortgage Disclo

sure Act coverage will also cause housing credit flows to be

understated .

These conceptual and technical problems , as well as statutory

responsibilities for enforcing the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act and

for recommending improvements in the Act , prompted the FDIC and the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board to fund a comprehensive study of the

to respond to any questions you may have .
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CANTWELL F. MUCKENFUSS III, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER

I appreciate this opportunity to participate in the

Committee's oversight hearings on the enforcement of the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act . These statutes

represent important steps taken by the Congress to assure that

all of the citizens of our country have fair access to credit .

The Comptroller's Office supported the enactment of these laws

and has made substantial efforts to assure that they are enforced .

A significant new law will soon be woven into the fabric

of our enforcement program in this area when the regulation

implementing the Community Reinvestment Act becomes effective

in November 1978 . Thus , the problems of unlawful discrimination ,

redlining and disinvestment in certain neighborhoods will be

addressed in concert through the enforcement of the Fair Housing

Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , the Home Mortgage Disclo

sure Act and the Community Reinvestment Act .
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In your letter of August 16 , 1978 , you asked us to address

six groups of questions at this hearing : redlining regulations ;

redlining monitoring ; recent enforcement ; future enforcement;

civil damages litigation ; and consumer information . We have

addressed each of these in this Statement . In addition , you

requested that we supply the answers to 34 additional questions

regarding our enforcement efforts with respect to the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act . We have done

so under separate cover . Before turning to the specific questions ,

it is appropriate to outline briefly the commitment of resources

which the Office has made to this important area to date and

to highlight for the Committee several new initiatives which

will contribute significantly to our efforts to assure both in

dividuals and communities of fair access to the credit provided

by national banks .

During 1973 a task force prepared recommendations for

the Comptroller as to how the Office could best fulfill its

obligations to consumers . This resulted in the establishment

of a Consumer Affairs Division , which was announced in March ,

1974 and became operational later that year . This initiative

was undertaken by the Office prior to the time it was mandated

by Congress .

Since that time several significant objectives have

been accomplished . Consumer complaints and inquiries are

investigated and responded to in an expeditious manner , aa
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consumer compliance examination procedure has been established

which enables the Comptroller's Office to perform comprehensive

on - site examinations , a dialogue has been undertaken with consumer

and public interest groups and industry , and meaningful inter

agency liaison has been established with other enforcement agencies

so that we can all perform our obligations more effectively .

We believe that we have made major strides in developing

an effective enforcement program in the fair lending area . Our

commitment to the effort is illustrated by the resources we

have allocated to this area . We now spend in excess of $ 4.5

million per year in consumer activities , of which $ 1.8 million

is allocated exclusively to ECOA and Fair Housing lending practices .

More than 25,000 person days per year are devoted by field examiners

to enforcing consumer laws .

It should be emphasized at the outset that we are not wedded

to existing approaches nor to our current organizational

structure . The laws we are discussing today are relatively

new . Even the Fair Housing Act is . a new mission for the agency

relative to other functions assigned by Congress .

It is therefore to be expected that there will be certain

differences of opinion and experimentation involved in the

implementation of these new missions . Accordingly , we view these

oversight hearings as timely and constructive . While we hope

they will be informative to the Congress and to the public ,

they also provide the opportunity for us to review and question

our own programs .
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In the process of assessing the effectiveness of federal

laws and enforcement efforts to deal with the problems of

discrimination in lending , we believe that the Congress should

reexamine all of the laws in this area , including the Community

Reinvestment Act and the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act with the

long - run goal of consolidating them into a simpler statute which

reflects the lessons we have learned and will learn in the coming

months .

Notwithstanding the difficulties always associated with the

implementation of new missions by governmental agencies , we

believe that the Comptroller of the Currency has made significant

strides in the past five years in these areas . Moreover , we are

confident that new initiatives which are currently under way will

add significantly to our efforts to assure that every citizen

has fair access to national bank credit .

In conjunction with the reorganization of our customer

and community programs in Washington , the present consumer

positions in the regional office are being upgraded to Regional

Directors for Customer and Community Affairs . This will enable

us to provide substantially more support for our field efforts .

Also , a separate career path is being devised for consumer

examiners which will provide incentives for them to remain in

the program .

In December , 1977 , the Comptroller's Office settled a Fair

Housing suit brought against it and other agencies by a number
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of civil rights and public interest groups . In the agreement

we reaffirmed our commitment to continue the several facets

of our enforcement program pertaining to civil rights . One

additional significant undertaking was to establish a computer

based data collection and analysis system . This is designed

to help target the regular Fair Housing portion of consumer

examination and make it more efficient and effective . The

system is described more fully in response to the questions

submitted with this statement .

As a part of the reorganization of the Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency , approved by the Secretary of the

Treasury in February 1978 , a Civil Rights Division was created

which will have significant responsibilities with respect to

the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act . The

Civil Rights Division is one of three divisions comprising a

new Office of Customer and Community Programs . The other two

divisions are a Consumer Programs Division and a Community

Development Division .

The new Civil Rights Division will be policy oriented ,

performing six distinct functions , including :

1. Policy Formulation and Initiation . This function includes
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2 . Oversight and Monitoring . This office should in some

manner review the operational aspects of the Comptroller's

efforts in these areas . It should seek to determine

whether our efforts in this area are efficient , effective

and consistent .

3 . Regulatory Reform . Arising out of the office's oversight

function , it should be expected that it will propose ini

tiatives which would lead to more efficient and effective

enforcement of the civil rights laws . Many financial

institutions , especially small institutions, feel that

regulation in these areas is unduly costly and burdensome .

At the same time , civil rights and consumer groups be

lieve that we are not acting effectively . This suggests

that there is room for some significant improvement in

regulatory strategies in these areas . Offices such as

these which are outside day - to - day operations should be

expected to work with the operational people to effect

improvements in our systems .

5 .

4. Outreach . This office should be the principal link

The existing Consumer Examinations Division will continue

to be responsible for examination and supervision of national

banks ' compliance with civil rights laws .

Finally , we believe that it is appropriate to inform you

of three other initiatives which , although not directly involved

in enforcement of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit

1

1
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Opportunity Act , are relevant to assuring non - discriminatory

access to national bank credit .

There is a growing recognition that the problems of

declining or disadvantaged communities cannot be solved by the

Federal Government alone . Thus , President Carter called for a

" New Partnership to Conserve America's Communities " composed

of the Federal Government , the states , local governments ,

voluntary associations , neighborhoods and the private sector .

It was this same recognition which led House and Senate conferees

to conclude their discussion of the Community Reinvestment

Act with this statement :

In adopting the Senate provision the conferees recognize

the vital interconnection between successful community

and housing development and local private investment

activities . The effectiveness of the community develop

ment program , the housing assistance programs, and the

mortgage insurance programs , as amended by this conference

report depend in large part upon the availability of pri

vate capital , particularly as made available through

local lending and financial institutions . This title and

amendments contained in this bill are designed to encourage

more coordinated efforts between private investment and

federal grants and insurance in order to increase the

viability of our urban communities .

As a part of an agency -wide plan of reorganization , the

Comptroller of the Currency , with the approval of the Secretary

of the Treasury , has established the Office of Community

Development . The purpose of this office will be to encourage

and facilitate commercial bank participation in the development

process in local communities and neighborhoods . In short , it is

the objective of this office to achieve the aims of the CRA

through non - regulatory means .
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The following are among the functions which the Community

Development Office will perform seeking to advance that end :

The office will serve as a clearing-house for infor

mation as to the efforts of commercial banks and other financial

institutions in community reinvestment areas . That is , the

office will act to inform banks and community groups of the

creative efforts of others around the country .

The office will catalogue and inform national banks

of government programs which might be employed in their efforts

in the community development area .

--

The office will integrate the knowledge gained through

the first two functions and develop model programs that banks

might employ in the community development area .

The office will provide the Comptroller liaison with

community and banking groups as a vehicle for encouraging the

partnership between commercial banks , community groups , and

government .

We are currently in the process of recruiting staff for this

office and will keep the Committee apprised of its progress .

Second , the President's Urban Message provided for the

creation of " Neighborhood Commercial Reinvestment Centers " :

This would expand the Urban Reinvestment Task Force

housing concept into the commercial credit area ,

These new " centers " would be local organizations

comprised of merchants , residents, government offi

cials , and commercial bankers . The Comptroller of
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the Currency would head a Task Force composed of

SBA , EDA , HUD , and perhaps the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board , FDIC , and the Federal Reserve Board .

In response to this charge the Comptroller convened a .

task force composed of those agencies and departments .. After

two meetings of the Task Force and a number of sessions of a

staff working group , the Task Force has agreed upon an immediate

strategy which will consist of two phases aimed at translating

the successful experience of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force

in housing into the commercial credit area through the establish

ment of Commercial Reinvestment Centers . These centers will be

local organizations comprised of merchants , residents , government

officials , and private lending institutions .

The first of the two initial phases will involve the

application of the concept developed by the Urban Reinvestment

Task Force to projects now in progress . These projects would

benefit significantly from increased lending institution

participation through the local partnership process developed

by the Urban Reinvestment Task Force . The second phase of the

program , presently in the planning stage , involves the develop

ment of four entirely new , innovative neighborhood commercial

development projects geographically distributed in the Northeast ,

Southeast , Midwest and West . Sites are now being selected for

both phases .

At this stage , we are pleased to report the exceptionally

high degree of cooperation that has existed among all of the

|
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agencies involved and to compliment especially the splendid

efforts of the Director and staf of the Urban Reinvestment Task

Force in helping to get this effort launched .

Finally , the Comptroller's Office will review policies

and practices in order to make maximum use of our authority to

encourage community development and reinvestment efforts . An

example was our recent approval of the establishment of the

Community Development Corporation by North Carolina National

Bank , Charlotte , North Carolina . This is the first time the

Comptroller has authorized a national bank to establish a

wholly - owned subsidiary to promote the revitalization of

inner - city residential neighborhoods .

I would like to turn now to the specific inquiries you

have directed to this Office .
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1 .
Redlining Regulations

a . Is there a problem of redlining discrimination

in home lending by financial institutions , and

is the problem of urban neighborhood decay due

in any way to discriminatory practices in the

handling of individual loan inquiries and appli

cations by financial institutions ?

To answer the second of the two questions first : certainly

the unavailability of credit is a factor in a downward spiral

of neighborhood decay , but it must be recognized that it

is only one among a number of mutually reenforcing factors .

To the degree that banks unreasonably decline to lend in an

area , that failure may well contribute to the community's

decay . It is not reasonable or fair , however , to suggest

that the problems of neighborhood urban decay are entirely

or perhaps even predominantly the result of bank practices .

The answer to the question of whether there is a problem

in redlining discrimination in home lending by financial

institutions is difficult because the term " redlining" is not

precisely understood . In the mortgage lending industry , red

lining is commonly considered to be the refusal by financial

institutions to make mortgage or home improvement loans on

property in a certain geographical area . It may also include

practices which are somewhat less obvious such as the require

ment of terms and conditions significantly more stringent

than are normally required .
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At least part of the difficulty in defining redlining

arises from the fact that the term has been employed to

describe four conceptually distinct categories of phenomena ,

each of which has a somewhat different legal implication .

It is useful to outline these categories because they provide

a framework in which to analyze the legal and regulatory

implications of redlining .

First , the failure to lend or the imposition of more

stringent terms on loans made in a certain geographical area

may reflect a conscious decision to discriminate on a basis

prohibited under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the

Fair Housing Act. Such conduct is , of course , clearly illegal

under these Acts .

Second , the failure to lend or imposition of more

stringent terms in a certain geographical area may have the

effect of discriminating against a class of people protected

under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act . Such conduct may ,

depending on the circumstances , be illegal under the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation B.

Third , failure to lend or the imposition of more stringent

terms on laosn in a geographical area may not be justified

in financial or economic terms and yet not involve either

directly or indirectly a prohibited discrimination under either

the Fair Housing Act or under the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act . Although not illegal under either of these two statutes ,

such conduct is pernicious in that it may serve to deny credit
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to a neighborhood or community deserving of it . The Community

Reinvestment Act provides statutory and regulatory tools to deal

with this type of conduct .

Fourth , careful analysis on a block-by-block basis may

demonstrate that there are some areas in which the failure

to lend or imposition of more stringent terms is clearly

warranted by concrete economic factors and any other conduct

would constitute an unsound banking practice .

Although the unavailability of credit can serve to

further the decay of such an area , few have suggested financial

institutions should make such loans. In these cases the

targeting of government subsidies and guarantees aimed at

changing the circumstances of the neighborhood combined with

private sector involvement are clearly warranted .

another of these categories seems to requirean institution

by - institution analysis. Broader studies have produced

generally inconclusive results . We believe that Community

Reinvestment Act examinations and our new data collection

and analysis system , combined with our Fair Housing examinations ,

will facilitate such determination .

There have been numerous statistical studies of lending

patterns which suggest the existence of discriminatory

redlining in that they show a general absence of mortgage

lending by banks in certain neighborhoods. Some studies

refine this analysis by showing that in such neighborhoods,

property transfers disproportionately are achieved through
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noninstitutional financing . Generally , however , these

studies have been inconclusive because they do not adequately

address the question of whether the absence of lending is

due to discriminatory or irrational lending decisions and

policies rather than reasonable decisions to avoid unsound

lending In other words, these studies generally do not

answer the question of whether and how many potential creditworthy

applicants are being shut out by the policies and practices

of banks . In this regard , several studies have concluded

that lack of demand from creditworthy persons may explain

the absence of lending in some neighborhoods .

One important type of evidence of the existence of

discriminatory redlining and appraisal practices is the

evidence gathered in conjunction with the Department of

Justice suit against two leading professional real estate

appraisal societies . This evidence indicate a pattern in

manuals and training materials of discriminatory consideration

of racial factors in evaluating neighborhoods and neighborhood

trends .

Probably the best evidence that some banks engage in

discriminatory or irrationally restrictive lending practices

based on neighborhood is that in cases where banks have

reviewed their underwriting criteria they have often found

that they have been able to revise their criteria in a

manner so as to increase substantially their lending in

historically mortgage- deficient neighborhoods , without

jeopardizing safety and soundness . The voluntary efforts

of the banks in Philadelphia under the Philadelphia Mortgage

Plan is an important example .
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b . Would banking agency promulgation and enforcement

of nondiscrimination regulations explicitly prohib

iting redlining discrimination contribute materially

toward more equitable treatment of individuals and
a reduction of the problem of neighborhood decay?

We believe provisions of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

and Regulation B , taken together with the Community Reinvestment

Act , provide the agencies with powerful tools for dealing with

redlining which is either illegal or which indicates denial of

credit for reasons which cannot be rationally justified . It is

our current judgment that new regulations would add little to

this framework . Moreover , given the need to implement our new

Community Reinvestment Act regulations , to ensure that our

implementation of the Community Reinvestment Act in the examin

ation and applications processes is effective , to establish a

new data collection and monitoring system to support our Fair

Housing examinations and adopting regulations to effect it , and

to upgrade our enforcement efforts generally , we do not believe

that priority should be given to the development of such a

regulation .

We will , however , follow closely the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board's experience and carefully consider our own experience

under the Community Reinvestment Act in order to determine

whether this judgment is correct . We do not preclude the

possibility of issuing such regulations .

It should be noted that , quite apart from the body of the
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federal statutes and regulations we are considering , a number

of states have adopted specific antiredlining statutes . The

Comptroller has decided that national banks should be determined

to be subject to these statutes so long as they do not conflict

with federal law . Accordingly , we have undertaken to cooperate

with state authorities with respect to the enforcement of these

statutes and to work with them in the development of implementing

regulations which may be meshed with the pattern of federal

statutes and regulations .

c . Has the Comptroller sufficient statutory authority

to issue and enforce such nondiscrimination regula

tions , or does it plan to request legislation to

convey this authority ?

The principal statutory direction and authority to issue

regulations in this area seems rather clearly to have been vested

by the Congress in the Federal Reserve Board . The Comptroller

could not issue regulations , for example , to implement the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act which would in any way be inconsistent

with , or attempt to supplant , the Board's authority . Of course ,

the Comptroller may issue interpretive guidelines as distinguished

from substantive regulations with respect to statutes which the

Office enforces .

Finally , the extent of our general rulemaking authority

is now in litigation . In order to clarify ambiguities in this

area , we have specifically requested legislative clarification

of our general rulemaking authority , and the current version

of the Financial Institutions Regulatory Act of 1978 contains

such clarification . We have no present plans to request
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authority beyond that provided by this bill .

d . Has the Comptroller any plans to issue such

nondiscrimination regulations addressed at least

in part , to redlining discrimination ? If not , what

is the Comptroller's present approach to the

regulatory control of redlining discrimination ?

We do not at the present time intend to issue nondiscrim

ination regulations as it is our view that the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , the Community Reinvestment

Act and the Home Mortgage Dislosure Act ; Regulation B , our new

Community Reinvestment Act regulation ; our new Data Collection

and Analysis System ; and the other policies and procedures assoc

iated with our examination and complaint processes provide an

effective legal and regulatory framework for dealing with the

problem of discrimination , including redlining . We believe

that what is needed is effective implementation and not another

regulation . However , we have indicated that we will carefully

follow the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's experience and will

keep the adoption of such a regulation under consideration .

In assessing the current approach of this Office to the

problem of redlining , one should bear in mind that this approach

will change markedly upon the implementation of the Community

Reinvestment Act guidelines in November of this year and

again upon the implementation of our new data collection and

analysis system described in response to Question 2 .
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As of this date , the approach of the Comptroller's Office

is to enforce the existing statutes and regulations related to

housing credit by means of bank examinations , follow -up

activities , resolution of complaints and various other means .

Examiner training is the initial step in our compliance

program . We train our examiners to make them aware of current

law , specific discriminatory practices and the effects test .

Equipped with the basic principles of these concepts , examiners

should be able to detect actual or potential problems in national

banks . Examiners attend two -week schools for instruction in

consumer laws and examination techniques . Approximately 33

percent of instruction time is devoted to Fair Housing , ECOA

and Home Mortgage Disclosure Act .

The fair lending portion of the consumer bank examination

involves a review of individual loan files , analysis of the

bank's lending policies and lending criteria , and investigation

into whether the policies and lending criteria are applied

fairly to all applicants . Sample loan files , both accepted

and declined , are scrutinized for any indication of discrimin

atory practices . In reviewing the sample , the examiner checks

to see that no prohibited information has been requested or

considered and that appraisals are free of prohibited comments

on the applicant and his neighborhood . Bank lending policies

are examined to determine whether there are lending criteria

which are inconsistent with the provisions of the laws . It is

then necessary to ensure that the policies , if nondiscriminatory ,
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are uniformly applied to all applicants to determine credit

worthiness . Examiners are trained to look for indications of

prescreening , in which prospective applicants are discouraged

on a prohibited basis from applying for credit . In addition ,

the examiner reviews the home mortgage disclosure data to detect

redlining practices ( see answer to Question 2c . ) . It should

be emphasized that a major new addition to the examination

process will be specific procedures by examiners to assess banks '

records in accordance with the Community Reinvestment Act .

Enforcement of fair lending laws , including redlining ,

is also achieved through specialized Fair Housing examinations .

These examinations may be triggered by a complaint from a

community or public interest group or as a result of problems

discovered during a regular consumer examination which require

further investigation . Six pilot fair housing examinations

were conducted by examiners from the Comptroller's Office and

observers from the Department of Justice , and the specialized

fair housing examination procedures were then developed from

these experiences . The specialized examination contains a

large sample of loan files , and consists of a detailed review

of appraisal practices and HMDA data . As an additional measure ,

the Comptroller established procedures for investigation of

fair housing complaints in August , 1977 which include on-site

investigations at the bank , as well as interviews with the com

plainant and bank personnel .

2 . Redlining Monitoring

a . Has the Comptroller any plans to collect monitoring

information on home loan applications and inquiries

37-415 O
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more detailed or covering more types of transactions

than is now required under the monitoring provisions

of Regulation B? Will the required monitoring

information be similar in detail to the information

to be collected by the FDIC and the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board? Will monitoring information be

required on applications for home improvement loans

or mortgage refinancings ? Will it be required on

inquiries for home loans ? If not , why not?

The Comptroller's Office is developing a proposed regulation

which would require national banks to report specific items of

information on housing related loans made and denied . The infor

mation to be reported includes information on the characteristics

of the loan , applicant and property . It is generally similar to

information to be collected by the FHLBB and FDIC , although just

as there are specific differences in detail between the programs

of the FHLBB and FDIC , the Comptroller's program is also expected

to vary in specific detail . Information on mortgage loans on all

1 to 4 family owner occupied housing made and denied , including

refinancing , will be included . Consideration is also being

given to including information on home improvement loan

applications . Inclusion of limited information , such as race ,

sex and address of property , on in-person specific inquiries ,

is also being considered .

b . How will this monitoring information be employed

to examine individual banks for evidence of redlining

discrimination?

The purpose of our new data collection and analysis

system is to help target the examination process and make it

more efficient and effective . At present examiners are
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handicapped by not having available basic statistical informa

tion indicating the lending patterns of the bank . In addition ,

in the absence of the data system , there is no way in which

an examiner can efficiently target in on the precise loan files

and denied loan files most in need of review . The new data

collection and analysis system is designed to address directly

these problems . We believe that it will substantially increase

our capacity to detect redlining and other discriminatory practices .

Prior to the regular Fair Housing examination of a national

bank , the information in the reporting system will be analyzed

by computer to identify specific disparities which may be indica

tive of possible discrimination . We anticipate that for each

covered bank at least eight basic statistical tables will be

produced , with each table focusing on lending patterns in

relation to a different variable . There would be separate

tables analyzing lending patterns by race , sex , percent of

household income earned by a woman , marital status , age of

borrower / applicant , income , age of property and neighborhood .

The tables analyzing lending patterns by age of property and

neighborhood directly relate to redlining . In addition , the

table analyzing lending patterns by race will reflect the racial

impact of redlining practices .

We plan to utilize a large number of measures or indicators

of possible discrimination . These indicators are designed to

identify possible discrimination in the accept - reject decision ,

in the terms of loans granted , in appraisal practices and by
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prescreening . By comparing these indicators across different

categories of the variable being focused on by the particular

table , it will be possible to identify , for example , disparities

between different racial groups , between different age of

property categories , and between different neighborhood groupings

or groupings of census tracts .

To illustrate further , the data might indicate that for a

given bank , there is a higher rejection rate on applications

for loans on older homes or in particular neighborhoods or the

data might indicate that a higher average interest rate or

a shorter average term to maturity is being imposed on older

homes or in certain neighborhoods . Other data might suggest

that higher downpayment requirements are being imposed in certain

neighborhoods , or that higher than normal fees are being imposed .

Further , since our data base will include information on both

the appraised value and the selling price , we will be able to

identify instances where the appraised value is significantly

lower than the selling price . While such instances certainly

could result from legitimate practices , if such instances

occur disproportionately in connection with older homes or in

certain neighborhoods , this could suggest the possibility of

discriminatory appraising .

Thus it can be seen that the data collection and analysis

system will enable us to identify very specific kinds of

disparities suggestive of possible discrimination . In that we

will have identified disparities in a given bank so specifically ,
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we will be able to target the examination in a way not now

possible . Perhaps most significantly , in addition to identifying

the specific disparities , we will be able to use the data base

to identify specific loan files and denied loan files which

manifest these disparities . The examiner can then review these

specific files to ascertain whether the disparities are due to

legitimate considerations or whether they are due to discrimin

atory or needlessly restrictive considerations .

An additional important use of the new data system relates

to prescreening . The concept of prescreening covers a broad

range of practices , including not only telephone and in-person

prescreening by the bank , but also situations where brokers

may be prescreening under instructions from the bank , and the

use of marketing methods which tend to exclude certain racial

groups or neighborhoods.

We anticipate that in several ways , the new data collection

and analysis system will be helpful in detecting possible

prescreening problems . For example , even if there are no

disparities in denial rates or terms of loans granted , if the

loan volume to , say , a particular racial group is substantially

lower than would normally be expected , given demographic

characteristics of the population , this is an indication of a

possible prescreening problem . Particularly , if such a fact

pattern is combined with a relatively low overall denial rate

by the bank , this provides an indication that prescreening

· may be a problem .
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If the data suggests that prescreening may be a problem

for a given bank , we intend to give extra attention to it during

the examination .

c . How do you employ Home Mortgage Disclosure Act ( HMDA )

data toexamine individual banks for evidence of red
lining discrimination ?

The HMDA data are tools used by national bank examiners

in the fair lending portion of the regular consumer compliance

examination and in specialized Fair Housing examinations . HMDA

has proven to be more useful in specialized Fair Housing exam

inations than in regular consumer examinations .

As previously noted , specialized Fair Housing examinations

are conducted either in response to a complaint from a community

or public interest group , or as a follow up to questionable

practices discovered during the regular consumer examination .

Review of the data is one of the initial steps of the examination

and can give the examiner some indication of possible problem

areas to explore further . The HMDA data are extracted from the

disclosure statements and plotted by census tract on census maps

for the SMSA in which the bank is located .

Laying out the data in this manner enables the examiner

to visualize the bank's overall real estate lending pattern .

Areas which are void of mortgage lending activity or dispro

portionate to other areas are readily apparent from the maps .

The examiner continues the investigation by ascertaining the
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reasons mortgage loans are not made in certain areas . The

HMDA disclosures do not indicate the characteristics of an 'area ,

e.g. , whether it consists of all commercial buildings or whether

it is a low - income residential area . However , use of the data

is valuable as an initial investigation procedure .

HMDA is used , to a lesser extent , in the regular consumer

examination for the purpose of examining for fair lending laws .

Our regional offices have taken varying approaches to HMDA data

use with regard to fair lending . Several regions plot the data

on census tract maps , which are color-coded by race , income

level and other variables , and analyze the results only for

banks in large metropolitan SMSA's . In at least one region ,

examiners are plotting the HMDA data in all covered banks as

a matter of course . Examiners in other regions do not plot

the entire data . They do , however , analyze the data on the

disclosure statements for evidence of redlining . We may conclude

that thorough analysis of HMDA data in each regular consumer

examination is not efficient or necessary after we have

implemented the planned data collection and lending patterns .

As in the specialized Fair Housing examinations , the HMDA data

can serve as a preliminary indicator of redlining discrimination ,

but cannot be relied upon exclusively .

d. Have you any suggestions for improvement of this

Act or of its implementing regulation , Regulation

C , to improve the usefulness of this data for

regulatory purposes ?

As this time we have no specific suggestions for improving
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the Act or Regulation C. It is important to keep in mind

that the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act was deliberately enacted

with a sunset provision , to require ' reevaluation before the

termination of its four-year life span . We are now only at

the midpoint of this four-year period , and the jury is still

out . Several studies directly related to HMDA are in progress .

The Federal Reserve Board was mandated by the Act to study

the feasibility of extending the Act to depository institutions

located outside the SMSA's . In addition , the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board and the FDIC are jointly conducting a study

with HMDA data in three SMSA's .

Also , it should be noted that , since the passage of the

Act , additional related public policy initiatives have been

undertaken . The financial regulatory agencies are substantially

increasing their enforcement efforts in the Fair Housing area .

New Fair Housing examination procedures have been instituted ,

and a new data collection and analysis system is being developed .

Also , the Community Reinvestment Act is another important

development . Accordingly , ultimate evaluation of HMDA must

take into account its relationship to developments regarding the

Fair Housing Act and the Community Reinvestment Act . To

evaluate HMDA's role in this evolving scheme , more experience

is needed .

Ultimately , we may conclude that initiatives in implementing

the Fair Housing Act and the Community Reinvestment Act supplant

the need for HMDA . Or we may conclude that it is not cost

effective . Alternatively , we may conclude that it is an

effective tool or that it could be effective if expanded in

certain ways . More experience concerning HMDA and its relation

ship to implementation of the Fair Housing Act and Community

Reinvestment Act is needed before informed conclusions can

definitively be reached .
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3 . Recent Enforcement

a . How many and what types of violations of the Fair

Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act or

Regulation B have your examiners found in national

banks in 1977 and 1978 ? What portion of these ·

violations were clear violations of the substance

and spirit of the laws prohibiting discrimination ?

What remedial or enforcement action have you taken

to correct these violations ?

The Comptroller's Office has a computer based system ,

the Consumer Examination Information System , which contains

data regarding violations of consumer and civil rights laws .

The violations are categorized by particular law and sections

within that statute or regulation . We view some violations

as having a much more immediate impact on consumers than

others and , therefore , as " substantive " rather than " technical . "

In essence , violations which may impair the consumer's

access to credit in the immediate transaction are deemed to

be substantive . In evaluating the figures which follow, it

is important to bear in mind that , while we view all substantive

violations as serious , many are inadvertent . Swift and

voluntary compliance is normally obtained in those instances .

Examinations of national banks conducted from July 1977

through June 1978 revealed substantial numbers of violations

of Regulation B. Of the more than 2,000 banks examined

during this time period , the examination results of 1,682 of
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these banks have been entered into our computer system .

Patterns of violation of one or more provisions of Regulation

B were found in 89.3% of the banks examined . 35.9% of these

banks had at least one pattern of violation relating to

mortgage credit . If the analysis is confined to substantive

violations , 66.2% of the banks examined were found to have a

pattern of violation of one or more provisions . 22.5% of

the banks reviewed had at least one pattern of substantive

violations in mortgage credit .

patterns of violations . ( Based on these figures , when all

banks examined during the July 1977 - June 1978 time period

have been entered in the data base , we anticipate that the

number of separate patterns of substantive violations will

exceed 4,000 . ) Of these patterns of substantive violations ,

64.6 % involve a violation of one of the provisions of section

202.5 " Rules Concerning Applications . " 29.5% of the patterns

of substantive violations concern a violation of some provision

of section 202.7 ( d ) concerning " signature of spouse or other

person . "

With respect to mortgage credit , we found 517 patterns

of substantive violations . ( When all banks examined in the

one-year period have been entered , we anticipate that this

number will be approximately 650. ) of these 517 patterns of

substantive violations , 117 involve patterns of violations

of section 202.5 ( a ) which prohibits the discouraging of

applications on a prohibited basis , 170 involve impermissible
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requests for information about marital status in violation

of section 202.5 ( d ) ( 8 ) , 13 involve some other violation of

section 202.5 , 186 involve some violation of section 202.7 ( d )

income is derived from part - time employment , a retirement

benefit , or alimony , child support or maintenance , 2 involve

violations of section 202.6 concerning evaluation of applications,

and 6 involve violations of section 202.7 ( a ) which prohibits

the refusal to grant an individual account to a creditworthy

applicant on a prohibited basis .

Act .

At present , banks are required to prevent recurrences

of discovered violations by altering their policies , procedures

or forms . Corrective action for violations in which customers

have been substantially harmed , will be ordered , at a minimum

in accordance with the uniform enforcement guidelines currently

being considered by the financial institution regulatory
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agencies . Examples of the types of remedial action we have

ordered include reappraisal of property when the initial

appraisal was deemed inadequate, reevaluation of an application

when it was rejected on a prohibited basis , and release of a

spouse's signature when it was not required .

b . Were there any instances of repeat violations in

which the bank was found to be continuing to

engage in discriminatory practices after having

previously been told to stop ? What enforcement

actions have you taken in these cases of repeat
violations ?

As of June 30 , 1978 , 92 banks had received a second

consumer examination , although the results of most of these

examinations were not entered into our data system . Twelve

of these banks ( 13% ) had at least one repeat violation of a

provision found in violation in the first examination . We are

attaching a schedule of the provisions with repeat violations .

As indicated in the schedule, the great majority of the

repeat violations involved continued use of old application

forms which requested marital status in the wrong terms and

other income without making proper disclosure . Several

of these violations were found where the new forms obtained

by the bank as a result of the first examination were still

found to be in violation . Also , in a couple of instances

a bank properly obtained new forms, but some of the old forms
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were used in error . Considering these circumstances , we feel

that the number of repeat violations has been small and in

dicative of the effectiveness of our consumer examination .

It should be noted that banks , as well as enforcement

agencies , are going through a learning process with respect

to a substantial amount of recently enacted consumer and

civil rights legislation . One of the great benefits of the

examination process is that it provides an effective vehicle

for educating banks as to their obligation . In most instances ,

compliance is voluntary . This point is critical given

limited regulatory and judicial resources .

we have thus far been able to achieve corrective action after

discovery of a violation the second time through routine

supervisory procedures which involve presentation of examina

tion reports to the Board of Directors seekiřig a positive

program to effect correction . Corrective action has already

been effected in ten of these banks and is in process at the

remaining two .
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REPEAT VIOLATIONS

Section of 12 CFR 202 in Violation

Bank 5 ( a ) 5 ( c ) 5 ( d ) 1 5 ( a ) 2 5 ( a ) 3 7 ( a ) 5
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X X
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SECTION IN VIOLATION

Section 202.5 ( a ) Discouraging applications on a prohibited

basis .

.

Section 202.5 ( c ) - Requesting information about a non-applicant

Section 202.5 ( d ) ( 3 ) Requesting the sex of an applicant , using

terms in an application form that are not

neutral as to sex , or requesting applicant

to designate a title ( such as Ms. , Miss , Mr. ,

or Mrs. ) without disclosing that the designation

of such title is optional .

Section 202.7 ( d ) 5 Requiring the applicant's spouse to be a

party to the credit , as co-signer , guarantor ,

or the like .
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4 .
Future Enforcement : How will you deal in the future with

cases of repeat violations of the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , or Regulation B , where a

bank is found on the second or third examination to have

failed to correct conditions found on a previous examination ?

Depending on the circumstances , violations involving special

to outline the corrective action routinely employed for initial

violations to contrast the measures available when violations

are found to persist in subsequent examinations .

the examiner will assist the bank in planning corrective action

to avoid recurrences of the violation . The proposed Regulation B

uniform enforcement guidelines incorporate this approach , re

quiring creditors found to have committed substantive violations

to adopt a nondiscriminatory written loan policy and develop a

compliance plan to avoid future violations . It is expected that

the vast majority of such banks will implement proper compliance

plans to insure future compliance .

Beyond taking steps to avoid future violations , banks with

specific substantive violations will be required to institute

remedial action to correct conditions resulting from the violations .

The guidelines are intended to outline action required to be

taken to make customers whole following such violations .
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extent that particular customers are found to have suffered harm

not specifically addressed in the guidelines , further administra

tive action may be in order . The guidelines represent minimum

standards , and we intend to take appropriate action to fully

protect the interests of bank customers .

ers whole for damages resulting from substantive violations ,

and adopt procedures to avoid future compliance problems . If

a bank is found to have persisted in violating the law in sub

sequent examinations , a different approach will be in order .

There are several possible tools available for these contingencies ,

as more fully described in a . ) , b . ) , and c . ) below . We will

approach these problems on a case by case basis , and take the

action we feel is most likely to achieve quick remedy .

a . In the case of repeat violations will you inform ,

or require a bank to inform , the victims of lend

ing discrimination that unlawful discrimination

has been found in the institution's handling of

a previous application or inquiry from them?

Violations will be addressed in accordance with proposed

uniform corrective action guidelines for the enforcement of the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , which were recently issued for

public comment by the five federal financial regulatory agencies .

When it is discovered that individuals have been adversely

affected by an unlawful discriminatory policy or practice it is

contemplated the financial institution will be required by the
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appropriate agency to reevaluate - according to a written ,

nondiscriminatory loan policy - all affected credit applications

and solicit new applications from applicants who were rejected

on a discriminatory basis . When the same violations are dis

covered in subsequent examinations , use of the full range of

enforcement options will be considered , including notification

of borrowers .

Under what circumstances will you release publicly the

names of institutions that have refused or failed to

eliminate discriminatory practices?

Among the administrative remedies which may be used to

require compliance by recalcitrant institutions are cease and

desist proceedings which , while normally private , can be public

when the Comptroller finds that a public proceeding is necessary

to protect the public interest . A public proceeding may be

particularly appropriate with respect to this type of violation

when an institution is recalcitrant or unresponsive to other

supervisory requests for correction

c . Under what circumstances will you seek criminal prose

cution of or other punitive action against banks or

their officers who fail to eliminate discriminatory

practices ?

We believe that we can attain corrective action through

agency supervisory enforcement tools . If we decided punitive

action were desirable in a given situation , referrals could be

made to the Department of Justice under authority of Section 706

of ECOA so that that agency might bring action which would

include requests for punitive damages .

37-415 O - 79 25
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5 . Civil Damages Litigation

a . What is your view about the effectiveness and proper role

of civil damages litigation by private individuals in

bringing about general compliance with the laws against

credit discrimination ?

It is our belief that the examination and administrative

procedures of this office are the more effective method of accom

plishing systematic compliance with both the substantive and

technical requirements of credit discrimination laws . However ,

litigation by private individuals is a potentially effective

means of enforcing these laws . Very few cases have been brought

by individuals against financial institutions under the Fair

Housing Act , although some of these have been significant and

precedent setting . We were able to find only one reported case

thus far under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

b . What steps does your office take to inform consumers

Upon receipt of a complaint alleging a violation of the

Fair Housing or Equal Credit Opportunity Acts , if we are unable

to resolve the matter , the complainant is informed that he or

she has certain rights under the Act and may want to contact an

attorney to seek redress through the courts . Loan applicants

or potential applicants have not been informed of the civil

damages provisions of the fair lending laws on a uniform basis .

We are reviewing our policy and are actively considering advising

complainants of such rights .
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6 . Consumer Information

What other consumer information and education activities

does your office conduct to inform the general public

about the laws against credit discrimination ? Do you have

any plans to expand these activities ?

The effectiveness of laws against credit discrimination

increases as the level of consumer awareness regarding these

laws is raised . Consumer education is a primary prerequisite

to full implementation of the spirit and intent of legislation

protecting the public against credit discrimination . Recognizing

these imperatives , the Comptroller's Office has been involved

with educational efforts for the benefit of the public and has

maintained active communication with groups representing various

public interests . Our consumer representatives have lectured

or taught before students at high schools , colleges , and

universities , informing them about consumer and civil rights

legislation , as it pertains to credit . The Comptroller's

Handbook for Consumer Examinations has been disseminated to

public libraries , state consumer agencies , and is available to

the public for a nominal charge . Consumers registering com

plaints are provided information regarding their rights , with

copies of laws and regulations often given to them as supple

mentary information . Representatives of consumer groups have

been invited , and have attended , OCC Consumer Affairs Training

Schools , and meetings between OCC and such groups for the purpose

of discussing laws against credit discrimination continue to be

held . These groups are encouraged to , and do , provide the general

public with educational material dealing with credit discrimination .
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Additionally , we have recently made an effort to better

inform the public by issuance of a consumer complaint pamphlet .

This pamphlet contains basic information on all consumer laws,

including the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act , and provides a form and convenient postage paid envelope

for filing a complaint with this Office . We have distributed

approximately 1 million pamphlets to date , and have requested

banks to make them available to the public in their lobbies .

educational program will be necessary to accomplish this and

a program of this magnitude is frankly beyond the capacities

of any of the agencies charged with enforcing these laws .

program of this type should include , at a minimum , development

and dissemination of teachers ' guides and student texts at the

high school level , and public service messages in the popular

media . We are exploring the development of this sort of

effort as a joint project by the federal regulatory agencies

and consumer groups to develop materials for consumer education

programs .

[ Whereupon, at 11:43 a.m. , the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene subject to the call of the Chair. ]
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APPENDIX 1. - STATUTES AND AGENCY REGULATIONS

Fair Housing Act

Public Law 90-284

April 11 , 1968

TITLE VIII – FAIR HOUSING

POLICY

Sec. 801. It is the policy of the United States to provide, within

constitutional limitations, for fair housing throughout the United
States.

( 383 )

1
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Pub . Law 90-284
.
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82 STAT , 83
April 11, 1968 - 11- Pub . Law 90-284

DISCRIMINATION IN THE SALE OR RENTAL OF HOUSING

Sec. 804. Asmadeapplicable by section 803 and except as exempted

by sections 803 ( b ) and807, it shall be unlawful

DISCRIMINATION IN THE FINANCING OF HOUSING

SEC. 805. After December 31, 1968, it shall be unlawful for any

bank, building and loan association, insurance company or other cor

poration , association, firm or enterprise whose business consists in

whole or in part in the making of commercial real estate loans, to deny

' a loan or other financial assistance to a person applying therefor for

the purpose of purchasing, constructing, improving,repairing, or

maintaining a dwelling, or to discriminateagainst himin the fixing of

the amount, interest rate, duration, or other terms or conditions of

such loan or other financial assistance, because of the race , color, re

ligion, or national origin of such person or of any person associated

with him in connection with such loan or other financial assistance or

the purposes of such loan or other financial assistance, orof the present

or prospective owners, lessees, tenants, or occupants of the dwelling or

dwellings in relation to which such loan or other financial assistance

is to bemade or given : Provided, That nothing contained in this sec

1
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82 STAT . 84

Pub . Law 90-284

DISCRIMINATION IN THE PROVISION OF BROKERAGE SERVICES

Sec. 806. After December 31 , 1968, it shall be unlawfulto deny any

person access to or membershipor participation in any multiple- listing

service, real estate brokers' organization or other service, organization ,

or facility relating to the business of selling or renting dwellings, or

to discriminate against him in the terms or conditions of such access,

membership , or participation, on account of race, color , religion, or

national origin .

Authority and

responsibility .

Assistant Secre

tary .

42 USC 3533 .

42 USC 3535 .

Delegation of

authority .

ADMINISTRATION

Sec. 808. ( a ) The authority and responsibility for administering

this Act shall be in the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.

80 Stat . 415 ,

528 ,
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April 11 , 1968 . 13 . Pub. Law 90-284

82 STAT , 85

in a manner affirmatively to further the purposes of this title and

shall cooperate with the Secretary to further such purposes.

( e ) The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development shall

EDUCATION AND CONCILIATION

Sec. 809. Immediately after the enactment of this title the Secretary
shall commence such educational and conciliatory activities as in his

judgment will further the purposes of this title . He shall call confer

ences of persons in the housing industry and other interested parties to

acquaintthem with the provisions of this title and his suggested means

of implementing it , and shall endeavor with their advice to work out

programs of voluntary compliance and of enforcement . He may pay

per diem , travel , andtransportation expenses for persons attending

such conferences as provided in section 5703 of title5 of the United

States Code. He shall consult with State and local officials and other 80 Stat . 499 .

interested parties to learn the extent , if any , to which housing dis

crimination exists in their State or locality, and whether and how State

or local enforcement programs mightbe utilized to combat such dis

crimination in connectionwith or in place of, the Secretary's enforce

ment of this title. The Secretary shall issue reports on such conferences Reports on

and consultations as he deems appropriate.

ENFORCEMENT

Sec. 810. ( a ) Any person who claims to have been injured by a complaints.

discriminatory housing practice or who believes thathe will be irrev- Procedure for

ocably injured by a discriminatory, housing practicethat is about to filing.

occur ( hereafter “ person aggrieved ” ) mayfile a complaint with the

Secretary. Complaints shall be in writing and shall contain such infor

mation and be in such form as the Secretary requires. Upon receipt of

such a complaint the Secretary shall furnish a copy of the same to the

person or persons who allegedly committedor are about to commit the

alleged discriminatoryhousing practice. Within thirty daysafter re

ceiving a complaint, or within thirty days after the expiration of any

period of reference under subsection ( c ) , the Secretary shall investi

gate the complaint and give notice in writing to the person aggrieved

whether he intends to resolve it. If the Secretary decides to resolve the

complaint, he shall proceed to try to eliminate or correct the alleged

discriminatory housing practice by informal methods of conference,

conciliation, and persuasion. Nothingsaid or done in the course of such

informal endeavors may be made public or used as evidence in a sub
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82 STAT . 86

Penalty .

Pub . Law 90-284

Commencement of

civil actions .
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Pub , Law 90-284 - 16 -

Sec. 812. ( a ) The rights granted by sections 803, 804, 805, and 806

may be enforced by civil actions in appropriate United States district

courts without regard to the amount in controversyand in appropriate

State or local courts of general jurisdiction. A civil action shall be

commenced within one hundred and eighty days after the alleged dis

criminatory housing practice occurred : Provided, however, That the

court shall continue such civil case brought pursuant to this section or

section 810 ( d ) from time to time before bringing it to trial if the

court believes that the conciliation efforts of the Secretary or a State

orlocal agency are likely to result in satisfactory settlement of the dis

criminatory housing practice complained of in the complaint made to

the Secretary or to the local or State agency and which practice forms

the basis for the action in court : And provided, however, That any

sale, encumbrance, or rental consummated prior to the issuance of any

court order issued under the authority of this Act, and involving a

bona fide purchaser, encumbrancer, ortenant without actual notice of

the existence of the filing of a complaint or civil action under the

provisions of this Act shall not be affected.
Civil action

without fees ,

etc.

Damages, limi

tation .

ENFORCEMENT BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Sec. 813. ( a ) Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause

to believe thatany person or group of persons is engaged in a patter

or practice of resistance to the full enjoyment of any of the rights

granted by this title, or that any groupof persons has been denied any

of the rights granted by this title and such denial raises an issue of

general public importance, he may bring a civil action in any appro

priate United States district courtby filing with it a complaintsetting

forth the facts and requesting such preventive relief, includingan

application for a permanentor temporary injunction, restraining

ord or other order against the personorpersons responsible for such

pattern or practice ordenial of rights, as he deemsnecessary to insure

the full enjoyment of the rights granted by this title.

EXPEDITION OF PROCEEDINGS

Sec . 814. Any court in which a proceeding is instituted under section

812 or 813 of this title shall assign the case for hearing at the earliest

practicabledateandcausethe case to be in every wayexpedited.

1
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COOPERATION WITII STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES ADMINISTERIXG FAIR

APPROPRIATIONS

Sec. 818. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums
as are necessary to carry out the purposes of this title .

SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS

Sec. 819. If any provision of this title or the application thereof to
any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the title

and the application of the provision to other persons not similarly

situated or to other circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
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Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( as amended

TITLE V-PUBLIC LAW 93–495

Sec.

502. Findings and purpose .

503. Amendment to the Consumer Credit Pro

§ 502. Findings and purpose

§ 701. Prohibited discrimination; reasons for ad

verse action *

§ 503. Amendment to the Consumer Credit Pro

tection Act

TITLE VII — EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY

Sec .

701. Prohibited discrimination ; reasons for ad

* Effective date for amendments to section 701 is

March 23, 1977. All other amendments are effective upon

enactment.

1
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requested. Such term does not include a refusal

to extend additional credit under an existing

credit arrangement where the applicant is delin

quent or otherwise in default, or where such

additional credit would exceed a previously estab

lished credit limit.

( 3 ) any special purpose credit program of

fered by a profitmaking organization to meet

special social needs which meets standards pre

§ 702. Definitions
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or household purposes, if the Board makes an

express finding that the application of such provi

sion or provisions would not contribute substan

tially to carrying out the purposes of this title .

Such regulations shall be prescribed as soon as

possible after the date of enactment of this Act ,

but in no event later than the effective date of

this Act.

( 4 ) The Acts to regulate commerce , by the In

terstate Commerce Commission with respect to

any common carrier subject to those Acts .

$ 704. Administrative enforcement
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under that Act. All of the functions and powers

of the Federal Trade Commission under the Fed

eral Trade Commission Act are available to the

Commission to enforce compliance by any person

with the requirements imposed under this title ,

irrespective of whether that person is engaged in

commerce or meets any other jurisdictional tests

in the Federal Trade Commission Act, including

the power to enforce any Federal Reserve Board

regulation promulgated under this title in the

same manner as if the violation had been a viola

tion of a Federal Trade Commission trade regu

lation rule .

bring a legal action to recover monetary dam

ages either under this title or under such State

law, but not both . This election of remedies shall

not apply to court actions in which the relief

sought does not include monetary damages or to

administrative actions .

§ 705. Relation to State laws

8 706. Civil liability

37-415 O - 79 - 26

1
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failures of compliance by the creditor , the re

sources of the creditor, the number of persons ad

versely affected, and the extent to which the

creditor's failure of compliance was intentional .

unable to obtain compliance with section 701 , are

authorized to refer the matter to the Attorney

General with a recommendation that an appro

priate civil action be instituted .
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REGULATION B

( 12 CFR 202)

Effective March 23, 1977

( Amended March 13 and April 21 , 1978 )

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY

SECTION 202.1 - AUTHORITY, SCOPE ,

ENFORCEMENT, PENALTIES AND

LIABILITIES, INTERPRETATIONS

( a ) Authority and scope. This Part 1 comprises

the regulations issued by the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System pursuant to Title

VII ( Equal Credit Opportunity Act) of the Con

sumer Credit Protection Act, as amended ( 15

U.S.C. 1601 et seq. ) . Except as otherwise pro

vided herein , this Part applies to all persons who

are creditors, as defined in section 202.2 ( 1) .

posed under the Act and this Part will be en

forced by the Federal Trade Commission.

1 As usedherein, the words " this Part” mean Regula

tion B, 12 CFR 202.

33
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§ 202.2 REGULATION B

( 3 ) Any request for public comment on an

official staff interpretation of this part must be in

writing and addressed to the Secretary, Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Wash

ington , D.C. 20551 , and postmarked or received

by the Secretary's office within 30 days of the in

terpretation's publication in the Federal Register.

The request must contain a statement setting forth

the reasons why the person making the request

believes that public comment would be appro

priate .

( 3 ) As provided in section 706 ( f ) , a civil

action under the Act or this part may be brought

in the appropriate United States district court

without regard to the amount in controversy or

in any other court of competent jurisdiction with

in two years after the date of the occurrence of

the violation or within one year after the com

mencement of an administrative enforcement

proceeding or a civil action brought by the At

torney General within two years after the al

leged violation .

SECTION 202.2 — DEFINITIONS

AND RULES OF CONSTRUCTION

For the purposes of this part, unless the con

text indicates otherwise , the following definitions

and rules of construction shall apply : 2

4
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REGULATION B
$ 202.2

( i ) a refusal to grant credit in substantially the

amount or on substantially the terms requested in

an application unless the creditor offers to grant

credit other than in substantially the amount or on

substantially the terms requested by the applicant

and the applicant uses or expressly accepts the

credit offered; or

does not include the use of an account or line of

credit to obtain an amount of credit that does

not exceed a previously established credit limit .

A completed application for credit means an ap

plication in connection with which a creditor has

received all the information that the creditor

regularly obtains and considers in evaluating ap

plications for the amount and type of credit re

quested ( including, but not limited to, credit re

ports , any additional information requested from

the applicant, and any approvals or reports by

governmental agencies or other persons that are

necessary to guarantee, insure, or provide security

for the credit or collateral ) ; provided, however,

that the creditor has exercised reasonable dili

gence in obtaining such information . Where an

application is incomplete respecting matters that

the applicant can complete , a creditor shall make

a reasonable effort to notify the applicant of the

incompleteness and shall allow the applicant a

reasonable opportunity to complete the applica

tion .

( 3) An action that falls within the definition of

both subsections ( c ) ( 1 ) and ( c) ( 2 ) shall be governed

by the provisions of subsection ( c) ( 2 ) .
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1

§ 202.2 REGULATION B

tion in a credit transaction involves honoring a

credit card.

statistical principles and is adjusted as necessary

to maintain its predictive ability .

6
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REGULATION B § 202.3

need. The term includes, but is not limited to,

Aid to Families with Dependent Children , food

stamps, rent and mortgage supplement or assist

ance programs, Social Security and Supplemental

Security Income, and unemployment compensa

tion.

SECTION 202.3 — SPECIAL TREATMENT

FOR CERTAIN CLASSES OF

are not classified as elderly applicants and are

most favored by a creditor on the basis of age.

( a) Classes of transactions afforded special treat

ment. Pursuant to section 703 ( a) of the Act, the

following classes of transactions are afforded

specialized treatment:

7
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§ 202.4 REGULATION B

credit primarily for agricultural purposes, but ex

cluding extensions of credit of the types described

in subsections ( a) ( 1 ) and ( 2) ; and

( 4 ) section 202.5 ( d ) ( 3 ) concerning information

about the sex of an applicant to the extent neces

sary for medical records or similar purposes ;

SECTION 202.4 — GENERAL RULE

PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION

A creditor shall not discriminate against an

applicant on a prohibited basis regarding any

aspect of a credit transaction.

SECTION 202.5 — RULES CONCERNING

( a) Discouraging applications. A creditor shall

not make any oral or written statement, in adver

8
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REGULATION B § 202.5

tising or otherwise, to applicants or prospective

applicants that would discourage on a prohibited

basis a reasonable person from making or pur

suing an application .

( v ) the applicant is relying on alimony , child

support, or separate maintenance payments from

a spouse or former spouse as a basis for repay

ment of the credit requested.

4 This subsection is not intended to limit or abrogate

any Federal or State law regarding privacy, privileged

information, credit reporting limitations, or similar re

strictions on obtainable information. Furthermore, permis

sion to request information should not be confused with

how it may be utilized , which is governed by section

202.6 ( rules concerning evaluation of applications ) .

5 This provision does not preclude requesting relevant

information that may indirectly disclose marital status,

such as asking about liability to pay alimony, child sup

port, or separate maintenance; the source of income to be

used as a basis for the repayment of the credit requested,

which may disclose that it is a spouse's income; whether

any obligation disclosed by the applicant has a co -obligor,

which may disclose that the co -obligor is a spouse or

former spouse; or the ownership of assets, which may

disclose the interest of a spouse , when such assets are

relied upon in extending the credit. Such inquiries are

allowed by the general rule of subsection ( b ) ( 1 ) .

9
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in accordance with the provisions of clauses ( 2 )

or ( 3 ) of the preceding sentence or the instruc

tions to Appendix B , that creditor shall be deemed

to be acting in compliance with the provisions of

subsections ( c ) and ( d ) .

SECTION 202.6 — RULES CONCERNING

mony, child support, or separate maintenance

payments.

( a ) General rule concerning use of information.

Except as otherwise provided in the Act and this

Part, a creditor may consider in evaluating an ap

plication any information that the creditor obtains,

so long as the information is not used to dis

criminate against an applicant on a prohibited

basis.

7 The legislative history of the Act indicates that the

Congress intended an " effects test ” concept, as outlined

in the employment field by the Supreme Court in the

cases of Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 ( 1971 ) ,

and Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405 ( 1975 ) ,

to be applicable to a creditor's determination of credit

worthiness. See SenateReport to accompany H.R. 6516 ,

No. 94-589, pp. 4-5 ; House Report to accompany H.R.

6516 , No. 94-210, p. 5 .

G A creditor also may continue to use any application

form that complies with the requirements of the October

28, 1975 version of Regulation B until its present stock

of those forms is exhausted or until March 23, 1978,

whichever occurs first. The provisions of this part shall

not determine and are not evidence of the meaning of

the requirements of the previous version of Regulation B.

1
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REGULATION B § 202.7

for the purpose of determining a pertinent ele

ment of creditworthiness .

but are not limited to , whether the payments are

received pursuant to a written agreement or court

decree ; the length of time that the payments have

been received ; the regularity of receipt; the avail

ability of procedures to compel payment; and the

creditworthiness of the payor, including the credit

history of the payor where available to the credi

tor under the Fair Credit Reporting Act or other

applicable laws.

9 Concerning income derived from a public assistance

program, a creditor may consider, for example, the length

of time an applicant has been receiving such income ;

whether an applicant intends to continue to reside in the

jurisdiction in relation to residency requirements for

benefits; and the status of an applicant's dependents to

ascertain whether benefits that the applicant is presently

receiving will continue.

SECTION 202.7—RULES CONCERNING

( a) Individual accounts. A creditor shall not

refuse to grant an individual account to a credit

worthy applicant on the basis of sex , marital

status , or any other prohibited basis .

11
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an account in a birth-given first name and a sur- creditor to be necessary , under applicable State

name that is the applicant's birth -given surname, law to make the community property available to

the spouse's surname , or a combined surname . satisfy the debt in the event of default if :

12
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REGULATION B § 202.8

SECTION 202.84SPECIAL PURPOSE

( a) Standards for programs. Subject to the pro

visions of subsection ( b ) , the Act and this Part are

not violated if a creditor refuses to extend credit

to an applicant solely because the applicant does

not qualify under the special requirements that

define eligibility for the following types of special

purpose credit programs :

from a public assistance program, or good faith

exercise of any right under the Consumer Credit

Protection Act or any State law upon which an

exemption has been granted therefrom by the

Board ; except that all program participants may

be required to share one or more of those char

acteristics so long as the program was not estab

lished and is not administered with the purpose of

evading the requirements of the Act or this part.

SECTION 202.9 — NOTIFICATIONS

( a ) Notification of action taken, ECOA notice,

and statement of specific reasons.

13
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creditor and either no credit is offered or the

applicant does not expressly accept or use any

credit offered , then each creditor taking adverse

action must comply with this section. The re

quired notification may be provided indirectly

through a third party, which may be one of the

creditors , provided that the identity of each cred

itor taking adverse action is disclosed . When

ever the notification is to be provided through a

third party, a creditor shall not be liable for any

act or omission of the third party that constitutes

a violation of this section if the creditor accu

rately and in a timely manner provided the third

party with the information necessary for the

notification and was maintaining procedures rea

sonably adapted to avoid any such violation.

( 1 ) Notification of action taken . A creditor shall

notify an applicant of action taken within :

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act pro

hibits creditors from discriminating against credit

applicants on the basis of race, color, religion , na

tional origin, sex, marital status, age ( provided

that the applicant has the capacity to enter into

a binding contract) ; because all or part of the

applicant's income derives from any public assist

ance program ; or because the applicant has in

good faith exercised any rightunderthe Consumer

Credit Protection Act . The Federal agency that

administers compliance with this law concerning

this creditor is ( name and address as specified by

the appropriate agency listed in Appendix A ) .

14
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Street address :icies or that the applicant failed to achieve the

qualifying score on the creditor's credit scoring

system are insufficient. Telephone number:

STATEMENT OF CREDIT DENIAL,

DATE

Applicant's Name :

Applicant's Address :

Information obtained from an outside source

other than a consumer reporting agency.

Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act , you

have the right to make a written request,

within 60 days of receipt of this notice, for

disclosure of the nature of the adverse in

formation.

Creditor's name :

Creditor's address :

Description of Account, Transaction , or Requested

Credit:

Description of Adverse Action Taken : Creditor's telephone number :

[ Add ECOA Notice]

PRINCIPAL REASON( S) FOR ADVERSE

( 3 ) Other information. The notification re

quired by subsection ( a ) ( 1 ) may include other

information so long as it does not detract from

the required content . This notification also may

be combined with any disclosures required under

other titles of the Consumer Credit Protection Act

or any other law, provided that all requirements

for clarity and placement are satisfied ; and it may

appear on either or both sides of the paper if

there is a clear reference on the front to any

information on the back.

DISCLOSURE OF USE OF INFORMATION

OBTAINED FROM AN OUTSIDE SOURCE

37-415 0 - 79 - 27

15
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ered or mailed to the applicant's last known ad- ( ii ) designate any such account to reflect

dress or, in the case of an oral notification , when the fact of participation of both spouses ; 13 and

the creditor communicates with the applicant.

12 If a creditor learns that new parties have under

taken payment on an account, then the subsequent his

16
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REGULATION B § 202.13

( B ) the statement of specific reasons for

adverse action ; and

that receives an application for consumer credit

relating to the purchase of residential real prop

erty, where the extension of credit is to be secured

by a lien on such property, shall request as part

of any written application for such credit the

following information regarding the applicant and

joint applicant ( if any ) :

SECTION 202.13 — INFORMATION FOR

19 See footnote 18 .

19
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[ Reproduced with permission of the publishers from Equal

Öpportunity in Housing, Copyright 1978 by Prentice-HaTT,
Inc. Englewood Cliffs New Jersey 07632 ]
6-14-78

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

..........

0 [ 4081 ]

Og [ f 4081.1] 8 528.1 Definitions. Asused in this Part 528—

0 [ 1 4081.1a] 8 528.la Supplementary guidelines.- The Board's $ 531.8 policy

statement supplements, and should be read together with, Part 528. Refer also to

12 CFR 202, Federal Reserve Regulation B.

0 [ 1 4081.2] 8528.2 Nondiscrimination in lending and other services .— ( See
also , $ 531.8 ( b ) and ( c ) . )

1|
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4082 Federal Regulations

( 4 ) the present or prospective owners, lessees, tenants, or occupants of other

dwellings in the vicinity of the dwelling ( s ) for which such loan or other service is

to be made or given .

[ 1 4081.2a ] 8 528.2a Nondiscriminatory appraisal and underwriting- ( See

also, § 531.8 ( b ) , ( c ) ( 6 ) , and ( c ) ( 7 ) . )

0 [ f4081.3 ] 8528.3 Nondiscrimination in applications.- ( See also, $ 531.8 ( a )

through ( d) . )

0 [ 1 4081.4] § 528.4 Nondiscriminatory advertising . — No member institution

maydirectly or indirectly engage in any form of advertising which implies or sug .

gests a policy of discrimination or exclusion in violation of Title VIII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1968, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, or this part. Advertisements

other than for savings shall include a facsimile of the following logotype and legend

( except that the legend " Equal Opportunity Lender " may be substituted for the

legend " Equal Housing Lender " ) :

07 [ f4081.5 ] 8 528.5 Equal Housing Lender Poster.- ( a ) Each member in

stitution shall post and maintain one or more Equal Housing Lender Posters, the

text of which is prescribed in paragraph ( b ) of this section , in the lobby of each of

its offices in a prominent place or places readily apparent to all persons seeking

loans. The poster shall be at least 11 by 14 inches in size, and the text shall be

easily legible. It is recommended that member institutions post a Spanish language

version of the poster in offices serving areas with a substantial Spanish -speaking

population.
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5-31-78 HLBB Nondiscrimination Requirements 4083

the legend " Equal Opportunity Lender" may be substituted for the legend " Equal

Housing Lender " ) :

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

WE DO BUSINESS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FEDERAL

FAIR HOUSING LAW AND THE EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT

IT IS ILLEGAL TO :

DISCOURAGE a loan inquiry or refuse to accept a written loan application ;

[ 1 4081.6] 8528.6 Monitoring information.- ( a ) Information to be requested.

( 1 ) Each member institution which receives an in-person or written application from

a natural person for a loan related to a dwelling shall request, but not require, either

on the application form or a form referring to the application, the following informa

tion regarding the applicant and joint applicant ( if any ) :

© 1978 P-H Inc. EOH - See Cross Reference Table for latest developments

94081.6
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4084 Federal Regulations

( i ) race /national origin, using the categories American Indian or Alaskan

Native; Asian or Pacific Islander ; Black ; White; Hispanic ; Other ( specify ) ;

( d )

0 [ 1 4081.7 ] 8528.7 Nondiscrimination in employment.- ( a ) No member in

stitution shall, because of an individual's race, color, religion, sex , or national

origin :

( 1 ) Fail or refuse to hire such individual;

( 2 ) Discharge such individual;
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4084 - B

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

O [ 1 4083 ]
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!

6-14-78
HLBB Nondiscrimination Guidelines

( 7 )

© 1978 P-H Inc. EOH-See Cross Reference Table for latest developments
94083.8
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4084 - D Federal Regulations

such as parks and recreation areas, availability of public utilities and municipal

services, and exposure to flooding and land faults. However, arbitrary decisions

based on age or location are prohibited , since many older, soundly constructed

homes provide housing opportunities which may be precluded by an arbitrary

lending policy.
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FDIC
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION , Washington , D.C. 20429

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

BL - 25-78

April 5, 1978

TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF INSURED STATE NONMEMBER BANKS :

SUBJECT : Fair Housing Regulations ( Part 338 ) and Enforcement Program

This letter transmits a copy of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's Fair Housing Regulations

( Part 338 ) adopted by the Corporation's Board of Directors on March 14, 1978, and published in

the Federal Register on March 20, 1978 ( 43 Fed . Reg. 11564 ) .

The provisions of Part 338 become effective on May 19, 1978, and will require insured State

nonmember banks to ( 1 ) display a new Fair Housing Lender Poster, ( 2 ) observe rules regarding non

discriminatory advertising, and ( 3 ) keep records on home loans.

These regulations are intended to provide a basis for a more effective FDIC fair housing lending

enforcement program under the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act. The infor

mation which the regulations require the banks to obtain and record is necessary for the execution

of this program .

As defined in the regulations, a home loan means any extension of credit relating to the purchase,

construction, refinancing, improvement, repair , or maintenance of a dwelling which : ( 1 ) is or will be

comprised of one to four residential units, at least one of which the applicant intends to occupy as a

principal residence ; and ( 2 ) secures or will secure the extension of credit .

The new regulations establish recordkeeping requirements for insured State nonmember banks with

respect to home loan inquiries and applications. An inquiry is defined to mean a written or an oral

in -person request by an individual for information about the terms of a home loan which is received

on a bank's premises by a bank employee who is authorized to receive such requests. An application

is a written or an oral in-person request by an individual for a home loan which is received in the

same fashion Neither definition includes telephone requests.

All insured State nonmember banks will be required to request and retain information on the name,

address, race/national origin , sex, marital status , and age of persons making inquiries about the

applications for home loans. In addition, these banks will be required to request and retain infor

mation on the location of the property involved . If the applicant or inquirer refuses to provide the

information concerning race/national origin or sex , the bank is required to note the information on

the basis of observation or surname .

Each insured State nonmember bank having an office located in a Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Area ( SMSA ) and assets exceeding $ 10 million will also be required to request and retain credit

related information for home loan applications. This information will be substantially similar to the

information requested on the model residential loan application form contained in Appendix B of

( FRB ) Regulation B and may be recorded on one or more forms presently being used by the banks.
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Further, each such bank will be required to maintain a log- sheet on applicant and inquirer informa

tion . The banks will be required to log :

о Reorge A. Le nainstre
George A. LeMaistre

Distribution : Insured State nonmember Banks ( main and branch offices ) .
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TITLE 12 Banks and Banking

CHAPTER III FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Part 338 -- Fair Housing

Fair Housing Advertising , Poster , and

AGENCY : Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

ACTION : Final rules .

SUMMARY : The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ( " FDIC " )

adopts a new Part 338 to its Rules and Regulations which : ( 1 )

incorporates an amended version of the advertising and poster

requirements contained in the FDIC's policy statement on fair

housing entitled " Nondiscrimination in Real Estate Loan Activi

ties , " ana ( 2 ) establishes recordkeeping requirements for monitoring

insured State nonmember bank compliance with the Federal fair

housing laws . The regulations are intended to provide a basis

for a more effective FDIC fair housing enforcement program .

EFFECTIVE DATE : Sixty ( 60 ) days from date of publication .

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT : Jerry L. Langley , Attorney ,

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation , 550 17th Street , N.W. ,

Washington , D.C. 20429 , telephone ( 202 ) 389-4237 .

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION : On October 7 , 1977 , the FDIC published

proposed fair housing regulations ( 42 Fed . Reg . 54566 ) pertaining

to the home loan practices of insured State nonmember banks . The

regulations were proposed by the FDIC under its responsibility to

require and enforce insured State nonmember bank compliance with

the Fair Housing Act ( 42 U.S.C. S 3601 , et seq . ) and the Equal

Creäit Opportunity Act ( 15 U.S.C. S 1691 , et seq. ) . Comments on

the proposed regulations were solicited from the public . After

a careful review of all comments received , the Board of Directors

nas decided to adopt the regulations as originally proposed ,

with the following modifications :
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( 2 ) Section 338.2 concerning nondiscriminatory advertising

was changed to state more completely the manner in which a

bank may satisfy the Equal Housing Lender notice requirement

specified in the section .

( b ) The recordkeeping requirements were changed for

rural banks ( i.e. , banks located outside of SMSAS ) and banks

with $ 10 million or less in total assets . These banks are not

required to request the extensive credit- related information

outlined in the proposed regulations with respect to applications ;

nor are they required to keep log -sheets on applicant and inquirer

information . However , the banks located within SMSAS and with

total assets exceeding $ 10 million will be required to request

the credit-related information from home loan applicants and to

maintain log - sheets on applicant and inquirer information .

( a ) The separate recordkeeping requirements and sample

loan forms for home mortgage loans and home improvement loans

were eliminated . One set of requirements was established for

both types of loans .
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( e ) New Collection of Data paragraphs ( SS 338.4 ( a ) ( 1 ) ( ii )

and 338.4 ( a ) ( 2 ) ( iii ) ) were added to provide guidance to the banks

concerning when the information is to be collected and what the

bank is required to do in the event the requested information is

not provided by an applicant or inquirer .

of the 188 comments received , the vast majority were from

insured State nonmember banks ( or their representatives ) which

generally opposed the issuance of the recordkeeping portion of

the regulations on the ground that it would impose an unwarranted

burden on their institutions . Accordingly , they suggested that

this part of the regulations should not be adopted . The FDIC

believes that the recordkeeping component of the regulations is

essential for an effective fair housing enforcement program because

it requires the compilation of records necessary for monitoring

compliance with the fair housing laws . While it recognizes that

the provisions will place some additional burden on the banks ,

it does not believe that the burden is so significant as to

warrant the elimination of those provisions. As was noted by

the American Bankers Association in its comments , virtually all

of the information required to be requested by the proposed

regulations is already maintained by most banks. The FDIC has

made every effort to impose the minimum administrative burden on

the banks consistent with its need to carry out its monitoring

aná enforcement responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act and

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act . The FDIC will review the

recordkeeping requirements periodically for the purpose of

assessing their effectiveness .

Among the other suggestions which were not adopted are

the following :
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( 2 ) It was suggested that the provision directing banks to

make race and sex notations about inquirers and applicants on

the basis of visual observations should be eliminated because

it requires an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy . The

FDIC does not believe that the requirement involves a question

of invasion of personal privacy since it merely requires a bank

officer to record for FDIC's enforcement program that information

which the bank officer has observed and will generally possess in

any event . The observation requirement has been included in order to

maximize the amount of information collected for monitoring purposes .

PART 338 - FAIR HOUSING

Sec .

338.1 Definitions .

338.2 Nondiscriminatory Advertising..

338.3 Equal Housing Lender Poster .

338.4 Recordkeeping Requirements .

338.5 Mortgage Lending of a Controlled Entity .

AUTHORITY : Sec . 2 , Pub . L. 86-671 , 74 Stat . 547 , 12 u.s.c. 1817 ;

sec . 8 , Pub . L. 797 , 64 Stat . 879 , as amended by sec . 202 , 204 ,

Pub . L. 89-695 , 80 Stat . 1046 , 1054 and sec . 110 , Pub . L. 93-495 ,

88 Stat . 1506 , 12 U.S.c. 1818 ; sec . 9 , Pub . L. 797 , 64 Stat . 881 ,

as amended by sec . 205 , Pub . L. 89-695 , 80 Stat . 1055 , 12 U.S.C.

1819 ; sec . 203 , Pub . L. 89-695 , 80 Stat , 1053 , 12 u.s.c. 1920 ( b ) ;

sec . 805 , Pub . L. 90-284 , 82 Stat . 83 , 84 , as amended by sec . 808

Pub . L. 93-383 , 88 Stat . 729 , 42 U.S.C. 3605 , 3608 ; sec. 501 ,

Pub . L. 93-495 , 88 Stat . 1521 , as amended by sec . 2 , Pub . L.

94-239 , 90 Stat . 251 , 15 U.s.c. 1691 , et seq .; 40 F.R. 49306 ,

12 C.F.R. 202 ; 37 F.R. 3429 , 24 C.F.R. T10 .

37-415 0 - 79 - 28
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§ 338.1 Definitions .

( e ) " Dwelling " means any building , structure ( including

a mobile home ) , or portion thereof which is occupied as , or

designed or intended for occupancy as , a residence by one or

more natural persons and any vacant land which is offered for

sale or lease for the construction or location thereon of any

such building , structure or portion thereof .

( f ) " Home loan " means any extension of credit relating to :

( 2 ) the improvement , repair or maintenance of a dwelling

which is comprised of one to four residential units , at least

one of which the applicant intends to occupy as a principal

residence , and which secures or will secure the extension of
credit .

( 9 ) " Inquirer " means a natural person who makes an inquiry .

*/ Telephone communications are excluded .
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S 338.2 Nondiscriminatory Advertising .

( a ) Any bank which directly or through third parties engages

in any form of advertising of loans for the purpose of purchasing ,

constructing , improving , repairing , or maintaining a dwelling shall

prominently indicate in such advertisement , in a manner appropriate

to the advertising medium and format utilized , that the bank makes

such loans without regard to race , color , religion , sex or national

origin .

( 3 ) When an oral advertisement is used in conjunction

with a written or visual advertisement , the use of either of the

methods specified in subparagraphs ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) will satisfy the

requirements of this paragraph ( a ) .

§ 338.3 Equal Housing Lender Poster .

* / Telephone communications are excluded .
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EQUAL HOUSING

IT IS ALSO ILLEGAL UNDER THE
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( c ) The Equal Housing Lender Poster specified in this

section was adopted under section 110.25 ( b ) of the United States

Department of Housing and Urban Development's Rules and

Regulations as an authorized substitution for the poster
required in section 110.25 ( a ) of those rules and regulations .

It replaces the poster required by FDIC's 1972 policy statement

on fair housing entitled " Nondiscrimination in Real Estate Loan
Activities . "

$ 338.4 Recordkeeping Requirements .

( a ) Records to be Retained .

( 1 ) A bank which has no office located in a Standard

metropolitan Statistical Area ( " SMSA " ) , as defined by the Federal

Office of Management and Budget , or which had total assets as of

December 31 of the preceding calendar year of $ 10 million or less

shall request and retain the following information :

( i ) Data on Home Loan Inquirers and Applicants .

( A ) Name .

( B ) Address .

( C ) Race /national origin , using the categories

( D ) Sex .

( E ) Marital status, using the categories

( F ) Age .

( G ) Location ( street address , city , state ,

* / These records are to be retained for the purpose of monitoring
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( ii ) Collection of Data . No bank shall engage

in any activity which discourages an applicant or inquirer

from providing the information in subparagraph ( a ) ( 1 ) ( i ) .

Each bank shall attempt to collect the information in the

subparagraph during the initial contact with the inquirer or

applicant. If the applicant or inquirer refuses to furnish

all or part of this information , the bank shall note the fact or

have the applicant or inquirer note the fact on the form used for

recoraing the information . If the information regarding the race

and sex is not voluntarily furnished , the bank shall , on the basis

of visual observations or surnames, separately note the information

on the form or an attached document .

( i ) Data on Home Loan Inquirers and Applicants.

( A ) Name .

( B ) Adaress .

( C ) Race /national origin , using the categories

( D ) Sex .

( E ) Marital Status , using the categories married ,

( F ) Age .

( G ) Location ( street address , city , state , and

Except for census tract information in subparagraph ( a ) ( 2 )

( ii ) ( B ) ( 5 ) , all information is listed on the Residential Loan

Application Form contained in Appendix B of Regulation B of

the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ( 12 C.F.R.

202 , Appendix B ) . The information may be recorded on the

Regulation B model Residential Loan Application Form or on

one or more existing form or forms used by the bank .
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( ii) Additional Data on Applications for Home Loans.

( 1 ) Employment .

( a ) Number of years employed in present

( b ) Self-employed Yes or No.

( c ) Years on Present Job -- ( Number of

( a ) Base Employment Income . ( Enter only

( 0 ) Other Income . ( Average per month . If

( Each dependent should be counted

only once . The applicant and any
co-applicant ( s ) should be excluded . )
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( 4 ) Total Assets .

( a ) Liquid assets . ( Include all cash nd

( b ) All other assets .

( 5 ) Total Liabilities .

Exclude any liabilities which will result

from the approval of the application and

list the following :

( a ) Liabilities which will be satisfied

( b ) All other outstanding liabilities .

( 6 ) Total Monthly Payments on Liabilities.

( a ) Payments on liabilities which will be

( 7 ) Customer ( s ) of Bank -- Yes or No.

( B ) Characteristics of Subject Property .

( 1 ) Year Built .

( 2 ) Purchase Price or Approximate Current
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( 3 ) Value of Land ( Construction Loan Only ) .

( 4 ) StreetAddress ,City ,County , State , Zip Code .

( 5 ) Census Tract .

( 6 ) Number of Residential Units .

( C ) Characteristics of Loan Request .

( 1 ) Purpose of Loan .

( a ) Purchase of existing dwelling .

( b ) Refinancing of existing home loan .

( c ) Construction loan only .

( d ) Construction-Permanent .

( e ) Other , including loan for improvement ,

( 2 ) Type Mortgage .

( a ) Conventional .

( b ) VA .

( c ) FHA .

( d ) Other ( specify ) .

( 3 ) Amount of Loan .

( 4 ) Interest Rate .

( 5 ) Months to Maturity .

( For short-term , renewable mortgages or

those with some other provision for varying

rates , a brief explanation of the provisions

should be appended to the application form . )
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( 6 ) Monthly Payment , Principal and Interest .

( 7 ) Estimated Total closing costs.

( 8 ) Estimated closing costs Paid by Seller .

( 9 ) Estimated Real Estate Taxes and Insurance .

( iii ) Collection of Data .

( A ) Each bank shall attempt to collect that information

in subparagraph ( a ) ( 2 ) ( i ) during the initial contact with the

inquirer or applicant . If the applicant or inquirer refuses to

furnish all or part of this information , the bank shall note the

fact or have the applicant or inquirer note the fact on the form

used for recording the information . If the information regarding

race and sex is not voluntarily furnished , the bank shall , on the

basis of visual observations or surnames , separately note the
information on the form or an attached document .

( B ) No bank shall engage in any activity which

discourages an applicant or inquirer from providing the information

in subparagraphs ( a ) ( 2 ) ( i ) and ( a ) ( 2 ) ( ii ) . If the bank is unable to

obtain any part of the information requested of the applicant

under subparagraph ( a ) ( 2 ) ( ii ) , it shall note the reason in the

application file . Also , if the bank rejects an application before

it has had the opportunity to collect all of the information

under subparagraph ( a ) ( 2 ) ( ii ) , it shall note the reason for the

rejection in the application file and need not obtain the remain

ing information .

( iv ) Log - Sheet . In addition to the other recordkeeping

requirements specified in this subparagraph ( a ) ( 2 ) , each bank

covered by the provision shall keep a log - sheet on its home loan

inquiries and applications by bank office . The log- sheet shall

contain the information reflected on the sample form in Appendix A.

The bank shall be able to trace each entry on the log-sheet to the

relevant inquiry or application file , using the name of the inqui

rer or applicant or a unique case number assigned by the bank .

( b ) Disclosure to Applicant or Inquirer .

The bank shall advise an applicant or inquirer that :

1
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is being requested to enable the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation to monitor compliance with the Federal Fair Housing

and Equal Credit Opportunity Acts which prohibit creditors from

discriminating against applicants or inquirers on these bases ;

( 2 ) the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation encourages

the applicant or inquirer to provide the information requested ;

( 3 ) if the applicant or inquirer refuses to provide the

information concerning race /national origin or sex , the bank is

required , where possible , to note the information on the basis

of visual observations or surnames .

( c ) Record Retention .

( d ) Substitute System .

The recordkeeping provisions of section 338.4 constitute

a substitute monitoring program adopted under section 202.13 ( d )

of Regulation B of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System ( 12 C.F.R. S 202.13 ( d ) ) . A bank collecting the data in

compliance with section 338.4 will be in compliance with the

recordkeeping requirements of section 202.13 of Regulation B.

( e ) Review of Records .

Each bank shall make all information collected under

paragraph ( a ) available to FDIC examiners for review upon request .

§ 338.5 Mortgage Lending of a Controlled Entity .

Any bank which refers any applicants or inquirers to a

controlled entity and which purchases any home loans originated
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by the controlled entity , as a condition to transacting any

business with the controlled entity , shall require the controlled

entity to enter into a written agreement with the bank . The

written agreement shall provide that the controlled entity

( a ) shall comply with the requirements of SS 338.2 , 338.3 and

338.4 ; ( b ) shall open its books and records to examination by

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation , and ( c ) shall comply

with all instructions and orders issued by the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation with respect to its home loan practices .

By order of the Board of Directors , Merck 147 , 1978 .

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Alar R Miller

Executive Secretary

( SEAL )
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1

Definition of " Application "

( Federal Reserve Board staff interpretation )

No. 8

Section

202.2 ( f ) .Application " procedures established

by a creditor

April 20 , 1978

This responds to your ... letter requesting a staff

interpretation of the definition of application ( particularly the

phrase " made in accordance with procedures established by a creditor

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation B prohibit

discrimination against credit applicants on nine specific bases .

Unless a lender's policies or procedures discriminate against an

applicant on a prohibited basis or have that effect , the lender may

adopt any policies or procedures that it wishes ( consistent with any

other applicable laws ) . For that reason ſ 202.2 ( f ) defines an appli

cation as a request " made in accordance with procedures established

by a creditor for the type of credit requested .

The focus , however , is on a lender's actual practices , not

its stated policies , governing each phase of the application process .

For example , even though a real estate lender's stated policy is to

require all applications to be in writing , if the lender makes a credit

decision based on an oral request , then an application has been " made
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in accordance with procedures established by ( that ) creditor .

The question of whether a credit decision has been made is one of fact

and turns , in the staff's opinion , on whether the lender has received

sufficient information about the applicant or the collateral on which

to base a credit decision ( again , considering its actual practices )
and whether the lender takes any action to reject the request or to

discourage its further pursuit .

The following examples illustrate the staff's views on when

an application has been received for Regulation B purposes in the con

text of residential real estate financing . Each example assumes that

the lender has a stated policy of considering applications only when

they are in writing .

Example A : Shopping Inquiry

A woman telephones or meets with a loan officer and states

that she is purchasing a home in the area and needs a loan . She asks

about the lender's loan terms . The loan officer quotes the lender's

current finance charge , maximum loan-to-value ratio , maximum maturity ,

and maximum loan amount . Since the finance charge may vary with the

amount of the downpayment or mortgage insurance may be required , the

loan officer asks the purchase price of the house and the amount of

the contemplated downpayment in order to provide the correct loan ·

term information . The woman supplies the requested information , writes

down the loan terms , and concludes the conversation . Has an " appli

cation " come into being ? No. Although the lender has received some

information regarding the woman ( the amount of the downpayment that

she has available ) and the property ( the purchase price ) , it has not

made any decision based upon that information .

Example B : Application is Made

As sume the same facts as in example A , except the woman ,

after learning the loan terms, asks for a 95% loan or states her

income and asks whether she qualifies for a loan from the lender .

The loan officer , for whatever reason , says no or indicates that

there is little point in the woman's applying for a loan . Has an

" application" for credit been made? Yes . The loan officer's

willingness to reject or discourage the woman's loan request indi

cates that the request was made in accordance with the application

process used by the lender .

Note that , although an application has been received , the

lender may not have taken adverse action as defined in 202.2 ( c ) of

Regulation B if applicable law prohibits the lender from making the

requested loan or the lender does not extend residential mortgage
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credit . Otherwise , adverse action has been taken , and the notification

and record retention provisions of the regulation apply . If the application

is conveyed via telephone and adverse action is taken , then the lender

must request the applicant's name and address . If the applicant refuses

to provide that information , then the lender , of course , has no further

notification obligation .

Example C : No Application Made

No , because the loan request was not made in " accordance

with procedures established by the creditor for the type of credit

requested . " The lender insists uniformly on written applications

before making any judgments . No evaluation has been made at this

point , and the lender's procedure for taking a " request for an

extension of credit" has been fully disclosed to the potential appli

cant . If the loan officer had made even a preliminary judgment and

communicated it to the potential applicant ( as in example B ) , then

the request would have to be treated as an application since , by

that action , the lender would be using an application process that

involves an evaluation of oral requests for credit .

Example D : Application Is Made

A woman telephones a financial institution and asks about

obtaining a loan . The person answering the phone asks about the

woman

37-415 0 - 79 - 29
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Example E : No Application Made

A woman visits a financial institution and asks about

obtaining a loan . The interviewing loan officer does not ask the

woman about her income, but she volunteers the information anyway .

The loan officer , instead of calculating the loan payment -to - income

ratio , provides the woman with a simple explanation of the lender's

policy on housing expense -to - income and debt - to - income ratios and

invites the woman to submit an application if she wishes . No " appli

cation" has been submitted up to this point . Although a request for

credit has been made , the application process used by the lender

requires applications to be in writing. This fact has been communicated

to the potential applicant , who has been invited to submit an

application in the manner required of all applicants .

Example F : Application is Made

A real estate broker telephones a loan officer at a financial

institution and asks if the lender will make a loan to a couple to finance

the purchase of a particular piece of property . The broker outlines

the couple's financial situation and the terms of the sale's contract .

The lender has maintained a relationship with the broker for a number

of years and regularly gives a preliminary indication as to whether it

will make loans to the broker's clients . Has an " application " been made ?

Yes , the couple's request for credit was communicated to the lender

by the broker . The fact that the lender was willing to evaluate the

the information provided and made a preliminary credit decision at that

point is evidence that the request is an application for purposes of

Regulation B.

As the examples above illustrate , the " procedures established

by a creditor for the type of credit requested " are those procedures

that are , in fact , employed . Lenders may not avoid their responsibi

lities under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation B by invoking

formal standards not consistently applied to all requests for credit .

I trust that this response clarifies when an application

exists for purposes of Regulation B. If I can be of further assistance ,

please let me know .

Very truly yours ,

Nathaniel E. Butler

Associate Director
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For immediate release
June 27 , 1978

NOTE : This release has been issued on behalf of the following

Comptroller of the Currency

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

National Credit Union Administration

Federal Reserve Board

Proposed guidelines for the enforcement of the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act , its implementing Regulation B , and the Fair Housing Act

were today issued for public comment by the five Federal agencies that

regulate banks , thrift institutions and credit unions .

Comment should be sent by September 1 , 1978 to Equal Credit

Opportunity Guidelines , Room B - 4107 , Washington , D.C. 20551 .

This was the second set of uniform guidelines worked out jointly

by the Federal regulators for enforcement of a major consumer credit

protection statute and proposed for comment . The agencies are currently

considering the first set , which was for the enforcenent of Truth - in

Lending and its implementing Regulation Z.

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits discrimination against

an applicant for credit on the basis of age , sex , marital status , race ,

color , religion or national origin . Other " prohibited bases " include

receipt of public assistance or good faith exercise of rights under the

Federal consumer credit protection laws . The Act also requires written

notice of credit denials .

The Fair Housing Act prohibits discrimination in residential

lending on the basis of race , color , religion , national origin or sex .

( 445 )
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The roual Credit Opportunity guidelines define " corrective action "

as a " course of conduct to be undertaken by a creditor at the direction of

an enforcing agency to correct the conditions resulting from violations of

the Act . "

In an accompanying general enforcement policy statement the five

agencies said :

" The objectives of the agencies ' enforcement policy are to

require corrective action for violations of the Act and to ensure compliance

in the future . The enforcing agencies will encourage voluntary correction

and compliance with the Act . Whenever substantive violations are discovered ,

however , a creditor that has not previously adopted a written loan policy

which is consistent with the Act will be required to adopt one and to formu

late a compliance plan to implement that policy .

ter of the violation , the condition of the creditor and the cost and

effectiveness of the corrective action -- and will make whatever modifi

cations it deems appropriate. If violations remain uncorrected , the

enforcing agency will take administrative action by appropriate means ,

such as a cease and desist order , to insure correction . "

The statement also said that corrective action would not preclude

the enforcing agencies from referring cases involving a pattern or practice

of discrimination to the Attorney General.

The draft guidelines include the following remedies for specific

violations of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , Regulation B and the Fair

Housing Act . The proposal was accompanied by comments to illustrate

Implementation of these suggested ranadies .
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1. If applications have been discouraged on a prohibited basis ,

the creditor would be required to solicit credit applications from the

discouraged class through affirmative advertising subject to review by

the enforcing agency . The creditor may also be required to inform

interested parties that it pursues a nondiscriminatory lending policy .

tion systems , the creditor would be required to reevaluate--according to

a written , nondiscriminatory loan policy--all credit applications rejected

during a period of time to be determined by the enforcement agencies and

to send letters soliciting new applications from individuals rejected on

a discriminatory basis . Any application fees previously paid by these

applicants would be refunded , and no new application fees would be

charged prior to the acceptance of an offer .

3. Where .a creditor has charged a higher rate of interest on

a prohibited basis or required insurance in violation of the Fair Housing

Act or the relevant section of Regulation B , corrective action would be

taken in the form of reimbursement or adjustment . In other cases where

more onerous terms have been imposed , such as a discriminatory down

payment , the creditor would be required to notify applicants of their

right to renegotiate the credit extention . The creditor would also be

required to offer to release the applicant from such illegally required

terms , and to reimburse the applicant for illegally required payments .

4. If a cosigner has been required on a prohibited basis ,

creditors would be required to offer to release any unnecessary cosigner

from liability , or to substitute a new cosigner if the applicant's

choice had been restricted on a prohibited basis .
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5. Creditors failing to provide appropriate notices of adverse

action must send such notices to all applicants denied credit within 25

months of the date of the compliance examination .

6. Creditors failing to maintain and report separate credit

histories for married persons would be required to obtain such information ,

to reflect the participation of both spouses on joint accounts , and to

properly report information . They must also notify joint account holders

that either spouse may want to reapply for credit denied since January 1 ,

1978 , on the basis of insufficient credit history .

Specific sanctions were also proposed for failure to collect

information for monitoring purposes and for termination of accounts on

a prohibited basis . Such accounts would be returned to their previous

condition , unless an evaluation justified other action .

The draft guidelines are attached .

-0
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

[ Reg . B ]

Equal Credit Opportunity

Joint Notice of Proposed Enforcement Guidelines

AGENCIES : The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System , the

Comptroller of the Currency , the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ,

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board , and the National Credit Union

Administration .

Proposed uniform guidelines for administrative enforcement

of Regulation B , Equal Credit Opportunity , and the Fair Housing Act .

This document sets forth the guidelines which the Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve System , the Comptroller of the

Currency , the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation , the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board and the National Credit Union Administration propose

to follow in order to correct the conditions resulting from violations

of Regulation B or the Fair Housing Act . The agencies believe that the

adoption of guidelines will promote uniform enforcement of the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act and Fair Housing Act .

DATES : Comments must be received on or before

( 60 days from publication in the Federal Register . )

ADDRESSES : Written comments should be addressed to :

Equal Credit Opportunity Guidelines

Room B - 4107

Washington , D.C. 20551
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FOR FUTHER INFORMATION CONTACT : William Resnik , Comptroller of the

Currency , 202-447-1600 ; Anne Geary , Federal Reserve Board , 202-452-2761 ;

Karl Seif , Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation , 202-389-4422 ; Frank

Passarelli , Federal Home Loan Bank Board , 202-377-6525 ; Edward Dobranski ,

National Credit Union Administration , 202-632-4870 .

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION : This document sets forth the guidelines the

federal financial regulatory agencies propose to follow when violations

of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act or Fair Housing Act are discovered

in the course of examinations or through investigation of complaints .

The agencies believe that coordination among the agencies will promote

uniform enforcement of the law .

The guidelines indicate what corrective action creditors

will be required to take when substantive violations are discovered .

It should be noted that creditors will be required to correct all

violations , including such matters as an error on an application form .

The guidelines will neither preclude the use of any other

administrative authority that any of the agencies possess to

enforce these laws , nor limit the agencies ' discretion to take other

action to correct conditions resulting from violations of these laws . The

agencies retain discretion to consider the suitability of the prescribed

remedy under the circumstances of each case .

The guidelines will not preclude the enforcing agencies

from referring to the Attorney General cases involving a pattern

or practice of discrimination nor will the guidelines foreclosure a

custouer's right to bring a civil action under the Equal Credit

Opportunity or Fair Housing Acts .
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To aid the agencies in consideration of this matter , interested

persons are invited to submit relevant comments or data . Any such

material should be submitted in writing to :

Equal Credit Opportunity Guidelines

Room B -4107

Washington , D.C. 20551

The comments will be made available for inspection and copying upon request ,

except as provided in 261.6 ( a ) of the Board's Rules Regarding Availability

of Information ( 12 C.F.R. Part 261.6 ( a ) ) .

AUTHORITY

These guidelines are proposed pursuant to the enforcing

agencies ' authority under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA )

( 15 V.S.C. 1691 , et seq . ) and under Section 8 ( b ) of the Federal

Deposit Insurance Act ( 12 U.S.c. 1818 ( b ) ) for the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System , the Comptroller of the Currency, and the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ; the Home Owners Loan Act of

1933 ( 12 U.S.C. 1464 ( d ) ) and the National Housing Act ( 12 U.S.C. 1730 )

for the Federal Home Loan Bank Board ; and the federal Credit Union

Act ( 12 U.S.c. 1786 ( e ) ( 1 ) ) for the National Credit Union Administration .

DRAFTING INFORMATION

The principal drafters of this document were Roberta Boylan ,

Comptroller of the Currency ; Karl Seif , Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation ; Anne Geary , Federal Reserve Board ; James Kristufek , Federal

Home Loan Bank Board and Edward Dobranski , National Credit Union

Administration .
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PROPOSED STATEMENT

In consideration of the foregoing , the agencies propose

the following guidelines :

STATEMENT OF ENFORCEMENT POLCIY

DEFINITIONS

1 . " Act " means the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( 15 U.S.c. 1691 ,

et seq . ) , Regulation B ( 12 C.F.R. 202 ) , and the Fair Housing Act9

( 42 U.S.C. 3601 , et seq. ) .

" Applicant " means " applicant " as defined in section 202.2 ( e ) of

Regulation B.

3. " Corrective action " means a course of conduct to be undertaken

by a creditor at the direction of an enforcing agency to correct

the conditions resulting from violations of the Act .

4 . " Creditor " means " creditor " as defined in section 202.2 ( 1 ) of

Regulation B.

5. " Enforcing agency " means the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System , the Comptroller of the Currency , the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board , the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation , and the

National Credit Union Administration .

GENERAL ENFORCEMENT POLICY

The objectives of the agencies ' enforcement policy are to

require corrective action for violations and to assure compliance
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in the future . The enforcing agencies will encourage voluntary

correction and compliance with the Act . Whenever substantive

violations are discovered , however , a creditor that has not previ

ously adopted a written loan policy which is consistent with the

Act will be required to adopt one and to formulate a compliance plan

to implement that policy . In addition , the enforcing agency will

take action as indicated in these guidelines to correct the conditions

resulting from the violations . In all cases , the enforcing agency will

consider the suitability of the prescribed remedy for the circumstances -

for example , the character of the violation , the condition of the

creditor and the cost and effectiveness of the corrective action - and

will make whatever modifications it deems appropriate . If violations

remain uncorrected , the enforcing agency will take administrative action

by appropriate means , such as a cease and desist order , to insure

correction .

Corrective action under these guidelines will not preclude

the enforcing agencies from referring cases involving a pattern or

practice of discrimination to the Attorney General , nor does corrective

action cut off the rights of individuals under $ 706 of the ECOA .

These guidelines should not be considered all inclusive of

possible enforcement action by the agencies .

SPECIFIC VIOLATIONS

I. DISCOURAGING APPLICATIONS ON A PROHIBITED BASIS IN VIOLATION OF

SECTION 202.5 ( a ) OF REGULATION B
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The creditor will be required to solicit credit applications

from the discouraged class through affirmative advertising , and all

advertising will be subject to review by the enforcing agency . The

content as well as the medium of advertising should relate to the

discouraged class . The creditor may be required to advise agents ,

dealers , community groups , and brokers that it pursues a non -discrimina

tory lending policy .

COMMENT: Identifying the actual victims of pre-screening may not be

feasible . Therefore , requiring the solicitation of applications from

the discouraged class through affirmative advertising may be the only

expedient means of correcting this violation . For example , if a creditor

advertises only for deposits in minority areas but directs loan advertising

only to white neighborhoods , it would be required to extend similar loan

advertising to the minority areas . Or , if a creditor discourages appli

cations from women , future advertising for particular type ( s ) of credit over

a specific period would have to affirmatively solicit that group . In

ruling on the adequacy and timing of the proposed affirmative advertising ,

the enforcing agency will consider the extent of the violation , the resources

of the creditor , the type and cost of past advertising , as well as the

efficacy of the advertising in reaching the discouraged class .

II . USING DISCRIMINATORY ELEMENTS IN CREDIT EVALUATION SYSTEMS IN

VIOLATION OF THE FAIR HOUSING ACT AND SECTIONS 202.6 ( a ) AND 202.7 OF

REGULATION B

The creditor will be required to re-evaluate , in accordance

with a non-discriminatory written loan policy , all credit applications
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rejected during a period of time to be determined by the agency .

The creditor will be required to send letters soliciting new applications

from individuals discriminatorily rejected . These individuals must be

refunded any fees or costs paid by them in connection with their original

applications . Any individuals who make a new application as a result

of such solicitation shall not be required to pay any fee , including

but not limited to an application fee , appraisal fee or fee for a

credit check , prior to the acceptance of an offer of credit by the

creditor . If such application is approved , and the applicant accepts

the credit , the creditor shall reimburse the applicant for any penalty

incurred in connection with the prepayment of any exisiting loan which

was obtained in lieu of the discriminatorily denied credit .

COMMENT : The past period for which a creditor will be required to

re-evaluate applications will be determined by an assessment of the

nature of the violation and the type of credit involved . The standards

of creditworthiness used to re-evaluate applications shall not be more

stringent than those in effect at the time the applicant was denied

credit .

III . IMPOSING MORE ONEROUS TERMS ON A PROHIBITED BASIS IN VIOLATION OF

Where a creditor has charged a higher rate or required

insurance in violation of the Act , corrective action will be taken in

the form of reimbursement or adjustment . Where other more onerous terms ,

such as a higher downpayment , were required in violation of the Act , the
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creditor must notify those applicants that they may renegotiate the

extension of credit on terms for which they qualified at the time credit

was originally granted . Furthermore , the creditor must offer to release

the applicant from any other term illegally required , and to reimburse the

applicant for any other money illegally required .

The procedures for correcting violations such as charging a

higher rate or requiring credit insurance will be those adopted by the

agencies for correcting violations of Regulation z . ( See proposed

enforcement guidelines for Regulation 2 , 42 Federal Register 55786 ,

October 18 , 1977. )

IV . REQUIRING CO-SIGNERS ON A PROHIBITED BASIS IN VIOLATION OF THE

FAIR HOUSING ACT AND SECTION 202.7 ( d ) OF REGULATION B

Where a co-signer is required in violation of the Act , the

creditor must offer to release any unnecessary co-signer from liability .

where a co-signer is necessary to support the extension of credit but

the creditor has restricted the applicant's choice of co-signer on a

prohibited basis , the creditor must notify the applicant that another

financially responsible co-signer may be substituted .

V. FAILING TO COLLECT MONITORING INFORMATION IN VIOLATION OF SECTION

If a creditor has failed to collect and retain required monitoring

information , it must solicit such information from all who have applied

for real estate loans since March 23 , 1977 , or the previous examination ,

whichever is later .
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COMMENT: Agencies with substitute monitoring programs may use other

forms of corrective action .

VI . FAILING TO PROVIDE NOTICES OF ADVERSE ACTION IN VIOLATION OF

Appropriate notices of adverse action must be sent to all

applicants denied credit within 25 months of the date of the examination .

VII . FAILING TO MAINTAIN AND REPORT SEPARATE CREDIT HISTORIES FOR

MARRIED PERSONS IN VIOLATION OF SECTION 202.10 OF REGULATION B

If the creditor has failed to obtain sufficient information

to report credit information in accordance with the requirements of

Section 202.10 of Regulation B for accounts held by married persons ,

the creditor will be required to obtain all the necessary information it

Thereafter , the creditor shall properly report the credit

information .

Whenever the creditor has failed to report credit information

in accordance with the requirements of Section 202.10 of Regulation B

on accounts held by married persons but has sufficient information

to do so , it will be required to designate joint accounts to reflect

the participation of both spouses . Thereafter , the creditor shall

properly report the credit information .

In addition , where the creditor has failed to report a

separate credit history as required , each account must also receive a

statement advising the account holders that if either spouse has been
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refused credit since January 1 , 1978 , on the basis of insufficient

credit history , he or she may want to reapply for that crdit since

the denial may have been caused by the creditor's failure to report all

credit information .

VIII . TERMINATING OR CHANGING THE TERMS OF EXISTING OPEN END ACCOUNTS

Where a creditor has violated the Act by terminating an account

or making a change in terms which is less favorable to the borrower ,

the creditor will be required to return the account to its previous

condition , unless an evaluation of the creditworthiness of the affected

parties justifies other action .

Dated : June 22 , 1978

William ili Pobat kimli
G. William Miller

Chairman , Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System

Robert H. McKinney

Chairman , Federal Home Loan

Bank Board

3

Home H mman e /
H. oe Selby

Acting omptrollet of

the Credency

Lawrence Connell, Jr.

Administrator , National Credit

Union Administration

MaistreGeorge A. LeMaistre

Chairman , Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

MEMORANDUM
#SP-15

From : James W. McBride May 25 , 1978

To : Supervisory Agents and

District Directors

Violations of Part 528 and

Section 531.8 of the Bank

System Regulations

SYNOPSIS : GENERAL ENFORCEMENT POLICY FOR HANDLING VIOLATIONS

OF THE NONDISCRIMINATION REGULATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this enforcement policy are to secure member compliance

and correction of conditions resulting from violations of the regulations.

The Bank Board encourages voluntary correction and compliance ; however ,

if violations remain uncorrected , the Bank Board will issue cease and

desist orders to ensure correction . Whenever violations are discovered ,

members that have not previously adopted adequate nondiscrimination

written underwriting standards will be required to adopt them , pake

them available to the public, and formulate a compliance plan to imple

GENERAL

Three basic types of corrective action will be considered in connection

with any violation of the regulations as follows :

1 .
Action to correct the violation and ensure that it is not repeated .

2 . Action to inform the public that the unlawful practice has been

discontinued .

3 .
Affirmative action to correct conditions resulting from the violation

with respect to identifiable individuals or classes of individuals

or areas .

SPECIFIC ACTIONS REQUIRED - ADDITIONAL ACTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED

Using its existing supervisory procedures , the Board will take action

and consider additional action , based on the circumstances , in accordance

with the following :

37-415 O - 79 - 30
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1 .
Action to correct the violation and ensure that it is not repeated .

A. Mandatory

Obtain written assurance that the violation will not recur .

Obtain a written description of action taken or to be taken

to ensure nonrecurrence .

Ensure , through the regular examination process , that the

violation has been corrected .

B. Discretionary

Ensure , through more frequent special limited examinations ,

that the violation has been corrected .

2 . Action to inform the public that the unlawful practice has been

discontinued .

A. Mandatory

Determine whether additional action is needed to prevent perpet

uation of the effect of the violation after its correction ,

e.g. , due to reluctance to submit applications by the affected

group or traditional loan sources .

B. Additional ( if the determination in 2A is affirmative )

Require the member to inform the public of its current

nondiscrimination lending practices by :

Advertising aimed at the class or area which was adversely

affected , which will be effective in reaching the class

or area .

Notifying sources of loans , such as real estate brokers ,

and community groups of its new policies and/or practices .

Informing real estate brokers or others who accept appli

cations , of the correct procedures to follow to prevent

perpetuation of the effects of the violation , if appropriate .

3.

Affirmative action to correct conditions resulting from violation

of regulations .

A. Mandatory

Identify affected individuals .

Require the member to solicit new loan applications from

individuals who have been unlawfully denied loans .
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Require the member to refund any fees , costs , etc. , and

prepayment penalties , paid by the applicant in connection

with or as a result of a denied application .

Require the member to offer to correct onerous terms and

to refund to the borrower any overcharges acquired by the

member .

Give the member the option to notify the affected individuals

of the unlawful practice employed and that their rights

may have been violated , specifying the particular regulatory

provision involved . This option will be given with the

understanding that if the association does not notify the

affected individuals , the Board will consider instituting

C & D proceedings to require that affected and identifiable

persons be notified by the member .

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

To illustrate how the foregoing policy would be implemented , assume

a determination is made that a member has been denying loans or making

loans on more onerous terms , in a certain neighborhood or on properties

over a certain age , in violation of the regulations . The following

actions would be taken :

1 . A written statement would be obtained from the member containing

assurances that such activity has ceased and describing the actions

taken or to be taken to ensure nonrecurrence of the violation .

This could be obtained by the examiner at the time the violation

was first observed , in correspondence with the Supervisory Agent ,

or , if necessary , in response to a cease and desist order .

2 . The circumstances resulting in the violation and its correction

would be reviewed . In all cases other than isolated incidents

which have been corrected , a special limited examination would

be conducted within an appropriate time period after the member's

assurance of correction .
3.

Public awareness of the member's practice would be estimated by

review of the factors surrounding the violation . If the practice

of the member is long - standing , it would be assumed that traditional

loan suppliers and sources would not submit applications on properties

in certain areas or over a certain age to the member . The member

would be required to notify community groups , brokers , and other

loan sources , including residents of the neighborhood , of its new

policy However , if the violation occurred due to the actions

of one of the member's employees over a brief period of time , it

would ordinarily be assumed that no public perception existed that

a loan application on a property in a certain neighborhood or over

a certain age would be denied , and corrective action outside the

member's operation would not be required . In any case , this deter

mination would be based on evaluation of all the circumstances
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surrounding the violation . If necessary to resolve doubt , brokers

and other loan sources would be interviewed by Board representatives .

In any case , a written determination will be made by the examiner ,

the Supervisory Agent , or the Bank Board as to whether notification

to loan sources need be made .

4 .

1

A review would be made of the member's files to identify specific

applicants who were disadvantaged by the practice . If the member

appeared to be acting in good faith to correct the violation , the

applications or loans would be identified by the member's staff

and a spot check conducted by Bank Board examiners . If the member

appeared not to be acting in good faith , the examiners would identify

the affected persons . The member would be required to take the

following actions with respect to affected persons .

A. Regarding those denied a loan in violation of the regulations .

Ref und application , appraisal , credit and similar fees .

offer to consider a new application and pay any prepayment

penalties , under terms offered by the member at the time

the application was made .

Inform the applicant that the loan was denied in violation

of the regulations .

B. Borrowers granted a loan at a higher rate , lower amount , or

less favorable terms ( privaté mortgage insurance , short term ) .

Offer to consider an application for an additional loan

at initial interest rate ( if appropriate ) .

offer to reduce rate , extend term , or drop private mortgage

insurance , as applicable .

Reimburse borrower for private mortgage insurance premiums

if private mortgage insurance was unlawfully required .

Inform the borrower the loan was made on a more onerous

basis contrary to the regulations .

Actual actions taken in connection with any violation could vary from

the foregoing as appropriate , based on the facts of the case .

Enforcement guidelines for violations of Regulation B will be the subject

of a later memorandum .

Office of Examinations and Supervision

forcby wombude
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The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System is

pleased to submit to Congress this second Annual Report on the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA ) . This Report describes the highlights

of the year , including extensive amendments to the act , outlines the

Federal Reserve System's enforcement activities , and provides the

Board's assessment of the extent of compliance on the part of State

member banks . The Report also discusses the compliance and enforce

ment efforts of other agencies assigned administrative responsibilities

under Section 704 of the act and their assessment of compliance on the

part of creditors that they supervise .

The Report does not contain recommendations for statutory

amendments . Such recommendations, if any , will be made in the Board's

Annual Report to the Congress .

The amendments to the ECOA and the regulations implementing

the amended act became effective in March 1977 . In an effort to mit

igate many of the compliance problems that creditors had experienced

under the original Regulation B , the Board published several model

application forms . As to the substantive requirements of Regulation

B , the chief problem for banks seems to be understanding and comply

ing with Regulation B's limits on requests for the signature of an

applicant's spouse . The Board's advisory visit program was developed

to explain this provision and other provisions of the regulation to

member banks .
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The Board issued four interpretations of Regulation B

and the Board's staff issued seven official staff interpretations to

clarify technical ambiguities in the regulation .

Few lawsuits , to the Board's knowledge , were filed under

the act either by private parties or by the Department of Justice .

I. ENFORCEMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF COMPLIANCE

As described below , the Board and the other Federal agen

cies substantially increased their enforcement efforts in 1977 .

A. Federal Reserve System

1 . Examination

Examination of banks is the primary means by which the

Federal Reserve System enforces the act . To improve enforcement of

Regulation B , the Board developed new examiner manuals , checklists ,

instructions and report forms . The Board also initiated a program

of special compliance examinations aimed specifically at consumer

credit regulations , including Regulation B. Since the implementation

of this program approximately 400 member banks have undergone the

special compliance examination . By April 1 , 1978 , 1 year after the

revised Regulation B became effective , nearly all member banks will

have been examined for compliance with the regulation . A copy of

the examination report is reviewed by the Board's Division of Consumer

Affairs to determine the individual bank's compliance and to evaluate

and improve the examination program .

To ensure that its examiners are thoroughly versed in

Regulation B , the Board conducted three 2-week training institutes

-2
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in 1977. Ninety-six System examiners and several representatives

of other Federal and State agencies attended these schools .

more schools are planned for 1978. In response to a General Account

ing Office recommendation , joint consumer regulation schools were

initiated by the Board , the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

( FDIC ) , and the Comptroller of the Currency to supplement their

respective training programs . Two sessions , attended by 64 partici

pants from the three agencies , were held . Another joint school was

scheduled for early 1978 .

The Board's figures indicate that while 73 per cent of

the banks that have received special consumer examinations were not

in full compliance with Regulation B , the overwhelming majority of

violations relate to the use of outdated credit applications and

forms . Most other violations involve the unlawful request for the

signature of a nonapplicant spouse , the notification requirements of

Regulation B , and the failure to request information for monitoring

purposes .

During the course of consumer examinations , Reserve Bank

examiners explain the nature of any violations discovered and outline

the prospective corrective action necessary for compliance . A11 State

member banks are either in compliance at the conclusion of the examin

ation or have agreed to establish policies and procedures designed to

prevent recurrence of violations . Continuing emphasis on the special

consumer examination program , in conjunction with the Board's advisory

visit program , should aid achievement of full compliance for all

State member banks .

-3
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2. Advisory Visit Program

The Board's examination experience indicates that a

lack of familiarity with Regulation B's requirements is the single

most significant obstacle to full compliance with the regulation .

This is particularly true of smaller banks , which often do not possess

either the personnel or resources to study the regulation and develop

procedures for compliance . In response to this need and in an effort

to improve compliance , the Board initiated a voluntary advisory visit

program , consisting of both group meetings and individual visits , for

all interested member banks . In half-day or full-day meetings with

bank management , Federal Reserve Bank personnel review the bank's

forms , procedures , and policies , as well as discuss any problems or

questions that the management and operating staff may have concerning

compliance. Approximately 770 such visits were made during 1977 ; the

total number of banks that received assistance was higher , approxi

mately 900 , since certain meetings were attended by several banks .

This program has been well received by member banks .

3 . Model Forms

Prior to the revision of Regulation B , many creditors

experienced difficulty in adapting their credit application forms to

the regulation's restrictions on permissible questions . To alleviate

this problem , the Board developed five model forms for the following

types of credit : open end , unsecured consumer credit transactions ;

closed end , secured transactions ; closed end transations , whether

unsecured or secured ; credit in community property States ; and
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residential real estate mortgage transactions . The model forms

appear in an appendix to the regulation . While their use is optional ,

proper usage by a creditor assures compliance with the requirements

of Regulation B relating to application forms . These model forms not

only should promote compliance but should reduce the cost of compli

ance .

4 . Consumer Complaints

Another method by which the Federal Reserve System

enforces compliance with the act is the investigation of consumer

complaints . In the course of an investigation , an attempt is made

to resolve the problem of the individual complainant .
The Board has

developed a Systemwide computerized complaint control procedure to

monitor the handling of complaints and to aid in their resolution .

From January 1 , 1977 , through October 31 , 1977 , the

Federal Reserve System received 731 complaints involving the act or

Regulation B , of which approximately 40 per cent were related to State

member banks and 60 per cent to other creditors .
The latter group

was handled either by referring them to the appropriate agency or by

supplying information or an explanation to the complainant .

With respect to the 293 complaints regarding State mem

ber banks , 132 investigations have been completed , 69 are still under

investigation , and 92 were handled by furnishing information or an

explanation . The 132 completed investigations yielded the following

results : the bank was determined to be legally correct in 83 cases ; was

found to be legally correct but nevertheless reached an accommodation
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with the complainant in 28 cases ; was found to have made an error ,

which has since been corrected , in 13 cases ; was involved in a pos

sible violation , which has since been resolved in 6 cases ; and was

involved in a possible violation , which is still unresolved , in 2

cases .

The most common complaint ( 574 out of a total of 731 )

was unfair denial , termination , or change in terms of credit . Not

all of these 574 , however , claimed discrimination on one of the bases

prohibited in the act . For example , 159 complainants believed that

the reason for the adverse action was their credit history . Level of

income was cited by 68 as the perceived reason for the denial . On

the other hand , 42 complainants felt that marital status was the rea

son for the creditor's adverse action , 41 cited discrimination because

of sex , and 16 because of race , color , or national origin .

In an effort to evaluate consumer satisfaction with

the Federal Reserve's handling of complaints, the Board has sent a

followup questionnaire to those persons whose complaints were received

subsequent to April 1 , 1977 . The questionnaire is sent to complain

ants shortly after the investigation is completed . The questionnaire

deals with the acceptability of the resolution , the clarity of the

explanation , the amount of time in which the complaint was handled ,

the courteousness of System staff , and whether or not the consumer

would contact the Federal Reserve in the event of a future problem .

The Board is reviewing returns from the followup letter and the

entire procedure to determine if any changes should be made to improve

this service to the public .
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5. Other Compliance Activities

The Board is currently conducting a survey of selected

major creditors that extend open end credit to determine the extent

to which consumers are exercising their rights to a credit history

reported separately from that of a spouse and to a notification of

specific reasons for the denial of credit . The results should assist

the Board in evaluating the effectiveness of these requirements as

well as in determining the cost of compliance .

The Board and the other financial institution regula

tory agencies are working on a uniform set of guidelines for enforce

ment of Regulation B , specifying corrective action that will be taken

by the appropriate agency when certain violations are discovered .

guidelines are intended to promote better and more uniform enforcement

among all Federally regulated financial institutions .

B. Other Agencies

1. Comptroller of the Currency

The Comptroller of the Currency , who is responsible for

enforcing the act for national banks , instituted in October 1976 a pro

gram of consumer affairs examinations . To date , 2,859 national banks

have undergone such examinations. The examinations are conducted by

specially trained examiners who have completed a 2 -week consumer

school . Six such schools have been conducted .

Enforcement of Regulation B also occurs through the

resolution of consumer complaints . From January 1 , 1977 , through
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November 30 , 1977 , the Comptroller received 451 complaints , the

majority of which alleged discrimination on the basis of sex or mar

ital status . When a violation is discovered through investigation ,

the bank not only must take corrective action in the applicant's case

but is required to establish policies and procedures to prevent future

violations .

The Comptroller's examinations reveal that 97 per cent

of all national banks were in violation of the act to some extent . How

ever , 86 per cent of the violations appear to be technical in nature ,

that is , attributable to the use of obsolete credit applications and

other forms . Most ( 86 per cent ) of the substantive violations involve

the unlawful request for the signature of a nonapplicant spouse and

the denial of separate credit to married applicants . All national

banks have taken or have promised to take prospective corrective

action when the examination has disclosed violations . The Comptroller

believes that substantial compliance is achieved by national banks

after a consumer examination has occurred and the directed corrective

action taken .

2 . Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

The FDIC , which enforces the act for insured nonmember

banks , initiated in May 1977 a program of separate compliance exam

inations , conducted by specially trained examiners, to determine

compliance with consumer protection laws and regulations . Under this

program , the FDIC expects to examine each insured nonmember bank at

least once every 15 months .
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From October 1 , 1976 , through September 30 , 1977 , 26.6

per cent of the compliance examination reports indicated apparent

violations , which related primarily to the notification requirements

of Regulation B and to the provisions concerning applications , partic

ularly the conditions governing permissible terminology on application

forms and permissible requests for information .

During the same period , the FDIC received 291 consumer

complaints alleging ECOA violations . Sex or marital status discrimi

nation comprised the largest category , followed by consumer disagree

ment with the bank's reasons for taking adverse action . A thorough

inquiry is conducted to determine the merits of all discrimination

complaints . Should violations be found , the FDIC takes appropriate

action to bring the bank into compliance.

From October 1 , 1976 , through September 30 , 1977 , the

FDIC's Board approved six cease-and-desist orders involving equal

credit opportunity .

In assessing the extent of compliance with the ECOA ,

the FDIC reports that the majority of violations discovered thus far

relate to form and procedure rather than substantive discrimination .

3. Federal Home Loan Bank Board

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board ( FHLBB ) , which enforces

the act for Federally chartered savings and loan associations , con

ducts regular examinations to determine compliance with Regulation B.

During late 1976 and early 1977 , the FHLBB conducted 2-1/ 2 day train

ing sessions in consumer law for all of its examiners .
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In July 1977 , the FHLBB instituted a new consumer

complaint procedure . During the first 11 weeks of operation , 48 dis

crimination complaints were received . Redlining was the most common

type of complaint , followed by discrimination on the bases of race or

national origin and sex and marital status . As of December 5 , 1977 ,

Eachdiscrimination complaints received numbered approximately 200 .

complaint is investigated to determine whether a violation has

occurred and the complainant is notified of the result of the inves

tigation .

The FHLBB believes that most savings and loan associa

tions wish to comply , but that confusion on procedural matters as

well as extremely literal interpretations on the part of association

staff often defeat the act's purpose . Thus , most noncompliance de

rives from " technical violations " and compliance is promptly obtained .

4 . National Credit Union Administration

The National Credit Union Administration ( NCUA ) enforces

the act for Federally chartered credit unions . Enforcement activities ,

like those of the other financial regulatory agencies , include examiner

training , specialized examination procedures , and , if a violation is

discovered , appropriate followup with credit union officials . Approx

imately 90 per cent of the 12,800 Federal credit unions were examined

by the year-end .

The NCUA conducts a field investigation of all written

consumer complaints and , when necessary , institutes corrective action .

The agency has received 30 complaints or requests for information , with

the largest group pertaining to discrimination of the basis of race or
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national origin . The next most common complaint alleged discrimina

tion due to factors not prohibited by existing law , followed by dis

crimination alleged to be based on marital status . Eight complaints

are still under investigation , but of the remainder , only two were

substantiated by objective review of the facts . In both of those

cases , corrective action was undertaken promptly and in several other

instances , subsequent loan applications by complainants were approved

as a result of improved understanding between the parties .

NCUA's preliminary results indicate that 83 per cent

of the credit unions examined were in compliance at the conclusion of

the examination and the remainder had agreed to take prompt corrective

actions .

5 . Federal Trade Commission

The Federal Trade Commission ( FTC ) enforces the act

for all creditors not subject to the jurisdiction of any of the other

enforcement agencies . Potential violators of the act are identified

through several sources of information , including consumer complaints ,

consumer and civil rights organizations , and other enforcement agen

cies . When there is evidence that a violation may have occurred ,

informal inquiry is made , followed by a full investigation when war

ranted . During 1977 the FTC staff initiated a number of investiga

tions , which are expected to result in formal action in the near

future .

During the first 10 months of 1977 , the FTC received 6,500

complaints and inquiries concerning equal credit opportunity . The

37-415 O - 79 - 31
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agency states that many complaints allege discrimination on the basis

of sex and marital status while a significant number of complaints

claim discrimination on the basis of race and age .

The FTC believes that creditors are making a good faith

effort to comply with the act and are achieving a substantial degree

of compliance . However , some evidence indicates that smaller credi

tors may be less familiar with the requirements of the act and with

Regulation B than major national creditors . The FTC hopes that this

problem will be alleviated by increased creditor and consumer educa

tion efforts and by the deterrent effect of litigation and adminis

trative enforcement actions .

6 . Civil Aeronautics Board

The Civil Aeronautics Board ( CAB ) , which enforces the

act for domestic and foreign air carriers , continues to monitor in

dustry practices through the resolution of consumer complaints , none

of which , to date , have been considered valid . Enforcement measures

include contacting the carrier or supplying information to the con

sumer . On the basis of complaints received , the CAB believes that

compliance within the industry is relatively good .

7. Interstate Commerce Commission

The Interstate Commerce Commission ( ICC ) enforces the

act for regulated common carriers . In its view , common carriers are

forbidden to discriminate in the granting of credit by Section 3 ( 1 )

of the Interstate Commerce Act and by several ICC credit regulations .

Thus , the ICC believes that the ECOA does not have a significant

impact on the surface transportation industry .
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8. Department of Agriculture

The U.s. Department of Agriculture ( USDA ) includes agen

cies with responsibilities under the act . The Packers and Stockyards

Administration enforces the act for creditors under its jurisdiction .

Since the livestock industry characteristically operates on a cash

basis , the agency's monitoring is handled on a complaints received

basis , and in the event of a violation , remedial action will be ini

tiated . As no complaints have been received to date , the Packers

and Stockyards Administration assumes there is substantial compliance

within the industry .

The Farmers Home Administration , itself a creditor ,

is under the enforcement authority of the FTC . During 1977 , 140 com

plaints against this organization concerning the denial of loans were

received by the USDA's Office of Equal Opportunity .

9 . Small Business Administration

The Small Business Administration ( SBA ) enforces the

act for small business investment companies and , through a letter of

understanding with the FTC , with regard to other recipients of SBA

assistance and with regard to SBA program offices . During fiscal

year 1977 , seven SBA program offices were reviewed and 15,954 recip

ient businesses were monitored for compliance , with 844 being

subjected to on- site reviews .

Six complaints were received alleging sex discrimina

tion when applying for loans from SBA program offices , but investiga

tions revealed that the complaints were unsubstantiated .
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complaints alleging discrimination were received from customers or

clients of recipients of SBA assistance .

Due to the general nature of SBA recipients ( small

businesses ) and the lack of consumer complaints received , the SBA

believes creditors subject to its authority to be in adequate compli

ance .

10 . Securities and Exchange Commission

The Securities and Exchange Commission ( SEC ) enforces

the act for securities brokers and dealers . The SEC reports having

received no complaints during 1977 that alleged discrimination in

securities credit transactions and states that creditors subject to

its jurisdiction appear to be complying with the act and Regulation B.

11 . Farm Credit Administration

The Farm Credit Administration ( FCA ) enforces the

act for Federal land hanks , Federal land bank associations , Federal

intermediate credit banks , and production credit associations . FCA's

enforcement activities include regular examinations, conducted every

12 to 18 months . Such examinations in the current year have not dis

closed significant problems in the area of discrimination .

In 1977 approximately a dozen complaints were received

by the agency and reviewed for appropriate followup. In none of the

nine complaints resolved thus far was evidence disclosed of intent to

discriminate and no known complaints have resulted in litigation .

The FCA concludes that the record of compliance by farm credit insti

tutions appears to be good .
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II .
CONSUMER ADVISORY COUNCIL

The Consumer Advisory Council , established in late 1976

to advise and consult with the Board on matters relating to consumer

credit , held four meetings in 1977 . The Council considered such

topics as consumer education and the survey of consumers ( both men

tioned below ) .

Those members of the Council appointed to l-year terms in

1976 were reappointed to 3 -year terms in 1977 , and three members

resigned during the year . A list of current Council members appears

below as an appendix .

III . ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS

Amendments and Interpretations of Regulation B

1 . Board Interpretations

On April 28 , 1977 , the Board adopted two interpretations

of revised Regulation B , both concerning the possible inconsistency of

California law with the act and the regulation . One interpretation ,

designated 202.1101 , states that a law requiring delivery of a notice

explaining the obligations of a cosigner only when the signers of a

consumer credit contract are not married to each other is not incon

sistent with Regulation B. The other interpretation , designated

202.1102 , states that a law requiring translation of certain consumer

credit documents into Spanish but not into other languages is not

inconsistent with Regulation B.
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On July 8 , 1977 , the Board adopted an interpretation

of Regulation B , designated 202.1103 , determining that State laws

making contracts enforceable against married persons at a younger

age than against unmarried persons are not inconsistent with the act .

On August 4 , 1977 , the Board issued an interpretation ,

designated 202.801 , dealing with special-purpose credit programs

under Section 202.8 of the regulation . The interpretation states that

a credit program is to be considered " expressly authorized by Federal

or State law , " as required for programs seeking to qualify under Sec

tion 202.8 ( a ) ( 1 ) , if it is authorized either by the terms of a Federal

or State statute , or by a regulation lawfully promulgated by the

agency administering the program . The interpretation further states

that participating creditors will not violate Regulation B by comply

ing with regulations that implement the program . Finally , the Board

stated that determinations on another of the criteria for qualifica

tion under Section 202.8 ( a ) ( 1 ) , namely , whether particular programs

benefit an " economically disadvantaged class of persons , " should be

made by the agency administering the program , not by the Board .

2 . Official Staff Interpretations

Regulation B was amended during 1976 to implement the

provisions of the 1976 amendments to the act , which authorized the

Board to empower staff members to issue interpretations of Regula

tion B. or the act . Creditors can rely on such interpretations to the

same extent as on formal Board interpretations . During 1977 seven

official staff interpretations of Regulation B were issued . Their
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subject matter includes names in which accounts may be carried , the

effect of Regulation B on State loan -splitting laws , the scope of the

real estate credit -monitoring requirements , use of credit-scoring

systems in combination with judgmental credit evaluation methods , the

application of notification and record retention requirements to busi

ness credit , information gathering by creditors for noncredit purposes ,

and whether or not adverse action can occur at the point of sale .

Two official staff interpretations , designated EC-0007 and

EC-0008 , were taken under reconsideration at the request of the

FTC and the Department of Justice . On October 3 , 1977 , the Board

issued alternative proposed amendments to Regulation B , which would

cover the same issue as interpretation EC-0008 , whether or not

adverse action occurs at the point of sale . These are discussed

in greater detail in the following section of this Report .

The FTC and Justice also petitioned the Board for a

change in the procedures by which official staff interpretations are

issued . They urged the Board to allow opportunity for public comment

before official staff interpretations are issued in final form .
This

matter is currently under consideration .

3 . Amendments

In order to resolve the questions raised by the

requests for reconsideration of EC-0008 , the Board issued alterna

tive proposed amendments to Regulation B. Under the regulation , a

creditor , in each instance of adverse action , must either provide a

written explanation to the customer of the reason for the adverse
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action or advise the customer of the right to obtain an explanation

upon request . Each proposal would amend the definition of " adverse

action . " The first would generally result in an affirmation of

EC-0008 ; in general , adverse action commonly would not occur when use

of an open end credit account is denied at the point of sale . The

other proposal would generally adopt the position of the FTC and the

Justice Department ; adverse action would occur at the point of sale

in many instances . Approximately 200 comments on the proposed amend

ments have been received , and the matter is still under consideration .

B. Education

The past year has seen increased educational activity on

the part of both the Federal Reserve System and the other agencies

responsible for Regulation B compliance .

Within the Federal Reserve System , educational efforts

included speeches and seminars involving consumers , creditors , school

groups , professional associations , and others . Nearly 350 of these

presentations were made by staff members of the Federal Reserve Banks

during 1977 and about 60 by Board staff during the first 8 months of

the year . In addition , Board and Reserve Bank staff on several occa

sions participated in radio and television programs relating to equal

credit opportunity .

During 1977 the Board published two pamphlets to inform

consumers of their rights under Regulation B. One deals with rights

of women under the regulation and the other with credit discrimination
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on the basis of age . Approximately 4.4 million copies of the former,

and 2.9 million copies of the latter have been distributed . The Board

also published a pamphlet summarizing Regulation B requirements appli

cable to small businesses and professionals who extend credit with

no finance charge imposed . Approximately 1 million copies of this

pamphlet have been distributed . Current plans include a pamphlet on

housing credit and a filmstrip explaining consumer protection laws ,

including equal credit opportunity .

During 1977 a nationwide survey of consumers was conducted

for the Board in an effort to ascertain the extent of consumer know

ledge of credit and consumer credit legislation . The results are

currently being analyzed .

A number of the other enforcement agencies report similar

educational efforts including slide presentations , consumer pamphlets ,

journal articles , seminars , and speeches .
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APPENDIX

CONSUMER ADVISORY COUNCIL

Leonor K. Sullivan

Chairman

St. Louis , Missouri

12-31-78

Joseph F. Holt , III

Oxnard , California

12-31-78

William D. Warren

Vice Chairman

Los Angeles , California

12-31-80

Edna DeCoursey Johnson

Baltimore , Maryland

12-31-79

Robert J. Klein

New York , New York

12-31-80
Roland E. Brandel

San Francisco , California

12-31-80
Percy W. Loy

Portland , Oregon

12-31-79Agnes H. Bryant

Detroit , Michigan

12-31-78 R. C. Morgan

El Paso , Texas

12-31-80
John G. Bull

Fort Lauderdale , Florida

12-31-79
Reece A. Overcash , Jr.

Dallas , Texas

12-31-78Robert V. Bullock

Frankfort , Kentucky

12-31-80
Raymond J. Saulnier

New York , New York

12-31-79
Linda M. Cohen

Washington , D. C.

12-31-78
E. G. Schuhart

Dalhart , Texas

12-31-80
Robert R. Dockson

Los Angeles , California

12-31-80 James E. Sutton .

Dallas , Texas

12-31-78
Anne G. Draper

Washington , D. C.

12-31-78
Anne Gary Taylor

Alexandria , Virginia

12-31-79
Carl Felsenfeld

New York , New York

12-31-79
Richard D. Wagner

Simsbury , Connecticut
12-31-80

Marcia A. Hakala

Omaha, Nebraska

12-31-80
Richard L. Wheatley , Jr.

Stillwater , Oklahoma

12-31-78

Dates indicate expiration of term



APPENDIX 4.–FAIR HOUSING LAW SUIT BY NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE,

AMENDED COMPLAINT ( July 1976 )

National Urban League, et al . , v . Office

of the Comptroller of the Currency. , et al .

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE

)

)

)

NATIONAL COMMITTEE AGAINST DISCRIMINATION

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT

Civil Action No. 76-0718

HOUSING ASSOCIATION OF DELAWARE VALLEY )

)

)

)

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL FOR METROPOLITAN

)

METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON PLANNING AND

Plaintiffs

v.

( 485 )
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OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

)

)

JAMES E .. SMITH , Individually , as Comptroller ?

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL

RESERVE SYSTEM

and
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GRADY PERRY , JR . , Individually and as a )

Defendants .

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY , INJUNCTIVE AND OTHER RELIEF

INTRODUCTION

1. This is an action for declaratory and injunctive relief

against the four federal agencies which supervise and regulate the vast

majority of the Nation's home mortgage lending institutions . The action

is brought to remedy the continuing failure and refusal of these agencies

to take action to end discriminatory mortgage lending practices by

institutions which they regulate and to which they provide substantial

federal benefits . This failure and refusal has persisted despite the

accumulation of evidence , including evidence in the files of the defendant

agencies , that such practices are widespread among regulated lending

institutions ; despite efforts of other federal agencies , including the

United States Department of Justice , the Department of Housing and Urban

Development , and the United States Commission on Civil Rights, to induce

the defendant agencies to institute effective enforcement procedures ;

and despite the fact that such practices violate the Constitution and

laws of the United States ( most notably Title VIII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1968 ) , artifically restrict credit opportunities of borrowers and

business opportunities of lenders , and subject discriminating institutions

to the risk of substantial civil liability .
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2. Plaintiffs are eleven organizations whose activities are devoted

to aiding and assisting all Americans in securing equal housing opportunity;

whose membership and clientele have suffered damage from the failure and

refusal of the defendants to act against discriminatory lending practices

of institutions which they regulate ; and whose membership and clientele

will continue to suffer damage from such practices unless the defendants
i

act to prevent them . In 1971 ten of the plaintiffs filed rule making

petitions with the four defendant agencies, which these agencies entertained

but which they have not made any formal disposition of in the five years

since . This action is brought in the conviction that only court intervention

will induce the defendant agencies to carry out their duty to enforce

non - discrimination among the institutions whose lending practices they

supervise and regulate . :

3. This action arises under the Fifth Amendment to the United

States Constitution Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 , 42 U.S.C.

: 2000 ( d) et seq .; Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 , 42 U.S.C.

3601 et seq .; the Civil Rights Acts of 1870 and 1866 , 42 U.S.C. 1981 ,

1982; the Financial Institutions Supervisory Act , 12 U.S.C. 1730 , 1818 ;

12 U.S.c. 1464 ( a) 1437 ; Section 2 of the Housing Act of 1949 , 42 U.S.C.

1441, 1441a ; Section 527 of the National Housing Act , as amended , 12

U.S.C. 1735f - 5 ; and the Administrative Procedure Act , 5 U.S.C. 555. The

matter ' in contoversy exceeds, exclusive of interest and costs , the sum

of value of $ 10,000 .

4. This court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 1331 , 1337 , 1343 ,

1346 , 1361, 2201 , 2202 , 5 U.S.C. 701-706 , 12 U.S.C. 1819 , and 42 U.S.C.

3612 , 3617 .

PLAINTIFFS

5. The National Urban League is a non -profit corporation organized

under New York law , with headquarters at 500 E. 62nd Street , New York ,
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New York . The League and it's predecessors have been in existence for

more than 65 years ; currently it has 104 affiliated Leagues located in

cities throughout the United States . Its general purposes are , among

others to improve the living and working conditions of blacks and other

similarly disadvantaged minorities and to foster better race relations

and increased understanding among all persons . In furtherance of these

purposes it develops , organizes and carries out , and assists its affiliates

. :
in conducting action programs in such fields as housing and employment .

Specifically , through its " Operation Equality " , the League and its

affiliates seek to assist black residents of low income , deteriorating

neighborhoods to find and finance standard housing outside such areas .

It conducts studies and provides information concerning discriminatory

practices of real estate and mortgage lending firms , and organizes

communities to combat such practices . As part of its efforts to eliminate

discriminatory mortgage lending practices , it filed a petition for rule

making with the defendants in this action in 1971 . In their efforts to

• find and finance hames outside ghetto areas , the clientele served by the

League and its affiliates , as well as members of the League and of its

affiliates , suffer and continue to suffer from the discriminatory practices

listed in Paragraph 25 of this complaint , engaged in by lending institutions

regulated and supervised by the defendants . Accordingly , the League ,

its affiliates , their members and clientele , are directly and adversely

affected by the failure and refusal of the defendants to act to end such

discriminatory practices by institutions which they regulate . Such

discrimination also interferes with the League's efforts to aid and

assist its members and other minority persons in securing their right to

equal housing opportunity . In addition , the defendants ' failure injures

the League and its affiliates in that it compels them to expend funds ,

staff time , and other resources in combating such practices which they

would not be compelled to expend were the defendants to take action as

prayed in this complaint .
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6. The National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing ( NCDH )

is a non - profit corporation organized under the laws of the District of

Columbia and located at 1425 H Street , N.W. , Washington , D.C. A principal

objective of NCDH is to assist minority group persons in securing the

right to equal housing opportunities guaranteed under Title VIII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1968 and other fair housing laws . In carrying out

this objective , NCDH engages in fair housing litigation on behalf of

minority group hameseekers challenging , among other discriminatory

housing practices, discrimination in mortgage lending . ACDH also aids

and assists minority group homeseekers by representing them in admini

strative proceedings before such executive agencies as the Department of

Housing and Urban Development. Further , NCDH participated in a petition

for rule making submitted to the defendants in this action , as part of

its effort to eliminate discrimination in mortgage lending as a barrier

to equal housing opportunity . The failure and refusal of the defendants

to take action necessary to correct the discriminatory practices of

lending institutions which they regulate , alleged in Paragraph 25 of the

complaint, causes injury to the clientele served by NCDH and interferes

with NCDH's efforts to assist its clientele in securing their right to

equal housing opportunity . Such failure and refusal also injures NCDH

by requiring it to spend funds , staff , and other resources , to eliminate

discriminatory practices in mortgage lending. But for the failure and

refusal of the defendants to remedy these discriminatory practices , NCDH

would not be forced to deplete its scarce resources to seek compliance

with the nondiscrimination requirements of federal law in mortgage

lending.

7. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

( NAACP ) , organized as a non - profit corporation under New York law in.

1909, and with headquarters at 1790 Broadway , New York , New York , is the

oldest and largest civil rights organization in the country .

membership of 450,000 persons , most of them black , and 1,700 branches in

all 50 states and the District of Columbia . A principal objective of

the organization is to assist minority group persons , both NAACP members

and others, in securing rights guaranteed under various
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civil rights laws , including Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 .

Theorganization endeavors to remove all barriers of racial discrimination,

including barriers to equal housing opportunity resulting from discriminatory

practices in mortgage lending , through the enforcement of legal rights

for the benefit of its members and other persons seeking its assistance .

Throughout its existence the NAACP has actively sought to achieve fair

housing for minority Americans through such means as litigation , administrative

actions , including a petition for rule making submitted to the defendants

in this action , and through efforts to resolve complaints from minority

citizens, both members of the NAACP and others who seek its assistance .

NAACP members have suffered and continue to suffer discrimination in

their efforts to secure mortgage loans from lending institutions supervised

by the defendants in this action . The continuation of such discrimination

directly and adversely affects the NAACP and its members , and interferes

with the organization's efforts to aid and assist its members and other

minority persons in securing their right to equal housing opportunity .

The failure and refusal of the defendants to take action necessary to

eliminate the discriminatory practices alleged in Paragraph 25 of this

. complaint have caused and continue to cause injury to the NAACP , to its

members , and other persons to whom it provides assistance .

The American Friends Service Committee ( AFSC ) is a non - profit

corporation organized under Delaware law and with headquarters at 1501

Cherry Street , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania . It has been actively concerned

with the denial of equal housing opportunity for over 25 years .

Comunity Relations Division , with a staff of 100 in 32 states administers

programs for the benefit of the poor , minority group persons , and other

disadvantaged persons , in the fields of housing , jobs and income , education ,

health and the administration of justice . In past years it has operated

specific action programs in Chicago , San Francisco , Philadelphia , Atlanta ,

Washington , D.C. and Richmond , Indiana , designed to assist minority

group and other disadvantaged persons confronted with housing discrimination ,

through direct assistance to individuals and by seeking changes in

institutional discriminatory policies and practices in the real estate

37-415 O - 79 - 32
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industry . As part of this effort , it petitioned the defendants in this

action to exercise their regulatory authority over mortgage lending

institutions so as to end discriminatory hame finance practices . The

clientele served by AFSC . has suffered injuries from the discriminatory

practices of lending institutions which the defendants regulate , listed

in Paragraph 25 of this complaint , and will continue to suffer such

injuries unless the defendants take action to end such practices . The

failure of defendants to act to end discriminatory mortgage lending

practices interferes with AFCS's efforts to assist minorities in securing

their right to equal housing opportunity and causes it to expend funds,

staff and other resources which it would not be compelled to expend were

the defendants to take effective action as prayed in this complaint.

The League of Women Voters of the United States is a non

partisan , non - profit District of Columbia Membership Corporation with

its principal office at 1730 M Street , N.W. , Washington , D.C. Its

general purpose is to encourage the informed and active participation of

all citizens in the processes of government . It has a membership of

150,000 , mostly women , in more than 1300 state and local Leagues in all

50 states , the District of Columbia , the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and

the Virgin Islands . Since 1964 , it has given concerted attention to

efforts at securing equal opportunity , without regard to sex or race , in

housing, jobs, transportation and recreation . In furtherance of its

efforts to secure fair housing , it distributes educational literature to

state and local Leagues and individual members informing them of methods

for monitoring compliance with federal fair housing laws and regulations

and for challenging restrictive housing and land - use practices . The

League , state and local Leagues , and individual members have been active

in such monitoring and enforcement activities, and have participated

directly or as amicus curiae in lawsuits and other activities ( including

a rule making petition to these defendants ) designed to end housing

discrimination , and to secure housing opportunities for the poor and

minority groups in the suburbs . Members of the League have
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suffered discrimination on the basis of their sex in seeking mortgage

loans and have been otherwise injured by the discriminatory practices of

lending institutions which the defendants regulate , listed in Paragraph

25 of this complaint . They will continue to suffer these injuries

unless the defendants take action to end these practices as sought in

this action .

10. National Neighbors is a non - profit corporation organized under

Missouri law , with headquarters at 17 Maplewood Mall, Philadelphia ,

Pennsylvania . Its purpose is to encourage the development and maintenance

of stable multi - racial residential communities throughout the United

States . Approximately 100 local organizations with similar purposes are

members of National Neighbors . The national organization provides

information , advice and technical assistance to these and other community

groups to assist them in achieving and stabilizing integrated neighborhoods

and in combating forces which inhibit the development and stabilization

of such neighborhoods . Among these forces are mortgage lending practices ,

including practices listed in Paragraph 25 of this complaint , engaged in

.by lending institutions supervised and regulated by the defendants in

this action . National Neighbors and its members accordingly are directly

injured by the defendants ' failure to take action to end such practices

by institutions which they supervise and regulate , since this failure

interferes with the achievement of the purposes of National Neighbors

and its members to aid and assist its members and others to secure the

right to equal housing opportunity and causes these organizations to

spend money , staff time and other resources combating practices which

would not occur were the defendants to take such enforcement action . In

addition , individual members of National Neighbors ' constituent organizations ,

who desire to live in multi - racial neighborhoods , are injured by defendants '

failure to act against mortgage lending practices engaged in by lending

institutions regulated by them which make financing of homes in such
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neighborhoods more difficult and which tend to destabilize such neighborhoods .

1. The Housing Association of Delaware Valley is a non - profit

corporation organized under the laws of Pennsylvania with headquarters

at 1317 Filbert Street , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania . It is devoted to

the goals of a decent home and decent living environment within the

means of every family , freedom of housing choice , and equality of housing

opportunity . The Association studies and reports on the extent of

discrimination in both private and government housing agencies and

programs , acts as a clearinghouse for housing information of importance

to conmunities throughout the Delaware Valley , prepares publications and

proposals which offer alternative solutions to housing problems , and

upon request , assists community groups in solving redlining and other

housing problems in their communities throughout the Delaware Valley .

Its activities have included testifying before local and national

governmental and administrative bodies concerned with housing and housing

discrimination , and the filing of rule making petiticns with the defendants

in this action . The Association has over 400 members , both individuals

and organizations. Individuals who are members of the Association or of

its organizational members have been injured and continue to be injured

by mortgage lending practices of lending institutions regulated by the

defendants and listed in Paragraph 25 of this complaint , and such injuries

will continue unless the defendants act to correct such practices as

prayed herein . Further , these practices interfere with the Association's

efforts to aid and assist others in securing the right to equal housing

opportunity . The Association has been compelled to expend funds , staff

time and other resources in combatting redlining and other discriminatory

practices which it would not have had to expend had the defendants acted

to end such practices .

The Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Cammunities is a

non - profit corporation organized under Illinois law for the purpose of

securing equal housing opportunity for all . . Its office
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is at 407 South Dearborn Street , Chicago , Illinois . It has filed more

than 120 suits under the 1968 and 1866 Civil Rights Acts and engaged in

other action designed to achieve its corporate purpose , including the

filing of a rule making petition with the defendants in this action . The

Council has been particularly concerned with discrimination by banks in

mortgage lending; and the failure and refusal of the defendants in this

action to take action to end discriminatory practices by regulated

lending institutions has caused , and continues to cause , the Council to

expend money , staff time and other resources combatting such practices

which it would not be compelled to expend were the defendants to take

1

action as prayed in this complaint.

organized in 1935 under the name Washington Committee on Housing, Inc. ,

with its office at 1225 K Street , N.W. , Washington , D.C. It has approximately

125 members , including those of the former Housing. Opportunites Council

of Metropolitan Washington , which merged with MNPHA in 1975. The Association's

purpose is to promote improved housing conditions for all throughout the

metropolitan Washington area through planning , educational and other

activities . In particular , its efforts are directed at assuring black

people equal access to housing for low and moderate income families

throughout the metropolitan area . On behalf of members and other minority

residents seeking its assistance or referred to it , it has sought to

resolve complaints of housing and home finance discrimination against

Washington area real estate and lending institutions. Its members and

others whom it serves have suffered and continue to suffer from the

discriminatory practices of lending institutions regulated by the defendants ,

listed in Paragraph 25 of this complaint. These practices also interfere

with MPHA's efforts to aid and assist in securing equal housing opportunities

for its members and other minority individuals. For this reason , MWPHA
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joined in petitioning the defendants in this action . The failure of

the defendants to take such action continues to cause injury to MYPHA'S

members and other whom it serves ; continues to interfere with its

efforts to secure equal housing opportunities in the Washington Metropolitan

area ; and further injures MWPHA by compelling it to expend money , staff

time and other resources to resolve mortgage lending discrimination

complaints which would not occur were the defendants to take the actions

· sought in this suit .

14. The Rural Housing Alliance ( RHA ) , formed in 1966 as the International

Self -Help Housing Association , is a non - profit , educational organization ,

incorporated under the laws of the District of Columbia with offices at

1346 Connecticut Avenue , N.W. , Washington , D.C. It provides technical

and advisory services to individuals and groups .seeking to provide homes

for low - income families in rural areas . RHA has approximately 500

members and is supported by individual contributions as well as grants

from foundations and the government . The majority of RHA's clientele ,

the beneficiaries of its services , are black or from other minority

groups in rural areas . RHA's purpose is to see that this clientele is

adequately sheltered in decent and sanitary housing , using as a vehicle

its educational and technical services . The achievement of RHA's goals

is made more difficult by the discriminatory practices listed in Paragraph

25 of this complaint , and for that reason RHA petitioned the defendants

in this action to use their regulatory and enforcement powers to end

such practices among lending institutions which they supervise . Moreover ,

RHA's members and clientele are injured by these practices , directly and

by interfering with their efforts to aid and assist minority families in

securing their right to equal housing opportunity , and therefore by the

defendants ' failure and refusal to end them through regulatory and

enforcement action .

founded in 1947 , is organized under the laws of the State of Michigan ,

and is located at 1028 Vermont Avenue , N.W. , Washington , D.C. Its
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principal function is to serve the needs of the nation's minority real

estate brokers , sales persons , and allied professionals . It has 2,600

members , engaged in real estate and related business , in 31 states .

goal of NAREB is to increase housing opportunities for minority homeseekers.

The members of NAREB deal mainly with minority clientele and operate

principally in areas and neighborhoods where minority families reside in

disproportionate numbers . NAREB members assist minority families in

securing equal housing opportunities, including the right to reside in

neighborhoods in which few such families currently reside .

and refusal of the defendants to take action necessary to correct discriminatory

practices of lending institutions regulated by them , listed in Paragraph

25 of this complaint , 'have caused injury to NAREB, to its members and to

its members ' clients . The continuation of such discriminatory practices ,

unchecked by the defendants , severely restricts business opportunities

for NAREB members by imposing undue burdens on their minority clientele

in securing mortgage loans and by making it more difficult to finance

the purchase of homes in minority neighborhoods, where NAREB members

principally operate . The failure and refusal of the defendants to end

such discriminatory practices among lending institutions which they

supervise also injures NAREB and its members by interfering with their

efforts to assist minority familites in securing their rights to equal

housing opportunity , regardless of the racial character of the neighborhood .
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DEFENDANTS AND INSTITUTIONS WHICH THEY REGULATE

16. Defendant Office of the Comptroller of the Currency is an agency

within the United States Department of the Treasury . Defendant James E. Smith

is the Comptroller of the Currency . The Office of the Comptroller of the Cur

rency approves the issuance of federal charters to National banks , specifies

the terms and conditions of such issuance , and supervises and regulates the

activities of such National banks .

!
17. National banks receive the benefits associated with federal charters ,

including exclusive right among commercial banks to use the word " National "

in their title. By law they are members of the Federal Reserve System and

their deposits are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ( FDIC ) ;

thus they are accorded the benefits and privileges of such membership and

insurance . They represent 33 percent of the nation's commercial banks, but

hold in the aggregate 58 percent of all commercial bank resources . As of 1974 ,

18. Defendant Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ( here

after Federal Reserve Board ) is an agency of the United States. Defendant

Arthur Burns is Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board . Defendants Philip E.

Caldwell , Stephen Gardner , Robert C. Holland , Philip Jackson , J. Charles Partee ,

and Henry C. Wallich , are members of the Federal Reserve Board . The Federal

1 / All figures based on 1-4 family residential properties.
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Reserve Board admits state -chartered commercial banks as members of the

Federal Reserve System , specifies the terms and conditions of such membership ,

and supervises and regulates the activities of such state - chartered member

banks .

19. State - chartered Federal Reserve member banks ( like National banks )

receive the benefits of membership in the Federal Reserve System , including

use of Federal Reserve clearinghouse facilities and access to loans from

Federal Reserve banks . Deposits of state - chartered Federal Reserve member

banks by law are also FDIC - insured , thereby according such banks the benefits

of such insurance . State - chartered member banks represent 11 percent of the

nation's state - chartered commercial banks , but hold 46 percent of the re

sources of such banks . As of 1974 , state - chartered member banks held $ 11 bil

lion in non - farm residential mortgages .

20. Defendant Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ( FDIC ) is an agency

of the United States . Defendant Robert E. Barnett: is Chairman of FDIC . De

fendants George A. LeMaistre and James E. Smith are members of the Board of

Directors of FDIC . FDIC admits state -chartered , non -Federal Reserve member

commercial banks and mutual savings banks as members of FDIC , specifies the

terms and conditions of such membership , insures deposits at such institutions ,

and supervises and regulates their activities.

21. Ninety -eight percent of the nation's comercial banks ( all National

banks , all state - chartered Federal Reserve member banks , and 8,436 of the

8,685 state - chartered , non -member banks ) are members of FDIC and hold 99 per

cent of all commercial bank resources . Sixty - seven percent of the nation's

mutual savings banks are members of FDIC and hold 87 percent of the resources

of all mutual savings banks. FDIC member commercial and mutual savings banks

receive the benefits of insurance of deposits by FDIC . As of 1974 , FDIC member

commercial and mutual savings banks held $ 115 billion in non - farm residential

mortgage loans, constituting 94 percent of all such outstanding loans of com

mercial and mutual savings banks . FDIC insurance is essential to the pros

perity and growth of commercial and mutual savings banks .
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22. Defendant Federal Home Loan Bank Board ( hereafter FHLBB ) is an ·

agency of the United States . Defendant Garth Marston is Acting Chairman of

the FHLBB . Defendant Grady Perry , Jr. is a member of the FHLBB . The FHLBB

issues federal charters to Federal savings and loan associations and speci

fies the terms and conditions of such charters; admits state - chartered sav

ings and loan associations as members of the Federal Home Loan Bank System

( hereafter FHLBS ) and specifies the terms and conditions of such membership ;

directs the activities of the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation

( hereafter FSLIC ) , admits state - chartered savings and loan associations as

members of FSLIC , and specifies the terms and conditions of such membership .

The FHLBB supervises and regulates the activities of all Federal savings and

loan associations and all state - chartered savings and loan ' associations which

are members of the FHLBS and /or FSLIC .

23. Savings and loan associations engage almost exclusively in residen

tial loans. Forty percent of all savings and loan associations , holding 57

percent of all savings and loan resources , operate under federal charters is

sued by the FHLBB , and receive the benefits associated with federal charters,

including the exclusive right among savings and loan associations to use the

word " Federal " in their title . By law Federal savings and loan associations

are members of the FHLBS and their deposits are FSLIC - insured , thereby accord

ing them the benefits and privileges of such membership and insurance . Eighty

four percent of all savings and loan associations , holding 98 percent of all

savings and loan resources , are members of the FHLBS and receive the benefits

of such membership , including the right to secure advances, in the form of

loans, from Federal Home Loan banks. Eight -one percent of all savings and

loan associations , holding 98 percent of all savings and loan resources , are

· members of the FSI.IC and receive the benefits of FSLIC insurance of their ac

counts . As of 1974 , the aggregate of FSLIC - insured savings and loan associa

tions held $ 195 billion in non - farm residential mortgage loans , 97 percent

of the non -farm residential mortgage loans held by all savings and loan associa

tions . FHLBS Membership and FSLIC insurance are essential to the prosperity

and growth of savings and loan associations .
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24. As of 1974 , the total amount of residential mortgage loans held

by federally regulated commercial and mutual savings banks and savings and

loan associations was $ 310 billion , 75 percent of outstanding non - farm

residential mortgage loans .

RACE AND SEX DISCRIMINATION IN HOME

MORTGAGE LENDING BY REGULATED INSTITUTIONS

25. Mortgage lending institutions supervised , regulated and benefitted

by the defendant federal agencies maintain discriminatory policies and prac

tices , in violation of federal laws, including the following:

( a ) They deny loans to otherwise qualified non -white families

because of their race;

( c ) They refuse to make loans to otherwise qualified non - white

families for the purchase of homes in residential areas occupied by white

families ;

( a ) They refuse to make mortgage loans to otherwise qualified

female - headed families because of the family' head's sex ;

( e ) They inpose more stringent terms and conditions on loans to

otherwise qualified female -headed families because of the family head's sex ;

( f ) They discount all or a substantial part of a wife's income,

because of her sex , in determining the eligibility of families for mortgage

loans . Since a higher proportion of wives in black families than in white

families work , this practice also discriminates against black borrowers;

( g ) They refuse to make loans to otherwise qualified families ,

white and non -white, for the purchase of homes in . racially integrated or

predominantly non - white neighborhoods, because of the racial composition of

such neighborhoods;
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( h ) They impose more stringent terms and conditions on loans to

families, white and non -white , for the purchase of homes in racially in

tegrated or predominantly non - white neighborhoods, because of the racial

composition of such neighborhoods ;

ly in central city areas , that are racially integrated or predominantly non

white'as ineligible for any mortgage loans;

( j ) They refuse to lend to married women in their own names ;

( k ) They require information concerning a wife's birth control

practices in connection with a mortgage loan application ;

( 1 ) They require fluency in the English language as a prerequisite

for obtaining a loan ;

( m ) They use isolated past credit difficulties as a bar to receiv

ing a mortgage loan . Since non -whites , in part because of discriminatory

credit practices , experience a higher incidence of credit difficulties ,

this practice discriminates against them without regard to current credit

worthiness.

( n ) They use the existence of a prior criminal record or a prior

arrest record , regardless of the nature of the charge and even without con

viction , as a bar to a mortgage laon . Since non -whites, in part because of

discrimination in law enforcement , experience a higher incidence of arrest

with and without conviction , this practice discriminates against them .

( o ) They deny loans to persons who have not previously owned their

own home . Since home ownership is less common among non -whites , in part be

cause of discriminatory real estate and lending practices , this practice dis

criminates against them .

bonuses or part -time work , thus discriminating against minority and female

borrowers who more frequently rely on such income;

( q ) They impose overly restrictive payment - to - income ratios on

loans to black and female borrowers ;

!

!
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( r ) They refuse to make loans in certain areas , or make them

on less favorable terms, based solely on the age of the homes or the in

come level of the neighborhood . Since non -whites , in part because of dis

criminatory real estate and lending practices , more commonly live in

lower income neighborhoods and neighborhoods of older hames , this practice

discriminates against them .

( s ) They finance and otherwise do business with builders, developers ,

brokers or other firms that practice racial and sex discrimination ;

whose clientele is predominantly non -white;

( u ) They fail to advertise their services in media reaching pre

dominantly minority borrowers while continuing to advertise in media reach

ing predominantly white borrowers ;

( v ) They refuse to make federally subsidized or federally guaran

teed loans or to make loans to borrowers receiving federal subsidies , thus

discriminating against minority persons who more frequently seek such loans

and subsidies .

26. These discriminatory lending policies and practices place arbitrary

and artificial restraints upon the free flow of mortgage credit . They deny

to otherwise qualified non -white families the opportunity to purchase homes ,

and to purchase homes outside areas of non -white concentration ; deny other

wise qualified female- headed families the opportunity to purchase hames ;

and deny to otherwise qualified families , white and non -white , the opportunity

to purchase homes in racially integrated or predominantly non -white residen

tial areas . The policies and practices also contribute to the deterioration

and abandonment of racially integrated and predominantly non -white residen

tial areas .

27. In part because of the greater difficulty experienced by minority

families in securing mortgage loans from institutions supervised , regulated

and benefitted by the defendants , disproportionately few black families own
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their homes compared with other families. In 1970 , only 42% of black house

holds and 448. of Hispanic households owned their own homes compared to 65 %

of other households . This racial disparity existed between black and other

homeowners of equal income levels . For example, in 1970 , 70% of black but

82 % of other families earning $ 15,000 or more owned their own homes ; 57 % of

black but 74 % of other families earning $ 10,000 to $ 15,000 owned their own

homes ; and 47 % of black but 63 % of other families earning $ 7,000 to $ 10,000

owned their own homes . These disparities prevailed in urban , suburban and

rural areas .

28 . In part because of greater difficulty in securing home financing ,

the housing conditions of black homeowner families are worse than those of

other homeowner families . For example , in 1970 , 15 % of black but only 48

of other owner - occupied homes lacked some or all normal plumbing facilities ;

4 % of black but only 1 % of other owner -occupied homes had all plumbing faci

lities but were in dilapidated condition ; 5% of black but only 1% of other

owner - occupied homes had more than 1.5 persons per room ; and 43 % of black but

only 35 % of other owner -occupied homes were built before 1940 .

principal on their first mortgages .

30 . In part because of the practices listed in paragraph 25 , dispropor

tionately few black homeowners who secure mortgages are able to secure them

from institutions supervised , regulated and benefitted by the defendants .

1970 , only 578 of black homeowners were able to secure first mortgages from

commercial banks , mutual savings banks or savings and loan associations , while

74 % cf white homeowners secured their first mortgage loans from these institu

tions .
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31. . In part because of the practices listed in paragraph 25 , residen

tial segregation is widespread, especially in metropolitan areas which have

experienced housing growth in recent decades . In 1970 , there were 47 cities

with populations above 100,000 which had black populations above 50,000 .

Although the aggregate populations of these cities was only 28% black , 85 %

of the black residents lived in majority - black census tracts and 53% lived

in 90-100% black census tracts . By way of illustration :

City Percent of popu

lation which is

black

Percent of black

population living in

majority -black census

tracts

Percent of black

population living

in 90-100 % black

census tracts

Atlanta 51 91 76

Baltimore 46 92 71

Cleveland 38 94 67

Chicago 33 94 -78

Houston 26 83 39

Pittsburgh 20 81 38

Los Angeles 18 87 30

Milwaukee 15 86 42

Oklahoma City 14

9
1

60

Racial segregation in housing has contributed substantially to racial segre

total black student enrollment of 2,906,941 in 1973 , 67 % of black students

attended schools with 90-100% minority enrollment .

32. Since at least 1971 , the defendant agencies, have had in their pos

session concrete evidence of discrimination by regulated lending institutions .

In June of that year , at the instance of the Department of Housing and Urban

Development , the defendant agencies distributed a questionnaire to more than

18,000 lending institutions inquiring into their lending practices as they

might be discriminatory with respect to minority loan applicants . The re

sponses from more than 15,000 institutions revealed widespread discrimination

2 / Jackson , Mississippi, and Savannah , Georgia , are tho of the 47 cities , but
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in mortgage lending. For example, 899 institutions admitted -considering the

racial or ethnic character of neighborhoods in determining whether to make

loans secured by property therein ; 99 admitted considering the applicant's

race in determining whether to approve a loan . Four hundred fifteen insti

tutions admitted that they refuse to make loans on property in areas of

minority concentration ; in some large cities with large minority populations ,

over half of the savings and loan associations admitted refusal to make such

loans .

33. In March , 1972 , the FHLBB released the results of a survey conduc

ted among selected member institutions concerning their lending practices

and criteria . Among those responding, four percent admitted requiring lower

loan -to - value ratios and shorter loan terms on loans to minority -group appli

cants , and 1.35 percent admitted requiring higher interest rates on loans to

such applicants . In addition , in the case of loans on property located in

low - income or minority group neighborhoods, 28 percent admitted requiring

lower loan - to - value ratios ( averaging 12.5 percent lower ) ; 11 percent

admitted requiring higher interest rates ( averaging 1/2 percent higher ) ;

32 percent admitted requiring shorter loan terms ( averaging 7.5 years

shorter ) ; and 30 percent admitted disqualifying some such neighborhoods

altogether on the basis of their income or racial characteristics . Further

more , substantial proportions of the respondent institutions stated that

they evaluated and even disqualified applicants on the basis of discriminatory

criteria , such as whether the applicant had ever been arrested ( 23 percent

used to evaluate , 12 percent to disqualify ) , marital status ( 64 percent

used to evaluate , 13 percent to disqualify ) , type of employment ( 81 percent

used to evaluate , 39 percent to disqualify ) , prior home ownership ( 57 percent

used to evaluate , 23 percent to disqualify ) , length of present employment
j

( 89 percent used to evaluate , 49 percent to disqualify ) , and length of

residence in community ( 42 percent used to evaluate , 5 percent to disqualify ) .

Finally , 78 percent of the respondent institutions stated that, in

considering the income of a 25 -year - old wife with two school -age children

1
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working full time as a secretary , her income would be discounted by 50 to

100 percent for underwriting purposes .

34. Between June 1 , 1974 and November 30 , 1974 , the defendant agencies

conducted fair housing information surveys covering lending institutions in

18 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas ( SMSA's ) . The surveys were con

ducted to determine , inter alia , whether supervised lending institutions were

in compliance with statutory prohibitions against discrimination in mortgage

lending. These surveys collected information concerning approximately 105,000

mortgage applications. The results demonstrate sharp disparities in the

rejection rates of white and minority applications , further evidencing wide

spread and continued discriminatory policies and practices by lending

institutions . Specifically :

A. The Survey A approach , devised and analysed by the FHLBB , was used in

Atlanta , Georgia ; Buffalo , New York ; Chicago , Illinois ; San Antonio ,

Texas ; San Diego , California ; and Washington , D.C. This survey

collected information on the race , sex , marital status , and age of

the applicants and the census tract in which the security property

applicants suffered an 8 % rejection rate while black applicants :

suffered an 18 % rejection rate . This disparity existed in each

of the six SMSAs included in Survey A :

3 / 66,320 applications were collected , of which 18 % were not analysed

because they did not include race or other personal data . The

furnishing of this data by the applicant was optional . A sampling

of those electing not to furnish this data indicates that they

suffered a somewhat higher rejection rate than those who furnished
it.

37-415 0 - 79 - 33
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SMSA White Rejection Black Rejection

Atlanta 7.1 12,4

Buffalo 15.2 28.8

Chicago 7.0 18.4

San Antonio 8.8 23.3

San Diego 5.4 18.2

Washington , D.C. 8.8 15.1

In the two Southwestern cities, similar disparities appeared in the

rejection rates of white and Spanish applicants :

SMSA White Rejection Spanish Rejection

San Antonio 8.8 18.0

:San Diego 5.4

B
.

and analyzed by the Federal Reserve Board , was used in Baltimore,

Maryland ; Jersey City , New Jersey , Tampa -St . Petersburg , Florida ; Gal

veston - Texas City , Texas ; Jackson , Mississippi; and Valejo - Fairfield

Napa , Califomia . Lending institutions collected data on the race of

loan applicants and the postal ZIP code of the security property , ag

gregated this information by ZIP code , and submitted aggregate figures

to the Federal Reserve Board . Among more than 20,000 applications rem

ceived in the six SMSA's covered by this survey , whites suffered a

rejection rate of approximately 12 % while minority applicants suffered

a rejection rate of approximately 228. The approximate rejection rates

for each SMSA are :

SMSA White Rejection Minority Rejection

Baltimore 12 24

Jersey City 12 22

Tanpa -St . Petersburg il 18

Galveston - Texas City
7 18

Jackson 14 17

Valejo - Fairfield -Napa 24 .. 20
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c.

The Survey C approach , devised and analyzed by the Comptroller of the

Currency , was used in Bridgeport, Connecticut ; Cleveland , Ohio ; Memphis,

Tennessee ; Montgomery, Alabama ; Topeka, Kansas ; and Tucson , Arizona .

This survey collected data concerning the race , sex and marital status

of each applicant; information relevant to his or her creditworthiness ;

the census tract of the security property ; the amount of loan requested

and the purchase price of the property. Of the 12,707 applications

SMSA White Rejection Non -white

rejection rate ( % )

Bridgeport 11.1 15.8

Cleveland 16.2 26.5 .

TE
Memphis 13.1 23.0

Montgomery 15.6 48.5

Topeka
11.5 33,5

Tucson 9.3 . 22.0 .

Because this survey included creditworthiness data , an analysis is

possible holding constant certain factors relating to creditworthiness .

This analysis strongly suggests that the difference in white and mi

nority rejection rates cannot be explained by differences in credit

worthiness . In every case , minority rejection rates are far higher

than white rejection rates among persons having the same gross annual

income , the same gross assets, the same outstanding indebtedness , the

same monthly debt payment burden , and the same number of years in pre

sent occupation . For example :

( 1 ) Among persons with gross annual incomes of $ 15,001 to $ 25,000 , the

white rejection rate is 13.9 % and the non - white 20.98 . Among per

sons with gross annual income over $ 25,000 , the white rejection

rate is 12.1 % and the non -white 22.6% .

4 / of 18,372 forms collected from 152 institutions, 5665 were not analyzed

because they were incomplete or appeared to contain substantial errors.
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: ( 2 ) Among persons with assets between $ 60,001 and 100,000 , the white

( 4 ) Among persons with monthly debt payments under $ 100, the white

rejection rate is 12.9 % and the non -white 20.0% .

( 5 ) Among persons with more than five years in current occupation ,

DEFENDANTS ' NON - DISCRIMINATION ENFORCEMENT DUTIES

Non-Discrimination obligations of Federally Remulated
Mortgage Lending Institutions

35. All national banks , state - chartered Federal Reserve member banks,

and state - chartered non -member FDIC - insured banks are subject to applicable

federal laws and to rules, regulations and procedures adopted respectively by

the Camptroller of the Currency , the Federal Reserve Board , and FDIC . All

federal savings and loan associations and those state - chartered savings and

loan associations which are members of FHLBS or FSLIC are subject to applicable

federal laws and to rules , regulations and procedures adopted by the FILBB .

36. Mortgage lending discrimination by federally regulated lending in

stitutions , because of race , color , religion , national origin , or sex , vio

lates the provisions of the United States Constitution and various applicable

federal statutes .

( a ) The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits

such discrimination by mortgage lending institutions that are regulated ,

supervised , and benefitted by federal agencies..

teenth Imendment to the United States Constitution , prohibit racial discrimina

tion in nortgage lending.
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( c ) Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 , 42 U.S.C. 2000d , pro

hibits discrimination on the basis of race , color , or national origin in

programs or activities receiving federal financial assistance , including

vided to federally regulated lending institutions by the defendant agencies.

Accordingly , federally regulated lending institutions are prohibited under

Title VI from practicing such discrimination in their mortgage lending pro

grams and activities .

( a ) Section 527 of the National Housing Act . ( 12 U.S.C. 1735f - 5 ) , as

added by Section 808 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 ,

prohibits sex discrimination in mortgage lending by lending institutions

supervised by , or whose deposits or accounts are insured by , any of the defen

dant agencies .

( e ) Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 , 42 U.S.C. 3601

'et seg . , prohibits inter alia , discrimination because of race , color , reli

gion , national origin , or sex in mortgage lending .

37. Mortgage lending discrimination based on race , color , religion ,

national origin , or sex , subjects lending institutions to civil liabilities ,

including compensatory and punitive damages, and attorneys fees, under Sections

1981 , 1982 , and 3601 et seq . of Title 42 U.S.C. Accordingly , such discrimina

tion subjects these lending institutions to probable substantial financial loss ,

as well as other damage resulting from the loss of public confidence associated

with adverse publicity for engaging in such discrimination .

38. Mortgage lending discrimination based on race , color , religion ,

national origin , or sex , unduly limits the business opportunities of lending

institutions and credit opportunities of borrowers .

Because mortgage lending discrimination based on race , color , religion ,

national origin , or sex violates federal law , subjects lending institutions to

financial loss, and unduly restricts business opportunities , such discrimination

constitutes unsafe and unsound practices within the meaning of 12 u.s.c. 1730

and 1818 .
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40. Mortgage lending discrimination based on race , color , religion ,

national origin , or sex , by federally insured commercial banks and mutual

savings banks is in conflict with the FDIC requirement that insured banks

serve " the convenience and needs of the community" ( 12 U.S.C. 1816 , 1828 ( c ) ( 5 ) ) .

41. Mortgage lending discrimination based on race , color , religion ,

national origin , or sex , by federally chartered , FHLBS -member , and FSLIC

insured savings and loan associations is in conflict with the major purpose

of federal chartering of savings and loan associations and for which the

FHLBS and FSLIC insurance were established , namely : to enable Americans to

become homeowners by facilitating mortgage credit . Such discrimination also

violates basic conditions of eligibility for membership in the FHLBS and in

surance of deposits by FSLIC , namely : that the character of the institutions '

management or its home financing policy not be " inconsistent with sound and

economical home finance practices" ( 12 U.S.C. 1424 ( a ) , 1464 ( a ) , 1726 ( c ) ) .

Non - Discrimination Enforcement Obligations of Defendant Agencies

42 . The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits

discrimination by the United States Government , including all departments

and agencies thereof , and requires such departments and agencies to assure

.

against discrimination by institutions with which they are significantly in

volved . Under the Fifth Amendment , the defendant agencies are obligated to

take such action as is necessary and appropriate to prevent discrimination

in mortgage lending by the lending institutions they regulate , supervise,

and benefit .

43. Section 602 of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 , 42 U.S.C.

2000d-1 , directs federal departments and agencies Empowered to extend federal

financial assistance to any program or activity by way of grant , loan , or

contract other than a contract of insurance or guarantee , to issue appropriate

rules , regulations, or orders, and to take other appropriate steps to assure

against discrimination on the basis of race , color , or national origin in such
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programs or activities. The comptroller of the Currency and the FHLBB issue

charters to National banks and Federal savings and loan associations , re

spectively, subject to specific terms and conditions . Such issuance confers

upon federally chartered banks and savings and loan associations the exclusive

right to use the words " National " and " Federal" respectively in their names ,

endowing them with the prestige and imprimatur of United States Government

approval associated with these terms , The Federal Reserve Board extends

financial assistance to National banks and to state -chartered banks which are

members of the Federal Reserve System by making loans to them through Federal

Reserve Banks when they are in need of additional funds ( 12 U.S.C. 347 ) , by

supplying them with currency when needed , and allowing use of its facilities

for collecting checks, clearing balances and transferring funds to other cities

( 12 U.S.C. 248 ) . The FDIC , in addition to insuring deposits of all banks

( National and state - chartered ) which are members of FDIC , makes loans or de

posits and purchases assets when its members are in danger of closing ( 12 U.S.C.

1823 ( c) ) . The FHLBB extends financial assistance to savings and loan institu

tions which are members of the FHLBS by making loans to them through Federal

Home Loan Banks ( 12 U.S.C. 1429 , 1430 ) . Through the FSLIC , in addition to

insuring accounts at institutions which are members of FSLIC , the FHLBB makes

loans to or purchases the assets of institutions which are in danger of default

or liquidation ( 12 U.S.C. 1729 ) .

44. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 , 42 U.S.C. 3601 et seg . ,

requires all federal departments and agencies that administer programs and

activities relating to housing and Lucban development to administer such pro

grams and activities in a manner affirmatively to further the purposes of

the Act . Under Title VIII , the defendant agencies, all of which acminister

programs and activities relating to housing and urban developent , are obligated

to issue nules and regulations , adopt procedures , and otherwise adninister

their programs and activities, so as to assure against mortgage lending dis

crimination on the basis of race , color, religion , national origin , and sex ,

by the lending institutions they regulate , supervise and benefit .
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45. Sections 1441 and 144 la of 42 U.S.C. direct all federal departments

and agencies having powers, functions, or duties with respect to housing, to

exercise them consistently with the national housing policy and in a manner

that will facilitate sustained progress in attaining the national housing

objective of " a decent home and suitable living environment for every American

. family . " Those sections further direct that all such departments and agencies

act to encourage " the development of well planned , integrated , residential

neighborhoods . " Pursuant to these statutory mandates , the defendant agencies

are obligated to take such actions as are necessary and appropriate to ensure

-

against mortgage lending discrimination by the lending institutions they regu

late, supervise and benefit .

46. The Financial Institutions Supervisory Act , 12 u.s.c. 1464 , 1730 ,

1818, requires that whenever a federally regulated or insured savings and loan

association or commercial or mutual savings bank is violating or has violated

an applicable law , nule, regulation , or order , or is engaging or has engaged

in an unsafe or unsound practice , the appropriate defendant agency must take

steps to secure corrective action . In the event such corrective action is

not secured , these agencies are authorized to impose sanctions, including re

moval of the federal charter , termination of membership in the FHLBS or Fed

eral Reserve System , issuance of cease and desist orders , and termination of

federal insurance of accounts or deposits. The Financial Institutions Super

visory Act , 42 U.S.c. 1730 , 1818 , also authorizes the appropriate federal

agency to suspend or remove a director or officer of a member lending institu

tion for violating any applicable law , rue, cr regulation , or final cease and

desist order , or for engaging in any unsafe cr unsound practice, when the agency

determines that the lending institution has suffered or will probably suffer

substantial financial loss or other damage.

DEFENDANTS ' VIOLATION OF THEIR DUTY TO

ENSURE AGAINST DISCRIMINATION IN MORIGAGE LENDING

47. The principal way in which defendants normally assure compliance

with law and the soundness and safety of operations by supervised institutions
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is by issuing rules and regulations , establishing procedures , conducting

periodic examinations of individual institutions, and requiring the collec

tion and maintenance of sufficient records and data to enable examiners to

detect violations so that necessary corrective action may be taken . The

48 . On March 8 , 1971 , plaintiffs ( other than National Neighbors )

filed a petition pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 553 ( e ) with each of the defendant agen

cies requesting each of them to adopt rules , regulations and procedures which

would assure against discriminatory lending practices by institutions which

they supervise and regulate . Included in the procedures requested was a re

quirement that each lending institution collect and retain for examination

by the supervising agency , data on the race or ethnic group identification

of all mortgage loan applicants , together with information concerning the dis

position of each application . Such racial or ethnic data is routinely required

by most federal agencies having non - discrimination enforcement responsibili

ties, and is essential to the identification of patterns of potential discrim

ination and the initiation of effective remedial action .

49. Previously , in June of 1969 , pursuant to the powers and responsibili- .

ties vested in him by 42 U.S.c. 3608 , the Secretary of the Department of

Housing and Urban Development ( HUD) had recommended to the four defendant

agencies the adoption of rules , regulations and procedures similar to those

proposed by plaintiffs in their petitions, including specifically the require

ment that supervised lending institutions collect and retain for examination

racial and ethnic data on loan applicants . Section 3608 of 12 U.S.C. requires

all federal agencies to administer their programs and activities relating to

housing in a manner affimatively to further fair housing, and to cooperate

with the Secretary of HUD to further such purpose .
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50. In the five years since plaintiffs filed their petitions, the defen

dant agencies, in violation of 5 U.S.C. 555 ( b) and ( e ) and their duties as

alleged in paragraph 42 through 46 , have not acted upon them . Only one of

thèse agencies, the FHLBB , has adopted regulations dealing in any significant

way with the issues raised by the petitions, but as alleged in paragraph 51 ,

even in that one case the adoption of regulations has not been followed by

effective implementation and enforcement . Specifically :

( a ) The Conptroller of the Currency on December 17 , 1971 announced

his intention to consider regulations prohibiting discrimina

tion in mortgage lending by national banks ( 36 F. R. 25167 ) .

No such regulations have ever been proposed or adopted , nor

have hearings been held .

( b ) The Federal Reserve Board has not even formally considered the

( c ) The FDIC on December 17 , 1971 announced its intention to consider

19 , 1972 held hearings on the proposed regulations . Despite

favorable comments from the Office of Management and Budget , the

Department of Justice , the Department of Housing and Urban Develop

ment , and the United States Commission on Civil Rights on the

proposed regulations , including specifically the proposal to re

quire the collection and retention of racial and ethnic data on

mortgage applicants , no further action has been taken by the

regulations ( 36 F.R .: 25151 ) , on January 13 , 1972 published pro

posed regulations for comnent ( 37 F.R. 811 ) , on April 27 , 1972

published general regulations concerning non -discrimination by

insured savings and loan associations ( 37 F.R, 8136 ) , on July 5 ,

1973 published regulations implementing Title VI of the Civil
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Rights Act of 1964 ( 38 F.R. 17929 ) , and on December 17, 1974

published " Guidelines " discussing certain discriminatory prac

tices ( 39 F.R. 43618 ) . These regulations and - " Guidelines "

omitted the provisions contained in the original proposed regu

lations requiring the collection and retention of racial and

ethnic data on loan applicants, despite the endorsement of this

requirenent by the Office of Management and Budget , the Depart

ment of Justice, the Department of Housing and Urban Development ,

and the United States Canmission on Civil Rights .

51. In addition , all of the defendants have failed and refused to adopt

effective procedures for detecting discriminatory patterns or practices at

particular institutions which they supervise and regulate, and have failed and

refused to undertake enforcement action against instit : tions where such discrim

inatory practices appear to exist . Specifically :

( a ) They do not require institutions to collect and retain racial or

ethnic data on loan applicants which couldserve to identify insti

tutions at which discriminatory practices may exist , warranting

further detailed investigation .

( b ) They have failed to investigate , or even schedule for investiga

.

ing the existence of discriminatory practices, derived from the

1971 HUD - sponsored lending practices survey ( see paragraph 32 ,

supra ). and the 1974 Fair Housing Information Survey ( see para

graphs 33 and 34 , supra ) .

( c ) They do not include detailed investigation of potential discrim

inatory lending practices as part of their routine exaninations ,

such as a review of appraisal forms , underwriting standards , and

goographic lending pattems, and with the exception of the FILBB

they lack any procedures for conducting such investigations .
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( d ) They do not adequately train or instruct examination staff

with respect to the investigation of discriminatory lending

practices , an area of responsibility with which such staff

is generally unfamiliar .

( e ) They do not conduct appropriate investigations of complaints

which they receive concering discrimination in mortgage

lending by institutions which they supervise .

52. The refusal and failure of defendants to act upon plaintiffs' peti

tions or HUD's recommendations or otherwise to adopt effective rules , regu

lations and procedures to ensure against discrimination by lending institu

tions which they supervise and regulate has persisted despite repeated efforts

by petitioners , by other federal agencies and by other persons and organiza

tions to secure such action .

53 . Defendants ' failure and refusal to adopt appropriate rules , regula

tions, and procedures to ensure against discrimination in mortgage finance

by institutions which they supervise violate duties imposed on them by the

Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution ; Title VI of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 , 42 U.S.c. 2000d et seq.; Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of

1968 , 42 U.S.C. 3601 et seg.; the Financial Institutions Supervisory Act ,

42 U.S.C. 1464 , 1730 , 1818; and Section 2 of the Housing Act of 1949 , 42 U.S.C.

1441, 144lai Such failure and refusal also denies to plaintiffs and their

members rights secured under the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitu

tion ; Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 , 42 U.S.C. 20000 et seq .;

the Civil Rights Acts of 1870 and 1866 , 42 U.S.C. 1981 and 1982 ; Title

VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 , 42 U.S.C. 3601 et seq . , and Section 527

of the National Housing Act , 12 U.S.C. 1735f- 5 .

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray that this court advance the case

on the docket and order a speedy hearing thereof and , after such hearing , enter

an order :
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A. Declaring that defendants ' failure and refusal to carry out their

responsibilities to ensure against discrimination in mortgage finance by

supervised lending institutions violates plaintiffs' and their members '

rights secured by the Constitution and laws of the United States .

to enforce the laws against discrimination in mortgage lending with respect

to institutions which they supervise , regulate and benefit .

and the FDIC forthwith to adopt rules and regulations to ensure against such

discrimination , including regulations defining and prohibiting, in specific

terms, lending practices which are discriminatory on the basis of race or sex .

D. Ordering all of the defendants to adopt procedures for the detection

and investigation of potential discriminatory practices and for the prompt

elimination of such practices where they are found to exist , including the

following:

1. Procedures requiring the collection and retention of racial and

ethnic data concerning mortgage applicants and concering the

areas in which loans are requested , and data concering the

sex of mortgage applicants.

2. Procedures for reviewing the foregoing data concerning loan

applicants and lending areas , and for reviewing appraisal,

underwriting and other practices which may be discriminatory

in purpose or effect , as a regular part of routine examinations ,

3. Special investigation procedures and examination schedules for

institutions as to which infonration secured during routine

examinations or complaints received indicate possible violation

of laws concerning lending discrimination .

4. Training of examiners in routine and special examination and

investigation procedures concerning non - discrimination in mortgage

lending.
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! : 5. Schedules and deadlines for the commencement and conclusion of

are discovered .

6. Requirements that lending institutions which have engaged in

and female applicants are no longer discouraged from applying

for motgage loans .

Plaintiffs pray for such additional relief as the interests of justice

may require, together with the costs , including reasonable attorneys ' fees ,

incurred in maintaining this action .

TaylorWilliam L. Taylor

Ragh Kulis
Roger Kuhn

Martin Sloane
Martin E. Sloane

Daniel A. Searing

Jay Mulkeen

Karen Krueger

Jack Greenberg

James E. Kabrit, III

Charles Willians

Counsel for Plaintiffs
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

:

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE , et al . , )

Plaintiffs , Civil Action No. 76-0718

v. STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL

OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF

THE CURRENCY , et al . ,

)

i

)

) EILED•

Defcncants . MAR 231977

JAMES F. DAVEY, Cierka

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED that , in consideration of the

attached Settlement Agreement , dated March 22 , 1977 , between

Plaintiffs and Defendants Federal Home Loan Bank Board , Garth

Marston , and Grady Perry , Jr. , ' the above - entitled action against

the defendants named herein may be and is hereby dismissed

without prejudice .

Respectfully submitted ,

& Sloane
DANIEL J. GOLDBERG

Acting General Counsel

HARTIN E. SLOANE

KAREN KRUEGER

MICHAEL W. WARREN

National Committee Against

Discrimination in Housing

1425 H Street , N.W.

Washington , D.C. 20005

chines.Slue
HAROLD S. SHORE

Associate General Counsel

Williant Taylor
WILLIAM L. TAYLOR

ROGER KUHN

Center for Nat'l Policy Review

Catholic Univ . Law School

Washington , D.C. 20064

JOHN GUNTHER

Attorney

Office of the General Counsel

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

320 First Street , N.W.

Washington , D.C. 20552JACK GREENBERG

JA !!ES E. NABRIT , III

CHARLES WILLIAMS

NAACP Legal Defense and

Educational Fund

10 Columbus Circle

New York , New York 10019

Attorneys for defendants

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

Carth Harston and Grady Perry , jr .

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

ORDER

IT IS SO ORDERED :

This 23 day of March , 1977 .

Tuharad A. Fercel
UNITED STATES DISTRICT
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SETTLEMENT

This Agreement between Plaintiffs National Urban League ,

National Committee Against Discrimination in llousing , National

Association for the Advancement of Coloured People , National

Neighbors , Metropolitan Washington Planning and Housing Association ,

and National Association of Real Estate Brokers ( hereafter " Plain

tiffs " ) and defendants Federal Home Loan Bank Board , Garth Marston

and Grady Perry , jr . ( hereafter " Board " ) is made to resolve , as to

the parties hereto , without adjudication of any issue of law or facts ,

litigation presently pending between Plaintiffs and the Board in the

United States District Court for the District of Columbia entitled

National Urban League, et al. v . Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency , et al . , ( Civil Action No. 76-718 ) ( hereinafter " the law

suit " ) . In executing this Agreement , none of the parties hereto

makes any admission whatsoever as to any issue of law or facts raised .

in the lawsuit or which might be raised in the lawsuit . The Board

has entered this Agreement not only to settle the lawsuit , but also

to further its existing commitment to effective enforcement of its

nondiscrimination policies .

Section 1 .

The Board agrees that it will use its best efforts to

insure compliance by the financial institutions regulated by the

Board with the prohibitions against mortgage lending discrimination ,

tutions regulated by the Board shall be requested by the lender to

situa

indicate their race ( as defined in 12 C.F.R. S 202.13 ( a ) ( il ) and

sex .
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cants . " The Board at this time has declined to impose sưch a

requirement . The Board recognizes, however, that effective

monitoring and enforcement procedures may dictate that such a

If the Board , after good faith efforts , cannot obtain

such a control sample group voluntarily , it promptly will take

action to establish such a group through any means authorized by

law , including a temporary regulation .

Board's efforts to monitor non - compliance with its nondiscrim

ination regulations at said other insured institutions , the Board

37-415 O - 79 - 34
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will take adeguate steps to eliminate the problem by proposing

a final regulation which would require all insured savings and

loan associations to provide racial/sex notation data for loan

'applicants when the applicants themselves decline to do so , or

will take other action , to the extent authorized by law , to

i

produce substantially equivalent results .

The Board further agrees that it will make available to

the plaintiffs the information on non- response rates, which is

used by the Board to evaluate the results of the Board's efforts

in this area , including the information called for in Section 10

of this Agreement , and to give Plaintiffs the opportunity to

offer suggestions to the Board regarding actions the Board might

take to make its enforcement efforts in this area more effective

X

* The Board agrees that it will consider such suggestions which may

collection of this data .

Section 2 .

The Board agrees to develop and implement a system for

the collation and analysis of the racial/sex notation data collec

ted in accordance with Section 1 of this Agreement , which system

will produce effective and meaningful use of the aforesaid data as
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an aid to the Board's compliance program , without undue expense

or undue diversion of personnel . The Board further agrees that it

will review the system devised hereunder within one year following

' implementation of such system in accordance with Section 10 of

this Agreement . The Board will provide to the plaintiffs the data

and analyses produced under this system , including those used by

the Board to evaluate said system in order to enable the plaintiffs

to review such system and to provide suggestions to the Board for

the improvement of such system ; provided that the Board will not

be obligated to turn over to the plaintiffs copies of examination

reports or excerpts therefrom , examiners ' work papers and confiden

tial examination programs , specific enforcement recommendations ,

material identifying specific savings and loan associations , and

legal advice prepared by the Board's Office of General Counsel .

Section 3 .

The Board is presently studying the usefulness of data .

available to it under the Home Hortgage Disclosure Act and will

attempt to develop a system for meaningful use of this data in
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that they have been advised by Board representatives that devising

such a system may be unfeasible : It is understood that the Board

has no obligation to implement such a system if the Board reason

ably and in good faith determines that it is unfeasible to implement

such a system . Before the Board makes a final determination on

feasibility , it will consult with Plaintiffs pursuant to Section

.10.0f the Agreement .

Section 4 .

tions used in such training sessions , as it has done in the past .

This will include appropriate training in the use of race/sex data ,

as it becomes available . The Board will consult with the plaintiffs

periodically on the subject of examiner training , as set forth in

Section 10 of this Agreement .

Section 5.

The Board agrees that it will provide extensive training

in civil rights matters to one person in each of its 12 districts

who will spend approximately 50 percent of his/her time on civil

rights enforcement matters ; each such person will. serve on a level

which will enable him/her to have direct access to the District

Director . Such person will have a general responsibility to review

the nondiscrimination aspects of examination reports in order to

make them more effective , including review of individual examination

reports and discussions with examiners ; to make recommendations for

improvements in examination methods ; and to consult with Supervisory

Agents through the District Directors on enforcement recommendations .

It is understood that the workload of such specialists is expected

to vary from district to district , and that such specialists may
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devote more or less than 50 % of their time to nondiscrimination

matters , depending upon their actual workloads ; it is further

understood that the time spent on such matters by such specialists

will be adequate to carry out their responsibilities , as described

herein .

In addition to the foregoing , the Board agrees that it

will do one of the following : ( a ) . the Board will hire a full time

to the Director of the Board's Office of Examinations and Supervision

( OES ) and who will report directly to the said Director of OES , or

( b ) if hiring said person would be burdensome , in light of personnel

or budgetary restraints , the Board , as an alternative , will hire ,

on a contract basis for a one -year period , a civil rights specialist .

( who will have an extensive civil rights background ) . Said specialist

will assist in the training and guidance of the civil rights specia

lists in the field and the Washington and field staffs generally,

and will recommend improvements in examination and enforcement

methods and training .

the Board will review its effectiveness with plaintiffs , pursuant

to Section 10 of liis Agreement ..

Section 6 .

The Board is now in the process of developing nondiscri

mination complaint processing procedures , which will be implemen

ted within 90 days following the effective date of this Agreement .

The Board agrees that these procedures will include time limits for

actions thereunder , with exceptions for special circumstances . The

Board further agrees that , not later than thirty days following the

date of the execution of this Agreement , it will provide plaintiffs

with an outline of said proposed procedures , will allow. Plainti
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Section 7 .

Section 8 .

The Board agrees that it will advise all insured institu

tions of its commitment to vigorous enforcement of its nondiscrim

ination regulations ; it will also advise said institutions that

the Board will use the enforcement procedures usually employed

in cases of other kinds of violations in the event of noncompliance

with said regulations . The Board agrees that it will make this

communication public . Although the Board agrees to do the foregoing ,

it contends that it has , in the past , given similar advice to insured

institutions . :

Section 9 .

The Board agrees that it will give the plaintiffs an oppor

tunity to make suggestions for changes in the Board's nondiscrimina

tion regulations , and will consider seriously any suggestions made

by the plaintiffs.

Section 10 .

The Board agrees that , for a period of 36 months following

execution of this Agreement , it will provide plaintiffs with the

following data or their equivalent at least annually , and more often

if available :

A. copies of race/sex data notation forms and instruc

tions for their use .

B. Description of the Board's system for collation and

analysis of race/sex data , with copies of relevant

instructions to personnel performing collation or

analysis .
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c . “ Data and analyses produced pursuant to Section 2

trends and comparisons of lending patterns showing

various types of discrimination in vațious regions ,

cities , or SMSA's , and individual institutions ( but

only to the extent this can be done without revealing

information which in the Board's judgment could

reasonably permit identification of said individual

institutions ) .

D.
Data indicating non - response rates on race/sex

notation forms , including information on whether

there are deviant rates at particular institutions

R.

* :
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:

J. : Reports concerning number of complaints received ,

: investigated and resolved ( showing separately

resulting in enforcement action ) .

Copies of any other instructions , regulations ,

guidelines , procedures or reports concerning fair

housing enforcement , if any , not covered by para

graphs A-J herein .

It is understood and agreed between the parties as follows ...

with respect to the Board's undertaking to provide the foregoing

information : ( a ) the Board will not provide any data which identifies

specific savings and loan associations , nor will it provide confiden

tial. exar ination progcams ; ( b ) the Board will not provide copies of : 1

examination reports , examiners ' workpapers , or excerpts therefrom ;

( c ) the Board will not provide copies of material which deals with

specific compliance matters at specific savings and loan associations

or contain recommendations for specific enforcement actions ; ( a )

the Board will not provide legal analyses , opinions and conclusions

of the Board's Office of General Counsel ; and ( e ) the Board will

not provide data which is identical to that previously provided .

:

will receive a written explanation when their recommendations are .

not accepted . It is understood and agreed to by all parties to

this Agreement that the responsibility for the implementation of

these programs is solely the Board's and not the plaintiffs ' .
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Section 11 .

in the area of mortgage lending discrimination , from 1968 to the

date of execution of this Agreement ; and ( b ) give up any right to

sue the Board on any matter within the scope of the lawsuit for a

period of thirty ( 30 ) ronths from the date of this Agreement , except

for violations of the Agreciment .

Section 12

Upon execution of this Agreement , the plaintiffs and the

Board will file a stipulation in the United States District Court

to dismiss the lawsuit without prejudice , insofar as it relates

to the Board and its members .

Dated : March?? , 1977 Dated : March 22 , 1977

te so there: ر Guthwhis
GARTH AARSTON , --ÇjairmanMARTIN E. SLOANE

KAREN KRUEGER

MICHAEL W. WARREN

National Comunittee Pgainst

Z
GRADY PERRY, JR . ,femper

Federal Home Loan Bank Boara

Walhan ( Taylor
WILLIAM L. TAYLOR

ROGER S. KUHN

Center for National Policy

JACK GREENBERG

JAMES E. RABRIT , III

CHARLES WILLIAMS

NAACP Legal Defense anå
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AMENDMENT TO SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

between

the National Urban League , National Committee Against Discrimination

in Housing , National Asssociation for the Advancement of Colored

People , National Neighbors , Metropolitan Washington Planning and

Housing Associations , and National Association of Real Estate Brokers

( " Plaintiffs " )

and

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board ( " Board " ) .

1 . On March 22 , 1977 , the Plaintiffs and the Board entered into a

Settlement Agreement in an action entitled National Urban League , et al .

y . Office of the Comptroller of the Currency , et al . ( CA No. 76-0718 ,

D.D.C. ) , in consideration of which the action was dismissed without

prejudice . It now appears to the parties to that Agreement that a longer

period of time than originally contemplated will be required to implement

the provisions of Section 2 of the Agreement .

2 . Accordingly the parties have agreed as follows :

( a ) The Board will use its best efforts to implement Section 2

according to the schedule proposed by the Board and agreed to by the

Plaintiffs . The schedule is set forth in Appendix A.

( b ) The Board will provide the Plaintiffs with data to the extent

provided by Section 2 and 10 of the Agreement .
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Appendix A

July 1 , 1978 : Examiners begin completing 52 - column

loan application form for sample of

100 recent loans closed by each S & L

examined .

August 15 , 1978 : Special report from OES providing

analysis of examiners ' assessment of

costs and usefulness of 23 - column and

52 - column loan application registers .

September 1 , 1978 : Loan application registers become

effective for S & L's .

September 30 , 1978 : Specification of edit test completed

at the Bank Board .

December 1 , 1978 : Examiners compile 52 - column loan

application registers for all S& L's

in three SMSA's for loan applications

beginning September 1978 .

January 30 , 1979 : Statistical testing format specified

and reliability of statistical pro

cedure tested with a trial run for

first months data .

February 28 , 1979 : Data in form ready for use ; edits

completed ; and statistical routines

tested .

February 28 -

April 30 , 1979 :

Analysis of data in process .

April 30 , 1979 : Final testing of alternative mortgage

application registers completed and

written analysis available for dis

tribution .

July 1 , 1979 : Adoption by the Board of final loan

application register as determined

to be appropriate .

October 1 , 1979 : Effective date for final loan applica

tion register as adopted by the Bank

Board on July 1 , 1979 .
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( c )
The Settlement Agreement is hereby extended to expire on

March 1 , 1981 .

Dated : September , 1978 Dated : September , 1978

Martin S. Sloane Rohstofnula
Martin E. Sloane

National Committee Against

Robert H. McKinney

Chairman

Hill 1.Tyn
JustMarathiWilliam L. Taylor

Center for National Policy

Garth Marston

Member

Curs Mello
Attorneys for the Plaintiffs Anita Miller

Member

Federal Home Loan Bank Board
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It is hereby agreed by the signors that Appendix A to the Amendment

to Settlement Agreement , dated September 20 , is amended to read as

follows :

July 1 , 1978 : Examiners begin completing 52 - column

loan application form for sample of

100 recent loans closed by each S & L

examined .

August 15 , 1978 : Special report from OES providing

analysis of examiners assessment of

costs and usefulness of 23-column

and 52-colun loan application

registers .

September 1 , 1978 : Loan Application Registers become

effective for S& L's .

September 31 , 1978 : Specification of edit test completed

at the Bank Board .

December 1 , 1978 : Examiners compile 52-column loan ap

plication registers for all S& L's in

three SMSA's for loan applications

beginning September 1978 .

January 30 , 1979 : statistical testing format specified

and reliability of statistical pro

cedure tested with a trial run for

first months data .

February 28 , 1979 : Data in form ready for use ; edits

completed ; and statistical routines

tested .

February 28 -

April 1979 : Analysis of data in process .

April 30 , 1979 : Final testing of alternative mortgage

application registers completed and

written analysis available for dis

tribution .

July 1 , 1979 : Adoption by the Board of final loan

application register and data collec

tion and analysis as determined to

be appropriate .
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on or about

October 1 , 1979 : Effective date for final loan appli

cation register and implementation

of a data collation and analysis system

to the extent provided in Section 2 &

10 of the Agreement .

( якSolat
Martin E. Sloane

National Comittee Against

Robert H. McKinney

Chairman

Cuita helle
William L. Taylor

Center for National Policy

Anita Miller

Member

Attorneys for the Plaintiffs Federal Home Loan Bank Board
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RECEIVED

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AY 1 3 1977

JAMES E , DAVEY, Clerk

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE , et al . ,

Civil Action No. 76-0718

Plaintiffs ,

) .

)

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL

v .

)

OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF

THE CURRENCY , et al . , )

Defendants .

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED that , in consideration of the

attached Settlement Agreement , dated May 13, 1977 , between

Plaintiffs and Defendants Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

( FDIC ) , Robert E. Barnett , George A. LeMaistre , Robert Bloom as

Director of FDIC and not as Comptroller of the Currency , the

above - entitled action against the defendants named herein may be

and is hereby dismissed .

Respectfully submitted ,

Mutu S. llama Milis eft
MILES A. COBBMARTIN E. SLOANE

KAREN KRUEGER

MICHAEL W. WARREN

Rico Q How
ROGER'A . HOOD

Taylor
WILLIAM L. TAYLOR

ROGER KUHN

Attorneys for defendants

JACK GREENBERG

JAMES E. NABRIT , III

CHARLES WILLIAMS

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

ORDER

IT IS SO ORDERED :

This day of May , 1977 .

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

This Agreement between Plaintiffs National Urban League , National

Canmittee Against Discrimination in Housing, National Association for the

Advancement of Coloured People , National Neighbors, Metropolitan Washington

Planning and Housing Association , and National Association of Real Estate

Brokers ( hereinafter " Plaintiffs " ) and defendants Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation ( hereinafter the " FDIC " ) , Robert E. Barnett, Ceorge A. LeMaistre,

and Robert Bloom , as a director of FDIC and not as Camptroller of the Currency ,

( hereinafter the " Directors " ) is made to resolve , as to the parties hereto ,

without adjudication of any issue of law or fact , litigation presently pending

between Plaintiffs , the FDIC and the Directors in the United States District

Court for the District of Columbia entitled National Urban League , et al. v.

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency , et al . , ( Civil Action No. 76-0718 )

( hereinafter " the lawsuit " ) . In executing this Agreement , none of the parties

hereto makes any admission whatsoever as to any issue of law or fact raised in

the lawsuit or which might be raised in the lawsuit . The FDIC has entered this

Agreement not only to settle the lawsuit , but also to further its existing

commitment to effective enforcement of its nondiscrimination policies .

Section 1. FDIC's Enforcement Program . The FDIC agrees that it will take

the following actions in connection with its supervision and enforcement of the

fair housing lending practices of insured State nonmember banks ( including

insured mutual savings banks) as governed by Title VIII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1968 , 42 U.S.C. S 3601 , et seq . and Title VII of the Consumer Credit

Protection Act ,. 15 U.S.C. S 1591 , et seq . , as they relate to home mortgage

lending ( hereinafter the " hame mortgage lending laws " ) :

me FDIC will establish a data collection and analysis system

( the " FDIC System " ) which will apply to written applications

for lains to finance the purchase of one to four unit residential

buildings in which the applicant intends to occupy one unit as a

residence ,
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The FDIC System will make use of race / sex identification informa

tion voluntarily given by the applicant and collected by the bank

pursuant to Federal Reserve Board Regulation B , and additional

financial information on the applicant and the loan terms . If

Regulation B is modified to not require race / sex data , FDIC will

continue to require such data unless such requirement is prohibited

by law . All of the financial infomation to be required is now

and widely used by mortgage lenders , or the form approved by the

Federal Reserve Board in Regulation B.

In the course of a regular compliance examination , the examination

team will select some or all accepted and rejected mortgage loan

applications which were received since March 23 , 1977 or the last

regular compliance examination , whichever is most recent . The

personal and certain financial information on each of these forms

will be forwarded to the FDIC'S Washington Office for transcription

to a conputer based data file for analysis. If the number of such

applications is small , information fran all applications will be

recorded . However , if the volume exceeds the cutoff point set by

the FDIC in accordance with generally accepted statistical sampling

principles, a sample of rejected and accepted applications will be

The data collected during examination will be analyzed by appropriate

statistical techniques to evaluate race or sex as factors in the

bank's lending decisions. The objective of this analysis will not

be to establish the actual existence of discrimination , but rather

to identify institutions at which sufficient evidence of discrimina- .

tion exists to warrant further investigation . If race or sex appears

to be a factor in the decision , a more detailed investigation will

l be made by specially trained examiners . A by -product of the

statistical analysis will be the generation of data on applications

37-415 0 - 79 - 35
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broken down by race and sex and on approval / rejection rates by

race and sex . These data will permit observation of trends over

time and will permit canparison of geographic areas such as SMSA'S .

Within two years following implementation of the FDIC System ,

FDIC will give consideration to including within the System statistical

data on adverse actions ( as such tern is defined in Regulation B) and

on differential loan terms that may be associated with race or sex .

If the identification rate obtained by the FDIC differs substantially

in composition by race or sex from the results achieved by the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board in the control study to be undertaken

pursuant to its settlement of the lawsuit , the FDIC will consult

with Plaintiffs about using other means of obtaining identification .

Such means may include advertising , use of additional lobby posters,

mandating identification by bank officials , or other means that the

parties may agree upon . It is the FDIC's intent that a means of

identification be used which will produce a reliable statistical

sample .

The FDIC agrees to give further consideration to the inclusion of

applications for secured home improvement loans in the FDIC System .

The inclusion of such applications will depend , in part , upon the

ease with which such loans can be segregated from loans made for

purposes other than the repair or remodeling of residential property ,

and whether , after consultation with Plaintiffs , FDIC believes

sufficient additional information relating to lending practices can

be obtained to justify the additional data collection costs .

B. The FDIC will continue its current training program outlined in

train selected examiners to ( i ) collect samples of race and sex

data maintained by institutions pursuant to the hane mortgage

lending laws , and ( ii ) use the Washington Office analysis of those
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data in examinations for compliance with the home mortgage

lending laws .

The FDIC will provide appropriate level personnel specially trained

in fair housing lending matters who will be present in each

Regional Office , and who shall be responsible in the Regional Office ,

among other things, for reviewing fair housing lending aspects of

examination reports, advising examiners on fair housing lending

matters , reviewing individual examination reports and discussing

them with examiners, making recommendations for improvements in

examination methods, and consulting with Regional Directors on

fair housing lending enforcement recommendations .

D. The FDIC will create a position for a full - time civil rights

Office of Bank Customer Affairs . This individual will report

directly to the Director of OBCA and will be responsible for

reviewing the work of OBCA staff in Washington and persons referred

to in paragraph C above , with respect to fair housing lending aspects

of compliance examinations, disposition of complaints relating to

fair housing lending, and enforcement actions involving violations

of the home mortgage lending laws .

The FDIC will amend its current processing procedures for complaints

with respect to violations of the home mortgage lending laws within

90 days after the date of this Agreement, to include time limits for

actions thereunder, with exceptions for special circumstances .

copy of the current procedures is attached as Exhibit " B " hereto .

The FDIC will consider all camments on such procedures Plaintiffs

may submit .

The FDIC will , in general , apply the same procedures concerning

special examinations , visitatios, investigations, supervisory
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letters , and cease and desist orders in cases of suspected

violations of home mortgage lending laws as in cases of violations

of other laws .

FDIC will determine deviations in nonresponse rates on race / sex

notation forms anong the institutions examined by it , and where

such deviation affects the ability of FUIC to analyze the data

obtained from such institution , FDIC will inquire into the

reasons for the deviation and will take such action as is

necessary and appropriate to eliminate the deviation .

H. The FDIC will again advise all insured State nonmember banks

( including insured mutual savings banks ) about its intent to

enforce the home mortgage lending laws and the various sanctions

which may be used by the FDIC for this purpose . Such notice will

be sent within 90 days after the date of this Agreement.

I. The FDIC is presently studying the usefulness of data available

to it under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act and will attenpt to

develop a system for meaningful use of this data in connection

with the FDIC's enforcement of the home mortgage lending laws .

Plaintiffs acknowledge that they have been advised by the FDIC'S

representatives that devising such a system riay be unfeasible .

It is understood that the FDIC has no obligation to implement

such a system if it reasonably and in good faith determines

that it is not feasible to implement such a system . Before the

FDIC makes a final determination on feasibility , it will consult

with Plaintiffs pursuant to the procedures outlined below .

The FDIC agrees that Plaintiffs will have the opportunity to comment on

the FDIC's enforcement programs and the FDIC System described in this section

in order to provide the FDIC with suggestions for improvenents therein . During

the term of this Agreement , FDIC representatives will meet periodically ( at

least every six months ) with representatives of Plaintiffs to discuss the

programs described in this section and to receive and consider suggestions
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from them . If so requested , Plaintiffs will receive a written explanation

when their recommendations are not accepted . It is agreed by all parties

to this Agreement that the responsibility for the implementation of these

programs is solely the FDIC's and not the plaintiffs ' , and that in conducting

enforcement programs pursuant to this Agreement the FDIC may give due regard

to the allocation of its financial and personnel resources among all of the

duties which it carries out . Nothing in this Agreement is intended to subject

the decisions of the PDIC as to the appropriate allocation of such resources

to review by any person or authority not otherwise empowered by law to review

such decisions .

Section 2. Disclosures to Plaintiffs. The FDIC agrees that during the

term of this Agreement it will provide Plaintiffs with the following data or

their equivalent at least annually , and more often if available :

A. Copies of blank race /sex data notation forms and instructions

B. Description of the FDIC System and any changes in that System .

c. Copies of instructions to personnel performing collation or

analysis of race / sex data collected pursuant to the FDIC System .

D. Data and analyses produced pursuant to the FDIC System and

reports showing results of such analyses .

Data indicating nonresponse rates on race / sex notation forms ,

incluțing information on whether there are deviant rates at

particular institutions.

Data on approvals and rejections by race and sex and the results

of the regression equation on each bank .
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G. Examiner training materials and examination manual sections

mortgage lending components of examinations.

H. Reports concerning the number of possible violations of home

tions conducted , the number of supervisory letters sent , and

other enforcement actions taken with respect to violations of

home mortgage lending laws .

I. The number of examiners , supervisory personnel and others under

going special training in the analysis of home mortgage lending

and information showing location of such personnel within the

FDIC .

J. Copies of instructions concerning procedures for investigating

and resolving complaints with respect to home nortgage lending.

Reports as to the number of complaints received and their disposition .

L. Copies of any other instructions, regulations, guidelines,

procedures or reports concerning home mortgage lending enforce

ment , if any , not covered by paragraphs A - K herein .

Copies of the FDIC'S analysis of its 1976 fair housing lending

survey when such analysis is available .

Job descriptions for persons described in Section 1 , paragraphs C

and D.

It is understood and agreed between the parties as follows with respect

to the FDIC's undertaking to provide the foregoing information : ( a ) the

FDIC will not provide any data which identifies or could reasonably lead to

the identification of specific institutions or persons , nor will it provide

confidential examination programs ; ( b ) the FDIC will not provide copies of
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examination reports , examiners ' workpapers , or excerpts therefram ; ( c ) the

FDIC will not provide copies of material which deals with specific compliance

matters at specific institutions or contains recommendations regarding

specific enforcement actions ; ( d ) the FDIC will not provide legal analyses ,

opinions and conclusions of its Legal Division or Office of Bank Customer

Affairs ; and ( e ) the FDIC will not provide data which is identical to that

previously provided .

Section 3. Release . Plaintiffs agree that , in consideration for the

FDIC's undertakings in this Agreement , they hereby : ( a ) release and forever

give up any right to sue the FDIC and the Directors to obtain relief for any

action taken by the FDIC or any action not taken by the FDIC in the area of

home mortgage lending discrimination , from 1968 to the date of this Agreement ;

and ( b ) release and forever give up any right to sue the FDIC and the Directors

on any matter within the scope of the lawsuit ; Provided , that ( i ) during the

term of this Agreement Plaintiffs shall not be barred from bringing an action

alleging that the FDIC has breached this Agreement , and ( ii ) after the expira

tion of this Agreement , Plaintiffs shall not be barred from bringing an action

alleging that the FDIC has failed , at any time after the expiration of this

Agreement , to properly enforce the obligations of insured State nonmamber

banks ( including insured mutual savings banks ) under the then existing home

mortgage lending laws . Nothing herein shall be construed to prevent Plaintiffs ,

in the trial of an action under ( ii ) above , from presenting evidence of the

FDIC's enforcement activities under the home mortgage lending laws prior to

the date of this Agreement , so long as such evidence is material, relevant

and otherwise admissible in such trial . Nothing herein shall be construed

as an admission by FDIC that Plaintiffs will have standing or a cause of action

to challenge the FDIC's enforcement of such laws.

the Plaintiffs shall first contact the General Counsel of the FDIC and attempt

in good faith , to resolve any differences by negotiation . The parties agree
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that such negotiations shall continue for a period of at least sixty days ,

unless emergency circunstances require immediate action . In any action

alleging breach or anticipatory breach of this Agreement, the party initiating

the action shall attach to its complaint an affidavit of counsel setting forth

the steps taken in canpliance with this provision .

Section 4. Dismissal. Upon execution of this Agreement , the plaintiffs

and the FDIC will filé a stipulation in the United States District Court to

dismiss the lawsuit insofar as it relates to the FDIC and the Directors .

Section 5. Term . The term of this Agreement shall be three years fran

the date set forth below .

DATED :

Muy 13,1977
DATED : May 13 , 1977

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

topour 5th Robert E. BarnettBY

counsel for Plaintiffs Robert E. Barett

Chairman

Mitin S. Sloane
Counsel for Plaintiffs
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

NATIONAL URBAIJ LEAGUE , et al . ,

Plaintiffs ,

Civil Action No. 76-0718

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL

V.

)

) .

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF

THE CURRENCY , et al . ,

Defendants .

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED that , in consideration of the

attached Settlement Agreement , dated November 30, 1977 , between

Plaintiffs and Defendants Office of the Comptroller of the currency

and John G. Heimann , Comptroller of the Currency , the above

entitled action against the defendants named herein may be and

is hereby dismissed .

Respectfully submitted ,

Hoane
MARTIN E. SLOANE

KAREN KRUEGER

MICHAEL W. WARREN

CHN E. SHOCKEY

Chief Counsel

Office of the Comptroller

of the Currency

Attorney for defendants

Bar Klie
WILLIAM L. TAYLOR

ROGER KUHN

Attorneys for plaintiffs

ORDER

IT IS SO ORDERED :

This day of November , 1977 .

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

This agreement between plaintiffs National Urban League ,

et al . ( hereinafter " plaintiffs " ) and defendants Office of the

Comptroller of the currency and John G. Heimann , Comptroller of

the Currency ( hereinafter " Comptroller " ) is made to resolve , as

to the parties hereto , without adjudication of any issue of law

or fact , litigation presently pending between plaintiffs , the

OCC and the Comptroller in the United States District Court for

the District of Columbia entitled National Urban League, et al.

v. Office of the Comptroller of the Currency , et al . , ( Civil

Action No. 76-0718 ) ( hereinafter " the lawsuit " ) . In executing

this agreement , none of the parties hereto makes any admission

whatsoever as to any issue of law or fact raised in the lawsuit

or which might be raised in the lawsuit . The OCC has entered this

agreement not only to settle the lawsuit , but also to further its

existing commitment to effective enforcement of its nondiscrimina

tion policies .

Section 1 . OCC's Enforcement Program

The occ has implemented and will continue in effect special

1 /

Specialists both with advisory and supervisory responsibilities in

1 / Over 400 examiners have attended two-week schools for training

in the consumer laws and examination procedures and additional examiners

will receive such training next year . The occ intends to train all

assistant national bank examiners and selected national bank examiners

in these procedures . Training and experience in consumer examinations

have been established as prerequisites for a commission as a national

bank examiner .

In the school for consumer examiner training , 33 % of student instruction

time is spent on Fair Housing , Equal Credit Opportunity and Home

Mortgage Disclosure . The schools stress examination techniques and

feature heavy reliance on case studies to give experience in examining

for compliance. The occ training program includes training examiners

to ( i ) sample mortgage loans and ( ii ) analyze the data in examinations

for compliance with the home mortgage lending laws. The occ expects

and anticipates that the training program and materials will be revised

on a continuing basis in the future as experience dictates . Revisions

are also expected to result from comments and suggestions from the Civil

Rights Division of the Justice Department and other interested govern

ment agencies , and private organizations or individuals .

2 ) Specialized consumer affairs examinations are made of each national

bank by examiners who have been trained in consumer laws and examination

1
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3 /

the area of fair housing lending. However , the OCC agrees that

it will take the following additional actions in connection with

its supervision and enforcement of fair housing lending practices

of national banks as governed by Title VIII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1968 , 42 U.S.C. $ 3601 et seq . and Title VII of the Consumer

Credit Protection Act , 15 U.S.c. $ 1591 et seq . , as they relate to

home mortgage lending ( hereinafter the " home mortgage lending laws" ) :

27 continued

procedures . The Fair Housing portion of the consumer examination is

divided into three parts . The examiner first determines the bank's
lending policies . Then , a determination is made as to whether or

not the policies , or any parts of them are unlawfully discriminatory .

Finally , through statistical sampling , a determination is made as to
whether or not the policy is consistently applied .

To facilitate determining the bank's policy , the examiner completes
two forms . One is a guideline for the interview of bank personnel

and deals with information requested in an application , factors used
in evaluating an application such as income, credit scoring , etc. ,

and action taken on the application . In completing this form , the
examiner also discusses internal control procedures employed to

ensure compliance with the Fair Housing Act . The second form is

completed to obtain the objective criteria used in evaluating the

application . Objective criteria include income and debt service

requirements , how interest rates and durations of loans are deter

mined , evaluation of credit history and source of equity , and down

payment requirements . At this time the examiner also determines

the bank's appraisal standards . The information compiled above is

then evaluated for compliance with the Fair Housing Act and Regulation
B.

The examiner then reviews a sample of accepted and rejected mortgage

loans . Applications accepted should meet the bank's objective

criteria. Applications rejected should fail to meet the criteria .

In reviewing the sample , the examiner also checks to see that no

prohibited information has been requested or considered , and that

appraisal forms and loan memoranda are free of comments concerning

the applicant's race , sex , religion , or national origin and the

racial/ national origin make-up of the neighborhood in which the

house is located . Following this evaluation , a discussion is held

with bank management . The examiner asks management why any applicants

accepted that did not meet the criteria were in fact accepted , and

why any rejected applicants who met the criteria were in fact

rejected . The examiner also discusses with management any bank

policies or practices which appear unlawful , including any practices

which indicate prescreening .

In addition , the examiner determines that data is being maintained

by the bank as required by the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act and

reviews the data in connection with fair housing lending . The examiner

plots mortgage loans , or a representative sampling, as well as rejected

applications, on census tract maps to detect possible redlining

practices . If it appears that a bank is not lending in an area which

is included in its trade area , the examiner further investigates to

ascertain the reason for this lack of lending activity and to

determine whether a pattern or practice of discrimination exists .

continued
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A. The occ will establish a data collection and analysis

system ( the " OCC system " ) in Washington which will apply to

written applications for loans to finance the purchase of..one

to four unit residential buildings in which the applicant intends

to occupy one unit as a residence . The occ system will make use

of race/sex identification information voluntarily given by the

applicant and collected by the bank pursuant to Federal Reserve

Board Regulation B , and additional financial information on the

applicant and the loan terms . All of the financial information

to be required is now included in the mortgage application forms

approved by FNMA or FHLMC and widely used by mortgage lenders ,

or the form approved by the Federal Reserve Board in Regulation B.

If the Regulation B is modified to not require race / sex data ,, the

Occ will continue to require such data to the extent permitted by law .
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terms given to the borrower . If personal characteristics such

as race or sex appear to be a factor in the decision , a more

detailed investigation will be made by specially trained examiners

who will use the analyses prepared in the Washington office in their

investigation . A byproduct of the statistical analysis will be the

generation of data on applications broken down by race , sex , marital

status , age and geographical location and on both approval/rejection

rates and adverse action . These data should permit observation

of trends over time and comparison of geographic areas such as

SMSA's . This system will be in effect for a minimum of three years

but is subject to change if the methodology does not prove to provide

reliable data .

The occ will determine deviations in response rates among the

institutions examined by it and where such deviation affects

the ability of occ to analyze the data obtained from such institution

or suggests possible failure to properly request information from

applicants or discouragement of response , OCC will inquire into the

reasons for the deviation and will take such action as is necessary

and appropriate to eliminate the deviation .

If the identification rate obtained by the occ materially

affects the reliability of the resulting data or should the results

achieved by the FHLBB in the control study which it will undertake

indicate that an alternative method will materially enhance the

Comptroller's ability to enforce compliance with nondiscrimination

laws , the occ will take action to improve the identification rate .

In choosing the appropriate action , the occ will publish for comment

in the Federal Register alternative or complementary proposals ,

including advertising , use of additional lobby posters , mandating

identification by bank officials and other means suggested by public

interest groups , government organizations , trade associations , banks ,

or others upon their own motion . It is the OCC's intent that a

means of identification be used which will produce a reliable

statistical sample .

applications for secured home improvement loans in the occ system .
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The inclusion of such applications will depend , in part , upon

the ease with which such loans can be segregated from loans made

for purposes other than the repair or remodeling of residential

property , and whether the occ believes sufficient additional

information relating to lending practices can be obtained to

justify the additional data collection costs .

B. The occ will periodically review and update if necessary

its special procedures for the investigation and processing of

complaints concerning discrimination in home mortgage lending

described and set forth in Appendix " A " hereto .

C. The Comptroller has represented to the plaintiffs in a

letter dated November 23 , 1977 , that he intends to hire within

three months a fulltime civil rights specialist to serve in a

Washington office policy - level position with full access to him .

This individual will be responsible for ( 1 ) reviewing the effective

ness of the fair housing lending examination and enforcement program

and advising the Comptroller with respect to improvements therein ,

and ( 2 ) reviewing the work of Washington staff engaged in fair

housing lending examination and enforcement activities and the work

of the persons referred to in paragraph E below . These responsibilities

will include the review of fair housing lending aspects of compliance

examinations , disposition of complaints relating to fair housing

lending , and enforcement actions involving violations of the home

mortgage lending laws . A copy of the letter is attached hereto as

Appendix " B " .

D. Within 90 days after the date of this memorandum , the occ

will again advise all national banks that it is the policy of the

ocC that the range of investigatory and enforcement methods available

to the agency , including but not limited to special examinations

and cease and desist proceedings under the Financial Institutions

Supervisory Act of 1966 , 12 U.S.C. $ 1818 , will be used to detect

or remedy prohibited discrimination in the same manner as these

methods are used to detect and/or remedy possible or actual

violations of other statutes applicable to national banks .
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E. The occ has designated ( see note 3 , supra ) and will

continue to provide appropriate level personnel specially trained

in fair housing lending matters , who will be present in each

Regional Office , and who shall have as their chief responsibility

in the Regional Office , among other things , the reviewing of fair

housing lending aspects of examination reports , advising examiners

on fair housing lending matters , reviewing individual examination

reports and discussing them with examiners , making recommendations

for improvements in examination methods , and consulting with

Regional Administrators on fair housing lending enforcement

recommendations .

F. The occ will study the usefulness of data available to it

under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act and will attempt to develop

a system for further meaningful use of this data in connection with

the occ's enforcement of the home mortgage lending laws . It is

understood that the occ has no obligation to implement such a

system if it reasonably and in good faith determines that it is

not feasible to implement such a system . Before the occ makes a

final determination on feasibility , it will advise plaintiffs

and other members of the public pursuant to the procedures outlined

below .

G. Comments and suggestions from anyone on the foregoing

matters may be submitted at any time or discussed with oCC personnel

on reasonable notice , unless contrary to law . The inclusion in

this agreement of footnotes describing portions of the occ's

current enforcement programs does not imply plaintiffs ' acceptance

thereof as fully adequate . The occ agrees that plaintiffs will

have the opportunity to comment on the occ's'enforcement programs

and the Occ's system described in this section in order to provide

the occ with suggestions for improvement therein . During the

term of this agreement , the OCC will schedule meetings on equal

opportunity and home mortgage lending ( at least every six months)

at which representatives of the occ will discuss the programs

described in this section and any changes made or proposed therein
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and will receive and consider suggestions from plaintiffs .

will suggest to plaintiffs alternative dates for such meetings

at least one month in advance and , if requested , will attempt to

schedule such meetings at a time when the maximum number of plaintiffs '

representatives may attend . In addition , the public will be

notified of all such meetings , which shall be open to the public ;

and other organizations and individuals shall have a like opportunity

to make comments and suggestions with respect to the occ's enforce

ment programs and the occ system, which will receive like consideration

from the Occ . Upon request , plaintiffs or others making comments

or suggestions will receive a written explanation when their

recommendations are not accepted , which explanation will be made

available to the public .

It is agreed by all parties to this agreement that the responsibility

for the implementation of these programs is solely the occ's and

not the plaintiffs , and that in conducting enforcement programs

pursuant to this agreement the occ may give due regard to the

allocation of its financial and personnel resources among all of

the duties which it carries out . Nothing in this agreement is

intended to subject the decisions of the occ as to the appropriate

allocation of such resources to review by any person or authority

not otherwise empowered by law to review such decisions .

Section 2 . Public Information

During the term of this agreement , the occ will provide

plaintiffs the following materials and / or data at least annually

or more often if available . These materials and data also are or

will be available to the public . With the exception of computerized

A. Copies of blank race/sex data notation forms and instructions

which are used in the OCC system .

B. A description of the OCC system . Any significant changes

in that system will be announced publicly and will also be made

'available .
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C. Copies of instructions to personnel performing collation

or analyses of race/sex data collected pursuant to the occ system .

D.

rates and terms of approval . Such analyses will be produced in

report form at least annually , and will show the results of the

analysis of individual bank data to the extent available which

evaluates race or sex as a factor in the bank's lending decision

( without , however , disclosing individual bank identities or any

information from which , in the Comptroller's judgment, individual

bank identities could reasonably be ascertained ) . Consistent

with Office needs for computer time and personnel , and their

capabilities , analyses of a more limited scope and / or analyses at

other intervals , can be produced upon request if the requesting

party assumes the costs .

E. Data indicating response rates on race/sex notation forms

including information on whether there are deviant rates at

particular institutions -- information which , in the Comptroller's

judgment , could reasonably permit identification of specific

institutions is not to be released .

F. Examiner training materials and examination manual sections

concerned with the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act , the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act , and the Fair Housing Act . Any significant change

in these materials will be publicly announced and will also be

made available . With prior arrangement , the occ's Consumer Examiner

training sessions may be observed .

37-415 O - 79 - 36
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H. An organization chart of the Consumer Affairs Division

of the occ , as well as job descriptions of the professional staff

of this Division . Any significant changes in the organization of

this Division or in its position in the organization of the

Comptroller's Office as a whole , or in the system of Regional

Consumer Specialists , will be publicly announced .

The procedures of the OCC for investigating and resolving

complaints concerned with the home mortgage lending laws . Any

significant changes in the Comptroller's procedures concerning

consumer complaints in general or home mortgage lending complaints

in particular will be publicly announced .

when such analysis is completed .

K. Significant new or revised proposals , instructions ,

regulations, guidelines , procedures or reports concerning Fair

Housing Lending and the occ's data analysis system will be

publicly announced and/or noticed in the Federal Register for

comment as appropriate . Copies of all instructions , regulations ,

guidelines , procedures or reports of the OCC concerning Fair

Housing Lending and currently in effect will be available in

the Fair Housing Lending file .

L.

paragraphs C and E.

It is understood and agreed between the parties that the OCC

will not provide ( a ) any data or item which identifies or could

reasonably lead to the identification of specific institutions

or persons , nor confidential examination programs if such are

developed in the future ; ( b ) copies of examination reports ,

examiners ' workpapers, or excerpts therefrom except for blank

copies of such reports or forms ; ( c ) material which deals with

specific compliance matters at specific institutions or which

contains inter- or intra - agency advisory opinions , conclusions and

recommendations ; ( d ) legal analyses , opinions and conclusions of
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its Law Department or consumer Affairs Division ; and ( e ) data

or materials identical to those previously provided .

Plaintiffs will :

1 . Refer to the occ's Consumer Affairs Division or advise

it of any complaints of plaintiffs ' members of which plaintiffs

may be aware concerning prohibited discrimination in mortgage

lending by national banks , unless the complainant objects .

2 .

3 . Upon request of the OCC make available to the OCC qualified

persons to speak on mortgage lending discrimination at occ consumer

examiner training sessions or similar programs , consistent with

the other duties of such persons .

constituents to complete the race/sex/data collection form . used

by national banks pursuant to the provisions of Federal Reserve

Regulation B.

Section 4 . Release

In consideration for the occ's undertakings in this agreement ,

plaintiffs hereby : ( a ) release and forever give up any right

to sue the OCC and the Comptroller of the Currency to obtain relief

for any action taken by the occ or any action not taken by the

occ in the area of home mortgage lending discrimination , from 1968

to the date of this agreement ; and ( b ) release and forever give up

any right to sue the occ and the Comptroller of the Currency on any

matter within the scope of the lawsuit entitled National Urban

League , et al . v . Office of the Comptroller of the currency , et al.;

Provided , that ( i ) during the term of this agreement plaintiffs

shall not be barred from bringing an action alleging that the occ

has breached this agreement ; and ( ii ) after the expiration of this

agreement, plaintiffs shall not be barred from bringing an action
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alleging that the occ has failed , at any time after the expiration

of this agreement , to properly supervise compliance by national

banks with the then existing home mortgage lending laws . Nothing

herein shall be construed to prevent plaintiffs , in the trial of

an action under ( ii ) above , from presenting evidence of the occ's

enforcement activities under the home mortgage lending laws prior

to the date of this agreement , so long as such evidence is material ,

relevant and otherwise admissible in such trial . Nothing herein

shall be construed as an admission by the OCC that plaintiffs will

have standing or a cause of action to challenge the occ's enforcement

of such laws .

Prior to initiating any action under ( i ) above , the plaintiffs

will first contact the Chief Counsel of the occ and attempt , in

good faith , to resolve any differences by negotiation . The parties

agree that such negotiations shall continue for a period of at least

sixty days , unless emergency circumstances require immediate action .

In any such action , the party initiating the action shall attach

to its complaint an affidavit of counsel setting forth the steps

taken in compliance with this provision .

Section 5 . Dismissal

Upon execution of this agreement , the plaintiffs and the occ

will file a stipulation in the United States District Court to

dismiss the lawsuit insofar as it relates to the occ and the

Comptroller of the Currency .

Section 6 . Term

The term of this agreement shall be three years from the date

set forth below .

DATED : November 30 , 1977
DATED : November 28 , 1977

Counsel for plaintiffs

OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER

OF THE CURRENCY

Martin Sloane

Ross Sk Jonathan
Counsey for plaintiffs

By :
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Comptroller of the Currency

Administrator of National Banks

Washington, D.C. 20219

November 23 , 1977

Mr. William L. Taylor , Director

Mr. Roger S. Kuhn , Co-Director

Center for National Policy Review

Catholic University of Smerica

School of Law

Washington , D. C. 20064

Mr. Martin E. Sloane

National Committee Against

Dear Messrs . Taylor , Kuhn , and Sloane :

As I have previously advised you in personal meetings , it is my

intent to appoint as soon as possible , hopefully within the

next three months , a fulltime civil rights specialist to serve

in a Washington office policy level position. This individual

will be responsible for ( 1 ) reviewing the effectiveness of fair

housing lending aspects of compliance examinations , and enforce

ment programs related to these examinations , ( 2 ) reviewing the

performance of Washington and regional office staff engaged in

fair housing aspects of compliance examinations and related

enforcement activities, ( 3 ) reviewing the disposition of complaints

relating to possible violations of the home mortgage lending laws ,

and ( 4 ) recommending to the Comptroller improvements in these

programs .

While I have not as yet finally determined the precise organiza

tional position in which I would prefer to place this individual ,

it is my intent that this person shall have full access to me on

all matters pertaining to enzorcement of the home mortgage lending

laws . I shall be pleased to advise you of my selection for this

position as soon as it has been made. In the meantime , it is my

understanding that you are willing to accept this personal commit

ment in lieu of a specific agreenent concerning a civil rights

specialist as part of the settlement in National Urban League ,

et al. v . Office of the Comptroller of the Currency , Civil No.
76-0718 , D. D.C.

Sincerely ,

decette
John G. Heimann

Comptroller of the currency

APPENDIX " B "
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE , ) .

Plaintiff , )

v . ) Civil Action No. 76-718

)OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER

OF THE CURRENCY , ET AL . ,
FILED

Defendants . )

MAY 1370

JAJES F. DAVEY , Clerk
MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Relying in part on Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act

of 1968 , 42 U.S.C. SS 3601-19 ( 1970 & Supp . V 1975 ) ,

plaintiff National Urban League seeks aid of this court to

require the Federal Reserve Board adequately to enforce its

alleged responsibility to prevent race and sex discrimination

in home mortgage lending . Following extended pretrial

discovery , plaintiff seeks partial summary judgment ,

claiming on the basis of affidavits and other data that

banks subject to the Board's regulatory control discriminate

and that the Board's regulatory procedures designed to

prevent such discrimination are faulty and insufficient .

The Board opposes and counters with a motion for summary

judgment , asserting plaintiff's lack of standing . The

issues were extensively briefed and argued .

I.

This statement of the issues does not reflect what has

preceded these discrete motions , and some background is

needed to understand the context in which the court must

organizations commenced strenuous efforts to persuade four

federal banking agencies to adopt what the coalition

perceived to be appropriate examination and enforcement
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procedures necessary to alleviate racial discrimination by

home mortgage lenders subject to federal regulation .

Conditions in the home mortgage field have received

congressional attention , and considerable indications of

pervasive race and sex discrimination in home mortage

lending can be documented from field surveys , congressional

hearings , and similar sources . Failing to receive adequate

assurances , 11 of these civil rights organizations commenced

this omnibus suit in April 1976 against the four agencies

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board , the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation , the Comptroller of the Currency , and

the Federal Reserve Board and their chief officials .

The complaint is predicated on three basic propositions :

( 2 ) Defendants are obligated by statute to

exercise their supervisory and regulatory powers to

ensure against such discrimination .

( 3 ) Defendants have abdicated this responsibility

by failing to adopt standard procedures used by other

agencies in civil rights enforcement .

Over the ensuing months the case has been satisfactorily

resolved by agreement except as to the Federal Reserve Board

and its officers ( hereinafter collectively referred to as

the " Board " ) . The three other agencies whose activities are

much more prominent in the field of home mortgage lending

have entered into arrangements which plaintiffs believe give

assurance of adequate enforcement and monitoring of the

problems perceived when suit was initiated . The Board , on

the other hand , has strenuously opposed the suit from the

outset in the belief that it presently exercises supervision
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over the relatively small amount of home mortgage lending

respects .

From the very beginning of the litigation the Court has

repeatedly expressed concerns as to the standing of plaintiffs

to proceed . Because of its doubts as to the institutional

standing claimed , the Court required strict compliance with

Sierra Club v . Morton , 405 U.S. 727 ( 1972 ) , and gave.

plaintiffs opportunity to file affidavits showing injury to

members . Continuances were sought and granted , but when

forthcoming the submissions were minimal and sketchy , thus

indicating the tenuous nature of the plaintiffs ' genuine

standing . Doubts were initially resolved in favor of plaintiffs

after some plaintiff organizations presented by affidavit a

prima facie showing that one or more members claimed injury

at the hands of a regulated bank because the bank failed to

lend due to race or
sex .

Once settlements with the Board's sister agencies were

arranged , standing was again considered . Most of the

plaintiffs were dropped since they had made no showing that

they or any of their members had been injured by any action

of the Board , the only remaining defendant . Now only the

National Urban League remains , and its status from the

viewpoint of standing rests solely on the allegations of the

complaint and on the affidavit of one Birgit Fein who

suspected sex discrimination in her dealings with a single

bank regulated by the Board . When plaintiff moved for

partial summary judgment , the Board sought and received

permission to inquire more fully into the alleged basis of

the Urban League's standing , and having done so its counter

1 / Defendants ' affidavits indicate that Federal Reserve

member banks hold less than two percent of the dollar

amount of all outstanding purchase -money home mortgage loans .
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motion for summary judgment followed . The League's standing

must be examined more closely in the light of the further

facts developed .

II .

In the amended , unverified complaint filed July 14 ,

1976 , the National Urban League alleges that its general

purposes are , among others , to improve the living and

working conditions of blacks and other similarly

disadvantaged minorities and to foster better race relations

and increased understanding among all persons ; that the

League and its affiliates seek to assist black residents of

low- income , deteriorating neighborhoods to find and finance

standard housing outside such areas ; that in their efforts

to find and finance homes outside ghetto areas , the clientele

served by the League and its affiliates , as well as members

of the League and of its affiliates , suffer and continue to

suffer from the discriminatory practices listed in the

complaint engaged in by lending institutions regulated and

supervised by the defendants ; that the League , its affiliates ,

and their members and clientele are directly and adversely

affected by the failure and refusal of the defendants to act

to end such discriminatory practices by institutions which

they regulate ; and that the defendants ' failure injures the

League and its affiliates in that it compels them to expend

funds , staff time , and other resources in combating such

practices which they would not be compelled to expend were

the defendants to take action as prayed in this complaint .

These generalized allegations have no specificity as far as

the Board is concerned .

Birgit Fein , the only individual member of the Urban

League claiming injury , states that in December 1976 she

spoke to a Ms. Hugel, an assistant manager of the Bankers

Trust Company in New York regarding mortgage loan on a
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$ 32,000 home she wished to buy in Brooklyn . She further

states that Ms. Hugel first categorically denied that

Bankers Trust made mortgage loans , but subsequently said

that some mortgage loans were made in exceptional

circumstances , for example , to a person who was earning

$ 100,000 a year . Ms. Fein then states that Ms. Hugel did not

ask her for any information regarding her credit record or

income or the house and did not offer an application .

After Ms. Fein wrote to the New York State Banking

Department to complain of sex discrimination , a vice

president of Bankers Trust contacted her to apologize for

the misinformation . His apology was restated in a letter

dated February 24 , 1977 , in which the bank apologized for the

" shoddy treatment " Ms. Fein received but offered no

intimation that Ms. Fein was denied a mortgage loan for

discriminatory reasons .

Bankers Trust provided defendants with the affidavit of

Mary Hugel , the loan officer who dealt with Birgit Fein , to

explain why Ms. Fein was not offered a mortgage loan . In

her affidavit Ms. Hugel states that she informed Ms. Fein

that the mortgage loan policy of the bank " was not making

mortgage loans subject to a few exceptions , but particularly

where circumstances existed indicating important relations

where the denial of a mortgage application to a customer

might result in a substantial loss of business to the bank

in other areas . Ms. Fein was plainly not the

substantial relationship which justify an exception to the

bank's policy . She merely had a special checking account

and a small savings account at the bank . "

Mrs. Hugel further states that she has since " reviewed

the bank's policy with regard to mortgage loans with my

superiors and these discussions have confirmed my

understanding that residential mortgage loans were then made
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only as an exception . " The exceptional nature of the bank's

mortgage loan policy is evident from Bankers Trust's overall

reduction of its family home mortgage portfolio , and also by

comparing its outstanding commercial loans ( $ 8,000,000 )

against the total number of residential mortgage loans made

in 1976 ( three ) . Ms. Fein's sex was not shown to be a

factor in her inability to secure a mortgage loan from

Bankers Trust , although it is clear that at the time of her

brief dealings with the Board before arranging a loan

elsewhere she felt she was the object of sex discrimination .

III .

The National Urban League seeks to establish standing

both in its own right and as a representative of injured

members . Neither position remains tenable , however ,

when the above undisputed facts are appraised against the

standards for determining standing enunciated in Simon v .

Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Organization , 426 U.S. 26

( 1976 ) ; Trafficante v . Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,

409 U.S. 205 ( 1972 ) ; Warth v . Seldin , 422 U.S. 490 ( 1975 ) ;

Harrington v . Bush , 553 F.2d 190 ( D.C. Cir . 1977 ) ; and other

pertinent cases , including especially the recent decision of

this Circuit in American Jewish Congress v . Vance , No.

76-1983 ( D.C. Cir . Apr. 21 , 1978 ) .

Plaintiff , relying on Trafficante , claims that it has

been conferred statutory standing under Title VII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1968 . See Warth v . Seldin , 422 u.s. at

513-14 & n . 21 . Title VIII , among other things , makes it

unlawful to interfere with a person because of his having

aided and encouraged others to enjoy rights protected by

the Fair Housing Act . 42 U.S.C. S 3617 ( 1970 ) . Trafficante ,

however , did no more than declare that standing in suits

brought under Title VIII should be defined " as broadly as

is permitted by Article III of the Constitution . " 409 U.S.
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at 209 ( quoting llackett v . McGuire Bros., Inc. , 445 F.2d

442 , 446 ( 3d Cir . 1971 ) . It explicitly did not , nor could

it , abrogate the Article III requirement that a plaintiff

establish that either it or its members suffered " injury in

fact " and that this injury " was the consequence of the

defendants ' actions , or that prospective relief will remove

the harm . " Warth v . Seldin , 422 U.S. at 505 ; accord , Simon

v . Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Organization , 426 U.S. at

38 , 41 n . 22 ; see Trafficante v . Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,

409 U.S. at 209 , 211 . This " irreducible constitutional

minimum , " Schlesinger v . Reservists Committee to Stop the War ,

418 U.S. 208 , 227 n . 16 ( 1974 ) , is not met by plaintiff

either as an institution or as a representative of its

members .

As an institution , plaintiff's interest in and commitment

to the problem of housing discrimination , no matter how

strong , " cannot substitute for judicially cognizable injury . "

American Jewish Congress v . Vance , slip op . at 7 ; see ,

e.g. , Schlesinger v . Reservists Committee to Stop the war ,

418 U.S. at 226 . Neither , apparently , can its alleged

expenditure of money on the problem . Although the Supreme

Court has never explicitly determined whether an organization's

expenditures in combating a general problem are sufficient

to establish " injury in fact " in a lawsuit on the same

subject matter , the tone of its decisions indicates that

they are not . In Simon , a case in which plaintiff quite

likely did expend such funds , the court explicitly stated

not only that no injury to the plaintiff institution had

been shown , but that in addition no such injury could

be shown . 426 U.S. at 40 . Many other cases appear also to

have implicitly so held . In Sierra Club v . Morton , 405 U.S.

727 ( 1972 ) , for example , standing was denied plaintiff

despite the near certainty that the plaintiff club had

previously devoted considerable funds to obtain the result

sought in the lawsuit .

T
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As far as Birgit Fein's claim is concerned , it is clear

that discovery has demonstrated no claim of present harm or

threat of specific future harm . Her unfounded fears that

she was a victim of sex discrimination are not enough .

There is a total absence of any causal relationship between

the matters alleged in the complaint and what occurred in

her particular dealings with Bankers Trust . She , too , has

failed to establish injury in fact , and therefore plaintiff

Warth v .has no standing to sue as her representative .

Seldin , 422 U.S. at 511.2 /

Even assuming that injury in fact has been demonstrated ,

there is no showing that the Urban League's expenditures

were in any way fairly traceable to the Board's failure

adequately to regulate its members , who account even in the

aggregate for only a miniscule percentage of home mortgage

loans . Nor does it appear that the conditions of which

Urban League complains would be rectified if the Board's

regulatory techniques took a different form .

Because it has failed to satisfy the Article III

requirement of standing , plaintiff's motion for summary

judgment is moot . Defendants ' motion for summary judgment

is granted , and the complaint against them must be and hereby

is dismissed .

SO ORDERED .

Valexuel A. Pereld
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

May 3 , 1978 .1

2 / By way of motion to revise an earlier Order of the Court ,

plaintiff seeks to reinstate National Neighbors as an

additional plaintiff on the grounds that the affidavit of

Betsy Collard , a member of an affiliate of National Neighbors ,

demonstrates sufficient injury and causal relationship to

establish the standing of National Neighbors to sue as her

representative . The representations made in the motion simply

reinforce the Court's prior determination that the relationship

between Ms. Collard and National Neighbors is too tenuous to

support the latter's standing . Moreover , the affidavit makes

no prima facie showing of either race or sex discrimination

or of any injury suffered therefrom . Indeed , an attachment

to the affidavit indicates that the affiant apparently received

a mortgage from the only Federal Reserve member bank with whom

she dealt . The motion is therefore denied .
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APPENDIX 5. - COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

GARRY BROWN , MICH .

CLARENCE J. BROWN , OHIO

TOM CORCORAN , ILL .

BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL N.Y., CHAIRMAN

CARDISS COLLINS , ILL .

ROBERT F. DRINAN, MASS .

ELLIOTT H. LEVITAS , GA.

DAVID W. EVANS , IND.

ANTHONY MOFFETT , CONN .

FERNAND J. ST GERMAIN , R.I.

HENRY A. WAXMAN , CALIF .

NINETY - FIFTH CONGRESS

( 202) 225-4407

Congress of the United States

COMMERCE, CONSUMER, AND MONETARY AFFAIRS

Hon . John G. Heimann

Comptroller of the Currency

Administrator of National Banks

Washington , D. C. 20219

Dear Mr. Heimann :

In connection with its general oversight responsibilities over the

federal financial regulatory agencies , the Commerce , Consumer and Monetary

Affairs Subcommittee has scheduled oversight hearings in September on the

financial regulatory agencies ' enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act and the Fair Housing Act . I am writing to request your testimony on

the morning of September 15 at 9:30 A.M.

The hearings will address the topics of nondiscrimination regulations

to implement the purposes of the Fair Housing Act , the proposed uniform

enforcement guidelines for Regulation B , and other aspects of the financial

regulatory agencies ' policies and activities for securing financial insti

tution compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing

Act . These other aspects will include the collection and use of monitoring

information , examiner training for and the organization of the civil rights

compliance examination work , the handling of consumer discrimination com

plaints , and actual enforcement activities to date .

The topics and specific questions on which the subcommittee requests

the testimony of the Comptroller of the Currency are the following :

1 . Redlining Regulations :

a . Is there a problem of redlining discrimination in home lending

by financial institutions , and is the problem of urban neighbor

hood decay due in any way to discriminatory practices in the

handling of individual loan inquiries and applications by

financial institutions ?
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b . Would banking agency promulgation and enforcement of nondis

crimination regulations explicitly prohibiting redlining

discrimination contribute materially toward more equitable

treatment of individuals and a reduction of the problem of

neighborhood decay?

Has the Comptroller sufficient statutory authority to issue

and enforce such nondiscrimination regulations , or does it

plan to request legislation to convey this authority ?

d . Has the Comptroller any plans to issue such nondiscrimination

regulations addressed , at least in part , to redlining discrim

ination? If not , what is the Comptroller's present approach

to the regulatory control of redlining discrimination ?

2.

.
Redlining Monitoring:

Has the Comptroller any plans to collect monitoring information

on home loan applications and inquiries more detailed or cover

ing more types of transactions than is now required under the

monitoring provisions of Regulation B ? Will the required

monitoring information be similar in detail to the information

to be collected by the FDIC and the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board ? Will monitoring information be required on applications

for home improvement loans or mortgage refinancings ? Will it

be required on inquiries for home loans ? If not, why not?

b .
How will this monitoring information be employed to examine

individual banks for evidence of redlining discrimination?

How do you employ Home Mortgage Disclosure Act ( HMDA ) data to

examine individual banks for evidence of redlining discrimination ?

d . Have you any suggestions for improvements of this Act or of its

implementing regulation , Regulation C , to improve the usefulness

of this data for regulatory purposes?

3.

Recent Enforcement :

How many and what types of violations of the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , or Regulation B have your

examiners found in national banks in 1977 and 1978? What por

tion of these violations were clear violations of the substance

and spirit of the laws prohibiting discrimination ? What remedial

or enforcement action have you taken to correct these violations ?
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b . Were there any instances of repeat violations , in which the bank

was found to be continuing to engage in discriminatory practices

after having previously been told to stop? What enforcement

actions have you taken in these cases of repeat violations ?

4 . Future Enforcement: How will you deal in the future with cases of

repeat violations of the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act , or Regulation B , where a bank is found on the second or

third examination to have failed to correct conditions found on a

previous examination ? In particular ,

In the case of repeat violations will you inform , or require a

bank to inform , the victims of lending discrimination that un

lawful discrimination has been found in the institution's handling

of a previous application or inquiry from them?

b . Under what circumstances will you release publicly the names of

institutions that have refused or failed to eliminate discrimi

natory practices .

Under what circumstances will you seek criminal prosecution of

or other punitive action against banks or their officers who

fail to eliminate discriminatory practices ?

5 . Civil Damages Litigation:

What is your view about the effectiveness and proper role of

civil damages litigation by private individuals in bringing

about general compliance with the laws against credit dis

crimination?

b . What steps does your office take to inform consumers of their

right to file civil damage suits under the Fair Housing Act

and Equal Credit Opportunity Act , or to facilitate in other ways

consumer use of the civil damage provisions of these acts ?

6 . Consumer Information : What other consumer information and education

activities does your office conduct to inform the general public

about the laws against credit discrimination ? Do you have any plans

to expand these activities ?

In addition to these questions to be addressed in testimony, the sub

committee requests that you provide in advance answers to certain specific

questions and certain related materials , as follows :

1 . What specific evidence have you that discriminatory redlining and
appraisal practices are occurring or have recently occurred in home

mortgage or home improvement lending by banks ? Please provide to
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the subcommittee copies of any staff studies or other reports, or

citations of any independent research or investigative studies , on

which you rely as evidence . In the case of evidence arising from

examinations , please report as fully as possible the nature of the

findings , the types of communities or neighborhoods involved , the

number of institutions involved , and all other information pertinent

to a full description of your findings of redlining practices .

2 . Do banks maintain in their files information that would identify

individual home loan applications denied or withdrawn , or outstand

ing home loans foreclosed , for lack of acceptable fire , homeowners ,

or mortgage insurance ? Has your office utilized this information ,

or would it be feasible for your office to utilize this information ,

possibly in conjunction with the other financial regulatory agencies ,

to derive statistics on the extent and geographic distribution of

insurance redlining ?

3 . How do your examination procedures and regulations deal with dis

crimination in real estate appraisals ? Please supply to the subcom

mittee the text of any examiner instructions that address the detection

of discrimination in appraisals . If there are no such instructions ,

please so state .

4 . Have you considered requiring , as a part of the adverse action notice

required under Regulation B , that the bank include a copy of the

appraisal with the adverse action notice sent to an applicant when

his application for a home loan is denied on the basis of an inadequate

appraised value? What factors have you considered or will you con

sider in reaching a decision on this matter ?

5 . How do the Comptroller's examination procedures determine whether

discriminatory " pre- screening " and discouragement of potential loan

applicants are occurring ? In particular :

a . Please explain how the examination procedures will determine

b . What procedures will detect the discouragement of applicants

by certain subtle devices such as ( i ) informing certain

applicants whom the bank wishes to discourage that six to

eight weeks will be required to process an application , when

in fact only one week is required , or ( ii ) quoting a higher

rate of interest to certain inquirers or applicants whom the

bank wishes to discourage than to favored applicants ?

37-415 0 - 79 - 37
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Please supply to the subcommittee the text of all examiner

instructions that address the problem of " pre - screening " and

discouragement . If there are no such instructions , please

so state .

6 .. How do you currently employ the race , age , sex , and marital status

monitoring information gathered on home mortgage applications by

banks , as required by Regulation B ?

7 . Do you find this information sufficient for monitoring national

bank compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Regu

lation B , or do you plan to require that national banks record

additional monitoring information ? What inadequacies do you find

with the present monitoring information ?

8 . Have you considered requiring each national bank to have clearly

written nondiscriminatory loan underwriting standards , available

to the public in printed form at each office , as the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board has done for savings and loan associations ? What

factors have you considered or will you consider in reaching a
decision on this matter ?

9 . How do national bank examiners evaluate whether formalized credit

scoring systems are in compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B ? Please supply to

the subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions that address

the evaluation of credit scoring systems. If there are no such

instructions , please so state .

10 . How do national bank examiners evaluate the internal management

controls and organized civil rights compliance program of each

bank? Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner

instructions that address the evaluation of internal management

civil rights compliance programs . If there are no such instruc

ions , please so state .

11 . In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what procedures or

guidelines do your examiners follow in determining what portion of

their examination effort is to be devoted to each bank ? How is the

size determined for the loan sample that will be reviewed for com

pliance in each institution? In particular , is recognition given

to the volume of loan originations , as distinct from loans held in

the portfolio , in allocating examination effort to institutions

that are active in originating loans for resale? Please supply

to the subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions , policy

guidelines , or other documents that address this question of the

allocation of compliance examination effort among the different

institutions to be examined .
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12 . In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what procedures or

guidelines do your examiners follow in determining what portion of

their examination effort is to be devoted to each type of loan or

credit ? In particular , is recognition given to the volume of loan

originations , as distinct from loans held in the portfolio , in

allocating examination effort at institutions that are active in

originating loans for resale? In your answer please distinguish

between home loans on 1-4 family dwellings , other loans on resi

dential property , other consumer loans or credit , other small

business loans or credit , and all other credit ( including loans or

credit to large businesses ) . Please supply to the subcommittee the

text of any examiner instructions , policy guidelines , or other docu

ments that address this question of the allocation of compliance

examination effort among the different types of loans or credit . If

there are no such documents , please so state .

13. Please describe the organizational structure and responsibilities of

14 . How does the system of recognition and advancement for examiners convey

an agency commitment to and provide personal reward for vigorous en

forcement of the laws against credit discrimination? In particular ,

15. Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the full
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The full costs for all activities in the twelve - month period

from July 1977 through June 1978 , and the projected full costs

for the twelve - month period from July 1978 through June 1979 .

b . A percentage breakdown of each total to show the proportions

c . A percentage breakdown of each total in part ( a ) to show

16 . Please provide the following actual or estimated figures on numbers

of banks and numbers and sizes of loans . Please state the method by

which any estimates were derived . In this request , " home loans "

refers to real estate loans secured by 1-4 family residences and also

consumer installment loans for repair and modernization of residential

property .

a . The number of national banks examined in the twelve - month

period from July 1977 through June 1978 and the number that

will be examined in the twelve -month period from July 1978

through June 1979 .

b . The numbers of home loan applications received and home loans

granted , and the dollar volume of home loans granted , by the

examined banks in the twelve months ending June 1978 .

The projected numbers of home loan applications to be received

and home loans to be granted , and the projected dollar volume

of home loans to be granted in the year ending June 1979 by

f . The projected numbers of credit applications to be received and
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d . A percentage breakdown of each regional total to show separately

19 . Please restate the figures given in answer to the previous question ,

as follows :

a . The answers to parts ( a ) and ( c ) of the previous question restated

( ii ) examiner hours applicable to all other credit ( excluding

20 .
Do you employ, for enforcement or any other purpose , a distinction

between " technical " and " substantive " violations of law ? If so ,

please explain in precise terms how this distinction is used and

what it means , as applied to violations of the Fair Housing Act

and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act . Please list the types of

violations of these acts that fall into each class .

21. Please provide a detailed tabulation , by region and for all regions
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more than one type or class of violation was found at a single in

stitution , please count each type of violation separately , as this

request is for a tabulation of violations , not of institutions in

violation .

22 . Please restate certain elements of the above tabulation of violations

to show , by region and for all regions combined ,

a . Technical and substantive home loan violations per 100 examiner

hours devoted to civil rights compliance examination of home

loans , per 100 home loan applications received , per 100 home

loans granted , and per $ 100,000 of home loans held in the bank's

portfolios at December 31 , 1977 .

b . Technical and substantive violations related to other credit

23. Please provide a tabulation , by region and for all regions combined ,

24 . Please restate the above tabulation of institutions in violation to

show institutions in violation as a percentage of all examined in

stitutions in the region .

25 . What are the established procedures of your office for investigating

and/or responding to written consumer complaints alleging discrimi

nation in some aspect of the credit granting process ? Please supply

to the subcommittee the text of all staff instructions , policy guide

lines , or other documents that specify the procedures to be followed

in investigating and/or responding to consumer complaints that allege

discrimination in the credit granting process , whether relating to

home loans or to other credit .
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26 . If the individual complaints are handled primarily in the regional

offices , what are the procedures followed for systematic oversight

and review of the complaint handling work by the headquarters staff

in Washington ?

27 . Please provide figures giving the numbers of consumer complaints

received by your office in the twelve -month period from July 1977

through June 1978 alleging discrimination in some aspect of the

lending process , as follows:

a . Total complaints related to home loans or home loan applications .

b . Total complaints related to other consumer or small business

A disaggregation by region of the total complaints related to

home loans or home loan applications .

d . A disaggregation by region of the total complaints related to

28. Please provide a further tabular breakdown , as indicated below , of

a . Complaints the investigation of which found one or more vio

lations of law that substantiated the complainant's claim;

b. Complaint cases in which no violation was found but in which

an adjustment or accommodation was offered by the bank and

accepted by the complainant ( including correction of bank

errors ) ;

Complaints based on a factual dispute , in which the complainant

received no satisfaction ;

C.

d . All other complaints that received a thorough investigation

e . All other complaints ( including information requests ) in which
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29 . Please provide further supplementary information , as indicated below ,

on each group of complaints identified in the answers to the previous

question . For each group of complaints enumerated above , please

specify

What portion of these complaints were about banks in which a

violation similar to the complaint had been found previously ,

at the most recent prior general compliance examination ?

b , What portion of these complaints were about banks in which a

c . What portion of these complaints were about banks that have not

30 . How many private law suits for civil damages under the Fair Housing

Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act have been filed against

national banks in 1977 and 1978 ? In how many of these instances

had the plaintiff previously filed a complaint with your office ,

prior to filing the law suit?

31 . In what ways does your office inform loan applicants or potential

applicants of the existence and possible usefulness to them of the

civil damages provisions of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act? Please supply to the subcommittee examples of any

letters , pamphlets, or other educational or informational materials

in which these civil damages provisions are mentioned .

32. Approximately how many of each type of letter , pamphlet , or other

33 . Have you any reliable and representative information concerning the

costs incurred by banks to comply with Regulation B and the laws

against credit discrimination ? If so , what portion of these costs

are associated with the initial training and other front end start

up costs of the banks ' compliance programs , and what portion are

continuing expenses directly associated with processing of appli

cations ? Can the continuing expenses be stated as costs per loan

application received or per $ 100,000 of mortgage loan or other .con

sumer credit assets held ? Can they be stated in terms of fractions

of a percentage point on the interest rate of a mortgage loan or

other credit? What was the method by which these measurements were
made ?
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34. Please identify and describe any major surveys , reports , or studies,

Please provide 75 copies of your prepared statement to the subcommittee

at least 24 hours in advance of your appearance . The responses to the
supplementary questions should be provided by Friday , September 8 . If for

any reason not all of these responses can be compiled by that time, then

please deliver to the subcommittee on September 8 the answers and materials

that are ready at that time, with the remaining answers and materials to be

supplied as soon thereafter as possible . If you have any questions concern

ing this request , please contact Don Tucker of the subcommittee staff .

Sincerely ,

Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

BSR : tt
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Comptroller of the Currency

Responses to Supplementary Questions

Requested in Letter of August 16 , 1978 by the

Commerce , Consumer , and Monetary Affairs

1 .
What specific evidence have you that discriminatory redlining

and appraisal practices are occurring or have recently occurred

in home mortgage or home improvement lending by banks? Please

provide to the subcommittee copies of any staff studies or

other reports , or citations of any independent research or

investigative studies , on which you rely as evidence . In the

case of evidence arising from examinations, please report as

fully as possible the nature of the findings , the types of

communities or neighborhoods involved , the number of institutions

involved , and all other information pertinent to a full description

of your findings of redlining practices .

In

another case , we found evidence of a bank engaging in prescreening

on the basis of location . In addition , we have under way investi

gations of banks in which there is some evidence of discriminatory

redlining and appraisal practices , although in these cases we have

not yet reached any conclusions .

showing that in such neighborhoods property transfers dispropor

tionately are achieved through noninstitutional financing .

Generally , however , these studies have been inconclusive because

they do not adequately address the question of whether the

absence of lending is due to discriminatory or irrational lending

decisions and policies rather than reasonable decisions to avoid
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unsound lending . In other words , these studies generally do not

answer the question of whether and how many potential creditworthy

applicants are being shut out by the policies and practices of

banks . In this regard , several studies have concluded that lack

of demand from creditworthy persons may explain the absence of

lending in some neighborhoods .

Mortgage Plan is an important example .

in the examination process .
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2. Do banks maintain in their files information that would identify

The withdrawal of fire or homeowner's insurance coverage

from a neighborhood , or the availability of such insurance only

on onerous terms , can substantially increase obstacles to home

ownership in the affected neighborhood . Moreover , the unavailability

of property insurance coverage would severely limit the availability

of mortgage credit , since extension of a mortgage loan without

such insurance could be considered an unsound practice . For

this reason , mortgage files contain information regarding in

surance . Also , if a loan were denied based on unavailability

of insurance , this would be noted in the denied loan file .

In accordance with a request from the Justice Department , OCC

examiners will be instructed to include , starting in October , a

comment in the report of examination if they detect or suspect

insurance redlining . This information may be referred to the

Department of Justice for its use . It is also possible that

referrals could be made to the primary insurance company regu

lators , the state insurance commissioners .

While it is possible to detect individual instances of

insurance redlining by reviewing loan files , we doubt whether

the information is amenable to useful statistical analysis .
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3 . How do your examination procedures and regulations deal with

discrimination in real estate appraisals ? Please supply to the

subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions that address

the detection of discrimination in appraisals . If there are no
such instructions , please so state .

Examiner instructions concerning appraisals are contained

in the Handbook Section 12.4 , page 1 , Nos . 1.b. , 1.c. , and 3.b.

( Exhibit A. ) These instructions are verification procedures de

signed to enable the examiner to determine the adequacy of

bank appraisals , the level of training received by appraisers ,

the familiarity of the bank with its or outside appraisal

standards , and whether or not appraisals and/or appraisal

standards are discriminatory .

Consumer examiners are provided Fair Housing case studies

at the consumer training schools which deal with discrimination

in real estate appraisals . Case Study , Section 12 , Handout 2 ,

( Exhibit B - 1 , ) specifically provides examples of discriminatory

appraisals that examiners are assigned to detect and analyze .

Included also are situation examples which are thoroughly dis

cussed at the school in breakout groups . Case Study , Section

12 , Handout 3 , ( Exhibit B - 2 , ) also provides additional verification

procedures concerning appraisal policies , appraisal standards ,

techniques for detecting discrimination in appraisal policies ,

and interviewing techniques .

On a verbal basis , examiners receive Fair Housing lectures

at the consumer training schools . Outlines and copies of these

lectures are attached . Additionally , instructors at the school
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and / or a representative from the Department of Justice discuss

discrimination in real estate appraisals with the examiners

at breakout groups . Specific methods for evaluating real

property are outlined and ways in which such appraisals can

discriminate are explained . For example , homes in a particular

neighborhood are compared by size , number of rooms , etc. Values

are equated and appreciation factors are added to the values of

the homes . Depending upon the racial composition of the neighbor

hood , appreciation factors are shown to vary on a discriminatory

basis .

Beginning in 1978 , the consumer training schools will include

additional handouts dealing with discrimination in real estate

appraisals . They will include examples of appraisal methods and

policies and will exemplify both discriminatory and nondiscrimina

tory appraisal standards for class discussion .

In addition to reviewing appraisals , the examiner determines

whether bank personnel are aware of the appraisal standards the

bank utilizes . If they are unaware of such standards , this is

treated as an internal control problem . If internal or external

appraisals are discriminatory , this is treated as a violation

of the Fair Housing Act . If these appraisals are determined

by the examiner to have the effect of discriminating , such

as with low values for older homes which are located in a neighbor

hood that has residents which are predominantly of a protected

class , the examiner provides an analysis of the possible dis

criminatory effect in the report of examination for further

review by the Consumer Affairs Division , Washington , D. C.
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4 . Have you considered requiring, as part of the adverse action

notice required under Regulation B that the bank include a

copy of the appraisal with the adverse action notice sent to

an applicant when his application for a home loan is denied

on the basis of an inadequate appraised value? What factors

have you considered or will you consider in reaching a

decision on this matter?

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board has issued a proposed

regulation to implement such a requirement . It is our under

standing that the Bank Board has received considerable comment

on the proposal from the savings and loan industry . We intend

to review the comments the Board has received and to consider

the proposal .

This proposal may be desirable in that it would increase

accountability and provide applicants with basic information

upon which to better understand and evaluate the reason for

adverse action . This would facilitate enforcement in that

it would provide the rejected applicant with the basis for

filing a complaint if he or she believed the denial discriminatory .

Moreover , a significant prophylactic effect might be achieved .

While the proposal appears to have some merit from a regulatory

and equitable perspective , serious concerns have been expressed .

In the past it has been argued that providing copies of appraisal

reports to denied loan applicants might create pressures on

appraisers which could hamper their independence and objectivity .

The concern has also been expressed that if appraisal reports are

made available , home purchasers might rely on information in

the report relating to the condition of the property , and

appraisers might be held legally liable if they make mistakes .
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5 . How do the Comptroller's examination procedures determine

whether discriminatory " pre- screening" and discouragement

of potential loan applicants are occuring , in particular :

a . Please explain how the examination procedures will deter

Examiners are instructed to review a sample of the loan

file and rejected applications for violations . This review

includes examining application forms for completeness and monitor

ing records for completion by applicants or notation by bank

officials . Incomplete forms are treated as internal control

problems in the report of examination . Examiners determine under

what conditions applications might be withdrawn from the files

through interviews with bank personnel .

When the data collection and analysis system is implemented

and , if it includes a separate file on inquiries , a spot check1

of the loan file and rejected applications would be made to

see if an application was submitted subsequent to an inquiry .

We would also consider sampling those persons who made inquiries

but for whom an application is not on file to determine if an

application was made , or why not . This procedure would indicate

whether applications are missing from the file .

b . What procedures will detect the discouragement of

applicants by certain subtle devices such as ( i )

informing certain applicants whom the bank wishes

to discourage that six to eight weeks will be re

quired to process an application , when in fact ,

only one week is required , or ( ii ) quoting a higher

rate of interest to certain inquirers or applicants

who the bank wishes to discourage than to favored

applicants ?

- )
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Examiners review a bank's policies , practices , procedures and

internal controls . Therefore , they obtain some indication of

what interest the bank charges for certain loans , what down

payments are required , the length of time usually required

to process a loan , etc. By using the procedures noted in the

response to question 5.a. ( above) , a review of prescreening

procedures and interviews with first contact personnel , ex

aminers should , in most cases , become aware of possible dis

couragement tactics .

The new data collection and analysis system will further

assist our efforts by highlighting banks where the data indicates

that loan volume to particular groups is substantially lower

than might be expected from demographic data . Where this data

suggests the possibility of prescreening , extra emphasis on

detecting prescreening problems will be given in the examination .

In addition , consideration is being given to requiring the

collection of limited monitoring information in connection with

specific in - person inquirers . Use of information in this file

would be a further tool for examiners in detecting prescreening .

For example , minority inquirers who did not subsequently file

an application could be contacted by the examiner to ascertain

the reason why no application was filed .

c . Please supply to the subcommittee the text of all

examiner instructions that address the problem of
" pre-screening " and discouragement . If there are

no such instructions , please so state .

Most banks employ prescreening procedures . These are re

viewed to determine that they reflect no prohibited discrimina

37-415 O - 79 - 38
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tory practices . Moreover , a bank's records may indicate a low

ratio of rejected applications suggesting that there is pro

hibited prescreening which the examiner will pursue in more

detail . Interviews are also conducted with loan officers and

first contact personnel concerning prescreening procedures .

Examiner instructions which address the problem of prescreening

and discouragement are set forth in Handbook Section 10.3 , 10.4 ,

12.3 and 12.4 , Fair Housing Handouts , and lecture outlines , which

are attached as Exhibits A , B - 1 , B - 2 , C , and D.

6. How do you currently employ the race , age , sex , and marital status

Monitoring this information which is required by Section

202.13 of Regulation B is essential to the examination of fair

lending practices regarding home mortgage applications .

information enables examiners to determine which applicants ,

classified by personal characteristics , are being accepted or

rejected . Rejected applicants are evaluated by the examiner

against the bank's stated loan policy and creditworthiness

criteria and they are compared to accepted applicants to

ascertain if the bank follows its own standards in all cases .

For example , it is determined if different income, net worth

and other credit standards are detrimentally applied to minorities .

Examiner instructions which prescribe the use of monitoring

information are set forth in Handbook Section 12.4 , No. 3 , with

the attached as Exhibit A.
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7 . Do you find this information sufficient for monitoring

national bank compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act and Regulation B , or do you plan to require that national

banks record additional monitoring information ? What inadequacies

do you find with the present monitoring information ?

The present monitoring data have a number of deficiencies .

First , they are limited to 1-4 family mortgages for home purchase .

Second , because the method of racial data collection is limited

to voluntary self-identification , there is considerable missing

information . Third , there are no data on those inquiries which

do not result in a written application . In light of these

deficiencies , in our substitute monitoring program under develop

ment , we are studying the desirability of 1 ) requiring the use

of racial / ethnic identification by visual observation and/or

surname where the applicant does not supply the information by

self-identification , 2 ) expanding the coverage of the racial

data provisions to home improvement loans , and 3 ) requiring

that limited monitoring information be collected in conjunction

with specific in -person inquiries .

The new data collection and analyses system being developed

will substantially increase the usefulness of the monitoring

information . The information on race , sex , marital status and

age will be combined with other information on loan terms,

borrower characteristics and property characteristics into a

reporting system to create a computer data base which will allow

statistical analyses to be run for each bank prior to the exami

nation . The statistical analyses will be used to identify specific

disparities for examiner investigation . Also , specific loan
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files and denied loan files , which manifest these disparities ,

will be identified for examiner review .

8. Have you considered requiring each national bank to have clearly

It is the present policy of the occ to strongly encourage

banks to maintain written loan policies . Examiners review these

policies to determine their adequacy and appropriateness . They

are careful in the course of that review to assure that these

policies are not discriminatory . When a bank has no written

policies but has been found to have violated substantive pro

visions of Regulation B , as part of corrective action it is

required to develop a written nondiscriminatory loan policy .

The Office has for some time discussed the possibility of

requiring banks to maintain written loan policies . That this

has never been decided is attributable to the fact that it

might impose an undue burden on small banks , that many banks

already have such policies , and that nearly all banks will

probably have written policies within the next two years because

of our commercial examination procedures .

We are aware of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's new

requirement and intend to carefully monitor their experience with

respect to it . We do see potential advantages to requiring such

policies and making them public . This would alert applicants

to the policies of the bank and would serve to provide better
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means of determining whether the policies are being applied in

a nondiscriminatory manner . At the same time , it must be

recognized that the asset mix of a commercial bank is much more

varied than that of a thrift institution and most banks claim

that their loan policies contain proprietary information , such

as collateral and security terms .

9 . How do national bank examiners evaluate whether formalized

credit scoring systems are in compliance with the Fair Housing
Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B?

Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner

instructions that address the evaluation of credit scoring

systems . If there are such instructions , please so state .

Formalized credit scoring systems , as well as informal

evaluation systems utilized by banks , are reviewed for compliance

with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

Regulation B , and state fair lending statutes . The examiner

considers whether the bank has incorporated prohibited bases

into its scoring system , such as in assigning more points to

an applicant who has a home telephone in his or her own name

or in assigning less weight to part-time income . Additionally ,

expertise in evaluating such systems is gained through experience ,

communications with regional support staff , and by means of

training techniques provided at consumer training schools . The

examiner is exposed to various types of credit scoring systems

and learns of the history of scoring systems utilized by financial

institutions in the past , some of which are shown to be dis

criminatory . Consideration is also given to civil rights

court cases which serve to emphasize ways in which discriminatory

policies can overtly or subtly become incorporated into management
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policies . Such information supplements the specific dis

criminatory practices defined in Regulation B.

Instructions for evaluating a bank's credit system are

provided examiners at the training schools . Regulation B and

the Fair Housing Act are taught in conjunction with credit

systems through lectures , workshops and a presentation by a

representative of the Department of Justice . Additionally ,

examiners receive handouts to assist them . The Guidelines

for Interview of Bank Personnel , court cases and legislative

background documents dealing with discrimination and the effects

test are provided to examiners . These are attached as Exhibits

C and D, as well as Handbook sections 10.1 , 10.3 ( 2 ) , 10.3 ( 4 ) , 10.3 ( 10 ) ,I .

10.3 ( 11 ) , 10.4 ( 4a ) , 12.1 , 12.4 ( 2 ) and 12.4 ( 3d ) . ( Exhibit A. )

10. How do national bank examiners evaluate the internal management

Examiners follow the instructions in the Comptroller's Handbook

for Consumer Examinations in conjunction with handouts and training

provided at the Consumer Affairs Training School for evaluating

the internal management controls and organized civil rights com

pliance of each bank . Examiners interview bank personnel on their

knowledge of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing

Act . Bank policies and procedures are also reviewed for compliance ,

as are its internal compliance programs . The actual practices of
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the bank are then compared against the stated policies and the

requirements of the law .

Overall internal controls are evaluated at the beginning of

every examination . Section 1.5 of the handbook ( See Exhibit A )

discusses the importance of a good internal controls program and

Section 1.8 of the handbook ( see Exhibit A) lists the criteria

used by examiners to evaluate the bank's internal controls manage

ment . Examination and Verification Procedures in Sections 10 and

12 of the handbook ( see Exhibit A) provide examiners with

specific instructions in evaluating civil rights compliance and

internal controls relating to the Fair Housing and Equal Credit

Opportunity Acts . Handouts with the same section numbers also

deal with these subjects .

11 . In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what proce

dures or guidelines do your examiners follow in determining

what portion of their examination effort is to be devoted to
each bank? How is the size determined for the loan sample that

will be reviewed for compliance in each institution? In particular ,

is recognition given to the volume of loan originations , as distinct

from loans held in the portfolio , in allocating examination effort

to institutions that are active in originating loans for resale?

Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner instruc

tions , policy guidelines , or other documents that address this

question of the allocation of compliance examination effort among

the different institutions to be examined .

Each Regional Office makes the determination as to bank

assignment and the anticipated time frame for the examination :

Guided by past experience , the amount of time scheduled for an

examination is based primarily upon bank size . Generally , a

bank with a greater asset size will require more examination time .
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The time schedules are flexible enough , however , to allow for

additional time when problems are uncovered which require further

investigation .

In the consumer compliance examination , the examiner has

examination and verification procedures which must be performed

for every bank . The examiner does not initially decide how much

time and effort will be allocated to any particular subject ; the

examiner works through the procedures until they are completed .

Generally , the examiner does not establish priorities in the

examination unless the suspicion of problems in a specific area

is raised by the existence of consumer complaints , comments in

the previous Report of Examination or working papers , or some

other source raises questions regarding bank practices . In such

cases additional examination effort is allocated to the area in

question . An established work schedule has been adopted ( See

Exhibit # A , Handbook # 10 , Section 3 ) . Since the examiner must

rely on bank personnel to gather much of the information and to

answer questions , the work order follows a different path in

every bank .

A statistical sample of loans is reviewed for compliance

with Fair Housing and Equal Credit Opportunity . A minimum
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statistical sample of 35 accepted and 18 rejected loans is

selected from all the bank's loans made in the past three months.

However , if all loan types are not represented , the examiner

judgmentally selects several of each of the unrepresented loan

types to complete the sample . In addition , a minimum of at

least five accepted and five rejected real estate mortgage

loans is reviewed for compliance with the Fair Housing Act . The

sample size is the minimum acceptable consistent for all national

banks regardless of bank size or portfolio size . However , if

the examiner runs into problems or questions in the original

sample, he/she is expected to review additional loans to determine

the extent of the problem . In specialized Fair Housing examinations

the examiner statistically samples 35 accepted and 18 rejected

real estate loans and performs the Fair Housing and Equal Credit

Opportunity Act procedures for those loans .

The statistical sampling process employed in selecting loans

for review will result in loans of each type being selected

based on their frequency of occurance in the population . The

population also is defined as loans originated by the bank

regardless of final disposition . Therefore the primary factor

in determining the examination effort devoted to loans originated

for resale is their proportional relationship to total loans

originated by the bank .

12 . In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what procedures

or guidelines do your examiners follow in determining what portion

of their examination effort is to be devoted to each type of
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loan or credit? In particular , is recognition given to the volume

of loan originations, as distinct from loans held in the portfolio ,

in allocating examination effort at institutions that are active

in originating loans for resale? In your answer please distinquish

between home loans on 1-4 family dwellings , other loans on residen

tial property , other consumer loans or credit ( including loans or

credit to large businesses ) . Please supply to the subcommittee

the text of any examiner instructions, policy guidelines , or other

documents that address this question of the allocation of compliance

examination effort among the different types of loans or credit .

If there are not such documents , please so state .

As mentioned in our response to question 11 , the sample of

35 accepted and 18 rejected loans should contain a representative

number of all of the types of loans made by the bank . If some

loan types are not represented in the original sample , examples

of those loan types are selected from the population and added

to the sample . The population would include all types of loans

including commercial , installment , real estate , etc. The sample

size of 35 and 18 loans has been determined to be statistically

valid . This means that problems appearing in the sample will be

representative of those occuring in the entire population . The

percentage of loans of any type in the sample should be propor

tional to the percentage of loans of the same type in the entire

population of loans . Therefore , the primary factor in determining

the examination effort devoted to each type of loan in the sample

is the frequency of occurance of the loan type in the total

population . Such loan types will have originated within three

months prior to the examination .

If a violation or questionable practice is discovered in a

particular type of loan , the sample will be expanded for that

type of loan . Therefore , the second factor that affects the
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amount of examination time spent on a given loan or credit type

is the extent of violations or problems found .

Again , as in the answer to question 11 , the volume of loan

originations , as distinct from loans held in the portfolio is

not a consideration in allocating examination effort among types

of loans or credit at banks that are active in originating loans

for resale .

The examination outline and the statistical sampling instruc

tions used by examiners are enclosed for your information in

Exhibits E and F. The sampling instructions address , at least

in part , the question of allocation of examination effort among

the different types of loans or credit .

13. Please describe the organizational structure and responsibilities

The Consumer Examination Division has responsibility for

the fair housing and equal credit opportunity compliance exami

nation function . In accordance with the recent reorganization

of this office ( organization chart attached as Exhibit G the

Division Director reports to the Deputy Comptroller for Specialized

Examinations , who in turn reports to the Deputy Comptroller

for Bank Supervision . There are presently eight permanent
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members of this staff . Position descriptions outlining the

duties , responsibilities , and authority of the major positions

are attached . Two of these positions , the Consumer Exami

nations Review Assistant and the Manager , Examination Analysis ,

are primarily responsible for the review of all examinations

conducted by the regional offices and oversight of the consumer

examination program .

Each regional office operates autonomously , but under

examination guidelines and procedures established by the Consumer

Examination Division in the Washington Office . At the present

time there is a Regional Consumer Affairs Specialist assigned

to each regional office , under the supervision of the Deputy

Regional Administrator for Examinations , who is responsible

for the Fair Housing and Equal Credit Opportunity examination

functions . It is contemplated that this position will soon be

upgraded to create a Regional Director of Customer and Community

Affairs who will be responsible for both policy and operational

efforts in the areas of consumer affairs , civil rights and

community programs .

The Comptroller of the Currency has established Civil Rights

and Community Development Divisions within the Office of Customer

and Community Programs . These divisions will have major responsi

bility with respect to Fair Housing Act and Equal Credit Opportunity

Act matters .
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14 . How does the system of recognition and advancement for examiners
convey an agency commitment to and provide personal reward for

vigorous enforcement of the laws against credit discrimination ?

In particular ,

a .

OCC has developed a career path for consumer examiners that

is to be implemented in the fourth quarter of 1978. Prior to

a formalized career path , consumer examiners have been re

cognized for their contributions to the consumer examination

function by means of high quality salary increases , promotion

to higher grade levels , assignment to areas of greater responsi

bility in both the consumer and commercial functions , and

desirable performance evaluations that will affect their later

careers with occ in a positive manner . When the career path

has been formally adopted , higher grade levels will be available

to consumer examiners , with a possible progression from GS 7

to GS 14 . Prior to receiving a national bank commission , a

consumer examiner will advance on the basis of expertise in

the area of consumer and civil rights laws and regulations .

Commercial examination expertise will also be required for

obtaining a commission , along with consumer and civil rights

expertise.

While a consumer examiner is evaluated by his or her

overall ability to detect violations of laws and regulations ,

the nature of the training program emphasizes that particular

weight will be placed upon the examiner's ability to be effective

in the area of civil rights .
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b . What are the standards by which examiner performance in

civil rights compliance work is judged ?

The examiner is first tested for knowledge at the Consumer

Affairs Training School . The examiner then conducts exami

nations and his or her work is reviewed for thoroughness and

accuracy . Working papers are reviewed for proper documentation

and analysis . The working papers are compared to the report

of examination to ensure detected violations have been included

in the report . If the documents obtained from the bank ( in the

working papers ) have been analyzed properly or if the working

papers indicate the examiner has not completed the necessary

procedures for the civil rights work programs , the examiner is

contacted and criticized . Weak performance is emphasized

in the examiner's performance evaluation , which subsequently

affects the examiner's ability to receive a salary increase

or promotion . Reports of examination that contain very few

violations of law are reviewed in greater depth by the Regional

Consumer Specialist ( Refer to Working Papers checklist ,

Exhibit I) .
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15. Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the

a . The full costs for all activities in the twelve - month period

Note: By program design , forty percent of consumer efforts are allocated to

Washington Office

The full cost of the Consumer Affairs Division : $ 610,000 ( per OCC Financial

Management Division ) . Forty percent of Division activities are related to

fair lending enforcement : .40 x $ 610,000 = $ 244,000 .

Field Personnel

National Bank Consumer Examinations :

Schools

22,492 person days

3,000 person days

Total : 25,492 person days

The average yearly cost of a GS-8 /5 Assistant National Bank Examiner , including

salary and 9 % benefits : $ 16,875 . Average per diem expenses of a National Bank

Examiner , based upon a regional survey : $ 4,800 . Average cost per bank examiner

year : $ 21,675 . Average cost per bank examiner day : $ 21,675 - 220 days $ 98.52 .

Total yearly cost of Consumer Examiners : $ 98.52 x 25,492 days = $ 2,511,472 .

Forty percent of national bank consumer examinations are related to the

enforcement of fair lending laws and regulations: .40 x $ 2,511,472 = $ 1,004,589.
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Consumer Specialists

The average yearly cost of a GS-9/5 Regional Consumer Specialist , including

benefits equal to 9 percent of the annual salary : 1.09 x $ 17,102 = $ 18,641 .

The annual cost of 14 Regional Consumer Specialists : 14 x $ 18,641 = $ 260,974 .

Forty percent of the activities of Regional Consumer Specialists are estimated

to be related to the enforcement of fair lending laws and regulations:

.40 x $ 260,974 = $ 104,389.

Regional Counsels

The average yearly cost of a GS -14 /4 Regional Counsel, including 9 percent

benefits : 1.09 x $ 33,825 $ 36,869 .

The annual cost of 14 Regional Counsels : 14 * $ 36,869 = $ 516,166 . An

estimated ten percent of the activities of Regional Counsels are related to

consumer affairs ; 40 percent of these activities are concerned with fair

lending compliance enforcement : .04 x $ 516,166 = $ 20,647.

Regional Administrators

The average yearly cost of a GS-16 Regional Administrator, including 9 percent
annual benefits : 1.09 x $ 42,423 = $ 46,241 .

The annual cost of 14 Regional Administrators : 14 x $ 46,241 = $ 647,374 .

An estimated four percent of the activities of Regional Administrators are

related to the enforcement of fair lending laws and regulations: .04 x

$ 647,375 = $ 25,895 .

Deputy Regional Administrators

The average yearly cost of a GS- 15 Deputy Regional Administrator , including

9 percent annual benefits : 1.09 x $ 36,171 = $ 39,426 . The annual cost of 14

Deputy Regional Administrators : 14 x $ 39,426 $ 551,964 .

An estimated four percent of the activities of Deputy Regional Administrators

are concerned with the enforcement of fair lending laws and regulations: .04

x $ 551,964 . = $ 22,079.
=

Miscellaneous Support

The average salary of four support personnel, such as secretaries , paralegals

and interns , for consumer activities in each region , with a median grade level

of GS-6 , including 9 percent of the annual salary for employee benefits : 1.09

x $ 11,101 = $ 12,100 .
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The cost of four support personnel for 14 regions : 56 x $ 12 , 100 $ 677,600 .

Forty percent of the activities of these support personnel are related to

the enforcement of fair lending laws and regulations: .40 x $ 677,600 =

$ 271,040 .

Regional Office Overhead

Total regional office overhead expenses : $ 4,220,958 ( per occ Financial

Management Division ) .

Roughly six percent of total overhead can be imputed to consumer affairs,

and forty percent of that total is imputed to Fair Lending . $ 4,220,958 x

.024 = $ 101,303 .

The total estimated cost of all occ activities related to the enforcement of

fair lending laws and regulations : $ 1,793,942 .

We anticipate that costs for 1978-1979 will be comparable to those noted

above .

b . A percentage breakdown of each total to show the proportions

Estimated Percentage Breakdown

Examinations 85 percent

Training 10 percent

Consumer Complaints 3 percent

Consumer Education 1 percent

Credit Education 1 percent

c . A percentage breakdown of each total in part ( a ) to show

separately the proportions applicable to home loans and to

all other credit .

Occ efforts to enforce national bank compliance with the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B are approximately evenly

divided between oversight of home loan activities and all other types of credit .

37-415 O - 79 - 39
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Fifty percent of the components noted above at 15a represent costs attributable

to housing loan supervision .

Estimated Percentage Breakdown

Examinations 42.5 percent

Training 5 percent

Consumer Complaints 1.5 percent

Consumer Education .5 percent

Creditor Education .5 percent

16. Please provide the following actual or estimated figures on numbers

a . The number of national banks examined in the twelve - month period

from July 1977 through June 1978 and the number that will be

examined in the twelve -month period from July 1978 through June

1979 .

1695 consumer examinations conducted from July '77 through June '78 have been

entered into a computerized data base . Of these examinations , 13 represented

banks examined for the second time , thus 1682 banks , and 1695 examinations , are

entered into the data base . At least 384 examinations from this period have

been received by the Consumer Examination Division in Washington , yet have not

been reviewed and entered into the data base . A smaller number of reports

( estimated to about 75 ) from the same period have not yet been received by

the Washington Office , and remain in Regional Offices throughout the country .

We estimate the total number of examinations conducted during this period as

being 2,154 . We anticipate comparable numbers for the current year .

b . The number of home loan applications received and home loans

This data is not currently available , but we expect to be able to provide

information concerning the number of housing related loan applications

|
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received , and number of such loans granted, following completion of a survey

now being conducted as part of our implementation of a computerized data

collection and analysis system designed to assist in our enforcement of Fair

Lending laws . ( See attachment to Muckenfuss letter of January 22 , 1979 )

c . The projected numbers of home loan applications to be received

We have no basis for projecting this information .

d . The dollar volume of home loans held by the examined banks

The dollar volume of home loans held in the portfolio of all national banks

reported in the December 31 , 1977 Call Report was $ 59,399,079,000 . This

figure is the sum of items 1.c. and 6.d. from Schedule A of the Call Report .

Projections of the dollar volume of home loans during the year froin July

'78 through June '79 are not available .

e . The numbers of credit applications received and loans and

credit lines granted , and the dollar volume of loans and

credit lines granted, for other consumer or small business

credit ( excluding home loans ) by the examined banks in the

twelve months ending June 1978 .

This information is not available for national banks, nor can it be developed

at a reasonable cost , to the best of our knowledge.

f . The projected numbers of credit applications to be received

We have no basis for projecting this information .
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8 . The dollar volume of consumer and small business credit

outstanding ( excluding home loans) in the portfolios of the

examined banks as of the December 1977 call report data , and

the corresponding dollar volume projected for December 1978 .

The dollar volume of consumer credit outstanding in the portfolios of national

banks reported in the December 31 , 1977 Call Report was $ 75,223,473,000 . This

figure is item 6 of Schedule A of the call report, less 6.d. We have no basis

for projecting forward this information . Our call data does not separately

report information concerning small business credit , thus our response does not

reflect loans made to small businesses .

17. Please restate the cost figures given in answer to question 15.a. and

a . The total costs of the earlier period and the projected total

costs of the later period restated as costs per bank examined

( or to be examined ) .

Cost Per Bank Examined

$ 1,793,942 ( total costs ) · 2,154 ( banks examined ) = $ 833.00 per bank. We

anticipate that comparable costs per bank examined will be incurred in the
coming year .

b . The total costs of the earlier period and the projected total

We estimated that 50 % of our Fair Lending efforts relate to housing credit ,

and would therefore estimate such housing related enforcement costs to amount

to about $ 869,971 or $ 416.50 per bank .

Dividing the above Fair Lending enforcement costs for housing credit by

$ 1,000 of loans outstanding yields a figure of $ .015100 per $ 1,000 of home

loans held as of December 31 , 1977 .

We are unable to provide projections of this data for the following year ,

or figures relating to costs per the number or amounts of applications granted

or denied .
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c . The total costs of the earlier period and the projected total

costs of the later period that are applicable to all other

credit ( excluding home loans ) restated as costs per bank

examined ( or to be examined ) , per application received ( or

expected ) for other consumer or small business credit , per

loan or credit line granted ( or expected to be granted ) for

other consumer or small business credit , per $ 1,000 of loans

or credit lines granted ( or expected to be granted ) for other

consumer or small business credit , and per $ 1,000 of consumer

and small business credit outstanding ( or expected to be out

standing) from the examined banks at the midpoint of the
period .

The total cost of the Fair Lending portion of consumer examinations, related

to all other credit activities during the year from July 1977 through June

1978 , per bank examined was $ 416.50. See ( b . ) , above .

The total cost of the Fair Lending portion of consumer examinations, related

to all other credit activities , during the year ending June 1978 , per $ 1,000

of consumer and small business credit maintained in the portfolio of all

national banks as of December 31 , 1977 was $ .011924 .

$ 1,793,942 = 2 = $ 896,971

$ 896 , 971 ; 75,223,473 = $ .011924

The average cost of consumer bank examinations related to consumer and small

business credit activities , with respect to credit applications received , lines

of credit granted and per $ 1,000 of consumer and small business credit granted

during the year from July 1978 through June 1979 could not be derived . The

average cost projections for the year ending June 1979 are unavailable .

18. Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the number

a . Total examiner hours for the twelve - month period from July 1977

through June 1978 , and projected total examiner hours for the

twelve -month period froin July 1978 through June 1979 .

71,974 examiners hours : Fair Lending Enforcement

The data base reflected 17,710 person days devoted to consumer examinations.

Because only 1,695 reports of an estimated total of 2,154 exams were entered
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2,154

into the data base , all results were multiplied by 1,695, or 1.27 , to yield

weighted data representative of our enforcement program . The total person

days thus became 22,492 , which when multiplied times eight equals 179,936

examiner hours for consumer examinations . Since 40 % of our enforcement pro

gram is estimated to be allocated to Fair Lending, we estimate that 71,974

examiner hours were devoted to enforcing these laws. See CEIS Special Viola

tion Summary appendix to Question 23 , dated 9/13/78 for weighted data concerning
examiner days .

We anticipate comparable figures for the following year .

b . A percentage breakdown of each total to show separately the

c .
A disaggregation by region of the totals given in answer to part ( a ) .

The same approach noted above at ( a . ) was followed , multiplying weighted

data by ( 8 x .40 ) for each region's examiner day data .

Region Total Fair Lending Examiner Hours

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

O
G

Ov
o
n

AW
N
M

2,259

3,622

3,834

7,712

5,363

4,528

6,109

5,734

7,245

8,685

8,493

3,507

1,722

3,158

Total 1.s. *71,974

*may not total due to rounding .
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d . A percentage breakdown of each regional total to show separately

Examiner Hours

Region Home Loans Other Credit

5

B
o
o

v
o
n

AW
N
H

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1130

1811

1917

3856

2682

2264

3054

2867

3622

4342

4246

1754

1130

1811

1917

3856

2682

2264

3054

2867

3622

4342

4246

1754

Total 35,987 35,987

19. Please restate the figures given in answer to the previous question ,

a . The answers to part ( a ) and ( c ) of the previous question restated

Examiner hours per examination : 33.4

71,974 hours + 2153 examinations = 33.4

Region
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Note: Disparities in personnel allocations may to some degree be explained

b . From the answers to parts ( b ) and ( d ) of the previous question :

( i ) examiner hours applicable to home loans restated as examiner

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

0
0
O
O

A
W
N 15.1

16.2

17.9

18.3

17.8

11.4

16.8

17.5

13.2

24.5

12.7

24.7

18.7

28.2

.587

.260

.424

.684

.635

1.010

14

Total 16.7 .606

( ii ) examiner hours applicable to all other credit ( excluding
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Examiner Hours ( other )

Per Bank Examined

Examiner Hours ( other )

Per $ 100,000 Other LoansRegion

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

15.1

16.2

17.9

18.3

17.8

11.4

16.8

17.5

13.2

24.5

12.7

24.7

18.7

28.2

.483

.256

.410

.533

.408

.455

.428

.511

1.290

1.376

.684

.535

.236

. 150

12

13

14

.478
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20 . Do you employ , for enforcement or any other purpose , a

distinction between " technical " and " substantive " violations

of law ? If so , please explain in precise terms how this dis

tinction is used and what it means as applied to violations

of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

Please list the types of violations of these acts that fall

into each class .

We view some violations as having a much more immediate impact

on consumers than others . We have developed the following list

of violations as being " substantive" . Our criteria for this

categorization is that these violations may impair the consumer's

access to credit in the immediate transaction . While other

violations will impede full implementation of the purposes of

these laws , their effect is much less direct .

Substantive Violations

42 USC 3605 Fair Housing Act

12 CFR 202.4 Refers to definitions as to

what constitutes discrimi

nation on a prohibited basis .

12 CFR 202.5 ( a ) Discouraging applicants on a

prohibited basis .

Requesting marital status where

prohibited .

.5 ( a ) ( 1 )

.5 ( d ) ( 4 )

.5 ( d ) ( 5 )

Requesting information about

birth control or child bearing/

rearing practices or intentions .

Requesting race , color , reli

gion or national origin .

Rules concerning the use of

information in evaluating

applications .

12 CFR 202.6 ( b )

12 CFR 202.7 ( a ) Refusal to grant individual

account on any prohibited

basis .
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Substantive Violations

.7 ( c ) Adverse action on open - end account

becaues of change in marital status

or age .

.7 ( d ) Requiring signature of spouse or

other person where not permitted .

.7 ( e ) Refusal to extend credit because

insurance is unavailable on basis

of applicant's age .

12 CFR 202.11 ( c ) Combining individual accounts of

married applicants to determine

permissible finance charges and

loan ceiling under state or federal

law .

Technical Violations

All Equal Credit Opportunity Act / Fair Housing violations not specified

above are viewed as being less likely to impair the customer's access to

credit in the immediate transaction . All of the citations appearing in the

left hand margin of Appendix 2 to question 21 have been so categorized , and

have been termed ' technical ' violations . Note that C.F.R. has been abbrevi

ated to " c " and periods have been omitted , so that 12 C.F.R. 202.5 ( c ) , for

example, is shown as 12C2025d . Similar treatment of U.S. Code citations

causes 42 U.S.C. 3605 to show as 4203605. Examples of typical technical
violations are the following :

12 CFR 202.5 ( c ) Improperly requesting information about

a spouse or former spouse , typically on

application forms .

12 CFR 202.5 ( d ) ( 2 ) Improperly requesting information about

alimony or child support payments .

Typically this involved failure to pro

vide the required notice .

12 CFR 202.5 ( d ) ( 3 ) Inquiring about an applicant's sex , or

using terms on an application form which

are not neutral as to sex .

12 CFR 202.9 Failure to provide adequate notice of

adverse action .

42 USC 3605

( Substantive fair housing

violations would be cited

to equivalent ECOA vio

lations . )

Failure to display Equal Opportunity

Lender Posters , or failure to include

fair housing logo in advertisements .
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21. Please provide a detailed tabulation , by region and for all regions

See Consumer Examination Information System , report of substantive violations

by Region ( appendix 1 to Question 21 ) , and report of technical violations by

Region ( appendix 2to Question 21 ) , both dated 9/13/78. See also Number 20

above, for categorization of violations as being either technical or sub

stantive .

Note : These reports have been weighted by a factor of 1.27 to reflect

The reports are organized by department as follows :

1. Note

2. Installment Loan

3. Real Estate

4. Open End

5. Interest on Deposits

6. Indirect

7. Leasing

8. Operating Sub .

9. Trust

Citations to CFR have been abbreviated to read " C" ,e.g. , 12 CFR 202.5 ( a ) would

appear as 12 C 2025A . Additionally , technical violations of the Fair Housing

Act , primarily relating to poster and advertising requirements, are reported

as 42 U 3605. Substantive violations of the Fair Housing Act are normally

reported under the appropriate Regulation B citation .

Violations are reported by department. Thus violations involving real property

in , for example , the instalment loan department ( e.g. , home improvement loans )

will not be broken out in our real estate department figures. The system is

unable to distinguish them .

See appendix 3 to question 21 for an analysis of repeat violations .

It should be noted that all figures represent patterns of violations within

departmentsof a particular institution . For example, a pattern of violations
involving 500 real estate loans would show as 1 violation .
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NOTE : Examiners selected citations to describe violations they dis

covered . Some were more specific than others , who merely identified a

general section of the Act . Thus , for example , the same fact pattern

might have been identified as 12 CFR 202.8 , 12 CFR 202.8 ( d ) , 12 CFR 202.8

( d ) ( 2 ) . Additionally , keypunch errors resulted in a number of violations

being entered with improper department codes . Though they represent

violations actually discovered in an examination , the data base cannot
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22. Please restate certain elements of the above tabulation of violations

It should be noted that all figures represent patterns of violations within

departments of a particular institution . For example, a pattern of violations

involving 500 real estate loans would show as 1 violation .

a . Technical and substantive home loan violations per 100 examiner

hours devoted to civil rights compliance examination of home

loans, per 100 home loan applications received, per 100 home loans
granted, and per $ 100,000 of home loans held in the bank's port

Home Loans

Region

Patterns of

Technical violations

Per 100 Hrs. Per $ 100,000

Patterns of

Substantive Violations

Per 100 Hrs . Per $ 100,000

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
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b . Technical and substantive violations related to other credit

other Credit

Patterns of

Technical Violations

Per 100 Hrs. Per $ 100,000

Patterns of

Substantive Violations

Per 100 Hrs . ' Per $ 100,000Region

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

20.265

11.209

0.009 787

0.002 867

0.003 120

0.007 036

0.007 132

0.007 302

0.008 012

0.009 509

0.021 052

0.027 949

0.012 906

0.006 465

0.003 103

0.001 837

4.867

5.853

2.765

5.757

9.806

11.440

13.523

9.871

9.083

12.736

11.587

8.552

7.898

11.146

0.002 351

0.001 511

0.001 133

0.003 069

0.004 000

0.005 210

0.005 785

0.005 049

0.011 719

0.017 489

0.007 911

0.004 575

0.001 867

0.001 675

13

14

Total u.s. 15.986 0.007 648 9.509 0.004 550

23. Please provide a tabulation , by region and for all regions combined ,
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See CEIS Special Violation Summary Appendix to Question 23 dated 9/13/78 .

This data has been weighted by a factor of 1.27 to compensate for reports

not yet entered into the data base . See Appendix 3 to Question 21 , referenced
earlier .

24. Please restate the above tabulation of institutions in violation to

No Violations

Region Percent of Examinations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0
0
O
U
T

A
W
N 8.000

9.821

25.234

12.796

9.934

7.732

6.044

5.488

13.869

13

14

Total u.s. 10.636

See Appendix to Question 24 for more complete tabulation .
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25. What are the established procedures of your office for in

Complaints received by the Washington or Regional Offices

are acknowledged by the return of a post card to the complainant

with a control number for future reference . Data are then re

corded into our computerized Consumer Complaint Information

System which is used to track the complaint processing function

and gather data for reports and management purposes . When we

have insufficient information to respond to complainants on

the basis of his/her letter , normal procedure is to correspond

with the bank to obtain additional information and its explanation

of the situation . Following a review of this information and

any supplemental information that may have been requested from

complainant and the bank , we make a determination based on the

facts presented by both parties . ( See Exhibit No. J )

An exception to these procedures has been established for

complaints involving real estate loans or applications where

a violation of the Fair Housing Act is alleged . Examining

Circular No. 158 dated August 8 , 1977 ( attached as Exhibit K) ,

outlines the specific procedures used in processing such com

plaints including the assignment of an examiner to conduct a

field investigation of the complaint. These procedures include

37-415 O - 79 - 40
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requests for information from the bank , an interview with the

complainant and other interested parties , an investigation at

the bank and interviews with personnel . The investigation is

to be completed within thirty ( 30 ) days of the receipt of the

complaint .

Prior to commencing a Consumer Affairs Compliance Exami

nation , the field examiner is supplied with a copy of all data

which has been compiled by the Consumer Complaint Information

System regarding the specific bank . The examiner performs an

in - bank investigation of each of the consumer complaints received .

In addition , the examiner reviews the complaints for indications

of potential problems within the various departments of the bank .

( See Exhibit No. 1)

26 . If the individual complaints are handled primarily in the regional

offices , what are the procedures followed for systematic oversight

and review of the complaint handling work by the headquarters

staff in Washington?

Approximately 75 % of all the consumer complaints are pro

cessed by the Regional Offices . The Consumer Complaint Information

System provides a convenient means for the Washington Office

to review the number and type of complaints received , the

timeliness of the processing , and the resultant resolutions .

Complaints are frequently filed in Washington on matters that

have already been investigated by a Regional Office . These

complaints provide additional insight into the nature of com

plaints received and the manner in which they are handled .
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When an allegation is received that a complaint was

not handled properly , a complete investigation is made into

the original complaint. The investigation of such a complaint

entails a review of how the original complaint was processed

and whether the procedures were followed completely and accu

rately . The original complaint , if closed , is reopened and

the investigation resumes .

According to our records , this office has received 25

consumer complaints thus far in 1978 in the category of Bank

Supervision . This category primarily includes , but is not

limited to , complaints against this agency . As this type of

complaint is received , it is used as a review mechanism for

evaluating internal policies and procedures relating to the

consumer complaint resolution process . The occ consumer complaint

handling process has undergone several re-evaluations and re

visions since the founding of the division . We remain continu

ously receptive to new procedures and innovations that will

improve the complaint process . We are now in the process of

establishing a permanent oversight mechanism to identify and

address such concerns in the future . It should be noted that ,

in accordance with procedures established for processing com

plaints alleging violation of the Fair Housing Act , all such

complaints are reviewed by the Washington Office before a

resolution is reached .
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27. Please provide figures giving the number of consumer complaints

a .

b .

c .

Total complaints related to other consumer or small business

credit applications .

A disaggregation by region of the total complaints related

to home loans or home loan applications .

A disaggregation by region of the total complaints related

to other consumer or small business credit or credit

applications .

d .

Chart follows .

See Appendix to Question 27 for more detail .
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Question27

ConsumerComplaintsAllegingDiscrimination

Region 2 34 5 의 1 8 9. 10 11 12 13 14 Total

RelatedtoHon

LoansorHome

LoanApplications2 201125101 |0 0010 25

RelatedtoOther

ConsumerorSmall

BusinessCreditor

CreditApplica

tion 68 33 33 41 42 47 27 10 20
504

34 20 16 98

엠

Total 17 70 33 34 42 44 52 28
10 21 34 20 16 108 529
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28 . Please provide a further tabular breakdown , as indicated below ,

of each of these figures of discrimination complaints received .

For each region separately and for all regions combined , please

provide the numbers of complaints in each category below for

complaints related to home loans or applications and , separately ,

for other consumer or small business credit or credit applications .

a . Complaints the investigation of which found one or more

b . Complaint cases in which no violation was found but in

which an adjustment or accommodation was offered by the

bank and accepted by the complainant ( including correction

of bank errors ) ;

C.

d .

Complaints based on a factual dispute , in which the

complainant received no satisfaction ;

All other complaints that received a thorough investiga

tion but resulted in no violations related to the

complainant and no satisfaction for the complainant ; and

All other complaints ( including information requests) in

which no investigation , or only a cursory investigation ,

was deemed necessary .

e .

Charts follow .
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Question28

ResolutionofDiscriminationComplaintsRelatedto

HomeLoansorHomeLoanApplications

Region 1 2 3445 6? 8
910

11 12 13 14 Total

-Violationfoundto

i1

-Noviolationfound

0

Complaintsbasedon

factualdispute 1 1 2

-Complaintsreceiving

2
4 6

-Allothercomplaints

1 1
21 3 8

Referredtoproper

agencyforinvesti

gation 1 1 2

Investigationstill

inprocess 1 3 2 6

Total

2201125
101000 10 25
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Question28

ResolutionofDiscriminationComplaintsRelatedto

OtherConsumerorSmallBusinessCreditorCreditApplications

Region 1 2 345 67 8 9 10 il 12 13 14 Total

Violationfoundto

substantiatethe

complainant'sclaim 1 1 12 5

Noviolationfound

butadjustmentor

accommodationwas

offeredandaccepted13 1 21 i1 i 6 17

Complaintsbasedon

factualdispute i4 11 12 10

Complaintsreceiving

thoroughinvestiga

tionbutresulting

innoviolation3
3253211

51 9 35

Allothercomplaints

andinformationre

questsinwhichno

investigation,or

onlyacursoryinves

tigationwasdeemed

necessary 20

3
1

28 32 198 13 15 1514 58 339

12 2 6

Investigationstill

inprocess
5 9 4 5

u
n

5 8 9 5 1 5 11 3

1

21 92

Total 15 6833 33 41 42 47 27 10 20 34 20 16 98 504
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29 . Please provide further supplementary information , as indicated

below , on each group of complaints identified in the answers

to the previous question . For each group of complaints

enumerated above , please specify .

a . What portion of these complaints were about banks in

Chart follows .
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Question29

ComplaintsAllegingDiscrimination

NumberWithSimilar

ViolationsFoundin

PriorExamination

NumberwithsimilarNumberWithNo

ViolationsFoundinExaminationSince

SubsequentExaminationFilingofComplaintNumber

-Violationsfoundto

6 0 0 3

Noviolationfound

butadjustmentor

accommodationwas

offeredandaccepted17

N

3 12

Complaintsbasedon

factualdispute 12 o O

1
0

-Complaintsreceiving

41 2 35

Allothercomplaints

andinformationrequests

inwhichnoinvestigation,

oronlyacursoryinves

tigationwasdeemed

necessary 40* 30* 210*

Referredtoproper

agencyorstillin

processofinvesti

gation

1
0
6

-

Total 529 51 35
270*

*Basedona10%sample

**255ofthesebanksreceivedpriorexaminations
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30 . How many private law suits for civil damages under the Fair Housing

Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act have been filed against

national banks in 1977 and 1978? In how many of these instances

had the plaintiff previously filed a complaint with your office ,

prior to filing the law suit ?

Aggregate information regarding this area is not available .

As a part of the consumer affairs examination process , the examiner

performs an investigation of pending and threatened litigation

involving alleged violations by the bank of consumer affairs

legislation . This litigation is commented upon fully in the Report

of Examination . To date , however , no centralized recordkeeping

system has been implemented to facilitate compilation and analysis

of this information .

31 . In what ways does your office inform loan applicants or potential

applicants of the existence and possible usefulness to them of the

civil damages provisions of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act ? Please supply to the subcommittee examples of any

letters, pamphlets, or other educational or informational materials

in which these civil damages provisions are mentioned .

Upon receipt of a complaint alleging a violation of the Fair

Housing or Equal Credit Opportunity Acts , if we are unable to resolve

the matter , the complainant is informed that he or she has certain

rights under the Act and may want to contact an attorney to seek

redress through the courts .
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32 . Approximately how many of each type of letter , pamphlet, or other

educational or informational material mentioned in the answer to

the previous question were sent out or distributed to the public

in the twelve -month period from July 1977 through June 1978?

Please indicate the method of distribution and types of groups or
individuals to which these materials were distributed .

The two Equal Credit Opportunity Act pamphlets on age and sex

discrimination are sent out to consumers and interest groups in

response to written and oral requests . ( Exhibit M. ) The requests

1generally originate from interested consumers , students , newspapers

and consumer groups . Approximately 300 of each pamphlet were

distributed during the period from July 1977 through June 1978 .

However , since no record are kept on the number of informational

material that are distributed this is only a very rough estimate .

33 .
Have you any reliable and representative information concerning the

costs incurred by banks to comply with Regulation B and the laws

against credit discrimination ? If so , what portion of these costs

are associated with the initial training and other front end start-up

costs of the banks ' compliance programs , and what portion are con

tinuing expenses directly associated with processing of applications ?

Can the continuing expenses be stated as costs per loan application

received or per $ 100,000 of mortgage loan or other consumer credit

assets held? Can they be stated in terms of fractions of a percentage

point on the interest rate of a mortgage loan or other credit?

What was the method by which these measurements were made ?

We have no representative information concerning such costs .

34 . Please identify and describe any major surveys , reports , or studies ,

either by outside experts or by your staff , that have recently been

completed , are currently in progress , or are planned for the near future

on any aspect of the responsibilities of your office under the Fair

Housing Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

In 1974 , the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency conducted

a 6-month survey of primary residence mortgage applications in six
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Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas ( SMSAs ) . That survey was

intended to determine whether data on lenders and borrowers could

be used to monitor compliance with the laws and to ascertain the

feasibility of conducting an on-going reporting program . The OCC

approach requested certain economic and personal data from appli

cants as well as data on the characteristics of the subject property .

The results of the survey , as noted in a press release , " did

not provide data sufficient to support sophisticated analysis . "

However , " the experience gained in conducting a sensitive survey

of this nature will be useful in considering any future efforts of

this type" . Essentially the results of the survey reflected de

ficiencies in the form itself . First , the form provided for ranges

of dollar amounts rather than specific dollar amounts .
That pre

vented the calculation of ratios and the use of modern statistical

procedures . Second , the form did not include terms of the loan ,

i.e. , years to maturity , interest rate , and requested or required

down payment . Third , 31 percent of the survey responses were not

analyzed due to blank or invalid responses or inconsistencies .

.

In an effort to rectify the problems encountered in the first

survey , the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency in conjunction

with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ( FDIC ) conducted a

second survey beginning in September 1976 . That survey was national

in scope , requested specific dollar amounts , contained information

regarding loan terms , creditworthiness of the applicant , and

property characteristics .
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The sample of banks that were stratified nationally , by

whether the bank was inside or outside a USMSA , by size , and by

the bank's mortgage loan activity within each stratum . The banks

were mailed forms to be used in conjunction with every application

for a home mortgage or home improvement loan of more than $ 4,000 .

The form consisted of two parts . Part I , completed by the bank

and mailed to the FDIC when a final loan decision was reached ,

requested information regarding the characteristics of the loan

applied for as well as the applicant's financial position . Part

II , completed and mailed to the FDIC by the applicant , contained

necessary information regarding personal characteristics of the

applicant and co - applicant, if any . Each part contained a unique

identification number which allowed the two parts to be matched

and the bank to be identified . The results of the second OCC

survey were of benefit to the agency . Information gleaned from

the survey procedure and the analysis of the data has been helpful

in the consideration of alternative approaches for our new data

collection and analysis system .

To provide further assistance in the establishment of report

ing requirements for our new system , the Comptroller on July 28 ,

1978 mailed a special survey to each national bank requesting

information on the volume of 1-4 family mortgage loans made and

denied , and home improvement loans made and denied . The results

of this survey are now being tabulated . Also , beginning this

month , the occ is planning a field test of our new data collection

and analysis system .

A proposed regulation to implement our new reporting require

ments is expected to be published for comment in the near future .
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PPENDIXTOQUESTION19
CEISEXAMINATIONSUMMARY

ASSETS($1000)
Bost

MA

NY

NY

W
W
2

Dal

TX

CleyRichAtl

VA

Phil

PA

3

S.F.

CA
OH

ChiMemp MinnKSCY

MNMO

910

Port

ORIL

Denv

CO

12

U.S.

1
11 13 14 Total

UNDER$5000

5

5,20

8

4,80

3

3,60

2

6,00

4 7
2

6.8023,50

14

5,20

8

6.30

18

5.40

5

7.20

3

4.30

0

0,00

85

6.00

S5000 TO$9,999

NUMBEROFEXAMINATIONS

AVERAGEDAYSPEREXAM

12

6,20

8

5,60

22

5,50

18

6.30

22

6.20

20

5.30

31

6,30

15

5.90

4227

6.3012.20

61

4.80

107

8,406,20 6,50

299

6.40

$10,000TO$24,999

NUMBEROFEXAMINATIONS

AVERAGEDAYSPEREXAM

60

6.30

42

5.50

75

6.40

80

7.70

58

7.20

91

6,60

87

9.00

75

6,20

140

9.90

70

9.30

171

5.80 11.30

21191,030

6,0010,907.60

$25,000TO$99,999

NUMBEROFEXAMINATIONS

AVERAGEDAYSPEREXAM

65

7,50

88

7.10

90

8.30

16289151

8,4010.7011.90

153

8,50

145

8.30

148

8.5015.50

80 188

7.40

45

11.60

28

9.30

261.458

14.509.30

$100,000TO$299,999

NUMBEROFEXAMINATIONS

AVERAGEDAYSPEREXAM

14 32253826

13.1010.8020.2017,5010.90

40

9,70

49

12.20

2532

11.7012.20

19

24,20

31

16,20

8511355

23,6015,6020.2013.70

$300,000TO$999,999

5

18.80

2499.8

15.7015,3020.7022,50

16

14.10

81751323

33,2019.6022.0039.1025.20

3

OVER51,000,000

889985

13.2027.3022.3030.5027,3017.40

4 6 39,58 9

29.60

65689

46.8031.4056.8030,70

ALLBANKS

NUMBEROFEXAMINATIONS

AVERAGEDAYSPEREXAM

169

8.00

210

8.90

233 329

9,80

339

10.00

285

9,00

385219

9.4015.10

501

8.20

11873693,463

13.9010.0018.9010.00
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APPENDIX1TOQUESTION21

SUBSTANTIVEVIOLATIONSREGULATIONB

CITATION

NYBost

MA

1

NY

Phil

PA

3
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Rich
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U.S.
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ل
ی
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8
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P
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0
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0

0
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SUBSTANTIVEVIOLATIONSBYREGION

Page1

ClevBost

MA

NY

NY

Phil

PA

Rich

VA

Atl

GA
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IL
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Kansas

CityDallas
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DenyPort
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S.F.

CA U.S.

1
1 2 3 5

(NoteDept.)
4

9

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14Total
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0 0

0

3 0

0

0 3 11
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3 0 20 51
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SUBSTANTIVEVIOLATIONSBYREGION

HUNVATE!09/13/18 Page2
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0
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0

0
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0
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0
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0 0 0 1

1
1 0 0 1 1

0 13

3 0 4 1 0 1 6 3 0 6 0 1 25

8 3 5 9 6 10 3 13 20 20 10 112

8 4 9 3 10 11
0

76

0 0 1 O 0
0 0

1?

0

0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1

0 3

NDATE:09/13/18

112 122 72 258 218 194 257 229 237 334 400 86 50 1092,678
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Bost

MA

NY

NY

PhilClev

PAOH

34

Rich

VA

Atl

GA

6

Chi

IL

7

Memp

TN

8

Minn

MN

9

Page7

Kansas

CityDallasDenvPortS.F.

MO TX OR U.S.

Total
3(RealEstate)

1 2 N 5

1 0 1 0 3 1 5 3 18

10 1 22

0 1 5 0 11

0 0 0 5
0 0 0 3 8

3 0 1 1 5 1 18

0 0. 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1

1 0 5

1 37

1
4 1 3 4

19 .1 0 39

120202128111
0 0 0 0 1

120202126111A 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3
0 0

1 14 18 10 3 22 5 18 10 3 5 126

13 25 2
3

66 34 14 52 23 39 46 48 19 420

1 11 11 50 5 10 22 1 132

12020213ANI
0 0 1 0 1 3

6 0 0 1 0 1 0
18

10 5 3 13 IS 3 1 1 90

1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1

0 0 0

1 1

EPAHTMENT

1 0 14 9 11 0
1 63
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NYBost

MA

PhilClev

PA

Rich

NY

Atl

GA

Memp

HO

Chi

IL

Kansas

CityDallas

MO
VA

Minn

MN
TN

DenyPortS.F.

COOE
TX

CA U.S.

I.

2 34 56
7 89

10 11 12 13 14 Total

3 1 3 5 14 3 10

0 0.

0 0

0 1 3 3

0

4 0 3 8 3 0

0

28

0 1 0 1 0 0 3 0 0
1 1

0 6

19 11 19 34 36 11 19 48 20 39 32 4

9

311

1

01 9

17 10 1 6

9

9 23 10 3 1

1

S 109

0 0 0

0

0

0 0 0 0

0

1

0

0 0 1
0

0 0 0. 0
0

0

0

0 1

0

0

0 0

C

0 0 3 10 0 15 1 3
0 11

0 1

1

1

1

50

3 1 1 1

0

11 4 6 8 4 1 4

1 1

1

14 1 1

1

8 1 5 17 3

C

1 58

0 0 1

1

0

0

0 0 0

0

0 1
0

0

0 0 3

0 0

0

0

0

0 1

0

0

0 0

0 0

0

1

1 0 1 9 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0

0

14

..5 10 13 22 14
3 22 19 36 28 23 5 4

6 208

0 1

4 1

0

4

0

0

0

0 0 0 0 10

1

0 0

3

0

0 1 1 0

0

9

1 0 3

С

3 0 0
5 1

0 0

1 0 3 17

5 3 4 5 5 0

0 6

17 8 1 4 3 71

0

1 1 0
1

0 9 0 1 4 4 1 1 24

0

0

0
1 0 0 0 0

0

0

1

3

0

3 0
1

1 3

C

0 1 0 3 17

1

99

97 110 274 152 55 259 201 183 296 226 51 2,071
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NYBost

MA

Phil

PA

Clev

OH

Rich

VA

MinnAtlChi

GAIL

Memp

TN

Kansas

CityDallasDenvPortS.F.

MOTXCOORCA
NY MN U.S.

(OpenEndCredit)1
2 3 4 5 6 7 89 10 11 12 13 14 Total

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

0 13

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3

0 0
0...)

0 0

1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 3 3 .. 5 1 5 3 3 1 0 23

3 1 0 3 10 4 10 4 3 5 0 0 43

1 0 0 0 0 0
15120602502

12020251

12060250C

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

24
4 4 8

22 5 30

2
0

23 9 5 5 183

5 S ! 5

NDATEI19/13/18

O
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0

0 0 o 0 0

1 0 3 0 6 0 13

0

0

0

0 0

4

0 0

0 0 0 1 5

0

0

3

0

3 5

0 0

0 1
0

0 0

11

1

0 0 1 0 0 1

0

4 0 1 0 0 3 11

0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 1

1

4

0

0

0 1 0

0

0 0

0

0 0

0

0 1

9

0 4

8

10
8 3 4 6

4 1
0

9 19

1

C

0 0 0 3 0

0

0 0

0

0
0 8

0

1

0 0

0

0

0 0 0

0

0 0

0

0

1 0

0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

1 1 0

1 1

0

0

0

0

0

0 5

3 1 1 1

0

4

0 0

1 3 1
0 6 25

0

0

S

0 1

1

0 0 0 0 0

0

12C2027B

0
0 0
0

0
0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0 1

1

1

51 14 13 39 63 28 77 29 42 52 50 23 11 32• 525
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09/13/16

Bost

MA

NY

NY

PhilClevRich

PAOHVA

At1

GA

ChiMempMinn

Kansas

CityDallas

MOTX
IL

DenyPort

COOR

S.F.

CA U.S.

epartment6(Indirect)*1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1

1 s

12

0

.

13

0

14

0

Total

0 .0 1 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

12C20210B
0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

12C20212B
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 112020212B1

12020212B4

12C2022L

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1

12C2025B2

12C2025C 0 1 5 1 1 1
0 1 1 19

0 0 0 3 0 1 8 1 5 3 :.,22

0
.

0 1 1 1 1
0

13

0 3 1 5 10 6 15 8 9 5 1 80

3 1 4 5 8 1 1 42

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 5

0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1

12C20210A

1202021043

0 0 3 1 0 0 3 1 1 0 10

U 0 U 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 6

12C2029B2
0

C

0 0 1
0 0 0

TOTALS
0 19 18 A13

42

2
4

4
2

26 1413 235

;*Loanspurchasedfromothers.
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Bost

MA

ClevNY

NY

Phil

PA

Rich

VA

Atl

GA

Chi

IL

MempMinn

TNMN

Kansas

CityDallasDenvPort

MOTXСОOR

HO

S.F.

CA U.S.

8(OperatingSub.)1 2 3 4 5

9

7

6

10 11 12 13 14 Total

0 0

0 0

0 0 0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0

0

1 0 0 1

0

0

0

0

0 0 1

0 0

1 0 0

0

0 3

0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 1

1

0 0 1

0

0

0

0

1
0 1 0

0

1

0

5

0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0 1

1

0 0

1

0

0 0 1
0 0

0

0 0 0 0 1

0

0 0 0
0 0 0

0 1

0

0

0

.:0

C

0

0 0

0
0

0

0 0 0 0 3

0

0

0 0

!
0

0

0
0 0 .0 0 1

1

JNDATET09/13/10

5 3

0

8 10

!

0 25
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Deny

Bost

MA

1

NY

NY

2

Phil

PA

3

Clev

OH

4

Rich

VA

5

CO

Chi

IL

7

Atl

GA

6

Memp

TN

8

Minn

MN

9

KS.City Dallas Port

OR

13

S.F.

CA

14

U.S.

Total
12

Region

51 42
226

60 2,071
296183

25955 201

97 110 274 152
R.E. 66

113801 212 143
819

5,753

590533
229

469147203
363 572

Other
510

263 155 253
1,115 1,027

7,824

773418 831 734
621

Total 257 784
295 300

*RealEstate
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APPENDIX 3 TO QUESTION 21

REPEAT VIOLATIONS *

Section of 12 CFR 202 in Violation

Bank 5 ( a ) 5 ( 0 ) 5 ( d ) 1 5 ( d ) 2 5 ( d ) 3 7 ( d ) 5

x

X

X

х

XX

Xx

X X Х

X х

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

х

XX

X

X х

x

11
x

12 х

*Corrective action has been effected at 10 of these banks and is in process

at the remaining two .

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SECTION IN VIOLATION

Section 202.5 ( a) Discouraging applications on a prohibited basis .

Section 202.5 ( c ) Requesting information about a non - applicant spouse or

former spouse .

Section 202.5 ( a ) ( 1 ) - Request for an applicant's marital status in other

Section 202.5 ( d ) ( 2 ) - Inquiring about other income without disclosing that

Section 202.5 ( d ) ( 3 ) - Requesting the sex of an applicant , using terms in an

Section 202.7 ( 0 ) 5 Requiring the applicant's spouse to be a party to the

credit , as co - signer , guarantor , or the like .
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CEISSPECIALVIOLATIONSUMMARY

UNVÄTEO09/13/

APPENDIXTOQUESTION23

Phil

PA

CleyRichAtl

OHVAGA

Chi

IL

Kansas

MinnCityDallasDenvPort

MNMO

Memp

TN

S.F.

CA U.S.

I 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 il 1312 14 TOTAL

Totalexaminerdays 1,132706 dol98 2,410 1,676 1,415 1,909 1.7922,264 2,714 2,654 1,096 538 98722,492

Numberofexaminations 75 107112 211 151 182194. 164 274 177 56334 71 46
2.153

72 112 105 211 151 194 180 164 271 174 331 71 44
552,136

Numberofbanksexamined

Examinedbanks

6 2711 27 15. 15

ܐܙ

9 38 8 55 2293

Bankwithtechnical

RealEstateDeptonly

OtherDeptsonly

Both

5

17

15

11

9

13

13

44

15

1

19

13

6

30

8

9

27.

3

8

22

10

438

15

1

8

6

1

3

71

207

215
15

C
i
a
o

17 25 27

34
TotalBanks 37. 37 70 33 44 30 32 61 80 15 493

.
Bankswithoneormore

substantiveviolations:

3ܙ

19

10

S

52

6

8'

28

6

9

67

38

58

4)

1

117

5

83

51

3

·83

3

127

42

5

65

85

4

132

61

41

10

3

32

4

0

30

20

52

933

429

32 63 42 114
TotalBanks 103 135 138 123 171 155 197 52 38 51 1,415
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APPENDIXTOQUESTION24

CEISSpecialViolationSummary

PercentofExaminationsShowingViolations

Clev PortBost

MA

NY

NY

2

Phil

PA

3

OH별

Rich

VE.

•Ati

GA

6

Chi

IL

7

Memp MinnKS,CityDallas

MNMO

Denv

CO

12

OR

S.F.

CA

14

Total

U.S.4 10 13

PercentofBanksNotIn

ViolationofSpecifiedLaws 8.0 9.8 25.2 12.8 9.9 7.7 6.0 5.5 13.9 4.5 16.5 5.6 6.5 0.0 10.6

6.2 24.0 21.1 8.7 7.1 22.9

PercentofBanksWithReal

EstateDepartment

ViolationsOnly 5.3 4.5 10.3 6.2 0.7 3.1 4.4 1.8 3.3 0.0 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 3.3

8.4 6.2 12.6 15.5 4.4 4.9 9.9 3.4 12.9 11.3 8.7 1.89.6

PercentofBanksWith

TechnicalViolationsOnly

8.6 4.1 8.2 13.4 9.1 2.8 8.1 8.5 0.0 5.4 10.0

PercentofBanksWithOne

OrMoreSubstantive

Violations 42.7 56.3 39.3 54.0 68.2 70.0 75.8 75.0 62.4 87.6 59.0 73.2 82.6 91.1 65.7

PercentofBanksWith

RealEstateDepartment

ViolationsOnly 4.0 4.5 7.5 4.3 2.6 0.5 2.7 1.8 1.1 2.8 1.2 1.4 6.5 0.0 2.4

PercentofBanksWith

OtherCreditViolations

Only 25.3 46.4 26.2 31.8 31.4 60.3 45.6 50.6 46.4 36.7 39.5 57.7 69.6 53.6 43.3

PercentofBanksWith

BothTypesof

Violations 13.3 5.4 5.6 18.0 27.2 8.8 28.0 23.2 15.3 48.0 18.3 14.1 8.7 35.7 19.9
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APPENDIXTOQUESTION27 CONSUMERCOMPLAINTSALLEGINGDISCRIMINATION

REGION 1-Boston 2-NewYork 3

ب
ی
ا

|

Philadelphia

Redlining
-2

0RelatedtoHomeLoans Religion

Redlining

1

1

2

RelatedtoOtherCon

-

BankCard

-

General

Age

General

-

-

-1

15 68 33

*

TOTAL
17

70 33
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REGION 4 Cleveland
5

Richmond 6
-

Atlanta

Sex/MaritalStatus -1 Sex/MaritalStatus -1

-

RelatedtoHomeLoans Age

Sex/MaritalStatus

1

1

2

1

RelatedtoOtherCon General General General

Age

-

33 41 42

TOTAL 34

4
2 44
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9-Minneapolis

7
Memphis

1
0
0

-REGION
Chicago

0
Race/NationalOrigin -1

RelatedtoHomeLoans Race/NationalOrigin

Redlining

-2

U
l
W
N

RelatedtoOtherCon

-5

General

General
General

-

Age

-

47 27
10

28
10

TOTAL
52
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REGION 10 KansasCity
11 Dallas

12
Denver

Sex/MaritalStatus -1 0 O
RelatedtoHomeLoans

RelatedtoOtherCon

-1

General

-6

-11

General General

-

-1

1

20 34 20

이
에

TOTAL 21 34 20
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TOTAL

REGION 13 Portland 14 SanFrancisco

0RelatedtoHomeLoans Sex/MaritalStatus

Race/NationalOrigin

Redlining

3

2

5

10

ๆ

25

RelatedtoOtherCon General

Age

-2

General

-

5041
6 98

529

TOTAL 16 108
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List of Exhibits

Exhibit A Comptroller's Handbook for

Exhibit B- 1 Fair Housing Handout No. 2

Exhibit B-2 Fair Housing Handout No. 3

Exhibit C Fair Housing and ECOA Lectures

Exhibit D Fair Housing Handout No. 1

Exhibit E Examination Outline

Exhibit F Statistical Sampling Handouts

Exhibit G Office of the Comptroller of

Exhibit H Position Descriptions

Exhibit I Working Papers Checklist

Exhibit J CCIS Blackbook

Exhibit K Examining Circular No. 158

Exhibit L CCIS Handout No. 8

Exhibit M Federal Reserve Board

Certain portions of the following exhibits submitted to the subcom

mittee by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency were judged not

relevant and were omitted from this volume : Exhibits A , C , D , F , and J.

Exhibit H was omitted entirely . All other exhibits are included in full .

Exhibit M , the Federal Reserve pamphlets on age and sex discrimination , is

included in Appendix 8 of this volume .
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EXHIBIT A

Comptroller of the Currency

Administrator of National Banks

COMPTROLLER'S

HANDBOOK

FOR CONSUMER

EXAMINATIONS

[ Excerpts applicable to examinations for

compliance with Equal Credit Opportunity

Act, Fair Housing Act , and Home Mortgage

Disclosure Act ]

United States Department of the Treasury

Washington , D.C. 20219

37-415 O - 79 - 43
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Foreword

Civil liability under many of those laws may be substantial;

some, notably Truth in Lending , require total compliance.

What may appear to be a trivial , highly technical violation

maysupport civil actions exposing the bank to significant

liability for damages and to adverse publicity resulting in

the loss of the bank's goodwill and image.

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ( OCC ) is

responsible for enforcing compliance with state and

federal consumer laws as they apply to national banks.

This is accomplished through examinations and through

review and resolution of complaints from the public .

Consumer law , now a major factor in bank regulation ,

continues to draw increasing interest from thepublic . The

role of the OCC in carrying out congressional mandates

relating to consumer law is significant .

Banks are chartered to serve a particular customer

market . Compliance with consumer protection legislation

is a prerequisite to successful bank ng and a bank is

acting in its own best interest by serving the public fairly

and within the scope of the law .

This handbook is not intended to be a complete legal

reference . It is a convenient working tool designed to

assist the examiner in understanding those selected

portions of consumer laws and regulations pertinent to

the examination. The examiner is also expected to be

familiar with all aspects of consumer law and regulatory

requirements.
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Introduction

Use of Handbook
Section 1.1

The Comptroller's Handbook for ConsumerExaminations

is divided into 14 sections , each relating to a specific law ,

regulation or banking activity . Under each section , where

applicable, there are four areas of interest :

examination objectives . The procedures briefly indicate

what actions should be taken for working papers '

documentation , for discussion with managementand for

the inclusion of violations and exceptionsin the report of

examination .

The verification procedures are the " how to do it " of the

examination . They are designed to verify the accuracy of

the conclusions drawn from the examination procedures

and to clarify the precision of the answers to the Internal

Controls Questionnaire. The verification procedures are

tools to be used by the examiner to satisfy the target

objectives . It may not always be necessary to perform all

of the verification procedures to arrive at conclusions set

forth in the examination procedures . However, each

verification procedure will be performed at the initial

consumer affairs examination and in subsequent exami

nations if the examiner decides it is necessary. For certain

banks , the performance of additional verification proce

dures may be appropriate . The examiner must document

in the working papers the procedures and information

used to arrive at the conclusion expressed in the report of

examination

The general examination objectives , the general exami

nation procedures , and the Internal Controls Question

naire at the end of this section apply to the entire

examination. They set the direction and tone for each

examination . The Internal Controls Questionnaire is

designed to give the examiner an overview of those

internal controls instituted by the bank to comply with

consumer laws and regulations . The examiner must

evaluate all aspects of a bank's internal controls to

accurately assess their adequacy . The questions are not

precise and should only be used as a guide. They should

be kept in mind while performing the examination and

verification procedures in each section. A " no " answer

may not indicate , by itself , problems with the bank's

internal controls . However, all " no " answers must be

considered in the appraisal of internal controls adequacy

and require comment in the report of examination .
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Report of Examination Section 1.2

The consumer affairs report of examination is a separate

report equal in stature to all OCC reports of examination . It

replacesany other report pages currently in use that deal

with consumer regulations . Its function is to provide

national banks and the Comptroller of the Currency with

an overall evaluation of a bank's compliance with

consumer statutes and regulations. As with the commer

cial report, the consumer report is written to the board of

directors and will state the findings of the examination .

Because it is written to the board , the term " subject bank ”

is not used. The report will be processed and counter

signed by the regional administrator or the deputy

regional administrator. The regional office will forward

final copies to the bank and to the OCC's Consumer

Affairs Division in Washington .

Reports consist of the following :

Open Portion

Noncompliance and Corrective Action

This section should detail in narrative form specific

noncompliance problems by violation . The examiner

should state, in numerical order , the specific law or

regulation violated , using the appropriate USC or CFR

citation , and the reason for noncompliance. Cautionary

comments on questionable violations are to be reported

in the other matters section . The narrative should indicate

in which department( s ) or function ( s ) the violation

occurred :

Open Portion

Letter to the Board of Directors

The examiner's letter to the board of directors summar

izes the content of the report and highlights only the most

important findings . Components ofthe letter are :
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Report of Examination Section 1.2

the maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to

avoid such errors .

A comment is required for each negative answer reported

in the Internal Controls Questionnaire; and any deficien

cies in staff knowledge, training and internal audit pro

cedures should be noted . The examiner should also

indicate those instances when internal control weak

nesses have caused violations noted in the noncompli
ance and corrective action or other matters sections.

Responses to the Internal Controls Questionnaire ,

together with a review of written - policies and forms,

should indicate managements knowledge of consumer

protection laws . Since consumer loans are often made by

front line lending officers, their education in consumer

protection is imperative . The examiner assesses staff

knowledge of applicable laws by interviewing department

heads and selected lending officers about the operating

procedures of each department. The examiner should

question officers concerning violations of law or substan

tive departures from consumer compliance procedures

noted during the review of selected loans, as wellas the

lack of adequate documentation. If staff knowledge of

legal requirements is inadequate, appropriate comment

should be made in the internal controls section of the

report. The examiner should ascertain the way in which

that inadequacy is reflected in operations and the impact,

if any, upon consumers.

Other Matters

The other matters section of the open portion of the report

discusses questionable practices and includes caution

ary comments on matters not clearly in violation of law. If

substantial doubt surrounds the propriety of any practice

noted in a consumer examination, the practice should be

discussed here as " raising substantial questions, ” etc.

The discussion should include in detail the nature of the

practice and a statement as to why the practice is

questioned. Banks should be encouraged to reconsider

such practices .

Significant information which may not fit neatly into the

preceding sections should be reported here as well as

penetration ratios of credit insurance.

Exceptions and deficiencies of electronic fund transfer

system ( EFTS) controls should also be reported in this

section . ( The basic controls suggested to maximize the

security of EFT systems are discussed in section 14 of

this handbook .) EFTS practices that have contributed to

violations of law should be discussed in conjunction with

the citation in the noncompliance and corrective action

section and summarized here. Similarly, when EFTS

exceptions are clearly manifested as internal controls

exceptions, they should be reported in the internal

controls sections and summarized here.

The other matters section should include comments

relating to Consumer Complaint Information System

( CCIS) data . Those comments should include the number

of complaints received by the OCC and the bank.

Complaints concentrated in specific areas of the bank

should be noted . This section will conclude with a list of

officers with whom the contents of the report were

discussed.

The preceding sections are in the open portion of the

report. Although those sections are written to the board of

directors, the information must also be useful tomanage

ment, to the regional office and to the Consumer Affairs

Division in Washington . All sections should be specific,

detailed and succinct.

Confidential Portion

Discriminatory Practices and Policies

The confidential portion of the report begins with

discriminatory practices and policies. In that section the

examiner should discuss in detail any indications of

discriminatory lending practices or questionable policies.

Policies which possibly may discriminate againsta group,

but do not constitute clearly defined violations of law

should be discussed here . Specific , well -defined discrimi

natory violations andpractices should be reported in the

open section and only referenced here.

Impact of Noncompliance

The impact of noncompliance section is structured iden

tically to the noncompliance and corrective action

section ; however, only those items that have had

significant impact upon the consumer or the bank are

discussed. The analysis of each area should include:
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and the total dollar amounts of impact. That information

should be estimated for compilation in the Washington

office and for use in monitoring the health of the National

Banking System with respect to consumer protection .

Other Matters

The confidential portion concludes with an other matters

section . That section includes information which aug

ments findings in the open portion of the report but which

should be disclosed only to the OCC. In all cases

involving overcharges, examiners should comment on

the standard of care exercised by the bank. This is merely

the degree to which they have tried to complywith the

laws . In particular, any evidence that indicates that bank

personnel might have been aware that customers were

being overcharged should be discussed in detail . The

section may be used to further elaborate on other matters

in the open portion of the report.
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Working papers should document in writing the proce

dures followed and conclusions reached during the

examination . Accordingly , they are to include , but are not

necessarily limited to, the findings in the examination and

verification programs, memoranda, schedules, question

naires , checklists, abstracts of bank documents, analysis

prepared or obtained by examiners , and photocopies of

documents in violation of laws , rules and regulations .

The working papers should support the information and

conclusions in the report. The importance of highly

organized working papers which fully document the

findings of the report cannot be overemphasized. Working

papers should be prepared with the same diligence as the

report itself .

The working papers should be indexed according to the

working paper index for consumer affairs . The retained

data should be organized to facilitate the construction of

the report of examination and to facilitate future review

and reference. The working papers should be retained in

a location that will allow for immediate reference.

Permanent File

Not all working papers will be pertinent to future

examinations; eventually some will become obsolete . To

alleviate that situation , a permanent file should be

maintained for each bank that includes only those work

ing papers of continuing interest. An index to the

permanent file should be attached to the inside cover to

prevent the loss of items.

The contents of the permanent file are a matter of judg

ment. Lengthy documents should be summarized or high

lighted ( underlined ) to facilitate reference to the im

portant provisions. It also may be desirable to have a

complete copy of the document in the file to support the
summaries or answer specific questions.
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The examination procedures include tests of all relevant

forms , policy statements, internal controls and other

administrative procedures. In addition , the consumer

examiner analyzes certain loans and supporting docu

ments drawn from the loan portfolio through a specified

random sampling technique . Although the testing of blank

forms and administrative procedures may not reveal

violations , they may occur as a result of clerical ,

typographical and computer errors , or from failure of

individual loan officers or other personnel to understand

or properly apply the bank's procedures .

The sampling of loans and other records should reveal

within a reasonable degree of certainty the existence of

significant violations and possible sources of additional

ones . A relatively modest-sized sample generally will

suffice. All applicable examination procedures must be

performed on every loan in the sample.

In the event that an analysis of the initial sample indicates

the presence of violations , further investigation should

reveal their sources and patterns. The qualitative factors

surrounding the violation should be isolated before any

numerical estimates are made .

Since the basic purpose of the examination is to ensure

compliance with existing regulations , the major focus

should be on the bank's current performance. Thus, the

sample should be selected from new loans or recent

applications rather than from the total portfolio of loans

outstanding and related records. This will avoid the risk of

sampling records that pre - date the regulation or its major

amendments.

The sample should assure a random selection of units . To

accomplish this , the organization of the bank's records

must be investigated to avoid the selection of a sample

unduly concentrated in loans of a particular type , in loans

originating at a single branch, or in loans processed by

one or a few loan officers.

Compliance testing also includes a review of rejected

loan applications . When a large number of those

applications are available , a recent group should be

analysed to determine whether they display characteris

tics for rejection on a prohibited basis suchas age, sex or

race . Those should be retained and discussed with

management to determine possible discrimination . When

few, if any , recently rejected applications are available ,

the evaluation of prescreening, creditscoring , and other

procedures becomes especially important, and such

rejections must be carefully examined. However, strict

application of random sampling procedures in this area

may not be feasible .

Systematic errors should command greater attention

than clerical or typographical ones , e.g. , a transposition of

digits . For example, theviolations may be attributable to a

particular dealer , loan officer, branch, bookkeeper or
processing procedure. In that event , the examiner should

select additional loans having that specific characteristic

for further analysis . The number of loans selected should

only be that number sufficient to determine the validity or

lack of validity of the examiner's preliminary finding. In

some cases , if may not be possible to determine sources

of recurrent violations and the examiner should request

management to investigate its operations in order to find

and correct the causes of the violations .

All relevant procedures must be performed for each loan ,

unless forms and procedures are identical, e.g., compu

terized . Line sheets will serve as organizational tools for

those procedures .

As the population of loans includes branch loans , a

separate sample of loans from each branch will not be

required . However, evidence may suggest the possible

existence of violations at branches other than those

represented in the sample . If the analysis of the bank's

operations indicates that certain branches operate with

considerable independence and that standard forms and

procedures do not exist , those branches may require a

thorough basic examination , an evaluation of branch

personnel performance, and an analysis of a small
sample of individual loans .

Advertising, home mortgage disclosure, and interest on

deposits ( savings) do not require statistical sampling ,

though random selection may be appropriate in choosing

samples for the savings work program .

The sample design adopted by the OCC is taught in its

training schools . Since it does not have any allowance for

error , any error found in the sample is unacceptable and

should be investigated . The violation should be carefully

scrutinized for any pattern or suggestion of its nature or

source . If the nature or source of errors can be isolated ,

additional work may be directed to the affected areas . If

the error cannot be isolated , or time constraints prevent

the examiner from performing additional work, it may be

possible to arrange for assistance from the bank's internal

auditors or other employees.
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Compliance with consumer laws can only be accom

plished by the board of directors and bank management

acting together to adopt written policies and procedures.

Proper internal control programs to insure compliance

with all federal and state consumer laws cannot be

overemphasized in the examiner's review with manage
ment.

Each question on the Internal Controls Questionnaire

should be answered fully . As explained earlier, all " no "

answers should be fully explained in the report. In many

cases, the examiner should ask additional questions

about practices or policies peculiar to the bank being

examined.

Mathematical ability to discover programming errors

or errors in calculation by independently computing

Annual Percentage Rates, interest rebates, late

Proper written policy and internal controls will serve the

bank in two ways: ( 1 ) in maintaining compliance with

complex and changing laws and regulations; and ( 2 ) in

proving that the bank is making a good faith effort to

comply with those laws where the possibility exists that

noncompliance may result in litigation.

To minimize the potential for loss, the bank should

designate an officer to insure compliance with consumer

laws and regulations and with its written policies . That

officer should possess the following qualifications:

• Familiarity with all aspects of consumer law and the
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1. To determine compliance with applicable consumer 4. To initiate corrective action when policies, practices ,
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1. Request written bank policies and procedures 10. Use an appropriate sampling technique to gather
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1. Has the board of directors adopted written policies 6. Do the persons responsible for insuring compliance

.
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This study guide is to be used in reviewing the

Comptroller's Handbook for Consumer Examinations.

The material in the handbook is divided into 14 sections

pertaining to specific laws or banking activities.

The information contained in the handbook will be fully

discussed in lectures and in resource materials distribut

ed at the consumer affairs training sessions. Each section

containstext and procedures thatconform with the new

examination procedures adopted by the OCC.

The introductions of each section contain extensive

background information on each area of the examination .

The examination and verification procedures focus on the

problem areas in which noncompliance may adversely

affect consumers.

The handbook includes supplementary materials to help

you understand the consumer protection laws . However,

you should refer to the complete acts and regulations.

The following summarizes the major areas to be studied

before attending the training sessions. The acts and

regulations are described briefly together with their

purposes and scope.

Advertising. Regulations exist to ensure consumer

protection through the prohibition of deceptive or

misleading advertising. In studying Regulation Z ( 12 CFR

226 ) , you will learnthe restrictions on advertising credit

and lease terms. Regulation Q ( 12 CFR 217 ) imposes

constraints on advertising for deposits. FDIC regulations

on advertising ( 12 CFR 328) require insured banks to

disclose in certain promotional activities the existence of

this insurance.

The major purpose of those regulations is to ensure that

the consumer will not be misled by ambiguous terminol

ogy in advertising. OCC Banking Circular No. 16 , dated

June 6, 1969, provides retention requirements for national

banks.

In addition to studying the " trigger” terms of Regulation Z,

you should also concentrateon:

of interest-bearing deposits. As mentioned earlier, it

imposes certain constraints on advertising of interest on

deposits

You should study:
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State Laws. The OCC is also responsible for examining

national banks for compliance with state laws . You should

review the state consumer protection codes for those

states in which the banks you examine are located. Pay

particular attention to the usury statutes for national
banks ( 12 USC 85 and 86 ) . National banks are granted a

varying degree of freedom in the rate of interestthey may

charge based on the rates allowed other creditors in the

particular state .

You should review state usury and consumer protection

laws for:

Differentiation in approach to secured and unse
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internal controls are affected by consumer laws . Con

sumer examiners will share responsibility with EDP and

commercial examiners in evaluating EFTS controls and
processes in the bank .

In studying the EFTS section , the consumer examiner

should pay particular attention to the major considera

tions in the design of such systems with respect to the

following :

• Compatibility with consumer protection regulations.
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Consumer Credit Protection ActCitations of the applicable acts , regulations, interpreta

tions and letters appear throughout the handbook . On this

page is a listing of consumer protection laws and

regulations and their corresponding United States Code

and Code of Federal Regulations citations . Codification

means that Acts of Congress are compiled by subject

matter and numbered serially , e.g. , all banking matters are

found in Title 12 and all consumermatters are found in

Title 15. A " statute" is an individually numbered section in

the U.S. Code, e.g. , 12 USC 84. The following abbrevia

tions are used in the handbook citations :

The Consumer Credit Protection Act ( CCPA ) was

enacted by Congress on May 29, 1968, and became

effective on July 1, 1969. The law incorporates five major

pieces of legislation each of which is known separately by

its descriptive title . The act may be viewed as follows to

better understand the legislative format.

• Truth in LendingAct ( TIL ) . Title 1 , Chapter 1 to 3. Truth

.

Table of Citations

Regulation Citation

N
N
N

12 CFR 226

12 CFR 226

12 CFR 226

Act or Subject

Consumer Credit Protection Act:

15 USC 1601

15 USC 1666

15 USC 1667

15 USC 1681

15 USC 1691

12 USC 2801

12 USC 2601

42 USC 3605

12 USC 371a and b

12 USC 85 and 86

U
X

12 CFR 202

12 CFR 203

24 CFR 3500

Q

12 CFR 217

Z 12 CFR 226

FDIC

15 USC 1661

12 USC 371

12 USC 1828( a )
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The Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA) ( 15 USC 1691 )

became effective on October 28, 1975 and is implement

ed by Regulation B ( 12 CFR 202 ) . ECOA was amended on

March 23 , 1976 , and the revised regulation was effective

on March 23, 1977. Regulation B prohibits

discrimination with respect to any aspect of 202.4

a credit transaction on the basis of race , A 701 ( a )

color, religion , national origin , sex , marital

status , age ( provided that the applicant has the capacity

to enter into a binding contract ) , receipt of income from

public assistance programs, and good faith exercise of

any rights under the Consumer Credit Protection Act. '

Those factors are referred to throughout the regulation ,

and this section , as " prohibited bases. " In

addition , discrimination is unlawful if an ap- 202.2 ( z )

plication is declined because of the race of an

applicant's business associates or that of the persons

who will be related to the extension of credit, e.g., those

residing in the neighborhood where collateral is located.

Discrimination may be defined as the treating 202.2 ( n )

of one applicantor group of applicants less

favorably than another group for any of the reasons

discussed above. Regulation B sets forth certain acts and

practices which are specifically prohibited or permitted.

To prevent discrimination , Regulation B imposes a

delicate balance on the creditsystem , between the

bank's need to know about a prospective borrower, and

the borrower's right not to disclose information inapplica

ble to the transaction . The regulation deals with taking,

evaluating and acting on the application , and the

furnishing and maintenance of credit information . Regula

tion B does not prevent a creditor from determining any

pertinent information necessary to evaluate the credit

worthiness of an applicant .

Inquiries Concerning Marital Status

Individual Credit - Generally , when an 202.5 ( d ) ( 1 )

applicant applies for individual credit , the

bank may not ask the applicant's marital status . There are

two exceptions to this rule :

• If the credit transaction is to be secured, the bank

Taking the Application

Discouraging Applications

Regulation B's concern with the application process

starts before the application is taken . Lending officers and

employees must be aware of the provisions of the

regulation and must take no action that would,

on a prohibited basis, discourage a reasona- 202.5 ( a )

ble person from applying for a loan . This

prohibition against discouragingapplicants applies to oral

and telephone inquiries aswell as personalcontact. In

addition, advertising must not have the effect of

discouraging an applicant on a prohibited basis .

Regulation B does not distinguish between oral and

written applications in its prohibition of discriminatory

action . Therefore, in the interview prior to and during the

taking of an application , lending officers must refrainfrom

asking for prohibited information. Questions must be

neutral with regard to sex, and asked of all applicants who

desire the same type and amount of credit . * The term user applies only to open - end accounts .

1
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• The applicant is relying on a spouse's income to determine creditworthiness but not to deny credit merely

repay the debt
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• The bank may ascertain whether the applicant will The creditworthiness and credit history of the payor,

when available to the bank , in accordance with the
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surname or combined surname . For example, Mary

Smith, who is married to John Jones, may open an

account in any of five different names: Mary Smith , Mary

Jones, Mary Smith -Jones, Mary Jones-Smith or Mrs. John

Jones . However, the bank may require that

the applicant use one name consistently in

to make the community property available to the

bank in the event of default . The creditor may not

require the spouse's signature if the applicant can

manage or control sufficient community property to

establish creditworthiness or if the applicant has

sufficient separate property to qualify without utilizing
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or marital status may be requested for the purpose of

offering insurance .

Notification

Notification of Action Taken

When the bank offers credit to the ap- 202.9 ( a ) ( 1 ) ( iv )

plicant , other than in substantially the

amount or terms requested by the applicant , the bank

must notify the applicant of the adverse action within 90

days, if the applicant has not accepted the terms .

Whenever adverse action is taken , the 202.9 ( a ) ( 2 )

bank must furnish the applicant with :

Other

In the case of two or more applicants , the

notification need only be given to one of

the primarily - liable applicants .

When more than one creditor is involved in

a transaction , and the applicant expressly

202.9( a ) ( 3 )
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accepts or uses credit offered by one of them, no

notification need be delivered . However, if all deny credit

or any counter offer is not accepted , each creditor must

make the required notification . The notification may be

provided by a creditor or indirectly through a third party if

the identity of all creditors taking the action is given . The

bank must see to it that all information is given accurately

and in a timely manner to the party providing the

notification .

Banks may meet the requirements of notifica- 202.9 ( f )

tion by delivering or mailing a written notice to 202.9 ( C )

the applicant's last known address or by oral 202.9 ( e )

communication ( allowable only when the

bank had 150 applications or less during the preceding

calendar year) . Inadvertent errors resulting in failure to

comply with notification requirements will not be viola

tions of the regulation if the bank takes corrective action

, and begins complying on discovery of the error.

Inadvertent errors may be defined as either mechanical ,

electronic or clerical.

Furnishing of Credit Information

Banks are not required to report credit EC 0003

information on accounts . If the bank does

so , it must meet the applicable requirements of the

regulation .

Examine every account to determine whether it is a

joint account held by married applicants. This should

1

Accounts Established On or After June 1 , 1977

For any credit account established on or after 202.10 ( a )

June 1 , 1977, the bank, if it furnishes credit

information , must determine whether the account maybe

used by the applicant's spouse or whether both applicant

and spouse will be contractually liable . Contractual

liability in this case would not include secondary parties to

the account such as endorsers or guarantors . Any history

of such an account shared by the applicant and spouse

must be designated to reflect the participation of both

spouses . Information on an account supplied in response

to a request about a particular applicant must be

furnished in the name of the spouse about whom

information is requested . Routine information on credit

accounts should be given to a Consumer Reporting

Agency in a manner which will enable that agency to

locate information on an account in the name of each

spouse. The bank need not change the namein which the

account is carried nor designate whether the spouse is a

user or is contractually liable .

Accounts Established Prior to June 1 , 1977

For any account established before and in 202.10 ( b )

existence on June 1 , 1977 , the bank must

determine whether the account is one used by the

applicant's spouse or an account on which both spouses

are contractually liable . To make that determination , the

bank has the following options :

Retention of Records

All Accounts

The bank must retain the original or a copy 202.12 ( b ) ( 1 )

of the following information for 25 months

after the date it notified the applicant of action taken on

the application :

• Any application,any information required to monitor

* The references to " use " of an account may be deleted on the notice

sent to the closed - end accounts.
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• A copy of written documents and any recorded

Adverse Action

The bank must also retain the original or 202.12 ( b ) ( 2 )

a copy of the following information for 25

months after the bank informs the applicant of adverse

action regarding existing accounts :

• Any written or recorded information concerning such

credit in substantially similar terms as other

Special Purpose Credit Programs

The following types of credit programs A 701 ( c )

meet the definition of special purpose

credit programs:

• Any credit assistance program autho- 202.8 ( a ) ( 1 )
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Specialized Credit

Dealer Paper

When a bank purchases indirect paper from a 202.2 ( 1)

dealer in the regular course of business and

the bank participates in the decision to extend credit , it is

the responsibility of the bank to maintain procedures to

determine whether the dealer is complying with the ECOA

in all aspects of the credit transaction .

If the applicant within 30 days accepts a 202.9 ( a ) ( 4 )

credit offer from the bank, no further noti

fication is required from either the bank or the dealer . If

credit is not extended by the bank or the applicant does

not accept the bank's offer of alternate terms , each

creditor taking adverse action must notify the applicant .

For example, if a dealer attempts unsuccessfullyto obtain

financing at several banks or the applicant does not

accept any alternate terms offered, all the banks and any

dealer acting as creditor in the transaction must give the

notices required for adverse action . Banks may enter into

contractual arrangements with dealers to provide all

appropriate notices. If the dealer provides a joint

notification, the bank will not be liable for actions or

omissions resulting in violations if it : ( 1 ) provided the

dealer with the information necessary to comply with

notification requirements, and ( 2 ) was maintaining

procedures to avoid any such violation . Any joint

notification must identify each creditor.

All creditors involved in an indirect credit 202.12 ( b ) ( 4 )

transaction must retain all written or re

corded information in their possession for 25 months after

notice of action , including any notice of adverse action

taken .

The bank must provide the notifications relating to

adverse action in business credit only when the

applicant requests in writing the reasons for such

action . The request must come within 30 days after

oral or written notification that adverse action was

Business Credit

All business credit , that is , credit extended for 202.3 ( e )

business , commercial or agricultural pur
poses, is subject to the general rule ( 12 CFR 202.4 ) under

Regulation B that: " a creditor shall not discriminate

against any applicant on any prohibited basis with respect

to any aspect of a credit transaction . " Banks are also

subject to the following provisions in connection with

business credit :

• Marital status may always be asked'in business
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1. To determine the bank's knowledge of the provisions 2. To further determine whether the bank has been
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ز

1. Request the following for review :

a . Sample loan application forms, credit scoring

tion is taken , conducts an oral application

process. If so , perform verification procedure step

ces .
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12. Prepare comments on any factors listed in step 11 for 13. Prepare a memo and update work program with any
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.

1. Using the list of personnel obtained in examination b . In applications for individual credit , 202.6 ( b ) ( 6 )
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STATEMENT OF CREDIT DENIAL, TERMINATION, OR CHANGE

DATE

Applicant's Name:

Applicant's Address:

Description of Account, Transaction or Requested Credit:

Description of Adverse Action Taken :

PRINCIPAL REASON ( S ) FOR ADVERSE ACTION CONCERNING CREDIT

_Credit application incomplete

DISCLOSURE OF USE OF INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM AN OUTSIDE SOURCE

_Disclosure inapplicable

_Information obtained in a report from a Consumer Reporting Agency

Name:

Street Address:

Phone:

_Information obtained from an outside source other than a Consumer Reporting Agency . Underthe Fair Credit Reporting

( Continued on page 2 )

1
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( Continued from page 1 )

Creditor's name:

Creditor's address:

Creditor's telephone number:

37-415 O - 79 - 45
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Unofficial Letters

1. Permissibility of terminating joint accounts in certain situations—.7 ( c )

2. Whether creditor may require signature of non-applicant spouse on an instrument — 7 ( d )

3. Creditor may require a customer to use same name on all accounts with that creditor—.7 ( b )

4. Applicability of Act and Regulation B to guarantees , including " continuing" guarantees and guarantees executed in

Official Letters

EC-0001 Official staff guidelines for creditors that printed or ordered printing of credit history notice for mailing between
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No. 1 ( redesignated 3/11/77 )

Sections

202.7 ( c )

( 202.5 ( i ) of

original Reg. B ) Permissibility of terminating joint

split the account and establish two individual accounts for

each spouse, maythe creditor require a new application

under $ 202.5 ( i) ( 2 ) ?

RESPONSE: In this situationboth parties have, in effect,

asked that the existing credit agreement be terminated

and that two new agreements be established in its place .

The creditor is under no obligation to change a joint

obligation into two individual ones without being satisfied

that the individual applicants meet its standards of

creditworthiness. A creditor's requirement that both

spouses file new applications is permissible because it

would be done not because of a change of marital status ,

but rather for the purpose of setting up a new account at

the request of the applicant .

1.5 ) QUESTION: If a cardholder's change of marital status

is accompanied by a loss of one cardholder's obligation

on the account, may the card issuer consider income

figures in the original application as evidence of the

remaining cardholder's ability or inability to pay? May the

issuer ask for updated information if the old figures

suggest inability to pay or if they suggest adequate ability

to pay ?

RESPONSE: The basic rule of $ 202.5( i ) is that a creditor

may not , on the basis of a change of name or marital

status , require a reapplication, i.e., a new request for

credit, in the absence of evidence of inability or

unwillingness to repay. If a creditor has information in its

files indicating that the cardholder is unable to repay, the

creditor may require a reapplication or take either of the

other actions permitted under subparts ( ii ) and ( iii ) of that

section. If the information in the creditor's files is not

current, the creditor may request that the cardholder

furnish updated information whether or not the existing

information suggests an inability to repay. In other words,

a creditor's request for current information about a

cardholder is not necessarily tantamount to requiring a

reapplication and may be done upon learning of a change

of name or marital status .

No. 2 ( redesignated 3/11/77 )

Section

202.7 ( d )

( 202.7 of original

Reg. B )
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agreement without violating the provisions of section

202.7 of Regulation B.

We hope this information will be of assistance to you.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel E. Butler

Chief, ECOA SectionIt is our opinion that creditors may not as a matter of

course require the signature of a non - applicant spouse

on a note. There are certain circumstances in which the

non-applicant spouse may be required to sign the note as

well as other instruments, but such signature may not be

required under a blanket rule. For example, the non

applicant spousemay be required to sign if that spouse's

creditworthiness is necessary to support the amount and

kind of credit sought. If the non-applicant spouse has

income which is necessary to repay the debt, that

spouse's signature could be required on the note . Of

course , thisdetermination would have to be made on a

case by case basis .

Another example of a situation in which a non-applicant

spouse can be required to sign the note occurs in certain

jurisdictions where it is necessary for both spouses to

sign not only security instruments , but also the instrument

evidencing the indebtedness in orderto create a valid and

enforceable lien . In those states, the non-applicant

spouse can be required to execute the note as well as the

security instrument.

Although the non -applicant's signature may not be

required on the note, it may be required on other

instruments . If the creditor reasonably believes it is

necessary to have the non-applicant spouse execute

certain documents to create valid liens, pass clear title ,

waive inchoate rights to property, or assign earnings, the

creditor may require the signature of the non -applicant

spouse on the documents appropriate to accomplishing

these ends. For example, a creditworthy married female

seeking individual credit who offers a car which is owned

jointly with her husband as security could be required to

sign the integrated truth in lending disclosure statement ,

security agreement and note . The husband could not be

required to sign the integrated instrument, but he could be

required to sign a separate security agreement and other

documents necessary to create an enforceable lien .

It should be pointed out, however, that a non -applicant

spouse may wish to execute the debt instrument even

though that spouse's signature could not and would not

be required to support the credit being sought. For

example, the spouse may want to be contractually liable

in order to reap the benefits of a credit history that would

reflect the note's having been paid according to its tenor .

In situations where the offer to become liable on the debt

is truly voluntary, creditors should permit those spouses

to sign the note .

The views expressed above as well as those in the

enclosed Public Information letters are those of the staff

and are in no way binding upon the Board .

No. 3 ( redesignated 3/11/77 )

Section

202.7 ( b )

( 202.4 ( e) of

original Reg . B) Creditor may require a customer to
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No. 4 ( redesignated 3/11/77)

Section

202.7 ( d )

( 202.7 of

original Reg . B ) Applicability of Act and Regulation

Note: This letter was originally

issued as Public Information letter

between the creditor and the obligor . Such a guarantee

may remain in effect for an indefinite period or for a given

period. It is our view that a creditor may continue to rely

upon such a guarantee provided the line of credit has not

been renegotiated or the creditworthiness of theobligor

reevaluated subsequent to October 28, 1975. If a

renegotiation or reevaluation has occurred after October

28, the transaction would of course become subject to the

ECOA, and the guidelines expressed above would apply .

Applying Regulation B to guarantees executed in

community property States, creditors have voiced

concern over the possibility that access to community

assets will be lost after divorce, unless a guarantee is

received from a non-applicant spouse . One of the

purposes of the ECOA is to make separate credit more

readily accessible to married women . In view of this

purpose, $ 202.7 ( b ) of Regulation B provides that in a

community property State , a creditor may not require the

signature of the non -applicant spouse if the applicant is

empowered by State law to manage and commit

community assets . The staff is of the opinion that

permitting a creditor to obtain the signature of the non

applicant spouse in all cases would defeat the intent of

Congress as expressed in the Act .

It should be noted , however, that where the separate

assets or income of a spouse are pledged or used to

establish creditworthiness, the spouse may be required to

sign the note or execute a guarantee . Also, where a

spouse's offer to guarantee the loan is truly voluntary,

creditors should permit the spouse to undertake this

obligation .

The opinions expressed above are those of the staff and

are not binding upon the Board . We hope they will be of

assistance to you .

Sincerely ,

Anne J. Geary

Senior Attorney

No. 5

Section

202.7 ( d )

( 202.7 of

original Reg . B ) Requests for signature of co
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unsecured transaction , creditors are free to consider the

form of ownership, the property's susceptibility to

attachment , execution, severance, partition, the cost of

such action and other factors that may diminish the value

of the applicant's interest . After having considered the

applicant's interest in the property and having concluded

that the individual applicant does not qualify for the

amount and terms of credit sought , the creditor may give

the applicant the option of providing additional support for

the extension of credit which may include , but may not be

limited to , the personal liability of the co-owners of the

property. Requesting the signature of all co- owners of

property or disregarding jointly held property without

regard to its bearing on the creditworthiness of the

individual applicant , however, is inconsistent with the

stated purpose of the Act and violates Regulation B.

We hope this response willbe helpful.If you have further

questions , please do not hesitate to contact us .

Sincerely ,

Griffith L. Garwood

Assistant Secretary to the Board

recently completed rule- making proceeding . Since the

regulatory provisions relating to requests for signatures

have been expanded and , we believe, clarified, a Board

interpretation on the subject does not appear to be

necessary . This letter will describe the application of the

general regulatory provisions to the specific situations

mentioned in your letter.

You asked whether a creditor may establish a blanket

policy of either ( 1 ) requiring all co-owners of property that

has been pledgedto secure an obligation or relied upon in

establishing creditworthiness to execute the note evi

dencing the obligation or ( 2 ) excluding jointly owned

assets from consideration in evaluating applications . As

explained more fully below , the staff believes that such

blanket policies contravene the general rule set forth in

both the existing and amended Regulation B.

Section 202.7 of the regulation is based upon subsections

( a ) and ( b ) of section 705 of the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act which provide:

( a ) A request for the signature of both parties to a

Sections

202.2 ( f )

202.9
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the variety of practices used by the credit industry. Thus,

one creditor may have a policy or practice of not

accepting oral applications; that is , the creditor will not

decide whether to grant or deny credit in the absence of a

written application. If this creditor receives a telephone

inquiry, that inquiry would not constitute an application

according to that creditor's procedures and would not be

an application under $ 202.2 ( f) . Therefore , the creditor

would not be required to supply any notices under $ 202.9 .

Another creditor may have a practice or policy of making

a credit decision without completion of a written

application . If this creditor receives enough information

on which to make a credit decision, an application has

been received and the $ 202.9 requirements must be

satisfied. This does not mean that a creditor that accepts

oral applications must comply with $ 202.9 each time a

telephone call is received . In our opinion , a general inquiry

concerning availability of funds, prevailing interest rate or

the lender's credit policies would not trigger the

notification requirements since the creditor would not

have received sufficient information on which to base a

credit decision .

Of course, all creditors must take care not to violate

$ 202.5( a ) by discouraging applications on a prohibited

basis over the telephone.

I hope you will find this information helpful .

Sincerely,

Anne Geary

Chief

Equal Credit Opportunity Section

the deferral of the effective date of section 202.6 ( b ) ( 1 ) ( ii) ,

your client ordered the printing of the specified Credit

History for Married Persons Notice and arranged with a

data processing company to insert the notice in mailings

to active accounts between November 1 , 1976 and

February 1 , 1977. The notice contains a reference to

November 1976, which renders it unusable between June

1 and October 1 , 1977. You have asked whether your

client may distribute these notices during the period

November 1 , 1976 through February 1 , 1977 instead of

during the period June 1 through October 1 , 1977 .

The answer to your inquiry is , yes. A creditor that has

printed or ordered the printing of the notice specified in

the previous version of section 202.6 ( b ) ( 1 ) ( ii) may mail or

deliver that notice to all ( or all married ) holders of active

accounts ( for open - end accounts) or existing accounts

( for closed -end accounts ) between November 1 , 1976

and February 1 , 1977.This is not required, however, and a

creditor may elect to postpone sending the notice or

taking any other action regarding the furnishing of credit

information under section 202.6 untilJune 1 , 1977. The

following comments apply only to those creditors that

have had the notices printed or have ordered their printing

and choose to distribute them between now andFebruary

1 , 1977.

Since the notice provided for in the previous version of

section 202.6( b ) ( 1 ) ( ii ) relates only to accounts estab

lished prior to November 1 , if a creditor chooses to

distribute copies of that notice now, the question arises

concerning what action the creditor should take regard

ing new accounts that are established between No

vember 1 , 1976 and June 1 , 1977. If a creditor provides

the notice now, but does not record whether new

accounts set up between November 1 , 1976 and June 1 ,

1977 involve spouses who are both contractually liable or

users, then , in June 1977, the creditor will have an

information gap in its records. It will not be able to tell

whether any of the accounts established between

November and June involve contractually liable or user

spouses and, therefore , will have to send notices to those

account holders in order to obtain the necessary

information to comply with section 202.6( b ) ( 1 ) .

To avoid having to provide any further notices, any

creditor that has furnished or is in the process of

furnishing credit history notices may elect to follow the

designation procedures of section 202.6( a ) ( 1 ) for each

account established after November 1 , 1976. If a creditor

so elects , for each account established after that date , the

creditor should determine whether the account is one that

an applicant's spouse, if any, will be permitted to use or

upon which both spouses will be contractually liable, if

either of those types of accounts is offered by the creditor .

If the account does involve a user spouse or if both

spouses are contractually liable on the account, then the

creditor should designate the account to reflect the fact of

EC - 0001

Section

202.6
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involvement of both spouses on its records at the time

that the account is established . Once that has been

done, then , as in the previous example, the creditor has

the choice until June 1 , 1977 of either reporting credit

information relating to the account in the name of each

spouseor continuing to report that information as it does

presently .

Again , the procedures set forth in this letter are volun

tary, but any creditor that follows all of the outline steps

will be deemed to have complied fully with the require

ments of the amended version of section 202.6( b ) ( 1 ) as

of June 1 , 1977. Thereafter, such a creditor will only have

to comply prospectively with the designation and report

ing requirements of sections 202.6 ( a ) and ( b ) ( 2 ) .

We trust that this interpretation clarifies your client's

responsibilities under section 202.6 and answers your

questions. If we can be of further assistance, please let

us know.

Sincerely,

Janet Hart

Director

participation of both spouses; that is , the creditor should

indicate on its records the names of both spouses and the

fact of their joint participation , which entitles them to share

the credit history relating to the account .

Two further questions arise if credit history notices are

sent out between November 1 , 1976 and February 1 ,

1977: ( 1 ) how to handle requests to change the manner of

reporting credit history information relating to an account;

and ( 2 ) how to furnish credit information relating to

appropriately designated accounts .

Addressing the first question , if , after November 1 , 1976, a

creditor receives a properly completed request to change

the manner in which credit information is furnished

regarding a joint or user account, then , within 90 days

after receipt of that request, the creditor should designate

the account to reflect the participation of both spouses as

provided in section 202.6 ( b ) ( 2 ) .

Regarding the second question , once an account has

been appropriately designated, either as a new account

pursuant to section 202.6 ( a ) ( 1 ) or by virtue of a change

request pursuant to section 202.6( b ) ( 2 ) , a creditor has an

option regarding the manner of reporting credit informa

tion relating to that account prior to June 1 , 1977. A

creditor may immediately begin reporting the information

as provided in sections 202.6( a ) ( 2 ) and ( b ) ( 2 ) , or a

creditor may continue to furnish the information in the

same format as it has in the past , deferring compliance

with the reporting requirements of section 202.6 until June

1 , 1977 .

The following two examples illustrate the operation of the

interpretations set forth in this letter. Assume that a

person established an open -credit card account in 1975

and that the person's spouse is authorized to use the

account , but the creditor's records do not reflect the

spouse's use. If the creditor sends a Credit History for

Married Persons Notice to the account holder by

February 1 , 1977, it will have complied with section

202.6( b ) ( 1 ) ( ii ) and need not send another notice relating

to that account between June 1 and October 1 , 1977. If

the account holder or the spouse submits a properly

completed request to change the manner of reporting

credit information relating to the account, then the

creditor, within 90 days after receipt of the request,

should indicate on its records the names of both parties

and the fact that they want credit information relating to

the account furnished in both their names. The creditor

then has the option of either immediately beginning to

report the information in both names or waitinguntil June

1 , 1977 to do so .

The second example assumes that a creditor has sent

the notice and a person establishes an open -end credit

card account on December 1 , 1976 under which the

person's spouse will be permitted to use the account . In

that situation , the creditor should indicate the names and

12 CFR 202 , EC -0002

Section

202.5 ( b ) ( 2 ) Creditor may ask whether appli
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creditor must have the capability to identify accounts on

which a spouse is a user or contractually liable and to

report information as required by section 202.10 . Any

system of designation or indexing that facilitates com

pliance with this section is permissible. Section 202.10

does not require the maintenance or billing of accounts or

the issuance of credit cards in more than one name.

Neither does the regulation require the creation of

separate files in the name of each partcipant on a joint

account.

Wehope this response has been helpful.If we may be of

further assistance , please do not hesitate to contact us .

Sincerely.

Janet Hart

Director

EC - 0003

Sections

202.10

202.7 ( b )

EC -0004

Section

202.8 ( Original

Regulation B )

202.11( c) ( amend

ed regulation ) Effect of ECOA and Regulation B
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CLASS II .

higher interest rates may be obtained than

would otherwise be permitted under State

law ( New York, for example ) . '

State laws which forbid two extensions of

credit when the second is made for the

purpose of obtaining higher interest rates .

Class II laws are to be distinguished from

Class I laws in that the purpose of the

second extension of credit in Class I states

is irrelevant ; the second extension must not

result in higher interest rates . It is permissi

ble to make the second extension of credit

in Class || states providing it is made to

accomodate the debtor's voluntary request

and not for the purpose of obtaining higher

interest rates , even though higher rates

may result ( Wisconsin , for example ) .?

State laws which have flat prohibition

against any person or husband and wife

having more than one loan from a creditor

( Illinois, for example ) .3

CLASS III .

In staff's opinion , the following represents the correct

application of Regulation B to the State laws classified
above:

Class I. Regulation B willpreempt laws in this class

I New York Small Loan Act, Sec. 352 . " ... No licensee shall permit

To illustrate these three classifications , assume the

following facts :
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( b ) each may borrow up to $ 300A and B are married; the applicable loan ceiling is $ 300; a

finance charge of 30% per annum may be imposed upon

the unpaid balance ofany loan up to $ 100 , and 24% per

annum on the remaining balance to $ 300 .

After each example the following questions will be

answered :

EC -0005

Section

202.13
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for both a temporary loan to finance the construction of a

residential dwelling and a permanent mortgage loan to

take effect when the construction is successfully

completed, then the lender has received an application

covered by $ 202.13 and must comply with the require

ments of that section .

In any event , if a mortgage lender uses an application

form that contains a monitoring information section

pursuant to $ 202.13 and an applicant inadvertently
supplies the information in a situation not covered by

$ 202.13 , the creditor nevertheless may act on and retain

the application without violating Regulation B. The

creditor would be protected by $ 202.12 ( a ) ( 3) since the

information would not have been obtained in response to

a specific request of the creditor.

EC -0006

Section

202.2 ( p )

Your second question is whether a creditor should

include questions about marital status and age on a

separate form that is used , pursuant to $ 202.13( b ) , for the

purpose of collecting monitoring information . You note

that the section of the model mortgage loan application

relating to monitoring does not include questions about

marital status or age; those questions appear on the front

of the model form . You indicate, however, that you think

that any creditor using a separate form should include

questions on that form concerningan applicant's age and

marital status .

If a transaction is subject to $ 202.13 , a creditor must

request information about an applicant's age and marital

status either on an application form or on a separate

monitoring form . If the information is requested on an

application form for appropriate consideration under

$ 202.6 , then the creditor need not request the information

again for monitoring purposes and need not inform the

applicant under $ 202.13( c ) that age and marital status

information is being voluntarily requested for government

monitoring purposes . If, however, age and marital status

information is not sought for credit- related purposes on

an application form , then the creditor must ask for that

information either in a monitoring section on the

application or on a separate monitoring form ; and the

creditor must provide the disclosures required by

$ 202.13( c ) .

Section 202.2( p ) , therefore, contemplates that a demon

strably and statistically sound , empirically derived credit
system is composed of a scoring component and that

may also have a non-scoring component. The scoring

component of the system is required to pass certain

statistical standards, which are prescribed in detail in

$ 202.2( p ) ( 2 ) of Regulation B. If it passes those tests , then

age may be used in the scoring system . If age is used as
an attribute which is scored, elderly applicants may not

receive a negative factor or value for their age.

The non-scoring component is optional . If the system

does have a non -scoring component, that component

must comply with the requirements imposed upon

judgmentalsystems of evaluating applicants. In particu

lar, the non -scoring component of the demonstrably and

statistically sound, empirically derived credit system may

not consider the applicant's age directly.The non - scoring

component may consider “ pertinent elements of credit

worthiness" which may incidentally be correlated with or

dependent upon age .

The non -scoring component of a demonstrably and

statistically sound, empirically derived credit system may

consist of one or more additional credit analysis factors .

As we understand it , these factors might include obtaining

I trust that this official staff interpretation answers your

questions . If we can be of further assistance , please let us
know

Sincerely,

Nathaniel E. Butler

Associate Director
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a credit report, undertaking a cash flow analysis,

consideration of events such as bankruptcy which occur

too infrequently for development as a scored attribute but

which are highly pertinent to creditworthiness, appraisal

of collateral , and exercise of discretion by a credit officer.

The components may interact in any waythat the creditor

finds useful in evaluating creditworthiness, so long as the

scoring component conforms to the requirements of

$ 202.2 ( p ) ( 2 ) and the non-scoring component conforms

to the rules for judgmental systems.

The entire system including the scoring and non-scoring

components is , of course , subject to the general rule of

$ 202.4, prohibiting discrimination , and to the full impact of

the effects test .

We hope that the foregoing responds fully to your inquiry.

This is an official staff interpretation of Regulation B.

Sincerely ,

Nathaniel E. Butler

Associate Director

EC -0007

Section

202.5 ( d ) ( 5 ) Creditor may inquire about charac

an applicant's religious affiliation is included on the credit

application, you state that your client does not consider

that information in any manner in deciding whether to

extend credit to an applicant . No applicant is denied or

discouraged from seeking credit based upon religious

affiliation

Given the nature of your client's business , you state that

information about a customer's religious affiliation is

essential to selling your client's books in an effective, non

offensive way. You express concern , however, that

asking information about a credit applicant's religious

affiliation, even for non -credit purposes, might violate

$ 202.5( d ) ( 5 ) of Regulation B , which specifies in relevant

part: " A creditor shall not request the ...religion ...ofan

applicant or any other person in connection with a credit

transaction ."

The purpose of the informational bars contained in

$ 202.5 ( the restriction on inquiries about religion being

one of those bars ) is two-fold . First, they are linked to

the limitations in $ 202.6 concerning informationthat may

not be considered in making a credit decision . Thus, they

underscore that certain demographic information about

an applicant is irrelevant in deciding whether to extend

credit to that applicant. Second, by prohibiting the

gathering of information that may not be considered in a

credit decision , the information bars should reduce the

possibility that a creditor will be accused of impermissibly

discriminating against an applicant based upon informa

tion contained in the creditor's files .

If , however, a creditor does not consider prohibited

information in making a credit decision and is willing to

assume any risk attendant upon its having otherwise

prohibited information in its files, then , in the staff's

opinion, the creditor can inquire about any characteristic

of an applicant that is specifically and directly related to

the product or service offered by the creditor. Thus, the

staff believes that your client , as a seller of religious

books, can ask about a credit applicant's religious

affiliation for non -credit-related purposes .

Your client may not inquire about the race , color , national

origin , or sex of an applicant since those characteristics

do not specifically and directly relate to the product

offered - religious books . Also, in asking about an

applicant's religious affiliation , your client assumes the

risk of having to demonstrate that it did not discriminate

against an applicant on the basis of religion even though it

possessed information concerning religious affiliation.

The decision whether to accept that risk , of course, lies

with you and your client .

I trust that these comments answer your question. If we

may be of further assistance , please let us know.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel E. Butler

Associate Director
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EC - 0008

Section

202.2 ( c )

a previously established credit limit. " Thus, the use of a

credit card account to obtain cash , goods , or services ,

where the amount of the charge does not exceed any

previously established dollar limit on the account, is not

an application for credit under Regulation B.

Since the use of an account where the amount to be

charged does not exceed an overalldollar limit is not a

credit application , a refusal or failure to honor or authorize

the use of the account is not adverse action under

$ 8202.2 ( c ) ( 1 ) ( i ) and ( iii ) , both of which relate to applica

tions. Nor is such a refusal or failure adverse action under

$ 202.2 ( c ) ( 1 ) ( ii ) if the account,although temporarily un

usuable , remains in existence , subject to its original

terms .

The Federal Register explanatory material relating to

$ 202.2 ( c ) of revised Regulation B ( 42 FR 1242 ) includes

the statement: " However, a point of sale refusal of credit is

adverse action if the refusal occurs for a reason other

than exceeding the pre -established credit limit.” The

analysis presented in this letter supersedes the Federal

Register statement.

Turning to a different situation , the attempted use of an

existing account to obtain cash , goods, or services in an

amount exceeding a previously established credit limit

may be a credit application . A refusal to extend the credit

requested in that situation is nonetheless not adverse

action because it is excluded from the definition of

adverse action in $ 202.2( c ) ( 2 ) ( iii ) , which is derived

directly from $ 701 ( d ) ( 6 ) of the ECOA.

To summarize the matter from a different perspective ,

there are only three instances in which adverse action

may be taken regarding an open end credit account . First ,

a creditor may decline initially to offer such an account on

terms acceptable to an applicant ( $ 202.2 ( c ) ( 1 ) ( i ) ) .

Second a creditor may terminate or adversely change the

terms of an existing account without affecting a

substantial portion or classification of accounts , without

the consent of the account holder , and not in connection

with current inactivity, default

1
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A section of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ( 42

USC 3605 ) prohibits national banks from denying a

mortgage or home improvement loan to anyone for

reasons of race , color , religion , sex or national origin . This

includes loans for the purpose of purchasing, construct

ing, improving , repairing or maintaining a dwelling .
Discrimination in the fixing of the amount, interest rate ,

duration or other terms, such as application and

collection procedures, is illegal . " Discrimination " is

generally considered as treating one person or group less

favorably than another.

Since there is no Fair Housing regulation, discriminatory

patterns and individual instances of discrimination are
often hard to find and even more difficult to prove . The

examiner must realize that fair housing lending practices
involve using objective criteria in an objective manner.

This portion of the examination is concerned primarily

with a bank's internal controls . Has the bank established

procedures to prevent discriminatory actions? Have

policies been adopted that , if followed consistently , would

achieve nondiscriminatory lending? Are those proce

dures and policies being consistently followed?

Lending Practices

Sound Practices

Nondiscriminatory lending does not require that appli

cants who appear to be similarly qualified according to an

objective criterion will receive loans on identical terms .

However , denying loans , or granting loans on more

stringent terms and conditions , must be justified on the

basis of such factors as the following , provided they are

applied equally to all applicants :

services.

• The need of the bank to hold a balanced real estate

Other banking factors which also affect the

availability and allocation of bank credit . For

example, tight money conditions may dictate that
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Examination Objectives Section 12.2

1. To determine that the bank is complying with underwriting standards and that the bank adminis

ters , without bias , application procedures, collection

or enforcement procedures and all other lending

37-415 O - 79 - 46
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1. Test for compliance and adequacy of written policy a. Adequacy of writtenpolicy and internal controls .

b. Deficiencies or discrepancies in loan application

ces.

6. Prepare comments on any factors as listed above for
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.

1. In reviewing the bank's lending policies , the 2. Interview bank personnel to determine the objective

.

a. Check the application to determine that there are

Income of one group not given the same

consideration as another group.

More onerous terms required of one group

than another .

Variances in applying criteria , including

minimum incomes , amount of loans, ratios ,

etc.
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The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975 ( 12 USC

2801 ) is implemented by Regulation C ( 12 CFR 203 ) , and

became effective on June 28, 1976. The act grew out of

public concern over credit shortages in certain urban

neighborhoods . The denial or limitation of credit based

upon neighborhood characteristics is known as " redlin

ing ," after the presumed practice of drawing a red line on

a map around borders of a supposedly undesirable area

and refusing to make housing loans there.

The purpose of the legislation is to make mortgage

lending policies more visible through disclosure state

ments . It does not prohibit any activity, nor is its purpose

to allocate credit or encourage unsound

lending practices . As its name implies, it is 12 CFR

merely a disclosure act , relying upon public 203.1 ( a )

scrutiny for its effect . The disclosures must

be made available to the public at certain bank offices

and are not sent to regulatory agencies.

The act will affect an estimated 3,500 national banks, as

well as other kinds of depository institutions , which

originate residential mortgage loans .

Institutions Covered

Requirements

A national bank is subject to the act if it meets all of the

following requirements :

• Total assets of more than $ 10 million 12 CFR

• A notice inserted in a periodic statement or other
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of the reporting bank is located ) to be reported in

terms of number and aggregate dollar amounts for

each census tract in the area or , in certain cases,

1976 , if compiled by September 30, 1976,

and requires census tractreporting there- 12 CFR

after. The only occasion when ZIP 203.4 ( a )

codes will be used is when an area is in- ( 2 ) ( iii )

cluded in a currently designated SMSA,

but was not tracted for the 1970 census .

The advantage of census tract as opposed ZIP code

reporting is that census tracts define more specifically the

location of the property, in terms of both geographic and

socio-economic characteristics .

Availability of Data

If an institution has offices in only one 12 CFR

SMSA, the entire disclosure statement 203.5 ( b ) ( 1 ) ( i)

relating to that SMSA must be available and ( ii )

at the institution's home office and at

a branch office within the SMSA. If an institution has

offices in more than one SMSA, all of the statements for

all of the SMSA's in which the institution has offices must

be available at the home office . Also , the disclosure

statements relating to each relevant SMSA must be

available at a branch office in that SMSA , except that

data outside the relevant SMSA need not be itemized

provided aggregate data is furnished.

Special Situations
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intends to reside in the property ( one -to-four family

dwelling) securing the mortgage, unless the bank's

records contain information to the contrary.

Amounts to be reported for purchased 12 CFR

home improvement loans may include 203.4 ( a ) ( 3 )

code for a part of the fiscal year ending June 30,

1976. Exercise of that one-time option results in two

statements being made available by September 30,

1976, one for the preceding full fiscal year and

another for the first -half of fiscal year 1976. A

separate statement by census tract must thereafter

be made available for the remaining part of 1976 ( by

March 30 , 1977 ) .

Loans made or purchased after
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Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975
Examination Objectives Section 13.2

1. To determine that home mortgage disclosure data is 2. To determine, by testing , that the bank complies with
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Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975
Examination Procedures

Section 13.3

1. Determine whether the home or branch offices are 8. Review data with responsible bank officer ( s ) to

12. Prepare comments for inclusion in the report of

will facilitate future examinations .
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Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975
Verification Procedures Section 13.4

203.4 ( a ) ( 1 )4. Review the loan disclosure statement1. Verify that the bank annually notifies 203.5 ( b ) ( 3 )
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EXHIBIT B- 1

FAIR HOUSING

CaseStudies Section 12

Handout No. 2

FAIR HOUSING Section 12

Case Study A

Attached are 10 mortgage loan files . Five were approved and five were

rejected . Whether it is approved or rejected is indicated on the back of

the application under " For Lender's Use Only" . If rejected , the reason for

the rejection is given .

Complete a set of line sheets for all files , recording what information

you consider valuable . Also indicate on the line sheet which loans you wish

to discuss with management and indicate under " Examiner's Comments" the

questions you wish to ask management .

OBJECTIVE CRITERIA - First National Bank of Podunk-

Limits loans to bank customers

Loan cannot exceed 95% of appraised value

Loans must not exceed 2 1/2 times annual income

Monthly payments must not exceed 20 % of monthly income

Monthly payments for other debt must not exceed 20% of monthly income

Lending territory limited to Leon County

Duration cannot exceed 30 years

Interest rates 30 years 8 - 8 3 /4 %
-

25 years 8 - 3 1 / 2 %

20 years 7 3/4 - 8 1 / 2 %

below 20 7 10%

Down payment Min . 5 % , new homes only

houses 1-5 years 10 %

Minimum employment in same field 2 years

Mortgage insurance required for loans until loan balance equals 80%

appraised value

If employed at same part - time job over 1 year , part - time given full

weight . Otherwise not considered .
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CORPORATION

Interest

RESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

MORTGAGE Typo No. of

Months

8 99741

Monthly Payment

Principal & Interest

" 588

Escrow /Impounds ( to be collected monthly )

County

.

0

Yr20

Property Street Address

Cost : $ .

How Will Title Be Held ? ( Tenancy

Down O Rent Down

GROSS MONTHLY INCOME:

. ? C

IF EMPLQYED INCURRENT POSITION FOR LESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING POR

Previous Employer /School

No

QUESTIONSAPPEETO BOTH BORROWERSHEN

i ! Yes , explain on attached sheet

NoEny portion of the down payment borrowed ?
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This Statementand any applicable supporting schedules may be completed jointly by both married and unmarriesce burravers if their assets and tab 30

sufficiently joinedso that the Statement can be meaningfully andfairly presented or acombined basis; otherwise sepulall Statements and Sihedules wieguirea

( FHLMC65A /FNMA 1003A ) . If the co -borrower section was completed a Jout spouse,complete the statement and supporting schedules aboutspouse ans.

SUBTOTAL LIQUID ASSETS
164,000 This bank 6,000

Real Estate Owned ( Enter Total Market Value

from Real Estate Schedule )

Vested Interest in Retirement Fund

65,000 Real Estate Loans ( Itemize and Identify Lender )

15,000

20,000

V
A
N

400,000 15,000

Net Worth of Business Owned Dental

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT ) Prtc .

Auto ( Make and Year )

Other Debi Including Stock Pledges ( itemize)13,000

4,000

Furniture and Personal Property 15,000 Alimony and Chiid Support Payments

Other Assets ( itemize )

B.

$ 56,000

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

N !

Rental

income

TOTALS →

♡ B Borrower
C - Co Borrower Purpose Highest Balance Dałe Paid

$

AGREEMENT: The undersigned hereby applies for the loan described herein to be secured by a first mortgage or trust deed on the property described herein and

represents that no part of said premises will be used for any purpose forbidden by law or restriction and that all statements made in this application are true and

made for the purpose ofobtaining the loan. Verification may be obtained from any source named herein . The original or : copy of this application will be retained

Ly the lender even if the loan is not granted .

I fully understand that it is a federal crime punishable by fine or imprisonment or both to knowingly muke any fats : statements concerning any of the ahuve lucts ,
as applicable under the provisions of Title 18. United States Code, Section 1014 .

Signature ( Borrower ) . MarshallTooth Date 8/2/76 Date

Home Phone Business Phone Home Phone business Phone

( regulatory agency and address )

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of sex or marital status. The Federal Agency

which administers compliance with this law concerning this

Rejected 8/8/76 TWT

; ;VA 179 ? - . 3176
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APPRAISAL

Date 8/3/76

Owner Killearn Properties

Location of Property
2607 Killarny_Way

Tallahassee , FL

Description House

Improvements

Other data

Value of Land ....... $ _ 5,000 Recommended for loan of $ 35,000

Value of Buildings.. $ _ 35.000

هههههه
Other .

Total Valuation .....$ 40.000

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

ThomasW. Taylor

John J. Cliponas
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CORPORATION

Monthly Payment

RESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

MORTGAGE Type Interest

Rat

899194
Mg889 .22isgjpal & interest

No. of

Mooths

360

Escrow /Impounds ( to be collected monthly )

XTaxes

30303

1

!

Age

Yrs 16 Yrs 16

D ] Rent

Property Street Address

PREVIOUS PROPOSED

$ 250

B /C

IF EMPLOYED - IN CURRENT POSITION FORLESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THB FOLLOWING

Previous Employer/School

QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTH BORROWERS

• !! Yes, explain on attached sheet

$

Complete this section and all other co -borrower questions about spouse if the spouse will be jointly obligated with the borrower on the loan or if the borrower
is relying on the spouse's income or on communityproperty in obtaining the loan.

This information is requested only for statistical purposes in accordance with the intent of fair housing law . Furnishing this information is voluntary , but borrowers
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This Statement and any applicable supporting schedules may be completed jointly by noin married and unmarriea co borrowers in their assets and liabilities are

sufficiently joined so that the Statement can bemeaningfullyandfairlypresented on a combinedbasis; otherwise separate Statements and Schedules are required

( FHLMC 65A /FNMA 1003A) . Mthe co -borrower section was completed about spouse,complete this statement and supportingschedules about spouse also .

-

National Bank of Atlanta
35 / 24

840

Stocks and Bonds ( Nd./description )

/
900E bonds

Life Insurance Net Cash Value

Face Amount ( $ Automobile Loan

SUBTOTAL LIQUID ASSETS 4,600 GMAC

135
Real Estate Owned ( Enter Total Market Value

from Real Estate Schedule )

/ 12
1,620

25000 Real Estate Loans ( I temize and Identiy Lender)

Vested Interest in Retirement Fund

2000 C & S Realty k0,000

W
A

Net Worth of Business Owned

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT )

Auto ( Make and Year )

Other Debt Including Stock Pledges ( itemize)

1975 Chevelle

1971 Vega

Furniture and PersonalProperty

2,000

1,000

Alimony and Child Support Payments

Other Assets ( itemize )

M

B.

s 21,780

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Net

Rental

income

TOTALS -

25

Borrower C - Co - Borrower Purpose Highest Balance Date Paid

B6 First State Bank of Cobb County
$

11456-78321 Personal 500 2-2-24

AGREEMENT : The undersigned hereby applies for the loan described herein to be secured by a first mortgage or trust deed on the property described herein and

represents that no part of said premises will be used for any purpose forbidden by law or restriction and that all statements made in this application are true and

made for the purpose of obtaining theloan . Verification may be obtained from any source named herein . The original or a copy of this application will be retained

by the lender even if the loan is not granted.

I fully understand that it is a federal crime punishable by fine or imprisonment or both to knowingly make any false statements concerning any of the above fucts,
as applicable under the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1014.

Signature ( Borrower)
Marvin Mead

Date8/2/76

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of sex or marital status. The Federal Agency

which administers compliance with this law concerning this

Rejected 8/20/76

Income

ca

PVMA 10031.3/ 76
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APPRAISAL

Date 3/9/76

Owner Nelson Builders , Inc.

Location of Property 740 Raintree Circle

Tallahassee , FL

Description_3 BR , 2 Bath , Brick Veneer , Fireplace ,

1/2 acre lot new subdivision

house 95% complete

Improvements

Other data

Value of Land....... $ 5,000 Recommended for loan of $ 32,000

Value of Buildings .. $ 32,000

Other.......... .3

Total Valuation ..... $ 37,000 .

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

Thomas w TaylorW

John J. Chipomas

37-415 O - 79 - 47-
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CORPORATION

Interest

RESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

MORTGAGE Type

799441 240

No. of

Months

Monthly Payment

Principal & Interest

$

Escrow /Impounds ( to be collected monthly )

XTaxes

[ Ζιρ

20
Yrs

Rent XRent

Property Street Address

PROPOSLO

50 $ 176

BIC

B

с

* IF EMPLOYEDINCURAENEPOSETIONFORLESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING

Previous Employer /School

Borrower

Yes or No

QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTES BORROWERS

It Yes, explain on attached sheet

areurged 's do 50.Nolending decision will be madeonthebasis of this information or on whether ornotit * furnishest .
*FHLMC equires self employed to furnish signed copies of one or more most recent Federal Tax ReturnsorauditedProfit and I ossStatements I NMA requres

No

$ N / A $ N / A
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This Statement and any applicable supportingschedules ingy be completed jointly by botn inarried and unnamniej co -bullowers if their assets and habilities are
sufficiently joined so that the Statement can be reaningfully and fairly presented on a

Z
Checking and Savings

/

Stocks and Bonds ( No./description )

Auto Train 100s / s

Fugua Ind . 100s / s

Life Insurance Net Cash Value

Face Amounit ( S

700

800

Automobile Loan

SUBTOTAL LIQUID ASSETS
13,400

Real Estate Owned ( Enter Total Market Value

from Real Estate Schedule )

Vested Interest in Retirement Fund

Real Estate Loans ( itemize and Identity Lender )

200

Net Worth of Business Owned

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT )

Auto (Make and Year)

1972 Pinto 1,000 OtherDebt Including Stock Pledges ( I temize)

Furniture and Personal Property Alimony and Child Support Payments

8,000

Other Assets ( itemize )

8 .

$ 0

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Net

Rentai

Income

TOTALS -

I fully understand that it is a federal crime punishable by fine or imprisonment or both to knowingly make any false statements concerning any of the above fucts,

as applicable under the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1014 .

Lawrence Steinhauer

Home Phone 222-1781 Business Phone244-1010 Home Phone 222-1781 Business Phone 385-6011

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating ayainsi credit applicanis on the husis of sex or marital status . The Federal Agency

which administers compliance with this law concerning this

Rejected 8/12/76

Appraisal

: VMA 1007.v. 3/76
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APPRAISAL

Date 8/5/76

Owner Wilson Pickett

Location of Property 414 CollegeAvenue

Tallahassee , FL

Description 3 BR , Wood Frame house , 1 Bath

University Neighborhood

Improvements

Other data

Value of Land ....... $ 500 Recommended for loan of $ 10.000

Value of Buildings.. $ 10,000

Other.....

Total Valuation .....$ 10,500 ,

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

ThomasW.Taylor

John J. Chipomas
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CORPORATION

interest No. of

3ESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

MORTGAGE Type Monthly Payment Escrow /Impounds ( to be collected monthly )
giang mangho Principal & Interest

54'ta

Name

ABS

Yrg16

O Own Down Rent

Property Street Address

PREVIOUS PROPOSED

12

TICHEZO

$ 330

BIC

T

IF EMPLOYED IN CURRENT POSITION FOR:LESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING

Previous Employer/School

QUESTIONS APPLETO BOTH BORROWERS

li Yes, explain on attached sheet

are urged in do 50.No lending decision will be made on the basis of this information or on whether or not it is furnished
***FHLMC requires sell employed to furnish signed copies of one or more most recent Federal Tax Returns or auditedProtit und Loss Statements . FNMA requires
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This Statement and any applicable supporting schedules may be completed jointly by both married and unmarried co borrowers if their asset , and habilities se

sufficiently joined so that the Statement can be meaningfully and fairly presented on a combined basis ; otherwise sepurate Statements and Schedules are required

( FHLMC 65A / FNMA 1003A ) . If the co -borrower section was completed about spouse , complete this staternent and supporting schedules about spouse also .

2025

Stocks and Bonds ( No./description )

Life Insurance Net Cash Value

Face Amount ( $ 20,000 1 1,000 Automobile Loan

SUBTOTAL LIQUID ASSETS 10,500
GMAC 135 30 4050

/Real Estate Owned ( Enter Total Market Value

from Real Estate Schedule ) Real Estate Loans ( itemize and Identify Lender )

Vested Interest in Retirement Fund

5,000

Net Worth of Business Owned

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT )

Auto (Make and Year )

Other DebtIncluding Stock Pledges ( Itemize)

1969 Ford 250

3,000

Alimony and Child Support Payments

Other Assets ( itemize )

B.

$ 4,150

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Net

Rentai

Income

TOTALS

B - Borrower C - CO - Borrower Highest Balance

s 1,000

Date Paid

$ / 4 / 76BC Rhodes Furniture

AGREEMENT: The undersigned hereby applies for the loan described herein to be secured by a first mortgage or trust deed on the property described herein and

represents that no part of said premises will be used for any purpose forbidden by law or restriction and that allstatements made in this application are true and

made for the purposeof obtaining the loan . Verification may be obtained from any source named herein . The origina! or a copy of this application will be retained

by the lender even if the loan is not granted.

I fully understand that it is a federal crime punishable by fine or imprisonment or both to knowingly make any false slat-ments concerning any of the above fucts ,

as applicable under the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1014.

Signature ( Borrower ) , Dave Smith Date6/6/76

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of sex or marital status. The Federal Agency

Rejected - Not enough income to support debt

WA0031.3/76

6/8/76
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APPRAISAL

Date
6/7/76

Owner Nelson Builders

Location of Property 738 Raintree circle

Tallahassee , FL

Description 3 BR . 1Bath , Wood veneer ,
1 acre lot

new subdivision next to Killearn

Improvements

Other data

Value of Land....... $ _5,000 Recommended for loan of $ 25.000

Value of Buildings .. $ 30,000

Other ..

Total Valuation .....$ 35,000 ,

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

ThomasW.Taylor

John & Chipomas
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CORPORATION

Interest

RESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

MORTGAGE Type No. of

Mopths Pelocigal & Interest

Monthly Payment Escrow /Impounds ( to be collected monthly

PP122180ago Taxer

S
U
B
J
E
C
T

P
R
O
P
E
R
T
Y

Yrs 12

Down ORent Down Rent

Property Street Address

PREVIOUS P1020930

: B/C

IF PLOYED IN CURRENT SITION FOR LESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THE FOI INGA

Previous Employer /School

외

QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTH BORROWERS,

If Yes, explain on attached sheet

Yes

Any portion of the down payment borrowed ?
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This Statementand any applicable supporting schedules may be completed jointly by both married and unmarried co -borrowers if their assets and liabilities are

sufficiently joinedso that the Statement can be meaningfully andfairlypresented on a combined basis; otherwise separate Statements andSchedules are required

( FHLMC 65A / FNMA 1003A ) . 11 the co -borrower section was completed about spouse , complete this statement and supporting schedules about spouse also

L

/
Stocks and Bonds ( No./description )

Life Insurance Net Cash Value

Face Amount ( S 25,000 4,000 Automobile Loan

SUBTOTAL LIQUID ASSETS 15,600

Real Estate Owned ( Enter Total Market Value

from Real Estate Schedule ) 25,000 Real Estate Loans ( Itemize and Identiły Lender )

Vested Interest in Retirement Fund

7,000 Commonwealth Corporation 115,000

Net Worth of Business Owned

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT )

Auto ( Make and Year )

1974 Ford

1972 Mercury

2500

2300

Other Debt IncludingStock Pledges ( Itemize )S
E
W
E
R

B.

Furniture and PersonalProperty

$ 33,040

Net

Rental

Income

TOTALS

I fully understand that it is a federal crime punishable by fine or imprisonment or both to knowingly make any false statements concerning any of the above facts,

18 applicable under the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1014 .

Date 8/2/76 Date

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of sex or marital status. The Federal Agency

which administers compliance with this law concerning this

Rejected 8/12/76

Income TWT
-

FVMA 1003 n . 176
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APPRAISAL

Date August 10 , 1976

Owner John Wise

Location of Property
208 Blair Road

Tallahassee , Florida

Description
4 br , 2 bath , brick veneer , fireplace

adjoining garage , wall-to-wall carpeting , well - established

neighborhood

Improvements

Other data House , 9 years old

Value of Land ....... $ 5,000 Recommended for loan of $ 32,000

Value of Buildings.. $ 37,000

Other .
3

Total Valuation ..... $ 42,000

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

Thomas W. Taylor

John J. Chipouras
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-ORPORATION

RESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

MORTGAGE Typo interest No. of

Months

11Monthly Paymont Escrow /Impounds ( to be collected monthly )
Principal & Interest

300

11

City

S
Y
B
J
E
C
T

P
R
O
P
E
R
T
Y

Age

ORent

Property Street Address

11

OUS

1TECNO

s 220 $ 320
(

50
O 1,000

s 2120 $ 270

BIC

IF EMPLOYED IN CURRENT POSITION FOR LESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

Previous Employer / School

QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTH BORROWERS

If Yes , explain on attached sheet

$ N / A
1

1

1
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This Statement andany applicable supportingschedules maybe completed jointly by both married and unmarried co-borrowers if their assets

Stocks and Bonds ( No./description )

Dupont 1008 / s 4,000

Life Insurance Net Cash Value

Face Amount ( S Automobile Loan

19,000SUBTOTAL LIQUID ASSETS

Real Estate Owned ( Enter Total Market Value

from Real Estate Schedule )

Vested Interest in Retirement Fund

Real Estate Loans ( Itemize and Identify Lender )

2,500

A
T
E
M
E
N
T

O
R

A
S
S
E
T
S

A
N
D

L
I
A
B
I
L

Net Worth of Business Owned

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT )

Auto ( Make and Year )

1973 Corvette

M
A

5,000
Other Debt IncludingStock Pledges ( itemize )

Furniture and Personal Property Alimony and Child Support Payments

10,000

Other Assets ( itemize )

B.

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

so

Net

Rental

Income

Borrower Purpose Date Paid

TOTALS

I fully understand that it is a federalcrime punishable by fine or imprisonment or both to knowingly make any false statements concerning any of the above lucts ,
as applicable under the provisions of Title 18. United States Code, Section 1014 .

Signature ( Borrower) Robert Panoff Date Date

Home Phone Business Phone

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of sex or marital status . The Federal Agency

which administers compliance with this law concerning this

Interviewer

Approved w
TWT

*** FNMA 10A3 R - .3776
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APPRAISAL

Date 9/11/76

Owner Killearn Properties

Location of Property 1206 Offaly Court

Tallahassee , Florida

Description 4 Br , 2 bath , brick veneer

dining room , family room w/ fireplace

large living room located in Killearn

Built 1973 acre lot

Improvements

Other data

Value of Land ..... 10,000 Recommended for loan of $ 40,000

Value of Buildings.. $ _ 40,000

Other ... $

Total Valuation ..... $ 50,000

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

Thomas W. Taylor

John J. Chipouras
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This Statement and any applicable supporting schedules may be completed jointly by both married and unmarried cu -borrowers If their assets and liabilities are
sufficiently joined so that the Statement can be meaningfully and fairly presented on a combined basis ; otherwise separate statements and schedula are requirea

( FHLMC 65A / FNMA 1003A ) . If the co -borrower section wascompleted about spouse, complete this statement and supporting schedules aboutspouse also .

46

Stocks and Bonds ( No./description )

Life Insurance Net Cash Value

Face Amount ( s Automobile Loan

SUBTOTAL LIQUID ASSETS GMAC
130 24 3,120

Real Estate Owned ( Enter Total Market Value

from Real Estate Schedule ) Real Estate Loans ( I temize and Identify Lender )

Vested Interest in Retirement Fund

Net Worth of Business Owned

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT )

Auto ( Make and Year )

Other DebtIncluding Stock Pledges ( Itemize)

7

Furniture and Personal Property Alimony and Child Support Payments

Other Assets ( itemize )

B.

$ 3,820

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Net

Rental

income

C - Co - Borrower

TOTALS

♡ # -Borrower

BC Lafayette Electronics

Date PaidHighest Balance

s 500 7/2/75

AGREEMENT : The undersigned hereby applies for the loan described herein to be secured by a first mortgage or trust deed on the property described herein and

represents that no part of said premises will be used for any purpose forbidden by law or restriction and that all statements made in this application are true and

made for the purpose of obtaining the loan . Verification may be obtained from any source named herein . The original or a copy of this application will be retained

by the lender even if the loan is not granted.

I fully understand that it is a federal crime punishable by fine or imprisonment or both to knowingly make any false statements concerning any of the above fucts,
as applicable under the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1014 ,

Signature ( Borrower ) ,
Charles Richards

Date 9/4/76 Date_9 / 4 / 76

Home Phone Business Phone Home Phone

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminatingagainst credit applicants on the basis of sex or marital status. The Federal Agency

which administers compliance with this law concerning this bank

H
Approved

TWT

OVESE FNMA 1003R2.3176
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CORPORATION

Interest

RESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

MORTGAGE Type

81394, 360

No. of

Months

Monthly Payment Escrow /Impounds ( to be collected monthly )
Principal & Interest

248FOR $

S
U
B
J
E
C
T

P
R
O
P
E
R
T
Y

Age

16
Yrs 16

Property Street Address

$ 250

$ 220

is 1,000 $ 1,835

B/C

IF EMPLOYED IN CURRENT POSITION FOR LESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING

Previous Employer/School

QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTH .BORROWERS

If Yes , explain on attached sheet

$ NA

Complete this section and all other co -borrower questions about spouse if the spouse will be jointly obligated with the borrower on the loan or if the borrower

is relying on the spouse's income or on community property in obtaining the loan .

This information is requested only for statistical purposes in accordance with theintent of fair housing law . Furnishing this information is voluntary , but borrowers

$ N / A
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APPRAISAL

Date_9/ 6 / 76

Owner Meridian Properties

Location of Property 1760 Meridian Road

Tallahassee , Florida

Description 3 Br Brick Veneer , 2 bath

Great room fireplace

1/2 acre lot

Improvements

Other data

Value of Land....... $ 5,000 Recommended for loan of $ 30,000

Value of Buildings.. $ 30,000

Other....

Total Valuation ..... $ 35,000

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

Thomas W. Taylor

John J. Chipouras
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CORPORATION

Interest

AESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

MORTGAGE Type Monthly Payment Escrow /Impounds ( to be collectedmonthly )

843894 MB prizsigel & interest

No. of

Mopths

S
U
B
J
E
C
T

P
R
O
P
E

Yrs 16

15

O Rent I own

Property Street Address

PROPOSED

$ 36,500

B/C

IF EMPLOYED IN CURRENT POSITION FOR LESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING

Previous Employer/School

QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTH BORROWERS

If Yes, explain on attached sheet

37-415 O - 79 48
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This Statement and any applicable supporting schedules may be completed jointly by both married and unmarried co -borrowers if their assets and liabilities are
sufficiently joined so that the statement can be meaningfully andfairlypresented on acombined basis; otherwise separate Statements and Schedules are required

( FHLMC 65A / FNMA 1003A ) . If the co -borrower section was completed about spouse, complete this statement and supporting schedules about spouse also .

Gayfer's /Tallahassee pay balance monthly

36

I
T
I
E
S

Net Worth of Business Owned

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT )

Auto (Make and Year )

Other Debt Including Stock Pledges ( I temize )

S
T
A
T
E
M
E
N
T
S

1973 Chevelle 2,000

Alimony and Child Support PaymentsFurniture and Personal Property

500

B.

$ 2,450

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Net

Rental

Income

TOTALS -

♡ #Borrower C - Co - Borrower Purpose Highest Balance Date Paid

$

AGREEMENT : The undersigned hereby applies for the loan described herein to be secured by a first mortgage or trust deed on the property described herein and

represents that no part of said premises will be used for any purpose forbidden by law or restriction and that all statements made in this application are true and

made for the purpose of obtaining the loan. Verification may be obtained from any source named herein . The original or a copy of this application will be retained
by the lender even if the loan is not granted.

I fullyunderstand that it is a federalcrime punishable byfine or imprisonmentor both to knowingly make any false statements concerning any of the above fucts,
as applicable under the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1014.

Signature ( Borrower) _Lucy A. Bell

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of sex or marital status. The Federal Agency

which administers compliance with this law concerning this

Approved 7/10/76

TWT

ur. 5.3
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APPRAISAL

Date 7/5/76

Owner Nelson Builders , Inc.

Location of Property
736 Raintree Circle

Tallahassee , Florida

3 Br , 2 bath , brick veneer , fireplace
Description

House 75 % complete

Improvements

Other data

Value of Land ....... $ 5,000 Recommended for loan of $ 32,000

Value of Buildings ..$ _ 32,000

Other.... . $

Total Valuation ..... $ 37,000

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

John J. Chipouras
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CORPORATION

AESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

MORTGAGE Type Monthly Payment Escrow /Impounds ( to be collectedmonthly

8 +394 nego the springog'& interest

interest

Rato

No. of

$

Down O Rent Rent

Property Street Address

PREVIOUS PROPOSE O

s 500

15

$ 188 $ 530

S6,735 $ 238
s 530

B/C

IF EMPLOYED IN CURRENT POSITION FOR LESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING :

Previous Employer/School

No

No

QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTH BORROWERS

1: Yes, explain on attached sheet

Have you previously owned a home ?

| Any portion of the down payment borrowed ? No

2
2
2
2
2
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This Statement and any applicable supporting schedules may be completed jointly by both married and unmarried cu -borrowers if their assets and liabilities are

sufficiently joined so that the Statement can be meaningfully and fairly presented on a combined basis ; otherwise

/

Stocks and Bonds ( No./description )

27,000

97,500

25,000 Automobile Loan

SUBTOTAL LIQUID ASSETS 177,500
This bank 6,000

85,000
Real Estate Owned ( Enter Total Market Value

from Real Estate Schedule )

Vested Interest in Retirement Fund

Real Estate Loans ( itemize and Identify Lender )

15,000

20,00011,000

E
N
T

O
F

A
S
S
E

Net Worth of Business Owned

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT )

Auto ( Make and Year)

This bank , personal

1976 Lincoln Mark Iv

1975 Mercury Cougar

13,000
Other Debt Including Stock Pledges ( itemize)

This bank , personal loan

Secured by Xerox stock

Alimony and Child Support Payments

10,000

20,000

Other Assets ( Itemize)

B.

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

A.

Net

Rental

income

TOTALS

♡ 6 - Borrower C - CO -Borrower Purpose Highest Balance Date Paid

AGREEMENT : The undersigned hereby applies for the loan described herein to be secured by a first mortgage or trust deed on the property described herein and

represents that no part of said premises will be used for any purpose forbidden by law or restriction and that all statements made in this application are true and

made for the purpose of obtaining the loan . Verification may be obtained from any source named herein . The original or a copy of this application will be retained

by the lender even if the loan is not granted .

I fullyunderstand that it is afederal crime punishable by fine or imprisonment or both to knowingly make any false statements concerning any of the above lucts ,

as applicable under the provisions of Title 18. United States Code, Section 1014.

Signature ( Borrower ) _John Rich

Business Phone

is

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of sex or marital status. The Federal Agency

which administers compliance with this law concerning this

Approved

8/10/76 TWT

* 1.99
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APPRAISAL

Date August 3 , 1976

Owner Killearn Properties

Location of Property
2605 Killarny Way

Tallahassee , Florida

Description
Two story , 4 Br , 3 baths , brick veneer

colonial type . 2 fireplace family room , living room , acre lot .

Improvements

Other data

Value of Land ....... $
10,000

Recommended for loan of $ 80,000

Value of Buildings.. $ 95,000.

Other .. $

105,000
Total Valuation .

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

Thomas W. Taylor

John J. Chipouras
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CORPORATION

BESIDENTIAL LOAN APPLICATION

Amount Interest

Rato

No. of

Months

MORTGAGE Typo

APPLIED

FOR

Prepayment Option

conv. FHA OVA 930,000

Monthly Payment Escrow /Impounds ( 10 be collectedmonthly)
Principal & Interest

240360 s

Yrs 12

No. Years 10

O Own Down

Property Street Address

PREVIOUS PROPOSED

s 240

100

DE SCHO .

s 112

Total

RC

IF EMPLOYEDINCURRENTPOSITION FORLESS THAN TWO YEARS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING*****

Previous Employer /School

CO -90. ruwer

Yes or NO

QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTH .BORROWERS

If Yes, expiain on attached sheet

No Value of previously owned home
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This Statement and any applicable supporting schedules may be completo jointly by both marries and urinarnicu-burrowers in their lisets and liabuit: die

sufficiently joined so that the Statement can be meaningfully and fairly presented on a combined buss; otherwise Sepiac Statements and schedules ure required:

( FHLMC 65A /FNMA 1003A) . If the co -borrower section was completed about spouse , complete this statement and supporting schedules about spouse also

2

Life Insurance Net Cash Value

Face Amount ( S 35,000 5,000
Autornobile Loan

SUBTOTAL LIQUID ASSETS
21,900

Real Estate Owned ( Enter Total Market Value

from Real Estate Schedule )

25,000
Real Estate Loans ( itemize and Identily Lender )

Vested Interest in Retirement Fund

8,000 Common Wealth Corporation

W
A

15,000

.

Net Worth of Business Owned

( ATTACH FINANCIAL STATEMENT )

Auto ( Make and Year )

1974 Ford

1972 Mercury

Other Debt including Stock Pledges ( I temize )2,500

2,300

B.

Furniture and Personal Property

$ 33,040

Net

Rental

Income

TOTALS

CISTPREVIOUSICREDIO. REFERENCES

I fully understand that it is a federal crime punishable by fine or imprisonment or both to knowingly riske any false statements concerning any of the above fscts ,

es applicable under the provisions of Title 18, United States Code , Section 1014 .

Signature ( Borrower ) , Norman White

The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of sex or marital status . The Federal Agency

which administers compliance with this law concerning this.

.

AVMATO. w . 376
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AFFRAISAL

Date 8/10/76 .

Owner George Maynard

Location of Property . 206_Blair Road

Tallahassee , FL

Description_4 BR , 2 Bath , Brick Veneer , fireplace , adjoining

garage , wall to wall carpeting - well established

neighborhood

Improvements

Other data house 10 years old

Value of Land ... . $ _ 5,000 Recommended for loan of $ 30,000

Value of Buildings.. $ _ 37.000

Other....

Total Valuation .....$ 42,000 ,

I certify the foregoing to be true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief .

TomasW. Taylor

John J. Chipouras
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FAIR HOUSING

Case Study B Section 12

Mortgage Discrimination

You have just completed your regularly scheduled examination of Federal

Savings Bank , the largest and most prestigious bank in the Southwest . Television

advertisements are done for this Savings and Loan by Robert Young and Jane Wyman .

Everything is in order and you are ready to prepare your report when you receive

a memorandum from Washington conveying a sex discrimination complaint against

Federal . The complaint was made by a 30 year old black female lawyer employed

by the EEOC in Tucson , Arizona . She has just obtained this job and had worked

previously in Washington for three years with the Civil Rights Commission .
The

memorandum from Washington advises you that the complaint made to the Board was

endorsed by the Chairman of both the House and Senate Committees on Housing ,

Banking and Urban Affairs who have each requested an immediate report " as to the

steps taken by the Federal Reserve Board to assure equal opportunity" in this

instance . You are given only the following letter from the complainant , Ms. Mary

Jones .

Chairman

Federal Reserve Board

Washington , D.C.

Dear Sir :

On Monday , May 5th , 1976 I applied for a loan at Federal

Savings Bank to finance the purchase of a three bedroom con

dominium in Tucson , Arizona . After a very difficult time , I

was rejected by this organization because of my race and sex .

I wish to file a complaint , and if immediate steps are not

taken to correct this outrageous situation , I will have taken

no recourse but to go to Court against Federal , and possibly ,

against the FRB for non-enforcement of the law . The facts are

as follows :
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I am employed as an attorney at a salary of $ 20,000

per year . My monthly gross income is $ 1,666 . I was divorced

two years ago and I have a four year old daughter . I pay three

hundred dollars a month for child care and receive three hundred

and seventy five dollars a month in child support . My former

husband is also an attorney .

I have always paid my bills on time , but have never owned

real estate before .

I signed a contract to purchase a luxury condominium unit

costing $ 53,000 , with twenty percent down . I applied for $ 42,000,

7 3 / 4 % " Fannie Mae Mortgage " . I was told that the " PITI " on this

property was $ 390 per mo .

I filled in an application at Federal Savings . The loan

officer who took the application , Mr. Pleasant, acted as though

he was trying to be friendly , but was really giving me a cross

examination . He asked why a " little gal" like me needed such

a " big ol ' expensive place with three bedrooms" . He asked if I

" partied " a lot . He said he really " admired me " because not

many mothers would ordinarily leave their children with a stranger .

Of course , I was highly offended by this , but did not say anything

because I didn't want to jeopardize the loan .

A week later I received a form letter from the bank saying

they could not make a loan because the loan " did not conform to

requirements established by Federal Savings " . On May 13 I visited

Mr. Pleasant and asked why I was rejected . He said he did not

reject me , but it was the loan committee, and I would have to

write to them . I did , and two weeks later I was sent a letter

saying that I did not meet the " income requirements established

by Federal " .

I then tried to make an appointment with the head of the loan

committee . He told me on the phone that he could not meet with me .

He said that I did not meet the income requirement of a debt to

income ratio of 22 % and also , that they did not have " any more

Fanne Mae Money " .

At this point I was outraged . I wrote to the President of

Federal Savings and demanded a meeting and a copy of my loan file .

I was contacted by the bank's lawyer who met with me . He gave me

only a copy of my application . I noticed that my race was noted

in the box provided . The lawyer , Mr. Smiley told me that there

was a terrible mix-up , but that it wasn't anything racially or

sexually discriminatory . He said it was just a case of " bad

customer relations " . He said that Mr. Pleasant was severely

admonished for asking me those personal questions and that the

bank was truly sorry , and it would never happen again . However ,

Mr. Smiley explained that the bank had a policy of requiring that

the ratio of PITI to income must be 22 % in order to qualify for

a loan . My monthly income was $ 1,666 . My monthly PITI would be

$ 390 . The ratio is 23.7 % and thus I did not qualify . Mr. Smiley

said , however , that in order to show the bank's good faith , they
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would be willing to make me a $ 35,000 loan at the going rate of

9 1 /4 % .

I told Mr. Smiley to keep his loan and I am writing to

your office for assistance .

Sincerely ,

Mary Jones , Esq .

Before calling the President of Federal , you check previous examiner reports

and you find that in November of 1975 the bank's Board of Directors adopted a

resolution requiring a debt to income ratio of 22 % . There have been no other

equal opportunity complaints involving this organization . You call the organ

ization and speak with the President , Mr. Joyful who confirms that there is a

22 % ratio and that it is " applied uniformly " . He says that he remembers the

Jones case well and that " that gal sure got excited over nothing " . He tells

you that she simply didn't meet the 22 % criteria and that , at any rate , she

applied for a type of loan which wasn't available : a FNMA 7 3/4 % loan " . You

decide to call and speak with Mr. Pleasant , the loan officer . He gives you the

same version and adds that he " got into a mess of hot water over her .
Some

people think everybody is out to discriminate " . What do you do?

You re-read the part of the memo from Washington that tells about the interest

expressed by Congress , and decide to schedule a special examination .

At the offices of the bank , you ask for the Jones file . You find that the

worksheets and data confirm that the ratio was 23.7 % . You also find the following

memo :

$ 1,666Monthly income :

375

- 300

$ 75

Total monthly income $ 1,741

Ratio : 390/1741 - 22.4 %
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Monthly income

Minus child care

$ 1,666

Ratio : 28 %

Go with this - - 390/1666 = 23.7 %

This memorandum alerts you to the possibility that the bank may not be

fully conversant with Equal Opportunity Laws.

You visit the President again and ask about the measures taken to acquaint

employees with the law . He shows you a memorandum dated June 1976 , which reads :

As a result of a recent unfortunate incident , it is

necessary to inform all personnel who deal with the public

that new changes in the Privacy Act forbid employees from

inquiring into personal facts about applicants , particularly

childbearing or child raising plans.

You ask about the 22 % ratio rule and inquire as to why the institution does

not use the general 25 % rule . You are told that the Board of Directors felt

it was " more prudent " to change to 22 % . You ask for the minutes of the appropri

ate Board meeting. You are shown the following :

November 10 , 1975

Be it resolved : Due to recent federal legislation which

in certain circumstances may enhance the exposure and

risk for lenders the Federal Savings Bank hereby changes

from 25 % to 22 % the debt to income ratio necessary to

qualify for a home mortgage loan .

You conduct a random sampling of file and find :

a ) Several loans to couples , in which only the husband is

working , where the ratio is between 24 and 26 % ;

b ) Several loans to couples , in which both spouses

work , where the ratio is 22 % or less ;
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c ) Three loans to single men where the ratio is about 28 % .

One is to the President's wife's nephew . As for the other

two , Mr. Pleasant explains that they are single and have

" less responsibility " ;

d ) Six Fanne Mae 7 3 /4 % loans made between May 5th and

May 20th , when the last such loan was made .

1 . What findings do you report ?

2 . What steps do you recommend be taken ?

3 . Is there additional investigation to be done ?

P. S. You have also found the following paragraph in the bank's manual

* No real estate loan will be made where the sum of the term of

years of the loan , plus the borrower's age exceeds the number 70 ,

unless the borrower can demonstrate sufficient expected income

after age 62 to sustain loan payments .

4 . Does this provision require attention ?
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FAIR HOUSING Section 12

Case Studies C

AGE

1.0 The Perpetual Corn Exchange and Cattlemen's Trust has a loan manual . It

a .
We will not make mortgage loans in circumstances where the age

of the borrower and term of the loan exceed 60 years , unless

the applicant can demonstrate the probability , amount and

stability of income after age 65 .

and

b . Loans to youthful borrowers are to be avoided unless a

parent is available and willing as a co-signor .

Do these provisions violate ECOA and Regulation B?

BROKERS AND DEALERS

2.0 The First National Bank of Piggy ( Piggy Bank ) makes real estate loans

The Wheely-Dealy Used Car Emporium nas a different relationship with

the Piggy Bank . When a customer needs financing , Wheely -Dealy " shops"

several banks and offers the paper to whomever will take the loan , on

the best terms .

Harry and Martha NewRich just purchased a home from Make-a-Buck and a

car from Wheely-Dealy . Harry works as a receptionist in a law office

and Martha repairs trucks for the telephone company . They each make

about $ 12,000 per year .

The NewRich's asked the agent for Make - a - Ruck if the company would send

their loan application to the First National Bank of Piggy , where the

NewRich's had an account . The agent said no , because it was his under

standing that Piggy would discount a wife's income and this might

jeopardize the deal . ( Piggy had actually changed this policy but none

of the speakers at the monthly sales meetings had mentioned this to

Make-a-Buck's employees - the speakers assumed it was common knowledge . )

The NewRich's application for a car loan was " shopped " to Piggy and to

the Carefree Trust Bank . Carefree said it would make the loan , but

Piggy turned it down because they do not make loans on souped-up Edsels

with racing stripes , double-wide tires , raised rear-end and spiked hubcaps .

Is Piggy liable for discrimination in either instance? Does Piggy have

any, adverse action notification obligations in either situation ?
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OBTAINING PROHIBITED INFORMATION THROUGH CREDIT REPORTS

3.0 Sally Sweet applied for a mortgage loan at Solid Rock Savings and Loan

Ms. Sweet appeared qualified for the loan , but Thomas Doubting , the loan

officer , called his best friend who worked at Ace Credit Reporters , and

asked him to check on Ms. Sweet's " complete credit history ." Two weeks

later , Sally Sweet received a denial letter from Solid Rock , stating that

her loan was denied for insufficient income . Not believing a word of it ,

she wrote to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board alleging discrimination based

on her sex ( female ) and marital status ( divorced ) .

A comparison of loan files showed that Ms. Sweet's income and

obligations compared favorably with the approved files .

- Only one other file contained a report from Ace Credit Reporters ;

- The managing officer stated that the association used Second

The Ace report stated that Sally Sweet was divorced .

- Second Best Reports appearing in other files contained no reference

PRESCREENING

4.0 A sampling of files in Exclusive Federal Savings and Loan shows that

approved loans and rejected applications are not representative of the

population living in this community as reported by the U.S. Bureau of the

Census . A statement made by the telephone receptionist , which was overheard

by an examiner while searching for the Equal Housing Lender Poster in the

lobby , appeared to indicate prescreening : " I'm sorry , Exclusive won't

approve loans in that area . "

An interview with the receptionist revealed the following :

1 . She had been employed by Exclusive for four months ;

2 . She had been trained by her predecessor ;

3 . She had never heard of the Fair Housing Act or the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act ;

4 . She had been instructed to refer all questions she was

unsure of to the chief loan officer .
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The association advertises in one newspaper whose subscribers are

above average in both education and income. They also advertise

mortgage rates to all customers holding certificates of deposit .

Several of these ads did not contain the Equal Housing logo .

The Equal Housing Lender Poster was found behind a file cabinet

where it had allegedly " fallen " and has not been replaced .

RELIANCE ON APPRAISAL

5.Q Harmony Federal Savings & Loan has a branch in the Hotshot Hills section

OBVIOUSLY PREGNANT LOAN APPLICANT

6.0 Manny Meek began working for the Empathy National Bank on March 21 , 1977 .

CERTIFICATION OF INTENTIONS

7.0 In 1972 the Rigomortis Mutual Savings Bank revised its loan procedures .

It was observed that increasing numbers of loan applications were

received from couples in which the wife , as well as the husband was

working , and in order to qualify for the loan , the couples had to rely

on both incomes . The Bank , being progressive , desired to accommodate

this modern trend . However , they were worried about including a wife's

income in full, because women , particularly young wives , can become

pregnant and leave their jobs , thus exposing the bank to greater risk .

37-415 0 - 79 - 49
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In the past , the Bank had simply " discounted " the wife's income but

if they continued to do so , it would disqualify too many potential

customers . The Bank also at one time obtained a letter from the

physician for female applicants , stating that they were using birth

control , but this practice was abandoned after it came to the atten

tion of now and of the local Archdiocese . Accordingly , from August

of 1972 until November 1 , 1975 , the bank utilized a " compromise"

device for dealing with working women loan applicants .

It required working women simply to sign a note stating that they do

intend to continue working after the loan is made . The bank was sued

by a woman loan applicant who was asked to provide such a letter on

October 27 , 1975. The bank claimed that the practice did not violate
the Fair Housing Act . Is the Bank liable?

VARIATIONS IN DOWNPAYMENTS

8.0 Harry and Carrie Cash signed a purchase contract for a house in an

a

Having called several local mortgage lenders , they concluded that House

Savings and Loan had the best terms . A person there had told them that

House's lowest interest rate was 8.5 % , that House did have 95% financing

and the maximum term was 30 years . In an interview with Mr. Strickler ,

the loan officer , Mr. and Mrs. Cash requested a 95 % loan at 8.5% for a

30 year term . Mr. Strickler explained that the most House Savings and

Loan could approve would be $ 55,000 loan . Mr Cash huffily stated that

there was no need to increase the down payment because he and Mrs. Cash

had already located a wealthy tenant for the house . Mr. Stickler con

tined to insist that the largest loan amount House could approve would

be $ 55,000 , but that for investment properties the interest rate would

be 9% .

Mr. Cash contacted the FHLBB stating that House and Mr. Stickler were

discriminating against himself and his wife because the house was

located in an urban neighborhood and because they would be landlords .

Findings:

The neighborhood in question was all -white with a median income of

$ 18,723 .

- The receptionist who took Mr. Cash's call asking for rates stated

Mr. Stickler had not explained the reasons for the $ 55,000 limit

or the change in the offered interest rate .

VARYING THE DEBT-TO-INCOME OR MONTHLY PAYMENT-TO-INCOME RATIO

9.0 On October 30 , 1975 , Bert and Betty Beyer , a Black couple , applied to
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of their incomes and job histories .

Mr. Fred Friendly , the loan officer taking their application , pointed

out that their debt to income ratio was 33.7% , exceeding the associa

tion's policy to accept no applications where the debt to income ratio

exceeded 33% . The Beyers questioned this policy , stating that their

acquaintance , Mr. White , to their knowledge had obtained a mortgage

loan from Fifth Federal although his debt to income ratio was 36 % .

Mr. Friendly explained that exceptions were made under some special

circumstances but Fifth Federal never waived its rule that the mortgage

payment could not exceed 20% of monthly income . Mr. and Mrs. Beyer

surprised at the strictness of this rule , regretfully left Fifth

Federal , successfully obtained a mortgage from Sixth Federal, and

filed a discrimination complaint against Fifth Federal with the FHLBB .

Findings:

-

There were exceptions to the debt ratio rule , ranging from 34% to

as high as 39% .

- These exceptions were always White families known to the personnel

-

- The association had adopted a policy limiting the monthly mortgage

- Prior to October 27 , 1975 , Fifth Federal would consider only half
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EXHIBIT B- 2

FAIR HOUSING Section 12

Handouts

Handout No. 3

Supplement to Examination and Verification

Procedures

II . Procedural Guidelines
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I
.

Supplement to Examination and Verification Procedures

Preface

This handout is a supplement to be used in conjunction with the examination

and verification procedures for determining compliance with the Fair Housing
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A. Objective

Insure that loan underwriting standards , appraisal policies and marketing

practices are designed to promote nondiscriminatory lending.

B. Examination Procedures

I. Written Policies and Internal Controls

Insure that credit policies do not discriminate on a prohibited basis

and that internal controls have been instituted to detect such practices .

This can be determined by reviewing the bank's written loan policy ,

interviewing bank lending personnel using EPB-2 & 3 and analyzing sub

mitted internal / external audit reports relative to this area .

II . Poster Display

The Equal Housing Lending Poster should be prominently displayed in

accordance with Banking Circular No. 13 , Supplements 1 to 4 .

III . Regulation C

If the bank meets reporting requirements of Regulation C , review all

information disclosed on the previous Home Mortgage Disclosure Statement

in order to identify possible discriminatory policies /practices.

minimum , this should include a comparison of those census tracts which

comprise the bank's designated lending area with those which appear on

the Home Mortgage Disclosure Statement. Any appearance of demographic

credit concentrations/ shortages should be thoroughly investigated by the

examiner and justified by bank management .

In those instances in which the bank has failed to meet the reporting

requirements imposed by Regulation C , a representative number of R/E /M's

and home improvement loans should be plotted according to property address .

IV . Discuss with Management

( A ) Written Loan Policy and Internal Controls

Loan policies should clearly define the bank's primary lending area

and delineate credit standards for determining creditworthiness . If

such a policy has not been formulated or does not specifically define

credit standards employed , indicate this could induce the element of

subjectivity on behalf of bank lending personnel . Should this element

be introduced into the credit decision process , there can be no as

surance that all credit extensions are based on a non-prohibited

basis . Additionally , from an audit standpoint the lack of written

articulated credit standards makes it virtually impossible to deter

mine the propriety of previous credit decisions . Emphasize that

internal control procedures are the primary means for monitoring

lending practices of bank personnel. If procedures have not been

instituted to insure lending decisions conform to established policy ,

make it apparent that their absence makes it exceedingly difficult

for management to assess , on an ongoing basis , the conformance of

daily lending to established policies .

Discuss adequacy of present training program to familiarize lending

personnel in the R / E / M and home improvement loan departments with

fair lending requirements .
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( B ) Deviations /Discrepancies

Credit extensions /denials which conflict with established credit

standards should be fully discussed to ascertain their level of

propriety . Management should be requested to explain and justify

all loan exceptions noted during the examination .

( c )
Violations of Law and Proposed Corrective Action

V. Report of Examination Comments

All violations of law , internal control exceptions and questionable

banking practices which appear to conflict with provisions of the

Fair Housing Act should be fully described in the report of examination .

Questionable bank practices that are fully documented in the work papers

should be discussed in the open section of the report of examination .

Practices / policies which infer discrimination but cannot be substan

tiated are to be described in the closed section of the report under

Discriminatory Practices/Policies . If the bank appears to be in substan

tial compliance, indicate under the Discriminatory Practice /Policies

section that subject bank does not prescreen or redline.
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c . Verification Procedures

1. Lending Criteria

( A ) R /E /M and Home Improvement Emphasis

Determine by review of lending policies, advertising, discussions

with management, etc. the degree of emphasis placed upon these

lending areas . Information obtained should provide a realistic

indication of the bank's commitment to lend in these departments

and should accordingly be reflected by the degree of competitiveness

in credit terms offered and efforts exerted to solicit loan business .

Particular attention should be focused upon promotional schemes

designed to attract new loan customers . Insure method ( s ) used is

contained in general circulation newspapers /magazines throughout

the bank's trade area or distributed to all residents within the

primary trade area . Exceptions should be fully justified by bank

management . Insure that all advertisements for home improvement /

REM loans contain a facsimile of the equal housing lending logotype.

( B ) Trade Area

Primary trade area should be delineated in the bank's written lending

policy or identified through interviews with bank personnel.

( c ) Preferred Versus Non-preferred Lending Areas

Ascertain from a review of the bank's loan policy and / or interviews

with bank mangement the criteria established for determining

a . When the applicant is qualified ;

b . When the property is eligible ;

c . The specific terms and conditions of each loan .

To aid in making these determinations , review the following :

1. The institution's guidelines or standards with respect to

ג
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Any guidelines or standards with respect to judging stability

or reliability of income and income sources . Also consider

if they vary according to the applicant's profession or social

status . Determine if there are any types or sources of income

which are discounted or not counted ( e.g. part-time income ,

bonuses , commissions , income from jobs held less than two years ) .

Policy of giving preference to loans based on only one , as

opposed to two incomes . Is the total qualified income calculated

on the basis of one spouse's income or both spouse's incomes ?
If there are situations when only one income is used , determine

which one and why .

Obtain a description of the institutions policy with respect

to :

( a )
The income of working women ( are there any circumstances
under which it might be discounted or disregarded? )

( b ) Loans to single women with or without children .

( c )
Inclusion of alimony or child support as income .

( d ) The income of women in child bearing years .

( e ) The ability of a woman to obtain a loan in her own name ,

whether married , single , separated or divorced . ( Is a

co-signor required? )

5. Obtain a description of those factors which go into the

6. Determine what standards are used to set the loan - to - value

7 . If a loan is determined to contain more than normal risk , will

it be rejected or are there circumstances in which it will be

made , but on terms which reflect higher risk? If so , who makes

this determination and how is risk objectively measured . Deter

mine what factors go into this decision . How is the LTV set ?

How is the loan term arrived at ( on the basis of what standards ) ?

How is the interest rate arrived at? How are points arrived at?

8. In a loan which is accepted which is not considered to contain
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( E ) Credit Terms

Determine what factors influence credit terms offered to bank customers .

This should consider a general description of the institution's policy

with respect to the following :

Maximum and minimum loan amounts and how these maximum and minimum

amounts are arrived at ( e.g. by federal law or regulation or by

lender policy or both ) . Also determine what circumstances would

justify a deviation from these limitations .

Maximum and minimum loan terms ( duration ) , how they are arrived

at and what circumstances would justify a deviation from these

limits .

Maximum and minimum interest rates . ( Note : interest rates vary

according to market conditions . Determine how the institution

arrives at its " going rate " , what benchmarks it uses and how it

uses them . )

• Determine which persons or group officially sets the maximum

( F ) Loan Application Procedures

Determine how an application is made , how it is processed and what

records are maintained . This can be determined , in part , by con

sidering the following :

( 1 ) Where can applications be picked up and where can they be

( 2 ) Is there an application fee or appraisal fee ? How much is it ?

( 3 ) Is anyone authorized to go over the applicant's financial data

( 4 ) What information is available to applicants by phone ?

( 5 ) What information is an inquirer asked to give , if he /she calls
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( 6 ) After an application is submitted , where does it go ( i.e. are

they all forwarded to a central loan department or can the

branch

( 7 ) When is the appraisal ordered ? Under what circumstances

( 8 ) Determine what happens after all the verifications are made

and the appraisal is returned? Who reviews the file at this

point . If any information is unfavorable , or does not check ,

can the application be rejected at this stage . Is any record

kept of this , if it happens . Who has authority to make such

a rejection ? Are rejected applicants notified in accordance

with Section 202.9 of Regulation B , 12 CFR 202 .

( 9 ) If the information on the application is verified , and the

( 10 ) If an application is rejected , is it retained ? How long?

( 11 ) Determine if the applicant fills out their own application

or if the institution employee takes the information .

( G ) Delinquency and Foreclosure

This aspect of the examination is intended to ascertain the rate

of delinquency ( slow pay ) and default in loans held by the institu

tion , the predominant reasons for delinquencies , if known by the

institution and where applicable , the procedures used in collection .

Also determine if different collection procedures are used due to

race , sex , etc. In addition , review the following:

( 1 ) Determine the borrower's name and property address of every

home loan account which has been foreclosed upon or resulted

in legal proceedings in the past year .

( 2 ) Determine the institution's policy with respect to collection ,

( a ) What actions by the borrower are considered " default "

( b ) What steps are initially taken in these circumstances;

( c ) What follow up steps are taken , and when ;

( d ) Under what circumstances would foreclosure be instituted ;
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( e ) Under what circumstances would the institution

( f ) What factors would cause the above schedule to be

( 3 ) Examine a representative sample of collection files and

( 4 ) Determine whether the race or sex or other prohibited

II . Appraisal Policies

( A ) Identify who conducts appraisals on behalf of the bank and the

( B ) Appraisal Standards

• Assigning a lower value to a neighborhood because it is

• A prevailing attitude that deterioration of a neighborhood is

• Equating age of property with value of property .
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Techniques Available to Make These Determinations

• Comparison of credit terms granted on properties located in

Real estate value determined by bank's appraisals versus seller's

asking price as evidenced by multiple real estate listings .

Although it is recognized that differences will exist when

such comparisons are made , their magnitude should be proportional ,

given the same appraiser , to those in non-integrated areas ;

• Results obtained by reviewing information contained on Home

• Information obtained from interviews with banking personnel

• Tract data for Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas provided

Interviewing Techniques

• Determine from the interviewee whether the racial composition

( 1 ) Determining fair market value ;

( 2 ) Future value of a parcel of property ;

( 3 ) Soundness of a loan .

If so , in any respect , obtain all details of the way in which these

factors are affected by race or nationality .

• Determine whether the interviewee has ever had any discussions ,

• Determine whether the interviewee is aware of any map or list
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( 1 ) Racial , nationality or ethnic composition ;

( 2 ) Income level of residents ;

( 3 ) Rising or declining value levels ;

( 4 ) Age range of properties ;

( 5 ) Value range of properties ;

( 6 ) Loan or no loan areas ;

( 7 ) High or low risk ;

( 8 ) Crime rate ;

( 9 ) Other similar category .

If so, obtain all details , including how the map or list is used , who

maintains it and how areas are determined to belong to one or the

other category . Determine where the map or list is kept and a

description of each area demarcated therein .

• Determine whether , in the interviewee's professional judgment, economic

• Determine whether , in the interviewee's professional judgment , the

III . Interviews

Lending Personnel in both the instalment loan and real estate mortgage

departments should be interviewed to determine the criteria considered

in the credit decision process . The interview should be conducted in

accordance with the questions outlined in EPB 2 & 3 and be structured

to determine the individuals familiarity with the bank's established

credit policy and prohibitions imposed by the Fair Housing Act . During

the interview , be alert to comments which tend to indicate the individual

may engage in unwritten discriminatory lending practices /policies .

Should this occur , review a representative sample of loans made by this

individual and ascertain their propriety in light of the requirements

imposed by the Fair Housing Act . Special attention should be directed

to property location , applicant creditworthiness and credit terms

arranged by this individual . In addition , verify that :
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• the initial contact person does not " prescreen " applicants ; to aid

( 1 ) Have you received any training in how to process applicants

for housing loans ?

( 2 ) Must applicants complete an application before meeting with

the loan officer?

( 3 ) How is it determined which applicants see a loan officer?

( 4 ) Are you instructed to ascertain any information before referring

the applicant to a loan officer?

( 5 ) How is it determined which officer sees the applicant ?

( 6 ) Are applicants referred to the bank by others , e.g. ,

brokers , builders ?

( 7 ) Do walk-in applicants receive the same consideration as

• Lending officers apply the bank's objective criteria ( i.e. lending

IV . Loan Review

Review accepted / rejected real estate mortgage loan files made in the

three calendar months preceding the date of the examination . Outline

the following information on the loan review sheets for both accepted/

rejected R/E/M's .

( a ) Name , address , race and sex of applicants ( and address of property

if different from address of applicants ) ;

( b ) Date of application ;

( c ) Amount applied for , term and interest applied for , whether FHA ,

( e ) Purchase price ;

( f ) Amount of loan made ;

( g ) Amount of downpayment , term of loan in years , interest rate ,
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( h ) Age of home ;

( i ) Type of employment and salary .

Review loan review sheets for the following inconsistencies :

( a ) Income of one group not given the same consideration as another

( b ) More onerous terms required of one group than another , i.e. ,

down payment requirements , interest rates , amount of prepaid

finance charges imposed at loan closing , etc.

( c ) Variances in applying criteria , including minimum incomes ,

amount of loans , ratios , etc.
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II . Procedural Guidelines

Whenever a Consumer Affairs Examination is conducted , results obtained

from the following examination /verification procedures will determine

if any subsequent courses of action are to be taken .

( 1 ) Review the bank's loan policy and determine if it conflicts with

( 2 ) Determine what constitutes the bank's primary lending area . If

In those instances in which the bank has failed to meet the

reporting requirements imposed by the regulation , a representative

number of R/E /M's and home improvement loans should be plotted

according to property address .

( 3 ) Determine the articulated credit standards used to evaluate an

( 4 ) Review the adequacy of present internal control procedures as they

relate to insuring ongoing compliance with provisions of the Fair

Housing Act . Qualifications /practices of appraisers should be

reviewed to insure they do not discriminate on a prohibited basis .

( 5 ) Determine if the bank appears to prescreen credit applicants and

also that the procedures to insure that all credit applicants that

are denied credit are so notified in accordance with provisions of

Section 202.9 of Regulation B , 12 CFR 202 .

If the information obtained from these procedures indicates that the

bank is in compliance , no additional requirements are necessary .

certain practices /policies are not adequately explained or justified

by bank management , contact the Regional Consumer Specialist for

additional procedures to be taken .

37-415 0 - 79 50
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EXHIBIT C

FAIR HOUSING

LECTURE No. 1 SECTION 12

TOPIC OUTLINE

I. WHAT IS THE FAIR HOUSING ACT

II . WHAT CONSTITUTES DISCRIMINATION

III . REDLINING POINTS OF VIEW

IV . EXAMINERS ROLE

V. EXAMINATION/VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

VI . GUEST SPEAKER - BRIEF HISTORY OF FAIR HOUSING ACT AND ROLE

OF JUSTICE DEPARTMENT IN AREA .

VII . SPECIALIZED PROCEDURES EXAMINING CIRCULAR. 158

VIII REVIEW SAMPLE FAIR HOUSING REPORTS OF EXAMINATION

IX , CASE STUDIES ( REVIEW TUESDAY )
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FAIR HOUSING

LECTURE No. 1 SECTION 12

FAIR HOUSING ACI

I. WHAT IS THE FAIR HOUSING ACI

OF LOANS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING, CONSTRUCTING ,

IMPROVING, REPAIRING OR MAINTAINING A DWELLING ,

( C ) DEFINITION OF DWELLING DWELLING MEANS ANY BUILDING ,

STRUCTURE , OR PORTION THEREOF WHICH IS OCCUPIED AS , OR

DESIGNED OR INTENDED FOR OCCUPANCY AS , A RESIDENCE BY

ONE OR MORE FAMILIES , AND ANY VACANT LAND WHICH IS OFFERED

FOR SALE OR LEASE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OR LOCATION THEREON

OF ANY SUCH BUILDING, STRUCTURE , OR PORTION THEREOF ,

( D ) HISTORY AND LEGAL BACKGROUND TO BE COVERED BY QUEST SPEAKER

II . WHAT CONSTITUTES DISCRIMINATION

IT IS GENERALLY INTERPRETED AS TREATING ONE PERSON OR GROUP LESS

FAVORABLY THAN ANOTHER , OR TREATING ONE PERSON OR GROUP MORE

FAVORABLY THAN ANOTHER ,

( A ) EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE DISCRIMINATIONPRACTICES

ANY OF THE FOLLOWING IF IMPOSED BECAUSE OF RACE , RELIGION,

COLOR , SEX OR NATIONAL ORIGIN :
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( 1 ) Low APPRAISALS

( 2 ) EXCESSIVE CREDIT TERMS

( 3 ) DIFFERING STANDARDS , PROCEDURES , PENALTIES , FORE

RELIGION , SEX OR NATIONAL ORIGIN .

( B ) EXAMPLES OF CREDIT DECISIONS THAT DO NOT DISCRIMINATE :

( A ) AN APPLICANT'S INCOME

( B ) AN APPLICANT'S CREDIT HISTORY

( c ) LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT

( D ) LENGTH OF LOCAL RESIDENCE

( E ) OVERALL CONDITION OF COLLATERAL

( F ) AVAILABILITY OF NEIGHBORHOOD AMENITIES OR CITY SERVICES

( G ) NEED FOR BANK TO HOLD A BALANCED REAL ESTATE LOAN PORTFOLIO

( H ) OTHER FACTOR WHICH MAY AFFECT CREDIT EXTENSION

III , REDLINING

( 3 ) JUDICIOUS CREDIT POLICY BY MORTGAGE LENDERS UNWILLING TO

COMMIT DEPOSITOR'S FUNDS TO REAL ESTATE IN DECLINING

NEIGHBORHOODS .
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( B ) LEGITIMATE REASONS FOR REDLINING

RESIDENTIAL ZONES .

( 2 ) THE AREA IS COMPOSED OF SETTLED NEIGHBORHOODS WHERE

THERE IS LITTLE BUYING AND SELLING ACTIVITY ,

( 3 ) THE BANK HAS RECEIVED NO APPLICATIONS FROM INDIVIDUALS

WISHING TO SETTLE IN THE AREA .

( 4 ) THE AREA MAY BE COMPOSED OF GRIMLY DETERIORATING

NEIGHBORHOODS .

( 5 ) THERE IS A HIGH RATE OF VANDALISM AND OTHER CRIMES IN

THE AREA, THUS MAKING IT DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN INSURANCE ,

( 6 ) LACK OF NEIGHBORHOOD AMENITIES OR CITY SERVICES IN THE

AREA , THUS ADVERSELY AFFECTING PROPERTY VALUE .

( c ) ILLEGAL REASONS FOR REDLINING

IV . EXAMINER'S ROLE

( A ) PROMOTE SOUNDNESS IN THE NATIONAL BANKING SYSTEM

( B ) INSURE THAT ALL APPLICANTS ARE NOT DENIED CREDIT BECAUSE

OF FACTORS WHICH HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH REPAYMENT ABILITY .

( C ) TOOLS AVAILABLE TO MAKE DETERMINATIONS ,

( 1 ) HMDS

( 2 ) REGULATION B REQUIREMENTS

( 3 ) EXAMINATION/VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

( 4 ) REGIONAL OFFICE ASSISTANCE
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V. EXAMINATION /VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

VI. GUEST SPEAKER - BRIEF HISTORY OF FAIR HOUSING ACT AND ROLE OF

VII . SPECIALIZED PROCEDURES EXAMINING CIRCULAR_158

VIII. REVIEW SAMPLE FAIR HOUSING. REPORTS OF EXAMINATION

XI . CASE STUDIES ( REVIEW TUESDAY )
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SECTION 12FAIR HOUSING ACT

* 2

LECTURE ( 3 HOURS )

THE PURPOSE OF THIS PRESENTATION IS THREE FOLD , FIRST TO PROVIDE

A BRIEF BACKGROUND OF THE DEVELOPMENTS WHICH LED TO ENACTMENT OF

THE FAIR HOUSING ACT , SECONDLY , TO OUTLINE CREDITOR PRACTICES/POLICIES

WHICH CONFLICT WITH PREMIUM ESTABLISHED BY THE ACT . FINALLY TO

DISCUSS VARIOUS EXAMINATION/VERIFICATION PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

AVAILABLE TO ASCERTAIN THE PROPERTY OF PREVIOUS LENDING PRACTICES ,

URBAN DISCRIMINATION WAS FIRST VISIBLE AROUND THE EARLY 1900's ,

CERTAIN CITIES ENACTED VARIOUS LAWS DESIGNED TO PREVENT BLACK PERSONS

FROM OCCUPYING HOUSES IN BLOCKS IN WHICH THE GREATER NUMBER OF HOMES

WERE OCCUPIED BY WHITES , OTHER LAWS SPECIFIED THAT IN ORDER FOR A

NEGRO TO ESTABLISH RESIDENCE IN AN ALL WHITE COMMUNITY HE OR SHE WOULD

HAVE TO HAVE THE WRITTEN CONSENT OF AREA RESIDENTS , ALTHOUGH ORDINANCES

OF THIS TYPE WERE DECLARED UNCONSTITUTIONAL IN THE IMMEDIATE DECADES

THAT FOLLOWED , VARIOUS UNWRITTEN " GENTLEMEN'S " AGREEMENTS WERE FORMED

WHEREBY REAL ESTATE BROKERS PLEDGED NOT TO SELL TO BLACKS IN WHITE

NEIGHBORHOODS , IT WAS NOT UNCOMMON , AS A DIRECT RESULT OF THESE

PRACTICES , THAT SEVERAL LARGE URBAN CITIES HAD AS MUCH AS 30 % OF THIER

ENCOMPASSED LAND RESTRICTED TO THE BLACK POPULACE ,

DURING THE PRE AND PORT DEPRESSION PERIODS , BLACK FAMILIES BEGAN

THEIR NORTHERN MIGRATION TO THE LARGE URBAN INDUSTRIAL CITIES . AT

THE SAME TIME THE REAL ESTATE PROFESSION BEGAN , FOR THE FIRST TIME ,

TO FORMALLY CODIFY PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES THAT WERE SPECIFICALLY

DESIGNED TO DISCRIMINATE . FOR INSTANCE , IN 1955 THE ST . LOUIS

COUNTY REAL ESTATE BOARD SENT A LETTER TO ALL ITS MEMBERS WHICH READ
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IN PART AS FOLLOWS :

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTOR WISHES TO CALL TO YOUR ATTENTION

TO OUR RULE THAT NO MEMBER OF OUR BOARD MAY , DIRECTLY

OR INDIRECTLY, SELL TO NEGROES , OR BE A PARTY TO A

SALE TO NEGROES , OR FINANCE PROPERTY FOR SALE TO OR

PURCHASE BY NEGROES, IN ANY BLOCK, UNLESS THERE ARE

THREE SEPARATE AND DISTINCT BUILDINGS IN ANY SUCH

BLOCK ALREADY OCCUPIED BY NEGROES, BY A " BLOCK " IS

MEANT, BOTH SIDES OF THE STREET OR WHICH THE PROPERTY

FRONTS , BETWEEN INTERSECTING STREETS ,

SIMILAR PRACTICES/POLICIES DESIGNED TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST SPECIFIC

NATIONALITIES AND RACES CONTINUED IN EXISTENCE INTO THE 1960's ,

UNLIKE PREVIOUS PERIODS , THE SIXTIES WERE MARKED BY VISIBLE

SIGNS OF THE FRUSTRATION , ANGER , AND IMPATIENCE ASSOCIATED WITH THE

PREVIOUS INDIFFERENCE TO RESIDENTIAL LENDING , THESE UNHAPPY REACTIONS

WERE EVIDENCED BY THE URBAN UNREST DEPICTED BY THE RIOTS DURING THE

PERIOD THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL DISORDER WAS

ASSIGNED TO INVESTIGATE THE FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THIS BEHAVIOR .

AMONG THE COMMISSIONS'S RECOMMENDATIONS WAS THE " ENACTMENT OF A

NATIONAL, COMPREHENSIVE , AND ENFORCEABLE OPEN-OCCUPANCY LAW . " .

THE FAIR HOUSING ACT , TITLE VIII OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF

1963 ( 42 USC 3605 ) WAS PASSED ! AT LEAST IN PART , AS A DIRECT RESULT

OF THE VOTING AND CIVIL DISTURBANCES THAT HAD ROCKED THE CENTRAL

CORES OF MANY OF THE NATION'S MAJOR CITIES . THE ACT WAS INTENDED TO

PROHIBIT. DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF RACE , COLOR , RELIGION , SEX ,

AND NATIONAL ORIGIN IN THE MAKING OF LOANS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING ,
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CONSTRUCTING , IMPROVING , REPAIRING , OR MAINTAINING A DWELLING , THE

ACT FURTHER DEFINED A DWELLINS TO MEAN ANY BUILDING , STRUCTURE , OR

PORTION THEREOF WHICH IS OCCUPIED AS ) ' OR DESIGNED OR INTENDED FOR

OCCUPANCY AS , RESIDENCE BY ONE OR MORE FAMILIES , ANY VACANT LAND

WHICH IS OFFERED FOR SALE OR LEASE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OR LOCATION

THEREON OF ANY SUCH BUILDING STRUCTURE ! OR PORTION THEREOF .

YOU HAVE LEARNED FROM REGULATION B LECTURES WHAT IS CONSIDERED

TO CONSTITUTE DISCRIMINATION , IT IS GENERALLY INTERPRETED AS

TREATING ONE PERSON OR GROUP LESS FAVORABLY THAN ANOTHER , OR TREATING

ONE PERSON OR GROUP MORE FAVORABLY THAN ANOTHER , DISCRIMINATION CAN

BE EITHER " FOR" OR " AGAINST " AND CAN BE EVIDENT BY A VARIETY OF

PRACTICES . IN THE LENDING AREA , AN OVERT FORM OF DISCRIMINATION
} }

MIGHT BE REFLECTED BY A POLICY , EITHER WRITTEN OR SIMPLY UNDERSTOOD

BY EMPLOYEES , OF REFUSING TO LEND IN AN AREA BECAUSE OF RACIAL

INTEGRATION WHICH MAY BE OCCURRING THERE . ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF OVERT

PURPOSEFUL DISCRIMINATION WOULD BE A RULE OF DISCOUNTING A WIFE'S

INCOME , OR REQUESTING A CO- SIGNER FOR A SINGLE WOMAN . THE FACT SUCH

POLICIES ARE NOT WRITTEN DOWN DOES NOT MAKE IT LESS OF AN OVERTLY

DISCRIMINATORY POLICY, ON THE OTHER HAND , THERE ARE CERTAIN CREDIT

POLICIES/PRACTICES WHICH ARE SO UNDULY VAGUE AND SUBJECTIVE THAT IT

IS DIFFICULT TO DETECT THEIR DISCRIMINATORY ASPECTS ,
WHEN THESE

PRINCIPALS ARE APPLIED IT SEEMS APPARENT THAT VIOLATIONS OF THE ACT

MAY IN FACT OCCUR BECAUSE JUDGEMENTS ARE BASED UPON A LACK OF OBJECTIVE)

UNIFORM, WRITTEN CRITERIA , WITHOUT GUIDELINES THAT REDUCE TO WRITTEN

FORM THE STANDARDS WHICH ARE TO BE USED , IT IS DIFFICULT TO SEE HOW

A LENDER WOULD BE ABLE TO JUSTIFY CERTAIN DECISIONS IN THE FACE OF A

CHALLENGE ON THE BASIS OF ALLEGED DISCRIMINATION , AS HELD IN UNITED

STATES vs. YOURITAN CONSTRUCTION CO ) " JUST AS VAGUE AND UNDEFINED
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EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS WHICH RESULT IN WHITES , BUT NOT BLACKS : BEING

HIRED ARE UNLAWFULLY DISCRIMINATORY , SO TOO ARE ORBITRARY AND AND

UNCONTROLLED APARTMENT RENTAL PROCEDURES WHICH PRODUCE OTHERWISE

UNEXPLAINED RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY RESULTS ,

MY EXPERIENCE IN EXAMINING FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE FAIR HOUSING

ACT HAS SHOWN THIS FORM OF LENDING TO PREVAIL OVER OVERT DISCRIMINATION ,

ALTHOUGH IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT THIS PRACTICE MAY FOSTER DISCRIMINATORY

LENDING , IT IS ALSO RECOGNIZED THAT PROOF TO SUBSTANTIATE THIS TYPE

OF LENDING IS OFTEN MOST DIFFICULT TO PROVE . DESPITE THE INHERENT

DIFFICULTIES ASSOCIATED WITH ASCERTAINING COMPLIANCE WITH THE ACT,

THERE ARE CLUES CONTAINED IN THE BANK'S RECORD DOCUMENTATION . WHEN

REVIEWING THESE RECORDS, SPECIAL ATTENTION SHOULD BE FOCUSED UPON

THE FOLLOWING POLICIES/PRACTICES :

1 . HIGH DOWNPAYMENT

HIGHER INTEREST RATES2 .

3 .

.

SHORTER TERM TO MATURITY

4 , HIGHER CLOSING COSTS

5 , CHARGING DIFFERENTIAL POINTS

UNDERWRULING CRITERIA

DIFFERENTIAL STRUCTURAL STANDARDS OR STANDARDS THAT ARE DISCRIMINA

TORY IN EFFECT ( REFUSAL TO LEND ON HOMES WITH ASPHALT SIDING , ON

HOMES ABOVE A MAXIMUM AGE ETC ) .

APPRAISAL

1 . UNDOCUMENTED ALLEGATIONS OF ECONOMIC ABSOLESCENCE REGARDLESS OF

PROPERTY CONDITION ,
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2. STALLING ON APPRAISALS TO DISCOURAGE POTENTIAL BUYERS .

ANOTHER CLUE CONTAINED IN THE BANK'S RECORD DOCUMENTATION WHICH

MAY INDICATE NONCOMPLIANCE WITH PROVISIONS OF THE FAIR HOUSING ACT

IS THE LENDING PRACTICE KNOWN AS REDLINING , THIS TERM WAS " COINED "

FROM PREVIOUS CREDITOR PRACTICES WHEREBY LENDERS WOULD LITERALLY

DRAW A RED LINE ON A MAP TO INDICATE RESIDENTIAL AREAS WHERE CERTAIN

ETHNIC GROUPS RESIDED FOR THE EXPRESSED PURPOSE OF DETERMINING WHERE

TO REFRAIN FROM MAKING LOANS . PRESENT DAY DEFINITIONS OF REDLINING

VARY DEPENDING UPON ONE'S POINT OF VIEW OF THE ROLE OF FINANCIAL

INSTITITIONS IN SERVING THE PUBLIC NEED . SOME LESS TEMPERATE

DEFINITIONS IMPLY OUTRIGHT GEOGRAPHIC , RACIAL AND ECONOMIC DISCRIMINATION ;

OTHERS CONNOTE ONLY JUDICIOUS CREDIT POLICY BY MORTGAGE LENDERS UNWILLING

TO COMMIT DEPOSITORS ' FUNDS TO REAL ESTATE LOANS IN DECLINGING NEIGHBOR

HOODS .

REGARDLESS OF YOUR POINT OF VIEW , HOWEVER , DISINVESTMENT BY MORT

GAGES LENDERS IN DECAYING URBAN NEIGHBORHOODS IS NOT A MYTH . BUT,

CLOSE EXAMINATION OF THE DECLINE PROCESS REVEALS THAT DISINYESTMENT

IS ONLY ONE OF A SERIES OF FACTORS.WHICH INFLUENCE. DECAY. AND TYPICALLY ,

IT OCCURS LATE IN THE PROCESS ,

AT THIS POINT IT SI IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE THAT " REDLINING " PER

SAY IS NOT ILLEGAL , THERE COULD BE SEVERAL LOGICAL AND LEGITIMATE

REASONS AS TO WHY A BANK HAS NOT EXTENDED CREDIT TO CERTAIN DEMOGRAPHIC

THESE REASONS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING

1. THE AREA MAY BE COMPOSED OF COMMERCIAL RATHER THAN RESIDENTIAL

ZONES .
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2. THE AREA IS COMPOSED OF SETTLED NEIGHBORHOODS WHERE THERE

IS LITTLE BUYING AND SELLING ACTIVITY .

3 . THE BANK HAS RECEIVED NO APPLICATION FROM INDIVIDUALS

WISHING TO SETTLE IN THE AREA ,

ON THE OTHER HAND, IF CREDIT IS DENIED TO SPECIFIC AREAS BECAUSE

OF CERTAIN PROHIBITED BASIS AS DEFINED THE FAIR HOUSING ACT THEN IT

IS CONSIDERED TO CONFLICT WITH THE PROVISION ESTABLISHED BY THE ACT

AND IS ILLEGAL . THIS IS BEST ILLUSTRATED BY THE LAND MARK CASE OF

LAUEMAŇ_VS. _OAKLEY BUILDING AND_LOAN COMPANY. IN THIS PARTICULAR

CASE ROBERT LAUFMAN , A CINCINNATI LAWYER , AND HIS WIFE , A PSYCHIATRIC

SOCIAL WORKER , WERE DENIED A LOAN TO PURCHASE PROPERTY IN A RACIALLY

TRANSITIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD , MR , LAUFMAN ALLEGED THAT " REDLINING '

REGARDLESS OF BORROW CREDITWORTHINESS OR CONDITION OF THE PROPERTY WAS

IN VIOLATION OF THE FAIR HOUSING ACT . THE COURT RULED THAT REDLINING

A NEIGHBORHOOD BECAUSE OF RACIAL COMPOSITION VIOLATES TITLE VIII OF

THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT .

IT IS IMPORTANT HE RECOGNIZE THAT THIS CASE DOES NOT FOSTER

CREDIT ALLOCATION NOR DOES IT CONCLUDE THAT ALL BANKS MUST LEND

MONEY TO ALL INDIVIDUALS . RATHER , IT SIMPLY STATES THAT CREDIT DECI

SIONS ARE TO BE MADE ON A NON PROHIBITED BASIS . IN ADDITION IT MSUT BE

UNDERSTOOD THAT A CREDITOR VIOLATES NO PUBLIC TRUST WHEN DECLINING A

LOAN APPLICATION FROM A DECAYING URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD FOR REASONS OF

INADEQUATE COLLATERAL OR AN ABSENCE OF APPLICANT CREDITWORTHINESS . IT

CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MYRIAD OF ECONOMIC , SOCIAL OR

OTHER FACTORS WHICH CREATED THE CIRCUMSTANCES ABOUT WHICH IT MUST RENDER

A JUDGEMENT . NOR , IN FACT CAN IT CONTRIBUTE TO THEIR SOLUTION

THROUGH IMPRUDENT APPROVAL OF THE LOAN REQUEST .

|
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SO FAR IN THIS PRESENTATION , WE HAVE DISCUSSED SOME OF THE

DEVELOPMENTS THAT CONTRIBUTED TO THE ENACTMENT OF THE FAIR HOUSING

ACT , THE PURPOSE BEHIND THE ACT AND WHAT PRACTICES ARE CONSIDERED

TO BE ILLEGAL UNDER THE ACT . I NOW WANT TO DIRECT THE REMAINDER OF

THIS PRESENTATION TO YOUR ROLE IN THIS AREA AND THE EXAMINING TECHNIQUES

AVAILABLE TO DETERMINE COMPLIANCE WITH PROVISION IMPOSED BY THE ACT .

AS EXAMINERS OUR JOB IS TWO - FOLD :

1. PROMOTE SOUNDNESS IN THE NATIONAL BANKING SYSTEM

2 . INSURE THAT APPLICANTS ARE NOT DENIED CREDIT BECAUSE OF

FACTORS WHICH HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH REPAYMENT ABILITY ,

BANKING PRACTICES WHICH CONFLICT WITH PROVISIONS OF THE FAIR

HOUSING ACT ALSO CONFLICT WITH THE SAFETY AND SOUNDNESS PRINCIPALS

OF BANKING " REDLINING " AND ITS OPPOSITE " GREENLINING " WOULD HURT

THE SOUNDNESS OF THE NATIONAL BANKING SYSTEM .

SPECIAL NOTE: THE PURPOSE OF THE EXAMINATION/VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

IS TO MONITOR PAST LENDING PRACTICES BY REVIEWING THE BANK'S RECORDS ,

AS INDICATED IN THE TEXT, DISCRIMINATION IS A LEGAL QUESTION . YOUR

NATE AND FORWARD THE FACTS TO THE REGIONAL OFFICE ,

REVIEW THE TEXT ALONG WITH THE EXAMINATION/VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

AND SUPPLEMENTAL HANDOUT FOR TECHNIQUES TO ACCURATELY DETERMINE THE

PROPRIETY OF PREVIOUS LENDING POLICIES AND PRACTICES . EMPHASIZE THE

EXAMINER SHOUDL PLAN STRATEGY BASED UPON RESULTS OBTAINED THROUGH

EXAMINATION AND VERIFICATION PROCEDURES .
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LECTURE No. 1 STUDENTS NEED :

REG B

HANDOUTS No. 1 & 3

ECOA REG B

APPLICATION PROCESS

LAST HOUR WE PRESENTED A SHORT HISTORY AND INTRODUCTION

TO THE ECOA . Now WE WILL ACTUALLY REVIEW THE TECHNICAL

REQUIREMENTS AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE ACT . I WILL

EMPHASIZE THE MOST COMMON PROBLEMS YOU WILL ENCOUNTER IN THE

EXAMINATION FOR COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATION B. LATER WE WILL

EXAMINE CASE STUDIES WHICH WILL CONTAIN THESE COMMON VIOLA

TIONS , RESULTS THUS FAR HAVE SHOWN WIDESPREAD NONCOMPLIANCE

WITH THIS REGULATION , HOWEVER , MOST NONCOMPLIANCE HAS BEEN

A RESULT OF UNFAMILIARITY WITH THE REGULATION RATHER THAN

AN INTENTIONAL DESIRE TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST A PARTICULAR

GROUP OF APPLICANTS , IT IS IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT VIOLA

TIONS OF THIS REGULATION MAY BE COSTLY IN PUNITIVE DAMAGES

AS WELL AS ADVERSE PUBLICITY , NO MATTER WHAT CAUSED THE

VIOLATION ( 202.1 ( c ) )

OUR EXAMINATION REVIEWS THE ACTIONS OF THE BANK EVEN

BEFORE AN APPLICATION IS TAKEN . THE INTERVIEWING PROCESS

( TO BE DISCUSSED MORE IN DETAIL LATER ) IS DESIGNED TO DETER

MINE THE BANK'S KNOWLEDGE OF THE REGULATION AS WELL AS

WHETHER ANY PERSONNEL ENGAGE IN " PRESCREENING " . " PRESCREENING "

MAY OCCUR IN VARIOUS WAYS AND MAY RESULT IN TURNING AN APPLI

CANT DOWN WITHOUT ALLOWING THE INDIVIDUAL TO COMPLETE THE

APPLICATION PROCESS , WHERE THIS ACTION RESULTS IN PREVENTING
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AN APPLICANT FROM PURSUING AN APPLICATION ON A PROHIBITED

BASIS A VIOLATION OCCURS ( 202.4 ) . FOR EXAMPLE , THE RECEP

TIONIST MAY INQUIRE WHETHER A PROSPECTIVE APPLICANT IS

EMPLOYED , AND , IF THE ANSWER IS NO , THE INDIVIDUAL IS NOT

GIVEN AN APPLICATION FORM AND TURNED AWAY . SECTION 202.6 ( B ) ( 5 )

PROHIBITS A CREDITOR FROM EXCLUDING ANY INCOME ON A PROHIBITED

BASIS , AND THE APPLICANT MAY BE RECEIVING SUFFICIENT RETIRE

MENT BENEFITS OR ALIMONY PAYMENTS TO QUALIFY FOR THE CREDIT

REQUESTED . THE IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER IS THAT ALL

APPLICANTS MUST BE TREATED EQUALLY AND MUST NOT BE PREVENTED

FROM COMPLETING AN APPLICATION ON A PROHIBITED BASIS ,

APPLICATION ( 202.2 ( E ) ) . THE REGULATION STATES AN " APPLI

CATION MEANS AN ORAL OR WRITTEN REQUEST FOR AN EXTENSION

OF CREDIT THAT IS MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROCEDURES ESTAB

LISHED BY A CREDITOR FOR THE TYPE OF CREDIT REQUESTED , "

THIS DEFINITION IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT TELLS US THAT THE

BANK MUST DEFINE ITS OWN APPLICATION PROCESS . IT IS UP TO

THE CREDITOR TO DECIDE WHEN AN APPLICATION IS COMPLETE

( 1.E., WHEN ALL THE INFORMATION REGULARLY OBTAINED AND

CONSIDERED IS RECEIVED ) . THIS INFORMATION WILL BE NECESSARY

IN ORDER TO DETERMINE COMPLIANCE WITH TIME LIMITATIONS

REGARDING THE REQUIREMENTS OF NOTIFICATION OF ACTION TAKEN

ON THE APPLICATION , A BANK MAY NOT , HOWEVER , CONSIDER AN
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APPLICATION INCOMPLETE IN ORDER TO CIRCUMVENT NOTIFICATION

REQUIREMENTS . IN FACT , THE BANK MUST MAKE A REASONABLE

EFFORT TO INFORM THE APPLICANT THAT AN APPLICATION IS INCOM

PLETE AND MUST ALLOW THAT APPLICANT AN OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE

THE INFORMATION NECESSARY TO COMPLETE THE APPLICATION , BANKS

MAY OR MAY NOT ACCEPT ORAL OR TELEPHONE APPLICATIONS , WHAT

EVER THE APPLICATION PROCEDURES EMPLOYED BY THE BANK ARE ,

THEY SHOULD BE WELL - DEFINED AND COMMONLY KNOWN BY ALL LENDING

PERSONNEL TO ENSURE CONSISTENCY ,

INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS MUST BE OFFERED , REGARDLESS OF

THE SEX OR MARITAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT ( 202.7 ( A ) ) ,

MANY BANKERS WILL STATE THAT THEY AUTOMATICALLY ASSUME THEIR

MARRIED CUSTOMERS DESIRE JOINT CREDIT AND WILL SET UP THE

LOAN IN THAT MANNER . THIS ASSUMPTION IS NO LONGER PERMIS

SIBLE , IN ADDITION , IF A BANK OFFERS JOINT ACCOUNTS TO

MARRIED APPLICANTS , THIS TYPE OF ACCOUNT MUST ALSO BE OFFERED

TO UNMARRIED INDIVIDUALS . MANY BANKS , PARTICULARLY IN

OPEN END CREDIT DEPARTMENTS , WILL NOT SET UP JOINT ACCOUNTS

FOR UNMARRIED APPLICANTS , BUT WILL OPEN TWO SEPARATE ACCOUNTS

INSTEAD . THIS IS . NOT IN COMPLIANCE BECAUSE THE REFUSAL

TO OPEN A JOINT ACCOUNT IS BASED ON MARITAL STATUS , A PRO

HIBITED BASIS , OFTEN THE APPLICATION FORM WILL INDICATE

SUCH A POLICY WHEN THE FORM ONLY REFERS TO A CO - APPLICANT

USING THE TERM " SPOUSE " . THIS IS A VIOLATION OF 202.5 ( A )

BECAUSE THE TERMINOLOGY EFFECTIVELY DISCOURAGES UNMARRIED

1
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INDIVIDUALS FROM APPLYING FOR JOINT CREDIT .
WHEN THIS

VIOLATION OCCURS YOU SHOULD INQUIRE AS TO WHETHER THE BANK

HAS A POLICY WHICH WOULD RESTRICT APPLICATIONS ON A PROHIBITED

BASIS IN VIOLATION OF 202.7 ( A ) .

ONE VERY FREQUENT VIOLATION OCCURS WHEN APPLICATION

FORMS OR LENDING OFFICERS INQUIRE ABOUT THE MARITAL STATUS

OF AN APPLICANT WITHOUT DETERMINING WHETHER THE REQUEST IS

PERMISSIBLE ( 202.5 ( D ) ( 1 ) ) . ALTHOUGH THERE IS ONLY ONE TYPE

OF CREDIT FOR WHICH MARITAL STATUS MAY NOT BE ASKED . MANY

BANKERS ARE CONFUSED ON THIS POINT , MARITAL STATUS MAY NOT

BE REQUESTED IN APPLICATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL UNSECURED CREDIT .

( OVERHEAD MATRIX ) TO ELIMINATE CONFUSION , I RECOMMEND THAT

CREDITORS ASK 2 QUESTIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE APPLICA

TION PROCESS , WILL THE CREDIT BE INDIVIDUAL OR JOINT ( ? )

AND IS THE REQUEST FOR SECURED OR UNSECURED CREDIT ? ONCE

THESE QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED THE OFFICER CAN EASILY DETER

MINE WHETHER THE REQUEST FOR MARITAL STATUS IS PERMISSIBLE ,

( REFER TO SAMPLE APPLICATION P , 32 AND NOTE REQUIRED

TERMINOLOGY ) THERE IS ONE EXCEPTION TO THE PROHIBITION OF

THE REQUEST FOR MARITAL STATUS . WHERE THE APPLICANT RESIDES

IN OR LISTS ASSETS TO SUPPORT THE CREDIT REQUEST WHICH ARE

LOCATED IN A COMMUNITY PROPERTY STATE , THE BANK MAY ALWAYS

INQUIRE ABOUT MARITAL STATUS , A COMMON ERROR TO BE AWARE

OF IF YOU WILL EXAMINE IN SUCH A STATE ( SEE HANDOUT No. 3 ,

FIRST PAGE ) OCCURS WHEN BANKERS ASK THE MARITAL STATUS OF

ALL APPLICANTS SIMPLY BECAUSE THE BANK IS LOCATED IN A

37-415 0 . 79 - 51
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COMMUNITY PROPERTY STATE , REMEMBER THAT THE COMMON PROPERTY

EXCEPTION DEPENDS UPON THE RESIDENCE OF THE APPLICANTE

QUESTIONS CONCERNING ABILITY TO PAY MAY BE ASKED OF

THE APPLICANT , IF SUCH QUESTIONS ARE ASKED WITHOUT REGARD

TO ANY PROHIBITED BASIS , CREDITORS SHOULD BE ADVISED TO

REFRAIN FROM ASK ING QUESTIONS OF ONE APPLICANT OF A PARTI

CULAR SEX , MARITAL STATUS , RACE , ETC. WHICH THEY WOULD NOT

ALSO ASK OF A SIMILARLY QUALIFIED APPLICANT OF ANOTHER SEX ,

MARITAL STATUS , RACE , ETC. ( GIVE EXAMPLE OF THE PREGNANT

WOMAN )

SOME OF THE MOST FREQUENT VIOLATIONS ENCOUNTERED

CONCERN IMPROPER REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE SPOUSE

OF AN APPLICANT ( 202.5 ( c ) ) . THE REGULATION PROHIBITS THE

REQUEST AND CONSIDERATION OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE SPOUSE

( REFER TOOF AN APPLICANT UNLESS CERTAIN CONDITIONS EXIST :

F.C. # 2 )

• THE SPOUSE WILL BE PERMITTED TO USE THE ACCOUNT ; OR

• THE SPOUSE WILL BE CONTRACTUALLY LIABLE UPON THE

ACCOUNT ; OR

• THE APPLICANT RESIDES IN OR IS RELYING ON PROPERTY

. LOCATED IN A COMMUNITY PROPERTY STATE ; OR

• THE APPLICANT IS RELYING ON THE SPOUSE'S INCOME

AS A BASIS FOR REPAYMENT : OR

• THE APPLICANT IS RELYING ON ALIMONY , CHILD SUPPORT

OR SEPARATE MAINTENANCE INCOME AS A BASIS FOR REPAY

MENT OF THE CREDIT
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BEFORE ANY QUESTIONS ON AN APPLICATION ARE ASKED

ABOUT A SPOUSE OR FORMER SPOUSE A DISCLOSURE THAT THE INFOR

MATION IS ONLY NECESSARY IF ANY OF THE ABOVE CONDITIONS

EXIST MUST APPEAR . APPLICATION FORMS OFTEN WILL CONTAIN

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION ON THE APPLICANT'S SPOUSE. YET NO

DETERMINATION AS TO THE TYPE OF CREDIT REQUEST INVOLVED

IS MADE . ANOTHER COMMON PROBLEM RESULTS WHEN DEALERS SUB

MIT APPLICATIONS OR TELEPHONE THEM TO THE BANK WHICH ARE

CLEARLY FOR INDIVIDUAL CREDIT YET INFORMATION ON THE SPOUSE

IS PROVIDED AS A RESULT OF NONCONFORMING APPLICATIONS OR

INAPPROPRIATE REQUESTS FROM THE DEALER WHO TOOK THE APPLI

CATION . IF THE BANK IS AWARE OF THIS PRACTICE AND CONTINUES

TO ACCEPT THE APPLICATIONS , IT IS LIABLE AS A CREDITOR FOR

VIOLATIONS DUE TO PROHIBITED REQUESTS UNDER 202.2 ( L ) .

APPLICANTS MUST BE ALLOWED TO OPEN AND MAINTAIN ACCOUNTS

IN A BIRTH - GIVEN FIRST NAME , BIRTH - GIVEN SURNAME , OR COMBINED

SURNAME ( 202.7 ( B ) ) . ( GIVE EXAMPLE OF MRS . JOHN JONES AND

5. NAMES ) BUT THE CREDITOR MAY REQUIRE THE APPLICANT TO

CHOOSE ONE NAME TO BE USED CONSISTENTLY THROUGHOUT ALL

DEALINGS WITH THE BANK . IN ORDER TO VERIFY PAST HISTORY

FOR ACCOUNTS IN OTHER NAMES , CREDITORS MAY INQUIRE AS TO

THE NAMES OF ACCOUNTS THE APPLICANT IS OR HAS BEEN RESPONSI -

BLE FOR . THE CREDITOR MUST ALSO CONSIDER THE HISTORY OF

ACCOUNTS USED BY THE APPLICANT ALTHOUGH THESE ACCOUNTS MAY

NOT BE LISTED IN THE APPLICANT'S NAME . AND INFORMATION

WHICH THE APPLICANT GIVES THE CREDITOR INDICATING A PARTI

CULAR ACCOUNT DOES NOT ACCURATELY REFLECT THE APPLICANT'S

ABILITY OR WILLINGNESS TO PAY MUST BE CONSIDERED . ( 202.6 ( B ) ( 6 ) ) .
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THE CREDITOR MAY ONLY ASK ABOUT INCOME FROM ALIMONY ,

CHILD SUPPORT OR SEPARATE MAINTENANCE PAYMENTS IF THE CREDI -

TOR FIRST DISCLOSES TO THE APPLICANT THAT SUCH INFORMATION

NEED NOT BE DISCLOSED UNLESS THE APPLICANT WISHES TO RELY

ON SUCH INCOME TO ESTABLISH CREDITWORTHINESS ( 202.5 ( D ) ( 2 ) ) .

THIS DISCLOSURE MUST BE MADE FOR ORAL AS WELL AS WRITTEN

REQUESTS . THIS IS PROBABLY THE MOST FREQUENT VIOLATION YOU

WILL ENCOUNTER ON APPLICATION FORMS .

THE DISCLOSURE MAY BE LOCATED INAPPROPRIATELY ,

ASK AND CONSIDER WHETHER THE APPLICANT IS OBLIGATED TO MAKE

ALIMONY , CHILD SUPPORT OR SEPARATE MAINTENANCE PAYMENTS .

THIS REQUEST IS NECESSARY TO DETERMINE WHAT AMOUNT OF INCOME

IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR DEBT PAYMENTS , EVEN THOUGH THE MARITAL

STATUS OF THE APPLICANT MAY BE REVEALED . ( FOOTNOTE # 5 )

RELIGION OR NATIONAL ORIGIN OF AN APPLICANT , INQUIRY AND

CONSIDERATION OF THE APPLICANT'S PERMANENT RESIDENCE AND

IMIGRATION STATUS MAY BE MADE IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE BANK'S

RIGHTS AND REMEDIES REGARDING REPAYMENT . A COMMON VIOLATION
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OCCURS IN UNIVERSITY COMMUNITIES WHEN APPLICANTS WHO ARE

NOT U.S. CITIZENS ARE AUTOMATICALLY DENIED CREDIT ALTHOUGH

THE TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT RESIDENCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL MAY

BE CONSIDERED , IT IS NOT PERMISSIBLE TO DENY CREDIT ON THE

BASIS OF NONCITIZENSHIP . ( 202.6 ( D ) ( 7 ) )

THE CREDITOR MUST NOT INQUIRE ABOUT BIRTH CONTROL PRAC

TICES OR CHILDBEARING INTENTIONS OF THE APPLICANT , ( 202.5 ( 0 ) ( 4 ) )

AGGREGATE STATISTICS OR ASSUMPTIONS RELATING TO THE LIKELI

HOOD OF ANY GROUP OF PERSONS BEARING OR REARING CHILDREN

( 202.6 ( B ) ( 3 ) ) . IN ADDITION , THE POSSIBILITY OF INTERRUPTED

OR DIMINISHED INCOME DUE TO THESE ASSUMPTIONS MAY NOT BE

CONSIDERED MANY CREDITORS MAY BE RELUCTANT TO STOP CON

SIDERING SUCH ASSUMPTIONS , BANKERS MUST BE INSTRUCTED THAT

THE REGULATION IS VERY EXPLICIT AND ABSOLUTELY PROHIBITS

THESE CONSIDERATIONS , IT IS UNLAWFUL . TO ASSUME EVERY INDI -

VIDUAL OR MARRIED PERSON OF ONE AGE GROUP WHO IS CAPABLE

OF BEARING CHILDREN WILL DO SO . FUTURE FAMILY PLANS MUST

NOT BE REQUESTED OF APPLICANTS , VIOLATIONS DUE TO SUCH PRO

HIBITED REQUESTS WILL MOST LIKELY BE FOUND IN APPLICATIONS

FOR RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LOANS ,

THE CREDITOR MUST NOT DISCOUNT PART - TIME INCOME . THE

CREDITOR ALSO MUST NOT DISCOUNT ANY INCOME LISTED ON THE

APPLICATION ON A PROHIBITED BASIS . ALIMONY , CHILD SUPPORT

AND SEPARATE MAINTENANCE INCOME MUST BE CONSIDERED TO THE

EXTENT THEY ARE LIKELY TO BE CONTINUED ( 202.6 ( B ) ( 5 ) ) .
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( GIVE EXAMPLES OF VERIFICATION METHODS. )

CREDIT SYSTEMS MAY BE USED TO AID BANKS IN MAKING CREDIT

DECISIONS REGULATION B SEPARATES ALL CREDIT SYSTEMS INTO

2 CATEGORIES . ONE CATEGORY CONTAINS THE DEMONSTRABLY AND

STATISTICALLY SOUND EMPIRICALLY DERIVED SYSTEMS .
THIS CREDIT

SCORING SYSTEM IS BASICALLY AN EVALUATION OF CREDITWORTHI -

NESS BASED ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN APPLICANT WHICH ARE

ASSIGNED POINTS . THE SYSTEM IS DEVELOPED TO PREDICT CREDIT

WORTHINESS AND IS BASED ON A STATISTICAL SAMPLE OF THE

BANK'S TOTAL POPULATION OF ALL APPLICANTS . ALL OTHER TYPES

OF CREDIT SYSTEMS ARE CONSIDERED JUDGEMENTAL EVALUATION

SYSTEMS . YOU WILL PROBABLY RARELY , IF EVER . ENCOUNTER ANY

SYSTEM OTHER THAN JUDGEMENTAL . ( FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO MAY

SEE DSED SYSTEMS , WE WILL GIVE YOU FURTHER EXPLANATION OF

THAT TYPE OF SYSTEM NEXT WEEK ) .

MAY CONSIDER MARITAL STATUS AND SOURCE OF INCOME IN ORDER

TO ASCERTAIN THE CREDITOR'S RIGHTS AND REMEDIES BUT NOT TO

DISCRIMINATE IN DETERMINING CREDITWORTHINESS ; AND THERE ARE

ONLY CERTAIN FACTORS WHICH MAY BE USED IN CONSIDERATION OF

AGE OR WHETHER AN APPLICANT'S INCOME DERIVES FROM ANY PUBLIC

ASSISTANCE PROGRAM . ( 202.6 ( B ) )
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AGE MAY ONLY BE USED AS A PREDICTIVE VARIABLE IN A

DEMONSTRABLY AND STATISTICALLY SOUND , EMPIRICALLY DERIVED

CREDIT SYSTEM . HOWEVER , THE AGE OF ELDERLY APPLICANTS MAY

NOT BE ASSIGNED A NEGATIVE OR LESS FAVORABLE VALUE , IN A

JUDGMENTAL SYSTEM , AGE MAY ONLY BE CONSIDERED IN RELATION

TO THE FOLLOWING : OCCUPATION AND LENGTH OF TIME TO RETIRE

MENT ( THIS IS NECESSARY TO ASCERTAIN WHAT INCOME WILL BE

AVAILABLE OVER THE LIFE OF THE LOAN TO REPAY THE DEBT ) ;

THE ADEQUACY OF THE SECURITY FOR THE DEBT IF THE LIFE OF

LOAN EXCEEDS THE APPLICANT'S LIFE EXPECTANCY ; LENGTH OF

EMPLOYMENT OR RESIDENCE ( A YOUNG APPLICANT MAY HAVE JUST

ENTERED THE JOB MARKET WHILE AN ELDERLY APPLICANT MAY HAVE

RECENTLY RETIRED AND MOVED FROM A LONG - TIME RESIDENCE ) .

THE FOLLOWING PERTINENT ELEMENTS OF CREDITWORTHINESS MAY

BE CONSIDERED CONCERNING INCOME DERIVED FROM A PUBLIC ASSIS

TANCE PROGRAM : THE LENGTH OF TIME SUCH INCOME HAS BEEN

RECEIVED : WHETHER THE APPLICANT INTENDS TO CONTINUE TO

RESIDE IN THE JURISDICTION WHERE BENEFITS ARE DERIVED : AND

THE STATUS OF DEPENDENTS FOR WHICH SUCH INCOME IS RECEIVED

( THIS IS NECESSARY TO DETERMINE HOW LONG THE PAYMENTS WILL

CONTINUE ) . CREDIT EVALUATION SYSTEMS MUST NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT

A TELEPHONE LISTING IN THE NAME OF AN APPLICANT . THE

EXISTENCE OF A TELEPHONE IN THE RESIDENCE MAY BE CONSIDERED .

OF THE CREDIT TRANSACTION CONCERNED WITH THE TAKING AND

EVALUATING OF THE APPLICATION . Now WE TURN TO THE MECHANICS

OF SETTING UP THE LOAN .
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SECTION 10ECOA

LECTURE No. 2

ONCE AN APPLICATION HAS BEEN TAKEN AND EVALUATED , THE NEXT

STEP FOR THE CREDITOR IS TO SET UP THE LOAN FOR ACCEPTED

APPLICANTS OR TO REJECT THE LOAN FOR APPLICANTS WHO ARE

TURNED DOWN , WE WILL FIRST COVER VARIOUS STEPS WHICH TAKE

PLACE ONCE AN APPLICATION IS ACCEPTED .

SECTION 202.10 REQUIRES CREDITORS WHO REPORT CREDIT HISTORY

ON ACCOUNTS TO CRA'S OR OTHER PARTIES TAKE CERTAIN STEPS TO

ENSURE ACCURATE REPORTING OF CREDIT HISTORY FOR AMOUNTS HELD

BY MARRIED INDIVIDUALS . FOR ACCOUNTS ESTABLISHED PRIOR TO

JUNE 1 , 1977 , THE BANK SHOULD HAVE DETERMINED WHETHER THE

AMOUNT WAS ONE WHICH THE APPLICANT'S SPOUSE IS PERMITTED TO USE

( OPEN END ) OR THE SPOUSE IS CONTRACTUALLY LIABLE ON .

BANK WAS UNABLE TO MAKE SUCH A DETERMINATION FOR ALL ACCOUNTS ,

THE CREDIT HISTORY FOR MARRIED PERSONS NOTICE SHOULD HAVE

BEEN MAILED TO THOSE LOAN ACCOUNT HOLDERS FOR WHICH THE

DETERMINATION COULD NOT BE MADE . BASICALLY THE NOTICE ASKS

FOR THE NAMES OF ACCOUNT HOLDERS WHICH WILL BE USED TO REPORT

INFORMATION ON THE ACCOUNT , NOTICES SHOULD HAVE BEEN MADE

PRIOR TO OCTOBER 1 , 1977 , IF A BANK HAS NOT MADE THIS

DETERMINATION FOR EXISTING ACCOUNTS ( BOTH PRIOR TO 6-1-77

AND TO DATE ) A VIOLATION HAD OCCURRED AND THEY SHOULD BE

INSTRUCTED TO SEND THE NOTICE AND/ OR MAKE A DETERMINATION .

IMMEDIATELY FOR ALL AMOUNTS ESTABLISHED ON OR AFTER JUNE

1 , 1977 , THE BANK SHOULD HAVE DETERMINED WHETHER THE AMOUNT

WAS TO BE JOINTLY HELD BY MARRIED PERSONS AND REPORTED AS
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SUCH , PROBABLY THE BEST WAY TO MAKE SUCH A DETERMINATION

IS FOR THE APPLICATION OR OFFICER TO INQUIRE AS TO WHETHER

AN ACCOUNT WILL BE JOINT ( AS SUGGESTED EARLIER IN ORDER TO

DETERMINE THE PERMISSIBILITY OF MARITAL STATUS REQUESTS ) .

IF THE ANSWER IS YES MARITAL STATUS MAY THEN BE ASKED AND

THE BANK CAN THEN DETERMINE WHETHER THE JOINT APPLICANT IS

A SPOUSE IN ORDER TO REPORT INFORMATION CORRECTLY UNDER

SECTION 202.10 . THE HISTORY OF ALL JOINT ACCOUNTS HELD

BY MARRIED PERSONS MUST BE REPORTED IN THE NAMES OF BOTH

SPOUSES WHO USE OR ARE CONTRACTUALLY LIABLE ON THE ACCOUNTS ,

THIS PROVISION OF THE REGULATION SHOULD BE DISCUSSED IN

DETAIL WITH MANAGEMENT , I HAVE FOUND THAT THIS PROVISION

IS OFTEN MISUNDERSTOOD . MANAGEMENT MAY BE RELUCTANT TO

ACCEPT THIS REQUIREMENT ; HOWEVER , IT MUST BE RECOGNIZED

AS A COST OF DOING BUSINESS INCIDENTAL TO EXTENDING CREDIT .

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT BANKS WHICH HAVE SENT NOTICES

AND IMPLEMENTED PROCEDURES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ORIGINAL

REGULATION ( 10-28-75 ) WILL STILL BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE

EXISTING REGULATION ,

THE GREATEST AMOUNT OF CONFUSION AMONG BANKERS AND VIOLATIONS

NOTED ' HAVE BEEN IN THE AREA OF SIGNATURE REQUIREMENTS UNDER

REGULATION B. MY BEST ADVISE IS TO KEEP CALM , HOLD YOUR

GROUND AND NOT BE SWAYED BY COMPLICATED LEGAL ARGUMENTS

THROWN AT YOU BY BANKERS , IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER
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THAT REGULATION B ALLOWS THE BANK TO OBTAIN ALL SIGNATURES

NECESSARY TO ENSURE THE AVAILABILITY OF COLLATERIAL OR

PROPERTY OFFERED TO SUPPORT THE DEBT . THE REGULATION DOES ,

HOWEVER , PROHIBIT UNNECESSARY BLANKET SIGNATURE POLICIES

WHICH , IN THE PAST , WERE CONSIDERED PROPER . BANKS ARE VERY

RELUCTANT TO GIVE UP OLD PRACTICES WHICH THEY FELT PROTECTED

THE BANK , AND WERE PREVIOUSLY CONSIDERED PRUDENT BANKING

ACTIVITIES IT IS IMPORTANT TO POINT OUT , HOWEVER , THAT

SIGNATURES OBTAINED IN VIOLATION OF THE REGULATION MAY

WELL BE CONSIDERED INVALID WHEN THE BANK BEGINS PROCEDURES

TO REALIZE ON A DEFAULTED OBLIGATION .

IN KEEPING WITH THE INTENT OF THE REGULATIONS , TO EVALUATE

EACH APPLICANT INDIVIDUALLY , ALL BLANKET SIGNATURE POLICIES

ARE PROHIBITED . EXAMPLES OF SUCH POLICIES ARE : REQUIRING

ALL SPOUSES TO GUARANTEE THE DEBT OF THEIR PARTNERS ( INCLUDING

BUSINESS DEBT ) AND REQUIRING ALL JOINT OWNERS OF ASSETS

TO SIGN THE DEBT INSTRUMENT .

THE REGULATION GIVES SPECIFIC GUIDELINES AS TO WHEN SIGNATURES

MAY BE REQUIRED . IN GENERAL , THE BANK MAY NOT REQUIRE THE

SPOUSE OR ANY OTHER PERSON WHO IS NOT A JOINT APPLICANT

TO COSIGN OR GUARANTEE THE NOTE IF THE INDIVIDUAL APPLICANT

IS CREDITWORTHY ,
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IF THE CREDIT IS TO BE UNSECURED AND IS SUPPORTED BY JOINTLY

HELD PROPERTY , THE BANK MAY ONLY REQUIRE THE JOINT OWNER'S

SIGNATURE ON THOSE INSTRUMENTS NECESSARY UNDER STATE LAW

TO ALLOW THE BANK TO GAIN CONTROL OF SUFFICIENT PROPERTY

TO SATISFY THE DEBT IN THE EVENT OF DEFAULT IF THE APPLI

CANT HAS ENOUGH INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY TO SUPPORT THE

DEBT AND CAN ALIENATE SUCH INTEREST WITH ONLY ONE SIGNATURE ,

THE BANK MAY NOT REQUIRE A SIGNATURE BY THE NON - APPLICANT

SPOUSE OR OTHER JOINT OWNER . IF THE APPLICANT RESIDES IN

OR THE ASSETS SUPPORTING THE DEBT ARE LOCATED IN A COMMUNITY

PROPERTY STATE , THE BANK MAY ONLY REQUIRE A SPOUSE's

SIGNATURE ON THOSE INSTRUMENTS NECESSARY TO MAKE THE

COMMUNITY PROPERTY AVAILABLE TO THE BANK IN THE EVENT OF

DEFAULT KEEP IN MIND THAT THE SPOUSE'S SIGNATURE MAY

NOT BE REQUIRED IF THE APPLICANT OWNS SUFFICIENT SEPARATE

PROPERTY TO SUPPORT THE DEBT OR CAN CONTROL SUFFICIENT

COMMUNITY PROPERTY TO ESTABLISH CREDITWORTHINESS . ( EXPLAIN

THAT DETAILED QUESTIONS ON SPECIFIC STATES MAY BE ANSWERED

IN THE EVENING . )

IF THE CREDIT IS TO BE SECURED , THE BANK MAY ONLY REQUIRE

THE SIGNATURE OF THE APPLICANT'S SPOUSE OR OTHER JOINT OWNER

ON THOSE INSTRUMENTS NECESSARY TO CREDIT A VALID LIEN , PASS

CLEAR TITLE , WAIVE INCHOATE RIGHTS , OR ASSIGN EARNINGS ,

OFTEN THE CREDITOR FEELS IT NECESSARY TO OBTAIN BOTH SIGNA

TURES ON THE NOTE OR OTHER DEBT INSTRUMENT IN ORDER TO GAIN

CONTROL OF THE ASSET IN THE EVENT OF DEFAULT , ALTHOUGH STATE

LAW MAY ONLY REQUIRE BOTH SIGNATURES ON THE SECURITY
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INSTRUMENT , AT THIS TIME , WE ARE MAINLY CONCERNED WITH

UNNECESSARY SIGNATURES ON NOTES ( IF YOU ARE UNCLEAR AS TO

THE REQUIREMENTS IN A PARTICULAR STATE , CONTACT YOUR REGIONAL

CONSUMER SPECIALIST ) .

YOU SHOULD NOTE THAT A BANK MAY ALWAYS REQUEST A COSIGNER

OR GUARANTOR IF THE APPLICANT DOES NOT MEET THE BANK'S

STANDARDS OF CREDITWORTHINESS . HOWEVER , THE CHOICE OF

THE SECOND PARTY MUST BE LEFT UP TO THE APPLICANT .

FOLLOWING ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF VIOLATIONS IN POLICIES OR

PRACTICES AND THEIR ACCOMPANYING WHICH YOU MAY ENCOUNTER

FREQUENTLY :

• STATE LAWS GIVING DOWER RIGHTS OR REQUIRING

CONSIDERATION

• BENEFITS TO SPOUSE CREDIT HISTORY - SPECIFY

COSIGNER SPOUSE IS JOINT OWNER -
FATHER IS

ALREADY CREDITWORTHY

• AGRICULTURAL GUARANTEES

i CLOSELY HELD CORPORATIONS

• COMMUNITY PROPERTY STATES
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WE HAVE NOW COVERED THE IMPORTANT PROVISIONS OF THE

REGULATION RELATING TO THE APPLICATION PROCESS AND ACCEPTED

LOAN PROCEDURES . WHEN APPLICATIONS ARE DENIED OR OTHER

ADVERSE ACTION IS TAKEN , REGULATION B REQUIRES THAT A WRITTEN

NOTIFICATION OF ADVERSE ACTION BE PROVIDED TO THE APPLICANTE

IT IS IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT THIS REQUIREMENT APPLIES

TO ORAL AS WELL AS WRITTEN APPLICATIONS . TO KNOW WHEN A

WRITTEN NOTIFICATION IS REQUIRED YOU MUST REVIEW THE DEFI

NITION OF ADVERSE ACTION UNDER SECTION 202.2 ( c ) ( 1 ) AND ( 2 ) .

THE CREDITOR MUST NOTIFY THE APPLICANT OF ACTION TAKEN UPON

THE APPLICATION 30 DAYS OF RECEIPT OF A COMPLETED APPLICATION

OR COMPLETION OF THE ORAL APPLICATION PROCESS . NOTIFICATION

IS ALSO REQUIRED WITHIN 30 DAYS OF TAKING ADVERSE ACTION ON

AN UNCOMPLETED APPLICATION OR AN EXISTING ACCOUNT , IN

ADDITION , NOTIFICATION OF ACTION TAKEN ON AN APPLICATION

MUST BE GIVEN WITHIN 90 DAYS AFTER A SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR

ALTERNATIVE OFFER HAS BEEN GIVEN TO THE APPLICANT AND THE

OFFER HAS NOT BEEN ACCEPTED . ( E.G. CREDIT CARD LIMIT OF

1.500 INSTEAD OF 2.000 ) .

ALTHOUGH APPROVAL OF AN APPLICATION MAY BE GIVEN ORALLY OR

BY IMPLICATION ( E.G. RECEIPT OF CREDIT CARD , MONEY , OR

SERVICES ) , NOTIFICATION OF DENIAL OR ANY ADVERSE ACTION

MUST BE IN WRITING AND MUST INCLUDE SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES .

THERE IS ONLY. ONE EXCEPTION , WHERE THE BANK CAN VERIFY THAT

IT RECEIVED NO MORE THAN 150 APPLICATIONS DURING THE PRE

CEEDING YEAR THE NOTIFICATIONS MAY BE PROVIDED ORALLY ,
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THESE DISCLOSURES INCLUDE : ( REFER TO FLIP CHART ) A

STATEMENT OF THE ACTION TAKEN : THE ECOA NOTICE ( 202.9 ( B ) ( 1 )

OR A SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR STATEMENT ; AND EITHER A STATE

MENT OF THE SPECIFIC REASONS FOR THE ACTION TAKEN OR A

DISCLOSURE OF THE APPLICANT'S RIGHT TO A STATEMENT OF THE

REASONS IF REQUESTED WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER RECEIPT OF NOTICE

OF ACTION TAKEN . THE BANK MUST DISCLOSE THE NAME , ADDRESS ,

AND TELEPHONE NUMBER WHERE THE REASONS MAY BE OBTAINED .

THE STATEMENT OF REASONS MUST BE GIVEN WITHIN 30 DAYS AFTER

THE BANK RECEIVES A REQUEST AND , IF GIVEN ORALLY , MUST BE

ACCOMPANIED BY A DISCLOSURE OF THE RIGHT TO RECEIVE WRITTEN

CONFIRMATION WITHIN 30 DAYS FROM WRITTEN REQUEST .

THE REGULATION PROVIDES A SAMPLE FORM WHICH MAY BE USED

( APPENDIX A OF THE ECOA SECTION OF THE HANDBOOK ) TO COMPLY

WITH BOTH REGULATION B AND THE FCRA WHEN NOTIFYING APPLI

CANTS OF ACTION TAKEN ,

REQUIRED NOTIFICATIONS NEED ONLY BE GIVEN TO ONE OF THE

PRIMARILY LIABLE APPLICANTS IN ANY TRANSACTION . IN THE

CASE OF MULTIPLE CREDITORS ( E.G. INDIRECT DEALER TRANSAC

TIONS ) EACH CREDITOR TAKING ADVERSE ACTION MUST NOTIFY THE

APPLICANT OF SUCH ACTION . ALL CREDITORS MAY ARRANGE TO

PROVIDE ONE NOTIFICATION IF THE IDENTIFY OF ALL CREDITORS

IS GIVEN . THE BANK , AS A CREDITOR , IS RESPONSIBLE FOR

PROVIDING ACCURATE AND TIMELY INFORMATION TO THE PARTY

PROVIDING THE NOTIFICATION ,

1
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COMMON PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THIS AREA INCLUDE THE

FAILURE TO PROVIDE NOTICES FOR ORAL APPLICATIONS OR FOR

INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS : SLOPPY COMPLETION OF SAMPLE FORM :

AND THE USE OF REASONS OTHER THAN THOSE PERMITTED BY THE

REGULATION WHICH ARE DISCRIMINATORY ( E.G. " UNEMPLOYED " ) .

ALL OF THESE VIOLATIONS ARE CAUSED BY INADEQUATE INTERNAL

CONTROLS TO ENSURE PROPER COMPLETION OF THE NOTIFICATION .

BE CERTAIN TO COMPARE THE BANK'S NOTICE TO THE SAMPLE PRO

VIDED IN THE REGULATION EVEN IF IT APPEARS SIMILAR , ANY

REASONS USED WHICH ARE NOT GIVEN IN THE SAMPLE NOTICE SHOULD

BE REVIEWED FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF USE OF PROHIBITED CRITERIA .

DISCUSS INADVERTANT ERROR IF CORRECTION ACHIEVE PROSPECTIVELY .

REGULATION B REQUIRES THE CREDITOR TO RETAIN FOR 25 MONTHS

AFTER NOTICE OF ACTION IS GIVEN ON BOTH EXISTING ACCOUNTS

AND NEW APPLICATIONS ( ACCEPTED AND REJECTED ) THE FOLLOWING

INFORMATION :

• THE ORIGINAL OR A COPY OF ANY WRITTEN OR RECORDED

• COPY , RECORDED NOTATION , OR MEMORANDUM OF NOTICE

OF ADVERSE ACTION AND THE REASONS FOR SUCH ADVERSE

ACTION , ( NOTICES AND MEMORANDUMS OF ORAL NOTICES

MUST ALSO BE RETAINED ) ; AND
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O COPY OF ANY WRITTEN STATEMENT ALLEGING DISCRIMINA

TION OR ANY VIOLATION SUBMITTED BY THE APPLICANT

BE CERTAIN THAT REJECTED AND ORAL APPLICATION

RECORDS ARE MAINTAINED ! DISCUSS EXCEPTION WHEN

INADVERTENT ERROR .

WHEN REVIEWING DOCUMENTATION CONTAINED IN LOAN FILES YOU

WILL OFTEN ENCOUNTER PROHIBITED INFORMATION ( EG , SEX ,

MARITAL STATUS , NATIONAL ORIGIN , INFORMATION ON SPOUSE

WHEN INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION ) . THIS INFORMATION MAY ONLY

BE IN THE FILE IF IT WAS OBTAINED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNERS :

• FROM A CRA

• PRIOR TO THE EFFECTIVE DATE

* IF VOLUNTEERED

. IF REQUESTED BY ENFORCEMENT AGENCY TO MONITOR

COMPLIANCE

IT IS IMPORTANT : HOWEVER , TO VERIFY THAT SUCH PROHIBITED

INFORMATION WAS NOT CONSIDERED .

REGULATION B REQUIRES THT CERTAIN INFORMATION BE MAINTAINED

BY THE CREDITOR IN RESIDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS

SUBSEQUENT TO 3-23-77 . THE APPLICANT MUST BE ASKED , BUT

DOES NOT HAVE TO SUPPLY , INFORMATION REGARDING THE APPLICANT'S
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RACE , NATIONAL ORIGIN , SEX , MARITAL STATUS , AND AGE , REQUIRED

TERMINOLOGY MAY BE FOUND IN SECTION 202.13 ( A ) ( 1 ) . THE

' APPLICANT MUST ALSO BE INFORMED THAT THIS INFORMATION IS

OPTIONAL AND THAT THE INFORMATION IS REQUESTED BY THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT TO MONITOR COMPLIANCE WITH ANTI - DISCRIMINATION

STATUTES , THIS INFORMATION MUST BE RETAINED IN THE CREDITORS

FILE FOR 25 MONTHS IN ADDITION TO OTHER CREDIT RECORDS .

THE REGULATION PROVIDES FOR CERTAIN SPECIAL PURPOSE CREDIT

PROGRAMS WHICH OFFER CREDIT TO PERSONS OF A PROTECTED CLASS

WHICH MAY NOT HAVE EQUAL ACCESS TO CREDIT WITH OTHER PERSONS .

IF CREDIT IS DENIED TO AN APPLICANT BECAUSE THE APPLICANT

DOES NOT QUALIFY FOR SUCH A PROGRAM BECAUSE OF A PROHIBITED

FACTOR ( E.G. RACE , NATIONAL ORIGIN , ETC. ) THE BANK IS NOT

IN VIOLATION . ( CONTACT YOUR REGIONAL CONSUMER SPECIALIST

TO SEE IF THE CREDIT PROGRAM IN QUESTION QUALIFIES UNDER

THE REGULATION ) . ( 202.8 )

REGULATION B ALSO DEALS WITH CERTAIN SPECIALIZED CREDIT SUCH

AS BUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL CREDIT . COMMERCIAL AND AGRI

CULTURAL CREDIT ARE DEFINED AS BUSINESS CREDIT FOR PURPOSES

OF REGULATION B. ALL BUSINESS CREDIT , IS SUBJECT TO THE

GENERAL RULE ( SECTION 202.4 ) UNDER REGULATION B ( A CREDITOR

SHALL NOT DISCRIMINATE AGAINST ANY APPLICANT ON ANY PRO

HIBITED BASIS WITH RESPECT TO ANY ASPECTS OF A CREDIT

TRANSACTION ) . BANKS ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO MANY OF THE OTHER

37-415 O - 79 - 52
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REQUIREMENTS OF REGULATION B IN CONNECTION WITH BUSINESS

CREDIT THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE

REGULATION THAT ARE CONCERNED WITH BUSINESS CREDIT :

1 . MARITAL STATUS MAY ALWAYS BE ASKED IN BUSINESS

CREDIT , BUT SEX MAY NOT BE ASKED ;

2 . THE PROVISIONS REQUIRING BANKS TO DETERMINE

WHETHER ACCOUNTS ARE SHARED WITH SPOUSES ARE

NOT APPLICABLE TO BUSINESS CREDIT :

3 . THE BANK MUST PROVIDE THE NOTIFICATION RELATING

TO ADVERSE ACTION IN BUSINESS CREDIT ONLY WHEN

THE APPLICANT REQUESTS IN WRITING THE REASONS

FOR ANY ADVERSE ACTION . THE REQUEST MUST COME

WITHIN 30 DAYS AFTER ORAL OR WRITTEN NOTIFICA

TION THAT ADVERSE ACTION WAS TAKEN ;

4 . ANY RECORDS RELATING TO AN APPLICATION FOR BUSINESS

CREDIT MUST BE RETAINED FOR 25 MONTHS AFTER NOTICE

OF ACTION TAKEN ONLY WHEN THE APPLICANT REQUESTS

IN WRITING THAT WITHIN 90 DAYS AFTER ADVERSE ACTION

IS TAKEN THAT SUCH RECORDS BE RETAINED ;

5 . IF CREDIT IS APPLIED FOR IN THE NAME OF A BUSINESS

FIRM , A BANK MAY INSIST THAT THE FIRM NAME BE

USED ; AND
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6 . IF CREDIT IS EXTENDED IN THE NAME OF A BUSINESS

FIRM , A TELEPHONE LISTING IN THE BUSINESS FIRM'S

NAME MAY BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION .

REMEMBER , REGULATION B APPLIED TO INDIRECT CREDIT TRANSACTIONS

TOO . A BANK IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTAINING PROCEDURES TO

CHECK THEIR DEALERS ' COMPLIANCE WITH THE REGULATION IN ALL

ASPECTS OF THE CREDIT TRANSACTION , INCLUDING INITIAL CONTACT .

REGULATION B SETS FORTH CIVIL LIABILITIES AND PENALTIES FOR

ACTUAL AND PUNITIVE DAMAGES WHERE THE CREDITOR HAS FAILED

TO COMPLY WITH THE REGULATIONS , PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF $ 10,000

IN INDIVIDUAL SUITS AND $ 500,000 OR 1 % OF THE CREDITOR'S NET

WORTH , WHICHEVER IS LESS , IN CLASS ACTION SUITS ARE PROVIDED .

IN ADDITION , THE EQUITABLE REMEDY OF A PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY

INJUNCTION OR RESTRAINING ORDER IS AVAILABLE .

THE DATE OF THE VIOLATION ,

IT IS IMPORTANT FOR US TO CONSIDER OUR POSITION WITH RESPECT

AS EXAMINERS IS A SUPPORTIVE ONE .. ALTHOUGH IT IS OUR RES

PONSIBILITY TO INVESTIGATE ANY COMPLAINTS OF DISCRIMINATION

BY APPLICANTS , WE ARE NOT THERE TO PROVE A BANK DISCRIMINATES

IN ITS LENDING POLICY , OUR RESPONSIBILITY IS TO PRESENT THE

IT IS OUR JOB TO DETECT ATTITUDES ANDFACTS AS WE SEE THEM .
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POLICIES WHICH MAY BE DISCRIMINATORY , INFORM MANAGEMENT OF

OUR FINDINGS , AND SATISFY OURSELVES THAT PROPER INTERNAL

CONTROL PROCEDURES ARE ESTABLISHED TO CORRECT AND PREVENT

DEFICIENCIES WHICH COULD LEAD TO LEGAL LIABILITY UNDER

CONSUMER STATUTES .
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LECTURE No. 3 ( INCLUDES SEPARATE INTERVIEWING AND EFFECTS TEST LECTURES )

NEED : 1.0 , 42

REGULATION B - PROCEDURAL LECTURE

OUR EXAMINATION FOR REGULATION B FOLLOWS THE LOGICAL SEQUENCE OF

EVENTS IN A CREDIT TRANSACTION , EXAMINATION PROCEDURES FIRST CALL

FOR A REVIEW OF BLANK FORMS USING EP-B-1 ( SEE HANDOUT No. 1 AND

BRIEFLY EXPLAIN ITS USE ) . WE WILL COVER IN BREAK-OUT GROUPS TOMORROW .

THE USE OF THIS FORM IN REVIEWING BLANK FORMS AS REQUIRED BY EP's 1.A. ,

AND 3. PLEASE USE A BLANK COPY OF THIS FORM AND COMPLETE IT BY

REVIEWING THE SAMPLE APPLICATION FORMS IN HANDOUT No. 3 SOMETIME BEFORE

TOMORROW AFTERNOON ,

THE SECOND PART OF OUR EXAMINATION REQUIRES A DETERMINATION OF THE

BANK'S KNOWLEDGE OF REGULATION B AS WELL AS THE BANK'S POLICIES

( WHETHER WRITTEN OR UNWRITTEN ) CONCERNING THE EXTENSION OF CREDIT .

TO MAKE SUCH A DETERMINATION WE MUST EMPLOY THE TECHNIQUE OF INTERVIEWING

BANK PERSONNEL . RICH WILL EXPLAIN THE METHODS PRESCRIBED BY THE

REGULATION B PROCEDURES AND THE GUIDELINES TO FOLLOW ,
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INTERVIEWING LECTURE

WE HAVE DISCUSSED THE MANNER IN WHICH YOU WILL DETERMINE BANK

POLICIES , AND IT IS IMPLICIT THAT YOU WILL REVIEW THESE POLICIES

FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE REGULATION , BUT WE HAVE NOT YET DISCUSSED THE

FACT THAT A BANK POLICY WHICH IS IN COMPLIANCE ON ITS FACE MAY

RESULT IN DISCRIMINATION ON A PROHIBITED BASIS . THIS PHENOMENON

IS KNOWN AS THE EFFECTS TEST AND ALAN HAS SOME GUIDELINES TO OFFER

IN ITS APPLICATION TO OUR EXAMINATION FOR REGULATION B.

EFFECTS TEST LECTURE
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LECTURE No. 3A

INTERVIEWING

AS PART OF THE EXAMINATION FOR COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATION

B AND FAIR HOUSING IT IS NECESSARY TO ASK QUESTIONS OF BANK

MANAGEMENT AND PERSONNEL TO DETERMINE THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF

FAIR LENDING PRACTICES AND WHETHER THIS KNOWLEDGE HAS LED

TO ELIMINATION OF THE USE OF OUTDATED DISCRIMINATORY CRITERIA

IN CREDIT EVALUATION . THIS DETERMINATION IS MADE BY CON

DUCTING INTERVIEWS WITH APPROPRIATE BANK PERSONNEL . THESE

INTERVIEWS ARE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PARTS OF THE

EXAMINATION PROCESS BECAUSE THEY PROVIDE VALUABLE INFORMATION

FOR USE IN COMPARING ACTUAL PRACTICES WITH STATED POLICIES

AND THE LOAN SAMPLING PORTION OF THE EXAM . EARLY IN THE

EXAM YOU SHOULD DETERMINE WHETHER THE BANK HAS A DESIGNATED

COMPLIANCE OFFICER RESPONSIBLE FOR THE BANK'S COMPLIANCE

WITH CONSUMER LAWS AND REGULATIONS . IF THERE IS SUCH A

DESIGNATED OFFICER , YOU SHOULD INTERVIEW THIS INDIVIDUAL

TO DETERMINE THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF THE REQUIREMENTS OF REG B.

EP B 2 , GUIDELINES FOR INTERVIEW OF BANK PERSONNEL , SHOULD

BE USED FOR THIS INTERVIEW , AS IT PROVIDES A CONVENIENT

CHECKLIST OF PERTINENT QUESTIONS .

IN ADDITION TO DETERMINING THE EXTENT OF THE DESIGNATED

OFFICER'S KNOWLEDGE YOU MUST MAKE A PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION

OF THE ADEQUACY OF THIS OFFICER'S PROGRAM FOR MONITORING
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COMPLIANCE AND ENSURING ALL PERSONNEL RECEIVE PROPER TRAINING .

AT A MINIMUM , THE DESIGNATED OFFICER'S PROGRAM SHOULD CONTAIN

THE FOLLOWING :

• COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR ALL APPROPRIATE

BANK PERSONNEL .

• INTERNAL CONTROL PROCEDURES TO MONITOR COMPLIANCE

AND/ OR AUDIT PROGRAMS

e REGULAR REPORTS TO BOARD ON THE BANK'S COMPLIANCE,

PROGRAM OF CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR THE DESIGNATED

OFFICER AND APPROPRIATE EMPLOYEES ,

IN FOLLOWING E.P. # 5B , IF THE BANK HAS NO DESIGNATED OFFICER ,

YOU MUST PERFORM V.P. # 1 . THIS PROCEDURE SIMPLY CONSISTS OF

AN INTERVIEW OF LENDING OFFICERS AND / OR DEPARTMENT HEADS ,

AND FIRST CONTACT PERSONNEL TO DETERMINE THE BANK'S KNOWLEDGE

OF REG B. THIS V.P. SHOULD ALSO BE PERFORMED WHENEVER THE

REGULATION V.P. # 1 ( A ) MAY BE A SHORT , VERY INFORMAL ,

DISCUSSION WITH RECEPTIONISTS , OFFICER'S SECRETARIES OR

OTHER INDIVIDUALS WHO ANSWER TELEPHONE REQUESTS AND HANDLE

WALKINS

THESE FIRST CONTACT PEOPLE SHOULD BE ASKED WHETHER MANAGEMENT

OF LENDING OFFICERS RELY ON THEM TO MAKE ANY PREJUDGMENTS
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AS TO CREDITWORTHINESS . ALSO , IT IS IMPORTANT TO DETERMINE

WHETHER RECEPTIONISTS OR SECRETARIES HAVE INSTRUCTIONS TO

STEER CERTAIN TYPES OF INDIVIDUALS TO A PARTICULAR LOAN

OFFICER INQUIRE ABOUT ANY EDUCATION THEY HAVE RECEIVED

FROM MANAGEMENT ON HOW TO ACT TOWARD A PROSPECTIVE APPLICANT .

IN SHORT , THE INFORMAL INTERVIEW SHOULD TRY TO DETERMINE IF

THESE " FIRST CONTACT " PERSONNEL TREAT ANY GROUP OF APPLICANTS

DIFFERENTLY THAN ANOTHER GROUP OF APPLICANTS .

V.P. # 1 ( B ) DETERMINES WHETHER THE APPROPRIATE LENDING OFFICERS

KNOW THE PROPER PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW FOR OFFERING , TAKING

AND EVALUATING APPLICATIONS , PROVIDING NOTIFICATIONS , FUR

NISHING OF CREDIT INFORMATION AND RETENTION OF RECORDS ,

AGAIN , EP B 2 SHOULD BE USED AS TitE GUIDELINES FOR THE

INTERVIEW OF THE LENDING OFFICERS , THIS INTERVIEW CAN BE

DONE WITH A GROUP OR ON A SEPARATE BASIS DEPENDING ON SIZE

OF THE BANK .

IF THE DESIGNATED OFFICER'S COMPLIANCE PROGRAM IS INADEQUATE

OR IF THE DESIGNATED OFFICER'S OR BANK'S KNOWLEDGE OF REG B

IS INADEQUATE , V.P. # 2 MUST BE PERFORMED USING GUIDELINE

EP B 3. HERE WE INTERVIEW THE INDIVIDUALS WHO SET LENDING

POLICIES TO DETERMINE THE BASIS USED TO EVALUATE CREDITWORTHI-

NESS . THIS INTERVIEW IS NECESSARY WHEN THE BANK DOES NOT

HAVE A WRITTEN POLICY TO EXTRACT INFORMATION FROM .
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DURING ALL INTERVIEWS IT IS IMPORTANT TO ALWAYS BE VERY

OPEN WITH EMPLOYEES AND OFFICERS , WHEN ASKED FOR ADVICE

AS TO HOW APPLICANTS SHOULD BE HANDLED , DISCUSS WITH THEM

THE REQUIREMENTS OF FAIR LENDING LAWS . REMEMBER THAT YOUR

EXAMINATION SHOULD BE AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL FOR BANKS AS WELL

AS A FACT FINDING MISSION FOR YOUR , THE REGULATOR .

THE EP B 2 FORM AND THE OTHERS MENTIONED SHOULD ACT AS GUIDES ,

IT IS IMPORTANT TO COVER ALL ASPECTS OF THE CREDIT TRANSACTION ,

AND QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ASKED OF OFFICERS ON ALL PARTS OF

REGULATION B TO GET A " FEEL " FOR THEIR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE .

RESULTS FROM YOUR INTERVIEWS SHOULD BE RETAINED FOR REFERENCE

THROUGHOUT THE EXAMINATION . ANY CONSIDERATIONS WHICH APPEAR

THERE IS A FINAL INTERVIEW WHICH SHOULD BE HELD AT THE

CONCLUSION OF THE EXAMINATION , THIS IS E.P. #11 .

CUSSION SHOULD COVER ANY AND ALL VIOLATIONS FOUND IN STATED

AND WRITTEN POLICY , EVALUATION PROCEDURES , AND ALL OTHER SEC

TIONS OF THE EXAM . ALSO , CORRECTIVE ACTION SHOULD BE

DISCUSSED , COVERING BOTH MANAGEMENT'S PLANNED ACTION AND

YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS .
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FINALLY , THOSE VIOLATIONS WHICH WILL BE EMPHASIZED IN THE

LETTER TO THE BOARD OF " IRECTORS SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED

STRONGLY TO MANAGEMENT , SO NO PART OF THE REPORT WILL BE

UNFAMILIAR THE REPORT MUST NOT BE RETURNED TO THE BANK

CONTAINING ANY SURPRISES .
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" EFFECTS TESI" SECTION 202.6 ( A ) FOOTNOTE 7 ( P.10 )

A. ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED BY THE BANK MAY BE CONSIDERED IN

EVALUATING AN APPLICATION UNLESS :

1. PROHIBITED BY THE ACT ( ECOA ) AND REGULATION B

2. THE INFORMATION IS USED TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST AN

APPLICANT ON A PROHIBITED BASIS .

A ,

MINATION OF CREDITWORTHINESS ,

B. ORIGIN OF EFFECTS TEST

1. GRIGGS V. DUKE POWER COMPANY ( L971 )

ABILITY TEST IF IT IS NOT DESIGNED, INTENDED, OR USED TO

DISCRIMINATE . ( AGAINST A CLASS )

SUPREME COURT STATED IF AN EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE THAT OPERATES

TO EXCLUDE A PROTECTED GROUP CANNOT BE SHOWN TO BE JOB

RELATED, IT IS PROHIBITED EVEN IF THE EMPLOYER LACKS

DISCRIMINATORY INTENT . ( JUDICIAL DOCTRINE ) ( NOT A RULD

OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW ) .

PRACTICES NEUTRAL ON THEIR FACE OR IN TERMS OF INTENT,

EVEN IF IN TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE, ARE PROHIBITED IF THEY

ARE DISCRIMINATORY IN OPERATION AND CANNOT BE SHOWN TO

BE RELATED TO JOB PERFORMANCE . ( STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT )
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- DEMONSTRABLEBUSINESS NECESSITY

( CUSTOMARY PROCEDURE ) RELATIONSHIP

C. THREE STEP RULE :

EXAMPLE HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA NEED TO OBTAIN CREDIT .

1. MINORITY GROUPS DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECTED

REPAYMENT HISTORY

3. REBUTTAL : CONSIDER INCOME INSTEAD

TEST :

CARROLL V. EXXON

CREDIT CARD DEPENDENTS MARITAL STATUS

A DEMONSTRABLY AND STATISTICALLY SOUND , EMPIRICALLY DERIVED

CREDIT SYSTEM - MUST BE PREDICTIVE ( STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT )
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TITLE VII EFFECTIVE 7/2/65

CHALKBOARD

5 DEPARTMENTS

*

LABOR COAL HANDLING OPERATIONS MAINTENANCE

LABORATORY AND TEST

*

ONLY BLACKS EMPLOYED

1965 BLACKS NOT RESTRICTED TO LABOR DEPARTMENT ANYMORE,

BUT NEED HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA TO GET INTO ANOTHER DEPARTMENT ,

ON 7-2-65 : TWO APPTITUDE TESTS AND HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

REQUIRED IN ANY BUT THE LABOR DEPARTMENT ,
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LECTURE 4

SECTION 10

SAMPLING AND USE OF THE LINE SHEETS

AS PART OF YOUR EXAMINATION PROCEDURE FOR REGULATION B , YOU

WILL COMPLETE A CONSUMER LOAN REVIEW SHEET FOR AN APPROPRIATE

SAMPLE OF ACCEPTED AND REJECTED LOANS MADE IN THE PREVIOUS

THREE MONTHS AND CURRENT MONTH , THE SAMPLE WILL CONSIST OF

A RANDOM STATISTICAL SAMPLING OF LOANS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT ,

ADDITIONAL ITEMS MAY BE SELECTED LATER TO ISOLATE CAUSE OF

VIOLATIONS OR IDENTIFY SPECIAL SITUATIONS .

AT THIS TIME , TAKE OUT A LINE SHEET , AND REFER TO THE

REGULATION B EXAMINATION AND VERIFICATION PROCEDURES ( HANDBOOK )

BEFORE WORKING FILES . IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE REVIEWED :

1 . POLICY

2 . REG B QUESTIONNAIRE

3 . BLANK FORMS

THE REASON FOR THIS IS THAT THE PURPOSE OF YOUR FILE WORK

WILL BE TO DETECT :

1. USE OF POLICIES THAT YOU HAVE DETERMINED NOT TO

BE IN COMPLIANCE , ACTUAL PRACTICE VS. POLICY

2 . INCONSISTENCIES WITH POLICY

3 . USE OF BLANK FORMS THAT ARE NOT IN COMPLIANCE
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4 . IMPROPER USE OF BLANK FORMS .

WHEN WORKING FILES YOU WILL BE CONTINUALLY MAKING COMPARISONS .

COMPARE ACCEPTED AND REJECTED FILES TO EACH OTHER . COMPARE

ACTUAL PRACTICE TO ADOPTED POLICIES .

THE FIRST ITEM YOU WILL BE WORKING FROM THE LOAN FILE WILL

BE AN APPLICATION FORM . WHAT KIND OF INFORMATION WILL WE

NEED TO DETERMINE A BANK'S COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATION B ?

LOOK AT THE LOAN REVIEW SHEET .

A. LOAN TYPE : DIRECT , INDIRECT , INSTAL , REM ,

COMMERCIAL

B. OFFICER / BRANCH ? THIS INFORMATION WILL SERVE

TO ISOLATE THE CAUSES OF VIOLATIONS ( DISCUSS )

C. INDICATE DEALER : AGAIN , THIS WILL HELP IN

ISOLATION OF CAUSES OF VIOLATIONS .

D. LOAN NUMBER :

E. APPLICANT ( S ) : MAKE A DETERMINATION FROM THE

APPLICATION WHO IS IN FACT APPLYING FOR THE

CREDIT BE CAREFUL TO OBTAIN THIS INFORMATION

FROM THE APPLICATION AND NOT THE NOTE DOCUMENT !

NOTE AGE AND RACE IF POSSIBLE . IF INDIRECT

APPLICATIONS ARE PHONED IN THE OFFICER ACCEPTING

CALLS SHOULD REQUIRE THE DEALER TO STATE WHO
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WHO THE APPLICANT IS . SUCH INFORMATION WOULD

BE REQUIRED BY THE BANK TO MONITOR COMPLIANCE

WITH THE REGULATIONS , IF THE BANK DOES NOT

OBTAIN THIS INFORMATION , THERE COULD BE AN

INTERNAL CONTROL DEFICIENCY .

F AMOUNT AND TERM : TRY TO GET THIS FROM THE

APPLICATION , NOT THE NOTE ,
THIS INFORMATION

IS THEN COMPARED TO THE INFORMATION ON THE NOTE .

ANY SUBSTANTIAL VARIATIONS COULD BE AN INDICA

TION OF DISCRIMINATION , ALSO IF CREDIT HAS

BEEN GRANTED IN DIFFERENT TERMS THAN REQUESTED ,

NOTIFICATIONS UNDER REG B AND FCRA COULD BE

REQUIRED

G.
SECURITY : NOTE PURCHASE PRICE , DOWNPAYMENT

AND SOURCE , LOAN VALUE . NOTE IF THE REQUEST

IS FOR SECURED OR UNSECURED CREDIT , CAN THEY

ASK MARITAL STATUS , AGAIN IF THE REQUEST WAS

FOR UNSECURED AND THE CREDIT GRANTED WAS SECURED ,

DETERMINE THE REASON WHY , COULD TRIGGER NOTI

FICATION UNDER REG B , OR THE FCRA , SINCE THE

CREDIT MAY HAVE BEEN GRANTED UNDER LESS FAVORABLE

TERMS THAN REQUESTED . ALSO NOTE SIGNATURES ON

THE TITLE OF GOODS OFFERED AS SECURITY ,

37-415 O - 79 - 53
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H. OCCUPATION : LENGTH OF TIME ON THE JOB IS OFTEN

A BASIS FOR REJECTION , IF YOU ARE TO HAVE A

BASIS FOR COMPARISON BETWEEN REJECTED AND ACCEPTED

FILES , YOU MUST HAVE THIS INFORMATION .

1 . INCOME : REVIEW THE APPLICATION FOR DISCOUNTING

OF INCOME OR CONSIDERATION OR ALIMONY OR CHILD

SUPPORT PAYMENTS AS A SOURCE OF REPAYMENT . LOOK

AT WORK SHEETS USED BY THE BANK FOR COMPARISONS

OF INCOME TO PAYMENTS . THESE ARE COMMON ON

REM REQUESTS OFTEN THEY WILL SHOW INCOME THAT

AN APPLICANT HAS NOT OFFERED BY THE BANK , BUT

THE BANK HAS OBTAINED FROM AN OUTSIDE SOURCE

OR INCOME TAX RETURN .

J. DEBT LOAD : AGAIN THIS IS A COMMON REASON FOR

REJECTION . IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT YOU NOTE THIS

ON ACCEPTED FILES TO GIVE YOU A BASIS OF COM

PARISON ,

K. CREDIT SCORE : IF A SCORING SYSTEM IS USED NOTE

THE SCORE .

L. CREDIT HISTORY : AGAIN LACK OF OR A POOR CREDIT

HISTORY IS A BASIS FOR REJECTION ,
COMPLETE

NOTATION OF THE NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS AND THE RATINGS

REPORTED BY A CRA IS ESSENTIAL . NOTE HERE THE

EXTENT AND QUALITY OF A CUSTOMER'S RELATIONSHIP

WITH THE BANK IN THE PAST . OUTSIDE INFORMATION

FROM OTHER SOURCES WOULD ALSO BE REPORTED HERE .

1
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M. APPLICATION DATE : CHECK FOR TIMING OF NOTI

FICATION OF ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION ,

THIS DATE WITH THE DATE ON THE GFE . ( RESPA )

N. SIGNATURES ON THE APPLICATION : WHO APPLIED

0 . SIGNATURES ON NOTES : DO THE SIGNATURES ON

THE NOTES COMPARE TO THE SIGNATURES ON THE

APPLICATION ?

P SIGNATURE ON THE SECURITY INSTRUMENT : AGAIN

THE PURPOSE OF THIS IS TO DETECT SIGNATURE VIOLA

TIONS . IS IT NECESSARY TO SIGN THE SECURITY

AGREEMENT ? IF YOU SEE THAT ONLY ONE PARTY IS

SIGNING THE NOTE AND BOTH THE HUSBAND AND THE

WIFE SIGN THE SECURITY AGREEMENT , IT COULD

INDICATE THAT THE BANK IS IN COMPLIANCE . ON

THE OTHER HAND , IF BOTH SIGN THE NOTE AND

SECURITY AGREEMENT , AND THE APPLICATION WAS

SIGNED BY ONLY ONE , THIS COULD BE AN INDICATION

OF NONCOMPLIANCE .

Q. MARITAL STATUS : WAS BANK IN COMPLIANCE . CAN

REQUEST IF JOINT OR SECURED CREDIT . IF REQUEST

WAS FOR OTHER THAN JOINT OR SECURED CREDIT , THIS

COULD BE A VIOLATION ,
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R. NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS :

S. ADDRESS : BE ALERT FOR CONCENTRATIONS OF ADDRESSES

IN CERTAIN AREAS . LENGTH OF TIME IN AREA IS

IMPORTANT IN THAT IS OFTEN A BASIS FOR DENIAL .

T. APPRAISAL PORTION : BE DETAILED , A DESCRIPTION

OF ONE - STORY FRAME RS , IS NOT SUFFICIENT . COMMENT

ON NEIGHBORHOODS , ETC. COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS

ARE NECESSARY FOR YOUR FAIR HOUSING PROCEDURES .

THE INFORMATION YOU HAVE ACCUMULATED SO FAR HAS COME FROM

THE NOTE AND APPLICATION FORM . OTHER SOURCES INCLUDE OFFICER

COMMENTS , FINANCIAL STATEMENTS , INCOME TO DEBT SHEETS OR OTHER

INTERNAL WORKSHEETS APPRAISALS . OF COURSE , REJECTED FILES

WILL NOT CONTAIN NOTES , BUT OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION WILL

BE IN THE FILE . COMPLETENESS OF FILE WORK IS IMPORTANT IF

YOU ARE TO DO ACCURATE EVALUATION OF THE BANK'S APPLIED

LENDING PRACTICES .

Now LOOK AT YOUR EXAMINATION PROCEDURES FOR REGULATION B.

WHAT TYPES OF THINGS WILL BE LOOKING FOR IN THE INFORMATION

WE HAVE ACCUMULATED , LOOK AT EXAM PROCEDURES # 6 AND # 7 .

BE SURE WHEN YOU TRANSCRIBE INFORMATION FROM THE FILE , THAT

YOU INCLUDE INFORMATION ON THE CO - APPLICANT , AND GUARANTOR .

IF THERE IS A GUARANTEE IN THE FILE NOTE THE SIGNATURES ON

THE GUARANTEE . THIS MAY BE RECORDED NEXT TO THE SIGNATURE

ON THE NOTE OR ANYWHERE THERE IS ROOM .
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TAKE A LOOK AT THE REGULATION B PORTION OF THE LINE SHEET .

A. CREDIT DECISION POLICY FOLLOWED ?

EP # 6A 1. COMPARE APPLICANT INFORMATION TO THE CRITERIA

VP # 4A ESTABLISHED BY THE LOAN POLICY OR THE POLICY

YOU HAVE DEVELOPED FROM THE REGULATION BVP # 4 ( 1 )

202.6 ( B ) ( 1 ) GENERAL CHECKLISTS . INCONSISTENCIES MAY INDICATE

( B ) ( 2 ) AGE DISCRIMINATION . ( EXPLAIN THE LEGEND AND HOW

( B ) ( 7 ) CUTI

ZENSHIP

TO NOTE )

( A ) THIS IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT FOR

REJECTIONS

( B ) VARIANCES IN POLICY SHOULD BE DISCUSSED

WITH MANAGEMENT

( c ) EXPLAIN DEVIATIONS FROM POLICY IN THE

COMMENTS SECTION

B. WHO COMPLETES THE APPLICATION ?

EP 6 ( B ) 1 . IF THE OFFICER COMPLETES THE APPLICATION ,

PERFORM VERIFICATION PROCEDURE #3 , ( DOES

OFFICER REQUEST INFORMATION PROHIBITED BY

202.5 ( c ) & ( D ) AND IS NOTIFICATION OF REJEC

TION PROPERLY HANDLED . ( SECTION 202.9 ( A ) ( 2 ) ) .
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C. APPLICATION PROPERLY COMPLETED ?

1. ( DISCUSS THOROUGHLY )

2 . INDICATION OF INTERNAL CONTROL WEAKNESS

WHEN THE FORMAT DESIGNED TO INSURE COMPLIANCE

IS NOT USED ,

3 . IF BANK HAS A FORM THAT COMPLIES , AND DOES

NOT PROPERLY USE IT AND THEY DON'T HAVE

PROCEDURES IN EFFECT TO DETECT IMPROPER

USAGE , CAN THEY PROVE A " GOOD FAITH ATTEMPT "

TO COMPLY WITH REGULATION B ? No.

D. ACCOUNT OFFERED FOR INDIVIDUAL CREDIT ?

VP 4 F 1 . SECTION 202.7 ( A ) REQUIRES INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS

BE OFFERED REGARDLESS OF SEX , MARITAL STATUS

OR ANY OTHER PROHIBITED BASIS .

2 . IF CREDIT WAS DENIED A CREDITWORTHY APPLICANT

BECAUSE THE SPOUSE COULDN'T SIGN OR BECAUSE

.OF AGE , THIS IS A VIOLATION AND WOULD BE NOTED

AS SUCH ( x ) ON THE SHEET

E. CHOICE OF COSIGNER ALLOWED ?

VP 4 ( H ) 1 . SECTION 202.7 ( D ) ( 5 ) REQUIRES THAT THE SPOUSE

SHOULD NOT BE REQUIRED TO BE THE SECOND PARTY ,

EXCEPTION . IF THE APPLICANT IS RELYING ON

SEPARATE INCOME OF ANOTHER PERSON .
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2 . LOOK AT THE APPLICATION INFORMATION YOU

HAVE OBTAINED . HAS OFFICER MADE COMMENT

THAT THE CO - SIGNER WILL BE THE WIFE ? THE

FATHER ? SINGLE SIGNATURE ON APPLICATION AND

BOTH SIGNATURES ON THE NOTE COULD INDICATE

THAT THE CHOICE WAS NOT LEFT TO THE APPLICANT .

IF YOU QUESTION PRIORITY OF THE DUAL SIGNA

TURES , QUESTION THE OFFICER AND RECORD HIS

COMMENTS

F. INFORMATION ON THE SPOUSE PERMITTED ?

VP 3 ( A ) 1 . SECTION 202.5 ( c ) OUTLINES WHEN INFORMATION

ABOUT A SPOUSE OR FORMER SPOUSE MAY BE PER

MITTED

2. YOU MUST DETERMINE WHETHER ANY INFORMATION

RECORDED ABOUT THE SPOUSE WAS REQUESTED IN

VIOLATION OF 202.5 ( c ) . EXPLAIN WHY THE

INFORMATION WAS NOT PERMITTED ( E.G. THE

SPOUSE INFORMATION WAS NOT NECESSARY SINCE

SPOUSE WAS NOT SUPPORTING THE DEBT , LIABLE

FOR IT OR COMMUNITY PROPERTY WAS NOT INVOLVED ,

BUT APPLICATION FORM REQUESTED INFORMATION

AS A MATTER OF COURSE . ) IF THE APPLICATION

CONTAINED ONLY INFORMATION CONCERNING THE

APPLICANT AND THE NOTE WAS SIGNED ONLY BY THE
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APPLICANT , BUT THE CREDIT FILE CONTAINED

OFFICER'S COMMENTS CONCERNING THE MARITAL

STATUS OF THE APPLICANT AND/OR INFORMATION

CONCERNING THE SPOUSE , SUCH INFORMATION SHOULD

BE LISTED UNDER COMMENTS AND INVESTIGATED TO

DETERMINE WHETHER THE INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED

BY THE OFFICER IN VIOLATION OF THE REGULATION

THROUGH ORAL QUESTIONING .

3. DISCUSS PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN INDIRECT

INFORMATION IN THEIR ENDEAVOR TO OBTAIN COM

PLETE INFORMATION ON THE APPLICANT FOR THE BANK ,

G. SPOUSE SIGNATURE OBTAINED ?

EP 6 ( D ) 1. SECTIONSECTION 202.7 ( D ) .

NOT REQUIRE THE SIGNATURE OF THE SPOUSE ON

THE NOTE OR GUARANTEE .

2 .
IF BOTH SIGNATURES ARE NOTED , REVIEW THE

MATERIAL GATHERED ON THE APPLICATION TO TRY

AND MAKE A DETERMINATION IF THE SPOUSE'S SIG

NATURE IS REQUIRED .

3 . BE ALERT FOR CONCENTRATIONS OF DUAL SIGNATURES

ON THE NOTES YOU REVIEW . SUCH A CONCENTRA

TION CAN INDICATE THAT THE SIGNATURES ARE

REQUIRED
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H. PROHIBITED INFORMATION IN FILE ?

EP 6 ( E ) 1 . SECTION 202.12 ( A ) OUTLINES CASES IN WHICH

PROHIBITED INFORMATION MAY BE RETAINED IN

THE FILE

A CRA

B BEFORE EFFECTIVE DATE

C. VOLUNTEERED

Di MONITORING INFORMATION

2 . IF PROHIBITED INFORMATION IS IN THE FILE ,

YOU SHOULD DETERMINE IF SUCH INFORMATION WAS

OBTAINED AS ALLOWED BY THIS SECTION , IF NOT ,

NOTE AS A VIOLATION ,

I PROHIBITED INFORMATION CONSIDERED ?

1 . BE ALERT FOR PROHIBITED INFORMATION IN THE

FILE THAT WAS ALLOWED , BUT SHOULD NOT BE

CONSIDERED . ( INFORMATION OBTAINED IN H ABOVE :

AGE , NATIONAL ORIGIN , OR INFORMATION RECEIVED

FOR MONITORING PURPOSES . ( SECTION 202.12 )

2 . FILE COMMENTS OR REASONS GIVEN FOR DENIAL

MAY ALERT YOU AS TO CONSIDERATION OF THESE

FACTORS .
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3 . OLD LOAN APPLICATIONS MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION

PROHIBITED BY REGULATION B AND THE NEW APPLI

CATION TAKEN , OR SUPPORTING WORK SHEETS MAY

SHOW THAT SUCH INFORMATION WAS CONSIDERED .

( SECTION 202.6 ( A ) ) RULES CONCERNING EVALUATION .

4 , YOU SHOULD ASCERTAIN WHETHER INFORMATION

IN THE FILE ON A PROHIBITED BASIS IS CON

SIDERED IN VIOLATION OF 202.6 ( B ) ( 1 ) , THE

INFORMATION MAY BE CONSIDERED IN VIOLATION

ALTHOUGH NOT OBTAINED IN VIOLATION , WHENEVER

AGE IS CONSIDERED , BE CERTAIN THAT THERE IS

A DEMONSTRABLY AND STATISTICALLY SOUND

EMPIRICALLY DERVIED CREDIT SYSTEM USED AND

THAT ELDERLY APPLICANTS ARE NOT ASSIGNED A

NEGATIVE VALUE . ( 12 CFR 202.6 ( B ) ( 2 ) ( 11) )

IN A JUDGMENTAL SYSTEM , AGE AND RECEIPT FROM

A PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAM MAY ONLY BE CON

SIDERED IF FOR THE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING A

PERTINENT ELEMENT OF CREDITWORTHINESS .

( 202.6 ( B ) ( 2 ) ( u ) ) FOOTNOTE # 9

J. CREDIT HISTORY CONSIDERED AS REQUIRED ?

1 . SECTION 202.6 ( B ) ( 6 ) ( ) , THE CREDIT HISTORY

OF ACCOUNTS FOR WHICH THE APPLICANT IS A

USER OR CONTRACTUALLY LIABLE , EVEN IF LISTED

IN A SPOUSE'S NAME .
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A. FOR EXAMPLE , BE ALERT FOR A REJECTION THAT

MAY BE ACCOMPANIED BY A CREDIT REPORT THAT

SHOWS CREDIT TO ONLY THE HUSBAND AND ON WHICH

THE WIFE WAS REJECTED BECAUSE SHE HAD INSUF

FICIENT CREDIT HISTORY , THIS COULD INDICATE

THAT THE BANK DID NOT PROPERLY CONSIDER HER

HISTORY , DISCUSS WITH MANAGEMENT AND MAKE

COMMENTS

B. ALSO APPLICATION FORMS MAY ONLY ASK FOR PREVIOUS

ACCOUNTS HELD IN THE APPLICANT'S NAME .

2 . SECTION 202.6 ( B ) ( 6 ) ( 1 ) AND ( 1 ) , ON THE APPLICANT'S

REQUEST ANY INFORMATION INDICATING THAT THE CREDIT

HISTORY OF ANY ACCOUNT DOES OR DOES NOT ACCURATELY

REFLECT THE APPLICANT'S ABILITY TO REPAY , EVEN IF

LISTED IN SPOUSE'S NAME .

A. AGAIN , THIS SITUATION MAY BE DISCOVERED IN A

REJECTED APPLICATION PARTICULARLY IF A HUSBAND

AND A WIFE ARE SEPARATED AND THE HUSBAND HAS

A POOR RECORD , THIS SITUATION SHOULD BE DIS

CUSSED WITH THE BANK TO DETERMINE IF THE OFFICER

GAVE HER A CHANCE ( OR EVENT KNEW THAT HE SHOULD )

TO OFFER EVIDENCE THAT THE REPORT DID NOT

DEMONSTRATE HER CREDIT EXPERIENCE . BE ALERT

FOR FILE COMMENTS THAT MAY INDICATE CON

SIDERATIONS GIVEN ,
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K. ANY INCOME DISCOUNTED IN VIOLATION ?

VP 4 ( 0 ) 1 . SECTION 202.6 ( B ) ( 5 ) REQUIRES THAT INCOME OF

VP 4 ( c ) THE APPLICANT OR SPOUSE NOT BE DISCOUNTED ON

A PROHIBITED BASIS , BECAUSE IT IS PART - TIME ,

OR BECAUSE IT IS DERIVED FROM AN ANNUITY ,

PENSION , OR OTHER RETIREMENT BENEFIT ANY

INCOME MAY BE CONSIDERED TO THE EXTENT IT

IS LIKELY TO BE CONTINUED .

A.
VIOLATIONS MAY BE DISCLOSED BY NOTING

OFFICER COMMENTS , OR REVIEW OF INCOME

TO DEBT SHEETS PREPARED BY THE BANK

WHICH MIGHT SHOW THE DISCOUNTING OF

INCOME . ( GIVE EXAMPLE )

B. YOU MIGHT FIND A REJECTION BASED SOLELY

ON THE FACT THAT THE APPLICANT'S ONLY

SOURCE OF INCOME WAS PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

INCOME , OR A REJECTION BECAUSE THE APPLI

CANT WAS UNEMPLOYED .

L. CHILDBEARING INTENTIONS CONSIDERED ?

VP 4 ( E ) 1 . SECTION 202.6 ( B ) ( 3 ) , YOU SHOULD DETERMINE

WHETHER ASSUMPTIONS OR STATISTICS RELATED TO

THE LIKELIHOOD OF CHILDBEARING OR REARING ARE

CONSIDERED , THIS SHOULD ALWAYS BE DETERMINED

IF SUCH INFORMATION IS INDICATED ON THE LINE

SHEET AS BEING REQUESTED OR OTHERWISE OBTAINED .
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A. YOU MAY DISCLOSE VIOLATIONS OF THIS

THROUGH COMMENTS MADE ON THE APPLICATION ,

OR DISCOUNTING OF INCOME DUE TO THE

LIKELIHOOD OF THE APPLICANT HAVING A BABY ,

M. DETERMINATION OF JOINT ACCOUNT FOR MARRIED APPLICANTS ?

1 . SECTION 202.10 ( A ) . THE BANK MUST HAVE THE

ABILITY TO PROVIDE CREDIT HISTORIES IN THE

NAME OF EACH PARTY TO THE CREDIT , IF SPECIFIC

REQUESTS ARE MADE FOR ONE SPOUSE , THE BANK

MUST BE ABLE TO FURNISH THE DATA IN THE NAMES

OF THAT SPOUSE ONLY ,

A. THUS , IF BOTH NAMES APPEAR ON THE APPLI

CATION AND THE NOTE , THE FILE MUST BE

DESIGNED SO THAT EACH SPOUSE'S HISTORY

COULD BE RETRIEVED FROM THE FILE ,

N. CREDIT RECORDS MAINTAINED ?

1 . SECTION 202.12 ( B ) . YOU SHOULD ASCERTAIN

WHETHER REQUIRED RECORDS , CAPPLICATIONS , AND

ANY WRITTEN OR RECORDED INFORMATION USED )

ARE MAINTAINED FOR 25 MONTHS AFTER NOTIFICATION

OF ACTION IS GIVEN , IN ADDITION , IN FILES FOR

RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE LOANS , YOU SHOULD CHECK

TO SEE IF INFORMATION REGARDING RACE , NATIONAL
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ORIGIN , SEX , MARITAL STATUS , AND AGE OF THE

APPLICANT IS REQUESTED AND MAINTAINED WITH

OTHER CREDIT RECORDS FOR 25 MONTHS .

A. MAKE SURE THIS INFORMATION IS MAINTAINED

ON REJECTIONS ,

B. MAKE SURE INFORMATION FOR MONITORING

PURPOSES IS OBTAINED .

C. IF INFORMATION FOR MONITORING PURPOSES

IS NOT PROVIDED BY THE APPLICANT , THAT

FACT IS NOTED ON THE APPLICATION , ( 202.13 ( c ) )

0 . PROPER NOTIFICATION GIVEN ( REASON AND ECOA ) ?

1 . YOU SHOULD INDICATE WHETHER NOTIFICATION OF

ACTION WAS GIVEN WITHIN 30 DAYS OF APPLICATIONS

30 DAYS AFTER TAKING ADVERSE ACTION , OR 90 DAYS

AFTER OFFER OF ALTERNATIVE CREDIT TERMS

( SECTION 202.9 ( A ) ( 1 ) ) .

2 . ANY NOTIFICATION OF ADVERSE ACTION MUST CONTAIN

THE ACTION TAKEN , ECOA NOTICE AND THE SPECIFIC

REASONS FOR DENIAL ( OR DISCLOSURE THAT THE

REASONS ARE AVAILABLE BY REQUEST WITHIN 60 DAYS

AS REQUIRED BY SECTIONS 202.9 ( A ) AND ( B ) .

!
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A. REMEMBER THAT ADVERSE ACTION NEED NOT

BE REJECTION , LESS FAVORABLE TERMS CON

STITUTES ADVERSE ACTION , BE ALERT FOR

DIFFERING FINAL TERMS ON THE NOTE AND

THOSE REQUESTED ON THE APPLICATION . DIF

FERENCES SHOULD BE FULLY DISCUSSED TO

DETERMINE IF PROPER NOTIFICATION WAS REQUIRED .

B , BE ALERT TO THE REASONS NOTED FOR REJECTION .

1 . ARE THEY COMPLETE ?

2 . ARE THEY VALID IN LIGHT OF THE BANK'S

POLICY ? ( DEVIATIONS FROM POLICY MAY

INDICATE DISCRIMINATION . )

3 . ARE THEY DOCUMENTED AND THEREFORE

SUPPORTED BY THE FILE ?

ONCE YOU HAVE COMPILED ALL YOUR FILE WORK AND MADE

SOME CONCLUSIONS , MAKE A COMPLETE REVIEW OF ALL YOUR

LINE SHEETS , THE EXAMINER SHOULD BEGIN A CAREFUL REVIEW

AND COMPARISON OF BOTH ACCEPTED AND REJECTED APPLICATIONS

FOR EVIDENCE OF DISCRIMINATION AS TO SEX OR MARITAL

STATUS , OR OTHER PROHIBITED BASIS , THE BANK'S WRITTEN

LOAN POLICY SHOULD BE AVAILABLE AS A REFERENCE AT THIS

POINT NOTE HOW APPLICATION FORMS THAT YOU HAVE REVIEWED

AS PART OF THE BLANK FORM REVIEW HAVE BEEN USED INCORRECTLY ,

FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF THINGS TO LOOK FOR WHEN REVIEWING

THE LINE SHEETS WHICH MAY INDICATE DISCRIMINATION ON

THE BASIS OF SEX OR MARITAL STATUS :
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A. ALL LOANS TO MARRIED INDIVIDUALS HAVE A COSIGNER

AND THE APPLICANT AND ANY SECURED PROPERTY , ARE

NOTE LOCATED IN A COMMUNITY PROPERTY STATE .

B. LOANS TO APPLICANTS OF A PARTICULAR SEX OR MARITAL

STATUS MAY ONLY HAVE ONE SIGNATURE . SIMILARLY ,

THE LOAN MAY CONTAIN TWO SIGNATURES ALTHOUGH THE

APPLICATION WAS FOR INDIVIDUAL CREDIT ,

C. TERMS OF THE LOANS TO MARRIED APPLICANTS ARE

MORE FAVORABLE THAN TO UNMARRIED APPLICANTS , OR

MORE STRICT CREDIT CRITERIA WAS APPLIED TO INDI -

VIDUALS WHO ARE UNMARRED OR OF A PARTICULAR SEX .

D. LOANS FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES WHICH ARE SIGNED BY

PRINCIPALS AND GUARANTEED BY PRINCIPALS MAY ALSO

BE GUARANTEED BY THEIR SPOUSES . FURTHER INVESTI

GATION IS DESIRABLE TO DETERMINE WHETHER UNMARRIED

PRINCIPALS MUST ALSO SUPPLY AN ADDITION GUARANTOR .

E. THE REASONS FOR DENIAL OF CREDIT IN REJECTED LOAN

FILES CANNOT BE SUBSTANTIATED BY THE APPLICATION

OR OTHER CREDIT INFORMATION ,

F. SECURED LOANS MAY BE SIGNED BY MARRIED , JOINT OWNERS

WHO DID NOT SIGN THE APPLICATION . TRY TO DETERMINE

IF THE BANK HAS A POLICY OF REQUIRING JOINT OWNERS

TO SIGN THE NOTE AS WELL AS SECURITY INSTRUMENTS .
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SUCH A POLICY IS PROHIBITED BY THE REGULATION

UNLESS STATE LAW REQUIRES THAT BOTH SPOUSES MUST

SIGN THE DEBT INSTRUMENT IN ORDER TO CREATE A VALID

SECURITY INSTRUMENT , THE BANK MAY HAVE RECEIVED

ADVICE FROM THEIR COUNSEL ON THIS MATTER . REGIONAL

CONSUMER SPECIALIST CAN VERIFY THE EXISTENCE OF

SUCH STATE LAWS IN YOUR AREA .

IT IS NOT UNCOMMON FOR LOAN OFFICERS TO HANDLE AN ENTIRE

CREDIT APPLICATION ORALLY , OFFICERS SHOULD RETAIN MEMO

RANDUMS OR NOTATIONS OR ORAL CONVERSATIONS WITH THE

APPLICANT REGARDING THE NOTIFICATION OF ACTION TAKEN

AND THE REASONS FOR DENIAL IF REQUESTED AND GIVEN ORALLY ,

THE DATE OF THE NOTICE AND REASONS FOR DENIAL SHOULD BE

LISTED UNDER THE " COMMENTS " SECTION OF THE LOAN REVIEW

SHEET ANY WRITTEN REMARKS ALLEGING DISCRIMINATION BY

THE APPLICANT SHOULD ALSO BE RECORDED ON THE LINE SHEET ,

( BRIEFLY DISCUSS WHAT TO DO IN A BANK THAT HAS ORAL

APPLICATION PROCESS )

A. RELY ON THE SIGNATURES OF NOTES TO INDICATE

VIOLATIONS .

B. YOUR EMPHASIS WILL BE ON THE LENDING PRACTICES

OF THE BANK ,

IF , FROM YOUR FILE WORK YOU HAVE REASON TO SUSPECT

DEFICIENCIES IN A PARTICULAR AREA . WORK FILES THAT WILL .

HELP YOU IN MAKING YOUR FINAL DETERMINATION ON THE

37-415 0 - 79 - 54
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PRIORITY OF THE BANK'S PRACTICE . FOR EXAMPLE , IF YOU

SUSPECT THAT A BANK MAY BE GATHERING INFORMATION ON OR

A SIGNATURE OF A SPOUSE , YOU MAY WORK FILES THAT MAY

HIGHLIGHT SUCH PRACTICES . A GOOD SOURCE FOR THIS IS

TO SELECT OR REVIEW UNSECURED LOANS .
THIS IS A LESS

COMPLICATED FILE TO REVIEW THAN ONE WITH SECURITY ,

SINCE YOU WILL NOT WONDER IF THE BANK OBTAINED SIGNA

TURES TO PERFECT SECURITY INTERESTS ,

IF THE REGIONAL CONSUMER SPECIALIST HAS SUBMITTED TO

THE EXAMINER CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING DISCRIMINATION

COMPLAINTS , THESE COMPLAINTS SHOULD BE CAREFULLY INVES

TIGATED THE REJECTED LOAN FILE SHOULD BE PULLED AND

SCRUTINIZED FOR INFORMATION WHICH MAY INDICATE A VIOLA

TION OF THE REGULATION . THE LENDING OFFICER SHOULD BE

INTERVIEWED TO DETERMINE THE CRITERIA WHICH WAS USED IN

EVALUATION OF THE APPLICATIONS , RESULTS OF THE INVES

TIGATION SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO THE REGIONAL CONSUMER

SPECIALIST , AND ANY VIOLATIONS DISCOVERED SHOULD BE

DISCUSSED WITH MANAGEMENT AND NOTED IN THE REPORT .

ANY INCONSISTENCIES AMONG SIMILAR EXTENSIONS OF CREDIT

AND BETWEEN ACCEPTED AND REJECTED APPLICATIONS SHOULD

BE DISCUSSED WITH THE OFFICER AND MANAGEMENT , INCONSIS

TENCIES BETWEEN WRITTEN AND ACTUAL POLICY SHOULD ALSO

BE BROUGHT TO MANAGEMENT'S ATTENTION . THESE MAY BE

INDICATIONS OF DISCRIMINATORY LENDING PRACTICES . THE

EXAMINER SHOULD MAKE APPROPRIATE COMMENTS ON HIS
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FINDINGS AND MANGEMENT'S CORRESPONDENCE RESPONSE IN

THE REPORT OF EXAMINATION . IT IS NOT EXPECTED THAT

FIELD EXAMINERS MUST MAKE DECISIONS AS TO WHETHER DIS

CRIMINATION HAS TAKEN PLACE . WE MUST SIMPLY PRESENT

THE FACTS . FOR REVIEW , Іт IS OUR JOB TO PRESENT TO

MANAGEMENT SPECIFIC EXAMPLES FOUND WHILE SAMPLING

WHICH COULD LEAVE THE BANK OPEN FOR LIABILITY .

ANY VIOLATIONS INDICATED ON THE LINE SHEET SHOULD BE

COMPILED FOR REVIEW WITH MANAGEMENT ,

FCRA - SAMPLING

IF YOU HAVE DETERMINED ( E.P. 2 AND 3 ) THAT THE BANK

USES INFORMATION FROM AN OUTSIDE SOURCE , YOU MUST CHECK

FOR REQUIRED DISCLOSURES IN REJECTED LOAN FILES .

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CRA AS REQUIRED BY 15 U.S.C.

1681 M ( A ) , IF INFORMATION FROM A THIRD PARTY OTHER

THAN A CRA LED TO THE ADVERSE ACTION , INDICATE THIS ON

THE LINE SHEET AND VERIFY ( V.P.2 . ) THAT THE BANK DIS.

CLOSED THE RIGHT TO FILE A WRITTEN REQUEST FOR THE

NATURE OF THE INFORMATION WITHIN 60 DAYS OF THE NOTI

FICATION , REVIEW REASONS FOR DENIAL GIVEN UNDER B TO

DETERMINE WHETHER OUTSIDE INFORMATION WAS USED .
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IF YOU HAVE REJECTED INDIRECT APPLICATIONS IN YOUR

SAMPLE ( THE BANK MUST RETAIN ALL RECORDS RELATING

TO INDIRECT CREDIT REQUESTS FOR 25 MONTHS WHETHER

THE CREDIT WAS EXTENDED OR NOT ) , VERIFY ( V.P.1.A.

AND 2.A. ) THAT PROPER DISCLOSURES WERE MADE AS ABOVE

BY THE BANK AND THAT THE DEALER DISCLOSED TO THE

CONSUMER THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE BANK IN ORDER

FOR THE BANK TO AVOID ISSUING A CRA .

YOU MUST HAVE AN ANSWER FOR ALL REQUESTS ON THE LINE

SHEET , ANY ( 0 ) ANSWER MUST BE FURTHER EXPLAINED UNDER

COMMENTS , UNLESS UPON FURTHER CHECKING A VIOLATION ( X )1

EXAMINATION AND VERIFICATION PROCEDURES REGARDING THE

SAMPLE , AS LISTED IN YOUR HANDBOOK , HAVE BEEN PERFORMED

BEFORE INDICATING THAT ALL PROCEDURES WERE COMPLETED .
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LECTURE No. 5

SECTION 10

CHANDOUT # 3 )

( FLIP CHART )
CREDIT SCORING

THE TWO INDIVIDUALS SHOWN ON THE CHART ARE FILLING OUT CAR

LOAN APPLICATIONS . AS SHOWN , APPLICANT " A " IS A LAWYER ,

MARRIED , 35 YEARS OLD , WHO MAKES $ 45M A YEAR AND OWNS A

HOUSE , THIS PERSON BORROWS MONEY ACTIVELY AND USUALLY

REPAYS ON TIME . APPLICANT " B " IS A MECHANIC , UNMARRIED

25 YEARS OLD , WHO MAKES $ 10M A YEAR AND LIVES IN AN APART

MENT . WHO GETS TURNED DOWN ( PICK A COUPLE STUDENTS TO

MAKE JUDGEMENT , GET CLASS VOTE , AND RECORD SCORE FOR LATER

REFERRAL ) ?

BEFORE WE FIND OUT , LET'S LOOK AT CREDIT SYSTEMS USED TO

MAKE THE DECISION , THERE ARE ESSENTIALLY TWO CREDIT SYSTEMS

USED BY CREDITORS . ( FLIP CHART - WITH TITLES OF BOTH SYSTEMS )

THE FIRST AND MOST FAMILIAR SYSTEM IS THE JUDGEMENTAL SYSTEM .

A JUDGEMENTAL CREDIT EVALUATION SYSTEM IS BASED ON THE MORE

OR LESS INTUITIVE JUDGMENT OF A CREDIT OFFICER .
THE EVALUA

TION IS THEREFORE SUBJECTIVE , BEING BASED ON BRAIN WORK .

THE SECOND SYSTEM IS THE DEMONSTRABLY AND STATISCALLY SOUND ,

EMPIRICALLY DERVIED CREDIT SCORING SYSTEM .
CREDIT SCORING

IS SCIENTIFIC , USING CAREFULLY CALCULATED SCORES TO EVALUATE

APPLICATIONS , CONSEQUENTLY WE HAVE AN EVALUATION PROCESS

THAT IS OBJECTIVE , BASED ON VALIDATED PREDICTIVE VARIABLES ,
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LET'S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT JUST WHAT A DSED CREDIT SCORING

SYSTEM IS . THESE SYSTEMS UTILIZE A PREDETERMINED SET OF1

WEIGHTS , OR POINTS , WHICH ARE APPLIED TO VARIOUS CONSUMER

ATTRIBUTES CONTAINED ON AN APPLICATION . THE NUMBER OF POINTS

OBTAINED FROM EACH COMBINATION OF PRE - DETERMINED WEIGHTS

AND CONSUMER ATTRIBUTES ARE THEN ADDED TOGETHER FOR A TOTAL

SCORE THE SCORE IS THEN RELATED TO A CUT - OFF LEVEL AND A

CREDIT DECISION IS DETERMINED .

THERE ARE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS THAT MUST BE MET BEFORE AN

EVALUATION SYSTEM CAN BE A DSED CREDIT SCORING SYSTEM .

THE SYSTEM MUST :

1 ) ASSIGN POINTS OR WEIGHTS TO INFORMATION

PERTAINING TO AN APPLICANT

2 ) BE STATISTICALLY DERIVED FROM A POPULATION

CONSISTING OF ALL APPLICANTS ( BOTH ACCEPTED

AND REJECTED ) .

3 ) BE DEVELOPED USING APPROPRIATE SAMPLING PROCEDURES .

4 ) PREDICT CREDITWORTHINESS .

5 ) BE VALIDATED PRIOR TO USE .

6 ) REVALIDATED AND READJUSTED AS NECESSARY .

MANY CREDIT SCORING SYSTEMS ARE DEVELOPED AS PACKAGES FOR

CREDITORS ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS . THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY
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5 CONSULTING FIRMS ACROSS THE UNITED STATES THAT DEVELOP

THE MAJORITY OF ALL CREDIT SCORING SYSTEMS . HIGHLY TECHNICAL

METHODS ARE USED BY STATISTICIANS IN DEVELOPING THESE SYSTEMS

BECAUSE OF THE SOPHISTICATION AND INVOLVED PROCESS OF DEVELOP

MENT , DSED CREDIT SCORING SYSTEMS ARE EXPENSIVE . DEPENDING

UPON THE NUMBER OF SYSTEMS NEEDED AND OTHER FACTORS , THE

COSTS RANGE ABOUT 50M - 100M . THIS MAY BE VERY BURDENSOME

FOR A SMALL LENDING INSTITUTION , CREDIT SCORING SYSTEMS

ARE USED BY A RELATIVELY SMALL NUMBER OF LENDERS , USUALLY

WITH A LARGE VOLUME OF LOANS AND A LARGE NUMBER OF OFFICES .

ALTHOUGH MANY OF YOU MAY NEVER ENCOUNTER A DSED CREDIT

SCORING SYSTEM IT IS IMPORTANT FOR YOU TO UNDERSTAND THEIR

OPERATION SHOULD YOU ENCOUNTER A BANKER WHO CLAIMS TO USE

SUCH A SYSTEM .

THE FINAL PRODUCT LOOKS LIKE THAT FOUND IN HANDOUT 3 . ( " IL

LUSTRATION OF HYPOTHETICAL CREDIT SCORING TABLE " )

HAS 9

AND HAS 8 ) .

NOTE : CHARACTERISTICS ARE NOT ALWAYS THE SAME FOR THE SAME

BUSINESS IN DIFFERENT AREAS OR DIFFERENT BUSINESSES

IN THE SAME AREA .
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ACROSS THE TOP , LEFT TO RIGHT , ARE LISTED THE ATTRIBUTES .

ATTRIBUTES ARE THE ANSWERS THAT DETERMINE THE PREDICTIVE

VALUE OF EACH CHARACTERISTIC .

WITHIN EACH GRID IS FOUND A POINT SCORE WHICH WEIGHTS EACH

CHARACTERISTIC /ATTRIBUTE COMBINATION .

USING THE TABLE , EACH APPLICANT IS SCORED FOR EACH CHARAC

TERISTIC AS THE ATTRIBUTES DICTATE AND A TOTAL SCORE IS

REACHED BY ADDING EACH INDIVIDUAL POINT SCORE TOGETHER ,

THE TOTAL SCORE IS THE FINAL DETERMINATION OF CREDIT

ACCEPTANCE OR DENIAL ,

THE DETERMINATION OF ACCEPTANCE OR DENIAL IS MADE BY APPLY

ING THE TOTAL SCORE TO A CUT - OFF , THE CUTOFF IS THE MINIMUM

SCORE AN APPLICANT CAN HAVE AND STILL RECEIVE APPROVAL FOR

THE CREDIT REQUESTED . IT COULD BE CALLED A PASS - FAIL CON

СЕРТ . A RANGE OF SCORES WITHIN WHICH THE CUTOFF IS CHOSEN

IS PRESENTED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE IN THE HANDOUT , SCORES

RELATE TO PROBABILITY OF REPAYMENT

TO ARRIVE AT THE CUTOFF , EACH CREDITOR MUST APPLY ITS BUSI

NESS JUDGMENT TO DEFINE WHAT CREDITWORTHINESS LEVEL IT MUST

HAVE OR WANTS . IDEALLY , THE CUTOFF SCORE SHOULD BE WHERE

MARGINALLY , ENOUGH CREDITWORTHY ACCOUNTS EXIST TO OFFSET

THE EXPENSE OF ONE NON - CREDITWORTHY ACCOUNT , THIS IS

SEL DOMLY ACHIEVED SINCE IT IS A TOO COMPLEX MODEL AND
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UNKNOWN PROCESS TO DETERMINE . THE ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE

IS TO ASSUME THAT AN IMPROVEMENT OVER THE CURRENT OPERATION ,

NOT USING CREDIT SCORING , WOULD BE A STEP IN THE RIGHT

DIRECTION THIS IMPROVEMENT IS ACHIEVED BY CHOOSING A CUT

OFF SCORE IN A RANGE WHERE THE NUMBER OF NON - CREDITWORTHY

ACCOUNTS ACCEPTED IS REDUCED WHILE THE ACCEPTANCE RATE

REMAINS THE SAME . ( L.E. IF THE CREDITOR ACCEPTS 75 % OF

ALL APPLICATIONS , REDUCE NON - CREDITWORTHY ACCOUNTS ACCEPTED

FROM 3 IN 10 TO 2 IN 10 ) . ANOTHER VERSION WOULD BE TO

MAINTAIN THE NUMBER OF NON - CREDITWORTHY ACCOUNTS WHILE

INCREASING THE NUMBER OF ACCEPTED ACCOUNTS . ( 1.E. , 3 IN

10 ACCOUNTS ARE NON - CREDITWORTHY WHILE 80 % OF ALL APPLICA

TIONS ARE ACCEPTED . )

THE CUTOFF LEVEL WILL DEPEND ON THE BUSINESS A’ND THE BUSINESS

OBJECTIVE . FOR EXAMPLE , AIRLINES HAVE LOW CUTOFF LEVELS

IN GRANTING CREDIT FOR PASSENGERS . THE REASON FOR THIS IS ,

ITS BETTER TO GRANT CREDIT AND FILL SEATS ON THE FLIGHTS

RATHER THAN FLY EMPTY SEATS , THE FLIP SIDE OF THIS OBJEC

TIVE WOULD BE TIFFANY'S . THIS BUSINESS CAN AFFORD TO BE

VERY SELECTIVE IN WHO THEY WANT TO GRANT CREDIT TO , A

NON - CREDITWORTHY ACCOUNT IS A GREATER LOSS THAN NOT MAKING

A SALE .

THERE ARE ADVANTAGES TO THE CREDIT SCORING SYSTEM FOR THOSE

CREDITORS THAT CHOOSE IT . CREDIT SCORING IS MUCH MORE

DEPENDABLE THAN A JUDGMENTAL SYSTEM BECAUSE IT IS SCIENTIFIC .
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THIS SYSTEM IS A GOOD MANAGEMENT TOOL . MANAGEMENT CAN

ADJUST THE CUTOFF SCORE AT ANY TIME TO FIT ITS NEEDS .

FINALLY , IT IS CHEAP TO OPERATE ONCE IT IS IMPLEMENTED .

THE ADVANTAGES OF USING A DSED CREDIT SCORING SYSTEM IN

RELATION TO REGULATION B ARE REALLY VERY SMALL . A DSED

SYSTEM DOES NOT ALLOW ACREDITOR TO CONSIDER ANY PROHIBITED

BASIS IN ANY MANNER WHICH IS DIFFERENT FROM JUDGMENTAL

SYSTEMS , WITH ONE EXCEPTION , AGE MAY BE USED AS A PRE

DICTIVE VARIABLE ONLY IF THE AGE OF ELDERLY APPLICANTS

( 62 OR OLDER ) IS GIVEN A SCORE AT LEAST AS GREAT AS THE

HIGHEST SCORE GIVEN FOR ANY PARTICULAR AGE GROUP ,

TO SUMMARIZE WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT CREDIT EVALUATION SYSTEMS

LET'S REVIEW THE MATERIAL BR'IEFLY . WE KNOW THERE ARE TWO

SYSTEMS USED : 1 ) JUDGMENTAL AND 2 ) DEMONSTRABLY AND

STATISTICALLY SOUND , EMPIRICALLY DERIVED ( CREDIT SCORING ) .

WE KNOW WHAT A DSED CREDIT SCORING SYSTEM MUST BE . WE

COVERED THE 3 ELEMENTS OF A CREDIT SCORING TABLE : 1 )

CHARACTERISTICS 2 ) ATTRIBUTES 3 ) POINTS OR WEIGHTS , WE

TALKED ABOUT THE PASS - FAIL CONCEPT OF THE CUTOFF SCORE

THAT DETERMINES WHETHER CREDIT IS ACCEPTED OR DENIED .

REMEMBER THE ADVANTAGES OF DSED CREDIT SCORING SYSTEMS AS

BEING SCIENTIFICALLY DEPENDALBE , A GOOD MANAGEMENT TOOL ,

AND CHEAPER TO OPERATE , IN ADDITION , AGE MAY BE USED AS

A PREDICTIVE VARIABLE .
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USING WHAT WE KNOW , WHAT ABOUT THE 2 APPLICANTS WE OPENED

WITH ? REMEMBER THE PRESTIGIOUS LAWYER MAKING $ 45M AND THE

UNMARRIED GREASE MONKEY MAKING $ 10M ? ( DOES HOW I JUST

CATEGORIZED THE APPLICANTS SUGGEST ANYTHING IN RELATION

TO JUDGMENTAL CONCEPTS ? )

IN THE CASE OF THE LAWYER AND THE MECHANIC . IT COULD BE

THAT THE CREDITOR HAS LEARNED THAT OCCUPATION HAS NO BEARING

ON CREDITWORTHINESS , SO THE LAWYER GETS NO EXTRA POINTS

FOR HIS OCCUPATION OVER THE MECHANIC , IN THIS CASE , THE

645M INCOME VERSUS THER10M IS A BENEFIT TO THE LAWYER , BUT.

OLD WITH A FAMILY AND A BIG INCOME IS LIKELY TO BE ON AN

ACQUISITION BINGE , PILING UP POSSESSIONS AND DEBTS , THE

LAWYER GETS A LOWER SCORE THAN THE MECHANIC . AS A FINAL

POINT , THE YEARS ON THE JOB AND AT CURRENT RESIDENCE ARE

A TURNING POINT , THE MECHANIC HAS BEEN AT THE SAME JOB

AND RENTED THE SAME APARTMENT FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS ,

THE LAWYER RECENTLY CHANGED BOTH JOBS AND HOUSE .
STABILITY

IS OFTEN GREATLY VALUED BY CREDITORS .

THE END RESULT MAY BE THE LAWYER IS TURNED DOWN AND THE

MECHANIC DRIVES AWAY IN A NEW CAR ,
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FCRA LESSON PLAN 1 HR . MONDAY FOLLOWING

FCRA LECTURE DISCUSSION GROUP ( WHOLE CLASS )

REVIEW TIC TAC TOE CHART IN ECOA HANDOUT No. 3

HANDOUT - Section 11 FCRA AND ECOA HANDOUT No.3

BAD EXAMPLE1 .

2 . GOOD EXAMPLE

3. BAD EXAMPLE REVIEW INTERPRETATION No.3 OF FCRA BOOKLET

AND P.5 OF APPENDIX

HANDOUT N0.5 - SECTION 10 - ECOA

WHICH REFLECTS A COMMON VIOLATION OF REGULATION B. ASK STUDENTS

TO NAME VIOLATIONS ACCORDING TO THE LETTER , A REASON FOR ADVERSE

ACTION IS ONLY GIVEN WHEN THE DENIAL WAS BASED ON THE BANK'S

RECORDS . THE FORM IS STRUCTURED SO THAT WHEN INFORMATION FROM

AN OUTSIDE SOURCE LEADS TO THE DENIAL OF CREDIT , NO PRINCIPAL

REASON IS GIVEN . FAILURE TO PROVIDE THE REASON FOR DENIAL, EVEN

THOUGH DISCLOSURES ARE MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH FCRA , RESULTS IN A

VIOLATION OF 12 CFR 202.9( A ) ( 2) . THE NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

OF THESE LAWS ARE SEPARATE AND ONE WILL NOT TAKE THE PLACE OF

THE OTHER

IN ADDITION , THE ECOA NOTICE DOES NOT SPECIFY THE CONSUMER AFFAIRS

DIVISION IN THE ADDRESS GIVEN FOR THE FEDERAL AGENCY . A VIOLATION

OF 202.9 ( B ) ( 1 ) APPENDIX A.

1
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EXHIBIT D

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT Section 10

Handout No. 1
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202.5RulesConcerningApplications

PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBankMayNot: Except:

1.

REQUIREMENTS

Discourageprospective

creditapplicantsona

prohibitedbasisbyoral

commentsorwrittenstate

ments.202.5(a)

2 2. A.Requestinformationabout

thespouseorformerspouse

ofanapplicant.202.5(c)(1)

Ifthespousewillbe

permittedtousethe

account.202.5(c)(2)(i)

B. Ifthespousewillbe

contractuallyliableon

theaccount.202.5(c)(2)(ii)

c.Ifapplicantisrelyingon

D. Iftheapplicantresidesin

acommunitypropertyState.

202.5(c)(2)(iv)

E. Iftheapplicantisusing

propertylocatedinacommunity

propertyStateasbasisfor

repaymentofthedebt.202.5

(c)(2)(iv)

F.
Iftheapplicantisrelying

onalimony,childsupport,

orseparatemaintenance

paymentsfromaspouseor

formerspousetorepaythe

debt.202.5(c)(2)(v)

-1
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202.5Applications-Continued

REQUIREMENTS PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

3. A.2.Mayrequestmaritalstatusincases Requestapplicant'smarital

statusifapplicantapplies

forindividual,unsecured

credit.

202.5(d)(1)

Iftheapplicantresidesin

acommunitypropertyState,

orifapplicantisrelying

onpropertylocatedina

communitypropertyStateas

abasisforrepaymentofthe

credit.202.5(d)(1)

.

B. Asindirectlyrevealedwhen

askingpertinentquestions

aboutapplicant'scredit

worthiness.202.5(d)(1)

(Footnote5)

5.Requestthesexoftheapplicant.

3.Mayrequesttheapplicanttodesignate4.Inquirewhetheranystated

atitleontheapplication(Ms.,Miss,

A. Forpurposesofmonitoring

housingloans.(See202.13)

B. SpecialPurposeCredit

Programs.(See202.8)

-2-
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202.6RulesConcerningEvaluationofApplications

REQUIREMENTS PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

1. 1. A.Mayconsideranyinformation

thatthecreditorobtainsin

evaluationofcreditifthe

informationisnototherwise

prohibited.202.6(a)

Consideranyprohibitedbasis

inanysystemofevaluating

applicants.202.6(b)(1)

Inademonstrablyand

statisticallysound,

empiricallyderivedcredit

scoringsystemwherethe

ageofanelderlyapplicant

isnotassignedanegative

factororvalue.

202.6(b)(2)(ii)

2.2.Mayalwaysinquireintothe Considerageofapplicantin

thecreditevaluationprocess,

providedthattheapplicant

hasthecapacitytoenterinto

abindingcontract.

202.6(b)(2)(i)

B.

3.

Inajudgmentalcredit

evaluationsystem,where

considerationofageisonly

forthepurposeofdetermining

apertinentelementofcredit

worthiness.

202.6(b)(2)(iii)(Footnote9)

Totheextentthecreditor

considerscredithistory:

thebankmustconsideraccounts

thattheapplicantandspouse

arepermittedtouseorfor

whichbotharecontractually

liable.

202.6(b)(6)(i)

C. Inanycreditevaluationsystem

whereconsiderationofageof

anelderlyapplicantisusedto

favortheapplicant.

202.6(b)(2)(iv)4.

A.

Mustconsideranyinformation

thattheapplicantmaypresent

tendingtoindicatethatthe

credithistorybeingconsidered

doesnotaccuratelyreflectthe

applicant'screditworthiness

202.6(b)(6)(ii)

3.Takeintoconsideration

Inajudgmentalcreditevaluation

system,whereconsiderationof

whetherapplicant'sincomeis

derivedfromanypublicassistance

programisusedonlyforpurpose

ofdeterminingapertinent

elementofcreditworthiness.

202.6(b)(2)(iii)(Footnote9)

5.Mustconsider,onapplicant's

-3-
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PROHIBITIONS
EXCEPTIONS

TheBankMayNot: Except:

4. Considerassumptionsor

aggregatestatisticsrelating

tothelikelihoodthatany

groupofpersonswillbearor

rearchildrenorforthat

reasonwillreceivediminished

orinterruptedincome,in

evaluatingcreditworthiness.

202.6(b)(3)

202.6EvaluationofApplications

A.5.Considertheexistenceofa Acreditormaytakeinto

considerationtheexistence

ofatelephoneinapplicant's

residence.202.6(b)(4)

6.Discountanyincomebecauseitis:

(a)derivedfrompart-time

(b)derivedfromanannuity.

(c)derivedfromapensionor

(d)derivedfromalimony,child

-4-
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202.7RulesConcerningExtensionsofCredit

REQUIREMENTS PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

1. 1.Mayrequestinformation

aboutage,sex,ormarital

statusofanapplicantin

anapplicationforinsurance.

202.7(e)

Refusetograntan

individualaccounttoa

creditworthyapplicant

onanyprohibitedbasis.

202.7(a)

2. Prohibitanapplicant

fromopeningormaintaining

anaccountinabirthgiven

firstnameandbirthgiven

surname,thespouse'ssur

name,oracombinedsurname.

202.7(b)

A.

changethetermsofanaccount,

orterminateanaccountonthe

basisofanapplicant'sreaching

acertainageorretiringoron

thebasisofachangeinapplicant's

nameormaritalstatus.202.7(c)(1)

3.Requireareapplicationor Ifcreditgrantedwasbasedon

incomeearnedbyapplicant'sspouse

andachangeinmaritalstatus

occurs,thebankmayrequire

reapplication,providedthatthe

applicant'sincomealonewasnot

sufficienttosupportthedebtat

thetimeofapplication.202.7(c)(2)

4.Requirethesignatureofqualified

Iftheapplicantappliesforunsecured

creditandreliesonpropertyto

establishcreditworthiness,acreditor

mayconsiderstatelaw,theformof

ownership,andsusceptibilityto

attachmentoftheproperty.If

necessaryunderStatelawandto

establishcreditworthiness,thebank

mayrequireanadditionalsignature

tomakethepropertyrelieduponavail

abletosatisfythedebtintheevent

ofdefalut.Jointownedproperty

maynotbeconsideredifseparate

propertyissufficient.202.7(d)(2)

-5-
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202.7RulesConcerningExtensionsofCredit

REQUIREMENTS PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

B. Iftheapplicantisrelyingoncom

munitypropertyorresidesinacom

munitypropertyStateandcannot

encumbersufficientcommunityproperty

toqualifyforunsecureddebtordoes

nothavesufficientseparateproperty

toqualifyforunsecuredcredit.In

suchaninstancesignaturesmaybe

requiredonwhateverinstrumentsare

believedtobenecessaryunderState

lawtomakethecommunityproperty

availableintheeventofdefault.

202.7(d)(3)

C. Ifapplicantappliesforsecuredcredit

anadditionalsignaturemayberequired

onanyinstrumentreasonablybelieved

bythecreditortobenecessarytoassure

theavailabilityofthepropertyinevent

ofdefault.202.7(a)(4)

5. SpecifythecosignerorguarantorA.

betheapplicant'sspouseorother

person.202.7(d)(5)

Acreditorhastheoptiontoreject

anuncreditworthycosignerorguarantor

selectedbytheapplicant.202.7(d)(5)

6. Refusetoextendcreditorter

minateanaccountbecausecredit

life,health,accidentordis

abilityinsuranceisnotavailable

onthebasisofapplicant'sage.

202.7(e)

-6-
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202.9Notifications

REQUIREMENTS PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

1. A. Notificationofapprovalofan

applicationmaybebyimplication

(i.e.creditcard,money,property,

orservices).

202.9(a)(2)(i)

Mustnotifytheapplicant

ofactiontakenwithin:

30daysofreceiptofcompleted

application,

30daysaftertakingadverse

actiononuncompletedapplication

orexistingaccount,

90daysafterthecreditorhas

notifiedtheapplicantof

substantiallysimilarofferif

applicanthasnotexpressly

acceptedsuchoffer.

202.9(a)(1)

2. A.

a

Oralnotificationsmaybeprovided

onlyifthecreditordidnotreceive

morethan150applicationsduring

thepreceedingcalendaryear.

202.9(c)

Notificationofadverseaction

mustbeinwritingandmust

containthefollowing:

statementoftheactiontaken

202.9(a)(2),theECOANoticeor

substantiallysimilarnotice

202.9(b)(1),andastatementof

specificreasonsfortheaction

taken(202.9(a)(2)(i)),oradis

closureoftheapplicant'sright

toastatementofreasonswithin

30daysafterreceiptofarequest

within60daysofnotification.

(Disclosuremustincludename,

address,andtelephonenumberwhere

reasonsmaybeobtained.If

reasonsprovidedorally,adis

closureofrighttoobtainwritten

confirmationwithin30daysof

writtenrequest(202.9(a)(2)(ii))

-7
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PROHIBITEDBASESINFORMATIONANDCONSIDERATIONS

Continued

EXCEPTIONS

Except:

A. Notificationofadverseaction

isnotrequiredifapplicant

acceptsorusescreditoffered

byoneofthecreditors.

202.9(a)(4)

B. Therequirednotificationby

multiplecreditorsmaybeprovided

indirectlythroughathirdparty

(i.e.oneofthecreditors)ifthe

indentityofeachcreditorisdis

closed.202.9(a)(4)

202.9Notifications
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202.10FurnishingofCreditInformation

REQUIREMENTS PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

1. A. Businesscreditisexemptfrom

theprovisionsof202.10relating

tothefurnishingofcreditinfor

mation.202.3(e)(3)

Mustdetermineforapplicable

accountsestablishedonorafter

June1,1977whethertheappli

cant'sspouseispermittedto

useorifthespouseiscon

tractuallyliableanddesignate

suchaccounttoreflectthefact

ofparticipationofbothspouses.

202.10(a)(1)

2. Ifitregularlyfurnishescredit

informationtoaConsumerReporting

Agency(dumping),thebankmust

furnishtheinformationinamanner

thatwillenabletheCRAtoprovide

accesstotheinformationinthename

ofeachspouse.

3. Mustfurnishrequestedcredit

informationinthenameofthe

particularspouseaboutwhich

theinformationisrequested.

202.10(a)(3)

4. Foraccountsestablishedprior

toJunel,1977,thebankmust

eitherfollowthesameprocedure

describedaboveforaccounts

establishedafterJune1,1977;

202.10(b)(1)or

Mailordelivertoallmarried

applicantsacopyoftheCredit

HistoryforMarriedPersonsNotice

byOctober1,1977.202.10(b)(2)

-9-
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202.10FurnishingofCreditInformation

REQUIREMENTS PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

5.Must,within90daysafter

-10-
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202.11RelationtoStateLaw

REQUIREMENTS
PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

1.
1.

Combineindividualaccounts

ofmarriedapplicantsfor

purposesofdetermining

permissiblefinancechargesor

loanceilingsunderanyFederal

orStatelaw.202.11(c)

Statepropertylaws,estatelaws,or

Federalregulationsinsuringsolvency

arenotaffected.202.11(d)

-11-
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202.12RecordRetention

REQUIREMENTS PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

1.Mayretaininformationprohibited

a.
fromanysourcepriortoMarch

23,1977;202.12(aX1)(June30,

1976forsexandmaritalstatus,

Footnote17)or

b. atanytimefromaCRA,202.12(a)(2)or

C.
atanytimefromanapplicantor

otherswithoutthespecificrequest

ofthecreditor;202.12(a)(3)or

atanytimeasrequiredformonitoring

purposes202.12(a)(4)and202.13

d.

2.Must,for25monthsafterdateofnotifi

a.
anywrittenorrecordedinformation

usedinevaluatingtheapplication

202.12(b)(1)(i)

b. copyofthenotificationofaction

taken202.12(b)(1)(ii)(A)

C.
copyofthestatementofspecific

reasonsforadverseaction

202.12(b)(1)(11)(B)

d. copyofanywrittenstatementsub

mittedbyapplicantalleginga

violation202.12(b)(1)(111)

-12-
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202.12RecordRetention

REQUIREMENTS
PROHIBITIONS

EXCEPTIONS

TheBank:
TheBankMayNot:

Except:

3. Must,for25monthsafterdate

ofnotificationofadverseaction

regardinganaccount,otherthan

inconnectionwithanapplication,
retainthefollowing:

a.
copiesofanywrittenorrecorded

informationconcerningsuchadverse
action;202.12(b)(2)(i)and

b. copyofawrittenstatementsub

mittedbyapplicantalleginga

violation.202.12(b)(2)(ii)

4. Ifunderinvestigationforanalleged

violation,thebankmustretainall

pertinentinformation(seeSection

202.12(b)(1and2)untilfinal

dispositionofthematter.202.12(b)(3)

-13-
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202.13InformationforMonitoringPurposes

REQUIREMENTS PROHIBITIONS EXCEPTIONS

TheBank: TheBankMayNot: Except:

1. 1. A.Considertherace,sex,national

origin,maritalstatus,orage

oftheapplicantinevaluating

theapplication.

202.6(b)(1)

Agemaybeconsideredifforthe

purposeofdeterminingapertinent

elementofcreditworthinessina

judgmentalsystem.202.6(b)(2)(iii)

(Footnote(9))

Mustrequestinformationabout

race/nationalorigin,sex,

maritalstatus(usingthe

categories"married",'unmarried"

or"separated")andagefroman

applicantapplyingforconsumer

creditrelatingtothepurchaseof

residentialrealproperty,where

thecreditistobesecuredby

theproperty,forthepurposeof

monitoringcompliancewiththeAct

andRegulation.202.13(a)

2.Mayobtainsuchinformationonthe

3. Mustdisclosetotheapplicantand

jointapplicant(ifany)thatthe

informationdescribedin#1above

isbeingrequestedbytheFederal

Governmenttomonitorcompliance

withanti-discriminationlaws,and

theinformationisnotrequiredto

qualifyforcreditandthatthe

informationwillnotbeconsidered

inevaluatingthecredit.

(202.13(c)

-14-
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Exceptions

a.

a.

1.&2.

Cannotmakeanyoral/Cannotrequestinfor-Cannotdiscriminate

PROHIBITEDBASESINFORMATIONANDCONSIDERATIONS
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PROHIBITEDBASESINFORMATIONANDCONSIDERATIONS
page2

Prohibited

Bases

WhentheCreditor

CanAsk

HowTheCreditor

CanAsk

WhatRelatedInfor

mationTheCreditor

CanAsk

WhatTheCreditor

CanConsider/Require Exceptions

a.receivedcredit-

202.5(c)(3)

ownershipofpro

pertyreliedupon

C.

Cannotinquireaboutb.statepropertylaws

"otherincome"sources,

unlessdisclosurehas

CanrequestnumberandCanconsiderincomewith

agesofdependentsandregardtoadequacyand

relatedfinancialobli-probablecontinuance

gationsifmadewithout202.6(b)(5)

regardtoapplicant's

sexormaritalstatusCannotconsiderbirth

202.5(d)(4)
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PROHIBITEDBASESINFORMATIONANDCONSIDERATIONS

WhattheCreditor

CanConsider/Require
Exceptions

Cannotconsiderif

telephonelistingisin

applicant'sname

202.6(b)(4)

Canconsiderifthere

isaphoneinappli

cant'sresidence

202.6(b)(4)

Cannotrefusetogrant

anindividualaccount

toacreditworthy

applicant202.7(a)

Cannotrequirespecific

namedesignationsto

open/maintainan

account202.7(b)

Canrequireanappli

canttouseonename

onallaccountswith

thebankL3

Canrequireuseof

businessnameon

businesscredit

202.3(e)

Cannottakeactiononan

open-endaccountbe

causeofchangein

name/maritalstatus

202.7(c)(1)

Cantakeactiononan

open-endaccountif:

a.
unwillingness/

inabilityisevi

denced
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WhattheCreditor

CanConsider/Require Exceptions

b. incomeofone

spouseisnot

sufficientto

supportthe

creditextended

202,7(c)(1)&(2)

3.

Canrequestforinfor

mationalpurposes

regarding:

3.

a.

Insurance202.7(e)

b. MonitoringInfor

mation202.13(a)

PROHIBITEDBASESINFORMATIONANDCONSIDERATIONS

Canrequestandconsider

asrequiredregarding:

a.

Canconsiderageina

demonstrablyand

statisticallysound,

empiricallyderived

creditscoringsystem,

butcannotconsideras

anegativefactor

202.6(b)(2)(11)

SpecialPurpose

CreditPrograms

202.8(c)and(d)

Cannotconsiderina

judgmentalsystem,

unlessitisusedto

determineapertinent

elementofcredit

worthiness202.6(b)(2)

(iii)andFootnote#9

Canconsiderageof

elderlyapplicantin

anycreditsystemif

afavorablefactor

202.6(b)(2)(iv)
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PROHIBITEDBASESINFORMATIONANDCONSIDERATIONS
page5

Prohibited

Bases

Whenthecreditor

CanAsk

HowtheCreditor

CanAsk

WhatRelatedInfor

mationthecreditor

CanAsk

Whatthecreditor

CanConsider/Require Exceptions

Canconsideradequacyof

incomeandprobablecon

tinuance202.6(b)(5)

andFootnote#9

Cannotrefusetogrant

anindividualaccountto

acreditworthyindivid

ual202.7(a)

Cannottakeactiononan

open-endaccountbecause

anapplicanthasattain

edacertainageis

retiring202.7(c)(1)

Cannotrefusttogrant

creditbecauseanappli

cantdoesnotqualify

forinsurance202,7(e)

4.
4.

Canrequestandconsider

asrequiredregarding:

4.

#9

4.

a.SpecialPurpose

Cannotdiscount/exclude
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PROHIBITEDBASESINFORMATIONANDCONSIDERATIONS
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EQUAL CREDIT Section 10

Form EP-B-2

GUIDELINES FOR INTERVIEW OF BANK PERSONNEL

I. MEETING WITH DESIGNATED PERSONNEL

A. Discuss procedures employed to disseminate information and monitor

compliance .

II . APPLICATIONS ( 202.5 )

A. Determine whether all applicants complete an application . Bank's

policy for offering separate accounts .

B. Determine when bank asks marital status .

C.
Is other prohibited information requested ?

D.
Are requests for information about the applicants spouse only

made when permitted 202.4 ( c ) ( 2 ) ?

E.
Are requests for income specific ? ( i.e. , salary , wages , etc. )

F. If not , is the required disclosure made ?

G. Are titles requested ?

H.
Is information requested concerning birth control or childbearing

intentions ?

III . EVALUATION OF APPLICATIONS ( 202.6 )

A. Determine whether bank policies regarding evaluation have been reviewed

under the " effects test " .

B.
Is age or whether an applicant's income is received from a public

assistance program considered ? Is the above only considered as

permitted 202.6 ( b ) ( 2 ) ?

C. Treatment of alimony , child support or separate maintenance payments ?

How verified ?

D. Treatment of part - time or public assistance income ?

E.
Does bank consider assumptions or statistics regarding childbearing

or rearing ?

F. If a pregnant woman applies , what questions does bank feel may be

asked?
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G. Does bank use credit scoring system ? Use of prohibited information ?

H. Telephone listing considered only in home ?

I. Types of accounts used in evaluation of credit history ?

J.
Joint accounts , if not in applicant's name ?

K. To what extent is residency and immigration status considered?

L. What is procedure when prohibited information is received from

a Consumer Reporting Agency? What insures the information is not

considered ?

IV . ACTION ON ACCOUNTS ( 202.7 )

A. Are accounts offered in birth-given names ?

B. What action , if any , is taken on joint accounts when change in

c . Under what conditions is a co-signer , endorser , or guarantor

D. Requirements for signature on security instrument ?

E. Is choice of second party left up to applicant ?

V. NOTIFICATION ( 202.9 )

A. Determine policy for notification of action taken on application .

B. How long after receipt of application is notice given?

c . What is written form of reason for denial , termination , or any other

D. If reasons for denial are given orally , is required written dis

VI . FURNISHING OF CREDIT INFORMATION ( 202.10 )

A. What is policy for furnishing of credit information ?

B. Procedure for determining type of accounts

established before 6-1-77 ?

established after 6-1-77 ?

C. Credit History for Married Persons Notice mailed to which accounts ?

D. How soon is manner of reporting accounts change after receipt of

- 2 -
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VII . PRESERVATION OF RECORDS ( 202.12 )

A.
What are internal controls procedures for retention of records in

the files after notice of action taken?

B. Which records retained ?

C. What is policy for records concerning adverse change in terms or

conditions of credit ?

D.
What action is taken when a complaint is received from an applicant ?

E. How long are records maintained ?

VIII . INFORMATION FOR MONITORING PURPOSES ( 202.13 )

A. Is the required personal information requested and maintained ?

B. Are optional and other disclosures made ?

IX . SPECIALIZED CREDIT ( 202.3 )

A. For business or agricultural credit are any policies as related

above subject to change ?

B. Separate accounts ?

C. Co- signers or guarantors ?

X. DEALER PAPER

A. What are internal control procedures for insuring dealer compliance
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EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT Section 10

Form EP-B- 3

JOINT GUIDELINES FOR B AND FAIR HOUSING EXAMINATION

Housing related

loans only

All other

loans

1 . Are loans limited to bank customers ?

If yes , is a minimum deposit required .

Amount of deposit , if any .

2. Does the bank make unsecured loans ?

3. Minimum income /loan ratio .

4 . Maximum debt /worth ratio .

5 . Minimum debt service / income ratio .

6. Lending territory - census tracts or

7 . Duration of loans - limits .

8. Interest rates

Maximum

Minimum

Relation to appraised value of security

Relation to duration of loan

Relation to rates of other financial

institutions .

9. Collateral requirements

Loan/appraised value of collateral

10 . What weight is given to credit history ?

11. What weight is given to part-time

employment ?
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Housing related

loans only

All other

loans

12 . What loans require :

credit life insurance1 )

2 )

13 . Minimum time employed at present

job ?

14 . When are financial statements

required ?

15 .
Does the bank have any other

lending requirements ?

HOUSING LOANS Housing related

loans only

16 . Is source of equity a factor ?

How important ?

17 .
What weight is given to the appraisal

in evaluating loans ?

18 . What is the bank's policy with regard

to government guaranteed loans ?

19 . Are appraisals done by in-bank personnel

or independent appraisers ?

20 . Brief appraisal standards ?
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EXHIBIT E

INTRODUCTION

Examination Outline Section 1

Handout No. 10

EXAMINATION OUTLINE

I. Initial Contact

A. Meet with highest executive officer .

1 . Explain purpose , scope , and goals of exam .

2 . Make appointments with department heads .

3 . Review request list . ( This may be done with the Compliance Officer

or other officer as requested by bank . )

B.
Meet with department heads as soon as possible .

1 . General introduction of procedures you will follow .

2. Gather policies , forms , etc. from each department ( unless you are

C. During your initial contact , you should be familiar with the ICQ , so questions

may be directed to completion of the general ICQ .

II . Sampling

A. Be sure each department is providing the number of loans made so you

B. From each department, you should get a list of each type of loan made .

This is for completion of the Regulation 2 portion of the Line Review

Sheet .

C.
Select your sample as soon as possible .

1. Request information you may have trouble obtaining.

a . Loan files from remote branches

b . Billing statements for open-end

C.
Billing statements or account histories for simple interest

instalment loans

III . Meet with auditor and /or compliance officer

A. Discuss and review their consumer compliance audits,

B.
Review reports issued .

C. Include in your review a discussion and review with loan review

auditors .
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IV . Other material that should be reviewed as an initial step to your exam

A. Director minutes

Loan committee minutes

C. CCIS Data

D. Bank's complaint file

E. Litigation

V. There is a variety of things you may do if you are waiting for information ,

or bank personnel.

A. Collect brochures , advertising , or loan applications from the lobby .

B. Look for necessary signs in the lobby .

1 . FDIC

2 . Fair Housing

3 . HMDA Notification ( not necessarily a requirement - see HMDA )

C. Collect HMDA Statements

1 . Review HMDA Examination and Verification Procedures .

2 . Review data to determine if there appears to be areas where the

bank is not making loans .

D. Obtain advertising for review .

E.
Contact deposit personnel and obtain information relating to the

various types of deposits available .

F. Review any policies , forms or other manuals you have collected so far .

VI . Review Policies and Manuals

A. Consistency with Regulations

B. Detail contained in policy . ( Is it too general to be effective? )

C. Do policies provide for good internal controls ?

D. Are policies up to date and well organized ?

E. Examination and verification procedures specifically addressing

policy :

1. Advertising EP# 1

2. Deposits EP # 2
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3 . Regulation z . There are no specific questions relating to policy ;

however, any specific reference to Regulation 2 in the policy must

be reviewed for consistency with the Regulation . A system of

internal controls is essential for Regulation 2. The bank should

have written controls for the Regulation .

4 . RESPA EP 42 : VP #1 , #2 , #3 , #4

5. Regulation B. EP # 1b . Compare policy to Regulation B check list .

6 . Fair Credit Reporting EP# 1

7 . Fair Housing : Most of the examination and verification procedures

VII. Interview department heads to determine their knowledge of the regulations,

A. All lending departments .

1 . Complete EPB - 2 and EPB- 3 checklists

2 . Determine methods of computing and charging interest

a . Collect rate tables

3 . Internal Controls

a . ICQ Questionnaire

b : Methods of insuring branch compliance

C.

What other procedures have they adopted to insure

compliance with all consumer regulations .

4 . Do they make RESPA applicable loans . ( If so see REM's )

B. Instalment Loans

1 . Dealer compliance ( Regulation B and Regulation 2 )

C. REM's

1 . RESPA ( Refer to Verification Procedures to determine questions

that you will ask )

2 . Fair Housing ( Refer to Verification Procedures )
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D. Open End

1 . Fair Credit Billing ( Refer to Verification Procedures )

2 . Initial disclosures and Billing Statements . ( You will have

several questions to ask in this area , refer to verification

procedures ) .

VIII. Interview initial contact personnel and other officers as considered

A. Regulation B VP# 1

B. Fair Housing VP # 2 - All or portions of the check list ( EPB- 2 )

IX . Review Blank Forms

A. EPB- 1 ( Regulation B Checklist )

1 . Complete for application forms, security agreements, rejection

notices , financial statements , etc. ( This step completes EP # 1 a & b )

B. Review RESPA forms and booklets

1 . This completes RESPA EP# 4 and VP # 2a .

C. Review note and disclosure forms

1 . Closed end EP# 2 and VP # 1

2 . Open end EP# 1 and VP # 1

3 . Leasing VP # 4

X. By this point in time the examiner should have developed a general idea as

XI . Working Loan Files

A. Work files for your original sample of 35 accepted and 18 rejected

B. File Work

1 .
Be sure each file is reviewed for compliance with any applicable
Regulation . Before you become familiar with the regulations , this

will be a step-by-step process using the verification procedures

and the regulations . For example , working a real estate file :
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a . Review the application , loan committee reports on the loan ,

financial statements and other internal work sheets to determine

compliance with :

1. Regulation B. EP# 6 , VP # 4 . Also refer to the back of the

2. Fair Housing . VP # 3 . In this area , the appraisal should be

3 . In examination for Regulation B and Fair liousing , the

examiner will also review the note for terms of credit

and signatures that have been obtained .

b . Review of RESPA documentation .

1 . VP # 2 through # 8 ( RESPA )

C. Notes and Disclosures

1 . Regulation 2 Closed end . VP # 2 ( Also calculator instructions )

2 . For additional items selected to complete Regulation Z

check list , use VP # 2 , # 3 , and #4 .

3 . Compliance with usury law

d . For rejected REM's , the review will also include :

1 . Regulation B : Proper notification

2 .
Fair Credit Reporting Act : All VP for FCRA

2. The above example should not be considered all-inclusive of the

For example, a loan disclosure for Regulation 2 might not show any

points or origination fees , but review of the RESPA settlement statement

may show the customer was charged points . Another way to find undisclosed

charges is a review of income accounts . Some banks have separate income

ledgers for " REM Origination Fees " . If the bank shows such income , but

there is no disclosure of such fees on REM's , the examiner should

investigate further to determine the nature of the fees and further

determine if such fees should have been disclosed on the Regulation 2

disclosure form . The use of such ledgers may be of assistance to the

examiner in determining the extent of noncompliance if a problem has

been discovered .
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3 . As mentioned in X above , the examiner has identified violations on

forms and in policies as an initial step to the examination . During

file work , the examiner should be alert for the use of such forms

and policies that have resulted in violations in actual practice .

Copies of forms or material which will show how the form and /or

policy has resulted in violation would be kept to use in discussion

and to support conclusions in the report .

4 . Once file work is completed , the examiner must make comparisons of

how the bank has applied its policies in actual practice to those

written and unwritten policies that have been reviewed as an initial

step to the examination . Additionally , all rejected and accepted

files should be compared to each other to determine if credit

evaluation techniques used by lending officers , and the terms of the

credit are consistent . If inconsistencies are discovered , the examiner

will take further steps to determine the reasons for such inconsistencies !

C. Refer to Handout on Minimum Statistical and Judgemental Sample Sizes and

select additional items required .

D. Conclude line work

1 . Work as many additional files as considered necessary to properly

isolate the cause of the violation and to assess the impact . Use

discussion with management to facilitate these determinations .

2 .
If your line work , review of policies , and review of the HMDA statements

indicates that the bank may be redlining , or pre-screening , additional

steps are necessary . Contact your Regional Consumer Specialist .

3 . Complete the " Line Review Sheet"

4 . Review the Examination and Verification Procedures to determine

that all steps relating to loan work have been completed .

a .

Review of the examination and verification procedures will perhaps

show you that the bank , as a whole , or a particular department

does not understand a particular regulation . For example ,

the EP and VP for Regulation B may show all departments have many

problems with the Regulation . Thus your report , and discussion

could be directed to increased compliance efforts by the bank on

the Regulation .

5 . Discuss the department with the head of the department . ( Unless other

wise requested by the bank)

a .

Have the department head give you an indication of the corrective

action that will be initiated .

b .
Discuss each violation with the department head .

1 . Be sure he understands the violation and is aware of the

sections of the regulation affected .
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2 . Discuss impact with the officer .

a . Duration of noncompliance

b . Monetary impact and number of customers affected

C. Methods used to compute impact

6 . Note and discuss all internal control deficiencies . These deficiencies

will be written in the internal control section of the report .

E. The above ( A to D ) steps will be completed for each lending area of the

F. At this point in the examination , the EP ard VP for Usury , FCRA, Fair Housing ,

XII . If not completed in step XI , complete examination and verification procedures

for the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act .

XIII .
Complete the examination and verification procedures for the following :

A. HMDA

B. Advertising

These examination and verification procedures

are self explanatory and can be performed at

any point during the examination . ( see step

#5 )C. Interest on Deposits

D. EFTS

E. Refer to Handout on Minimum Statistical and Judgemental Sample Sizes to

insure that you have selected the minimum number of items required for
each area .

F. If applicable , isolate violations and assess impact as discussed in the

G.
Discuss each area with the officer responsible for each area . Refer to

XI D.5 . of this handout .

H. Note and discuss all internal control deficiencies . These deficiencies

XIV . Concluding the Examination

A.
Review the request list to be sure you have obtained all items requested .

B. Review Examination and Verification Procedures to insure all steps have

been completed .

C. Review your conclusions from all areas .
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1 . From these conclusions , prepare your comments and presentation for

the final review meeting on the banks system of internal controls .

2 . Review your violations

a . Are they well documented in the work papers ? ( Especially for

overcharges or underpayment of interest )

b . Prepare them for final discussion .

D. Final Review Meeting

1 . ( Both open andDiscuss all items in the Report of Examination .

confidential sections )

2 . Leave nothing in writing in the bank .

3 . Be organized and be sure you understand all violations or other

deficiencies you plan to discuss .

4. Prepare a memo on the meeting and retain in the work papers .

E. Write the report of examination and send it to the Regional Office as

soon as possible . Refer to the Handbook and your notes to aid you in

writing the report of examination .

F. If required in your region , send the workpapers to your office .
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INTRODUCTION EXHIBIT F Section 1

Statistical Sarapling

Handout No. 3

STATISTICAL SAMPLING CONSUMER EXAMINATION

Statistical sampling is a process whereby conclusions are drawn about

an entire collection of data based upon an examination of a representative

cross section of the data . If a problem does not appear in the sample , it

is unlikely that it affects a large number of people given the guidelines

established by the Office for the sampling plan . Thus , by carefully reviewing

a statistical sample of loans, we can focus our energies on those situations

which have the most significance .

Experience has indicated that certain systematic problems can be

pinpointed and attacked directly . For example , we have found that use of

mixture of the 365/360 day year frequently causes systematic understatement

of the APR for consumer loans in the note department .

The Office's sample plans and selection techniques are explained in a

chapter of the Comptroller's Handbook of Examination Procedures and in a

related Statistical Sampling Training Course , both of which must be under

stood by the examiner in order to apply the procedures below . Our approach

to sampling is pragmatic . We begin with a statistically valid sample of 35

items . These will be fully reviewed . This means that all procedures will

be performed , where applicable , to every loan in the sample . The only

exception to this rule is where items are not subject to variation in any

relevant respects . Where five loans in the sample , say check - credit , use

the same forms and computer programs , only one must be reviewed to establish

that the form is properly prepared and that the computer program is correct .

We will supplement the sample with additional items to spot systematic problems

which we suspect may be present , based on our experience in the past .

In addition to reviewing accepted files , 18 reiected files will be

selected for the purpose of determining compliance with Fair Credit Reporting,

Equal Credit Opportunity and Fair Housing Laws.

APPLICATION OF CONCEPT

The TEST CHECK PORTION OF THE LINE REVIEW SHEET is designed to serve as

an organizational tool . At the beginning of each exam , management responsible

for each department originating consumer loans should be questioned as to the

different types of loans made in their department . A 'type ' of loan , for our

purposes , is one which differs with respect to the areas of inquiry listed on

the test check sheet . For example , if the Real Estate department uses two

different programs or sets of tables, to compute APR's , these are two different

' types ' of loans. If three different late fees are imposed for three classes

of loans, we have three more ' types ' .

Having determined how many types of consumer loans are made by the bank ,

we select our sample of thirty -five loans from the population consisting of all

loans , using sampling techniques described in the Statistical Sampling Training

Course . All relevant procedures will be performed on the thirty -five sample

loans . As each ' type ' of loan is found in the sample and reviewed , results

should be entered on the sheet . Following review of all thirty - five loans in

the sample, randomly select additional items until all ' types have been

reviewed. Our objective in selecting the additional items not appearing in

the sample is to determine that the bank's systems and procedures are effective

37-415 O - 79 - 57
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in assuring compliance with the particular law . For loans picked as a

supplement to the thirty - five , only procedures relevant to the attribute

which caused us to identify a loan as a distinct type need be performed

Thus, if we already have done all procedures with an indirect loan in our

original sample , but have not seen an indirect auto loan which is special

only in its method of rebating unearned finance charges , we will only do

procedures relating to rebates for this additional loan . In this manner

we can get a good feel for the bulk of the bank's loans through our original

sample , and also check all other variations in procedures through our

supplemental test checks . It should be noted that procedures for open - end

credit obviously do not coincide with many operations listed on the sheet .

Naturally , perform procedures detailed as appropriate to open end credit and

use the sheet only as a tool to keep track of what has been reviewed and

what problems have been found .

Once all procedures have been completed , randomly select an additional

eighteen rejected loans . Again , all relevant procedures will be performed for

each loan , unless forms and procedures are identical ( e . & . , computerized ) ,

in which case useless repetition may be omitted . Line sheets will serve as

organizational tools for these procedures . As with the earlier sample ,

take supplemental sample loans in any area where the bank's procedures have

not been tested in the sample of thirty -five , performing only those procedures

deemed relevant to the supplemental sample. For example , if only two accepted

and three rejected Real Estate loans appeared in the sample , you may pick more

loans if it will make you feel more comfortable .

Advertising , Home Mortgage Disclosure, and Interest on Deposits ( Savings

do not require statistical sampiling , though random selection will be appropriate

in choosing samples for the savings work program. Again , choose one of each

' type ' to test the functioning of systems. Normally, all advertising in the

last two years should be reviewed .

The above is intended as a guide to performing the examination . Work

programs may be done in any order with which you feel comfortable . The

order outlined above is illustrative of one possible approach .

UNSATISFACTORY RESULTS

The sample design described above does not have any allowance for error

so that any one ( 1 ) error found in the sample is unaccepted and should be
investigated .

Rather than attempting to enlarge the unsatisfactory sample , it is

perferable to focus attention on the qualitative aspects of the observed

errors . In some cases , an evaluation of the nature and cause of errors will

permit the examiner to localize the errors by isolating the conditions that

permitted or led to the errors. If the nature and cause of observed errors

can be isolated , additional work may be directed to the affected areas . If

the error cannot be localized or time constraints prevent the examiner from

performing additional work , it may be possible to arrange for the bank's internal

auditors or other employees' assistance .
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NUMERICAL SAMPLING

CASE PROBLEM - REVISED

You have determined that numerical sampling will be used on 2,142 loan

accounts as follows :

Commercial Loans

Real Estate Loans

Instalment Loans

Check Credit

Credit Card

200

157

132
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In the case problem the sample size was determined to be 35 and the

computed interval was 61.2 ( 2,142 accounts • 35 ) which was rounded down to 60 .

Therefore , every 60th item after a random start was selected .a

The first method of selection was counted intervals . This technique was

applied as follows :

First-select a random number between 0 - and the interval containing

the same number of digits as the interval .

Second-count the population items until you reach the random number -

which will be the first item selected .

Third - restart the count and select the item that coincides with the

interval - in this case 60 .

The third procedure is contained until the entire population has been counted .

Using the randon number of 35 , the sample items selected from the first four

pages were : 48859 , 49681 , 50054 , 50372 .

The second selection method used was specified positions . This method was

said to be most appropriate when the population was in standard blocks and there

were line numbers assigned consecutively to each item within a block .

The line numbers were used to make the sample selection in the following

manner :

Select a random number between 0 and the interval ( round down in this case ) .

The line number that corresponds to the random start was the first item

selected and an item was selected each increment of 55 in the line number

thereafter , in our example only one item is selected on each page . In the

problem the item selected was associated with line number 35 ( random start )

48859 , 49650 , 49985 , 50296 , etc.

The third method of selecting numerical samples demonstrated was terminal

digits . This method is appropriate when identification numbers are assigned

consecutively to each of the population items . In the problem this was the
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account number . Missing numbers or extraneous material does not create a problem as

long as they are not in a recurring pattern that coincides with the selection

interval .

In order to use terminal digits as a selection technique , the sampling

rate has to be computed and then a set of terminal digits must be selected that

will yield that sampling rate . The sampling rate is the reciprocal of the

sampling interval ; therefore , the sampling rate is easily computed by dividing

the sampling interval into 1 . In the case problem , the sampling rate was .0167

or 1.67 % ( 1 - 60 ) . Round up to .02 for ease of selection . '

The rate yields of terminal digits are summarized below :

Any one digit from 0 through 9 will appear but once in each ten

items ; therefore , one digit will yield a sampling rate of 10 % or ( 1 10 ) .

Either an odd or even characteristic of numbers appears in 5 out of

the ten digits o through 9 ; therefore , a selection based on all odd

digits would yield five items ( 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 and 9 ) out of ten for sampling>

rate of 50 % ( 5 ; 10 ) .

Three simple rules : ( 1 ) the sampling rate for more than one terminal

digit is the sum of the sampling rates of the individual digits selected ;

for example , a selection based on each item that ended in either a 6 , 1 , or

an 8 would result in a sampling rate of 30 % ( .10 + .10 + .10 ) . Since eacha

digit has a 10 % rate alone , in total they yield 30 % .

( 2 ) However , when terminal digits are combined the yield of the combination

is the product of the rate yields of each individual digit ; for example ,

the combined three digit number of 618 would yield 1 item out of a 1,000

for a .001 sampling rate ( .1 x .1 x .l ) .

( 3 ) Preceding any set of terminal digits with an odd or even

characteristic has the effect of cutting the sampling rate in half .

For example , the number 29 will yield 1 item out of a hundred for a

.01 sampling rate . Preceding 29 with an odd characteristic i.e. , odd
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29 would yield 1 item out of 200 ( 129 , 329 , 529 , 729 , 929 ) for a

sampling rate of .005 .

In the case problem the desired sampling rate was 2 % . Any two numbers

out of 100 would yield that rate ( .01 + .01 ) . The randomly selected digits

of 10 , and 57 were used to select from the population in the problem .

This was accomplished by selecting every item whose account number

ended in 10 or 57 .

The selected items were :

Page 1 048610 , 048857

Page 2 049510 , 049810

Page 3 049857 , 049910

Page 4 050157 , 050310

Page 5 050457 , 050510

Page 6 050857

Page 7 051210

Another method of selection discussed was called measured intervals. '. In this

method , a strip of paper , adding machine tape , or group of cards is used to measure

the selection interval . When the items are listed on a standard type of paper , a

sheet of the standard paper may be the best choice as a measuring tool .

The case problem was not a good illustration of the application of this

technique , simply because the interval was large in relation to the number of items

on a page .
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INTRODUCTION

Consumer Affairs Examination

Minimum Statistical and Judgemental Sample Sizes Section 1

Handout No. 9

MINIMUM STATISTICAL AND JUDGEMENTAL SAMPLE SIZES

A
.

INITIAL LOAN SAMPLE SELECTED STATISTICALLY .

( 1 ) 35 ACCEPTED LOANS SELECTED FROM A POPULATION OF ALL LOANS

MADE DURING THE MONTH OF THE EXAMINATION AND THE PRECEEDING

THREE MONTHS . THIS WILL INCLUDE , IF APPLICABLE , CONSUMER

LOANS ORIGINATED BY THE TRUST DEPARTMENT IF THE NUMBER OF

LOANS MADE BY THE TRUST DEPARTMENT EXCEEDS 20 % OF THE TOTAL

LOANS OF THE OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF THE BANK ,

EXAMPLE : TOTAL OF REM'S , COMM'L , INSTAL ' , ETC , 2,000

TRUST LOANS WILL BE INCLUDED . IF THE NUMBER OF

TRUST LOANS DID NOT EXCEED 20 THEY WOULD NOT

BE INCLUDED IN THE STATISTICAL SAMPLE . SEE

INSTRUCTIONS UNDER C. ( 3 ) .

( 2 ) 18 REJECTED LOANS SELECTED FROM ALL REJECTED APPLICATIONS

RECEIVED DURING THE MONTH OF THE EXAM AND THE PRECEEDING

THREE MONTHS . THERE MAY BE CASES WHERE IT IS NOT POSSIBLE

TO SELECT REJECTED ITEMS STATISTICALLY ,

B. FOR EXAMINATION FOR FAIR LENDING PRACTICES , AT LEAST FIVE

ACCEPTED AND FIVE REJECTED REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES MUST BE REVIEWED ,

IF YOUR SAMPLE SELECTED IN " A " ABOVE YIELDED LESS THAN FIVE

ACCEPTED AND ' REJECTED MORTGAGES , ADDITIONAL ITEMS WILL BE PULLED
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JUDGEMENTALLY TO YIELD A TOTAL OF FIVE ACCEPTED AND REJECTED

MORTGAGES .

EXAMPLE : ORIGINAL SAMPLE OF REM'S

TOTAL NEEDED

JUDGEMENTALLY PULL

3 ACCEPTED

5

2 ACCEPTED

2 REJECTED

5

3 REJECTED

6. COMPLETION OF REGULATION I TEST CHECK SHEET ( SEE LINE REVIEW )

( 1 ) YOU MUST SELECT AT LEAST ONE OF EACH TYPE OF LOAN MADE BY

( 2 ) REVIEW A FEW LOANS ORIGINATED PRIOR TO 1975 FOR COMPLIANCE

WITH REGULATION Z. EMPHASIS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO LOANS

ON WHICH INCORRECT DISCLOSURE IS COMMON , SUCH AS LOANS

WITH POINTS OR INSURED MORTGAGES .

( 3 ) IF CONSUMER LOANS MADE BY THE TRUST DEPARTMENT WERE NOT

SAMPLED, SELECT AT LEAST ONE OF EACH TYPE OF CONSUMER LOAN

MADE BY THE TRUST DEPARTMENT . THE EXAMINER MAY GO BACK

SIX TO TWELVE MONTHS TO FIND A SAMPLE OF EACH TYPE OF LOAN

IF IT IS NECESSARY .

D. CREDIT LIFE PENETRATION
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THEN SELECT ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR REVIEW . THE TOTAL OF ITEMS

REVIEWED FOR THE RESPECTIVE SITUATIONS DESCRIBED ABOVE , NOT

NECESSARILY STATISTICALLY SELECTED . SHOULD BE :

1. 35

2. 10

-

3. 15 IN ADDITION , INTERVIEW THE LOAN OFFICER

EXAMPLE : INSTAL ' LOANS WORKED : 25 OF THAT NUMBER 21 HAD CREDIT

WOULD BE JUDGEMENTALLY SELECTED AND REVIEWED FOR CREDIT

LIFE PENETRATION ,

E. IF OVERCHARGES ARE DISCOVERED, A MINIMUM OF 10 OF EACH TYPE OF

LOAN ON WHICH THERE ARE OVERCHARGES MUST BE WORKED .

F. IF ERRORS ( VIOLATIONS ) ARE FOUND ON ANY OF THE SAMPLE ITEMS OR

ADDITIONAL ITEMS AS IS NECESSARY TO DISCOVER THE EXTENT OF THE

PROBLEM .

G. ADVERTISING

REVIEW ALL ADVERTISING DONE IN THE LAST TWO YEARS . IF A CONSUMER

EXAM HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE , LOOK AT ADVERTISING SINCE THE LAST

EXAM .

H. DEPOSITS

OFFERED BY THE BANK .
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I. FAIR DEBT COLLECTION PRACTICES ACT

WORK AS MANY ADDITIONAL FILES AS ARE CONSIDERED NECESSARY TO

DETERMINE COMPLIANCE WITH THE ACT .

J. SPECIAL SITUATIONS

( 1 ) BRANCHES AND OPERATING SUBSIDIARIES

TALLY SELECT SUCH LOANS TO DETERMINE THE DEGREE OF COMPLIANCE

IN THE BRANCH . THE REGIONAL CONSUMER SPECIALIST MAY BE

CONTACTED TO AID IN DETERMINATION OF THE EXTENT OF THE

EXAMINATION OF BRANCHES OR OPERATING SUBSIDIARIES .
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INTRODUCTION SECTION 1

LECTURE No. 4

SAMPLING

LAST MONDAY WE TALKED ABOUT THE BASIC POINTS OF SELECTION OF ITEMS FOR

REVIEW WITH CONSUMER COMPLIANCE LAWS . DURING THE LECTURES LAST WEEK,

AND IN CASE STUDIES , YOU HAVE SEEN HOW THE ITEMS THAT HAVE BEEN SELECTED

ARE REVIEWED FOR COMPLIANCE . Now WE WILL DISCUSS THE ACTUAL SELECTION

OF THE ITEMS AND HOW TO EVALUATE OUR SAMPLE RESULTS . LATER IN THE LEC

TURE , WE WILL REVIEW SOME COMMON PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN SELECTION OF

THE SAMPLE

As I MENTIONED IN MY PREVIOUS LECTURE , THE SAMPLE IS A NUMERICAL SAMPLE

OF 35 ITEMS , WHICH IS ONLY 1/2 THE SIZE OF THE MINIMUM USED IN THE

COMMERCIAL LOANS . LET'S TAKE A BRIEF LOOK AT WHY WE USE ONLY 35 ITEMS .

FIRST, WE KNOW THAT THE MAKING AND PROCEDURAL BOOKING OF LOANS IS A

REPETITIVE PROCESS FOR A BANK . THE BANKER NORMALLY HAS A SET MANNER

IN WHICH HE ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS , EVALUATES APPLICATIONS, APPROVES AND

DENIES CREDIT , FIGURES TERMS AND MAKES DISCLUSRE . FURTHER , THE BANK HAS

BLANK FORMS IT USES AND THE USE OF THESE BLANK FORMS FURTHER STANDARDIZES

PROCEDURAL CONSISTENCY . OF COURSE WHEN THE BLANK FORMS ARE WRONG , WE

KNOW THAT ERRORS ARE GOING TO OCCUR . TABLES, DESK TOP CALCULATORS , CAN

NED PROGRAMS AND OTHER SUCH ITEMS INDICATE TO US THAT THE LIKELIHOOD

FOR PROCEDURAL CONSISTENCY IS QUITE HIGH .

FOR THE MOST PART , THE BANKER WILL BE PROCEDURALLY CONSISTENT . HE MAY BE

CONSISTENTLY RIGHT OR HE MAY BE CONSISTENTLY IN ERROR . THE POINT IS THAT

HE IS PROCEDURALLY CONSISTENT . WHENEVER SCORING SYSTEMS OR COMPUTERS

ARE INVOLVED IN THE EVALUATION OR DISCLOSURE PROCESS , CONSISTENCY IS
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MAXIMIZED . THUS , WE KNOW THAT EXCEPT FOR INADVERTENT OR MECHANICAL

FAILURE TYPE ERRORS, IF THE BANK IS CONSISTENTLY CORRECT, MOST LOANS

WILL BE IN COMPLIANCE . IF THE BANK IS CONSISTENTLY IN ERROR, MOST LOANS

OF A GIVEN TYPE OR THAT POSSESS SIMILAR CHARACTERISTICS WILL BE IN

VIOLATION .

WHEN STATISTICAL SAMPLING IS APPLIED TO TEST COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS ,

RATES OR REGULATIONS, OCC POLICY REQUIRES THAT THE SAMPLE CONSIST OF 70

ITEMS AND THAT NO FINITE ADJUSTMENT FACTOR BE USED . SAMPLE RESULTS ARE

CONSIDERED SATISFACTORY WITH 70 ITEMS IN THE SAMPLE WHEN NO MORE THAN

TWO VIOLATIONS OF A GIVEN TYPE ARE OBSERVED . THREE OR MORE VIOLATIONS

REPRESENT SERIOUS NONCOMPLIANCE . WELL, WE KNOW THAT WITH RESPECT TO

CONSUMER PROTECTION LAWS EVEN ONE TECHNICAL VIOLATION OF LAW MAY EXPOSE

THE BANK TO GREAT LIABILITY . THUS , THE PRESENCE OF ONE ERROR IS ENOUGH

TO ALERT US TO POTENTIALLY SERIOUS NONCOMPLIANCE .

IN ADDITION, THE OCC DESIGN FOR COMPLIANCE TEST WITH SAMPLE SIZE

MAY BE USED WELL TO TEST FOR THE BANK'S THOROUGHNESS OF COMPLIANCE, BUT

NOT SO FOR TESTING THE ACCURACY OF THE DISCLOSURES . THAT IS , WE CAN

VERIFY WITH 70 ITEMS THAT ALL REQUIRED INFORMATION IS DISCLOSED AND

THAT ALL STEPS ARE FOLLOWED, BUT TO CERTIFY THAT COMPUTATIONS ARE CORRECT

AND THAT INFORMATION ON THE APPLICATION WAS CORRECTLY EVALUATED, WE

MUST BE MORE METICULOUS . HOWEVER , ASSESSING ACCURACY OF COMPLIANCE WILL

REQUIRE TIME CONSUMING COMPUTATIONS AND INFORMATIONAL REVIEWS .

BUT GIVEN THAT WE KNOW THAT THE BANK IS NOT HAPHAZARD IN ITS

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND FURTHER THAT A LARGE DEGREE OF CONSIS

TENCY IS OR SHOULD BE PRESENT, WE MAY LIMIT THE BURDEN OF ASSESSING

1
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ACCURACY AND TEST ONLY EVERY OTHER ONE OF THE 70 SAMPLE ITEMS FOR

ACCURACY , THUS, OUR INITIAL SAMPLE WILL CONTAIN 35 ITEMS . HOWEVER ,

AS YOU MAY RECALL, THE REDUCED SAMPLE OF 35 ITEMS IS CONSIDERED SATIS

FACTORY ONLY IF NO INCACCURAICES ARE OBSERVED . THUS , IN YOUR SAMPLE

35 LOANS IF ANY ERRORS , INCORRECT COMPUTATIONS , OR VIOLATIONS ARE NOTED,

IT IS AN INDICATION OF SERIOUS POTENTIAL FOR NONCOMPLIANCE WITH THE

APPLICABLE LAW . THAT IS WHEN YOUR JOB STARTS--TO FIND OUT WHY !

Now WE KNOW THAT WE WILL USE NUMERICAL SAMPLING BECAUSE WE

ARE BASICALLY CONCERNED WITH THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF VIOLATIONS .

BUT FOR SUCH AN EVALUATION TO BE POSSIBLE, EACH ITEM IN THE POPULATION

MUST HAVE THE EXACT SAME PROBABILITY OF BEING SELECTED AS ANY OTHER

ITEM . SO LET'S DISCUSS THE SAMPLING PROCESS ITSELF . TO BE SURE THAT

WE ARE ALL COMFORTABLE WITH SAMPLING , LET'S WALK THROUGH THE CASE

PROBLEM YOU HAVE BEEN PROVIDED .

THE FIRST THING WE NEED TO KNOW IS OUR POPULATION SIZE . FOR THE

CONSUMER EXAMS OUR POPULATION IS ALL LOANS MADE DURING THE MONTHS OF

OUR EXAM PLUS THE THREE PRECEEDING MONTHS . OUR POPULATION FOR THE

SAMPLE PROBLEM IS 2,1.42 LOANS .

ONCE WE HAVE OUR 35 ITEMS , WE NEED TO SELECT 18 REJECTED LOAN

APPLICATIONS . YOU MAY NOT BE ABLE TO APPLY STATISTICAL SAMPLING TO

SELECT YOUR 18 REJECTED LOANS . USUALLY THE BANKER WILL NOT BE ABLE

TO TELL YOU WHAT THE POPULATION OF REJECTED LOANS OVER THE LAST THREE

MONTHS IS . IF HE CAN , AND THE REJECTED LOAN APPLICATIONS ARE IN ORDER

BY MONTH, YOU MAY BE ABLE TO USE A COUNTED , OR MEASURED INTERVAL SELEC

TION TECHNIQUE , IF IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO DETERMINE THE POPULATION , OR
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IF YOU FEEL IT WOULD BE TOO TIME CONSUMING TO USE STATISTICAL SAMPLING ,

SELECT YOUR 18 REJECTED ITEMS IN AS RANDOM A PROCESS AS IS POSSIBLE .

REFER TO HANDOUT #9 FOR SECTION # , DISCUSS MINIMUM SIZES .

THE ACCURACY OF EVERY MATHEMATICAL FORMULA USED BY THE BANK TO SEE IF

COMPUTATIONS REFLECT THE DISCLOSURES GIVEN . YOU WILL WANT TO TEST

EVERY COMPUTERIZED APPLICATION TO BE SURE THEY ARE CONSISTENT WITH

DISCLOSURES . TO MAKE THE ABOVE TESTS, YOU SIMPLY JUDGEMENTALLY SELECT

ANY LOAN THAT QUALIFIES AS HAVING THE EXTRA CHARACTERTIC ( S ) FOR WHICH

YOU ARE EXAMING AND TEST ONE OR TWO OF THEM . YOU NEED ONLY CHECK

THOSE ITEMS FOR THE PARTICULAR ATTRIBUTE YOU ARE TESTING . FOR EXAMPLE ,

IF , IN YOUR SAMPLE , YOU HAVE REVIEWED SEVERAL DIRECT INSTALMENT CAR

LOANS , BUT DID NOT HAVE ONE ON WHICH A LATE CHARGE WAS LEVIED, YO

WOULD SELECT A DIRECT INSTALMENT CAR LOAN AND TEST ONLY TO SEE IF THE

LATE CHARGE HAD BEEN LEVIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH DISCLOSURES . MAKE SURE

THAT IN COMPLETION OF THE CHECK LIST YOU HAVE EXAMINED ALL TYPES OF

NOTES , AS CERTAIN TYPES OF LOANS ARE MORE SUSCEPTIBLE TO VIOLATIONS THAN

OTHERS . FOR EXAMPLE ;
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ONCE YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE REGULATION Z TÈST CHECK LIST, YOU MAY

WANT TO SELECT OTHER TYPES OF CREDIT THAT ARE SUSCEPTIBLE TO VIOLATIONS

IF YOU HAVE NONE IN YOUR SAMPLE .

( 1 ) UNSECURED LOANS ( INDENTIFY SPECIFIC SITUATIONS WHERE A SPOUSES

SIGNATURE IS REQUIRED )

( 2 ) 1ST LIEN MORTGAGES IN INSTALMENT OR COMMERCIAL DEPTS . ( RESPA )

( 3 ) BRANCH OFFICES ( DETERMINE BRANCH MANAGERS COMPLIANCE )

IN REVIEWING THESE ADDITIONAL ITEMS , THE EXAMINER MUST NOT SPEND

AN UNDUE AMOUNT OF TIME, IF THESE ITEMS ARE SELECTED, REVIEW ONLY THE

PORTION OF THE FILE YOU NEED TO DETEMRINE IF THE ITEM IS IN COMPLIANCE ,

ONLY SELECT BRANCH ITEMS IF YOU FEEL THERE IS A REAL PROBLEM IN THE

BRANCH . WE DO NOT HAVE TIME TO DETERMINE EACH BRANCHES COMPLIANCE

WITH CONSUMER LAW .

NOW THAT WE HAVE REVIEWED ALL OUR ITEMS, THE SAMPLE MUST BE

EVALUATED, IN OUR ORIGINAL SAMPLE OF 35 ACCEPTED AND 18 REJECTED

FILES , ANY ONE ERROR FOUND IN THE SAMPLE IS UNACCEPTABLE AND SHOULD

BE INVESTIGATED . RATHER THAN ATTEMPTING TO ENLARGE THE UNSATISFACTORY

SAMPLE, IT IS PREFERABLE TO FOCUS ATTENTION TO THE QUALITATIVE ASPECT

OF THE OBSERVED ERROR , BUT FIRST LET'S LOOK AT WHAT OUR SAMPLE ERROR

INVOLVES . DO NOT LIMIT THE POSSIBLE IMPACT OF AN ERROR . FOR EXAMPLE,

IF AN INSTALMENT LOAN OFFICER IS ALWAYS REQUIRING THE HUSBANK TO SIGN

ON LOANS TO MARRIED WOMEN , WE HAVE A VIOLATION OF 202.7 IN THE INSTAL

MENT LOAN DEPARTMENT . BUT OUR SAMPLE IS DESIGNED TO DRAW CONSCLUSIONS

ON THE BANK'S COMPLIANCE ON A WHOLE . THIS ERROR IS MORE THAN A VIOLA

TION OF 202.7 IN THE INSTALMENT DEPARTMENT . SINCE REQUIRING A HUSBAND
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TO SIGN FOR A WIFE IS DEFINED AS DISCRIMINATION , YOU HAVE FOUND A

DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICE THAT MAY ALSO BE OCCURING IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS

OF THE BANK , DISCRIMINATION MAY TAKE PLACE IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF

THE BANK ON DIFFERENT LEVELS ; L.E. IT MAY BE RACIAL DISCIMINATION IN

HOUSING LOANS . FOR THIS REASON EACH ERROR MUST BE ISOLATED TO DETER

MINE ITS IMPACT, HOWEVER DON'T EXCLUDE POSSIBILITIES BEFORE YOU BEGIN

TO ISOLATE THE ERROR .

REMEMBER : I SAID WE WILL NOT EXPAND OUR SAMPLE TO ISOLATE THE ERROR ,

HERE ARE A FEW THINGS YOU LOOK AT IN ATTEMPTING TO ISOLATE THE ERROR .

( 4 ) DEALER

( 5 ) SPECIFIC FORM

ONCE YOU HAVE ISOLATED THE ERROR YOU WILL BE READY TO :

( 1 ) DETERMINE IMPACT & DURATION ( DISCUSS )

( 2 ) CORRECTIVE ACTION
)

Now THAT WE UNDERSTAND THE BASIC CONCEPT OF SAMPLING , WE WILL

DISCUSS HOW TO GO ABOUT TAKING A SAMPLE IN THE BANKS WE GO INTO . OUR

FIRST STEP , AND PROBABLY THE STEP YOU WILL HAVE THE MOST TROUBLE WITH

IS IN DETERMINATION OF THE POPULATION AND SEGREGATION OF THE POPULATION

FOR SELECTION . THERE ARE SEVERAL SOURCES FROM WHICH THE POPULATION

WILL BE DERIVED .

( 1. ) REQUEST LETTER ( THE BANK COULD PROVIDE A LISTING )
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( 2 ) BOARD MINUTES OR DIRECTOR'S MINUTE BOOK

( 3 ) LOAN COMMITTEE MINUTES

( 4 ) DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS

( 5 ) COMPUTER PRINTOUTS

( A ) BANK COULD PROVIDE PRINTOUT OF ALL LOANS MADE IN THE

RANDOM START OR TERMINAL DIGITS .

( c ) IF LOANS ARE BOOKED ON THE COMPUTER IN DATE ORDER,

FIND OUT WHICH LOAN WAS THE FIRST LOAN MADE ON THE

DATE THAT CORRESPONDS TO THE BEGINNING OF THE THREE

MONTHS PRECEEDING THE MONTH OF THE EXAM DATE .

( 6 ) MANAGEMENT ESTIMATES - IF AN ESTIMATE IS USED, USE A LOW

ANOTHER SAMPLE WOULD HAVE TO BE SELECTED .

EVEN WITHIN A BANK YOU MAY NEED TO USE A COMBINATION OF THE ABOVE

RECORDS TO DETERMINE AND ISOLATE THE SAMPLE POPULATION . FOR EXAMPLE ,

INSTALMENT AND REAL ESTATE LOANS MAY BE COMPUTERIZED AND COMMERCIAL

LOANS MAY BE ON LEDGER CARDS .

ONE OF THE COMMON PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IS THAT THE COMMERCIAL

LOAN POPULATION CANNOT BE DETERMINED OR SEGREGATED . ( DISCUSS WHAT TO DO )

37-415 0 - 79 - 58
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B. USE OF MEASURED INTERVALS

C. UNDERTERMINABLE POPULATION OR SELECTION OF ITEMS IS NOT

POSSIBLE .

( 1 ) THIS PROBLEM MAY BE ENCOUNTERED IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS

( 2 ) MUST STATISTICALLY SELECT 35 ITEMS FROM AREAS WHERE

STATISTICAL SAMPLING IS POSSIBLE

( 3 ) JUDGMENTALLY SELECT ITEMS FROM DEPARTMENT WHERE

STATISTICAL SAMPLING SOULD NOT BE USED .

ANOTHER PROBLEM YOU COULD ENCOUNTER WOULD BE A CONCENTRATION

OF LOANS TO WHICH CONSUMER REGULATIONS ARE NOT APPLICABLE OR WOULD

NOT AID YOU IN DETERMINATION OF A BANK'S COMPLIANCE , FOR EXAMPLE ,

IF THE BANK HAS MANY FLOOR PLAN NOTES , YOU WOULD NOT WANT TO AND UP

WITH 26 FLOOR PLAN NOTES FOR YOU REVIEW . THERE ARE TWO METHODS YOU

CAN USE TO SELECT YOUR DATA .

A ELIMINATE FLOOR PLANS FROM THE POPULATION

OVER SAMPLE AND ELIMINATE LOANS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE .

B
.

( GIVE EXAMPLE)

IF A PAID OUT LOAN IS SELECTED IN THE SAMPLE :

B. CHECK REBATES

c . PREPAYMENT PENALTY

IF CREDIT LIFE PENETRATION IN THE ITEMS SAMPLED EXCEEDS 80 % IN ANY

DEPARTMENT , SELECT ADDITIONAL ITEMS SO A TOTAL OF 35 ITEMS ARE REVIEW

ED FOR CREDIT LIFE PENETRATION . THESE ADDITIONAL ITEMS NEED NOT BE

SELECTED STATISTICALLY ,
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The Comptroller has not named a Deputy Comptroller for Research

and Economic Programs . This position has responsibility for

researching and analyzing trends in the financial industry ,

conducting economic and banking research , and examining changes

in corporate activities of national banks. Specific programs

include banking research and economic analysis , strategic

analysis , bank organization and structure , and financial reports

and statistics .

John E. Shockey , who was named Chief Counsel in 1977 , will

continue in that position . He is responsible for directing

and coordinating the OCC's Law Department , which provides

services on antitrust matters , enforcement and compliance with

applicable laws , legislation , litigation , securities laws and

other bank related issues .

## # #
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EXHIBIT I

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORKING PAPERS REVIEW CONSUMER

The questionnaire for Working Papers Review - Consumer Examinations is

designed to ensure that working papers developed during consumer compliance

examinations include the following :

1 .
Minimum documentation as required by the Consumer Affairs

Division , Washington , D.C.

2 . Additional documentation as may be required by Region 14 .

3. Proper cross -referencing of workpapers to ensure ready

4. Adequate comments and analyses on the bank's condition with

5 . Sufficient support for comments included in the Report of

Examination - Consumer Affairs .

In addition to the specific items in the questionnaire , the reviewer should

be cognizant of and comment upon , if necessary , the following:

1. Do the working papers properly organize the material assembled

( a ) facilitate review?

( b ) facilitate future reference ?

( c )

2 .

3 .

4 . Do the working papers always show the :

( a ) name of bank and department ?

( b ) examination date?

( c ) work performance date?

( d ) examiner's name ?

( e ) proper numbering system?

( f ) material is prepared in pencil , with red pencil used for

5. Are there any ( if so , was an adequate explanation/reason provided ? ) :

6. Are the working papers legible , concise , clear , neat and organized ?
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR HORKING PAPEPS REVIEI! - CONSUMER ( Continued )

The reviewer is to provide in narrative form an overall conclusion as to

the accuracy , quality , completeness , and relevancy of the working papers

reviewed . Such items as adherence to professional standards , use of review

and quality for future reference should be discussed . Suggestions for

improvement should also be indicated . The reviewer must then rate the

overall condition of the working papers as Excellent , Superior , Good , Fair ,

or Poor .
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Charter ko .:

HORKING PAPEPS REVIE!! CONSUI IER. EXAMINATIO:IS

City : State :Name of Bank :

Examination Date: Examiner :

Working Papers Revieved By :

Date Reviewed :

Program # 39

Flexibility is allowed in numbering within specific categories unless reference

numbers have been assigned . The follo: ing is a checklist for the reviewer as to

which items will be commonly included within each folder of the working papers .

Yes No Comments

A. GENERAL EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

A Is the name listed of the person to

see for performing the exam ( location

of departments , phone numbers , etc. ) ?

A Are comments included regarding the

Commercial Examination Report ?

Are they adequate?

Are sampling procedures sufficiently

documented ?

A Are ( written ) policies satisfactorily

summarized or documented ?

A- Is the EP- B- 2 Questionnaire completely
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WORKING PAPERS REVIES CONSUMER EXAMINATIO :IS

B. INTERIAL CONTROLS Yes Ho Comments

B - 1 Has the Internal Controls Questionnaire

B Are name ( s ) of the compliance officer or

committee members provided?

Are comments included that adequately

explain the compliance officer's or

committee's policies , procedures ,

practices , etc. ?

B- Are memos included that adequately

B Are there comments included from the

Board of Directors Minutes or statements

indicating why not?

B Evaluate any memos from other areas of

the examination that pertain to internal

controls -

Are there any ?

Are they adequately written ?

Is there an adequate summary of internal

controls ? ( Detail is not required - the

summary is for aiding in writing the report

and discussing internal controls with

management )

B

C. CCIS DATA AND LITIGATION

C Is there a copy of the CCIS Data ?

C Are there adequate comments on / analysis

of CCIS data or a comment on the reason why

there is no data?

C Is there any documentation of litigation ?

llas the litigation , if any , been properly

evaluated ?
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HORKINGPAPERS REVIEI ! - CONSUMER EXA!!INATIONS

Yes No Comments

D. BLANK FORMS

D- 1 Is the Regulation B Forms Check

D-2 Are biank forms included and are

D- 3 Are comments on blank forms

Are each of the following procedures forms

forms- properly completed , including clear

cross -referencing to working papers where

applicable ?

E- 1 Usury

E-2 FCRA

E- 3 Fair Housing

E -4 Regulation B

E-5 Regulation Z ( Closed )

E- Regulation Z ( Open )

E- Regulation Z ( Leasing )

E RESPA

E- Fair Debt Collection Practices Act

Note : Specific Examination and Verification

F. LOAN DEPARTMENT ANALYSIS

Hote : For small banks , all Consumer Loan
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HORKING PAPERS REVIEW! CONSUMER EXA!! IHIATIOIIS

Yes Mo Comments

F. LOAN DEPARTMENT ANALYSIS ( Continued )

F- 1 Instalment Department

F- 2 Real Estate Department

F- 3 Note Department

F- 4 Open End Credit Department

F - 5 Leasing Department

Is each folder headed by a separate

Line Review Sheet ( CA- 1 ) ?

Are the review sheets properly

completed ?

Are applicable line sheets ( Consumer

Loan Review forms - CA- 1 & 2 ) for

sampled loans properly completed ?

Are the line sheets filed in the

correct departmental folder?

Are line sheets numbered # 1 to for

sample items , # il - 1 to #N- for additional

items selected , and # R- 1 to # R-_ for

rejected loans selected ?

Are xerox copies of violations pertaining

to a particular loan included with the

applicable line sheet or as a separate

working paper in this section ?

F- Are comments included for the

F Are computations of overcharges

and their total impact documented ?

F If any other workpapers pertaining

to the lending area ( s ) of the bank

used to support completion of the

Examination and Verification

Procedures in folder E are included ,

are they sufficiently clear , complete

and meaningful ?
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WORKING PAPERS REVIEW - CONSU!'ER EXAMINATIO:IS

Yes No Comments

F. LOAN DEPARTMENT ANALYSIS ( Continued )

F

Note : This section should not be a copy or

G- 1 Are the Examination and Verification

Procedures properly completed?

G

G

Are copies of the HMDA Statements , or

portions thereof , included ?

Are copies of census tract maps , if

available , included?

Is there an adequate summary ,

which should include comments on

compliance with State laws and

listings of any violations ?

G

H. ADVERTISING

H - 1 Are the Examination and Verification

H
Do the work papers included here

adequately support the required

procedures ?

H Are copies of ads in violation

included ?

H Is there an adequate summary ,

including noted violations of

State laws ?
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WORKING PAPERS REVIE! CONSUITER EXAMINATICIS

Yes No Comments

I. INTEREST ON DEPOSITS

1-1 Are the Examination and Verification

I Do the work papers included here

adequately support the required

procedures ?

I - Are copies of documents in violation

included?

I Is there an adequate summary ?

J. EFTS

J - 1 Are the Examination and Verification

J Is there an adequate summary ?

K. CREDIT LIFE MEMO

K Does the memo include the penetration

ratio of credit life insurance for

each loan department and the bank

as a whole?

Does the memo state there is/is not

any indication that credit life

insurance is required by the bank ,

any branch , or any loan officer?

L. SUMMARY OF EXAMINATION

L Does the summary list all violations ,

in numerical order , and other

discussion material for the exit review?

L

L

Are there comments on the exit review

and are they adequate ?

Is there a correctly completed copy of

the Consumer Examination Summary Sheet

included ?

L Is there a copy of the Report of

Examination included which is

sufficiently referenced to the

working papers ?
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MEMORANDUM

TO :

FROM : Horkpaper Review Section - Consumer Affairs , 14th Region

DATE :

SUBJ : Comments on Your Working Papers for Your Review

Bank :

Date of Exam :

Ref . # Comments Examiner

Reviewer's Comments on General Condition of the Working Papers :
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INTRODUCTION Section 1

Working Papers Index

Handout No. 4
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WORKING PAPERS INDEX FOR CONSUMER AFFAIRS

A. General Examination Procedures

B. Internal Controls

C. CCIS Data and Litigation

D. Blank Forms

E. Examination and Verification Procedures

F. Loan Department Analysis

G. Home Mortgage Disclosure Act

H. Advertising

I. Interest on Deposits

J. EFTS

Examination and Verification Procedures

K.
Credit Life Memo

L. Summary of Examination
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CONTENT GUIDELINES FOR WORKING PAPERS

CONSUMER AFFAIRS EXAMINATIONS

Flexibility is allowed in numbering within specific categories

unless reference numbers have been assigned . The following is a

guide for the examiner as to which items will be commonly included
within each folder .

A. GENERAL EXAMINATION PROCEDURES .

A- Who to see to perform the exam . ( Location of departments ,

-

NOTE : If the bank has departmental policies , and the

examiner wishes to include policies and ques

tionnaires in their corresponding Loan Department

Analysis folder , make a notation on this folder

that this has been done .

B. INTERNAL CONTROLS

C. CCIS DATA AND LITIGATION

D. BLANK FORMS

E. EXAMINATION AND VERIFICATION PROCEDURES
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E- 4 Regulation B

E- 5 Regulation Z ( closed )

E- Regulation 2 ( open ) ( Indication will be made if not

F

LOAN DEPARTMENT ANALYSIS

This section will be tailored by the examiner to best coincide

with the structure of the bank under examination . In a small

bank with only one or two lending officers and no separate lending

departments , there would be only one loan analysis folder . All

lines would be headed by one review sheet called " All Lending

Departments" . In a larger bank that has separate lending departments ,

separate folders could be maintained on each department as follows :

The lines ( headed by a review sheet ) for each department would

be kept in their respective departmental folders.

The following information would be included in each loan department

folder that has been included in the Loan Department Analysis .

F

F

F

F

Lines ( Headed by the Line Review Sheet )

The lines will be numbered # 1 to # for sample items ,

#N- 1 to # N- for additional items selected , and #R- 1

to # R- for rejected loans selected . Xerox copies of

violations pertaining to a particular loan could either

be kept with the line or as a separate working paper in

this section .

Comments on review of line sheets . This could include :

F

79 59
37-415 O
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-3

Proposed , effected , or recommended corrective

action

Impact of noncompliance

NOTE : This section should not be a

reiteration of your report .

This is to serve as an organi

zational tool to discuss with

the bank and to write your report .

G. HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT

H. ADVERTISING

I. INTEREST ON DEPOSITS

J. EFTS

Examination and Verification Procedures

Work papers to support procedures

Summary

K. CREDIT LIFE MEMO

Pentration Ratio , Optional Nature , Income

to the Bank for the Year , Where Income Goes ,

Officers Share , Insurance Co. Name, and

Director , Officer or Employee Affiliation

with the Insurance Company .

L. SUMMARY OF EXAMINATION

L- Listing of all violations , in numerical order , and other
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EXHIBIT J

- :

PRELIMINARY

CONSUMER AFFAIRS

--CONSUMER COMPLAINT INFORMATION SYSTEM CCIS )

( excerpts )

Prepared By :

Jan Lubeley

Charles Shorter

Management Services Division

November 14 , 1975
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1.1 Scope

The Consumer Complaint Information System ( CCIS ) is a

software system designed to provide the cirdabilities to

identify consumers and banks in dispute , and the various

consumer complaints. Within this capacity , the CCDS

provides a collection center for information of bank
and consumer disputes for all national banks , and a

history of consumer complaints.

1.2 Manual Information System

The consumer complaint manual information system will

compliment and facilitate the operation of the Consumer

Complaint. Information System ( CCIS ) .

This manual system provides for the routing of the

Consumer Complaint Notification ( CCN ) from the point of

initial record to document completion i.e. , resolution

determination and final computer data entry . Also the

manual system identifies the communication network

among the four areas of co -operation-Consumer Affairs ,

Congressional Affairs , Legal Department , and Management
Services .

The responsibilities of the four primary divisions

are as follows :

Consumer Affairs

Initiates the CCN when a complaint is

received in the Washington office , or

in the case where the complaint is filed

and resolved in the region , the division

is the recipient of the completed CCN .

Distributes accumulated data to divisions

as required .

Maintains a comprehensive file consisting

of actual complaint, CCN and various

computer printouts resulting from the

Consumer Complaint Data System .
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Congressional Affairs

Routes complaints received to Consumer Affairs .

Responds to Congressional inquiries regarding

the status of complaints based on current

data provided by Management Services Division

in the form of the resolution computer

printout.

Legal Department

Resolves complaints .

Responds to inquiries regarding the status of
complaints .

Management Services Division

.

Captures , edits and stores complaint data .

Produces periodic reports of complaint

classification summaries by selected data

elements .

Instructions for completion of the Consumer Complaint

Notification and the change sheet, and procedures for

CCN processing operations are described in the following
sections .
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1.2.5 Regional Office Procedures

Periodic management reports are produced by the Manage

ment Services Division for regional office use . The re

ports furnish the consumer affairs specialist with current

data regarding the status of complaints being processed

and provides a complete historical file . These reports

are distributed as follows :

Monthly

Pending Complaints by Region and Attorney

Complainant Alphabetical Listing

Quarterly -
-

Consumer Complaints by Region and Bank

Step Activity

1. A complaint is filed with Regional Counsel or Con

2. The Regional Counsel or the Consumer Affairs Special

1

Copy 1 of the CCN is sent to the Consumer Affairs

Division of the Washington Office . Consumer Affairs

scans the document for incorrect data fields and for

wards it to the Management Services Division ( MSD )

where the data is entered into the computer file

thereby ' opening ' a case .

Copies 2 and 3 are retained in the regional office
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Step Activity

4. MSD produces an error listing and forwards it , with

5. Consumer Affairs makes corrections on a Consumer

6. The complaint is resolved by the attorney .

7. The resolution code is entered on copies 2 and 3 of

8. A Consumer Complaint Data Entry form is completed and

9. MSD processesthe data and returns the Data Entry form

When the regional office receives a management re

port from the Washington office containing a complete

case account ( opened , closed and changes ) copies

2 and 3 of the CCN may be discarded .
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REGIONAL OFFICE PROCEDURES

Complaint

1. Filcs with

مدینش

Cors, difairs ISD

2 . Initiate
Copy I

Data Entry

3 .

Process

PERIODIC MANAGE: ENT REPORTS

.

Errors

Monthly

Produce

Error

Listing

Copy 1Error

Listing

8

COV

Consurer

Affairs

Change

Sheet ( s )

5 .
ASD

Corsec

Errors on

Change

Sheerist

0
4
1Deca Entry

Regional
Office

Resolve

Complaint

Enter Resolu

7. tion on cop

Corplete

.8 . Data Entry
Data Entry

Consumer

Affairs WS

2
Inta Entry

9

Dilla Entry Iris Dita
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1.2.6 Washington Office Procedures

Periodic management reports are produced by MSD

for Consumer Affairs , Bank Operations Division of the

Law Department and Congressional Affairs . The reports

inform these divisions of the current status of com

plaints being processed within the Bureau in addition

to providing a complete historical file . These

reports are distributed as follows :

WEEKLY

Complainant Alphabetical

Listing

- Consumer Affairs

MONTHLY

-

- Bank Operations Division

STEP ACTIVITY

1 . The complaint is filed . It may be filed directly with

the Comptroller's office or indirectly through another

federal agency , a special interest group or a Congressional
office .

2 . When the complaint reaches OCC via a Congressional

office it is handled initially by the Office of the

Special Assistant for Congressional Affairs .

3 . The complaint then is forwarded to the Consumer Affairs

Division .

4 . The complaint is received by Consumer Affairs either

directly or through Congressional Affairs .

5 . Consumer Affairs initiates the Consumer Complaint Noti

fication ( CCN ) ; completing all items except " " Assigned

Attorney , " " Resoltuion Date, " and " P.esolution . "

Copy I of the CCN is forwarded to Management Services

Division ( MSD ) for entry into the computer file . Copies

2 and 3 are sent to Bank . Operations Division of the

Law Department ( See Step 9 ) .
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STEP ACTIVITY

6 .

7 .

The data is processed by MSD .

If there are no errors in the data then proceed to

Step 9. If there are errors , an error listing is

produced and with copy 1 of the CCN is forwarded to

Consumer Affairs .

8 . Consumer Affairs corrects the errors . A Consumer

Complaint Notification Change Sheet is completed for

each complaint . The change sheet ( s ) is sent to MSD

and the new data is entered to the file . Steps 6

through 8 are repeated until no errors are reported .

9 .

10 .

An attorney is assigned by the Law Department .

A data entry form is completed indicating the name of the

attorney assigned to the case . The data entry form is

sent to MSD and the data is entered into the computer

file . When it is determined that the complaint be

referred to the region , resolution code ' 6 ' . " Referred "

should be entered on the CCN . The numerical designation

of the region handling the case also should be entered .

When Congressional interest has been expressed , the Data

Entry form is completed in duplicate indicating on the

second copy in the upper right corner the name of the

Congressman , date of the Congressional letter and last

name of the complainant .

11 . MSD processes the data .

12 . If there are no errors in the data then proceed to Step

14 . If there are errors , an error listing is produced

and with the Data Entry Form is forwarded to the Consumer

Affairs Division .

13 . The errors are corrected on a change sheet by the Consumer

Affairs Division . The Change Sheet is forwarded to MSD

for data entry . The data is processed and the error

correction procedures are repeated until no errors are

reported .

14 . The complaint is resolved by the assigned attorney .

15 . A Change Sheet is completed indicating the resolution and

resolution date . It is forwarded to MSD and entered into

the computer file .

16 . The data is processed by MSD .
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WASII..NGTON OFFICE PROCEDURES

1 .

Complaint

Compression

al Filc2 .

Ree's

by Com

Afinirs

Courlete con

Copy 1

State File ;

3 .

Fon.ard Com

plaint to

Consumer

Affairs

4 .
Received by

Consumer

Affairs

Carplaint

5 .
SD Data Entry

Initiate Copy 1

Law

Department

Process Data

PERIODIC MANAGE ENT REPORTS

No

Errows

WEEKLY - Pending Complaints By

Yes

Bar ) : Operations

Division of the Law
Department

Consumer Affairs

Congressional Affairs

Bank Operations Division

of the law Department

7 . Produce

Error

Listing

MONTHLY - Consumer Complaints

Bank Operations Division
of the law Department

Consumer Affairs Error

Listing

copy 1

CCW

Consumer

Affairs

8 . Correct

Errors on

Change Shect

Change

Shect

SD

0
1
2Data Fitry
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19 ..

9 . Lav Dept.

10. Complete

Data Entry

MSD
Data Entry

11 .

Process Data

Congress .

Interest

Errors No

Consręsșional ( 14

Yes

Data Entry

MSD
Change Sheet

Data Entry

11

14 .
La Dept.

15 : Complete
Data Entry

MSD

Data Entry

Ex
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EXHIBIT K

Comptroller of the Currency

Adminisirator of National Banks

Washington , D. C. 20219

August 8 , 1977

Examining Circular No. 158

To : All Regional Administrators and Examining Personnel

Subject : Procedure for processing complaints involving Title

VIII ( Fair Housing ) of the Civil Rights Act of 1968

( 42 U.S.C. 3605 )

In order to standardize the procedure this Office has been

using in varying forms to process complaints alleging discrimi

nation in mortgage or home improvement financing under Title

VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 , as amended , the following

formal procedures have been adopted .

These procedures do not apply to the notification which HUD sends

us concerning complaints received and being investigated by it .

These procedures also do not apply , or should be discontinued ,

when the complaint is or becomes the subject matter of litigation ,

or when the complaint does not concern a national bank or banks .

These procedures , including the time limits indicated , should be

followed in ordinary circumstances . However , the Regional Office

may exercise its discretion to modify the procedures and /or extend

the time limits in exceptional circumstances .

Receipt of Complaints

All complaints will be entered into the Consumer Complaint

Information System and reviewed by the Regional Office to deter

mine whether the alleged act of discrimination is covered by the

Act . All such complaints received in the Washington Office will

be forwarded to the appropriate Regional Office for processing .

The Regional Office should acknowledge receipt of a complaint

within 3 business days of receipt , notify the complainant of his

or her rights under the Act , and advise that an examiner , assigned

to investigate the complaint , will be contacting the complainant

regarding the complaint . A suggested form letter is attached .
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The bank involved should be provided a copy of the complaint

and requested to submit to the Regional Office , within 10

business days , a detailed and documented response to the

complaint and an explanation for the actions or decisions in

question . The bank should also be advised that an examiner ,

assigned to investigate the complaint , will contact the bank

following receipt of its response . A suggested form letter

is attached .

Assignment of Investigating Examiner

An examiner who has completed the Consumer Affairs Training

School and conducted consumer examinations should be assigned

for up to 10 days to investigate the complaint , commencing no

later than 10 business days following receipt of the bank's

response .

If the Consumer Affairs Examination has not been conducted at

the bank involved , such an examination should be commenced and

the complaint investigated simultaneously .

Prior to the investigation , the examiner and Regional Consumer

Specialist should review the complaint , the bank's response to

the complaint , the Consumer Affairs and Commercial Examination

Reports and related workpapers , and decide how the below listed

procedures should be expanded or modified in order to provide

the optimum scope of investigation necessary to resolve the

specific complaint .

Investigation Procedures

A. Interview Complainant . Interview the complainant to deter

mine the following , if relevant to the complaint .

1 . Basic Data : The complainant's name , address , telephone

number , race , color , religion , national origin , sex , and

marital status , plus any other information of which the

bank had knowledge . This might include occupation ,

place and length of employment , educational background ,

military status , size of family , net income , and source
of income.

2 . Financial Data : Determine whether complainant's finan

cial data and application , submitted by the bank in

response to the complaint , agrees with information

provided by the complainant .
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3 . Dealings Between complainant and Bank : Obtain full

details of all the complainant's dealings with the

bank or any of the bank's agents , including all oral

or written communications ( including loan applications )

with these persons , the nature and date of the alleged

discriminatory act , the amount of the loan sought ,

whether the use of a guarantor or co - signer was con

templated , whether the complainant had a VA certificate

of eligibility or intended to obtain FHA or SBA

Guarantee Insurance , and disclosed these facts to the

bank , the names and addresses of the persons who dealt

with the complainant, and the complainant's description

of what was said or done . Determine what reason the

bank gave for refusing to lend to the complainant or

refusing the terms sought by the complainant . Ascertain

the names and addresses of any witnesses to the alleged

discrimination .

4 .
Other Financial Arrangements. If the complainant has

made or attempted to make other financial arrangements

for the same purpose for which the original loan was

sought since the date of the alleged discriminatory act ,

determine the terms of such financial arrangements and

with whom they were made .

5 .

a .

Bank's Prior Dealings : Determine whether the complainant :

6 .

B. Interview Bank . Contact the appropriate senior officer of

the bank involved in the alleged discriminatory act to

explain the investigation procedures and arrange interviews

of the bank personnel involved in the complaint and other

personnel , as necessary , to obtain the following information :
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1 . Statement . The bank's explanation for , or interviewing

officer's account of the incident which the complainant

has alleged to be discriminatory , including the reasons

for the denial of a loan , or for the imposition of par

ticular terms and conditions on a loan involving the

complainant , and the names of the persons involved in

the decision on the application .

2 . Policy. Determine the bank's policy with regard to the

making of loans , including all factors taken into account

in determining whether a given applicant is eligible for

a loan or other financial assistance, including considera

tion of the neighborhood . Ascertain whether any of these

factors take into account , directly or indirectly , the

applicant's race , color , religion , national origin , sex

or marital status and whether inquiry is made about such

in loan applications . Obtain copies of any available

writings or documents pertaining to the bank's standards

for the making of loans . In order to verify the lender's

policy , other mortgage applications , both accepted and

rejected , should be reviewed . The examiner should make

use of available examination reports and workpapers in

banks which have received a Consumer Affairs Examination .

3 . Dealings with Minorities. Determine whether the bank

The investigating examiner will prepare a " Special Report of

Examination - Consumer Affairs " on the complaint investigation ,

which will be submitted within 10 business days following com
pletion of the investigation . The report will be in letter form
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and addressed to the Regional Administrator on report page

CC 1430-08 . The findings of the investigation should be

clearly set forth in the following format :

1 . Summary of the Complaint

2 . Statements and Information Provided by Complainant

3 .. Summary of Evidence and Information Supporting Com

plainant's Allegation of Discrimination.

4 . Statements and Information Provided by Bank in Defense

of the Allegation of Discrimination .

5 .

6 .

7 ..

Summary of Evidence and Information Supporting the

Bank's Defense

Detailed Narrative of the Investigator's Findings

Summary and Recommendations . ( The examiner should state

concisely whether there is just cause to believe that the

bank discriminated against the complainant in the manner

alleged , or in any other manner , or whether the bank's

defenses appear valid . Comments should also be made on

whether patterns or practices of discrimination are

evident and recommendations made on any policies or

practices which warrant corrective action or further

investigation or examination . )

8 . Documentation . ( All documentation and investigation

workpapers substantiating the findings should be sub

mitted to the Regional Administrators with the Special

Report of Examination . )

Processing of Special Report of Examination by Regional Administrator

The report of examination and related documents should be

reviewed by the Regional Administrator and forwarded within 10

business days to the Consumer Affairs Division , with appropriate

comments on the examiner's summary and recommendations.

Resolution of Complaint

The Consumer Affairs Division will review all reports of

examination and initiate the appropriate resolution and res

ponse to the complainant and bank, with 30 days .

Sue
H. Jpe Selby

First Deputy Comptroller

37-415 0 - 79 - 60
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SUGGESTED FORM LETTER TO COMPLAINANT

Dear :

]We acknowledge receipt of your letter dated [

concerning possible discrimination in financing by [ ] .

The Comptroller of the Currency enforces Section 805 of Title

VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ( 42 U.S.C. 3605 ) in

national banks , which prohibits a bank from denying a loan

or other financial assistance to an applicant for the purpose

of purchasing , constructing , improving, repairing , or main

taining a dwelling , or from discriminating against an applicant

in the terms of that loan or assistance because of the applicant's

race , color , religion , national origin , or sex .

Independent of action taken by this Office on your complaint ,

we would like to advise you of your rights under the various

fair housing laws , if you believe that you have been the vic

tim of discrimination in housing . These include :

1 .
Your right to make a sworn complaint , in writing

to the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

( HUD ) . This complaint must be made within 180 days

of the act of alleged discrimination . Representatives

of HUD will look into your complaint and , if appropriate ,

will attempt to resolve it by informal efforts of con

ciliation and persuasion . Complaints may be registered

with HUD at the following address :

You may also register your complaint with HUD by telephone , using

the toll-free number ( 800 ) 424-8590 for long distance calls , and

755-5674 for local calls in the Washington , D.c. area .

2 . If your state or locality has a fair housing law or
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you may have to retain an attorney ; however , the Fair
Housing Act of 1968 provides that in appropriate cir

cumstances the court may appoint an attorney to repre

sent you . If you win the case , the court may also

Sincerely ,

Regional Administrator
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SUGGESTED FORM LETTER TO BANK

Dear :

This Office is in receipt of a complaint alleging discrimination

in mortgage financing by the bank . A copy of the complaint

letter is enclosed for your information .

The Comptroller of the Currency enforces the provisions of

Section 805 of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968

( 42 U.S.C. 3605 ) , which prohibits a bank from denying a loan

or other financial assistance to an applicant for the purpose

of purchasing , constructing , improving , repairing , or main

taining a dwelling , or from discriminating against an appli

cant in terms of that loan or assistance because of the

applicant's race , color , religion , national origin , or sex .

It is hereby requested that you submit to this Office , within

10 business days , a detailed and fully documented response to

this complaint and justification for the actions or decisions

in question . Your response should include copies of the

relevant loan application , financial data provided by the

complainant , and any notification of adverse action given to

the complainant pursuant to Section 202.9 of Regulation B

( 12 CFR 202 ) .

Following receipt of your response , an examiner , assigned to

investigate this complaint , will contact you for the purpose

of discussing the complaint and conducting a review of the

pertinent records and policies .

Should you have questions or require further information

concerning this matter , please do not hesitate to contact

( name of regional office contact ) at ( telephone number ) .

Sincerely ,

Regional Administrator
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EXHIBIT L

INTRODUCTION Section 1

Consumer Complaint Information System ( CCIS )

Handout No. 8

CONSUMER COMPLAINT NOTIFICATION
NO 106987

NAME : DATE :

First Initial M - D - Y

ADDRESS:
City State Zip

COMPLAINT DATE : COMPLAINT CODE : _ NOTIFICATION SOURCE :
M - D - Y

BANK: CHARTER NO :
City

ASSIGNED ATTORNEY:
Nama

REGION: RESOLUTION DATE : RESOLUTION :
M - D - Y

COMMENTS:

C kose 0
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CONSUMER COMPLAINT CODES

0000 Correspondence received and referred to another agency

or organization outside Office of the Comptroller of

0001 -

1000

the Currency .

Previous complant same subject which is closed

Deposit Function

1100

1200

1300

1400

1500

Certificate of Deposit

Checking /Demand Account

Christmas and Vacation Club Savings

Escrow Accounts

Savings Accounts

1-01

1-02

1-03

1-04

1-05

1-06

1-07

1-08

1-09

1-10

1-11

1-12

1-13

1-14

1-15

1-16

1-17

1-18

1-19

Advertising

Attachment and Claims Freezing

Deposit Not Credited

Deposit Not Credited on Day Made

Disclosure of Account Service Charges & Terms

Discrepancy in Account

Forged Signature or Endorsement

Offset or Set -Off

Payment of Interest

Processing Without Benefit of Endorsement

Refusal to Cash or Pay Customer's Check

Refusal to Cash Non-Customer's Check

Release of Funds

Renewal Automatic

Service Charges

Stop Payment Check Being Paid

Untimely Dishonor of Instrument

Possible Escheat or Inactive Account ·

Account Regulations - Procedures

2000 Loan Function

2100

2200

2300

2400

2500

2600

Bank Card

Check Credit/Overdraft

Commercial Business/ Agricultural

Installment Loans

Real Estate

Single Payment /Demand Loans
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- 2- .

2-26

2-27

2-28

2-29

2-30

2-31

2-32

2-33

2-34

2-35

2-36

2-37

2-38

2-39

2-40

2-41

2-42

2-43

2-44

2-45

2-46

2-47

2-48

2-49

2-50

2-51

2-52

2-53

2-54

2-55

2-56

2-57

2-58

Acceleration Clauses

Amount of Interest Charged - Usury

Amount of Rebate Upon Prepayment 78's

Collateral

Collection Tactics

Collection Service & Attorneys

Credit and Disability Insurance - TIL

Discrimination by Age

Discrimination by Sex , Marital Status

Discrimination by Race , National Origin

Discrimination by Religion

Equal Lending Poster

Escalator Clauses

Fair Credit Reporting Act

Flood Disaster Act

Individual Credit Decision

Institutional Loan Policy

Late Payment Penalty Charges

Leasing

Real Estate Settlement Procedures ( RESPA ) Act

Redlining

Refusal to Renew

Repossession or Foreclosure

Restrictions on Security Interests

Regulation Z Advertising

Regulation z Fair Credit Billing Act

Regulation 2 - Disclosure

Regulation Z Oral Disclosure

Regulation 2 - Right of Rescission

Regulation 2 Unauthorized Mailing or Issuance

Regulation 2 General

Forgery

Credit Account

-

3000 Electronic Funds Transfer Systems

3064

3065

3066

3067

3068

3069

3070

3071

3072

3073

3074

3075

Automatic Bill Payment

Automatic Payroll Deposits

CBCT Equipment

CBCT Location

Confidentiality

Customer Identification Technique or Methods

Error Correction Procedures

Liability

Monthly Statement

Transaction Errors

Transaction Receipt or Records of Reconciliation
Wrongful or Fraudulent Use of Card
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4000 Trust Services

4076

4077

4078

4079

4080

4081

Excessive Charges

Improper Disbursements

Investments

Prudent Handling of Estates/Trusts

Too Long to close and Disburse Estates

Refusal to Respond for Information

5000 Foreign Operations

5082

5083

5084

Letters of Credit/Travelers ' Checks

Foreign Currency Transactions

Foreign Draft Presentment

6000 Safety Deposit Box/ Safekeeping

6085

6086

6087

6088

Disappearance of Items

Illegal Entry

Service Charges

Securities Redemption Transfer / Collection Items

7000 General Complaints

7089

7090

7091

7092

7093

7094

7095

7096

7097

7098

7099

7100

.7200

7300

7400

7500

Advertising

Cashing U.S. Government Checks

Information Available to Stockholders

Lost or Stop Payment of Official Checks /Money Orders
Promotions

Service Charges

Stock Manipulation by Bank Officials

U.S. Savings Bond Redemption

Wire Transfer

Incompetent or Rude Personnel

Bank Supervision

Secrecy

Travel Business

Employee Hiring , Benefits , Firing

Data Processing Services

Conflict of Interest
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NOTIFICATIONSOURCE

10

20

30

Consumer

Attorney

Regulatory Agency

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Federal Reserve Board or Banks

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

Securities and Exchange Commission

Federal Trade Commission

Consumer Interest/Action Group

Congressional

34

40

50

Administrative Assistant

Legislative Assistant

60

70

80

Examiner

State Agency or Bank Supervisor

Executive Branch

Justice Department

Housing and Urban Development

Office of Consumer Affairs

Treasury

Consumer Protection Agency

90 Bank or Other Financial Institution

If a government agency , bank or other notification source originates a complaint

a l should be substituted for 0 ( i.e., 31 , 51 , 61 , 71 , 81) .

RESOLUTION

0. No reply necessary - to files

1. Bank Error

2 . Bank Legally Correct

3 . Consumer Reimbursed - Bank Legally Correct

4 .
Consumer Reimbursed Bank Error

5. Factual Dispute - Contestable- Refer Customer to Attorney

6. Referral

7 . Information

8. Consumer Reimbursed - Communication Problem

9. Settled by mutual agreement
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3

1.2.1 Instructions for Completion of

the Consumer Complaint Yotification

Introduction

The Consumer Complaint Notification ( CCN ) is initiated

When a complaint is filed with a Regional office or the

PLEASE TYPE or PRINT CLEARLY -

° Name Enter the name , ( last , first , u.i. )

of the complainant .

Date - Enter the date this form is complet

Address - Enter the address of the complain

• Complaint Date Enter the date the coinplaint was filed

i.e. , date on the complainant's

letter . ( Six digit numerical desig

nation for month , say , year e..,

06/01/75 . )

Complaint Code - Enter the code identified with the
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4

Notification

Source

- Enter the code identified with the per

Bank - Enter the name of the bank against whom

Charter No. Enter the charter number for a national

bank. ( See current National Bank Master

List. ) Enter '99999 ' for a former nation

al bank . Enter ' 00000 ' for any other

bank..

° Assigned
Attorney

- Enter the name of the attorney assigned

Region

Resolution - Enter the code identified with the final

Comments Record pertinent additional information .

Note : A Consumer Complaint Notification must be completed

IMPORTANT :

The name must be the name of the complainant not the attorney or

name of the individual signing the letter for a company or government

agency . If in fact a complainant is a company or government agency , then

it should be listed as such and not by the individual signing the letter .
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CONSUMER COMPLAINT NOTIFICATION CHANGE

Identification C البلبل

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Change

Code

89

Consumer's

02
Street Address

City

1
1 الللللللللللل ارب

اليباباباب

State

05 Zip Code

00 Complaint Date ( MM DD YY )

Complaint Code

[
Notification Source

Bank Charter No.

| ريب

ايبيلب
Assigned Attorney

|
F
R
E
E

Complaint Region

ايبيل
Resolution Date ( MM DD YY )

1 3 Resolution
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PAGE 1906/02/16

EXAMREGTUNUT

CONSUMERAFFAIRS

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTDATASYSTEM

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTSBYREGIONANDBANK

NAMEOF

BANK

BANK

CHARTER

NUMBER

CASE

ATTORNEY

NAMEOF

CUNSUMER

*****COMPLAINTDATA************

CUMPLAINTDATERESOLUTION

CODE

000498

01059

DANKOFMAINE,N.A.

BANKOFNEWHAMPSHIRE,

WHITE

WHITE

CROWELLMC

JINKSDANIEL

1509

D1

03-25-76

33-29-76

05-03-762

4

2

16-21-76

05-03-76

07-09-75

05-11-76DAYSTATENATIONALBANK
2

504-32-76

04-01-15

06-21-762AYBANMMERRIMACKVALLEY,N.A.

DÀYBANKMIDUMESEX,N.A.

001059

001059

001059

WHITE

WHITE

DECARLO

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

ELDER

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

EAGLETON

WHITE

MALLINGER

WHITE

BUYLAN

LEVIN

WHITE

LEVIN

WHITE

WARDM

JIHKSDANIELW

GILLABIGAILS

STEERSGEORGE

CASTIGLIONEANTHONYJ

WEBBROBERTA

TRCMBLEYUROYJR

MILANUJOSEPH

FERNALDHIM

ANDERSONEDWARDA

COVINOJANETM

SORDILLORUBERTP

MARGOLIESMARVINH

BARBIERITONY

MASSPIRG

SMITHJAMESE

WILLIAMSFRANKLINC

LABBEHAROLDA

LABBEHARULDA

VERMONTPIRG

HOUGESDEBRA

BOSE1JOHN

SAUNDERSJEREMIAH

1213

2021

2120

111)

2427

2439

6033

1217

6)85

1206

1217

2439

7392

1216

2053

2439

7000

4001

6000

2053

1216

2056

1202

)5-14-76

02-15-76

36-06-75

23-25-76

06-28-76

13-1)-76

08-23-74

05-26-76

07-)6-76

04-28-16

J4-14-76

02-18-16

32-02-16

21-14-16

12-00-74

13-)3-76

05-30-74

02-02-76

02-02-16

05-02-74

1

4

5

05-13-76

03-19-76

02-18-76

02-11-76

12-13-74

03-25-76

06-24-74

06-08-76

06-08-76

06-07-14

16-)1-70

05-10-74

BAYBANKUNITEU,N.A.

ULACKSTUNEVALLEYNATIONALBANK

CANALNAIIGNALBANK

CENTRALNATIONALBANK

COMMUNITYNATIUNALBANK

CONCURDNAITUNALBANK

FIRSTAGRICULTURALNATIONALBANKOF

1

2

04-08-75

ל

001082

JJ2232

J00888

J00736

)))736

OU2170

002153

001338

UGOLENSKY

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

MALLINGER

WHITE

WHITE

CUJ

MUSANTESTELLA

RECOGERALDR

MOODYWSHERMAN

THOMASWILLIAM

COYLEJOHNK

LAFAYETTEPAULR

GARUNERDODGE(NC

ALUGNAMICHAELP

25JO

2440

2432

150

7023

2400

1213

0001

01-31-15

12-10-16

12-12-15

05-26-75

09-27-14

04-05-76

)4-21-76

04-25-76

FIRSTNATIONALBANKUFMARLBURO

FIRSTSAFETYFUNUNATIONALBANK

HARTFUKUNATIONALBANKAND

06-23-76

11-08-74

36-03-76

25-12-16

06-10-16

2

3

2

N
W
N

2DJ1338

OU1338

001338

001338

001338

J1338

OUT338

201338

001338

001338

01338

7

2

CUJ

NYSTROM

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

NYSTROM

WHITE

NYSTROM

NYSTROM

WHITE

ALOGNAMICHAELP

MANSFIELDGRACE

PODOLSKYRAPHAELL

MUNNRICHARDR

DUPREYANITA

ALEXANDERALDERTA

GREENEEDITHC

METZJOHNL

MANSFIELDMG

MANSFIELDMGRACE

DELLACAMERAWINNIFRED

voor

1005

1111

1203

1203

1206

1211

1216

1500

1500

1502

06-03-76

04-13-73

01-22-16

01-09-16

01-2)-76

04-22-76

11-19-75

11-16-75

08-03-73

09-13-73

02-04-76

06-16-76

06-25-73

12-15-16

03-01-16

02-17-76

06-21-76

03-22-765

09-24-73

09-24-73
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PAGE 2108/02/16

•EXAMREGIUN02

CUASUMERAFFAIRS

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTDATASYSTEM

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTSBYREGIONANOBANK

NAMEOF

BANK

BANK

CHARTER

NUMBER

CASE

ATTORNEY

NAMEOF

CONSUMER

***COMPLAINTDATA**********

COMPLAINTDATERESOLUTION

CODE

7500

CITIBANK,N.A.

07-30-74

05-04-76

06-03-16

07-01-76

12-03-14

12-10-14

11-20-75

08-21-74

6

02-05-758

704-26-76

09-04-75

04-29-16

05-19-76

N
N

5

8

2

010258

001461

O1461

Ou1401

001461

001461

001461

D1461

001461

301461

O01461

JU1461

001401

001461

31461

001461

001401

001461

001461

JJ1461

001461

001461

Ou1461

Ou1461

J1401

001461

D1461

001461

001461

D1461

001461

001461

001461

งงเol

JJ1461

Ou1401

J51461

001461

J51461

JJ1461

ou1461

001461

001401

งงเol

21461

001401

001461

MALLINGER

NATHAN

NATHAN

CUV

CUJ

MALLINGER

BASS

NATHAN

MCINTURFF

BOYLE

MCINTURFF

BOYLE

NATHAN

MULLAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

BOYLE

NATHAN

DEMARTINU

NAIHAN

BARNARD

CUV

NATHAN

NATHAN

CUJ

NATHAN

NATHAN

BOYLE

NATHAN

NATHAN

MATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

MALLINGER

NATHAN

NATHAN

SIEPHENS

NATHAN

NATHAN

BARNARD

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

WALLACEJAMEST

FABERALBERT

KRAVITIEDWARD

BROWNSTEPHEN

MANZOMARIA

SHAHNARENDRA

MAHERFRANKR.

IRISHMILESJ

COURECHHERMINE

MATTHEWSMERVYN

HOWLEYGW

21SKINSELMA

ALLENWILLIAMO

TRANTHIHOAITRAN

RUNDOMARY

CORCORANDANIEL

JAFFEMARKS

HUGHEYCARULYNJ

GIANGIRANN

ZICKGEORGE

LOWENTHALMARTIN

NAYLOREDWARDL

WILLETTROSLYN

HIPPMANMAXINED

WEINERPHILIP

SNOWWULFE

LEFKOWITZJACK

CHAPMANRONALDI

PRUSLINWILLIAM

MARSHLILLIAN

SILBERIRVING

VALENTINOMICHAEL

FISHBEINMICHAEL

LUONGNGUYENTHANH

PARRISHCORA

CARNEYJOHYM

CASTILLOLINDA

FINKELDONALDG

SUTTONCHARLES

WEISBRODSIMUNE

PFEIFERVIRGINIA

BERNSTEINSIDNEY

EDWARDSJUAN

BEAGERARTHUR

EGERILK

ABRAMSHERMAND

MYERSFRANKJ

04-24-74

03-19-76

05-06-76

05-27-16

16-16-76

08-27-74

10-02-74

10-29-75

08-09-74

26-14-16

08-21-14

06-15-16

03-19-76

08-11-75

12-24-75

04-10-76

16-14-16

12-03-75

11-18-75

34-77-76

01-15-76

04-12-16

05-11-76

02-24-76

03-19-76

04-06-16

24-25-76

05-14-76

01-08-76

12-17-76

03-24-76

05-19-76

01-26-76

09-11-75

05-11-76

06-04-76

08-11-75

01-12-16

01-22-76

01-28-76

01-29-76

02-17-76

02-20-76

02-25-76

03-31-76

04-09-76

14-19-76

0001

2

06-15-76

02-18-76

05-07-76

02-12-76

16-18-76

06-03-16

03-31-76

05-21-76

05-01-70

05-25-76

06-30-76

04-26-76

03-22-76

04-27-76

06-14-76

02-26-76

11-03-75

06-03-76

1

7

2

2

7

7

6

10-76-75

02-04-76

02-24-76

02-26-76

04-27-76

04-07-76

05-19-16

05-25-76
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PAGE 28CONSUMERAFFAIRS

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTDATASYSTEM

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTSBYREGIONANDBANK

******COMPLAINTDATA********

COMPLAINTDATERESOLUTION

CODE

06-14-76

06-28-76

06-28-76

03-23-76

05-27-76

03-01-762

7

7

8

1

4

5

NAMEOF

04-26-76

07-01-16

05-07-76

05-19-76

16-25-76

05-19-76

05-25-76

06-03-16

07-05-76

37-39-76

06-15-76

07-09-70

120305-10-16

1203.)5-17-76

120306-15-76

123316-17-76

120306-18-76

120306-21-76

123405-21-76

120612-05-75

120612-28-75

120601-28-76

1216J1-31-76

120602-09-76

121613-)8-16

120603-26-76

123603-26-76

12J694-97-76

120604-13-76

120604-14-76

120604-15-16

120604-19-16

121635-97-76

120605-13-16

12025-19-76

120605-21-76

120605-27-76

123625-28-76

120606-09-76

1206

7

7

2

1

3

05-)7-76

05-14-16

J4-39-76

05-24-76

05-24-76

13-12-76

06-29-76

32-12-76

03-30-76

04-25-76

05-24-76

06-03-76

08/02/16

EXAMREGION02

03-31-76

03-24-76

07-01-762

N
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PAGE 3008/02/76

EXAMREGTON12

CONSUMERAFFAIRS

CONSUMERCUMPLAINTDATASYSTEM

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTSBYREGIONANDBANK

NAMEOF

BANK

BANK

CHARTER

NUMBER

CASE

ATTORNEY

NAMEOF

CONSUMER

***COMPLAINTDATA**

COMPLAINTDATERESOLUTION

CODE

2001401 03-2476

05-19-76

04-30-76

06-30-75

01-24-75

00ܐܟܘܐ

05-01-73

10-24-73

02-22-73

12-16-13

05-08-74

01-19-76

06-24-16

05-28-76

7

7

2

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

LIEBESMAN

LIEBESMAN

GOYLE

BOYLE

BUYLE

BARRETT

LIEBESMAN

POGAR

POHN

LIEDESMAN

NATHAN

CUV

CUV

CUJ

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

BOYLE

OPPENHEIME

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

BOYLE

NATHAN

BOYLE

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

BOYLE

BOYLE

NATHAN

BUYLE

D1461

001461

001461

JJ1461

001461

001461

001461

001461

GELLERTARTHURL

SPINNEYESTELLEB

GROSSDANIEL

CHALEKSUL

ULLERMARVIN

KOPFRACHEL

FREISUSCARE

MOUSAMUHAMED

KILBRIDEJOHNJ

STENZELWOLFRAMG

FLEISCHERSLEUNURE

GILHOOLEYMARGARET

NEWYORK

BLEYEDGARS

WEINBLATTSTANLEY

MUGAVEROSERAFINEE

MARGDLIESLEUNUREN

BRONARAJOSEPHC

KINGUFFBENJAMIN

GULDMANALAN

BARKERCHARLESA

MENILIKLESLIE

PRAVDAJOELA

AURAMCHIKJUREEN

GASPERSTEVEN

HURWITZENID

GOLDSMITHFREDERIC

KINGOFFBENJAMIN

MAYERWALTERL

YOUNGEDITHB

DUFFYKEVINF

GARFUNKELPATRICIA

KRIEGERLEWIS

BRONARSJOSEPH

NGAIJOHN

WAGNERALANC

SITTENFELDANNMARIEA

WOLFEDWARDJ

WAYSSERICHARDS

ARTHURHERMAN

BLIGHDENNISF

HERSHBERGJAYA

CHARLEYJOHNN

QUINTONKURT

BURCHAL

RITZARTHURH

HARRISSTEVENA

1519

1519

1519

2005

2032

2041

2241

2012

2056

2056

2100

21)

2103

2100

2100

2100

2100

2100

211)

2100

2100

2100

2100

21)

2100

2100

2100

2100

210u

2100

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

2127

02-12-76

12-25-76

03-12-16

06-05-75

09-23-74

05-30-76

Jo-15-76

06-25-76

04-10-13

09-13-73

11-16-72

21-23-73

05-09-14

12-30-75

04-08-76

04-10-76

04-11-76

017-15-76

04-24-76

04-24-76

04-29-76

05-02-76

05-03-76

7

2

1

7

2

2

2

2

06-24-76

J6-13-67

06-23-76

06-15-16

05-28-76

05-28-76

05-28-16

05-28-76

05-29-76

05-28-76

06-03-76

05-28-76

2

J7-)1-75

03-30-76
2

07-01-76

17-01-76

2

07-01-762

07-01-76

07-01-76

2
2

07-01-76 2
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EXAMREGION02

CONSUMERAFFAIRS

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTDATASYSTEM

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTSHYRESONANDHANK

NAMEOF

BANK

BANK

CHARTER

NUMBER

CASE

ATTORNEY

NAMEOF

CUSUMLA

*****CUMPLAINTDATA************

COMPLAINTDATERESOLUTION

DATECCJE

07-01-162.04-22-16

34-22-16

04-22-16

04-23-16

)4-24-16

04-25-16

Ji-zu-16

04-21-16

34-22-16

05-02-76

05-uj-1)

5-)3-16)

07-11.166

J7-)TV

2

07-01-162

ار

-

3

-
ںار

ul-ul-10 2

301461

001401

J1461

Ou1401

J1461

J01461

Ou1401

001461

001401

171461

Ju1401

021461

01461

001461

BOYLE

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

ΝΑΓΗΑΝ

BCYLE

BOYLE

NATHAN

NATHAN

BOYLE

NATHAN

AAIHAN

BUYLE

NATHAN

BUYLE

BOYLE

BCYLE

BGYLE

BOYLE

NATHAN

BUYLE

NATHAN

NATHAN

BOYLE

BANDARD

NATHAN

NATHAN

CUJ

BUYLE

CUV

STLINENS

NATHAN

05-34-1

05-07-13

05-10-16

15-13-16

15-10-16

01-01-16

07-01-76

17-)1-1)

07-vil-16

01-01-10

2

2

2

ب

1

-

1

-
دار

2

P-20-76

05-21-10

12-20-16

اب

1

-ر-
در

BANUMOJIAAL

LONDONRUJCRTA

MYCKSDUNALD

VA.HEUSESUZANNE

KliGUFTBEJAMII

WALCHERK:19EXT

BUKANMARTINJ

GRAHAM.VEJRUEP

COHOFFARTIIJRI

MUTEGAS!ARTHURJ

KAPLANIUCY

PRAVUAJUELA

GARLINMART

MILLIOVEHICENT

ELASTETTETAL*A

MUPOVFYSTEPHENI

NEMUUSERICHARD

LI!MANBLIXTARI)

CuiiENKARTINH

LUIStittITA

BRUNNSTEPITEN

BARRETTJAMESJ

BERLANUDIH

URAVOJM

JU'IESMisilt

Follow

CHANGLEUPOLDO

DESMEDTHARTINP

UARKETCHER1AN

MATARALLUCAKLA

HÜLELNILIJIDK

ALJSMELAITEH

CHATOELAINE

FRIESEMILSE

ANTINCLARISE

ULSMITMFREDERIC

SIKUNGLARITA

DUROFFARTHURL

CİHENJUEL

COHENJULLA

urlNSitPiten

RUSENFELDJKMAND

SUWANDEBLVERLYF

HOCHBERGIRVING

ALFREDREIAE

ELIEFFJAMESR

RUMAINEJUIN

2121

2127

2121

2121

2127

2127

2127

2121

2121

2127

2137

2127

2137

2127

2127

2121

2121

2121

¿127

2137

2121

213)

2130

2131

2131

2131

213)

2137

213)

2134

2141

2141

2141

2141

2142

2142

2142

2142

2142

2142

2142

2142

2143

2141

2149

2151

2151

Urol-70

01-01-16

14-)4-10

:1-31-13

Jo-al-lu

0-23-16

04-!!!-10

15-)1-76

0-25-16

16-15-16

2

2

2

2

7

2

1

7

N
N
N
N
N

ار

7

د}ا-ی)م

110

-
نر

J6-03-16

Dó-12-16

9

7

YLE

نا

ابا

14

( 3-31

05-01-13

25-26-16

13-11-70

06-11-10

2

3)

1

06-20-16

07-01-76

1

001461

J11401

001461

201461

021461

001461

001461

ou1401

Ou1401

7

7

BOYLE

IHATHAN

CUJ

DEMARTINU

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

CUV

BOYLE

BOYLE

80.YLE

LIEDESMAN

MCLEAN

Do-2;-lis

7
Dó-23-75

06-15-16

04-1A-75

ان
)ر-

-2

( 4
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5
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32

N
O
O
N
W

****COMPLAINTDATA************

COMPLAINTDATE

PAGE

N
N

-.
W
N

4
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PAGE 3308/02/16

EXAMREGION02

CONSUMERAFFAIRS

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTDATASYSTEM

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTSBYREGIONANDBANK

NAMEOF

BANK

BANK

CHARTER

NUMBER

CASE

ATTORNEY

NAMEOF

CONSUMER

************COMPLAINTDATA************

CODE

05-27-76

05-07-16

03-22-76

03-24-76

05-07-76

06-01-76

36-91-76

05-25-76

06-07-161

05-07-16

06-07-76

12-17-75

02-12-76

05-25-76

35-74-76

06-30-76

03-09-16

04-02-76

301461NEIMAN

001461NATHAN

001461NATHAN

001461BARNARD

J1461NATHAN

31461NATHAN

Ou1461NATHAN

ON1461NATHAN

001461NATHAN

001461NATHAN

31461BOYLE

001461BOYLE

001461NATHAN

001461NATHAN

001461STEPHENS

D1461BARNARD

001461NATHAN

001461NATHAN

001461BUYLE

Oul461NATHAN

J11401NATHAN

Ou1461NATHAN

ELLHAMERROBERT

KURTZVICTOR

CONTRADAJAMES

WILLIAMSDUROTHYL

HEINGOLDGEORGE

SMITHJOHNL

JORDANJAMESEJR

BRAJLEYGREGORYR

MIRANDAMARCUSA

MCGUIREBRUCEM

MCCREATHILENER

WILLIAMSPRESTUN

STRUTMARY

SKULNICKMALCOLM

FOUNTAINEDWINBYRD

LAWLORJEREMIAH

ROBINSONEVELYN

CANOIDOSALVATOREM

RUDINJUEL

GARCIAROGELIO

ABRAMSJOHN

FREISOSCAR

ALPERBARBARAP

KATZMANROBERT

FRANCISFLORENCE

STANTON

MCFADDENELIZABETH

COLUNJOSEN

OWENSJEANNED

PHIPPSMYKTISS

OGORMANELLENM

SANCHEŁANGELO

SCHNEIDERPAULA

DUVERGLASDOROTHYD

WHILBEEJOHNA

VANDERTHILEN

HUGHESMARTINF

NOWICKIRODERTE

HUNTEDWARDJ

SKEETERJEAN'R

FIGUEROAMICHAELA

KILLARYDAVID

LAFRANCEPIERRE

ROTHFUSSALANR

SAUBONFRANCISCOB

HOMSANDY

GARAYİDA

225801-05-76

239006-02-16

247)03-01-16

240003-03-16

240003-09-76

240004-07-76

240004-12-76

240314-13-76

240005-07-76

240005-12-76

240006-30-76

243007-05-76

242733-29-76

242705-12-16

242809-16-15

242801-19-76

242802-21-16

242813-12-76

242805-08-76

243002-09-16

243002-27-76

243306-18-76

243101-05-76

2431ul-22-76

243112-13-76

243102-03-16

243102-17-76

243102-24-76

243103-09-76

2431:94-19-76

243105-07-76

2431

02-02-76

02-24-76

13-15-76

03-29-76

03-22-76

03-24-16

04-26-16

16-14-76

06-30-76

07-01-76

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
W
N
N
N
O
N

2

01-22-762

01-26-76

05-19-76

96-14-76

2

2

2

N
N
N

2441

12-03-75

93-12-76

06-07-76

03-31-76

03-16-76

03-15-76
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PAGF 34CUNSUMERA

CONSUMERCOMPLAIJATASYSTEM

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTSBYREGIUNANOBANK

NAMEOF

CONSUMER

**COMPLAINTDATA*********

COMPLAINTDATERESOLUTION

CODE

2

2

8

7

2

05-'04-76

05-19-76

06-21-76

03-01-76

05-25-76

05-37-76

01-15-75

01-21-76

02-18-76

02-10-76

16-21-76

04-30-76

03-04-76

03-23-76

1

5

9

7

2

2

1

2

N
N

POWELLMARION

LUNEAUARTHURC

CLARKTHOMASP.

JENKINSCHARLES

RINIJOHN

ZEFFLAWRENCES

WANEBOHAROLDJ

SINGEREUWARDH

SZOSTAKJAN

HEEKINRUTHK

SULLIVAVBRUCEM

SCHMUKLERSIDNEY

TEIENBAUMLEUNARD

GREENESJESSE

BRUNJESANNALIES

BROWN8FRANK

DAVIDEITHO

BECKANATOLE

GUETLLIONEL

GIPSONFC

UNITEDMERCANTILEAGENCIE

HULEGAARDLEE

CAMEXCOITALARTS

RONDOSNESTER

KAUFMANLARRY

CAMPBELLWINNIFRED

GREENESJESSE

CAMPALENNART

HAKLEYCOLVILLE

ROBERTSONALLANM

HUDDLESTONGURDUND

RAMSAYCLIFFORDA

RUSSELLLT

KOWALSKICHESTER

HORVITZBERNARDG

BACONLEONARDL

EUBANKPERRYH

PATRUNONICHOLAS

ROWLANDMARTEP

ROWLANDMARIEP

WEITZCARLK

FRIESPAULS

LEWITRUNAM

TAVERAA

SCHREIBERSAMUELL

DUMETZELBERTH

NINLUISL.

2443

2451

2401

25))

2542

2542

2600

4000

4)))

4077

4277

4080

4001

4)81

4081

4081

5000

5082

5)82

5082

5382

5082

5082

5)83

5083

5783

5083

5083

5083

5083

5084

5084

5084

6088

6038

6788

6038

6)30

6088

6038

6)do

6038

6188

7000

7000

720)

7000

14-09-16

03-09-76

05-14-76

32-34-76

03-05-76

33-19-76

11-13-74

12-30-75

23-09-76

11-22-75

32-21)-76

03-16-76

01-27-76

32-18-76

05-11-76

05-19-76

11-11-75

03-14-73

36-36-73

02-04-75

3-)4-76

03-28-76

0422-76

09-19-73

02-17-76

03-1)-76

04-06-76

05-03-76

05-17-76

06-11-76

03-28-74

01-12-76

16-16-76

10-09-73

07-02-74

01-24-75

09-11-75

21-26-76

02-16-76

02-16-76

3-)1-76

06-08-16

06-15-76

01-24-73

06-14-73

07-31-73

07-31-73

07-06-76

01-09-76

03-28-73

06-06-73

12-23-75

35-77-76

05-07-76

05-24-16

06-03-76

03-24-76

03-31-76

05-25-76

06-03-76

5

8

5

8

3

1

4

2

401-07-75

02-04-76

12-14-73

09-19-74

07-28-75

10-01-75

35-25-76

03-31-76

34-39-76

'RS

02-14-73

06-19-13

08-36-73

08-07-73
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PAGE 35Jo/32710

EXAMREGIUN02

CUASUPERAFFAIRS

CONSUMERCUMPLAINTDATASYSTEM

CUNSUNERCOMPLAINTSBYREGIONANDBANK

NAMEUF

BANK

BANK

CHARTER

NUMBER

CASE

ATTORNEY

NAMEOF

CONSUMER

********COMPLAINTDATA************

31461

001461

031401

001461

Ou1461

D))

7000

7)))

7500

7000

1)))

7000

03-14-74

04-08-74

21-23-14

05-30-74

08-16-74

07-08-75

12-18-74

12-19-74

08-00-75

-14-08-16

1461

نر 8

ונכנ

Ž 2

2

2

5

2

5

03-29-76

04-27-76

04-29-76

35-19-76

05-03-16

16-15-76

04-02-76

04-16-76

95-19-76

05-04-16

DEMARTINO

FITZGERALD

DEMARTINU

LEVIN

WHITE

HARLEY

MCINTURFF

OPPENHEIME

HANSEN

KODERER

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

BOYLE

MATHAN

CUJ

NAIHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

LEVIN

BUYLE

NATHAN

MCLEAN

NATHAN

BAKNAKD

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

BOYLE

FULLER

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

NATHAN

BUYLE

BUYLE

001461

001461

001461

Jul401

001461

001401

D11461

001401

31461

Vu1461

O01461

CATHEYBRUCE

MOOREKERANSS

FILIPOWICZROSE'M

ZWICKELMIRIAM

WALLACESAMUELB

GUNZALEZJUSE

MUDILK

RYANJOHNP

JACOBSLEWISG

BAKERMARSHALLE

KARTELEANUR

MANDELCORNAH

GULLOROSE

FUNKMEYERB

MILLSGEORGEW

ZAMEKBARBARA

THORPERM

LUNETTA-DONNAJ

BETRAYED

HAUCKEDWARDJ

SOYANTHONYL

WASHINGTONBESSIE

DARCUSROBERTJ

PROTZMANKOY

FALZINIEUGENEP

WETREICHRUSS

DOYLELAWRENCEAJR

KEELINGCIIERYL

AMERICANNATIONALBANK

FORDJAMESand

ASKEWMELVIN

RAFFONEROBERT

WEISEEUGENEE

BROWNGARYA

BUCZYNSHID

HIBBERTDENNIS

FERNANDEZMIRTAMALLA

KAPLANIRWINR

SALMUNOLGA

BURKETTDIANE

GICSERRICHARD

FAUERBACHIG

PLOIKINREITA

LANESAMUELK

BRODAXTONI

BRAVOJM

CUHENFAYE

11-13-73

16-21-76

12-1)-73

12-28-13

J1-21-14

05-09-74

05-24-74

J7-33-74

08-35-74

1)-24-74

07-08-15

11-31-75

12-26-75

01-16-76

02-05-76

02-06-16

13-)5-76

03-08-76

03-11-16

03-12-76

03-21-76

J3-22-76

03-29-16

05-12-16

05-25-76

11-02-13

14-13-76

05-26-16

01-24-75

01-27-76

02-24-76

12-24-76

04-22-76

02-05-76

03-08-76

06-11-16

16-25-75

03-02-76

03-52-76

03-25-76

04-27-76

12-22-75

02-13-76

02-16-76

02-18-76

33-12-76

03-15-76

94-14-76

05-13-76

7000

7)))

7000

7500

7000

7000

1)))

7000

7700

7000

7003

7)

7000

7300

7000

7087

7087

7089

7091

7092

7092

7592

7032

7094

7094

7095

7396

7091

7097

7091

7097

1098

7098

7098

7098

7398

7098

7098

7098

01-31-75

03-01-76

03-19-76

33-24-76

06-07-76

05-04-76

04-27-76

8

7

2

17-29-75

05-04-76

04-09-76

05-25-76

7

2

7

03-24-76

03-29-76

33-24-76

33-29-76

06-09-76

06-21-76

06-15-76
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PAGE 3608/02/16

EXAMREGIONUZ

CONSUMERAFFAIRS

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTDATASYSTEM

CONSUMERCUMPLAINTSBYREGIUNANDBANK

NAMEOF

BANK

BANK

CHARTER

NUMBER

CASE

ATTORNEY

NAMEOF

CONSUMER

****COMPLAINTDATA***

CODE

001461

011759

CONNELLY

CUV

WILLIAMSFR

ENGLISHROBERTJ

7999

0001

32-26-75

03-11-76CITIZENSFIRSTNATIONALBANKOF

06-11-75

05-06-76
4

32-18-76

09-17-75

2

2

2

CITIZENSUNITEDBANKN.A.

011159'NATHAN

011759LEVIN

011759CUJ

011759NATHAN

011759NATHAN

011759NATHAN

011759NATHAN

011159LEVIN

013125BOYLE

013125NATHAN

015125BARNARD

010712NATHAN

002257NATHAN

12257BARNARD

002257BARNARD

Ou2257NATHAN

002257CUV

015558NATHAN

ENGLISHROBERTJ

GILROYNNICHOLAS

BOUVIERJOSEPHV

HOOGSKEENETHE

COATESTHOMASJ

CUATESTHOMASJ

ONEILLGENVIEVE

GILROYMNICHOLAS

MCELHANEYTHELMAM

MONAHANJOHNC

MILBOURNEWILLIAME

LUTZJOHNAJR

NOTTERMANREBECCA

WOOLURIDGECLARA

WILLIAMSARTHURS

MYSAKMICHAEL

HUBSCHMAIAD0LPH

OCONNORPATRICK

1538

2100

2151

2427

2431

263)

6000

700

1206

2432

2448

1109

1109

1509

2539

4076

6008

1119

01-27-76

05-07-75

16-11-76

05-22-76

03-09-76

03-09-76

03-18-76

06-06-75

05-08-76

03-23-76

1-)5-76

02-23-76

01-12-16

02-18-76

01-12-76

02-05-76

02-27-70

35-)5-76

CITIZENS'BANK,NATIONALASSOCIATION

COLUNTALFIRSTNATIONALBANK

05-33-76

03-31-76

09-17-75

06-15-76

04-07-76

02-18-76

03-22-76

33-29-76

03-31-76

32-1)-76

0302-76

03-15-76

3

4

5

2

5

2

5

2

COMMUNITYNATIONALBANKAND

2

4

6

2

5

2

2

7

2

7

05-24-76

03-23-76

36-3)-76

05-25-76

2
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PAGECONSUMERAFFAIRS

CONSUMERCOMPLAINTDATASYSTEM

50

BANK

STNF.ETCONTROL CASE

ATTORNEY

RODERER

CUJ

CUV

HANSEN

CUV

CUJ

CU.

CUJ

CUJ

CUJ

MCLEAN

DEMARTINO

CUJ

MCI.EAN

CUJ

STEPHENS

CUJ

NYSTROM

CUV

OFMARTINO

DEMARTINO

OFMARTINO

STEPHENS

CUV

ROSDEN

CUJ

POGAR

MCLEAN

CUV

RODERER

сол

RODERER

CUJ

CUV

CIIJ

CIIV

CUV

NEIMAN

NEIMAN

CUV

MCLEAN

CUJ

STEPHENS

CUJ

CUJ

STEPHENS

STEPHENS
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CONSUMER COMPLAINT RESOLUTIONS

01-01-75 through 12-31-75

RECEIVED AT WASHINGTON OFFICE

494

73

10

68

229

22

38

55

114

124

16

Closed ; no resolution code

Open complaints

No reply necessary TO FILES

Bank errors

Bank legally correct

Consumer reimbursed - Bank legally correct

Consumer reimbursed - Bank error

Factual dispute - contestable

Referral to other agency

Information

Consumer reimbursed - Communication problem

Settled by mutual agreement

01-01-76 through 07-19-76

RECEIVED BY WASHINGTON AND REGIONAL OFFICES

9

801

43

100

825

106

158

323

196

598

80

Closed; no resolution code

Open complaints

No reply necessary - TO FILES

Bank error

Bank legally correct

Consumer reimbursed - Bank legally correct

Consumer reimbursed - Bank error

Factual dispute - Contestable

Referral to another agency

Information

Consumer reimbursed - Communication problem

Settled by mutual agreement
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The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency has the

responsibility of enforcing compliance with State and Federal

consumer laws and regulations as they apply to national banks .

Administration of this obligation is accomplished through the

bank examination process and through the review and resolution

of complaints received from whatever source alleging violations

of law . The Consumer Affairs Division has taken an increasingly

active part in the administration of this responsibility with the

development of evaluative criteria and measurement techniques

designed for enforcing compliance .

The complaints against national banks cover a wide

variety of consumer banking activities . The complaints received ,

either in Washington or the fourteen Regional Offices , cover the

full spectrum of banking services . When a complaint is received ,

it is immediately referred to staff to investigate the fact situation

and prepare as complete a response as possible for the complainant.

Inquiry is made of the bank concerned through letter or , if necessary ,

the visit of an examiner . Depending on what is discovered , either

the bank is asked to remedy its error or the complainant is informed

that no basis has been found for the complaint . If there appears

to be a factual dispute between the parties , the complainant is

advised to seek legal counsel to further pursue the matter .

During 1975 , the Consumer Affairs Division developed a

Consumer Complaint Information Systems ( CCIS ) which became oper

ational at the fourteen Regional Offices on January 1976 . The

establishment of the CCIS enables the Division to catalog complaints

on a nationwide basis , and to determine which banks have an in

ordinate number of complaints filed against them . The information

derived from the system is being used to determine legitimate

customer concerns and to respond to statistical inquiries .

Additionally , the CCIS gives us the ability to constantly monitor

our operations and utilize consumer complaints in policy program

development .

Data for 1976 are listed below by complaint category

and significant subcategories .

lst

QTR

2nd

QTR

3rd

QTR

4th

QTR

Cumlative Total

Deposit Function 546 587 616 590 2,339 38

Checking Account

Savings Account

Discrepancy in Account

Deposit not Credited

317

137

99

52

375

127

106

52

360

160

95

30

380

168

124

63

1,432 23

9

7

4

Loan Function 532 669 760 837 2,804 45
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- 2 -

1st

QTR

2nd

STR

3rd

QTR

4th

QTR

Cumlative Total

169

194

293

183

337

222

395

236

1,194 19

13

37 76 105 86 304 5

Credit Card

Instalment Loans

Individual Credit

50 82 38 20 190 3

13422

55

31

71

166

84

353

274

6

464

EFTS 9 6 22 13 50 1

Trust 75 55 70 57 257 4

Prudent Handling 16 14 23 13 66 1

Foreign Operations 14

2
3

26 28 91 1

Safety Deposit Box /

38

2
7

27

2
3

115

N

General Complaints 131 132 142 173 578 9

Total Complaints 1,351 1,499 1,663 1,723 6,234 100%

Through this preliminary data , certain trends and

concentrations do emerge such as a growth in complaints received

nationwide between quarters and that this Office receives more

complaints concerning the loan function than deposit function

in the national banking system . Further , correspondence received

by this Office concerning services offered by national banks

indicates that checking accounts , followed by bank credit cards ,

cause the most problems for a bank customer . Comparision of past

years ' volume of complaint correspondence within the Washington

Office indicates a 46% increase of complaints the Washington

Office is handling .

1
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CONSUMERCOMPLAINTS

01-17-77

WASHINGTON&REGIONALOFFICESDEPOSITFUNCTION

FORPERIOD

Vacation/

XmasClub
NatureofComplaint Time Demand Escrow Savings Other Total

Advertising 8 14 9 1 32

AttachmentandClaimsFreezing 2 20

u
n

1 28

DepositNotCredited 1 202 38 6 247

DepositNotCreditedonDayMade 23 4 1 28

DisclosureofAccountServiceCharges&Terms7 10 2

C
O

8 1 28

DiscrepancyinAccount 6 282 2 11 112 11
424

ForgedSignatureorEudorsement 6 114 1. 28 5 154

OffsetorSct-off 5 55 18 4 82

PaymentofInterest 51 8 3 98 6 166

ProcessingWithoutBenefitofEndorsement 29 1 30

1 3RefusaltoCashorPayCustomer'sCheck

RefusaltoCashNon-Customer'sCheck

ReleaseofFunds

62

20

53.

12

13

66

32

1468 5

u
n

4 63

RenewalAutomatic 1 1 2

ServiceCharges 3 118 1 34 3 159

StopPaymentCheckBeingPaid 3 97 1 2 103

UntimelyDishonorofInstrument 69 1 1 2 73

PossibleEscheatorInactiveAccount 1
1
2

78 10 101

AccountRegulations Procedures 23 168 1 9 49 16 266

Other 13 84 14 43 18
'172

Total
138 1,432 18 47 592 11? 2,339
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CONSUMERCOMPLAINTS LOANFUNCTION WASHINGTONANDREGIONALOFFICES 01-17-77

FORPERIOD
01-01-76

TO
12-31-76

Instal

ment

RealSingle

EstatePayment

MortgagesDemand OtherTotal

2

59

1

5a

49

1
1

35

79

25

38

20

4

5

1

1

1

13

5

6

10

5

4

4

19

2

1

9

190

78

60

177

43

47

22

353

30

7

ܞ
ܝ
ܝ
ܘ

ܩ

1

29

1

1553 30

Credit/

1

3

68

60

50

4

23

53

6

3

6

4

3

W
n
w
u
N

26

14

5

3

O
N

3

9

1

1

1

92 24 7

19

2

12

23

3

1

ܚ
ܝ

ܩ
ܚ

ܚ
ܝ

ܢ
ܝ

ܝ
ܕ

2

1

1

6

304

225

84

10

8

9

31

137

12

-

2

5

U
N

N

1

1

29

·4

16

2

2 1

1
1 1

108 84Other

Total

99

1,194

11

112

14

126 835

1

27

41358

2132,804297
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01-17-77

CONSUMER COMPLAINTS - OTHER FUNCTIONS

FUNCTION TOTAL

Electronic Funds Transfer System 6

3

14

1

Automatic Bill Payment

Automatic Payroll Deposit

CBCT Equipment

CBCT Location

Confidentiality

Customer Identiality Technique or Methods

. ErrorCorrection Procedures

2

1

5

4

2

4 :

2

6

TOTAL
50

Trust Services 61

ll

25

Excessive charges

Improper Disbursement

Investments

Prudent Handling of Estates / Trusts

Too long to close and Disburse Estates

Refusal to Respond for Information

23

66

29

42

TOTAL 257

Foreign Operations 4

Letters of credit / Traverlers' Checks

Foreign Currency Transactions

Foreign Draft Presentment

22

44

21

TOTAL
91

-

37-415 O - 79 - 62
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01-17-77

CONSUMER COMPLAINTS OTHER FUNCTIONS

FUNCTIONS TOTAL

Safety Deposit Box / Safekeeping 16

24Disappearance of Items

Illegal Entry

Service Charges

Securities Redemption Transfer /collection Items

in
the

cocos

TOTAL 115

General Complaints
214

26

17 :

14

81

13

22

Advertising

Cashing U.S. Government Checks

Information Available to stockholders

Lost or stop Payment of Official checks /

12

15

-31

73

13

17

l
o
w
e

TOTAL 578

Total Complaints Handled

Complaints Referred to Other Agencies

Total Complaints received

6,234

:359

6,593
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GARRY BROWN , MICH ,

CLARENCE J. BROWN , OHIO

TOM CORCORAN , ILL .

BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL , N.Y. , CHAIRMAN

CARDISS COLLINS , ILL.

ROBERT F. DRINAN, MASS.

ELLIOTT H. LEVITAS , GA.

DAVID W. EVANS, IND .

ANTHONY MOFFETT , CONN .

FERNAND J. ST GERMAIN, R.I.

HENRY A. WAXMAN , CALIF.

( 202) 225-4407

NINETY-FIFTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United States

November 27 , 1978

Mr. C. F. Muckenfuss III

Deputy Comptroller for Policy Planning

Office of Comptroller of the Currency

490 L'Enfant Plaza

Washington , D. C. 20219

Dear Mr. Muckenfuss :

In order to enable the Commerce , Consumer and Monetary Affairs Subcom

mittee to obtain a clearer picture of the Comptroller's enforcement of the

Equal Credit Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts and Regulation B , I am writing

to request further clarification on a number of points raised in August and

September in my earlier correspondence and in your testimony on September 15 .

I would appreciate your response as promptly as possible for completion of

our record on this hearing .

My questions in connection with your testimony and prepared statement

are the following :

1 . In your testimony you referred to uncertainty about the extent of the

Comptroller's general rulemaking authority as a major reason for not

issuing anti - redlining regulations at this time. You indicated that

there was current litigation on this point and that the Comptroller

had requested Congress to clarify the authority . Was this authority

clarified in the Financial Institutions Regulatory Act of 1978 or

has it yet been clarified in the courts ? if not , will the lack of

clarification on this matter affect the Comptroller's present or

contemplated programs for fair housing and equal credit opportunity

enforcement ?

2 . In your testimony you also referred to the establishment of a new

computer- based data collection and analysis system designed to flag

those institutions where there appear to be patterns of discrimination .

Will this system be applicable to all credit subject to the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act or only to housing credit ? If only housing credit will

be covered by this new system , then will you have some equally effective

alternative method for detecting patterns of substantive discrimination

in nonhousing credit ?
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3.

It was established in testimony that there are no formal guidelines

between the banking agencies and the Justice Department governing

what kinds of discrimination situations will be referred by the

banking agencies for possible Justice Department prosecution .

is the Comptroller's policy toward referral of equal credit and fair

housing violations to the Justice Department for possible prosecution ?

Has the Comptroller referred any cases to Justice? Under what parti

cular sets of circumstances would the Comptroller refer a case to the

Justice Department in the future ?

4 . You testified that testing would be one of the techniques you would
evaluate as a means of detecting preapplication discouragement . How

will this evaluation of testing be conducted , and when do you expect

your evaluation to be complete ?

I would also appreciate further clarification of several of the answers

submitted in advance in response to my written questions . The question

numbers that head each paragraph below refer to the question numbers in my

letter of August 16 .

Questions 11 and 12: Your answer to question 11 states that the loan

sample drawn for the compliance examination is the same size , 35 accepted

loans and 18 rejected applications , at all banks , regardless of the bank's

size or the extent of consumer or mortgage lending activity . How can a

sample of this small size be just as satisfactory for checking compliance

in a very large consumer - oriented bank with many branches and many lending

officers as in a small single - office bank with a correspondingly small
number of loan officers ?

Question 12 : Your initial answer says that the examiner supplements

the basic loan sample , if necessary , with additional loans to ensure that

all loan types are represented . Under each general category of loan ( real

estate , consumer open end , consumer installment , commercial, etc. ) , are

applications from females treated as a separate " type " from applications

from males ? Are applications from protected minority applicants treated

as a separate " type" from applications from whites ?

a .

b . If so , what written examiner instructions have you on this point ?

Also , since four applicant classes ( white male , white female ,

minority male , minority female ) and four loan categories create

16 loan " types " for the purpose of the compliance examination ,

your sample of 35 accepted loans and 18 rejected applications

can generally include only two accepted loans and one rejected

application of each type. Do you regard two accepted loans and

one rejected application of each loan type to be a sufficient

sample , especially in a large institution ?
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Question 19 : What is the reason for the very wide variation between

the regions in the number of examiner hours devoted to compliance exami

nations per $ 100,000 of home loans held ? To what extent is the use of the

uniform sample size regardless of bank size and lending activity responsible

for this interregional variation ? In your answer please discuss in particular

why regions 2 ( New York ) , 13 ( Portland ) , and 14 ( San Francisco ) devoted less

than half as many examiner hours per $ 100,000 of home loans as did nine of

the eleven other regional offices and only 10 percent as many examiner hours

per $ 100,000 of home loans as did region 10 ( Kansas City ) . Why did the

Kansas City region devote so much more proportional effort to compliance

examinations than did the other regions ?

Question 22: Why did examiners in regions 2 ( New York ) and 3 ( Phila

delphia ) find such small numbers of substantive violations per 100 examiner

hours , as compared with the examiners in the other regions ?

Sincerely ,

Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

BSR : tt
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Comptroller of the Currency

Administrator of National Banks

Washington , D. C. 20219

January 22 , 1979

The Honorable

Benjamin S. Rosenthal , Chairman

Commerce , Consumer , and Monetary Affairs

Subcommittee of the Committee on Government

Dear Mr. Chairman :

This letter is in response to your letter of November 27 ,

1978 , in which you requested further clarification of points

raised prior to and during my testimony on September 15 . My

response follows a repeat of each of your questions .

The general rulemaking authority of the Comptroller of

the Currency was to be clarified in Title XIV of the

Financial Institutions Regulatory Act ( H.R. 13471 ) .

Unfortunately , the time allocated for floor debate last

October did not allow consideration of Titles XIV and

beyond . Consequently , the provision in question was

tabled prior to passage of the Financial Institution's

Regulatory and Interest Rate Control Act of 1978 ( P.L.

95-630 ) . Clarification has also been forthcoming in

the courts .
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This lack of clarification is one consideration in not

issuing " anti - redlining regulations " ; however , as stated

in our testimony :

" We believe provisions of the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act and Regulation B , taken together with the Community Re

investment Act , provide the agencies with powerful tools for

dealing with redlining which is either illegal or which in

dicates denial of credit for reasons which cannot be ration

ally justified . It is our current judgement that new regula

tions would add little to this framework . Moreover , given

the need to implement our new Community Reinvestment Act

regulations , to ensure that our implementation of the Com

munity Reinvestment Act in the examination and applications

processes is effective , to establish a new data collection

and monitoring system to support our Fair Housing examina

tions and adopting regulations to effect it , and to upgrade

our enforcement efforts generally , we do not believe that

priority should be given to the development of such a

regulation .

" We will , however , follow closely the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board's experience and carefully consider our own ex

perience under the Community Reinvestment Act in order to

determine whether this judgement is correct . We do not pre
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complaints and their resolution prior to beginning an

examination , and to expand their statistical selection

Questions dealing with violations of the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act and the Fair Housing Act provision prohibiting

discrimination in the financing of housing must be addressed

separately , because criminal and civil sanctions differ with

each statute . The Equal Credit Opportunity Act contains no

criminal penalties for a violation of its provisions , whereas

such sanctions do exist for Fair Housing Act violations which

constitute acts or attempts of force with the exercise of one's

rights under the Act . A successful prosecution of these crimes

would require that criminal conduct , including the presence

of intent , be established . Accordingly , this office will

refer violations of the criminal provisions of the Fair

Housing Act to the Justice Department for possible prosecution

where sufficient evidence has been collected in our initial

investigation . To date we have uncovered no violations of

the Fair Housing Act by national banks which have warranted

criminal prosecution .

Non - criminal violations of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

and the Fair Housing Act will be addressed , in part , within

the framework of " Regulation B Enforcement Guidelines, "

which have been proposed by the financial regulatory agencies

and will be finalized in the near future . Additionally , the

Comptroller's Office has a number of effective administrative

remedies to correct Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Fair

Housing Act violations . These administrative remedies range

from consultation with bank management to issuance of a cease

and desist order . To date , we have been able to obtain com

pliance without the need to initiate cease and desist proceed

ings . When we are otherwise unable to obtain compliance , we

would turn the matter over to the Justice Department with a

recommendation that an appropriate civil action be instituted .

Because of the scope and efficacy of our cease and desist

authority , referral to Justice for a civil action is seldom

likely to be required .

4. You testified that testing would be one of the techniques you

would evaluate as a means of detecting preapplication discouragement .

How will this evaluation of testing be conducted , and when do you

expect your evaluation to be complete ?
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Pre-application discouragement , which violates the civil

rights laws , is one of the most difficult forms of dis

crimination to detect. " Testing " has been urged as a

potentially efficient and effective means of discouraging

pre-application discrimination . While we do not have

specific plans for implementing " testing " , we will consider

its use along with other techniques as an adjunct to our

enforcement program . We expect that our review of alter

native strategies to detect and prevent illegal pre - applica

tion discouragement will be completed in 1979 , and anticipate

that it will proceed in close cooperation with the other

agencies .

I would also appreciate further clarification of several of the

answers submitted in advance in response to my written questions.

The question numbers that head each paragraph below refer to the

question numbers in my letter of August 16 .

Question ll : Your answer to question ll states that the loan

sample drawn for the compliance examination is the same size ,

35 accepted loans and 18 rejected applications , at all banks ,

regardless of the bank's size or the extent of consumer or mort

gage lending activity . How can a sample of this small size be

just as satisfactory for checking compliance in a very large

consumer - oriented bank with many branches and many lending officers

as in a small single-office bank with a correspondingly small

number of loan officers?

We did not mean to imply that our examiners select a loan

sample of the same size in all cases . On the contrary ,

examiners are instructed to double the sample size and

select additional applications on a judgemental basis when

dealing with large banks which have many branches and lend

ing officers . In cases where branches are located in

minority areas , the examiner may complete a separate sample

for the branch or branches in that area , and may review

additional accepted and rejected loans to the extent

necessary .

Furthermore, for banks of all sizes , drawing of the basic

loan sample is only the first step in the examination process .

If the examiner finds that the randomly - selected sample does

not provide a satisfactory cross-section of the institution's

lending activity , he will supplement it as necessary .

addition , in any case where the examiner finds evidence of

violations , he pursues a thorough review by looking at addi

tional accepted and rejected loans .
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The basic sampling plan , itself , is based on the " Poission

probability distribution , " a test useful in measuring a large

number of items . This probability distribution is used by

many businesses in product quality control testing , and has

also been successfully applied to tests on accounting records .
We recognize that use of a larger sample might lead to a higher

degree of reliability in some instances . We have found ,

however , that if the examiner finds no violations in the basic

sample of 35 accepted and 18 rejected loans , we can assume

with 95 % accuracy that the bank is in compliance with con

sumer laws in general .

We believe , accordingly , that the general use of a 35 / 18

loan sample , supplemented to the extent necessary at the

individual examiner's discretion , provides an efficient and

effective approach to enforcement of consumer laws .

Question 12 : Your initial answer says that the examiner supple

ments the basic loan sample , if necessary , with additional loans

to ensure that all loan types are represented . Under each general

category of loan ( real estate , consumer open end , consumer in

stallment , commercial, etc. ) , are applications from females treated

as a separate " type " from applications from males ? Are applications

from protected minority applicants treated as a separate " type "

from applications from whites ?

a .

b .

If not , why not? How can you screen for compliance without

systematically comparing applications from women or from

minorities with other applications?

If so , what written examiner instructions have you on

this point? Also , since four applicant classes ( white

male , white female , minority male , minority female ) and

four loan categories create 16 loan " types " for the pur

pose of the compliance examination , your sample of 35

accepted loans and 18 rejected applications can generally

include only two accepted loans and one rejected application

of each type . Do you regard two accepted loans and one

rejected application of each loan type to be a suffi

cient sample , especially in a large institution?

Our examiners do not routinely and systematically structure

the loan sample to assure that it contains loans from

females , males , minorities , and whites in each loan category .

As described above , we rely instead upon a random sampling

technique , supplemented by a review of additional loans and

applications when the examiner äetermines that it is necessary

to secure a representative group of loans , or when there is

any evidence of illegal discrimination . Our examiner train

ing program places great emphasis on the need for this selec

tive in-depth review in potential problem cases .
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One obstacle to making the sampling approach more systematic

is the lack of data on borrower characteristics for any given

loan . The only type of loan where sex and racial data is

commonly collected is for real estate loans , and even in these

cases , collection of the data is only voluntary . For non

real estate loans , no notation is made at all regarding the

characteristics of the borrower . Our examiners are instructed

to try to compensate for this lack of data by drawing infer

ences from the loan files . For example , female applicants

can usually be identified by the given name , where provided .

In areas with significant Spanish - American or Chinese -American

population , we try to identify these groups on the basis of

surnames . To compensate for the lack of racial data , we often

select additional applications from branches located in

minority neighborhoods , as we described previously . Using

these techniques, the examiner is able to focus a selective

review on certain types of loans where it is believed there

may be a problem .

In addition , we supplement the individual loan examination

with a number of other techniques which help the examiner

to identify potential problem areas . For instance , we pro

vide the examiner with an abstract of our computerized com

plaint -monitoring data for the bank . We instruct the examiner

to consider HMDA data , which may reveal geographical lending

patterns which correlate with protected classes of borrowers .

Our examiners also conduct extensive interviews with bank

personnel , and review bank policy to determine whether actions

taken on applications are consistent with written or oral

policies , or whether the policies , themselves , may be dis

criminatory .

A copy of our examiner instructions on sampling is attached .

Handouts No. 3 and No. 9 are given to students at the Con

sumer Affairs Training School . These handouts pertain to

statistical sampling , primarily on a random sampling basis ,

and address the problem encountered with branch banking sys

tems and banks with operating subsidiaries . These handouts ,

however , do not include new procedures , such as expansion of

sample size and the increased use of selective sampling tech

niques , which were presented to students orally in the Fall

of 1978 and which will be in writing for subsequent schools .

Our training materials are revised every six months . New

examiners are also encouraged to seek the advice of the

consumer specialist in the regional office whenever they

have questions on the adequacy of the sample .

Question 19 : What is the reason for the very wide variation be

tween the regions in the number of examiner hours devoted to com

pliance examinations per $ 100,000 of home loans held? To what

extent is the use of the uniform sample size regardless of bank

size and lending activity responsible for this interregional
variation ? In your answer please discuss in particular why Regions
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2 ( New York ) , 13 ( Portland ) and 14 ( San Francisco ) devoted less

than half as many examiner hours per $ 100,000 of home loans as

did nine of the eleven other regional offices and only 10 percent

as many examiner hours per $ 100,000 of home loans as did Region 10

( Kansas City ) . Why did the Kansas City region devote so much more

proportional effort to compliance examinations than did the other

regions ?

As your question suggests , the regional variation in examina

tion hours per $ 100,000 of home loans is due largely to the

fact that our compliance examination time in each bank does

not vary proportionately to variations in volume of mortgage

lending. Since there are significant differences among

regions in the average home loan volume per bank , the use

of relatively fixed examination procedures , when measured

against $ 100,000 of home loan activity , produces apparent

inter-regional differences in examination effort .

However , several points should be made to qualify this

answer . First , we uniformly use a minimum statistical

sample size of 35 approved and 18 rejected loans . However ,

the examiner may increase this sample size considering the

size of the bank , the need to review a representative cross

section of loans , and the need to follow up on any evidence

of possible discrimination . These variations in our pro

cedures for sampling loan files are explained more fully

in our answer to questions 11 and 12 .

Secondly , it should be remembered that the review of the

sample loan files is only one part of our fair lending

examination procedures . They also include ( 1 ) review of

the bank's written home loan policies and procedures , other

written statements , and a questionnaire prepared by the

Comptroller ; ( 2 ) interviewing of select bank personnel who

accept home loan inquiries and applications , and of the

officer in charge of the home loan section ; and ( 3 ) verifi

cation for consistency between written policy statements

and the information obtained through the interviews and

observation . Like the process for reviewing sample loan

files , the time devoted to these additional procedures may

vary with the bank's home lending volume , but the variation

will not be proportionate . Therefore , the use of these

relatively fixed non - sampling procedures helps further to

explain the regional differences in examination hours per

$ 100,000 of loans .

The reason for the disparity becomes clearer when one looks

directly at the figures on average numbers of home loans

per bank among the regions . These figures on actual home

loan activity are now available for the first time as a

by-product of a special , one- time survey conducted last

summer to provide information we needed in developing

our data collection and analysis system . An initial summary

of that survey is attached . Region 10 ( Kansas City ) , has an
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extremely low rate of mortgage activity per bank , and

therefore appears to have devoted a high proportional

effort to home loan compliance examinations . In Region

10 , the average number of home loans is only 36 loans

per bank , while the national average is 90 loans per

bank . However , the basic procedure is completed in each

bank with mortgage loan activity . Thus , a substantial

amount of examination time is spent in relation to a

relatively small volume of loans .

On the other hand , Region 13 ( Portland ) , and Region 14

( San Francisco ) , with very high rates of mortgage activity

per bank , appear to devote less than half as many examiner

hours per $ 100,000 of home loans as did nine of the eleven

other regional offices . In Region 13 , there are 296 home

loans per bank and in Region 14 , 1,050 home loans per bank ,

both significantly above the national average of 93. Region

2 ( New York ) , is also above the national average , with 101

home loans per bank , far above the average of 36 in Region

10 .

Finally , it is worth noting that many of our procedures

described above , and particularly our sampling procedures

for home loans , are likely to change in late 1979 or early

1980 , as we institute our new computerized fair housing

data collection and analysis system .

We are initiating a pilot time utilization system in

Region 1 ( Boston ) in which consumer examiners will be

required to itemize the amount of time spent on each

aspect of the consumer examination . When we are satis

fied with the pilot system , it will be expanded to all

We do not know precisely why there are significant varia

tions between regions on substantive violations per 100

examiner hours . One of the purposes of our new civil rights

program is to evaluate the effectiveness of our compliance

program , and we hope that effort will help to answer this

question . We do believe that this interregional variation

may be related to bank size . Another possible explanation

is that Regions 2 and 3 initially assigned less-experienced

examiners to participate in the consumer program .
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We have learned that better results may be obtained through

use of examiners who have greater examining experience .

examiners are more productive as a whole and have greater

insight into the operations of the banking function . Our

proposed career path for consumer examiners recognizes this

fact , and will require an entry level of GG 7/8 . Thus , an

examiner will have had two to three years experience before

entering the consumer program .

Regions 2 and 3 are currently assigning individuals of

higher experience levels to consumer compliance examinations

and it is possible that more substantive violations per 100

examiner hours will be noted in these Regions .

Please contact us if we can be of further assistance .

Very truly yours ,

Snakenfond
THUL

C. F. Muckenfuss , III

Senior Deputy Comptroller for Policy

Attachments
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OCCSURVEYOFNATIONALBANKSMORTGAGEAPPLICATIONS

PRIMARYPURCHASEMORTGAGELOANS

#

BANKSIN

REGION

#BANKS

RESPONDED

웅

RESPONDED

FHA/VA

APPROVED

FHA/VA

REJECTED

FHA/VA

TOTAL

FHA/VA

%

REGION

CONV.

REJECTED

CONV.

TOTAL

TOTAL

CONV.%APPLI

REJECTEDCATIONS

1 170 135 79.4 1361 120 1481 8.1 8467 9803 13.6

2 228 188 82.5 83 16 99 16.2 16.5

3 238 206 86.6 168 14.0 11.81032

3312

15795

24615

34349

19430

4 421 366 86.9 863

1336

3110

3289

5986

3619

1691

4758

14.820.7

18.95

11284

19004

29104

44510

25480

17970

33745

27512

288

1200

4175

2431

3471

4103

228 79.2 460

18905

27904

40335

23049

14499

29642

21117

15.7

6 75.1

1971

2851

3091

17.9 11.7346

546

331

260

4637

12808

24884

620

1012

918

84.8 24.7. 16.1

8 262 79.1 5477 6395 14.4 3213 15.217904

166079 407 348 85.5 1842 2128 13.4 2741 19348 14.2 21476..286

33310 489 395 80.8 1520 1853 18.0 10135 2081 12216 17.0 14069

ll 575 72.1 794 127 921 13.8 12345 2442 14787 16.5

12

797

234

96

196 83.8 2451 422 14.7 9223 1868 11091 16.8

15708

13964

22578

52534

13 76 79.2 4529

2873

5626

10329

1097 19.5 3347 19.713605

39341

16952

4220514 64 50 78.1 9818 511 4.9 2864 6.8

TABLE1

14.8 259508 42345 301853 14.03 348938
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1

OCCSURVEYOFNATIONALBANKSHOMEIMPROVEMENTAPPLICATIONS

TABLE2

HOMEIMPROVEMENTLOANS

REGION

1 79.4170

228

135

188

6830

28327

1117

6601

711

2

7947

34928

15.9

82,5

14.1

18,9
2796

22.7

3 238 206 86.6

86.9

39636 19.3
31983

36270

4483

12344

21109

17717

7653

9447

5482 25.9
4 421 366

45717 20.7

•.3772

2886

5 288 228 79.2 638621214

13757

9399

6 346

27600

17728

16.3

24.3

16.9

23.1

22.4
260

2286

3971

7 546 463

75.1

84.8

79.1

85.5

24600 31163 21.1

1823

10331

4954

11.3

8 331
262

6563

4044

1332

16257 20301 19.9 3822
22.9

9 407 348
10.1 4895

1132

495

490

5390 9.2
10 489 395

2566
80.8

72.1

3526 13.9

11 797

19.0

22,7
575

3933

11866

·10916

546 2467

12

13198

13482

17310

11586

12573

37217

22.1

234 196
11.2

·3036

1921

1433

3876

77 1510 5.1

13 96

83.8

79.2

78.1

1297

1423
76

11.3
376 4252 8.8

14 64 50 2065 5.5 4546 152 4698 3.2

TOTALS4655 3748 80.5 271988 58398 330386 17.7 85092 18911 104003 18.2
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[ The Comptroller's examiner instructions on sampling are included in this

volume as Exhibit F attached to the Comptroller's response to supplementary

questions of August 16 , 1978. ]

37-415 O - 79 - 63
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NINETY -FIFTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United States

Hon . John G. Heimann

Acting Chairman

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

550 - 17th Street , N.W.

Washington , D. C. 20429

Dear Mr. Chairman :

This letter supplements my letter of August 3 , concerning the hearings

this subcommittee will hold in September on the financial regulatory agencies '

enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act .

The statement below of questions for testimony and of supplementary materials

to be supplied in advance supersedes the statements of questions and requests
in the earlier letter .

The specific questions on which the subcommittee requests the testimony

of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation are the following:

1 . Redlining Regulations:

a . To what extent is there a problem of redlining discrimination in

d . Has the FDIC any plans to issue such nondiscrimination regulations

addressed , at least in part , to redlining discrimination ? If not ,

( 988 )
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what enforcement steps will the FDIC be able to take , in the

absence of specific regulations prohibiting redlining discrimi

nation , to eliminate redlining practices that may be found ?

.

2.

Redlining Monitoring :

a . How will the FDIC employ the monitoring information recorded by

banks pursuant to its fair housing recordkeeping requirements

to assist in its enforcement of bank compliance with the Fair

Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act? Will this

monitoring information be examined for evidence of redlining

discrimination ?

b . How do FDIC examiners employ Home Mortgage Disclosure Act ( HMDA )

Has the FDIC any suggestions for improvements of this Act or of

its implementing regulation , Regulation C , to improve the use

fulness of this data for regulatory purposes? For example ,

would it be helpful if the coverage of HMDA data were extended

to include all home loan applications?

3.

Recent Enforcement :

How many and what types of violations of the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, or Regulation B have FDIC

examiners found in insured state nonmember banks and mutual

savings banks in 1977 and 1978? What portion of these violations

were clear violations of the substance and spirit of the laws

prohibiting discrimination ? What remedial or enforcement actions

has the FDIC taken to correct these violations?

b . Were there any instances of repeat violations , in which banks

4 . Future Enforcement: How will the FDIC deal in the future with cases of

repeat violations of the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act, or Regulation B , where a bank is found on the second or third

examination to have failed to correct conditions found on a previous

examination? In particular ,

a . In the case of repeat violations will you inform , or require a

bank to inform , the victims of lending discrimination that unlaw

ful discrimination has been found in the institution's handling

of a previous application or inquiry from them?
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b . Under what circumstances will you release publicly the names of

institutions that have refused or failed to eliminate discrimi

natory practices ?

Under what circumstances will you seek criminal prosecution of

or other punitive action against banks or their officers who

fail to eliminate discriminatory practices?

5 . Civil Damages Litigation :

What is the view of the FDIC about the effectiveness and proper

role of civil damages litigation by private individuals in bring

ing about general compliance with the laws against credit dis

crimination?

b . What steps does the FDIC take to inform consumers of their right

to file civil damage suits under the Fair Housing Act and Equal

Credit Opportunity Act , or to facilitate in other ways consumer

use of the civil damage provisions of these acts?

6 . Consumer Information : What other consumer information and education

activities does the FDIC conduct to inform the general public about

the laws against credit discrimination? Do you have any plans to

expand these activities?

In addition to these questions to be addressed in testimony , the sub

committee requests that you provide in advance answers to certain specific

questions and certain related materials, as follows:

1 . What specific evidence have you that discriminatory redlining and

appraisal practices are occurring or have recently occurred in home

mortgage or home improvement lending by banks ? Please provide to

the subcommittee copies of any staff studies or other reports ( in

cluding independent research or investigative studies ) on which you

rely as evidence . In the case of evidence arising from examinations ,

please report as fully as possible the nature of the findings , the

types of communities or neighborhoods involved , the number of insti

tutions involved , and all other information pertinent to a full

description of your findings of redlining practices .

2 . What information and statistics does the FDIC now have concerning the

extent and consequences of fire insurance or mortgage insurance red

lining?

2A . Do banks maintain in their files information that would identify

individual home loan applications denied or withdrawn , or outstand

ing home loans foreclosed , for lack of acceptable fire , homeowners,

or mortgage insurance? Has the FDIC utilized this information , or
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would it be feasible for the FDIC to utilize this information , possibly

in conjunction with the other financial regulatory agencies , to derive

statistics on the extent and geographic distribution of insurance red

lining?

3 . How do FDIC examination procedures and regulations deal with discrimi

nation in real estate appraisals? Please supply to the subcommittee

the text of any examiner instructions that address the detection of

discrimination in appraisals . If there are no such instructions ,

please so state .

ЗА . Has the FDIC considered requiring , as a part of the adverse action

notice required under Regulation B , that the bank include a copy of

the appraisal with the adverse action notice sent to an applicant

when his application for a home loan is denied on the basis of an

inadequate appraised value ? What factors have you considered or

will you consider in reaching a decision on this matter ?

4 .
How do FDIC examination procedures determine whether discriminatory

" pre-screening " and discouragement of potential loan applicants are

occurring? In particular :

Please explain how the examination procedures will determine

whether the loan application files and monitoring records

maintained by each bank are complete and have not had certain

cases intentionally omitted .

b . What procedures will detect the discouragement of applicants

by certain subtle devices such as ( i ) informing certain appli

cants whom the bank wishes to discourage that six to eight

weeks will be required to process an application , when in

fact only one week is required , or ( ii) quoting a higher rate

of interest to certain inquirers or applicants whom the bank

wishes to discourage than to favored applicants ?

5.

Please supply to the subcommittee the text of all examiner

instructions that address the problem of " pre - screening " and

discouragement . If there are no such instructions , please
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6 .
How do FDIC examiners evaluate whether formalized credit scoring

systems are in compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B? Please supply to the

subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions that address

the evaluation of credit scoring systems . If there are no such

instructions , please so state .

7 .
How do FDIC examiners evaluate the internal management controls and

organized civil rights compliance program of each bank? Please

supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions

that address the evaluation of internal management civil rights

compliance programs . If there are no such instructions , please

so state .

8 . In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what procedures or

guidelines do FDIC examiners follow in determining what portion of

their examination effort is to be devoted to each bank ? How is the

size determined for the loan sample that will be reviewed for com

pliance in each institution ? In particular , is recognition given

to the volume of loan originations , as distinct from loans held in

the portfolio , in allocating examination effort to institutions

that are active in originating loans for resale ? Please supply to

the subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions , policy guide

lines , or other documents that address this question of the allocation

of compliance examination effort among the different institutions to

be examined .

9 . In its examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what procedures or

guidelines does the FDIC follow in determining what portion of its

examination effort is to be devoted to each type of loan or credit ?

In particular , is recognition given to the volume of loan origi

nations , as distinct from loans held in the portfolio , in allocating

examination effort at institutions that are active in originating

loans for resale ? In your answer please distinguish between home

loans on 1-4 family dwellings , other loans on residential property ,

other consumer loans or credit , other small business loans or credit,

and all other credit ( including loans or credit to large businesses ) .

Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions ,

policy guidelines , or other documents that address this question of

the allocation of compliance examination effort among the different

types of loans or credit . If there are no such documents , please so

state .

10 . Please describe the organizational structure and responsibilities of

the Washington headquarters and the regional offices of the FDIC as

they apply to the fair housing and equal credit compliance examination
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function . What are the relevant responsibilities and authorities

associated with each position in this organizational structure , and

what degree of autonomy is exercised by officials assigned to the

regional offices in the performance of this function? What are the

procedures followed for systematic oversight and review by the head

quarters staff in Washington of the equal credit compliance examinations

performed by the field examination staff?

10A . How does the FDIC's system of recognition and advancement for examiners

b . What are the standards by which examiner performance in civil

1
1
.

Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the full

gross costs of FDIC activities related to the enforcement of bank com

pliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

and Regulation B. These cost figures should include an appropriate

allowance for overhead , including clerical support , travel and per

diem expenses , computer usage , rent or imputed rent , and utilities .

Please state the method by which any estimates were derived .

The full costs for all activities in the twelve - month period

from July 1977 through June 1978 , and the projected full costs

for the twelve -month period from July 1978 through June 1979 .

b . A percentage breakdown of each total to show the proportions

spent on training , field examinations and associated super

vision , consumer complaint handling , consumer education ,

creditor education , and any other appropriate categories .

A percentage breakdown of each total in part ( a ) to show

separately the proportions applicable to home loans and to

all other credit .

12 . Please provide the following actual or estimated figures on numbers

of banks and numbers and sizes of loans . In this request , " home loans "

refers to real estate loans secured by 1-4 family residences and also

consumer installment loans for repair and modernization of residential

property . Please state the method by which any estimates were derived .

a . The number of banks ( including mutual savings banks ) examined
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b . The numbers of home loan applications received and home loans

The projected numbers of home loan applications to be received

and home loans to be granted , and the projected dollar volume

of home loans to be granted in the year ending June 1979 by

the banks to be examined in that year .

d . The dollar volume of home loans held by the examined banks in

f . The projected numbers of credit applications to be received and

g . The dollar volume of consumer and small business credit out

standing ( excluding home loans ) in the portfolios of the examined

banks as of December 1977' call report date , and the corresponding

dollar volume projected for December 1978 .

13 . Please restate the cost figures given in answer to questions 11.a and

11.c to show :

a . The total costs of the earlier period and the projected total

b . The total costs of the earlier period and the projected total
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The total costs of the earlier period and the projected total

costs of the later period that are applicable to all other

credit ( excluding home loans ) restated as costs per bank

examined ( or to be examined ) , per application received ( or

expected ) for other consumer or small business credit , per

loan or credit line granted ( or expected to be granted ) for

other consumer or small business credit , per $ 1000 of loans

or credit lines granted ( or expected to be granted ) for other

consumer or small business credit , and per $ 1000 of consumer

and small business credit outstanding ( or expected to be out

standing ) from the examined banks at the midpoint of the

period .

14. Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the number

Total examiner hours for the twelve-month period from July 1977

through June 1978 , and projected total examiner hours for the

twelve -month period from July 1978 through June 1979 .

b . A percentage breakdown of each total to show separately the

c . A disaggregation by FDIC region of the totals given in answer

d . A percentage breakdown of each regional total to show separately

the proportions applicable to home loans and to all other credit .

15 . Please restate the figures given in answer to the previous question ,

as follows :

a . The answers to parts ( a ) and ( c ) of the previous question restated

b . From the answers to parts ( b ) and ( d ) of the previous question :

( i ) examiner hours applicable to home loans restated as
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( ii ) examiner hours applicable to all other credit ( excluding

16 .
Do you employ, for enforcement or any other purpose , a distinction

between " technical" and " substantive" violations of law? If so ,

please explain in precise terms how this distinction is used and

what it means , as applied to violations of the Fair Housing Act

and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act . Please list the types of

violations of these acts that fall into each class .

17 .
Please provide a detailed tabulation , by FDIC region and for all

regions combined , of Fair Housing Act , Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

and Regulation B violations found by FDIC examiners in the twelve

month period from July 1977 through June 1978. In this tabulation ,

please distinguish between violations related to home loans or

applications and violations related to other credit . Within each

of these two classes , please classify. the violations by the specific

nature of the violations , separating technical violations from sub

stantive violations , and please indicate how many violations of each

specific type were repeat violations that the institutions had pre

viously been requested to correct . Where more than one type or class

of violation was found at a single institution , please count each

type of violation separately , as this request is for a tabulation

of violations , not of institutions in violation .

17A . Please restate certain elements of the above tabulation of violations

Technical and substantive home loan violations per 100 examiner

hours devoted to civil rights compliance examination of home

loans , per 100 home loan applications received , per 100 home

loans granted, and per $ 100,000 of home loans held in the banks '

portfolios at December 31 , 1977 .

b . Technical and substantive violations related to other credit

per 100 examiner hours devoted to civil rights compliance

examination of other credit , per 100 applications received

for other consumer or small business credit , per 100 loans
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or credit lines granted for other consumer or small business

credit, and per $ 100,000 of consumer and small business credit

outstanding from the examined banks at December 31 , 1977 .

18 .
Please provide a tabulation , by FDIC region and for all regions com

bined , of institutions found to be in violation of the Fair Housing

Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , or Regulation B in the period

from July 1977 through June 1978. If you distinguish between technical

and substantive violations , please classify every institution in each

region into one of three groups according to whether no violations

were found , only technical violations were found , or one or more sub

stantive violations were found . Then please subdivide each of the

latter two classes according to whether the violations found at each

institution were all first time violations or included one or more

repeat violations that the institution had previously been requested

to correct . Then please subdivide further according to whether the

violations found were related only to home loans or applications,

only to other credit , or to both home loans and other credit .

18A . Please restate the above tabulation of institutions in violation to

show institutions in violation as a percentage of all examined in

stitutions in the region .

19. What are the established procedures of the FDIC for investigating

20 . If the individual complaints are handled primarily in the regional

FDIC offices , what are the procedures followed for systematic over

sight and review of the complaint handling work by the headquarters

staff in Washington ?

21 . Please provide figures giving the numbers of consumer complaints

received by the FDIC in the twelve - month period from July 1977

through June 1978 alleging discrimination in some aspect of the

lending process , as follows:

a . Total complaints related to home loans or home loan applications .

b . Total complaints related to other consumer or small business

credit or credit applications .

c . A disaggregation by FDIC region of the total complaints related
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d . A disaggregation by FDIC region of the total complaints related

22 . Please provide a further tabular breakdown , as indicated below , of

each of these figures of discrimination complaints received . For

each region separately and for all regions combined , please provide

the numbers of complaints in each category below for complaints re

lated to home loans or applications and , separately , for other

consumer or small business credit or credit applications .

a . Complaints the investigation of which found one or more vio

b . Complaint cases in which no violation was found but in which

c . Complaints based on a factual dispute , in which the complainant

d . All other complaints that received a thorough investigation

All other complaints ( including information requests ) in which

no investigation , or only a cursory investigation , was deemed

necessary .

23 . Please provide further supplementary information , as indicated below ,

on each group of complaints identified in the answers to the previous

question . For each group of complaints enumerated above , please

specify

What portion of these complaints were about banks in which a

violation similar to the complaint had been found previously ,

at the most recent prior general compliance examination?

b . What portion of these complaints were about banks in which a

What portion of these complaints were about banks that have not

been given a general compliance examination since the filing of

the complaint?
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24 .
How many private law suits for civil damages under the Fair Housing

Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act have been filed against FDIC

supervised banks in 1977 and 1978 ? In how many of these instances

had the plaintiff previously filed a complaint with the FDIC prior

to filing the law suit?

25 . In what ways does the FDIC inform loan applicants or potential appli

cants of the existence and possible usefulness to them of the civil

damages provisions of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act? Please supply to the subcommittee examples of any letters ,

pamphlets , or other educational or informational materials in which

these civil damages provisions are mentioned .

26 . Approximately how many of each type of letter , pamphlet , or other

educational or informational material mentioned in the answer to the

previous question were sent out or distributed to the public in the

twelve -month period from July 1977 through June 1978? Please indi

cate the method of distribution and types of groups or individuals

to which these materials were distributed .

27 . Why does the " equal housing lender " poster that each FDIC- supervised

institution is required to display not mention the consumer's right to

file suit for civil damages under either the Fair Housing Act or the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act if he has been discriminated against?

28 . When the FDIC relies on the examination performed by state bank

examiners , how does the FDIC satisfy itself that these state bank

examiners are adequately trained and motivated to do effective

civil rights compliance examinations ?

29 . In the twelve -month period from July 1977 through June 1978 , how many

banks ( including mutual savings banks ) under FDIC jurisdiction under

went a state examination for civil rights compliance that the FDIC

accepted as a substitute for its own examination ? What portion of

the total home loan assets of all FDIC-supervised banks were held by

these institutions that received a state examination in lieu of an

FDIC examination ?

30 . What portion of the total home loan assets of all FDIC- supervised

banks were held by institutions outside SMSA's or with assets less

that $ 10 million , which the FDIC has made subject to abbreviated

record-keeping requirements ?

31 . Have you any reliable and representative information concerning the

costs incurred by banks to comply with Regulation B and the laws

against credit discrimination ? If so , what portion of these costs

are associated with the initial training and other front end start

up costs of the banks ' compliance programs , and what portion are
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continuing expenses directly associated with processing of appli

cations ? Can the continuing expenses be stated as costs per loan

application received or per $ 100,000 of mortgage loan or other con

sumer credit assets held? Can they be stated in terms of fractions

of a percentage point on the interest rate of a mortgage loan or

other credit ? What was the method by which these measurements were

made ?

32 . Please identify and describe any major surveys , reports , or studies ,

either by outside experts or by FDIC staff , that have recently been

completed, are currently in progress , or are planned for the near

future on any aspect of the responsibilities of the FDIC under the

Fair Housing Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

Please provide 75 copies of your prepared statement to the subcommittee

at least 24 hours in advance of your appearance . The responses to the supple

mentary questions should be provided by Friday , September 8. If for any

reason not all of these responses can be compiled by that time , then please

deliver to the subcommittee on September 8 the answers and materials that

are ready at that time , with the remaining answers and materials to be sup

plied as soon thereafter as possible . If you have any questions concerning

this request , please contact Don Tucker of the subcommittee staff .

Sincerely ,

Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

BSR : tt
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ON

FDIC
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION , Washington , D.C. 20429

September 15 , 1978

: 3

WHonorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman , Commerce , Consumer and

Dear Mr. Chairman :

In response to your letter of August 17 , 1978 , I am pleased to submit

information pertaining to 29 of the 32 supplemental questions requested

in advance of the FDIC's testimony on enforcement of the Fair Housing

Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

Responses to questions 21-23 should be forwarded to you no later than

Friday , September 22 , 1978 .

Sincerely ,

Carmen 2 Sulkurm
Carmen J. Sullivan

Acting Director

Office of Consumer Affairs

Enclosures
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What specific evidence have you that discriminatory redlining

and appraisal practices are occurring or have recently occurred

in home mortgage or home improvement lending by banks? Please

provide to the Subcommittee copies of any staff studies or other

reports ( including independent research or investigative studies )

on which you rely as evidence . In the case of evidence arising

from examinations, please report as fully as possible the nature

of the findings , the types of communities or neighborhoods

involved , the number of institutions involved , and all other

information pertinent to a full description of your findings of

redlining practices .

Evidence alleging discriminatory redlining or appraisal

practices in home mortgage or home improvement lending has been

presented in Congressional hearings on the Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act in May 1975 , in hearings conducted by the financial regulatory

agencies on the Community Reinvestment Act during March and April

1978 , in a suit filed by the Department of Justice against the

American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and in protests of

branch office and merger applications .

Judgments about the existence of redlining practices have

proved difficult to date because of inadequate and insufficient

information . In response to this difficulty , the FDIC recently

initiated a pilot project in Brooklyn , New York to : ( 1 ) deter

mine the cost of acquiring information useful in determining the

extent to which financial institutions are meeting the credit needs

of their communities ; ( 2 ) identify underserved neighborhoods ; and

( 3 ) evaluate supplementary data collection and analysis to assist

examiners in their review of a bank's compliance with the Community

Reinvestment Act .

Intermediate output has already been generated from this

project in the form of a working paper ( Exhibit 1 ) . The paper

analyzed the determinants of the allocation of mortgage funds
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among households and the credit terms which are associated with

the mortgages . An approach was developed to help identify banks

which are illegally discriminating in their mortgage lending

because of the race , religion , sex , age , or marital status of the

applicant . Further analysis will attempt to determine the extent

to which minimal mortgage funding to certain communities versus

others results from weak demand rather than redlining . In later.

stages of the analysis , and to the extent possible , the influence

of the supply of mortgage credit upon the overall neighborhood

will be addressed .

The FDIC does not condone either discriminatory redlining or

discriminatory appraisal practices by banks under its supervision .

Allegations of such practices brought to the corporation's atten

tion have been the subject of intensive investigation . In only

one instance were we able to determine that the bank's lending

policies had the effect of redlining a major portion of the bank's

principal service area for access to housing-related credit . The

redlining was based on age of housing stock , and the institution has

since revised its lending policy .

2. What information and statistics does the FDIC now have concerning

The FDIC has not compiled information or statistics on the

extent of fire insurance or mortgage insurance redlining . However ,

the consequences of this type of redlining most assuredly would

have a devastating effect on the availability of housing-related

credit . Insurance redlining would affect the availability of credit

because fire insurance is usually required to be maintained on the

-415
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property over the life of the loan . Likewise , if lenders require

mortgage insurance as a condition of making the loan , unavailability

of this insurance would adversely affect the applicant and the

neighborhood .

2A . Do banks maintain in their files information that would identify

identify individual home loan applications denied or withdrawn for

lack of acceptable fire , homeowner's , or mortgage insurance . For

applications denied due to lack of insurance , this fact would be

stated on the notice of adverse action required to be given the

applicant under Section 202.9 of Regulation B. For applications

withdrawn for this reason , notation would be made on the applica

tion itself . Lack of insurance as a reason for foreclosure would

be included in foreclosure documents contained in the loan file .

insurance redlining will be essential , we believe , in effecting

our responsibilities under the Community Reinvestment Act .

While the FDIC has not utilized this information to date , it will

be an essential element in our community reinvestment examination

in evaluating whether insurance redlining discourages institutions

from meeting the credit needs of their communities . We intend to

work closely with Federal and State regulatory agencies in assessing

affirmative compliance with the Community Reinvestment Act . Exchang
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ing information on insurance redlining will be a vital part of that

interchange .

3 . How do FDIC examination procedures and regulations deal with

discrimination in real estate appraisals? Please supply to

the Subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions that
address the detection of discrimination in appraisals .

there are no such instructions , please so state .

specifically in question ( 1 ) ( c ) on the Fair Housing compliance

examination report page ( Exhibit 2 ) and on pages 4 and 5 of a

memorandum on fair housing examination instructions dated

August 29 , 1977 ( Exhibit 3 ) . ( Incidentally , these instructions

are being revised , expanded and updated in a comprehensive manual

being developed for our entire compliance examination and enforce

ment program for consumer protection and civil rights laws and

regulations . ) In addition , appraisal practices are addressed on

pages 15 through 17 of the FDIC Procedures for Investigating Fair

Housing Complaints ( Exhibit 4 ) .

FDIC regulations on fair housing ( Part 338 ) are essentially

recordkeeping regulations , designed to enable the FDIC to monitor

more effectively compliance with fair lending statutes ( Exhibit 5 ) .

These regulations do not specifically address discrimination in real

estate appraisals . However , covered institutions must retain infor

mation on the purchase price or approximate market value of the

property as well as the property's location . These data together

with other information developed during the examination will assist

the examiner in detecting discrimination in real estate appraisals .
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3A . Has the FDIC considered requiring , as a part of the adverse

We believe that applicants should receive full and complete

disclosure of the reasons for adverse action , including an inade

quate appraised value , on an application for a home loan . Further ,

applicants who have paid a separate fee for an appraisal should

receive a copy of that appraisal , if they request it . We have not

considered requiring banks to submit a copy of the appraisal to

applicants because we have not been aware of any difficulties . If

difficulties come to our attention , we will raise the matter with

the Board of Governors which has responsibility for drafting

Regulation B.

How do FDIC examination procedures determine whether discriminatory

" prescreening " and discouragement of potential loan applicants are

occurring ? In particular :

a . Please explain how the examination procedures will determine

Bank procedures for prescreening of potential loan applica

tions are reviewed during the examination for evidence of discrimi

natory practices . Through interviews with loan officers and those

who come into contact with applicants prior to the submission of a

written application , the examiner seeks to determine whether there

is any prequalification or prescreening done by telephone or in any

other manner . For example , bank personnel would be questioned on

their usual responses to such questions as the availability of
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conventional FHA or VA mortgages , current interest rates charged ,

and downpayments normally required . Aside from disclosure by bank

personnel that certain cases were intentionally omitted from loan

application files and monitoring records , this practice probably

would be detected only through investigation of a complaint that

had been filed with FDIC against the bank .

b . What procedures will detect the discouragement of applicants

by certain subtle devices such as ( i ) informing certain

applicants whom the bank wishes to discourage that six to

eight weeks will be required to process an application , when

in fact only one week is required , or ( ii ) quoting a higher

rate of interest to certain inquirers or applicants whom

the bank wishes to discourage than to favored applicants?

subtle forms of prescreening is to inquire about the normal process

ing time for loan applications , credit terms quoted customers , and

what circumstances would dictate exceptions to these policies .

bank's responses can be verified through the review of loan applica

tion files and informal observation of bank personnel who deal

directly with loan inquiries , either in person or over the telephone.

1978 , require certain information to be recorded for inquiries on

home loans --namely , the name , address , race/national origin , sex ,

marital status , and age of the inquirer as well as the location of

the property involved . If , when reviewing the bank's log of inquir

ies for home loans , our examiners note a disproportionate number of

inquiries from certain classes of applicants in relation to applica

tions received from those applicants , further investigation of

possible discriminatory prescreening techniques will be conducted .
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In addition , the use of testing as a tool for detecting

discriminatory prescreening techniques is under review at this

time . The FDIC has utilized testing methods previously in con

junction with its enforcement of the Truth in Lending Act .

Specifically , examiners would determine if the bank was correctly

quoting the annual percentage rate ( APR ) in responding to oral

inquiries for credit by making a telephone call to the bank prior

to an examination .

The use of testing in connection with a fair lending exami

nation , of course , involves a more sophisticated process . As we

indicated earlier , this examination tool is under preliminary

study , but we are not yet in a position to determine if we will ,

in fact , utilize such a procedure . Factors to be considered include

the resources necessary to develop and implement such a program ,

whether the costs would justify the benefits , and whether testing

would be utilized in all examinations or only in those banks where

we suspect discriminatory prescreening practices .

c . Please supply to the Subcommittee the text of all examiner

instructions that address the problem of " prescreening " and

discouragement . If there are no such instructions , please

do state .

The matter of prescreening is addressed specifically on page

5 of Exhibit 3 and on pages 2 , 4 , 10 and 20 of Exhibit 4 .

5 . Have you considered requiring each bank to have clearly written

nondiscriminatory loan underwriting standards , available to the

public in printed form at each office , as the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board has done for savings and loan associations ? What

factors have you considered or will you consider in reaching a

decision on this matter ?
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Written loan policies and underwriting standards are bene

ficial to bank management and personnel , the public , and to the

FDIC as a regulatory agency . Up to the present we have encouraged ,

rather than required , FDIC-supervised banks to reduce these policies

nd procedures to writing as an effective management and business

policy . Further , we encourage banks to fully inform their customers

on the bank's credit policies to reduce misunderstanding and poten

tial complaints .

Requiring banks to make written nondiscriminatory loan under

writing standards available to the public has been discussed from

time to time . Benefits of such a requirement include the customer's

ability to determine if he or she meets the bank's credit standards

prior to submitting an application . The disadvantages of such a

requirement include : ( 1 ) paperwork burden on the bank and associated

costs which would most likely be passed on to the consumer ; ( 2 ) the

practicality of reducing credit standards to some precise formula

that would be useful to prospective customers , given the large judg

mental factor involved in every credit decision ; ( 3 ) the public's

use of other required bank disclosures ( such as HMDA data ) has been

minimal ; ( 4 ) alternative approaches , such as a voluntary effort by

banks to make this information available or a program of consumer

education to improve their awareness of the credit-granting process

have not been thoroughly studied as a more efficient means of

accomplishing the objectives .

6 . How do FDIC examiners evaluate whether formalized credit scoring

systems are in compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B ? Please supply to the

Subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions that address

the evaluation of credit scoring systems . If there are no such

instructions , please so state .
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Those banks which use credit scoring systems are required

under Regulation B to have demonstrably and statistically sound ,

empirically derived credit scoring systems . Examiners determine

from discussions with bank management the methods used to develop

the credit scoring method , the frequency and nature of management

review of the bank's system , as well as periodic revisions to the

system . Applications rejected on the basis of a credit scoring

system also are reviewed .

Evaluation of credit scoring systems is discussed during

training sessions for examiners through a review of the Regula

tion B requirements and the review process noted above . Written

procedures for evaluating credit scoring systems will be included

in revised examination instructions now under development for

FDIC's entire compliance program , including Fair Housing and Equal

Credit Opportunity .

7 . How do FDIC examiners evaluate the internal management controls

and organized civil rights compliance program of each bank ?

Please supply to the Subcommittee the text of any examiner

instructions that address the evaluation of internal management

civil rights compliance programs . If there are no such instruc

tions , please so state .

Examiners evaluate the internal management controls and

organized civil rights compliance program of each bank through

discussions with bank personnel and review of bank policies and

records . The training aspects of an organized civil rights

compliance program in a bank are addressed on page 6 of Exhibit 3 .

In addition , the overall quality of a bank's internal procedures

is addressed in question 7 on the Fair Housing compliance examina

tion report ( Exhibit 2 ) .
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In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what pro

cedures or guidelines do FDIC examiners follow in determining

what portion of their examination effort is to be devoted to

each bank? How is the size determined for the loan sample that

will be reviewed for compliance in each institution? In partic

ular , is recognition given to the volume of loan originations , as

distinct from loans held in the portfolio , in allocating examina

tion effort to institutions that are active in originating loans

for resale ? Please supply to the Subcommittee the text of any

examiner instructions , policy guidelines , or other documents that

address this question of the allocation of compliance examination

effort among the different institutions to be examined .

Broad guidelines for determining the frequency and scope

of examinations , whether for safety and soundness purposes or

for consumer protection/civil rights compliance , are contained

in General Memorandum No. 1 ( Exhibit 6 ) . In addition , current

policy requires that a compliance examination be scheduled at

least once every 15 months for each FDIC-supervised bank

( Exhibit 7 ) .

It is within the compliance examination that examiners

determine a bank's compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B. These examina

tions are conducted separately from the safety and soundness

examination and , on the average , take 30 hours for completion .

Because this separate compliance examination program is relatively

new ( it was instituted in May of 1977 ) , emphasis has been placed on

assuring a full and thorough review of each FDIC-supervised bank .

Now that the first examination cycle is nearing completion , more

attention will be given to allocating examiner resources to problem

institutions .

Factors which have an impact on the nature of a compliance

examination include : asset size , number of banking offices ,
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quality of management , internal controls , compliance history ,

and complexity of operations . While the volume of loan origina

tions is an important factor in determining the extent of a bank's

service to the community's credit needs , it is not considered in

allocating examination resources . Only loans outstanding are

included in the review process .

At the present time , determination of the size of the loan

sample to be reviewed is based on a statistical sampling procedure ,

which is described in Exhibit 8 . Using this procedure , the examiner

can draw samples of loan files to be reviewed for compliance with

both consumer protection and civil rights statutes . With the

implementation of the fair housing data collection and analysis

program , however , a different sampling scheme will be used that is

weighted , rather than random , in selection criteria . This sampling

procedure , now under development , will be used in reviewing compli

ance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

and Regulation B.

9 . In its examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what

procedures or guidelines does the FDIC follow in determining

what portion of its examination effort is to be devoted to

each type of loan or credit ? In particular , is recognition
given to the volume of loan originations , as distinct from

loans held in the portfolio , in allocating examination efforts

at institutions that are active in originating loans for resale?

In your answer please distinguish between home loans on 1-4

family dwellings , other loans on residential property , other

consumer loans or credit , other small business loans or credit ,

and all other credit ( including loans or credit to large busi

nesses ) . Please supply to the Subcommittee the text of any

examiner instructions , policy guidelines , or other documents

that address this question of the allocation of compliance

examination effort among the different types of loans or credit .

If there are no such documents , please so state .
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In the fair housing compliance examination , the examiner

concentrates on housing-related credit , e.g. , mortgages and home

improvement loans . The equal credit opportunity examination may

cover the full spectrum of a bank's lending activity--commercial ,

consumer and real estate loans .

Expanding on our response to question 8 , the sampling

procedure for loans subject to examiner review depends to a large

extent on the individual bank's system for maintaining loan files .

For example , many of our banks are small institutions utilizing an

alphabetical or chronological system for loan files . There is no

departmentalizing for mortgages , installment credit , or commercial

loans . In this case , therefore , the sample loans will include a

variety of credits to be reviewed for compliance with either or

both of these fair lending statutes . ( An even more informal system

generally holds true for rejected applications--perhaps a single

file . ) In the larger institutions , an effort is made to sample

those loan categories representing the largest dollar commitments

by the bank and to spot-check other portions of the loan portfolios .

allocating examination effort in the institution .
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10 .
Please describe the organizational structure and responsibilities

of the Washington headquarters and the Regional Offices of the

FDIC as they apply to the fair housing and equal credit compliance

examination function . What are the relevant responsibilities and

authorities associated with each position in this organizational

structure , and what degree of autonomy is exercised by officials

assigned to the Regional Offices in the performance of this func

tion ? What are the procedures followed for systematic oversight

and review by the headquarters staff in Washington of the equal

credit compliance examinations performed by the field examination
staff ?

within the Washington headquarters , responsibility for the

development , implementation , and evaluation of the fair housing

and equal credit compliance examination function has been dele

gated by the Board of Directors to the Office of Consumer Affairs

and Civil Rights ( OCACR ) and the Division of Bank Supervision .

The Office of Consumer Affairs and Civil Rights , organizationally

located within the Corporation's Executive Offices , has , as its

major objective , the protection of the statutory rights of cus

tomers in FDIC supervised banks . In October 1977 , a new operating

section within OCACR--the Civil Rights Branch--was created to focus

.

resources on the civil rights enforcement activities of FDIC .
When

fully staffed , the Civil Rights Branch is expected to take a leader

ship role in the fair housing data collection and analysis system ,

examiner training , and fair lending complaint and examination

activities .

The Division of Bank Supervision , through its 14 Regional

Offices and approximately 2,500 bank examiners , takes responsi

bility for the actual conduct of the fair housing and equal

credit compliance examinations . In the Washington Office , the

Division's Consumer Affairs Unit provides leadership in the
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development of compliance examination reports and instructions

and reviews the results of the examination effort . Banks con

sidered to be in substantial noncompliance with consumer protec

tion/civil rights statutes also have their examination reports

reviewed by OCACR staff . Finally , recommendations for cease-and

desist action for noncompliance with fair housing or equal credit

opportunity statutes may be submitted to the Board of Directors

by either office .

In each of the 14 Regions , the Regional Director has overall

responsibility for the fair housing and equal credit compliance

examination effort . The Regional Directors exercise a great deal

of autonomy in carrying out the functions assigned to the Region

within broad policy guidelines furnished by the Board of Directors

and the Director , Division of Bank Supervision . On the staff of

each Regional Office is a Review Examiner ( Consumer Affairs/Civil

Rights ) and a Regional Counsel , who provide advice and assistance

to examiners conducting compliance examinations . The authority of

these two staff members varies to some extent from Region to Region

depending on the delegations from the individual Regional Directors .

Office by the Review Examiner ( Consumer Affairs/Civil Rights ) , who

prepares letters transmitting the compliance examination reports to

the bank's board of directors for review and appropriate action .

The reports and follow-up correspondence are transmitted to the

Washington Office and reviewed in the Consumer Affairs Unit ,

Division of Bank Supervision .
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10A . How does the FDIC's system of recognition and advancement for

a . In giving recognition and advancement to examiners , what

weight is given to performance in civil rights compliance

work?

Examiner recognition and advancement are based on such

factors as competence , productivity , leadership , resourcefulness ,

educational and experience background , and potential for advance

ment . Equal weight is given to performance in the examination

effort--whether that be in safety and soundness , compliance ,

or automation .

b . What are the standards by which examiner performance in

ness , financial analysis , etc. The Regional Director considers

the performance of the examiner in more generalized terms in

accordance with the criteria set forth in FDIC Form 2130/01 ( 5-77 )

( Exhibit 9 ) .

11 . Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the

full -gross costs of FDIC activities related to the enforcement of

bank compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act , and Regulation B. These cost figures should

include an appropriate allowance for overhead , including clerical

support , travel and per diem expenses , computer usage , rent or

imputed rent , and utilities . Please state the method by which any

estimates are derived .

Information provided in response to subparts ( a ) , ( b ) ,

and ( c ) are all estimates . Supporting information for the estimates

accompanies each Chart .
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a .

b .

The full costs for all activities in the 12 -month period from

July 1977 through June 1978 , and the projected full costs

for the 12-month period from July 1978 through June 1979 .

A percentage breakdown of each total to show the proportions

spent on training , field examinations and associated super

vision , consumer complaint handling , consumer education,
creditor education , and any other appropriate categories .

CHART I July 1977 through June 1978

CHART II - July 1978 through June 1979

C. A percentage breakdown of each total in part ( a ) to show

separately the proportions applicable to home loans and to all

other credit .

CHART III

Please provide the following actual or estimated figures on numbers

of banks and numbers and sizes of loans . In this request , " home

loans " refers to real estate loans secured by 1-4 family residences

and also consumer installment loans for repair and modernization of

residential property . Please state the method by which any estimates

were derived .

FDIC has not , as a part of the examination process or otherwise ,

collected or estimated data for the year ending July 1978 concerning

the number of applications received for home loans or other consumer

or small business loans or credit lines , or for the number or average

value of such loans or credit lines granted . FDIC also has made no

projections of any such data for the year ending June 1979. Further ,

we have no efficient or effective means of retrieving information on

other consumer or small business loans and credit lines .

with respect to possible means of estimating the number of

home loan applications received and the number and dollar volume

of home loans granted , we have some observations . The FDIC's Fair

Housing Regulations ( Part 338 ) will result in the generation of this

information . However , the Regulation has been in effect only since
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July 3 of this year , and the consensus is that insufficient time

has elapsed to allow for a meaningful extrapolation to annual

totals . Thus , information from this source will not be available

for at least six months . Additionally , these data will not be

collected on a regular basis in a form necessary to fulfill the

requirements of this request .

If an estimate is desired before Part 338 data becomes

available , it is felt that Home Mortgage Disclosure Act information ,

coupled with the Adverse Action notices retained pursuant to the

provisions of Regulation B , collected from a sample of FDIC regulated

banks would yield reasonably accurate results . The steps involved

would be as follows :

( 1 ) A sample of commercial and mutual savings banks subject

to HMDA would be selected . Based on our current knowledge , we

suggest that the sample be stratified according to asset size of

bank , and the sample chosen randomly from within each stratum . We

estimate that a sample of 100 commercial banks and 40 mutual savings

banks would be sufficient for the purposes of this request .

( 3 ) The data obtained from the sample institutions would be

expanded to a universe estimate ( including an adjustment factor to

account for non-HMDA institutions ) and then adjusted downward to

estimate the required figures for banks which were examined during
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the relevant period . We suggest the use of total housing loans

outstanding as the appropriate adjustment factor .

We estimate that the cost of this endeavor ( including over

head and other expenses ) would be approximately $ 50,000 and would

take about two months to complete . Accordingly , we are not pre

pared , based on the financial and time aspects of this request ,

to proceed without further discussion with the Subcommittee staff .

a . The number of banks ( including mutual savings banks ) examined

by the FDIC in the 12-month period from July 1977 through

June 1978 and the number that will be examined in the 12-month

period from July 1978 through June 1979 .

12 months ending June 30 , 1978 . Under the current policy of sched

uling each bank for a compliance examination once every 15 months ,

approximately 6,800 examinations would be conducted in the 12-month

period from July 1978 through June 1979 .

b . The numbers of home loan applications received and home loans

We have no information on the number of home loan applications

received by the examined banks during the 12 months from July 1977 to

June 1978 .

closure Statements . These Statements , however , are prepared on a

fiscal year basis , generally a calendar year , and are available only

with respect to institutions having an office in an SMSA and assets

in excess of $ 10 million . This information could be generated

through the study suggested in our response to question 12 , subject

to the constraints previously mentioned .

37-415 0 . 79 - 65

1
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c . The projected numbers of home loan applications to be

d . The dollar volume of home loans held by the examined banks

in their portfolios as of the December 1977 Call Report date ,

and the corresponding dollar volume projected for December

1978 .

December 1977 figures are shown in Chart IV . Projected

volume of home loans held by FDIC-supervised banks as of

December 1978 :

Mutual Savings Banks $ 52,141,816,000

Commercial Banks 32,483,817,000

Total $ 84,625,633,000

This estimate was derived by determining the average increase

in the home loan portfolio outstanding during the period

December 31 , 1973 December 31 , 1977 .

e . The numbers of credit applications received and loans and

credit lines granted , and the dollar volume of loans and

credit lines granted , for other consumer or small business

credit ( excluding home loans ) by the examined banks in the

12 months ending June 1978 .

For reasons stated earlier , we are unable to provide the

requested data .

f . The projected numbers of credit applications to be received

and loans and credit lines to be granted , and the projected

dollar volume of loans and credit lines to be granted, for

other consumer or small business credit ( excluding home

loans ) in the year ending June 1979 by the banks to be
examined in that year .

of credit applications received and loans and credit lines to be

received or granted in the year ending June 1979 .
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g . The dollar volume of consumer and small business credit

outstanding ( excluding home loans ) in the portfolios of

the examined banks as of December 1977 Call Report date ,

and the corresponding dollar volume project for December

1978 .

Refer to Chart IV . Projected volume of consumer and small

business credit held by FDIC - supervised banks as of December 1978 :

Mutual Savings Banks $ 3,180,400,000

Commercial Banks 48,389,378,000

Total $ 51,569,778,000

13. Please restate the cost figures given in answer to questions 11.a

The total costs of the earlier period and the projected

total costs of the later period restated as costs per

bank examined ( or to be examined ) .

Cost per bank examined , 1977-1978 : $ 265

Projected cost per bank examined , 1978-1979 : $ 575

For 1978 , total costs of $ 1,661,000 were divided by 6,275

examinations . For 1979 figures , total projected costs of

$ 3,910,000 were divided by an estimated 6,800 examinations .

b . The total costs of the earlier period and the projected

costs of the later period that are applicable to home

loans restated as costs per bank examined ( or to be

examined ) , per home loan application received ( or

expected ) , per home loan granted ( or expected to be

granted ) or per $ 1,000 of home loans outstanding for

expected to be outstanding) from the examined banks at

the midpoint of the period .

Costs applicable to home loans per bank examined ,

Projected costs per $ 1,000 of home loans outstanding :

Projected costs per $ 1,000 of home loans outstanding
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For 1978 , the total estimated costs of $ 701,000 were divided

by 6,275 examinations . For 1979 , total projected costs of

$ 1,564,000 were divided by an estimated 6,800 examinations .

As noted in earlier responses , information on home loan

applications and home loans granted is not available .

C. The total costs of the earlier period and the projected

Projected costs applicable to all other loans per bank

Projected costs per $ 1,000 of consumer or small business

For 1978 , total estimated costs of $ 960,000 were divided

by 6,275 examinations . For 1979 , total projected costs of

$ 2,346,000 were divided by an estimated 6,800 examinations .

As noted in earlier responses , information on applications

received or credit granted related to other consumer or small

business credit is not available .

14. Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the
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a . Total examiner hours for the 12 -month period from July

1977 through June 1978 , and projected total examiner

hours for the 12 -month period from July 1978 through

June 1979 .

Refer to Chart V. Projected examiner hours for the 12 -month

period ending June 30 , 1979 total 81,600 hours , based on an average

estimate of 12 hours for the examination .

b . A percentage breakdown of each total to show separately

For 1977-78 we estimate 6,077 examiner hours were devoted

to home loans ( 22 percent ) and 21,648 examiner hours ( 78 percent )

were devoted to all other credit . We estimate a total of 40,800

hours each for ECOA and FHA examinations in the 12 -month period

from July 1978 through June 1979 .

c . A disaggregation by FDIC region of the totals given in

Refer to Chart v for 1977-1978 information . We are unable

to provide meaningful Regional projections for 1978-1979 .

d . A percentage breakdown of each Regional total to show

We are unable to provide a meaningful percentage breakdown

showing the proportions applicable to home loans and all other

credit .

15. Please restate the figures given in answer to the previous

a . The answers to parts ( a ) and ( c ) of the previous question

restated to show examiner hours per bank examined ( or to

be examined ) .

Regional projections for 1978-1979 .
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b .
From the answers to parts ( b ) and ( d ) of the previous

question :

( i ) examiner hours applicable to home loans restated

( ii ) examiner hours applicable to all other credit ( exclud

Refer to Chart VI for information on examiner hours per

$ 100,000 of home and consumer loans combined .

16. Do you employ , for enforcement or any other purpose , a distinction

FDIC makes no distinction between " technical " and " substantive "

violations of law in enforcing the Fair Housing Act and the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act .

17. Please provide a detailed tabulation , by FDIC Region and for all
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substantive violations , and please indicate how many violations

of each specific type were repeat violations that the institutions

had previously been requested to correct . Where more than one type

of class violation was found at a single institution , please count
each type of violation separately , as this request is for a tabu

lation of violations , not of institutions in violation .

Refer to CHARTS VII and VIII .

17A . Please restate certain elements of the above tabulation of viola

a . Technical and substantive home loan violations per 100

b . Technical and substantive violations related to other

As indicated in the response to question 16 , the FDIC has not

distinguished between technical and substantive home loan violations .

18. Please provide a tabulation , by FDIC Region and for all Regions
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Refer to CHARTS VII and VIII . As noted earlier , no distinc

tion is drawn by the FDIC between technical and substantive

violations .

18A . Please restate the above tabulation of institutions in violation

Refer to CHART X.

19. What are the established procedures of the FDIC for investigating

Office or Regional Office , is initially reviewed to determine if

sufficient information has been provided to substantiate an allega

tion of discrimination in some aspect of the credit granting process .

If necessary , the complainant will be contacted at this stage to

provide additional information in order to make this determination .

The complaint is then scheduled for investigation . Procedures for

investigating credit discrimination complaints are attached as

Exhibit 4 .
( Although labeled for fair housing complaints , the

procedures are adopted for use in all credit discrimination cases . )

The FDIC has established a policy for providing the consumer

with a written response to his or her credit discrimination complaint
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All credit discrimination complaints handled primarily in the

Regions are reviewed by staff of the Office of Consumer Affairs and

Civil Rights . Copies of the original complaint , investigation report

and correspondence with the consumer are forwarded to OCACR , which

reviews the complaint case for timeliness and adequacy of response

to the consumer and conformance with established procedures .

21 - 23 . [ Responses to these questions are in preparation and will be

Information on litigation involving FDIC - supervised banks is

routinely collected during the safety and soundness examinations .

Lawsuits involving consumer protection and civil rights statutes

have not been noted in the compliance examination . This matter is

now under study . While litigation information is collected , it has

never systematically been collated for FDIC - supervised banks . The

time and cost constraints of reviewing approximately 11,000 examina

tion reports for the 2 - year period to obtain this information were

considered too burdensome .

25 . In what ways does the FDIC inform loan applicants or potential

applicants of the existence and possible usefulness to them of

the civil damages provisions of the Fair Housing Act and the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act ? Please supply to the Subcommittee

examples of any letters, pamphlets , or other educational or

informational materials in which these civil damages provisions

are mentioned .

directed to the FDIC are advised of the civil damages provisions of

the Fair Housing Act and/or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act as a
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matter of policy . Copies of notification examples are included

in Exhibit 4 . In addition , three consumer education pamphlets

available from FDIC ( refer to Exhibit 10 ) include reference to

26 .

these damage provisions .

Approximately how many of each type of letter , pamphlet , or other

educational or informational material mentioned in the answer to

the previous question were sent out or distributed to the public

in the 12 - month period from July 1977 through June 1978 .

indicate the method of distribution and types of groups or

individuals to which these materials were distributed.

supervised banks , State and local consumer affairs offices , major

consumer organizations , and consumers . In addition , letter notifi

cation of these rights was given to approximately 300 consumers

who registered credit discrimination complaints during the 12 -month

period .

27 . Why does the " equal housing lender " poster that each FDIC - supervised

institution is required to display not mention the consumer's right

to file suit damages under either the Fair Housing Act or the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act if he has been discriminated against ?

aspects to these statutes , the notice is confined to the prohibited

discriminatory factors because of the space limitations on the

poster and the expected attention span of the reader . The poster ,

however , does advise the reader that complaints may be sent to

either HUD or the FDIC .

28 . When the FDIC relies on the examination performed by State bank

examiners , how does the FDIC satisfy itself that these State bank

examiners are adequately trained and motivated to do effective

civil rights compliance examinations ?
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FDIC does not rely on State examiners to conduct civil rights

compliance examinations . These examinations are conducted solely

by FDIC personnel .

29 . In the 12 -month period from July 1977 through June 1978 , how many

banks ( including mutual savings banks ) under FDIC jurisdiction

underwent a State examination for civil rights compliance that the

FDIC accepted as a substitute for its own examination? What portion

of the total home loan assets of all FDIC -supervised banks were held

by these institutions that received a State examination in lieu of

an FDIC examination ?

30 .

Not applicable .

What portion of the total home loan assets of all FDIC - supervised

banks were held by institutions outside SMSAs or with assets less

than $ 10 million , which the FDIC has made subject to abbreviated

record - keeping requirements ?

are held by banks subject to the abbreviated record - keeping require

ments of Part 338 .

31 . Have you any reliable and representative information concerning the

costs incurred by banks to comply with Regulation B and the laws

against credit discrimination ? If so , what portion of these costs

are associated with the initial training and other front and start

up costs of the banks ' compliance programs, and what portion are

continuing expenses directly associated with processing of applica

tions ? Can the continuing expense be stated as costs per loan

application received or per $ 100,000 of mortgage loan or other

consumer credit assets held ? Can they be stated in terms of frac

tions or a percentage point on the interest rate of a mortgage loan

or other credit ? What was the method by which these measurements

were made ?

In 1977 , James Smith , a Federal Reserve staff member , published

a paper on a cost/benefit analysis of the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act of 1974 . He estimated that the recurring costs of compliance

with Regulation B would be $ 118.5 million per annum together with a

total of $ 174.8 million in nonrecurring costs . To our knowledge ,

this study has not been updated to include the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act as amended .
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In a paper titled , " Economies of Scale in the cost of

Compliance with Consumer Credit Protection Loans : The Case of

the Implementation of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 , "

Professor Neil B. Murphy of the University of Maine included the

results of an August 1976 survey of the costs of compliance with

Regulation B conducted by the Consumer Bankers Association . The

results of the survey covered 37 lenders , with consumer credit

outstanding ranging from $ 13-625 million . Two types of compliance

costs were identified in this study : ( 1 ) legal costs , and ( 2 ) all

other costs . The survey concluded that a 10 percent increase in

consumer credit would lead to a 5.7 percent increase in legal

expenses . Further , a 10 percent increase in consumer credit would

lead to a 4.1 percent increase in other compliance costs . In

addition , the survey found that , in relative terms , the cost of

compliance with Regulation B falls more heavily on small banks

than on large institutions ,

Costs of compliance with the laws against credit discrimi

nation were carefully considered in the FDIC's promulgation of

Part 338 . These costs were reduced by restricting the require

ment for retention of financial information to banks with assets

of $ 10 million or more and offices located in Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas . This affected approximately 6,200 out of 9,100

FDIC - supervised banks which did not meet either the asset size or

location criteria . Further , most of the record - keeping information

requested by this regulation was determined to be already retained

by banks . The log sheet on applicant and inquirer information , which
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did represent a new requirement for all banks , was designed in a

form for easy reproduction by banks , thus eliminating a need for

them to prepare and print their own forms . Part 338 has not been

in effect for sufficient time to allow us to conduct a more

detailed study of the costs of compliance .

32 . Please identify and describe any major surveys , reports , or studies ,

either by outside experts or by FDIC staff , that have recently been

completed , are currently in progress, or are planned for the near

future on any aspect of the responsibilities of the FDIC under the

Fair Housing Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

to question number 1 .
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CHART I

SUMMARY OF ECOA /FHA COSTS AND

PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN BY CATEGORY

( for the period July 1977 - June 1978 )

Percentage of

Category Cost

I.
$ 145,000 8.7Training

Field ExaminationsII . 970,000 58.4

III . 231,000 13.9

IV . 67,000 4.0

V.
- *

Consumer Complaint Handling

Consumer Education

Creditor Education

Legal Support & Enforcement

Research & Studies

VI . 116,000 7.0

VII . 132,000

$ 1,661,000

8.0

100.0

* Although a considerable portion of the hours spent in compliance

examinations by the bank examiners could properly be classified as

Creditor Education , the office reporting these hours was unable to

come up with any definite breakdown ( of the compliance examination

hours ) between the two categories ( " Field Examinations " and " Creditor

Education " ) . This is due to the fact that the compliance examination

serves the purpose of educating the banks as to proper compliance

procedures at the same time it serves the examination function . Thus ,

the two are synonymous and not readily divisible . However , it should

be noted that the $ 970,000 allocated to " Field Examinations " also

serves the purpose of " Creditor Education " as well .
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CHART II

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT /FAIR

Percentage of

Category Cost

I. Training $ 284,000 7.3

II . Field Examinations 73.22,862,000

III . Consumer Complaint Handling 8.3

IV . 93,000 2.4

V.

Consumer Education

Creditor Education

Legal Support & Enforcement

Research & Studies

VI . 162,000 4.1

VII . 4.7185,000

$ 3,910,000TOTAL 100.0

* The costs allocated to " Field Examinations " also serve the function

of " Creditor Education " as well .

Above projections are based on an increased effort in the

ECOA / FHA compliance areas of approximately one / third along

with an inflation factor of 7 % , except in the following areas :

1. Training

2 . Division of Bank Supervision Examinations -

Total projected ECOA / FHA compliance hours were

estimated at 81,888 ( 12 hours for each of

6,824 projected compliance examinations ) .

is 2.95 times the 27,725 ECOA / FHA compliance

examination hours in 1977-1978 ; thus , field

examination costs were projected at 2.95 times

the 1977-1978 figure .
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CHART III

BREAKDOWN OF ECOA /FHA COSTS BY HOME LOANS

Costs Applicable Costs Applicable to

All Other Credit

$ 701,000 $ 960,000

Percent of Total Costs : 42 Percent of Total Costs : 58

* Based on estimates provided by

reporting offices .

BREAKDOWN OF ECOA / FHA COSTS BY HOME LOANS

Projected costs Projected costs

$ 1,564,000 $ 2,346,000

Percent of Total costs : 40 Percent of Total Costs : 60

*Estimates are predicated on the expected impact of the Community

Reinvestment Act examination procedures and the Fair Housing Data

Collection and Analysis System .
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CHART IV ( REVISED )

Dollar Volume of FHA , VA , and Conventional Home Loans Secured by 1-4

Family Residential Properties and Dollar Volume of Consumer Credit Loans

to Individuals for Banks not members of the Federal Reserve System and

Insured Mutual Savings Banks , as of December 31 , 1977 .

( Amounts in Thousands of Dollars )

MUTUALS COMMERCIALS

Total Total Total Total

Region Home Loans Consumer Loans Home Loans Consumer Loans

ATLANTA $ 1,848,805 $ 4,6474317

BOSTON $ 12,820,022 $ 1,060.325 2.292.800

CHICAGO 116,834 12,971 3,855 , 235

COLUMBUS

DALLAS

KANSAS CITY

MADISON 40 , 225 2,337

MEMPHIS

2.426.238

4,278,075

2,643,310

5,122,872

2,565,508

2,236,499

4,114,888

1,409,909

2,045,329

1,296,356

3,915,042

2.755,049

4,721,212

MINNEAPOLIS 476,352

29,354,202

2,016 , 943

1,173,271

1,480,686

3,218,170

1,904,742

1,132,918

1.707,145

13, 140

1.336.879NEW YORK

OMAHA

PHILADELPHIA 5,319,565 279 , 388

RICHMOND

SAN FRANCISCO 1,925,437 187 , 194

$ 50,052,642 $ 2,892,234 $ 29,447,517 $ 44,177,604Totals
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CHARTV

ExaminationHours

DevotedtotheEvaluationofBankCompliancewith

theRequirementsofFairHousingandEqualCreditOpportunity

FAIRHOUSING EQUALCREDITOPPORTUNITY

TotalReports

Average

Examiner-HoursPerTotal

Examiner-HoursRegion

ATLANTA 478 458 1.0 841 1744 2.1

BOSTON 200 859 4.3 283 2050 7.2

CHICAGO 470 749 1.6 803 2434 3.0

COLUMBUS 95 147 1.5 248 677 2.7

DALLAS 319 357 1.1 543 1343 2.5

KANSASCITY 379 465 1.2 696 1684 2.4

MADISON 264 439 1.7 379 1504 4.0

MEMPHIS 337 440 1.3 599 1460 2.4

MINNEAPOLIS 347 492 1.4 601 1552 2.6

NEWYORK 72 385 5.3 155 1369 8.8

OMAHA 404 341 0.8 592 1059 1.8

PHILADELPHIA 100 370 3.7 167 1582 9.5

RICHMOND 81 223 2.8 140 1046 7.5

SANFRANCISCO 144 352 2.4 228 2144 9.4

TOTALS 3,690 6,077 1.6 6,275 21,648 3.4

*ComplianceReportscontainingFairHousingreport.page(FDICForm6500/68(7-77))
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CHART VI

Total Examiner Hours Per $ 100,000 of

Home and Consumer Loans by Region*

Total

Home and Consumer LoansTotal

Examiner Hours

Examiner Hours

Region

ATLANTA 2,202 6,496,122 .034

BOSTON 2,909 18,599,385 .016

CHICAGO 3,183 8,263,115 .039

COLUMBUS 824 4,660,253 .018

DALLAS 1,700 6,296,143 .027

KANSAS CITY 2,149 4,046,194 .053

MADISON 1,943 5,497,231 .035

MEMPHIS 1,900 6,019,630 .032

MINNEAPOLIS 2,044 3,032,319 .067

NEW YORK 1,754 34,443,560 .005

OMAHA 1,400 2,208,457 .063

PHILADELPHIA 1,952 13,107,763 .015

RICHMOND 1,269 3,909,188 .032

SAN FRANCISCO 2,496 9,990,637 .025

TOTAL 27,725 $ 126,569,997 .022

* Examiners hours derived from compliance reports reviewed during the period July 1977 -

June 1978. Total Home and Consumer Loans reported as of December 31, 1977 .
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CHARTVII-A

ResultsofComplianceExaminations--FairHousing

MutualSavingsBankswithAssetsof$50MillionorMore

(BasedonComplianceReportsReviewedintheConsumer

SpecificViolationCited**

(SeeFairHousingKeyAttached)

1 2*

BOSTON 86 61 36 28 34 4

CHICAGO 2 2 0

MINNEAPOLIS 1 1 1 1 1 0

NEWYORK 70 26 7 6 4 2

PHILADELPHIA 10 8 6 4 2 3

SANFRANCISCO 8 7 3 2 3 0

TOTALS 177 105 53 41 44 9

Numberof

**Noneofthebankswhosereportswereincludedinthissamplehadbeencitedattheprecedingcompliance
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CHARTVII-B

ResultsofComplianceExaminations--FairHousing

CommercialBankswithAssetsof$100MillionorMore

(BasedonComplianceReportsReviewedintheConsumer

ReportsContaining

Region*

ATLANTA

NumberofCompliance

22 17

BOSTON
25 19

CHICAGO
34 22

-

-

COLUMBUS
10 3

DALLAS
18 14

KANSASCITY

Reports

6 2

MADISON
18 17

MEMPHIS
16 9

NEWYORK
22 11

PHILADELPHIA
36 22

RICHMOND
11 4

SANFRANCISCO
30

13
23

TOTALS 248 163

*TheMinneapolisandOmahaRegionshavenocommercialbanks

oftherequisitesizewhichhadacomplianceReportreviewed

duringtheperiodreferenced.

**NoviolationsoftheFairHousingActwerenotedintheselected
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CHARTVII-C

Reports

CitingatLeast

OneViolationofthe

SPECIFICVIOLATIONSCITED

(NumbersofReportsCitingatLeast

OneViolationoftheTypeListed)

ReportsContaining

NumberofCompliance

1 2 3
Regions

3
82ATLANTA 46

3
5

Uת

3

1

BOSTON 17 9 5
5.

1

6 6
CHICAGO 76 43 12

2
COLUMBUS 24 11 5

2 2 8

DALLAS 53 29 11

8 8
KANSASCITY

13
69 46 16

11 10 4

MADISON 36 28 14

1
44

MEMPHIS 58 34 5

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

Current

Prior

11 11 4
MINNEAPOLIS 60 36 14

NEWYORK 7 4 1

6

OMAHA 59 46 7

PHILADELPHIA 12 11 7
I

1

2

7

1

2
RICHMOND 13 7 2

2 3 4

SANFRANCISCO 19 16 6

TOTALS 585 366 110

66

2.

68

1

53

1

*NoviolationsoftheFairHousingActwerenotedintheselectedreportsample.Therecapitulationrepresents

contraventionsoftheFDICBoardofDirectors'StatementofPolicyonCivilRightsActNondiscrimination

RequirementsinRealEstateLoanActivities,adoptedApril24,1972.
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KEY - FAIR HOUSING REGULATION

1 .
Failure to prominently indicate that loans for the purpose of purchasing ,

improving , repairing or maintaining a dwelling are made without regard

to race , color , religion , national origin or sex .

2 .
Failure to employ a facsimile of the approved logotype in advertising for

loans for the purpose of purchasing , improving , repairing or maintaining

a dwelling .

Failure to display the fair housing lending poster in the lobby and public

areas where deposits are received or housing loans made .
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CHARTVIII-A

ResultsofComplianceExaminations--EqualCreditOpportunity

MutualSayingsBankswithAssetsof$50MillionorMore

(BasedonomplianceReportsReviewedintheConsumer

BOSTON CHICAGO MINNEAPOLIS NEWYORK PHILADELPHIA SANFRANCISCO TOTALS

86 2 1 70 10 8 177

34 1 0
24

7 4 70

Region

NumberofCompliance

ReportsinSample

ReportsCitingat

LeastOneViolation

ofFederalReserve

RegulationB

SPECIFICVIOLATIONS

CITED(Numbersof

ReportsCitingat

LeastOneViolation

oftheTypeListed)

Repeat Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

In

Current

Report

Repeat

In

Current

Report

Repeat RepeatRepeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

In

Current

Report

1

2

3

2

1

Repeat

10

1

1 2

V
I
O
L
A
T
I
O
N

A
S

L
I
S
T
E
D

O
N

E
C
O

K
E
Y

A
T
T
A
C
H
E
D

11

12

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

26

27

28

3

2

1

4

3

9 2

4 2 1

2

9

14

10

23

1

1

1

7

3

2 1 10

29

31

3

2621 2 3
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CHARTVIII-B

ResultsofComplianceExaminations--EqualCreditOpportunity

ATLANTA BOSTON CHICAGO COLUMBUS DALLAS KANSASCITY

22 25 34 10 18 6

5 16 9 6 5 1

In

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

In

Current

Report

Repeat

In

Current

Report

Repeat Repeat

1

1

1

1

8

2

2

2

2

4

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

2

2

3

4

5

4

7

7

2

4

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

1

1

1

1

-

2

14

2 2

*TheMinneapolisandOmahaRegionshaveno

!
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CHARTVIII-B

ResultsofComplianceExaminations--EqualCreditOpportunity

(PAGE2)

MADISON MEMPHIS NEWYORK PHILADELPHIA RICHMOND SANFRANCISCO TOTAL

18 16 22 36 11 30 248

10 2 9 23 6 25 117

In

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

In

Current

Report

Repeat

In

Current

Report

Repeat Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

1

1

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

Repeat

2

2

1

4

1

3

1

-

12

18

12

37

10

7

3

1

2

2

1

2 1

1

1

1

Region

NumberofCompliance

ReportsinSample

ReportsCitingat

LeastOneViolation

ofFederalReserve

RegulationB

SPECIFICVIOLATIONS

CITED(Numbersof

ReportsCitingat

LeastOneViolation

oftheTypeListed)

13

2

1

3

2

1

1

1

l
i
i

2

6

7

5

6L
E
D 1

1

3

5

3

14

8

8

15

7

8

18

21

14

17

35

29

30

46

1

1

1

15

4

1f
l
o
l
i

1

3

1

13

3

6 33
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CHARTVIII-CResultsofComplianceExaminations--EqualCreditOpportunity

COLUMBUS DALLAS MADISON

82 17 76 24 53 36

29 10 34 14 26 25

In

Current

Report

Repeat Repeat Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

Repeat

In

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

In

Current

Report

1

1

2

-

1

44 4

-

2 31

1

2 9

8

19

2

1

ATLANTA

1

1

1

2

15

18

16

19

20

10

3

1

1

3

1

1

7

7

7

9

8

1

4

1

1

2

1

1

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

4 3

26

4

2

1

10

4

9 2 11 3 14
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CHARTVIII-C

(PAGE2)

ResultsofComplianceExaminations--EqualCreditOpportunity

KANSASCITY MEMPHIS MINNEAPOLIS NEWYORK OMAHA PHILADELPHIA

69 58 60 7 59 12

26 15 37 4 20 9

In

Current

Report

Repeat Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

In

Current

Report

Repeat Repeat Repeat Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

NumberofComplianceReports

inSample

ReportsCitingatLeastOne

ViolationofFederalReserve

RegulationB

SPECIFICVIOLATIONSCITED

(NumbersofReportsCiting

atLeastOneViolationof

theTypeListed)

1

2

2

2

2

5

5

2

2

2

2

4

1

1

1

2

1

3

5

1

21

1

1

1

1

V
I
O
L
A
T
I
O
N
S

A
S

L
I
S
T
E
D

O
N

E
C
O

K
E
Y

9

3

17 1

110

10
.

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

1

110 4 2

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

1

1

2

7

5

2

7

13

6

5

10

10

10

2

1

1

3

3

11

13

11 1 1 1

1

7

1

30

31 6
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CHARTVIII-C
ResultsofComplianceExaminations--EqualCreditOpportunity

(PAGE3)

RICHMOND SANFRANCISCO TOTALS

13 19 585

5 13 267

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

Repeat

Infrom

CurrentPrior

ReportReport

1

1

1

2

3

1

V
I
O
L
A
T
I
O
N
S

A
S

L
I
S
T
E
D

O
N

E
C
O

K
E
Y

Repeat

In

6

4

1

2

4

3

3

1

2

2

2

5

5

6

6

7

1

1

2 1

2 2
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KEY EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY , REGULATION B

1. Requested information concerning spouse or former spouse of an

applicant in other than circumstances when permitted .

2 . Requested marital status of an applicant for an individual , un

secured , nonbusiness account in other than circumstances when permitted .

Failure to use only the terms " married , " " unmarried , " and " separated "

when requesting marital status in a permitted instance .

4. Failure to advise an applicant that disclosure of income derived from

alimony , child support , or separate maintenance payments need not be re

vealed if the applicant does not wish it to be considered in determining

the applicant's creditworthiness.

Requested the sex of an applicant , except as required or permitted .

6 . Failure to use only terms that are neutral as to sex in application

forms , except for a request to designate a courtesy title such as Ms. ,

Miss , Mrs. or Mr.

7. Failure to disclose that the designation of a courtesy title is

optional.

8. Requested information about birth control practices , intentions con

cerning the bearing or rearing of children , or capacity to bear children .

Requested race , color , religion or national origin of an applicant

or other person in connection with a credit transaction in other than

circumstances where required .

10. Taken a prohibited basis into account in evaluating the creditworthi

ness of an applicant , except as specifically permitted .

11. Taken into account in determining creditworthiness an applicant's age

or whether income was derived from any public assistance program , except

as permitted .

12 . Taken into account assumptions or aggregate statistics relating to

the likelihood that any group of persons will bear or rear children or ,

for that reason , will receive diminished or interrupted income in the

future .

13. Discounted or excluded from consideration any income of an applicant

or an applicant's spouse because of a prohibited basis or because the

income was derived from part - time employment, or from an annuity , pension ,

or other retirement benefit .

14. Failure to consider alimony , child support , or separate maintenance

payments as income to the extent they were likely to be made when appli

cant relied on the income in applying for the credit .

15. Required signature of applicant's spouse or other person when the

applicant qualified under the bank's standards of creditworthiness for

the amount and terms of the credit requested , in other than circumstances

permitted .

16. When the personal liability of an additional party was necessary to

support an extension of credit , the bank required that the additional

party be the applicant's spouse .

17. Refused to extend credit because credit life , health , accident or

disability insurance was not available because of applicant's age .

18 . Failure to notify applicants of action taken on their applications

or existing accounts within the time limits prescribed .
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19. Failure to provide applicants with a written statement of action
taken .

20.
Failure to provide applicants the prescribed ECOA notice .

21. Failure to name the FDIC on the ECOA notice as the agency that ad

ministers compliance with respect to the bank .

22. Failure to provide applicants a statement of the specific reasons

principally responsible for adverse action or failure to disclose the

applicant's right to request such a statement within 60 days .

23. Failure by a bank that furnishes credit information to determine

whether each account established on or after June 1 , 1977 is one which

the applicant's spouse is permitted to use or upon which both spouses

are contractually liable , and if so , to designate every such account to

reflect the participation of both spouses .

24 . Failure to provide credit information on accounts with participation

by both spouses in a manner that would permit a consumer reporting agency

to access the information in the name of each spouse .

25. Failure to furnish credit information concerning an account designated

to reflect participation by both spouses in the name of the spouse about

whom the information was requested .

26. Failure by a bank that furnishes credit information to determine par

ticipation in joint accounts for accounts established prior to June 1 ,

1977 or failure to mail or deliver the prescribed notice regarding credit

history for married persons .

27. Failure to designate accounts established prior to and in existence

on June 1 , 1977 to reflect the fact of participation by both spouses with

in 90 days after receipt of a properly completed request to change the

manner in which information is reported .

Failure to maintain specific records of applications for nonbusiness

accounts for 25 months after notifying applicants of action taken on their

applications .

29. Failure to retain specified records for 25 months after the date appli

cants were notified of adverse action on business accounts , if requested to

do so in writing by the applicants within 90 days .

30. For existing nonbusiness accounts , failure to retain specified records

for 25 months after notifying applicants of adverse action .

Failure to request monitoring information of applicant .
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CHARTIX

FairHousingandEqualCreditViolationsPer100ExaminerHoursand

MutualSavingsBanks

TotalViolations

CommercialBanks TotalViolations

withAssetsof

$50MillionandOver AllOtherBanks** Total

TotalViolations

ATLANTA 27 1,220 1,247 57 .019

BOSTON 198 74 240 512 18 .003

CHICAGO 1 34 1,140 1,175 37 .014

COLUMBUS 11 480 491 61 .011

DALLAS 27 1,390 1,417 83 .023

KANSASCITY 4 1,310 1,314 63 .032

MADISON 45 1,100 1,145 60 .021

MEMPHIS 7 760 767 40 .013

MINNEAPOLIS 2 -
-

1,170 1,172 59 .039

NEWYORK 54 26 70 150 8 .000

OMAHA -
-

950 950 68 .043

PHILADELPHIA 25 99 480 604 30 .005

RICHMOND 27 260 287 22 .007

SANFRANCISCO 13 126 600 739 30 .007

TOTAL 293 507 11,170 11,970 43 .009

June1978, TotalHomeandConsumerLoans*ExaminerhoursderivedfromcompliancereportsreviewedduringtheperiodJuly1977
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CHARTX

ReportsReflectingViolationsofFairHousingand

EqualCreditOpportunityasaPercentageofallReportsReviewed

FAIRHOUSING

ReportsCitingaContraventionof

EQUALCREDITOPPORTUNITY

TotalReports
TotalReports

478 59 12.3 841 295 35.0

200 97 48.5 283 150 53.0

470 124 26.4
803 350 43.6

95 51 53.7
248 146 58.9

319 119 37.3 548 265 48.4

379 160 42.2
696 261 37.5

264 149 56.4
378 260 68.8

337 53 15.7
596 152 25.5

347 141 40.6
601 370. 61.6

72 20 27.8 162 73 45.1

404 70: 17.3
590 200 33.9

100 90 90.0
166 120 72.3

81 22 27.2
141 56 39.7

144 82 56.9 228 159 69.7

3
7
-
4
1
5

O
-

7
9

-
6
7

3,690 1,237 33.5 6,275 2,857 45.5

.
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HOME/SMALL

BUSINESSQUESTION21 CONSUMER

ATLANTA 4 33

BOSTON 5 26

CHICAGO 4 9

COLUMBUS 1 17

DALLAS 8 25

KANSASCITY 4 8

MADISON 2 11

MEMPHIS 2 13

MINNEAPOLIS Ø 0 3

NEWYORK 17 29

OMAHA 1 1

PHILADELPHIA 5 47

RICHMOND Ø 22

SANFRANCISCO 8 56

TOTAL 61 300

ConsumercomplaintsreceivedbyFDICintwelve-monthperiodfromJuly1977throughJune1978allegingdiscrimination

insomeaspectofthelendingprocess:
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CODES FORQUESTIONS22and23:

a.
Complaintinvestigatedwithoneormoreviolationsfound.

b. Noviolationfound;adjustmentoraccommodationofferedandaccepted.

C.
Factualdispute;nosatisfaction.

d. Investigatedbutnoviolationorsatisfaction.

e.
Allother(includinginformationrequests);noinvestigationdeemednecessary.

f. Nodispositionnoted.
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FollowingisatabularbreakdownofdiscriminationcomplaintsreceivedforeachRegionseparatelyandforallRegions

combined:

a
b

с
d

e
f TOTAL

QUESTION22:

ATLANTA:

HOME Ø Ø

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS
2 2 0 5 24 Ø 33

BOSTON:

HOME 0 1 Ø 1 3

ی
ا

0 5

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS4 5 2 15 0 26

CHICAGO:

HOME Ø 2 Ø 2 4.

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESSØ 1 2 4

COLUMBUS:

HOME
Ø Ø Ø 1 Ø 1

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS1 13 0 17

DALLAS:

HOME Ø

l
u
n

5 8

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS6 16
25

KANSASCITY:

HOME
2 Ø 2 Ø 0 4

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS3 3 8 8

N
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a
b

с
d TOTAL

QUESTION22CONTINUED:

MADISON:

HOME Ø 2 Ø 2

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS0 1 Ø 8

0
0

2 Ø ll

MEMPHIS:

HOME Ø Ø 1 1 Ø 2

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS1 1 0 1 10 13

MINNEAPOLIS:

HOME 0 Ø Ø

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESSØ 1

NEWYORK:

HOME 1 Ø 10 5 1 17

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS
8 1 3 17 29

OMAHA:

HOME Ø 1 Ø Ø 0 Ø 1

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS Ø 0 0 Ø 1 1

PHILADELPHIA:

HOME Ø Ø 2 3 0 5

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS4 5 13 24 1 47
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a
b

с
d f TOTAL

QUESTION22:CONTINUED:

RICHMOND:

HOME Ø Ø

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS2 1 6 13 22

SANFRANCISCO:

HOME 1 Ø 2 4 1 8

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS7 10 37 2 56

TOTALS:

HOME 4 3 Ø 25 24 5 61

CONSUMER/SMALLBUSINESS
38 29 0 46 180 7 300
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Followingisinformationrelativetoportionsofcomplaints;(a) aboutBanksinwhichaviolationsimilartothe

complaintwasfoundatthemostrecentcomplianceexam;(b)aboutBanksinwhichaviolationsimilartothe

complaintwasfoundatthenextcomplianceexam;(c)aboutBanksthathavenotbeengivenacomplianceexam.since

filingofthecomplaint:

a
b

с
d

e
f

-

23

ViolationFoundPriorExam.
a

45% 28% Ø 32% 28% 50%

ViolationFoundSubsequentExam. b 14% 25% Ø 20% 14% Ø

NoComplianceExam.Sincefilingof

Complaint
76% 75% Ø 68% 72% 92%

QUESTION

Percentagesintheabovetablemaybesomewhatmisleadingduetothetime

lagbetweenfieldexaminationandprocessingintheWashingtonOffice.
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AMENDED

Question23.Thefollowingisinformationrelativetoportionsofcomplaints;(a)aboutBanksinwhichaviolationsimilartothecomplaintwasfound

AtlantaBostonChicagoColumbusDallasKansasCityMadisonMemphisMinneapolisNewYorkOmahaPhiladelphiaRichmondSanFranciscoTotal

3 3 0 3 2Question23aa
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12 15

Total 5 3 2 1 11 9
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2Total 11 3 261

CodesforQuestion23

a

b

d
o
u
d

с

d

Complaintinvestigatedwithoneormoreviolationsfound

Noviolationfound;adjustmentoraccommodationofferedandaccepted

Factualdispute;nosatisfaction

Investigatedbutnoviolationorsatisfaction

Allother(includinginformationrequests);noinvestigationdeemednecessary

Nodispositionnotedf
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EXHIBIT 1

ECONOMIC ISSUES FOR A MODEL OF MORTGAGE

by
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I. Introduction

Financial institutions operate with a relatively large set of govern

mentally imposed constraints on their activities . The Federal Reserve System ,

the FDIC , the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency , and the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board are the government agencies largely responsible for such

Traditionally , regulations have developed from a need to ensure

safety , soundness and stability in the financial system . But in the past 10

years Congress has instituted a new set of rules which attempts to ensure the

" social soundness " of the financial system . The Fair Housing Act , the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA ) and , most recently , the Community Reinvestment

Act of 1977 ( CRA ) are examples of this type of legislation which makes dis

criminatory lending practices of financial institutions illegal . These new

rules involve many economic issues . This paper analyzes a few of these issues

for mortgage lending and presents an approach to detecting discrimination in

mortgage lending .

Illegal discrimination in mortgage lending can take many forms. It can

be against individuals on the basis of sex , age , race , or marital status . It

can be geographic , commonly called redlining . It can be in the form of

arbitrary limits set for amount of loan granted or age of building used for

collateral . It may have occurred for many years so it need not be apparent

in the market ( i.e. , as turned - down applications ) . For example , realty

brokers may know from experience that banks do not loan to blacks or in a

particular area so the brokers do not make markets ( seek out business ) with

blacks or in certain neighborhoods . It may occur through prescreening loan

applicants prior to the formal loan process ( i.e. , turndowns of telephone
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inquiries from certain neighborhoods ) . Or , it may occur either explicitly

or implicitly in formal loan negotiations .

This study focuses on just one of the various forms of discrimination

the formal loan application process . The issues involved in this credit

granting process are analyzed with a microeconomic , simultaneous equations

model . The particular. emphasis is on commercial banks and mutual savings

banks , but the methodology employed has applications for all financial insti

tutions . The simultaneous equations framework allows for modeling of both

supply and demand behavior , and thus is capable of capturing interactions

between demanders and suppliers . Discrimination in the model can be detected

by outright rejection of the loan application or by variations in loan terms

unjustified by economic characteristics of the borrower or property .

The system of equations approach is perhaps somewhat more cumbersome

than other approaches to the problem , but it has many advantages . First , data

are now available to test the approach , and other previously unavailable micro

level data will result from the Fair Housing Act implementation . This ap

proach will fully utilize these data . Second , it will generate more useful

information than simply detecting discrimination . Third , it will allow for

many extensions to analyze various aspects of how mortgage credit Interfaces

with the market for housing . And , since it is more detailed than many other

approaches to this problem , it has the potential , with further refinement , to

answer important questions about market demand for mortgages and for other

broader applications . The development of the model in this paper focuses on

how it can augment examiner evaluation of a financial institution's equity

in lending. But , most importantly , this approach is developed because it is

capable of accurately describing the mortgage lending process .

1
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The organization of this study is as follows . The next section

describes , in general terms , the complete model design and some alternative

approaches to various types of discrimination . Section III discusses forth

coming data , how they will be processed and their deficiencies . Section IV

discusses possible extensions of the model beyond detection of discrimination .

Section V describes test estimations of a reduced form system using some

sample data to detect individual discrimination .

Complete Model Description

This model design attempts to structure the determinants of the allocation

of mortgage funds among mortgage loan applicants and the negotiated credit terms

associated with those funds on an individual basis . The model is based on two

central propositions . First , allocation of funds and the associated credit

terms are determined by lenders and borrowers interacting in the loan negotiating

process . This simultaneity requires development of separate supply and demand

equations. Second , credit terms vary across both lenders and borrowers such

that some portion of the credit terms associated with each transaction is

endogenous to the particular transaction . This distinction requires that the

model consist of a system of simultaneous demand and supply equations .

We can express this structural system of equations for each cross - section

observations as :

+ TX = u

S

S

X
S

= ( K x 1 ) vector of predetermined variables

= ( G x 1 ) vector of random disturbances
S

B

B

=

( G x G ) matrix of coefficients

г ( G x K) matrix of coefficients
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with the accompanying reduced form :

у .y = -5 ?rx: + B
+

For each loan application , s , y, contains those variables determined in

negotiating the loan ( the endogenous variables ) . The reduced form for the

system expresses the endogenous variables as a function of all the exogenous

variables . Thus , it is this reduced form system which allows us to view how

all the independent variables interact to produce the final loan terms .

Specifically for a model to detect discrimination the predetermined

variables should be partitioned as :

0 X1

rx .

WHA
S

0 0 X2
2

such that the predetermined variables in Xi include all those nondiscrimi

natory variables which are significant in the loan decision . The X2 variables

include those illegal , discriminatory variables which might potentially in

fluence the loan granting decision . The system can now be represented as :

Byg + 1,81%
1 x1 + 1.X2

12425 S

and the reduced form as :

-B - 25 ,x16 - Bº?r2x2
-1

+ B
Btus

s

of particular interest are the set of structural coefficients I, and the set

of reduced form coefficients -B -712. These coefficients and their significance

levels will help determine if illegal discrimination occurs and , if so , its

market impact . The X2 variables can be broken down further into those variables

which are illegal to use to categorize individuals ( e.g. sex , race) and those

potentially illegal to use to categorize neighborhoods ( e.g. average age of
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real estate , racial composition ) , Define the former variables as X2 ' and

the latter variables as X2 ' ' with associated coefficients r2 ' and 12 ' ' .

of the coefficients associated with the X2 ' variables. If any of the

estimated rz ' coefficients associated with individual characteristics are

found significant , the possibility of illegal individual discrimination

exists . However , the correlations of those variables with the economically

rational Xl variables must also be analyzed prior to a firm decision.

signs on the X2 ' coefficients are also of interest , A positive and signi

ficant coefficient on an X2 ' variable could indicate discrimination . A

negative and significant coefficient for the same variable could indicate

affirmative action to help a particular class of borrowers,

loans to particular neighborhoods, presents a more difficult detection

problem . Illegal individual discrimination must be accounted for before

geographic discrimination can be analyzed . One possible technique to use

in the context of this model is to include binary or " dummy " variables for

vide evidence that loan applicants from that neighborhood are subject to

more stringent contract terms than applicants with similar economic charac

teristics financing real estate in other areas . This result would imply that

lenders attach a risk premium to this neighborhood above that justified by

their response to economic criteria of loan applications from other areas

1
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Yet , potential for more detailed information on neighborhood redlining

exists if we include other available information about each neighborhood .

For example , if neighborhoods could be reasonably defined geographically ,

economically , and socially , the explicit neighborhood characteristics could

age of real estate , default rates on loans , an index of racial composition ,

an index of change in racial composition , an index of public services , real

estate prices and their rate of change , population density , number of

vacancies , and other potentially useful neighborhood characteristics . .

Detailing neighborhood characteristics to this extent will require more time

and effort , but the potential to learn much more about lending behavior also

This approach would allow determination of which neighborhood

characteristics specifically affect lending patterns adversely .

Although this model design has the potential to sort out variables used

to classify neighborhoods , it will not indicate which neighborhood risk

characteristics are valid or invalid , legal or illegal for loan evaluation .

Individual characteristics ( race , sex , age , and marital status ) have been

specifically listed as illegal to use in evaluation of a loan application .

But Congress has not defined illegal geographic criteria ,

there will be no definitive way to detect illegal geographic discrimination .

It is widely accepted that neighborhood characteristics ( external economies or

diseconomies ) affect lenders decisions on individual loans , but the major

question remaining is which of these community attributes are valid risk

factors for the loan decision and which are based on imperfect or incorrect

information .

The issue of legal versus illegal community characteristics for loan

evaluation becomes more critical due to the mandates of the Community Re
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investment Act of 1977. If lending institutions are to be examined for

evidence of redlining some objective criteria should be established If

these criteria are not established then the evaluations will be subjective ,

subject to substantial dispute and perhaps ineffective, Yet , one might argue

that the incidence of redlining might decline substantfally due to financial

institutions ' evaluation of expected costs of noncompliance with the new reg

This description of the model has implied that data from individual

institutions will be analyzed . It will become feasible to do this very

soon . FDIC -monitored institutions must begin recording detailed individual

mortgage loan application information on July 3 , 1978 , with more detailed

reporting requirements for banks in SMSAs and with assets exceeding $ 10

million . These data will be collected by compliance examiners for further

processing . This procedure will allow for analysis of each individual

bank's lending practices . With this data base it will also be possible to

segregate the observations into various subgroups such as type of loan

( purchase of existing dwelling , construction loan ) , and type of insurance

status ( conventional , VA , FHA , privately insured ) .

Once data from all , or most , banks lending in a particular area have

been collected , aggregating the observations and analyzing them with the

model will allow some statements to be made about lending patterns.
This

aggregation could possibly occur at the census tract level, the market area

level , SMSA level , state , regional and national level . A variety of in

vestigations could be undertaken at each level of aggregation , including

analysis of existing behavior and simulations based on altering policy

variables .
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Up to this point , discussion has focused on applications which have

been approved and loans actually granted . This leaves an obvious gap . How

do we incorporate those loan applications which were rejected outright by

the lenders ? With enactment of the ECOA , Fair Housing Act , and the CRA , this

latter type of potential discrimination should become much less of a reality .

Prescreening of loan applicants or conditioned market responses ( such as

realty brokers discouraging potential loan applicants ) could continue , but

that is another aspect of the problem to be considered at another time . The

focus here remains on loan application activity . The lender's accept /reject

decision can be analyzed with Probit analysis which estimates the implicit

probability weights given the factors affecting the loan granting process .

This analysis is a reduced form single equation approach . As such , it provides

much less information about market behavior , but most likely , it will provide

This description has outlined an approach to detecting discrimination

in the mortgage loan application process . Once again , it analyzes only one

potential area for discrimination . It does not attempt to identify mortgage

demand nor to answer all questions about discrimination in mortgage lending .

Also , the more descriptive model in Section IV applies to primary residential

mortgages only . To be widely applied , other types of housing finance require

ments such as home improvement loans , multifamily units , etc. , must be in

cluded in the modeling .

III . The Data

Data available to test and implement the model will be collected by

FDIC compliance examiners at regular compliance examinations from insured

37-415 O - 79 - 68
-
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6

state nonmember commercial banks and mutual savings banks .' The data to be

collected on each loan transaction will provide enough detail to statistically

test the specifications of the model described above .

For each loan transaction there are several interrelated characteristics

which could serve as jointly dependent variables in the vector y These

characteristics include : amount of loan , years to maturity , downpayment -to

value ratio , interest rate , and monthly payment of principal and interest .

Of these , some are most likely negotiable and others set by bank policy .

But by varying the negotiable terms the real price of the loan can be altered

substantially , and it is with these items that a lender can subtly and il

legally discriminate against individuals and neighborhoods .

The variables in Xl and X2 should influence the negotiable terms of the

Individual applicant characteristics are easily dichotomized into legal

and illegal . The legal variables include : number of years in current oc

cupation , self employed , years on present job , monthly salary , liquid assets ,

all other assets , total debt , monthly debt payments , customer of the bank ,

and number of dependents . The illegal individual characteristics include age ,

race , sex and marital status . Features of the property which have potential

influence include age , number of residential units , taxes , hazard insurance ,

and address including census tract .

Location and age of property have not been designated as illegal to use

to evaluate a loan application which makes it difficult to dichotomize pro

perty characteristics into legal and illegal . What can be done is to sup

plement these data with other data from census tract records . These additional

data could help single out which property characteristics influence terms of

the loan . Over time these property features could be compared to default rates
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to determine if they accurately measure risk . If they do not , then they

could become candidates for illegal variables to use in evaluating loans .

IV . Extensions of the Model

Since the model design specifies structural equations with the under

lying behavioral assumptions , extensions of the basic model could make

valuable contributions in other areas , Some possible extensions include

the following :

A. Determination of demand for mortgage credit . One deficiency of the

model is that it now encompasses loan application activity only . To

determine unconstrained free market demand for mortgage credit ( what

it actually is and what it could potentially be ) , much more informa

tion needs to be incorporated into the model . Extensions of the

application demand functions into mortgage demand functions is a

logical step . Further information on an area or neighborhood

basis such as average income , unemployment , age of real estate , age of

population , migration , family size and life cycle , market interest

rates , and inflation rates , etc. , must also be incorporated into

the model .

B. Evaluation of government intervention in the mortgage market . The

local , state , and the federal governments all impose restrictions on

the behavior of actors in the mortgage market . Federal regulations

on interest rate ceilings ( Reg Q , VA , and FHA loan rates ) and tax

incentives alter lenders ' behavior . Various federal subsidy programs

such as the block grant program and other direct subsidies affect

demand in the market . State governments impose additional restric

tions on mortgage lending , the primary example being usury laws .
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Local governments have influence through zoning regulations and pro

vision of public services . Through evaluation of the structural model

and through reduced form simulations, impacts of these various rules ,

regulations and subsidies can be analyzed . Possible recommendations

on how to alter certain policies to meet better program goals could

be suggested also .

C. Investigation of the impact of alternative mortgage instruments on

the market . Several studies have been made which suggest benefits

model present here could supply valuable information on how various

modifications in the contract could alter supply and demand for

mortgage credit .

D. Determination of the impact of macroeconomic policy on the mortgage

market . Questions about the impact of monetary and fiscal policy on

the mortgage market continue to be topics of serious debate . This

model could serve as a valuable link between macro model simulations

of policy changes and the impact they have on the mortgage and housing

markets ,

Investigation of other topics such as the growing role of the secondary

mortgage market , the GNMA futures market , and other market innovations

could be incorporated into the model .

Preliminary Reduced From Estimations

The statistical model has a limited focus which needs explicit recognition .

First , it appraises only accepted primary residence mortgage applications .

Second , it does not statistically address the question of geographic dis

crimination , but it does use a framework which could include neighborhood
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characteristics . Third , the data used are of questionable accuracy and no

definitive conclusions should be made from the statistical results .

Definitions of variables used in the estimation appear below . The

data were generated in a 1976-1977 pilot survey conducted by the

FDIC and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency designed to aid in

developing a system for monitoring the mortgage lending practices of banks .

The data required substantial editing and in the process many observations

of questionable quality were deleted . As a result the data no longer have

their random sample characteristics . In addition , the sample is biased be

cause the application forms were completed and returned on a voluntary basis .

This feature makes the sample poor for analyzing discrimination since banks

volunteering this information would most likely be very careful with their

loan evaluations . Yet , the analysis of these data provide interesting

results and demonstrate the advantages of a simultaneous equations system .

VARIABLE LIST

AAD

AGE

AINS

ALOF

AMAS

AOLR

APR

COAP

age of property

age of applicant

insurance status : 0 = noninsured

DEP

DDP

DRAT

DTM

PPD

RNO

SEM
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SEX

TMY

TOAR

YPJ

TYM

sex of applicant : 0 = male

Since some questions exist as to the ability of the data to identify

supply and demand equations these initial estimates are for a reduced form

system . This system contains three equations with amount of loan ( AOLR ) ,

downpayment to price of property ( DRAT ) , and years to maturity ( YTM ) as

all loans in the sample , ( 2 ) a set with noninsured loans, ( 3 ) one with pri

vately insured loans, and ( 4 ) one with VA and FHA loans .

The a priori signs and magnitudes of the relationships between the

dependent and independent variables are not altogether clear in every case

since the specified relationships account for both supply and demand responses .

A summary of expected interactions appears in the table below . Blanks in the

table indicate that the impact of these interactions cannot be determinted

a priori. A positive or negative indicates that both supply and demand factors

are reinforcing in the same direction .

The table does not indicate differences due to insurance status but the

statistical results indicate that it is a major factor in determining the

terms of the loans granted . These differences in terms probably result from

lenders perception of how various insurance plans affects the expected value

of the loan , the characteristics of borrowers seeking loans with various in

surance plans , and the administrative rules associated with various forms of

insurance . But it would be difficult to predict the extent of these differences .
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EXPECTED A PRIORI RELATIONSHIPS

AOLR DRAT YTM

,

+ +

+

++++
1

AINS

SEM

YPJ

DEP

COAP

TMY

TOAR

AAD

DTM

ALOF

RNO

AMAS

AGE

SEX

AOLR

DRAT

YTM

APR

+ +

+ +

+ +

Loan amount ( AOLR ) and years to maturity ( YTM ) should increase and the

downpayment ratio ( DRAT ) should decrease as insurance status changes from non

insured to VA and FHA status . Both borrowers and lenders should project the

risk of the loan to be less with more insurance . The same directions of in

fluence should hold between DEP and loan term AOLR , DRAT , YTM . A depositor at

the institution granting him a loan should expect better terms , and the lender

should offer better terms than to a nondepositor since the credit history of

the depositor should be easier to check . COAP should generate similar

responses in loan terms . Loan organization fee ( ALOF ) should also cause

AOLR and YTM to increase and the DRAT to decline , implying borrowers are willing

to pay and lenders are willing to accept more AOLF in exchange for a larger

AOLR , longer YTM and a smaller DRAT . As total monthly income ( TMY ) in

creases AOLR should increase but the net impact on DRAT and YTM is uncertain .

Total assets should cause AOLR and DRAT to increase , but the impact on YTM is
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again uncertain . Age of property could have a negative influence on AOLR ,

since older property should sell for less than new , but the impact of AAD

on DRAT and YTM is unclear in this model .

The jointly determined variables should interact in predictable patterns .

AOLR should respond positively to DRAT , YTM , and APR , Lenders could require

a higher APR for a higher AOLR , but for borrowers the tradeoff is uncertain

since a higher APR and AOLR increase the financial burden on the borrowers

so the positive influence might not be too strong here , DRAT is expected

to respond positively to AOLR and YTM but negatively to APR . YTM should

increase with AOLR and DRAT and respond negatively to APR .

Estimates from the three-state least-squares regressions appear below .

The results indicate some interesting tentative implications for monitoring

mortgage lending activity . The most striking features of these results are

the differences between insurance categories and the substantial variation

in significance levels for individual coefficients between different sets

of regressions . These differences imply that insurance options have created

submarkets for mortgage credit and these submarkets should therefore be

analyzed separately . Yet , some results of interest do appear in the regres

sions using the entire sample .

The coefficients for DEP are significant in all regressions using the

entire sample ( and for privately insured loans at the 10% level ) , but in each

the sign of the coefficient is opposite from what was initially expected . Ap

parently , depositors at lending institutions receive smaller loans , make rela

tively higher downpayments, and have fewer years to repay . This phenomenon ap

pears to be concentrated in the privately insured category but depositors also

pay higher DRATs when accepting an uninsured loan . An explanation might be that
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APPLICATION ACTIVITY MODEL

THREE - STAGE LEAST - SQUARES STATISTICAL RESULTS

ALL APPLICATIONS NONINSURED PRIVATELY INSURED VA AND FHA

AOLR DRAT YTM AOLR DRAT YTM AOLR DRAT YTM AOLR DRAT YTM

-15.1639.36

( 1.62 ) *

15.53

( 1.36)AINS ( 13.77 ) *

1.46

( 0.42 )

-0.46

( 0.45 )SEM

0.41

( 0.28 )

2.11

( 0.73 )

-2.66 0.58

( 1.92 ) * ( 0.48 )

0,37

( 0.02 )

-0.09

( 0.02 )

0.09

( 0.02 )

-20.03

( 2.55 )

-13.70

( 2.92) #

-5.20

( 2.42)

0.19
VPJ

-0.05

( 1.53 ) ( 4.21) :

-0.18

( 1.20 )

-0.14

( 0.59 )

0.24 -0.07

( 4.14 ) | ( 0.83)

0.008

( 0.01 )

-0.002

( 0.01 )

0.002

( 0.01 )

-0.24

( 1.27 )

-0.16

( 1.15 )

-0.06

( 1.40)

-9.56 3.67
DEP

( 1.99) : ( 5.85 ) :

-3.67

( 1.66 ) *

-0.24

( 0.10)

2.35 -1.05

( 2.50 ) * ( 1.29 )

-15.91

( 1.88 ) *

3.75

( 1.91 ) *

-3.95

( 1.91 ) *

2.07

( 1.23)

1.38

( 1.02 )

0.52

( 1.03 )

COAP
3.63

( 1.13 )

-1.38

( 1.49 )

1.38

( 1.03 )

-0.38

( 0.19 )

-1.29

( 0.96 )3 . ,
0.73

( 0.82 )

23.36

( 1.75) *

-5.50

( 1.77 ) *

5.80

( 1.77 ) *

-0.07

( 0.02)

-0.10

( 0.04 )

-0.03

( 0.03)

TYY
0.002

( 5.29 )

-0.0007

( 3.39 )

0.0005

( 1.66) *

-0.002

( 7.82)

-0.0003

( 0.54 )

-0.0005

( 2.16) .

-0.002

( 0.78)

0.0004

( 0.78 )

-0.0005

( 0.78 )

0.001

( 1.56)

0.001

( 1.35 )

0.0004

( 1.50)

0.23
TOAR

0.160.02

( 1.67 ) *

-0.007

( 1.97 ) :

0.004

( 0.53 )

0.03

( 3.99)

0.004

( 0.46)

-0.01

( 2.41) *

-0.03

( 0.61 )

0.007

( 0.62 )

-0.007

( 0.61 ) ( 2.76 ) ( 6.23)

-0.06

( 1.91 ) *

MD
-0.06

( 1.01 )

0.03

( 1.71 ) *

-0.03

( 1.08 )

0.09

( 0.84 )

-0.02

( 0.59 )

-0.004

( 0.27 )

-0.16

( 1.03 )

0.04

( 1.03 )

-0.04

( 1.03 )

-0.24

( 3.55 ) #

-0.16 -0.06

( 3.98 ) ( 2.48 ) :

DIM
-0.003 0.001

( 1.69) * ( 1.55 )

-0.0007

( 1.18 )

-0.0002

( 0.09 )

-0.001

( 0.48)

0.0004

( 0.41)

-0.01

( 1.33)

0.002

( 1.34 )

-0.002

( 1.34 )

-0.01

( 1.16)

-0.008

( 1.44 )

-0.003

( 0.89)

ALOF
0.05 -0.02

( 4.37 ) : 17.46 ) :

0.02

( 2.72)

0.02

( 1.86 ) *

-0.01 -0.0003

( 1.68 ) *| ( 0.09 )

0.09

( 5.96 ) *

-0.02

( 6.20 )

0.02 0.03

( 6.38 ) ( 3.13)

0.02

( 1.87 ) *

0.008

( 2.01 )

RNO
1.98

( 0.45)

-0.56

( 0.50 )

0.42

( 0.22 )

3.06

( 1.25 )

0.212

( 0.11 )

-1.11

( 1.00 )

-0.73

( 0.06 )

0.17

( 0.06 )

-0.18

( 0.06 )

-7.36 -5.01

( 1.88 ) ( 2.17 ) :

-1.84

( 1.36 )

AMAS
0.30

( 0.07 )

-0.15

( 0.14 )

0.38

( 0.19)

-2.07

( 0.70)

-2.02

( 1.12 )

1.61

( 1.22 )

28.35

( 1.75) *

-6.68

( 1.79) *

7.05

( 1.78) *

-3.35

( 0.92 )

-2.32

( 0.91)

-0.91

( 1.00 )

AGE
-1.04 0.40

( 1.70 ) * | ( 12.15 ) *

-0.40

( 1.38 )

-0.05

( 0.16 )

0.34 -0.14

( 6.22) : ( 1.36 )

-1.38

( 2.78)

0.33 -0.34

( 2.88) : ( 2.88 ) :

0.24

( 1.77 ) *

0.16

( 2.15 )

0.06

( 1.41 )

SEX
-6.65

( 1.34 )

2.34

( 2.17 ) :

-2.11

( 0.93)

-2.36

( 0.65)

3,40 -0.85

( 2.08 ) ( 0.58 )

-5.91

( 0.43 )

1.39

( 0.43 )

-1.47

( 0.43 )

3.74

( 0.88 )

2.58

( 0.81)

1.03

( 1.14 )

0.33
ALOR

( 4.94 ) :

-0.23

( 1.86)

0.05

( 0.26)

0.03

( 2.97) :

0.24 -0.25

( 9.35 ) ( 12.26) :

0.67 -0.25

( 2.83) 3 ( 2.41)

DRAT

2.68

( 1.45 )

1.060.99

( 1.12 )

0.48

( 0.50 )

0.32

( 0.96 )

4.24

( 8.91 ) ( 24.26 ) :

-1.45

( 2.24 ) LI

-0.37

( 1.66) *

YTM
-1.72

( 2.11)

0.82

( 3.91 ) .

2.41

( 2.97 ) :

0.45

( 0.75 )

-4.02 0.95

( 11.77 ) I ( 24.80 ) .

-3.71 -2.54

( 1.94) ( 1.64

-0.26

APR
0.66

( 1.84 )

0.26

( 1.59)

-0.17

( 0.55 )

-0.31 0.20

( 2.51) 3 ( 2.09) :

-1.49

( 1.88 ) *

0.35

( 1.93 )

-0.37

( 1.92) *

-0.10

( 0.83 )

-0.07

( 0.73 )

-0.03

( 1.14 )( 4.53 )
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people in this category do not spend resources searching for the best loan

terms but instead rely on their bank to provide equitable terms, The banks ,

on the other hand , might know these people generally do not shop around for

better terms so they can exercise some monopoly power and charge more for

the mortgage ,

Also , in these equations using all applicants , SEM , COAP , RNO and

DRAT ( DRAT only for the AOLR and YTM equations ) are not significant . YPJ

and AAD appear to only influence DRAT . There is no apparent reason why YPJ

should have a positive impact on DRAT, but it would appear that the positive

impact of AAD on DRAT reflects lenders ' desire to have borrowers provide more

equity for older structures . TMY and TOAR have predictable influences ; both

tend to increase AOLR and decrease DRAT, while TMY is inversely related to

YTM ( higher TMY can support higher monthly payments and thus decrease YTM ) .

The strong relation between ALOF and the dependent variables indicates that

these fees cause adjustments in AOLR , DRAT and YTM . It appears that ALOF

changes so that the terms of the loan adjust to maintain a fairly constant

equity / risk character to the transaction . YTM as an explanatory term has a

meaningful impact on DRAT which increases as YTM increases , but why YTM and

AOLR are inversely related is not clear . APR variations cause expected

responses for AOLR and DRAT .

The remaining discussion will be facilitated by comparing results from

the separately estimated sets of equations for different insurance categories .

Major differences should exist between VA or FHA and other mortgages due to

restrictions on terms of the loan and guarantees associated with them . But

what is surprising is that there are also many distinct differences between

noninsured and privately insured mortgages .
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As expected , APR is insignificant in the VA /FHA equations since the

APR limits for these loans are set below free market rates , But APR does

play a role in altering terms for the non insured and privately insured sub

markets . For each basis point change in APR ., YTM decreases by about 4 months

for privately insured loans and increases by about 2 months for noninsured

loans . Yet a unit increase in APR causes DRAT to decline for noninsured

loans and causes an almost equal increase in DRAT for privately insured loans .

Thus , there appears to be some complex tradeoffs involving changes in APR .

Surprisingly , AOLR does not appear to be strongly influenced by APR .

YTM interacts with AOLR and DRAT to produce expected results in only a

few cases . Increases in YTM cause increases in AOLR for noninsured loans and

decreases in AOLR for privately insured and VA / FHA loans . The reason for the

differences is not clear since YTM does not seem to affect DRAT for noninsured

loans ( implying no tradeoff in terms) but increases in YTM cause DRAT to

increase for privately insured loans ( as would be expected ) and decrease for

VA /FHA loans .

DRAT , as an explanatory variable , has different impacts in each of these

three submarkets . For non insured loans it has no impact on AOLR or YTM , for

privately insured loans it has a highly significant , a priori correct in

fluence on AOLR and YTM , and for VA / FHA loans it has significant impacts of

opposite sign . The unexpected results in the VA / FHA category could once again

reflect the administered terms of these contracts ( e.g. no downpayment required

for VA loans ) . The significance of ALOF in the VA / FHA equations indicates

that this is where the terms are adjustable .

With AOLR as an explanatory variable we again have widely different

results . For noninsured loans AOLR only affects YTM but does so in the

expected direction . AOLR has an inverse impact on YTM in the privately
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insured and VA / FHA categories. Increases in AOLR cause increases in DRAT

for privately insured loans ( the expected response ) and decreases in DRAT

for VA / FHA loans . These interactions should again be discounted for the

VA /FHA category .

Focusing now on the personal financial characteristics more variations

appear . Self employed borrowers pay higher downpayments relative to value

than others in the noninsured submarket , but SEM does not influence inter

actions in the privately insured market . If the applicant is self employed

and receives a VA or FHA loan , AOLR and YTM are likely to be less , but DRAT

should also be less . DTM appears insignificant everywhere , and YPJ only

influences DRAT in the uninsured category .

The impacts of DEP and COAP significantly influence loan terms in the

privately insured category . For DEP the coefficients are of the same sign

as those in the entire sample estimates . The influence of COAP appears

significant only in privately insured submarket and it indicates that having

a coapplicant significantly improves the terms of the loan for the borrower .

TMY and TOAR have the same direction of influence for AOLR and YTM in

the noninsured loan category . But a very striking result is that neither

TMY nor TOAR appear significant for the privately insured category . In the

VA / FHA estimates TMY appears insignificant and TOAR significanlty affects all

three loan terms in the direction indicating the predominance of demand factors .

Two other variables also influence the loan granting process . Age of

property , AAD , and loan origination fees , ALOF , are influential for VA / FHA

loans . It is of interest that AAD is significant for VA / FHA loans , but not

for other types . YTM , DRAT and AOLR are all inversely related to AAD . If AAD

were a variable used to systematically discriminate against older buildings
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( or redlining older urban areas ) we would expect increases in AAD to

decrease AOLR and YTM while increasing DRAT . Thus , the results are

unclear . This same type of argument could apply to ALOF , i.e. ALOF

could adjust to compensate for lenders ' risk evaluations.

ambiguous results for ALOF apply for FHA /VA loans . But for the other

two insurance categories ALOF enters significantly ( except for YTM in

the noninsured category ) and with the signs which indicate this is a

lender determined interaction and is used to adjust for risk associated

with larger , longer loans with relatively lower downpayments .

The remaining variables ( RNO , AMAS , AGE , and SEX ) are the explicitly

illegal characteristics of applicants which should not influence lenders'

decisions . If we assume that these characteristics do not influence

demand for loan terms ( i.e. these terms are determined by TMY , TOAR , etc.

for the borrower ) but influence the supply response , the evidence here

suggests some possible areas to monitor carefully . AGE has a significant

influence on all loan terms for privately insured loans; as age increases

AOLR and YTM decrease and DRAT increases , all of which increase the cost

the other insurance categories also . Females, if trying to acquire a non

insured mortgage , face paying a higher DRAT , and it is of interest that

this is the only term where sex is significant . RNO influences only. VA / FHA

Nonwhite applicants apparently acquire smaller loans but have lower

10

DRATS .

terms in the privately insured equations and is not significant for the

other loan types .
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With caution , we can now make a few broad generalizations from these

regressions about the mortgage loan application process ; ( 1 ) Different

insurance categories for mortgages segment this market ; ( 2 ) The terms of

noninsured loans are influenced by a small subset of all variables considered

in these regressions ; ( 3 ) Privately insured mortgages appear to be most

sensitive to economic and noneconomic factors which could influence risks

of default ; and ( 4 ) For FHA / VA loans it appears , as a result of the relatively

large amount of unexpected results , that terms of these loans are strictly

administered by the Vetrans Administration and the Federal Housing Administration ,

or that they are influenced by other factors not included here ,

VI . Summary

This paper has outlined an approach to detect discrimination in mortgage

lending which provides more detailed information than other approaches . It

also has the advantages of being adaptable for analysis of many other issues

of concern in the mortgage market , and it is designed for implementation with

forthcoming data sources .

The statistical estimation of the model using test data provides

promising results . More accurate and complete data should enable the model

to work as an effective policy instrument .
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FOOTNOTES

The very difficult problem of how to define a neighborhood in

terms of all potential characteristics is not addressed here . For

practical purposes neighborhoods will probably be defined in terms of

census tracts . All we can hope for is that adequate Information is

gathered so that after some time has elapsed, we can meaningfully de

lineate which factors do and which factors do not accurately determine
neighborhood risk,

? For this procedure to work when analyzing a particular institution ,

it will be necessary for examiners to collect a large number of applications

for each neighborhood that has potential for being redlined .

3The Fair Housing Act recordkeeping requirements will substantially

increase the amount of neighborhood information financial institutions

collect . The Fair Housing Act Regulations of the FDIC require census tract
information on each application .

* As with most empirical model omitted variables could cause a problem .

If lenders evaluate geographic risk of loans by using some variable which

is not included in a regression and that omitted variables is highly

correlated with an included variable , the included variable could be

identified as significant in the loan decision .

5 .

a

see FDIC Bank Letter 25-78 Fair Housing Regulations ( Part 338) and

Enforcement Program , April 5 , 1978 .

7 FOIFor example see : Federal Home Loan Bank Board , Alternative Mortgage

Instruments Research Study, Volume I - III, Washington , D.C. ( November, 1977 ) ,
and Modigliani and Lessard eds. , New Mortgage Design for Stable Housing in

an Infaltionary Environment , Proceedings of a Conference Held at Cambridge,

Massachusetts , January , 1975 , Sponsored by The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston ,

HUD and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board ,

8
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' This

10.
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EXHIBIT 2

Date of Examination
Number

FAIR HOUSING

The following questions focus on various Fair Housing lending requirements and practices. Where a question deals generally with possible

are made ? ( Section 338.3)

6. ( a) Has the bank in all its advertisements for home loans prominently indicated, in amanner appropriate to themedium
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Date of Examination Number

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY

The following questions focus on the various requirements and proscriptions of Regulation . Where a violation is indicated, details

are provided on a separate Violations page.

ITEM

!

T

a
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Date of Examination Number

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY

YES NOITEM

10. ( a) Has the bank notified applicants of action taken on their applications or existing accounts within the timelimits pre

scribed notice regarding credit history for married persons? ( Section 202.10( b ) )

13. Whenever the bank has received a properly completed request to change the mannerin which information is reported con

w
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EXHIBIT 3

EX - 5-77 ( 8-29-77 )

MEMORANDUM TO : Examiners and Assistant Examiners

FROM : John J. Early , Director

Division of Bank Supervislon

SUBJECT : Fair Housing Compliance Report

Form 6500/68 ( 7-77)

Through federal statutes and Presidential orders and proclamations, fair

housing and equal opportunity in residential home financing are established

policies of the United States . The FDIC enforces the provisions of Title

VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ( Public Law 90-284 , the " Fair Housing

Act" ) , for insured state nonmember banks . Specifically, Section 805

( 42 U.S.C. 3605 ) prohibits banks from denying a loan or other financial

assistance ( e.g. , deferment or forbearance ) for the purchase , construction ,

improvement , repair or maintenance of a dwelling ( including a mobile home ) ,

or from discriminating in the fixing of the amount , rate , duration , or

other terms or conditions of such a loan , because of the race , color , reli

gion, sex , or national origin of the :

1. Applicant ;

2 . Person associated with an applicant in connection with the

loan or assistance , or the purposes thereof ( 1.e. , actively

assisting in obtaining credit as principal or agent, or seek

ing to influence the granting of credit, such as broker ,

builder , developer , surety or guarantor ) ; or

3 . Present or prospective owners , lessees , tenants , or occupants

of the property , or other property in its vicinity, in rela

tion to which the loan or assistance is to be made or given .

Amendments to the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , effective March 23 , 1977 , and

the regulations implementing that Act issued by the Federal Reserve Board

( Regulation B) prohibit discrimination in any aspect of a credit transaction ,

including housing - related loans , on the basis of race , color , religion , national

origin , age ( provided the applicant has the capacity to contract ) , receipt of

public assistance , or the good faith exercise of rights under the Consumer

Credit Protection Act. These prohibited bases are in addition to sex or mari

tal status discrimination prohibited in the original Act , which became

effective October 28 , 1975. Accordingly , the fair housing examination will

assess a bank's compliance with both statutes as they relate to the financing

of housing

The fair housing compliance examination has two primary objectives:

To review and analyze the bank's loan policies and practices

with respect to credit standards and appraisal policies for

real estate mortgage ( including construction loans ) and home

improvement loans .

2. To ascertain the nondiscriminatory intent and effect of those

1

The following four elements are generally present in most cases involving

discrimination la home financing :

!

1
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That the applicant applied and was qualified for credit which

the bank offered ;

3 . That , despite the applicant's qualifications, adverse action

was taken by the bank on the application ; and

That the bank accepted similarly qualified individuals .

If these four elements are found in one or more cases while reviewing accepted

and rejected applications , complete details for each incident in the sample of

files reviewed should be reported under the Comments section of the Compliance

Report . In addition , the examiner should proceed in the examination to ascer

tain whether the bank is engaging in a pattern or practice of discrimination .

Evidence to support a pattern or practice of discrimination may include the

probability of additional incidences of discrimination in the loan portfolio ,

based on the results of the examiner's sampling , policy statements or admis

sions by bank officers or employees , or disproportionate statistics ( based on

the race , sex, etc. of applicants ) for approval and rejection of home mortgage

or home improvement loan applications .

The legislative history of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act indicates that

Congress intended that a so-called " effects test " concept , as set forth in

certain Supreme Court cases , should be applied to a creditor's determination

of creditworthiness, and the Federal Reserve Board has made reference to that

legislative history and concept in a footnote to Section 202.6 of Regulation B.

It is far from clear , however , how and in what manner the effects test will be

applied to the area of credit discrimination generally and discrimination in

home financing in particular .

The examiner should , nevertheless , be aware of the implications of the discrim

inatory effects test while conducting the fair housing compliance examination .

Under the effects test , the use of a lending criterion that results in the

rejection of a disproportionate number of minority applicants may be illegal

even though the criterion is objective and neutral on its face . Its legality

will depend on whether the bank can establish that the criterion has a manifest

relationship to creditworthiness and , if necessary , that an alternative criterion ,

which would have a lesser adverse impact on a protected group , would not serve

equally well in predicting creditworthiness .

LOAN POLICIES

Before any fair housing lending analysis can begin , the examiner logically

should have a good understanding of the bank's mortgage and home improvement

loan policies . Gaining a familiarity with these loan policies might involve

a review of written policy statements, memoranda to employees explaining fair

lending policies , training manuals in use , maps used , and other written in

structive material generated by bank personnel pertaining to such loans .

documentation should provide the examiner with an understanding of the standards

used by bank personnel involved in the decision to grant or deny a mortgage or

home improvement loan application .

In the event there is no or limited documentation describing the loan standards

and guidelines used by the bank , the examiner should determine through discus

sions with senior management and other loan officials what policies ( unwritten )

are in fact employed . A brief comment should be made in the Comments section

of the Compliance Report as to whether the bank has written or unwritten poli

cies and guidelines and , if unwritten in whole or part , a brief summary of the

policies and guidelines should be included in the examiner's workpapers. To the

extent written statements of loan policies and guidelines are available, copies

should be obtained and included in the workpapers. In general, loan guidelines

and policies utilized by a bank in connection with home improvement or mortgage

loans might include , but not be limited to , the following :

Economic Characteristics of Applicant ( s )

Occupation ( professional, skilled , etc. )

Years in present occupation
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3. Years employed by present employer

4 . Gross annual income

. full - time employment

5. Gross outstanding debt ( including and excluding mortgage

6. Monthly debt payments ( including and excluding mortgage

7. Total assets

Relation to bank ( present depositor , borrower , etc. )

Characteristics of Loan

1. Amount requested

Insurance /Guarantee status ( VA , FHA , Conventional , other )

3. Appraised value of property

Purpose of loan ( refinance , purchase of new home , purchase

of existing home, construction of new home , home improvement,

purchase of mobile home , etc. )

Source of downpayment

6. Existence and amount of prior liens

Characteristics of Property

Location and availability of public services ( transportation ,

schools , etc. )

2. Age of dwelling

3. Type of construction

4. Selling price

5. Type of dwelling ( single family - detached, single family

6 . Use of property ( primary home , vacation home , rental unit , etc. )

The following information should also be obtained with respect to the bank's

loan terms :

1. Maximum and minimum loan amounts and how these ranges are de

2. Maximum and minimum loan maturities and how these are determined .

3. Maximum and minimum interest rates .

4 .
Which person or group in the bank officially sets the above

limitations.

5. Circumstances that may justify a deviation from the above

If the bank does not have written loan policies , determine how employees , such

as branch managers , know what Information to give applicants about present

bank policy and what standards to apply to applications. If this information

18 communicated orally in meetings , the examiner should determine whether

minutes are kept and, if so , review those minutes .
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In reviewing the bank's policies and procedures , the examiner should be alert

for statements or instructions that are discriminatory on their face or have

the effect of discriminating against an applicant on one of the prohibited

bases. Considerable care and discretion should be exercised by the examiner

when making a determination , as the line between a reasonable criterion or

procedure and one which 18 unreasonable with a disproportionate adverse im

pact on a minority group is not always easy to define . Examples of loan

policies that may have the effect of discrimination are as follows:

Discrimination on the basis of Race

1. Policies that result in improperly low appraisals in relation

2. Policies that impose more onerous interest rates or other terms ,

3. Differing standards , procedures , or practices in administering

Policies improperly deflating property appraisals , or providing

for different terms , conditions , or standards based on the racial

or ethnic composition of the neighborhood where the securing prop

erty is located .

Discrimination on the Basis of Sex

Policies that implicitly or explicitly distinguish between the

economic characteristics of men and women .

2. Policies that discount or disregard the income of a working

3. Policies that subject a female applicant to a different or

4. Policies that treat unmarried working mothers differently from

5. Policies that require female , but not male , applicants to ob

Ratios Utilized in Evaluating Applications

The examiner should determine if ratios used as lending criteria ( e.g. , payments

to - income , value of property - to - purchase price, or amount of loan - to - value and /or

purchase price) may have a disproportionate adverse impact or other discriminatory

effect on members of a protected group . The bank should be able to support the

validity of any ratios used based on its business experience .

OTHER CREDIT EVALUATION POLICIES

" Credit evaluation " connotes the selection , or the rating , of the acceptability

of risks to be solicited in the loan process . In regard to real estate mort

gage loans , credit evaluation policies also include standards for appraisals ,

collection and foreclosure procedures , and broker relationships .

Appraisals

Each loan application should be considered on the basis of all relevant criteria ,

not simply the location of the securing property . The use of appraisal forms

that call for racial Information regarding the neighborhood clearly violates .

the legal prohibitions against consideration of racial factors or trends in real

estate transactions .
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For banks located in metropolitan areas , the examiner should pay particular

attention to bank appraisal policies that may have the effect of racial dis

crimination by excluding mortgage or home improvement loans in entire

neighborhoods inhabited solely or predominantly by minorities or which are

racially transitional in character. These policies might include limits on

the age , type or value of property eligible as collateral , crime or vandalism

rate of the neighborhood, availability of mortgage Insurance , or the economic

level of residents in the neighborhood . ( Evidence of such policies should be

noted by the examiner since these practices may be evidence of possible ille

gal discrimination . )

Collection and Foreclosure Procedures

The bank's policy with respect to collection and foreclosure procedures should

also be nondiscriminatory . Review of a representative sample of files should

corroborate the bank's stated policy, including the following :

1. Circumstances constituting nonperformance by the borrower ,

2. Initial steps taken .

3. Follow -up steps taken .

4. Circumstances leading to foreclosure .

5. Circumstances leading to forbearance .

6. Conditions for reinstatement .

Broker Relationships

Applications for mortgage loans are referred to banks in many cases by real

estate brokers . The examiner should attempt to identify those brokers who

deal with the bank and seek to determine the general referral procedure and

the nature of any " understandings" concerning standards or preferences ex

pressed by bank management . This is particularly important in those banks

dealing only with white brokers , although minority brokers serve the community

also . Any written material prepared for the use and information of brokers

who refer applicants to the bank should be reviewed.

PRE - SCREENING

Procedures for pre - screening of potential loan applicants should also be reviewed

for evidence of discriminatory practices . Through interviews with loan officers ,

and those who come into contact with applicants prior to the submission of a

written application , as well as personnel designated to answer telephone calls

or make routine contact with potential applicants , the examiner should seek to

determine whether there is any prequalification or pre-screening done by tele

phone or in any other manner . Some of the areas of inquiry could include the

usual responses of bank personnel to such questions as the availability of con

ventional , FHA, or VA mortgages, current interest rates charged and downpayments

normally required .

MORTGAGE LOAN APPLICATIONS

Effective March 23 , 1977 , applicants for loans to purchase residential real

property ( as defined in Regulation B ) must be asked to identify voluntarily

the following personal characteristics either on their loan application or

on a separate form that refers to the application : race/national origin , sex ,

marital status and age . Hopefully , most applicants will provide this informa

tion . This will enable the examiner to select for review a sample of applications

representative of the applicant population . Statistical sampling procedures are

being developed to assist the examiner in this regard . Until receipt of these

procedures and other relevant instructions , the examiner should attempt to review

a random sample of accepted and rejected mortgage loan applications for compli

ance with the bank's nondiscriminatory loan policies . If any evidence of
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disparate treatment is noted, the reasons for such treatment should be

explored to determine if the action taken by the bank on the application

was based on legitimate economic considerations or if the race or sex of

the applicant played any part in the credit decision .

EMPLOYEE TRAINING

Another important area for review is employee training in fair lending

practices . The examiner should laquire lato the manner in which employees

involved in the extension of housing credit are educated with respect to

fair lending requirements . A brief comment on the nature and extent of any

such training should be included in the Comments section of the Compliance

Report .

GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Past or Pending Fair Housing Complaints

Prior to or at the outset of the fair housing compliance examination , the

examiner should review any past or pending fair housing complaints received

by the FDIC since the date of the last examination . The examiner should

also ascertain whether the bank has been the subject of any fair housing

complaint not reported to the FDIC . The examiner should include in the Com

ments section of the Compliance Report the pertinent details of any such

complaint , the governmental agency or authority that handled it and the

manner in which it was resolved.

Equal Credit Opportunity Act

In conducting the fair housing compliance examination , the examiner should

also review those provisions of Regulation B applicable to home mortgage

and home improvement financing . Apparent violations of the Civil Rights Act

of 1968 discovered during the course of an examination will more than likely

also involve a violation of Regulation B. All apparent fair housing viola

tions should be detailed on a Violations page accompanying the Fair Housing

Compliance Report . Notation of any apparent violations of Regulation B that

relate to fair housing should be cross-referenced in the Comments section of

the Equal Credit Opportunity Compliance Report , rather than duplicated on a

Violations page accompanying that report .
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EX -5-76 ( 5-21-76 )

MEMORANDUM TO : Examiners and Assistant Examiners

SUBJECT : Form 6500/65 ( 4-76 ) , Equal Credit Opportunity

Compliance Report

Upon receipt , the new captioned report should be utilized at all subsequent

compliance examinations. The Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA ) , Title v
of P.L. 93-495 , amends the consumer Credit Protection Act by adding a new

Title VII , and Regulation B has been prescribed by the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System to implement the purposes of the Act . Both the

Act and Regulation became effective October 28, 1975. Administrative en

forcement is divided among twelve federal agencies including the FDIC .

The basic purpose of the law 18 that credit should be made available to all

creditworthy customers without regard to sex or marital status . This general

rule is stated in Section 202.2 of Regulation B. The law , in general , covers

all creditors , all types of credit , and all aspects of a credit transaction .

However , exceptions to specific requirements of Regulation B are provided

under Section 202.10 for incidental credit , business credit , securities

credit , and public utilities credit .

Initially , the field force should become familiar with the new definitions ,

the stipulated transition periods before certain requirements become effec

tive , the relationship between the federal law and any state law , and the

civil liability provisions . The new Compliance Report contains eleven ques

tions which are broad in scope and reference should be made to the pertinent

sections involved .

The following comments briefly highlight the provisions of the law as these

relate to the questions . The effective dates of the various provisions are

parenthetically noted . Examiners will either designate the specific questions

as not applicable because of the transition periods or provide this information

in the comments section .

Question 1

There are several practices related to the application process which are

affected by Section 202.4 .

A banker may not make any statements which would discourage a reason

able person from applying for credit because of sex or marital status .

( Effective October 28 , 1975 )

A bank may not refuse to grant a separate account to a creditworthy

applicant on the basis of sex or marital status . ( Effective Novem

ber 30 , 1975 )

A bank may not prohibit the use of birth given names or combined surnames .

( Effective November 30, 1975 )

A bank may not inquire into the marital status of an applicant for an

unsecured separate extension of credit except in a community property
state or to comply with state law regarding permissible finance charges

or loan limits . ( Effective June 30 , 1976 )

Permissible inquiries into marital status are restricted to the terms

" married ," " unmarried , " or " separated . " ( Effective June 30 , 1976 )
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Requests for titles such as Mr. , Mrs. , Ms. or Miss must conspicuously

state that this designation is optional, and other terms in an appli

cation must be neutral as to sex . ( Effective June 30 , 1976 )

Question 2

With two exceptions , a bank is to provide each applicant with the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act notice in a form which the applicant may retain . The

notice may be printed on the application and a copy given to the applicant

or on a separate paper which is delivered at the time of the application or

mailed or delivered as soon as practicable thereafter . The notice should in

clude the following information : Office of Bank Customer Affairs , Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation , 550 17th Street , N.W. , Washington , D.C. 20429 .

( Effective June 30 , 1976 )

Question 3

Section 202.5 contains a number of provisions regarding information which may

be requested, considered , and retained relating to the process of evaluating

applications .

A bank may inquire into and consider an applicant's obligations to make ali

mony , child support and maintenance payments . ( Effective October 28 , 1975 )

- A bank may not use any prohibited information in evaluating applications .

A bank may not inquire into birth control practices or childbearing in

tentions or capability and may not consider in evaluating creditworthiness

statistics or assumptions concerning the probability that the applicant or

spouse of applicant will have a certain number of children or cease employ

- A bank may not discount income on the basis of sex or marital status .

- A bank may not discount income solely because it is from part - time

- A bank may not use sex or marital status as a factor in credit scoring

- A bank may not consider a telephone listing in an applicant's name .

- A bank may only request and consider Information regarding an applicant's
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applicant 18 relying on alimony , child support , or maintenance payments

from a former spouse as a basis for repayment. ( If an account 18 dis

closed by an applicant , a bank may request the name in which it 18

carried . ) ( Effective June 30 , 1976 )

- A bank may not retain any prohibited information received after June 29 ,

Except as specifically prohibited and without regard to sex or marital status , a

bank may request and consider any information regarding the probable continuity

of an applicant's ability to repay . The bank may also consider the application

of state property laws which may affect the creditworthiness of an applicant .

Question 4

In the event of a change of name or marital status of a person contractually

liable on an open end account , a bank is prohibited from requiring a new appli

cation, requiring new terms , or terminating the credit unless there is evidence

of inability or unwillingness to repay . As an exception , the bank may require

a reapplication on the basis of a change in marital status if the spouse's in

come was the sole basis for the extension of credit . ( Effective January 31 , 1976 )

Question 5

A bank must consider a credit history of an applicant if the bank considers the

credit histories of similarly situated applicants. When a bank utilizes credit

histories , it must include the credit history of accounts as designated by

Section 202.6 which are shared by an applicant with a spouse . In addition , if

requested by the applicant , the bank must consider information which indicates

that the credit history of a shared account does not reflect on the applicant's

creditworthiness , and if requested by the applicant the bank must consider credit

history of accounts, if available , carried in the name of a spouse only which re

flects accurately on the applicant's creditworthiness . ( Effective October 28 ,
1975 )

Question 6

The bank , under Section 202.5 ( m) , 18 required to notify an applicant of action

taken regarding the application within a reasonable period of time . This sec

tion further requires that the bank , if requested by the applicant , provide,

either orally or in writing , the reasons for denial or termination of credit .

An example of a suggested written denial form is included in this section .

( Effective January 31 , 1976 )

Question ?

For accounts established on or after November 1 , 1976 , the bank must determine

which accounts involve both spouses , designate such accounts to reflect this

participation , and include this designation in reporting information to consumer

reporting agencies or others as required under Section 202.6 ( a) ( 2 ) .

For accounts established prior to and in existence on November 1 , 1976 , there

are two methods of compliance .

The bank must , ao later than November 1 , 1976 , determine which accounts

involve both spouses , designate such accounts to reflect this partici

pation , and include this designation in reporting information to consumer

reporting agencies or others as required under Section 202.6 ( a) ( 2 )
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participation by both spouses and include this designation in reporting

information to consumer reporting agencies or others as required under

Section 202.6 ( b ) ( 2 ) .

Question 8

In general , the bank may not request the signature of a spouse or other person

umless this is required of all other similarly qualified applicants ( effective

January 31 , 1976 ) . There are two exceptions. In the case of unsecured credit ,

a bank may require the signature of a nonapplicant spouse , under certain con

ditions , in community property states ( effective January 31 , 1976 ) . The staff

of the Federal Reserve Board has stated that if a hank is relying on certain

assets as a basis for creditworthiness, it may require the signature of a spouse

or other person who holds joint title to such assets with the applicant if such

joint ownership would prevent the creditor from realizing on these assets in the

event of default . In the case of secured credit , the bank may require the sig

nature of the applicant's spouse on certain documents if it is necessary or

appears so to create a valid lien , pass clear title , waive inchoate rights to

property , or assign earnings ( effective October 28 , 1975 ) .

Question 9

Any state law prohibiting extensions of consumer credit to each spouse is pre

empted by the Equal Credit Opportunity law . A bank may not comhine any separate

accounts of spouses for the purpose of determining permissible finance charges

of permissible loan ceiling under a state law or other federal law . Section

202.8 ( b ) details the method of handling joint and separate lines of credit under

state loan limits . ( Effective October 28 , 1975 )

Question 10

For 15 months after an applicant is notified of action taken on an application ,

the bank must retain the original or a copy of the application , any other perti

nent recorded information utilized , and any written statement by the applicant

alleging prohibited discrimination . For 15 months after adversely changing the

terms or conditions of credit , the bank must retain the original or a copy of any

written or recorded information regarding the change as well as any written state

ment by the applicant alleging prohibited discrimination ( effective November 30 ,

1975 ) . In addition , any bank which has received actual notice that it is under

Investigation for violation of this part by the appropriate enforcement agency or

which has been served with notice of an action under Section 202.13 must keep

such records until final disposition of the matter or such time as specified by

the investigating agency or court . Section 202.9 18 applicable to business credit

only if the amount of credit applied for 18 $ 100,000 or less and the applicant

requests in writing that such records be retained ( effective October 28, 1975 ) .

Question 11

This question is included because of the general rule stated in Section 202.2 that

a bank may not discriminate against any applicant on the basis of sex or marital

status with respect to any aspect of a credit transaction . It is conceivable that

a bank may discriminate on the basis of sex or marital status in some aspect of

1t8 credit operation which is not covered by the first ten questions. Examiners

should be aware of this possibility and answer this question accordingly .

John J. Earlas
John J. Earls

Director

Division of Rank Supervision
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EXHIBIT 4

PROCEDURES FOR INVESTIGATION

OF FAIR HOUSING COMPLAINTS*

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

* Adapted substantially from guidelines prepared by the Department
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b . Ascertain when the application was filed and with whom

If the loan was approved, declined, offered on other terms

or withdrawn, obtain all details , including why withdrawn,

other terms offered or all reasons given, in writing or orally,

for denying the loan.

If the complainant tried to obtain additional information or

had other contact with the bank after one of the above actions ,

obtain all details .

e . Obtain copies of all correspondence and documents relating

to the loan application , which the complainant can provide .

f . Determine whether the complainant believes that the reason

g . Obtain the following information if the bank's rejection was based

1 ) Full income at time of application ( both spouses ) ;

2 ) Sources of income ( including child support and alimony,

3 ) Total amounts of other debts ( including child support

4 ) Total monthly payments;

5 ) Bankruptcies , delinquencies, or other adverse credit

6 ) Marital status of applicants , age of applicants , number

h . Obtain the following information if the complainant believes the

1 ) If the application was a joint one , were both spouses
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2 ) Who filled out the application form ?

3 ) Was it assumed by the bank that the husband was to be

4 ) Was there any difference between the bank's questions

5 ) Did either spouse have any plans to change employment

6 ) Did the complainants have children at the time of the

7 ) Did the bank indicate to the complainants that there was a

8 ) To the complainants' knowledge , did the bank contact

9 ) When were the complainants notified of the bank's action
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I. INTRODUCTION

The following instructions and guidelines pertain to investigation of

complaints alleging discrimination in mortgage lending practices by

an insured state nonmember bank . The purpose of the investigation

is to determine the validity of the individual complaint, document the

practice or act that caused the complaint, and determine whether

the practice or act represented an isolated case or a general policy

that must be corrected .

At the present time , three federal statutes relate directly or indirectly

to discriminatory lending practices by financial institutions .

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968

Section 805 prohibits a bank from denying a loan or other

financial assistance to a person for the purpose of purchas

ing , constructing , improving, repairing , or maintaining a

dwelling , or to discriminate against that person in the fixing

of the amount, interest rate , duration, or other terms of

the loan or financial assistance because of race, color ,

religion, sex or national origin.

" Person " includes : the applicant for the loan ; individuals asso

ciated with the applicant; individuals associated with the purpose

of the loan; present or future occupants of the dwelling for which

the loan is sought ; or present or future occupants of the neigh

borhood where the dwelling is located .

Equal

Regulation B , implementing the ECO Act , prohibits a bank from

discriminating against an applicant in any aspect of a credit

transaction on the basis of sex or marital status . Effective

March 23 , 1977; Regulation B will also include discrimination

on the basis of race , color , religion, national origin and age .

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act

Regulation C , implementing this statute, requires banks, which

have assets of $ 10 million or more and offices located in SMSAS ,

to disclose mortgage lending by geographic areas .

37-415 0 - 79 - 70
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What is discrimination? The word generally connotes the arbitrary

exclusion of an individual from some activity on the basis of one or more

presuned or stereotyped attributes possessed by that individual. The

investigating examiner should recognize that discrimination in lending

practices can assume many subtle forms , and the merits of an indivi

dual complaint should only be judged after all the facts have been

gathered and reviewed .

Bank practices that may suggest unlawful discrimination in lending

include , but are not limited to , the following :

1 . Discouraging a prospective borrower at an initial or early

stage of negotiation;

2. Discounting or disregarding the income of a working wife

3. Subjecting a female applicant to a different or more extensive

4. Treating unmarried working mothers differently than unmarried

5. Requiring female applicants , but not male applicants , to obtain

6. Basing any aspect of a lending decision in whole or in part on

7. Accepting a loan application, but only with terms sufficiently

II . INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES

Since no two complaints are alike , investigative procedures will vary

both as to scope and sequence of the steps performed. When oral

statements given by individuals are pertinent to the complaint under

investigation , the examiner should , unless it is inappropriate under

the circumstances , take notes of these statements for inclusion in the

workpapers and investigation report . If it is inappropriate to take notes

when the statement is made , the examiner should record his or her

recollection of these oral remarks as soon as practicable . Where
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written statements are available and/ or specific documentation pertinent

to the investigation is found , copies should be included in the workpapers .

If this documentation is voluminous and appears to be reasonably safe

from destruction, a description of the nature of the documentation,

sample copies , and a reference to its location in the bank should be

included in the workpapers .

Prior to or concurrent with the start of a field investigation , the examiner

should review the complaint, the most recent Bank and Compliance Exam

ination Reports , and the bank's correspondence file . The examiner may

also find it appropriate to review other materials that may be of assis

tance in the investigation ( i.e. , maps , census data , local trade and

consumer association reference materials , etc. ) .

Unless specific instructions are otherwise given by the Regional Office ,

the examiner is free to develop information through one or more of the

following sources , depending on the nature of the complaint and the

examiner's judgment.

A. COMPLAINANT

With rare exception, the examiner will have available for review and use

a written statement from the complainant. In many instances , however ,

this statement will not be complete and an interview with the complainant

will be necessary . The examiner should recognize that the complainant

may not be fully cognizant of the fair lending statutes and their provisions ,

or , for that matter , banking procedures . Indeed, the complaint may have

been predicated on a " feeling " of being unjustly treated by the bank .

In any contact with the complainant, the examiner should refrain from

discussing the merits of the complaint or status of the investigation . The

complainant should be informed that all information requested, including

that of a personal nature , is necessary to determine whether the bank's

actions were discriminatory .

Where applicable and depending on the nature of the complaint, the following

information should be obtained either from the written complaint or contact

with the complainant:

1. Initial contact with bank

a. Why did the complainant contact subject bank ?

b. What was the approximate date of the initial contact and the method
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C. Whom did the complainant contact at the bank ? If the person's

identity is not known, ascertain his or her title and a descrip

tion if possible .

What information was initially requested by the bank ( location

of property , age , employment characteristics , etc. ) ?

e . What information was provided by the complainant , either

f . Obtain details on the nature of the complainant's loan request ,

1 ) Location of the property ;

2 ) Purchase price ;

3 ) Down- payment available ;

4 ) Loan amount;

5 ) Interest rate ;

6 ) Duration;

7 ) Type of loan ( conventional,

g . Does the complainant believe that he or she was discouraged by

the bank in : ( 1 ) filing an application, ( 2 ) obtaining a loan on the

terms required, or ( 3 ) obtaining a loan in the area where the

property is located ? Obtain all details . If there were witnesses

to any of the dealings with the bank, obtain their names , addresses

and phone numbers , if possible .

2 . Submission of written application

Ascertain whether the complainant ultimately submitted a formal appli

cation to the bank . If not, ascertain the reason; determine if an applica

tion was subsequently submitted to another institution and its disposition;

and full details of any subsequent dealings with the bank .

If the complainant did submit a written loan application to the bank, obtain

the following information :

a . Details of the type , amount and duration requested,
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b . Ascertain when the application was filed and with whom

If the loan was approved , declined, offered on other terms

or withdrawn , obtain all details , including why withdrawn,

other terms offered or all reasons given, in writing or orally,

for denying the loan.

d . If the complainant tried to obtain additional information or

e . Obtain copies of all correspondence and documents relating

f . Determine whether the complainant believes that the reason

Obtain the following information if the bank's rejection was based

on insufficient income or credit reasons :

1 ) Full income at time of application ( both spouses ) ;

2 ) Sources of income ( including child support and alimony,

3 ) Total amounts of other debts ( including child support

4 ) Total monthly payments ;

5 ) Bankruptcies, delinquencies , or other adverse credit

6 ) Marital status of applicants, age of applicants, number

h . Obtain the following information if the complainant believes the

1 ) application was a joint one , were both spouses

present at the time of application and / or did both

participate in providing information to the bank ?
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2 ) Who filled out the application form?

3 ) Was it assumed by the bank that the husband was to be

4 ) Was there any difference between the bank's questions

5 ) Did either spouse have any plans to change employment

6 ) Did the complainants have children at the time of the

7 ) Did the bank indicate to the complainants that there was a

8 ) To the complainants ' knowledge, did the bank contact

9 ) When were the complainants notified of the bank's action
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B. BANK VISITATION

The examiner should obtain a clear and specific statement of the bank's

lending policy for the type of loan requested by the complainant and for

the time period of that loan request . The accuracy of this information

is particularly important when the bank's loan policies are not in writing .

Initially, the bank should be provided with a copy of the written complaint .

In addition , all individuals contacted at the bank and referred to either in

the examiner's workpapers or investigation report should be identified

by name , title , race and sex .

Depending on the nature of the complaint, one or more of the following

subject areas should be researched :

1. Documentation

Obtain copies of any manual, book or compilation of memoranda or minutes

( including memos to employees ) describing or containing the bank's loan

policy in whole or in part. These might include underwriting criteria ,

standards on evaluating income , directions as to current interest rates ,

loan -to - value ratios , etc. If there have been changes in the past two

years , obtain a copy of the previous version .

If the bank states that no such compilation exists , determine how employees ,

such as branch managers , know what information to give applicants about

present policy or what standards to apply to applications . If the bank

states that this information is communicated orally in meetings , determine

if minutes were taken . Cbtain copies of all written instructions to employees

with respect to lending policies , practices , and procedures .

Obtain copies of the following forms presently used or in use at the time

of the complainant's loan request :

a. All loan application forms ;

b . Appraisal forms for single - family dwellings;

All worksheets for computing and evaluating credit information;

d. Bank memoranda concerning current mortgage terms available ,

e . Written material prepared for the use and information of builders

or brokers who refer applicants to the lender, if available .

2. General loan policies

a . Obtain the following information for terms :
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1 ) Maximum and minimum loan amounts and how these ranges

2 ) Maximum and minimum durations , how these are arrived at

3 ) Maximum and minimum interest rates . What circumstances

4 ) Which person or group officially sets the maximum and minimum

Obtain a description of all limitations regarding the property and its

location which are presently observed or which were observed at

the time of the complainant's loan request, and the relationship

of such limitations to the loan terms and conditions . These can

include :

1 ) The age of the property.

2 ) Style or size of property .

3 ) Crime rate or vandalism rate in an area . ( How are these

4 ) Economic level.of resident in an area . ( How is this measured

5 ) The age or age range of other properties in the neighborhood

6 ) The value range of other properties in the neighborhood where

7 ) The predominant racial or ethnic composition in the neighborhood
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8 ) The precentage of the neighborhood that is developed .

Obtain a complete description of all factors affecting the neighborhood

where a property is located that can have a bearing on the approval

of a loan or its terms . Is racial or ethnic composition ever a

factor ? If so, how is this taken into account ?

d. Obtain a list of any specific areas where the bank prefers to make

e . If there are a reas, streets , communities , or neighborhoods where

the bank will not make loans , obtain a description of the boundaries

of such areas and determine why no loans are made there . If

exceptions have been made , how many , when, and whether there

is a high delinquency or default rate on such loans . Also determine

the bank's estimate of the number of applications , per month , from

such areas . If the number is low , determine why the hank believes

more applications do not come from these areas .

If there are any areas , streets , communities , or neighborhoods where

the bank will only make FHA or VA loans , obtain a description

of the bounda ries of such areas and the bank's reasons for making

only FHA or VA loans . Also determine whether the bank has

ever made conventional loans in the area and, if so , how many,

when, and whether there was a higher delinquency or default rate

on such loans . Have the bank estimate the number of applications

for conventional loans per month from such areas . If the number

is low , determine why the bank believes it to be low .

If there are areas , streets , communities or neighborhoods which ,

for any reason, the lender considers to be high risk areas for

lending, but will make conventional loans on a high down - payment,

low loan - to - value ratio basis , higher market rates or shorter

duration , obtain a complete description of the boundaries of such

areas and why the area is considered high risk, how that risk is

measured, and how terms are fixed for loans in such areas . Also

determine the bank's estimate of the number of applications for

loans per month from such areas . If the number is low , determine

the bank's opinion as to why it is low .

h. Does the bank have a policy against originating or processing FHA

i . Are there any areas where the bank will not originate FHA loans ?
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j . Determine whether at any time during the past five years the bank

k .
Does the bank give or has it given any preference to depositors

in granting loans ? If so , how does this operate ?

1 . Does or has the bank maintained any ongoing relationship with

builders or brokers who refer single - family home loan applicants

to the institution? If so, obtain a description of the relationship ,

m . Determine the bank's estimate of the number of single - family

n. Determine if the bank has ever been the subject of a complaint of

discrimination in lending or employment, on the basis of race ,

color, religion , sex or national origin. If so , obtain all details

of such complaint, the agency which handled it, identity of

complainant and resolution . Obtain a copy of all documents and

correspondence in the bank's possession with respect to such

matter , if not already available in the Regional Office files .

3. Application procedures

Obtain the following information with respect to loan applications :

a . Where can applications be picked up and where can they be

submitted ?

b. Are there application and / or appraisal fees ? How much are they ?

When are they paid ? Are they always paid ?

c . Is anyone authorized to review an individual's financial data or

property characteristics to determine eligibility prior to an

application being submitted ? If so , how does this procedure

operate , who is so authorized and is any record kept of applica

tions not ultimately submitted ? Does this practice occur even

though not formally authorized ?

d. What information is given prospective applicants by phone ? Is

any prequalification or pre - screening done by phone ?

e . What information is requested of an inquirer who telephones for
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information ? Is the property address asked? Why ? Are persons

ever told on the phone that loans are not being made in certain

areas ? Under what circumstances would this occur?

f . After an application is submitted, where does it go ( i.e. , are

g What checks and verifications are performed on information

reported on the application?

h . When is the appraisal ordered? Under what circumstances would

i . After all information is verified and the appraisal returned, who

j . If information on the application is verified , and the appraisal

k. If an application is rejected , is it retained and for how long?

1. Determine how information on approved loans is retrievable .

m. Determine how loan jackets are organized and filed .

n. If a separate file of appraisals is kept, describe its organization.

Do applicants fill out their own applications , or is this done by the

bank ?

p. Are applicants asked to sign a blank application , so that information

4. Underwriting policies

Please obtain a description of all factors which go into the decision that :

the applicant is qualified ; the property is eligible ; and the specific terms

and conditions of each loan. These factors may include the following :

a. Sufficiency of income . What loan -to - income or debt -to - income
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Under what circumstances would these ratios be varied and a loan

made even though the income does not meet the test ?

b . Viability, stability , or reliability of income and income sources .

Total qualified income . Is this income calculated on the basis

of one spouse's income or both spouses ' incomes? If any one

income is used , which one and why ? When would the other spouse's

income be included ? Is any preference given to loans based on

only one , as opposed to two incomes ?

Obtain a description of the bank's policy with respect to :

a .
The income of working women ( are there any circumstances under

which it might be discounted or disregarded ? ) ;

b . Loans to unmarried women with or without children ;

C. Inclusion of alimony or child support as viable income ;

d . Viability of income for women in childbearing years ;

e . The ability of a woman to obtain a loan in her own name ;

Is a co - signer required ?

f . Is a husband's signature required for a female applicant who

is separated or divorced ? If so , why ? Is a wife's signature

required for a male applicant who is separated or divorced ?

Determine if the policy with respect to any of the above six items was

different from present policy at any time within the past three years .

If so , obtain full details of prior policy , why a change was made , when

a change was made and how this change was communicated to employees .

g . Credit scoring devices . If used , obtain a complete description

and a copy of any written guidelines .

h . Credit history. Are there any factors which would disqualify

i . Property characteristics . What factors go into the determination
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appraiser include comments on the future predictable value of a

property or of an area ?

j . Loan -to -value ratio . What standards does the bank set if the

k . Risk . If a loan is believed to contain more than normal risk ,

will it be rejected or are there circumstances under which it.

will be made , but on terms which reflect high risk ? If so , who

makes this determination and how is risk objectively measured?

What factors go into this decision ? How is the LTV set ? How

is the duration arrived at ( on the basis of what standards ) ? How

is the interest rate arrived at ? How are " points " arrived at ?

For a loan that is accepted and not considered to contain greater

than normal risk , how are rate , term , LTV and points arrived

at ? Who fixes them? What standards are followed?

Have employees ever been given any instruction in the areas of civil

rights or non - discrimination in lending practices ? If so , obtain all

details including copies of any written material.

5. Lending patterns

For those banks not subject to the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act ,

determine whether the bank can provide either by computer print

out or otherwise, a list of mortgage loans , either by address or

by total number, broken down by census tract or zip code . Obtain

this breakdown for mortgages made in the past two years , if

possible . ( With respect to larger institutions this request may

be modified to obtain at least a six -month sample . )

b . Determine the bank's estimate ( if more precise data is not available )

c . Obtain the following information with respect to each home mortgage

1 ) Name, address , phone number, race or ethnic origin, and
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2 ) Date of application;

3 ) Amount, term, interest rate , and type of loan, as reported

4 ) Appraised value ;

5 ) Purchase price ;

6 ) Amount of loan;

7 ) Amount of down -payment, duration, interest rate ,

8 ) Age of property;

9 ) Place of employment and salary ( of each borrower where

d. Obtain the following information with respect to each loan rejected

1 ) Name, address , phone number, race or ethnic origin,

2 ) Applicant's employer and phone number, and salary at

3 ) Date of application ;

4 ) Amount, term , interest rate , and type of loan as

5 ) Appraised value;

6 ) Purchase price;

7 ) Age of property;

8 ) If applicable, date and reason for rejection;

9 ) If applicable , date and reason for withdrawal;

10 ) If counter - offer made by lender , terms of this offer ;

11 ) If rejection was based on credit reasons , obtain all details .
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e . If available , obtain the name, address , race or ethnic origin,

and sex of each person who, in the three months prior to the date

of th is request, was turned down prior to submitting a written

application on the basis of information provided . Also determine

the reason turned down.

f . If copies of documents are not obtained under " c " and " d " above,

1 ) Whether any racial notation or code is used ( in the

2 ) Whether any worksheet indicates that the income of a

g . Determine the percentage ( or approximate percentage or dollar

h. Determine the percentage ( or approximate percentage or dollar

i . Determine whether, at any time in the past two years , the institution

6. Collection procedures

a . Determine the number of foreclosed home loans in each year for
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b . Determine the number of delinquent home loans in each year

in the past five years and what percentage this is for the total

mortgage portfolio .

c . Determine whether the bank has ever analyzed its delinquencies

or foreclosures to determine those factors that may have caused

or contributed to the delinquency or foreclosure . If so , obtain

all details , including copies of any written analysis ,

d . Determine the name , address , and location of every home loan

which has been foreclosed or litigated in the past year .

e . Determine the bank's policy with respect to collection , including

all steps taken in the collection , including:

1 ) Actions by the borrower which place the loan in a

2 ) Steps initially taken in these circumstances;

3 ) Follow- up steps taken, and when;

4 ) Circumstances under which foreclosure is instituted;

5 ) Circumstances under which forebearance is exercised;

6 ) What factors would cause the above schedule to be accelerated

f . Obtain sample copies of collection letters used and an indication

g . Examine a representative sample of collection files or cards

h. Determine whether the race, or ethnic origin, or sex of the

III. CTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Appraisers , real estate brokers , consumer groups, and other complainants

represent additional sources of informa tion the examiner may wish to

pursue in the investigation, depending on the nature of the complaint and

Regional Office concurrence.
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A. Appraisers

Appraisers may be bank employees or work independently on a contract
basis . If the bank uses independent appraisers , contact the appraisal

company and interview those persons who conduct appraisals or did

appraisals for the bank at the time of the complainant's loan request .

the appraisers are bank employees , interview all appraisers who were

employed in that capacity at the time of the complainant's loan request .

Obtain the following information :

If

1. Name, address, race or ethnic origin, sex, employer's name and

:

2. Nature of the appraiser's training , professional designation or

3. Approximate number of single - family homes appraised by the

4. Obtain a sample copy of report forms presently in use or used

5. Determine whether the racial or ethnic composition of an area

6. Determine the way in which the racial or ethnic composition of

7. Determine whether any person associated with the bank has ever

8. Determine whether the appraiser has ever had any discussions ,

37-415 0 - 79 - 71
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bank with respect to a particular appraisal or appraising in

general for an area which is integrated , integrating, or pre

dominately nonwhite . Obtain all details including what was said,

by whom, when, and in what manner directives were implemented .

9. Determine whether the appraiser is aware of any map or list

a . Racial or ethnic composition;

b . Income level of residents ;

c . Changing value levels ;

d . Age range of properties;

e . Value range of properties ;

f. Loan or no loan areas ;

g . High or low risk;

h . Crime rate ;

i. Other similar category ;

If so , obtain all details , including how the map or list is used , why

it is no longer used ( if that is the case ) , who maintains it, and how

areas are determined to belong in one or more categories . Determine

where the map or list is kept and a description of each area demar

cated thereon. If possible, obtain a copy of the list or map and

all documents related to its use .

10. Determine the appraiser's operational definition of economic

11. Determine whether, in the appraiser's professional judgment ,

12 . Determine whether, in the appraiser's judgment, values are

higher in homogeneous areas than non -homogeneous areas .

Determine what the appraiser construes " homogeneous" to mean

and whether this definition includes racial or ethnic homogeneity.

Determine what specific areas the appraiser believes have declined

in value due to the presence of non-homogeneous people .
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13. If, in the appraiser's judgment, the presence of black or

14. If the appraiser ever includes comments about the values or

B. Real estate brokers

A large number of applications for loans are forwarded to banks by real

estate brokers . Accordingly, local area brokers are often aware of the

general loan policy of lenders and whether these policies are nondiscrimin

atory. For " racial redlining" complaints , the brokers most likely to

have relevant information are those who deal in racially integrated or

predominantly black areas . In some respects , nonwhite brokers and

agents may be the most helpful.

To conduct this part of the investigation, the examiner will need to

identify those brokers who deal with the bank . If a listing is not provided

by the bank , the examiner should refer to telephone or broker association

directories for the names of several brokers in the general vicinity of

the bank's main office and/ or its branches . ( Ibte : the National Associ

ation of Real Estate Brokers is a predominantly black organization . )

Obtain the following information from the owner of the company or

the registered broker, who may be informed of the purpose of the

interview :

1. Name, address , sex, race, and company name:

2. Determine whether the broker has ever referred prospective loan

3. Obtain the names and addresses of other real estate companies

4. Determine the broker's understanding of the bank's loan policies

5. Determine the basis for the broker's understanding of the bank's
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reputation or any incident or experience that the broker may

have had with the bank , even if the incident took place some time

ago .

6. If any employee of the bank or other person associated with the

7. Obtain the name, race , sex, last known address , and place of

From time to time various civic groups conduct campaigns designed to

combat " redlining " or other forms of discrimination . These groups are

often aware of persons who applied for loans at various institutions .

In some cases , a study may have been done or a complaint filed with a

local , state , or federal agency . If such groups exist in the area where

the bank is located, they should be contacted as a valuable source of

information .

Obtain the following information from the director or chairperson of each

group:

1. Name , address , race , and sex of the person interviewed, and

2. Information the groups may have concerning the bank's lending

a . Where loans will not be made and why ;

b . Where only FHA loans will be made;

C. Whether FHA loans will not be made in certain areas ;

d . Where loans will be made at higher rates , shorter

e . Areas considered by the bank as high risk areas ;

Determine the basis of the group's information .
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3. Information concerning other state nonmcmber banks belicved to

4. Name, last known address , race , and sex of any person known

5. Copies of any studies , analyses, position papers , or other

6. Name and address of any other person or group that the organiza

IV . INVESTIGATION REPORT

The investigating examiner will submit a written narrative report detailing

facts and other information obtained in the investigation, together with an

opinion on the merits of the complaint and, if applicable , recommendations

for corrective action. The examiner's workpapers , in complete and legible

form , should be forwarded with the investigation report.

V. SUBSTANTIAL NONCOMPLIANCE

Reviewing and testing general compliance with fair lending statut es are

part of the regular Bank or Compliance Examination and are expected to be

performed at that time . The field investigation of a fair lending complaint

should focus on the complaint that has been filed . This is not to say, however,

that should the investigating examiner suspect or uncover evidence of

substantial noncompliance that no action be taken. If this situation

occurs , the Regional Office should be contacted immediately for instruc

tions as to whether additional facts should be gathered or a team of examiners

assigned to commence a special compliance examination .
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SUGGESTED FORM LETTER TO COMPLAINANT

Dear

We acknowledge receipt of your letter dated [

1 .

Department of Housing and Urban Development

451 Seventh Street , s.w.

Washington , D. C. 20410

You may also register your complaint to HUD by telephone , through use

of the toll-free number ( 800 ) 424-8590 .

2 . If your state or locality has a fair housing law or ordinance which

provides similar rights and remedies as those provided by the federal

law , HUD will refer the case to your state or local agency to determine

if that agency can promptly resolve the matter for you .

3. You may also bring a lawsuit in the appropriate federal district

court for an injunction or for damages . While the legal situation

with regard to such suits is complex , since there are two different

Acts of Congress under which fair housing cases can be brought , the

complaint should be filed within 180 days of the act of alleged dis

crimination . To initiate a lawsuit of this nature , you may have

to retain an attorney ; however , the Fair Housing Act of 1968 provides

that in appropriate circumstances the court may appoint an attorney

to represent you . If you win the case , the court may also award

your attorney a fee .

An examiner has been assigned to investigate your complaint and he / she will contact

you within the near future . We hope that the information provided in this letter

will aid in effecting a just settlement of your complaint .

Sincerely ,

Regional Director
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This i la re .. your letser of April 25. 1970 ha mich you allego
that

In regard to your request for credit life lawurance , which was denied , we

do not have the authority to make a determination sin this mtte. Our

authority pertaining to credit 11fe Insurance le 1 fandted to making mer

that credit to not deased or terminated as a reoule of deasal of crose

life insurance .

Although it does not appear that the bank has violated any lon or

regulation waforced by the Corporation , if you still feel that you have

beda discriminated against, you may book redrese under the Law as wplatavad

wader Section 706 , Civil Liability , which is to be found a magas 23-24 af
the caclosure .

Plase feel free to contact us 11 further Laforution or rolstance to

rooded .

Slacerely ,

Enclosure
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EXHIBIT 5

The FDIC Fair Housing Regulations and Enforcement

Program are included in Appendix 1 of this volume .
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EXHIBIT 6

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

DIVISION OF BANK SUPERVISION

General Memorandum No. 1 Revised July 1977

SUBJECT : PRIORITIES , FREQUENCY AND SCOPE OF EXAMINATIONS

Introduction

The rapid growth in number, size , and complexity of the banks

falling under the Corporation's direct supervision mandates periodic

reappraisals of the approach to the examination function in order to deploy

resources most effectively , marshal efforts in the appropriate areas , and

maintain technical competency in the face of increasing sophistication in

operating and management systems and ever changing economic and banking

environments .

The purpose of this memorandum is to set forth the policies of the Division

with respect to examination priorities , frequency , and scope ; to clarify
those areas allowing Regional Director discretion ; and , at the same time , to

provide for some uniformity of approach .

Banks Presenting Supervisory or Financial Problems

.The first priority has been , and will continue to be , effective

surveillance and supervision of those institutions which present either

supervisory or financial problems .

Henceforth , it will be the Division's policy to conduct at least

one full-scope examination every twelve months of each state nonmember

insured bank presenting supervisory or financial problems other than those

arising from the specialized compliance examination program. Additional

examinations or visitations in such banks are encouraged to the extent

believed necessary by the Regional Director . Further , the scope of any

follow - up examinations or visitations , as well as the format of the report

which will be prepared , will be at the discretion of the Regional Director .

However, in this respect , it is felt that follow -up examinations and / or

visitations should focus on the particular problem area ( e.g. , loans ,

liquidity , violations, etc. ) .

Banks not Presenting Supervisory or Financial Problems

An examination , either full or modified ( modified examinations are

defined in the following paragraph ) , of each state nonmember insured bank which

does not present supervisory or financial problems will be conducted at least

once in each 18-month period with no more than 24 months between examinations .

( Note : Specialized compliance examinations are to be conducted in accordance

with the instructions on page 2 of this memorandum . ) At the discretion of

the Regional Director , and under the criteria set forth below , alternate

examinations of banks which do not present supervisory or financial problems
may be conducted on a modified basis .

Modified Examinations

A modified examination approach and format may be used only in those

banks satisfying the following criteria :

a . total assets of less than $ 100 million if a commercial

bank or total assets of less than $ 500 million if a

mutual savings bank ;

b . in operation for three full years ;

c .

management rating of Satisfactory or better at the last

examination and no subsequent change in control as

defined in Section 7 ( j ) of the FDI Act or in the chief

executive officer;

d . adjusted capital and reserves ratio of at least 6.5 % at the
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available information indicates that this ratio has not

fallen below 6.5 % ( 5.5 % for mutual savings banks ) because of

growth , insufficient earnings , or other developments;

e .

record of acceptable internal routine and controls , and

an effective internal audit program or an annual outside audit

which is considered adequate in scope and is performed by a

qualified public accountant , correspondent bank , or other

qualified firm ;

f . suggested blanket bond and excess fidelity coverages are
carried ;

8 . acceptable earnings record ; and

h . not an exception on the most recent edition of any computer

generated monitoring systems utilized by DBS unless the

reason for such exception ( i ) is known to the regional

office , ( ii ) does not require a full examination , and

( iii ) is recorded in the bank's file ..

a

a

At examinations of banks meeting the above criteria , pages 1 through

4 , the Officer's Questionnaire , pages A and D- 2 , and the Summary Analysis of

Examination Reports should be completed . ( Note : An entry must be made for each

item of information requested on the Summary Analysis ; however , the entry should

be a " zero" in those instances in which the item of information is not appli

cable as a result of the underlying schedule not being included in the examina

tion report . ) In those banks which frequently file branch applications , or if an

application is expected to be filed in the near future , page 8 should be pre

pared . Further , the scope of the examination may be curtailed . Full use should

be made of the bank's EDP and management reports , sampling should be utilized

wherever possible , and proof and verification procedures may be eliminated or

substantially limited unless circumstances indicate additional effort is needed

in these areas . Additionally , the volume of loans subjected to analysis may be

reduced , and less important branches need not be examined . Emphasis at these

modified examinations should be placed on management policies and performance ;

the evaluation of asset quality, alignment, and liquidity ; capital adequacy ;

and compliance with applicable laws and regulations .

Where adverse trends or other justifications appear , appropriate revisions in

the conduct of the examination should be made and report schedules added .

Larger Banks

In commercial banks with total assets of $ 100 million or more and

mutual savings banks with total assets of $ 500 million or more , all report

schedules which are currently in use and are applicable to the given bank will

continue to be included in the examination report . Where the fixed asset

investment is moderate in relation to capital , there are no statutory violations

with respect to fixed assets , and other problems of significance are absent ,

fixed assets schedules may be omitted from these examination reports . Further ,

examiners are instructed to assess the quality of management systems and reports

as well as audit and control functions , and where it is permissible to do so

without compromising the integrity of the examination , utilize the output of

those systems . Cash counts and proof and verification procedures may be omitted

in those banks where it is appropriate to do so , and branch offices which do not

have a significant volume of important assets need not be examined ; however , in

the latter instance , conditions at these offices should be reviewed with

management prior to the conclusion of the examination .

Related Banks

If believed desirable in the opinion of the Regional Director ,

simultaneous examinations may be arranged of all closely related banks or sub

sidiaries of bank holding companies , requiring coordination with other bank

regulatory agencies . The type of examination employed in each bank at

simultaneous examinations will be at the discretion of the Regional Director

unless precluded by the criteria for modified examinations .

Specialized Compliance Examinations
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months , or more often as necessary in the case of banks presenting problems in

the specialized compliance area .

Automation and Sampling Techniques

Visitations

an

It is expected that visitations will be used frequently as

investigatory and supervisory tool for those banks which show adverse trends ,

either at examinations or through a monitoring system , and to gauge compliance

with provisions of cease and desist orders . Further , visitations subsequent to

management or ownership changes should be used to assess the attitudes and

abilities of the new management /ownership if the principals are not already

known to the regional office .

New Banks

Data Facilities

Evaluation of data facilities operated by state nonmember insured

banks should be performed concurrently with the regular examination unless the

Regional Director instructs otherwise. Whenever possible , the Regional Director

should arrange with other supervisory agencies for concurrent evaluations of

independent data centers , except that they may be evaluated on a rotating basis

with other interested Federal agencies at the election of the Regional Director .

The Regional Director may join in control evaluations of national and state

member bank data centers , or their affiliated organizations , which provide

services for state nonmember insured banks , when the respective supervisory

agency invites FDIC participation . Guidelines and rules for examination of

automated centers can be found in Appendix C of the Manual of Examination

Policies.

Trust Departments

Separate examinations of larger trust departments are encouraged ,

relying upon management and control systems to reduce audit -type functions where

the integrity of these systems has been validated .

Coordination with State Authorities

Scheduling of all examinations , particularly follow - ups , and

visitations should be coordinated with state authorities to minimize duplication

and the burden imposed on banks .

Examinations of Nonbanking Affiliates , Holding Companies,

National Banks , and State Member Banks

Examinations of nonbank affiliates may be conducted at the discretion

of the Regional Director , but examinations of holding companies , national banks ,

and member banks may not be conducted without the prior approval of the

Washington Office .

John Ely
Director
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EXHIBIT 7

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION , Washington . D. C. 20429

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR - DIVISION OF BANK SUPERVISION

BL-36-77

June 3 , 1977

TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF ALL INSURED STATE NONMEMBER BANKS :

Subject : Separate Compliance Examinations

The FDIC's Division of Bank Supervision is beginning a program of examining insured nonmember

banks for compliance with various laws and regulations at times other than during the usual safety

and soundness examination as is currently our practice. These separate compliance examinations

will review a bank's compliancewith the following consumer protection laws and regulations : Truth

in Lending ( FRB Regulation Z ) , the Fair Credit Reporting Act, Equal Credit Opportunity ( FRB

Regulation B ) , Real Estate Settlement Procedures ( HUD Regulation X ) , Home Mortgage Disclosure

( FRB Regulation C ) , Advertising of interest or Dividends on Deposits ( FDIC Part 329) and the Fair

Housing law . Certain other laws and regulations will be covered as well , namely , Security and Con

trols Against External Crimes ( FDIC Part 326 ) , Financial Recordkeeping and Reporting of Currency

and Foreign Transactions ( Treasury Department Part 103 ) and Emergency Preparedness Measures.

The separate compliance examinations will be conducted by examiners working exclusively in the

compliance area for a period of six months. Under the program , an effort will be made to examine

each insured nonmember bank for compliance with laws and regulations at least once every fifteen

months. Additional examinations or visitations of particular banks will be made as the circum

stances warrant . With the implementation of this program , FDIC examiners conducting the usual

safety and soundness examinations will no longer be responsible for reviewing compliance with the
various laws and regulations indicated.

Examiners assigned to the program and conducting the separate compliance examinations will be

available to bank management during the course of the examinations for advice and guidance as to

the requirements of the various laws and regulations and the implementation of procedures to

assure compliance. They will be supported in this regard as necessary by the Regional Consumer

Affairs Specialists and Regional Counsels. It should be emphasized , however, that the primary re

sponsibility for instituting appropriate procedures, practices and forms in conformity with the

various laws and regulations rests with bank management. It is therefore essential that bank manage

ment make the necessary commitment of time and effort to study the requirements of the various

laws and regulations, train personnel as necessary and institute its own compliance program , moni

toring its effectiveness and making appropriate adjustments as necessary . With the cooperation of

your bank , we are confident that a very high level of overall compliance on the part of insured non

member banks can be achieved so that the purposes of these various laws and regulations can be

accomplished and the protections they afford consumers assured.

Since the program is new and will be evaluated over a period of time, we would welcome any

expressions of opinion or comments you may have regarding it.

Job Ialy
John J. Early
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EXHIBIT 8

DIVISION OF BANK SUPERVISION

STATISTICAL SAMPLING

FOR REGULATION Z

FDIC
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
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REGULATION Z SAMPLING PROCEDURE

Procedure herein described is designed to doc

ument the compliance or noncompliance of

banks to the requirements of Regulation Z in

making consumer loans. Banks have been ar

bitrarily divided into two categories: ( A ) up

to 25,000,000 in total assets ( Category A

Banks ) and ( B ) 25,000,000 or more in total

assets ( Category B Banks ) . A random sample

of either 25 or 50 disclosures for " Category A

Banks " and for " Category B Banks, " a ran

dom sample of either 50, 75, or 100 , disclo

sures will be reviewed ; the sample size is de

pendent upon the results of the original

sample as described by the DECISION

RULES listed on page 2 .

The procedure will be used in all banks where

consumer loans are subject to Regulation Z,

and, at the discretion of the examiner-in

charge, in those instances where a majority of

loans in the commercial and/or real estate

loan departments are subject to the regula

tion and a random sampling method is

deemed to be more advantageous than indi

vidual review . In banks where inadequate

recordkeeping practices render the random

sampling procedure inappropriate, a minimum

of 50 or all new loans since last examination

currently outstanding, whichever is less ,

should be examined for compliance.

To report the results of the sampling method,

transcribe the appropriate Statement of Find

ings to the comment section of the Compli

ance Report page " Regulation Z - Truth In

Lending. " The Statement of Findings requires

the identification of the loan department( s)

or category ( categories ) where the sampling

method was used. As review procedures might

involve a combination of the random sample

and individual review methods, responses to

the questions on the Compliance Report page

will reflect the composite of circumstances

found in the bank as a whole, regardless of

the review method used or the loan depart

ment/category involved . In instances where

the use of the sampling method results in the

transcription of Statement of Findings " B , "

responses to applicable questions will indicate

satisfactory compliance for the loan depart

ment/ category . If the examiner- in -charge

believes a more explicit explanation in addi

tion to the Statement of Findings is neces

sary, he or she should quote the Statement

and add his or her own brief , concise com

ment ( s ) concerning the specific problems.

RANDOM SAMPLING PROCEDURES

1. Estimate the number of new loans since
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EXAMPLE

( Category B Bank ) Decision Rule - Sample an additional 25

disclosures Previously determined interval = 52

Based on the expanded sample, the exam

iner will , where appropriate, also report his

findings to the U.S. Attorney and , in the

supervisory section , make a recommenda

tion for Section 8 actions, taking into ac

count, among other things, the nature of

the deficiencies, the degree of compliance

reflected in the most recent disclosures,

and management's attitude.

Where noncompliance is reported to the

U.S. Attorney, it is recommended that the

examiner document a minimum of 25

apparent exceptions or 10 percent of the

universe of new loans since last examina

tion currently outstanding, whichever is

reflected.

DECISION RULES

1. Sample Number of Disclosures
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TOTAL ASSETS - UP TO 25 MM

Region

Certificate

Number

Number of Errors

0 1 3 4 or more
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TOTAL ASSETS - UP TO 25 MM

Region

Certificate

Number

Number of Errors

0 1 3 4 or more

37-415 O - 79 - 72
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TOTAL ASSETS – 25 MM OR MORE

Region

Certificate

Number

of Errors

0-2 3 5 6 or more
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TOTAL ASSETS - 25 MM OR MORE

Region

Certificate

Number

Number of Errors

0-2 3 5 6 or more
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Indicate w/ the general method utilized by the bank for

calculating APR , Finance Charge and Terms for disclosure purposes.

1. Federal Reserve Tables

2. Rate Tables

3. Calculators

Manufacturer and Model

4. Mini Computer w /Tape

Manufacturer andModel

5. Other

Describe

Instalment or consumer loans

Real estate mortgage loans

Commercial loans

III

Check one only

Complete only for Loans with Apparent Violations

Loan Officer
List Note Number Describe Apparent Violation ( s)

1 .

2.

3.

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8.

9.

10.

25.
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Complete only for Loans with Apparent Violations

Loan Officer
Description of NoteList Note Number

26 .

27.

28 .

29 .

30 .

31 .

32 .

33 .

34 .

35.

36 .

37.

38.

39 .

40.

41 .

42 .

43.

44 .

45.

46.

47 .

48.

49 .

50 .

Note: When summarizing results, reflect the number of disclosures with one
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EXHIBIT 9

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

REPORT OF EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TYPE OF RATING

NAMEOF EMPLOYEE

ORGANIZATION ( Division ,Section, Unit, and Field Station ) PERIOD OF EVALUATION

FROM

SECTION A - INSTRUCTIONS

1. Select the elements to be rated, and in left-hand column check each element pertinent to the work of the employee as being of primary or secondary

5. Cooperativeness furnishing another person with what is needed , as for the

one .

7. Planning - devising methods of action or procedure, prearranging details, laying out in

8. Leadership - instructing, guiding, directing in action , thought or opinion , managing other

9. EEO Performance - equality in treatment of employees, including minority group and

ADJECTIVE RATING SIGNATURE OF REVIEWING OFFICIAL TITLE DATE

ADJECTIVE RATING

REPORT TO EMPLOYEE

FDIC 2130/01 ( 5-77 )

CONTINUE ON REVERSE
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EXHIBIT 10

EQUAL CREDIT

OPPORTUNITY

and WOMEN

your rights

FDIC
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
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You and your husband apply for a loan . The application is

denied because of " insufficient income." You think this

means that your salary was not counted . What do you do ?

You are single and want to buy a home. The bank turns you

down for a mortgage loan , even though you feel sure that

you meet its standards. What do you do ?

Your charge account is closed when you get married . You are

told to reapply in your husband's name . What do you do?

You may have a complaint under the Equal Credit Opportu

nity Act , a Federal law which prohibits discrimination

against an applicant for credit on the basis of sex, marital

status , race, color, religion, national origin , age and other

factors . This pamphlet describes the provisions of the Act

( and the regulation issued by the Federal Reserve to carry it

out ) that apply to sex and marital status and that affect you

as a woman who wants credit.

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act does not give anyone an

automatic right to credit . It does require that a creditor

apply the same standard of " creditworthiness" equally to all

applicants.

What Is Creditworthiness ?

Creditors choose various critieria to rate you as a credit risk .

They may ask about your finances : how much you earn ,

what kinds of savings and investments you have , what your

other sources of income are . They may look for signs of

reliability : your occupation , how long you've been em

ployed , how long you've lived at the same address, whether

you own or rent your home. They may also examine your

credit record : how much you owe, how often you've bor

rowed , and how you've managed past debts .

The creditor wants to be assured of two things: your ability

to repay debt and your willingness to do so . The Equal Cred

it Opportunity Act does not change this standard of credit

worthiness.

What Is Equal Credit Opportunity ?

The law says that a creditor may not discriminate against

you-treat you less favorably than another applicant for

credit -because of your sex or marital status.

Just because you are a woman, or single, or married , a cred

itor may not turn you down for a loan .

The rules that follow are designed to stop specific abuses that

have limited women's ability to get credit .

Applying for Credit : Questions About

Your Sex or Marital Status

A creditor may not discourage you from applying for credit

just because you are a woman , or single , or married . When

you fill out a credit application , you should know that there

are only certain questions a creditor may ask about your sex

or marital status.

• You may not be asked your sex on a credit applica
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• You do not have to choose a courtesy title ( Miss, Ms. ,

Rating You as a Credit Risk

To make sure that your application is treated fairly, there are

certain other things that a creditor may not do in deciding

whether you are creditworthy.

Specifically, a creditor may not:

• refuse to consider your income because you are a mar

Extending Credit: Your Own Account

The law says that a woman has a right to her own credit if

she is creditworthy. If you are getting married , remember

that you can keep your own credit accounts and credit

record.

* Community property States are: Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisi

ana, Nevada,New Mexico , Texas, and Washington.
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Specifically , a creditor may not:

Establishing a Credit History

Married women often have had trouble establishing credit

records because all debts were listed in their husbands'

names. A new rule will help women build up their own credit

records .

The rule applies to information that creditors furnish to cred

it bureaus or other creditors about any account used by both

husband and wife or on which both are liable . Such informa

tion must be reported in the names of each spouse.

|

Notice and Penalties

A creditor may not stall you on an application. You must be

notified within 30 days of any action taken on your applica

tion . If credit is denied , the notice must be in writing and it

must either give specific reasons for the denial or tell you

that you can request such an explanation . You have the same

right if a credit account is closed .

If you are denied credit, first find out why. Try to solve the

problem with the creditor , and show you know about your

right to equal credit opportunity . If the problem can't be

solved and you think that you've been discriminated against ,

you can sue for actual damages plus a penalty if the violation

was intentional . The court will also award you reasonable

attorney's fees if there's been a violation .

To Find Out More

If you have any questions about Equal Credit Opportunity ,

please contact one of the FDIC's 14 Regional Offices or the

Office of Bank Customer Affairs . Other federal agencies

which enforce Equal Credit Opportunity for particular cred

itors are also listed in this brochure .

Other consumer brochures available from any FDIC office

are : Fair Credit Billing , Consumer Information , Truth in

Lending , and Equal Credit Opportunity and age .
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FDIC OFFICES

Director

Office of Bank Customer Affairs

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Washington, D.C. 20429

ATLANTA REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

2 Peachtree Street, N.W. , Suite 3030

Atlanta , Georgia 30303

Alabama

Florida

Georgia

BOSTON REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

60 State Street, 17th Floor

Boston , Massachusetts 02109

Connecticut

Maine

Massachusetts

New Hampshire

Rhode Island

Vermont

CHICAGO REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

233 S. Wacker Drive , Suite 6116

Chicago, Illinois 60606

Illinois

Indiana

COLUMBUS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

37 West Broad Street, Suite 600

Columbus, Ohio 43215

Kentucky

Ohio

West Virginia

DALLAS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

300 North Ervay Street, Suite 3300

Dallas, Texas 75201

Colorado

New Mexico

Oklahoma

Texas

KANSAS CITY REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

2345 Grand Avenue, Suite 1500

Kansas City , Missouri 64108

Kansas

Missouri

MADISON REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1 South Pinckney Street, Room 813

Madison , Wisconsin 53703

Michigan

Wisconsin

MEMPHIS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1 Commerce Square, Suite 1800

Memphis, Tennessee 38103

Arkansas

Louisiana

Mississippi

Tennessee

MINNEAPOLIS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

730 Second Avenue South, Suite 266

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

Minnesota

Montana

North Dakota

South Dakota

Wyoming

NEW YORK REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

345 Park Avenue, 21 st Floor

New York, New York 10022

New Jersey

New York

Puerto Rico

Virgin Islands

OMAHA REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1700 Farnam Street, Suite 1200

Omaha, Nebraska 68102

Towa

Nebraska
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PHILADELPHIA REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

5 Penn Center Plaza, Suite 2901

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

Delaware

Maryland

Pennsylvania

RICHMOND REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

908 E, Main Street, Suite 435

Richmond , Virginia 23219

District of

SAN FRANCISCO REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

44 Montgomery Street, Suite 3600

San Francisco , California 94104

Alaska, Arizona

California , Guam

Hawaii , Idaho

Nevada, Oregon

Utah , Washington

FEDERAL ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

National Banks

Comptroller of the Currency

Consumer Affairs Division

Washington, D.C. 20219

State Member Banks

Federal Reserve Bank serving the area in which the State

member bank is located .

Nonmember Insured Banks

FDIC Regional Director for the Region in which the non

member insured bank is located or the Office of Bank Cus

tomer Affairs in Washington, D.C. The addresses of these
offices are listed in this brochure.

Savings Institutions Insured by the FSLIC and Members of

the FHLB System ( except for Savings Banks insured by
FDIC)

The FHLBB's Supervisory Agent in the Federal Home Loan

Bank District in which the institution is located.

Federal Credit Unions

Regional Office of the National Credit Union Administra

tion , serving the area in which the Federal Credit Union is

located .

Creditors Subject to Civil Aeronautics Board

Director, Bureau of Enforcement

Civil Aeronautics Board

1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20428

Creditors Subject to Packers and Stockyards Act

Nearest Packers and Stockyards Administration area super
visor.

Federal Land Banks, Federal Land Bank Associations, Fed

eral Intermediate Credit Banks, and Production Credit

Associations

Farm Credit Administration

490 L'Enfant Plaza West

Washington, D.C. 20578

Retail Department Stores, Consumer Finance Companies,

All Other Creditors, and All Nonbank Credit Card Issuers

Truth in Lending

Federal Trade Commission

Washington, D.C. 20580

Text prepared by staff members of the Federal Reserve Board

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

550 17th Street, N. W. , Washington , D. C. 20429

P - 1400-008-77
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EQUAL CREDIT

OPPORTUNITY

and AGE

your rights

FDIC
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
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You retire this year at age 63, planning to fulfill

a lifetime dream of sailing on the seas . But,

despite a good credit history and a comfortable

On your 65th birthday you receive a notice to

reapply for your credit card at a local depart

ment store . Your financial situation is un

changed from last year. What do you do?

You may have a complaint under the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act. This Act prohibits dis

crimination against an applicant for credit on

the basis of age, sex , marital status , race, color,

religion , national origin, and other factors.

This pamphlet describes the provisions of the

Act ( and the regulation issued by the Federal

Reserve to carry it out ) that prevent your age

from being used against you when you need

credit .

Rating You as a Credit Risk :

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act does not

prohibit a creditor from using such criteria . It

does not give anyone an automatic right to

credit or require that loans be made to people

who are not good credit risks .

Under the law, a creditor may also ask how old

you are. However, the use of this information is

restricted . The law says that your age may not

be the basis for an arbitrary decision to deny or

decrease credit if you otherwise qualify . You

may not be turned down for credit just because

you are over a certain age.
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A creditor also may not :

• refuse to consider your retirement in

Special Considerations

Age has economic consequences. If you are

young and just entering the labor force, your

earnings are likely to grow over the years . On

the other hand, your expenses are probably

rising too , and you may not have built up much

of a credit record to rely on. As you near retire

ment age, you are likely to face a loss in income

over the next few years. On the other hand,

your expenses are probably decreasing too, and

you may have a solid credit history to support

All of this information could have an important

effect on your creditworthiness, but not all of

it will show up on a credit form .

The law therefore permits a creditor to consider

information related to age that has a clear bear

ing on a person's ability and willingness to re

pay debt. Consider the following example :

• Jones applies for a mortgage loan for 30
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shorter term with higher monthly payments, or

if savings and investments-or other assets easily

converted to cash-could be offered as security

for the loan .

If you think there may be a connection be

tween your age and the factors used to deter

mine creditworthiness, you should go to your

credit interview armed with alternatives and

ready to supply whatever information will help

your chances for credit.

If Credit Is Denied

A creditor may not stall you on an application.

The law requires that you be notified within 30

days of any action taken on your application . If

credit is denied , this notice must be in writing ,

and it must either give specific reasons for the

denial or tell you of your right to request such

an explanation . You have the same rights if a

credit account is closed .

If you are denied credit, first find out why.

Remember that you might try to renegotiate

credit terms-such as the length of the loan or

the size of your downpayment- if some aspect

of creditworthiness connected with your age

puts you at a disadvantage. Try to solve the

problem with the creditor , and show you know

about your right to equal credit opportunity.

If the problem can't be solved and you believe

that you have been discriminated against, you

may sue for actual damages plus a penalty fee if

the violation was intentional . The court will

also award you reasonable attorney's fees if

there's been a violation.

To Find Out More

If you have any questions about Equal Credit

Opportunity , please contact one of the FDIC's

14 Regional Offices or the Office of Bank Cus

tomer Affairs. Other federal agencies which

enforce Equal Credit Opportunity for particular

creditors are also listed in this brochure .

Other Consumer Brochures available from any

FDIC office are : Fair Credit Billing, Consumer

Information , Truth in Lending, and Equal Cred

it Opportunity and Women.
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FDIC OFFICES

Director

Office of Bank Customer Affairs

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Washington , D.C. 20429

ATLANTA REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

2 Peachtree Street, N.W. , Suite 3030

Atlanta , Georgia 30303

Alabama

Florida

Georgia

BOSTON REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

60 State Street, 17th Floor

Boston , Massachusetts 02109

Connecticut

Maine

Massachusetts

New Hampshire

Rhode Island

Vermont

CHICAGO REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

233 S. Wacker Drive, Suite 6116

Chicago, Illinois 60606

Illinois

Indiana

COLUMBUS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

37 West Broad Street, Suite 600

Columbus, Ohio 43215

Kentucky

Ohio

West Virginia

DALLAS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

300 North Ervay Street , Suite 3300

Dallas, Texas 75201

Colorado

New Mexico

Oklahoma

Texas

KANSAS CITY REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

2345 Grand Avenue, Suite 1500

Kansas City , Missouri 64108

Kansas

Missouri

MADISON REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1 South Pinckney Street, Room 813

Madison , Wisconsin 53703

Michigan

Wisconsin

Arkansas

Louisiana

Mississippi

Tennessee

MEMPHIS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1 Commerce Square, Suite 1800

Memphis, Tennessee 38103

MINNEAPOLIS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

730 Second Avenue South, Suite 266

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

Minnesota

Montana

North Dakota

South Dakota

Wyoming

NEW YORK REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

345 Park Avenue, 21 st Floor

New York , New York 10022

New Jersey

New York

Puerto Rico

Virgin Islands

OMAHA REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1700 Farnam Street , Suite 1200

Omaha, Nebraska 68102

Towa

Nebraska

37-415 O - 79 - 73
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PHILADELPHIA REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

5 Penn Center Plaza, Suite 2901

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

Delaware

Maryland

Pennsylvania

RICHMOND REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

908 E. Main Street, Suite 435

Richmond , Virginia 23219

District of

SAN FRANCISCO REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

44 Montgomery Street, Suite 3600

San Francisco, California 94 104

Alaska, Arizona

California , Guam

Hawaii, Idaho

Nevada, Oregon

Utah, Washington

FEDERAL ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

National Banks

Comptroller of the Currency

Consumer Affairs Division

Washington, D.C. 20219

State Member Banks

Federal Reserve Bank serving the area in which the State

member bank is located .

Nonmember Insured Banks

FDIC Regional Director for the Region in which the non

member insured bank is located or the Office of Bank Cus

tomer Affairs in Washington, D.C. The addresses of these

offices are listed in this brochure.

Savings Institutions Insured by the FSLIC and Members of

the FHLB System ( except for Savings Banks insured by

FDIC )

The FHLBB's Supervisory Agent in the Federal Home Loan

Bank District in which the institution is located.

Federal Credit Unions

Regional Office of the National Credit Union Administra

tion , serving the area in which the Federal Credit Union is

located .

Creditors Subject to Civil Aeronautics Board

Director, Bureau of Enforcement

Civil Aeronautics Board

1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20428

Creditors Subject to Packers and Stockyards Act

Nearest Packers and Stockyards Administration area super

visor.

Federal Land Banks, Federal Land Bank Associations, Fed

eral Intermediate Credit Banks, and Production Credit

Associations

Farm Credit Administration

490 L'Enfant Plaza West

Washington , D.C. 20578

Retail Department Stores, Consumer Finance Companies,

All Other Creditors, and All Nonbank Credit Card Issuers

Truth in Lending

Federal Trade Commission

Washington, D.C. 20580

Text prepared by staff members of the Federal Reserve Board

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

550 17th Street, N. W., Washington , D. C. 20429

P - 1400-007-77
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CONSUMER

INFORMATION

for your

protection

FDIC
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
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As directed by the Congress, the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation has estab

lished a division of consumer affairs

( known as the Office of Bank Customer

Affairs) to receive and take appropriate

action upon complaints with respect to

unfair and deceptive practices by banks .

This Office has jurisdiction over state

chartered banks which are not members

of the Federal Reserve System and will

enforce compliance with regulations de

fining such unfair or deceptive acts or

practices.

If you have a complaint arising under any

of the consumer protection acts listed in

this pamphlet and have been unable to

resolve the problem directly with the

bank involved , please advise the Office of

Bank Customer Affairs at the address

shown in this pamphlet or apply to one of

the Regional Offices listed for assistance.

For your convenience , a form is attached

to this pamphlet which you may use to

explain your complaint . This Bank Cus

tomer Statement form should be mailed

to the Office covering the state where the

bank is located . The addresses of the

FDIC's Offices and the states covered by

these Offices are shown in this pamphlet.

Sometimes the FDIC cannot be of assist

ance to bank customers. A problem with a

bank may involve a personal dispute that

the FDIC has no authority to resolve. If

the Corporation finds that your complaint

or inquiry pertains to a matter outside its

jurisdiction , it will refer your communica

tion to the authority that can be helpful

or it may suggest to you an alternative

course of action . In any event, you will

hear from us.
1

Some of the important consumer laws

protecting bank customers include the fol

lowing:
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Civil Rights Act of 1968

Prohibits discrimination because of race ,

color, religion , national origin , or sex

when you try to obtain financing for your

home.

Equal Credit Opportunity Act

Prohibits discrimination in any aspect of

your credit transaction because of race ,

color , religion , national origin , sex , mar

ital status, age ( provided you have the

capacity to contract) , or receipt of public

assistance.

Fair Credit Billing Act

Requires prompt correction of billing

errors involving your credit or charge

account.

Fair Credit Reporting Act

Requires procedures for keeping your

credit information accurate, relevant , and

confidential .

Real Estate Settlement

Truth in Lending Act

Requires that certain disclosures of the

terms of consumer loans be given to you

so that you may compare the cost of

credit among different financial institu

tions .

Further information on any of these or

other banking laws, including your rights

under them, is available from the FDIC

Offices listed in this pamphlet.
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FDIC OFFICES

Director

Office of Bank Customer Affairs

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Washington , D.C. 20429

ATLANTA REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

2 Peach tree Street , N.W. , Suite 3030

Atlanta , Georgia 30303

Alabama

Florida

Georgia

BOSTON REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

2 Center Plaza , Room 810

Boston , Massachusetts 02108

Connecticut

Maine

Massachusetts

New Hampshire

Rhode Island

Vermont

CHICAGO REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

233 S. Wacker Drive , Suite 6116

Chicago, Illinois 60606

Illinois

Indiana

COLUMBUS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

37 West Broad Street , Suite 600

Columbus, Ohio 43215

Kentucky

Ohio

West Virginia

DALLAS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

300 North Ervay Street , Suite 3300

Dallas, Texas 75201

Colorado

New Mexico

Oklahoma

Texas

MADISON REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1 South Pinckney Street, Room 813

Madison , Wisconsin 53703

Michigan

Wisconsin

MEMPHIS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

165 Madison Avenue, Suite 1010

Memphis, Tennessee 38103

Arkansas

Louisiana

Mississippi

Tennessee

MINNEAPOLIS REGION

Regional Director
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FDIC OFFICES

OMAHA REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1700 Farnam Street , Suite 1200

Omaha, Nebraska 68102

lowa

Nebraska

PHILADELPHIA REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

5 Penn Center Plaza , Suite 2901

Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19103

Delaware

Maryland

Pennsylvania

RICHMOND REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

908 E. Main Street , Suite 435

Richmond, Virginia 23219

District of

ST . LOUIS REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

720 Olive Street, Suite 2909

St. Louis , Missouri 63101

Kansas

Missouri

SAN FRANCISCO REGION

Regional Director

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

44 Montgomery Street , Suite 3600

San Francisco, California 94 104

Alaska, Arizona

California , Guam

Hawaii , Idaho

Nevada, Oregon

Utah , Washington

OTHER FEDERAL ENFORCEMENT

AGENCIES FOR FINANCIAL

INSTITUTIONS

NATIONAL BANKS

Comptroller of the Currency

Consumer Affairs Division

Washington , D.C. 20219

STATE MEMBER BANKS

Federal Reserve Bank serving the district in which the State

member bank is located .

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

Supervisory Agent in the Federal Home Loan Bank district

in which the association is located .

FEDERAL CREDIT UNIONS

Regional Office of the National Credit Union Administra

tion serving the area in which the Federal credit union is

located.
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TYPE OF STATEMENT ( Check one )

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

BANK CUSTOMER STATEMENT

Complaint

o Question

NAME OF CUSTOMER ( Print or Type)
NAME OF BANK

ADDRESS ( No., Street, City , State, and ZIP Code ) ADDRESS ( No., Street, City, State, and ZIP Code )

HOME TEL. NO. ( Include Area Code ) OFFICE TEL. NO. ( Include Area Code)

DESCRIBE YOUR INQUIRY OR SUGGESTION BELOW . IF THIS IS A COMPLAINT, HAVE YOU TRIED TO RESOLVE IT WITH YOUR

BANK? O YES ONO. IF “ YES , " DESCRIBE THE MANNER AND RESULTS OF YOUR ATTEMPT. DESCRIBE ANY COMPLAINT NOT

YET RESOLVED AND INCLUDE COPIES OF PERTINENT DOCUMENTS, DATE OF OCCURRENCE , AND NAME OF BANKER CON

TACTED. ( Continue on reverse , if necessary.) SIGN AND DATE STATEMENTON REVERSE.

FDIC 1442/06 ( 3.77 )
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DESCRIPTION ( Continued)

NOTE: 5 USC $ 552a ( e ) ( 3 ) requires us to inform you that we are authorized to solicit this information pursuant to Section 9 of the Federal

SIGNATURE ( S ) OF CUSTOMER ( S ) DATE SIGNED

FDIC 1442/06 ( REVERSE )
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GARRY BROWN, MICH .

CLARENCE J. BROWN, OHIO

TOM CORCORAN , ILL .

BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL , N.Y., CHAIRMAN

CARDISS COLLINS, ILL .

ROBERT F. DRINAN , MASS.

ELLIOTT H. LEVITAS, GA.

DAVID W. EVANS , IND.

ANTHONY MOFFETT , CONN .

FERNAND J. ST GERMAIN, R.I.

HENRY A. WAXMAN , CALIF.

( 202 ) 225-4407

NINETY-FIFTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United States

Ms. Carmen J. Sullivan

Acting Director

Office of Consumer Affairs and

Dear Ms. Sullivan :

In order to enable the Commerce , Consumer and Monetary Affairs Subcom

mittee to obtain a clearer picture of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo

ration's enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts

and Regulation B , I am writing to request further clarification on a number

of points raised in August and September in my earlier correspondence and

in your testimony on September 15. I would appreciate your response as

promptly as possible for completion of our record on this hearing .

My questions in connection with your testimony and prepared statement

are the following :

1 . In your testimony you indicated that the Brooklyn pilot study currently

being conducted will help you to decide whether there is a need for the

FDIC to issue specific anti -redlining regulations . Would you explain

more fully the nature of this study and how you will use its results

to evaluate the need for anti -redlining regulations ? What would the

findings of this study have to show in order for you to recommend FDIC

promulgation of anti -redlining regulations ? When do you expect the

results of this study to be available?

2.

2 . You stated in your testimony that there are no formal guidelines be

tween the banking agencies and the Justice Department governing what

kinds of discrimination situations will be referred by the banking

agencies for possible Justice Department prosecution . What is the

FDIC's policy toward referral of equal credit and fair housing vio

lations to the Justice Department for possible prosecution? Has the

FDIC ever referred any cases to Justice? Under what particular sets

of circumstances would the FDIC refer a case to the Justice Department

in the future?
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Ms. Carmen J. Sullivan 2 December 12 , 1978

3 . You testified that testing would be one of the techniques you would

evaluate as a means of detecting preapplication discouragement . ' How

will this evaluation of testing be conducted , and when do you expect

your evaluation to be complete ?

4 . Does the FDIC have any plans to establish a separate career track for

consumer compliance examiners ? Are there any plans for any other modi

fication of the present arrangement in which the compliance examinations

are performed by commercial examiners on temporary assignment to the

compliance area?

5 . In response to a question about the FDIC's and Comptroller's use of a

temporary rotating corps of compliance examiners , Mr. Dennis expressed

the view in his testimony that the civil rights portion of each exami

nation should be conducted under the direct supervision of senior

examination personnel having permanent responsibility in the civil rights

area and special training for this role . Does the FDIC have supervisory

examination personnel in its regional offices with the civil rights

expertise that Mr. Dennis was speaking of?

6 .

7 .

Commissioner Greenwald testified that the Massachusetts examiners found

three times as many procedural violations in the 21 FDIC supervised banks

they looked at as the FDIC had found . How do you explain this discrep

ancy , and what is being done about it ?

In your statement you referred to your new data collection and analysis

program for screening banks for statistical evidence of possible dis

criminatory practices concerning home loan inquiries and applications .

Have you any plans to expand this program to cover nonhousing credit

also ? If not , will you have some equally effective alternative method

for detecting patterns of substantive discrimination in nonhousing

credit?

I would also appreciate further clarification of certain of the answers

submitted in advance in response to my written questions . The question

numbers that head each paragraph below refer to the question numbers in my

letter of August 17 .

Question 10 : Could you be more specific about the details of the re

view procedures followed by the Washington headquarters staff when they

review the individual equal credit and fair housing examination reports ?

How is each report evaluated , or alternatively , how are the reports from

any one regional office evaluated as a group, for thoroughness , to determine

that they are not overlooking violations actually present ?

Question 156: What is the reason for the very wide variation between

the regions in the number of examiner hours devoted to compliance examinations

per $ 100,000 of home and consumer loans held ? Why does the New York region
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Ms. Carmen J. Sullivan 3 December 12 , 1978

spend only 5 examiner hours per $ 100 million of home and consumer loans,

while the average throughout the other FDIC, regional offices is 28 examiner

hours per $ 100 million of home and consumer loans ?

Sincerely ,

Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

BSR : tt
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FDIC
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION , Washington, D.C. 20429

OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS AND CIVIL RIGHTS

January 12, 1979

Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman , Commerce, Consumer and

Dear Chairman Rosenthal:

This responds to your December 12th letter requesting further clarification on

FDIC's enforcement of fair housing and equal credit opportunity laws.

Your questions and our responses are as follows:

Question 1

In your testimony you indicated that the Brooklyn pilot study currently being

conducted will help you to decide whether there is a need forthe FDIC to issue

specific anti -redlining regulations. Would you explain more fully the nature of

this study and how you will use its results to evaluate the need for anti

redlining regulations ? What would the findings of this study have to show in

order for you to recommend FDIC promulgation of anti -redlining regulations ?

When do you expect the results of this study to be available ?

The Brooklyn pilot study will describe and analyze the flow of mortgage credit from

March 1969 to March 1978 in that Borough. Various publicly available data sources

will be combined to analyze this market on a census tract and health area

( aggregated census tract) level.
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The data come from three major sources : the 1970 census, the New York City

Planning Commission , and the Brooklyn Real Estate Register. The 1970 census data

contain population, income and housing stock information by census tract . Updated

estimates on income and population have been made by the New York City Planning

Commission . Also available through the Planning Commission are vacant building

inventories by census tract from 1969 to 1976, and the New York State mortgage

disclosure data ( the State G-107 Report) prepared by state - chartered banks. The

most time consuming and costly data are being taken from the Brooklyn Real Estate

Register. This Register lists all property transactions involving title transfers or

mortgage liens, and includes the name and address of mortgagee, address of

property, type of property, date of transaction , tax stamp fee, amount of mortgage,

and frequently the interest rate . Once the Real Estate Register information is

transferred to computer tape and geocoded to census tracts, it can be matched with

other information on the census tract level.

The data set for this study will allow analysis of mortgage credit flows both over

time and across census tracts by type of lenders and volume of credit extended . The

data for the eight years covered will be analyzed to determine if any market trends

can be detected. Since the data will be geocoded to census tracts and health areas,

a cross section analysis should detect any variations in the composition of the credit

market over areas of Brooklyn .

The descriptive statistics will be augmented with correlation and regression analysis

which willattempt to describe and measure the influences affectingmortgage credit

in Brooklyn. Beyond standard explanatory variables of mortgage flows such as

median income, median family size, and age of head of household , possible

discriminatory influences also will be analyzed. These influences include racial

composition of an area , rate of change in racial composition, and age of housing

stock . If the analysis determine that FDIC supervised institutions appear to

discriminate in their lending practices against some areas of Brooklyn for other than

rational economic reasons, a stronger case for anti -redlining regulations can be

made.

Once the data are analyzed, they will be presented in tables, charts and / or graphs

for use by examiners when making CRA examinations. This information should allow

examiners to make more informed judgments concerning CRA issues for financial

institutions located in Brooklyn .

A preliminary report from the Brooklyn study should be completed near the end of

February 1979.

Question 2

You stated in your testimony that there are no formal guidelines between the

banking agencies and the Justice Department governing what kinds of

discrimination situations will be referred by the banking agencies for possible

Justice Department prosecution. What is the FDIC's policy toward referral of

equal credit and fair housing violations to the Justice Department for possible

prosecution ? Has the FDIC ever referred any cases to Justice ? Under what

particular sets of circumstances would the FDIC refer a case to the Justice

Department in the future ?

1
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FDIC's policy is to seek Justice Department assistance when we are unable to

enforce compliance with the requirements of the equal credit opportunity and fair

housing laws by means of our existing legal authority. This authority, it should be

noted, includes the power to issue cease - and -desist orders and, if necessary, to have

those orders enforced by a Federal court. To date the FDIC has not referred any

caseş to the Justice Department and, in the future , will likely not refer any cases

without exhausting all efforts to obtain compliance and appropriate corrective

action by means of our existing legal authority.

Question 3

You testified that testing would be one of the techniques you would evaluate

as a means of detecting preapplication discouragement. How will this eval

uation of testing be conducted, and when do you expect your evaluation to be
completed?

The evaluation of testing as a means of detecting discriminatory prescreening

practices remains under preliminary consideration . Interest has been expressed in an

interagency evaluation effort, but as of yet the nature and duration of such a study

have not been determined .

Question 4

Does the FDIC have any plans to establish a separate career track for

consumer compliance examiners? Are there any plans for any other

modification of the present arrangement in which the compliance examinations

are performed by commercial examiners on temporary assignment to the

compliance area ?

A proposal to establish a separate career track for compliance examiners is under

consideration . The proposal in essence calls for the establishment in each of our

regions of several field examiner positions for consumer protection / civil rights

compliance work. These positions would be filled by commissioned examiners opting

for a career in compliance work. Under the current proposal, the efforts of these

compliance specialists would continue to be supplemented by commercial examiners

assigned periodically to conduct compliance examinations. At the present time ,

there are no other plans for any significant modification of the present arrangement

for conducting compliance examinations.

Question 5

In response to a question about the FDIC's and Comptroller's use of a

temporary rotating corps of compliance examiners, Mr. Dennis expressed the

view in his testimony that the civil rights portion of each examination should

be conducted under the direct supervision of senior examination personnel

having permanent responsibility in the civil rights area and special training for

this role. Does the FDIC have supervisory examination personnel in its

regional offices with the civil rights expertise that Mr. Dennis was speaking

of?
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Each of our 14 Regional Offices has a review examiner position with permanent

responsibility for supervision of the civil rights compliance examination . These

individuals all have received approximately 40 hours of intensive civil rights

training . In addition, the Chief of the Civil Rights Branch in our Washington

headquarters is available for consultation on highly sensitive or complex issues.

Parenthetically , we might note that Mr. Dennis has been retained by FDIC to assist

in revamping our field examiner training program in civil rights .

Question 6

Commissioner Greenwald testified that the Massachusetts examiners found

three times as many procedural violations in the 21 FDIC supervised banks

they looked at as the FDIC had found . How do you explain this discrepancy,

and what is being done about it ?

We have asked our Boston Regional Office to inquire into the matter and will take

their findings into account in further developing our compliance examination and

enforcement program .

Question 7

In your statement you referred to your new data collection and analysis

program for screening banks for statistical evidence of possible discriminatory

practices concerning home loan inquiries and applications. Have you any plans

to expand this program to cover nonhousing credit also ? If not, will you have

some equally effective alternative method for detecting patterns of substan

Question 10

Could you be more specific about the details of the review procedures followed

by the Washington Headquarters staff when they review the individual equal

credit and fair housing examination reports ? How is each report evaluated, or

alternatively , how are the reports from any one regional office evaluated as a

group , for thoroughness, to determine that they are not overlooking violations

actually present?
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The individual equal credit and fair housing examination reports are reviewed by the

Washington Headquarters staff for correctness of the cited violations, internal

consistency, completeness and the appropriateness of the follow -up action taken or

planned by the Regional Office . In addition, statistics are developed in the process

on the types and frequency of reported violations. As a general rule , it is not

possible to tell from the reports themselves whether any violations that may

actually have been present were overlooked by the examiner .

Questions 15 ( b ) and 17 ( a )

15 ( b ) What is the reason for the very wide variation between the regions

in the number of examiner hours devoted to compliance examina

tions per $ 100,000 of home and consumer loans held? Why does the

New York region spend only 5 examiner hours per $ 100 million of

home and consumer loans, while the average throughout the other

FDIC regional offices is 28 examiner hours per $ 100 million of

home and consumer loans ?

17 ( a ) Why did examiners in the New York regional office find only 8

violations per 100 examiner hours as compared with an average of

46 found by examiners in all the other FDIC regional offices ? Why

did the New York regional examiners find less than one violation

per $ 100 million of home and consumer loans when the average

found by FDIC examiners in all other regions was 13 violations per

$ 100 million of home and consumer loans ?

Our compliance examination procedures are not geared directly to the volume or

types of loans held by a bank . Fixed examination routines are followed to determine

that a bank has established appropriate compliance procedures without regard

necessarily to the volume or types of loans held. As a result, regions such as New

York, with concentrations of relatively large banks, particularly mutual savings

banks, will tend to show fewer examiner hours per a given volume of home and

consumer loans held. Moreover, in the case of ourNew York Region , in particular, a

sizable portion of the home loan portfolios of the mutual savings banks located there

have been purchased from other institutions. This fact tendsto further inflate the

disparity between examiner hours and home and consumer loans since purchased

home loans generally require less examiner attention than home loans which a bank

itself originates. This fact also accounts in part for the relatively fewer violations

discovered by our examiners in the New York Region since there is less opportunity

for a bank to violate an anti - credit discrimination requirement in connection with

purchased home loans. In addition , of course , the presence in the New York Region

of relatively large banks with more sophisticated staffs and greater resources

permits these banks to promptly establish appropriate compliance procedures to

avoid many of the procedural- type violations often found in smaller banks with

limited staffs and resources. As a result, there are probably fewer of these patent

procedural violations to be found in the New York Region per a given volume of

37-415 O - 79 - 74
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home and consumer loans held . The presence of appropriate compliance procedures

also serves to facilitate the compliance examination and thereby tends to reduce the

examiner time required.

I hope this additional information is responsive to your inquiry.

Sincerely,

—Womers

Carmen J Sullivan

Acting Director

2.Sullivan
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

Office of Examinations and Supervision

MEMORANDUM # SP- 12

To : , June 28 , 1977Supervisory Agents and

District Directors

From : William Sprague AUG 4 1978 Consumer and

Nondiscrimination

Complaints
CDI

SYNOPSIS : PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING CONSUMER AND

Introduction

It has been and continues to be the Board's policy that complaints ,

inquiries and requests for assistance received from the public are

accorded prompt and responsive attention . While the Board believes

that its record in this regard has been good , the rise of consumerism ,

increased public awareness and sophistication , and the passage of

various pieces of non-discrimination and consumer protection legisla

tion require more formal procedures to properly deal with them .

The monitoring and control system described herein is believed to be

the least complicated that our present needs and objectives permit.

However , the recordkeeping aspect of this system will lend itself to

upgrading in sophistication which may become necessary to meet the

demands of either increased volume of consumer complaints or increased

information needs . All such complaints are to be pursued to the extent

necessary to determine whether any violations of pertinent laws and

regulations have occurred and , if indicated , that effective corrective

measures have been taken by the offending institution .

The term " consumer complaint " as used herein is a generic term for a

variety of written public requests for assistance by the Board , unless other

wise specified or indicated by the context in which it is used . References

to the " Supervisory Agent " as the party responding to complaints is

indicative that the Supervisory Agent will normally fill that role ;

however , other Board personnel may be called upon to respond to given

complaints in certain circumstances, and such alternative respondents
shall carry out the obligations of the Supervisory Agent under the

processing system described herein .

( 1165 )
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Control Records

The heart of the monitoring and control aspects of these new procedures

is a 5 " by 8 " five-copy carbonized form entitled " Consumer Complaint

Registration " ( CCR ) , FHLBB Form 1131. A sample copy of this form

is attached . It is vital to the success of this system that the CCR be

carefully completed by each responsible party in accordance with the

instructions that follow . As stated , the CCR will have five copies ,

distinguished as follows :

( 1 )

All entries on the CCR will be initiated by OHUA or the Supervisory Agent ,

depending on whether the complaint letter is received in Washington or at

a District Office . The person completing the CCR should enter a case number

in the upper right hand corner . The case number will include a prefix of

" O " for complaints and CCR's originating in the Washington Office and " 1 "

through " 12 " for those originating in the respective FHLB Districts . The

numbers should be consecutive beginning with 0001. For example , the first

complaint recorded at the Des Moines Bank will be numbered 8--0001 . The date

the initial information is entered on the CCR should also be entered in

the space provided in the upper right corner . In addition , there are pro

visions for eleven essential items of information ( some numerically coded )

plus space for explanatory comments relative to any of the eleven items or

any other significant or unique aspects of the complaint . Instructions as

to routing of the CCR will be discussed later .

Consumer Complaint Registration Form ( CCR )

This part encompasses a basic discussion of each item of information

to be included on the CCR . ( See Exhibit II for appropriate codes . )

Item ( 1 ) - Name and address :

address .

The complainant's name and
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Item ( 2 ) - Source Code : A three -digit code identifying the

party who brought the complaint to the Board's attention .

This is often the complainant himself , who writes directly

to us . Indirect sources of complaints might include White

House and Congressional referrals , other Federal or State

agencies , consumer groups , etc. See " Complaint Source Code"

( Exhibit II ) for specific codes to be used .

-

Item ( 3 ) - Association : The name and location of the associa

tion ( if any ) involved . If more than one association is involved

in the complaint , a CCR should be completed for each , and the

case numbers cross -referenced in the " Comments" section .

Item ( 4 ) - FHLB District No .: The location of the institution

which is the subject of the complaint letter , or if no specific

institution is named or involved , the address of the complainant

is determinant .

Item ( 5 ) - Docket No .: The Board's docket number for the

association ( if any ) involved .

Item ( 6 ) - Date Received : The date the complaint letter and/or

CCR is received in the respective offices of OHUA , the Regional

Director and the Supervisory Agent .

Item ( 7 ) - Case Assigned to : Name of individual who is

conducting the inquiry into the complaint .

Item ( 8 ) - Date Assigned : The date the inquiry process

is initiated .

Item ( 9 ) - Complaint Code : A four-digit code associated with

the primary issue , grievance , etc. , which is the subject of the

complaint letter . Occasionally , a complaint / inquiry deals with

more than one major topic , and in such cases , more than one complaint

code should be recorded on the CCR . See " Complaint Category Code"

( Exhibit II ) for specific codes to be used .
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Item ( 10 ) - Disposition Code : A two-digit code indicating the

results of the inquiry and the nature and manner of any supervisory

action taken . These codes are intentionally general in nature ,

and the person processing the complaint should give a concise

summary statement of his findings and action taken to resolve the

matter in question in the " Comments" section of the completion

report . Special attention should be given to the clarity of the

presentation of findings and action taken pertaining to discrimina

tion complaints . ( See Exhibit II . )

Item ( 11 ) - Disposition Date : The date on which the Supervisory

Agent ( or other party responsible for investigating the complaint )

advises the complainant ( or submits a draft reply to the Regional

Director ) of his findings and of any remedial action taken or to

be taken , if indicated .

Item ( 12 ) - Comments : In addition to disposition information , the

party responding to the complaint should enter in this section any

significant or unique aspects of the complaint which otherwise is

not denoted by the information given on the CCR . However , it is

not intended that a complete synopsis of the complaint and its

handling be given in the " Comments " section .

CCR Routing

As previously mentioned , the CCR is a five-copy document . The

routing of the individual copies will vary depending upon the point

where the complaint is received and the CCR initiated .

Complaints received in Washington are to be directed immediately to

OHUA. OHUA will complete items 1 through 6 of the CCR and will record

the CCR case number on the incoming complaint letter in the upper

right-hand corner . The original ( blue ) copy of the CCR will be retained

by OHUA and filed in its CCR master file by date and case number .

( OHUA will not retain a copy of the complaint letter unless extra

ordinary circumstances suggest otherwise . ) Within 48 hours of

receipt , OHUA will forward the complaint correspondence and the four

remaining copies of the CCR to the appropriate OES Regional Director .
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The Regional Director will record the date he received the CCR and

correspondence on the CCR ( Item 6 ) . The second ( green ) copy of the CCR

will be retained by the Regional Director as his record of the complaint

and for follow - up purposes , and the third ( pink ) copy will be forwarded

to the appropriate District Director .

Within 48 hours of receipt , the Regional Director will transmit the

complaint correspondence and the two remaining copies of the CCR to

the appropriate Supervisory Agent for investigation and response . The

referral will be made on a standard transmittal form , FHLBB Form 1132

( see Exhibit III ) which contains information as to actions needed , acknowledg

ment arrangements and special instructions , if any , as to response procedures .

Upon receipt , the Supervisory Agent will record the date received ( Item 6 ) .

on the CCR and complete Items 7 , 8 and 9 .

Within 48 hours of receipt by the S /A , he will acknowledge receipt of

the complaint to the complainant , and initiate the inquiry into the

matter , usually by letter to the association involved . When the S /A

has completed his inquiry , he will complete items 10 and 11 and enter

a summary of his findings and action taken in the " Comments " section .

He will then send the fourth ( white ) copy , designated " Completion Report , '

to the Regional Director . The S/A should also send a photocopy of the

completion report to the District Director .

The Regional Director will note receipt of the Completion Report on

the OES ( green ) copy of the CCR already in the Regional Director's

files . The Completion Report will then be sent to OHUA , which will

extract the original ( blue ) copy from the master file and replace it

with the Completion Report ( white copy ) . The original copy may then

be destroyed . The fifth ( yellow ) copy of the CCR and the complaint

correspondence will be retained among the permanent records of the

S/A or other office assigned to respond to the complaint / inquiry .

Complaint Letters Received in the Field are to be turned over to the

Supervisory Agent . Within 48 hours of receipt , the S /A will complete

CCR Items 1 through 9 , enter the CCR case number on the correspondence ,

acknowledge receipt to the complainant and forward the first two copies

of the CCR to the Regional Director . ( The Regional Director will send

the original ( blue ) to OHUA for insertion in the Master File and

retain the follow - up ( green ) copy in his files ) . The third copy ( pink)

will be forwarded to the District Director . When the Supervisory Agent
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has completed his investigation / inquiry into the matter , he will complete

CCR Items 10 and 11, and enter a summary of his findings and action taken

in the " Comments " section . He will then send the Completion Report

( white ) to the Regional Director ( photocopy to the District Director )

for notation and forwarding to OHUA .

As with complaints received in Washington , the Completion Report replaces

the original ( blue ) in OHUA's master file , and the Superivsory Agent or

other respondent retains the " Response Record " ( yellow ) in his files .

CCR Master File

OHUA will keep a single file containing the CCR's . They will be filed

chronologically by date and numerically within each date by District

prefix and case number , as will be found in the upper right corner of

the CCR . Upon receipt , the " Completion Report " will be substituted in

the file for the " Original " , and the " Original" will be discarded . By

chronological filing and color-coding of the CCR copies , complaints

outstanding beyond reasonable time frames can be readily identified .

For statistical purposes , manual tabulations of the CCR's in the Master

File could disclose :

1. How many complaints are handled within any given

2 . The types of complaints .

3 . The sources of complaints .

4 . What associations are most frequently the object of

complaints .

5 . What districts are most frequently involved .

6 . How long it takes to process complaints generally or

by type or district .

7 . A breakdown of how various complaints are resolved .

8 . The complaint workload of any given respondent .

Computerization of this system could increase the statistical and

management information possibilities , but the need for this has not

been demonstrated at this time .
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Congressional and White House Referrals

Complaints referred by members of Congress or the White House will

continue to be received by the Assistant to the Board . Such referred

complaints will be forwarded by the Assistant to OHUA for preparation

of a CCR , and OHUA will then forward these complaints to the Regional

Director . Responses to such referrals will normally be made over the

signature of the Assistant to the Board .

After receipt from OHUA , the Regional Director will forward the correspond

ence to the appropriate Supervisory Agent for action using a standard trans

mittal form ( Exhibit III ) . An acknowledgment of receipt and referral will

be prepared for the signature of the Assistant to the Board by the Regional

Director .

If appropriate , the Supervisory Agent will request the association to

comment upon the complaint . Such communication normally will be in

writing . If necessary , the Supervisory Agent will request that an examiner

investigate the matter .

After completing his review of the matter , the Supervisory Agent will

prepare a draft response to the Congressional /White House referral and

forward it to the Regional Director . This should be accomplished within

15 working days of receipt of the complaint . The Regional Director will

review the draft response , make any necessary revisions , and forward it

within two days to the Assistant to the Board for signature and trans

mittal to the referring party ..

If the complaint does not concern a specific institution , the Regional

Director will prepare within five days an appropriate response for the

signature of the Assistant to the Board .

Supervisory Agent's Quarterly Report

Within 10 days after the close of each calendar quarter , a " Supervisory

Agent's Quarterly Report of Written Complaints Open Beyond 45 Days"

( at the date of that report ) shall be filed by each District Bank with

its respective Regional Director . A copy of that report , FHLBB Form

No. 1133 , is attached as Exhibit IV . The instructions for its preparation

appear on the reverse side of the report .
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Ordering of Responsibilities

All complaints , whether received in Washington or in one of the Board's

12 FHLBank Districts , will be recorded immediately upon receipt on the

control form known internally as a " CCR " , an acronym for " Consumer Complaint

Registration " . The Office of Housing and Urban Affairs ( OHUA ) will be

responsible for maintaining the CCR master file from which periodic reports

may be derived concerning the number , nature and ultimate resolution of

complaints received . The specifics of these procedures are discussed

above under the heading , " Control Records . "

The Office of Examinations and Supervision in Washington ( OES ) will have

responsibility for the effective administration of consumer and nondis

crimination complaint procedures . Acting as liaison among Supervisory

Agents , District Directors , the Office of General Counsel and OHUA , the

OES Regional Directors will facilitate and coordinate efforts to resolve

consumer and nondiscrimination complaints .

The Office of General Counsel ( OGC ) will be available for consultation and

interpretation as to technical aspects of consumer and nondiscrimination

law and regulation compliance . As in cases of other kinds of violations ,

OGC will be called upon to assist OES in formal investigations and , where

necessary , preparation of cease-and-desist orders to obtain correction

of noncompliance .

The Board's Supervisory Agents in each of the twelve Federal Home Loan

Bank Districts will be responsible for seeing that all avenues of informa

tion reasonably necessary to draw valid conclusions are exhausted before

making a determination as to corroboration of complaints . The Super

visory Agents are expected to call upon any resources of the Board

which are needed to satisfactorily review such complaints and to obtain

correction and assure compliance , when indicated .

Overview of Investigation Procedures

Complaints received in Washington will be recorded for control purposes by

OHUA on the CCR system , and the complaint correspondence will be forwarded

within 48 hours of receipt by the Regional Director to the appropriate

Supervisory Agent for investigation .

Complaints received by the District Director , either at his district

office or at an area office , will be directed to the Supervisory Agent

for handling .

1
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Complaints received by the Supervisory Agent will also be recorded on

the CCR form , which is sent immediately to Washington for entry into

the master file . The Supervisory Agent will acknowledge receipt of

the complaint to the complainant within 48 hours of receipt and will

simultaneously initiate the inquiry into the matter .

The Supervisory Agent will request all relevant information and documents

from the association , the complainant and other parties involved . In

addition , the Supervisory Agent will review the examination files , the

records of any previous complaints against the association , and any available

statistical data regarding the credit application experience of protected

groups at the association . A response date , usually within ten business

days , will be set . If the initial response and supporting documents prove

adequate to formulate conclusions , the Supervisory Agent will promptly proceed

on that basis and inform the complainant of his findings . Indicated corrective

measures will be required of the association .

Inadequate initial responses will be dealt with by follow - up requests for

other specific data or , if mutually deemed advisable by the Supervisory

Agent and the District Director , the dispatch of Board examiners to obtain

needed information and observe association policies and procedures in the

area of nondiscrimination in lending and consumer protection programs .

However , uncooperative or recalcitrant management or the very serious

nature of the allegations may lead the Supervisory Agent and/or the District

Director to recommend Board authorization for formal investigatory procedures ,

including the issuance of subpoenas and the taking of sworn testimony . The

OES Regional Director will arrange for such authorization by the Board

through OGC , and an attorney will be assigned to assist the examiners in the

investigation .

Disposition of Complaints

After taking whatever measures prove necessary to acquire all relevant

facts , the Supervisory Agent will weigh his findings and determine whether

a violation has occurred . The guidance of OGC and OES ( Washington ) may

be requested in cases when equivocal findings result .

If the complaint is not substantiated by the Supervisory Agent's review

of the entire record , he will so advise the complainant , providing a

concise statement of the basis for such a conclusion .
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When the complaint is found to be valid and violations of consumer

protection or nondiscrimination laws and regulations appear to be

present , the Supervisory Agent will advise the complainant that his/her

allegation appears to be supported by the record , citing the laws and /or

regulations which appear to have been violated . The Supervisory Agent

will direct that appropriate remedies be taken with respect to ( 1 ) the

individual complainant , ( 2 ) other persons or classes of persons similarly

situated as the complainant , and ( 3 ) policies and procedures which would

tend to perpetuate the violative practices . When specific remedies are

formulated in cases dealing with a class of victims , such proposed remedies

shall be submitted to the Regional Director in Washington , who will arrange

for review of the proposal , prior to implementation , by senior members of

the Board's staff .

a

Information as to the resolution of the complaint will be entered as a

permanent record to the CCR master file . It is anticipated that complaints

can be resolved , barring unusual circumstances which require extraordinary

investigative procedures , within 30 to 45 days after receipt by the Super

visory Agent .

These procedures shall become effective July 1 , 1977 .

Dilliam Iraquewilliam Sprague

Director
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

MEMORANDUM #SP-12-1

To : Supervisory Agents and April 21, 1978

From : William Sprague Consumer and

Nondiscrimination

Complaints

수

SYNOPSIS : SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING

Introduction

These supplemental instructions are to be used in conjunction with

Memorandum SP-12 , issued June 28 , 1977. They are intended , to accom

modate certain organizational changes within the Board , to involve the

OES Civil Rights Specialist in the process of handling complaints

related to nondiscrimination laws and regulations , and to incorporate

in the instructions basic guidelines as to time - frames and procedures

for investigating discrimination complaints .

Office of Community Investment

Because the Office of Housing and Urban Affairs ( OHUA ) was abolished on

December 21 , 1977 , the Office of Community Investment ( OCI ) should be

substituted wherever reference is made to OHUA in Memorandum SP-12 . The

Consumer Affairs Division of OCI will have specific responsibility for

fulfulling OHUA's former role in the complaint processing system .

With respect to complaints determined to involve allegations of discrim

ination , the following procedures will be employed in addition to the

routing and processing steps prescribed by Memorandum SP-12 ,

In connection with complaints received in Washington , the Regional Director

will have the additional responsibility to provide xeroxed copies of the

complaint letter , CCR ( Form 1131 ) and Transmittal Sheet ( Form 1132 ) to the

OES Civil Rights Specialist if the Regional Director believes that the

complaint involves discrimination . When complaints received in the

field are determined by the Supervisory Agent to involve discrimination ,
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Page 2

the Supervisory Agent will have the additional responsibility to send

xeroxed copies of the complaint letter and CCR to the OES Civil Rights

Specialist in Washington . The Civil Rights Specialist will review all

discrimination complaints , and will be available to discuss the merits

of the complaints and /or make suggestions as to investigation or exam

ination procedures .

In addition to the written acknowledgement of receipt of discrimination

complaints required by SP -12 , the complainant should be interviewed

either by phone or in person in order to obtain as much additional

information as possible . Normally , such an interview will be conducted

by the examiner in connection with a Special Limited Examination which

should be commenced within two weeks of the Supervisory Agent's

acknowledgement , unless sufficient information is on hand to properly

conclude the complaint . However , the Supervisory Agent may determine

that it would be desirable that he / she interview the complainant before

an examination is commenced .

Where an investigation has been made and no violation appears to have

occurred , a letter so stating should be sent to the complainant and a

copy sent to the association involved . Where it is determined that the

association has engaged in a prohibited discriminatory practice , the

complainant will be informed of our findings and appropriate supervisory

action will be taken . Enforcement guidelines are in preparation and will

follow , by separate memorandum , as soon as possible . Where it remains

uncertain whether what has occurred constitutes a violation , a request

for guidance , e.g. , legal opinion , should be forwarded to the Regional

Director . Regardless of the outcome of the investigation , copies of

all correspondence ( and pertinent documents ) subsequent to receipt of

the complaint should be forwarded to the OES Civil Rights Specialist in

Washington for monitoring of the thoroughness , effectiveness and consis

tency of discrimination complaint procedures .

If in the course of investigation of a discrimination complaint , policies

or practices conducive to violations of nondiscrimination laws or regula

tions are discovered , remedial action should be taken whether or not the

instant complaint is sustained . Also , if we believe the instant complaint

is not proven by the record , the complainant should be advised of his /her

rights to pursue the matter externally , and that our inability to sub

stantiate the charges would not necessarily foreclose the complainant's

right to pursue other courses of remedy of discrimination perceived by

the complainant .

Ahellen AngerDirector
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NO . 78-303

Date : May 18 , 1978

[ 12 CFR 528 )

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK SYSTEM

Nondiscrimination Requirements

AGENCY : Federal Home Loan Bank Board ( " Bank Board " )

ACTION : Proposed amendment

SUMMARY : This amendment would require member institu

tions to send loan applicants a copy of the property

appraisal with the Regulation B adverse action notice

when an application is rejected or otherwise adversely

acted on because the property's appraised value is too

low to secure the loan requested . Presently , institu

tions may simply state that there is inadequate collateral .

The Bank Board believes that a copy of the appraisal would

better explain the reason for the loan decision .

Readers may also be interested in the Bank Board's

final nondiscrimination- in-lending regulations ( Bank

Board Resolution No. 78-302 ) , published concurrently

with this proposal , which provide , among other things ,

that lending decisions may not be based on discriminatory

appraisals .

COMMENTS MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE : July 28 , 1978 .

ADDRESS : Send comments to the Office of the Secretary ,

Federal Home Loan Bank Board , 1700 G Street , N.W. ,

Washington , D. C. 20552. Comments available for public

inspection at this address .

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT : Harry W. Quillian ,

Associate General Counsel , Federal Home Loan Bank Board ,

1700 G Street , N. W., Washington , D. C. 20552. Telephone
number : ( 202 ) 377-6440 .

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION : The Bank Board proposes to

amend 12 CFR S 528. 2a of the Rules and Regulations for

the Federal Home Loan Bank System by adding thereto a new

subparagraph ( a ) ( 2 ) , as summarized above . This would

provide applicants with information not usually available

to them , but just as important as reasons for a loan denial
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or other adverse action based upon individual creditworthi

In addition to comments on this proposal , the Bank Board

invites suggestions of alternative methods dissatisfied appli

cants could use to confirm the fairness of an appraisal .

Accordingly , the Board proposes to amend 12 CFR S 528.2a

by redesignating paragraph ( a ) thereof as ( a ) ( 1 ) and adding

new subparagraph ( a ) ( 2 ) to read as follows :

S 528.2a Nondiscriminatory appraisal and underwriting .

( a ) ( 1 ) Appraisal .
* * *

( 2 ) When an institution denies or takes other

adverse action on a loan application because the

appraised value of the property is inadequate to

secure the loan amount requested , a copy of the

appraisal shall accompany the adverse action notice

required by 12 CFR 202.9 .

( Title VIII , Pub . L. 95-128 91 Stat . 1147 ( 12 U.S.C. 2901 ) ;

Title VII , Pub . L. 93-495 ( 15 U.S.c. 1691 ) ; Title VIII , Pub .

L. 90-284 , 82 Stat . 81 ( 42 U.S.c. 3601-3619 ) , 16 Stat . 144 ,

14 Stat . 27 ( 42 U.S.c. 1981 ) ; EO 11063 , 27 FR 11527 ; sec . 17 ,

47 Stat . 736 , as amended ( 12 U.S.c. 1437 ) ; secs . 402 , 403 ,

407 , 48 Stat . 1256 , 1257 , 1260 , as amended ( 12 u.s.c. 1725 ,

1726 , 1730 ) ; sec . 5 , 48 Stat . 132 , as amended ( 12 U.S.C.

1464 ) ; Reorg . Plan No. 3 of 1947 , 12 PR 4981 , 3 CFR 1943-48

Comp . 1071 )

By the Federal Home Loan Bank Board

Mapeiu . Finn

Secretary
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Analysis of Comments on Board Resolution No. 78-303

Summary

A total of 540 written comments were received on the pro

posal . Eleven FHLBanks ( all but Seattle ) sent comments . Two

of the Banks ( New York and Des Moines ) and thirteen other re

spondents favored the proposal . All other respondents opposed

the proposal , some in strong terms .

Respondents may be categorized as follows :

Federal associations

State- chartered associations

Appraisers/Realtors

Trade associations and others

Congressionals

FHLBanks

Department of Housing and

284

120

75

26

22

il

1

1

5407

Favorable Comments

The Department of Justice's comments were submitted by

Walter Gorman , Deputy Chief of the Civil Rights Division's

Housing and Credit Section . He endorsed the proposal as con

sistent with the purpose of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

in that having to furnish a copy of the appraisal to refused

applicants would inhibit creditors from using improper apprai

sal standards . He also noted that racially discriminatory

appraisal practices have been held to be illegal ( U.s. v .

American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, 442 F. Supp .

1072 ( N.D. ill . 1977 ) ) and that access to appraisals would

enable applicants to determine whether discriminatory factors

played any role in the valuation process . He also noted that

such access would enable applicants to correct any inaccurate

information relied on by the lender , which would aid both

lender and applicant .

On behalf of the League of Women Voters , President Ruth

J. Hinerfeld and Human Resources Chair Dot Ridings supported

the proposal , but urged that it be extended to require member

institutions to maintain written nondiscriminatory apprasial

standards . They also recommended that disclosure of the

appraisal be required whenever a loan is offered on less

favorable terms than requested .

37-415 0 - 79 - 75
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On behalf of the organizations comprising the Center

for National Policy Review , William L. Taylor supported

the objectives of the proposal and recommended that it be

extended to require written nondiscriminatory appraisal

standards , a requirement which he argued is " an essential

safeguard for the borrowing public . " He also argued that

the proposal should be extended to apply to all instances

where a loan is denied or offered on less favorable terms

than requested , arguing that whether an applicant event

ually accepts or rejects an offer should not affect his

or her ability to verify the appraisal on which it is

based ( " adverse action " under Regulation B includes only

loan denials and counteroffers rejected by the applicant ) .

HUD Secretary Patricia Roberts Harris favored the

proposal on the ground that without a copy of the apprai

sal it is " very difficult for an applicant to verify the

reported information and to effectively challenge the

validity of the appraiser's conclusion . " She also recom

mended that the proposal be extended to " require clear

documentation of any adjustments to market value and ( to )

state that , without proof , certain reasons for adjust

ments ( e.g. , racial or economic transition ) are not valid

and should not be used to reflect value . "

Rev. Daniel J. Ring of the Office of Community Rela

tions , Diocese of Totedo , expressed enthusiastic support

for the proposal and suggested that it be extended to

require that a copy of the appraisal be given to appli

cants denied a loan regardless of the reason for the

refusal , because " It would be expected that other reasons

for the loan denial would be offered to the novice appli

cant , and he/she would become discouraged . The applicant

needs some evidence of the actual appraised value . "

Chris Walker , Staff Director of the San Diego City/

County Reinvestment Task Force , expressed support of the

amendment as proposed , because it " parallels directly the

results of our research on appraisal practice . "

FDIC Regional Counsel Ronald Goldstein favored the

proposal because " [ i ] t is unfair to a customer of a bank

to be denied a copy of the appraisal which he has paid for

and upon which the bank is making its credit determination . "

He urged that the proposal be extended to require that a

copy of the appraisal be given to every applicant . He

argued that the more information a customer has available

to him the more likely the customer will be able to decide

whether discrimination has occurred .
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For the Des Moines Bank , Supervisory Agent Harlan G.

Halsne expressed support for the proposal stating " The

Bank Board's reasoning in proposing the amendment appears

very valid , although we perceive of some problems involving

disputes relative to values estimated by the association ,

by the loan applicant and/or the seller of the property .

New York Bank President Bryce Curry supported the pro

posal as " reasonable " and noted that " in most instances, loan

applicants have paid for an appraisal report so that there may

be some argument made that the appraisal report belongs to the

loan applicant anyway . "

Unfavorable Comments

The FilBanks of Chicago , San Francisco , Indianapolis ,

Cincinnati , Boston , Topeka , Pittsburgh , Little Rock , and

Atlanta opposed the proposal on one or more of the following

grounds : 1 ) appraising is not a science , 2 ) appraisers will

charge more if required to defend their appraisals , 3 ) dis

closure of appraisals will spark costly and fruitless dis

Many of the public comments opposing the proposal

paralleled the FHLBank comments noted above . The principal

arguments made against the proposal were as follows :

Appraisals done for lender

Many responding associations either said or implied that

they do not charge separately for appraisals and/or do not

charge for them at all unless the loan is made . Some simply

stood on the argument that since they pay for the appraisal

the applicant has no right to it . Others argued that if they

were forced to give copies to applicants they would have to

impose a substantial charge to defray increased appraisal

expense and guard against " sophisticated " persons getting

a free appraisal by applying for a loan for an amount known

to greatly exceed the value of the property .
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Increased costs

Many respondents stated that their appraisals were done

on a simplified or mass production basis by staff appraisers

or by fee appraisers . They argued that such appraisals an

swer their need at modest cost ( frequently less than $ 100 )

but that appraisals done to satisfy public scrutiny and pos

sible challenge by sellers , buyers , and brokers would have

to be much more detailed and much more costly ( up to $ 200

or more ) , which cost would have to be passed along to

applicants .

Disputes and litigation

Many responding associations argued that adoption of

the proposal would involve them in disputes and possibly

litigation with sellers , brokers , and buyers . They noted

that the price a particular buyer is willing to pay for a

property frequently differs from its appraised market value .

They argued that where the appraised value was lower than

the agreed purchase/sale price giving a copy of the apprai

sal to the applicant could thrust them into the role or

arbiter of value , and that if the sale fell through dis

gruntled sellers and brokers might take their business else

where and/or sue the association , especially if some flaw

were discovered in the appraisal . Appraisers noted that to

do appraisals known to be subject to public disclosure and

challenge by interested parties would require much more

work and much higher prices than do the appraisals now done

solely for use by the client/lenders .

Borrowers would not understand appraisal

Many associations and appraisers argued that most appli

cants would not understand appraisals and would dispute them

based on their subjective valuation of the property .

respondents argued that defending appraisals to such customers

would be tedious and costly with the cost necessarily passed

on to applicants in the form of higher appraisal and service

charges .

Abuseby applicants

A number of associations argued that adoption of the pro

posal would force them to impose a charge for appraisals to

protect themselves against " sophisticated " persons who could

obtain a " free " appraisal by applying for a loan in excess of

the known value of the property . Some such associations said
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that they presently keep their costs down by refusing an appli

cation on the basis of a preliminary inspection where such

inspection convinces them that the property would not support

the loan applied for . They argued that if they needed to

defend their decision in detail they would need to do a full

appraisal in all cases at greatly increased cost .

Lack of demonstrated need or benefit

Many respondents , including the FHLBanks of Chicago ,

Boston , and Atlanta argued that there is little or no evi

dence of need for the amendment or likely benefit which would

flow from it . On behalf of the FHLBank of Atlanta , Supervisory

Agent Erwin Allen advised that " The number of complaints that

have been received from prospective borrowers because of loans

being rejected or otherwise adversely acted upon because the

property's appraisal value is too low to secure the loan re

quested , is minimal . The isolated instances that we have

seen do not in our opinion warrant a requirement such as the

one proposed in Resolution No. 78-303 . "

Threat to insured institutions

Many respondents argued that appraisers subject to

challenge for their appraisals would strain toward meeting

the purchase price , rather than have to justify a lower

appraisal . They noted that this could result in overlend

ing by associations with attendant increased risk .

Suggested Alternatives

The most frequent alternative suggested by respondents

opposing the proposal was simply that it be withdrawn .

More positively , some respondents suggested that the

requirement be only to provide copies of appraisals at the

request of refused applicants . It was argued that this

would save the expense of sending appraisals to numerous

applicants not interested in them or able to understand

Another suggested alternative was that member institu

tions be required only to disclose the appraised value and

discuss the appraisal with a refused applicant . A variation
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of this alternative was the suggestion that refused appli

cants be able to review and discuss the appraisal with an

officer of the lender , but not get a copy of the appraisal .

A number of respondents suggested that instead of the

proposed regulation member institutions be encouraged to

participate in a mortgage application review program . Such

programs , which apparently are in operation in Chicago , New

York and elsewhere , provide refused applicants an opportunity

to have their applications reviewed by a committee not con

trolled by the lender in question . The New York program ,

for example , involves , according to the Savings and Loan

League of New York State , a committee " comprised of indus

try and public members for an impartial examination and

review . "

A number of respondents suggested that if the Bank

Board adopts the proposal or any variation of it that it

should be made applicable only to home mortgage loans .
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( 202 ) 225-4407

NINETY -FIFTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United States

Hon . Robert H. McKinney , Chairman

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

1700 G Street , N.W.

Washington , D. C. 20552

Dear Mr. Chairman :

This letter supplements my letter of July 28 , concerning the hearings

this subcommittee will hold in September on the financial regulatory agencies '

enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act .

The statement below of questions for testimony and of supplementary materiais

to be supplied in advance supersedes the statements of questions and requests

in the earlier letter .

1 . Redlining:

To what extent are the problems of urban neighborhood decay and

redlining the result of discriminatory practices in the handling

of individual loan inquiries and applications? In what ways and

to what extent will the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's new non

discrimination regulations address these problems of neighborhood

decay and redlining ?

b . How will the Federal Home Loan Bank Board detect redlining dis

c . What is your expectation about the date by which you can reason
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2 . Recent Enforcement:

a . How many and what types of violations of the Fair Housing Act ,

3 .

a . In the case of repeat violations will you inform , or require the

b . Under what circumstances will you release publicly the names of

c . Under what circumstances will you seek criminal prosecution of

or other punitive action against associations or their officers

4 . Civil Damages Litigation :

a . What is the view of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board about the

b . What steps does the FHLBB take to inform consumers of their
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5 ,
Consumer Information: What other consumer information and education

activities does the FHLBB conduct to inform the general public about
the laws against credit discrimination ? Do you have any plans to

expand these activities ?

In addition to these questions to be addressed in testimony, the sub

committee requests that you provide in advance answers to certain specific

questions and certain related materials , as follows :

1 . What provisions of law and what court decisions comprise the legal basis

for the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's new nondiscrimination regulations

and for the enforcement program that will be followed to ensure compliance

with these regulations ?

2 . Do you anticipate any legal challenge of the agency's authority to issue

or enforce these regulations?

3 . What specific evidence have you that redlining practices and discrimi

natory appraisal practices of the sort prohibited in the new regulations

are occurring or have recently occurred? Please provide to the subcom

mittee copies of any staff studies or other reports ( including independent

research or investigative studies ) on which you rely as evidence . In the

case of evidence arising from examinations , please report as fully as

possible the nature of the findings , the types of communities or neighbor

hoods involved , the number of institutions involved , and all other infor

mation pertinent to a full description of your findings of redlining

practices.

4 . How will the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's examination procedures en

force the prohibitions against " pre -screening" and discouragement of

potential loan applicants ?

b , What procedures will detect the discouragement of applicants by
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5 .

6 .

c . Please supply to the subcommittee the text of all examiner instruc

7 .

8 . How do the Federal Home Loan Bank Board examiners evaluate the internal

management controls and organized civil rights compliance program of

each association? Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any

examiner instructions that address the evaluation of internal manage

ment civil rights compliance programs. If there are no such instructions ,

please so state .

9 . In the twelve - month period July 1977 through June 1978 , what was the

full gross cost of Federal Home Loan Bank Board activities related to

enforcement of the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

and Regulation B? This figure should include an appropriate allowance

for overhead , including clerical support , travel expenses , computer

usage , rent or imputed rent , and utilities . Please give a percentage

breakdown of this figure to show the proportions spent on training,

field examinations and associated supervision , consumer complaint

handling , consumer education , creditor education, and any other appro

priate categories . Please state the method by which any estimates

were derived .

10 . What do you project will be the full gross cost of these same enforce

ment activities for the twelve months from July 1978 through June 1979 ,
stated so as to represent coverage comparable or identical to the figures
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11 .

presented in the answer to the previous question? What will be the

percentage distribution of this total among the categories used in

the answer to the previous question ? Please state the method by

which estimates were derived .

What are the total numbers of associations that were and will be

examined in these two twelve -month periods ? How many loan appli

cations were received and how many new loans were closed by the

examined associations in the earlier twelve -month period? Approxi

mately how many applications will be received and approximately how

many loans will be closed by the associations that will be examined

in the later twelve-month period ? What was the average loan size

in the earlier period , and what do you project as an estimate of the

average loan size in the later period ? What was the dollar volume

of loans held by the examined associations in their portfolios on

December 31 , 1977 , and what do you project will be the corresponding

dollar volume on December 31 , 1978 ?

Please restate the costs of the earlier period and the projected costs

of the later period as costs per association examined , per loan appli

cation received , per loan granted , per $ 1000 of loan granted, and

per $ 1000 of loans held in association portfolios at the midpoint of

the period .

In the twelve -month period from July 1977 through June 1978 , how many

examiner hours of work were spent in each of the twelve Federal Home

Loan Bank districts and in all districts combined in performing on

site examination for savings and loan association compliance with the

Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B?

12 .

13 .

14 . How many examiner hours of work do you project will be spent in each

of the twelve Federal Home Loan Bank districts and in all districts

combined in the period from July 1978 through June 1979 in performing

on-site examination for savings and loan association compliance with

the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation

B?

15 . For each district and for all districts combined , please restate the

examination effort of the earlier period and the projected examination

effort of the later period in terms of examiner- hours per 100 loans

granted ( or loans expected to be granted ) , per 100 applications ( or

expected applications) , per $ 100,000 of new loans granted ( or antici

pated to be granted ) in the respective twelve -month periods , and per

$ 100,000 of loans held in association portfolios at the midpoint of

the period.
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16 .

17 .

Do you employ , for enforcement or any other purpose , a distinction

between " technical " and " substantive " violations of law ? If so ,

please explain in precise terms how this distinction is used , what

it means, and what types of violations fall into each class .

Please provide a detailed tabulation , by district and for all dis

tricts combined , of Fair Housing Act , Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

and Regulation B violations found by Federal Home Loan Bank Board

examiners in the twelve -month period from July 1977 through June

1978. If such a distinction is used , please distinguish clearly

between violations viewed as merely " technical" and those viewed

as involving a clear deviation from the substance and spirit of

these acts. Within each of these two classes, please classify the

violations by the specific nature of the violations. Where more

than one type or class of violation was found at a single institution ,

please count each type of violation separately , as this request is

for a tabulation of violations , not of institutions in violation .

17A . Please restate certain elements of the above tabulation of violations

18 . Please provide a tabulation , by district , of institutions found to be
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20. Please provide a further tabular breakdown , as indicated below , of

Complaints the investigation of which found one or more

violations of law that substantiated the complainant's

claim;

b . Complaint cases in which no violation was found but in which

C.
Complaints based on a factual dispute , in which the complainant

received no satisfaction ;

All other complaints that received a thorough investigation

but resulted in no violations related to the complaint and no

satisfaction for the complainant ; and

d .

All other complaints ( including information requests ) in which

no investigation , or only a cursory investigation , was deemed

a . What portion of these complaints were about associations in

b . What portion of these complaints were about associations in

which a violation similar to the complaint was found subse

quently , at the next subsequent general compliance examination ?

What portion of these complaints were about associations that

have not been given a general compliance examination since the

filing of the complaint?

22 . How many private law suits for civil damages under the Fair Housing

Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act have been filed against savings

and loan associations in 1977 and 1978 ? In how many of these instances

had the plaintiff previously filed a complaint with the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board or a district Home Loan Bank , prior to filing the law

suit?
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23 . In what ways does the Federal Home Loan Bank Board inform loan appli

cants or potential applicants of the existence and possible usefulness

to them of the civil damages provisions of the Fair Housing Act and

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ? Please supply to the subcommittee

examples of any letters , pamphlets , or other educational or infor

mational materials in which these civil damages provisions are

mentioned .

24. How many of each type of letter , pamphlet , or other educational or

25. Please report , with available statistics , whatever information the

26. Do savings and loan associations maintain in their files information

27. In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Please describe the organizational structure and responsibilities of

the Washington headquarters and the district Federal Home Loan Banks

as they apply to the fair housing and equal credit compliance exami

nation function . What are the relevant responsibilities and author

ities associated with each position in this organizational structure ,
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and what degree of autonomy is exercised by officials assigned to the

district Banks in the performance of this function? What are the

procedures followed for systematic oversight and review by the head

quarters staff in Washington of the equal credit and fair housing

compliance examinations performed by the field examination staff?

29 . How does the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's system of recognition

and advancement for examiners convey an agency commitment to and

provide personal reward for vigorous enforcement of the laws against

credit discrimination? In particular ,

In giving recognition and advancement to examiners , what weight

is given to performance in civil rights compliance work ?

b . What are the standards by which examiner performance in civil

30. Have you any reliable and representative information concerning the
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33. Will FHLBB examiners evaluate in any way the written statements of

34. How do FHLBB examiners employ Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data in

Please provide 75 copies of your prepared statement to the subcommittee

at least 24 hours in advance of your appearance . The responses to the supple

mentary questions should be provided by Friday , September 8 .

reason not all of these responses can be compiled by that time, then please

deliver to the subcommittee on September 8 the answers and materials that

are ready at that time , with the remaining answers and materials to be sup

plied as soon thereafter as possible . If you have any questions concerning

this request , please contact Don Tucker of the subcommittee staff .

Sincerely ,

Rottens
Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

BSR : tt
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Fact Sheet on the Bank Board's Fair Housing Enforcement Effort

The Bank Board has the following tools to use in ensuring

fair housing enforcement :

1 . Statusas a regulatory agency :

The Bank Board has general supervisory powers over

members of the Federal Home Loan Bank System , Federally

chartered savings and loan associations, and State chartered

associations which are insured by the Federal Savings and

Loan Insurance Corporation ( FSLIC ) . To effectively exercise

these supervisory powers the Bank Board has developed :

a . An extensive and comprehensive examination system :

( 2 ) Examiners are specialists in S & L operations

and by going through all aspects of an S & L's operations

can detect discriminatory practices which might

be missed by someone unfamiliar with the industry

who was concentrating on only one aspect of S & L

operations .

( 3 ) Examiners are specially trained in detecting

discriminatory practices . From Ocotber 1976 to

May 1977 , all examiners and supervisory personnel

received special training in nondiscrimination and

equal employment practices . The second round of

examiner training, which will focus on our new

nondiscrimination regulation , redlining , CRA , HMDA ,

37-415 O - 79 - 76
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c . A comprehensive regulatory scheme which is already

in place :

( 1 ) The Bank Board's revised nondiscrimination regulations

went into effect July 1 , 1978. They comprehensively

address the problems of discrimination in lending , with

emphasis on redlining , pre-screening , and establishing a

new monitoring system to be used by our examiners to detect

discriminatory practies . These loan application registers

are now being tested and will be kept by all S & Ls regulated

by the Bank Board beginning September 1 , 1978 .

( 2 ) The Bank Board also has adopted a new enforcement

policy , which was developed by our Supervisory Agents

from their experience in fair housing enforcement

applying the remedies developed by the most progressive

districts to the entire bank system . Emphasis is placed

on taking action to correct the violation and ensure

that it is not repeated ; on informing the public that

the unlawful practice has been discontinued ; and on

taking affirmative action to assist identifiable individuals

or classes who were adversely affected by the unlawful

practice .

( 3 ) Our regulations to implement the Community

Reinvestment Act CRA ) , which will go into effect later

this fall , require the Bank Board to take an S & L's

record on fair housing and nondiscrimination into

account when deciding whether their application for

for a new deposit facility , relocation , merger , etc.

should be approved . During the first six months of

1978 , the Bank Board received over 1,600 applications

of this type . The fact that S & Ls need our approval

in connection with major phases of their operations

gives us additional leverage to ensure that they

comply with the Fair Housing Act .

( a ) Our nondiscrimination regulations require

S & Ls to publish their underwriting standards and

to give them to applicants upon request .

( b ) In addition , our nondiscrmination regulations

require conspicuous posting of a revised fair lending

poster describing the consumer's rights under the

Fair Housing Act and ECOA and the procedure for complaining

if one believes he or she has been discriminated against .
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( c ) Pursuant to the ECOA , we require S & Ls to

provide applicants with a written statement of

why they were denied a loan or offered one on
less favorable terms than requested .

( a ) We also have proposed a regulation which

would require S & Ls to make the appraisal report

relied upon to deny a loan available to the

applicant .

( e ) Under HMDA , we require S & Ls to tabulate and

make available to the public information on where

they have made loans .

( f ) Under our proposed CRA regulations , S & Ls

will have to make available to the public , and
accept public comment on , their delineation of

the communities they serve and the types of credit

they offer in those communities .

This information can be , and is used , by interested

persons and community groups to aid in ensuring that fair

housing goals are achieved.

2. The Bank Board has also developed a number of tools

to encourage S & Ls to lend affirmatively . Among them are :

.

b . The Bank Board has established an Office of Community

Investment which offers technical assistance to S & Ls in

implementing affirmative lending practices and which coordinates

the Bank board's consumer complaint process . The Bank Board has

developed very strict guidelines on how consumer and fair

housing complaints are to be handled and has set very strict

time limits ( approximately 48 hours of processing allowed

at each stage except the investigative one ) for resolving

them . The actual decision on the appropriate method to

handle the complaints is made by the Supervisory Agent in

each district who can call upon our examining staff to make

a special examination if the situation warrants it .

this is required , depending on scheduling problems , the

examiner is usually sent in within a week to 10 days

of the request .
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C. Community Investment Officers have been appointed in

each of the Federal Home Loan Banks to offer technical

assistance to system members in community revitalization .

In addition , there is a Civil Rights Specialist

who is a special advisor to the Bank Board's Examinations

Division in Washington . She is assisted by the civil rights

specialists who are attached to each district's examination

staff and who are available to assist examiners with the

nondiscrimination parts of the examination process and to aid

in investigating civil rights complaints .

Using these various tools , the Bank Board has developed

a good record in discovering and expeditously handling fair

housing and civil rights problems . The following chart

shows the number of possible violations of our nondiscrimination

regulations and the ECOA which were found by our examiners

over the past two years. As can be seen from the chart ,

the number of possible violations noted by our examiners

increased dramatically after the first round of examiner

training . A good number were technical violations , such as

not having posted the proper fair lending poster or not doing

the proper recordkeeping . As our examiners have become more

expert in these areas , they are picking up more subtle violations

such as discriminatory underwriting policies . Correspondingly ,

as the associations become better versed in the laws ' requirements ,

fewer of the more technical violations are occurring .

Period Covered No. of Possible Violations

Uncovered by Our Examiners

Percent Change Over

Previous Period

8/1/76 - 1/31/77 581 not applicable

( first round of examiner training began in October , 1976 )

1/1/77 - 12/31/77 2,804 241 %

1/1/78 - 6/30/78 2,857 204 %

( second round of examiner training in nondiscrimination to

begin in September 1978 )

In contrast to the violations uncovered by our examiners ,

in the twelve month period between July 1 , 1977 and June 30 ,

1978 , the Bank Board's Washington and district offices ( i.e. ,

the Supervisory Agents in the District Federal Home Loan

Banks ) received a total of 228 complaints alleging discrimination

in lending of which 181 have been closed . In contrast to

the violations uncovered by our examiners , very few of the

alleged violations brought to our attention through the

complaint process are sustained . Of these 181 complaints ,

which have been closed the complainants claim was substantiated

upon investigation in only 12 cases .
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1700 G Stroet, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20562

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

UM

Foderal Home Loan Bank System

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation

ANITA MILLER

Board Momber

September 8 , 1978

The Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Commerce , Consumer and Monetary

Dear Mr. Chairman :

I am pleased to respond to your letter of August 18 , 1978

and have attached our responses to your thirty five questions

concerning the Bank Board's enforcement of the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act and Fair Housing Act . If there is any additional

information you need or further explanation of any of the

material presented , please let us know .

Sincerely ,

Hic

Anita Miller
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Question No. 1

What provisions of law and what court decisions comprise the legal basis

for the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's new nondiscrimination regulations

and for the enforcement program that will be followed to ensure

compliance with these regulations ?

ANSWER

The legal authority relied upon by the Bank Board in adopting the new

nondiscrimination regulations was that cited in Board Resolution 78-302 :

The Community Reinvestment Act , Title VIII , Pub . L. 95-128 , 91 Stat .

1147 ( 12 U.S.C. 2901 ) ; Equal Credit Opportunity Act Amendments of 1976 ,

Title VII , Pub . L. 93-495 ( 15 U.S.C. 1691 ) ; the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ,

Title VIII ( Fair Housing ) , Pub . L. 90-284 , 82 Stat . 81 ( 42 U.S.C.

3601-3619 ) , Act of May 31 , 1870 , 16 Stat . 144 , 14 Stat . 27 ( 42 U.S.C.

1981 ) ; E.O. 11063 - Equal Opportunity in Housing , 27 F.R. 11527 ;

Federal Home Loan Bank Act , sec . 17 , 47 Stat.736 ( 12 U.S.C. 1437 ) ;

Title IV ( Insurance of Savings and Loan Accounts) of the National

Housing Act , secs . 402 , 403, 407 , 48 Stat . 1256 , 1257 , 1260 , as amended

( 12 U.S.C. 1725 , 1726 , 1730 ) ; Home Owners Loan Act of 1933 , sec . 5 ,

48 Stat . 132 , as amended ( 12 U.S.C. 1464 ) ; Reorg . Plan No. 3 of 1947 ,

12 F.R. 4981 , 3 C.F.R. 1943-48 Comp . 1071 .

In Laufman v . Oakley Bldg . & Loan Co., 408 F. Supp . 489 , 495 ( S.D. Ohio ,

1976 ) , the court upheld the Bank Board's authority to issue its original

nondiscrimination regulations which our new nondiscrimination regulations

amended .
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Question No. 2

Do you anticipate any legal challenge of the agency's authority to

issue or enforce these regulations ?

ANSWER

We recognize that there is always a possibility that there may be a

- gal challenge to a new regulation or regulatory amendment.

have no particular reason to believe that these regulations will be

challenged . However , if they are , we believe that they will be

upheld and found to be within the Bank Board's authority .

In the only case in which the court has considered the question of the

Bank Board's authority to promulgate nondiscrimination regulations , Laufman v .

Oakley Bldg & Loan Co. , 408 F. Supp . 489 , 495 ( S.D. Ohio , 1976 ) , the court

upheld the Bank Board's authority .
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Question No. 3

What specific evidence have you that redlining practices

and disciminatory appraisal practices of the sort prohibited

in the new regulations are occurring or have recently occurred?

Please provide to the subcommittee copies of any staff studies

or other reports ( including independent research or investigative

studies ) on which you rely as evidence . In the case of evidence

arising from examinations , please report as fully as possible

the nature of the findings , the types of communities or

neighborhoods involved , the number of institutions involved ,

and all other information pertinent to a full description

of your findings of redlining practices .

ANSWER

Evidence from Research

.

The Bank Board has recently hired A. Thomas King to investigate

redlining and other forms of housing discrimination . Mr. King

holds a Ph.D in economics from Yale University and was

formerly a faculty member in economics at the University of

Maryland . He has previously studied discrimination in the

pricing of rental housing and has published several papers on

this and other aspects of urban housing . At the Bank Board ,

Mr. King is responsible for the analysis of the Loan Application

Registers ( see answer to question number 35 ) to determine

what information must be collected to detect discrimination

and redlining . In preparation for this study , Mr. Ring has

completed a review of representative studies of redlining ,

assessing the evidence and proposing an appropriate framework

for analysis .

Prior to Mr. King's arrival , the Bank Board contracted for

the following papers on various aspects of redlining and

neighborhood decline :

Kerry D. Vandell , Barbara Silbert Hodas , and Rachel Bratt ,

" Financial Institutions and Neighborhood Decline : A Review

of the Literature " , 1974 .

Jack M. Guttentag and Susan M. Wachter , " Redlining and Public

Policy . "
n

Fair Housing Information Survey , 1975 , jointly conducted by

the Bank Board , the Comptroller of Currency , the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation , and the Federal Reserve Board .

Since these studies and the ones reviewed by Mr. King are

fairly voluminous , please let us know of which ones you would

like a copy and we will promptly send it to you .
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Evidence from Examinations

Our examiners are detecting fair housing violations which

indicate " patterns and practices " which tend to discriminate

against certain classes of borrowers and certain neighborhoods .

Among the kinds of violations they are finding are :

Refusals to make loans at less than a certain dollar

amount , which in some areas means that minorities

are effectively precluded from purchasing a house

since those within their means and in the neighbor

hoods where they live are often below the minimum

dollar amount .

Refusals to lend in certain areas solely because of

the age of the houses . This kind of policy ( which

is forbidden by our new Nondiscrimination Regulations )

tends to discriminate against certain neighborhoods

since the houses in an area are often built about

the same time . This practice tends most often to

penalize older inner city neighborhoods .

Refusals to lend in certain areas due to the income

level of the neighborhood , which tend to hurt poorer ,

often minority , areas .

Refusals to lend in certain areas due to the racial

composition of the neighborhood .

Loan applications rejected because of the physical

condition of the property , although the files

contained no appraisal reports to back up this

contention .

older houses are penalized by requiring less

favorable terms to get a loan ( for example , higher

rates , shorter terms , higher down payments) .

Our examiners are also uncovering appraisals containing

potenially discriminatory information such as :

Notation of the predominant nationalities in

an area .

Notation that the neighborhood is changing to

( the implication being for the worse , usually

because minorities are moving in ) .
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Notation of the " typical " resident's gross income ( which

tends to stereotype an area and leads to the possibility

that the applicant's individual creditworthiness

is not weighed ) .

Words such as " deteriorating" and " declining " used

to describe neighborhoods .

Forms which ask if there is " any actual or threatened

racial encroachments ."

Comments on the economics of the neighborhood .

Comments on a " typical " resident's occupation ( which

again tends to stereotype the applicant and the

area to the applicant's detriment )

The following examples were extracted from examination reports

and detail some of the practices which are described , in a

general way , above .

Association No. 1

In the instance of one association , the review of rejected

loan applications noted three such rejections as based upon

the secuity property being located adjacent to or near

commercial real estate . ( These rejections were all prior

to the July 1 , 1978 effective date of Section 528.3 ( a )

of the our Nondiscrimination Regulations prohibiting

discrimination based upon location of the security property . )

As stated by an association representative , it was the

association policy to reject loan applications where the

security property was residential-type and located near

adverse influences such as commercial real

estate . The representative further stated that the State and

City statutes pertaining to nondiscrimination in lending

appear to allow consideration of property location for under

writing purposes . He then stated that the association intends

to comply with the above regulation and will consider all

loan applications based on factors other than those solely

limited to the location of the property .

This examination was completed very recently. The supervisory
agent has not received the report of examination , therefore

no supervisory action has yet been taken .
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Association No. 2

In response to the Nondiscrimination Questionnaire , the managing

officer indicated that the association is more restrictive on

loan applications in certain areas in which the association

currently has or has had excessive real estate owned . *

The managing officer stated that no specific geographic boundaries

for the areas involved have been set . However , he acknowledged

that the general areas involved are mainly older central

city neighborhoods where the association has or has had real

estate owned . He further stated that each loan application

is reviewed on its own merits regardless of its location .

A review of the association's latest Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act Statement verified management's statements . Few loans

were granted in the central city while a considerable number

were made in the suburbs and in adjoining counties .

The association's lending policy also includes provisions

that loan terms on older properties will be more restrictive

than those on newer properties . For example , the maximum

term on a house under 20 years old is 30 years , while the

maximum term on house between 20 and 25 years of age is

limitied to 75 % of the remaining economic life of the property .

It appears that the practice of refusing to lend or lend ing

only on more restrictive terms on older central city properties

may in effect discriminate , because a significant proportion

of the county's minority residents live in central city areas .

Discussion with management , the review of loans made , and

rejected loan applications indicate that the association gets

relatively few applications for loans on central city properties .

Whether this is a function of simple lack of loan demand

in these areas or of some form of pre - application screening

could not be determined . There is no evidence of any pre

screening by association personnel , real estate sales

people , or others .

The managing officer stated that the association is aware

of regulations prohibiting discrimination and is in

compliance . He feels that management's obligation to

the savers and economic conditions beyond association

control justify greater lending restrictions in areas where

the association has had real estate owned problems .

* This means that the association has foreclosed on

certain properties and has acquired title to them .
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The supervisory agent has pointed out that this association

is very active in the Neighborhood Housing Services , an inner

city community program , partly sponsored by the District

FHLBank .

The supervisory agent discussed the examiner's comment with

the association's board of directors and asked that they

thoroughly reivew the regulations regarding nondiscrimination

in lending

As a result , the managing officer informed the supervisory

agent that corrective action has been taken . The board

of directors has reviewed our Nond iscrimination Regulations

and has informed the supervisory agent that they have

reemphasized the fact that it is association policy to

fully comply with these regulations .

Association No. 3

Application Discouraged . The complainant alleged that

the loan officer , who was a vice president of the

association , discouraged him from filing an application

during late March 1978 , to purchase a house in the Wells

Street area .

The complainant attributes the following conversation with

the loan officer , who's first words were :

" If this concerns the house on Wells Street , I can

save you a trip down . Our bank does not make loans

on that kind of house in that kind of neighborhood . "

As a result of this applicant's complaint , a special

examination was conducted by the District Civil Rights

Specialist . He found that the association did not

appear to be redlining. As regards to the allegation

that loan applications were being discouraged , this

could neither be proven or disproven .

However , during this examination this matter was settled

amicably between the association and the complainant . The

complainant was invited to return to the association and

submit his application , which he did . The loan officer

involved admitted he had been less than diplomatic in

his handling of this loan inquiry , for which he apologized .
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Association No. 4

During the month of January 1977 , the United States Justice

Department conducted an investigation of the association's

lending practices . However , as of the date of this examination ,

the results of this investigation have not been received by
the association .

A review of mortgage loans granted from January 1 , 1976 ,

to September 30 , 1977 , disclosed seven census tract areas

in which no mortgage loans had been granted . Four of these

census tracts are in commercial or rural areas ; while the

remaining three are heavily populated by minority groups .

A review of 30 rejected mortgage loan applications , 106

outstanding and/or expired loan commitments , and a test check

of 46 other rejected loan appliations disclosed that only two

applications have been submitted from these seven census

tract areas .

The association's procedure for approving mortgage loans

permits the loan interviewer to issue an adverse action to

the prospective borrower based on underwriting standards

established by the association . This practice is a violation

of Section 12 of the association's bylaws which states that the

Executive Committee has the first opportunity to approve or

reject an application .

The president stated that the association has only received

two loan applications for three of these census tracts .

also stated that future applications will be submitted to

the Executive Committee for their action .

In response to the supervisory letter , the association assured

that action would be taken as follows :

1 .
Attempt to locate rejected loan applicants .

2 . To include additional Regulation B material in its

personnel training program .

The board of directors adopted a resolution incorporating

nondiscrimination in lending policies as required by the

Fair Housing Act , Regulation B and the Bank Board's regulations .

A subsequent examination ( 1977 ) again indicated that no loans

were granted in certain census tracts , which are heavily

populated by minority groups . According to the examination

report , only two applications were received from these areas .
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The examiner found no indication that the association was pre

screening applicants or that the applications which were

received were treated in a discriminatory manner .

During Janaury 1977 , the Department of Justice conducted

an investigation of this association's lend ing practices .

The Department of Justice has not taken any action as a

result of their investigation .

Association No. 5

When real estate appraisers noted the remaining economic

life of properties in " declining " or older neighborhoods

to be 25 years or less , the terms of loan approvals were

usually at least five years less than the economic life .

As noted in the attached copy of the report comment , this

resulted in loan terms ranging from five to 20 years whereas

loan terms ranged from 25 to 30 years in newer areas . In

14 of 20 instances reviewed , the borrowers with shorter

term loans were members of a protected class under ECOA .

The supervisory agent advised the association that it would

be necessary for real estate appraisers to fully document

their estimates of the remaining economic life of each

property appraised . The association has agreed to do this .

Association No. 6

Nondiscrimination

1. Policies

On March 16 , 1972 twelve corporate policies were adopted

which management believes adequately meet regulatory

requirements and guidelines concerning nondiscrimination .

These policies appear to be more in the form of general

principles which , in implemenation could be interpreted

in different ways , and which do not address themselves to

the specific areas contained in Section 531.8 guidelines

for comparison . The president said this one policy is

specific .

2. Effective Lending Territory and Loan Procurement

The effective lending territory for this centrally- located

institution is the entire city area . This market is now

serviced by outlying suburban branches in the northwest ,

west and southwest . Management has indicated in the
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in the Nondiscrimination Questionnaire that the association

does not make dwelling loans in " areas like unto that which

we define as 'Juneway Terrace' ... therein being multiuit
apartments and wherein we have sustained substantial loss

by virtue of nonpayment and subsequent building demolition .

Such areas preclude the possibility of a borrower being able

to maintain the property and subsequently little possibility

that we can protect our investment ."

Furthermore , in the Lending Questionnaire , management estimates

that 62 % of mortgage loans are obtained through real estate

brokers . Our review of loans granted revealed that , of the

1,432 loans granted during the 15-month review period ,

only ten were secured by properties on the south side of the

city , and another 28 on south suburban properties . During the

first six months of 1977 , 736 loan applications were received ,

however only 16 applications or 2.2 % of the applications

received were on properties located on the south side of

the city and south suburbs .

The vice president in charge of lending stated that the

association's lending area historically has been the

city's near north side plus tthe northern and western

suburbs . He said that loan demand from the south side is

minimal and the association does not work through south

side real estate brokers . A new branch in the southwest

suburbs is being constructed , and one employee is presently

working in a temporary trailer office , soliciting loan

applications from brokers and builders in the vicinity of

this southwestern suburb of the city .

He further stated there were other situations where the

association had sustained losses and cited examples .

From this experience , he stated that the assocation would

not make a loan where it was evident to the association

that the borrower would be unable to pay the indebtedness
in full . While he cited specifc losses , he made the

point that the concern of the association was to protect

its assets and its refusal to make a loan would be based

on the belief that the borrower would be unable to

repay indebtedness , rather than on the geographic location

of the property .

In response to the supervisory letter , the association

furnished supervision with copies of its revised lending policy .

This revised policy included an affirmative lending program

for the south side of the city , which was furnished to local

real estate brokers . The supervisory agent considered this

response acceptable .
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Association No. 7

Nondiscrimination

Our examination of loan files , rejected applications and

related records , and subsequent discussions with management

and staff members indicated that the association's executive

management has very little knowledge of or concern

for Federal Home Loan Bank Board regulations concerning

nondiscrimination , Regulation B - Equal Credit Opportunity

Act , and Regulation C - Home Mortgage Disclosure Act .

association's failure to comply with the applicable regulations

made it impossible to obtain conclusive evidence of actual

discriminatory practices on individual applicants in the

scope of our examination ; however , the management attitude

reflected in the following comments are an indication that

actual or potential discriminatory lending policies may

exist .

1 . Lending Policy

The examination report as of March 22 , 1977 , noted that the

association's board of directors had not adopted formal

written policies relating to nondiscrimination in lending .

The minutes of the May 16 , 1977 meeting include the following

statements :

" The Secretary advised the Board that Regulation B ,

amending the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA )

was revised , as we were advised by the FHLBB on

March 7 , 1977. Director ... moved that we adopt the

folowing resolution : ' The Equal Credit Opportunity

Act of 1974 prohibits discrimination in the extension

of credit on the basis of sex or marital status .

The 1976 amendment to the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act and revised Regulation B will , as of March 23 ,

1977 , prohibit discrimination in credit transactions

on the basis of race , color , religion , national

origin , age , receipt of income from public assistance

programs , and good faith exercise of rights under

the consumer Credit Protection Act of 1968. '

Motion seconded by Director ... , and carried . "

The board action notes the provisions of Regulation B ,

but does not establish an association policy . This

exception was brought to the attention of management

during the course of the examination . Subsequently on

July 17 , 1978 the board clarified that resolution , as

stated in the unapproved copy of the minutes for that

meeting :
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" We agree with the ideas in the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act of 1974 and we will not discriminate in the extension

of credit on the basis of sex or marital status . The

1976 amendment to the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

and revised Regulation B will , as of March 23 , 1977 , prohibit

discrimiantion in credit transactions on the basis of

race , color , religion , national origin , age , receipt

of income from public assistance programs , and good

faith exercise of rights under the consumer Credit

Protecton Act of 1968 . Motion seconded by Director

and carried . "

The statement adopted still does not constitute a formal

vritten policy . is 531.8 ) Discussions with employees who

are authorized to accept loan applications indicated that

executive management has not kept them abreast of the

requirements and prohibitions of the various nondiscrimination

regulations . We brought to the attention of the president

and chief executive officer ( managing officer ) , that Bank

Regulation 528.2a ( b ) required that by September 1 , 1978 ,

each association shall have clearly written, nondiscriminatory

loan underwriting standards , available to the public upon

request .

The managing officer indicated that complying with the

September i requirement would be difficult and he did not

regard this regulation as necessary , since his . main concern

is to make good mortgages that will enable the association to

continue to be a safe place for its depositors . He admitted

that the recently enacted regulations affecting Section 528

and 531 had probably been thrown in the wastebasket by him .

We made a copy of the regulation for him and he said he

may or may not comply with these requirements .

In a discussion of lending policies with the managing

officer , he made the statement that the association

makes loans to blacks in West ... , but wouldn't make

loans in a black neighborhood . He described the

association's effective lending area as certain cities

in the vicinity of the association. According to

the managing officer , all loan applications are subject

to a property inspection by members of the appraisal

committee who evaluate the property and the area in which

it is located . The association will lend to persons in

a minority group if the property meets the appraisal committee

standards . He said that the association will not make

a loan to a person when the property is located in an area

which is heavily populated by members of the black race

37-415 0 - 79 - 77
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and the appraisal committee will not be sent out to evaluate

this property . This policy is followed because he believes

that ( 1 ) areas heavily populated with blacks are not in

the association's effective lending or savings area ; ( 2 )

these areas are served by numerous other associations ;

and ( 3 ) the areas are subject to declining property values

and unstable characteristics . He does not consider loans

in these areas to be a safe and sound investment . The managing

officer indicated that he was aware of the term " redlining "

but believed that it is within the association's authority

to reject loans they do not believe to be sound investments .

This is a recent examination and the completed examination

report has not yet reached the supervisory agent or the Washington

office . However , based on preliminary information furnished

him , the supervisory agent , together with the State authorities ,

has called for a meeting of the association's board of directors ,

to be held September 18 , 1978. At that time , the supervisory

agent will require that the association take action as set

forth in the Bank Board's enforcement policy - i.e. , to

develop and disseminate written loan policies and procedures ,

including an affirmative lending program for its minority

communities ; to train association personnel in nondiscrimination

in lending ; and to take corrective action regarding identifiable

victims . A follow-up examination will be conducted in

order to ascertain the association's degree of compliance .

Should this association fail to take prompt corrective

action , the supervisory agent will recommend that a cease

and desist order be issued .

As the above general and specific data shows , some

institutions are refusing to make loans in communities

or neighborhoods based on racial , ethnic , income and

age of property considerations .

We cannot at this time inform you as to the number of

institutions involved in these practices , since our

information was gathered from a field sample for

purposes of answering the inquiry as to evidence .
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30. City of Seattle , Mayor's Reinvestment Task Force . Draft Report of

31 . City of Seattle , Mayor's Reinvestment Task Force . Final Report -

B. NEIGHBORHOOD DYNAMICS

32 . Case , Frederick . Inner City Housing and Private Enterprise. New

33 . Grigsby , William . Housing Markets and Public Policy . Philadelphia :

34 . Housing Training and Information Center . The Phases of Neighborhood

35 . Hoyt , Homer . The Structure and Growth of Residential Neighborhoods

36 . TheNational Urban League and the Center for Community Change .

37 .
Park , Erza ; Burgess , Ernest ; and McKenzie, Roderick . The City .

38. Public Affairs Counseling . The Dynamics of Neighborhood Change.

39. Smith , Wallace F. " Filtering and Neighborhood Change . " in Housing

41. Vandell , Kerry D.; Hodas , Barbara Silbert ; and Bratt , Rachel .

C. DISCRIMINATION IN MORTGAGE LENDING

1 . General Studies on Mortgage Discrimination

42. Abrams , Charles . Forbidden Neighbors --A Study of Prejudice in Housing .
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Advance Mortgage Corporation . Midwestern Minority Housing Markets .

45. Bradford, Calvin ;Rubinowitz , Leonard ; and McGowan , James . " Sample

46. Chicago Commission on Human Relations . Selling and Buying Real Estate

47. Comptroller of the Currency . Fair Housing Lending Practices Pilot

48. Grier , George and Eunice . Equality and Beyond. Chicago : Quadrangle

49. Federal Home Loan Bank Board , Fair Housing Information - Form A

51. National Urban League and the Center for Community Change. The

53 . U.S. Commission on Civil Rights . Home Ownership for Lower Income

55. U.S. House of Representatives . Subcommittee of the Committee on

56 . U.S. Senate . Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Committee

1
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Legal and Regulatory Powers

57. Duncan , Marcia ; Hood , Edwin T .; and Neet , James L. " Redlining Prac

58. Eggleston , James . " Mortgage Discrimination : Eliminating Racial

59. Feins , Judith D. " Urban Housing Disinvestment and Neighborhood

Federal Home Loan Bank Board , amicus brief filed in the case of

61. Federal Home Loan Bank Board . Office of General Council . " The Applic

64. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights . The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement

65 .
U.S. House of Representatives . Civil Rights Oversight Subcommittee

66. U.S. Senate . Committee on Banking and Housing and Urban Affairs.
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68 . Werner , Frances ; Frej , William ; and Madway , David . " Redlining and

D. REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL AND UNDERWRITING AND REDLINING

69. Abrams , Charles . Forbidden Neighbors -- A Study of Prejudice in

73. Bradford , Calvin . " The Single -Family Home Appraisal Process : The

Grothaus , Darel . " Neighborhood Lending Policies of Federal National

75. Helper , Rose . Racial Policies and Practices of Real Estate Brokers .

76. Hoyt , Homer . One Hundred Years of Land Values in Chicago . Chicago :

77. McMichael, Stanley . McMichael's Appraising Manual, Fourth Edition .

78. Opelka , F. Gregory . Appraising in the Inner City: A Collection of

79 . Rothenberg, Alan E. The Impact of Real Estate Lending Biases on the
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E. MORTGAGE LENDING RISKS AND RACE

I. Property Values and Race

81. Berry , J. L. Brian . " Ghetto Expansion and Single -Family Housing

82. Chicago Urban League . Housing Costs in the Black Submarket of Chicago :

83. Downs , Anthony. " An Economic Analysis of Property Values and Race

84. Gillette , Thomas L. " A Study of the Effects of Negro Invasion on

85. Hunt , Chester L. " Integrated Housing in Kalamazoo . " Research Report

Ladd , W. W. " Effect of Integration on Property Values . " American

87 . Laurenti , Luigi M. " Effects of Nonwhite Purchases on Market Prices

88. Laurenti , Luigi M. Property Values and Race . Berkeley : University

89. Marcus , M. " Racial Composition and Home Price Changes : A Case Study . "

90. McEntire , D. " The Housing Market in Racially Mixed Areas . " Real

93. Palmore , E. " Integration and Property Values . " Pylon , Volume 27
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Program
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94. Palmore, Erdman and Howe, John . " Residential Integration and Property

II . Race , Mortgage Delinquency and Foreclosure Risks

96. Federal Housing Administration . FHA Experience with Mortgage Fore

97 .
Federal National Mortgage Association , Office of Economic Analysis.

98. Herzog , John and Earley , James . Home Mortgage Delinquency and Fore

99. Housing and Home Finance Agency . Mortgage Foreclosures in Six Metro

Lefcoe , George , principal investigator , with Toton , Genè and Moran ,

102. Mandel, Lewis and Black , Harold . " Monitoring Discrimination in

103. Megee , Mary. " Statistical Prediction of Mortgage Risk . " Land Economics ,

104. Mortgage Bankers Association of America . Characteristics of Delinquent

105. Veterans ' Administration , Report of Loan Service and Claim Study,

106. Von Furstenberg , George and Green , Jeffrey . " The Effect of Income and

Von Furstenberg, George and Green , Jeffrey . " The Effects of Race and
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108. Von Furstenberg, George and Green , Jeffrey R. " Estimation of Delin

109. Williams , Alex ; Beranek , William ; Byrne , Robert ; Kenkel , James ; and

110. Williams , Alex 0.; Beranek , William ; and Kenkel , James . " Factors

RECENT ECONOMETRIC STUDIES OF MORTGAGE

LENDING DISCRIMINATION

111 . Benston , George J. and Horsky , Dan . Redlining and the Demand for

112. Black , Harold ; Schweitzer , Robert; and Mendell , Lewis . Discrimination

113. Guttentag , Jack M. and Wachter , Susan M. Redlining and Public Policy
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Question No. 4 ,

How will the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's examination procedures

enforce the prohibitions against " pre- screening " and discouragement

of potential loan applicants ?

( a ) Please explain how the examination procedures will determine

whether the loan application register maintained by each association is

complete and has not had certain cases intentionally omitted , especially

in - person inquiries that fall within the technical definition of

" application " but in which no written application was submitted ?

( b ) What procedures will detect the discouragement of applicants by

a loan officer who , upon being asked the current interest rate his

association charges on home loans, quotes one rate to applicants he

wishes to encourage and another higher rate to applicants he wishes to

discourage? What procedures will detect the discouragement of applicants

by a loan offiter who informs certain applicants whom he wishes to

discourage that six to eight weeks will be required to process an appli

cation , when in fact only one week is required ?

( c ) Please supply to the subcommittee the text of all examiner

instructions that address the problem of " pre -screening " and discouragement .

If there are no such instructions, please so state .

ANSWER

4., ( a ) We are in the process of distributing information to all examiners

Examiners will review each association's nondiscrimination policies

in order to ascertain , among other things , that personnel processing

applications are aware of what constitutes a credit decision based

on an " application " . Examiners will review application processing

procedures , interview processing personnel and conduct on - site

observations of the application process .

The loan application register will be examined for completeness .

In instances where the application register shows that only written

applications are listed on the register the examiner will extend

his inquiry in order to ascertain the association's actual practice

as regards to other inquiries which could be considered " applications " ,

Such expansion would include reviews of written instructions

to loan applications officers as well as interviews with such

officers and association management to determine what actual

procedures are and whether they are appropriate .

1
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Question No. 4

Page 2

( b ) The Bank Board has recently revised its regulations relevant to

nondiscrimination . These regulations ( Part 528 ) require , in

part , that :

( 1 ) Each member institution shall have clearly written ,

( 2 ) A member institution shall inform each inquirer of his or

Examiners will closely monitor compliance with this regulation

and supervisory agents will take action against associations
found to be in violation . We feel that timely and effective

enforcement of this regulation will do much to eliminate such

practices.

In addition to the procedures discussed in the answer to question

4 ( a ) , we intend to have our examiners review the instructions and

training material given to loan application officers and to interview ,

in appropriate cases , such officers to determine whether the associa

tion's procedures are in compliance . We are also considering using

direct observation of in -person loan application interviews .

As part of our new round of examiner training which will begin

in October , we have engaged a specialist in pre -screening,

recommended by Civil Rights groups , to conduct this part of

the course . A copy of the course outline is attached . Take

particular note of sections IIA , IIB , IID , IIH , VA and VB .

( c ) The examiner instructions on this subject are found in :

G - 1 , General Questionnaire - Nondiscrimination ( nos , 1 , 2 , 9 , and 10 )

G - 2 General Questionnaire - Régulation B ( nos , 1 , 18b , 24 and 29 ) ..

Copies of these questionnaires are attached .
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

MEMORANDUM #T 60-4

August 10 , 1978
To : OES Professional Staff and

Supervisory Agents

From: James W. McBride Regulation B

SYNOPSIS: FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD UNOFFICIAL STAFF INTER

PRETATION REGARDING " APPLICATIONS"

The Federal Reserve Board has issued an unofficial staff interpretation of the

definition of application ( particularly the phrase " made in accordance with pro

cedures established by a creditor ..." ) in section 202.2 ( f ) of Regulation B. The

interpretation states in part:

" The Equal Credit Opportunity act and Regulation B prohibit

discrimination against credit applicants on nine specific bases. Unless

a lender's policies or procedures discriminate against an applicant on

a prohibited basis or have that effect, the lender may adopt any policies

or procedures that it wishes ( consistent with any other applicable laws) .

For that reason section 202.2 ( f) defines an application as a request 'made

in accordance with procedures established by a creditor for the type

of credit requested .'

;

" The focus, however, is on a lender's actual practices, not its stated

policies, governing each phase of the application process. For example ,

even though a real estate lender's stated policy is to require all appli

cations to be in writing, if the lender makes a credit decision based on

an oral request, then an application has been 'made in accordance with

procedures established by ( that) creditor ....' The question of whether .

a credit decision has been made is one of fact and turns, in the staff's

opinion, on whether the lender has received sufficient information about

the applicant or the collateral on which to base a credit decision ( again ,

considering its actual practices) and whether the lender takes any action

to reject the request or to discourage its further pursuit.

" The following examples illustrate the staff's views on when an

application has been received for Regulation B purposes in the context

of residential real estate financing. Each example assumes that the

lender has a stated policy of considering applications only when they

are in writing .

" Example A : Shopping Inquiry

A woman telephones or meets with a loan officer and states that

she is purchasing a home in the area and needs a loan. She asks about

the lender's loan terms. The loan officer quotes the lender's current

finance charge, maximum loan-to-value ratio, maximum maturity, and
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Page Two

maximum loan amount. Since the finance charge may vary with the

amount of the downpayment or mortgage insurance may be required,

the loan officer asks the purchase price of the house and the amount

of the contemplated downpaymentin order to provide the correct loan

term information . The woman supplies the requested information, writes

down the loan terms, and concludes the conversation. Has an 'application'

come into being ? No. Although the lender has received some information

regarding the woman ( the amount of the downpayment that she has avail

able) andthe property ( the purchase price ) , it has not made any decision

based upon that information .

" Example B : Application is Made

Assume the same facts as in example A, except the woman , after

learning the loan terms, asks for a 95 % loan or states her income and

asks whether she qualifies for a loan from the lender. The loan officer,

for whatever reason, says no or indicates that there is little point in

the woman's applying for a loan . Has an 'application' for credit been

made? Yes. Theloan officer's willingness to reject or discourage the

woman's loan request indicates that the request was made in accordance

with the application process used by the lender.

" Note that, although an application has been received, the lender

may not have taken adverse action as defined in section 202.2 ( c) of

Regulation B if applicable law prohibits the lender from making the re

quested loan or the lender does not extend residential mortgage credit ,

Otherwise, adverse action has been taken , and the notification and record

retention provisions of the regulation apply. If the application is conveyed

via telephone and adverse action istaken, then the lender must request

the applicant's name and address. If the applicant refuses to provide

that information , then the lender, of course , has no further notification

obligation .

" Example C : No Application Made

Assume the same facts as in example B, except the loan officer,

pursuant to the lender's unform policy , tells the potential applicant

( and all potential applicants, without exception ) that applications can

be considered only if they are in writing. The loan officer gives the

potential applicant an application form ( or , in a telephone conversation ,

perhaps offers to mail an application ) and invites her to apply. The

loan officer may provide general information about the lender's loan

policies, but does not evaluate any information given voluntarily by the

potential applicant. Has an application been made ?

" No, because the loan request was not made in 'accordance with

procedures established by the creditor for the type of credit requested .'

The lender insists uniformly on written applications before making any

judgments. No evaluation has been made at this point, and the lender's

procedure for taking a 'request for an extension of credit' has been fully
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disclosed to the potential applicant. If the loan officer had made even

a preliminary judgment and communicated it to the potential applicant

( as in example B) , then the request would have to be treated as an appli

cation since, by that action , the lender would be using an application

process that involves an evaluation of oral requests for credit..

" Example D : Application is Made

A woman telephones a financial institution and asks about obtaining

a loan . The person answering the phone asks about the woman's income

and the loan amount sought.The lender's employee determines that

the woman's income is insufficient to handle the debt and tells the inquirer

that submitting a written application would be a waste of time. Has an

'application' been submitted? Yes. The employee's willingness to make

a credit decision based on the information provided indicates that the

request was made in accordance with the application process used by

this particular lender.

" Example E : No Application Made

A woman visits a financial institution and asks about obtaining

a loan . The interviewing loan officer does not ask the woman about

her income, but she volunteers the information anyway. The loan officer,

instead of calculating the loan payment- to - income ratio, provides the

woman with a simple explanation ofthe lender's policy on housing expense

to - income anddebt- to - income ratios and invites the woman to submit

an application if she wishes. No ' application has been submitted up to

this point. Although a request for credit has been made, the application

process used by the lender requires applications to be in writing . This

fact has been communicated to the potential applicant, who has been

invited to submit an application in the manner required of all applicants.

" Example F : Application isMade

A real estate broker telephones a loan officer at a financial insti

tution and asks if the lender will make a loan to a couple to finance the

purchase of a particular piece of property . The broker outlines the couple's

financial situation and the terms of the sale's contract. The lender has

maintained a relationship with the broker for a number of years and

regularly gives a preliminary indication as to whether it will make loans

tothe broker's clients. Has an 'application' been made? Yes, the couple's

request for credit was communicated to the lender by the broker. The

fact that the lender was willing to evaluate the information provided

and made a preliminary credit decision at that point is evidence that

the request is an application for purposes of Regulation B.

37-415 O - 79 - 78
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" As the examples above illustrate, the 'procedures established by

a creditor for the type of credit requested' are those procedures that

are , in fact , employed. Lenders inay not avoid their responsibilities

under the Equal Credit OpportunityAct and Regulation B by invoking

formal standards not consistently applied to all requests for credit . "

Office of Examinations and

Supervision

JamesBy: wamezunde
James W.McBride

Distribution to State supervisory authorities to be made by District Directors

Examinations.
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Second Round of Examiner Training

Nondiscrimination in Lending

Outline of Course Content

I. Introduction to Nondiscrimination in Lending

A. Definitions and Brief Historical Overview of Various Forms

B. Civil Rights Precedents

1 .

c.

Current Developments

1 . Settlement agreement

2 .

D.

1 .

FHLBB's Authority

2

E.

1 .

Review of Major Legal Mandates

1.

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act

G. . Equal Credit Opportunity Act

1. Special rules under ECOA

Regulation B2 .
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H. FHLBB's Nondiscrimination Regulations

1 .

6 .

I. Community Reinvestment Act

Transparencies and handouts will show the correlation between

all major legal mandates and how they apply to the lending

process .

II . Procedural Requirements - Nondiscrimination in Lending

- Sample applications will be provided all trainees .

Case studies and illustrations will be developed for trainees

to determine when and if an application has been made .

ro. Evaluation of Applications

C.

1 .

Extensions of Credit
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8 .

9 .

Credit scoring

Accepted and rejected files

a .

10 .

11 .

Sample accepted and rejected loan files will be reviewed and

evaluated to detect violations .

D. Notifications and Adverse Actions

3 .

- Transparencies and handouts will show detailed procedure for

E. Furnishing Credit Information

1 . Regulation B

F. Relation to State Laws

1 .. Requirements

2 . Community property states

3 .

G. Record Retention

1 . Requirements

2 . Pertinent Information to be retained
3 . Responsibility of lender

4 . Examination procedure

1.

Information for Monitoring Purposes

1 . Information to be requested

2 .

b .

I
.

Business Credit

J. Special Purpose Credit Programs
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K. The Effects Test

1 . Definition

2 . Possible application of the effects test

3 . How it applies to lenders

4 .

II .

2 .

Analyzing Neighborhoods

A. Home Mortgage Disclosure Act

1 . Technical requirements to implement HMDA

- Census tract maps will be used in the examination procedure .

B. Role of the Appraiser

1 .

C. Evaluating Appraisal Reports for Discriminating Practices

in the Examination Process

- Sample appraisal reports will be used to detect violations .

D.

b .

Redlining

1 . Definition

2 . The legal background , regulatory powers and authority

d .

b .
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IV .

3 .

8 .

FHLBB's Guidelines Relating to Nondiscrimination in Lending

A. Loan Underwriting Standards

a.

B. Discriminatory Practices

1 . Sex Or marital status

2 . Language

3 . Income of husbands and wives

4 .

C.

b .

e .

६ .

Evaluating written and unwritten loan policies and standards

1 . Borrower qualifications

a . Debt to income ratio

b .

- Written loan policies will be reviewed and compared with accepted

D.

8.

Marketing Practices

1 . Business relationships
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4 . Examination procedure

- Printed and audio visual advertising and marketing Information

Enforcement Guidelines

V.

A.

Review of the Examination Process

B. Evaluating Written Loan Policies and Underwriting Standards .

C. Evaluating the Associations ' Marketing Programs

D. Evaluating the Associations ' Auditing Programs for Compliance

E. Evaluating the Associations ' Employee Training Programs

F. Evaluating the Associations ' Complaint Procedures

G. Evaluating the " Ėffects " of Nondiscrimination Violations

H. Procedures and Programs

VI . The Complaint Process and the Special Limited Examination

• VII . Interviewing as an Enforcement Tool

A. Techniques of Interviewing

B. Interviewing the Personnel of an Association

1 . Management

2 .

c.

Interviewing Sources Outside an Association

1 . When is it necessary

2 . What can be learned

3 . Dealing with applicants , rejected applicants , former employees ,

D. Guidelines for Interviewing

VIII . Role of the Civil Rights Specialist

A. District Responsibilities

B. Relationship to Washington Civil Rights Specialist

C. Relationship to Supervisory Agent
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D.
Relationship to Community Investment Officer

IX .
The Community Reinvestment Act and its Implications

X.
The Community Investment Fund
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN . BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

NONDISCRIMINATION

Yo No

Have policies, procedures and general underwriting standards concerning

nondiscrimination in lending been adopted by the board of directors ? ( u so,

establish or update written memoranda for the CEF with respect to

important aspects a continuing interest. If not, reder, to Memo AB 19.)

is extecutive management and appropriate personnel knowledgeable of the

relevant provisions of the various statutes and regulations pertinent to

nondiscrimination in lending ?

3 . Does it appear from the association's practices, records and reports

Regulation c, if applicable) that the association prohibits granting of

housing-related loans in ærtain areas within the association's effective

lending territory ? ( If yes , determine the areas and reasons for not making

such loans.) ( Effective lending territory is those areas in which the

insitution makes a substantial majority of its loans and all other areas

which are as close to the association's offices as such areas. )

Are the reasons for not making loans in these areas solely of a

documented economic nature ?

1

1
1

b . Does the review of rejected mortgage loan applications indicate

rejection for soldy economic reasong ?

Does it appear from the association's practices, records and reports that it

sets more stringent standards for housing-related loans in certain geographic

areas ( down payments, interest rates, terms, fees, lona amount , etc. )

yes , determine the areas and reasons for such standards.

1
.
1

s .

Does the association require the applicant to have owned a home previously,

be employed for a particular length of time, or have lived in the community

&a
d

Does the review of approved and rejected loan applications indicate that

economic factors such as the following were applied uniformly to all
applicants income/ debt ratios, credit history , security property ,

neighborhood amenities , portfolio balance ?

Based upon a review of appropriate loan records, does it appear that the

association administers the following without bias loan modifications, loan

assumptions , additional collateral requirements, late charges, reinstatement

fees, and collections ?

11.

1

CI

GO7
4

( 1 of 2 Pages)
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Yes No
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BAN . SOARD

OFFICES OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

12 . Based upon a review of loan files and related records, does the association

1
113 .

1.

Is an Equal Housing Lender Poster located in a conspicuous place in all of

the association's offices and other facilities ?

Is the size nd content of auch Equal Housing Lender Poster in accord with

the requirements of Sections 528.4and 528.5 ?

Does the association's advertising comply with the requirements of Section
528.4 and the guidelines contained in OĖS Memorandum R - 30a ?

IS.

16 From the review of real estate owned sales and rentals, does it appear that

such sales and rentals were made on a nondiscriminatory basis ?

Vork Done by

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by FM or designee

Go
Gel

( 2 of 2 Pages )
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

REGULATION B

( Mamorandum 1-60a )

Yes No

Ho Does the association prohibit its employees from making statements that

would discourage , on a prohibited basis, applicantsfrom making or pursuing

an application ? ( 202.Sa) )

2 Does the association redrain from requesting information concerning the

applicant's spouse or former spouse unless such person will be contractually

lable or the applicant is relying on community property , the spouse's

income, alimony,child support or maintenance payments for repayment of
the debt? ( 202.ScX2) )

Regarding applications for insecured separate loans, does the association

refrain tror inquiring as to the marital status of the loan applicant ( unless

community property is involved) ? ( 202.5( dx1) )

- -
_

s

For secured loans , are inquiries into maritalstatuslimited only to the terms

" married , unmarried , or " separated " ? ( 202.5 ( dX1) )

When income derived from alimony , child support or maintenance payments

is disclosed , is there evidence that the association properly informed the

applicant that such income need not be revealed ? ( 202.X.X2) )

1
-

1 1..

1

be Is the form otherwise neutral as to sex ? ( 202.5dX3) )

Are requests for information relative to birth control or child bearing or

rearingintentions of applicants prohibited ? ( 202.5tdX( 4 )

If the association considers age or the fact that an applicant's income
derives from a public assistance program in its system of evaluating

Creditworthiness does it do so only to determine a pertinent element of
gedtworthiness ? ( 202.616X2) Gii ) )

9 . If the age of elderly applicants is considered in the association's system for

evaluating creditworthiness, is such age used only to favor the elderly

applicant? ( 202.61bXzX ( iv ) )

10 .

11.

Vhen evaluating the applicant's creditworthiness, does the association

retrain from considering aggregate statistics or assumptions relative to the

likelihood of bearing or rearing of children ? ( 202.61bX3) )

Does the association refrain from discounting or excluding income on a

prohibited basis or because the income is derived from part- time

employment, or a retirement benetit ? ( 202.6 (bXS) )

Does the association consider income from alimony, child support, or

maintenance payments to the extent it is likely to be consistently received ?
( 202.6 ( b ) )

12

13 .
At the applicant's request, does the association consider:

|

4/77
G - 2

ca
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BAIN BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION
Yes

No
1 1

bo Any credit information in the name of the applicant's spouse or former

1

IS.

1

16. In those instances when the association requires co - signers, is the

requirement based on factors other than the applicant's sex , marital status

or membership in any other protected group ? ( State law may be considered

when determining the necessity for co - signers.) ( 202.7 ( d ) )

17.
Does the association refrain from refusing credit because credit life , health ,

accident or disability insurance is not available due to the applicant's age ?

( 202.2 ( e )

18 . Does the association notity applicants of action taken within :

a .

30 days of receipt of a completed application ? ( 202.Xa ) ( x ) )

..30 days after taking adverse action on an incompleted application ?

( 202.9 ( aXiXii) )

1

C.
90 days after offering a loan which substantially differs from that

requested if the applicant has not accepted such altenative loan ?

( 202.9aXiXiv ) )

-

I

19. Are notices of adverse action in writing ? ( 202.9aX2) )

b .
Do they contain a statement of action taken ? ( 202.9 ( aX2)

c .
Do they contain a statement of the provisions of Section 701( a ) of the

ECO Actin a form substantially similar to that contained in Section

202.9 ( b ) ( 1 ) of the regulation ?

1

d . Do they contain a statement of specific reasons for the action taken or

dsclosure of theapplicant's right to such a statement as specified in

Section 202.9aX2)

1 1

1

20 . Do statements a specific reasons for adverse action contain the principal,

-

-
-
-

1

!

1 1

the application and all supporting material ? I
I

b. all information obtained for monitoring purposes under Section 202.13 ?

de

the notification of action taken ?

the statement of specific reasons for adverse action ?

discrimination complaints under Regulation B ?

1
1

4/77

G - 2
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN B / ; BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATION AND SUPERVISION

Yes No

25
Is all information relative to aninvestigative action retained indl final
disposition d the matter ? ( 202.12bX3 ) )

-

X Regarding any written application for a loan to purchase a 14 family

dwelling , does the wsociation request the applicant's ) . to supply the

following informations ( 202.13)

maa /national origin ( using the categoria specified in 202.1XaXiXa ) ?

-
-

bene sex ?

marital status, wing the categories married, unmarried, and'

1 1o age ?

27 . Are applicants properly informed as to the purpose of the above

indormation ? ( 202.1c) )

1 .2 . If applicants choose not to supply the information, is that tact noted on the

-

1

1 130 .
U the association engages in a special purpose credit program designed to

meet special socialneeds is it in compliance with Section 202.8 a

Regulation B ?

1.

HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT ( Regulation C )

Is the association subject to Regulation C ? ( 203.3 )

If " yes " , was applicable lending properly classified and reported ? ( Form

HMOA - i, Mortgage Loan Disclosure Statement and 203.4 )

2 .

.
-

3 . Are dsclosure statements made available on a timely basis and in the

mamer required by Section 203.5 ?

Are depositors notified annually of the availability of disclosure statements ?

( 203.SD ) )

S. Does your review of the disclosure statements, in conjunction with the

lending review , indicate discriminatory practices ?

Vork Done by

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by PM or designee

* / 77
G - 2
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Question No. 5

How will the Federal Home Lona Bank Examiners evaluate whether foramlized

credit scoring systems are in compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B? Please supply to the

subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions that address the

evaluation of credit scoring systems. If there are no such instructions ,

please so state .

ANSWER

Most associations do not use formalized credit scoring systems , rather

they rely upon a loan committee which evaluates applications in accordance

with the association's underwriting policies. It is important to note

that our new nondiscrimination regulations require associations to base

their decisions on written underwriting policies which they must make

available to the public upon request .

If an association uses an empirically derived credit system ( formalized

credit scoring system ) , our examiners will complete the minimum procedures

outlined in the General Questionnaire on Nondiscrimination ( see nos .

5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , and 10 ) and Regulation B ( see nos . 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 12 ,

13a and b and 14 ) , which were attached to the answer to question 4 , to

determine if the association uses any of the prohibited bases to deny

credit. Our examiners do not have the means to determine if an empirically

derived credit scoring system is demonstrably and statistically sound .

However , because our new nondiscrination regulations require all

associations to have written underwriting standards which they must

make public upon request , those associations which use such systems will

have to make them public . In addition , our regulations require the

association to annuallyreview these underwriting standards and our

examiners will also review them for compliance with our nondiscrimination

policies as part of their regular examination procedure . ( See the

answer to question number 33) .

Credit scoring systems will also be covered by our new round of

examiner training which begins next month . This topic is included

as a part of a comprehensive treatment of extensions of credit . ( See

section IIC of the course outline which is attached to the answer to

question 4 ) .
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Question No. 6

How will the Federal Home Loan Bank Board examiners detect discrimination in

appraisals ? Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner

instructions that address the detection of discrimination in appraisals.

If there are no such instructions , please so state .

ANSWER

Examiners were given instruction in this area during the nondiscrimination

seminar which was held in 1976. This introductory study consisted primarily

of teaching examiners to recognize derogatory information and code words

which are used in some appraisals. Our Staff Appraisers , Senior Field

Examiners and Washington Staff are currently working on the draft of more

sophisticated procedures, to reflect the new prohibition against the use

of discriminatory appraisals.

Our new round of examiner training which begins this October will devote

a session to this topic . Among the items which will be covered are :

The Role of the Appraiser

1. In the appraisal process

2. In assessing market value

3. Influence on underwriting standards

Evaluating appraisal reports for discriminatory practices in the

examination process ( sample reports will be used to show how to

detect violations ) .

Examiners are already detecting discriminatory appraisal practices .

For example, they are reporting as violations appraisals which include the

following types of information :

Predominant nationalities of the neighborhood

Neighborhood is changing to

Typical resident's gross incane ( which stereotypes the area .;

Words such as " deteriorating" and " declining " are used to describe

The appraisal form asks if there are any " actual or threatened
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Question No. 6

Page 2

The general economic characteristics of the neighborhood are

Typical resident's occupation is requested ( which again stereotypes

37-415 O - 79 - 79
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Question No. 7

Will the Federal Home Loan Bank Board issue in final form its proposed

amendment requiring that a copy of the appraisal must accompany the

adverse action notice sent to an applicant when an application is

denied on the basis of an inadequate appraised value ? If not , or if

there is a serious possibility that this proposed amendment may not

be made final, please state the considerations that lead the Bank Board

to consider withdrawing this proposal .

ANSWER

The comment period on this proposed regulation recently ended and

the staff have not yet fully reviewed the 533 comment letters we

received on this proposal . Once this is done , the regulation must

be scheduled for Bank Board action at a formal meeting . Until this

meeting occurs and a formal decision is made , there is no way to

predict what the final decision will be .
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Question No. 8

How do the Federal Home Loan Bank Board examiners evaluate the internal

management controls and organized civil rights compliance program of

each association ? Please supply to the Subcommittee the textof any

examiner's instructions that address the evaluations of internal management

civil rights compliance programs . If there are no such instructions ,

please so state .

ANSWER

Prior to the examination , the association is sent an advance package of materials

to complete which includes , among other things , a nondiscrimination

questionnaire. ( Copy attached to answer to question 27 ) . In addition ,

information on the association's nondiscrimination lending compliance ,

consumer lending compliance, and policies on nondiscrimination in

employment are part of the Continuing Examination File which the examiner

reviews prior to commencing the examination . These materials , plus

information from previous examination reports and correspondence with

the association , are reviewed by examiner to determine where the association

has had problems in this area in the past and if there are any particular

things he / she should be on the lookout for .

When the examiner arrives at the association to begin the examination ,

he / she conducts an initial interview with the association's managing

officer to determine if there have been any policy or proceduralchanges

or any particular problems that he / she should be aware of .

As for the examination itself , the examiner will follow the minimum

scope procedures outlined in the General Questionnaire - Nondiscrimination ,

General Questionnaire - Regulation B and C , and Personnel Analysis Program

( items 8 , 9 , and 10 ) . ( Copies are attached ) . If the advance materials

or the examination itself uncover some problems which should be investigated

further , the examiner will expand his /her examination to the extent

necessary , as approved by the Examiner in Charge .

These procedures , which are found in the programs and quesionnaires

mentioned above , are currently being re -written to encompass the recent

changes in the Bank Board's nondiscrimination regulations. A copy of

the preliminary draft of these new procedures isattached .

In addition , the new round of examiner training in nondiscrimination

which begins this October will include several sessions on this topic .

Among the topics which will be covered are :

Evaluating Written Loan Policies and Underwriting Standards

Evaluating the Association's Auditing Programs for Compliance

Evaluating the Association's Employee Training Programs

Evaluating the Association's Complaint Procedures

For more detail on this course , consult the course outline attached

to the answer to question 4 .
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

NONDISCRIMINATION

Yes No

1. Have policies , procedures and general underwriting standards concerning

nondiscrimination in lending been adopted by the board of directors? ( u so ,

establish or update written memoranda for the CEF with respect to

important aspects of continuing interest. If not, refer to Memo AB 19.)

2
! s executive management and appropriate personnel knowledgeable

relevant provisions of the various statutes and regulations pertinent to
nondiscrimination in lending ?

3 .

3

Does it appear from the association's practices , records and reports

Regulation c, if applicable ) that the association prohibits granting of

housing-related loans in certain areas within the association's effective

lending territory ? ( If yes, determine the areas and reasons for not making

such loans .) ( Effective lending territory is those areas in which the

institution makes a substantial majority of its loans and all other areas

which are as close to the association's offices as such areas.)

a
Are the reasons for not making loans in these areas solely of a

documented economic nature ?

b. Does the review of rejected mortgage loan appiications indicate

rejection for solely economic reasons ?

Does it appear from the association's practices , records and reports that it

sets more stringent standards for housing -related loans in certain geographic

areas ( down payments, interest rates, terms, fees, loan amounts , etc.) ? It

yes, determine the areas and reasons for such standards .

S.

7.

8 .

Does the association require the applicant to have owned a home previously,

be employed for a particular length of time, or have lived in the community

where the property is located ?

Does the association prohibit lending to applicants because of an isolated

aedit difficulty or arrest record ?

Does the association prohibit loans of less than an arbitrary amount, or to

persons with income of less than an arbitrary amount?

Does it appear that the association's loan application procedures include a

sa ceningprocess which is discriminatory in natue ?

Does the review of approved and rejected loan applications indicate that

economic factors such as the following were applied uniformly to all

applicants incomeldebt ratios, credit history, security property ,

neighborhood amenities, pordolio balance ?

9.

-

10 .

11. Based upon a review of appropriate loan records, does it appear that the

association administers the following without bias loan modifications, Ican

assumptions, additional collateral requirements, late charges, reinstatement

fees , and collections ?
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Yes No

12 .

-

Based upon a review of loan files and related records , does the associations

113 .

l14.

15. Does the association's advertising comply with the requirements of Section

528.4 and the guidelines contained in OES Memorandum R - 30a ?

From the review of real estate owned sales and rentals, does it appear that

such sales and rentals were made on a nondiscriminatory basis ?

16 .

Work Done by..

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by FM or designee
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN SANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

REGULATION B

(Memorandum -60a)

Yes No

1.
Does the association prohibit its employees from making statements that

would discourage, on a prohibited basis, applicants from making or pursuing

an application ? ( 202.Sa )

2 Does the association rerain from requesting information concerning the

applicant's spouse or former spouse unless such person will be contractually

liable or the applicant is relying on community property , the spouse's

income, alimony,child support or maintenance payments for repayment of

the debt? ( 202.ScX2) )

3 . Regarding applications for insecured separate loans , does the association

refrain from inquiring as to the maritalstatus of the loan applicant ( undtess
community property is involved ) ? ( 202.5( X1)

-

s .

For secured loans , are inquiries into marital statuslimited oniy to the terms

*married , " unmarried " , or " separated " ? ( 202.5 ( dX1) )

When income derived from alimony, child support or maintenance payments

is disclosed, is there evidence that the association properly informed the

applicant that such income need not be revealed ? ( 202.X6) ( ? ) )

2 . When a tide ( such as Mso, Miss, Mr., or Mrs.) is shown on the

-

1

: 7 .

9. If the age of elderly applicants is considered in the association's system for

10 .

1 1

.

11.

When evaluating the applicant's ceditworthiness, does the association

refrain from considering aggregate statistics or assumptions relative to the

likelihood of bearing or rearing of children ? ( 202.61bX3 ) )

Does the association refrain from discounting or excluding income on a

prohibited basis or because the income is derived from part- time

employment, or a retirement benefit ? ( 202.61tXs ) )

Does the association consider income from alimony, child support, or

maintenance payments to the extent it is likely to be consistently received ?
( 202.6 ( bX5 ) )

12

-

13 . At the applicant's request, does the association consider:

a . Any information the applicant may present regarcing past aedit
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Yes NO

-

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BAIN BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

b. Any credit information in the name of the applicant's spouse or former

l.

18 .

a .

Does the association notify applicants of action taken withine

b.

C
.

90 days after offering a loan which subsiantially afters from that

requested if the applicant has not accepted such alternative loan ?

( 202.9 ( aX1) ( iv ) )

19 .

b.

20 .

-

a . Are notices of adverse action in writing ? ( 202.9aX2) )

21.

1

2
2
.

2
3
.

-

24.

b.

the application and all supporting material ?

all information obtained for monitoring purposes under Section 202.13?

the notification of action taken ?

the statement of specific reasons for adverse action ?

discrimination complaints under Regulation B?

1
1
1

C
o

d . 1
1

e.
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Yes NoFEDERAL HOME LOAN BI : BOARD

CFFICE OF EXAMINATION AND SUPERVISION

23 . is all information relative to an investigative acion retained until final

be sex ?

1
.
1

marital status, using the categories married , unmarried, and

separated ?

do age ?

27 .
Are applicantsproperly informed as to the purpose of the above
information ? ( 202.13( c ) )

128 . If applicants choose not to supply the information, is that fact noted on the

form requesting the information ? ( 202.13( e) ) ( State the percent of

applicants who did not choose to complete the form

Does your review of the information obtained for monitoring purposes

indicate evidence of discriminatory practices or patterns ?

y

f129 .

30 . If the association engages in a special purpose credit program designed to

meet special social needs is it in compliance with Section 202.8 of

Regulation B ?

1.

2

HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT ( Regulation C )

Is the association subject to Regulation C? ( 203.3)

It " yes " , was applicable lending properly classified and reported ? ( Form
HMDA - I, Mortgage Loan Disclosure Statement and 203.4 )

Are disclosure statements made available on a timely basis and in the

manner required by Section 203.5 ? -

Are depositors notified annually of the availability of disclosure statements ?
( 203.s( b )

13 .
1

S.

.
.

Does your review of the disclosure statements, in conjunction with the

lending review , indicate discriminatory practices?

-

Work Done by

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designce

Reviewed by FM or designee
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN b.vivK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

EXAMINATION PROGRAM

PERSONNEL ANALYSIS

EXAMINATION OBJECTIVES

O

EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

Minimum Procedures:

The following procedures must be completed on each examination .

Wkp .

Ref.

Work Done

By Date

.

-

1
1

1 . Determine association policies through review of policy statements,

1

-

1
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

CONCLUSIONS : Were minimum procedures adequate to support the examiner's

findings on this phase of the examination ? If no, state here the reasons for

expandingthe scope of procedures performed and describe the expansion . Complete

EXAMINER'S FINDINGS.

Yes No

Examiner

EXAMINER'S FINDINGS:

No

A. Is the association's staff adequate ?

Yes

C. Are positions clearly defined according to functions, responsibility , and
authority ?

D.

Yes No

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by FM or designee
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Initial Rough Oroft 8-28-78
EXAMINATION PROGRAM

NONDISCRIMINATION

EXAMINATION OBJECTIVES

.

determine whether the association is utilizing governmental or private

programs designed to aid minoiity , low- and moderate - income groups in

meeting their housing needs .

EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

Wkp .

Ref .

-
-
-

Work Done

Minimum Brocedures

3. Determine whether the board of Directors has provided for the

periodic review of policies , practices and loan underwriting

standards .

4. Determine if the board of directors ' policies, practices and

Section31.87da effect. Cowgame with
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5Detergine whether executive management and other lending personnel

regulations pertinent to nondiscrimination in lending , housing and

employment .

6 Test check the records of new loans granted , and also rejected

loan applications to determine if ithe association is complying

with stated policies .

7 Evaluate the reasons for rejection of loan applications to determine

fr
om

re
vi

ew
o
f

lo
on

a
p
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n

re
gi

st
er

whether rejections appear to have been based on economic factors

p
m

discrimination with respect to housing financed by such loans .

10 Detergine whether the association is actively participating in

low - income groups to satisfy their housing needs .

RKTEYİRE

Il Review the institution's current lending pattern to determine

whether these policies or procedures may be causing discrimination

in effect .

12 Complete the nondiscrimination questionnaires .

13 Review 'any complaints filed against the association and

CONCLUSIONS: Were minimum procedures adequate to support the examiner's

findings on this phase of the examination? If no, state the reasons for expanding

scope of procedures performed and complete the EXAMINER'S FINDINGS after

completion of expanded procedures. If answer is yes , complete EXAMINER'S
FINDINGS at the end of this program .

Yes No

Examiner
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EXAMINER'S FINDINGS

A. Is management familiar with respect to laws , regolations and policy

employment ?

Yes No Examiner See W/P

B. Has the association established and implemented nondiscrimination

lending , housing and employment policies?

Yes . ( etc)

C. Is the association in compliance with the various laws, regulations

D. Has the association utilized govermental or private programs designed

foto )

E. Were any other matters of concern disclosed by your review ?

Yes No.
( etc)

Work Done by Reviewed by EIC or desigaee

Date Reviewed by FM or designee
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OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

Dugt

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

NONDISCRIMINATION

Yes No

1 . Have policies, procedures and general underwriting standards concerning

nondiscrimination in lending been adopted by the board of directors?

-

2. Are the standards and business practices reviewed annually?

3. Are the nondiscriminatory loao underwriting standards clearly written

( BR 528. 2a ( b )

Amount of charge , if any ? $ _

Is the charge considered reasonable }

ş 4 is executive management and appropriate personnel knowledgeable of the

a.

1

a. Does the review of loans in these areas indicate that the use of more

stringent standards were solely for documented economic reasons?

7.

8.

9 .

Does it appear that the association discriminates on the basis of age or

language .of the applicant or age or location of the property ?

Does the association require the applicant 10 have owned a home previously ,

be employed for a particular length of time , or have lived in the community

where the property is located ?

Does the association prohibit lending to applicants because of an isolated

credit difficulty or arrest record?

Does the association prohibit loans of less than an arbitrary amount, or to
persons with income of less than an arbitrary amount ?

Does it appear that the association's loan application procedures include a

sa eening process which is discriminatory in natue?

Does the association refrain from using appraisals which are discriminatory?

10 .

12.
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.

13.

Does the review of approved and rejected loan applications indicate that

economic factors such as the following were applied uniformly to all

applicants incomeldebt ratios, credit history, security property ,

neighborhood amenities, pordolio balance ?

Based upon a review of appropriate loan records , does it appear that the

association administers the following withowe bias Joan modifications, loan

assumptions, additional collateral requirements, late charges, reinstatement

Sees, and collections ?

14.

16.

a .

Based upon a review of loan files and related records, does the association:

|

:

b.

.. Does the association refrain not only from discrimination in lending

but in all other services ?

Does the association prohibit its employees from making statements

that would discourage the receipt of or consideration of any

application for a loan or other service ?

( BR 528.3 ( a)

11.
Does the association inform each inquirer of the right to file

a written loan application ? And to receive a copy of the institution's

18

underwriting standards ?

( BR 528.3 ( b)

Regarding any application from a natural person for a loan related

to a dwelling does the association request , but not require , the

following informatiod:

( i ) roce / national origin , using the categories

American Indian or Alaskan Native; Asian or Pacific

Islander ; Black ; white ; Hispanic ; Other ( specify ) ;

( ii ) sex ;

( iv ) age .

( BR 528.6 ( a )
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20. Does the form used to collect monitoring information contain a written

notice that it is for Federal government monitoring purposes and that

the institution is required to note race and sex , on the basis of

sight and /or surname , if the applicant ( s ) choose not to do so ?

( BR 528.6 ( c )

21. If the applicant chooses not to disclose the monitoring information.

does the association note that fact on the monitoring form ?

BR 528.6 ( b)

22

+

Does the association , to the extent possible , on the ḥasis of sight

and /or surname , designate race and sex of each applicant ? ...

( BR 528.6 ( b)

Does the association maintain a current , readily accesible loan

application register is with , at a minimum , the information required

23

by the Bank Board?

• ( BR 528.6 ( d )

24 Does your review of the information obtained for monitoring

purposes indicate that the association's practices and patterns

are nondiscriminatory ?

as From the review of real estate owned sales and rentals , does it appear that

'such sales and rentals were made on a nondiscriminatory basis ?

26 .

27

Is an Equal Housing Lender Poster located in a conspicuous place in all of

the association's offices and other facilities ?

Is the size and content of each Equal Housing Lender Poster in accord with

the requirements of Sections 528.4 and 528.5?

Does the association's advertising comply with the requirements of Section

528.4 and the guidelines contained in OES Memorandum R-30a?

2p

29
Does the association's marketing practices and business relationships

with developers and real estate brokers insure that its services are

available without discrimination to the community it serves ?

Work Done by

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by FM or designee
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION Deapt

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Yes No

1 . Does the association prohibit its employees from making statements that

would discourage, on a prohibited basis, applicants from making or pursuing

an application ? ( 202.5( a ) )

2 . Does the association refrain from requesting information concerning the

-

a.

-

b. Is the form otherwise neutral as to sex? ( 202.5( d ) ( 3 ) )

Are requests for information relative to birth control or child bearing or

rearing intentions of applicants prohibited ? ( 202.5 ( d ) ( 4 ) )

11 :: association considers age or the fact that an applicant's income
9.

If the age of elderly applicants is considered in the association's system for

evaluating creditworthiness, is such age used only to favor the elderly
applicant? ( 202.6 ( b ) ( 2 ) ( v ) )

10.

11 .

When evaluating the applicant's creditworthiness, does the association

refrain from considering aggregate statistics or assumptions relative to the

likelihood of bearing or rearing of children? ( 202.6 ( b ) ( 3 ) )

Does the association refrain from discounting or excluding income on a
prohibited basis or because the income is derived from part- time

employment, or a retirement benefit? ( 202.6( b ) ( 5) )

Does the association consider income from alimony, child support, or

maintenance payments to the extent it is likely to be consistently received ?

( 202.6 ( b ) ( 5 ) )

12.

13 .

a.

At the applicant's request, does the association consider:

37-415 0 - 79 - 80
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Yes

N
O

1
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b. Any credit information in the name of the applicant's spouse or former

a.

c.

90 days after offering a loan which substantially differs from that

requested if the applicant has not accepted such alternative loan?

( 202.9 ( a ) ( 1 ) ( iv ) )

19. a.

C. a

-
-

-

20.

21 .

Are notices of adverse action in writing? ( 202.9( a ) ( 2) )

b. Do they contain a statement of action taken? ( 202.9( a) ( 2 ) )

22.

23;

24.

a.

d.

e. discrimination complaints under Regulation B?
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Yes No
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BAI BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

25.

—

If the association engages in a special purpose credit program designed to
mcet special social needs is it in compliance with Section 202.8 of

Regulation B?

HOMEMORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT (Regulation C )

1 . Is the association subject to Regulation C? ( 203.3)

.

2.

3.

If " yes" , was applicable lending properly classified and reported ? ( Form

HMDA- 1 , Mortgage Loan Disclosure Statement and 203.4)

Are disclosure statements made available on a timely basis and in the

manner required by Section 203.5?

Are depositors notified annually of the availability of disclosure statements ?

( 203.5( b ) )

4 .

5. Does your review of the disclosure statements, in conjunction with the

lending review , indicate discriminatory practices ?

-

Work Done by

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by FM or designee
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Question No. 9 , Page No. 4

In the twelve -month period July 1977 through June 1978 , what was the

full gross cost of Federal Home Loan Bank Board activities related to

enforcement of the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

and Regulation B? This figure should include an appropriate allowance

for overhead , including clerical support , travel expenses , computer

usage , rent or imputed rent , and utilities . Please give a percentage

breakdown of this figure to show the proportions spent on training ,

field examinations and associated supervision , consumer complaint

handling, consumer education , creditor education , and any other appro

priate categories . Please state the method by which any estimates

were derived .

ANSWER

Division of Examinations:

Our answer to this question is necessarily based on a number of subjective

assumptions, and extrapolations from monthly budget reports . The routine

accounting procedures utilized by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board are

not geared to the extraction of data as specific as this question demands .

However , we have been able to subjectively determine that on regular

examinations our field examiners probably spent an average of 1.9 staff

days on activities directly related to nondiscrimination enforcement .

This reflects an estimated average of two days on each Federal - only

examination and 1.75 days on each examination conducted jointly with state

examiners , and constitutes about 5.5 percent of the average 34.6 staff

days expended on each regular examination in total . Assuming 3,250

regular examinations completed , 1.9 days each equals 6,175 staff -days

attributable to regular examination time spent on nondiscrimination . To

this must be added an estimated 750 staff -days expended by field examiners

conducting special examinations or follow -up examinations 978 staff -days

Applying the six percent figure subjectively derived above , total field

expenditures of approximately $ 26,364,500 provides a theoretical gross

field expenditure of about $ 1,580,000 for nondiscrimination examination

activities including overhead and training . To this figure must be added

expenditures at the Washington headquarters office for support activities

related to nondiscrimination compliance and complaint handling .

aggregate , these expenditures are estimated to represent four years of staff

effort at an all - inclusive average of $ 25,000 per year , plus about

$ 25,000 for travel , for a total of $ 125,000 . Adding this to the field

expenditure of $ 1,580,000 equals a total estimated gross expenditure for

*Special examinations are conducted to investigate the

allegations made in complaints and follow- up examinations

are conducted when the supervisory agent feels more invest

igation is needed regarding a violation uncovered in a
regular exam ination or when he determines it is necessary

to see if corrective action has been taken .
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question No. 9

Page 2

nondiscrimination examination activities of $ 1,705,000 . This final

amount represents primarily the examination function costs and does

not include supervisory costs incurred and paid by the twelve

independently financed and administered Federal Home Loan Banks of

which the district Supervisory Agents are employees .

As requested , a percentage breakdown of the total estimated gross

expenditure is presented below . All allocations are approximate ,

based upon our best judgment and available data . Expenditures for

training appear minimal primarily because the agency completed a

comprehensive training program for all examination and supervisory

personnel just prior to the period covered by this report .

See attached chart for cost estimates ,
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Question No. 9

Page 3

Division of Examinations ( continued )

percent Dollars

80.4 % $ 1,565,000Field Examinations

Washington Office Staff

4.2 %

2.0 %

82,000

43,000

15,000

87.6 % $ 1,705,000

* No formally recorded expenditures in this category .

Office of Community Investment ( Consumer Division )

Washington Office Staff

2.9 %

1.0 %

3.6 %

7.5 %

s 56,000

$ 20,000

$ 70,000

$ 146,000

* OC I was created in December 1977 to replace the Office of

Housing and Urban Affairs . Thus , although this amount was

budgeted , it has not been fully expended since the

Division was not fully staffed until late in this period .

The consumer division has a similarly sized staff and

does related work to the division it replaced so the

budget figures for the second half of 1977 and the first :

half of 1978 are approximately the same .

Office of the General Counsel **

Compliance Division

Opinions Division

Regulations Division

TOTAL-

.88 15 , 670

** All figures are based on estimates :of the amount of time

spent by staff attorneys , supervisors and secretarial staff .

Compliance division figures also include travel expenses .

TOTAL
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Question No. 10 , Page Nos . 4 and 5

What do you project will be the full gross cost of these same enforcement

activities for the twelve months from July 1978 through June 1979 , stated

so as to represent coverage comparable or identical to the figures presented

in the answer to the previous question ? What will be the percentage distri

bution of this total among the categories used in the answer to the previous

question ? Please state the method by which estimates are derived .

ANSWER

Division of Examinations :

Using the estimated expenditures derived in response to question No. 9

above as a benchmark , we predict substantial increases in all categories

for the 12 months ending June 1979. This will result primarily from the

addition of the Community Reinvestment Act compliance requirements , changes

in Bank Board regulations and review of loan application registers. Our

best estimate , based upon past experience and some preliminary results
with application register reviews , is that total time spent in nondiscrimina

tion related examination procedures will be increased by an average of

at least two staffdays per regular examination . Projecting an ability ,

given current staff levels , of completing approximately 3,050 regular

examinations , an average of 3.9 ( 1.9 as computed in the previous answer

plus 2 ) staffdays spent on nondiscrimination would yield an annual total

of 11,895 staffdays contributed by district examiners . This would consti

tute approximately 9.8 percent of total regular examination time projected

for the year . Estimated additional district staff requirements are 800

staffdays for special examinations, 1,500 days ( 260 days X 12 districts

x 50% time ) for the overhead of district civil rights specialists , and

6,780 staffdays ( 9.8% of total) attributable to district office profes

sional staff support . Total estimated professional staffdays at the d
district level thus equals 20,975 , or approximately 10 percent of total

projected field time .

Applying the ten percent figure derived above to total projected field

expenditures for the year of approximately $ 30,290,000 results in a

potential gross field expenditure of approximately $ 3,029,000 attributable

to nondiscrimination examinations . To this figure must be added projected

expenditures at the Washington headquarters office . Based upon previous

expenditures , and factoring in anticipated cost increases , we would

expect aggregate Washington support to cost $ 167,500 . Adding this to

the projected field expenditures results in a total projected gross

expenditure for nondiscrimination examination activities of $ 3,196,500 .
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Question No. 10

Page 2

As with the percentage breakdown shown in response to question No. 9 ,

the breakdown below shows allocations based on our best judgment and

not on hard data . Due to the large expenditure for training projected

for the period ( approximately 2,400 staff -days devoted to nondiscrimi

nation ) , the percentage , allocated to examinations is less than the

previous year despite an increase in field time per examination .

Percent Dollars

79 % $ 2,704,000Field Examinations ..

Washington Office Staff

3 %

2 %

9 %

0 %

$ 101,250

$ 66,250

$ 325,000

$ 1,400

Total 93 % $ 3,197,900

|Office of Coumunity Investment ( Consumer Division)

Washington Office Staff ..

Consumer education and complaint

1.6 %

0.8 %

2.0 %

$

$

$

56,000

26,000

70,000

Total 4.4 % $ 152,000

Office of the General Counsel

Compliance Division

Opinions Division

Regulations Division ..

1.1 %

1.1%

.5 %

$

$

$

37,340

37,100

15,920

As of July 1978 , the duty of advising the Division of Examiners and

the Division of Supervision was shifted from the Compliance Division

to the opinions Division . However , because of the increased emphasis

being placed on this area , our new examiner training session , our new
nondiscrimination regulations and CRA regulations , we expect to

receive more referrals for investigation , opinion , and enforcement

action .

Total
2.6 % $ 90,360

Total ( Bank Board ) 100 % $ 3,440,260
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Question No. 11

What are the total numbers of associations that were and will be

examined in these two twelve-month periods ? How many loan applications

were received and how many new loans were closed by the examined

associations in the earlier twelve -month period ? Approximately how

many applications will be received and approximately how many loans will

be closed by the associations that will be examined in the later twelve

month period ? What was the average loan size in the earlier period , and

what do you project as an estimate of the average loan size in the

later period ? What was the dollar volume of loans held by the examined

associations in their portfolios on December 31 , 1977 , and what do

you project will be the corresponding dollar volume on December 31 , 1978 ?

ANSWER

1. Number of associations examined from July 1 , 1977 through June 30 , 1978

2. Number of associations projected to be examined from July 1 , 1978

3. We currently have no data relating to the number of applications

We do not maintain statistics relative to the number of loans closed by

associations . However , we do have statistics available on all the

loans secured by 1-4 family homes which we have used to answer your

question as best as is possible with the data available to us . We

believethat these figures may be more meaningful since they do not

include large commercial and tract development loans which would have

a disproportionate influence on the averages . Loans on 1-4 family

homes constituted 76% of all loans made during the period .

Total dollar volume of loans on 1-4 family homes during the period

July 1 , 1977 through June 30 , 1978 was $ 83.7 billion .

Average loan size during the above period was $ 43,200 .

Using the above figure, the approximate number of loans granted during

the period was 1,937,638 .

5. Based on the above , we project approximately 2,000,000 loans will be

6 .
As of December 31 , 1977 , the total dollar volume of all mortgage loans

outstanding for all insured savings and loan associations was $ 374 billion .

As of December 31 , 1978 , we project that there will be total dollar

volume of $ 430 billion in mortgage loans outstanding .

!
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Question No. 12.

Please restate the costs of the earlier period and the projected costs of

the later period as costs per association examiner , per loan application

received , per loan granted , per $ 1000 of the loan granted , and per $ 1000

of loans held in association portfolios at the midpoint of the period . *

ANSWER

The reader is referred to the answers to Questions No. 9 and 10 and the

assumptions made therein . The reader is also referred to the answer to

Question No. 11 , since the answer to costs per loan granted will be based

on the estimated number of loans granted which were secured by 1-4 family

homes . Other costs ( per $ 1,000 ) will be based on total loans . As stated

in answer to Question No. 11 , we have no data on the number of applications.

From the answers to Questions No. 9 and 10

Estimated costs of Federal Home Loan Bank Board activities related to

enforcement of the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and

Regulation B for the periods :

July 1 , 1977 through June 30 , 1978

July 1 , 1978 through June 30 , 1979

$ 1,945,054

$ 3,440 , 260

Costs per association examined :

$July 1977 through June 1978

July 1978 through June 1979

591

1048

Costs per mortgage loan granted ( 1-4 family home loans only ) :

July 1977 through June 1978

July 1978 through June 1979

$

$

1.00 .

1.55

Costs per $ 1,000 of all mortgage loans granted :

July 1977 through June 1978

July 1977 through June 1979

$

$

.0177

.0272

Costs per $ 1,000 of mortgage loans held :

December 31 , 1977

December 31 , 1978

$

$

.0052

.0080
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Question No. 13

In the twelve month period from July 1977 through June 1978 , how many

examiner hours of work were spent in each of the twelve Federal Home Loan

Bank districts and in all districts combined in performing on - site examina

tion for savings and loan association compliance with the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B ?

ANSWER

Since much of the examination work done in these areas is done in conjunction

with the examiner's review of overall lending activities , it is difficult to

segregate the exact number of hours devoted to these areas . It should also

be noted that examiners do not look at all loans made . They examine a repre

sentative sampling of each type of loan . However , we have used the most pre

cise figures available for on -site examination time attributable to examining

for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

and Regulation B. The individual districts reported as follows :

Examiner Time

District

Boston

New York

Pittsburgh

- Atlanta

Cincinnati

Indianapolis

Chicago

Des Moines

Little Rock

Topeka

San Francisco

Seattle

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2,331

4,891

3,540

8,328

5,968

3,171

5,967

3,132

7,866

2,886

6,902

3,200

TOTAL 58,182

Please note that the above relates to on - site examiner time only . It does

not include the time spent by the civil rights specialists nor any support

time . This time was reported relevant to the Fair Housing Act , Equal Credit

Opportunity Act and Regulation B only . It does not include time spent on

similar areas -- i.e. , Home Mortgage Disclosure Act , Regulation C and other

consumer - oriented regulations .
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Question No. 14

How many examiner hours of work do you project will be spent in each of

the twelve Federal Home Loan Bank districts and in all districts combined

in the period from July 1978 through June 1979 in performing on - site

examination for savings and loan association compliance with the Fair

Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B.

ANSWER

The same qualifying statements which are contained in the answer to

Question No. 13 are applicable to the projection presented below .

Each district furnished its projection as follows :

Projected

Examiner Time

District

M
i
n

Boston

New York

Pittsburgh

Atlanta

Cincinnati

Indianapolis

Chicago

Des Moines

Little Rock

Topeka

San Francisco

Seattle

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

3,893

8,167

5,911

13,907

9,966

5,295

9,964

5,230

13,136

TOTAL 97,158
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Question No. 15

For each district and for all districts combined , please restate the

examination effort of the earlier period and the projected examination

effort of the later period in terms of examiner - hours per 100 loans

granted ( or loans expected to be granted ) , per 100 applications ( or

expected applications ) , per $ 100,000 of new loans granted ( or antici

pated to be granted ) in the respective twelve -month periods , and per

$ 100,000 of loans held in association portfolios at the midpoint of

the period .

ANSWER

As stated in answer to previous questions , we have no data relevant to the

number of applications received by associations .

We can furnish the data relevant to the number of loans only on a combined

district basis . We do not have this data available for each district . As

stated in answer to Question No. 11 , the data pertaining to the number of

loans is based on loans secured by 1-4 family homes only . This data must

be extracted from statistics showing the total 1-4 family home loans made

during the period and the average amount per loan .

The data showing examiner time per $ 100,000 increments will be shown on an

individual district basis .

As requested , the data presented below relates to the time attributable to

on - site examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation B.

Examiner hours per 100 loans granted ( for all districts combined -

1-4 family home loans only ) :

July 1 , 1977 through June 30 , 1978

July 1 , 1978 through June 30 , 1979

3 hrs . 44 min .

4 hrs . 33 min .

Please note that the examiner time attributable to Fair Housing , Equal

Credit Opportunity and Regulation B , based on $ 100,000 in loans made

will have to be expressed in minutes. This is due to the large loan

volume being related to a comparatively small time frame .
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Question No. 15

Page 2

Period

7 / 1 /77-6 / 30 / 78 7 / 1 /78-6 / 30 / 78

Examiner Time

For All Districts

3.2 minutes 4.6 minutes

For Each District

District

Minutes Minutes

Boston
9.2

6.6

5.1

2.9

3.6

3.8

3.2

3.0

4.1

2.9

1.6

2.7

13.4

9.6

7.4

4.3

5.2

5.5

4.7

4.4

5.9

4.2

2.3

3.9

Examiner time for each $ 100,000 increment of total loans held in associa

tion portfolios as of December 31 , 1977 follows :

Midpoint Period

A11 Districts 0.9 minutes

District No. Minutes

n
m
t

Boston

New York

Pittsburgh

Atlanta

Cincinnati

Indianapolis

Chicago

Des Moines

Little Rock

Topeka

San Francisco

Seattle

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1.9

0.9

1.2

0.8

1.1

1.1

1.0

0.8

1.5

1.0

0.5

1.1

1
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Question No. 16

Do you employ , for enforcement or any other purpose , a distinction between

" technical " and " substantive " violations of law ? If so , please explain in

precise terms how this distinction is used , what it means , and what types of

violations fall into each class .

ANSWER

In the area of nondiscrimination laws and regulations, our examiners
make no distinction between " technical" and " substantive " violations

because we feel that even an unintentional violation of a technical

nature could have a substantive effect upon an individual applicant or

class or applicants. In addition , such violations as not keeping the

proper records or sending out the proper notices may seem minor in

themselves , but they also mean that the data is not available for

the examiner to review to determine if substantive violations have in

fact taken place .

For these reasons , examiners are instructed to note and comment upon

all violations of these laws and regulations which came to their

attention during the course of an examination . ( See attached

instructions from the Examination Objectives and Procedures Manual ) .

Also , our Supervisory Agents are instructed to take appropriate supervisory

action on all such violations .

When an examiner detects the possibility of violations of a serious nature ,

the scope of the work being done in this potential problem area will be

expanded so that the examiner will conduct a more in -depth investigation

into the particular problem area uncovered . Should the problem develop

into a serious one , then this will be reflected in the comment section

of the examination report . The Supervisory Agent will then act in

accordance with the severity of the problem disclosed by the examiner's

comments. At any point in the process of conducting the examination ,

the examiner may call upon the District Civil Rights Specialist for

advice and assistance .

It is only at the point when the Supervisory Agent decides what is

the appropriate corrective action to take , that a distinction between

" technical " and " substantive " violations may be made. Since " technical"

violations are often the kind that are easiest to correct , the

association often may have taken the appropriate corrective action

by the time the report is referred to the Supervisory Agent for action .

At the conclusion of the examination , the examiner will have an

exit interview with the association's managing officer in which he / she

discusses the violations noted in the comment section to the

report. At that time, the examiner asks the managing officer what

action the association proposes to take ( or , possibly has taken

by the time the examination is completed ) and notes this in the report .
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MEMORANDUM EOP
123 /

TO : OES PROFESSIONAL STAFF FROM:
Robert J. Moore

SECTION : NONDISCRIMINATION

SUBJECT:
SAME

DATE: August 20 , 1976

The purpose of this memorandum is to bring into focus the importance of

the less evident types of discrimination in lending that the examiner may

encounter , and to issue additional instructions and guidelines for examining

in the area of discrimination and in reporting the resultant findings .

A good example of the " less evident " type of discrimination is the presence

of a printed formula for the discounting of a wife's income in a mortgage

loan application . In the opinion of the Department of Justice ( based on

related court decisions ) such a formula , regardless of whether it is used

in the loan underwriting process , is violative of nondiscriminatory lending

statutes . This is because the presence of the formula may be prejudicial

to the loan underwriting analysis , in that it suggests that a woman's income

is not of equal importance to that of a man .

Similarly , but clearly expressed in the appropriate regulation ( Regulation B ) ,

is the fact that the use of an application form that incorporates terms that

are not neutral as to sex, ( with certain exceptions specified in the

regulation ) is violative of the regulation .

There are numerous other examples of discriminatory loan processing forms that

the examiner must be aware of and watchful for , not only to ensure that the

association is in compliance with the various statutes and regulations , but

also in crder to protect the association from costly legal proceedings and

settlements , resulting from the use of discriminatory forms.

During the course of the nondiscrimination examination the examiner must

review the loan processing forms used by the association during the review

period . If a form is encountered which is clearly violative of a nondis

crimination statute or regulation , or that the examiner feels may be

discriminatory in effect ( as in the first example above ) , the examiner should

inform the association's management and prepare a comment for Section I of

the examination report , including at a minimum :

1. A description of the pertinent portion of the form , and the date

2. Reference to the statute or regulation which it violates or may be

3 .
The date the statute or regulation became effective ;

4. The date on which management discontinued the use of the form , if

applicable ;
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TEMORANDUM OP 123

SUBJECT: NONDISCRIMINATION

PAGE:: TWO

5. The date or estimated date on which management intends to discontinue

6. Management's stated reasons for an intention to continue the use of

In addition to an awareness of the possibly discriminatory nature of loan

processing forms , the examiner needs also to be aware of association

lending policies and procedures that may be discriminatory in effect , if

not clearly violative of the provisions of the various statutes and

regulations . It is of great importance to remember that association

practices and procedures may bediscriminatory in effect and therefore

subject to legal challenge even if the association's intent is perfectly

innocent . In this light , it is strongly suggested that the examiner refresh

his memory in regard to policies and practices that are or may be discriminatory

by re - reading the EOP memo 123 sections dealing with this topic ( pages 15-16

and 19-22) . It is also suggested that the examiner refamiliarize himself

with the provisions of Regulation B.

Examinations in this area must be extensive enough to reach a sound conclusion

as to the existence of all types of discrimination , including the subtle

" discrimination in effect " , but should not be taken to the extreme of reviewing

an overwhelmingly large number of association documents with the intent of

finding , at all costs, some evidence of discrimination . The review must

include a comparison of rejected and accepted loan applications from males

and females , and from non - minority and minority applicants, as well as a

similar comparison of the terms and conditions of loans granted , processing

procedures, application of stated underwriting rules , area comparisons , etc..

In instances where evidence of discrimination of any type is found , a

comment must be included in Section I of the comments section . It should

fully describe the nature of the discrimination and should be soundly

documented in the examination workpapers. The information supplied in the

comment and supporting workpapers should be in sufficient detail to allow

the Supervisory Agent to fully understand the nature and extent of the

discrimination so that appropriate supervisory action can be taken as

quickly as possible .

Robert More
Deputy Director

37-415 O - 79 - 81
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EOP -004-2

SECTION : EXAMINATION REPORTS

SUBJECT: INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF REGULAR EXAMINATION

R. Page 18 - Comments
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EOP -004-2

ECTION : EXAMINATION REPORTS

UBJECT: INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF REGULAR EXAMINATION

COMMENTS PRESENTED IN THIS REPORT MUST BE OB

JECTIVE AND BASED UPON DOCUMENTED FACT.

Conclusions should be complete and clear as to meaning. When

ratios or percentages are cited , they should be in support of a

conclusion or recommendation and their import should be made
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EOP -004-2

SECTION : EXAMINATION REPORTS

SUBJECT: INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF REGULAR EXAMINATION

used to determine the materiality of weaknesses and areas of

deficiency which are within the scope of management to correct.

The most common examples are weaknesses in internal control

and violations of regulatory requirements. Competent manage

ment can certainly be expected to initiate corrective action when

deficiencies in such areas are pointed out to it by the Examiner

In -Charge. Remedial recommendations in such areas are

generally obvious to both parties.

It is also essential to the supervisory process that matters

resolved by remedial supervision be recorded in the examination

report for future reference. Accordingly, the examiner should

briefly describe the deficiency , record management's position on

the Examiner- In -Charge's conclusions and recommendations ,

and describe the corrective action that will be taken.

Corrective action should be initiated immediately , or if that is

not feasible under the circumstances, the time frame for action

should be shown in the report comment so that follow-up at the

subsequent examination can be effected. The comments must

clearly show the extent to which corrective action has been

|
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uestion No. 17

lease provide a detailed tabulation , by district and for all districts

ombined , of Fair Housing Act , Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regula

ion B violations found by Federal Home Loan Bank Board examiners in the

welve - month period from July 1977 through June 1978. If such a distinction

s used , please distinguish clearly between violations viewed as merely

technical " and those viewed as involving a clear deviation from the sub

Itance and spirit of these acts . Within each of these two classes , please

:lassify the violations by the specific nature of the violations . Where

lore than one type or class of violation was found at a single institution ,

lease count each type of violation separately , as this request is for a

:abulation of violations , not of institutions in violation .

NSWER

As noted in the answer to Question No. 16 , Bank Board examiners make no

listinction between " technical " and substantive violations in their examina

tion reports .

There follows a detailed tabulation by district and for all districts

combined of violations found by Bank Board examiners in the twelve -month

period from July 1 , 1977 through June 30 , 1978 .

The table shows that there were 1427 violations of the

Bank Board's. Nondiscrimination Regulations reported by

examiners during the period . These violations were found

in approximately 13 % of the institutions which we regulate .

By far the largest number of violations fell in the category of

" Failure to establish formal nondiscrimination in lending

policies . " This is probably due to the fact that the

regulations did not explicitly require formal adoption

of a nondiscrimination in lending policy. It was our

interpretation of the regulations that required associations

to adopt a formal policy so that our examiners could determine

whether or not the association was in compliance with the

regulations. Nevertheless , many associations did not realize

that formal adoption of a nondiscrimination in lending

policy was implied in the regulations . Our new nondiscrimination

regulations explicitly require the adoption of written

nondiscriminatory loan underwriting standards .

The table also indicates considerably more Equal Credit

Opportunity Act violations than Nondiscrimination Regulation

violations. This is principally because Regulation B was

amended in March of 1977 , just prior to the beginning of

the examination period reported on , and many of the new

requirements in the revised regulations were not known

or fully understood by the industry when the examinations

analyzed here took place . Thus , you will see the largest

number of violations involving adverse action notification

and monitoring data , both new requirements under the March

1977 revised Regulation B.
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ScheduleforQuestionNo.17

FEDERALHOMELOANBANKSYSTEMREGULATIONS

NUMBEROFVIOLATIONS

SECTION
?

TYPEOFVIOLATION
DISTRICT

TOTAL

#1 #2 #3

們 _145 1/6 #7 8 #10119 #11
•

#12

희

LendingDiscrimination(General). 0 4 3

ب
ی
ا

5 6 0

ی
ا

3 3 2
o 2 28

.

528.2(a)(4) NeighborhoodDiscrimination 0 0 0 1 O 0 0 1 17 2 0 1

2
2

8 10 1 7 11 3 25 23 8 0 -4 O 100
FailuretoincludeEqualHousingLogo

inadvertisementsforloans

528.5(a) 7. 13 21 32 15 7 45 13
FailuretoexhibitEqualHousing

LenderPoster

20 4 7 0 184

528.5(b)
7 3 11 22

u
n

19 56 5
ErroneoustextcontainedinEqual

HousingLenderPoster

20 0 17 1 166

531.8(a) ·34 17 43 129 77 42 183 42 92 36 72 47 814
Failuretoestablishformalnon

discriminationinlendingpolicies

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 O O

o 1 0 3

MaritalStatusdiscrimination 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 3

531.8(c)(4) Discountingofwife'sincome 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

Discountingsupplementalincome 0 0 O 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

531.8(c)(6) Discriminationbasedonage,income

levelorsocialcompositionof

neighborhood 0 O 0 1 19 33 ·0 0 8 3

3
4 O0 98

528.2(a)

O

o

0 O

O o

0 1 O .2:

N

0 5

Discriminationbasedonapplicant's

priorhistory [

「 [ | {

SUBTOTAL(FHLBB)

l
i
p

|
|

s

56 43 80 198 134 110 309 89 170 49 137 52 1,427
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NUMBEROFVIOLATIONS

TYPEOFVIOLATION DISTRICT TOTAL

#1

#2 #3 #4 45 #6 47 8 19 #10 112

의 111

102 2 5 17 1 6 2 1 0 30Discouragingapplicationsona

probibitedbasis

40

.

1 0 0 2 0 0 901 0 0 0 13Erroneousrequestforinformation

concerningspouse

Improperrequestformaritalstatus 16 11 8 201 86 34 83 13 26 6 2 1 487

202.5(d)(2)
01 0 52 0 10 21 1 13 0 0 0 98Improperrequestforsourceof

income--alimony,etc,'.

Improperrequestforsexofapplicant 0 1 0 52 0 21 37 4 32 0 0 0 147

o O o

031 0 0 5

202.6(b)(1)
2 2 0 14 75 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 97Takingaprohibitedbasisasaminus

factorinacreditevaluationsystem

202.6(b)(2) Incomefrompublicassistancepenalized0 0 O 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 4

202,6(b)(3)
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 O 1 0 0 0 2

Incomepenalizedduetolikelihoodof

childbearing

Steadysupplementalincomediscounted
0 0 1 1 0

N

4

ک
ی
ا

N

0 0 0 13

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0Applicantnotpermittedtouseother

EQUALCREDITOPPORTUNITYACT

1

202.9(a)(1)
16 39 9 190 95 21 31 15 31 22 .24

17 510Failuretoproperlynotifyapplicantof

adverseaction

202.9(a)(2) 0 10 7 117 273 27 50 31 43 6 1 0 565Contentofnoticeofadverseaction

doesnotconform

202.9(b)(1) ECOAnoticenotinconformancewith

section701(a)oftheAct

311 10 101 925 40 11:1515 14 5 259

Page2
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ScheduleforQuestionNo.17

EQUALCREDITOPPORTUNITYACT(continued)

·NUMBEROFVIOLATIONS

SECTION
TYPEOFVIOLATION

DISTRICT
TOTAL

#1

#2

#3 84 #5 #6 #7 #8 19 #10 #11 #12

202,9(b)(2)
Q 1 13

6
9 5 7 10 5

N

.6 3
9 O 157

.

Statementofreasonsforadverseaction

wasnotspecificanddidnotindicate

principalreason

202.10(a)(1)
0 0

o
39 33 0 4 0

Failedtodetermineanddesignate

participationof'bothspouses
7 0 21 86

202.10(b)(1)
0 00

7 2 0 2 5 4. 0 11 22
Failedtodetermine,designateandnotify

astoparticipationofbothspouses

(pre-June1,1977)

202.12(a)
0

Retainedprohibitedinformationin

applicant'sfile

0 0 0 O O 0 8. 0 O 0 4 12

202.12(b) Failedtopreserverecords 14 10 5 62 187 13 21 1 9 15 8 0 345

202.13(a)(1)
16 14

Failuretoobtainmonitoring

information

18 511 173 54 54 20 46 9. 13 8 936

202,13(c)
0 0 4 156 56 6

1
3

18 11 22 5 1 292
Whenapplicantchosenottofurnish

monitoringdata,thiswasnotnoted

onapplication

L
E

|

SUBTOTAL(FRB)

|
이

69 103 66

|
|

1,5241,075 221 386 146 250 101

|

112 4,091

|
ལྷ

[
]

་

TOTALALLVIOLATIONS 125 146 146 1,7221,209 331 695 235 420 150 249 5,518
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Question No. 17A

Please restate certain elements of the above tabulation of violations to

show , by district and for all districts combined , technical and substan

tive violations per 100 examiner hours devoted to civil rights compliance

examination , per 100 loan applications received , per 100 loans granted ,

and per $ 100,000 of loans held in association portfolios at December 31 ,

1977 .

ANSWER

As stated in answer to previous questions , we have no data pertaining to

the number of applications received by associations . At the examination

level , we make no distinction between technical and substantive violations .

( See answer to Question No. 16. )

Also , as previously , we will have to limit our reply , relevant to each

100 loans granted, to loans on 1-4 family homes , on a district - wide basis .

Data follows :

0.28Violations per 100 loans granted :

( 1-4 family home loans only- all districts )

The following shows the number of violations for each 100 hours of on - site

examination time attributable to examining for compliance with the Fair

Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation B. Also ,

the number of violations for each $ 100,000 in loans held in association

portfolios as of December 31 , 1977. In regards to the total loan portfolio ,

It should be noted that examiners do not review every loan . Their loan

examination procedures include a review of a representative sampling of

each type of loan made .

Data follows :
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Question No. 17A

Page 2

Number of Violations

Per

7 / 1 /77-6 / 30 /78 As of 12/31/77

All Districts 9.5 0.0014

District

Boston

New York

Pittsburgh

Atlanta

Cincinnati

Indianapolis

Chicago

Des Moines

Little Rock

Topeka

San Francisco

Seattle

1

2

3

4 .

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

5.4

3.0

4.1

20.7

20.3

10.4

11.6

7.5

5.3

5.2

3.6

2.8

0.0017

0.0005

0.0008

0.0026

0.0037

0.0018

0.0019

0.0010

0.0014

0.0009

0.0003

0.000512
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Question No. 18

Please provide a tabulation , by district, of institutions found to be in violation

of the Fair Housing Act, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, or Regulation B

in the period fromJuly 1977 through June 1978. If you distinguishbetween

technical and substantive violations, please classify every institution in each

district into one of three groups according to whether no violations were

found, only technical violations were found, or one or more substantive violations

were found .

Question No. 18a

Please restate the above tabulation of institutions in violation to show institutions

in violation as a percentage of all examined institutions in the district .

ANSWER

Our method of monitoring violations of the above precludes our answering

your question exactly as it is presented . Our reports from the districts are

broken down to show the number of institutions and the number of violations

in each category - i.e., Fair Housing Act, Regulation B, Regulation C, etc.

Therefore, in order to avoid double- countingwe will, with your indulgence,

report as follows:

1. Violations of the Fair Housing Act

2. Violations of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act or Regulation B.

As noted in answer to question No. 16 we make no distinction between technical

and substantive violations.

A tabular presentation , which includes the answer to Question No. 18a, follows:
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Schedule for Question No. 18 & 18a

FAIR HOUSING ACT VIOLATIONS

Boston

New York 2 313 270 245 25 9.3%

Pittsburgh 3 300 238 199 39 16.4%

Atlanta 4 677 535 451 84 15.7 %

Cincinnati 5 503 408 373

3
5

8.6%

Indianapolis6 216 208 171 37 17.8%

Chicago 7 506 427 297 130 30.4 %

Des Moines 8 265 205 160 45 21.9 %

Little Rock 9 604 450 380 70 15.6 %

Topeka 10 223 183 174 9 4.9 %

191 162 137 25 15.4 %San Fran- 11

cisco

141 107 103

|

4 3.7 %

4057 3291 2765 526 19.0%
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Schedule for Question No. 18 & 18a

Page 2

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT AND REGULATION B VIOLATIONS

Boston 1 118 98 33 65 66.3 %

New York 2 313 270 149 121 44.8%

Pittsburgh 3 300 238 169 69 29.0%

Atlanta 4 . 677 535 170 365 68.2 %

Cincinnati 5 503 408 231 177 43.4 %

Indianapolis 6 216 208 112 96 46.2 %

Chicago 7 506 427 145 282 66.0%

Des Moines 8 265 205 114 91 44.4%

Little Rock 9 604 450 180 270 60.0%

Topeka 10 223 183 78 105 57.4 %

11 191 162 105 57 35.2%San Fran

12 141 107 67 40 37.4%

4057
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Question No. 19

In the twelve -month period from July 1977 through June 1978, how many

consumer complaints were received directly by the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board in Washington alleging discrimination in some aspect of the

lending process ? How many of these complaints received in Washington

originated from each of the Home Loan Bank districts ? How many such

complaints were received directly in each of the district Home Loan Banks ?

ANSWER

During the period July 1 , 1977 through June 30, 1978 there were 54 complaints

received by the Bank Board in Washington alleging such discrimination .

As of June 30, 1978, 37 of the investigations relevant to these complaints

had been closed and 17 complaints were open and still being investigated.

A breakdown by each district follows:

Number of Complaints

District No. Closed Open Total

1

None

Boston

*
m
a

None

None

1

None

None

6

1

Totals 37 17 54
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Question No. 19

Page 2

During this same period there were 174 such complaints received directly

in the district Home Loan Banks. As of June 30, 1978 , 144 of the investigations

relevant to these complaints had been closed and 30 complaints were open

and still being investigated. A breakdown by each district follows:

Number of Complaints

District No. Closed
Open Total

5

9

3

11

5

Il

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

୨

10

12 14

None

3

10

6

7

1

70

7

3

12

17

R
6
U
2

乃
7

一

Il 75

12

Totals 144

3
0

174
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Question No. 20

Please provide a further tabular breakdown, as indicated below , of each of

these figures of discrimination complaints received. For each district, please

provide the numbers of complaints in each category below separately for

complaints originally receivedin Washington and for complaints originally

received in the district Home Loan Bank :

a. Complaints the investigation of which found one or more violations of

b. Complaint cases in which no violation was found but in which an adjustment

c. Complaints based on a factual dispute , in which the complainant received

d. All other complaints that received a thorough investigation but resulted

e. All other complaints ( including information requests) in which no investigation,

ANSWER

As shown in the answer to Question No. 19, there were 181 complaints, alleging

discrimination in lending, which were received, investigated and closed during

the period from July 1 , 1977 through June 30, 1978. Of these 181 complaints,

37 originated in the Washington office and 144 originated in the district banks .

In answer to a, b, c, d and e above , the tabular breakdown is presented:



1
2
9
1

3
7
-
4
1
5

0
-

7
9

-
8
2

ScheduleforQuestionNo.20

a. b. d.
e

District

Washington

District District

Washington

District District

Washington Washington

District

Washington

1. None None None 1 None None 1 3 None 1

2 None None 1 None None None 2 9 1 None

3 None None None None None None None 3 None None

4 None 1
1 None None 1 7 9 2 None

5 None None 1 None None None 5 10 2 2

6 None None None 1 None None None 2 None None

7 None 1 None None None 1 None 8 2

N

None

8 None 1 None 1 None None 3 4 None None

9 None None None 2 None 1 1 4 None None

10 None None None None None None 1 1 None None

1

1 8 1 9 None 2 4 49 None 2

12 None None None 2 None None None 1 1 4

|

TOTALS 1 11 4 16 5None

-24 103

|
-

|

9

II
.

-
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Question No. 21

Please provide further supplementary information , as indicated below , on

each group of complaints identified in the answers to the previous question .

For each group of complaints enumerated above , please specify:

a. What portion of these complaints were about associations in which a

b. What portion of these complaints were about associations in which a

C. What portion of these complaints were about associations that have not

ANSWER

The supplemental information requested above is presented , by district, in

the following tabular breakdown. Each item of supplemental information

is tabulated under the five main categories included in Question No. 20 as
follows:



1
2
9
3

ScheduleforQuestionNo.21

MajorCategoriesfromQuestionNo.20

a.
b. C.

d.
e,

District

Supplemental

Informationto

QuestionNo.21

District District District District District

No. Washington Washington Washington Washington Washington

1
a

b

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None
с

2
a

b

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

1

None

None

None

None

None

None

Noneс

3
a

b

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Noneс

4
a

b

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Noneс

5
a

b

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

с

6
a

b

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Noneс

7.
a

b

None

None

None

1

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None
с

8
a

None

b

None

None

None

1

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None
с

9
a

b

None

None

Nonę

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Noneс

Pace7



1
2
9
4

'CIITUU
LULVUEOLUTITU. IVILUCU!

MajorCategoriesfromQuestionNo.20

a.
b. C.

d.
e.

District

Supplemental

Informationto

QuestionNo.21

District District District District District

Washington Washington Washington Washington Washington

10

.

ܝ
ܩ

ܗ

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

1

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Noneс

11

ܘ
ܩ

ܗ

None

None

3

2

4

None

None

5

None

None

None

None

None None 15 None

None

None

None

None

с

12
a

b

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Noneс

TOTALS
a

None 5 None 5 None None 1 :16 None None

Б None 2

1
0
1

None None None 1- 1 6 None None

с
1 5 2 10 None 12 .:60 5 2

Page2
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Question No. 22

How many private law suits for civil damages under the Fair Housing

Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act have been filed against savings

and loan associations in 1977 and 1978? In how many of these instances

had the plaintiff previously filed a complaint with the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board or a distrist Home Loan Bank , prior to filing the law
suit ?

ANSWER

The Bank Board's twelve Districts advised us that they are aware of at

least five private law suits filed against savings and loan associations

during 1977 and 1978. Of thse law suits, one was filed subsequent to

a complaint being filed with the Bank Board. In that case , the law

suit was filed after the Bank Board notified ( copy attached ) the

complainant that her rights under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

had been violated and that she might want to seek the remedies available

to her under the Act . This is in accord with our supervisory agents'

practice of notifying applicants of their option to bring a lawsuit
against the association where it appears that possible discriminatory

action has taken place.
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Federal Home Loan Bank Board
PLACHTREE CENTER STATION PO BOX 56527 260 PEACHTREE STREET NW

ATLANTA GEORGIA 30343

: 7j
OFFICE OF

SUPERVISORY AGENT

September 21 , 1976

Ms. Joann Morton

1543 Brockwall Drive

Columbia , South Carolina 29206

Dear Ms. Morton :

Reference is made to your complaint regarding the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act and Standard Savings and Loan Association ( " Standard " ) , Columbia ,

South Carolina .

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board's Office of General Counsel has

reviewed the matter . Based solely upon the written material furnished ,

It appears that Standard has violated the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

( see 15 U.S.C. 1691 et seq .) . We have so advised Standard and have

requested that they implement appropriate measures so that a future

violation of the Act will not occur.

Should you desire to pursue this matter further , you may wish to review

those provisions of the Act which set forth certain remedies that may be

available to you in this regard .

If we can be of further assistance , please contact us .

Sincerely yours ,

Nicholas J. Romano

Supervisory Agent

JWA :bh

cc : Ms. Kathleen G. Smith

Mecophon
Bilbo , Columbia , South Carolina
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Question No. 23

In what ways does the Federal Home Loan Bank Board inform loan appli

cants or potential applicants of the existence and possible usefulness

to them of the civil damages provisions of the Fair Housing Act and

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ? Please supply to the subcommittee

examples of any letters , pamphlets, or other educational or informational

materials in which these civil damages provisions are mentioned .

ANSWER

The Bank Board's nondiscrimination regulations require all sayings and

loan associations to prominently display in their lobby the Equal Housing

Lender Poster . This poster informs borrowers of their rights under

the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Actand instructs

them on the three ways in which they may seek corrective action if they

feel they may have been discriminated against . These three means are :

( 1 ) to complain to the association's management ;

( 2 ) to complain to the Bank Board or HUD ; or

( 3 ) to bring a civil law suit .

Because the Bank Board feels that this poster alone is not sufficient

to inform consumers of their rights , we are currently preparing a series

of pamphlets on consumer rights . These pamphlets will be distributed

by savings and loan associations and through local consumer groups . The

first pamphlet series to be prepared will outline borrowers' rights under

the pertinent consumer credit protection statutes , the Fair Housing Act ,

and the Bank Board's regulations. ( A draft of the first pamphlet in this

series is attached ) . The second series of pamphlets will give consumers

tips on how to shop for home mortgages.

The Bank Board is also working with HUD on HUD's Women in Credit program

which will help us determine the effect of a more extensive public

information campaign on consumers . The Bank Board also plans to provide

materials and perhaps to conduct training for consumers on aspects of

hame finance and credit rights .
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

No. 78-302

Section 528.5 of the Bank Board's new Nondiscrimination

Regulations require the following Equal Housing Lender Poster to be posted
in the lobby of each association .

WE DO BUSINESS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FEDERAL

FAIR HOUSING LAW AND THE EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT

IT IS ILLEGAL TO :

DISCOURAGE a loan inquiry or refuse to accept a written

loan application ;

DISCRIMINATE in fixing the amount , interest rate , duration ,

application procedures , or other terms or conditions of

a loan ; or

DENY a loan for the purpose of purchasing, constructing ,

improving , repairing or maintaining a dwelling

ON THE BASIS OF

RACE , COLOR , NATIONAL ORIGIN , RELIGION , SEX ,

OR BECAUSE

A PERSON RECEIVES INCOME FROM A PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ,

OR HAS IN GOOD FAITH EXERCISED ANY RIGHT UNDER THE

IF YOU BELIEVE YOU HAVE BEEN DISCRIMINATED AGAINST ,

SPEAK with the management of this institution ;

COMPLAIN TO The Office of Community Investment , Federal Home

Loan Bank Board , Washington , D. C. 20552 , or the Assistant

Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity , Department

of Housing and Urban Development , Washington , D.C. 20010 ; or

CONSIDER filing a civil suit under Federal laws .
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. You have the right to ask and

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM WITH A

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION ...

Your credit report must be kept

confidential and mistakes must

be corrected .

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board

would like to see it solved . We

regulate most of the savings and

loans in this country and

it is our responsibility to see

that they meet the savings and

home - financing needs of the nation .

You may not be discriminated against

when you apply for credit because

of your age, sex , marital status ,

race , color, religion , national

origin , or because you receive

income from Social Security or

welfare programs.

We want to help you learn about your

rights . We feel that if you are a

knowledgeable consumer , it helps both

you and the savings and loan .

FOR ASSISTANCE ...
You may not be discriminated against

in borrowing because you previously

complained that you thought you

were being treated unfairly.1
Read this pamphlet to learn

your rights .

Try to resolve the problem directly

2

You may not be denied a mortgage

or home improvement loan solely

because of the age of the house

or where it is located .

3

1

You have the right to be given

information about the services

and costs involved at " settle

ment , " that is , when property

is passed from the seller to

you .

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS .

Saving &

. Know how the interest is

computed on your savings

deposit .

. Know the interest rate , term

You have the right to know where

in a metropolitan area savings

and loans have made their loans .

A statement , the Home Mortgage

Disclosure Statement , is available

to you if you ask . There may be a

small charge for the document.

Loans

Savings and loans must have a

written loan policy that you

can see .

. Savings and loans are required to

You have a right to know how

much your loan costs and what

the interest rate is .

O. If you've been denied credit ,
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2
GO DIRECTLY TO THE MANAGEMENT OF

THE SAVINGS AND LOAN ...

You don't have to be an account holder

to do this . Tell them your problem and

let them try to resolve it for you . Be

sure you are completely satisfied with

the solution they suggest .

3
IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED ...

with the help you receive , we will

assist you . Please fill out the form

attached to this pamphlet and mail it

to us . We will act promptly and keep

you informed of the status of your

complaint .



1
3
0
1

LUMPLAINIPURM FEDERALHOMELOANBANKBOARD

Name

Address. Address

Street
City State ZipCode

DaytimeTelephone AccountNumber(ifapplicable).

Thecomplaintinvolvesthefollowingservice:SavingsAccount HomeImprovementLoan

Mortgage

Other:Pleasespecify.

Ihaveattemptedtoresolvethiscomplaintdirectlywiththesavingsandloan: Yes

Ir"No"anattemptshouldbemadetocontacttheassociationandresolvethecomplaint.

Ir"Yes",nameofpersonordepartmentcontacted18.

Date

MYCOMPLAINTISASFOLLOWS(Brieflydescribetheeventsintheorderinwhichtheyhappened,
includingspecificdatesandtheactionstowhichyouobject.Enclosecopiesofanyper
tinentinformationorcorrespondencethatmaybehelpful.Donotsendusyouronlycopy

ofanydooument.):

ThisinformationissolicitedundertheFederalTradeCommissionImprovementAct.Providing

theinformationisvoluntary;completeinformationisnecessarytoexpediteinvestigationof
yourcomplaint.Routineuseoftheinformationmayincludedisclosureofittosavingsand

loansorothersinvolvedortoothergovernmentagenciesasdeemedappropriate.Further,please

understandthattheFederalHomeLoanBankBoarddoesnothavetheauthoritytoasajudge
Infactualdisputes.
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Question No. 24

How many of each type of letter , pamphlet , or other educational or

informational material mentioned in the answer to the previous

question were sent out or distributed to the public in the twelve

month period from July 1977 through June 1978? Please indicate the method of

distribution and types of groups or individuals to which these materials

were distributed .

ANSWER

Because the pamphlets have not yet been printed and distributed , there

are no figures for the period July 1977 through June 1978. Most

communication with consumers was through the complaint process and

responses to complaints make every effort to inform them of alternative

rights , particularly in situations where we cannot assist them in

solving a problem . A copy of a letter responding to a complaint was

attached to the answer to question number 22 .
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Question No. 25

Please report , with available statistics , whatever information the Federal

Home Loan Bank Board now has concerning the extent and consequences of

fire insurance redlining .

ANSWER

Although our examiners have encountered cases where the absence of

fire insurance was given as a reason for denying a loan , the Bank Board

has not compiledany statistics on the extent and consequences of fire
insurance redlining.

However , the Bank Board's Office of Community Investment ( OCI ) recently

sponsored a Forum on Community Investment and Revitalization at which

the problem of potential homeowners in acquiring casualty insurance emerged

as one of the key issues .

OCI , as the host of the Forum , agreed to follow through on this issue and

has been working closely with Leo J. Jordan of the State Farm Insurance

Companies to obtain the full participation of the insurance industry in

developing innovative approaches to increasing the availability of

casualty insurance. Mr. Jordan , who was a key insurance official at the

Form , initially felt that the industry would best be represented at

subsequent working sessions by the National Committee on Property

Insurance. However , the issues of homeowners insurance availability was

seen as so important that most of the insurance trade associations

indicated thatthey would prefer to work directly with the Bank Board on

this issue . ( See attached letter ) .

As a result of these efforts , OCI plans to act as a facilitator for further

meetings to discuss the problems which may make homeowners insurance

unavailable and to identify potential solutions . Participants at these

meetings would include representatives of the casualty insurance industry ,

state regulatory insurance offices , thrift institutions , affected

community groups, etc. The initial meeting of these groups will focus

on allowing the participants to explore their mutual self interests and

to determine what kinds of support each could provide to increase the

availability of casualty insurance. For example, " arson watch " programs

currently exist in some communities . These discussions , which are currently

in the planning stage , are scheduled for November - December 1978 .

It is anticipated that , as a result of this meeting , a task force of

interested representatives from the various groups will be formed . This

task force will continue to meet and , ideally , draft workable plans to

make homeowners insurance available to all potential mortgagors .

tasks could potentially emerge for further exploration , including improving

the data base on insurance underwriting risks in mature communities . The

follow through task force would have to identify and collect that data

it considers essential for a sound insurance program . In addition , various

insurance options, including the FAIR plan , high risk insurance for small

businesses in perceived high crime areas, and existing efforts would be

explored to see if they are adaptable to this problem .
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State Farm Insurance Companies
ONE STATE FARM PLAZA

BLOOMINGTON . ILLINOIS 61701

LEO J. JORDAN

ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

office of Community Investment

1700 G Street , N.W.

Washington , D. C. 20552

ATTENTION : Alvin Birshen , Esq .

Director

RE : ' Reform on Community

Dear Al ,

I have not been successful in my attempt to have the insurance

industry represented in our subsequent working sessions by

the National Committee on Property Insurance . The issue of

homeowners insurance availability is so important that most

of the insurance trade associations would prefer to continue

working directly with the Bank Board on this subject .

In a recent discussion with you or Peggy Spoba , the suggestion

was offered that insurance representatives and appraiser

representatives should meet as a small committee interested

in following up on the insurance and appraisal issues raised

during the Forum . We at State Farm are prepared to follow

through and I know that others are as well . Perhaps you

would want to invite all insurer representatives attending

the Forum to meet in Washington with Dexter McBride and some

of the other appraisal persons . If you feel also that this

is a proper course to follow , would you please let us know .

Sincerely ,

Leo J. Jordan

LJJ : es

cc : C. R. Hall

D. L. Jordan

M. McCabe

E. L. Stowell

STATE PARX MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY

STATE Park Lire INBORANCE COXPANY

|
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

Office of Community Investment

FORUM ON COMMUNITY INVESTMENT AND REVITALIZATION

June 21-22 , 1978

Participants

Robert H. McKinney , Chairman

Anita Miller , Board Member

Owen B. Melton , Jr. , Assistant to the Chairman

Stephen M. Ege , Assistant to the Chairman

Alvin Hirshen , Director , office of Community Investment

Richard Tucker , Assistant Director , OCI

Peggy Spohn , Director - Program Division , CCI

Marcia Janow , Research Assistant , Program Division , WI

Guest Speaker

Stuart Eizenstat , Assistant to the President ,

The White House

Marcy Kaptur , Assistant Director , Domestic Policy Staff

Federal Home Loan Bank Presidents

Raymond H. Elliott

Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston

One Federal Street , 30th Floor

Boston , Massachusetts 02106

Bryce Curry

Federal Home Loan Bank of New York

One World Trade Center , Floor 103

New York , New York 10048
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Louis J. Rub

Federal Home Loan Bank of Pittsburgh

Eleven Stanwix Street , Fourth Floor

Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania 15222

Carl 0. Kamp , Jr.

Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta

260 Peachtree Street , N.W.

Atlanta , Georgia 30343

Charles Lee Thiemann

Federal Home Loan Bank of Cincinnati

2500 DuBois Tower

Cincinnati , Ohio 45201

Joseph R. Ewers

Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis

2900 Indiana Tower

One Indiana Square

Indianapolis , Indiana 46204

H. Robert Bartell , Jr.

Federal Home Loan Bank of Chicago

111 East Wacker Drive

Chicago , Illinois 60601

Dean R. Prichett

Federal Home Loan Bank of Des Moines

907 Walnut Street

Des Moines , Iowa 50309

James A. Coles

Federal Home Loan Bank of Little Rook

1400 Tower Building

Little Rock , Arkansas 72201

Kermit Mowbray , Interim Chief

Jack Pullen , Acting Chief
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John M. Kleeb

Federal Home Loan Bank of Seattle

600 Stewart Street

Seattle , Washington 98101

Community Investment officers

Boston David Elliott

New York David Dennison

Pittsburgh Thomas Jones

Atlanta Robert S. Warwick

Cincinnati Carol Braddock

Indianapolis Michael L. Harrison

Chicago Albion Fenderson

Charles M. Hill

Des Moines Peter Crivaro

Little Rock Clifton Giles

Topeka

San Francisco

Seattle Addis Chapman

Other Representatives from the FHLBanks

New York Erma Christopher

Topeka Dale E. Saffels

Chairman of the Board

San Francisco Les Coplan

Henry Schecter , DirectorAFLLCIO

Department of Urban Affairs

815 16th Street , NW

Washington , D.C. 20005

37-415 O - 79 - 83
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ALLIANCE OF AMERICAN INSURERS

20 North Wacker Drive

Chicago , Illinois 60606

Donald L. Jordan , Assistant VP

James E. Jones , Jr.

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

Allstate Plaza

Northbrook , Illinois 60062

Raymond A. Rodeno , Chairman of

G. Paul Carr , Assistant DirectorAMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Housing and Real Estate

William A. CollisAMERICAN INSTITUTE OF REAL

AMERICAN INSURANCE ASSOCIATION

85 John Street

New York , New York 10038

Edward A. Stowell , Executive VP

AMERICAN SAVINGS AND LOAN LEAGUE

1435 G Street , NW

Washington , D.C. 20005

French Stone, Executive Director

Pauline Strayhorne , Member

Dexter D. MacBride , Executive VPAMERICAN SOCIETY OF APPRAISERS

c/o Dulles International

Airport

Post Office Box 17265

Washington , D.C. 20041

Bernard Goodman , Senior VP

Robert J. Burke , Vice PresidentASSOCIATION OF MORTGAGE

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE

1000 Wisconsin Avenue , NW

Washington , D.C. 20007

Jeffrey Zinsmeyer , Staff

i
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Albert L. Hydeman , Jr. , President

Joseph Marinich , Executive Director

COUNCIL OF STATE COMMUNITY

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND Geno Baroni, Assistant Secretary

Joseph McNeely , Director , office of

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION

( Department of Agriculture )

Washington , D.C. 20250

L. D. Elwell , Ass't Administrator

FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE Stuart Wechsler , Director of

FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE Burleigh Burshem , Assistant VP

MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION John C. Opperman , President

Dr. Mark Riedy , Executive VP

Janice Stango , Assistant Director

Robert J. Spiller , Chairman
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Jack Williamson , Executive VPMORTGAGE INSURANCE COMPANY

Herbert Morris , Director ofNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE

David Stahl , Executive Director

Pat Rouse

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOUSING Richard Nelson , Deputy Executive

C. Robert Hall , Vice PresidentNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUTUAL Dr. Saul B. Klaman , President

Donald E. Lawson , Ass't to the

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF H. Jackson Pontius , Executive VP

William R. Magel , Senior Staff VP

Albert E. Abrahams , Staff VP

William Warfield , Director of

Robert Corletta , President

Edward Dulcan

NATIONAL CENTER FOR URBAN
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NATIONAL COMMISSION ON Robert Kuttner , Director

James Vitarello , Reinvestment

Hilario DiazNATIONAL COUNCIL OF

NATIONAL HOUSING CONFERENCE. INC . Nathaniel Rogg

1126 16th Street , NW

Washington , D.C. 20036

Peter Bell , Executive AssistantNATIONAL HOUSING REHABILITATION

NATIONAL HOUSING LAW PROJECT

2150 Shattuck , Suite 300

Berkeley , California 94704

David Madway , Director

Linda Zuckerman , Staft Attorney

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES

1620 Eye Street , NW

Washington , D.C. 20006

Carolyn Chaney , Legislative Counsel

George Gross , Director - orrice of

Harding Williams , General Counsel

George W. Behymer , Member

NATIONAL SAVINGS AND LOAN

Sandra Soloman , Director ofNATIONAL URBAN COALITION

1201 Connecticut Avenue , NW

Fourth Floor

Washington , D.C. 20036

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE

425 13th Street , NW

Washington , D.C. 20004

Jennifer Douglas , Assistant Director
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SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE

Dirksen Senate Office Building

Washington , D. C. 20510

Kenneth A. McLean , Staff Director

Jeremiah S. Buckley , Minority

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

1441 L Street , NW

Room 800

Washington , D. C. 20046

William Clement , Jr. , Program

Leo Jordan , General CounselSTATE FARM FIRE AND CASUALITY

William Whiteside , DirectorURBAN REINVESTMENT TASK FORCE

1700 G Street , NW , 5th Floor

Washington , D. C. 20552

Lawrence M. Cox , Housing ConsultantU.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS

1620 Eye Street , NW

Suite 508

Washington , D. C. 20005

Fred RicciU.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

office of the Secretary

14th Street , NW

Washington , D. C.

U.S. SAVINGS AND LOAN LEAGUE

lll East Wacker Drive

Chicago , Illinois 60601

Norman Strunk , Executive Director

Barry Tate , Director of Urban Arraira

Tom Westropp , Chairman , Urban Affairs

Lee Holmes , Staff Vice President
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Question No. 26

Do savings and loan associations maintain in their files

information that would identify individual home loan applications

denied or withdrawn , or outstanding home loans foreclosed , for

lack of acceptable fire , homeowners or mortgage insurance? Has

the FHLBB utilized this information , or would it be feasible for

the FHLBB to utilize this information , possibly in conjunction

with the other financial regulatory agencies , to derive statistics

on the extent and geographic distribution of insurance redlining?

Answer

Regulation B requires that creditors notify applicants of

the action taken on their application within a certain period

after the application is made . This notification must contain

a statement of the specific reasons for any adverse action taken

or must inform the applicant of his/ her right to such a statement

upon request . Creditors are required to retain the application

and these notification forms for at least 25 months from the

date the creditor notifies the applicant of the action taken

on his/her application . Thus , if the lack of acceptable fire ,

homeowners , or mortgage insurance is the reason for the denial

of the application , this information should appear in the

Reg . B notification of adverse action and be found in the

association's files as required by this regulation .

The Bank Board has not used this information to compile

statistics on insurance redlining . Our first efforts to

collect any data on insurance redlining began recently as

a corollary to the institution of the monitoring requirements

of our new Nondiscrimination Regulations . As of September 1 ,

1978 , all associations began keeping a loan application register .

In December 1978 in three SMSA's ( Miami , Toledo , and

San Antonio ) , our examiners will conduct a special examination

in which they will review the applications received by associations

from September through November 1978 and , using this data ,

will fill out a much more extensive loan application register .

This special longer register will require the examiners to

note the reason for any adverse action taken on an application ,

( See attached coding form . ) Thus , for all the FSLIC insured

associations in these three SMSAs , we will have data from

this 90 day test period on loan denials based on lack of

mortgage , flood , and hazard insurance . However , because the

register only provides space for one reason for denial , if

the application is denied for a combination of reasons ,
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- 2 -

the examiners might enter only the first reason , for

example " inadequate down payment " , and leave out additional

reasons such as " inability to obtain

The Bank Board has not undertaken a specific study of

insurance redlining per se because we have found that just

examining associations ' records produces a very incomplete

picture of what particular insurance vendors are doing .

decided that it was best to concentrate our limited resources

on determining whether the associations ' actions were in

compliance with our nondiscrimination regulations and to limit

our selves to studying those areas which are within our regulatory

control . Although we will pick up some information on insurance

denials as a by-product of this effort , we have no way of knowing

how many insurance vendors a particular applicant approached ,

why a particular request for insurance was denied , how many

requests for insurance a particular vendor received which

were denied , and what the pattern of a particular vendor's

denials or approvals of insurance is in a specific area .

Thus , we really have no basis for judging the context in

which a denial was made and whether an area really was

" redlined . " All that we can pick up from the associations '

records is some incomplete data on mortgage applications

denied by one type of lender ( S & Ls ) for lack of insurance

within a limited time frame within a small geographic area .

Thus , although we will be obtaining this information to a

limited extent from the loan application registers , we

do not have a system set up which would give us comprehensive

view of the extent and geographic distribution of insurance

redlining .
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CODES FOR FORM 1 ! 54

Line 58 - Reason for Adverse Action

Applicant

Not

Notified Notified

31 01

32 02

33 03

34 04

35 05

36 06

w
o

ww
o

w
o

37 07

38 08

39 09

40 10

Debt-to-Income ratio unacceptable

Unacceptable credit inſormation

Inadequate down payment

Excessive existing debts - income insufficient to cover

41 11

42 -12

43 13

44 14

45 15

46 16

47 17

58 28

59 29
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Question No. 27

In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what procedures or

guidelines do FHLBB examiners follow in determining what portion of their

examination effort is to be devoted to each association ? How is the

siz, determined for the loan sample that will be reviewed for compliance

in each institution ? In particular, is recognition given to the volume of

loan originations, as distinct from loans held in the portfolio , in

allocating examination effort to institutions that are active in originating

loans for resale ? Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any

examiner instructions, policy guidelines , or other documents that address

this question of the allocation of compliance examination efforts among the

different institutions to be examined .

ANSWER

Examinations of associations under our supervision are completed on a

regular basis with each association being examined once every 14.6 months

on the average . During the course of each examination the examiners are

required to determine whether the association is in compliance with the

Fair Housing Act , Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation B.

examiner spends whatever time is required to make thenecessary review

following the procedures specified in the examination programs and

questionnaires dealing with nondiscrimination and Regulation B.

no specific association by association allocation of time to be expended

for this purpose . In addition , there is no specific amount of examination

time allocated to any given association .

In the initial allocation of manpower and time and in choosing the size of

the loan sample to be examined , the examiner has various aids at his /her disposal.

The examiner's assignment letter will outline problems which have been

revealed by recent examination and independent audit reports. The association

also receives an advance package of materials to complete which includes ,

among other things , a nondiscrimination questionnaire, a schedule of all

loans made since the last examination and a questionnaire relating to present

lending and underwriting practices . The examiner will also be furnished

with all the relevant correspondence relating to the association . The

Continuing Examination File contains write -ups of the association's operating

policies, practices and procedures . The examiner will review all this

material before he / she comences the actual examination .

In addition , the examiner will also conduct an initial interview with the

association's managing officer in order to ascertain any particular

problems that the association may currently be experiencing and to

determine any changes in activities, policies , and procedures which would

indicate the need for additional review work .

Due to the judgmental factors involved , there are no examiner instructions,

policy guidelines , or other documents that address the allocation of

examination effort among different institutions . As noted in the answer

to question number 16 , the scope of the examination is expanded beyond

the minimum procedures as the case requires. If in the review of the

materials mentioned above or in the actual examination of the association

the examiner finds something that he / she feels deserves further investigation then

he / she will go into greater depth in looking at that particular aspect of the
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Question No. 27

Page 2

examination and , if expert assistance is needed , will consult the District

Civil Rights Specialist for advice and assistance. Similarly , when

determining how much examiner time is to be spent on a particular association

or in reviewing loan files , the Examiner in Charge and his /her superiors

will look at the complexity of the problems , if any , which the examination

and pre - examination materials reveal and allocate their resources

accordingly .

The decision as to the size of the sample of loans to be reviewed is left

up to the examiner on the job . The sample size would vary depending upon a

number of factors, such as those outlined above , but the fact that the

association was selling a portion of its loan originations would not be

a factor that would influence the sample size decision .

Copies of the Continuing Examination File index and the advance package

materials referred to above are attached .
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN b. K BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPER VISION
Attachmeat ltln

ASSOCIATION CONTINUING EXAMINATION FILE INDEX

Section

Index

Reference

Check

As Puled

CEF - 1

CEF - 2

CEF - 3

CEP .

CEF - S

CEF

CEP - 7

CEF - 3

Control of Association

Organizational Chart

Otticers and Directors

Key Personnel and Duties

Association's Appraisers' Qualifications

Copy of Charter and By - Laws

Copy of Conditions for Insurance ( in force )

Copy of Agreements with FHLAB / PSLKC

Summary of Contracts

Reevaluation Reserves

List of Stockholders Owning More Than 10 %

Association Offices Security Review Control

Service Corporations - Type A

Servia Corporations - Type B

Atiliates

Holding Company

CEP : 9

CEP - 10

CEP - 11

CEP - 12

CEF - 13

CEF - 14

CEF - 15

CEF - 16

CEF - 17

CEF - 18

CEF - 19

CEF - 20

T
I
I
L
I
T

OPERATING POLICIES , PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES:

CEF - C

CEF - G

CEPG / 1

CEF - G / 2

CEF - H

CEF - 1

CEF - J

CEF -AA

CEP-BB

CEF - SS

CEF - 100

CEF - 100 / 1

CEF -400

CEF .

CER .

CEP .

CER .

1/78
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Advance Package to be completed by the association prior to the camination .

We have scheduled your association for an examination commencing on or about

Your cooperation is anticipated as we will base our initial examination scope

on these data .

1. Trial Balance worksheets .

2. Operating worksheets .

3. Management Questionnaire.

4. Nondiscrimination Questionnaire .

6. Salary Schedule and Schedule of Loans to Association Personnel.

1. Attorney's Letter .

8. Service Corporation Questionnaire ( Type " A " and " B " ) . Included with the

9. Savings Solicitation Questionnaire .

100. Lending Questionnaire .

vo . Summary ( by month ) of New Loans . Total all columns .

12. Loans in Process schedule .

13. Asset Limitation Workpaper ( FHLBB Form 863 ) . Federally -chartered asso
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- 2

14. Procedural and Internal Control Questionnaires . Please have the officers

In addition to the foregoing , please have the following available :

15. Schedules of delinquent loans and loans to facilitate sale of real estate

16. List of loans with mechanics ' liens or stop aotices .

17. Summary of loans purchased or sold , including participation laterests ,

18. Participation agreements entered into since the previous examination . ( DO

Please feel free to call if you have any questions concerning the completion

of these data .

Yours truly ,

Assistant District Director

Phone No. :

Enclosures

January , 1978
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

Name of Association Docket Number

Date of Examination Date of Previous Examination

Dear

In an effort to determine the extent of the association's compliance with the

applicable laws and regulations dealing with discrimination in lending and

employment , the managing officer 18 requested to provide answers to questions

listed below. If additional space 18 needed , attach supplemental pages and
present the completed questionnaire to the examiner - in - charge .

For the purpose of the questionnaire , the term " minority group members " means

American Indian , Alaskan Native , Asian , Pacific Islander , Black , Hispanic , or

other minorities .

Assistant District Director - Operations

Note : As used herein , " effective lending territory" of an institution means

1. Has the Board of Directors delegated the responsibility for the implementa

If so , to whom ?

Name Title

2. If deviations from the association's underwriting standards are permitted ,

Name Title

3. Are there neighborhoods or areas within the association's effective lending
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4 . Are there neighborhoods or areas within the association's effective lending

territory in which the association does not make dwelling loans ?

If so , specify the areas and the reasons for such inactivity .

5. What is management's estimate of the total population in the association's

effective lending territory ?

6. What is the estimated minority group population of the association's effective

Within management's knowledge , have any complaints of alleged discrimination

in lending or employment been filed against the association ?

8. Do the employees of the association generally reflect the minority compost

The Information given above is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief .

Signature

Title

Date

January , 1978
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

Name of Association Date of Examination

Date of Previous Examination

It will assist us materially in completing, our examination if you will furnish the information

requested below . If the space provided is not sufficient , please use reverse side or addi

tional sheets . Your early completion of this questionnaire will be appreciated .

Have any changes been made in your lending policies and procedures since the last

examination ?

2. Please attach a list of persons making appraisals and inspections for the association ,

3. Who decides when an independent appraiser is to be used and what 18 the basis for

4 .
What fees or salaries are paid to appraisers and inspectors ?

5. Is the appraisal fee paid whether or not the loan is made ?

6 . To whom in the association are the following responsible?

a . Staff appraisers ?

b . Independent appraisers ?

37-415 0 - 79 - 84
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7. List the names of the loan committee members and fees paid for such service .

DOAt what directors ' meeting was this committee selected ?

c . Is this approval required before a loan commitment is made or any loan funds

disbursed ?

8. Please show the percentage estimate for the major sources of association loans :

Personal contact with association

. How is the credit ability and financial position determined for :

a . Individual borrowers ( owner / occupant ) ?

b . Major borrowers ?

c . Multiple borrowers ?

d . Persons assuming loans ?

To what extent is the information obtained verified ?

10. Describe or list current interest rate ( s ) and loan charges.

- 2 -
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11. What is the number and total amount of present loan commitments ( when applicant has

Number Amount $

Are commitments written ? oral? ( show how long each is binding . )

Are commitments issued contingent upon receipt of certain Information ( credit reports ,

financial information , appraisals , etc. ) ?

12. Has the association paid any fees to third parties for the acquisition or sale of

loans ?

113. Have there been any changes in your note or mortgage fors since the date of the
previous examination ?

14. Construction loans :

a . What means are employed to determine that the owner and/or contractor is suffi

b . Are plans and specifications obtained in all instances ?

c . Describe procedures followed which prevent the possibility of mechanics ' liens ,

d . Are regular inspections of the progress of the work made during construction

ė . Are signed reports of such inspections filed with the association ?

f . Has the association encountered any difficulty with any construction loans made

within the past two years ?

- 3 -
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15. Has the percentage or volume of delinquent loans increased since the last examina

tion?

16. What is your collection policy when :

b . A loan 18 two months delinquent ?

c . Three months delinquent ?

d . Four or more months delinquent ?

e . If no set policy has been established , describe your collection policy in

general.

f .
Were these procedures established by the Board of Directors ?

8 . At what period of delinquency are loans reported to the Board of Directors ?

h . Are delinquent loans reported to the VA and FHA as required ?

17. Through what year have all taxes been paid ?

- 4 -
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18. Flood Insurance : ( Regulations 523.29 , 545.8-4 , and 563.9-6 )

a. What 18 the association's method of determining whether or not loans made or

b . How does the association bind the borrower to provide coverage in the proper

The information given above is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief .

Signature

Title

January , 1978

- 5 -
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Question No. 28

Please describe the organizational structure and responsi

bilities of the Washington headquarters and the District Federal

Home Loan Banks as they apply to the fair housing and equal

ci dit compliance examination function . What are the relevant

responsibilities and authorities associated with each position

in this organizational structure , and what degree of autonomy

is exercised by officials assigned to the District Banks in the

performance of this function? What are the procedures followed

for systematic oversight and review by the headquarter's staff

in Washington of the equal credit and fair housing compliance

examinations performed by the field examination staff?

Answer

Department of Examinations

The examination function is designed to detect actual and

potential violations of applicable laws and regulations , including

ECOA and fair housing . This fact- finding function is accomplished

by the Bank Board's examiners during the on- site inspection and

analysis of the association's policies , procedures and practices .

The examiner is accountable to the District Director

Examinations. The 12 District Directors , who are located in

the 12 Bank Districts , are accountable to the Deputy Director

for Examinations , Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora

tion . The Deputy Director for Examinations and his support

group are part of the Washington headquarters and are responsi

ble for developing and monitoring the effectiveness of examination

policies and programs used nationwide for determining compliance

with ECOA and fair housing legislation .

At the field level , the initial review of the examination

report is conducted by the examiner - in - charge ( EIC ) who has

the basic responsibility for the completed examination report .

While the examination is in progress , the EIC will review all

the examiners' workpapers , programs , and completed reports to

assure that they are accurate and complete. At this time ,

the EIC will ascertain that all violations of equal credit and

fair housing regulations are included in the examiners ' written

reports . During the last two or three days of the examination ,

if possible , the Field Manager will come to the examination

site and review the entire written report , workpapers and programs

to make sure that all relevant matters have been accurately

and completely included in the final report . Since the Field

Manager's review is usually conducted at the examination site ,

he will have access to the association's records , if needed ,

in conducting his review . After the Field Manager completes his

review of the final examination report , it is typed in final

and sent to the District Office .
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Question No. 28

Page Two

At the District level , the Assistant District Director

who is in charge of the area office which conducted the examina

tion will review the completed report . This serves to keep

him informed of any problems in his area and provides an addi

tional check that all matters are being properly reported .

After the Assistant District Director completes his review ,

the District Director , in conjunction with the District Civil

Rights Specialist , will review all examination reports which

indicate the presence of equal credit or fair housing violations .

The Civil Rights Specialist is also available for on- site

consultation with the examiner and Field Manager when the

report is initially prepared . Several times a year , as often

as the staffing level permits, the District Assistant District

Director- Staff Functions , a Field Manager and the District

Civil Rights Specialist , will visit each area office . They

will select a representative number of examination reports

for in - depth review . Examination reports , workpapers and

programs will be reviewed at this time .

At the headquarters level , the Deputy Director - Examina

tions ' Special Assistant reviews the examination product ,

including a representative number of examination reports , at

each District Office . The Deputy Director for Examinations

is advised by the Civil Rights Specialist who also is responsible

for the special training given examiners on fair housing and

equal credit enforcement . She is preparing the new training

program which will be given to all examiners and supervisory

personnel beginning in October , 1978 .

Following each review - i.e. , Field Manager review ,

District Office review and Washington Office review , a . report

summarizing the findings and recommendations is prepared . These

reports are forwarded to the proper management personnel for

corrective action , if needed , and follow-up .

Department of Supervision

The Supervisory Agents , who are officers or employees

of the District Banks , are responsible for obtaining correc

tion of violations noted in examination reports or otherwise

brought to their attention . Within guidelines established

by the Washington headquarters by the Department of Supervision ,

Office of District Banks ( ODB ) , the Supervisory Agents have

a certain degree of flexibility in their approach to achiev

ing correction of the violations . However , actions taken by

the Supervisory Agents are subject to review by the Department

of Supervision in Washington for compliance with national

policy . Where appropriate , follow- up action is initiated .
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In connection with their examinations of associations ,

the examiners fill out a rating sheet covering a number of

operating characteristics including compliance with non

discrimination matters . All forms are filed with the Department

of Supervision in Washington and any form on which an association

has been downgraded on nondiscrimination is logged for review

and monitoring . Subsequently , a financial analyst reviews the

report to determine the severity of the noncompliance .

serious cases are monitored through monthly progress reports

until evidence that the problem has been corrected is received .

The Department of Supervision in headquarters will normally

discuss serious violations and cases-of- first impression with

the Bank Board's General Counsel , and with the members of the

Bank Board at their monthly problem book meetings .

Procedures are in place whereby the examining personnel

have an input into the supervisory process and the supervisory

personnel have an input into the examining function . For example ,

the Supervisory Agent can request that an examiner make a special

examination to determine an association's compliance with

nondiscrimination requirements and the District Director may

recommend the type and scope of enforcement action he considers

appropriate .

Office of Community Investment

The Director of the Office of Community Investment ( OCI )

is responsible for developing and advising the Bank Board on

civil rights policies and programs . The Consumer Division of

OCI monitors complaint processing , identifies special problems

and recommends appropriate action , policy formation or regulatory

changes . The Consumer Division also provides training in civil

rights for examiners , the industry , and consumers .

Office of the General Counsel

The Opinions Division of the Office of the General

Counsel ( " Opinions" ) is consulted by the Office of District

Banks ( which includes the Department of Supervision ) and the

Office of the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation

( which includes the Department of Examination ) about consumer

lending and discrimination complaints ( which are also referred

to OGC by OCI's Consumer Division ) and examination reports

noting apparent violations of the Bank Board's equal credit

and fair housing regulations .
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Page Four

The normal procedure is for Opinions to review the relevant

facts to determine whether further information is necessary to

explain the allegation . Any additional data is requested by a

staff attorney from OFSLIC and ODB personnel , or often by tele

phoning field personnel of the Bank Board , or , where a complaint

is involved , by contacting the complainant . Opinions then

applies the pertinent laws and regulations to the specific

factual pattern and advises the inquiring Bank Board element

whether or not a violation exists .

If there is an apparent violation and no voluntary remedy

can be achieved by the supervisory staff , the matter is then

referred to OGC's Compliance Division for appropriate action .

This will include gathering the necessary documentary information

and testimony , possibly through the use of the subpoena power

as authorized under $ 407 ( m ) ( 2 ) of the National Housing Act ,

and thereafter proceeding to seek the issuance of a cease and

desist order by the Bank Board . Normally offending institutions

consent to the issuance of such orders but when they don't ,

an APA hearing is required .

Because of its experience in conducting investigations ,

the Compliance Division is also becoming increasingly involved

in cases where no decision has yet been made as to the need

for cease- and-desist relief . Here its role is basically one

of rendering advice and assistance to FSLIC examining personnel

as to the development of the facts surrounding possible

violations .
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Question No. 29

How does the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's system of recognition and

advancement for examiners convey an agency commitment to and provide

personal reward for vigorous enforcement of the laws against credit dis

crimination ? In particular,

b. What are the standards by which examiner performance in civil rights

ANSWER

Outstanding individual work in the detection and enforcement of these

laws will be recognized and incorporated into the examiner's overall per

formance rating.

a. Examiners are expected to be proficient in all areas of examination

work . No single facet of the overall examination process is weighted
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Question No. 30

Have you any reliable and representative information concerning the costs

incurred by savings and loan associations to comply with Regulation B and

the laws against credit discrimination ? If so , what portion of these costs

is associated with the initial training and other front end start-up costs

of their compliance programs, and what portion is continuing expenses directly

associated with the processing of applications? Can the continuing expenses

be stated as costs per loan application received or per $ 100,000 of mortgage

loan assets held ? Can they be stated in terms of fractions of a percentage

point on the interest rate of a mortgage loan ? What was the method by

which these measurements were made ?

ANSWER

We have no data pertaining to the costs incurred by savings and loan associ

ations in this area .
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Question No. 31

How are associations' records of fair housing and equal credit compliance

being taken into considerationindeciding which associations will receive
special advances under the Bank Board's new Community Investment Fund

program ? Please supply to the subcommittee a copy of any instructions

or policy memoranda that specify the consideration to be given to

associations' compliance records in allocating these community investment

fund advances among associations . If there are no such documents, please

so state .

ANSWER

The Community Inyestment Fund ( CIF ) is a Bank Board - directed , Bank

administered program designed to institutionalize the process of making

mortgage credit available to mature communities. Under this program ,

the Federal Home Loan Banks will make special low priced loans to member

institutions which are making a special effort to participate in programs

aimed at community preservation or revitalization . The program will

be entirely supported by funds raised in the private financial markets

using the existing facilities of the Federal Home Loan Banks .

The section of this memorandum dealing with " Standards of Eligibility "

spells out how the Banks are to determine which associations are making

the kind of creative lending efforts designed to revitalize their communities

which the program was designed to encourage . Among the factors which the

Banks should consider in making this determination is the association's

" past record with respect to community lending and lending on a non

discriminatory basis . " Because the program is administered by the

various Banks , they have each developed their own procedures , consistent

with the guidelines spelled out in this memorandum , to implement the

program in their district . All the Banks do provide , though , that the

Supervisory Agent does participate when a decision is made upon an

application .

Each Bank has appointed a Community Investment Officer ( CIO ) who will

provide advice and guidance to the associations participating in the

program . The CIO's are senior officials , appointed at the vice presidential

level ,who , in addition to assisting in developing and monitoring a

Bank's participation in the CIF program , closely coordinate their efforts

in assisting the Bank and the associations in the district in developing

community investment projects with the Bank Board's Office of Community

Investment.

Since this original memorandum was sent out in April , the Bank Board has

notified the Banks that in evaluating the eligibility of associations to

participate in the program , the Banks should give " special emphasis ...

to member institutions participating in local partnerships ( with local
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Page 2

and state governments and community organizations ) , as well as ( to ) those

undertaking efforts aimed at assisting existing residents in neighborhoods
experiencing reinvestment . "

In addition , the Bank board has also notified the Banks about the special

procedures which can be followed to assist small associations to participate

in this program . Copies of the letters regarding these two items are

attached .
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Federal

Home Loan

Bank

Board

Memo OFFICE OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH

INTER - OFFICE COMMUNICATION

FROM: DATE:

Marshall A. Kaplan April 27 , 1978

TO : SUBJECT:

Presidents , Federal Home Loan

Banks

Specially Priced

Advances Program for

Mature Communities

( final name yet to

be resolved )

General Nature of Program

This is to be a five year program with an annual review

by the Board . The purpose of the specially priced ( SP ) advances

Relationship to Regular Advances Program

The Board contemplates that funds available for SP advances

will constitute a supplement to funds available for regular

advances and will , thus , not reduce the volume of funds under

the regular advances program . The regular advances program

will continue to be guided by the counter -cyclical objective

of reducing instability in the flow of mortgage credit .

contrast , the SP advances program is expected to maintain a

reasonably stable volume of activity without regard to counter

cyclical considerations .

In

Standards of Eligibility

Lending / Investment Strategies . Eligibility under the SP

advances program for a member institution will be evaluated

upon the degree to which it pursues the following lending/

investment strategies : having a qualified urban or community

lending specialist or team devoting a substantial amount of

time to innovative programs ; an active loan marketing program

targeted to mature communities with reasonable emphasis on

low to moderate cost housing ; a financial counseling program
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for assisting low to moderate income home buyers ; and a demon

strated commitment to participate in Government or privately

sponsored programs aimed at community preservation or revitali

zation . These latter would involve targeting funds for

delineated neighborhoods using the areas under HUD's community

development block grants and urban action grants , the Urban

Reinvestment Task Force programs , or privately initiated pro

grams where there is a reasonably coordinated effort involving

local Governments , community groups , lending institutions ,

local businesses and other pertinent groups . Eligibility

under the SP advances program would require that there be a

reasonable emphasis upon at least a number of the above

strategies , taking account of the size of the financial insti

tution and the resources available to it . In the case of

small member institutions , the above strategies may be finan

cially practicable only through the pooling of resources with

other financial institutions and/or involvement in a consortium

of financial institutions pursuing - the above strategies .

Eligibility of a member institution under the program would

also be judged by projected impact on lending in mature -communities

and disbursement of funds of an sp advance could be conditioned

on evidence that lending commitments by the applicant in such

mature communities are increasing ,

Other Criteria . In judging the eligibility of a member

institution for an sp advance , such other factors would be taken

into account as management capability , financial soundness ,

and past record with respect to community lending and lending

on a non-discriminatory basis .

Geographic Scope . - Even though the program has
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advances unless they met eligible requirements nor any obligation

to provide such advances up to the maximum 5 percent line of

credit for an applicant .

No Circumvention of Regular Line of Credit or Other Bank

Requirements . In determining the degree to which an institution

could utilize its 5 percent line of credit , the Bank would

have to assure itself that an application for an SP advance

is not an attempt to circumvent the limitations of any regular

line of credit but clearly commits the applicant to pursue

a lending/ investment strategy consistent with that stated above .

The Bank would also have to satisfy itself that the granting

of SP advances is not meant to circumvent any normal Bank

requirements that new advances not be granted to repay funds

from other borrowed money or jumbo CDs and that the granting

of an SP advance does not reduce the incentive of the applicant

to continue to seek out private sources of funds, such as savings

and time accounts at competitive rates , mortgage backed bonds ,

and sales of loans or loan participations.

Administered Basis . Advances would be granted on an admini

stered rather than an auction basis . To the extent that funds

available -for the program were insufficient to meet the demand ,

each Bank would have to carefully rank each application in

terms of the degree to which it meets standards of eligibility

and fosters the objectives of the program . Where an application

clearly qualifies but financial -resources are inadquate to

approve the full amount of the application ; the Bank would

have the option of approving a smaller volume of SP advances .

Commitment Fee. Each Bank would have the option of

whether or not to charge a commitment fee . Some Banks may

choose to require a commitment fee because of the interest

rate risk involved in a program not tied to specific consolidated

obligations . If so , the fee could be refundable if the funds

are taken down within the prescribed period . Banks would issue

a forward commitment with a guaranteed -interest rate to cover

lending activities under the program for a member instituion

for a period of up to three months .

Interest Rate. All SP advances would be initially priced

at 1/2 of 1 percent under the estimated cost of a newly issued

consolidated obligation of comparable maturity at the time

of commitment . The Office of Finance would post a schedule

indicating the relevant interest rates by maturity, and this

would be utilized by each Bank in pricing SP advances . This

schedule would be changed from time to time when open market

interest rates have changed sufficiently to warrant such

a revision .

37-415 O - 79 - 85
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Range of Maturities. Each Bank would be required to

offer maturities under the SP advances program from one up
to five years regardless of the maximum maturity offered under

the regular advances program . The dollar weighted maturity

of SP advances made by each Bank will average three years.

Each Bank would have the discretion to judge whether the
maturity of the SP advance requested is appropriate to the

lending/ investment strategy being pursued by the member

institution .

Annual Renewable Subsidy . The subsidy for each SP advances

would be guaranteed for one year at a time . On each annual

anniversary from the date of disbursement of funds under

an SP advance , ' the Bank would determine whether the results

of the advance merit the continuation of the subsidy . If

not , the advance would be rolled over into a regular advance

at the interest rate that would have been charged by the

Bank at the time the advance was -originally .commited ....

Prepayment Penalty. - The prepayment penalty on SP advances

would be optional with the Banks. Howeverī the prepayment

penalty on an SP advance would not be higher than on regular

advances . In the case of SP advances for which the subsidy

is not renewed ; each Bank will want to consider whether any

prepayment penalty normally required should be waived .

Role of Federal Home Loan Banks

Applying General Guidelines . The responsibility for ' apply

ing the general guidelines above to specific applications would

rest with the Banks . Each Bank would circulate to member

institutions a comprehensive description of the eligibility :

standards and terms of the SP advances program . Each Bank

would have an obligation to make a maximum effort to encourage

member institutions to participate in the program and to

provide reasonable guidance and advice through its community

iending officer and other personnel to assist member instituions

in participating .
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Reporting Responsibilities of Banks to the Board . The

Banks will periodically report to the Board the progress

of the SP advances program . Such reports will indicate the

scope of the efforts being made by each Bank in promoting

the program and ensuring that its objectives are being met .

Each Bank will indicate to what extent demand for SP advances

by its members exceed or fall short of the volume target

of SP advances assigned to that Bank . To the extent that

the demand for such advances falls short of the desired target ,

each Bank will indicate the reasons and any suggestions that

it may have for modifying the program and making it more

attractive . In its reports to the Board , the Banks will utilize

the results of its monitoring and auditing of individual

advances .

Allocation of SP Advances Among Banks

Net Worth as Basis of Allocation . · There would be a

mechanism to ensure that each Bank - carries an equitable share.

of the subsidy of the Bank System under the SP advances pro

gram . SP advances would be apportioned to each Bank so that

the total subsidy incurred by each Bank over the life of -

the program would be related to the average net worth of.

that Bank relative to the Bank System as a whole . In monitor

ing whether each Bank is incurring a projected subsidy under

the SP advances program proportionate to its net worth over

the five year period of the program , the Board will review

each Bank's activity under the SP advances program at least

once each year and take into account the maturities of advances

being made .

Special Allocation . It is recognized that net worth

does not necessarily represent the need for SP advances in

a Bank district . Upon special application to the Board , a

Bank can request a special allocation of funds to be used -

for the purposes of the SP advances program but for advances

that do not carry a subsidy . In considering any such applica

tion , the Board would base its decision on a demonstrated

need for such funds in the relevant district .
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1700 G Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20552

Federal Home Loan Bank System

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

ROBERT H. MCKINNEY

July 14 , 1978

M.Raymond H.Elliott, President

FederalHome Loan Bank of Boston

P: 0. Box 2196

Boston, Massachusetts 02106

Dear Ray :

Subject: CIF Program -

Reference is made to the Chairman's discussion of the displacement issue

as reported in the enclosed copyofpage 5 of the Minutes of the Bank

Presidents' Conference held June27, 1978.

In keeping with the agreement that a displacement criterion would be

blended into the investment fund program , it is suggested that in future

bulletins regarding the CIF Program the following sentence be added after

the statement of the four criteria established by the Bank Board for

participants in the CIF:

" Consistent with the purposes of the Fund, special

emphasis will be given to member institutions

participating in local partnerships, as well as those

undertaking efforts aimed at assisting existing resi

dents in neighborhoods experiencing reinvestment. "

You may note that the quoted sentence expands the final sentence in

paragraph 2 of the enclosed page 3 of the Fact Sheet issued June 8, 1978,

regarding the Community Investment Fund.

Sincerely,

huru
James W.McBride, Director

Office of the Federal Home Loan Banks

Enclosures

cc : Chairman McKinney

. ( Letter to each Bank President )
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August 17 , 1978

Nis . Faymond H. Elliott , President

Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston

P. O. Box 2196

Boston , Mosscchusetts 02106

Dear Roy :

Attached is c copy of correspondence between the Americon Savings and

Loon League and the Office of Certiunity Investment regarding the

Corrimunity Investment Fund .

As indicated ir, the seconė parogiaph of Al Hirsten's letter, the banks Sourd

is willing to permit the Federal Home Loan Banks to allow all cssocictions

with less than $ 40 million in savings deposits to borrow up to 5 of savings,

as needed , within the first year so that smaller associations with a

substantial percentage of ossets clready invested in mature communities

moy be brought up to the 5 % limitation more rapidly . Associations with

less than $ 40 million in savings number more than half of all insured

associations ond hold opproximately 10 % of the savings deposits of
associations in the Eank System .

I would appreciate your cooperation in assuring those associations with less

than $ 40 million in scvings which quality under the Corrimunity Investment

program thot the full 5% is ovollable to them as needed within the first

yeor of the program . This assurance should enable these associations to

participate in the Community Irivestment Fund in a meaningful way.

Sincerely ,

James W. McBride , Director

Office of District Banks

Attachments

cc Chairmon Mckinney

Same letter sent to all Bank Presidents
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COMMUNITY INVESTMENT OFFICERS

The Community Investment officers ( CIO's ) are senior personnel, occupying

a vice- presidential position , in the Federal Home Loan Banks . Their basic

task is to coordinate and assist savings and loan associations in community

Investment activities throughout their respectiveDistricts. They are to act
as a catalyst in developing public / private community Investment projects in
thetr Districts. They will assist in the monitoring of the Community Invest
ment Fund, Community Relavestment Act regulations and the Bank Board's non

discrimination regulations. They will provide a local mechanism to keep the
Office of Community Investment informed of local issues and problems as well
as implementing the overall policies of the Bank Board . These officers report
directly to the District Bank Presidents and closely coordinate their efforts

with the Office of Community Investment which will give them backup assistance .

MR . DAVID ELLIOTT

Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston

One Federal Street , 30th Floor

Boston , Massachusetts 02110

Telephone: 617-223-5300

FTS Telephone: 223-5300

MR . ALBION FENDERSON

MR . CHARLES HILL

Federal Home Loan Bank of Chicago

111 East Wacker Drive

Chicago , Illinois 60601

Telephone: 312-565-5700

MR . DAVID DENNISON

Federal Home Loan Bank of New York

One World Trade Center , Floor 103

New York, New York 10048

Telephone : 212-432-2000

FTS Telephone : 649-2000

MR . PETER CRIVARO

Federal Home Loan Bank of Des Moines

907 Walnut

Des Moines , Iowa 50309

Telephone: 515-243-4211

MR . CLIFTON GILES

Federal Home Loan Bank of Little Rock

1400 Tower Building

Little Rock , Arkansas 72201

Telephone: 501-372-7141

MR . THOMAS JONES

Federal Home Loan Bank of Pittsburgh

Eleven Stanwix Street

Fourth Floor , Gateway Center

Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania 15222

Telephone : 412-288-3400

FTS Telephone: 723-3400

MR . ROBERT WARWICK

Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta

Coastal States Building

260 Peachtree Street , N.W.

Atlanta , Georgia 30303

Telephone: 404-522-2450

( TO BE APPOINTED )

Federal Home Loan Bank of Topeka

120 East 6th Street

Topeka , Kansas 56603

Telephone: 913-233-0507

( TO BE APPOINTED )

Federal Home Loan Bank of

MS . CAROL BRADDOCK

Federal Home Loan Bank of Cincinnati

2500 DuBois Tower

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Telephone: 513-852-7500 MS . ADDIS CHAPMAN

Federal Home Loan Bank of Seattle

600 Stewart Street

Seattle , Washington 98101

Telephone: 206-624-3980

MR . MICHAEL L. HARRISON

Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis

2900 Indiana Tower

One Indiana Square

Indianapolis , Indiana 46204

Telephone: 317-259-5371

FTS Telephone: 331-5371
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QuestionNo.32

HowmanyassociationsineachFederalHomeLoanBankdistrictandin
alldistrictscombinedhavereceivedspecialcommmityinvestment

advancesunderthisprogramasofAugust18,1978?Whatportion
oftheseassociationsineachdistrictandinalldistrictscombined

werefoundatthemostrecentpriorcomplianceexaminationtobeinviolationoftheFairHousingAct,theEqualCreditOpportunity
Act,orRegulationB?Pleasespecifywhatportionshowedoneormore

non-trivialsubstantiveviolationsandwhatportionshowedonly
technicalviolations,

ANSWER

No.ofAssociationswhich No.Showing

SubstantiveViolations

AsofLastExam

No.Showing

TechnicalViolations

AsoflastExam

No.Violations

Outstanding

0
0 0

NewYork 5
3

: 0

Pittsburgh6
2

0

Atlanta 9

22 0
19

0

Cincinnati16
4 0

7 0

Indianapolis3
2

0 4 0

Chicago 1
16 0

11 0

DesMoines 0
12 0

11 0

LittleRock
0

0
*

Topeka 8
27 O0

12 0

SanFrancisco 0

o

**

*
*

Seattle 4 -
1 o
l

System

o
l

a
l
a

9260

DatacurrentasofAugust18,1978.

*ApplicationdeadlinewasAugust15.Nocommitmentshavebeenissuedasyet.**offeringcateSeptember1,fundingwilloccur!0tusinessdaysfollowing
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Question No. 33

Will FHLBB examiners evaluate in any way the written statements of loan

underwriting standards that associations must make available to the public ,

or will they merely verify the existence and availability of these statements

of underwriting standards ? If they evaluate these statements , what

criteria of judgment will they apply ? Please supply to the subcommittee the

text of any examiner instructions that deal with evaluation of association

statements of loan underwriting standards . If there are no such

instructions , please so state .

ANSWER

The Bank Board's examiners will evaluate each association's written loan

underwriting standards to determine whether there is evidence of policies

or practices that are discriminatory or which could be discriminatory in

effect . This evaluation will be based upon the Bank Board's Statement of

Policy which is a part of our new Nondiscrimination Regulations. ( See

attached copy ) Our Division of Examinations is currently working on

drafting a section to our Examination and Procedures Manual ( EOP ) which

update our current examiner instructions to include the material

added by our new Nondiscrimination Regulations. These revised instructions ,

however , are only in the early stages of development. We have , though ,

attached a copy of our current examiner instructions which will be

superseded by these revised instructions when they are completed .

This subject will also be covered in our new round of examiner training

which begins this October . See section IV of the course outline which

is attached to the answer to question 4 for more detail on this subject.
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Bank Board's Nondiscrimination Regulations

Effective July 1 , 1978 :

News 528.2a is added to read as follows :

S 528.2a Nondiscriminatory appraisal and underwriting.

( a ) Appraisal . No member institution may use

or rely upon an appraisal of a dwelling which the insti

tution knows , or reasonably should know , is discrimina

tory on the basis of the age or location of the dwelling ,

or is discriminatory per se or in effect under the fair

Housing Act of 1968 of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

( b ) Underwriting . Each member institution shall

have clearly written , nondiscriminatory loan under

writing standards , available to the public upon request ,
at each of its offices . Each institution shall , at least

annually , review its standards , and business practices

implementing them , to ensure equal opportunity in lending .

1 . In S 531.8 , paragraph ( a ) is revised to read as follows :

( a ) General. Fair housing and equal opportunity

in home financing is a policy of the United States

established by Federal Statutes and Presidential orders

and proclamations . In furtherance of the Federal civil

rights laws and the economical home financing purposes

of the statutes administered by the Board , the Board

has adopted , in Parts 528 and 529 of this subchapter ,

rondisci imination regulations which , among other things ,

prohibit arbitrary refusals to consider loan applica

tions on the basis of the age or location of a dwell

ing , and prohibit discrimination based on race , color ,

religion , sex , or national origin in fixing the amount ,

interest rate , duration , application procedures , collec

tion or enforcement procedures , or other terms or con

ditions of housing related loans . This section provides

supplementary guidelines to aid member institutions

in developing and implementing nondiscriminatory lending

policies . Each member institution should re -examine

its underwriting standards at least annually in order

to ensure equal opportunity .

In S 531.8 , subparagraph ( c ) ( 1 ) is revised to read as follows :

2

2 .
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on the basis of marital status . Refusing to lend to ,

requiring higher standards of creditworthiness of ,

or imposing different requirements on , members of

one sex or individuals of one marital status ,

is discrimination based on sex or marital status .

Loan underwriting decisions must be based on an

applicant's credit history and present and reasonably

foreseeable economic prospects, rather than on the basis

of assumptions regarding comparative differences in

creditworthiness between married and unmarried

individuals , or between men and women .

3 . In S 531.8 , subparagraph ( c ) ( 2 ) is revoked and present

( c ) ( 3 ) is redesignated as ( c ) ( 2 ) .

In S 531.8 , subparagraph ( c ) ( 4 ) is redesignated as ( c ) ( 3 )

and revised to read as follows :

( 3 ) Income of husbands and wives . A practice

of discounting all or part of either spouse's income

where spouses apply jointly is a violation of Section 527

of the National Housing Act . As with other income ,

when spouses apply jointly for a loan , the determination

as to whether a spouse's income qualifies for credit

purposes should depend upon a reasonable evaluation

of his or her past, present, and reasonably foreseeable

economic circumstances. Information relating to child

bearing intentions of a couple or an individual may

not be requested .

5 . In S 531.8 , subparagraph ( c ) ( 5 ) is redesignated as ( c ) ( 4 )

and a new paragraph ( c ) ( 5 ) is added to read as follows :

( 5 ) Applicant's prior history . Loan decisions

should be based upon a realistic evaluation of all

pertinent factors respecting an individual's credit

worthiness , without giving undue weight to any one

factor . The member institution should , among other
things , take into consideration that : ( a ) in some

instances , past credit difficulties may have resulted
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from discriminatory practices ; ( b ) a policy favor ing

applicants who previously owned homes may perpetuate

prior discrimination ; ( c ) a current , stable earnings

record may be the most reliable indicator of credit

worthiness , and entitled to more weight than factors

such as educational level attained ; ( d ) job or residen

tial changes may indicate upward mobility ; and ( e ) pre

ferring applicants who have done business with the

lender can perpetuate previous discriminatory policies .

6 . In S 531.8 , subparagraphs ( c ) ( 6 ) and ( c ) ( 7 ) are revised

to read as follows :

1

( 6 ) Income level or racial composition of area .

Refusing to Tend or lending on Tess Tavorable terms

in particular areas because of their racial composi

tion is unlawful . Refusing to lend , or offer ing

less favorable terms ( such as interest rate , downpay

ment , or maturity ) to applicants because of the

income level in an area can discriminate against

minority group persons .

( 7 ) Age and location factors . Sections 528.2 ,

528.2a , and 528.3 prohibit Toan denials based upon the

age or location of a dwelling . These restrictions are
intended to prohibit use of unfounded or unsubstantiated

assumptions regarding the effect upon loan risk of the

age of a dwelling or the physical or economic character -

istics of an area .

.

Loan decisions should be based on the present

market value of the property offered as security

( including consideration of specific improvements

to be made by the borrower ) and the likelihood that

the property will retain an adequate value over the

term of the loan . Specific factors which may nega

tively affect its short- range future value ( up to 3-5

years ) should be clearly documented . Factors which
in some cases may cause the market value of a property

to decline are recent zoning changes or a significant

number of abandoned homes in the immediate vicinity
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of the property . However , not all zoning changes

will cause a decline in property values , and proximity

to abandoned buildings may not affect the market value

of a property because of rehabilitation programs or

affirmative lending programs , or because the cause

of abandonment is unrelated to high risk .

Proper underwriting considerations include

the condition and utility of the improvements , and

various physical factors such as street conditions ,

amenities such as parks and recreation areas , avail

ability of public utilities and municipal services ,

and exposure to flooding and land faults . However ,
arbitrary decisions based on age or location are pro

hibited , since many older , soundly constructed homes

provide housing opportunities which may be precluded

by an arbitrary lending policy .

In 531.8 , a new paragraph ( d ) is added to read as
follows :

7 .

( d ) Marketing practices. Member institutions

should review their advertising and marketing practices

to ensure that their services are available without

discrimination to the community they serve . Discrimina

tion in lending is not limited to loan decisions and

underwriting standards ; an institution does not meet

its obligations to the community or implement its

equal lending responsibility if its marketing practices

and business relationships with developers and real

estate brokers improperly restrict its clientele to

segments of the community .

A review of marketing practices could begin with

an examination of an institution's loan portfolio and

applications to ascertain whether , in view of the demo

graphic characteristics and credit demands of the com

munity in which the institution is located , it is ade

quately serving the community on a nondiscriminatory
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

NO . 78-302

basis . The Board will systematically review marketing

practices where evidence of discrimination in lending

is discovered .

( Title VIII , Pub . L. 95-128 , 91 Stat . 1147 ( 12 U.S.c. 2901 ) ;

Title VII , Pub . L. 93-495 ( 15 U.S.c. 1691 ) ; Title VIII , Pub .

L. 90-284 , 82 Stat . 81 ( 42 u.s.c. 3601-3619 ) , 16 Stat . 144 ,

14 Stat . 27 ( 42 U.S.c. 1981 ) ; EO 11063 , 27 FR 11527 ; sec . 17 ,

47 Stat . 736 , as amended ( 12 U.S.c. 1437 ) ; secs . 402 , 403 ,

407 , 48 Stat . 1256 , 1257 , 1260 , as amended ( 12 U.S.c. 1725 ,

1726 , 1730 ) ; sec . 5 , 48 Stat . 132 , as amended ( 12 U.S.c.

1464 ) ; Reorg . Plan No. 3 of 1947 , 12 FR 4981 , 3 CFR 1943-48

Comp . 1071 )

By the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
Ву
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EOP - 123

SECTION : NONDISCRIMINATION

SUBJECT: SAME

5. instruction manuals that set forth lending restrictions as

C. Employment

VIII. DISCUSSION OF SOME

UNDERWRITING PRACTICES

THAT MAY BE

DISCRIMINATORY IN EFFECT

( Section 531.8 of the Bank

Regulations)

1. personnel and employment records and policy guidelines

16 July 1 , 1976
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EOP- 123

SECTION : NONDISCRIMINATION

SUBJECT: SAME

be evaluated on a case basis . The racial composition and the average in

come level of a neighborhood are inappropriate criteria for approving or

denying a loan .

Use of low payments-to - income or installment-debt- to -income ratios may

be discriminatory in effect because many low- and moderate -income per

sons are members of minority groups. Some loan applicants may be able

to afford higher ratios than others and may have a history of allocating a

relatively large proportion of their income to housing expense. Such ratios

should be re -examined by member institutions from time to time with a

view to increasing equal opportunity .

Refusal to consider stable income from over- time or part-time employ

ment may be discriminatory in effect since low-income and minority

group members more often rely on such income . Bonuses and pay for

over-time and part- time work should normally be considered in calculat

ing the borrower's income for monthly payment purposes if such income

is likely to be stable during the early period of the mortgage risk .

It is a discriminatory practice to discount automatically all or part of the

income of a working wife on the basis that she is of childbearing age. It is

a violation of the Board's policy statement to require , as a basis for

counting a wife's income , affidavits or promises relating to the birth con

trol plans of the family . The determination as to whether the income of a

working wife qualifies as effective income , depends upon an analysis of

circumstances indicating that such income may reasonably be expected to

continue through the early period of the mortgage risk . The increasing

trend in wife employment as a characteristic of family life seems al

tributable to the willingness of both husband and wife to work for a

better standard of living than would otherwise be possible . In low- income

groups , the wife's employment is often a necessity for maintenance of an

acceptable stand- ard of living. The principal element of mortgage risk in

allowing the income of working wives as effective income is the possibili

ty of its interruption by maternity leave . Most employers recognize this

possibility and provide for maternity leave , with job retention , as an indu

cement to employment . When the wife's income is established by length

of employment and/or placement in a particular position for which she

has had special training , then all of her income should be allowed as ef

fective income . This will also be true of wives who have established pat

terns of employment in the unskilled labor markets. However, the al

lowance of the wife's salaried income must be based upon a confirmation

of employment indicating good possibilities for continued employment.

This may be evidenced by factors such as length of service in a particular

job or type of work ; a confirmed position in a field which requires spe

cialized training, such as teaching, nursing , technical assistance , or a

profession; and for which there is a stable demand .

July 1 , 1976 17
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EOP -123

SECTION : NONDISCRIMINATION

SUBJECT: SAME

To apply a standard based on a person's marital status ( e.g. , single,

divorced, widowed, or separated ) , without regard to the stability of that

person's income and to his or her credit status, may be discriminatory .

Studies have not been able to demonstrate that marital status per se bears

any relationship to likelihood of delinquency or foreclosure.

Use of a rule concerning isolated credit difficulties and credit problems in

the distant past to bar approval of a loan may be discriminatory in its ef

fect. More recent credit history and explanations for isolated problems

may provide a better measure of credit worthiness. Past financial difficul

ties do not necessarily make the risk unacceptable if subsequent thereto

the applicant has maintained a good payment record .

It is a discriminatory lending practice to treat loan applicants differently

on a basis of general assumptions of differences in the characteristics of

men or women .

The use of a rule that no loan will be made to an applicant who is over a

certain age, or whose age plus the mortgage term exceeds a certain

number, regardless of individual factors , may be a discriminatory practice

insofar as it lessens equal opportunity. Studies indicate that older bor

rowers are somewhat less likely than younger borrowers to allow their

loans to become delinquent. The income of older borrowers who are not

expected to retire during the early period of the mortgage risk should be

considered as effective income if it may reasonably be expected to con

tinue through the early period of the mortgage risk. Older borrowers who

have retired or who may be expected to retire during early period of the

mortgage risk should be favorably considered when there are circum

stances indicating sufficient financial resources, including cash and

savings, investments, life insurance benefits, and retirement benefits, to

reasonably assure payment of the loan during the early period of the

mortgage risk .

Use of a rule concerning an arrest, especially an arrest which did not lead

to a conviction or which occurred in the distant past, 10 bar approval of a

loan may be discriminatory in its effect.

A policy which favors loan applicants who have a prior history of home

ownership over other applicants is contrary to the furtherance of

economical home financing and may be discriminatory in effect insofar as

it perpetuates prior discrimination .

Use of a rule that requires a cerain length of residency in the community

as a prerequisite for obtaining a loan may be discriminatory in effect and

contrary to economical homefinancing. Studies indicaie that the length of

time a borrower has resided in the area bears no relationsbip to potential

18 July 1, 1976
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EOP - 123

SECTION : NONDISCRIMINATION

SUBJECT: SAME

IX . EXAMINATION

PROCEDURES

)

loan delinquency. Use of a rule that requires a certain length of employ .

ment in the applicant's present job may also be discriminatory in effect.

A history of job instability may justify denial of a loan , but the fact alone

that an applicant has recently changed his or her job should not be a

disqualifying factor. A recent change in job or residency may be evidence

of upward mobility. In addition , certain employment categories, such as

sales and construction , frequently entail higher than average mobility.

A policy of refusing to make government subsidized loans or of refusing

to make loans to applicants whose income is less than an arbitrary

minimum or of refusing to make loans smaller than an arbitrary amount

may result in depriving low- or moderate - income persons of the opportu

nity to purchase houses which they can afford . Since many minority

group members are low- or moderate - income persons, such policies may

be discriminatory in effect.

A. determine whether the association is complying with the various

July 1 , 1976 19

37-415 O- 79 - 86
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EOP - 123

SECTION: NONDISCRIMINATION

UBJECT: SAME

G. evaluate the reasons for rejection of loan applications to deter

20 July 1 , 1976

tion.
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EOP - 123

SECTION: NONDISCRIMINATION

JBJECT: SAME

L. examiners are responsible for performing the procedures and
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Question No. 34

How do FHLBB examiners employ Hame Mortgage Disclosure Act data in evaluating

association compliance with the Fair Housing Act and the nondiscrimination

regulations? Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner

instructions concerning the use of Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data .

there are no such instructions, please so state .

ANSWER

Examiners use the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data to show them where

the association has been lending, or not lending as the case may be . This

information can help them determine if a particular part of the association's

normal lending area has not been receiving loans from the association .

With the data which will now be available from the loan application registers

( which all associations are required to keep as of September 1 , 1978 ) ,

our examiners will be able to compare application volume with lending

volume and see if there is in fact any loan demand in those areas which the

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data indicates aren't receiving many loans .

When the Community Reinvestment Act ( CRA ) regulations go into effect in

November , our examiners will have another tool in the CRA Statement which ,

with the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data and the loan application registers,

will help them determine what an association's lending patterns and practices

1. the CRA Statement to tell him what the association's lending :

2. the loan application register to tell him what the loan demand is in

3. the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data , along with the loan application

Thus, using all three of these tools , the examiner can better pinpoint

possible patterns of discriminatory lendingwhich he / she can investigate in

more depth by actually reviewing the loan files on the areas these three

tools lead him /her to believe might be problem areas . Our second round of

examiner training which begins in October 1978 will have a section which

focuses on how the examiner can use these tools to detect discriminatory

lending patterns. See the course outline which is attached to the answer

to question 4 for more detail on this subject.

The current examiner instructions are found in the General Questionnaire -

Nondiscrimination ( questions 3 and 4 ) and in the General Questionnaire -

Regulation B and C ( questions 1 through 5 under Regulation C ) and in

the memorandum ( T -62 ) which accompanies the questionnaire on Regulation C.

These materials are attached .
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FEDERAL KONE LOAN BANK BOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

NONDISCRIMINATION

Yes No

I.

2

7 3.

a.

-74.

Have policies , proc.dures and general underwriting standards concerning

nondiscrimination in lending been adopted by the board of directors? ( 11 so,

establish or update written memoranda for the CEF with respect to

important aspects of continuing interest Il mwi, reier, to Memo AB 19.) .

15 cxecutive management and appropriate personnel knowledicable of the

relevant provisions of the various statutes and regulations pertinent to

nondiscrimination in lending ?

Dass it appear from the assoxiation's practices, records and reports

( Regilation c , if applicable ) that the association prohibits granting of

housing- related loans in certain areas within the associacion's effective

lending territory? ( lf yes, determine the areas and reasons for not making

such loans.) ( Effective lending territory is those areas in which the

institution makes a substantial majority of its sans and all other areas

which are as close to the association's offices as such areas .)

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10 .

11 .

4777 GO

( 1 of 2 Pages)
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Yes No

|

-

b.

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BAA. OARD

OFFICES OF EXAMINATICA'S AND SUPERVISION

12 . Based upon a review of loan files and related records, does the association

- -

.

1 1

Work Done by

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by FM O designee

2/77
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(

FEDERAL HOME LOAN EANK SOARD

OFFICE OF EXAMINATIONS AND SUPERVISION

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Yes No

1 .

12 .

3.

HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT ( Regulation C )

Is the association subject to Regulation C? ( 203.3)

If " yes" , was applicable lending properly classified and reported ? ( Form

HMDA- 1 , Mortgage Loan Disclosure Statement and 203.4)

Are disclosure statements made available on a timely basis and in the

manner required by Section 203.5? ::

Are depositors notified annually of the availability of disclosure siatements ?

( 203.5 ( b ) )

Does your review of the disclosure statements, in conjunction with the

lending review ', indicate discriminatory practices?

4.

S.

Work Done by

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by FM or designee

4/77
G - 2

GQ

( 3 of 3 Pages)

응
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648. 2 ANSOTATED MANUAL

#T62 HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE

The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, aswell as the

implementing regulation ( Regulation C ) , became

effective on June 28, 1976. Regulation requires

institutions subject to theAct to publicly disclose the

areas in which they lend. Thisinformation is also

to be used by examiners as an additional tool in

evaluating association compliance with non -dis

crimination lending regulations. Institutions sub

association is located and loans outside such

SMAs. ( Listings of SMAs as of June 28, 1976 have

been distributed to each of the Federal Home Loan

Banks.) In each case the following itemizations of

inforination are to be made for loans relating to

one -to -four-family residences:

a . Loans insured or guaranteed by FHA, VA , or

& 77
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T MEMOS 648.3

State -chartered institutions, or a state may apply

to the Federal Reserve Board for an exemption

from Regulation C where state laws are substan

tially similar to Federal requirements.

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board has statutory

responsibility to enforce Regulation C for FSLIC

insured institutions and members of the Federal

Home Loan Bank System ( except for FDIC .

insured Savings Banks ) .

Copies of the Federal Register notice of the regula

tion and the regulation itself are attached foryour

guidance in determining association compliance

with Regulation C , and in using the reported data

in determining association compliance with nondis

criminatory lending regulations. ( 7/27/76 )

3rd ed .

U. & GOVERNMENT PRONTING OFFICE : 1977 0-345-003

8-77
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Question No. 35

Please identify and describe any major surveys , reports , or studies ,

either by outside experts or by Federal Home Loan Bank Board staff ,

that have recently been completed , are currently in progress , or are

planned for the near future on any aspect of the responsibilities of

the FHLBB under the Fair Housing Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act .

ANSWER

The Bank Board is cooperating with the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation ( FDIC ) on a study of the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
( HMDA ) . This study will compare mortgage lending volume in older central

city areas with other city , suburban and non SMSA areas . The purpose of

the study is to determine whether MMDA data is accurate and , if not ,

why not ; whether HMDA data reflects total mortgage credit flow ;

the cost of periodic accurate HMDA data collection ; what reporting

requirements are necessary and sufficient ; how to maximize HMDA data

collection cost efficiency ; and ways in which HMDA record -keeping

might be improved . This study will also result in recommendations on

how the Federal regulatory agencies can better enforce HMDA .

The Bank Board is also conducting another study on what kind of loan

application register is most useful to our examiners and most effective

in revealing the existence of discriminatory lending practices .

examiners are currently testing three different formats for the register

to see which is the most useful and cost effective . The completion date

for this study is targeted for May 1979 .
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GARRY BROWN , MICH .

CLARENCE J. BROWN , OHIO

TOM CORCORAN , ILL .

BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL , N.Y., CHAIRMAN

CARDISS COLLINS , ILL.

ROBERT F. DRINAN, MASS.

ELLIOTT H. LEVITAS , GA .

DAVID W. EVANS , IND .

ANTHONY MOFFETT , CONN .

FERNAND J. ST GERMAIN, R.I.

HENRY A. WAXMAN , CALIF .

( 202 ) 225-4407

NINETY - FIFTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United States

December 1 , 1978

Hon . Anita Miller

Member

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

Washington , D. C. 20552

Dear Ms. Miller :

In order to enable the Commerce , Consumer and Monetary Affairs Subcom

mittee to obtain a clearer picture of Federal Home Loan Bank Board enforce

ment of the Equal Credit Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts and Regulation B ,

I am writing to request further clarification on a number of points raised

in August and September in my earlier correspondence and in your testimony

on September 14. I would appreciate your response as promptly as possible

for completion of our record on this hearing .

My questions in connection with the testimony at the hearing are the

following :

1 . What are the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's reasons for implementing

its own anti - redlining regulations as a regulatory effort distinct

from its enforcement of the Community Reinvestment Act? For example ,

what possible redlining abuses will you be able to deal with under

the anti - redlining regulations that may not be controllable under your

Community Reinvestment Act authority ?

2 . It was established in testimony that there are no formal guidelines

between the three banking agencies and the Justice Department govern

ing what kinds of discrimination situations will be referred by the

banking agencies for possible Justice Department prosecution . Is this

also true of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board ? What is the Bank Board's

policy toward referral of equal credit and fair housing violations to

the Justice Department for possible prosecution ? Has the Bank Board

ever referred any cases to justice? Under what particular sets of cir

cumstances would the Bank Board refer a case to the Justice Department

in the future?
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Hon . Anita Miller 2 December 1 , 1978

3 . We heard testimony from Commissioner Greenwald and Mr. Dennis that the

only effective method to confirm the existence of preapplication dis

couragement is through the use of testers . Has the Bank Board any

plans to use testers for detecting preapplication discouragement?

I would also appreciate further clarification of certain of the answers

submitted in advance in response to my written questions . The question num

bers that head each paragraph below refer to the question numbers in my

letter of August 18 .

Question 15 : Why is there such a wide variation among the regions in

the examiner time spent per $ 100,000 of loans granted ? Why does the San

Francisco region devote less than half as much time per $ 100,000 of loans

as the national average and less than one fourth as much time as the Boston

and New York regions? Why do the Boston and New York regions devote so

much time per $ 100,000 of loans?

Question 17A : How do you explain the wide variation among the regions

in the number of violations found per 100 hours of examiners ' time ? Why do

examiners in the New York, Pittsburgh , San Francisco , and Seattle regions

find violations less than half as often as the national average and less than

one fifth as often as the examiners in the Atlanta and Cincinnati regions ?

Sincerely ,

Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

BSR : tv
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1700 G Stroot, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20662

Federal Home Loan Bank System

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation

Foderal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

ANITA MILLER

Board Member

December 14 , 1978

The Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Commerce , Consumer and Monetary

Dear Mr. Chairman :

I am pleased to respond to your request for additional

information on the Bank Board's enforcement of the Fair

Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act . Attached

are our answers to the questions contained in your letter of

December 1 , 1978 on my testimony at the hearing before your

Subcommittee and to your requests for further clarification

to several of our answers to your original set of questions .

Sincerely ,

Curs Millen
Anita Miller

Enclosures
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Question No. 1

What are the Federal Home Loan Bank Boara's reasons for

implementing its own anti -reålining regulations as a regulatory

effort distinct from its enforcement of the Community Reinvestment

Act ? For example , what possible redlining abuses will you be

able to deal with under the anti-redlining regulations that

may not be controllable under your Community Reinvestment Act

authority ?

ANSWER

The Bank Board's llondiscrimination Regulations , of which our

anti-redlining provisions are a part , were developed primarily

to carry out our administrative enforcement obligations under

Title VIII to the Civil Rights Act of 1968 and the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act ( SS808 ( d ) and 704 ( a ) ( 2 ) respectively ) .

We have had nondiscrimination regulations in effect since

1972 and have revised them several times since then , most

recently this past year , to take into account changes in the

law , court interpretations of the statutes and regulations ,

and our own experience in implementing them .

Both of these statutes contain very specific prohibitions

against a variety of discriminatory acts which we enforce

through our general supervisory and enforcement powers as set

out in our enabling legislation . In addition , these two acts

explicitly establish substantial remedies for individuals or

groups of individuals whose rights under these statutes have

been violated . Our Nondiscrimination Regulations have tried

to embody these specific statutory prohibitions in a regulatory

form .

The Community Reinvestment Act , although related in intent and

complimentary to these two acts , is structured very differently .

Under the CRA , the Bank Board is charged with assessing , in

connection with our examinations , a financial institution's

record in meeting its community's credit needs and with taking

the institution's record in meeting these needs into account

when evaluating an application for a deposit facility ( which

includes applications for charters , deposit insurance , branches ,

relocation , mergers or consolidations , etc. ) by such institu

tion . Thus , unlike Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of

1968 or the ECOA , the CRA is not structured in terms of setting

out specific violations of law for which specific civil liability ,

which may be enforced by an aggrieved individual or the

Department of Justice upon referral by the designated administra

tive enforcement agencies , is set out in the statute .

Instead , the CRA directs the financial regulatory agencies to

take certain concerns , which Congress has only broadly sketched ,
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Question No. 1

Page Two

into account when exercising their general supervisory authority .

In addition , we are given explicit authority " to take ( these

concerns ) into account " only when the financial institution

applies to us for permission to do something ( i.e. , merge ,

branch , consolidate , etc. ) or to receive something ( i.e. ,

a charter , deposit insurance , etc. ) which is within our power

to grant . Thus , our enforcement power under this act is much

more limited than it is under the ECOA and Title VIII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1968 .

In our broad enforcement scheme , though , we look upon these

three acts as complimentary tools to aid us in ensuring

that no financial institution we regulate redlines or dis

criminates in any other fashion .
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Question No. 2

It was established in testimony that there are no formal

guidelines between the three banking agencies and the Justice

Department governing what kinds of discrimination situations

will be referred by the banking agencies for possible Justice

Department prosecution . Is this also true of the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board ? What is the Bank Board's policy toward

referral of equal credit and fair housing violations to the

Justice Department for possible prosecution? Has the Bank

Board ever referred any cases to Justice ? Under what particular

sets of circumstances would the Bank Board refer a case to the

Justice Department in the future ?

Answer

( a ) The Federal Home Loan Bank Board has not entered into

any agreement with the Department of Justice setting guidelines

for the referral of possible violations of nondiscrimination

statutes . We do cooperate with them on investigations, though .

In the past , at their request , the Bank Board has aided the

Justice Department's Civil Rights Division in identifying

possible pattern and practice cases involving discriminatory

actions by the financial institutions we regulate .

( b ) Our policy toward referral of equal credit and fair

housing violations to the Department of Justice is that

we would only do so if satisfactory compliance and corrective

action could not be accomplished through the exercise of

the Bank Board's own supervisory authority . However , as is stated

in SP- 15 , our " General Enforcement Policy for Handling Violations

of the Nondiscrimination Regulations , " enforcement action taken

under the Bank Boara's own supervisory authority will not

preclude the Bank Board from referring cases involving a

pattern or practice of discrimination to the Attorney General .

( c ) Although we have assisted them in cases which they

have developed from complaints , the Bank Board has not

directly referred any cases involving equal credit or

fair housing violations to the Department of Justice for

civil prosecution .

( d ) Our policy toward future referrals is as stated in

( b ) regarding past referrals and cooperation with the

Department of Justice .
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Question No. 3

we heard testimony from Commissioner Greenwald and Mr. Dennis

that the only effective method to confirm the existence of

preapplication discouragement is through the use of testers .

Has the Bank Board any plans to use testers for detecting

preapplication discouragement?

ANSWER

At this time , the Bank Board has no plans to use testers to

detect preapplication discouragement .

37-415 0 - 79 - 87
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Question No. 15

why is there such a wide variation among the regions in the

examiner time spent per $ 100,000 of loans granted ? Why does the

San Francisco region devote less than half as much time per $ 100,000

of loans as the national average and less than one fourth as

much time as the Boston and New York regions ? Why do the Boston

and New York regions devote so much time per $ 100,000 of loans ?

Answer

I'he basic cause of these variations lies in the wide disparity

in the dollar amount of loans closed . Boston and San Francisco

provide an excellent example : Dur'ing this 12 month period

associations in the Boston District closed only $ 1.5 billion

dollars in mortgage loans , while associations in the San Francisco

District closed $ 25.9 billion in mortgage loans .

The answer to the question contained in your last sentence

is basically the same . The time spent per $ 100,000 in loans

granted appears disportionately large due to the lack of

lending activity in these two districts .

It must be borne in mind that examiners can not and do not

review all loans granted . Therefore , any indices based on

total loans granted will reflect the differences in lending

activity among Districts .
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Question No. 17A

How do you explain the wide variation among the regions in the

number of violations found per 100 hours of examiners ' time?

How do examiners in the New York , Pittsburgh , San Francisco ,
and Seattle regions find violations less than half as often

as the national average and less than one fifth as often as

the examiners in the Atlanta and Cincinnati regions ?

Answer

To a great extent this variation is the result of local attitudes

with regard to nondiscrimination in general . These communal

attitudes will often be reflected in the attitudes of the business
community . A good example of this local effect is found in the

San Francisco District . The State of California has long had

effective nondiscrimination regulations in place. This has

instilled an enlightened awareness among lenders in the state ,

which is reflected in the small number of violations attributable

to this District . On the other hand , a few recalcitrant

institutions within one District can cause a significant

increase in the number of violations detected .

The above is buttressed by a line-by-line reading of the answer

to question No. 17 , which details violations by District . With

few exceptions , the Atlanta and Cincinnati Districts show the
greatest number of violations in each category . The Atlanta and

Cincinnati Districts account for 53.1 % of the 5,518 violations

reported , while San Francisco accounts for only 4.5 % of these
violations .

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board has a strong commitment to

enforcing the laws and regulations relevant to nondiscrimination .

The prescribed examination procedures are thorough and uniform
throughout all Districts . Variations , such as those contained

in your question should diminish as examining and supervisory
personnel continue to exhibit the Bank Board's commitment to

eliminate these violations .
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Question No. 23

When do you expect to release the pamphlets on consumer rights

to which your answer refers?

ANSWER

We expect that the brochure on consumer rights will be available

shortly . We will provide you with a copy as soon as it is
ready .
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPORATION

DEPARTMENT OF EXAMINATIONS

EXAMINATION PROGRAM

NONDISCRIMINATION

EXAMINATION OBJECTIVES

o

EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

Wkp.

Ref.

Note: Various Federal laws and regulations prohibit discrimination on the following

11/78

Program

( 1 of 3 Pages)
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPORATION

DEPARTMENT OF EXAMINATIONS

Wkp. Work Done

By DateRef.

7 .

8.

9.

Evaluate the reasons for rejection of loan applications to determine whether

rejections have been based solely on economic factors.

Determine whether the association uniformly administers application ,

collection , and enforcement procedures as well as other lending conditions.

Determine whether the association grants loans to speculators, developers,

builders and others who in turn sell to persons belonging to minority groups at

inflated prices or on other unreasonable terms and conditions and/or follow a

policy of discrimination with respect to housing financed by such loans.

Determine whether the association is actively participating in Federal Housing

Assistance programs to aid minority or low -income groups to satisfy their

housing needs.

Review the institution's current lending patterns and practices to determine if
there is evidence of discrimination in effect.

Complete the nondiscrimination questionnaires.

Review any complaints filed against the association and ascertain their

disposition .

10.

11 .

12.

13.

CONCLUSIONS: Were minimum procedures adequate to support the examiner's

findings on this phase of the examination ? If no, state the reasons for expanding

scope of procedures performed and complete the EXAMINER" S FINDINGS after

completion of expanded procedures. If answer is yes, complete EXAMINER'S

FINDINGS at the end of this program .

Yes No

Examiner

11/78

Program

( 2 of 3Pages)
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DERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

DERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPORATION

PARTMENT OF EXAMINATIONS

AMINER'S FINDINGS

Is management familiar with the laws, regulations and policy statements dealing

with nondiscrimination in lending and housing ?

Yes No See W/P

Examiner

Has the association established and implemented effective nondiscrimination

lending and housing policies as well as loan underwriting standards ?

Yes No See W/P

Examiner

Is the association in compliance with the various laws, regulations and policy

statements concerning nondiscrimination in lending and housing ?

Yes No See W/P

Examiner

Has the association utilized governmental or private programs designed to aid

minority and low- and moderate -income groups in meeting their housing needs? .

Yes No See W/P

Examiner

Were any other matters of concern disclosed by your review?

Yes No See W/P

Examiner

Leviewed by EIC or designee

eviewed by FM or designee
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GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

NONDISCRIMINATION

Yes No

1 . Have policies, procedures and general underwriting standards concerning

nondiscrimination in lending been adopted by the board of directors?

Are the loan underwriting standards and related business practices reviewed
annually ?

2.

3 . Are clearly written loan under writing standards available to the public upon

request , at each of the association's offices ?

4 . Does it appear from the association's practices , records and reports ( Regulation

C, if applicable) that the association prohibits granting of housing -related loans

in certain areas within the association's effective lending, territory ? ( If yes ,

determine the areas and reasons for not making such loans.) ( Effective lending

territory is those areas in which the institution makes a substantial majority of

its loans and all other areas which are as close to the association's offices as

such areas . )

a.

b . Does the review of rejected mortgage loan applications indicate rejection

for economic reasons?

5. Does it appear from the association's practices , records and reports that it sets

more stringent standards for housing-related loans in certain geographic areas

( down payments, interest rates , terms, fees , loan amounts, etc. ) ? If yes ,

determine the areas and reasons for such standards .

a. Does the review of loans in these areas indicate that the use of more

6.

7.

8 .

Does the association discriminate on the basis of the racial composition or the

income level of an area?

Does the association discriminate on the basis of the language of applicants ?

Does the association require the applicant to have owned a home previously , to

have been employed for a particular length of time, or to have lived in the

community where the property is located ?

9 .

10. Does the association require applicants to have been previous customers of the

association?

.11 .
Does the association prohibit lending to applicants because of an isolated credit

difficulty or arrest record?

12. Does the association prohibit loans of less than an arbitrary amount , or to

persons with income of less than an arbitrary amount?
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Yes No

13 .

14 .

Does the association refrain from using appraisals which are discriminatory ?

Does the review of approved and rejected loan applications indicate that

economic factors such as the following were applied uniformly to all applicants:

income/ debt ratios, credit history , security property , neighborhood amenities ,

portfolio balance ?

Based upon a review of appropriate loan records , does it appear that the

association administers the following without bias: Joan modifications, loan

assumptions, additional collateral requirements, late charges, reinstatement
fees, and collections?

Based upon a review of loan files and related records, does the association :

15.

16 .

a. grant loans to speculators, developers, or other persons who, to the

association's knowledge, sell to persons belonging to minority or other

17 .

18.

19 . Does the association inform each inquirer of the right to file a written loan

application and to receive a copy of the association's loan under writing
standards?

20. Regarding any application from a natural person for a Joan related to a

dwelling, does the association request the following monitoring information :

( ii ) sex;

( iii ) marital status, using the categories married, unmarried, and

separated; and

( iv )
age .

21 .

( Please note that the Bank Board's monitoring requirements contained in Section

528.6 , super sede the monitoring requirements of Regulation B. )

Does the form used to collect monitoring information contain a written notice

that it is for Federal government monitoring purposes and that the institution is

required to note race and sex, on the basis of sight and/or surname, if the

applicant ( s ) chooses not to do so ? ( Section 528.6 ( c ) )

GO

G - 1
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Yes No

22 . If the applicant chooses not to disclose the monitoring information , does the

association note that fact on the monitoring form ? ( Section 528.6 ( b) )

23 . Does the association , to the extent possible , on the basis of sight and/or

surname , designate the race and sex of each applicant ? ( Section 528.5 ( b ) )

24 . Does the association maintain a current , accurate, loan application register

with , at the minimum , the information required by the Bank Board? ( Section

528.6 ( d) )

25 .

26.

Does your review of the information included in the loan application register

indicate that the association's practices and patterns are nondiscriminatory ?

From the review of real estate ownedsales and rentals, does it appear that such

sales and rentals were made on a nondiscriminatory basis ?

Is an Equal Housing Lender Poster located in a conspicuous place in all of the
association's offices and other facilities?

27 .

28 . Is the size and content of each Equal Housing Lender Poster in accord with the

requirements of Section 528.5?

29 . Does the association's advertising comply with the requirements of Section

528.4 and the guidelines contained in Memorandum R- 30a?

Does the association's marketing practices and business relationships with

developers and real estate brokers insure that its services are available without

discrimination to the community it serves? ( Section 531.8 ( d ) )

30.

Work Done by

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by FM or designee

G - 1

11/78
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GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

REGULATION B

( Memorandum T -60a )

Yes No

1 . Does the association prohibit its employees from making statements that would

discourage, on a prohibited basis, applicants from making or pursuing an

application ? ( 202.5( a ) ) -

2 . Does the association refrain from requesting information concerning the

applicant's spouse or former spouse unless such person will be contractually

liable or the applicant is relying on community property, the spouse's income,

alimony , child support or maintenance payments for repayment of the debt?

( 202.5 ( c ) ( 2 ) )

3.

4.

Regarding applications for unsecured separate loans, does the association

refrain from inquiring as to the marital status of the loan applicant ( unless

community property is involved , except as required for monitoring purposes by

Section 528.6 of the Bank System regulations ? ( 202.5 ( d ) ( 1 ) )

For secured loans, are inquiries into marital status limited only to the terms

" married " , " unmarried" , or " separated " ? ( 202.5( d) ( 1 ) )

When income derived from alimony, child support or maintenance payments is

disclosed, is there evidence that the association properly informed the applicant

that such income need not be revealed ? ( 202.5 ( d ) ( 2 ) )

5.

6. a .

When a title ( such as Ms. , Miss, Mr. , or Mrs. ) is shown on the application

form , does the form appropriately disclose that such designation is

optional ? ( 202.5 ( d ) ( 3 ) )

b. Is the form otherwise neutral as to sex? ( 202.5( d) ( 3 ) )

7.

8.

Are requests for information relative to birth control or childbearing or rearing

intentions of applicants prohibited? ( 202.5 ( d) ( 4 ) )

If the association considers age or the fact that an applicant's income derives

from a public assistance program in its system of evaluating creditworthiness

does it do so only to determine a pertinent element of creditworthiness?
( 202.6( b) ( 2 ) ( iii ) )

9 . If the age of elderly applicants is considered in the association's system for

evaluating creditworthiness, is such age used only to favor the elderly
applicant? ( 202.6 ( b) ( 2 ) ( iv ) )

10. When evaluating the applicant's creditworthiness, does the association refrain

from considering aggregate statistics or assumptions relative to the likelihood

of bearing or rearing ofchildren ? ( 202.6 ( b ) ( 3 ) )

Does the association refrain from discounting or excluding income on

prohibited basis or because the income is derived from part-time employment,

or a retirement benefit ? ( 202.6 ( b) ( 5 ) )

11 . a

G - 2

11/78
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Yes No

12 .

13 .

Does the association consider income from alimony , child support , or

maintenance payments to the extent it is likely to be consistently received ?

( 202.6 ( b) ( 5 ) )

At the applicant's request , does the association consider:

a.

14 . Does the association grant individual separate loans to creditworthy applicants

regardless of sex , marital status or membership in any other protected group?

( 202.7 ( a ) )

Does the association allow the granting of loans in maiden names or

combinations of maiden and married names? ( 202.7 ( b ) )

15.

16.
In those instances when the association requires co -signers, is the requirement

based on factors other than the applicant's sex, marital status or membership in

any other protected group? ( State law may be considered when determining the

necessity for co -signers.) ( 202.7( d) ) -

17. Does the association refrain from refusing credit because credit life , health,

accident or disability insurance is not available due to the applicant's age.
202.7 ( e) )

118 .

a.

Does the association notify applicants of action taken within :

C. 90 days after offering a Joan which substantially differs from that

requested if the applicant has not accepted such alternative loan ?

( 202.9( a ) ( 1 ) ( iv ) )

19 . a .

.

Are notices of adverse action in writing? ( 202.9( a ) ( 2 ) )

Do they contain a statement of action taken ? ( 202.9 ( a ) ( 2 ) )b.

c.

Do they contain a statement of the provisions of Section 701 ( a ) of the

ECO Act in a form substantially similar to that contained in Section

20.

21 .

G - 2

11/78
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Yes No

22 .

23 .

When furnishing credit information on designated accounts to a consumer

reporting agency, does the association report the designation and furnish the

information in a manner that provides access to such information in the name of

each spouse ? ( 202.10( a ) ( 2 ) )

When furnishing credit information regarding a designated account in response

to an inquiry regarding a particular applicant, is the information furnished in

the name of such applicant? ( 202.10 ( a ) ( 3 ) )

Does the association retain for 25 months after notice of action taken :

( 202.12 ( b) )

24.

a.

b.

the application and all supporting material ?

all information obtained for monitoring purposes?

the notification of action taken?C.

e .

d. the statement of specific reasons for adverse action ?

25.

26.

1.

2 .

If the association engages in a special purpose credit program designed to meet

special social needs is it in compliance with Section 202.8 of Regulation B?

3.

4 .

5 .

Work Done by

Date

Reviewed by EIC or designee

Reviewed by FM or Designee
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( 202) 225-4407

NINETY -FIFTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United States

August 17 , 1978

Hon . G. William Miller

Chairman

Federal Reserve Board

Washington , D. C. 20551

Dear Mr. Chairman :

This letter supplements my letter of August 9 , concerning the hearings

this subcommittee will hold in September on the financial regulatory agencies '

enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act .

The statement below of questions for testimony and of supplementary materials

to be supplied in advance supersedes the statements of questions and requests

in the earlier letter .

The topics and specific questions on which the subcommittee requests the

testimony of the Federal Reserve Board are the following :

1 . Redlining Regulations: To what extent is there a problem of redlining

discrimination in home lending by banks , and what is the Federal

Reserve's regulatory approach to redlining ? More specifically ,

a . Is the problem of urban neighborhood decay due in any way to

discriminatory practices in the handling of individual loan

inquiries and applications by banks ?

b . Would banking agency promulgation and enforcement of nondis

crimination regulations explicitly prohibiting redlining

discrimination contribute materially toward more equitable

treatment of individuals and a reduction of the problem of

neighborhood decay?

c.

Has the Federal Reserve sufficient statutory authority to

issue and enforce such nondiscrimination regulations , or does

it plan to request legislation to convey this authority?
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d . Has the Federal Reserve any plans to issue such nondiscrimina

.

2 .

a . Has the Federal Reserve any plans to modify Regulation B to

require the recording of monitoring information on home loan

applications and inquiries more detailed or covering more

types of transactions than is now required? Will you require

monitoring information similar in detail and coverage to the

information now required by the FDIC and the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board? Will monitoring information be required on

applications for home improvement loans or mortgage refinancings ?

Will it be required on inquiries for home loans ? If not , why not ?

b . How is the present monitoring information employed to examine

individual banks for evidence of redlining discrimination?

How will you use any future more extensive monitoring informa
tion for this purpose?

How do you employ Home Mortgage Disclosure Act ( HMDA) data to

examine individual banks for evidence of redlining discrimina

tion ?

c .

d . Have you any suggestions for improvements of this Act or any

plans to modify its implementing regulation , Regulation C , to

improve the usefulness of this data for regulatory purposes ?

For example, would its value be enhanced if all applications

rather than just loans granted were covered ?

3 . RecentEnforcement:

a . How many and what types of violations of the Fair Housing Act,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , or Regulation B have Federal

Reserve examiners found in state member banks in 1977 and 1978?

What portion of these violations were clear violations of the

substance and spirit of the laws prohibiting discrimination ?

What remedial or enforcement action has the Federal Reserve taken

to correct these violations?

b . Were there any instances of repeat violations , in which banks

were found to be continuing to engage in discriminatory practices

after having previously been told to stop? What enforcement

actions has the Federal Reserve taken in these cases of repeat

violations ?
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4 . Future Enforcement: How will the Federal Reserve deal in the future

with cases of repeat violations of the Fair Housing Act , the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act , or Regulation B , where a bank is found on

the second or third examination to have failed to correct conditions

found on a previous examination ? In particular ,

a . In the case of repeat violations will you inform , or require

a bank to inform , the victims of lending discrimination that

unlawful discrimination has been found in the institution's

handling of a previous application or inquiry from them ?

b . Under what circumstances will you release publicly the names

of institutions that have refused or failed to eliminate

discriminatory practices ?

C. Under what circumstances will you seek criminal prosecution of

or other punitive action against banks or their officers who

fail to eliminate discriminatory practices?

5 . Civil Damages Litigation :

a . What is the view of the Federal Reserve about the effectiveness

and proper role of civil damages litigation by private individ

uals in bringing about general compliance with the laws against

credit discrimination?

b . What steps does the Federal Reserve take to inform consumers

6 .

In addition to these questions to be addressed in testimony , the sub

committee requests that you provide in advance answers to certain specific

questions and certain related materials , as follows :

1 . What specific evidence have you that discriminatory redlining and

appraisal practices are occurring or have recently occurred in home

mortgage or home improvement lending by banks ? Please provide to

the subcommittee copies of any staff studies or other reports , or

citations of any independent research or investigative studies , on

which you rely as evidence . In the case of evidence arising from

examinations , please report as fully as possible the nature of the

findings , the types of communities or neighborhoods involved , the

number of institutions involved , and all other information pertinent

to a full description of your findings of redlining practices .
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2 . Do banks maintain in their home loan files information that would

identify individual applications denied or withdrawn , or outstanding

loans foreclosed , for lack of acceptable fire , homeowners , or mortgage

insurance? Has the Federal Reserve utilized this information , or would

it be feasible for the Federal Reserve to utilize this information ,

possibly in conjunction with the other financial regulatory agencies ,

to derive statistics on the extent and geographical distribution of
insurance redlining ?

3 . In connection with Regulation B monitoring information ,

a . What were the findings and recommendations of the Survey Research

b . Did those two consultants address the question of the possible

value of additional monitoring information , either more informa

tion about each application than is now recorded, or monitoring

information about inquiries that are not currently covered by

section 202.13? If so , what were their findings and recommenda

tions on this question ?

4 . How do Federal Reserve examination procedures and regulations deal with

discrimination in real estate appraisals ? Please supply to the subcom

mittee the text of any examiner instructions that address the detection

of discrimination in appraisals . If there are no such instructions ,

please so state .

Has the Federal Reserve considered requiring , as a part of the adverse

action notice required under Regulation B , that the bank include a copy

of the appraisal with the adverse action notice sent to an applicant

when his application for a home loan is denied on the basis of an

inadequate appraised value? What factors have you considered or will

you consider in reaching a decision on this matter?

5 .

6 . Has the Federal Reserve considered requiring each bank to have clearly

written nondiscriminatory loan underwriting standards, available to the

public in printed form at each office , as the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board has done for savings and loan associations? What factors have

you considered or will you consider in reaching a decision on this matter?

How do Federal Reserve examination procedures determine whether dis

criminatory " pre - screening " and discouragement of potential loan appli

cants are occurring : In particular :

7 .

37-415 O - 79 - 88
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a . Please explain how the examination procedures will determine

whether the loan application files and monitoring records

maintained by each bank are complete and have not had certain
cases intentionally omitted .

b . What procedures will detect the discouragement of applicants

by certain subtle devices such as ( i ) informing certain appli

cants whom the bank wishes to discourage that six to eight

weeks will be required to process an application , when in

fact only one week is required , or ( ii ) quoting a higher rate

of interest to certain inquirers or applicants whom the bank

wishes to discourage than to favored applicants ?

C. Please supply to the subcommittee the text of all examiner

instructions that address the problem of " pre - screening" and

discouragement . If there are no such instructions , please so

state .

8 . How does the Federal Reserve currently employ the race , age , sex , and

marital status monitoring information gathered on home mortgage appli

cations by banks , as required by Regulation B , for the detection of

discrimination other than redlining discrimination ? Please supply to

the subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions that address

the detection of lending discrimination other than redlining discrimina

tion .

9 . How do Federal Reserve examiners evaluate whether formalized credit

scoring systems are in compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Gredit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B? Please supply to the

subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions that address the

evaluation of credit scoring systems. If there are no such instructions ,

please so state .

10 .

11 .

How do Federal Reserve examiners evaluate the internal fair housing

and equal credit opportunity compliance program of each bank ? Please

supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions that

address the evaluation of internal bank programs for compliance in

these areas . If there are no such instructions , please so state .

In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what procedures or

guidelines do Federal Reserve examiners follow in determining what

portion of their examination effort is to be devoted to each bank?

How is the size determined for the loan sample that will be reviewed for

compliance in each institution? In particular , is recognition given to

the volume of loan originations , as distinct from loans held in the

portfolio , in allocating examination effort to institutions that are

active in originating loans for resale? Please supply to the subcom

mittee the text of any examiner instructions , policy guidelines , or

other documents that address this question of the allocation of com
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pliance examination effort among the different institutions to be

examined . If there are no such documents, please so state .

12 .
In their examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and Regulation B , what procedures or

guidelines do Federal Reserve examiners follow in determining what

portion of their examination effort is to be devoted to each type of

loan or credit? In particular , is recognition given to the volume of

loan originations , as distinct from loans held in the portfolio , in

allocating examination effort at institutions that are active in

originating loans for resale? In your answer please distinguish between

home loans on 1-4 family dwellings, other loans on residential property ,

other consumer loans or credit , other small business loans or credit ,

and all other credit ( including loans or credit to large businesses ) .

Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions ,

policy guidelines, or other documents that address this question of the

allocation of compliance examination effort among the different types

of loans or credit. If there are no such documents , please so state.

13 . Please describe the organizational structure and responsibilities of

the Board of Governors and the individual Federal Reserve Banks as

they apply to the fair housing and equal credit compliance examination

function . What are the relevant responsibilities and authorities asso

ciated with each position in this organizational structure , and what

degree of autonomy is exercised by officials assigned to the Reserve

Banks in the performance of this function ? What are the procedures

followed for systematic oversight and review by the Board staff in

Washington of the fair housing and equal credit compliance examinations

performed by the field examination staff?

14 . How does the Federal Reserve's system of recognition and advancement

for examiners convey an agency commitment to and provide personal

reward for vigorous enforcement of the laws against credit discrimina

tion? In particular ,

a .

b . What are the standards by which examiner performance in civil

rights compliance work is judged?

15 . Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the full

gross cost of Federal Reserve activities related to the enforcement

of bank compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act , and Regulation B. These cost figures should include an

appropriate allowance for overhead , including clerical support , travel

and per diem expenses, computer usage , rent or imputed rent , and

utilities . Please state the method by which any estimates were derived .
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a . The full costs for all activities in the twelve-month period

from July 1977 through June 1978 , and the projected full costs

for the twelve -month period from July 1978 through June 1979 .

b .
A percentage breakdown of each total to show the proportions

spent on training , field examinations and associated super

vision , consumer complaint handling , consumer education ,

creditor education , and any other appropriate categories .

c. A percentage breakdown of each total in part ( a ) to show

separately the proportions applicable to home loans and to

all other credit .

16. Please provide the following actual or estimated figures on numbers of

a . The number of banks examined by the Federal Reserve in the

b .

.

The numbers of home loan applications received and home loans

granted , and the dollar volume of home loans granted , by the

examined banks in the twelve months ending June 1978 .

c .

d .

The projected numbers of home loan applications to be received

and home loans to be granted , and the projected dollar volume

of home loans to be granted in the year ending June 1979 by

the banks ' to be examined in that year .

The dollar volume of home loans held by the examined banks in

their portfolios as of the December 1977 call report date , and

the corresponding dollar volume projected for December 1978 .

The numbers of credit applications received and loans and credit

lines granted , and the dollar volume of loans and credit lines

granted , for other consumer or small business credit ( excluding

home loans ) by the examined banks in the twelve months ending

June 1978 .

e .

f . The projected numbers of credit applications to be received and

loans and credit lines to be granted, and the projected dollar

volume of loans and credit lines to be granted , for other con

sumer or small business credit ( excluding home loans ) in the

year ending June 1979 by the banks to be examined in that year .
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9 . The dollar volume of consumer and small business credit out

standing ( excluding home loans ) in the portfolios of the

examined banks as of the December 1977 call report date , and

the corresponding dollar volume projected for December 1978 .

17. Please restate the cost figures given in answer to questions 15.a and

b . The total costs of the earlier period and the projected total

costs of the later period that are applicable to home loans

restated as costs per bank examined ( or to be examined ) , per

home loan application received ( or expected ) , per home loan

granted ( or expected to be granted ) , per $ 1000 of home loan

granted ( or expected to be granted ) , and per $ 1000 of home

loans held ( or expected to be held ) in the banks ' portfolios

at the midpoint of the period .

C. The total costs of the earlier period and the projected total

costs of the later period that are applicable to all other

credit ( excluding home loans ) restated as costs per bank

examined ( or to be examined ) , per application received ( or

expected ) for other consumer or small business credit , per

loan or credit line granted ( or expected to be granted) for

other consumer or small business credit , per $ 1000 of loans

or credit lines granted ( or expected to be granted ) for other

consumer or small business credit , and per $ 1000 of consumer

and small business credit outstanding ( or expected to be out

standing ) from the examined banks at the midpoint of the period .

18. Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the number

c . A disaggregation by Federal Reserve district of the totals

given in answer to part ( a ) .
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d . A percentage breakdown of each district total to show separately

the proportions applicable to home loans and to all other credit .

Please restate the figures given in answer to the previous question ,

as follows :

a . The answers to parts ( a ) and ( c ) of the previous question

b . From the answers to parts ( b ) and ( d ) of the previous question :

( i ) examiner hours applicable to home loans restated as

( ii ) examiner hours applicable to all other credit ( excluding

20. Do you employ , for enforcement or any other purpose, a distinction
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violations, and please indicate how many violations of each specific

type were repeat violations that the institutions had previously been

requested to correct . Where more than one type or class of violation

was found at a single institution , please count each type of violation

separately , as this request is for a tabulation of violations , not of

institutions in violation .

22. Please restate certain elements of the above tabulation of violations

b . Technical and substantive violations related to other credit

per 100 examiner hours devoted to civil rights compliance

examination of other credit , per 100 applications received

for other consumer or small business credit , per 100 loans

or credit lines granted for other consumer or small business

credit , and per $ 100,000 of consumer and small business credit

outstanding from the examined banks at December 31 , 1977 .

23. Please provide a tabulation , by district and for all districts combined ,

24. Please restate the above tabulation of institutions in violation to

25. What are the established procedures of the Federal Reserve for investi
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in investigating and/or responding to consumer complaints that allege

discrimination in the credit granting process , whether relating to

home loans or to other credit.

26 . If the individual complaints are handled primarily in the district

Federal Reserve Banks , what are the procedures followed for syste

matic oversight and review of the complaint handling work by the

Board in Washington ?

27. Please provide figures giving the numbers of consumer complaints

a . Total complaints related to home loans or home loan applications .

b .

c .

Total complaints related to other consumer or small business

credit or credit applications .

A disaggregation by Federal Reserve district of the total

complaints related to home loans or home loan applications .

A disaggregation by Federal Reserve district of the total

complaints related to other consumer or small business

credit or credit applications .

d .

28. Please provide a further tabular breakdown , as indicated below , of

a .

.

b . Complaint cases in which no violation was found but in which

an adjustment or accommodation was offered by the bank and

accepted by the complainant ( including correction of bank

errors ) ;

Complaints based on a factual dispute , in which the complainant

received no satisfaction ;

c .

d . All other complaints that received a thorough investigation

but resulted in no violations related to the complaint and

no satisfaction for the complainant ; and
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e . All other complaints ( including information requests ) in

which no investigation , or only a cursory investigation , was

deemed necessary .

29. Please provide further supplementary information , as indicated below ,

a . What portion of these complaints were about banks in which

a violation similar to the complaint had been found previously ,

at the most recent prior general compliance examination ?

b . What portion of these complaints were about banks in which

a violation similar to the complaint was found subsequently ,

at the next subsequent general compliance examination ?

What portion of these complaints were about banks that have

not been given a general compliance examination since the

filing of the complaint?

c .

30. How many private law suits for civil damages under the Fair Housing

31 . In what ways does the Federal Reserve inform loan applicants or potential

applicants of the existence and possible usefulness to them of the civil

damages provisions of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act? Please supply to the subcommittee examples of any letters ,

pamphlets , or other educational or informational materials in which

these civil damages provisions are mentioned .

32. Approximately how many of each type of letter , pamphlet , or other

33 . Have you any reliable and representative information concerning the

costs incurred by banks to comply with Regulation B and the laws

against credit discrimination ? If so , what portion of these costs

are associated with the initial training and other front end start

up costs of the banks ' compliance programs , and what portion are

continuing expenses directly associated with processing of applica

tions? Can the continuing expenses be stated as costs per loan

application received or per $ 100,000 of mortgage loan or other con

sumer credit assets held ? Can they be stated in terms of fractions of
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a percentage point on the interest rate of a mortgage loan or other

35. Please report as fully as possible those findings and analysis of the

37 . Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner instructions

Sincerely ,

Benjamin S. Rosenthai

Chairman

BSR : tv
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PHILIP C. JACKSON, JR.

MEMBER OF THE BOARD

August 30 , 1978

RECEIVED
The Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Subcommittee on Commerce , Consumer

SEP i 1978

Benjamin S. Rosenthal, ALG.

Dear Chairman Rosenthal:

This is in further response to your letters of August 9 and 17 , 1978,

concerning hearings on enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and

the Fair Housing Act by the financial regulatory agencies . We believe that

a number of the questions raised in your August 17 letter can be answered

without undue difficulty . Information currently available should allow us to

provide responses by September 9 to questions 1-14 , 15 ( a ) & ( b ) , 20 , 25

26 , 30-32 , 34 , and 36-37 .

Several major concerns , however , arise relating to the questions

requesting statistical and other information . First, neither the Board or

any consumer statute presently enforced by the Board imposes a require

ment that State member banks report information concerning the number

of home loan applications received or home loans granted and their corre

sponding dollar volume. Thus, information , if available at all , could only

be obtained by surveying the State member banks . Second , Board staff

generally does not make projections of home loan applications and approvals

or their corresponding dollar volume, as such projections would be purely

speculative in light of changing mortgage loan market conditions.

Third , present Board examination procedures utilize a unitary

approach whereby an examiner reviews each loan file for compliance with

all consumer statutes and regulations . Current Board reporting systems

do not itemize the time spent on any particular type of loan and the number
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of home loans examined would depend on the volume within the bank and the

institutions' level of compliance .

It should also be pointed out that projections of total examiners' hours

for any future period would be speculative now as Board staff is currently re

writing examination procedures in light of recommendations contained in the

Warren Dennis report. Projected examination time is also dependent upon

the over - all performance of the State member banks in complying with the

regulations after an initial examination -- and the greater the compliance the

more efficiently an examination may be conducted .

Finally , the Board's Consumer Affairs data processing report system

generates tabulations by regulation section of apparent violations either of a

substantive or technical nature by Federal Reserve district for Regulation B.

We currently maintain tabulations which identify violations of the Fair Housing

Act without a further breakdown . Statistics on consumer complaints in the

manner specified in your request cannot be provided under the Board's current

reporting requirements.

As a result of the above concerns , we cannot answer questions 15 ( c ) ,

16-19 , 21-24 , 27-29 , 33, and 35 , either in whole or in part due to an un

availability of statistical or other information or because obtaining such data

would impose a very large burden upon the Federal Reserve System and the

member banks it supervises . However, the Board can provide information

concerning :

Estimated figures on the number of banks examined from April

1977 through June 1978. Actual figures may be higher because

banks are only considered examined when the examination report

is received and reviewed by Board staff . A higher figure may

result from a time lag in the Reserve Banks preparing the

reports.

. Total examiner hours for period of April 1 , 1977 through July 31 ,

1978 by Federal Reserve district.

Estimated average cost to examine each State member bank .

Estimated apparent violations by regulation section but not by

type of loan for the Board's initial round of examinations .
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Basic statistics on the number of Regulation B and Title VIII

complaints received concerning State member banks and the

resolutions of them .

Call reports on outstanding real estate loans secured by 1-4

family residential properties which are either conventional

loans, insured by FHA or guaranteed by VA for the period

ending June 1977. Updated figures are due by October 1978

for the period ending December 1977 .

. Call report aggregate figures on all commercial and industrial

loans outstanding. Loan activity to small businesses is not

currently segregated for call report purposes.

Loans to individuals for consumer credit other than home loans

can be provided in aggregate for period ending June 1977 for the

following categories.

1. To purchase private passenger automobiles on instalment

2. For credit card and related plans .

3. To purchase other retail consumer goods on instalment

4. For instalment loans to repair and modernize residential

5. Other instalment loans and single payment loans for

We will also provide information requested in Question 35 concerning

the 1977 Consumer Credit Survey , however, the report on the Survey is still

being prepared by staff thus not allowing us to present copies at this time.

Although present Board information systems do not allow us to compile

all the material requested in your correspondence , we invite your staff to

contact us if any other information we may have available will be useful in
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this matter. Please contact Alonzo Sibert of our Consumer Affairs staff

on 452-3946 if we can be of assistance .

I look forward to testifying on the Board's efforts in this area .

Sincerely ,

Bezack .
Philip C. Jackson, Jr.
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September 12 , 1978

The Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Subcommittee on Commerce , Consumer

Dear Chairman Rosenthal:

Responses prepared by the Board's staff to the supplementary

questions presented in your letter of August 17 are enclosed . Other

items will be sent to you when they become available , as noted in the
attached material .

As indicated in my letter of August 30, certain information

could not be compiled in the form that was specified by your letter.

We have submitted other data that we hope will be as useful to you .

Sincerely ,

Refactant
Phillip C. Jackson , Jr.

Enclosures
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL'S LETTER OF AUGUST 17 , 1978 ,

WHICH SUPERSEDED LETTER OF AUGUST 9 , 1978. ( As indicated in our letter of

August 30 , the Board's staff is unable to provide information requested in

some of the questions ; these items are noted below . )

* * **

( 1 ) The Board has not received any complaints of discriminatory

redlining or appraisal practices, nor have Federal Reserve examiners un

covered evidence of such discrimination in the course of examinations or

through investigation of complaints .

With regard to other information generally available , we attach

a bibliography , ( See Attachment 1. )

( 2 ) In the case of rejected applications , creditors are re

quired by § 202.12 ( b ) of Regulation B to retain any written in format ion

used in evaluating the application , as well as a copy of the notification

of adverse action and the statement of specific reasons for the denial .

Thus , where a loan is denied because of the unavailability of acceptable

fire , homeowners, or mortgage insurance , this information will be avail

able to an examiner ,

The Federal Reserve does not currently utilize this information

to derive statistics on the geographical distribut ion of insurance red

lining
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( 3 ) ( a ) In January , the Board's staff requested the opinion of

the Institute for Social Research of the University of Michigan ( not the

Survey Research Center , as the question indicates ) regarding the feasi

bility of using statistical measures to detect unlawful discrimination ,

Copies of our request ( dated January 19 , 1978 ) and of the Institute's

response , which was generally not optimistic , are attached . ( See Attach

ment 2. )

The findings and recommendations of Mr. Dennis suggest , as a

preliminary matter , that maintaining the § 202.13 data with each loan

file makes use of the data impracticable because comparisons cannot be

made easily . At the same time , complex data collection or centralized

collection in Washington is not necessarily recommended . The report

does recommend the following :

Maintaining the ability to retrieve loans by category.

for easy comparison .

Promoting use of the data by both the bank and

examiners to monitor compliance . In particular ,

instructing examiners in the use of these statistics

to investigate particular problems .

( b ) The Dennis findings and recommendations are based on

the assumption , as stated in his report , that § 202,13 of Regulation B

will remain applicable only to residential real property loans . In addi

tion , he states that he will not address any of the issues , such as

monitoring loans not currently covered by $ 202,13 , that were originally

considered when § 202.13 was proposed . Mr. Dennis addresses only the

37-415 0 - 79 - 89
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" optimal " use of the current data available pursuant to $ 202,13 , but

points out that statistical information is generally unavailable for

other than real estate loans . Mr. Dennis does recommend keeping a

tabulation of inquiries , applicants , and borrowers by $ 202,13

categories and , where appropriate , identifying two - income loans

to monitor discounting .

As you will note , the uses of additional monitoring data

are discussed extensively in the memorandum from the Institute

for Social Research , and the Institute's conclusions regarding the

value of such data are not encouraging .

( 4 ) Current Board examination instructions or training

lectures require that , in reviewing a bank's lending policies, an

examiner focus on the following appraisal policies and standards :

Determine whether appraisals are done by independent

appraisers , bank personnel , or a combination of both .

If appraisals are done by bank personnel , determine

how the appraisers are trained , the adequacy of the

training , and indications of discriminatory policies

in training material ,

If appraisals are done by outside appraisers , ensure

that the bank is familiar with the appraiser's

standards and review them for discriminatory policies.

Report as an internal controls exception those

instances where the bank is not familiar with the

standards used by the appraiser .
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As to appraisal standards , examiners are instructed to review the

following for discriminatory practices :

Assigning a lower value to a neighborhood that is

deteriorating

Incorporating the idea that deteriorat ion of a neighbor.

hood is inevitable .

Equating age of the property with the value of the

property .

Attached are copies of a lecture outline and of examiner

instructions currently being distributed at the Board's consumer

affairs training schools . ( See Attachment 3. ) The Board's staff is

making extensive revisions to examination procedures and training

programs in light of experience derived from the first year of com

pliance examinations and of recommendations contained in the Warren

Dennis report . Copies of the revised examination procedures will

be provided as soon as they are available ,

( 5 ) The Board has no present plans for requiring the inclu

sion of a copy of the real estate appraisal with the adverse action

notice required by Regulat ion B where the home loan application is

denied because of inadequate appraisal value . Factors to be consi

dered if the imposition of such a requirement were suggested would

include the benefit to the rejected applicant and the burden to

creditors , in addition to other considerations that might sur face

in public comments on such a proposal .
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( 6 ) Proposed regulations under the Community Reinvestment

Act , although not mandat ing written loan underwriting standards ,

would encourage adopt ion of written loan policies for public inspec

tion . The Board has no present plans to impose mandatory adoption

of written standards by all State member banks .

Under the proposed equal credit enforcement guidelines ,

whenever substantive violations are discovered the creditor will

be required to adopt a written loan policy if it has not previously

adopted one , The proposed guidelines specify the factors ( character

of violation , etc. ) that will be considered in deciding the suita

bility of this and other corrective requirements . ( See Attachment 4. )

( 7 ) Consumer affairs training school lectures include a

discussion on met hods of interviewing bank personnel to determine

whether initial contact personnel ( e.g. , receptionists , tellers ) are

prescreening applicants . Bank personnel are interviewed to ascertain

their knowledge of the prohibitions and requirements of the ECOA and

Fair Housing Act , and to ascertain whether in practice the bank is

adhering to these acts , Bank personnel are also interviewed to deter

mine whether their instructions permit or encourage the use of methods

that discourage applicants , intentionally or as the result of apparently

innocuous practices .

Finally , open and declined loan application files are reviewed

for indications of discriminatory policies . The Board necessarily

relies on the consumer complaint process for indications that member

institutions are utilizing subtle devices for discouraging applicants .

I
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Current written examiner instructions do not address

prescreening . Such material is , however , being incorporated into

revisions now in preparation .

( 8 ) The raw data collected pursuant to Regulation B's

not at ion requirements is reviewed as part of the examination pro

cess of each bank's records for evidence of unlawful discrimination ,

both as to loan applications approved and as to those disapproved ,

State member banks , however , have in recent years accounted for less

than 2 per cent , by dollar volume , of the total residential real

estate mortgages in the United States , and many State member banks

make few , if any , mortgages . The extent to which use is made of

the data thus varies , depending on the level of activity by the

bank in the mortgage market .

See also our response to questions 10-12 .

( 9 ) The examiner asks the bank whether it considers its

credit scoring system to be a " demonstrably and statistically sound ,

empirically derived credit system ," and observes whether it has used

age as a scored characteristic . The examiner checks the system's

document at ion for compliance with all applicable requirements of

Regulation B :

Does the system evaluate creditworthiness by assigning

points to characteristics of the applicant and the credit requested ?

Was the system developed from an empirical comparison

of the creditor's creditworthy and noncreditworthy applicants ?

Did the creditor validate the system's predictive abil

ity and does the creditor periodically revalidate the system ?
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Does the system ever assign a " negative factor or

value " to the age of elderly applicants ?

. Does the system score any prohibited characteristics ?

Does the system score whether an applicant's income

derives from any public assistance program ?

Does the system score the listing of a telephone in

the applicant's name ?

Does the system discount part -time , alimony , or

pension income?

The examiner does not attempt to verify the creditor's

validation of the system because this would consume an unreasonable

quantity of examiner and computer resources in relation to any benefit

Accordingly , the examiner instructions discuss in detail

Regulation B's various rules concerning evaluation of applications ,

but do not make any special reference to evaluat ion of scoring

systems . Lectures delivered at the regular consumer affairs training

schools do cover system evaluation .

( 10-12 ) Attached are copies of the current Examiner Instruc

tions and Checklist for consumer compliance examinations, which are

used by examiners for the Federal Reserve Banks in consumer affairs

examinations of State member institutions . Included also are copies of

Examiner Manuals covering the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , Home

Mortgage Disclosure Act , and the Fair Housing Act . ( See Attachment 5. )

The Board's staff is currently rewriting examination procedures
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in light of experience derived from the first year of compliance

examinations and recommendations contained in the Warren Dennis

report . Copies will be provided when these procedures are finalized ,

Present examination procedures utilize a unitary approach

whereby an examiner reviews each loan file in the loan sample for

compliance with all consumer statutes and regulations , Current

Board reporting systems do not itemize the time spent on any par

ticular loan line ; the times will vary depending on the volume

of loan originations and the institution's level of compliance. It

is estimated , however , that 40% of the consumer affairs examination

is devoted to examining for unlawful credit discrimination .

An on-site examination consists of a review of all relevant

forms , policy statement s , internal controls and other administrative

procedures , to assure that the bank is complying with the credit

discrimination laws and that procedures established for this purpose

are actually being carried out by bank personnel . Through reading

bank materials , interviewing bank personnel and performing prescribed

examination procedures , the examiner will ( 1 ) determine the bank's

loan policies and the objective criteria it uses in making credit

decisions , ( 2 ) determine if any policies appear to be unlawfully

discriminatory , and ( 3 ) determine if the bank's loan policies and

objective criteria are being consistently applied . Sampling of

applications , loans , and associated records is performed in order

to test the quality of the bank's operating performance in com

plying with credit discrimination laws .
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When evidence of unlawful discrimination is discovered

in lending policies , the examiner is directed to investigate

thoroughly all pertinent facts surrounding the policies and their

application . The examiner's findings are to be described in a
a

memorandum summarizing the facts , possible violations , and appli

cable sections of the regulation or statute , This memorandum is

to be made a part of the workpapers and a copy forwarded to the

Board along with the examination report ,

When the Board established its consumer affairs en forcement

program in March 1977 , the Board indicated that the program would be

reviewed within two years to evaluate its effectiveness and to determine

the form in which it should be continued . In initiating this review

earlier this year , the Board's staff was concerned that the examination

program revealed frequent procedural types of violations by banks but

did not show any serious indications that banks were engaging in unlawful

discriminatory practices . Consequently , staff questioned whether the

existing procedures and training were adequate to enable examiners

to readily detect unlawful discrimination , The Board engaged the

services of Warren Dennis to review the Board's examination and

investigation procedures and training programs and to make recommen

dations for changes .
Mr. Dennis , a former member of the Division

of Civil Rights of the Department of Justice has had extensive exper

ience in detecting illegal discriminat ion in financing,

has completed this study and has made recommendations for improvement

in the procedures and for a more extensive examiner training program ,

1
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The Board and Board staff are currently engaged in a review

of the entire consumer affairs enforcement program , including the Dennis

recommendations ,

( 13 ) The attached organization chart provides a current

representat ion of the structure and responsibilities of the various

offices and divisions within the Board of Governors , In addition ,

Chart 2 at page 18 of The Federal Reserve System , Purposes and Functions

provides a representation of the organization of the Federal Reserve

System . ( See Attachment 6. )

The Board of Governors has overall responsibility for assuring

compliance with various statutory and regulatory requirements applicable

to State member banks . The staff of the Division of Consumer Affairs , the

Legal Division , and the Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation

share principal responsibility for enforcing regulatory requirements ,

Each of these divisions reports directly to the Board of Governors in

carrying out its respective responsibilities,

Primary responsibility for en forcing credit nondiscrimina

tion rests with the Board's Division of Consumer Affairs , The Division

processes inquiries and complaints and drafts proposed regulations . It

also coordinates and monitors the civil rights enforcement efforts of

System examiners, as well as the efforts of Reserve Banks to educate

member banks in the requirements of the various laws prohibiting dis

crimination in home mortgage lending , The Division reviews examination

reports , prepares and updates examiner manuals and instructions , and3
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participates on occasion in on- site examinations of State member banks

as part of the monitoring function . The resources of the Board's Divi

sion of Data Processing are utilized to compile information gathered ,

while the Division of Research and Statistics assists in providing

economic analyses .

The System's examiner force investigates allegations of

discrimination by State member banks and monitors their compliance

with the provisions of law prohibiting discrimination in home mortgage

lending These examiners work out of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks

and are under the immediate control of senior examination personnel

in each Reserve Bank . Each Federal Reserve Bank has established

a separate consumer affairs unit , under the direction of a senior

officer in charge of examination or member bank supervision , to

coordinate the civil rights enforcement effort in each Federal

Reserve District . These units receive guidance from the Board's

Division of Consumer Affairs ,

( 14 ) The System's examiner force has developed a cadre

of well-trained consumer examiners to investigate allegations of

discrimination by State member banks and to monitor compliance

with the various anti-discrimination laws , Consumer examiners are

given recognition within the overall examination process , and their

per formance evaluated based on their competence and knowledge of

the subject matter , Promotional opportunities also depend on the
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size of the consumer examination program and on when it was esta

blished ,

( 15 ) Since April 1 , 1977 , which marked the beginning of a

new consumer affairs en forcement program , the Board has incurred the

costs shown below in implementing its compliance examination program .

It is estimated that approximately 40% of this cost is related to the

enforcement of compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act , and Regulation B.

Compliance Examination Program

Reserve Bank Costs

Salaries

( including fringe Post

Travel Total

Examination $ 1,356,582 $ 341, 261 $ 473,981 $ 2,171,824

Educational / advisory

services ( creditors ) 339 , 769 89,120 128,109 556,998

Consumer public

educ ation 80,434 13,595 13,258 113,287

Consumer complaints

( separate break

down not available )

$ 1,776 , 785 $ 443,976 $ 621,348 $ 2,842,109

Board Costs

Compliance Section

1978 budget $ 204,690 $ 7,050 $ 211,740

Totals $ 1,981,475 $ 451,026 $ 621,348 $ 3,053,849
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As stated in our letter of August 30 , 1978 , the Board is

un able to provide certain other figures requested under question

15 , as current Board reporting systems do not itemize the time spent

by particular loan lines . Similarly , because of the extensive revisions

being made to the enforcement program , projected costs are not available .

( 16-17 ) From April 1977 through July 1978 , examination

reports on 861 State member bank consumer examinations were trans

mitted to the Board . This figure relates only to examination reports

received by the Board . Since there is a time lag in the Reservea

Banks ' preparation of the reports , the number of banks actually

examined was higher .

As stated in our letter of August 30 , the Board does not

currently require the reporting of the number of home loan appli

cations , home loans granted , or their dollar volume . A State member

bank that is subject to the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act is required

to maintain records ( for public disclosure ) of the number and total

dollar amount of mortgage loans originated or purchased by that

institution during each fiscal year . The Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act does not , however , impose a reporting requirement on the banks ,

Current Board call reports disclose only outstanding

real estate loans secured by 1-4 family residential properties which

are either conventional loans or insured by FHA or guaranteed by VA .

( See Attachment 7 for a tabulation of the call reports for the period

ending June 30 , 1978. ) The Board's staff generally refrains from

making projections of the kind specified in the question , as such

projections would be purely speculative in light of changing mortgage

loan market conditions .
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( 18-19 ) We attach data showing that approximately 50,565

hours were spent in examining 861 State member banks for the period

from April 1 , 1977 , through July 31 , 1978. Also see our letter of

August 30 as to why other requested information is not available .

( See Attachment 8 , )

( 20 ) For informational purposes , a distinction between

" substantive" and " technical " violations is employed to classify

data . The Board maintains a computer program and accompanying dat a

bank which includes , among other items , a tally of alleged viola

tions . Such statistics provide data for reports and are used to

monitor the nature of violations in order to determine what areas

require extra examiner time or special emphasis to achieve compliance .

Violations are considered " substantive " if they may result

in significant harm to the customer and/ or bank , if they form a pattern ,

or if they are knowing or willful . For example, intentional discrimin

ination against a customer on a prohibited basis is a " substantive"

violation , Violations are considered " technical " if they have no

potential for significant monetary or other harm to the bank or

customer , are minor forms deficiencies or are not intentional , For

example , an isolated instance of failure to check the reason for

adverse action on the form sent to the customer is a " technical"

violation .

( 21-24 ) As noted in our letter of August 30 , the Board's

present information systems do not classify information in the
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form requested in questions 21-24 . Attached is a summary of possible

violations of the ECOA and the Fair Housing Act , reported by Federal

Reserve Districts . ( See Attachment 9 -A . ) Statistics on hours spent

examining particular types or numbers of loans are not available ,

Such figures will vary , depending upon the loan volume within the

bank and the institution's level of compliance , Also attached are

figures , by Federal Reserve Districts , for the numbers of banks

reexamined and the number that had repeat violations , ( See Attachment

9- B . )

( 25-26 ) In order to discharge the Board's obligation under

the Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act for complaint handling

and compliance activities generally , the Division of Consumer Affairs

developed a method for the identification and recordkeeping of
a

consumer complaints . This standardized , but entirely manual , system

was formalized and implemented in January 1976. In September 1976 ,

the Board published its procedures in Regulation AA for handling

complaints by consumers alleging unfair or deceptive acts or practices

by banks , The regulation mirrors the Board's intent to encourage

consumers to submit complaints regarding an unfair or deceptive

practice by a bank , or a violation of a law or regulation , and offers

guidance on the basic information a complaint should contain .

A computerized consumer complaint information system was

established on January 1 , 1977 , to provide the Board with a substan

tially broader data base that would serve as a mechanism for identifying

recurrent consumer problems , as well as for reporting and accountability

for all consumer complaints . The system is designed to provide an

individual history of all complaints which are received and handled
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by the Federal Reserve System . It also provides summaries of

complaints by type and concentration and helps the Board monitor

State member bank compliance with consumer protection laws .

Consumer complaints may be directed to the Board or any

Federal Reserve Bank . Within the Board , the Division of Consumer

Affairs is responsible for processing consumer complaints.

Federal Reserve Banks has established a separate consumer affairs

unit under the direction of the senior officer in charge of exami

nations or supervision of State member banks .

Complaints received by the Board's staff or by a Reserve

Bank are recorded on a Consumer Complaint Control Form , FR 1182 .

This form and the Consumer Complaint Control Change Sheet , FR 1182a ,

comprise the basic components used to enter and change data in the

computer file . The complete text of the System's procedures and

instructions is attached , ( See Attachment 10. ) The consumer complaint

handling procedures encompass requests for information on or clarifi

cation of consumer protection laws and regulations , as well as the

lodging of informal or formal complaints, by or on behalf of an

individual .

When a complaint or request is received that is not within

the jurisdiction of the System , the consumer is informed and sugges

tions are offered as to what person or organization may be better able

to resolve the problem . Complaints that are within the enforcement or

supervisory authority of another regulatory agency are forwarded to

that agency for resolution . Staff advises the complainant in writing

of the referral and the reason therefor ,
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Should the complaint involve a State member bank , an

investigation is conducted by staff of the appropriate Reserve

Bank . The investigation includes gathering any necessary additional

information , either from the consumer or from the commercial bank

involved , determining whether the complaint is valid , and taking

appropriate action ,

If the correspondent does not mention a particular insti

tution , but describes a factual occurrence or inquires generally

about the law , the staff provides an informational response or in

some cases requests further details .

When complaints are referred to a Reserve Bank , the pro

cedures require the Bank to report its findings and final complaint

resolution to the Board , The Board's staff also receives selected

reports on follow - up of complaints made directly to Reserve Banks .

Additionally , to assess the effectiveness of our efforts

to be responsive to consumers , the Board's staff sends a follow - up

letter to those consumers who contacted the Board concerning a

problem with a State member bank . ( See Attachment 11. ) For the

period from April 1977 through August 1978 , 156 consumers were sent

follow - up letters . Fifty- four ( approximately 35 per cent ) returned

the questionnaire , and of those respondents 48 per cent indicated

that the resolution was acceptable .

1
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To evaluate the overall efficiency of the complaint hand

ling system , the Division staff reviews reports and statistical

summaries generated by the consumer complaint information system ,

Changes now being implemented will provide more streamlined and

detailed reports and statistical information concerning consumer

complaint histories .

( 27 ) While the Board can provide statistical information on

complaints alleging discrimination in the credit lending process , the

present consumer complaint information system does not accommodate the

segregation of complaints relating to home loans or home loan applica

tions from other consumer or small business credit applications , Com

bined figures for the information requested in questions 27 a/b and

27 c / d for the period from July 1977 through June 1978 are attached ,

( See Attachment 12. )

( 28 ) See response to question 27 . The attachment referred

to above also provides combined figures in response to question 28 .

( 29 ) Although the Board's current consumer affairs infor

mation system does not generate tabulations in the manner specified

in the question , an examiner does review the State member bank's con

sumer complaint and correspondence files in the Reserve Bank before

each consumer affairs compliance examination . This review encom

passes all complaints received since the previous compliance exam

ination . The most recent commercial examination report , the previous

compliance examination report ( including workpapers ) and reports

37-415 0 - 79 - 90
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from the consumer complaint information system ( which discloses con

centrations of complaints by St ate member banks ) are also reviewed.

This preliminary work is intended to alert the examiner to those

areas in which the bank may have problems.

( 30 ) Based on a survey of the Federal Reserve Banks , as of

June 1 , 1978 , no State member bank had been named as a defendant

in a private civil action under the ECOA , and we are not aware of

any actions filed under the Fair Housing Act .

( 31 ) The Board informs applicants or potential applicants

of the existence and possible usefulness to them of the civil lia

bility provisions of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act , mainly through the distribution of educational pamphlets

( See Attachment 13 for samples ) and occasionally during telephone

inquiries . Most of the inquiries concerning Fair Housing and ECOA

complaints require only clarification of the regulations , ( This is

evidenced by the figures in Attachment 13 , which show that of 261

complaints received involving State member banks , 12 involved

possible violations of Regulation B. ) Thus , responses to these

letters generally do not necessitate a discussion of the civil

liability provisions. However , the educational materials discussed

above are enclosed with almost all responses . In addition , a

substantial number of the complaints involve other than State member

banks and are subsequently referred to the appropriate regulatory

agency for response .
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( 32 ) The Board believes that consumer education is an

effective aid towards enforcement of the rights of consumers .

As indicated above , the primary thrust of the educational effort

regarding a consumer's private right of action is through informa

tional materials . Based upon inventory figures available as of

September 1 , 1978 , the following numbers of pamphlets have been

distributed :

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and ... Women 3,150,700

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Age 3,051,000

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and ... Incidental

1,183,500

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and ... Credit Rights

2,105,000

100,500How the New Equal Credit Opportunity Act Affects You

( distributed by Philadelphia Reserve Bank )

As indicated in a press release dated March 7 , 1978 ( see Attach

ment 14 ) , consumer information pamphlets are available individually or in

bulk free of charge from the Board or from any of the 12 Federal Reserve

Banks , The Board distributes pamphlets in bulk to the Reserve Banks for

further dissemination to State member banks , consumer groups and other

interested organizations , and to consumers pursuant to their requests .

Multiple copies are also furnished to other Federal enforcement agencies ,

In addition , each person on the Board's general consumer affairs mailing

list ( totalling 1,014 as of July 11 , 1978 ) automatically receives a copy .

As a result of combined efforts and methods of distribution ,

the publications are sent to financial institutions , retailers , other

creditors , state and local agencies , consumer organizations , schools ,

libraries , and attorneys , as well as individual consumers .
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( 33 ) In November 1977 the staff surveyed a nonrandom sample

of eight large creditors ( including three banks ) to determine the extent

to which consumers were exercising their rights under the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act and the Fair Credit Billing Act . The survey was also

designed to determine the cost to creditors of complying with these

laws . The results of this survey are described in the attached article

from the Federal Reserve Bulletin of May 1978. ( See Attachment 15. )

( 34 ) The comment period for the proposed uniform en force

ment guidelines for Regulation B ended September 1 , 1978 . summary

of comments will be completed later this month and will be forwarded

to the Subcommittee at that time .

( 35 ) Because of technical difficulties , the University of

Michigan's Survey Research Center ( which conducted the fieldwork for

the 1977 Consumer Credit Survey ) delivered the computer tape containing

the raw data several months behind schedule . As a result , analysis of
a

that data by the Board's outside contractor also fell behind schedule ,

The review will be completed later this year and will be sent to the

Subcommittee when it is completed .

In the interim , the staff can supply only preliminary

totals with regard to the survey . ( See Attachment 16. ) The staff

strongly emphasizes that the figures shown in the attachment are

preliminary in nature and that it presently draws no conclusions

from them .

( 36 ) See response to question 33 .

( 37 ) See responses to questions 8 and 10-12 .
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PDr. F. Thomas Juster , Director

Institute for Social Rescarch

The University of Michigan

P.0 . Box 124: 8

Ann Arbor , Michigan 48104

Dear Dr. Juster :

܀

This is to confirm our telephone conversation of Monday ,

January 16. We discussed the possibility of your arranging for a group

of people from the private sector who specialize in the measurements

of attitudes and opinion to meet with us here at the Board in order to

discuss the feasibility of using statistical measures as part of the

supervisory process to indicate possible improper credit discrimination .

I think we would all agree with you about the difficulty of developing

any measures of this kind to a stage where they are operationül. But I

am troubled by the present atmosphere in whicli consumer groups and Con

gress insist that it can be done , while the regulators seem as firmly

convinced that it cannot . I would like to find out what experts in

the field who do not have an emotional commitment to one conclusion or

the other think can be done . If any pronising approaches emerged from

the meeting , we would then attempt--with appropriate consultation-- to

work out a proposal for a formal project that could be submitted to

the Board so that it could decide whether to make an independent

effort to find a usable method .

There are a number of questions that have occurred to us .

Undoubtedly , you will be aware of others . Among our questions are : Is

it necessary to accumulate detailed information about large universes

of applicants and to analyze that data centrally ( in Washington ) ?

Should efforts to detect indications of credit discrimination be con

fined to housing credit , or is it feasible to go beyond ? If so , into

what areas ? How can pre-application discouragement, or ' steering , ' be

handled ? What is the relevance of a lending institution's ' image ' ?

What is the relevance , in the housing credit market , of the sector

that is served by creditors other than federally supervised financial
institutions ?

I suppose one would begin from the information that is

already available , or which the Board would have the authority to

collect . You are already familiar with them , I am sure , but for
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your convenience , I enclose copies of Regulation C ( Home Mortgage

Disclosure ) and Regulation B ( Equal Credit Opportunity ) . Section

202.13 of Regulation B contains the present Federal regulatory

authority for collecting information ' for nonitoring purposes , ' and

the sample Residential Loan Application at the back of the B pamphlet

is , I believe , substantially the same as that used by FIIMA , so that

the information contained on it is widely available in uniforın format .

We will look forward to hearing from you about a suggested

date , and the names of the people who you feel should be invited to the

meeting and who would like to attend so that we can make arrangements for

reimbursing travel expenses .

Thank you again for your interest in helping us .

Sincerely ,

Jan't Hait
Janet Hart

܀
Director

Enclosures :
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memorandum

March 20 , 1978

To : Janet llart , Federal Reserve Board

From : F. Thomas Juster , James Morgan , Thomas Gics

Subj : Research on discrimination in mortgage lending

Introduction

The Federal Reserve Board , as the custodian of the Equal Credit Opportunity

Legislation , needs to be concerned with identifying the incidence of ( and

remedies for ) two types of discrimination in mortgage lending : first , dis

crimination on the basis of borrower characteristics which are unrelated to

risk , like race or sex ; second , discrimination on the basis of location

which is unrelated to risks .

Some general observation by way of background fiiay be useful . To begin with ,

discrimination on the basis of race or sex can be said to exist if minority

or female borrowers pay higher rates , are offered shorter maturities , or are

required to make larger downpayınents than majority or male borrowers , given

characteristics of the borrower or of the loan that are associated with

legitimate differences in default risk . With that definition , proving the

existence of discriminatory lending practices is extremely difficult , since

3.t is necessary to adjust any differences found in loan terms and availability

for all borrower- related as well as other characteristics of the loan that

can be associated with differentials in default risk .

Analysis of " red - llning " is more difficult than straightforward analysis of

discriminatory practices related to race or sex . The reason is that charac

teristics of neighborhoods can have an impact on default risk for borrowers

with given objective characteristics . . To see that , note that risk as viewed

by the lender consists of two elements : first , the probability that a borrower

with given characteristics will be forced to default on the loan ; second , the

loss associated with foreclosure , which is a function , among other things ,

of the borrower's cquity in the property and thus of the rate at which a

given property appreciates in value . For that reason , expected loss rates are

higher, f.íven borrower characteristics, on property that is anticipated to

appreciate less rapidly ( or to depreciate ) . Moreover , the probability of de

fault is itsell likely to be associated with the rate of price appreciation

on mortgases property : the incentives of mortgage borrowers not to default

may well depend on the size of the borrowers ' cquity . While cquity may not

effect the borrower's ability to repay , it may affect his /her willingness to
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avold default and foreclosure than if the samc property is rising in price .

From our discussion with you and your collcagues last week , the FRB seems to

have two separate but related problems in this area . First , existing legis

lation may well require the elimination of mortgage lending practices which

are in fact associated with differential expected loss rates . As the legis

lation is drafted , it appears that lending decisions based on cxpectations of

changing neighborhood values are not a valid criterion for refusal to make

loans . Hence, existing legislation seems not to recognize the possible inter

action between the effects of borrower characteristics like income on the

probability of default and the rate of change in property values in a given

neighborhood . Second , and quite independently of existing legislation , the

FRB is interested in discovering the extent of discriminatory practices on the

assumption that discrimination is properly defined to mcan diffcrential treat

ment given expected loss rates , since sound public policy has to be based on

good analysis . This memo is addressed more to the latter than to the former

issue , although appropriate modification would make it applicable to either .

ResearchAgenda

A number of possible ways to approach the problem of analyzing discrimination

in mortgage lending were discussed , and four distinct types of studies emerged .

A. Analysis of Existing Loan Contracts

It was generally agreed that analysis of existing mortgage contracts , drawn

fron files supplied by lending Institutions under the jurisdiction of the FRB ,

could be used to answer certain very limited questions regarding the existence

of discriminatory lending practices . The recommended approach would l.nclude

the following :

... of the universe of mortgage lending contracts available in the files

of banks ( some five million , covering a 25 -month period of time ) ,

extract a randomly selected sample of several thousand . One would

presumably draw a sample of banks , request each bank to select at

random a number of contracts ( the number would be related to lending

volumc ) , then ask that the relevant information on borrower charac

teristics , mortgage loan characteristics , etc. , be forwarded to the

FRB for analysis .

2. It would be possible , but not judged useful , to request that banks
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3. Subject the successful loan's to an analysis which would relate

4 . If the overall analysis suggested that there was evidence of

discriminatory lending practices , examine the data more carefully

( by region , c.8 . ) , to see whether or not the discriminatory prac

ticcs scem to be more prevalent in particular locations .

5 . If so , select a larger sample from the region or other location

( central cities ) where discriminatory lending practices seem to

exist , and narrow down to specification of the types of areas or

types of lending institutions in which analysis of existing mort

gage contracts sucgested the existence of discriminatory practices .

This analysis was not viewed as a way to identify lenders who had engaged in

discriminatory lending practices , with an eye toward using the analysis for

enforcement . Rather , it was viewed as a way to map the universe of possible

discriminatory practices to see where they appeared to be most lraportant . On

the whole , the group viewed such an analysis as unlikely to yield evidence of

discriminatory lending practices , on the grounds that most lending discrimi

nation , if it exists at all , is unlikely to be found in analysis of differences

among actual contracts . Rather, it was thought that discriminatlon was more

likely to take the form of discouraging borrowers , by one device or another ,

from even applying for mortgage funds, and that the files of either actual mort

gages placed or applications refused would be unlikely to shed much light on

that Issue . Nonetheless , such an analysis is probably worth doing , since :

a ) it might yield some insights into the nature , prevalence and location of

discriminatory lending practices ; b ) it would exploit an available set of data

that needs to be examined ; and c ) morc subtle forms of lending discrimination

118ht well show up in the characteristics of actual loans placed as well as in

the ( unobservable ) distributions of deterred borrowers and succesful. borrowers .

The Michigan group indicated a willingness to provide some help on analysis of

these data , if requested , and to provide information on analysis programs that

would be useful in carrying out such a study ( ICA , AID ) . It was not thought

that this analysis would shed any light at all on red - lining practices , since

by definition red - lined areas would not produce observations in the universe

under discussion .

B. Survey of Dctcrrcd Borrowers

To get . at the impact of mortgage lending practices which might be discrimina

tory and which would result in discouraged borrowers rather than refusals , it

was proposed that a nationwide probability sample of telephone - owning house

holds be conducted by the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan .

The basic idea was to screen a large number of randomly selected houscholds

with a few simple questions to determine whether or not these houscholds presentl
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owned a hone, presently had a mortgage, had acquired the house and the mort

sage within the last five years , or had thoughe.about buying, a house within

the last five years . For households who had either purchased a house or had

thought about purchasing houses within the last five years , a much more de

tailed set of questions would then be asked .

For households who had cither purchased houses or thought about buying them

within the five -year period , the interview sequence would be :

1 . A few demographic questions ( who lives here , and how are they

related to each other ) .

2. Questions on home ownership , recent home purchases , or recent

3 .
For those with recent purchases or recent interest , a set of

questions on basic financial characteristics of the liousehold

unit --- Income history , employment history , debt , assets , etc.

( in principal, this section would try to operationalize all

the elements that would normally go into a borrower. credit

rating evaluation ) .

4 . Detailed data on recent house purchase and mortgage activity for

houses purchased within the past five years ( nolise value , size of

mortgage , search for a mortgage , institution holding mortgage ,

mortgage terms , etc. ) .

5 . 1

For those interested in buying a house but not buying , a detailed

set of questions designed to find out what deterrei chen --- they

couldn't really afford it , they were discouraged by a mortgage

lender , etc.

For households who had neither purchased houses within the past five years

nor indicated that they were interested in doing so , the inccrview would be

basically sections 1 and 2 above . For owners , however , questions on nel!

mortgage borrowing for renovations might be asked .

Several questions need to be answered as a preliminary to costing and serlous

consideration of this project :

1. Wat proportion of households in a random selection of u.s. households

2. llow far back in time is it reasonable to go in terins of recall. ques
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3. What kind of questions can be asked that would provide reliable

4 .
To what extent could a survey of this sort be used to slied light

on red - lining practices ? Onc possibility is to identify locations

where people actually bought houses and obtained mortgages , as

well as locations where people had looked unsuccessfully for

houses and mortgages .

5 . Should the sample be selected so that every houschold has an equal

probability of selection , or should it be more heavily concentrated

in arcas where discriminatory practices and / or red - lining are more

likely to occur , e . & . central cities , SMSAs , etc.

The cost of carrying out a survey of this sort depends in significant part on

the proportions of houscholds with recent experience either in obtaining

mortgages or looking for them . One would like to have a sample of " live "

cases of reasonable size , and to have enough minority respondents to enable

separate analysis of discriminatory lending practices . If it takes ten inter

vyows to produce one live case , one has to screen 10,000 households to get

1,000 units in the sample . If the relevant house purchase or search behavior

is limited to one out of 20 , one has to screen 20,000 to gec 1,000 live cases ,

and so forth . The suggestion is to do a small scale exploratory study of

several hundred cases to find out what that proportion is , how it varies

depending on how the time span is varied , then use results of that pilot test

to estimate how much it would cost to do a study of this sort with enough

sample size to permit serious quantitative analysis .

Several characteristics of the proposed study should be clearly understood :

1 . The data on actual mortgage transactions and mortgage search would

be soft relative to data from the files of mortgage lenders . One

could of course go to lending institution files ( with permission )

for sample cases with recent mortgage lending activity , but that

would add appreciably to the cost and might not gain that much in

reliability .

2 . Responses from people who have searched unsuccessfully for houses

or mortgages would be subject to the charge that they represented

biased recollections of people who had been disappointed .

Ithout a good deal of oversampling in central cities or SMSAS ,

. the likelihood of uncovering much evidence of red-llning acti

vity might not be very great . There might not be enough cases to

do more than Identify characteristics of arcas ( region , city size )

whicre unsuccessful mortgage activity or the characteristics of

mortgages actually obtained seemed to imply red - lining .

The survey procedure just described could also be used to examine a question

that is of interest to cconomisis at the FRB , although not to the credit group .
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In recent years, there have been a number of quarters in which aggregate

increases in mortgage dobt have substantially exceeded aggregate new con

struction , leading to one of several hypotheses:

1. People are refinancing existing mortgages , pulling cquity out

2. The level of housing turnover in existing homes is higher than

3. There is an explosion of mortgage -financed renovation or additions

4. Something else is going on in the nortgage market that we don't

för macro policy purposes , it is important to find out which of these czplana

tions is the correct one . Obtaining data from a sample of liouscholds on

recent mortgage transactions would provide the opportunity to examine the

mortgage renegotiation issue ( increases in mortgages resulting from rencgotia

tion , the uses to which those funds have been put ) , and in general , to discover

the reasons why the behavior of mortgage debt is so different than the beha

vior of new construction activity . A project of this sort would be highly 1

complementary to the discouraged borrower study that is of interest to the

credit regulatory group .

c. Special Study of Real Estate Brokers and Mortgage Lenders

If the outcome of the study just described is that borrowers have been steered

away from mortgage loans cither by advice from real estate brokers or mort

gage loan officers , it is suggested that a study to look at the other side of

the coin--how real estate brokers and bankers sce the problem --might illums.

nate some of the processes hy which discrimination and /or red - lining takes

place . Such a study might select a sample of communities , designed to repre

sont different types of inortgage lending markets , select a set of real estate

brokers and mortgage lenders within those communities , and conduct interviews

with them to try to picce together a coherent picture of why they or others

steered people away , and whether such practice seems consistent with a nondis

criminatory explanation of actuai practice .

Such a study might turn up a variety of explanations for actual discriminatory

practice which might yield different applications for remedial policies .

cxample :

Real estate agents might direct buyers away from low - cost institu

tions because they misperceive the practices of mortgage lending
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institutions ( as judged by wiat mortgage lenders in the same

community report ) .

2 . Mortgage lenders might discourage loan applications by minorities ,

or applications in areas with licavy minority populations , because

thcy know that certain combinations of loans cannot be rolled

over to a secondary buyer , or because thicy mispercelve the reac

tions of secondary buyers .

3 . Real estate brokers may steer minority customers away from certalı

arcas because the owners of those properties have instructed there

to do so ..

4. Red -lining may be a consequence of clearly visible deterioration

5. Red-11ning may be a consequence of collusion between land developers ,

itie object of the proposed survey of real estate brokers and mortgage len

lers is not to develop hard data that night form the basis for regulatory

policies . Rather , it is to help the FRB in getting a better understanding of

some of the processes by which discriminatory lending practices and red -- 11.ning

Come into being . One would expect to find significant differences among

regions , among and within central cities , and in markets with different degrees

of competitiveness in the mortgage lending business .

D. A Study of Red -Lining Practices

None of the studies discussed above provides a way to measure the incluence

and importance of red - lining as a mortgage lending practice .

that is to study the structure of mortgage lending in a representative number

of sample areas , selected so as to represent locations where red-lining is

alleged to be practiced , areas where it is not thought to be a problem , and

arcas where the situation is ambiguous . The basic idea is that the existence

of red- lining will show up in the distribution of types of mortgages held by

the owners of residential properties . Where red- lining is being practiced

one would expect to find few conventional bank mortgages , and much more inten

sive use of mortgage bankers , secondary mortgage lenders like family and

friends , ctc . Thus a study which focuses on the characteristics on mortgage

loans by date when the loan was incurred , ought to show up areas in which

red-lining currently exists .

Procedures for selecting sample points are obviously crucial for this study .

Ideally , one would like to divide the country into geographic arcas where

rcd - 11nlng practices are suspected , those where they are not thought to exist ,

and other . Onc would then select a sample from cach type of arca , and within

each of these arca samples , a large cluster of residential structures . Data

37-415 O - 79 - 91
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would then be obtained on the characteristics of mortgages for cach of the

structures in each of the sample arcas , with the distribution of mortgage loan

providing a measure of the presence or absence or red - lining .

Although the basic structure of the study seems clear enough , it is not evi- .

dent just how the data would be collected . It is possible that the informatio

about individual structures selected in the sample could all come from some

kind of administrative record -- transfers of deeds , title Insurance , property

tax data from local communities , etc.

E. SMSAS--Non SMSAS

The basic idea is that the FRB now obtains data from local governments and

local community groups in SMSAs about lending practices and community develop

nent programs ( ? ) . The issue is , should such reporting be extended to non

SMSAS ?

The proposed methodology is to rely on the SRC sample of local government

units , drawn for the Revenue Sharing Study , and obtain cnough data from all

local government units so that comparisons between local units in SMSÁs and

outside of SMSAS could be inade .

of these various possibilities , some should and perhaps could be done by the

Federal Reserve Board research staff . Others should and could be done in .

collaboration with others . Of those latter , the one where the Survey Research

Center, University of Michigan , would be of the greatest potential use would

be the one that screened a national sample of households to find out about

people's experience in seeking and getting mortgage credit . Such a study would

be expensive , several hundred thousand dollars , because collecting new data is

always expensive , but it would provide unbiased samples of those most able to

report experiences and most aspects of the loan . By knowing the locations of

the properties on which loans were sought and /or obtained , and by oversampling

the large urban areas , the study could provide pilot evidence on patterns by

area . More important it would provide information on what people were told

about availability of credit , and by whoin , whether they actually applied , and

about whether there would be substantial bias in looking at applications ,

leaving out those discouraged from applying .

In areas where such data provides evidence of systematic patterns by location ,

race or sex , there might be reason for mounting more extensive studies of

various sorts .

For a.much smaller sum , we could use one or more of our monthly waves of inter

views of about 600-700 Interviews , to find out what fraction of a representativi

sample would have cach of various kinds of experience to report : seeking morta

8366 credit , buying a house with a mortgage , taking out a new mortgage on an

already - owned house .
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( See pages 6 and 7 )

TITLE VIII CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH

THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1968 DÉCLARED THAT IT IS THE POLICY

OF THE UNITED STATES " TO PROVIDE WITHIN CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITS FAIR

HOUSING THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES . THE CONGRESSIONAL LANGUAGE IS

SWEEPING AND REFLECTS AN INTENTION THAT THIS ACT , LIKE OTHER CIVIL

RIGHTS LAWS , BE LIBERALLY CONSTRUED SO THAT THE UNFAIRNESS AND

HUMILIATION OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION BE EFFECTIVELY ELIMINATED . THE

ACT WAS INTENDED TO HAVE THE BROADEST OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE AND TO

PROHIBIT NOT ONLY OPEN DIRECT DISCRIMINATION BUT ALSO ALL PRACTICES

WHICH HAVE A RACIALLY DISCOURAGING EFFECT.

TITLE VIII OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT PROHIBITS STATE MEMBER

BANKS FROM DENYING A MORTGAGE OR HOME IMPROVEMENT LOAN TO ANYONE FOR

REASONS OF RACE , COLOR , RELIGIION , SEX , OR NATIONAL ORIGIN .

INCLUDES LOANS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING , CONSTRUCTING , IMPRO VING ,

REPAIRING OR MAINTAINING A DWELLING . DISCRIMINATING IN THE FIXING

OF THE AMOUNT, INTEREST RATE , DURATION , OR OTHER TERMS COULD BE

HELD ILLEGAL . FROM AN HISTORICAL PROSPECTIVE THERE WERE VARIOUS

CIVIL RIGHTS ACTS WHICH PRECEEDED THE 1968 CIVIL RIGHTS ACT . THE

CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1866 PROVIDED THAT ALL CITIZENS SHALL HAVE THE

SAME RIGHT AS WHITE PERSONS TO PURCHASE AND LEASE REAL AND PERSONAL

PROPERTY . THIS ACT LIE DORMANT FOR 100 YEARS AS IT HAD BEEN CONSTRUED

TO APPLY ONLY IN CASES WHERE STATE ACTION WAS INVOLVED . ON JUNE 17 , 1968

IN THE CASE OF JONES V. MAYER CO . 392 U.S 409 ( 1968 ) THE U.S. SUPREME

COURT HELD THAT A RACIALLY MOTIVATED REFUSAL OF A PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL
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DEVELOPER TO SELL A HOUSE TO A MIXED COUPLE VIOLATED THE 1866 STATUTE .

THE COURT UPHELD THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THIS LAW STATING THAT IT

WAS A VALID EXERCISE OF THE POWER OF CONGRESS TO ENFORCE THE THIRTEENTH

AMENDMENT, THE ANTISLAVERY AMENDMENT.

THE COURT STATED " AT THE VERY LEAST , THE FREEDOM THAT CONGRESS

IS EMPOWERED TO SECURE UNDER THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT INCLUDES THE

FREEDOM TO BUY WHATEVER A WHITE MAN CAN BUY , THE RIGHT TO LIVE WHEREVER

A WHITE MAN CAN LIVE . " AND WHEN RACIAL DISCRIMINATION HEREDS MEN

INTO GHETTOS AND MAKES THEIR ABILITY TO BUY PROPERTY TURN ON THE COLOR

OF THEIR SKIN, THEN IT TOO IS A RELIC OF SLAVERY .

WHEREAS THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE 1866 LAW WAS BASED ON

THE 13TH AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION , THE CONSTITU

TIONALITY OF TITLE VIII IS PRIMARILY BASED ON THE COMMERCE CLAUSE AND

THE 14TH AMENDMENT. THIS WAS THE POSITION TAKEN BY THE ATTORNEY

GENERAL IN RECOMMENDING THE ENACTMENT OF THE FAIR HOUSING LAW . HE

CONTENDED THAT THE. COMMERCE CLAUSE WAS APPLICABLE BECAUSE THE MATERIALS

USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSING ARE IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE , THE

FINANCING OF HOUSING IS PROVIDED BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED

IN INTERSTATE DEALINGS AND THE PEOPLE WHO PURCHASE , RENT AND OCCUPY

HOUSING FREQUENTLY MOVE FROM STATE TO STATE . , HE URGED FURTHER THAT

THE 14TH AMENDMENT WAS APPLICABLE BECAUSE CONGRESS IS EMPOWERED UNDER

THE AMENDMENT TO REMOVE OBSTACLES IN THE WAY OF PERSONS SECURING THE

EQUAL BENEFITS OF GOVERNMENT AND TO CORRECT THE EVIL EFFECTS OF POST

UNCONSTITUTIONALLY DISCRIMINATORY GOVERNMENT ACTION .

THE COURT IN JONES V. MAYER CO. HELD THAT THE CIVIL RIGHTS

ACT OF 1866 , 42 U.S.C. 1982 , AND TITLE VIII OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT

OF 1968. STAND INDEPENDENTLY AND DO NOT LIMIT OR IMPINGE ON EACH OTHER .
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ENDING PRACTICES

SOUND PRACTICES

NONDISCRIMINATORY LENDING DOES NOT REQUIRE THAT APPLICANTS

HO APPEAR TO BE SIMILARLY QUALIFIED ACCORDING TO AN OBJECTIVE

CRITERION WILL RECEIVE LOANS ON IDENTICAL TERMS . DENYING LOANS ,

PR GRANTING LOANS ON MORE STRINGENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS , HOWEVER ,

MUST BE JUSTIFIED ON THE BASIS OF SUCH FACTORS AS THE FOLLOWING ,

PROVIDED SUCH FACTORS ARE APPLIED EQUALLY TO ALL APPLICANTS :

AN APPLICANT'S INCOME ;

AN APPLICANT'S CREDIT HISTORY ;

- LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT ;

LENGTH OF LOCAL RESIDENCE ;

-- THE CONDITIONS OR DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SECURITY PROPERTY

( OR OF NEARBY PROPERTIES WHICH CLEARLY AFFECT THE VALUE OF THE PROPOSED

SECURITY PROPERTY ) PROVIDED SUCH DETERMINANTS ARE STRICTLY ECONOMIC

OR PHYSICAL IN NATURE ;

THE AVAILABILITY OF NEIGHBORHOOD AMENITIES OR CITY SERVICES ;

THE NEED OF THE BANK TO HOLD A BALANCED REAL ESTATE LOAN

PORTFOLIO , WITH A REASONABLE DISTRIBUTION OF LOANS IN VARIOUS NEIGHBORHOODS ,

TYPES OF PROPERTY , AND LOAN AMOUNTS ; OR

OTHER BANKING FACTORS WILL ALSO AFFECT THE AVAILABILITY

AND ALLOCATION OF BANK CREDIT, FOR EXAMPLE TIGHT MONEY CONDITIONS MAY

DICTATE THAT ONLY EXISTING CUSTOMERS ARE RECEIVING CREDIT .

POSSIBLE DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES

THERE ARE CERTAIN LENDING PRACTICES WHICH SUGGEST UNLAWFUL

DISCRIMINATION , THE FOLLOWING LIST IS NOT MEANT TO BE ALL INCLUSIVE BUT

IT DOES PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR THE EXAMINER :
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RACIAL NOTATION OR CODE ON APPRAISAL FORMS OR LOAN FORMS,

EXCEPT AS REQUIRED BY REGULATORY AGENCIES;

ANY OF THE FOLLOWING IF IMPOSED BECAUSE OF RACE , RELIGION ,

COLOR , SEX OR NATIONAL ORIGIN

A. LOW APPRAISALS

MORE ONEROUS INTEREST RATES , TERMS , CONDITIONS , OR

REQUIREMENTS ( E.G. FHA INSURANCE , ETC. )

C. DIFFERING STANDARDS , PROCEDURES , PENALTIES , FORE

CLOSURES , REINSTATEMENTS , OR OTHER COLLECTION PROCEDURES

D. USE OF EXCESSIVELY STRINGENT CREDIT STANDARDS ;

FAILURE TO MAKE HOUSING LOANS IN CERTAIN PORTIONS OF THE

BANK'S SERVICE AREA BECAUSE OF THE RACE , COLOR , RELIGION , OR NATIONAL

ORIGIN OF THE RESIDENTS ;

THE MAKING OF LOANS TO SPECULATORS, DEVELOPERS , OR OTHER

PERSONS WHO ARE KNOWN TO EXPLOIT MINORITY GROUPS THROUGH THE SALE OR

OTHER TRANSFER OF REAL ESTATE AT INFLATED PRICES OR ON OTHER UNREASONABLE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS ; AND

THE FAILURE TO DISPLAY AND MAINTAIN THE EQUAL HOUSING LENDIN

POSTER IN THE LOBBY OF EACH OFFICE IN A PROMINENT PLACE READILY APPARENT

TO ALL APPLICANTS SEEKING LOANS .

DISCRIMINATORY PATTERNS AND INDIVIDUAL INSTANCES OF DISCRIMI

NATION ARE OFTEN DIFFICULT TO FIND AND EVEN MORE DIFFICULT TO PROVE .

THE EXAMINER MUST REALIZE THAT FAIR HOUSING LENDING PRACTICES INVOLVE

USING OBJECTIVE CRITERIA IN AN OBJECTIVE MANNER . THE JUDGMENT OF
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ETHER OR NOT DISCRIMINATION OCCURRED IN AN INDIVIDUAL CASE IS A

GAL QUESTION TO BE DECIDED IN A COURT OF LAW . THE EXAMINER SHOULD

CONCERNED WITH WHETHER OR NOT THE BANK'S PRACTICES APPEAR TO BE

[ SCRIMINATORY AND , IF SO, WHICH PRACTICES AND THE EXTENT OF THE

RACTICES .

THE BEST EXAMINATION APPROACHED IS FROM AN INTERNAL CONTROLS

SINT OF VIEW . HAS TIE BANK ESTABLISHED PROCEDURES TO PREVENT DISCRIMI

\ TORY ACTIONS ? HAVE POLICIES BEEN ADOPTED THAT , IF FOLLOWED CONSISTENTLY,

DULD ACHIEVE NONDISCRIMINATORY LENDING ? ARE THESE PROCEDURES AND POLICIES

EING CONSISTENTLY FOLLOWED ?

AIR HOUSING ACT

EXAMINATION OBJECTIVES

1. TO DETERMINE THAT THE BANK IS COMPLYING WITH THE VARIOUS

ONDISCRIMINATION LENDING STATUTES .

2 . TO VERIFY THAT THE BANK'S BOARD OF DIRECTORS IS AWARE OF

TS RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER THE . RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF THE VARIOUS STATUTES

ND THAT THE BANK'S BOARD HAS ADOPTED NONDISCRIMINATORY LENDING POLICIES ,

ROCEDURES , AND LOAN UNDERWRITING STANDARDS .

3. TO INSURE THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS HAS PROVIDED FOR THE

ERIODIC REVIEW OF POLICIES, PRACTICES , LOAN UNDERWRITING STANDARDS , AND

HAT THE BANK ADMINISTERS , WITHOUT BIAS , APPLICATION PROCEDURES , COLLECTION

APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN BASED ON ECONOMIC FACTORS AND WERE UNIFORMLY APPLIED

TO ALL APPLICATIONS .
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VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

1. . IN REVIEWING THE BANK'S LENDING POLICIES , THE SPECIFIC

AREAS OF CONCERN ARE THE FOLLOWING :.

A. . OVERALL LENDING CRITERIA :

BANK'S EMPHASIS ON MORTGAGE AND HOME IMPROVEMENT

LENDING ;

BANK'S PRIMARY SERVICE AREA ;

INDICATIONS OF AREAS IN WHICH THE BANK PREFERS TO

LEND AND AREAS IN WHICH THE BANK PREFERS NOT TO LEN

MINIMUM INCOME STANDARDS , DOWNPAYMENT REQUIREMENTS ,

AND OTHER OBJECTIVE CRITERIA WHICH MUST BE MET TO

QUALIFY FOR A MORTGAGE LOAN ; AND

BASIS FOR APPLYING INTEREST RATES AND TERMS .

B. APPRAISAL POLICIES :

DETERMINE WHETHER APPRAISALS ARE DONE BY INDEPENDENT

APPRAISERS , BANK PERSONNEL , OR A COMBINATION OF BOTH

IF APPRAISALS ARE DONE BY BANK PERSONNE , DETERMINE

HOW THE APPRAISERS ARE TRAINED , THE ADEQUACY OF THE

TRAINING , AND INDICATIONS OF DISCRIMINATORY POLICY

IN TRAINING MATERIAL ;

IF DONE BY OUTSIDE APPRAISERS , INSURE THAT THE BANK

IS FAMILIAR WITH THE APPRAISER'S STANDARDS AND REVIET

IN CASES WHERE THE BANK IS NOT FAMILIAR WITH THE

STANDARDS USED BY THE APPRAISER , REPORT THIS AS AN

INTERNAL CONTROLS EXCEPTION .
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C. APPRAISAL STANDARDS :

( REVIEW FOR THE FOLLOWING DISCRIMINATORY APPRAISAL

POLICIES)

ASSIGNING A LOWER VALUE TO A NEIGHBORHOOD BECAUSE

OF MIX OF RACES AND NATIONAL ORIGIN ; AND

EQUATING A RACIALLY MIXED NEIGHBORHOOD WITH A

DETERIORATING NEIGHBORHOOD .

( REVIEW FOR THE FOLLOWING POLICIES THAT MAY RESULT IN

DISCRIMINATORY LENDING )

POLICIES THAT INCORPORATE THE IDEA THAT DETERIORATION

OF A NEIGHBORHOOD IS INEVITABLE .

D. INSURE THAT THE BANK POLICIES ARE BASED ON AN AWARENESS

OF THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE ACT .

2. INTERVIEW BANK PERSONNEL TO DETERMINE THE OBJECTIVE CRITERIA

USED IN EVALUATION OF CREDIT . ALSO , INTERVIEW TO DETERMINE PERSONNEL'S

KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROHIBITION AND REQUIREMENTS OF THE ACT AND ADHERENCE TO

POLICY

A. VERIFY THAT INITIAL CONTACT PERSONNEL DO NOT " PRE -SCREEN"

APPLICANTS ;

B. VERIFY THAT LENDING OFFICERS APPLY THE BANK'S OBJECTIVE

CRITERIA ; AND

C. BE AWARE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF " UNWRITTEN " DISCRIMINATORY

LENDING POLICIES DURING INTERVIEWS AND CASUAL DISCUSSIONS .
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3. REVIEW OPEN AND DECLINED LOAN FILES FOR INDICATIONS OF

THE FOLLOWING DISCRIMINATORY POLICIES . ( FOR LOANS MADE AFTER MARCH 23 ,

1977 , TO PURCHASE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY OF ONE - TO - FOUR FAMILY DWELLINGS

AND SECURED BY A LIEN ON THIS PROPERTY , REGULATION B ( 12 CFR 202.13)

REQUIRES THE BANK TO REQUEST INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING : RACE ,

NATIONAL ORIGIN , SEX , MARITAL STATUS , AND AGE . WHERE THE CUSTOMER

HAS CHOSEN TO PROVIDE THIS INFORMATION , IT WILL BE AVAILABLE IN YOUR

SAMPLE TO HELP IN MAKING THIS DETERMINATION .) DETAIL PERTINENT

INFORMATION ON APPROPRIATE LINE SHEETS .

A. CHECK THE APPLICATION TO DETERMINE THAT THERE ARE NO RACIAL

OR SEXUAL CODES , EXCEPT AS REQUIRED BY THE ENFORCING AGENCY ;

B. REVIEW APPRAISAL FOR INFORMATION RELATING TO RACIAL MAKEUP

OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD AND FOR RACIAL CODING ;

C. EXAMINE DOCUMENTS FOR LOAN OFFICER COMMENTS THAT INDICATE

THE APPLICANT'S RACE, SEX , NATIONAL ORIGIN OR RELIGION ; AND

D. ONCE INFORMATION IS DETAILED , REVIEW FOR OVERALL INCONSISTENC

SUCH AS :

INCOME OF ONE GROUP NOT GIVEN THE SAME CONSIDERATION AS

ANOTHER GROUP ,

MORE ONEROUS TERM REQUIRED OF ONE GROUP OVER ANOTHER , AND

VARIANCES IN APPLYING CRITERIA , INCLUDING MINIMUM INCOMES ,

AMOUNT OF LOANS , RATIOS , ETC.
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ACTIONS UNDERTAKEN BY THE BOARD SINCE 1968 TO IMPLEMENT THE

GOALS OF THE 1968 CIVIL RIGHTS ACT INCLUDE ( 1) THE INTRODUCTION IN

1971 OF A SPECIAL COURSE OF STUDY FOR THE SYSTEM'S BANK EXAMINERS ON

THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT AND THE EXAMINER'S ROLE IN

FURTHERING COMPLIANCE WITH THE ACT ; ( 2 ) INITIATION , ALSO IN 1971 ,

OF THE USE OF A BANK EXAMINER QUESTIONNAIRE ON WHICH EXAMINERS EVALUATE

AND REPORT ON MEMBER BANK COMPLIANCE WITH THE 1968 ACT ; ( 3 ) ISSUANCE

OF A STATEMENT IN DECEMBER 1971 RECITING THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION

805 OF TITLE VIII AND RECOGNIZING . THE NECESSITY FOR INCREASED PUBLIC

AWARENCESS OF THE NONDISCRIMINATION REQUIREMENTS AND THE AVAILABILITY

OF COMPLIANT PROCEDURES .

THE BOARD'S STATEMENT CALLED UPON MEMBER BANKS TO DISPLAY

EQUAL HOUSING LENDER POSTERS IN THEIR HOBBIES AND TO INCLUDE IN ALL

ADVERTISING OF REAL ESTATE LOAN. SERVICES , PROMINENT NOTICE OF THE

BANK'S EQUAL HOUSING LENDER POLICY OF NONDISCRIMINATION AND A FACSIMILE

OF THE EQUAL HOUSING LENDER LOGOTYPE . MEMBER BANKS WERE DIRECTED TO

EXCLUDE FROM ANY SUCH ADVERTISING WORDS , PHRASES , SYMBOLS , MODELS , ETC.

THAT MIGHT SUGGEST A DISCRIMINATORY PREFERENCE OR POLICY OF EXCLUSION

IN VIOLATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE VIII OF THE ACT ; AND ( 4 ) . DEVELOP

MENT AND DEPLOYMENT WITH THE OTHER FEDERAL FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES

OF A JOINT PILOT RACIAL DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM INITIATED IN APRIL 1974

IN 18 SMSAS AROUND THE COUNTRY TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY AND VALUE

OF VARIOUS APPROACHES FOR THE COLLECTION OF RACIAL , ETHNIC AND PROPERTY

LOCATION DATA ON ALL APPLICANTS FOR REAL ESTATE LOANS. THE RESULTS OF

THE BOARD'S REVIEW OF THE INFORMATION COLLECTED DURING THIS PILOT EFFORT

WERE RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC IN MAY 1975 .
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( 5 ) RECENTLY THE BOARD ENTERED INTO A MEMORANDUM OF

UNDERSTANDING REGARDING THE EXCHANGE OF 'INFORMATION CONCERNING

COMPLAINTS ALLEGING DISCRIMINATION IN MORTGAGE LENDING .

COLLECTION OF RACIAL DATA

IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN RECOGNIZED THAT IT WOULD BE EXTREMELY

DIFFICULT TO EFFECTIVELY ENFORCE CIVIL RIGHTS LOANS WITHOUT THE

COLLECTION OF RACIAL DATA . FOR MANY YEARS , HOWEVER , CIVIL RIGHTS

ORGANIZATIONS STRONGLY OPPOSED THE COLLECTION OF SUCH DATA PARTICULARLY

FROM APPLICANTS FOR BENEFITS OF FEDERALLY ASSISTED PROGRAMS , SUCH AS

APPLICANTS FOR EMPLOYMENT ON THE GROUND THAT SUCH DATA COULD BE USED

FOR DISCRIMINATORY PURPOSES . ALSO IN A NUMBER OF STATES THE COLLECTION

OF SUCH DATA UNDER DIFFERENT SITUATIONS HAS BEEN PROHIBITED BY STATE

LAW . CIVIL RIGHTS GROUPS , HOWEVER , IN RECENT YEARS RECOGNIZED THE NEED

FOR COLLECTION OF SUCH DATA AND HAVE WITHDRAWN , FOR THE MOST PART ,

THEIR OBJECTIONS AND NOW URGE THE COLLECTION OF SUCH DATA .
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This instructional section of the manual is designed to

explain to Federal Reserve System personnel the procedures to be used

when violations of consumer affairs statutes or regulations are found .

These instructions apply to all consumer affairs compliance examina

tions conducted by Federal Reserve System examiners and supplement the

consumer affairs examination checklist and compliance report .

I. PREPARATION FOR EXAMINATION

Prior to beginning a consumer affairs compliance examination ,

the examiner should review the State member bank's consumer complaint

and correspondence files in the Reserve Bank . This review should

encompass all complaints received following the latest compliance exam

ination . Additionally , the most recent commercial examination report ,

the prior year's compliance examination report , and the workpapers for

that report should be reviewed. This preliminary work is intended to

enhance the subsequent examination by allerting the examiner to those

areas in which the bank may have problems .

It is appropriate at this time to determine whether the State

member bank has been granted a specific exemption from the provisions

of any Federal consumer regulations . In the event of an exemption, the

examiner should obtain a copy of the State's examination report ( or a

summary of the report ) dealing with the exempted consumer rule provi

sions and become familiar with the contents .

( 5-78 ) - 1 -
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II . ARRIVAL PROCEDURES

Upon arrival at the bank , the examiner should provide

management with a copy of the Officer's Questionnaire and the Forms

Request . Management should be asked to return the necessary informa

tion as soon as possible . The examiner should discuss the scope and

nature of the examination with management and obtain a listing of the

officers in charge of the various consumer affairs departments .

III . CHECKLIST AND MODEL WORKPAPERS

The checklist should serve as the essential work paper for

the compliance examiner, as an aid to review examiners, and as part of

the preparation for subsequent examinations .

For the most part , the checklist poses questions to the

examiner that require " yes " or " no" answers . Generally , a negative

response indicates a violative practice , therefore , any " no " answer

must be explained in detail in either the checklist or accompanying

workpapers . While the checklist is designed for use in any size bank ,

examiners have the discretion of deleting those sections of the check

list that do not apply to the particular bank being examined .

Following an examination , the checklist shall be retained at

the Federal Reserve Bank until the next compliance examination .

State member bank will not be provided with a copy of the completed

checklist , but information contained in the checklist should be dis

cussed with bank management.

( 5-78 )
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Model work papers have been developed and should be used in

conducting each examination , as needed . While some flexibility is

intended , the workpapers should at least identify specific records

reviewed . In the review of credit applications , the workpaper may be

expanded to include data on monthly income and obligations , length of

residency and employment , and age . If potential violations exist ,

complete details should be entered on the workpapers .

the examiner may wish to have copies made of specific documents as an

alternative means of transcribing data on the workpapers . An exception

to the foregoing involves the " Overcharge Details" workpaper, which

usually should be completed in its entirety .

IV . FORMS REVIEW

Properly designed forms serve many important purposes in

credit analysis and provide a convenient means of delivering to the

consumer the various notices and disclosures required by law . As banks

grow and become departmentalized, forms necessarily become more complex

and numerous . Application forms in larger banks may be specially

designed for use in several types of credit transactions , while the

smaller banks may be more likely to use a single , less formal utility

application for all accounts .

Forms may be grouped into four basic types : ( 1 ) those seek

ing information from the consumer , ( 2 ) those disclosing data concerning

a specific transaction , ( 3 ) notices of rights and responsibilities, and

37-415 0 - 79 - 92
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( 4 ) the legal documents which evidence the transaction . The consolida

tion of these basic types of forms often enables banks to satisfy all

requirements through the use of fewer forms . However , special atten

tion must be given to reviewing these combinations of forms to insure

their compliance with all of the Federal requirements they have been

designed to satisfy , as well as to insure that no inconsistencies exist

among the disclosures on the various documents . Increased complexity

may result in increased sources of error . If all aspects of a form ,

except for an improperly worded notice , fully comply with the require

ments, the entire form would be criticized and may require reprinting

or alteration .

The importance of forms review and the seriousness of forms

violations cannot be overemphasized . Should improper forms be used ,

all related transactions will contain violations . Classes of violations

may expose the bank to class action liability . An additional consider

ation involves the possibility that a particular form , while technically

correct on its face , may not be adequately flexible to accommodate all

relevant transactions without incurring violations . Since forms are

usually expensive for a bank to replace , a distinction by the examiner

should be made between forms with violations that can be prevented

only through printing of new forms and forms than can be " patched up "

for legal use until supplies are exhausted .

( 5-78 )
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V. SAMPLING PROCEDURES

In addition to the review of all relevant forms , policies,

statements , audits, internal controls , and other administrative pro

cedures , an analysis of a sample of loans and associated records is

necessary to test the quality of the bank's operating performance in

complying with the regulations. Even if the document and procedure

checks provide no significant indication of noncompliance , violations

may have occurred because of the failure of individual loan officers

or other personnel to understand or properly apply the regulations, or

as a result of clerical errors . Even when the document and procedure

reviews have demonstrated that major violations exist , which might

suggest that an analysis of a sample of loans would be redundant , the

additional analysis nevertheless is warranted because it may reveal

further sources of violations that should be corrected as well .

Since the purpose of the sampling of loans and other records

is to determine within a reasonable degree of certainty whether viola

tions exist , or whether there are possible sources of violations in

addition to those already discovered in the review of documents and

procedures , a modest sized sample generally will suffice . Sampling

should include certain transactions that will enable the examiner to

determine whether the bank is computing prepayments and late charges

in accordance with the terms disclosed and that appropriate notices ,

such as adverse action notices , are given . Procedures for selecting

an appropriate sample of loan records are outlined below :

( 5-78 )
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A. Item to be sampled

For a statistical sample to provide a satisfactory basis for

analysis , the universe from which the sample is drawn must consist of

units that are essentially uniform in their basic characteristics .

This would require that widely differing types of loans and related

documents ( for example , consumer loans and real estate mortgages ) would

need to be sampled separately . Otherwise , the sampling procedures may

not provide an adequate basis that will enable the examiner to deter

mine the presence or absence of significant violations for each type

of record included in the sample.

Breadth of operations to be sampled

For the average bank , especially unit banks , the breadth

of the universe to be sampled will be predetermined . In some cases ,

however , documents of a given type might be distributed amor

processing centers . Ordinarily , the basis for the sample should be the

largest administrative unit for which an integrated set of records is

maintained . Special care should be taken to assure that the particular

collection of records to be sampled is complete and includes , for

example, any batches of documents that , because of some unique charac

teristic ( problem loans ) , might be kept in a separate file or on a loan

officer's desk . A further example would include loans processed in a

bank's trust department .

It may take longer for the lending institution to compile

full documentation for real estate loans than for auto loans . This

( 5-78 )
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extended length of processing time should be taken into account and

the examiner should determine that a full sample of fully processed

loans for a particular category are included in the sample period.

Nature of the universe ; sample period

Since the basic purpose of the examination is to determine

the extent of current compliance with existing regulations , the major

focus should be on the bank's current procedures . Therefore, the uni

verse shall consist of all fully processed loans for a 30-day period

as recent as possible to the date of the examination .

It should be emphasized that each particular category of

loans will have a separate universe from which a sample group is chosen .

This is necessary in view of the variable processing times for different

types of loans . Preparation of the final page of the examiner checklist

should be used to compile loan sampling data .

Size of the sample

The examiner should observe , as a minimum , the sample sizes

prescribed in these procedures . Generally , it may not be possible to

determine whether vio . tions exist or are emanating from sources not

already known to the examiner merely from an analysis of forms , policy

statements , and procedures .

The " number in universe " refers to the total volume of loans

granted , applications received , or records generated in the 30 -day

sample period . If the bank does not have records that show exact

numbers , estimates may be used .

( 5-78 )
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This schedule is designed to assure with 90 per cent cer

tainty that , if no violations are found in the sample , violations in

the universe probably would be nonexistent or minimal. This sampling

is meant to be applied to each category of consumer loans ( including

real estate loans ) , with the exception of open end credit and rejected

applications . Procedures for sampling loans in these categories are

detailed later .

Number in Universe Size of Sample

Minimum
Maximum

Under

-

99

299

499

749

999

20 or total universe if smaller

20 plus 10 % of number above 100

40 7 %

20

40

54

69

82

54

1
8

11 11
-

11

1,000

2,000

3,000

5,000

10,000

1,999

2,999

4,999

82

*
#

-

1,000

2,000

3,000

5,000

10,000

122

152

192

267

Time and demand consumer loans

Consumer loans written on a time or demand basis are not

considered to be uniform with instalment loans when basic character

istics are compared . To provide a consistent data base for statistical

sampling purposes , it is necessary to segregate time and demand consumer

loans from instalment loans when compiling sample data . Consequently ,

this category calls for a separate universe from which a sample size

is to be chosen .
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Open end credit

In the case of open end credit , which generally is a comput

erized operation, any major compliance problems that might exist would

be discovered in the course of the form and procedure reviews . Thus,

a check of two or three accounts in this category should be sufficient

to determine whether the computer has been programmed correctly .

certain instances , the computer program itself may be available for

analytical purposes .

Dealer paper

As loans originated by dealers provide additional sources of

error , it is essential that sampling techniques include representative

disclosures from as many dealers as possible . While it is not necessary

to segregate dealer paper as a separate sampling group , care should be

exercised to distribute as evenly as possible the sampling of dealer

loans . If exceptions are noted , the sample should be expanded as deemed

necessary for the purpose of identifying particular dealers who may be

the source of violations noted .

Rejected applications

Since the analyses of rejected applications require careful

consideration of many complex issues , random sampling procedures in

this area generally will not be warranted . In some instances , only a

few , if any , recent ly rejected applications may be available .
If this

is the case , a review of all available rejected applications , as well

as an evaluation of prescreening , credit scoring , and other lending
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procedures , is of special importance. Existing rejections also must be

examined carefully .

When a significant volume of rejected applications is avail

able , those rejections for a recent period ( 30 to 60 days ) should be

screened . Any application exhibiting characteristics that would suggest

discrimination should be analyzed in detail . Additional attention should

be given to rejected applications in determining their degree of consis

tency with the bank's overall lending policies . If discrepancies exist ,

the examiner's findings shall be detailed in the workpapers , and to the

extent possible , in the report of examination .

E. Method of selection to assure randomness

Care should be exercised to assure that the method by which

any probablity sample is selected will assure a random selection of

units . Thus , the manner in which the bank's records are organized should

be investigated to avoid any risk that the sample would be unduly concen

trated in loans originated at a single branch , or processed by one or a

few loan officers .

If the records are arranged alphabetically , a group sample

( say , all records with names beginning with a particular letter or range

of letters in the alphabet ) may be suitable . If numerically arranged ,

the best method may be to select all records having numbers ending with

the same digit ( for a 10 per cent sample ) , or every record with the

same last two digits ( for a 1 per cent sample ) . The examiner may take

slightly larger samples where deemed necessary , but not smaller samples.
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Whatever the sampling method selected , it should be applied

strictly . The examiner should avoid judgmental selection in cases

where it may appear that a particular origin of loans is being either

under or over represented in the sample. When this occurs , the ques

tionable sample should be discarded and a new one selected .

Investigative sampling

In the event that some violations are found in the sample of

records selected for analysis , there would be reason to expect that a

significant number of violations may exist in the overall portfolio.

Accordingly , the nature of the violations should be scrutinized to see

if they reveal any pattern or suggestion as to the nature or source of

the violations .

Generally , a distinction should be made between substantive

errors and clerical errors ( for example, a transposition of digits )

with major attention directed to the former . The nature of violations

may suggest that they are attributable to a particular dealer , loan

officer , branch , bookkeeper , or processing procedure . If so , the

examiner may wish to select for further analysis additional loans hav

ing that specific characteristic . The number of loans selected should

be sufficient to determine the validity of a preliminary hypothesis .

In some cases , it may not be possible for the examiner to determine or

identify common sources of recurrent violations . If so, the examiner

should call to the attention of management all violations that have
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been discovered and request management to investigate the bank opera

tions and procedures with a view toward finding and eliminating the

causes of the violations .

G. Branch systems

Branch systems pose special sampling problems . The nature of

the operational arrangements employed by the bank in administering the

particular category of loans under investigation will determine the

procedures to be followed . The principal types of operational arrange

ments and their respective procedural considerations follow :

1. When all branch operations for the relevant lending function

are closely regulated by the head office and when all loan records and

files for the entire bank and branch system are centralized at that

location, the appropriate universe for drawing the sample of individual

loans would be the head office files . The sample should be selected by

a method that will assure a random selection and avoid the risk that

the sample is unduly concentrated in loans originating in only a few

An on - site investigation at selected branches would focus

mainly on ascertaining the level of branch understanding and compliance

with head office policies and procedures , the nature of the branch's

prescreening procedures , the attitudes of branch personnel , and any

other indicators of compliance with the regulations . Such investigation

normally should be conducted at all major branches ( for example, those

accounting for 25 per cent or more of a bank's total volume of the
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particular category of loans , as measured either by amount outstanding

or volume of new loans made ) plus one-tenth of all smaller branchés

selected on a rotating basis .

2 . When the branch operations for the relevant loan category

are administered through regional processing centers, each such center

should be examined in the same manner as an individual bank . This

generally will include a streamlined " basic examination " and an anal

ysis of a sample of individual loans . Loans at that center would

constitute the universe for drawing the sample . Similarly , a spot

check of branches , along the lines indicated above , should be made

to check on branch procedures and on general performance of branch

personnel .

3 .
When the branch system has a decentralized loan administration ,

with each branch processing its own loans and retaining all its own

records , the examination procedure should focus more extensively on the

operations of individual branches . The nature and extent of individual

branch coverage , however , will depend upon the degree of head office

control over branch policies and procedures .

Under normal circumstances , examiners need not complete a separate

checklist for branches . However, certain branches , for reasons of their

size or their degree of noncompliance , should be singled out and dis

cussed in detail in the open section of the examination report .

results of the examiner's findings for each branch , at the least , should

be summarized in the checklist and workpapers .
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In situations in which branches operate with a considerable degree

of head office control over branch policies and procedures , investiga

tions normally should be conducted to the same extent as centralized

branch operations, that is , all major branches, plus one -tenth of all

smaller branches selected on a rotating basis .

However , if the analysis of the branch operations indicates that

branches operate with considerable independence and that standardiza

tion of forms and procedures does not exist , each branch examined

should be treated about the same as an independent bank . This would

involve a thorough basic examination , an observation of branch person

nel performance , and an analysis of a sample of loans . Separate check

lists and workpapers usually should be completed . Initially , the

examination of branches should include all major branches , plus one

fifth of all remaining branches , and should be extended further if

necessary .

VI . VIOLATIONS

General ( technical and substantive )

All violations discovered by the examiner , whether technical

or substantive , will be noted on the checklist or accompanying work

papers . Information should include , when available , names of customers ,

dates of transactions , names of dealers or merchants , the sections of

the statutes or regulations violated , the total amount of any over

charges , and any other information deemed important in evaluating
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compliance by the bank . The listing of potential violations in the

work papers will aid the examiner in the preparation of Form 1195 .

In addition , the examiner should classify violations as

either technical or substantive . Generally , technical violations are

those that do not form a pattern and result in little or no monetary

harm to the customer . The possibility of liability to the bank is

usually small. Examples of technical violations include minor forms

deficiencies and non -recurring typographical errors on disclosure forms .

Substantive violations may ( but not necessarily ) form a pattern, result

in monetary harm to the customer , or result in significant liability

to the bank . Examples of substantive violations include overcharges

( as defined in uniform interagency enforcement guidelines ) , apparent

unexpired rescission rights, and possible unlawful discrimination .

Violations defined as " technical " should be classed as " substantive "

when the bank wilfully or knowingly causes the violations to occur .

This would occur when the same kind of technical violation previously

cited has not been corrected . When this condition is found , the Reserve

Bank should consider and recommend to the Board , as appropriate , strin

gent enforcement, particularly cease and desist actions , where such

action is deemed necessary to enforce compliance .

In some instances , the examiner may not be able to determine

whether violations of the consumer statutes or regulations have occurred ,

as in the instance of incomplete bank files . In such cases the checklist
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should include an explanation of the situation as found, and the

examiner should seek guidance from the Reserve Bank .

B. Overcharges

Overcharge violations may appear in a number of different

forms . Overcharges most frequent ly occur when ( 1 ) the annual percent

age rate is understated , or ( 2 ) the finance charge is understated .

When the examiner has determined that overcharge violations

have or may have occurred , the examiner should ( 1 ) immediately contact

the Reserve Bank supervisor in charge of the compliance examination

function and ( 2 ) explain the nature of the alleged violation ( s ) , the

estimated total amount of the overcharge , and the potential financial

impact a reimbursement requirement could have on the bank .
In addi

tion , a workpaper ( Overcharge Details ) should be prepared detailing

the specifics of the overcharge situation including the total amount of

estimated overcharges , the estimated number of customers overcharged ,

and the average overcharge per customer . Information should include

the number of violations , an explanation of their causes , and the steps

bank management plans to take to review its files , if patterns of viola

tions exist , and to correct violations and prevent recurrences . Copies

of the work paper should be submitted with FR 1195 . If the estimated

total overcharge is $ 100,000 or more , or is deemed to be significant

in relation to the bank's capital , the Reserve Bank should immediately

consult with staff of the Compliance Section in the Board's Division
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guidelines ( as available ) in determining the extent of potential over

charges and the corrective measures that should be taken .

Whenever overcharges are found, the examiner should notify

senior management of the civil liability provisions of § 130 ( b ) of the

Truth in Lending Act . Management should be advised to consult with

legal counsel .

C. Unlawful Discrimination

It may be difficult for the examiner to determine positively

through the compliance examination that the bank is unlawfully dis

criminating in the granting of credit . For checklist purposes , the

examiner should note any fact situations that may appear to point

toward possible bank discrimination ( for instance , the requirement of

double signatures for all auto loans ) and provide a general assessment

as to whether the bank may be unlawfully discriminating . The examiner

should indicate on the checklist as well whether the bank warrants

further investigation .

In examining for compliance with regulations and statutes

that prohibit discrimination in credit granting on various bases , it

should be emphasized that the examiner should avoid dictating loan

policy . Through reading bank materials , interviewing bank personnel

and performing prescribed examination procedures , the examiner should

( 1 ) determine the bank's loan policies and the objective criteria it

uses in making credit decisions, ( 2 ) determine if any policies appear
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to be unlawfully discriminatory , and ( 3 ) determine if the bank's loan

policies and objective criteria are being consistently applied .

When evidence of unlawful discrimination is discovered in

the lending policies , the examiner should investigate thoroughly all

pertinent facts surrounding the policies and their application. The

examiner's findings should be described in a narrative type memorandum

summarizing the facts , possible violations , and applicable sections of

the regulation or statute violated . This memorandum should be made a

part of the workpapers and a copy should be forwarded to the Board

along with the report of examination .

VII . FINAL DISCUSSION

The examiner should discuss the findings of the examination

with management and , to the extent appropriate , personnel involved in

consumer affairs activities . The discussion should include violations

discovered , both technical and substantive , and any patterns of viola

tions . This might isolate apparent violative practices with which the

bank may disagree , either as to the facts or the law .

The examiner should never indicate , regardless of the find

ings , that the bank is unlawfully discriminating in the granting of

credit . If the possibility exists that the bank is discriminating ,

the facts should be reviewed with Reserve Bank staff . Occasionally ,

the examiner or Reserve Bank staff may have questions of a statutory ,

regulatory or interpretive nature . If so , Reserve Bank staff should
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discuss the issues with staff of the Compliance Section in the Board's

Division of Consumer Affairs . When guidance is sought from the Reserve

Bank and a response may be delayed , the examiner should indicate tact

fully to bank management that additional research is needed to determine

proper compliance in a specific area .

Usually , the examiner should not require the bank to correct

technical violations found . However , the bank should be required to cor

rect its procedures and forms to prevent future violations of a similar

nature .

The examiner should point out to management the civil and

administrative liability that may be present if ( 1 ) the bank does not

correct existing violations and ( 2 ) the bank does not correct its

procedures to prevent future violations . It is important to gain a

positive attitude from management by discussing the benefits of regula

tion compliance in relation to the bank's overall financial soundness .

The examiner may well be able to provide sound advisory assistance ,

especially to management of small banks , by explaining procedures

designed to attain compliance .

The final discussion should focus additionally on the steps

the bank will take to correct violations . The bank should be informed

that the Reserve Bank will follow up to ensure compliance and correc

tion . In meeting with management at the close of the examination, it

is extreme ly important that the time made available by bank staff be

utilized effectively . Senior management should not be expected to be

37-415 O - 79 - 93
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familiar with all the intricacies of regulatory compliance. Therefore ,

only matters of significance and matters requiring corrective action

that should be resolved solely by management should be presented in the

final discussion . Technical deficiencies should have been discussed at

the appropriate staff levels earlier .

In completing the checklist and reviewing loans , the examiner

should be as cooperative as possible with bank personnel and still

conduct an effective examination . The examiner should be a factfinder

rather than a bank policy maker . The examiner should note whether bank

policies and procedures are being followed . ( The same general instruc

tions apply when the examiner is reviewing the internal or external

auditing function at the bank . )

VIII . CONSUMER AFFAIRS EXAMINATION REPORT

The Consumer Affairs Report of Examination will be used for

all consumer compliance examinations . Questions in the report should

be answered if they apply in any way . Report pages covering statutes

or regulations to which the bank is not subject may be disregarded but

should not be omitted from the report package . Additions or deletions

to the examination report in connection with new regulations , amend

ments , or refinements will be made only by the Division of Consumer

Affairs at the Board , after consultation with the Reserve Banks as

Report pages covering other regulations should not be addedneeded .
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The Consumer Affairs Report of Examination replaces the

commercial report pages dealing with consumer regulations. Therefore,

it should be necessary to include in the commercial report of examina

tion only comments on significant consumer regulation violations . The

Consumer Affairs Report of Examination should include , however, any

comments on findings dealing with consumer statutes or regulations that

may have been developed during commercial or other examinations .

The Consumer Affairs Report of Examination should summarize

the findings of the examiner as shown on the checklist and other work

papers . The report's function is to document findings for the State

member banks , the Federal Reserve Banks , and the Board of Governors

with an overall evaluation of the bank's compliance with consumer

statutes and regulations.

A. Page 1 - Examiner's Comments

The first page of the report contains identification informa

tion about the State member bank , the date of the previous examination

and the amount of time spent on the examination . The name of the

Federal Reserve Bank Examiner in charge should be typed at the end of

the comment section on page 1 , and the examiner should sign the report .

The examiner's comments on page 1 should communicate to the

bank's board of directors and management , in such a way as to promote

corrective action , the significant examination findings and relevant

conclusions as to necessary corrective action and agreements reached .
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Specifically , the comments should inclue ( 1 ) nature of vio

lations discovered , ( 2 ) causes of violations, such as deficiencies in

bank management policies or procedures or errors in forms or notices ,

and ( 3 ) corrective measures already taken or to be taken to correct

the violations and eliminate their causes . Corrective measures should

refer to significant actions taken by management prior to the closing

of the examination , and agreements reached to make corrections in the

future , setting target dates by which such actions will be completed.

The examination report should describe violations with

specificity . For example , when identifying a violation involving

an understated annual percentage rate or finance charge , the report

should explain clearly what caused the understatement .

error in the computation ? Or did the error result because the bank

omitted a particular type of charge in determining the amount of the

finance charge ? Usually , the specific section of the regulation that

has been violated should be cited in the report . By doing so , the

report will avoid the danger of misstating a violative practice or

procedure and will be helpful in determining that the proper correc

tive actions are being taken or will be taken.

The importance of a careful preparation of page 1 cannot

be overemphasized . Its effectiveness depends on the logic , accuracy ,

brevity and clarity of the presentation . Critical comments of a per- .

sonal nature should be used only in rare instances . Harsh and caustic
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comments should be avoided regardless of the seriousness of the vio

lations . Persuasion , through a clear presentation of relevant facts ,

can be accomplished generally without lengthy comment . There should

be no opportunity for management to misunderstand or give the remarks

other meanings . Statements should be factual .

Prior to the preparation of Page 1 , the examiner should

give ample thought to an analysis of all the favorable and unfavorable

features revealed by other completed pages of the examination report .

By combining this analysis with an overall impression gained during

the examination, the examiner should be able to summarize findings-con

cisely . Routine matters brought to the attention of management and

wholly corrected during the examination should not require further

emphasis on page 1 , nor should page 1 serve as an index to location of

violations summarized within the report . Commendatory comments on the

progress being made in resolving a current problem are acceptable , but

they should be used sparingly and without emphasis . Topics included

on page 1 should have been discussed with management prior to the

closing of the examination , and the remarks should convey the results

of the discussion .

There is no general rule as to the order in which matters

should be presented on page 1 , and the order of Regulation pages within

the report has little , if any , significance in the preparation of page 1 .

Generally , the major problems and most important matters should be
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presented first , followed by those of less importance and in the order

of their relative significance . When page 1 comments are very brief

and limited to a few paragraphs , it is not necessary to assign subject

captions . However , when lengthy remarks are required and matters to

be discussed are numerous , it may be preferable for reference purposes

to use descriptive captions .

There may be occasion when a separate report page has not

been developed in connection with a consumer statute or related rule .

An example includes the FTC " seller's " holder rule . When his sit

uation exists , page 1 should be utilized by the examiner to record

pertinent findings of related exceptions or violations .

The examiner's comment section is intended as a summary

for the examination and may refer to patterns , trends , or any other

specific items of significance . General suggestions , such as recom

mended audit coverage of compliance with consumer regulations or the

designation of a compliance officer , may be appropriate . The examiner's

comments should highlight the most important findings , such as viola

tions that affect consumers adversely , internal control deficiencies ,

and a general assessment of the bank's degree of compliance with con

sumer laws and regulations .

B. Regulation pages

The separate pages covering the different statutes or regu

lations should be used to summarize the examiner's findings based upon

the preparation of the checklist and work papers . Questions resulting
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in " no " answers usually require detailed explanations and notations of

management's response or plans to correct problems . Any other comments

the examiner believes will enhance the effectiveness of the report

should be included in the comment section on each regulation page .

The report pages are designed for " yes " or " no " answers .

Each question should be answered by either of these terms or " n / a " .

Any " no " answer requires examiner's comments . If a question cannot be

answered with a yes , no , or n/ a , it may be appropriate for the examiner

to briefly describe the circumstances and leave the question unanswered .

Answers to the questions appearing on the report pages are based on

( 1 ) observation by the examiner and ( 2 ) statements made by bank manage

ment and staff regarding procedures and policies .

The names of individual customers or bank personnel should not

be noted in the open section of the report . The section of the statutes

or regulations violated , the quantity of violations ( but not dollar

amounts ) , and an explanation of the type of violations should be noted .

Preparation and Distribution of the Report

The Consumer Affairs Report of Examination should be reviewed

by the person ( or designee ) in charge of the Consumer Affairs Unit at

the Reserve Bank . An attempt should be made to resolve any questions

or issues that were not resolved during the on-site examination .

The Consumer Affairs Report of Examination should be mailed

to the State memberi bank no later than one month following completion
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of the examination . A transmittal letter should set forth a time limit

of usually 30 days within which the bank must detail and forward to the

Reserve Bank an explanation of the actions it plans to take , or has

taken , to bring itself into compliance if violations were noted . A copy

of the report and cover letter should be retained at the Reserve Bank .

A copy of the report may be forwarded to the State banking

department upon request , as is the usual practice for other types of

examination reports. A copy of the report , as well as a copy of all

pertinent correspondence concerning banks rated 3 or 4 or banks with

potential overcharge or unlawful discrimination violations , should be

sent to the Board's Director of the Division of Consumer Affairs .

A. Confidential Section

This section provides a means by which the examiner may

communicate sensitive matters regarding the examination to the Reserve

Bank and the Board . Its confidential nature permits the presentation

of subjective views and conclusions on management's knowledge of , and

compliance with , consumer regulations . In this section , the examiner

may note the impact that noncompliance may have on a bank's assets ,

earnings and capital .

Adequate justification and comments should be given to

support each response that indicates an unsatisfactory situation .

Repetition of basic details and information regarding a matter already

amply covered in the open section is unnecessary , and where possible ,

references to relevant information contained elsewhere may be used .
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The confidential section should be , to the extent possible,

a self - contained analysis and summary of the examiner's findings .

Brevity is desirable . However , the comments should be adequate to

reveal clearly the conditions discussed .

This section should include comments concerning statutory

and regulatory compliance that the examiner does not deem advisable to

include in the open section . It should include , for example , examiner

comments on possible overcharge situations and unlawful discriminatory

practices . In addition , in the event of a State exemption , the section

should include comments as to the extent of the bank's compliance under

the exemption .

If additional space is required , a separate page should be

added . The examiner should include a recommendation whether there is

need for ( a ) special training in consumer regulations , ( b ) use of the

System's educational and advisory service , ( c ) a follow - up examination

to insure correction of violations disclosed , and ( d ) cease and desist

action to obtain correction .

Rating System

The following criteria are to be used in evaluating attitudes

of management , knowledge , and compliance with respect to the consumer

laws and regulations. The ratings relate only to the bank's level of

compliance and should not be affected by other considerations . The

criteria are not intended to limit the examiner in rating various

aspects of the bank , but rather are intended as general guidelines .
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Management

Satisfactory

Effective director and management supervision noted .

Personnel charged with regulatory compliance have capability to

implement effective procedures .

Positive attitude projected toward regulatory compliance .

No significant volume of criticism found .

Fair

0 Soine administrative or operational deficiencies noted .

o No significant volume of criticism noted but overall disinterest

evidenced .

o Management has not recognized the necessity for implementation of

compliance procedures .

Poor

Little or no supervision provided by management or directors .

o Obvious disregard for regulatory requirements noted .

O
Lack of ability to correct violations or assure future compliance

found .

o Significant volume of criticism noted or numerous substantive

violations found .

Compliance

Satisfactory

Good internal policies and procedures are in effect .
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Only technical violations are evident .

o Violations are inadvertent .

Fair

Significant number of technical violations found .

Operating policies and procedures are not compliance oriented .

o Disinterest in compliance is evident .

o Few violations of a substantive nature noted .

Poor

O A number of substantive violations are evident .

o

Potential significant liability exists .

• The extent of noncompliance is significant .

Knowledge of Regulations

Satisfactory

All personnel involved in consumer lending activities are familiar

with the regulations .

0 Educational efforts appear satisfactory .

o Procedures provide for dissemination of information at appropriate

levels .

o Intentions to remain abreast of changes in the consumer

regulations and statutes are evident .

Fair

o Little emphasis has been placed on training staff in the various

requirements of the consumer statutes and regulations .
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Manuals or policy statements outlining procedures intended to

insure compliance are absent .

Poor

O Staff training procedures are nil .

O Unfamiliarity with the regulations is apparent .

Inability to keep current with changes in the regulations is evident .

Other Matters

This section should include a description of matters the

examiner believes are relevant to compliance, but are not detailed in

other sections of the report . An example may be the significance of

overcharges in relation to total capital .

Composite or Group Rating

Rating No. 1

o Volume of criticism is negligible .

O All ratings are satisfactory .

0 Management appears competent and knowledgeable .

Sufficient motivation is apparent at all staff levels for continuance

of compliance.

Rating No. 2

There are no poor ratings .

Management has extended a significant effort to comply but some

technical violations exist .
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o There are no substantive violations , or the potential liability

from substantive violations is insignificant in relation to capital .

Rating No. 3

An inordinate number of technical violations exist .

o The liability for substantive violations is significant in relation

to capital .

Efforts towards achieving compliance are considered inadequate .

Rating No. 4

o Management's attitude indicates no effort will be made to

institute a compliance program .

A follow - up examination is recommended .

o Violations , technical or substantive , are regarded as flagrant .

o The liability from violations is likely to impair capital .

o All ratings are poor .

o Administrative enforcement such as a cease and desist action may

be warranted and a recommendation for such should be considered .

Additional Comments

Comments may include subjects that are not detailed spe

cifically elsewhere in the confidential section . An example may be in

connection with an anticipated change in certain management positions

or ownership of the bank .
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B. FR 1195

FR 1195 is intended to provide the Board of Governors and its

staff with a detailed summary of the findings of each consumer affairs

compliance examination . Data submitted on FR 1195 will provide the

basis for a continuing appraisal by the System of its examination pro

cedures and for taking any necessary measures to improve or change the

emphasis on existing procedures .

Two copies of FR 1195 , including copies of the overcharge

worksheet if applicable , should be forwarded to the Division of Consumer

Affairs , Board of Governors , along with the Consumer Affairs Report of

Examination . The FR 1195 is designed to facilitate computerization of

data .

Page 1

1 . he District-State-Bank-Branch ( DSBB ) number should always be 12

digits . The first eight numbers are identical to those identifying

numbers used on the Consumer Affairs Report of Examination .

The last four digits must be " 0000. "

XXxx

( District ) ( State )

xxxx

( Bank ID Number )

XXXX

0000

The designation to determine whether the examination was conducted

concurrently ( c ) with the regular commercial examination or separ

ately ( s ) should be circled .

3 . The number of bank branches should include the main office and the

total number of the bank's u.s. branches where credit decisions or

credit extensions are made .
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4 . The number of branches visited should reflect the number of offices

actually examined . If only the bank's main office was examined ,

" 1 " should be entered .

5 . Total Employee Hours , In Bank Hours , and In Reserve Bank Hours

must be followed by a fraction of " .0" or " .5 . " Travel time should

not be included in these figures . Time devoted to report review

and clerical procedures should not be included .

6 . The total number of violations in the universe may be an estimate

if the actual number is indeterminable .

7 . If no overcharges were noted during the examination , a " zero "

should appear on the appropriate lines on page 1. If potential

overcharges exist , the estimated amount for the universe should be

rounded to the nearest dollar .

8 . Commas , dollar signs, or percentage signs should not appear on

FR 1195 .

9 . The numbers entered in the matrix should represent loan files in

violation and must be classified as " technical" or " substantive " ( as

defined in the Examiner Instructions under " Violations" ) . Because

the page 1 matrix reflects the number of loan files in violation ,

and the detailed violations on pages 3 and 4 represent number of

violations of each section , the numbers on these pages may not

coincide . For example , if 15 purchase money mortgage loans were

sampled and each file contained a violation of 2 sections of RESPA ,

( 5-78 )
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the number of loan files in violation will be " 15 " on page 1 ,

whereas the total number of violations shown on page 4 will be

" 30."

10. Only whole numbers should be used in the Total Number of Viola

tions matrix .

11. The per cent of the sample affected should reflect only the

percentage of the relevant sample taken . For example, if a real

estate loan sample ( purchase money first mortgage ) of 20 is taken ,

and 15 of these files are in violation of RESPA , the amount entered

under " % of Sample Affected " would be 75 .

Page 2

Any situation that may warrant additional explanation , such

as a violation noted in the bank's blank forms where the number of vio

lations is indeterminable , may be described on page 2 .

Pages 3-4

1 . The number of violations of each section should be entered in the !

appropriate blocks . In these instances , A four digit number must

correspond to each section . If 5 violations of one section are

noted , " 0005 " should be disclosed in the appropriate space .

2 . If a section was not violated , no figure should appear in the

corresponding block .

( 5-78 )
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ATTACHMENT 4

The proposed uniform enforcement guidelines

for Regulation B are included as Appendix 2

of this volume ,

37-415 O - 79 - 94
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Attachment 5A

EXAMINER CHECKLIST

CONSUMER AFFAIRS COMPLIANCE EXAMINATION

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

( Excerpts applicable to fair housing ,
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District-State-Bank-Branch Number

Name of Bank Location

Examiner Date of Examination

Number of Offices Number of Offices Visited

Latest Call Report Data

Total Loans Exclusive of Federal Funds

Undivided Profits

Total Capital

Total Assets

General Information - Officers in Charge

Commercial Loans

Real Estate Loans

Instalment Loans

Credit Card Plan

Check - credit Plan

Branch Administration

Marketing

Auditor

Operations

Compliance

Is bank located in a state that is exempt from any consumer

credit regulation? Yes No

Is bank exempt from Regulation C because of its size? Yes No

Is bank in an SMSA? Yes No

Are any communities located within trade areas that are

participants in the National Flood Insurance Program ? Yes No

Final discussion held with :

( 5-78 )
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Bank Officer in charge of Consumer Affairs Activities :

Please provide copies of the following documents , blank forms and

other information , as available , as soon as possible .

1 .

9 .

10 .

Written affirmative action program regarding compliance with

20 .

21 .

27 .

Examiner - in - charge

( 5-78 )
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FORMS REVIEW

Credit

Application

Financial

Statement

TIL

Disclosure

Collateral

InstrumentDIRECT LOANS Note

Instalment :

Automobile

Mobile home

Stocks , bonds &

deposit accounts

Junior mortgages

Other

Single payment and

Secured

Credit card

Check credit

Real estate

Government Guaranteed :

SBA

VA , FHA & other

housing loans

INDIRECT LOANS

Automobile

Home improvement

Other

Unsecured

OTHER SPECIAL PURPOSE

In each column , indicate form number and date of latest revision if applicable .

( 5-78 )
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INTERNAL TRAINING , AUDIT AND REVIEW ACTIVITIES

A. Is there an audit program ? Yes

N
o

If yes , describe the program and answer the

following questions :

Does the scope include an adequate review

of compliance with consumer regulations ? Yes No

Is the audit department adequately staffed

and are personnel knowledgeable of consumer

regulations and legal responsibilities ? Yes No

Yes No

3 . Do policies and procedures require sufficient

Yes No

5. Do audits determine that no outdated forms

Yes No

6. Do audits determine that staff are aware of

Yes No

Do internal review procedures provide for verification

of the following :

TIL disclosures for all types of credit

transactions , direct and dealer originated ? Yes No

2. Compliance with other consumer statutes

Yes No

If yes , identify the statutes or regulations

provided for and indicate whether the review

procedures are adequate .

( 5/78 ) 1
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c . Staff Training

1 . Are staff training manuals and procedures

designed to result in adequate level of

understanding of credit regulations ?
!

Yes No

2. Are appropriate officers and employees

Yes No

ADVERTISING

A. Dr. procedures clearly prohibit quoting " add -on " .

or " discount " rates in response to consumer inquiries

or in advertisements ? Yes No

B. Do procedures prohibit advertising. terms the

Yes No

c . If an advertisement carries " triggering " terms

are all other required terms advertised ? Yes No

D. Are all terms required to be disclosed in an

advertisement clear and conspicuous ? Yes No

E. Does all home mortgage advertising disclose

Yes No

Would advertising not discourage loan applications

by protected classes ? Yes No

Do deposit advertisements comply with Regulation Q? Yes No

Do statement supplements , leaflets and other

lobby advertisements comply with all of the

foregoing ? Yes No.

CONSUMER COMPLAINTS

Are the bank's own consumer complaint procedures

( including files ) satisfactory as to content , dis

position and compliance? Yes No

( 5-78 ) 2
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REGULATION B

A. Pre-screening applicants

1. Do personnel other than the loan officer conduct

Yes No

2 .
If yes , do interviewers have a script or other

material to work from? Yes No

3 . Do pre-arranged questions result in special

treatment of certain classes of applicants or

referral of applicant to certain loan officers ? Yes No

4 . If yes , is the objective a legitimate one ? Yes No

B. Loan Interviews

1 . Do officers request customers to complete applica

tion forms rather than using forms to record

interviews ? Yes No

When customers are interviewed , are questions

read from an approved form without additional

inquiries ? Yes NO

3 .
Is alimony income notification given during

interview? Yes No

4 . When interviews are held , does the creditor

limit the discussion of spouse or former spouse

to situations where : ( 1 ) the spouse will be

permitted to use the account , ( 2 ) the spouse

will be contractually liable on the account ,

( 3 ) the applicant resides or the property

is located in a community property state , or

( 5 ) the applicant is relying on alimony, child

support , or separate maintenance payments from

the spouse ? Yes No

5 . If a credit scorecard is used , is prohibited

information excluded and other information

evaluated without regard to a prohibited basis ? Yes No

c . Adverse Action Notifications

1 . Are rejected applicants so advised in writing ? Yes No

( 5-78 ) B-1
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2 . Do rejected applicants receive copy of the

ECOA notice ? Yes No

을

3 . Does the bank disclose either the specific

reasons for adverse action taken or disclose

to the customer the right to obtain such a

statement ? Yes No

D. Signature Policy

1 . Would the signature of spouses not be required on

the debt instrument ? Yes

N
o

2 .
If jointly held property ( auto , securities ,

household goods ) will secure the loan , will

joint owners be required to sign only the

collateral instruments ? Yes No

3 . If loan can be approved only with a co-signer ,

could applicant volunteer any other person and

not be limited to spouse ? Yes No

Are single signature loans available to borrowers

whose real estate is owned and pledged in joint

names ( provided State law holds such a contract

to be valid ) ? Yes No

5 . Is business credit separately available to

principals of corporations , partners , and

proprietors without requiring spouses ' signatures ? Yes No

E. Credit Reporting

1 . For those joint accounts where credit

information is reported , is a determination

made whether the spouse has authorization

to use the account or is contractually liable ? Yes No

2 .
Are credit files indexed to allow for reporting

credit histories in the name of each spouse ? Yes No

3 . Is credit information furnished to credit

reporting agencies in a manner that would

enable the agencies to report information

in the requested name ? Yes No

( 5-78 ) B-2
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In connection with an application for consumer credit

relating to the purchase of residential real property ,

when the credit is to be secured by a lien on such

property , does the creditor request as part of any

written application the information required by

$ 202.13 ( a ) ? Yes No

G. Record Retention

1 . Is any application form , financial statement ,

credit worksheet , or written or recorded

material used in evaluating an application

retained for at least 25 months after the

credit decision is made ? Yes No

2. Is a copy of notice of adverse action , reasons

Yes No

( 5/78 ) B-3
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REGULATION C

A. Is mortgage lending data properly compiled and

disclosed ? Yes No

Is one of the three methods suggested by

Regulation C employed to notify customers of

availability of HMD statement ? Yes No

C. Was latest disclosure statement available to

the public within 90 days after the close of

the fiscal year? Yes No

D. Is the HMD statement available at the home

Yes No

E , Will HMD statements be retained for 5 years

Yes No

( 5-78 ) C- 1
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Sampling

Number

Sampled

Number in

Universe

Number Sampled as

Percent of UniverseTypeof loan

Instalment

Time and demand

Overdraft

other open end accounts

Real estate

Rejected applications
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Attachment 5B

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY

Purpose of this Manual Reference

Regulation B covers all individuals and insti

tutions who regularly participate in the decision to extend

credit . Many of the Equal Credit Opportunity rules are sub

jective , and the examiner may encounter many difficulties in

translating and applying the requirements in fact situations .

The purpose of this manual is to acquaint examiners with

the general requirements of Equal Credit Opportunity and to

highlight provisions of Regulation B that most likely may be

encounter in performing bank examinations . Of course , the

text cannot deal with all types of situations that may come to

light during an examination . Consequently, the Manual is intended

only as a supplement to the regulation and not as a substitute for

it . Where questions are not resolved by the Manual , examiners

will need to refer to the applicable provisions of the regulation

for guidance .

Administration and Enforcement

The Act gave responsbility to the Board for writing and

implementing Regulation B. In addition to the initial preparation

preparation of the regulation , the Board is responsible for A - 703
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administering the rule , which is done through amendments,

interpretations , and explanatory letters from both the Board

and its staff . A - 704

General Enforcement

Administrative enforcement of the Act is distributed

among twelve Federal agencies and the Department of Justice .

For the most part , those Federal agencies with general supervisory A - 704

authority over a particular group of creditors are given

Equal Credit Opportunity enforcement responsibility over those

creditors . For example , the Comptroller of the Currency

is responsible for enforcing Equal Credit Opportunity among

national banks , and the National Credit Union Administration

is responsible for Federally chartered credit unions . Enforcement

for all remaining creditors who are not under the supervision of

another Government agency is the responsibility of the Federal

Trade Commission .

Board Enforcement - Examiner Responsibility

The Board is responsible for enforcement among State

member banks , and this responsibility is delegated to

the Federal Reserve Banks . Enforcement is carried out largely

through the examination program . Each State member bank's A - 704 ( b )

compliance with Regulation B should be determined during each
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examination . Violations should be noted and agreements with

management for prompt correction of violations should be

obtained wherever possible . However , it should be noted by

an examiner that a creditor is not liable for an alleged

violation if it is the result of a " good - faith " attempt to comply

with a rule , regulation , or interpretation of the Federal

Reserve Board . This includes a " good faith " attempt to comply

with Regulation B.

General Provisions of Regulation B

The Board of Governors issued Regulation B as amended

pursuant to $ 703 of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act . As amended

transaction on the basis of race , color , religion , national 202.4

origin , sex , marital status , age , ( provided that the appliant has

capacity to contract ) , receipt of income from public assistance

programs , and good faith exercise of any rights under the

Consumer Credit Protection Act . Regulation B applies to all

persons who in the ordinary course of business , regularly

participate in the decision of whether or not to extend credit 202. ( 1 )

whatsoever and in any amount .

Regulation B has been structured to cover the require

ments imposed upon a creditor before , during , and following the

application and evaluation process of credit granting .

Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation B set out a basic

rule for credit grantors : " a creditor shall not discriminate
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against any applicant on a prohibited bais with respect to any 202.4

aspect of a credit transaction . " In addition , discrimination 202.2 ( z )

Footnote 3

is unlawful against an applicant on a prohibited basis if an

application is declined because of that applicant's business

associates or persons who will be somehow related to the

extension of credit ( e.g. race of persons residing in the

neighborhood where collateral is located ) .

Discrimination may be defined as the treating of one 202.2 ( n )

applicant or group of applicants less favorably than another

group for any of the reasons discussed above . Regulation B

sets forth certain acts and practices of banks which are

specifically prohibited or permitted . To prevent discrimination ,

Regulaton B imposes a delicate balance on the credit system .

The Regulation recognizes both the bank's need to know as much as

possible about a prospective borrower and the borrower's right

not to disclose information inapplicable to the transaction .

The regulation deals with the taking of the application , the

evaluating of an application , the acting on the application ,

and the furnishing and maintenance of credit information .

One should remember that Regulation B.does not prevent a

is important to remember that Regulation B does not prevent a

creditor from determining any pertinent information necessary

to evaluate the creditworthiness of an applicant .
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Taking the Application

Prescreening and advertising Regulation B concern

with the application process starts before the application

is even taken . Lending officers and employees must be aware 202.5 ( a )

of the provisions of the regulation and must take no action

that would , on a prohibited basis , discourage anyone from

applying for a loan . Therefore , advertising and other preappli

cation practices and interviews must conform to the basic

rule of the regulation . This prohibition against discouraging

applicants applies even to oral or telephone inquiries .

Regulation B does not distinguish between oral and

written applications in its prohibition of discriminatory action .

Therefore , in the pre - interview and during the taking of a

written application , lending officers must be careful to refrain

from asking for prohibited information . Questions must be neutral

in nature and asked of any applicant desiring the same type and

amount of credit .

Inquiries concerning Marital Status

Individual credit . Generally , when an applicant applies 202.5 ( d ) ( 1 )

for individual credit , the bank may not ask the applicant's

marital status . There are two exceptions to this rule :

( 1 ) If the credit transaction is to be secured , the

bank may ask the applicant's marital status . ( This information

may be necessary to determine what would be required to gain

access to the asset in the event of default . )

37-415 O - 79 - 95
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( 2 ) If the applicant resides in , or lists assets that

are located in a community property State to support the debt or

resedes in such a State the bank may ask the applicant's marital

status . ( In community property States assets owned by a married

individual may also be owned by the spouse , thus complicating

the accessibility of the asset in the event of default . )

Joint credit. Whenever a request for credit is joint 202.5 ( d ) ( 1

( made by 2 or more individuals who will be primarily liable )

the bank may always ask the applicant's marital status whether

the credit is to be secured or unsecured .

Terminology . If the bank is permitted to request 202.5 ( d ) ( 1 )

marital status , only the terms " married , " " unmarried , " and

" separated " may be used . This is true for oral as well as

written requests for marital status information . " Unmarried "

may be defined to include divorced , widowed , or never married ,

but the application must not be structured in such a way as

to encourage the applicant to distinguish among these categories .

The bank may always ask questions concerning the

applicant's income or assets that support the credit request .

However , any such question must not be structured so as to force

the applicant to indicate marital status . The bank may ask

questions to obtain relevant information that indirectly discloses

marital status . Concerning inquiries about debt payments , 202.5 ( d ) ( 1 )

Footnote 5

a bank may always inquire whether the applicant is obligated to

pay alimony , child support or separate maintenance payments .
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In addition , questions may be asked concerning the source of

income or ownership of assets supporting the debt , and whether

the debt obligations of the applicant have a co-obligor .

Request For Information Concerning Spouse or Former Spouse

Regulation B requires that certain conditions have to 202.5 ( c )

be met before lenders can seek information about an applicant's

spouse , which they had previously requested as a matter of course .

As a general rule , the bank may not request information about an

applicant's spouse . However , the bank may request information on

the spouse or former spouse if :

( 1 ) The non - applicant spouse will be a user or joint

obligor on the account ; or

( 2 ) the applicant is relying on the spouse's income , at

least in part , as a source of repayment ; or

( 3 ) the applicant is relying on alimony, child support ,

or separate maintenance income as a basis for obtaining the credit , or

( 4 ) the applicant resides in a community property State

or property upon which the applicant is relying as a basis for

repayment of the credit requested is located in such a State .

Unless the need is apparent from an affirmative answer

to one of the above , no bank may request information on an

applicant's spouse . If the bank requests information about the

* The tern user applies only to open end accounts .
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applicant's spouse on the written application , it must be preceded

by a statement that the applicant need not provide information

about the spouse unless one of the above conditions is present .

On the written application all terms must be neutral as 202.5 ( d )

to sex . " Husband " and " wife " and any other terms indicating sex

must be deleted . Courtesy titles indicating sex such as Mr. , Mrs. ,

Ms. , and Miss may be used , but only if accompanied by a conspicuous

statement that the designation of any such title is optional .

Alimony, Child Support, and Separate Maintenance Income 202.5 ( d ) ( 2 )

A bank may only ask if the applicant is relying on

alimony , child support or separate maintenance payments only

if the bank first advises the applicant that such income need

not be revealed if the applicant is not relying on that source

of income for repayment of the debt . On a printed application ,

a conspicuous notice to the effect that such income need not

be revealed unless the applicant chooses to rely on it must

precede any general request concerning income and the source

of income . Therefore , a creditor must either ask questions designed

to solicit only specific information about income ( i.e. , salary ,

wages , employment income , etc. ) or must state that disclosure

of alimony , child support , or separate maintenance payments

is not required as stated above . However , the bank may always

inquire about the liability of an applicant to make such payments .
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Other Prohibited Inquiries

202.6 ( b ) ( 3 )
Under no circumstance may a bank request information

about an applicant's birth control practices or child bearing

intentions or capability . However , as a general rule , a creditor

may request and consider any information regarding the applicant's

continued ability to repay , such as the probability of continuing

employment , so long as it is made of all applicants who are

similarly qualified without regard to any prohibited basis .

Making an assumption that childbearing is always associated

with a discontinuity in ability to repay is prohibited in an

evaluation of creditworthiness . The number , ages , and expenses

of present dependents may also be requested .

The regulation prohibits inquiring about the applicant's 202.5 ( d ) ( 5 )

race , color , religion , or national origin . These inquiries are

also prohibited when asked of any person in connection with the

credit transaction . The bank may inquire about the applicant's

permanent residence and immigration status in order to determine

creditworthiness but not to deny credit arbitrarily , merely on the

grounds of noncitizenship .
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Forms

Banks may request a list of all accounts upon which the 202.5 ( c ) ( 3 )

applicant is liable , the name and address in which the accounts

are carried , and any other names used previously to obtain credit .

The Regulation does not require that banks use written appli 202.5 ( e )

cations . If the bank desires to use a written form , it may

use either an appropriate model application form in Appendix B

of the regulation or another form which complies .

Evaluating the Application

Rules governing the use of information . In evaluating

the application , the bank may not consider any information prohibited

under Regulation B. The regulation is designed to cause creditors to

reflect on the need for certain information .

Prohibited considerations .

( 1 ) The bank must not consider the applicant's age

( provided the applicant has the capacity to contract ) unless

used for the purpose of determining a pertinent element of

creditworthiness or in an appropriate credit scoring system .

The age of an elderly ( 62 years or older ) applicant may be

considered if used favorably .
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( 2 ) The bank must not consider whether the applicant

receives income from a public assistance program . This means

that a creditor cannot deny credit solely because some or

all of the applicant's income is derived from public assistance .

However , a creditor may consider probable continuity of such

Regulation B defines public assistance as unemployment

compensation , social security , and aid to families with

dependent children .

( 3 ) The bank may not refuse to consider ( " discount " ) 202.6 ( b ) ( 5 )

the income of an applicant or spouse on a prohibited basis or

because it is part -time . The income of a spouse used in an

application for credit must be considered equally with that

of the applicant . In addition , income derived from annuity ,

pension or retirement benefits must not be discounted . The bank

may , however , consider the amount and probable continuity of

any income in evaluating the application . The bank must consider

alimony , child support or separate maintenance income to the

extent that payments will be likely to continue . Methods for

determining the likeihood of the continuity of payments may

include , but are not limited to , the following :

( a ) Whether the payments are provided for by oral

or written agreement , or by court decree ; 202.6 ( b ) ( 5 )

( b ) The length of time payments have been made ;
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( c ) Whether the receipt of payments has been recent

and regular ;

( d ) The ability to compel payment ; and

( e ) The creditworthiness and credit history of the

payor , where available to the bank , in accordance with the Fair

Credit Reporting Act or other law .

( 4 ) Regulation B forbids asking about an applicant's

plans or expectations to have children or an applicant's physical

capability for childbearing . Furthermore , a creditor is prohibited

from considering statistics or assumptions concerning the

probability that a person like the applicant or the applicant's

spouse will have a certain number of children or will cease

employment to bear or raise children .

( 5 ) To the extent a creditor uses credit history in 202.6 ( b ) ( 6 )

evaluating accounts , it must include in evaluating creditworthiness

any account reported in the name of both spouses , and on the

applicant's request , any account reported in the name of the

applicant's spouse which the applicant can demonstrate reflects a

willingness or ability to repay . Upon the applicant's request , the

bank must also consider any information the applicant may present

tending to indicate that the credit history of an account reported

in both nanes does not accurately reflect the applicant's ability

or willingness to repay . To facilitate this inquiry Regulation B

allows a bank to request the name in which an account is carried

if the applicant discloses the account in applying for credit .

1
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( 6 ) The bank may not ask and consider an applicant's

permanent residence and U.S. immigration status unless this

information is necessary to ascertain the bank's rights and

remedies with respect to repayment . .

Prohibited Factors in a Credit Scoring System

The bank may use a credit scoring system or judgmental

system to evaluate the application . Such a scoring system or

judgmental system must not consider the following factors in

evaluating applications :

( 1 ) Age , except as set forth above or unless such a

scoring system is a demonstrably and statistically sound , empiri

cally derived system as defined by the Regulation ; 202.6 ( b ) ( 2 )

( 2 ) Sex ; 202.6 ( a )

( 3 ) Marital status ; 202.6 ( a )

( 4 ) Race , color , religion , national origin , receipt of

public assistance or exercise of rights under Consumer Credit

Protection Act ;

( 5 ) A telephone listing in the name of the applicant 202.6 ( b ) ( 4 )

( the bank may consider whether or not the applicant has a tele

phone in the home ) ; and

( 6 ) Aggregate statistics or assumptions relating to the 202.6 ( b ) ( 3 )

likelihood of any group of persons bearing or rearing children , or

for that reason , receiving diminished income or interrupted income

in the future .
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The Effects Test

In addition to the preceding specific rules for evaluat- 202.6 ( a )

known as the " effects test . " Basically , the effects test provides

that a creditor may be guilty of discriminatory credit practices

even when it does not intend to discriminate against a protected

class of applicants . If a practice has the effect of discriminat

ing , then a violation of the Act may have occurred . Thus , for

example , a policy of never extending credit to persons with

criminal records or without high school diplomas might be deemed

to discriminate against black applicants because it would affect

them more frequently than white applicants . Similarly , a

requirement that applicants have unreasonably extensive credit

histories in order to receive credit may be illegal discrimination

because of its .unequal effect upon married women .

However , certain credit practices which have the effect

of discriminating may not be illegal , if they are closely related

to determining an applicant's creditworthiness . The Reserve Bank

!

should be contacted for assistance when a possible violation

involving the effects test is detected .

Separate account . No bank may refuse , on the basis of
202.7 ( a )

sex or marital status or any other prohibited basis , to grant a

separate account to a creditworthy applicant . If a creditor offers

separate accounts to unmarried applicants , it must offer separate

accounts to creditworthy married applicants , regardless of sex .
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Laws preventing the separate extensions of consumer credit to each

spouse are preempted if the spouse voluntarily applies for separate

credit . If the spouses apply for separate extensions of credit ,

the accounts must not be aggregated to determine finance charges

or loan ceilings under State law or laws of the United States .

Name on the Account 202.7 ( b )

No bank may refuse to allow an applicant to open or

maintain an account in a birth-given first name and surname ,

the spouse's surname or birth-given first name or a combined

surname . However , the bank may require that the applicant use

one name consistently in doing business with the bank . In addi

tion , the bank may inquire whether the applicant has obtained

credit in another name or is liable for accounts listed in another

name in order to determine the entire credit history of the appli

cant .

Actions on Account Following Extension of Credit

Change in name or marital status . A creditor may not

take the following actions on an existing open-end account solely

on the basis of age , retirement or a change in the applicant's

marital status :

( 1 ) require a reapplication ;

( 2 ) change the terms of the account ;

( 3 ) terminate the account .
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There must be evidence of inability or unwillingness

to repay before a bank can take any of the above actions . If

the account applies only to open - end accounts ) was granted to

the applicant based in part on the income of the spouse , a

creditor may require a reapplication because of a change in

marital status if the applicant's income , alone , does not

support the extension of credit .

Signatures

General rule . As a general rule a bank may not require

a signature other than the applicant's or joint applicant's if ,

under the bank's standards of creditworthiness , an applicant

qualifies for the amount and terms of credit requested . There

are some exceptions to this rule :

( 1 ) If the credit is to be secured , the bank may obtain

the signature of a spouse or any other person on document ( s ) neces

sary or reasonably believed by the creditor to be necessary under

applicable State law to make property available in the event of

default ( e.g. to create a valid lien , pass clear title , etc. )

If on the other hand an applicant does not qualify under

a creditor's standards of creditworthiness, the creditor may require

a co-signer or guarantor ; but may not require that co -signer or

guarantor be the applicant's spouse .
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( 2 ) If the credit is to be unsecured and the appli 202.7 ( d ) ( 2 )

cant's creditworthiness is supported by property , the bank

may consider the effect of State law , how the property is

owned , and other factors which may affect the value to the

creditor of the applicant's interest in the property .

is determined that the applicant's interest in the property

is insufficient to establish creditworthiness , the bank may

require the spouse or other joint owner to sign any document ( s )

necessary , under applicable State law , to allow the bank to

gain control of sufficient property to satisfy the debt in

the event of default .

( 3 ) If the credit is to be unsecured and the applicant 202.7 ( d ) ( 3 )( )

is married and resides in a community property State or the

property supporting the debt is located in such a State , the bank

may require the spouse's signature on those documents necessary

to make the community property available to the bank in the event

of default . The creditor may not require the spouse's signature

if the applicant can manage or control sufficient community

property to establish creditworthiness , or if the applicant has

sufficient separate property to qualify without utilizing com

munity property .

( 4 ) If the credit is to be secured , the bank may 202.7 ( d ) ( 3 )

require the signature of the applicant's spouse or other joint

owner of assets on any document necessary , or reasonably believed

to be necessary , under applicable State law to allow the bank to
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gain control of the applicant's interest in the assets in the

event of default . These instruments may include any instrument

necessary to create a valid lien , pass clear title , waive

inchoate rights , or assign earnings .

Co - signers and Guarantors

For purposes of the signature provisions , the same 202.7 ( d ) ( 5 )

rules regarding permissible signatures that apply to applicants

also apply to co- signers and guarantors .

Insurance

When the bank offers casualty , credit life , health , 202.7 ( e )

accident , or disability insurance in connection with extending

credit , differences in cost , terms, or availability of the

insurance will not constitute violations of the Regulation .

However , the bank may not deny or terminate credit merely because

of the unavailability of such insurance . When insurance is desired

by the applicant , information regarding the applicant's age , sex ,

or marital status may be requested for the purpose of offering

insurance .

Notification

Notification of action taken . The bank must notify 202.9 ( a ) ( 1 )

the applicant of action taken on an application within 30 days

after receipt of the completed written application or completion

of the oral application interview . There are two exceptions :
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( 1 ) The bank must notify an applicant , to whom a counteroffer has

been made , of the adverse action taken 90 days after the offer

was made unless the applicant accepts or uses the credit during

that time . ( 2 ) The bank need not provide the required notifi

cation of approval when the bank and the applicant agree that the 202.9 ( d )

applicant will inquire about what action was taken , and the

bank may consider the application withdrawn if the applicant

fails to inquire within 30 days from application .

Notification of both favorable and adverse action is 202.9 ( a ) ( 1 )

required . Notification requirements for favorable action may

be satisfied by receipt of a coupoon book , credit card , etc. ,

by the applicant .

Notification of adverse action . Adverse action may be 202.2 ( c )

defined as the following :

( 1 ) Refusal to grant credit in substantially the amount

or terms requested unless an alternative offer is accepted by the

applicant ;

( 2 ) Termination of an account or change in terms which

is undesirable if the same action is not taken on a substantial

portion of similar accounts ; or ,

( 3 ) Denial of an increase in the credit extension when

requested in accordance with appropriate bank procedures .

Adverse action does not occur in any of the following :

( 1 ) Any change in the terms of an account which is

expressly agreed to by the applicant ;
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( 2 ) Any action taken ( or inaction ) due to inactivity ,

delinquency or default on the account ;

( 3 ) Denial of a credit extension which would exceed

an existing credit limit on the account ;

( 4 ) Denial of credit which is prohibited due to

applicable laws affecting the bank ; or ,

( 5 ) Denial of credit because the bank does not offer

the type of credit requested .

Notice of adverse action taken on an uncompleted 202.9 ( a ) ( 1

( ii ) and

application or on an existing account must be given within

30 days after the action is taken .

Whenever adverse action is taken , the bank must notify 202.9 ( a ) ( 2

the applicant in writing of the following :

( 1 ) A statement of the action taken .

( 2 ) The ECOA notice as described in the regulation . 202.9 ( b ) ( 1

( 3 ) A statement of specific reasons for the action 202.9 ( a ) ( 2 )

( i ) and

( iii )taken or disclosure of the applicant's right to a statement of

the reasons within 30 days after the bank receives a request

for the reasons . The applicant must make the request within

60 days of the notice of action taken . The disclosure must

include the name , address , and telephone number of the individ

ual or office where the reasons may be obtained . When the

bank chooses to disclose the reasons for denial orally , the

applicant must also be informed of the right to receive written

confirmation of the reasoas within 30 days from written request .
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If the bank chooses to disclose the specific reasons

for adverse action , the bank has two options : 202.9 ( b ) ( 2 )

( 1 ) The bank may formulate a checklist providing the

specific principal reasons for adverse action , or

( 2 ) The bank may use the sample form in Regulation B.

Multiple applicants. In the case of two or more appli 202.9 ( a ) ( 3 )

cants , the notification need only be given to one of the primarily

liable applicants .

When more than one creditor is involved in the trans 202.9 ( a ) ( 4 )

action , and the credit is denied or the counter offer is not

accepted by the applicant , each creditor who takes such adverse

action must make the required notification . This notification

may be provided by a creditor or indirectly through a third party

( e.g. , by agreement , through a retailer who offers the consumer

loan to the bank for discounting ) if the identity of all creditors

taking the action is given . The bank must determine that all

information is given accurately and timely to the party providing

the notification .

Banks may meet the requirements of notification by

delivering or mailing a written notice to the applicant's last 202.9 ( f )

known address or by communicating orally with the applicant .

37-415 O - 79 - 96
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Inadvertent errors resulting in failure to comply with 202.9 ( e )

notification requirements will not be violations of the regulation

if the bank takes corrective action for past violations and

begins complying on discovering the error . Inadvertent errors

may be defined as either mechanical , electronic , or clerical ,

Furnishing of Credit Information

Banks are not required to report credit information on
!

accounts . However , the bank reports information on its accounts ,

it must meet the requirements of the regulation regarding the

furnishing of such information .

Accounts established on or after For any 202.10 ( a )

credit account established on or after June 1 , 1977 , the bank , if it

furnishes credit information , must determine whether the account is

one which the applicant's spouse will be permitted to use or for

which both applicant and spouse will be contractually liable .

Contractual liability in this case would not include secondary

parties to the account such as endorsers or guarantors . Any

history of such an account shared by the applicant and spouse must

be designated and reported to a consumer reporting agency so as

to reflect the participation of both spouses . If information on

an account is supplied to a reporting agency or another creditor

pursuant to a request on a specific individual , the information

must be furnished in the name of the spouse about whom information

is requested . When information is supplied routinely to a consumer
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reporting agency , the information concerning credit accounts should

be given in a manner which will enable the consumer reporting agency

to supply information on designated accounts in the name of each

spouse . The bank need not change the name in which the account is

carried nor designate whether the spouse is a user or is contract

ually liable .

Accounts established prior to June 1 , 1977. For any
202.10 ( b )

account established before and in existence on June 1 , 1977 , the

bank must determine whether the account is one which the appli

cant's spouse is permitted to use , or an account on which both

spouses are contractually liable . To make this determination the

bank has the following two options :

( 1 ) The bank must examine every account to determine

whether it is a joint account held by married applicants and com

merce reporting information as required by $ 202.10 ( a ) . This

should be done not later than June 1 , 1977 ; or

( 2 ) For any existing accounts which lack sufficient

information to make such a determination , the bank must mail or

deliver to such accounts or all such accounts for married appli

in the form given in the regulation . The notice may be 202.10 ( b ) ( 2

supplemented to identify the account and must be mailed by

October 1 , 1977. With respect to any open-end credit account ,

this requirement may be satisfied by mailing one copy of the

* The references to " use of an account may be deleted on notice
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notice at any time prior to October 2 , 1977 for those accounts

that receive billing statements between June 1 , 1977 and

October 1 , 1977 . An open-end account that is inactive during

this period need not receive the notice . When furnishing 202.10 ( a )

information on all or a portion of its accounts the bank must 202.10 ( c )

provide it in a manner that will enable the agency to provide

access to the information about the account in the name of each

spouse . When credit information is furnished in response to

an inquiry about a specific individual , the bank must furnish

only the credit information in the name of the spouse for which

such information was requested . To facilitate this process a

bank , within 90 days after receipt of a properly completed

request to change the manner in which information is reported

to consumer reporting agencies and others , must designate the

account to reflect the fact of participation of both spouses .

Inadvertent errors resulting in failure to comply with
202.10 ( d )

requirements of furnishing credit information will not be con

sidered violations of the regulation if the bank takes corrective

action and begins complying immediately on discovery of the error .

Retention of Records

All accounts . The bank must retain the original or copy 202.12 ( b ) (

of the following information for 25 months after the date the

bank informs the applicant of notice of action taken on the

application :
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( 1 ) Any application , any information required to monitor

compliance with the Act , and all written or recorded information

used in evaluating the application which has not been returned

pursuant to the applicant's request .

( 2 ) A copy of written documents and any recorded

notation or memorandum of oral communication of the notification

of action taken on the application , the statement of specific

reasons for adverse action , and any written statement from the

applicant alleging a violation of this regulation or the Act .

Adverse action . The bank must also retain the original 202.12 ( b ) ( 2 )

or copy of the following information for 25 months after the bank

informs the applicant of adverse action regarding existent accounts :

( 1 ) Any written or recorded information concerning such

adverse action .

( 2 ) Any written statement from the applicant alleging

a violation of this regulation or the Act .

If the bank has received notice that it is under investi- 202.12 ( b ) ( 3 )

gation for violation of the regulation , the bank must retain all

the above required information relating to the account or appli

cation under investigation until there has been a final disposi

tion of the matter .

Inadvertent errors in record retention are not viola 202.12 ( c )

tions of the regulation . Prohibited information found in the 202.12 ( a )

bank's files is not a violation of the Regulation if obtained
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prior to March 23 , 1977 ( June 30 , 1976 for sex and marital status

information ) , or at any time from a consumer reporting agency , or

when voluntarily given without request from the bank . Neither is

it a violation to obtain information required by the appropriate

enforcement agency to monitor compliance . While the bank may retain

such information in its files , care must be taken to ensure that

it will not be considered in evaluating creditworthiness .

Special Purpose Credit Programs

The following types of credit programs meet the defini Act 701 ( c )

tion of special purpose credit programs :

( 1 ) Any credit assistance program authorized by Federal 202,8 ( a ) ( 1 )

or State law for the benefit of economically disadvantaged appli

cants .

( 2 ) Any credit assistance program offered by a non 202.8 ( a ) ( 2 )

profit organization for the benefit of its members or for the

benefit of an economically disadvantaged class of persons .

( 3 )
Any special purpose credit program offered to 202.8 ( a ) ( 3 )

meet special social needs by a profit making organization . Such

a program must meet the following requirements :
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( a ) A written plan must be developed which desig

nates those classes of applicants eligible and the procedures and

standards for the extension of credit .

( b ) The program will extend credit to those appli

cants who probably would not be able to obtain such credit in

substantially similar terms as other applicants .

Any denial of credit to an applicant who did not qualify 202.8 ( a)

under a special purpose credit program is not a violation of the

regulation .

202.8 ( c )

If the appplicants in special purpose credit programs

are required to have one or more common characteristics such as

race , color , religion , national origin , sex , marital status , age ,

or receipt of income from a public assistance program , then the

bank may request and consider these characteristics in determining

the eligibility of applicants for such a program without violating

the regulation . If financial need is to be used as a determining 202.8 ( d )

factor under a special purpose credit program , information con

cerning the applicant's marital status , income from alimony , child

support , or separate maintenance payments , or financial information

on the spouse may be requested and considered to determine the

applicant's eligibility for such a program . In addition , the

signature of a spouse or other person on the application or credit
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instrument may be obtained , if required for eligibility under

Federal or State law . The consideration of this information and

requiring of a signature will not be a violation of the regulation

if used to determine eligibility for the program .

Information for Monitoring Purposes

Credit secured by residential real property. In order 202.13 ( a )

to monitor compliance with the regulation , banks must request and

maintain the following information regarding written applications

for credit secured by residential real property ( residential real

property means improved real property , including 1-4 family

dwellings and individual units of condominiums and cooperatives

used for residential purposes ) :

( 1 ) Race / national origin , using these categories :

American Indian or Alaskan Native ; Asian or Pacific Islander ;

Black ; White ; Hispanic ; Other ( Specify ) ;

( 2 ) Sex ;

( 3 )
Marital status , using the categories : Married ;

Unmarried ; and separated ; and

( 4 ) Age

The information may be requested on the application form 202.13 ( b )

or on a separate sheet of paper referring to the application . The

applicant and joint applicant must be informed that the disclosure

of such information is optional and that the information is
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requested by the Federal Government for monitoring compliance with

Federal law prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race/

national origin , sex , marital status , and age . If the applicant

refuses to supply the requested information , that fact must be

noted on the form containing the request . Some forms may not

ask marital status and age if it was asked as part of the appli

cation process ( see model residential application form in

Appendix B ) .

Specialized Credit

Dealer paper. When a bank purchases indirect paper from 202.2 ( 1 )

a dealer in the regular course of business , it is the responsibility

of the bank to maintain procedures to determine whether the dealer

is complying with the ECOA in all aspects of the credit transaction .

If the applicant within 30 days accepts a credit offer 202.9 ) ( a ) ( 4 )

from the bank , no other notification is required from either the

bank or the dealer . If credit is not extended by the bank or the

applicant does not accept the bank's offer of alternate terms,

each creditor taking adverse action must make notification to

t ' . ! applicant . For example , if a dealer attempts to obtain

financing at several banks and none of the banks agree to extend

credit or the applicant does not accept any alternate terms

offered , all the banks and any dealer acting as creditor involved

in the transaction must give the notices required for adverse

action . Banks may enter into contractual arrangements with
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dealers to provide all appropriate notices . When the dealer

provides a joint notification , the bank will not be liable for

actions or omissions resulting in violations , if the bank

provided the dealer with the information necessary to comply

with notification requirements and the bank was maintaining

procedures to avoid any such violation . Any joint notification

must identify each creditor .

All creditors involved in an indirect credit trans 202.12 ( b

( 4 )

action must retain all written or recorded information in their

possession for 25 months after notice of action , including any

notice of adverse action taken .

Business credit . All business credit , that is , credit 202.3 ( e )

extended for business , commercial or agricultural purposes , is

subject to the general rule under Regulation B ( a creditor shall 202.4

not discriminate against any applicant on any prohibited basis with

respect to any aspect of a credit transaction ) . Banks are also

subject to many of the other requirements of Regulation B in con

nection with business credit . The following is a list of the

provisions of the Regulation that affect business credit :

( 1 ) Marital status may always be asked in business

credit , but sex may not ;
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( 2 ) The provisons requiring banks to determine whether

accounts are shared with spouses in order to furnish credit inform

ation are not applicable to business credit ;

( 3 ) The bank must provide the notifications relating to

adverse action in business credit only when the applicant requests

in writing the reasons for any adverse action . The request must

come within 30 days after oral or written notification that adverse

action was taken ;

( 4 ) Any records relating to an application for business

credit must be retained for 25 months after notice of action taken

only when the applicant requests in writing within 90 days after

adverse is taken that such records be retained ;

( 5 )
If credit is applied for in the name of a business

firm , a bank may insist that the firm name be used ; and

( 6 ) The provisions regarding requirements of spouse's 202.7 ( d )

signatures are applicable to business credit . Specifically ,

banks generally may not require that spouses of principals

become liable on or guarantee the debt ( unless the spouse is

also a principal in the business ) . In all other respects Regula

tion B applies to business credit and the discussions in the

preceding paragraphs are applicable .
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Relation to State Law

Regulation B alters , affects , or preempts only those

State laws that are inconsistent with the Act or Regulation B and

then only to the extent of the inconsistency . A determination as Act 705

to whether a State law is inconsistent may be made if a formal

Board interpretation is requested . Any person may apply for an

interpretation . The regulation does not alter any provision of
202.11 ( b )

State property laws or Federal or State banking regulations which

deal with the solvency of such institutions or laws relating to

disposition of decedent's property . State member banks remain sub

ject to the requirements of the ECOA and administrative enforcement

by the System , unless the State obtains approval from the Board .

Penalties and Liabilities

Regulation B provides for punitive damages of up to 202.1 ( c )

$ 10,000 in individual suits and the lesser of $ 500,000 or one Act 706

per cent of the bank's net worth in class action suits , in

addition to actual damages . Successful complainants will also

be awarded court costs and attorney's fees .
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FAIR HOUSING EXAMINATION

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to provide basic information

and describe examination procedures concerning discrimination in

real estate lending . Discriminatory patterns and individual in

stances of discrimination are often difficult to find and even more

difficult to prove . The examiner must realize that fair housing

lending practices involve using objective criteria in an objective

manner . The judgment of whether or not discrimination occurred is

a legal question to be decided in a court of law . The examiner

should concern himself with whether or not the bank's practices

appear to be discriminatory and , if so , which practices and the

extent of the practices .

>Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 , as amended

( 42 U.S.C. 3605 ) , makes it unlawful for any real estate lender to

discriminate in its lending activities against any person because

of race , color , religion , national origin , or sex . The Equal Credit

Opportunity Act of 1974 , as amended , prohibits discrimination with

respect to any aspect of a credit transaction on the basis of sex ,

race , color , religion , national origin , or marital status . There

fore , a real estate lender is prohibited from discriminating in its3

real estate lending activities because of race , color , religion ,

national origin , sex , or marital status .

Under these Acts , State member banks are under a legal obliga

tion to provide real estate and other services to qualified individuals

regardless of race , color , religion, national origin , sex , or marital

stalus .
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Financial requirements will vary from time to time and from

transaction to transaction , however , it is unlawful to impose re

quirements different from those applied to other applicants for any

person based on the applicant's race , color , religion , national

origin , sex , or marital status rather than economic reasons .

Summary of Laws and Regulations concerning Non - Discrimination in Lending .

Title VIII, Civil Rights Act of 1968 Section 801 states

that , " It is the policy of the United States to provide , within

constitutional limitations , for fair housing throughout the

United States . "

Section 805 of the Fair Housing Act provides that it is

unlawful for a bank to deny a loan or other financial assistancę
a

for the purpose of purchasing , constructing , improving , repairing ,

or maintaining a dwelling because of the race , color , religion ,

national origin , or sex of ( 1 ) the loan applicant , ( 2 ) any person

associated with the loan applicant , ( 3 ) any present or prospective

owner of the dwelling , ( 4 ) any lossees , ( 5 ) any tenants or occupants .

Section 801 of the Fair Housing Act provides that a person

who claims to have been discriminated against may complain to HUD .

HUD will investigate the complaint and it may attempt to resolve

the grievance by means of conference , conciliation , and persuasion .

Sections 810 and 812 of the Fair Housing Act provide that an

aggrieved person may sue any person who he or she alleges had discrim

inated against him or her . lle or slie may do so whether or not he or

she has complained to nud .
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Section 813 of the Fair Housing Act provides that the

Attorney General may sue for an injunction against any pattern

or practice of resistence to the full enjoyment of the civil

rights granted by Title VIII .

Section 804 prohibiting the following if based on race ,

color , religion , sex , or national origin is also relevant :

1 ) refusal to sell or rent , or to negotiate to sell

or rent a dwelling ;

2 ) discrimination with respect to terms of sale or

rental ;

3 ) the making of any statement with respect to sale

or rental which indicates racial or religious pre

ference or intent to discriminate ;

4 ) . representing falsely that a dwelling is not available ;

and

5 ) inducing or attempting to induce for profit the sale

garding the entry or prospective entry into the

neighborhood of a certain person or persons .

It is also unlawful to discriminate in the fixing of ( a )

amount , ( b ) interest rates , ( c ) duration , or ( d ) other terms be

cause of race , color , religion , national origin , or sex .

Equal Credit Opportunity Act 701 ( a ) , as amended It shall

be unlawful for any creditor to discriminate against any applicant ,

with respect to any aspect of a credit transaction .
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1 ) on the basis or race , color , religion , national origin ,

sex , marital status , or age ( provided the applicant has

the capacity to contract ) , or

2 ) because all or part of the applicant's income derives

from any public assistance program , or

3 ) because the applicant has in good faith exercised any

right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act .

Regulation B's general anti - discrimination rule covers all

types of credit extended by any person or organization that regularly

extends or arranges for the extension of credit . It covers all aspects

of credit activity . The prohibition against discrimination means that

a lender may not treat any applicant less favorably than other appli

cants on the basis of race , color , religion , national origin , sex ,

marital status or age .

The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act requires institutions to

disclose publicly where their mortgage loans are made . The Act

grew out of allegations that there are mortgage credit shortages

in some parts of large urban areas . The Act and Regulation C specify

that nothing in them is meant to encourage unsound lending practices

or the allocation of credit .

Therefore , Congress enacted the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act

to provide the citizens and public officials with sufficient infor

mation to enable them to determine whether depository institutions

are fulfilling their obligations to serve the housing needs of the

cominunilies and ncighborhoods in which they are located . In 2 rucenil

0.S. District Court decision , Lau [ mon v . Oakley Buildiris and 1.07.2011

Company, it was ruled that " redlising " violates both the Fair Housin :
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Act of 1968 ( Title VIII ) and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Redlining

is the practice of arbitrarily denying loans for housing in neighbor

hoods of heavy minority-group concentration , even though individual

loan applicants may be otherwise eligible for credit assistance ,

term redlining refers to red lines drawn on a map by mortgage lenders

to indicate disfavored neighborhoods .

Redlining may occur for example by denying financial assistance

because of the race of the applicant , a prohibition against lending in

a particular area , or the practice of setting more stringent standards

for members of a particular group .

This does not mean that a lending institution is expected to

approve all real estate loan applictions or that it must make all loans

on identical terms . Denying loans , or granting loans on more stringent

terms and conditions , however , must be justified on the basis of such

factors as the following , provided such factors are applied to all ap

plicants equally :

1 ) an applicant's income or credit history ,

2 ) the condition , use or design of the proposed security

property ( or of nearby properties which clearly affect

the value of the proposed security property ) provided

such determinants are strictly economic or physical in

nature ,

3 ) the availability of neighborhood amenities or city

services ,

4 ) the need of the bank to hold a balanced real estate

loan portfolio , with a reasonable distribution of loans

in various neighborhoods, types of property , and loan

amounts ; or

37-415 0 - 79 - 97
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5 ) the fact the the applicant is or is not a bank

customer .

Each of the above factors must , however , be applied with

out regard to race , color , religion , national origin , sex , or

marital status of prospective borrowers or residents of the

neighborhood .

Possible Unlawful Discriminatory Lending Procedures

Practices that suggest unlawful discrimination in lending

include the following :

1 ) the making of improperly low appraisals in relation

to purchase prices , which force minority loan appli

cants to make larger down payments ;

2 ) the imposition on minority loan applicants of onerous

interest rates or other terms , conditions or require

ments, or other collection procedures ;

3 ) the application to minority borrowers of differing

standards , procedures , or practices in administering

late charges , penalties , foreclosures , reinstatements ,

or other collection procedures ;

4 ) the use of excessively stringent credit standards and

other loan underwriting standards and procedures for

the purpose of , or which have the effect of , denying

loans to minority applicants ;

5 ) the making of loans to speculators , developers, or

other persons wlio are known to exploit minority groups

through the sale or uller transfer of real estate al

inflated prices or oa other unreasonable terms and

conditions ;
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6 ) the making of loans to builders or developers , who ,

to a bank's knowledge , will follow a policy of dis

crimination with respect to the housing financed by

such loans ;

7 ) the failure to post and maintain Equal Housing Lending

Poster ( s ) in the lobby of each office in a prominent

place ( s ) readily apparent to all applicants seeking

loans ;

8 ) the employment of a policy of discrimination or exclu

sion in any advertising placed directly or through

third parties .

Other possible discriminatory lending practices might

include :

1 ) racial notation or code on appraisal forms or

loan forms ;

2 ) use of scripts by initial interview personnel to

discourage applications ;

The following factors may be evidence of sex discrimination :

1 ) discounting or disregarding the income of a working

wife or single woman ;

2 ) refusal to make a loan or to make a loan on different

terms and conditions because of sex ;

3 ) requiring more or different information from a woman

applicant than a man ( e.g. , birth control arrangements

or family plan ) ;

4 ) subjecting a woman applicant to a different or more ex

tensive credit check than that which is usually required

for men ;
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5 ) refusal to include alimony or child support as viable

income where evidence is provided of a history of con

sistent prior payment and payments are likely to continue ;

6 ) basing any aspect of a lending decision on presumptions

about women ( e.g. , women in the child bearing age are

poor risks ) ;

7 ) treating single working parents differently from married

working parents ;

8 ) requiring a co-signer of women but not of men .

It should be emphasized that banks are not expected to make

unsound real estate loans or render services on more favorable terms

to minority group applicants solely because of their minority status .

But to use such a status as a basis for denying a loan or other ser

vices is illegal . What is intended by Congress is that loans cannot

and should not be denied solely on the basis of an applicant's minority

group status .

ExaminationObjectives

The purpose of the examination procedures is to determine :

1 ) whether the bank is complying with the various non

discrimination lending statutes ;

2 ) whether the bank's board of directors is aware of

its responsibilities under the relevant provisions

of the various statutes and whether the bank's board

has adopted non - discrimination lending policies ,

procedures and loan underwriting standard : ;
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3 ) whether the board of directors has provided for the

periodic review of policies , practices and loan

underwriting standards ;

4 ) whether the bank administers without bias application

procedures , collection or enforcement procedures or

other lending conditions ;

5 ) whether rejections appear to have been based on econ

omic factors unifornly applied to all applicants .

It is hoped , of course , that this examination procedure

will reveal individual cases of discrimination where they do exist .

However , detection of individual cases of discrimination is not the

goal . The Fair Housing Portion of the examination is approached

from an internal control point of view . Has the bank established

procedures to prevent discriminatory actions ? Have policies been

adopted that , if followed consistently , would achieve non - discrim

inatory lending ?
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HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT EXAMINATION

The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975 ( 12 U.S.C. 2801

et seq .) becaine effective on June 28 , 1976 . The Act is a product

of the increased public attention that has been focused on the con

tinuing decline in the quality of housing available in many urban

arcas . One area of public concern relating to this problein is the

apprehension that financial institutions may be contributing to the

decline of older neighborhoods through unduly restrictive lending

practices and unnecessary geographic discrimination . The denial

or limitation of credit based upon neighborhood characteristics

has come to be known as " redlining , " after the presumed practice

of drawing a red line on a map around borders of a supposedly un

desirable area .

The stated purpose of the legislation is to provide

loan information to depositors , public ' officials , and citizens

in general in order to enable them to make informed decisions

concerning which institutions to patronize and which areas of

the community are lacking needed housing funds , The Act is

not an anti-redlining measure .
It does not prohibit any

activity , nor is its purpose to allocate credit or encourage

un sound lending practices . As its name implies , it is simply

a disclosure act , relying upon public scrutiny for its effect .

The Act , which expires in June 1980 , is a four-year

experiment to deterinine if mortgage and home iinprovement loan

disclosure by geographic area identifies redlining practices

and provides sufficient data for concerned public officials and
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itizens to undertake steps to combat the problem . Our task is to

nsure that the required information is compiled and furnished in

he proper form .

institutions Covered

An institution is subject to the Act if it meets the

following four criteria :

( 1 ) It is a depository institution -- 203.2 ( c ) ; 203.3 ( a ) ( 1 )

( 2 ) Having $ 10 million in assets at close of fiscal year

202.3 ( a ) ( 1 )

( 3 ) With an office in an OMB -designated current SMSA

202.3 ( a ) ( 2 )

( 4 ) Making Federally- related mortgage loans -- 203.1 ( a ) ;

203.2 ( d )

( a ) First lien on 1-4 residential real property

203.3 ( d ) and ( i ) ; and

( b ) Federal involvement

1. Deposits insured or institution regulated by

Federal agency ; or

2. Loan Federally insured , guaranteed , or otherwise

assisted ; or

3. Loan instrument intended to be sold to Federal

National Mortgage Association , Government National

Mortgage Association , or Federal Home Loan Mort

gage Corporation .
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Regulation C sets forth the data required to be compiled

in the mortgage loan disclosure statement . Form HMDA - 1 is proposed

for use as a guideline and the Board has agreed to permit flexibility

in the format , provided the required data is clearly and conspicuously

The data required to be compiled consists of " residential

mortgage loans" and " home improvement loans " made during the fiscal

year . A " residential mortgage loan " is a loan , secured by a first

lien on residential real property , the proceeds of which are to be

used to purchase , repair , rehabilitate or remodel the residential real

property 203.3 ( h ) . " Residential real property" is improved property

that is used or is to be used for residential purposes 203.2 ( i ) . It

includes single family homes , homes for two - to - four families , multi

family dwellings ( more than four families ) and cooperatives . A " home

improvement loan " is any loan the proceeds of which are to be used for

the repair , rehabilitation , or remodeling of residential real property ,

except those loans secured by first liens 203.2 ( f ) . ( A first lien

home improvement' loan is considered to be a " residential mortgage

loan ." )

As mandated by the Act , the Regulation requires the break

down of the data into two main categories and several classes under

each main category .

The two main categories are :

( 1 ) Loans originated by the bank , i.e. , loans that the

institution itself makes 203.4 ( a ) ( 1 )

( 2 ) Loans originated elsewhere and purchased by the bank ,

i.e. , loans that are acquired by the institution

from other lenders 203.4 ( a ) ( 1 )
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Within each of these categories , loan data is to be

divided according to :

( 1) Loans on property located within each SMSA where

the headquarters or a branch of the reporting bank

is located ( these loans in terms of number and

aggregate dollar amounts are to be shown for each

census tract in the area or , in certain cases , for

each ZIP code ) -- 203.4 ( a ) ( 1 ) ; and

· ( 2 ) Loans outside the SMSA in which the bank has an

office ( to be reported by number of loans and

dollar amount without itemization by census tracts

or ZIP codes ) -- 203.4 ( b ) ( 1 ) .

NOTE :

( 1 ) An institution's relevant SMSA is defined as that

metropolitan area in which it has an office .

( 2 ) The dollar amount is the balance due at the time

of origination or purchase , not the current balance

at the time that the report is compiled .

The six classifications under each category for which

various types of loans have to be reported include by

column :

Column ( 1 ) - Identifying the geographic area in which

the property is located either by census tract or ZIP

code .
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The next five columns relate to the categories of loans

that Regulation C requires to be disclosed . Purchase

money loans are to reported in the second , third , and

fourth columns .

Column ( 2 ) - Relates specifically to FHA , FmHA , or VA

· loans on one- to- four family dwellings 203.2 ( e ) ; 203.4

( a ) ( 1 ) ( i ) . NOTE : this column should only contain infor

mation concerning purchase money loans , not Title I , FHA

home improvement loans .

Column ( 3) - Relates to conventional residential mortgage

loans on one- to- four family dwellings , including individual

condominium and cooperative units .

Column ( 4 ) Total residential mortgage loans . A composite

total of the second and third columns .

Column ( 5 ) - Total home improvement loans on one to four

family dwellings , whether conventional or governmentally

insured or guaranteed , or secured or unsecured .

Column ( 6 ) Total multi- family dwelling loans , including

purchase and rehabilitation loans . This column should

contain information relating to purchase money and home

improvement loans on dwellings designed for use by five

or more families , whether conventional or governmentally

insured or guaranteed .
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Column( 7 ) Total mortgage loans on one-to-four family

dwellings made to non-occupants of the property .
This

is an addendum item relating to purchase money and home

improvement loans where the borrower indicated at the time

of the loan an intent not to occupy the property .

If the required information is contained on the disclosure

tatement , the regulation permits an institution to add additional in

ormation . A bank may desire to furnish additional data in its statement

e.g. , number of applications ) in order to illustrate its lending policies .

his may be done by providing such data on separate schedules or in separate

olumns of the statement . It may also show its involvement in housing needs

in other ways , for example , by furnishing separate data on construction loars ,

loans on mobile homes , etc. It may also show deposit data to indicate that

it is lending as much money into a particular comnunity as it has received in

leposits from the community .

An error in compiling or disclosing the required mortgage loan

data shall not be deemed to be a violation if the error was unintentional

and resulted from a bona fide mistake , notwithstanding the maintenance of

procedures reasonably adopted to avoid any such error 203.6 ( b ) .

Census Tract - Zip Code Reporting

Essentially , the regulation permits reporting by Zip code for

the period prior to July 1 , 1976 and requires census tract reporting there

Since Zip coded reports were due by September 30 , 1976 , you will

generally not be concerned with Zip code reporting .

Before discussing reporting further , however , sonclhin :

more should be said about those strange creatures SMSAS and census tracts .
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SMSAs are initially established by the Census Bureau around population

centers of 50,000 or more people and may be periodically expanded by OMB .

Currently , there are 276 SMSAs in 48 States and Puerto Rico . Vermont

and Wyoming are the only two states without SMSAs . While the mention of

an SMSA may produce the image of a large metropolitan area , SMSAs actually

vary considerably in size . For example , the towns of Bryan and College

Station in Texas constitute the smallest SMSA , with a 1970 population

of about 58,000 . At the other extreme is the New York City metropolitan

area , with a 1970 population of approximately 9,974,000 . Each SMSA is

divided into census tracts , comprising areas within the SMSA having a

homogeneous ethnic and economic population of about 4,000 persons . Thus,

Bryan-College Station , Texas is divided into sixteen tracts and the New

York City SMSA is divided into 2,571 tracts .

The advantage of census tract as opposed to Zip code reporting

is that census tracts nore specifically define the location of the property ,

both in terms of geographic and socio-economic characteristics . For example ,

the District of Columbia is divided into 23 Zip code areas , 3 of which stretc

into adjacent areas in Maryland . By way of contrast , the Census Bureau has

divided D.C. into approximately 150 census tract ^ . .

In the future , the only occasion when Zip codes will be used

is when an area is included in a currently designated SMSA but was not

tracted for the 1970 census . For example , in 1970 , the Atlanta SMSA com- .

prised five counties , which were divided into tracts . Subsequently , the

Office of Management and Budget added 10 additional counties to the Atlanta

SMSA , most of which have not yet been tracted . In those non-tracted areas ,

an Atlanta depository institution would have to use Zip codes .
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Disclosure

Disclosure statements must be made available within 90 days

after the close of an institution's fiscal year . The first disclosure

statement for the full fiscal year prior to July 1 , 1976 was due September

30 , 1976. After the disclosure statements are completed , they must be

retained for five years . Disclosure statements for the prior fiscal year

are also due 90 days after loss of an exemption 203.5 ( a ) ( 1 ) ( i ) - ( iii )

and 203.5 ( a ) ( 3 ) .

If an institution has offices in only one SMSA , then the

entire disclosure statement relating to that sMSA must be available at

the institution's home office and at a branch office within the SMSA .

If an institution has offices in more than one SMSA , then the public

availability requirements become slightly more complicated . Essentially ,

however , all of the statements for all of the SMSAs in which the institution

ments relating to each particular SMSA naust be available at a branch office

in that SMSA 203.5 ( b ) ( 1 ) ( i ) and ( ii ) .

CustomerNotification

Regulation C also requires that an institution notify its

depositors of the availability of the disclosure statements .

lation suggests , but does not mandate , three alternate ways of providing

the notice . It may be distributed to depositors along with any periodic

statenent regarding their accounts ; a notice may be posted for one month

in the lobbies of the institution's offices ; or a notice may be published
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in a local newspaper . The regulation does not specify the form or

content of the notice to the depositors ; any common sense approach

is acceptable . In addition , while the regulation does not require

an institution to make copies or copying facilities available , if it

does , then it may charge a reasonable fee for the cost of copying the

disclosure statement 203.5 ( b ) ( 3 ) ; 203.5 ( c ) .

Enforcement

The Act delegated to the Board responsibility for the prepara

tion of the implementing regulation . In addition to the initial preparation

of the regulation , the Board is responsible for administering it , which

is done through amendnients , interpretations , and explanatory letters

from both the Board and its staff .

Administrative enforcement of the Act is distributed among

five Federal agencies : the Comptroller of the Currency , the Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve System , the Board of Directors of the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation , the Federal Home Loan Bank Board

( acting directly or through the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpor

ation ) , and the Administrator of the National Credit Union Administration .

The Board is responsible for enforcement among State -member

banks , and this responsibility has been delegated to the Federal Reserve

Banks . Enforcement is carried out through the consuaiçr affairs examination

conducted concurrently with the commercial examination . Each member bank's

compliance with Regulation C should be determined during each examination .

Violations should be noted and agreements with management for pronipt cor

rection of violations should be obtained wherever possible .
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Exemption

The Act permits the exemption of State-chartered institutions

when a State has adopted a law substantially similar to the Federal law

and has provided adequate provisions for enforcement of its law

203.3 ( a ) ( 3 ) .

The following special situations are called to your

attention :

Loans that are both originated and cither sold or paid

in full during FY 1975 , or both purchased and either sold

or paid in full during FY 1975 , may be omitted from the re

quired data . The bank must consistently apply this option

( i.e. , consistently include or exclude such loans ) so that

an appropriate evaluation may be made of the entire port

folio of loans ; the disclosure must note which option has

been exercised . For FY 1976 and later years , all loans

made or purchased must be shown 203.4 ( a ) ( 4 ) ( ii ) ( B ) .

Loans that are originated or purchased by the bank in á

fuduciary capacity must be omitted from the required data

203.4 ( a ) ( 4 ) ( i ) ( B ) .

· Loans purchased and loans made jointly or cooperatively are

reported only to the extent of the interest of the bank --

203.4 ( a ) ( 3 ) .

The report may be based on the SMSA definition at the be

ginning of the bank's FY 203.4 ( b ) ( 1 ) . If an area is

added to the SMSA during that year , loans on properties

in the added arcat would be included in the aggregate

figures for loans " outside " the relevent SMSA ( thoir
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in which the bank has offices ) . Of course , the statement

for the following FY would be based on the revised SMSA .

. Loans made prior to July 1 , 1976 , or purchased at any

time , may be presumed to have been made to a mortgagor

who intends to reside in the property securing the mort

gage , unless the bank's records contain information to

the contrary 203.4 ( c ) .

· Amounts to be reported for purchased liome improvement loans

may include the unpaid finance charges 203.4 ( a ) ( 3 ) .

• Additionally , some other loans that inust be omitted from

the required data include : temporary financing ; purchase

of an interest in a pool of mortgage loans ; any loan , re

gardless of security , that is not for the purpose of the

purchase , repair , rehabilitation or remodeling of residential

real property ; a refinancing loan if no additional principal

is advanced and if the bank which originated the loan and the

borrower are the same parties to the loan and the refinancing ;

and loans on property located outside the U.S. and Puerto Rico

203.2 ( h ) ; 203.4 ( a ) ( 4 ) ( i ) ( A ) .

The location of the property , not the location of the office

initiating the loan , determines where the loan is to be re

flected in the statement -- 203.4 ( a ) ( 1 ) .

Loans made or purchased after June 30 , 1976 , may be itemized
.

by Zip codes , in lieu of census tracts , only if the property

is located in an area that is not tracted in the PHC ( 1 ) series

203.4 ( a ) ( 2 ) ( iii ) ; 203.4 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) .
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· Zip code itemization need not be revised to reflect official

changes after the Zip code for a particular loan has been

recorded 203.4 ( b ) ( 3 ) .

The disclosure statement will relate to loans originated or

purchased during that particular Fy , and not to the outstanding

portfolio of the bank -- 203.4 ( a ) ( 1 ) .

. A bank may desire to furnish additional data in its statement

( e.g. , number of applications ) in order to illustrate its

lending policies . This may be done by providing such data

on separate schedules or in separate columns of the state

It may also show its involvement in housing needs

in other ways , for example , by furnishing separate data

on construction loans , loans on mobile homes , etc. It

may also show deposit data to indicate that it is lending

as much money into a particular coinmunity as it has received

in deposits from the community .

37-415 O - 79 - 98
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Attachment 7
TABLE 5

ASSETS OF INSURED CONNERCI AL BANKS, BY CLASS OF BANK , UNITED STATES AND OTHER AREAS;

ALL INSURED CONNERCIAL BANKS

ASSETS

NATIONAL BANKS

HEMBERS PEDEFAL RESERVE SYSTEM

JUNE 30

1976

DECENBER 31 JUNE 30 JUNE 30

1976

DECEMBER 31 JUNE 30

1977

CASH AND DUE FROM BANKS - TOTAL... 124,808 , 261

45,659,879

28,927,646

130 , 221,094

48,366 , 003

33,022,738

5,874 , 949

5,568 , 150

4,796 , 214

4 , 409 , 156

12 , 192 , 210

25 , 968 , 980

131,686,565 75,695 , 179 76 , 153,027

53,344,906 28,841,893 30 , 120 , 105

30,674,836 12 , 175 , 900 13,039 , 645

5,162 , 407 3,416,052 3,189,407

4,94 € , 356 3,321,802 3,073 , 814

# , 173,992 1,927,638 2,261,870

3,614 , 473 1,685 , 201 2,056,869

12,793,045 6,930, 799 7,056, 236

25,537 , 3791 22,402,897 20,485,764

74,991 , 307

31,072,671

12,266,045

2,642 , 124

2.569,928

1,967,698

1,670 , 280

249,976 , 105 254,643 , 100 128,357,992 136,062,717 137 , 167,408235 , 286 , 450

228,045 , 581

87,699,469

33 , 782,244

46,642,651

6,386,796

240 , 552,476

96 , 883,068

37, 114,370

50,418,474

8,604,072

246,013,917) 123,609,479130,121,619

97,186,037 47,410,419 52,612,836

35 , 148,518 19,007, 898 21,233 , 471

51,942,413 24,754,636 26,880 , 111

9,322, 216 3,080 , 784 4,109 , 208

131 , 453,698

51,262,750

19,038 , 279

27, 391,633

4,397,624

SECURITIES - TOTAL.......

INVESTMENT SECUPITIES - TOTAL..

U.S. Treasury securities ...

Maturity - 1 year and less ...

33 , 136 , 256 34,326 , 811

10 , 711 , 513

15 , 756,455

3,634,463

34,386,360 16,506 , 342 17,005,880 16,769,737

4,504,814

7,348,233

1,827,671

3,089,019

60.749,389

11,546 , 747

16,491,676

17 , 320 , 386

15,390,580

3,071 , 822

5,745 , 333 7,882 , 140 7,048, 751 3,824,936 4,973 , 779 4,320,807

FEDERAL FUNDS SOLD AND SECURITIES PURCHASED UNDER

34,281,373

29, 487,855

2, 460,671

2,332,847

45,869,893

37,907,597

5, 705 , 042

2,257 , 254

40,845 , 487) 21,701,787

34 , 121,696 18,030 , 567

4,310,828 2,082,119

2,412,963 1,589,081

30,164,710

23,872.468

4,374 , 445

1,917,757

27,525 , 292

22,317,779

3,375 , 547

1,831,966

518,731,657 545,079 , 124286, 109,442 302,339,065 315 , 166,535

8, 198 , 789

72,881,477

8,005,588

79,588,362

6,033,227 5,772 , 751

38,429,376 41,080 , 081

5,635 , 922

44,774 , 198

423 , 194

4 , 158 , 942

41, 252,512

35, 900 , 747

369,553 184 , 412

4,180,549 2,110,875

44,217,289 20,815,379

33,532,945 22,966 , 290

218,997

2,152,088

22.085 , 251

22,764,961

160,029

2 , 191, 785

23,542 , 408

21,496,051

LOANS , NET.....

9,939 , 141

2,782,815

6,620,910

9 , 293 , 224 6,894 , 785 6,581 , 108

2,475,639 1,914,997 1,570,528

6 , 166 , 289 3,373, 198 3,981,745

1,243,654 1,209,987 864 , 340

14,354,139 9,573,323 9,767 , 240

14,315 , 911 6,022, 136 8,637 , 269

10 , 180 , 167 3,344,357 6,001,747

4 , 135, 744 2,677, 779

6,327,219

1,436,817

3,620,939

39 , 806,519 44,971 , 525 20,006 , 885 21,308,028 23,858,878

11, 373,566

3,054,209

11,653 , 110

3,372 , 193

6,870,574

1,436,651

8 , 249,951

1.645,947

8,411 , 134

1,871,078

8 , 743 , 103

7 , 246 , 252

8,837 , 186

7,816,252

5,354,544

3,760,387

5,363,832

1,001 , 540

5,412,829

4,287,046

6,567, 706 6,685,665 3,504,307 3,718,471 3,604,873

17 , 792 , 293 18,957,895 9,047,803 9,409,266 9,896,895

24,322,074

14,715,044

26 , 254,015

15 , 204 , 107

12,629,034

8,373,397

13,357,014

8,990 , 231

14,289,289

9,647,985

TOTAL LOANS AND SECURITIES :. 726,429,294 768 , 707,762 799,722,224 414,467,434 438,401,782 452,333, 943

4,683,072 5, 118,065 5 , 173 , 117 3,488,528 3,815 , 367 3,952,410Direct lease financing ..

Bank premises, furniture and fixtures , and other

16,694 , 773

2,894,630

17,336,894

3,058,817

9,609 , 742

1,358,866

9,902,857

1,749,620

10 , 249,565

1.850,836

16 , 124 , 250

2,486,255

2,104,856

10,327,922

28 , 282 , 231

2 , 303,869

9 , 153,957

30,365 , 162

2,594,050

11,986 ,441

• 36,607,015

1,609,514

6,222,837

18,322,181

1,777 , 388

5,090 , 626

19,933,955

1,932,726

7,596,300

23,567, 137

TOTAL ASSETS ... 999,527 , 514 1,011,329 , 205 1,048,910,610 552,476,068 586,989,332 603,999 , 516
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STATE BANKS

MEMBERS FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

BANKS NOT MEMBERS

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

JUNE 30 DECEMBER 31 JUNE 30

|
JUNE 30 DECEMBER 31 JUNE 30

1977

30,422,447

15 , 182 , 103

5,692,597

32,859 , 616

16,447,770

6,677,855

35,918,698

20,291,856

5,899,853

18,690,6351 21,208,449 20,776,560

38,026 , 183

15
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JUN . 30

1973

JUN . 30

1974

JUN . 30

1975

JUN . 30

1976

DEC . 31 JUN . 30

1977

1,786,019 1,701 , 867 2, 127 , 297 1,572,981 2,370 , 167 2,099 , 459

26 , 968,850 25,946,953 31 , 336 , 987 39,404,525 44,903,677

7,740 , 724

1 , 163 , 316

2,374 , 457

1,225 , 105

2,977 , 846

6,937,039 9,215,658

1,051,030

2,926 , 357

1, 229,852

4,008,419

13,361,719

1,890,595

3,981,288

1,787,492

5,702 , 344

41,976,649

14,764,846

2,274 , 842

3,783,778

1,6 55 , 589

7,050 , 637

16,392,891

2,358,517

3,970,881.

2,202,965

7,860 , 528

12 , 268,524

1 , 176 , 827

1,904 , 853

11,833 , 561 15,993,543

2,343 , 174

3,361,651

16,904,069

2,407,041

3,540,853

17,454,053

2,551,273

3,943 , 208

13,771 , 152

3,877 , 922 4,038,795 4,344, 438 4,359, 840 4,562 , 252

1,632 , 484 1,845,898 1 , 730 , 266 1,874 , 504 1,535,036 2,957 , 327

73,012,193

70,633,836

1 , 303,605

76,605,857

79,225 , 163

1 , 239 , 501

78,601 , 183

75,795,578

82,121, 307

78,838 , 767

85,294,638

81,639,570

88,023 , 210

84,076 , 139

1,034,683

14,329 , 761

12,914,912

20,269,665

13,322,583

12,808 , 873

22,541,333

12,823, 316

12,548 , 306

23, 863,313

12 , 151,588

12,284,679

26,279,969

11,846,517

12,185,076

28,687 , 780

11,603,033

12,117 , 755

30,838 , 894

1,512,678 1,754 , 756 1,831,892 2,267,553 2,444 , 114 2,578 , 376

9,409,413

TABLE4

ASSETS OF ALL MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS , SELECTED CALL DATES ,

UNITED STATES AND OTHER AREAS , JUNE 30 , 1973 TO JUNE 30 , 1977

12
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0:
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Attachment 10

CONSUMER COMPLAINT CONTROL PROCEDURE

January 1 , 1977

( Excerpts applicable to fair housing ,

equal credit opportunity , and home
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CONSUMER COMPLAINT CONTROL PROCEDURE

Introduction

The Consumer Complaint Control Procedure has been designed

to assist the Board in carrying out its responsibilities under the

consumer protection statutes it administers .

It will :

Assist in the prompt and effective resolution of

complaints .

Serve as a tool in the determination that State

member banks are complying with consumer protection

laws and regulations , are responding to consumer

complaints , and are acting to avoid the recurrence

of complaints .

Gather information as a basis for determining the

need for corrective regulation or legislation .

Enable the Board to be effectively responsive to

requests for data from Congress .
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De finition of Consumer Complaint

For purposes of the Consumer Complaint Control Procedure ,

the definition of consumer complaint is substantially broader than that

provided for in Regulation AA . In particular , the definition has been

expanded to include all complaints received , not simply those directed

against State member banks . A guideline definition is as follows :

A specific complaint by or for an individual consumer ( borrower,

saver , or investor ) or consumer group , a business person or other

creditor , against a financial institution or other creditor directed or

referred to the Federal Reserve Board or any Federal Reserve Bank or

Branch regarding Regulations B , C , G , Q , T , U, X , and Z ; other consumer

and investor protection provisions , such as the Fair Credit Reporting

Act and Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ( Discrimination in

Mortgage Lending ) , including " redlining , " municipal securities and

transfer agent regulations ; bank services and procedures , or any other

action or practice not covered by existing rules and regulations but

which could be considered as an unfair or deceptive act or practice . *

This definition includes specific complaints and also inquiries , framed

in the form of a complaint , concerning acts or practices which may be

authorized under existing Federal or State laws . Typical examples follow :

Rule of 78's rebate method

Computation of finance charge , e.g. , using " average

daily method "

Interest on savings account

Penalty for early withdrawal of CD

Credit denial based on creditor's legally authorized policy

Nondisclosure of credit standards

Legally authorized or permissible practices in

clearing checks

Excluded are requests for printed matter and general information and

complaints about such things as monetary policy , statistical data ,

fiscal agency functions , and Treasury issues .
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Procedure

The Consumer Complaint Control ( CCC ) , Form FR 1182 , and the

Consumer Complaint Control Change Sheet ( cs ) , Form FR 1182a , are the

two basic forms which will be used to enter and change data in the

computer file .

A CCC will be prepared in triplicate when a consumer complaint

is received . The original will be sent to the Division of Data Processing

( DDP ) by the Board or to the Division of Consumer Affairs ( DCA ) by the

Federal Reserve Banks for transmittal to DDP for entry into the computer

file . The duplicate and triplicate copies will be retained by the

originating office or sent to the Federal Reserve Bank to which referred

by the Board ; one should accompany the correspondence assigned for

handling , while the other may be used for control and follow - up purposes .

They may be discarded when the complaint is closed and appears as such

on a printed report . When the original is returned to DCA by DDP , it will

be retained and may be used as a control or cross-reference .

If a letter , call , or walk-in involves more than one major

type of complaint , or more than one creditor , separate CCCs will be

prepared for each . When there are one major and one or more minor

or incidental types of complaints , only one CCC will be prepared and

the major complaint coded .

All additions to and changes and corrections of information

in the computer file will be accomplished through the use of a cs .

This will include the closing of a complaint . A CS will not , of

course , be needed if the change or closing occurs the same month

the complaint is received . In these cases , the appropriate information

will be recorded on the CCC before it is submitted .

If a complainant who has written is asked to submit

additional information , a CCC will be prepared and a 60-day follow - up

set . The date of the letter requesting the information will be

entered as the date acknowledged on the ccc . Should a month - end ( s )

intervene , the open ccc will be retained and not sent to the Board

( or not forwarded to DDP if the complaint was received by the Board ) .

If a reply comes in , its date of receipt will be substituted on the

CCC for the previously entered date and the old acknowledged date

deleted . Should an answer not be received within 60 days , the

complaint will be closed using action taken code 0100 , No Reply

Necessary -- File .

The same procedure will apply where a complainant telephones

regarding a State member bank and is asked to submit documentation

for further consideration or investigation . The date of the call will

be entered as the date acknowledged on the ccc .
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If a congressional inquiry is received on a complaint

lready in the computer file , a CCC will be prepared and assigned

omplaint code E 00 00 00. This will prevent it from being counted

Each Bank should send its accumulated CCCs and CSs for a

ionth to DCA on the last working day of every month , except as discussed

bove . DCA will forward these and its own forms to DDP during the first

eek of each month . A Bank should submit a negative report if no

omplaints were received .

37-415 0 - 79 - 99
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Instructions for the Completion of the

Consumer Complaint Control , Form FR 1182

Name -- Enter the name of the complainant . If anonymous ,

Date Received Enter the date the letter , call , or visit is

received by the Federal Reserve Bank , Branch , or

the Board . Use six-digit numerical designation ,

e.g. , 01-03-77 .

Address
Enter the address of the complainant . Use the

U.S. Postal Service two-letter abbreviation for

the State .

Source of Complaint Enter the Source of Complaint Code . If a U.S.

congressional , add " Sen. " or " Rep . " and the

surname .

State Member Bank Enter the bank name , branch name , if any , and

city .

District State Bank

and Branch Numbers Enter the eight -digit number of the State

member bank and the additional four digits

of the branch if involved . ( These numbers can

be obtained from the Structure Coordinators in

the Federal Reserve Banks who maintain a listing

of all banks by a District State Bank Number

assigned by the FDIC . ) Enter 00 00 00 00 if

the creditor is not a State member bank .

Complaint Form -- Circle the complaint form code letter for

Creditor Code Circle the creditor code letters for State

member bank , other bank , or other creditor .

Complaint Code Enter the appropriate code . If the code is

D 08 00 00 , Unfair or Deceptive Practices ,

Other , briefly describe the nature of the

complaint in the box provided there for in the

comments section .

Assigned to :

Board -- Enter the surname of the staff member in the
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Federal Reserve

Bank Enter the city of the Federal Reserve Bank

receiving the complaint or to which referred

by the Board .

Date Acknowledged Enter the date of the letter acknowledging

the complaint , if an interim acknowledgement .

Use six-digit numerical designation .

Date Promised -- Enter the date by which a substantive reply is

Date Closed Use-- Enter the date the complaint is closed .

Action Taken Code Enter the appropriate code .

Action Time Enter the total of clerical and professional

time spent in handling the complaint to the

nearest quarter hour , in decimals . Use four

digit numerical designation . For example , one

hour and thirty minutes would be 0150 .

Comments -- Use this space for additional pertinent
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Instructions for the Completion of the

Consumer Complaint Control Change Sheet , Form FR 1182a

The cs will be used to add to , change , or correct informatio

in the computer file .

The five-digit control number must be entered in character

positions 1 - 5 on the first line of the form .

Always use the same number of digits called for by the ccc .

Dates , for example , will therefore always involve six digits .

Fill in only the applicable items and leave all others

blank . This applies also to those change codes which provide for more

than one data item on the same line , separated by a slash . For example

if you wish to add the zip code in change code 5 , leave the two

positions for the State blank .

As in the case of the ccc , information regarding complaint

code D 08 00 00 must be confined to the space provided at the bottom

of the form . Whatever is typed or printed in that space will entirely

erase what was originally entered from the corresponding space on the

CCC . It must therefore be a complete statement regarding the complaint
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Consumer Complaint Codes

Transfer Agents

A 01 00 00 Transfer Agents
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Consumer Complaint Codes

Regulation B

B 01 00 00 Application Discouraged or Delayed

Credit Denied or Adverse Action Taken

B 02 01 00 Age

B 02 02 00 Cosignor or guarantor rejected

B 02 03 00 Credit history

B 02 04 00 Exercise of rights under Consumer Credit

Information Requested

B 03 01 00 Alimony , child support , or maintenance

Notification Not Given

B 04 01 00

B 04 02 00

B 04 03 00

Action taken

ECOA notice

Specific reason for adverse action
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Consumer Complaint Codes

Regulation B cont .

Prohibited Action Taken

B 05 01 00 Account denied in birth-given first

B 05 07 01 Spousal

B 05 07 02 Other

B 05 08 00 Other

B 06 00 00 Records Retention and Reporting

B 07 00 00 Other
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Consumer Complaint Codes

Regulation c

C 01 00 00 Denied Access to Mortgage Loan Information

Mortgage Loan Information

C 02 01 00 Not available in branch office

C 02 02 00 Not available in home office

C 02 03 00 Not compiled

C 03 00 00 Mortgage Loans Not Available ( or Insufficient ) in a

C 04 00 00 Unreasonable Charge for Mortgage Loan Information

C 05 00 00 Other
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Consumer Complaint Codes

Title VIII , Civil Rights Act of 1968

Discrimination in Mortgage or Home Improvement Loans

V 01 01 00 Race , color , national origin

V 01 02 00 Religion

V 01 03 00 Sex

V 02 00 00 Failure to Display Equal Lender Poster

V 03 00 00 Other
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Source of Consumer Complaint Codes

01 Consumer

02 Consumer Interest /Action Group

03 White House

04 Congressional Plus " Sen. " or " Rep. " and Surname

05 Federal Agency

06
State or Local Agency

07 Bank

08 Other
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Form of Consumer Complaint Codes

L Written

C Telephone

W Walk - in
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Creditor Codes

SM State Member Bank

OB Other Bank

OC Other Creditor
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Action Taken Codes

0100 No Reply Necessary--File

Re ferred to Another Agency

0201 Comptroller of the Currency

0202 Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

0203 Federal Trade Commission

0204 Federal Home Loan Bank Board

0205 National Credit Union Administration

0206 Other

0300 Explanation or Information Given

Investigation Made

0401 Bank legally correct--no accommodation

0402 Bank legally correct -- accommodation made

0403 Bank error--corrected
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Consumer Complaint Control Procedure Reports

1. Consumer Complaints by Complainant

An alphabetical listing of complainants showing the

following :

Control number

Complainant name

Complainant address

Source of complaint code ( if congressional ,

Complaint code

State member bank district State bank and branch

Assigned to

Date received

Date acknowledged

Date closed

Action taken code

Monthly , complete from first of year , with copy to each

Federal Reserve Bank for its district .
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Consumer Complaint Control Procedure Reports

2 . Consumer Complaints by Control Number

A numerical listing by control number showing the same

in formation reflected by report 1 .

Monthly , complete from first of year , with copy to each

Federal Reserve Bank for its district .
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Consumer Complaint Control Procedure Reports

3 . Consumer Complaints by Federal Reserve District and State Member Bar

A numerical listing by Federal Reserve districts by name of

State member bank , alphabetically showing :

District number

Control number

State member bank name , branch , and city

State member bank district State bank and branch

Complainant name

Complaint code

Assigned to

Date received

Date acknowledged

Date closed

Action taken code

Monthly , complete from first of year , with copy to each

Federal Reserve Bank for its district .
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Consumer Complaint Control Procedure Reports

Outstanding Consumer Complaints by Assignee

A listing of outstanding consumer complaints by assigned

Consumer Affairs Division staff members and assigned Board divisions ,

alphabetically , and by assigned Federal Reserve Banks , alphabetically ,

showing :

Control number

Assigned to

Date received

Date acknowledged

Date promised

Complainant name

Complaint code

State member bank and branch names

" Sen." or " Rep . " and surname

Monthly with a copy to each Federal Reserve Bank for its

district ,
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ConsumerComplaintControl Procedure Reports

5 . Outstanding Consumer Complaints by Federal Reserve District and

State Member Bank

A numerical listing by Federal Reserve districts by State

member banks , alphabetically , of outstanding consumer complaints

showing :

District number

Control number

State member bank and branch names

Assigned to

Date received

Date acknowledged

Date promised

Complainant name

Complaint code

" Sen." or " Rep . " and surname

Monthly with a copy to each Federal Reserve Bank for its

district .
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Consumer Complaint Control Procedure Reports

6 .
Outstanding Congressional Referrals of Consumer Complaints by

Complainant

An alphabetical listing by name of complainant showing :

Control number

" Sen. " or " Rep . " and surname

Date received

Date acknowledged

Date promised

Complainant name

Assigned to

Complaint code

State member bank and branch names

Monthly with a copy to each Federal Reserve Bank for its
district .
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Consumer Complaint Control Procedure Reports

Statistical Reports

( 1 ) A table showing the number of complaints received at

the Board and each Federal Reserve Bank , by regulation and statute .

( 2 ) A listing of the total number of consumer complaints

at the Board and the Federal Reserve Banks by regulation and statute

by consumer complaint code .

( 3 ) The total number of complaints closed at the Board by

action taken code .

( 4 ) The total number of complaints closed at the Federal

Reserve Banks by action taken code .

( 5 ) Total of 3 and 4 .

( 6 ) A table of the total number of complaints received by

regulation and statute showing form of complaint , source of complaint ,
and action taken .

( 7 ) Time spent by Board and each Federal Reserve Bank in

closing complaints .

Each of these reports will be prepared monthly and

accumulative quarterly .
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

S
Y
S
T
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M

FEDERALRE
SE

RV
E

DIVISION OF

CONSUMER AFTAIRS

July 7 , 1977

TO THE OFFICERS IN CHARGE OF BANK EXAMINATIONS AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS

SECTIONS :

Enclosed with my letter of May 6 , 1977 , you received a

draft follow-up letter that would be sent to consumers who had con

tacted the Board concerning a problem with a State member bank with a

request for your comments and suggestions . Your responses expressed

support as well as enthusiasm for the idea .

The enclosed follow-up letter has incorporated some of the

changes which were suggested . All of the comments were carefully

considered ; however , for various reasons , not all were adopted .

Several of the responses suggested that the letter be sent to all

consumers who had a problem with a State member bank , not just the

ones who had contacted the Board . This seems an excellent idea and

we , therefore , would encourage each Reserve Bank to consider sending

a similar follow-up letter to consumers who have contacted the Reserve

Banks directly about a problem with a State member bank .

To assist in describing the circumstances under which we

will be sending the follow -up letter , an explanation of how we han

dle underlying complaints may be helpful . When we receive a consumer

complaint at the Board involving a State member bank and an investi

gation seems to be required , that letter is sent to the appropriate

Reserve Bank for action . In our transmittal letter to the consumer ,

a copy of which is sent to the Reserve Bank , we indicate that the

Reserve Bank will be communicating directly with the consumer . We

also indicate that Reserve Bank personnel will furnish us with a

copy of the final correspondence sent to the consumer . In the case of

congressional inquiries , we generally ask Reserve Bank personnel to

respond to the Board and the Board then responds to the member of

Congress .

It is our plan to send the follow-up letter to those non

congressional consumer inquiries after we receive a copy of the final

correspondence that the Reserve Bank sends to the consumer . In other

words , we intend to communicate with the consumer once you have taken

action responding to the consumer's complaint . We will send this letter

very shortly after having received the copy of the Reserve Bank response

to the consumer . We intend to send the letter to all consumers whose

complaint we refer to the Reserve Bank , except in some rare instances
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where the issuance of such a letter may be expected to irritate the

consumer . We will use complaints received subsequent to April 1 , 1977 ,

as the starting point .

When a response from a consumer is received , a copy will

be sent to the Consumer Liaison Officer in the appropriate Reserve

Bank so that this information can be utilized at the Reserve Banks

as well as at the Board . Responses received from consumers for each

week will be mailed on Friday to the Reserve Banks .

The entire procedure as well as the follow-up letter will

be reviewed during January 1978. Six months should give us enough

time to determine if changes should be made and , if so , what specific

changes are needed . I encourage all of you to send comments in

whenever you like . Of course , your opinions will be requested in

January , but it is certainly not necessary to wait until then to

express your views .

These procedures will be initiated immediately , and we

will begin sending the follow-up letter on July 11 .

Sincerely ,

Jamt Hart
Janet Hart

Director

Enclosure
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Recently , you wrote about a problem you encountered with a bank .

You should have received by now an explanation from the Federal Reserve .

One of the ways we can assess the effectiveness of our efforts is by

asking consumers such as yourself to answer the following questions .

You do not have to answer any of the questions . However , your candid

responses will help us to improve the services we offer to consumers .

1. Was the resolution of the matter acceptable

Yes No

2 . Was the explanation you received clear and

understandable ? Yes No

3. Were you satisfied with the amount of time

Yes No

4. Do you feel that you were treated courteously

Yes No

5 . Do you feel that you would contact the Federal

Reserve again if you had another problem with

that bank or another bank? Yes No

Please use the reverse side of this letter to explain any " No"

responses or to include any comments or suggestions which you feel are

appropriate . Please return the letter in the enclosed self-addressed

envelope . You may keep the extra copy . I want to thank you in advance

for your assistance .

Sincerely ,

Hait
Janet Hart

Director

Enclosure
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Trital
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Involving

State

MemberBanks

Violation(s)

Found-

Factual

DisputeTotal

Complaints

Violation(s)

Found

Accommodation

Made

(28.b)

Violation(s)

(28.2) (28.c)

Board 150 ୨

Boston 6 2
li

0 1 0 0
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IN GENERAL

Discrimination is defined as treating

one applicant less favorably than

others.

WHO IS

WHEN YOU

THE

EQUAL CREDIT

OPPORTUNITY
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What the Act does say is that a creditor must

apply these tests without discrimination and

should not discourage you from applying for

credit on the basis of the prohibited factors.

THE CREDIT

Exception:

MARRIED ,

If you are a married woman, you may use

your birth-given first and surnames in

applying for credit.

In the case of a couple, either member may

get separate credit provided he or she is
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creditworthy . When this happens, finance

charges and loan ceilings are to be

determined individually, not on the

combined credit outstanding.

Information about your spouse may be

requested and used only when ...

your spouse will be permitted to use

the credit ; or

your spouse will be liable for

repayment ; or

your spouse's income or alimony ,

support, or maintenance payments will

be relied on for repayment ; or

your spouse has a legal interest in

property involved .

A creditor may not ask about your birth

control practices or childbearing capabilities

or intentions. He may not assume because of

a woman's age that she may stop work to

have a baby.

INCOME

A creditor may ask to what extent you are

relying on alimony, child support, or

maintenance to repay credit provided he

first informs you that it is not necessary to

list such income if you won't use it to make

repayment.

A creditor must consider part- time or public

assistance income in his eyaluation, but he

may look into the probability that this

income will continue .
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CHANGED

CREDIT

You are entitled to

have your credit

history reported

in your individual

name, even for

joint accounts.

AGE

A creditor who uses a credit-scoring system

may include your age if you are 62 or over

only to favor your score, and the system

used must meet specific standards of

reliability .

A creditor who relies on judgment to

evaluate your application may consider age

to determine how long you probably will

continue to work and at what level of

income .
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A creditor may not refuse or terminate

credit when credit insurance is not available

because of your age .

APPROVED

If your application is denied , the creditor

must give you , in writing ...

a statement of the action he has taken ;

a statement of your rights under the

Act;

the name and address of the Federal

agency enforcing compliance ; and

the reason for the action he has taken

or notice of your right to request the

reason within 60 days. If you want the

reason in writing, your request must

be in writing

SPECIAL

ERRORS
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maintaining suitable procedures, but fails to

comply with a provision of the Act because

of a mechanical, electronic , or clerical error .

CONSUMER

If you think you have been discriminated

against under the Act, you may file suit in

court against the creditor , who can be held

liable for actual damages you have suffered

and for punitive damages up to $ 10,000 .

Our purpose here is to inform you in a

general way of some of your important

Equal Credit Opportunity rights. This

pamphlet is not a complete or official

summary of the Act or regulations .
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Other pamphlets in the Consumer Affairs

series are :

What You Should Know about the Fair

How to Establish and Use Credit

If you need further information or want a

copy of the Equal Credit Opportunity

regulations or copies of pamphlets, you may

write or call :

Department of Consumer Affairs

Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia

P. O. Box 66

Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19105

Telephone ( 215 ) 574-6116

1/78
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37-415 O - 79 - 101
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You and your husband apply for a loan . The application

You are single and want to buy a home. The bank turns

you down for a mortgage loan, even though you feel sure

that you meet its standards. What do you do?

Your charge account is closed when you get married.

You are told to reapply in your husband's name. What do

you do?

You may have a complaint under the Equal Credit Op

portunity Act, a Federal law which prohibits discrimina

tion against an applicant for credit on the basis of sex,

marital status, race , color, religion , national origin , age

and other factors. This pamphlet describes the provisions

of the Act ( and the regulation issued by the Federal Re

serve to carry it out) that apply to sex and marital status

and that affect you as a woman who wants credit. *

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act does not give anyone

an automatic right to credit. It does require that a creditor

apply the same standard of “ creditworthiness ” equally to

all applicants.

Creditors choose various criteria to rate you as a credit

risk . They may ask about your finances: how much you

earn , what kinds of savings and investments you have,

what your other sources of income are . They may look

for signs of reliability: your occupation , how long you've

been employed, how long you've lived at the same

address, whether you own or rent your home . They may

also examine your credit record: how much you owe,

how often you've borrowed, and how you've managed

past debts.

The creditor wants to be assured of two things : your

ability to repay debt and your willingness to doso. The

Equal Credit Opportunity Act does not change this

standard of creditworthiness.

* Both men and women are protected by the ban against discrimination

because of sex or marital sta:us.
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What Is Equal Credit

The law says that a creditor may not discriminate against

you treat you less favorably than another applicant for

credit – because of your sex or marital status.

Just because you are a woman, or single, or

married , a creditor may not turn you down for a

loan.

The rules that follow are designed to stop specific abuses

that have limited women's ability to get credit.

Applying for Credit

A creditor may not discourage you from applying for

credit just because you are a woman, or single , or

married. When you fill out a credit application, you

should know that there are only certain questions a

creditor may ask about your sex or marital status .

• You may not be asked your sex on a credit appli

cation – with one exception. If you apply for a loan

• You do not have to choose a courtesy title ( Miss,

• A creditor may not request your marital status on

• A creditor may request your marital status in all

* Community property States are : Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisiana,

Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, and Washington.
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RatingYou AsA

To make sure that your application is treated fairly , there

are certain other things that a creditor may not do in

deciding whether you are creditworthy.

Specifically, a creditor may not:

• refuse to consider your income because you are a

• ask about your birth control practices or your plans

• refuse to consider reliable alimony, child support, or

• consider whether you have a telephone listing in

.

• consider your sex as a factor in deciding whether

• use your marital status to discriminate against you.

However, there are some closely related questions that

are permitted. In order to estimate your expenses, a credi

tor may ask how many children you have , their ages, and

the cost of caring for them , as well as about your obliga

tions to pay alimony, child support, or maintenance. A

creditor may ask how regularly you receive your alimony

payments, or whether they are made under court order,

in order to determine whether these payments are a de

pendable source of income. You may be asked whether

there is a telephone in your home .

And finally, a creditor may consider your marital status

because, under the laws of your State, there may be dif

ferences in the property rights of married and unmarried

people. Such differences may affect the creditor's ability

to collect if you default.
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Extending Credit - Your

The law says that a woman has a right to her own credit if

Specifically, a creditor may not:

• refuse to grant you an individual account just be

• refuse to open or maintain an account in your

• ask for information about your husband or ex

- you're relying on his income

- he'll use the account or be liable for it

- you're relying on income from alimony or on

• require a co-signer or the signature of your spouse

If your marital status changes, a creditor may not re

quire you to reapply for credit, change the terms of your

account, or close your account, unless there is some indi

cation that you are no longer willing or able to repay your

debt. A creditor may ask you to reapply if your ex

husband's income was counted to support your credit.

Establishing a Credit

Married women often have had trouble establishing credit

records because all debts were listed in their husbands

names. A new rule will help women build up their own

credit records .
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The rule applies to information that creditors furnish to

credit bureaus or other creditors about any account used

by both husband and wife or on which both are liable .

Such information must be reported in the names of each

spouse .

The law also provides new guidelines for considering

credit histories. It says that if credit history is used in rating

your application, a creditor must:

• consider the available credit history on any account

Some women have been denied credit simply because an

ex -spouse was a poor credit risk . The law also says that a

creditor must:

• consider any information that you can offer t show

Another Federal law, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, gives

you the right to get a copy of your credit history from a

credit reporting agency and to correct any inaccurate in

formation in it ..

Notice and Penalties

A creditor may not stall you on an application. You must

be notified within 30 days of any action taken on your ap

plication. If credit is denied, the notice must be in writing

and it must either give specific reasons for the denial or

tell you that you can request such an explanation. You

have the same right if a credit account is closed.

If you are denied credit, first find out why. Try to solve the

problem with the creditor, and show you know about

your right to equal credit opportunity. If the problem can't

be solved and you think that you've been discriminated

against, you can sue for actual damages plus a penalty if

the violation was intentional. The court will also award

you reasonable attorney's fees if there's been a violation .
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The Most

• You can't be refused credit just because you're

• You can't be refused credit because a creditor

• You can't be refused credit because a creditor

• You can have credit in your own name if

• When you apply for your own credit and rely

• You can keep your own accounts and your

• You can build up your own credit record be.

• If you are denied credit, you can find out why.

To Find Out More

If you think you have been the victim of discrimination in

connection with credit, you may want to contact the ap

propriate Federal enforcement agency for advice and

help . These agencies and the types of creditors regulated

by each are listed on the back of this pamphlet.

( Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System , Washington , D.C. 20551 )
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Federal Enforcement Agencies

National Banks

Comptroller of the Currency

Consumer Affairs Division

Washington, D.C. 20219

State Member Banks

Federal Reserve Bank serving the district in which the State member

bank is located.

Nonmember Insured Banks

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Regional Director for the region

in which the nonmember insured bank is located.

Savings Institutions Insured by the FSLIC and Members of the

FHLB System ( except for Savings Banks insured by FDIC )

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board Supervisory Agent in the district

in which the institution is located.

Federal Credit Unions

Regional office of the National Credit Union Administration serving the

area in which the Federal credit union is located.

Creditors Subject to Civil Aeronautics Board

Director, Bureau of Enforcement

Civil Aeronautics Board

1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

Washington , D.C. 20428

Creditors Subject to Interstate Commerce Commission

Office of Proceedings

Interstate Commerce Commission

Washington , D.C. 20523

Creditors Subject to Packers and Stockyards Act

Nearest Packers and Stockyards Administration area supervisor.

Small Business Investment Companies

U.S. Small Business Administration

1441 L Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20416

Brokers and Dealers

Securities and Exchange Commission

Washington, D.C. 20549

Federal Land Banks, Federal Land Bank Associations, Federal

Intermediate Credit Banks and Production Credit Asso

ciations

Farm Credit Administration

490 L'Enfant Plaza , S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20578

Retail, Department Stores, Consumer Finance Companies, All

other Creditors , and All Nonbank Credit Card Issuers ( Lenders

operating on a local or regional basis should use the address of the

F.T.C. Regional Office in which they operate)

Federal Trade Commission

Equal Credit Opportunity

Washington, D.C. 20580
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The Equal Credit

Opportunity Act

...and Age

You retire this year at age 63, planning to fulfill a lifetime

dream of sailing on the seas . But, despite a good credit

history and a comfortable income, you find that the

money you can borrow would barely buy a rowboat.

What do you do?

On

You may have a complaint under the Equal Credit Op

portunity Act. This Act prohibits discrimination against an

applicant for credit on the basis of age , sex , marital status,

race , color, religion , national origin , and other factors.

This pamphlet describes the provisions of the Act ( and

the regulation issued by the Federal Reserve to carry it

out ) that prevent your age from being used against you

when you need credit.

RatingYou As

A Credit Risk-

The General Rules

Creditors use various criteria in determining the types of

loans they will make and the creditworthiness of the

people to whom they will lend . They want to be assured

that you are both able and willing to repay debt. They will

therefore ask questions about your income , your ex

penses, your debts, and your reliability. Do you have

savings and investments ? Do you own your own home?

How long have you lived at your current address? What

is your credit history?
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The Equal Credit Opportunity Act does not prohibit a

creditor from using such criteria. It does not give anyone

an automatic right to credit or require that loans be made

to people who are not good credit risks.

Under the law, a creditor may also ask how old you are .

However, the use of this information is restricted. The

law says that your age may not be the basis for an

arbitrary decision to deny or decrease credit if you

otherwise qualify. You may not be turned down for

credit just because you are over a certain age .

A creditor also may not :

• refuse to consider your retirement income in rating

• require you to reapply, change the terms of your

• deny you credit or close an account because credit

Some creditors rely on a system of credit-scoring to rate

you as a credit risk. Based on the creditor's experience, a

certain number of points is given to each characteristic

which has proved to be an accurate predictor of credit

worthiness . The Equal Credit Opportunity Act permits a

creditor who uses such a system to score your age. But:

• if

Special

Considerations

Age has economic consequences. If you are young and

just entering the labor force, your earnings are likely to

grow over the years. On the other hand , your expenses
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are probably rising too, and you may not have built up

much of a credit record to rely on . As you near retirement

age, you are likely to face a loss in income over the next

few years. On the other hand, your expenses are prob

ably decreasing too, and you may have a solid credit

history to support your application.

All of this information could have an important effect on

your creditworthiness, but not all of it will show up on a

credit form .

The law therefore permits a creditor to consider infor

mation related to age that has a clear bearing on a per

son's ability and willingness to repay debt. Consider the

following example:

• Jones applies for a mortgage loan for 30 years with

If Credit Is

A creditor may not stall you on an application. The law

requires that you be notified within 30 days of any action

taken on your application . If credit is denied, this notice

must be in writing, and it must either give specific reasons

for the denial or tell you of your right to request such an

explanation. You have the same rights if a credit account

is closed.
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If you are denied credit, first find out why . Remember that

you might try to renegotiate credit terms – such as the

length of the loan or the size of your downpayment – if

some aspect of creditworthiness connected with your age

puts you at a disadvantage. Try to solve the problem with

the creditor, and show you know about your right to

equal credit opportunity.

If the problem can't be solved and you believe that you

have been discriminated against, you may sue for actual

damages plus a penalty fee if the violation was inten

tional. The court will also award you reasonable at

torney's fees if there's been a violation.

To Find Out

If you think you have been the victim of discrimination in

connection with credit, you may want to ask the appro

priate Federal enforcement agency for advice and help .

These agencies and the types of creditors regulated by

each are listed on the back of this pamphlet.

If you need help in locating sources of credit in your com

munity, you may want to contact a local consumer edu

cation group or association of retired persons.

Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System
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Federal EnforcementAgencies

National Banks

Comptroller of the Currency

Consumer Affairs Division

Washington, D.C. 20219

State Member Banks

Federal Reserve Bank serving the district in which the State member

bank is located.

Nonmember Insured Banks

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Regional Director for the region

in which the nonmember insured bank is located .

Savings Institutions Insured by the FSLIC and Members of the

FHLB System ( except for Savings Banks insured by FDIC)

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board Supervisory Agent in the district

in which the institution is located.

Federal Credit Unions

Regional officeof the National Credit Union Administration serving the

area in which the Federal credit union is located.

Creditors Subject to Civil Aeronautics Board

Director, Bureau of Enforcement

Civil Aeronautics Board

1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20428

Creditors Subject to Interstate Commerce Commission

Office of Proceedings

Interstate Commerce Commission

Washington, D.C. 20523

Creditors Subject to Packers and Stockyards Act

Nearest Packers and Stockyards Administration area supervisor.

Small Business Investment Companies

U.S. Small Business Administration

1441 L Street, N.W.

Washington , D.C. 20416

Brokers and Dealers

Securities and Exchange Commission

Washington , D.C. 20549

Federal Land Banks, Federal Land Bank Associations, Federal

Intermediate Credit Banks and Production Credit Asso

ciations

Farm Credit Administration

490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20578

Retail, Department Stores, Consumer Finance Companies, All

other Creditors , and All Nonbank Credit Card Issuers ( Lenders

operating on a local or regional basis should use the address of the

F.T.C. Regional Office in which they operate )

Federal Trade Commission

Equal Credit Opportunity

Washington, D.C. 20580
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There's a new Federal law, the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act, that bars discrimination in all areas of credit . As

a professional or small businessman you may be subject

to this law. You should determine promptly whether you

are a creditor under the Act and , if so, what you must do

and not do to be in compliance with it.

Are You a Creditor?

You are a creditor if you regularly and in the ordinary

course of business grant to your customers the right to

defer payment for goods or services they purchase from

you. Merely honoring a credit card issued by someone

else does not make you a creditor for purposes of the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act.

Do You Grant

Only " Incidental Credit ” ?

Incidental credit is credit that :

( 1 ) is primarily for personal, family, or household pur

( 2 ) is not granted under the terms of a credit card

( 3 ) is not subject to any finance charges or interest;

( 4 ) is not granted under an agreement allowing the

All creditors are subject to the Equal Credit Op

portunity Act. If you grant only incidental credit,

you are subject only to the rules described in this

pamphlet. If you grant other kinds of credit, you

should refer to Regulation B, a copy of which may

be obtained from the Federal Trade Commission ,

Legal and Public Records, Room 130, Washington ,

D.C. 20580.
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Rules About

Rules on obtaining information . When a customer

applies for credit, you may not:

- ask about birth control practices or plans to have

You may collect this information when it is needed for

a specific purpose not related to credit -- for example,

when it is part of a medical history.

Rules on considering information . In deciding to

grant credit, you may not:

- consider any of the prohibited bases. There are

* The law does not impose on incidental creditors ( as it does on other

creditors) any recordkeeping or notice requirements.

37-415 O - 79 - 102
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– use assumptions or statistics about childbearing or

discount or exclude income of the customer or the

customer's spouse because of sex or marital status

or any other prohibited basis.

discount or exclude income from part-time employ

ment, retirement benefits , or alimony, child support,

or separate maintenance payments . However, you

may consider the probable continuity of any

income .

take into account whether a telephone is listed in

the customer's name . However, you may consider

whether there is a phone in the customer's home .

If you consider a customer's credit history, you must

include accounts which the customer holds or uses jointly

with a spouse . You should also consider any information

a customer can offer to show that a reported credit history

is unfair, inaccurate , or incomplete .

Other rules on extending credit. You also may

not:

- discourage a customer from making a request or

— refuse to grant a creditworthy married person an

– refuse to keep an account in a maiden name or a

close or change the terms of a standing credit ar

rangement merely because your customer's marital

status has changed or because the customer

reaches a particular age or retires.

Penalties

Penalties. The law allows persons who have been

discriminated against in connection with credit to sue for

actual damages and punitive damages. Liability for puni

tive damages is limited to $ 10,000 in an individual action ,

and to $ 500,000 or 1 % of the creditor's net worth,

whichever is less, in class actions.
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The Equal Credit Opportunity Act

If you're in the market for a housing loan , you should

know about a new Federal law that protects your credit

rights.

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits discrimi

nation because of your race, color, religion , national

origin , sex, marital status, or age when you apply for

a mortgage or home improvement loan . It also prohibits

discrimination because of the race or national origin of

the people who live in the neighborhood where you live

or want to buy your home . And, it prohibits discrimination

because you receive income from a public assistance

program , such as Aid to Families with Dependent

Children or Social Security .

This pamphlet describes the most important provisions

of the Act and the regulation issued by the Federal Re

serve Board to carry it out.

THE GENERAL RULE . The law does

not guarantee that you will get credit . Lenders may con

tinue to consider your income , expenses, debts, credit

record, and reliability to determine whether you're credit

worthy. But, they must apply those tests fairly and with

out discrimination .

This means that because of your race, sex, or marital

status - or because of any other factor prohibited by the

Act-a lender may not:

- discourage you in any way from applying for a loan.

refuse to make a loan if you qualify, and if the

lender offers the type of loan you seek.

- lend you money on terms different from those

SOME

IMPORTANT SPECIFICS. Certain

practices that kept women and minority groups out
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of the housing loan market in the past are now prohibited.

For example, a creditor may not:

– rely on a property appraisal that considers the racial

– ask about your birth control practices or child

discount or refuse to consider reliable alimony, child

support, or separate maintenance payments-

although you do not have to disclose such income

unless you want to do so to support your appli

cation .

discount or refuse to consider reliable income from

part-time employment or public assistance.

- if you're creditworthy, require another signature on

A creditor also may not deny you credit just because

you reach a certain age or retire – or refuse to

count retirement benefits. But, your age may be con

sidered in connection with such factors as the length of

the loan , the downpayment, and the security you offer.

OF A LOAN IS DENIED. A lender

may not stall your loan application . You must be notified

whether your loan has been approved within 30 days

after your application and any necessary appraisals,

credit checks, or government approvals are completed. If

your loan is denied , the notice must be in writing, and the

lender must either tell you the specific reasons for the de

nial or tell you of your right to request the reasons.

If you think that you have been discriminated against,

you may sue for actual damages, plus a penalty fee in

some cases. You may also be awarded reasonable at

torney's fees and court costs in a successful lawsuit.
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HOUSING

CREDIT DISCLOSURE. You may also

be interested in the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act,

which requires most lending institutions in metropolitan

areas to let the public know once a year where they make

their mortgage ahd home improvement loans. You can

ask to see the information at any time at your bank,

savings and loan , or credit union .

This disclosure statement will not tell you where loans

were denied or why. But, it can help customers, com

munity groups, and local officials work with lenders to

meet neighborhood needs for housing credit .

-

FOR ADVICE AND HELP.

Another Federal law, the Fair Housing Act, prohibits

discrimination in the sale, rental, or financing of housing

because of your race, color, religion , sex, or national

origin. For more information , write to the Assistant Secre

tary for Fair Housing and Equal Credit Opportunity, De

partment of Housing and Urban Development, 451 7th

Street, S.W. , Washington, D.C. 20410 .

If you are interested in local cooperative efforts to in

crease mortgage lending and improve housing in urban

areas, write to the Urban Reinvestment Task Force, 1120

19th Street, N.W., Washington , D.C. 20036 .

' Located in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Richmond,

Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San

Francisco
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Federal Enforcement Agencies

Nonmember Insured Banks

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Regional Director for the region

in which the nonmember insured bank is located .

Savings Institutions Insured by the FSLIC and Members of the

FHLB System ( except for Savings Banks insured by FDIC )

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board Supervisory Agent in the district

in which the institution is located .

Federal Credit Unions

Regional office of the National Credit Union Administration serving the

area in which the Federal credit union is located.

Creditors Subject to Civil Aeronautics Board

Director, Bureau of Enforcement

Civil Aeronautics Board

1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20428

Creditors Subject to Interstate Commerce Commission

Office of Proceedings

Interstate Commerce Commission

Washington, D.C. 20523

Creditors Subject to Packers and Stockyards Act

Nearest Packers and Stockyards Administration area supervisor.

Small Business Investment Companies

U.S. Small Business Administration

1441 L Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20416

Brokers and Dealers

Securities and Exchange Commission

Washington, D.C. 20549

Federal Land Banks, Federal Land Bank Associations, Federal

Intermediate Credit Banks and Production Credit Associa .

tions

Farm Credit Administration

490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.

Washington , D.C. 20578

Mortgage Bankers, Consumer Finance Companies and All

Other Creditors

FTC Regional Office for region in which the creditor operates or

Federal Trade Commission

Equal Credit Opportunity

Washington , D.C. 20580

Any complaints may also be referred to the Civil Rights Division of the

Department of Justice, Washington, D.C. 20530
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For immediate release March 7 , 1978

A new consumer pamphlet explaining credit rights in hous ing is

now available for public distribution , the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System announced today .

The pamphlet is entitled : " The Equal Credit Opportunity Act

and ... Credit Rights in Housing . " It seeks to educate consumers and

lenders about major provisions of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act as it

affects housing . That Act forbids discrimination in credit transactions

on the basis of sex or marital status , race , color , religion , national

origin , age , receipt of income from public assistance programs and good

faith exercise of rights under the Consumer Credit Protection Act .

The housing pamphlet also explains the Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act , which requires most lenders in metropolitan areas to inform the

public once a year where they make their mortgage and home improvement

loans .

Other consumer pamphlets which the Board has published include:

--The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Age

--The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Incidental Creditors

--The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Women

--Fair Credit Billing

-If you Borrow to Buy Stock

--What Truth in Lending Means to you .

( OVER )

1
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Copies of the consumer information pamphlets may be obtained

singly or in bulk free of charge from the Board of Governors in Washington

or from any of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks . Request should be addressed

to the Board's Publications Services or to Publications Departments at

the Federal Reserve Banks of Boston , New York , Philadelphia , Cleveland ,

Richmond , Atlanta , Chicago , St. Louis , Minneapolis , Kansas City , Dallas ,

or San Francisco .

- 0 -
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Attachment 15

363

Exercise of Consumer Rights

Under the Equal Credit Opportunity

and Fair Credit Billing Acts

they had treated the informal questions the same

as the formal ones .

In November 1977 the Board of Governors

initiated a survey of selected large creditors to

determine to what extent consumers were exer

cising their rights under the Equal Credit Op

portunity Act and the Fair Credit Billing Act .

The survey was also designed to determine the

cost to creditors of complying with these laws .

SEPARATE CREDIT HISTORY

Under Regulation B married persons have the

right to a separate credit history. All creditors

with open - end credit contracts were required to

send a notice advising their married customers

of this right by June 1 , 1977 , unless the com

pany already had arranged to maintain access

to the account records for each person entitled

to use the account. American Express had such

an arrangement for each person who had been

issued a card on an account . The other seven

reporting creditors , however, sent notices to

each of their married customers informing them

of their right to separate credit histories .
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1. Separate credit history

Notices

Creditor
Number

Number of Percentage Total cost

( dollars )

Average cost

per notice sent

Federated Department Stores

J. C. Penney

Sears

Bank of America

First National Bank of Chicago

Maryland National Bank

Shell Oil

American Express

5,600,536

10,252,692

23,000,000

3,130,529

471,875 8.4

8.0

13.0

10.4

9.6

7.3

9.6

64,880

64,556

68,095

88,697

.012

.006

.003

.028

.006

.023

.010

Cost of dual reporting of credit records, in dollars

Processing

Reporting new

Total,

for initial

Average

initial cost

per account

Cost of Annual mainte

Federated Department Stores

J. C. Penney

Sears

Bank of America

First National Bank of Chicago

Maryland National Bank

Shell Oil

American Express

31,575

12,061

194,134

55,543

262,466

31,614

55,555

36,744

13,571

5,470

9,900

94,041

43,675

149,689

92,287

20,142

27,862

29,600

.20

.05

.05

.28

.00 to 1.50

Negligible

339,825

Negligible

88,667

.24

.36

.07

American Express provides separate access to its credit records for each credit card holder and, therefore , was not required

to send a special notice.

per cent) from customers who requested the

maintenance of separate credit histories. The

difference in the rate of return among the re

porting companies was relatively small, ranging

from about 7.3 per cent for Maryland National

Bank to 13 per cent for Sears ( Table 1 ) .

The identifiable costs of printing, processing,

and mailing each notice averaged slightly less

than 1 cent. There was considerable variation

among the companies, however, with the

average identifiable cost per notice ranging from

a low of 0.3 cent to a high of 2.8 cents .

-
-
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requests received by Sears had resulted in about

the same number of dual- reporting accounts , the

annual total cost would have amounted to 3

cents per account . The same calculation for the

other companies suggests an average annual

maintenance cost per account of about 1 cent

for Bank of America and Shell , 9 cents for

Federated Department Stores , 18 cents for

Maryland National Bank , and 29 cents for First

National Bank of Chicago. Each of the last two

companies had less than 100,000 dual-reporting

accounts , which suggests that maintaining any

dual reporting system may involve a significant

element of fixed cost or that the wide variation

in reporting maintenance costs may be the result

of the different approaches used in estimating

costs .

for the adverse action at the time of the denial .

The other companies provided reasons for denial

only upon request. Maryland National Bank

received such requests from 12 per cent of

rejected applicants; Federated Department

Stores, from 20 per cent; and American

Express, from 23 per cent . Shell stated that each

month about 4,600 rejected applicants requested

the specific reasons for the denial.

ADVERSE ACTION NOTICES

The revisions in Regulation B that became ef

fective June 1 , 1977 , required creditors to in

form rejected credit applicants of the reasons

for the denial either initially or upon request.

Sears, First National Bank of Chicago, Bank

of America , and 1 of the 13 divisional respond

ents of Federated Department Stores furnished

all rejected credit applicants with the reasons

2. Adverse action on applications for credit

Average cost per account

Creditor Requested

Applicants rejected for credit who

Were given reason , Provided more

then provided

Initially Upon request

( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 )

20 1.43 .22 to 5.25

.56

Federated Department Stores

J. C. Penney

Sears

Bank of America

First National Bank of Chicago

Maryland National Bank

Shell Oil

American Express

34

n.a.

26

n.a.

50

75

33

35

72

60

3100

3100

3100

Represents an estimate by one division only .

.59

1.07

.60
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3. Experience with fair credit billing

Creditor

Average

number of number of Billing

statement

inquiries

( per cent)

Number of Annual

3,366,000

12,082,395

18,600,000

2,464,469

86,000

113,575

2.55 4,400 147,447

27,308

( 3 )

Federated Department

901,000 57,000 6.33 5,000

301,000

3,500,000

3,800,000

2,606

37,000

86,000

.87

1.06

2.26

134

1,150

n.a.

( % )

467,300

525,760

'Represents estimate of printing costs only for monthly mailing .

A similar pattern existed for those specifically

requesting reasons for the denial of credit in that

the additional information was often adequate

to warrant the granting of credit. Federated

Department Stores estimated that about one

third of those requesting reasons for credit de

nial during the first 7 months after the revised

Regulation B went into effect provided addi

tional information , and in one-fourth of these

cases credit was granted. The highest propor

tions were shown by Shell; almost 70 per cent

of those requesting specific reasons supplied

additional information , and in three - fourths of

those cases credit was granted ( Table 2) .

ments each month ( Table 3 ) . The extent of the

increase in the number of customer inquiries

since the billing - error sections were incorpo

rated into Regulation Z is not known, but the

figures reported by the eight creditors for recent

months showed that the proportion of monthly

billing statements questioned ranged from about

1 per cent for Penney's, Maryland National

Bank , and Shell to about 5 per cent for Bank

of America and 6 per cent for the First National

Bank of Chicago . Only a small proportion of

these questions were submitted according to the

formal procedures provided by Regulation Z,

but most of the companies indicated that they

had treated all questions alike, whether pre

sented in a formal or informal manner.

BILLING INQUIRIES

A considerable number of credit customers

raised questions concerning their billing state
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PRELIMINARY DATA ON CONSUMER RESPONSES TO CONSUMER CREDIT SURVEY

The Board's staff strongly emphasizes the preliminary nature

of these figures; the staff presently draws no conclusion from them .

B1 . In your opinion have you ever been treated unfairly in your credit

transactions ?

Yes
--

622 ( reporting a total of 947 problems )

No 1941

Bla . What was the problem ?

Credit refusals , limits 172

Reason for refusal not given
1

High rates , charges 128

Other terms poor , short maturities , etc. 54

Contract sale to other creditor

2
7

Prepayment penalty 21

Insufficient information about credit terms 35

Dunning , garnishment , embarrassment over bills
94

Repossession 25

54
Problem with handling of defective merchandise

Billing errors
70

Improper identification ( another's purchase, former spouse ,
10

Other mistakes , incorrect information , incompetence 66

8

Rudeness , unfriendliness

2

Family background or size and credit

26
Sex , marital status , and credit

8
Age and credit

Race and credit
3

Other personal characteristics and credit
6

Lack of : assets , security , savings account , downpayment
13

17

Insufficient credit history
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Credit-rating problem
33

Requirement of certain financial characteristics , residence ,

33

25
All other mentions

Do not know or not ascertained 16

Total
947

Blb . Did you try to do anything about this?

Yes 388 ( reporting a total of 535 actions )

No 234

Blc . What did you do?

Complained to creditor 331

Used alternative credit source
27

Contacted credit bureau
28

Contacted attorney
37

1
Contacted Legal Aid Society

Contacted American Civil Liberties Union

1

Brought matter to court or small claims court
6

Contacted Better Business Bureau or Chamber of Commerce 15

Contacted media or " Action Line" services
1

Contacted local government or police 2

Contacted State government 4

Contacted local or State consumer protection agency
2

Wrote to President of the United States 1

Wrote to congressman 1

Wrote to Federal Consumer Protection Agency ( non-existent ) N

- 2 -
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Paid off debt
37

Complained to seller or manufacturer ( non creditor ) 6

Refused to pay or tried to cancel contract
7

Contacted miscellaneous friends or associates
1

All other 12

Do not know or not ascertained 13

Total 535

Bld . Was the problem corrected to your satisfaction?

Yes 168

No
-

454

B2 . Are there any ( other ) practices of creditors or lenders that you think

are unfair and would like to see changed?

Yes 936

No
--

1554

Not ascertained - 73

B3 .

you had

In the past few years , have you complained about some credit experience

Yes
--

299

No 2243

Not ascertained -- 21

B4 .
Suppose a friend or relative had a disagreement with a creditor and asked

your advice about what to do . If you felt this person was right and the

creditor was wrong , where do you think would be the best place to complain?

Creditor 408

Different creditor
9

Credit bureau
48

Manufacturer
2

- 3 -
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Lawyer
551

Legal aid 15

ACLU 3

Court 69

Better Business Bureau
645

Consumer group 31

Media
36

Government 48

Local government
20

State government 41

Federal government ( generally )

1
1

State agency ( specific mention ) 60

Congress
5

Justice Department
3

FBI 1

FTC 2

FRB 1

FDIC 1

SBA 3

CPSC 1

Consumer Protection Agency ( nonexistent ) 205

Other federal agencies ( specific motion ) 11

Other , general 21

- 4 -

37-415 O- 79 - 103
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None 7

Don't know 272

Not ascertained 34

B5 . Are there any ( other) agencies of the Federal Government where a

Yes 831

No 335

Don't Know 1397

C18 . ( Males only ) Before you were married , did your wife have any credit

cards ?

Yes 231

No
--

1280

Don't know , not ascertained 68

Inappropriate 984

c19 . ( Females only ) Before you were ( first ) married , did you have

any credit cards ?

The Board's staff believes

these figures to be slightly

Yes 76

inaccurate and intends to

further revise them .

36 . In November 1977 , the staff surveyed a nonrandom sample of eight

large creditors to determine their costs of complying with certain

aspects of the Equal Credit Opportunity and the Fair Credit Billing Act .

The results of this survey appear on page 363 of the Federal Reserve

Bulletin of May 1978 . Reprints are enclosed for your convenience .

- 5 -
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TO : Interagency Coordinating Committee DATE : November 9 , 1978

FROM : Division of Consumer Affairs SUBJECT : Summary of comments on

proposed uniform guidelines for

enforcement of the Equal . Credit

Opportunity Act , Regulation B ,

and the Fair Housing Act

SUMMARY

On July 6 , 1978 , the five Federal agencies responsible for

regulating banks , thrift institutions , and credit unions published for

comment ( 43 FR 29256 ) proposed uniform guidelines for enforcement of the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , its implementing Regulation B , and the

Fair Housing Act .

The proposed guidelines , drafted by a committee of representatives

from the five agencies and intended to promote uniform enforcement of the

Acts and regulation with regard to the financial institutions supervised

by the agencies , elicited 156 comments , broken down according to source

as follows :

Banks and Banking Associations

Savings and Loans and Associations

Credit Unions and Associations

Credit Card Issuers and Associations

Other Creditors

Consumers and Consumer Representatives

Federal Reserve Banks

Federal Agency

State Agencies

S
a
r
a
m
a
g
a
m
y

Total

DISCUSSION

A. General Comments

Many commenters , in lieu of or in addition to addressing specific

provisions of the proposed guidelines , expressed opinions on the concept

of uniform enforcement guidelines in general .
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A uniform enforcement policy was viewed by most commenters ,

both creditor and consumer , as being desirable . Several commenters ,

primarily creditors and their representatives , however , saw the guide

lines as simply another layer of Federal regulation which would increase

the time and expense necessary to comply with the law and ultimately

increase the cost of credit to consumers . It was also suggested by some

creditors subject to the supervision of the five Federal agencies that

the guidelines would place them at a disadvantage since other creditors

would not be subject to the guidelines .

Commenters from the credit industry expressed the view that

the profit motive alone is an adequate incentive to extend as much

credit as possible and , therefore , is a deterent to discrimination .

Some financial institutions voiced concern , however , because they feel

pressured by the regulation and the guidelines to make unsecured loans

in order to insure that they are not found to discriminate . These

institutions anticipated conflicts between commercial and consumer

examiners regarding what constitutes safe and sound lending practices .

One of the individual consumers who commented also believed that the

guidelines would encourage unsound lending practices .

Many industry commenters were concerned about the broad

discretion given to each agency and its examiners in determining viola

tions and applying the guidelines. They viewed this flexibility as

undesirable because it would provide no guidance and would , in fact ,

result in a lack of uniformity among the agencies . They felt that
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agencies might differ not only in their determination of what constitutes

a violation but also in when and how to apply the specific guidelines .

Both financial institutions and consumer groups felt that certainty

in the application of the guidelines is essential because ambiguity

makes compliance difficult for the institutions and is of no benefit

to the consumer . Several commenters also noted that problems may

arise because existing policies and practices of the agencies are

different . They believed that without a major restructuring of the

methods and goals of each agency to achieve uniformity regarding exami

nation techniques , uniformity in implementation of the guidelines

may be in possible .

Many commenters suggested a need for definite time periods

in all of the guidelines in which time limits are relevant . They

also called for a general " statute of limitations " applicable to any

corrective action taken pursuant to the guidelines to insure certainty

and uniformity .

One commenter suggested that any action taken because required

by the Federal Housing Authority , Veterans Administration , Federal

National Mortgage Association , Federeral Home Loan Mortgage Corporation ,

or other government entity be specifically exempted from application of

the guidelines .

Some commenters , principally consumer groups , emphasized

that the goal of the guidelines is to make the consumer whole . They

noted that the guidelines , as currently written , go no further than
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what is already required by the law . Consumer groups nade several

specific suggestions for strengthening individual guidelines, in

addition to suggesting that at least three other violations should be

subject to the guidelines . The additional violations are ( 1 ) improper

solicitation of information about a spouse or former spouse , ( 2 )

improper requests for marital status information, and ( 3 ) failure to

provide a notice that disclosure is not required concerning income

from alimony , child support and separate maintainence payments unless

the applicant chooses to rely on such income to establish creditworthi

ness .

The Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank also suggested that the

guidelines should specifically cover three additional violations . They

are : ( 1 ) any improper requests for information under $ 202,5 of

Regulation B , ( 2 ) improper aggregation of married applicants ' accounts

as prohibited by $ 202.11 ( c ) , and ( 3 ) failure to retain records as

required by $ 202.12 ( b ) .

The San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank suggested clarifying

the statement in the guidelines that all errors , including those on

application forms, will be required to be corrected . The bank believed

that such a requirement concerning forms is independent of the proposed

guidelines and should only be applied prospectively unless the improper

forms were substantively discriminatory and did not involve merely technical

violations .

B. Comments regarding the General Enforcement Policy

The proposed guidelines set forth a general enforcement policy
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to require corrective action for violations of the Acts and Regulation B

and to assure future compliance. Although voluntary correction of vio

lations will be encouraged, adoption of a written loan policy consistent

with the law and formulation of a compliance plan to implement that

policy will be required whenever substantive violations are found . The

guidelines would not preclude the use of other authority possessed by

the enforcing agencies nor limit the agencies ' discretion to take other

action to correct violations and to consider the suitability of the pre

scribed remedy under the circumstances of each case . The guidelines

would not preclude the enforcing agencies from referring to the Attorney

General cases involving a pattern or practice of discrimination .

will a customer's right to bring a civil action under the Acts be fore

closed by application of the guidelines.

Most creditors requested a definition of the term " substantive

violation " ( the existence of which would necessitate adoption of a written

loan policy ) . They believed that the flexibility permitted the agencies

by the guidelines will result in a lack of uniformity in determining what

constitutes a substantive violation that triggers application of the

guidelines . Industry commenters also requested additional specificity

regarding the method by which particular instances of discrimination

will be determined . Many expressed grave concern that no opportunity

for administrative review and hearings is specifically provided .

Several consumer representatives stated that written loan

policies should always be required irrespective of any finding of a

substantive violation . One State agency believed that such written
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loan policies should be publicized so that the community in which a

financial institution does business would be aware of the institution's

position from the outset . Other commenters questioned whether a

" written loan policy " means a statement of the goals and procedures

of the institution or a list of the institution's standards of credit

worthiness . They pointed out that a list of creditworthiness stan

dards would not be feasible because of the wide variety of possible

credit terms and conditions coupled with the individual factual situa

tions that are involved in a determination of creditworthiness ,

Consumer groups argued that the financial condition of the

creditor should not be considered when the agency determines the remedy

for a violation because it is contrary to the public interest to pro
a

tect or preserve an institution that is discriminating , regardless of

that institution's financial circumstances .

While some consumer groups felt that all violations should

be referred to the Attorney General , some creditors and their representa

tives suggested that no corrective action occur at all unless willful

wrongdoing is found . One commenter suggested that institutions with

less than 50 million dollars in assets be exempt from the guidelines

in the absence of willful discrimination .

The greatest concern voiced in the industry comments had to

do with the fact that administrative enforcement and corrective action

does not eliminate the possibility that civil liability will also be

imposed . The commenters stated that refunds of monies pursuant to

the guidelines , when added to an award of damages by a court would
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constitute double jeopardy for the creditor and a windfall to the con

sumer , in that the consumer would be placed in an even better position

than if the original transaction had been completed in a non -discrimina

tory manner . In addition , the commenters viewed such double recoveries

for the consumer as having possible effects on the safety and soundness

of financial institutions . They also noted that an administrative

enforcement agency may determine that a violation has occured and require

corrective action . A court may then determine otherwise , or vice versa .

Such a result , they claimed, would lead to a high degree of uncertainty

and to a lack of uniformity. The commenters believed that remedial actions

such as those in the guidelines are traditionally the province of the

courts , and that judicially created violations , such as effects test

violations , should only be determined by the courts .

As a possible answer to this concern , several industry

commenters suggested a provision similar to ſ 130 ( b ) of the Truth in

Lending Act , pursuant to which no civil liability attaches for a violation

if corrective action is taken by the creditor within a specified time period .

Consumer representatives , on the other hand , stated that

although some injuries to the consumer would be remedied by adminis

trative action , access to the courts is also essential so that

individual consumers could obtain court awards of punitive damages

in appropriate cases . They felt that the threat of such additional

court action was the strongest incentive to creditor compliance.

As a technical matter , several commenters noted that while

the general enforcement policy indicates specifically that the guidelines
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do not cut off individuals ' rights under the civil liability provisions

of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, there is no such reference to the

civil liability provisions of the Fair Housing Act . It was suggested

that such a reference be added to avoid any implication that individual

rights under the Fair Housing Act would be limited by application of

the guidelines .

c . Specific Violations

Discouraging Applications on a Prohibited Basis in

Violation of § 202.5 ( a ) of Regulation B.

Guideline I provides that where a creditor is found to have

discouraged credit applications on a prohibited basis , the creditor will

be required to solicit applications from the discouraged class through

affirmative advertising which will be subject to review by the enforcing

agency . Under this guideline, the content and the medium of the adver

tising are to relate to the discouraged class , and the creditor may also

be required to advise agents , dealers , community groups , and brokers that

it pursues a nondiscriminatory lending policy .

Several

industry commenters and members of the Board of Governors ' Consumer Advisory

Council expressed strong opposition to this proposal . One consumer who

commented was also opposed to affirmative advertising, suggesting as an

alternative that the government remove any deposit of its funds from

a financial institution which discriminates .

Creditors felt that this guideline would interfere with the

marketing of credit and would impose a requirement not now a part of
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ECOA or FHA , These commenters focused on the distinction between

( 1 ) a failure to solicit applications and ( 2 ) actively discouraging

applications on a prohibited basis . They did not believe that the

former is a violation of the statutes and , therefore , its converse

cannot be required by the guidelines to correct a violation . A number

of commenters questioned whether the remedy of affirmative advertising

was itself discriminatory particularly in light of the Supreme Court's

such advertising could be classed as a special purpose credit program

pursuant to ſ 202.8 of Regulation B , no comparable provision existed

under the FHA , Therefore , in their view , the corrective action itself

may violate at least one of the laws ,

A major concern of industry commenters with respect to

affirmative advertising was that such advertising would amount to a

public announcement of civil liability , could invite lawsuits , and

would be detrimental to an institution's image in the community .

The Department of Justice , however , stated that in its experience

under the Fair Housing Act consumers did not rush to file suit when

informed of violations and of their rights . Consumer groups supported

notifying individual consumers of specific violations and supported

affirmative advertising , including notifying community groups , brokers ,

and others . One State agency recommended requiring affirmative

advertising as a matter of course and not merely as corrective action ,

Regents of the University of California v . Baake, 98 s . Ct , 2733 ( 1978 ) .
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Creditor comments suggested consumer education as an alterna

tive to affirmative advertising . Consumer group comments suggested

that consumer education efforts be undertaken in addition to affirma

tive advertising .

Several practical and technical concerns were raised by

commenters . Commenters requested definitions of the terms " content "

and " affirmative advertising " as used in the guideline . Others pointed

out the costliness of advertising and asked whether creditors who do

not now advertise at all will be required to do so if found to have

discouraged applications on a prohibited basis .

Industry commenters expressed confusion over whether all

advertising, or only affirmative advertising , will be subject to review

by the agencies . Some believe that advertising should be subject to

review only if advertising was the original means of discouraging

applicants . It was also asked what form affirmative advertising would

take where the discouraged class consisted of persons who had , in good

faith , exercised their rights under the Consumer Credit Protection Act .

Several commenters questioned whether mass media advertising

would effectively reach minority groups . They also asked how a national

creditor would be required to advertise . One commenter suggested that

the content of any affirmative advertising should be directed to all

applicants but that the media chosen should be geared to the " discouraged "

class .
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One creditor commenter considered this guideline to be

unconstitutional because it constitutes censorship of the press . Another

characterized this remedy as being credit allocation.

On the other hand , consumer groups suggested that additional

corrective action should be required for the violation addressed by this

guideline . In order to make the customer whole , these commenters felt

that the customer should be reimbursed for the difference between the

cost of the credit sought and discouraged and the cost of alternative

credit obtained .

Using Discriminatory Elements in Credit Evaluation

Systems in Violation of the Fair Housing Act and
SS 202.6 ( a ) and 202.7 of Regulation B.

Under Guideline II , creditors using discriminatory elements in

a credit evaluation system would be required to reevaluate , under a

non-discriminatory written loan policy , all applications rejected during

a period of time determined by the supervisory agency . Letters soliciting

new applications from individuals discriminatorily rejected would be

required as would refunds of any fees paid by such individuals . Any

such individuals who make new applications could not be required to pay

any fee prior to acceptance of an offer of credit from the creditor . If

a discriminatorily rejected applicant accepts an offer of credit , any

penalty incurred for prepayment of an existing loan secured in lieu of the

discriminatori ly denied credit must be reimbursed to the applicant by the

creditor .
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Several industry commenters questioned whether the standards

of creditworthiness in effect at the time of the rejection ( absent the

discriminatory elements ) or the standards in effect at the time of

a new application should be the appropriate standards ,

stated that the fluctuation in the cost of money alters the standards and

that , if the cost of money had risen at the time of the new application ,

more stringent standards should be applied . Financial institutions

maintained that granting credit without reflecting the current cost of

money in their creditworthiness standards would cause them to be cited

during a commercial examination . A corollary question presented was

whether the terms that would have been available originally must always

be offered the customer upon a new application .

Many creditors voiced the need for a specific time period

for which reevaluation of rejected applications would be required .

Preferably , in their view , the length of this period should be the

same as or less than the length of the record retention required by

Regulation B. One creditor suggested solicitation only for loans

discriminatorily rejected in the preceeding 30 days , because earlier

applicants would probably have already obtained substitute credit .

Comments from creditors asserted that an applicant whose

original application fees were refunded and who was not charged any

new fees would not only be made whole but would be in a better position

than had the original credit been granted .

Some creditor commenters specifically questioned the agencies '

authority to order reimbursement under § 8 of the FDIA .
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Consumer groups , on the other hand , suggested that fees

assessed after acceptance of credit also be waived . One consumer

group wished to notify all stockholders and depositors of the

institution of these violations and corrections . They believed ,

in addition , that the appropriate measure of damages to be reimbursed

to the consumer would be the difference between the cost of the credit

originally requested and the cost of credit actually obtained as a

substitute .

Creditors argued that they should not be liable for prepayment

penalties imposed in connection with existing loans obtained in lieu of

discriminatorily denied credit , because such penalties do not accrue to

the creditor that originally denied the credit and because it would be

difficult to determine whether credit was obtained " in lieu of " other

credit . Creditors also questioned whether all costs which might be

characterized as " prepayment penalties " would be reimbursed ( for

example , the additional finance charges retained by application of

the Rule of 78's to calculate unearned finance charges upon early

payment of a loan ) or only penalties imposed for prepayment of simple

interest ( e.g. , real estate ) loans .

As a practical matter , creditors stated that this guideline

would result in additional costs to them and that such costs would

be passed on to all consumers .

It was suggested by creditor commenters that the agencies

approve written loan policies in advance of their use , especially
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since it was argued that the determinative factors in a credit decision

are impossible to separate at´a later date .

Consumer groups wanted customers notified that any credit

rejections that occurred after the original discriminatory rejection may

have been based on incorrect information given to a consumer reporting

agency by the original creditor . They also wanted discriminatorily

rejected consumers to be notified that they should reapply for the sub

sequently rejected credit because the incorrect information in the

credit files must be corrected by the original creditor .

One commenter suggested that " discriminatorily" be changed

to " on a prohibited basis " to more properly reflect the wording of the

law .

Other industry commenters wanted the guidelines to make it

clear that solicitation letters need only be sent to the last known

address of the rejected applicant and that actual contact with the

applicant need not be made .

The San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank offered several

technical comments . The bank suggested including additional remedies

for violations of SS 202.4 , 202.5 ( c ) and ( d ) , 202.6 ( b ) and 202.7 of

Regulation B in this guideline because these provisions also pertain

to forms of discrimination . The bank also suggested that it be made

clear that a violation of either the Fair Housing Act or Regulation B

is adequate to trigger the application of the guideline . ( The caption
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of the guideline presently refers to violations of the Fair Housing

Act and Regulation B and could be interpreted as requiring a violation

of both in order for the guideline to apply . ) The bank wanted clarifi

cation regarding whether or not the term " individuals " as used in the

guideline includes corporate and other borrowers consistent with the

scope of Regulation B. They also questioned whether applicants

discriminatorily rejected but who would have been rejected even absent

discrimination , need to be solicited again. ( They presume not . ) Lastly ,

the bank wanted it specified that the burden of proof is on the creditor

to show that discrimination has not occurred . Attached is a copy of the

language suggested by the San Francisco Reserve Bank as a substitute for

Guideline II ( see Attachment A) .

III . Imposing More Onerous Terms on a Prohibited Basis

Where a creditor has charged a higher rate or required

insurance in violation of the statutes , Guideline III would require

corrective action in the form of reimbursement or adjustment. Where

other more onerous terms were imposed , the creditor would be required

to notify applicants that they may renegotiate the extension of credit

on terms for which they qualified at the time the credit was granted.

Additionally , the creditor would be required to release the applicant

from any other term illegally required and to reimburse the applicant

for any other money illegally required .

37-415 0 - 79 - 104
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Several creditors questioned the agencies ' authority to

require reimbursement . Industry commenters also requested a list of

" substantive " discriminatory terms which would trigger the application

of this guideline . They requested clarification as to whether they

could renegotiate with the customer based on the customer's present

financial situation , in the event that it had deteriorated since the

credit was first requested . The Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank

recommended requiring a refund of any higher downpayment and reimburse

ment of any additional interest charged . However , creditors noted that

a refund of downpayment and renegotiation would lengthen the term of

the loan and result in more interest being charged to the customer .

They also pointed out that renegotiotion may cause problems with lien

priorities ,

If the guideline is adopted , some creditor commenters would

limit its applicability to credit still outstanding and not in default

or the subject of legal collection action . Creditors also claimed that

resolicitation would be very confusing to customers . They suggested

that any excess charges imposed exceed a minimum dollar amount before

this guideline would apply .

Consumer groups , on the other hand , suggested that all offers

to discriminatorily rejected applicants be in writing . They also sug

gested that there be no renegotiation but , rather , automatic adjustment

to eliminate the more onerous terms with interest paid on any reimburse

ments and no prepayment penalties imposed .
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IV . Requiring Cosigners on a Prohibited Basis in

Pursuant to Guideline IV , if a cosigner is illegally required ,

the creditor would have to offer to release the cosigner . Where a

cosigner is necessary to support an extension of credit but the creditor

has restricted the applicant's choice of cosigner on a prohibited basis ,

the creditor would be required to notify the applicant that another

financially responsible cosigner may be substituted .

One creditor asked what the guideline requires or allows

if no other financially responsible cosigner can be found . For example ,

must the credit be granted without a cosignor ? Another creditor noted

that , in some states , release of one cosigner releases all and suggested

that the guideline should not result in such an occurrence .

On the other hand , several comenters offered suggestions

for strengthening this guideline . The Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank

felt that notice of the cosigner provisions of the regulation should be

required to be provided to all future applicants once a violation has

occurred , because the current guideline does no more than require

compliance with the law . The San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank

suggested including in the guideline's remedies similar protection for

guarantors and any others required to sign any documents in connection

with the credit extension . They also suggested that if an applicant

has been denied credit because of an inability to provide a discrimina

torily requested cosigner , the guideline should be held to apply .
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Some consumer groups suggested requiring reimbursement of any

monies paid by discriminatorily obtained cosigners . Others suggested

that all discriminatorily obtained cosigners be automatically released .

v . Failing to collect Monitoring Information in Violation

Guideline V provides that if a creditor has failed to collect

and maintain required monitoring information , the creditor would be

required to solicit such information from all applicants for real estate

loans since March 23 , 1977 , or the previous examination , whichever is

later .

Several creditors requested that emphasis be placed on the

requirement to " request " or " solicit " the information and not necessarily

to " obtain " it . They expressed the view that consumers would be generally

uncooperative in providing such information , especially so long after

a credit transaction . The New York Federal Reserve Bank , however ,

wished to eliminate this guideline because it merely requires " requesting "

the information and not " requiring" it .

The Consumer Advisory Council suggested checking back only

to the previous examination in each instance as evidenced by their

suggestion for the wording of this guideline ( see Attachment B ) .

Consumer groups , however , supported always checking back to March 23 ,

1977 , for the sake of uniformity and a more complete data base .

o
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VI . Failing to provide Notices of Adverse Action in

Under Guideline VI , a creditor that has failed to provide

notices of adverse action would be required to send appropriate notices

to all applicants denied credit within 25 months of the date of the

examination .

Many industry commenters suggested that the guideline require

sending notices only to those applicants who did not originally receive

a notice or who received an improperly completed notice rather than to

" all " applicants denied credit within the specified time period .

addition , creditors argued that it was confusing to require notices

to be sent so long after the rejection , in part , because a customer's

position will probably have changed , thereby rendering the educational

purpose of the notice useless . Therefore , several commenters suggested

that the period be shortened from 25 months to one year . The Federal

Reserve Bank of New York suggested six months . Others requested that

this guideline apply only if a pattern of failing to provide proper

notices is found . Consumer groups , on the other hand, requested that

all applicants who were not given proper notice be told of the violation

and of their rights under ECOA .

VII . Failing to Maintain and Report Separate Credit

Guideline VII provides that if a creditor has failed to obtain

sufficient information to report credit information as required by

Regulation B for accounts held by married persons , the creditor will be
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required to obtain the information it lacks and , thereafter , properly

report the credit information . If a creditor has failed to report

crédit information on married persons ' accounts in accordance with

Regulation B but has sufficient information to do so , the creditor will

be required to designate joint accounts to reflect the participation of

boih spouses and , thereafter , properly report the credit information .

Additionally , if a creditor has failed to report separate credit histories

for spouses as required by the regulation , each such account must receive

a statement advising the account holders that if either spouse has been

refused credit since January 1 , 1978 , on the basis of insufficient credit

history , he or she may want to reapply since the denial may have resulted

from the creditor's failure to properly report credit information .

Industry commenters believed that the guideline should make

clear that no violation occurs when a creditor has relied upon and acted

in conformity with § 202.10 ( b ) ( 2 ) of Regulation B. ( That section allows

creditors to rely on the fact that they sent form notices one time to

married account holders notifying them of their right to redesignate

their credit histories . )

The San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank suggested that the

guideline only require a creditor to " make a good faith effort to " obtain

sufficient information to properly report credit information for accounts

held by married persons .

Other creditors asked to whom the notice regarding subsequent

credit history must be sent , one or both spouses , and whether there will

be a time limit for sending the notice .
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Consumer groups believed that applicants should be compen

sated for direct and indirect injuries resulting from denials of sub

sequent requests for credit caused by the improper maintenance and

reporting of their credit histories ,

VIII , Terminating or Changing the Terms of Existing Open

End Accounts on a Prohibited Basis in Violation of

$ 202.7 ( c ) of Regulation B.

Where a creditor has illegally terminated an account or

changed the terms in a manner less favorable to the borrower , Guide

line VIII will require the creditor to restore the account to its

" previous condition , unless an evaluation of the creditworthiness of

the affected parties justifies other action , "

Several creditors requested a definition of the term

" previous condition . "

The San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank requested clarification

of the phrase " unless an evaluation of the creditworthiness of the

affected parties justifies other action . " The bank also suggested

including this guideline within Guideline II in order to require a

creditor to solicit a new request for credit from those persons

affected by a violation of $ 202.7 ( c ) .
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Attachment A

San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank Draft of Guideline II

II . REJECTING APPLICATIONS FOR CREDIT IN VIOLATION OF THE FAIR

HOUSING ACT OR REGULATION B

( a ) When an applicant has been refused credit because of inability or

unwillingness to comply with a condition improperly imposed by the

creditor , the creditor shall send a letter to the applicant's last

known address , soliciting a new application . The creditor shall also

refund any fees or costs paid by the applicant in connection with the

original application , and shall waive any application , appraisal ,

credit check , or other fee which it might otherwise impose prior to

the applicant's acceptance of an offer of credit . If the application

is approved and the applicant accepts the credit , the creditor shall

reimburse the applicant for any penalty incurred in connection with

the prepayment of any existing credit which the applicant obtained in

lieu of the credit improperly denied by the creditor .

( b ) Where a creditor has used a credit evaluation system which con

tains an improper element , the creditor shall reevaluate all applica

tions for credit in accordance with a written loan policy which con

tains no improper elements . The creditor shall send letters soliciting

new applications to all persons previously rejected , except for persons

whom the creditor can show would have been rejected even under a proper

credit evaluation system . The creditor shall refund fees , waive fees ,

and reimburse prepayment penalties as indicated in paragraph ( a ) .

COMMENT: Paragraph ( a ) applies , for example , where the applicant has

refused to provide information which the creditor should not , under

Section 202,5 ( c ) or ( d ) , have requested . It would also apply where

the creditor has insisted on a signature on a note or other instru

ment in violation of Section 202.7 ( d ) , and the applicant was unable

or unwilling to obtain the signature , Paragraph ( a ) would also apply

when a creditor has terminated or changed the terms of an existing

open end account in violation of Section 202,7 ( c ) .

Paragraph ( b ) applies where a credit evaluation system , ( judgmental

or " demonstrably and statistically sound , empirically derived" ) has

included an improper element , such as discounting of income from

part -time employment in violation of Section 202.6 ( b ) ( 5 ) .

creditor can show that the application would have been rejected even

if the part -time income had not been discounted , the creditor need

not solicit a new application from the rejected applicant .

The period of time for which a creditor will be required to reeval

uate applications and solicit new ones will be determined by the

enforcing agency ; the period will depend on the nature of the violation

and on the type of credit involved . The standards of creditworthiness

used to reevaluate applications shall not be more stringent than those

in effect at the time the applicant was originally denied credit .
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Attachment B

Consumer Advisory Council Draft of Guideline V

If a creditor has failed to collect and retain required

monitoring information subsequent to the first examination at which

such failure is brought to the attention of the creditor, it must

solicit such information from all who have applied for real estate

loans since the date such examination report is submitted to the

creditor , or the previous examination , whichever is later.
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( 202 ) 225-4407

NINETY - FIFTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United States

Hon . G. William Miller

Chairman

Federal Reserve Board

Washington , D. C. 20551

Dear Mr. Chairman :

In order to enable the Commerce , Consumer and Monetary Affairs Subcom

mittee to obtain a clearer picture of Federal Reserve enforcement of the

Equal Credit Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts and Regulation B , I am writing

to request further clarification on a number of points raised in August and

September in my earlier correspondence and in Governor Jackson's testimony

on September 15. I would appreciate your response as promptly as possible

for completion of our record on this hearing .

My questions in connection with Governor Jackson's testimony and pre

pared statement are the following :

1 . How doe's the Federal Reserve detect racial redlining violations of

2 . It was established in testimony that there are no formal guidelines

between the banking agencies and the Justice Department governing what

kinds of discrimination situations will be referred by the banking

agencies for possible Justice Department prosecution . What is the

Federal Reserve's policy toward referral of equal credit and fair

housing violations to the Justice Department for possible prosecution?

Has the Federal Reserve referred any cases to Justice? Under what

particular sets of circumstances would the Federal Reserve refer a

case to the Justice Department in the future?

Governor Jackson's prepared statement indicated that , as of the date

of his statement, not all banks found to have continuing violations

even after a second examination had been brought into compliance .

3 .
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Hon . G. William Miller 2 November 17 , 1978

what has been the nature of the remaining problems in each of these

apparently recalcitrant cases , and what steps have the Federal Reserve

Banks taken in each case to secure compliance?

When do you expect the Board to complete its review and revision of

its ECOA and Fair Housing examination and enforcement program , the

details of which Governor Jackson offered to furnish to the subcom

mittee upon their completion ?

4 .

5 .
Will the revision of your examination and enforcement program include

any modification in your consumer complaint handling procedures to

implement the suggestions of the Board's consultant , Mr. Dennis? For

example will you establish a written set of complaint handling instruc

tions , including instructions for complaint examiners to interview the

complainants as well as the banks where appropriate? Will you establish

a capability for the Board staff to oversee and review the substance of

the complaint handling work performed in the individual Federal Reserve

Banks ?

6 . Governor Jackson testified that testing would be one of the techniques

Questions 10-12 : May we have more explicit and separate answers to

these three questions , which were treated as one question in the initial

response ? For example , please provide exact references to the paragraphs

of your Attachment 5 that constitute answers to each of these questions .
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Question 15 : While I realize that exact figures are not available , I

wouldappreciate your best estimates of ( a ) the portion of total costs devoted

to complaint handling , and ( b ) the portion of total costs applicable to home

loans .

Question 15 ( continued ) : What specific time period do the cost figures

given in answer to this question cover ?

Question 16 : What is the final figure for the number of banks examined

in the first round of Federal Reserve consumer compliance examinations ?

a .

b . Is every unintential violation treated as technical ? For example , would

a systematic recordkeeping violation ( e.g. , discarding records after six

months or failure to collect monitoring information ) be considered tech

nical if it was due to unintentional error?

C.

a .

Is the classification of violations as substantive or technical done

judgmentally by the examiners , using only the general rules of thumb

given in the previous answer to this question ? If there are any more

specific written guidelines for this classification , please suppy them

to the subcommittee .
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Question 24 : Please also provide in percentage form the information

given in answer to the previous question , showing the number of banks in

each group as a percent of all banks examined in that district .

b . banks for which the report from a subsequent examination is available

and in which no similar violations were found at this subsequent

examination ;

banks for which no subsequent examination has been conducted ( or if

conducted , the report is not yet available ) and in which one or more

violations similar to the complaint were found at a previously conducted

examination , and

c .

d . banks for which no subsequent examination has been conducted ( or if con

ducted , the report is not yet available ) and in which no similar violations

were found at any previous examination .

Sincerely ,

Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

BSR : tt
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G. WILLIAM MILLER

January 12 , 1979

The Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Subcommittee on Commerce , Consumer

Dear Chairman Rosenthal:

This is in further response to your letter of

November 17 requesting additional information in connection

with the Board's enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act and Regulation B.

Responses prepared by the Board's staff to the

questions in your letter are enclosed .

I trust these replies will be helpful to the

work of your Subcommittee .

Sincerely ,

Bill
Enclosures
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RESPONSES TO CONGRESSMEN ROSENTHAL'S REQUEST DATED

As indicated during Governor Jackson's testimony on

eptember 15 , 1978 , and further discussed in our earlier response

f September 12 , 1978 , Board staff has been conducting an extensive

eview and revision of civil rights examination and enforcement

The Board will consider very shortly policy questions

n connection with the expanded procedures . Accordingly , the responses

urnished below refer to both the expanded enforcement effort and

he draft procedures that have been in place for the past two years .

1 ) Detection of racial discrimination in lending is covered by examina

tion procedures to determine compliance with Equal Credit Opportunity

and Fair Housing Acts . Procedures include analysis of appraisal

practices for consistency and reasonableness , as well as possible

effects test problems . Also , a comparison of the bank's applied

lending policies between various classes of borrowers is useful . In

this regard , analysis of treatment of protected classes involves

utilizing the section 202.13 monitoring data to identify protected

classes .

Under the expanded enforcement procedures examination for

redlining practices will be detailed in the analysis of appraisal

policies to determine consistency of application among different

neighborhoods . Any discrepancies that inay exist in applied appraisal
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techniques based on geographic location , should be noted during

the examiner's sample of mortgage loans and rejected applications .

Perhaps more significantly , however , the Home Mortgage

Disclosure Act data is used to assess the geographic distribution

of an institution's mortgage lending activity for the purpose

of assessing a bank's performance under the Community Reinvestment

Act . Under recently developed interagency examination procedures ,

analysis of lending activity will focus on the institution's lending

patterns within low- to moderate - income census tracts . Census

data will be analyzed in conjunction with HMDA data in order

to determine the demographic characteristics of the population

constituting an institution's community . To the extent that

high concentrations of individuals within protected classes

reside in geographic areas where an institution curtails its

lending activity , the examination procedures are designed to

detect " racial redlining . "

( 2 ) The Federal Reserve's policy of referring cases of violation of

equal credit opportunity and fair housing statutes to the Justice

Department for prosecution does not differ from the referral policy

for other enforcement matters . The Board would first seek to

exercise its cease and desist authority to enforce compliance .

Should this procedure prove to be ineffective , the case would then
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be referred to the Department of Justice . The Federal Reserve has

not referred any cases involving violations of equal credit

opportunity and fair housing to the Justice Department .

While there are no formal guidelines governing referrals

for prosecution , an interagency memorandum of understanding regarding

interchange of information concerning complaints of discrimination

in financing does exist between the four financial agencies , HUD , and

the Department of Justice . This agreement constitutes an informal

guideline and has been in effect since September 2 , 1976 .

( See attachment A. ) Referrals to the Justice Department by the

financial supervisory agencies are to be made at the discretion of

said agencies and would include any violation involving apparent

willfulness or criminal intent .

( 3 ) Repeat violations are generally of a technical or procedural nature .

The degree and extent of Reserve Bank enforcement procedures

will depend on the nature of the violation . When verification

is necessary to ensure that an institution has corrected a violative

practice , the Reserve Bank will schedule a follow -up examination ,

generally within six to nine months . Should an institution refuse to

change a discriminatory practice , the Board will exercise its cease

and desist authority . As noted on Attachment E , of the 296 banks>

reexamined , 84 ( or 28 per cent ) were found to have repeat violations .

( See responses to questions 13 , 20 , and 21. )

37-415 O - 79 - 105
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( 4 ) Draft credit discrimination examination procedures have under

gone a series of nine field tests . These field tests , as well

as recommendations from a representative of the Center for

National Policy Review and various members of the Consumer

Advisory Council , indicate that substantive revision of the

draft is necessary . It is anticipated that the final procedures

will be adopted and ready for distribution by the end of January

1979 , as part of a System Compliance Handbook , a copy of which

will be furnished to the Subcommittee .

( 5 ) The revised enforcement procedures for complaint investigation

will incorporate a substantial portion of Mr. Dennis ' suggestions .

The procedures will instruct complaint investigators to interview

complainants whenever allegations of credit discrimination are

present . As explained in the response to question 26 , the procedures

will provide for extended review by Board staff . The investigation

procedures will be included in the Compliance Handbook referred

to in response ( 4 ) .

( 6 ) Experience with testing in financial transactions has been

very limited . Although the practice is used by the Armed Services in

connection with possible discrimination in housing , to our knowledge ,

only the Massachusetts Banking Department has significant experience

with testing in connection with credit . That department is preparing

a report on its experience . The Board will review and study the report
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Developing appropriate guidelines for the use of testers may

better be accomplished on an interagency basis ( by the new

Financial Institution Examination Council , for example )

rather than by one agency alone .

( 10 ) In Attachment 5A , Examiner Checklist--Consumer Affairs Compliance

Examination ( submitted in September ) , the steps taken by examiners

in the evaluation of the internal fair housing and equal credit

opportunity compliance program of each bank are as follows :

Page No. Section Question ( s ) No.

2 Forms Review A , B , F , K

2 A - EPolicy/Procedure

8 A 1-6 ; B 2 ( b )Internal Training ,

Audit and Review

9 C 1-3

9 Advertising 5 , 6 , 8

10 Examination

Procedures

A 1-4 , B 1-4

11 C 1-2

12 C 3 ( a ) , D 3-4

13 D 5-6

14 E 8 , 11 , 12
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Page No. Section Question ( s ) No.

15 E 13-14 , F3 , G 1-2Examination

Procedures

16 G3 , H1

20 Sampling A - D

21 F3 , G , H

The steps will be revised and further strengthened and

included in the Compliance Handbook .

Attachment 5B , Equal Credit Opportunity Manual ( submitted

in September ) , provides the examiner with a summary and a narrative

of the requirements and prohibitions of the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act and Regulation B. The citations of the applicable sections

or paragraphs are provided to facilitate examiner reference ,

as this manual is a supplement and not a substitute for the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act or Regulation B.

Attachment 5C , Fair Housing Examination ( submitted in

September ) , serves as a manual for conducting the Fair Housing

Section of the examination . It presents background information

on the Fair Housing Act and also summarizes and highlights other

regulations that enhance and contribute to overall compliance

with the Fair Housing Act .

Attachment 5D , Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Examination

( submitted in September ) , explains the purpose and technical

requirements of Regulation C. While this regulation is a
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disclosure type regulation , the data generated can be used

by examiners , depositors , public officials and citizens

to determine the pattern and trends of real estate lending .

( 11 ) No specific hours or percentages of time are allocated in the exam

inations for checking compliance with the Fair Housing Act and

Regulation B. Certain minimum procedures , as noted in the

response to question 10 , are performed . These procedures include

sampling both accepted and rejected loans . If conclusions can

not be drawn from the original loan sample , or if substantive

violations are found , additional sampling is conducted to determine

the cause of the violation and the extent of noncompliance .

The original sample size is dependent on recent loan vol

ume but is expanded whenever considered necessary . ( Please refer

to Attachment 3 of the September response Examiner Instructions ,

Section II F 1-8 , pages 18 through 28 , for the specific details . )

Increased emphasis is placed on loans originated and

sold if the sample results or other procedures indicate a need

for additional review . This would be accomplished by the examiner

performing another sample or extending the procedures as necessary .

( 12 ) A sample of each type of credit extended by the institution is

reviewed for compliance with all applicable statutes and regulations ,

including the Fair Housing Act , Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

and Regulation B. The breakdown by type serves to isolate causes
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of noncompliance to specific departments , dealers , branches ,

and the like , while maintaining statistical validity needed

to evaluate technical violations .

Additional emphasis is given to loans intended for

resale by the institution when the sample or other examination

procedures indicate increased emphasis is needed . As noted

in the response to question 11 , the examiner will expand the

loan sampling process as necessary .

All loan files are compared to the institution's loan

policy and to other accepted and rejected loans of the same type .

The sample size of rejected loans is judgmental and is relative to

the institution's level of activity and documentation .

As to the types of credit specifically inquired about ,

all accepted loans in the sample would be reviewed for compliance

as applicable . The sampling procedures ( Attachment 3 , Examiner

Instructions , Section II F , pages 18-28 , submitted in September ) ,

refer to instalment loans , single payment loans , home improvement

loans , home mortgage loans , and other types of credit such as

open - end credit and student loans . Cross comparisons are utilized

except as to business credit , which is exempt from the notification

and record retention requirements in Regulation B. Thus , unlawful

treatment for business loans can only be detected in accepted

loans made on less favorable terms .
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( 13 ) A special consumer affairs section has been established within

the examination department of each Reserve Bank . The examination

department is administered by a vice president or senior vice

president , and the consumer affairs section is supervised by

a vice president . The consumer affairs section is staffed by

senior examiners , review examiners , and field examiners ( sometimes

referred to as consumer affairs specialists ) . The salary range

for those in charge of the consumer affairs sections varies

widely and precise data is not readily available .

The staff of the consumer affairs sections conduct examinations ,

provide educational/ advisory services to bankers and process and

respond to consumer complaints . Each Reserve Bank has designated

one or more civil rights specialists who receive extensive training

in the civil rights area .

Organizational variations among the Reserve Banks are minimal .

In two Reserve Banks ( Philadelphia and Richmond ) the consumer

complaint program is housed within the Bank's Legal Department , on

an experimental basis .

At the Board , examination reports are reviewed in depth on a

selective basis . The review examiner's function is to analyze

the field examiner's findings based upon the examination procedures

that were implemented and the lending activity sampled during

the examination .

T
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The examination report is reviewed further to determine

the level of compliance achieved by the institution. The review

examiner is responsible for initiating correspondence with the

Reserve Banks to ensure that appropriate enforcement action is

taken , particularly if an institution has an inadequate level

of compliance , has substantive violations , or has engaged in

unlawful discriminatory practices . Vehicles for corrective

action may include written responses , special advisory visits ,

follow - up examinations within six to nine months , and cease

and desist proceedings .

In addition , Board staff's periodic participation in on - site

examinations supplements the examination review process . Further ,

the Compliance Section is responsible for conducting operational

reviews of Reserve Bank activities related to consumer

affairs and civil rights matters .

The figures displayed as repeated violations ( Attachment E )

sometimes represent institutions in the process of follow -up

examinations . Relatively few repeat violations , however , represent

willful noncompliance. Some banks initiate requests for follow - up

visits or examinations . Corrective action is frequently an

educational process consisting of advisory visits and

correspondence .
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( 15 ) The Federal Reserve System does not compile detailed statistics

on the total program costs related to the handling of consumer

complaints . We do , however , maintain information on the amount

of time involved in processing complaints . Based on the time

figures and the System's total compliance program costs , as

provided in our September response , we estimate that the portion

of total costs devoted to System - wide complaint handling was

$ 420,000 during the period July 1977 through June 1978. Also

based on the amount of time involved , we estimate that the

cost of handling alleged unlawful credit discrimination complaints

was $ 21,000 , or 5 per cent of the total complaint program costs .

The present system does not accommodate the segregation of

( or cost of handling ) complaints relating to home loans from

other consumer or business credit .

( 16 ) As to the 1,013 State-chartered banks which were members of the System

as of October 1978 , 978 reports of examination have been received

by the Board . The difference represents reports in process . All

State member banks have been examined at least once .

( 18 ) See attachment B.

( 20 ) ( a , b , & c ) Generally , a technical violation can be corrected

while the examiner is in the bank and will require little or no

follow -up verification . Substantive violations , however , frequently

require follow -up visits to ensure that violative practices

have been completely eliminated .
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Although technical in nature a violation is classified

substantive in subsequent examinations where it is found to

be repeated . Repeat violations may be an indication that

management does not take consumer regulations seriously .

If this is the case , the examiner may extend the loan review

sample to confirm or deny the existence of more subtle forms of

prohibited practices . Should the continuing practice be the

result of a lack of understanding , a systematic effort is made

by the examiner to educate the bank as to the proper procedures

necessary to gain compliance .

Regardless of the underlying cause of repeat violations ,

they are an important indication that serious problems exist in

the institution . The institution would then be scheduled for a

follow - up examination or special advisory visit , depending on

the nature and seriousness of the violations . If full compliance

cannot be achieved by intermediate enforcement measures , the

Board will exercise its cease and desist authority .

Examples of technical violations of Regulation B include

disclosure of the incorrect enforcement agency on the ECOA notice

( section 202.9 ( b ) ( 1 ) ) , or failure to send an ECOA notice within the

prescribed 30-day period ( section 202.9 ( a ) ( 1 ) ) . Corrective action

for the disclosure violation may be a matter of ordering new
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forms , which is easy to verify . Correction of noncompliance with

the 30-day notice requirements of Regulation B frequently involves

an explanatory discussion with loan personnel .

Technical violations of Fair Housing include a failure to

display the " Equal Housing Lender " poster in accordance with

the Board's order of May 25 , 1978 ( 43 FR 22444 ) or failure to

include the Equal Housing logotype on written advertising

for housing related credits . A poster violation may be corrected

when the examiner returns to the Reserve Bank and mails the

proper poster to the bank , or an advertising violation may require

merely an explanation .

Substantive violations are more serious by nature

and require verification that corrective action is being taken .

Often this involves retraining loan officers , as in the case

of a signature policy violation ( section 202.7 ( a ) ) . Although

the policy may be rewritten quickly , it often requires extensive

retraining of loan officers in the permissible methods of requesting

necessary cosigners .

In the case of prohibited appraisal practices ( Title VIII ,

section 804 , 817 ) , a substantial amount of retraining is required

to teach appraisers to fairly and impartially appraise real estate

based on conditions other than racial or geographic characteristics .

Depending on the size of the institution and the amount of inside

versus outside appraisal activity , varying amounts of time will be

needed to effectively retrain all appropriate personnel . Occasionally ,
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a significant length of time will elapse before a shift in

policy is felt at all levels of an organization . For this reason ,

scheduling of a follow- up examination may depend on the length of

time needed to retrain bank staff .

Generally , an unintentional violation would be considered

technical . However , if a violation occurs systematically , it

could be considered a substantive violation . This would be the

case , for example , when an institution discards or destroys records

in violation of the record retention requirements ( section 202.12 ( b ) ) .

Should an institution fail to request monitoring informa

tion ( section 202.13 ) only in isolated cases , it would be considered

a technical violation . If the failure to request monitoring informa

tion occurs frequently , or forns a pattern or practice , it would be

considered a substantive violation . As it is difficult to establish

specific guidelines for every situation regarding the delineation

between technical and substantive violations , reliance is placed on

examiner judgment with consultations with Reserve Bank and Board

staff , to the extent appropriate .

The Board recognizes the need for greater clarification

regarding the difference between technical and substantive violations .

Attachment C contains the revised examiner instructions that will be

included in the Compliance Handbook .
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It should be noted that the subject of enforcing the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act and Regulation B is a matter of interagency concern .

The five Federal financial institution regulators are nearing final

consideration of proposed interagency enforcement guidelines .

( 21 ) Attachments D and E are similar in format but do not lend themselves

to comparisons for the following reasons :

Attachment D Represents the total of all violations

for the first round of examinations

based on computerized data by Reserve

Bank District .

Attachment E Represents the total of all Banks with

repeat violations on the second round

examinations . These figures were

developed manually .

( 23 ) See Attachment F.

( 24 ) See Attachment G.

( 26 ) Consumer complaints involving State member banks are handled at the

Reserve Banks , a procedure which has the advantage of creating on

going , personal contact between Reserve Bank staff and State member

banks . This arrangement facilitates the resolution of complaints

at the local level . At the same time , additional complaints on
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the same subject or about the same bank serve as a clue to Reserve

Bank staff that a State member bank's policies and procedures

require more careful scrutiny during the examination process .

Reserve Bank examiners conduct the on-site investigations in

connection with complaints .

A consumer complaint referred to a Reserve Bank by the

Board remains in the active file until staff of the Reserve Bank and

the Board are satisfied that the problem has been resolved or that

the consumer has been given a full explanation of the investiga

tion and its results . Staff of the Consumer Affairs Division

reviews the correspondence between the Reserve Bank and the

consumer , as well as all related investigation documents . If

deficiencies are noted in the review process , Division staff

follows up with Reserve Bank personnel as necessary .

Each Reserve Bank has designated an officer in charge

of consumer affairs and a civil rights specialist to monitor

the Bank's effectiveness in handling consumer complaints .

The expanded enforcement program due for consideration

by the Board includes detailed procedures for investigating

consumer complaints . The examiner will contact the consumer

directly unless the nature of the complaint makes it clear that

this would not be useful . These procedures apply to both possible

credit discrimination complaints and complaints involving other

than credit discrimination . These procedures will provide the

Reserve Banks with specific guidelines to ensure that the System's

complaint resolution process will be uniform , efficient , and

responsive to consumers .
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In addition , the Division of Consumer Affairs will provide

more extensive review of the complaint handling efforts of the

Reserve Banks . The program will include a periodic evaluation

of each Reserve Bank's complaint handling efforts to assess

and improve , where necessary , the effectiveness and overall

efficiency of the complaint resolution process . Resolved com

plaints periodically submitted by the Reserve Banks to the Board

will be evaluated by Division staff on several bases :

( a ) Timeliness . Did the Reserve Bank meet the time

requirements of Regulation AA and System investigation procedures ?

( b ) Thoroughness . Did the Reserve Bank do all that was

necessary in an attempt to resolve the complaint and did it

address all the issues ?

( c ) Responsiveness to consumer . Did the Reserve Bank

provide a clear and meaningful response to the consumer ? Did the

response include information about the consumer's rights if a viola

tion of law existed ? Did the Reserve Bank keep the consumer informed

of the progress of the investigation?

( d ) Procedures . Did the Reserve Bank observe all other

established investigation procedures ?

The new procedures also provide that the follow - up question

naire ( as discussed in our September response ) , which is currently

sent to consumers whose complaints are referred from the Board to
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the Reserve Banks for handling , be sent to all consumers whose

complaints are reviewed by the Board .

( 29 ) Consumer complaints assist the System in detecting areas in

which further investigation may reveal violations or deficien

cies in a state member bank's policies and procedures . Not all

complaints, however , are indicative of violation of any law or

regulation . Therefore , it is sometimes not possible to resolve a

complaint to the complete satisfaction of the consumer .

Our September tabulation of consumer complaints by district

shows 98 " no violation found and no accommodation made" complaints

( or 85 per cent of the total ) were handled in four Federal Reserve

districts -- New York , Philadelphia , Cleveland , and Atlanta .

The information about the nature of the 98 complaints was compared

with the examination reports , as necessary . Attachment H includes

tabular information regarding the similarity of violations noted

during bank examinations , either previous to or subsequent to

receipt of the 98 complaints .
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SUMMARY OF ATTACHMENTS

A. HUD Justice Referral Agreement

B. Revised Figures of Hours Spent on First Round Examinations

C. Examiner Instructions for Definition of Substantive and Technical

Violations

D. Total Regulation B and Fair Housing Violations ( 1st Round , by Type

and District )

E.
Total Institutions with Repeat Violations of Regulation B and Fair

Housing ( 2nd Round , by Type and District )

F. Number of Banks with one or More Regulation B Violations

G. Per cent of Institutions with Technical and Substantive Violations

H. Complaint Data Compared to Examination Findings

37-415 0 79 -

106
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Attachment A

hov
܀

#

2
.
cBRIARD OF Pill'IRNIR !;

V
R
V

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM ali12?0. 20551

Fernie
ADDRESS OrrICIAL CORE PONOCNLC

FEDERA RESERVE

September 2 , 1976

Mr. Kenneth F. llolbert

Director

Office of Fair Housing Enforcement

Dear Mr. Holbert :

The Board of Governors has approved the inter-agency

memorandum of understanding regarding interchange of information

concerning complaints of discrimination in financing . The memo

randum relates only to complaints regarding discrimination in the

financing of residential real property .

Enclosed are the six original copies of the signature

page which I have executed .

Very truly yours ,

Ihushore E. Delain
'Thcolore 1. Alli ::on .

Soveroilory lod I love Boneral
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING REGARDING

INTERCANGE OF INFORMATION CONCERNING COMPLAINTS

The Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of Justice ,

and the four principal Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies ( the Comptroller

of the Currency , the Federal Home Loan Bank Board , the Federal Reserve

Board and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ) agree to the following

exchange of information concerning complaints of discrimination in financing.

I. The Department of Housing and Urban Development

A. HUD will provide the appropriate Federal Financial

Regulatory Agency with a copy of all complaints

received pertaining to discrimination in financing

that have been accepted for investigation .

B. HUD will provide a copy of the notice to resolve

or not to resolve served on the respondent to the

appropriate Federal Financial Regulatory Agency .

The Department of HUD will provide the Department

of Justice a monthly listing of financial institu

tions against whom complaints have been filed .

C.

D. In appropriate instances , where there is a failure

to conciliate , the Department of HUD will refer such

cases to the Department of Justice for its consideration

for action under Section 805 .

E.
HUD will provide a copy to the appropriate Federal

Financial Regulatory Agency of the notification

to Justice when HUD's attempts to conciliate a

complaint have failed .

II .. The Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies

A. Each Federal Financial Regulatory Agency will

provide HUD with a copy of all complaints received

by the Agency pertaining to discrimination in

financing together with an indication of action

taken or contemplated by the Agency on the complaint.
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B. Each Federal Financial Regulatory Agency will provide

C. At the discretion of cach Federal Financial Regulatory

At the discretion of the Justice Department , cases

reflecting discrimination in lending by financial

institutions will be referred to the appropriate

Federal Financial Regulatory Agency . Justice will

furnish notice when it is decided to institute suit

against a financial institution .

B. Department of Justice will provide a monthly list
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SIGWATURU : PAGE:

UNITED STATES DEPARIMENT OF TIOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOIMENT:

( Dato Assistant Secretary Tor Fair llousing and

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD :

9/2/76

( Date

Ihirdere E. Glenn
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Econ

Free 2

NOV 2676

TO : CONSUMER AFFAIRS LIAISON OFFICERS AT THE FEDERAL RESERVE

BANKS

As part of its Fair llousing enforcement effort , the Board

of Governors recently signed an agreement to exchange in formation

regarding complaints of discrimination in the financing of residen

tial real property . The signatories of the agreement , in addition

to the Board , are the Comptroller of the Currency , the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation , the Federal Home Loan Bank Board ,

the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Department

of Justice . A copy of the agreement is attached .

You will note that under the agreement , the Board must

provide the Department of Housing and Urban Development with a

copy of all complaints received by the agency pertaining to

discrimination in residential real property financing , together

with an indication of the action taken or contemplated by the

agency .

In order to carry out the Board's responsibilities under

this agreement , we ask for your cooperation . When a complaint of

discrimination in the financing of residential real property on the

basis of race , color , religion , national origin or sex against a

State member bank is received by letter , we ask that after appro

priate action by the Reserve Bank , you send to miss Kathryn Casey

in the Division of Consumer Affairs two copies of the incoming

letter together with the results of the action taken by the Reserve

Bank . Similarly , if a complaint is received over the telephone or

by walk-in , please send us two copies of completed FR Form 1116 and

any related correspondence . One copy will be retained by the Board

and one will be sent to HUD . If complaints are received against

lenders other than State member banks , you should follow your usual

procedure of referring the complaint to the appropriate enforcement

agency . You need not make copies of these complaints or forward
them to us .
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Complaints are occasionally received directly by the

Acard , and under our usual procedures are referred to the appro

priate Reserve Bank for action . Complaints received here will

be forwarded to cud directly froа this vifice .

Thank you for your cooperation .

Sincerely ,

Janet cart

Director

Attachment

AG :njw

11-4-76 ar

Jt
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Attachment.B

CONSUMER_AFFAIRSCOMPLIANCEFXAMINATIONDATA

.PAGE:1
EMPLOYEEHOURSSPENTONEXAMINATIONS

ICIALBANKS SMALL.BANKS MEDIUM_BANKS LARGE_BANKS

AVGHRS

|EXAM.HOURSREBANK1EXAM.YOUESPER_SANK1EXAMHOULSLER_BANK

1053

27 3214

213

375

110

51

53

21

30

6

51

46

28

94

40

696

1,885

70

59

57

124

59

31

27

40

56

133

2483

222,192

3691

72,068

111,494

244

100

231

295

136

206

42

79

39 23

30

47

52

21

20

10

CURRENTDATE:12127/78

63 49 77.68 525.22,926 44 38126,054 68 1212,188 169
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ATTACHMENT C

VI . VIOLATIONS

General ( technical and substantive )

All violations discovered by the examiner , whether technical

or substantive , will be noted on the checklist or accompanying work

Information should include , when available , names of customers ,

dates of transactions , names of dealers or merchants , the sections of

the statutes or regulations violated , the total amount of any over

charges , and any other information dccmed important in evaluating

compliance by the bank . The listing of potential violations in the

work papers will aid the examiner in the preparation of Form 1195 .

In addition , the examiner should classify violations as

either technical or substantive . Generally , technical violations are

those that do not form a pattern and result in little or no monetary

harm to the customer . The possibility of liability to the bank is

usually small. Examples of technical violations include minor forms

deficiencies and non-recurring typographical errors on disclosure forms .

Substantive violations may ( but will not necessarily ) form a pattern , result

in monetary harm to the customer , or result in significant liability

Examples of substantive violations include overcharges

( as defined in uniform interagency enforcement guidelines ) , apparent

unexpired rescission rights , and possible unlawful discrimination .

Violations defined as " technical " should be classed as " substantive

when the bank willfully or knowingly causes the violations to occur .

This would occur when the same kind of technical violation previously
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cited has not been corrected . When this condition is found , the Reserve

Bank should consider and recommend to the Board , as appropriate , strin

gent enforcement ( particularly cease and desist actions, where such

action is deemed necessary to enforce .compliance .

whether violations of the consumer statutes or regulations have occurred ,

as in the instance of incomplete bank files . In such cases the checklist

would include an explanation of the situation as found, and the

1

examiner should seek guidance from the Reserve Bank .
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ATTACHMENTD

RegulationBViolationsMarch1977 December1978
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i
s
c
o

K
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s
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C
i
t
y

D
a
l
l
a
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T
o
t
a
l
s

0 0 3

2
3

189 0 1 0 4 180 0 3 403

202.5(forms) 720 186 97 500 683|1020 908 166 260 1938BOO 453 8241

202.4

31 3 1 1 51 0 1 0 36 150

O

1 275

202.7(a)-(C)&(e)granting0 1 0 0 102 0 0 0 0 90 0 27 220

202.7(a)(Signatures) 0 39 O

324 68 2 771 18 13 739 1 83 2063

202.9(Notifications) 317 259 56 428 345 229 735 309 3921036239 516 4862

202.10(Creditreport) 0 1 0 153 35 23 59 0 1 11049 1 432

202.12(recordkeeping) 11 9 7 83 45 36 44 27

ת

U

327114 2 710

202.13(monitoring) 62 22 44 868 163 67 272 94 179 181182 47 2081

TitleVIII 1 18 19 31 17 26 174 4 28 1717 53 405

Totals 1142 538 227 2411169914032965613 923 $7688021196 19,692

No.ofBanksExamined
978

No.ofBanksw/violations934
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REPEATVIOLATIONS-SECONDROUNDEXAMINATIONS ATTACHMENTE
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3 18 10 1 111 5 40

1 1

1 1

2 19 2 1 24

1 3 5 10 3 2 24

1 1 2

1 3 1 1 6

13 7 2 2 3 2 29

TitleVIIIFairHousing 1 1 9 11

TotalViolations(Type) 2 0 1 19 0 35 53 2 11 8 1 7 139

202.4

9 9 3 3 45 4 45 80 37 23 30 5

о
л

11 296

TotalBanksExamined

2 5 5 1 7 84
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ATVTACHMENT F

No. of Banks with one or more Regulation B Violations

Banks

Examined

No. Banks w / Tech

nical Violations

No. Banks w / Sub

stantive Violations

Boston 16 11 2

New York 68 13 4

Philadelphia 13 5 2

Cleveland 114 93 5

Richmond 104 56 8

Atlanta 79 36 6

Chicago 222 97 23

St. Louis 78 28 5

Minneapolis 124 55 7

Kansas City 87 33 35

Dallas 46 13 9

San Francisco 27 13 9

이

Total 978 453 115

978 Banks examined

525 with no technical violations - 863 with no substantive violations .

The Board's Computer Program does not identify Institutions with only

technical violations and only substantive violations. Therefore , some

banks listed above may haye both technical and / or substantiye violations,
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ATTACHMENT G

% w / Technical % w / Substantive

Boston 1.25

New York .59.

Philadelphia 1.54

Cleveland
4.4

Richmond
7.7

Atlanta
7.6

Chicago 1.04

St. Louis .64

Minneapolis .56

Kansas City 40.2

Dallas 1.96

San Francisco

68.7

3.3



APPENDIX 9.-NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

NJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL, N.Y., CHAIRMAN GARRY BROWN , MICH .
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IROISS COLLINS , ILL.
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ENRY A. WAXMAN , CALIF .

( 202 ) 225-4407

NINETY -FIFTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United States

August 10 , 1978

Hon . Lawrence Connell , Jr.

Administrator

National Credit Union Administration

2025 M Street N.W.

Washington , D. C. 20456

Dear Mr. Connell :

In connection with its general oversight responsibilities over the

federal financial regulatory agencies , the Commerce , Consumer and Monetary

Affairs Subcommittee has scheduled oversight hearings in September on the

financial regulatory agencies ' enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act and the Fair Housing Act . I am writing to request your testimony , or

the testimony of your designate who can speak for the National Credit

Union Administration on these matters , on the morning of September 14 at
10 A. M.

The hearings will address the topics of nondiscrimination regulations

to implement the purposes of the Fair Housing Act , the proposed uniform

enforcement guidelines for Regulation B , and other aspects of the financial

regulatory agencies ' policies and activities for securing financial insti

tution compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing

Act . These other aspects will include the collection and use of monitoring

information , examiner training for and the organization of the civil rights

compliance examination work , the handling of consumer discrimination com

plaints , and actual enforcement activities to date .

The topics and specific questions on which the subcommittee requests

the testimony of the National Credit Union Administration are the following :

1 .

a . Is there a problem of redlining discrimination in home lending

by financial institutions , and is the problem of urban neighbor

hood decay due in any way to discriminatory practices in the

handling of individual loan inquiries and applications by financial

institutions ?

( 16 89 )
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b . Would NCUA promulgation and enforcement of nondiscrimination

regulations explicitly prohibiting redlining discrimination

be justified from the point of view of ensuring equitable

treatment of individuals and helping to reduce the problem

of neighborhood decay? Does the NCUA plan to issue such

regulations ?

C. Has the NCUA sufficient statutory authority to issue and

enforce such nondiscrimination regulations , or does it plan

to request legislation to convey this authority ?

d . What will be the regulatory approach of the NCUA toward red

lining discrimination as credit unions begin to make signi

ficant numbers of mortgage and home improvement loans?

2 . Redlining Monitoring :

a . Has the NCUA any plans to collect monitoring information on

home loan applications and inquiries more detailed or cover

ing more types of transactions than is now required under the

monitoring provisions of Regulation B ? Will the required

monitoring information be similar in detail to the information

to be collected by the FDIC , the Comptroller of the Currency ,

and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board ? Will monitoring informa

tion be required on applications for home improvement loans or

mortgage refinancings ? Will it be required on inquiries for

home loans ?

b . If so , how will this information be used ? Will it be examined

for evidence of redlining discrimination?

If not, what will be the NCUA's approach to the detection of

redlining discrimination by individual credit unicns ?

C.

3 .

.

Recent Enforcement:

a . How many and what types of violations of the Fair Housing Act ,

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , or Regulation B have NCUA

examiners found in credit unions in 1977 and 1978? What por

tion of these violations were clear violations of the substance

and spirit of the laws prohibiting discrimination ? What

remedial or enforcement action has the NCUA taken to correct

these violations ?

b . Were there any instances of repeat violations , in which credit

unions were found to be continuing to engage in discriminatory

practices after having previously been told to stop? What

enforcement actions has the NCUA taken in these cases of repeat
violations ?
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4 . Future Enforcement: How will the NCUA deal in the future with cases

of repeat violations of the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act, or Regulation B , where a credit union is found on the

second or third examination to have failed to correct conditions

found on a previous examination ? In particular ,

a .

b . Under what circumstances will the NCUA inform , or require the

credit unions to inform , the victims of lending discrimina

tion that unlawful discrimination has been found in the insti

tution's handling of a previous application or inquiry from

them?

c . Under what circumstances will the NCUA release publicly the

names of institutions that have refused or failed to eliminate
discriminatory practices ?

5 . Consumer Information :

a . What consumer information and education activities does the

NCUA conduct to inform the general public about the laws

against credit discrimination ? Does the NCUA have any plans

to expand these activities ?

b . What is the view of the NCUA about the effectiveness and

proper role of civil damages litigation by private individuals

in bringing about general compliance with the laws against

credit discrimination ?

c . Under what circumstances would it advance the objective of

general financial institution compliance for the regulators

to inform consumers explicitly of their right to file civil

damage suits under the Fair Housing Act and Equal Credit

Opportunity Act?

In addition to these questions to be addressed in testimony , the sub

committee requests that you provide in advance answers to certain specific

questions and certain related materials , as follows :

1 . How do the NCUA's examination procedures determine whether discrimina

tory " pre - screening " and discouragement of potential loan applicants

are occurring ? In particular :

a . Please explain how the examination procedures will determine

37-415 0 - 79 - 107
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b . What procedures will detect the discouragement of applicants

by certain subtle devices such as the ( i ) informing certain

applicants whom the credit union wishes to discourage that

six to eight weeks will be required to process an applica

tion , when in fact only one week is required , or ( ii ) quoting

a higher rate of interest to certain inquirers or applicants

whom the credit union wishes to discourage than to favored
applicants?

c . Please supply to the subcommittee the text of all examiner

instructions that address the problem of " pre - screening " and

discouragement. If there are no such instructions , please

so state .

2 . How do NCUA examiners evaluate whether formalized credit scoring

systems are in compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act , and Regulation B ? Please supply to the subcommittee

the text of any examiner instructions that address the evaluation of

credit scoring systems . If there are no such instructions , please so

state .

3 . How will NCUA examination procedures and regulations deal with dis

crimination in real estate appraisals ? Please supply to the subcom

mittee the text of any examiner instructions that address the detec

tion of discrimination in appraisals . If there are no such instruc
tions , please so state .

4 .
Has the NCUA considered requiring , as a part of the adverse action

notite required under Regulation B , that credit unions include a copy

of the appraisal with the adverse action notice sent to an applicant

when his application for a home loan is denied on the basis of an

inadequate appraised value ? What factors will the NCUA consider in

reaching a decision on this matter?

5 . How do NCUA examiners evaluate the internal management controls and

organized civil rights compliance program of each credit union ?

Please supply to the subcommittee the text of any examiner instruc

tions that address the evaluation of internal management civil rights

compliance programs . If there are no such instructions , please so

state .

6 . In its examinations for compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and Regulation B , what procedures or

guidelines does the NCUA follow in determining what portion of its

examination effort is to be devoted to each credit union ? How is the

size determined for the loan sample that will be reviewed for compli

ance in each instituions? Please supply to the subcommittee the text

of any examiner instructions , policy guidelines , or other documents

that address this question of the allocation of compliance examination

effort among the different institutions to be examined .

1
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7 . Please describe the organizational structure and responsibilities of

the Washington headquarters and the regional offices of the NCUA as

they apply to the fair housing and equal credit compliance examina

tion function . What are the relevant responsibilities and authori

ties associated with each position in this organizational structure ,

and what degree of autonomy is exercised by officials assigned to the

regional offices in the performance of this function? What are the

procedures followed for systematic oversight and review by the staff

in Washington of the equal credit compliance examinations performed

by the field examination staff?

8 . Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the full

gross costs of NCUA activities related to enforcement of credit union

compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act , and Regulation B. These cost figures should include an appro

priate allowance for overhead , including clerical support , travel and

per diem expenses , computer usage , rent or imputed rent , and utilities .

Please state the method by which any estimates were derived .

a . The full costs for all activities in the twelve -month period

from July 1977 through June 1978 , and the projected full costs

for the twelve-month period from July 1978 through June 1979 .

b . A percentage breakdown of each total to show the proportions

spent on training , field examinations and associated supervi

sion , consumer complaint handling , consumer education , creditor

education , and any other appropriate categories .

9 . Please provide the following actual or estimated figures on numbers

of credit unions and numbers and sizes of loans. Please state the

method by which any estimates were derived .

a . The number of credit unions examined by the NCUA in the twelve

month period from July 1977 through June 1978 and the number

that will be examined by the NCUA in the twelve-month period

from July 1978 through June 1979 .

b .
The numbers of credit applications received and loans or

credit lines granted , and the average dollar size of each

Toan or credit line granted , by the examined credit unions in

the twelve months ending June 1978 .

c . The projected numbers of credit applications to be received

and loans or credit lines to be granted , and the projected

average dollar size of each loan or credit line to be granted ,

in the year ending June 1979 by the credit unions to be examined

in that year .
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.d . The numbers of loan applications received and loans granted ,

and the average dollar size of each loan granted , for home
improvement purposes .

10. Please restate the cost figures given in answer to question 8.a

11 . Please provide the following actual or estimated figures for the number

of NCUA examiner hours spent in performing on - site examination for

compliance with the Fair Housing Act , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

and Regulation B. Please state the method by which any estimates were
derived .

a . Total examiner hours for the twelve-month period from July

1977 through June 1978 , and projected total examiner hours

for the twelve-month period from July 1978 through June 1979 .

b . A disaggregation by NCUA region of the totals given in answer

to part ( a ) .

12. Please restate the figures given in answer to the previous question
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than one type or class of violation was found at a single institution ,

please count each type of violation separately , as this request is for

a tabulation of violations , not of institutions in violation ( see next

question ) .

15. Please provide a tabulation , by NCUA region , of institutions found to

16. What are the established procedures of the NCUA for investigating and/

18 . Please provide figures giving the numbers of consumer complaints received

by the NCUA in each region and in total in the twelve -month period from

July 1977 through June 1978 alleging discrimination in some aspect of

the lending process .

19. Please provide a further tabular breakdown , as indicated below , of each

a .

b . Complaint cases in which no violation was found but in which

an adjustment or accomodation was offered by the credit union
and accepted by the complainant ( including correction of credit

union errors ) ;
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c . Complaints based on a factual dispute , in which the complainant

received no satisfaction ;

d . All other complaints that received a thorough investigation

but resulted in no violations related to the complaint and

no satisfaction for the complainant ; and

e . All other complaints ( including information requests ) in

a . What portion of these complaints were about credit unions

in which a violation similar to the complaint had been

found previously , at the most recent prior general compli

ance examination?

What portion of these complaints were about credit unions

in which a violation similar to the complaint was found

subsequently , at the next subsequent general compliance

examination ?

b .

C. What portion of these complaints were about credit unions

that have not been given a general compliance examination

since the filing of the complaint ?

21 . How many private law suits for civil damages under the Fair Housing

Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act have been filed against credit

unions in 1977 and 1978?

22 . In what ways does the NCUA inform loan applicants or potential appli

cants of the existence and possible usefulness to them of civil damages

provisions of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act?

Please supply to the subcommittee examples of any letters, pamphlets ,

or other educational or informational materials in which these civil

damages provisions are mentioned .

23. Approximately how many of each type of letter , pamphlet , or other edu
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24 . Please identify and describe any major surveys , reports , or studies ,

either by outside experts or by NCUA staff , that have recently been

completed , are currently in progress , or are planned for the near

future on any aspect of NCUA responsibilities under the Fair Housing

Act or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

Please provide 75 copies of your prepared statement to the subcommittee

at least 24 hours in advance of your appearance . The answers to the supple

mentary information should be provided by Friday, September 8. If for any

reason not all of this material can be compiled by that time , then please

deliver to the subcu..mittee on September 8 the answers and material that is

ready at that time , with the remaining answers and material to be supplied

as soon thereafter as possible. If you have any questions concerning this

request , please contact Don Tucker of the subcommittee staff .

Sincerely ,

Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

BSR : tv
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

Office of the Administrator

September 8 , 1978

Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Commerce , Consumer , and Monetary

Dear Mr. Rosenthal :

This is in response to your letter dated August 10 , 1978. The

enclosed materials are in answer to the questions you raised .

We have attempted to provide as much information as we have

available . If I can be of any further assistance , please let me
know .

Sincerely,

Camera Comes2
LAWRENCE CONNELL

Administrator

Enclosures
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la . " Pre - screening " or discouraging applications has not been an identifiable

Specifically , Article IX , Section 4 , of the bylaws states : " All applications

or requests not approved by a loan officer shall be acted upon by committee . "

( emphasis added ) Thus , no one other than the credit committee has authority

to discourage or disapprove any request for credit . In addition , the action

taken on every request , regardless of disposition , must be put in writing ,

and complete minutes of the meetings must be kept , The credit committee

minutes , in other words , are the principal control point , and these

minutes are carefully reviewed on a test basis as part of each examination ,

thus precluding intentional omission of any application .

It is possible , of course , for one individual to unilaterally attempt ,

through his/her own prejudices to discourage applicants . However , the

cooperative /membership concept on which credit unions are based creates

its own set of checks and balances since officials are elected by the

membership and are therefore responsive to member complaints whether

received formally or through the " grapevine, "

We wish to note the distinction between " discouraging applicants" and

" discouraging applicants on a prohibited basis, " Obviously , applicants

must be discouraged on a prohibited basis before a violation of Regulation

B occurs . Discouraging applicants in a credit union however , whether or

not on a prohibited basis , would be a violation of the bylaws . Thus , we

would require immediate corrective action .

10 . Credit unions are relatively small institutions that have limited

staff and few rejected loans . Most , in fact , look for ways to approve loans .

In most cases , therefore , the examiner during the course of the examination

is able to observe everything going on in the credit union , including the

loan application process . This has proven to be an effective pre-screening

detection technique . However , a few credit unions are too large for the

examiner to rely exclusively on this observation technique . In such cases ,

special examination procedures will be used ,

These may include a review of the training in Regulation B and Fair Housing

Act given loan personnel and interviews with management and loan personnel

to determine their familiarity with the laws and to learn how applications

are processed . In addition , all complaints are investigated and those that

allege a refusal to accept an application or a long delay in acting on an

application are given special attention . Again , such complaints would

quickly reach officials because of the structure of credit unions .
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Finally , NCUA regulations require credit unions to have written loan

policies , and the majority of credit unions publish these policies

for member information and to encourage loan activity . As well , a

credit union is not permitted to vary its interest rate at will

2

2 .
Our examiners have been provided detailed instruction on what factors

credit unions are prohibited from considering in the evaluation of

creditworthiness . The concept of demonstrably and statistically sound

empirically derived credit systems has also been explained . However ,

such credit systems are expensive and rarely used by credit unions .

Reference the checklist in Exhibit A.

3 . Real estate loans comprise a very small part of the loan portfolios

in the credit union industry . Only recently have credit unions

obtained the ability to make long term real estate mortgages . Thus ,

our enforcement of the Fair Housing Act has centered on home improve

ment loans . These loans rarely require an appraisal . When appraisals

are encountered , our examiners are required to review them for

discriminatory bias ( see attached checklist , appendix B ) although no

specific instructions concerned with appraisals have been given .

NCUA is participating in the American Institute of Real Estate

Appraisers seminar sponsored by HUD later this month . Shortly

thereafter , utilizing the input we receive at the seminar , we plan

to design and implement examination procedures specifically dealing

with the review of appraisals .

4 .
As stated previously , NCUA and the credit union industry have had

limited experience with real estate lending . However , we are in the

process of drafting an anti-redlining regulation . In drafting our

regulation we are studying the regulations ( and proposed amendments )

of the FDIC , the Comptroller and the THLBB and will undoubtedly

incorporate some features of these agencies ' regulations into our own .

We are aware that at least one agency is considering revising its

regulations to require that institutions include a copy of the

appraisal with adverse action notices sent to home loan applicants

when the application is denied on the basis of an inadequate

appraised value . In considering whether to incorporate such a

requirement into our regulation , our major consideration will be to

assure that the consumer receives adequate disclosure of the content

of the appraisal .
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5 . While NCUA examiners do evaluate internal management controls and

compliance with principal requirements of ECOA and the Fair Housing

Act in each FCU , they do not evaluate civil rights compliance

programs per se unless such programs are developed under a plan for

corrective action during a prior supervisory contact .

6 . The consumer law compliance portion of NCUA's examinations is completed

with no time restrictions on examiners . Examiners have been instructed

to take the time necessary to perform the related procedures properly .

NCUA Instruction No. 5000.1 ( See Exhibit A) prescribes an in-depth

review of a minimum of two recent loans in each category of security

selected from a random statistical sampling . The extent of the loan

sample and amount of time spent varies with the size of the credit

union and the conditions encountered .

A separate consumer compliance examination program is being developed ,

however , for larger FCUs and those with identified compliance programs .

This program , which will also be without time restrictions , will include

expanded sampling and related examination techniques .

7 .
The organizational structure of NCUA , its Washington Consumer Affairs

Division and its Regional Offices may be found in Exhibit B. Authority

and responsibilities for the ECOA /FH compliance /examination function at

the various levels are as follows :

Administrator Final approval authority and ultimate responsibility

for policy and program .

Assistant Administrator for Examination and Insurance - Authority and

responsibility for direction of compliance examination function in

conjunction with agency's over-all financial regulatory and enforcement

programs .

Associate Assistant Administrator for Consumer Affairs - Authority and

responsibility for policy development and recommendation .

Director , Division of Consumer Affairs - Responsibility for policy

implementation and compliance program development and oversight review .

Analyst / Specialists, DCA - Development and review of compliance

examination and related enforcement programs .

Regional Director Full authority and responsibility for effective

implementation of NCUA policy and total examination program for all

FCUS in Region .

Regional Consumer Affairs Analyst Responsibility for coordinating

implementation of NCUA consumer enforcement policy and program

directives , including review of examination reports for uniformity

in enforcement .
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Supervisory Examiner - Responsibility for supervising examination

function .

Examiner - Responsibility for carrying out compliance examination

functions in accordance with NCUA policy directives . This includes

making determinations that compliance requirements are met and

prescribing ( subject to Regional Office approval ) and securing

agreements for corrective actions for all violations .

As indicated above , Regional Directors exercise full autonomy in

implementing NCUA consumer enforcement policy and related compliance

examination functions , and examiners have full responsibility for

detecting violations and developing plans for corrective action .

The Division of Consumer Affairs , on the other hand , through its

review of detailed EDP reports on violations and test checking of

examination reports , carries out the oversight and review function .

8 . See Exhibit C.

9 . See Exhibit D. Note that only data available is for calendar years and

that no data was available for loan applications received or lines of

credit .

10 . See Exhibit E.

11 . See Exhibit F.

12 . See Exhibit G and note on question 9 above .

13 . NCUA does not distinguish between violations of consumer laws on the basis

of " technical" and " substantive " classifications . We believe that such

classifications are largely arbitrary and do not reflect the extent to

which the consumer may be harmed by a violation of law . For example , a

form violation may be a " technical " violation in one sense but may have

the serious impact of discouraging a potential loan applicant from

applying for the loan . Our data gathering system is designed to indicate

primarily the extent of compliance with major requirements of the law as

reflected in checklist questions . Accordingly , the following codes are

assigned by the examiner to each checklist question , including those

relating to ECOA and Fair Housing :

1 .

2 .

3 .

in compliance

non -- compliance exceptions corrected prior to completion

of examination .

non-compliance agreements reached to correct all exceptions ,

non-compliance – minor areas of concern not corrected .

non-compliance - major areas of concern not corrected

4 .

5 .
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In determining between codes 4 and 5 , the examiner is presently guided

by a consideration of whether the violation could involve restitution

or civil penalties . Any type of violation which could involve

restitution or civil penalties would be classified as a code 5. A

code 6 is being added , however , to reflect instances where NCUA will

actually require restitution .

.4 . NCUA does not collect data concerning the number of violations . Our

15. See Exhibit H. NCUA does not classify violations as " substantive "

16. NCUA acknowledges and investigates all written consumer complaints .

A copy of NCUA Instruction 4000.5 is provided as Exhibit I. This

instruction is in the process of being revised and expanded .

17. Copies of all correspondence on complaints are routed to the Washington

18. ECOA/FH Discrimination complaints received July 1 , 1977 - June 30 , 1978 :

Region : I II III IV V VI Washington Total

2 10 12 4 10 22 2 . 62

19. Of the 62 discrimination complaints received , 11 are still under investigation ,
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20 . Our data systems are not presently geared toward providing the information

In answering specific complaint letters our regional staff first conducts

an in -depth investigation into the allegations . If NCUA concludes that

no violation of FHA or ECOA has occurred , we notify the complainant

that although we found no evidence of discrimination , if they wish to

pursue the matter a private remedy is available . We advise them to see

an attorney of their choice if they do desire to take further action ,

23. We utilize the 13,000 FCUs as part of a voluntary distribution network

NCUA also prepared and makes available to the Federal Credit Unions a

slide presentation on the ECOA . This slide presentation is used in the

training of examiners and credit union officials and in educating credit

union members .

24. In addition to obtaining valuable compliance reports from our own recently
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Exhibit

EXPLANATIONS RELATING TO

CONSUMER REGULATIONS

COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

NCUA 2523 ( Rev. 2/78)

NCUA 2523A ( Rev. 2/78 )
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EXPLANATIONS-TRUTH IN LENDING ACT ( a ) an escrow account

( b ) an estate loan

a

6. Volume I may be used to compute APR on transactions involving

odd first period or one odd payment, but other irregular transactions

require the use of Volume II . Examples follow for monthly payments

with odd first period. ( If weekly , bi-weekly or semi-monthly pay

ments are scheduled refer to Manual of Laws.) If the date of final

payment is 12 months or more from the date interest begins to accrue

( date of loan ) , no adjustment to the disclosed APR or Finance charge

is necessary if the first payment is due in not less than 20 nor more

than 50 days.

An example : $ 1000 loan for 12 months @ $ 88.85 . Finance Charge is

$ 66.20 . Total of payments would equal $ 1,066.20 . Interest begins to

accrue 6/1/77 . Date of first payment 6/30/77 . The following would be

provided under 226.8 ( b ) ( 3 ) :

Number of Amounts of Date of Frequency Total

Payments Payments 1 st Payment

2
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EXPLANATIONS – TRUTH IN LENDING

7. Self Explanatory

8. It is a disclosure violation ( and a violation of the FCU Act if 1 %

per month is being charged ) if the credit union when computing in

terest on payments applies a daily interest factor based on a 360-day

year but uses the actual number of days between payments . ( The

amount collected would exceed 12% APR as well as 1 % per month on

the unpaid balance.) Errors because of leap year are exempt. If the

FCU charges interest on a 365 day year and charges 1 % per month

on the unpaid balance , the daily factor would be .00032877. The

daily factor for the 360 -day method would be .00033333. ( See Ac

counting Manual for additional discussion .)

a

Open End Credit :

11. Section 226.7 - Open End Loan Accounts – Specific Disclosure .

To qualify as open end , the loan or line of credit must be made pur

suant to a plan under which :

( e ) The interest rate using the term " Periodic Rate " and the

corresponding APR which is determined by multiplying the " periodic

rate " by the number of periods in the year using the term " Annual

Percentage Rate " . Note four different terms can be used for APR .

See Section 226.7 ( b ) ( 5 ) .

Miscellaneous:

18. Section 226.9 - The Notice of Recission gives a borrower the

right to cancel a credit transaction within 3 business days after receipt

of the Notice . The Notice must be given whenever the credit union

acquires or retains a security interest in the borrower's principal resi

dence. No such cancellation right is afforded for first mortgages to fi

nance purchase of a dwelling itself, but the right of recission does

apply when a residence is otherwise used as collateral for a consumer

loan . The regulation specifies the type of notice the creditor must give

a consumer when the right of recission can be exercised . It is essential

that the notice be given promptly when the loan is granted . The right

of recission can be given prior to the disbursement of the loan , if the

FCU also gives the member all other applicable Regulation Z disclosures .

.

( d ) The interest charged using the term " FINANCE CHARGE."

3
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EXPLANATIONS – TRUTH IN LENDING

19. " Advertising credit terms" is discussed in Section 226.10 . Cer

tain terms " trigger" full disclosure requirements for advertising credit.

( Examples for closed end loans include: 10 % down, 24 months to

pay or 100 % financing available . Open end triggers include : 3 years

to repay , minimum pay $ 30 or 12 % APR . See Manual of Laws for

an expanded list of trigger terms. "

20. Full disclosure must be made for anything other than a temporary

interruption involving 1 or 2 payments where no change in the existing

monthly payments are made. Any other extension or refinance would

require a new disclosure .

EXPLANATIONS-EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY

1. Creditors may not on a prohibited basis prohibit or discourage any

individual from applying for credit. ( see Section 202.5 ( a ) ) The nine

prohibited bases are : race , color , religion , national origin , sex , marital

status, age ( provided that the applicant has the capacity to enter into a

binding contract ) , receipt of income from any public assistance pro

gram or good faith exercise of any right under the Consumer Credit

Protection Act ( i.e. filing a complaint or suit against the credit union

alleging a violation under TIL , ECOA or FCRA ) . The latter means

that the credit union may not discriminate against an applicant who

it considers to be a " troublemaker" because of having filed a com

plaint under one of the consumer acts .

3. Regardless of whether the loan is secured or unsecured , a creditor

may request any information concerning an applicant's spouse ( or

former spouse that may be requested about the applicant only if :
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EXPLANATION – EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT

1

FCU can consider the effect of a member's expected retirement on

income to ascertain whether the member will be able to make pay .

ments until the loan is paid in full . As an exception to the general

rule , the age of an elderly person ( 62 or older as defined in Regula

tion B ) can be considered directly if this fact is used in the favor of

the elderly applicant. Direct consideration of age is also allowed in cer

tain sophisticated , tested credit scoring systems. Otherwise , the direct

consideration of age is prohibited . For example routinely refusing to

grant loans or routinely requiring extra collateral for a person over 62

is not allowed . ( See section 202.6 ( b ) ( 2 ) . )

applications which do not meet the credit union's standards for com

pletion .

15. If an adverse action ( as defined in section 202.2 ( c ) ) is taken by

the credit union it must give the member written notification of this

fact. It must also provide an ECOA notice which includes NCUA's

address as well as a statement of the specific reasons for the actions

taken or the members right to receive these specific reasons. Accord

ingly , NCUA has suggested that credit unions use the sample form

provided in section 202.9 ( b ) ( 2 ) , since this will assure compliance

with section 202.9 ( a ) ( 2 ) if it is properly completed . Note : if adverse

information is used from any outside source the requirements of the

fair credit reporting act must also be complied with .

16. If a credit union does not furnish credit information to any out

side source , no action is required under section 202.10 . However, if

information is furnished to anyone, the credit union must designate

the loan files to reflect participating spouses ( i.e. spouses who are

contractually obligaied , other than as a guarantor , or who are au

thorized to use an open end account) . In this event the credit union

must set up a cross index file or some appropriate method for pro

viding the information required under this section .

17. The credit union must do one of the following : ( 1 ) determine the

spouse is an authorized user ( open end) or is contractually obligated

on the loan and designate the loan file to reflect participation of both

spouses or ( 2 ) mail the notice " Credit Histories for Married Persons "

prior to October 2 , 1977 and comply with section 202.10( b ) ( 2 ) and

( b ) ( 3 ) .

18. The general preservation period under ECOA is 25 months after

the date the applicant is notified of action taken on the application.

19. While the credit union must request this information of the ap

plicant and joint applicant for a loan to purchase residential real prop

erty , the latter are not required to supply the information . If they

chose not to , however, that fact must be noted on the form . A model

loan application for loans of this type is shown on page 36 of Regula

tion B. Alternatively , if the credit union desires, this information can

be obtained on a separate form that refers to the application . This

information should not be requested for a home improvement loan

or a real estate secured loan that is not a purchase money loan . The

purpose of requesting this information is to monitor compliance. See

section 202.13 .

20. Acreditunion may not use information prohibited by this act, but

it may retain in its files information on the applicant's sex , marital

status, or other prohibited areas. If the information was received :

( a ) from any source prior to 3/23/77 , ( except that applicable date for

retention of information relating to sex or marital status is 6/30/76 ,

( b ) at any time from a consumer reporting agency , ( c ) at any time

from the applicant if the credit union has not requested the informa

tion , or ( d ) at any time if required by section 202.13 . ( see section

202.12( a ) . )

5

II
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EXPLANATIONS-HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT
6. Exemptions are confined to ( a ) transactions in which the borrower

is not required to pay any settlement charges or adjustments and ( b )

transactions in which the borrower is required to pay a fixed amount

for all charges imposed at settlement and the time of loan application

( Section 3500.8 ( d ) ( 1 ) ( 2 ) . In addition Section 3500.10 ( c ) indicates that

the borrower may waive his/her rights to receive the USS up to the time

of settlement. If these rights are waived , the credit union must mail or

deliver the settlement as soon as practical after settlement . In the

event that settlement is conducted by an agent of the credit union , this

requirement may be met by that agent .

7. Such fees are prohibited by Section 12 of RESPA .

8. Self Explanatory .

9. Required use of a specific title company would be a violation of

Section 9 of RESPA ( a ) if the sale were being financed by the FCU or

( b ) if the funds for the purchase of the property were the proceeds of a

Federally related mortgage loan made by another lender .

10. The permitted maximums are detailed in Section 10 of RESPA .

11. Self Explanatory .

12. Self Explanatory .

EXPLANATIONS-HOLDER IN

1. Self Explanatory .

2. A complete list of all SMSA's was enclosed with the Administra .

tor's letter of July 13 , 1976 , to the board of directors of all FCUs . If

a FCU reaches $ 10 million in assets as of December 31st it must report

loan data for that full calendar year . If it loses its reporting exemption

under sections 203.3 ( a ) ( 2 ) or ( 3) it must report loan data for the year

in which the change takes place and the prior year . See FRB Interpreta

tion 203.002 .

3. Reports must be:

1. Sale may be to a member or a non -member .

2. If an FCU sells and finances repossessed or credit union owned

property it becomes a seller subject to the seller requirements of this

Rule , and it must include the Section 433.2 ( a ) . Notice in the related

note or lien instrument if the sale is financed . This Notice : " Any

holder of this consumer credit contract is subject to all claims and

defenses which the debtor could assert against the seller of goods or

services obtained pursuant hereto or with the proceeds hereof . Re

covery hereunder by the debtor shall not exceed the amounts paid

by the debtor hereunder."

3. Self Explanatory . ( See Manual of Laws . )

4. Section 433.21b ) Notice is : " Any holder of this consumer credit

contract is subject to all claims and defenses which the debtor could

assert against the seller of goods or services obtained with the pro

ceeds hereof . Recovery hereunder by the debtor shall not exceed

amounts paid by the debtor hereunder ." The use of this Notice ( or

that in Section 433.2 ( a ) on a loan document could in effect prevent

the credit union from collecting on the loan , etc.

EXPLANATIONS-REAL ESTATE SETTLEMENT

1. A Federally related loan covered under RESPA ( per the Admin

istrator's letter of 6/29/76 to the board of directors of all FCUs) is

any loan made by an FCU to finance the purchase or construction of

residential real estate and secured by a first lien on that real estate ,
EXPLANATIONS-FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT

etc.

2. A sample is included in the enclosure to the above letter .

3. The form should be clear and concise . It must include the credit

union's name, Section 3500.7 ( d ) ( 1 ) also requires the following notice :

" This form does not cover all items you will be required to pay in cash

at settlement..."

1. If a credit union passes any information other than information

solely as to its own transactions or experiences with a member, it may

be considered a consumer reporting agency with regard to that " re

port." See Section 603 ( f ) of FCRA .

6

1
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EXPLANATIONS - FAIR CREDIT REPORTING

4. Nature of the information would include : income is not what it

was represented to be , debts are greater than represented, debts are not

as current as represented , etc. The nature of the information should be

given with enough detail to enable a member to question the accuracy

of the information if he believes it is wrong . The source of the in

formation does not have to be disclosed . However , it may be impossible

to identify the " nature" of certain information without also revealing

the source ( i.e., you will be fired tomorrow !)

( d ) A statement that Federal Regulations prohibit payment of

dividends in excess of available earnings, and

EXPLANATIONS-FAIR HOUSING ACT

1. The loan must be related to the structure . Loans for the purpose

of purchasing appliances or paying taxes on the dwelling would not be

covered under fair housing.

EXPLANATIONS-SHARE DISCLOSURES

EXPLANATIONS-FAIR DEBT COLLECTION

1. Certain terms " trigger " full disclosure requirements on any ad

vertisement, announcement or solicitation for share accounts ( all types )

as well as ( where applicable ) share certificate accounts .
PRACTICES ACT

7
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EXPLANATIONS - FAIR DEBT COLLECTION

( i ) at any unusual or inconvenient time or place ( 8 AM to 9 PM is con

sidered convenient) , ( ii ) at debtor's place of employment if his/her

employer prohibits such contacts , or ( iii ) at all if he knows the debtor

is represented by an attorney ( unless the latter fails to respond ) .

8

ment official or attorney , misrepresenting the amount or nature of a

debt, misrepresenting that a debtor will be arrested or his property

seized, misrepresenting a debtor's legal rights, deliberately communicat

ing false credit information , using bogus legal documents and misrepre

senting a collection agency as a credit bureau . ( See Section 807 for a

complete list of prohibited practices.)
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CRBOR
O
N
A
L

CONSUMER REGULATION COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

CHARTER NO .

INDICATE IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN Y
E
S O

N N/A INDICATE VIN APPROPRIATE COLUMN Y
E
S O

N N/A

TRUTH IN LENDING ACT REGULATION Z

|
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CAED

O

N

A

,

CONSUMER REGULATION COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

CHARTER NO .

INDICATE V IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN INDICATE IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN

HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACTEQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT

1. Did the credit union make or purchase one or more

first mortgage residential real estate loans in the preceding

calendar year? ( If No , STOP . Use Compliance Code 9 on

Summary . ) . .

COMMENTS:

FLOOD INSURANCE

file? .....

1
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CALOR

CONSUMER REGULATION COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

CHARTER NO .

Y
E
S O

N

N/A

a

INDICATE V IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN

from any outside source ? ( If both answers are NO , STOP .

a specific title company ?. .
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RED .

CONSUMER REGULATION COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

CHARTER NO .

INDICATE V IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN Y
E
S

N
O N/A INDICATE VIN APPROPRIATE COLUMN Y
E
S

N
O

N/A

FAIR HOUSING

1. Does the FCU make loans for the purpose of purchas

ing , improving or repairing a dwelling? ( If No , STOP . Use

Compliance Code 9 on Summary . ) ,

5. Does the FCU provide all required disclosures when a

minimum balance , split- rate or notice account is opened?. .

FAIR DEBT COLLECTION PRACTICES ACT

SHARE DISCLOSURES

( PART 701.35 )

Disclaimer:

This Consumer Regulation Compliance Checklist has been developed by the National Credit

Union Administration for use in fulfilling its administrative enforcement responsibilities under the

laws and regulations which are covered by the checklist. The checklist is completed in part on the basis

of information provided by credit union staff and officials and in part on the basis of observations

made by the examiner while reviewing selected loan files and related records and activities .

A copy of the completed checklist is provided to credit union officials for informational purposes

only . While the checklist may provide useful guidance to officials, an indication in the checklist of

satisfactory findings does not ensure full compliance with the laws and regulations covered , nor

does such an indication afford any protection against civil liability as provided by such laws.

TREASURER'S COPY NCUA 2523 ( Rev. 2178 ) Page 4 of 4
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Fi

NCUA
National Credit Union Administration

Washington , D.C.

INSTRUCTION
Date : January 3 , 1977 No. 5000.1

Subject : Consumer Regulation Compliance

To : DISTRIBUTION LIST

ENCL :

2. EXAMINATION APPROACH .

a . Consumer regulations were developed based on a need to protect all

consumers and/or a specific class of consumers against certain injustices

or to provide uniform information to the consumer . NCUA is the agency with

the responsibility for enforcing the letter and intent of these regulations

among FCUs . Accordingly it is essential that these enforcement responsibilities

be approached in a firm , but sy -pathetic manner during each examination . Each

FCU must be helped to realize that the examiner is not undertaking these

examination procedures to find it in violation , but to help it achieve a state

of full compliance with consumer laws and regulations -- an objective which is

in the best interest of the credit union and its members .

.
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3 . GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS .

a . Scope of Review .

( 1 ) The examination procedures for determining compliance with

consumer regulations will consist of an in-depth compliance review of

all supporting documents for at least two loans in each of the following

categories , as applicable : unsecured , comaker secured , 1st & 2nd mortgage

real estate secured and chattel secured loans . To the extent possible the

loans selected should be from the random statistical sampling and wheğe

possible should be recent loans ( granted within the 3 preceding months ) .

The review may be expanded where necessary to validate a compliance problem .

Those loans which are reviewed for consumer regulation compliance will be

reflected as such in the comments column of NCUA 2231. Specific exceptions

will be reflected in Examiner Findings .

( 2 ) The objectives of this facet of the examination will also be

kept in mind when completing the remainder of the loan review and the review

of the board and credit committee minutes . Likewise rejected loans for the

preceding 2 months ( with a maximum of 10 if findings do not indicate any

unfavorable patterns ) should be scanned for compliance with the disclosure

and non -discrimination requirements of FCRA , ECOA ( Reg B ) and the Fair Housing

Act . In addition lending policies should be analyzed with consumer regulation

compliance in mind , and , where feasible , procedures should be discussed with

interviewers or credit committee members to be certain that interviewing and

other loan practices are also in compliance . Finally , samples of recent

members ' statements and samples of recent educational / advertising material

will be reviewed for compliance .

b . Completion of Checklist .

( 1 ) Before beginning the loan review and completion of the checklist ,

the examiner should briefly review the entire checklist with an appropriate

credit union official or the manager to help limit or direct the scope of this

examination procedure .

( 2 ) The purpose of the Consumer Regulation Compliance Checklist

( Encl ( 1 ) ) is to provide each exaniner with a convenient tool for determining

compliance with each applicable consumer regulation . By completing the

checklist , the examiner can assure himself that the Fou is 'meeting the basic

requirements of these regulations . Where this activity indicates a possible

violation ( shaded answer box ) , however , the exariner siould request appropriate

corrective actions by the credit union , including immediate correction where

possible . Information concerning such findings should be properly correlated

with other workpapers . When completed , the original of the checklist itself

will be given to the treasurer , the first carbon will be retained by the

Regional Office with other examination workpapers, and the second carbon will

renain with the ex.imination workpapers .

2
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c . Handling and Reporting on Areas of Non -Compliance.

( 1 ) In most instances the existence of non-compliance should be

reasonably clear cut ( versus being " substantially " or " almost " in compliance ) .

The checklist has been set up to aid in making this determination . Responses

which result in a check mark in a shaded blank will , except in unusual

circumstances ( which should be well documented ) , indicate a violation requiring

corrective action . Such violations ( or non - compliance ) are to be treated in

a positive manner so that officials will understand why the credit union is

in violation and what they must do to achieve compliance. Where possible ,
correction should be sought prior to completion of the examination. In all

other cases the examiner will develop plans of action and secure the agreement

of officials to carry out the plan . In these cases the subject will also be

covered in the closed section if necessary to clarify the nature of the problem.

( 3 ) Certain violations of Regulation 2 inay call for restitution to a

borrower or a group of borrowers , and failure to make restitution could subject

the credit union to the civil penalties of Section 130 of the TIL Act . Where

the violation clearly subjects the FCU to restitution the examiner should

encourage it to make voluntary restitution where applicable within 15 days and

thus protect itself against possible penalty suits . Situations involving

restitution are those wherein the APR or Finance Charge disclosed is less than

the rate actually charged . Thus , if an FCU failed to properly disclose a

" required deposit balance " and charged " 1 % per month on the unpaid balance, "

the actual APR might be 14 % , but the FCU would be limited to collecting at the

disclosed APR . The amount in excess would be subject to restitution under

the TIL Act . Such instances must be clearly reported ori Encl . ( 2 ) .

If

3
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forms to clarify the questions that have been raised . The Regional Office will

then cover the matter in a transmittal letter and/or directly with the

distributor . In the event that a unique situation is involved the Regional

Office may wish to review the matter with the Office of Examination and

Insurance .

Coding and Summary of Violations.

( 1 ) Instructions for assigning compliance codes are provided on the

Summary itself ( Encl 2 ) . These codes are not to be confused with the overall

EWS code . In addition , problem code S, Consumer Related Regulations and

Procedures , has been provided on NCUA 2010 for entry into the EWS system .

If the Problem Code is used , the regulation which has been violated should

be specified in the closed section under the " PC elimination " heading . No

mandatory EWS code 4 is provided for this area of consumer regulations .

However , an EWS code 3 will be given if the FCU does not agree to corrective

action in any area that involves a major violation of Regulation B or Z. In

these situations an ROA should be developed and asterisked as provided for in

Sec . 63.2 of the Guide , and follow up should be scheduled after discussion with

the SE . A major violation as used above is one that involves potential

restitution or civil penalties . The examiner , however , has the option of

assigning EWS Codes 2 , 3 or 4 where any uncorrected violation is encountered ,

depending upon the severity of the area of concern . ROA's will be developed

accordingly . Code 1 will be assigned if non-compliance is fully corrected

prior to the completion of the exam or for full compliance with all regulations .

( 2 ) The comments section of the Summary will be completed in all cases

where clarification of a violation is desirable or general questions or problems

are encountered . EI-DCA will take appropriate action when the forms and

Instruction are next revised . The original copy of the Sumrary will be sent

to the Washington Office ( Attn : EI-DCA ) by the Regional Office . The Regional

Office will retain the first carbon , and the second carbon will remain with

the examination workpapers .

4. SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS . Examiners will complete Enclosures ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) for

each examination begun on or after January 3 , 1977. The examiner's copies will

be filed inmediately behind NCUA 2150 ( Credit Corimittee and Loan Officer ) . The

Regional Office and Central Office copies will be attached by paper clip to the

top of the report for easy removal by the Regional Office .

5. EFFECTIVE DATE . This instruction is effective imediately and will remain

in effect until superseded by a related Examiner's Guide revision .

htw

AUSTIN MONTGOMERA

DISTRIBUTION : Cand H

4
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EXHIBIT C ( rev . )

Answer to question 8 .

Average cost per Examiner Hour Computation

GS - 11

Benefits ( 10 % )

Per diem , travel , misc .

Regional support staff

Supplies

$ 18 , 258

Cost per year 27,183

75 % of an examiner's total time is spent on examinations . Therefore

75 % of available work days 166.5 days times 8 hours = 1,332

examination hours per year . Therefore , $ 27,18 3 divided by 1,332 hours

$ 20.40 cost per hour of examination time .

ALLOCATION FOR EXAMINATION ACTIVITIES :

$ 48 3,643 [ 1 ]

Examiner time during examinations

for ECOA and FH times the number

of examinations times average cost

per hour .

2 hrs . X 11854 examinations X $ 20.40

Regional office consumer affairs

analyst salary ( $ 21,500 ) tines 6

regions times 10 % time allocation .

Allocation equals 21,500 x 10 % x 6

Central office allocation of

12,900

52,000

( A ) $ 548,543

CRIS development

CRIS data input

CRIS supplies ..

( card punching )

5,000

6,500

10,000

5,375Allocation : 25 % X 21,500 =

Examiner Training ( Regional Conferences )

New Examiner Training

( B )

32,500

2,754

( C ) 35 , 254

Cost of Examination Program for ECOA & FH ( A+B+C ) 589,172

ALLOCATION FOR COMPLAINT ACTIVITIES :

Complaint Handling Information Program

( CHIP ) development ....

Data usage cost for CO and Regions

Examiner time on investigations

Regional and central office costs

6,200

4,400

16,000

51,000

Total cost for complaint activity ( D )
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LOCATION FOR EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES :

: editor Information

inual of Laws 17,500

onsumer / member Education

lucational Information

[ sc . mailings ...

12,000

1,000

ost for Educational Activities ( E ) 65,700

LOCATION FOR IMPUTED COSTS [ 2 ]

8 32

pace :

722

=

1,000

otal imputed costs ( F ) 2,554

otal Estimate for 7-77 to 6-78 . $ 735,026

hanges

1 ] AverageActual number of examinations completed during 1977 used .

time spent by an examiner was 2 hours .

2 ) Imputed rental and utilities added .
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Question 8 . EXHIBIT C ( Rev. ) SUMMARY

7-77 to 6-78 7-78 to 6-79

Examination Activities

Complaint Activities

Educational Activities

Imputed Costs

$ 589,172 80 %

11 %

9 %

0 %

$ 648,089 80 %

11 %

9 %

0 %[ 1 ]

Totals $ 735,026 100 % $ 808,528 100 %

Changes :

[ 1 ] Allowance made for Imputed Costs .

*
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Exhibit D
Answers to Question 9

a .
The number of Federal credit unions

exanined froin January 1 , 1977 to

DECEMBER 31 , 1977 was ....

THE NUMBER EXPECTED TỤ BE EXAIIVED

DURING 1978 was ....

12,183

12,200

B. NO DATA ON THE NUMBER OF LOAN APPLICA

$ 23,007,403,000

12,119,245

C. THE PROJECT AMOUNT OF LOANS FOR 1978 IS $ 28,000,000,000

THE PROJECTED NUMBER OF LOANS FOR 1978 IS 13,200,000

THE RESULTANT AVERAGE IS

D.

11,166,000

THE AMOUNT OF LOANS GRANTED FOR HOME

IMPROVEMENT IN 1977 WAS .....

THE NUMBER OF LOANS GRANTED FOR HOME

IMPROVEMENT IN 1977 WAS ......

THE RESULTANT AVERAGE IS ....

5,149

$ 2,169

*list
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Question 9 EXHIBIT D ( rev . part a . )

Federal Credit unions examined from 1-1-77 to 12-31-77 .
( 1

Region I ( Boston )

Region II ( Harrisburg )

Region III ( Atlanta )

Region IV ( Toledo )

Region V ( Austin )

Region VI ( San Francisco )

1,943

2,279

1,770

2,026

2,0 31

1,803

Total .
11,852

Federal Credit Unions expected to be examined from

1-1-78 to 12-31-78

[ 1 ] Actual figures used ..

>
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Question 10 EXHIBIT E ( Rev. ) [ 1 ]

1. Cost per FCU examined for period ending 6-78 was

2. Projected cost for period ending 6-79 is

3. Estimated cost per loan granted for period ending 6-78

4. Projected cost per loan granted for period ending 6-79

5. Estimated cost per $ 1,000 of loans granted . 6-78

5. Projected cost per $ 1,000 of loans granted . 6-79

$ 62

$ 66

$ .06

$ .06

$ .03

$ .03

[ 1 ] Revised figures used from Exhibit C.

Footnote :

Calendar year dollar amounts were used to compute the yearly

cost even though a different 12 month loan period was used .

1
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Exhibit F

ANSWERS TO QUESTION 11

1 . TOTAL ESTIMATE NUMBER OF EXAMIVER 40URS

PERFORMING OV-SITS EXAMIVATIONS FOR ECOA

IND FH FOR PERIOD ENDING 5-73 .....

PROJECTED FOR PERIOD ENDING 6-79 ....

24,366

24,4002 .

3 APPROXIMATELY ONE-SIXTH PER REGION .. 4,061

*

Federal Credit unions examined from 1-1-77 to 12-31-77 .

EXAMS HRS TOTAL %

REGION I ( BOSTON )

REGION II ( HARRISBURG )

REGION III ( ATLANTA )

REGION IV ( TOLEDO )

REGION V ( AUSTIN )

REGION VI ( SAN FRANCISCO )

1,943

2,279

1,770

2,026

2,031

1,803

X

X

x

X

X

X

2

2

2

2

2

2

3,886

4,558

3,540

4,052

4,062

3,606

16 %

19 %

15 %

17 %

17 %

16 %

TOTAL ESTIMATE HOURS * 11,852 * 23,704 100 %

Federal Credit Unions expected to be examined from

-1-78 to 12-31-78

Changes .

Actual examination figures by region .
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Exhibit G

ANSWERS TO QUESTION 12

2.001 . EXAMINER HOURS PER FCU EXA 1INED IS ......

2 . EXAMINER HOURS PER FCU EXAMINE ' PER 129

.4.97

9.44

*
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Nuestion 15 EXHIBIT H ( Rev. )

FCUS found in violation of Regulation B by Examiner's between 1-1-77 & 9-77

Checklist Questions

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 15

3 3

O
O
N

2

0
.

W
O
O

N
O
W

O
r
o
w

64

4

4

85

0

O

6

0

1

19

1

0

O
O
O
M
O

39

0

16

Region 1 cd3 89

1

0

0

4

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

2

0

0

48

82 50

2

13

3

0

1

1

0

2

0

0

1

0

4 3

0

6

0

4

58

15

0

9

0

4

10

0

0

2

0

1

0

5

72

1

22

0

1

20

1

11

1

1

7

0

0

1

5

H
o
o
n
o
o
m
o
o

O
N
O

2 3

0

O
O

1

Total cd3

cd 4

cd5

12 409

0 7

0 24

549 633 516 172 9

1

2

259 48

0

7

279 80

0

3

60

2

3

21

0

011

COMPLIANCE CODES :

3 .

4 .

Non- compliance .

Non- compliance .

Non- compliance .

Agreements reached to correct all exceptions .
Minor areas of concern not corrected .

Major areas of concern not corrected .
5 .

Compliance code definitions :

3 . This code reflects violations which officials agreed to correct

and are reflected either in the Examiner's Findings or the

Record of Action ( depending on the examiner's judgement as to the

materiality of the violation ) .

4 .

a

Where no agreement is reached with officials to correct a

violation , but the Fcu's failure to comply will not involve

restitution or civil penalties , compliance code 4 should be

used . There should be a related item in the Examiner's

Fingings or Record of Action .

Where no agreement is reached with officials to correct a

violation and the FCU's failure to comply may involve

restitution or civil penalties , compliance code 5 should be

used . There will be a related item in the Record of Action .

5 .

*
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EXHIBIT H ( Rev. )

FCUS found in violation of Fair Housing by Examiner's between 1-1-77 &

9-30-77 .

Checklist questions

2 3 ب4
س
ا

ا

legion 1

legion 2

code 3

code 4

code 3

code 4

code 5

code 3

code 4

code 3

code 4

code 3

code 4

code 3

code 4

legion 3

4 3 6

9

15

0

0

0

2

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

legion 4

Region 5

Region 6 9

0

o
r
i
o

Totals code 3

code 4

code5

402

30

2

56

14

2

COMPLIANCE CODES :

3 .

4 .

Non- compliance .

Non - compliance .

Non- compliance .

Agreements reached to correct all exceptions .

Minor areas of concern not corrected .

Major areas of concern not corrected .5 .

Compliance code definitions :

3 .
This code reflects violations which officials agreed to correct

and are reflected either in the Examiner's Findings or the

Record of Action ( depending on the examiner's judgement as to the

materiality of the violation ) .

4 . Where no agreement is reached with officials to correct a

violation , but the Fcu's failure to comply will not involve

restitution or civil penalties , compliance code 4 should be

used . There should be a related item in the Examiner's

Fingings or Record of Action .

5 . Where no agreement is reached with officials to correct a

violation and the FCU's failure to comply may involve

restitution or civil penalties , compliance code 5 should be

used . There will be a related item in the Record of Action .

*
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

EI/HJB : dal

February 2 , 1977
Office of the Administrator

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION ADDRESSED :

RE :
NCUA's Consumer Regulation Compliance Checklist

Compliance with applicable consumer credit protection statutes

is a responsibility placed on creditors by the Congress . NCUA was

at the same time charged with a related enforcement responsibility

where these statutes and their regulations apply to credit unions .

Sincerely ,

Slust ant
AUSTIN MONTGOMERY

Administrator

NCUA Letter No. 7 ( 1977 )
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CONSUMER REGULATION COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

INDICATE IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN YES NO N / A INDICATE V IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN YES NO IN/A

N
A

TRUTH IN LENDING ACT— REGULATION Z
16. Has the credit union issued any type of plastic, paper or other

identifying card to its members ?

( If no. Stop) If yes, will the card enable or entitle that member to

receive sometypeof credit through its use without further action

on the part of the member ?

( If no. Stop) If yes, does the credit union comply with all provisions

of Section 226.13 and specifically Section 226.13 ( 6 ) of Regula

tion Z?

17. Does the credit union retain a copy of the disclosure

statement for two years ?

18. Are the two terms FINANCE CHARGE and ANNUAL PER

CENTAGE RATE more conspicuous than the other terms on the

credit union's disclosure ?

19. Where the date of the first scheduled payment is more or less

than the number of days in a regular payment period , does the

credit union adjust the disclosed finance charge and amount of

regular/ irregular payments accordingly ?

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT –

1. In addition to disclosing the finance charge, APR and related

information in a clear/ conspicuous manner and in a meaningtul

sequence ( for closed - end loans) , or the information required

under Section226 . ) ( a) ( for open -end loans) , does the credit union

makeadequate dislosure of all other required information ( when

applicable) such assessment of late charges, irregular

payments, etc ?

2. Does the credit union compute the finance charge correctly ? ..

3. Does the credit union compute the annual percentage rate

properly ?

4. Does the FCU require a member tomake, maintain or increase

his present share account in a specific amount or proportion as a

condition of a loan or does it require payroll deductions under

plans 2 or 3 for repayment of the loan ?

5. Does the credit union provide a copy of the disclosure state

ment prior to ( or in conjunction with ) the disbursement of each

closed end loan and for each refinance thereafter ?

6. Does the credit union have any special loan plans ?

( If no , do not answer questions 7. 8. 9. and 10)

7. Does the credit union using a special loan plan disclose

properly either under the open - end provisions or the closed end

provisions ?

8. Does the credit union provide proper disclosure for open -end

provisions when the account is opened and on all periodic

( members ') statements ?

9. Does the credit union provide the long NOTICE " In case of

Errors or Inquiries About Your Bill" at the time the member is

given an open end application ?

10. Does the credit union provide either the semi-annual

stateinent regarding the members ' rights or the shorter form of

statement on orwith each periodic statement?

11. Does the credit union provide the member with a Right of

Rescission notice if a second mortgage or non purchase money

first lien will be used as collateral ?

12. Does the credit union provide disclosure in advertising if a

" Trigger" term such as 12 % annual percentage rate is used?

13. Does the credit union correctly follow the billing error resolu

tion procedure ( that is , after proper written notice has been

received does the credit union ) :

a) acknowledge within 30 days?

b ) not charge interest on the disputed amount in question until

resolved ?

c ) respond within 90 days to the member informing him of action

takenby the credit union in resolving the error ?

14. Does the credit union use a factor which is consistent with

the daily period when determining the interest charged on a loan

payment?

15. Where combined Note and Disclosure statements are used .

are all required elements in the disclosure portion , or does the

credit union have an attorney's opinion on file that the combined

form meets the requirements of Regulation Z?

1. Is there any indication that the credit union is discouraging

applicants or prospective applicants from applying for a loan on

the basis of sex or marital status or that interviewing techniques

contain a discriminatory bias?

2. Does a review of sample loan applications indicate that proper

terminology is being used ( examples: ( a ) married. unmarried.

separated and ( b ) application forms neutral as to sex ) ?

3. Does the credit union provide each applicant with the Equal

Credit Opportunity Notice at the time an application is received,

and is NCUA's name and address included in the notice ?

4. Is all optional information clearly labeled or explained on the

loan application ?

5. Are the four provisions necessary to request spouse's informa.

tion clearly labeled on the loan application ?

6. Do interviewing or questioning techniques concerning policies

and procedures used by the Credit Committee, Loan Officer and

interviewers indicate proper understanding of what information

may be asked and when it may be asked ?

7. Does the credit union use a credit scoring system to evaluate

loan applications ?

( If no. Stop) If yes. is sex or marital status taken into account?

8. Does the credit union have information in its loan files

concerning applicants' sex or marital status?

( If no . Stop) If yes, was the information received prior to 6/30/76 ,

or from a credit reporting agency ( at any time) or from the appli

cant without the specific request of the credit union ?

9. Does the credit union understand that it may not use the

prohibited information when it is considering the application ?

NCUA 2523 ( 1/17 ) Page 1 of 3
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EXPLANATIONS – REGULATION Z 9. Per Section 226.7 ( a ) ( 9 ) , the notice " In case of errors or inquiries about

your bill " must appear either on the front or the back ( or it must be

referenced as provided) andmust begiven at the time the account is opened

and before the first transaction on the account.

10. The FCU has a choice to either send the semi- annual notice required by

Section 226.7 ( a) ( 9 ) or to send the shorter notice on each statement required

by Section 226.7 ( d ) ( 5 ) . If the shorter notice is used, the FCU must send the

semi-annual notice if requested by the member or upon receipt of a billing

error notice.

11. The right to rescind certain transactions is discussed in Section 226.9 .

This provision gives the borrower the right to rescind the transactions within

3 business days. Does not apply to first mortgages to finance purchase of the

borrower's dwelling.

12. " Advertising credit terms" is discussed in Section 226.10 . Certain terms

" trigger " full disclosure requirements for advertising credit. Examples for

closed end loans include : 10 % down, 24 months to pay, 100 % financing

available . Open end triggers include: 3 years to repay, minimum pay $ 30.

13. To comply with the billing error and resolution procedures, the credit

union must follow the provisions of the NOTICE in Section 226.7 ( a ) ( 9 ) exactly.

14. It is a disclosure violation if the credit union applies a daily interest

factor based on a 360 - day year but computes interest on the actual number

of days between payments. Errors because of leap year are exempt.

15. If a combined form is used , the credit union should be encouraged to

obtain and keep in file an attorney's opinion as to its compliance with these

provisions.

16. If the credit union has issued any type of member identification card to

its members, it must determine if that card could be considered a credit card
for the purpose of regulation Z.

17. Self Explanatory.

16. Self Explanatory. Reference explanation for Question 1 .

19. The interest disclosed must be the same as that actually charged .

1. Where the terms " finance charge " or " annual percentage rates are used ,

they must be printed more conspicuously than other terminology, and all

numerical amounts must be shown as elite typewritten numerals or

equivalent size. In addition , to the extent applicable, the FCU must include

the following information on the disclosureform :

a . The amount of credit being extended .

b . The total dollar amount of the finance charge.

c . The date on which the finance charge begins to accrue, if this is different

EXPLANATIONS – REGULATION B

1. ( A) Creditors may not refuse to grant separate accounts on the basis of

sex or marital status. ( B ) Generally, a creditor may not ask marital status

when an applicant applies for separate unsecured credit. Exception,

Community Property State .

2. ( A) Only " married , unmarried or separated " may be used on the loan

application. ( B ) Creditor may ask if applicant is obligated to make alimony or

child support payments. ( C ) " Mr., Ms. " , etc. must state that these titles are

optional. ( D ) The loan application must be neutral as to sex .

3. An " EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT NOTICE " with NCUA's com

plete address must be given to each applicant to keep. It is recommended

that FCUs be able to substantiate that it has provided these copies.

4 , 5 , 6. ( A) A creditor may inquire as to and consider an applicant's

continued ability to repay. ( B) A credit union may only request information

about the applicant's spouse in the following situations where: ( 1) the spouse

will be permitted to use the account ( the term " use an account" applies to

open end credit) . ( 2 ) the spouse will be contractually liable upon the account,

( 3 ) the applicant is relying on community property or the spouse's income as

a basis for repayment of the credit requested, and ( 4 ) the applicant is relying

on alimony, child support or maintenance payments from a spouse or former

spouse as a basis for repayment of the loan requested. ( C ) A credit union may

ask if any of the income comes from alimony or child support after the appli

cant is informed that he or she need not reveal such income in applying for

credit. A credit union must consider such payments as income to the extent

that they are deemed reliable. ( D ) Discounting of income is not allowed if it is

considered as reliable. ( E ) Inquiries as to birth control or child bearing

intentions cannot be made.

7. The credit union cannot consider sex or marital status in a credit scoring

system .

8,9 . A credit union may not use information prohibited by the ACT, but may

retain it in the files if it was received in any of the following ways: ( 1 ) from any

source prior to June 30 , 1976 , ( 2 ) trom a credit reporting agency at any time

and ( 3 ) from the applicant without the specific request of the credit union .

10. ( A) A credit union shall, within a reasonable period of time , ( 30 days

effective 3/23/77 ) notify the member of action taken upon the loan

application . ( B) The credit union must furnish reasons , either oral or written ,

for a denial of credit. ( NOTE: Another amendment to Regulation B provides

that a credit union must furnish the reasons for adverse action . This

requirement may be satisfied by either automatically providing written

reasons to each applicant or by providing a notice which states that the

applicant is entitled to receive written reasons. The reason given must be

specific . A credit union which acted on less than 150 applications in the

preceding year may provide notification and reasons orally. Effective

3/23/77 ) .

1
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CONSUMER REGULATION COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

INDICATE IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN YES NO N / A INDICATE IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN YES NO N / A

REGULATION B ( Contd . )

6. Has the credit union made an appropriate effort" ( as defined

in Section 203.5 ( b) ( 3 ) at least annually to notify shareholders of

the existence of these reports ?

11. If the credit union routinely requires the signature of a co

signer on a Note, does this policy require co -signers for all

similarly situated applicants applying for a similar type and

amountof credit without regard to sex or marital status ?

( If no. Stop) If yes , ( a ) is this permitted under Section 202.4 ( c ) ( 1 )

and ( b) does it specify that the applicant's spouse need not be the

comaker ?

12. Does the credit union keep in the file ( for 15 months after the

date that action is taken on the application ) ( a ) the loan applica

tion plus any written information used to evaluate the application

and ( b) any written statement by the applicant alleging discrimi

nation prohibited by the Act or regulation ?

13. Is the credit union aware that civil action may be brought by

an applicant for a violation of Regulation B at any time within two

years ?

14. Does the credit union have written loan policies and

procedures that indicate that all applicants are treated without

discriminatory bias with respect to sex or marital status ?

( NOT required but suggested.)

15. Do the credit union's written policies, if any , indicate any type

of discriminatory bias with respect to sex or mantal status?

16. Is the credit union aware, and is it making necessary prepara

tion for the implementation of Section 202.6 of Regulation B.

Furnishing of Credit Information ?

17. Is the credit union aware that State laws preventing the

separate extension of consumer credit to each spouse are

preempted if the spouse voluntarily applies for separate credit

per section 202.8 ( a ) of the regulation ?

REAL ESTATE SETTLEMENT

PROCEDURES — HUD REGULATION X

:

FLOOD INSURANCE

1. Does the credit union make any loans which are secured by

improved real estate or mobile homes on fixed foundations ?

2. When making these loans does the credit union make a " good

faith " determination whether the property securing them is

located within a special flood hazard area ?

3. Does the credit union require official flood insurance on the

property and its contents in each case where the property is

found to be located within a special flood hazard area, and is the

flood insurance policy in the loan file?

HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT -

F

( RESPA )

1. Does the credit union make Federally related first mortgage

residential real estate loans covered under RESPA ( Reg. X ) ?

( If no . Stop) If yes , answer'all remaining questions.

2. Does the credit union provide each applicant for a RESPA

related loan with a copy of the Special Information Booklet free of

charge within 3 business days after receiving the loan applica

tion ?

3. Is a written good faith estimate of settlement costs containing

the statement required by Section 3500.7 ( d ) ( 1 ) given to each

applicant within 3 business days after receiving the loan applica

tion ?

If yes , did it provide range estimates specific amount esti

mates or combination of the two

4. Does the credit union routinely relate each good faith estimate

to the specific property being considered by the applicant ( 1.e. , is

the good faith estimate realistic ) ?

5. If the credit union requires the borrower to use a particular

firm for any settlement service. does it provide the applicant with

the statements required by 3500 7 ( e ) ?

6. Does the credit union provide the borrower with the Uniform

Settlement Statement ( HUD 1 ) at the time of settlement or 1 day

prior to settlement of requested by the borrower ?

If not , does the credit union quality for exemption under Section

3500 7 ( 6 ) . 3500 81d ) , or 3500 101c ) ?

7. Does the credit union charge a tee in connection with the

preparation or distribution of any disclosures required by

RESPA ?

8. Has the credit union arranged to retain a copy of HUD - 1 for

two years ?

9. If a credit union sells residential real estate which it owns

through toreclosure or otherwise , does it require use of a specific ,

title company?

10. If the credit union requires escrow amounts , does it keep the

escrow requirements within the permitted maximums?

11. Is there evidence that credit union or its staff gives or

receives kickbacks in conjunction with RESPA covered loans?

12. Does the credit union have written policies or checklists for

its statt to follow with regard to RESPA compliance?

11
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REGULATION B ( Cont'd )

11. If a credit union requires the signature of a co -signer on the Note, the

credit union must do so for all similarly situated applicants applying for a

similar type and amount of credit withoutregard to sex or marital status ( i.e. ,

cannot require spouses to become co -maker forapplicants, etc) except: ( 1 ) in

certain instances in community property states ( Texas, Louisiana , Idaho,

New Mexico, Arizona , Washington, Nevada and California ) and ( 2 ) where a

married applicant applies for secured credit in order to create a valid lien ,

pass clear title , waive inchoate rights to property, or assign earnings.

12. A borrower has up to 24 months to bring civil action , so the credit union

should retain this information for 24 months, but must retain it for at least 15
months

13. Damages are limited to actual damages plus ten thousand dollars

individual punitive damages, or ( in the case of a class action ) $ 500,000 or 1 %

of net worth , whichever is less ( effective 3/23/76 ) .

14. Credit union policies should not include words or biases such as " spouse

co -maker. " The policies must treat all members equally without regard to
sex or marital status .

15. Self - explanatory, but all terminology must be neutral as to sex . ( l.e. ,

spouse instead of wife) .

16. ( A) For accounts established on or after 6/1/77 , the credit union must

determine if the spouse will use or be contractually liable on account if such

accounts are offered and designate any such account to reflect the participa

tion of both spouses . ( B ) When furnishing informaton concerning an account,

the credit union shall report the designation and furnish information

concerning the account: ( 1 ) to consumer reporting agencies: in a manner in

which will enable the agencies to provide access to information about the

account in the name of each spouse; and ( 2 ) to recipients other than such

agencies , in the name of each spouse. ( C ) The credit union has the option to

review all joint accounts and determine by themselves whether the spouse is
permitted to use or is contractually liable on the account by 6/1/77 . ( D ) The

credit union must send the notice " Credit History for Married Persons " to all

married applicants,describing their rights under the regulation to have their

account maintained and reported as noted above. After 10/1/77 , within 90

days after the applicant returns the letter with this request , the credit union

must make the appropriate change on their records. If option B is used , the

notice must be sent out by 10/1/17. For open - end accounts, the notice must

be sent between 6/1/77 and 10/1/77 .

4. Self explanatory except to note that:

a) unless census tracts are not shown on the official 1970 Census Tract

EXPLANATIONS – FLOOD INSURANCE

1. Loans subject to flood insurance may be made for any purpose as long as

they are secured by a security interest in improved real estate ( residence or

other walled and rooted structure) or a mobile home on a fixed foundation .

2. Under theguidelines , determinations made by a credit union acting in

" Good Faith" ( concerning the location of a property with respect to a special

fiood area ) are final , provided that the credit union or its qualified agent

relied on the current FIA Flood Hazard Boundary Map for the area in

question. ( A credit union can be certain that the map is current by calling
800-424-8872 or 8873. )

3. If loans of this type are secured by property in a special flood hazard area ,

the community must be participating in an approved flood program , the FCU

must require official flood insurance on the property and a copy of the

insurance policy should be in file .

If the community is not participating in an approved flood program , official

flood insurance would not be available . Furthermore, the Flood Disaster

Protection Act of 1973 and Part 760 of the NCUA Regulations prohibit the

making of such loans unless the community was so designated within the

preceding 12 months or unless one of the exceptions in Section 202( b ) of the

Act applies. These exceptions include loans to finance the construction or

acquisition of a residential dwelling occupied as a residence ( a ) before or

within 1 year following the official identification of the area within which it is

located as being a flood hazard area or ( b ) prior to 3/1/76 . )

EXPLANATIONS – REGULATION C

1. Self Explanatory.

2. A complete list of all SMSA's was enclosed with the Administrator's letter

of July 13 , 1976 , to the boards of directors of all FCUS .

3. Reports must be:

a ) prepared for all calendar years in which FCU met the requirements in

1. If an FCU sells repossessed or credit union -owned property it becomes a

seller subject to the seller requirements of this Rule , and it must include the

Section 433.2 ( a ) Notice in the related note or lien instrument if the sale is

financed . This Notice: " Any holder of this consumer credit contract is subject

to all claims and defenses which the debtor could assert against the seller of

goods or services obtained pursuant hereto or with the proceeds hereof.

Recovery hereunder by the debtor shall not exceed the amounts paid by the
debtor hereunder."

2. Self Explanatory. ( See Administrator's letter of 5/12/76 to the boards of

directors of all FCUs . )

3. Section 433.2 ( b ) Notice is: “ Any holder of this consumer credit contract is

subject to all claims and defenses which the debtor could assert against the

seller of goods or services obtained with the proceeds hereof. Recovery
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CONSUMER REGULATION COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

INDICATE V IN APPROPRIATE COLUMN YES NO N / A

HOLDER IN DUE COURSE ( Contd . )

4. If applicable , has the proper terminology been used and has it

been confined to required loans only ?

5. Has the board taken definitive measures to protect itself from

unnecessary losses resulting from exercise of the NOTICE ?

FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT

1. Does the FCU ever report more than its own experiences or

transactions with a member ?

If yes, question #5 must be completed.

2. Does the FCU request / use credit -related information from

any outside source ?

( If both answers are No, " Stop " .)

3. If the credit union denies credit or requires additional collater .

al, based upon information obtained from a consumer report, is

the member routinely advised ( orally or in writing) at the time of

the rejection that:

a ) the report contributed to the denial of credit ?

b ) the name and address of the consumer or credit reporting

agency ?

4. If the credit union denies credit based on information obtained

from a source other than a consumer or credit reporting agency.

is the member routinely informed at the time of the rejection that

he has the right to know " the nature of the information and that

this information will be provided to him if a written request from

him is received by the credit union within 60 days?

5. Where the credit union reports more than its own experience

with members, it may be found to be a consumer reporting

agency, according to Section 603( 1) of the Fair Credit Reporting

Act. Therefore, if itdoes report such information , does the credit
union :

a) make required disclosures to members upon request and
proper identification ?

GPO 913-261

YES NO N / A

Page 3 of 3

37-415 0 - 79 - 110
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HOLDER IN DUE COURSE ( Contd . )

worthiness, character, etc. and ( b ) which is expected to be used todetermine

the consumer's eligibility for consumer credit. The nature of the information

in the credit report does not have to be disclosed by the FCU.

4. Nature of the information would include: income is not what it was

represented to be, debts are greater than represented , debts are not as

current as represented, etc. The nature of the information should be given

with enough detail to enable a member to question the accuracy of the infor

mation if he believes it is wrong . The source of the information does not have

to be disclosed. However, it may be impossible to identify the " nature" of

certain information without also revealing the source ( i.e. , you will be fired

tomorrow! )

5. Self Explanatory .

6. An investigative consumer report is one which contains personal

information ( character, reputation , living habits, etc.) developed as a result

of an investigation and based primarily on observations or opinions ( as

opposed to a factual consumer report) .

EXPLANATIONS - FAIR HOUSING

1. The loan must be related to the structure. Loans for the purpose of

purchasing appliances or paying taxes on the dwelling would not be covered

under fairhousing

2. Required by Fair Housing Act and NCUA's Rules and Regulations, Section

701.31 . In the event of a complaint of discrimination by a borrower, failure to

have met these requirements would be deemed prima facie evidence of such
practice.

3. Self Explanatory

4. Self Explanatory .

hereunder by the debtor shall not exceed amounts paid by the debtor

hereunder." The use of this Notice ( or that in Section 433.2 ( a ) on a loan

document would in effect permit the buyer to withhold repayment, etc. if the

seller failed to honor anywarranty or other agreement related to the sale.

4. Where a credit union has been requested and has agreed to use the

notice, it should use the notice only on those loans which will provide

purchase money to the seller with whom a qualifying arrangement has been

made. If it has agreed to include with the Notice, but has not done so , the

FCU may be nonetheless liable. Proper terminology includes the notice in

item three.

5. Definitive measures would include a thorough investigation of the seller's

financial condition and business reputation as it relates to the prompt

honoring of warranties and other sales agreements.

SSJNISNO 7VIII30
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xhibit

I

CREDIT

NCUA National Credit Union Administration

Washington, D.C.

T
I
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INSTRUCTION
Date: January 6 , 1976 No. 4000.5

Subject: Complaint Letters

To: DISTRIBUTION LIST

1. PURPOSE : To promulgate policy and procedures for responding to

members of operating Federal credit unions who write letters to Regional

Directors expressing grievances or complaints about operating Fcu's in

their region .

2. BACKGROUND : A proper perspective of credit union philosophy recog

nizes that credit unions are owned by their members and that the National

Credit Union Administration safeguards the democratic process for member

ship participation in operating their credit union . Therefore , members

have a right to express legitimate concern about matters affecting the

operation of their credit union , and the Administration has a statutory

obligation to respond to such concern . When a member of an operating

Federal credit union addresses a letter of complaint to a Regional Director ,

it is encumbent upon that Regional Director to respond directly to the

member .

3. POLICY : A letter that is addressed to a Regional Director by a

member of an operating Federal credit union in his region which alleges

a complaint about a credit union under his supervision will be answered

by that Regional Director directly to the member .

4. PROCEDURE: When a letter is received by a regional office which either

directly or indirectly implies a complaint that involves an operating

Federal credit union in that region , the Regional Director will

a . Cause the complaint to be investigated by the supervisory

committee or examiner staff and will respond directly to the member

concerning the findings and intended action , if any . If the supervisory

committee is used to investigate the complaint , the Regional Director will

request that the committee respond directly to him so that he can respond

directly to the member .

b . Inform the credit union involved of the nature and circumstances

of the complaint and request an explanation if it is appropriate to do so .

c . Provide the involved credit union with a copy of his reply

to the member .

d . Request guidance from the Administrator at any point in time

that it is determined that the complaint may be of congressional or

national interest .
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NCUA Instruction 4000.5

5. This instruction is effective upon receipt and will remain in

effect until cancelled .

HERMAN NICKERSON , JR .বাউল ,

:DISTRIBUTION : с

-2
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Exhibit

k

RESOLUTIONOFDISCRIMINATIONCOMPLAINTS

Region: II IV V VI WashingtonTotal

Resolvedbymutualagreement
1

1 1 2 5

Complaintsubstantiated correctiveaction 1
4 5

Complaintsubstantiated nojurisdiction
0

Noresolution
factualdispute

0

Complaintnotsubstantiated
1 6 5 3

پ
ی
ا

5 12 32

Referredbacktosender
1 1 1

3

ب
ی
ا

Informationprovided
1 2

3

Referredtoanotheragency
1 1

Other
1 1 2

TOTALS
2 9 18 3

8 19 2 51
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Exhibit K

NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

April 17 , 1978
Office of the Administrator

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION ADDRESSED :

RE : The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and ... Credit Rights in Housing

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System has just released

the latest in a planned series of brochures concerning provisions of

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and its Regulation B. It briefly describes

consumers ' credit rights in housing under this Act as well as other

Consumer laws .

Entitled " The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and ... Credit Rights

in Housing , " this brochure explains the ways in which a consumer who

is in the market for a housing loan is protected under ECOA . It also

advises consumers of the applicability of the Fair Housing Act and the

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act to this type of credit , and it provides

consumers with sources of advice and help with related problems .

A copy of this brochure is enclosed for your information and use .

Other brochures in this ECOA series will also be sent to you when they

are released . If you desire additional copies , you may request them

without charge from the Federal Reserve Bank in your district . Supplies

are not available , however , from NCUA .

Very obviously this brochure contains material which could be most

helpful to your members . Accordingly , I would encourage you to seriously

consider making copies available to your members as a part of your educational

program .

Sincerely ,

LAWRENCE CONNELL

OMathema

acting

NCUA Letter No. 18 ( 1978 )
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The Federal Trade Commission brochure on the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act to which reference is made in the answer to question 22 is included in

Appendix 15 of this volume .

The Federal Reserve pamphlets to which reference is made in the

answer to question 23 are included as Attachment 13 of Appendix 8 of

this volume .
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GARRY EROWN , MICH .

CLARENCE J. BROWN , OHIO

TOM CORCORAN , ILL .

BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL , N.Y., CHAIRMAN

CARDISS COLLINS , ILL.

ROBERT F. DRINAN, MASS .

ELLIOTT H. LEVITAS , GA .

DAVID W. EVANS, IND.

ANTHONY MOFFETT , CONN .

FERNAND J. ST GERMAIN, R.I.

HENRY A. WAXMAN , CALIF .

( 202) 225-4407

NINETY - FIFTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United States

November 27 , 1978>

Hon . Lawrence Connell

Administrator

National Credit Union Administration

2025 M Street N.W.

Washington , D. C. 20456

Dear Mr. Connell :

In order to enable the Commerce , Consumer and Monetary Affairs Sub

committee to obtain a clearer picture of National Credit Union Adminis

tration enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts

and Regulation B , I am writing to request further clarification of certain

points raised in August and September in our earlier correspondence and in

your testimony on September 14. I would appreciate your response as

promptly as possible for completion of our record on this hearing .

In your testimony you indicated a reluctance to use testing to detect

discriminatory pre-application discouragement . I would appreciate some

clarification of your views on testing . Your reason for being reluctant

to use testing was your view that it would not generally be feasible for

an outsider to impersonate a legitimate customer in most credit unions

where the membership is small and generally known to the credit union

staff . However , 30 percent of all federal credit union share accounts are

in the 252 federal credit unions having assets in excess of $ 20 million

each and membership generally in excess of 10,000 each . What is your view

of the feasibility and desirability of testing in these large institutions

which account for approximately one third of credit union activity ?

The written questions on which I would appreciate clarification are

as follows ( the question numbers that head each paragraph refer to the

question numbers in my letter of August 10 ) :
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Hon . Lawrence Connell 2 November 27 , 1978

screening or discouragement of potential loan applicants on a prohibited

basis are occurring ?

Question 5 : How do NCUA examiners evaluate the internal management

controls or procedures of each credit union , especially in the largest

credit unions , for ensuring that each employee complies with the require

ments of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , the Fair Housing Act , and

Regulation B?

Question 6 : Does your answer on September 8 imply that the size of

the loan sample examined is generally the same at the largest credit unions

as at the smallest ? How do you justify the assumption that this uniform

sample size provides as good a review of compliance at the large institu

tions as at the smallest?

Question 6 ( continued ) : Does your answer imply that you have no

formal guidelines or instructions to specify how the sample should be

expanded when you have some prior indication of compliance problems , such

as when a compliance problem was noted at a previous examination ?

Question 7: What are the procedures followed for systematic oversight

and review by the NCUA staff in Washington of the equal credit compliance

examinations performed by the field examination staff?

Question 15 : Would you supplement your answer to this question by

providing a tabulation , by region and for all regions combined , showing

the total number of credit unions examined , the number having at least one

violation of some kind , and the number having no violations ?

a . credit unions for which the report from a subsequent general compliance

examination is available and in which one or more violations similar to

the complaint were found at this subsequent examination ;

b .
credit unions for which the report from a subsequent examination is

available and in which no similar violations were found at this subse

quent examination ;
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Hon . Lawrence Connell 3 November 27 , 1978

C. credit unions for which no subsequent examination has been conducted

( or if conducted , the report is not yet available ) and in which one

or more violations similar to the complaint were found at a previously

conducted examination ; and

d . credit unions for which no subsequent examination has been conducted

Sincerely ,

Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

BSR : tv
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

January 12 , 1979

Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Commerce , Consumer , and Monetary

Dear Mr. Rosenthal :

This is in response to your letter dated November 27 , 1978 , requesting

further clarification of my views on enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity

and Fair Housing Acts .

You initially request an expansion of my views on the use of testing in

large Federal credit unions ( FCU's ) . I believe that the use of testers to

determine whether financial institutions are engaged in prescreening is
desirable . Testing has been shown to be one sure means of identifying such

activity . I believe that testing could be effectively used in large FCU's to

ascertain whether discrimination is taking place at the pre - application stage

( i.e. , whether the FCU is discouraging potential applicants from filing

applications ) .

The following amplifies our previous input on specific numbered questions .

Question 1

We do not yet have formal examination procedures specifically directed

towards identifying prescreening problems . However , examiners routinely

observe the handling of applicants during the examination process , as I

indicated in my letter of September 8 , 1978 . Also as noted above , I would

support the use of testers in FCU's where it is possible to do so .

Question 5

NCUA examiners evaluate the internal management controls or procedures of

FCU's by conducting interviews with appropriate employees . This is a routine

process , but the extent and direction of the interviewing is determined in large

measure by the extent of complaints and weaknesses encountered in other aspects

of the compliance examination .

Question 6

The minimum size of the loan sample examined in depth for evidence of

consumer law compliance is the same at the largest FCU's as at the smallest .

However , in conducting other portions of the examination , examiners are required

to carefully review one out of every ten loans granted by the CU , up to a

maximum of 75 . From their review of these loans , examiners can determine
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whether the two loans sampled are in fact representative ( from a consumer

compliance point of view ) of the FCU's total loan portfolio .

We would , however , like to expand the loan sampling particularly in larger

FCU's and in those FCU's with identified compliance problems . If and when we

receive approval for separate compliance examiners , this change will be

implemented .

Examiners are trained , through our required examiner training programs , to

" follow -up" by giving special attention on subsequent examinations to areas in

which an FCU was found to have compliance problems at a previous examination .

This is a standard examination technique .

Question 1

The compliance portions of examinations are reviewed selectively in our

regional offices by the regional Consumer Affairs Analyst ( CAA ) . An NCUA

instruction which we are presently developing will establish the minimum group

of compliance reports to be reviewed by each regional CAA . As soon as this

instruction goes into effect , the Division of Consumer Affairs in Washington

( DCA ) will begin a systematic review of each region's conformance with the

instruction . In the interim , DCA reviews compliance reports randomly but on a

routine basis .

Question 15

Federal credit unions examined from 1-1-77 to 9-77 :

No Violations 1 or More Violations

ECOA Fair Housing ECOA Fair Housing

Region I ( Boston )

Region II ( Harrisburg

Region III ( Atlanta )

Region IV ( Toledo )

Region V ( Austin )

Region VI ( San Francisco )

813

754

559

938

776

686im
698

800

497

805

627

584

267

422

287

269

290

210

149

193

197

267

157

82

Total 4,526 4,011 1,745 1,045

Question 20

Subsequent examination reports were available for 22 of the 32 " not

substantiated" complaints: ( a ) only one of these showed a similar violation

on a subsequent examination , ( b ) that complaint alleged discrimination

based on marital status and subsequent examination revealed a non -conforming

loan application form . In answer to parts ( c ) and ( d ) of your question , of

the other 10 complaints, the previous examination reports did not show any

similar violations .
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Question 23

Approximately 15,000 each of 3 different ECOA pamphlets were distributed by
NCUA during the period in question . An example of the transmittal letter

is enclosed . It indicates the agency's encouragement of dissemination by

FCU's .

If you have additional questions about present and planned enforcement

programs I will be pleased to address them .

Sihcerely,

Lawr Commentrura

LAWRENCE CONNELL

Administrator

Enclosures
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April 17 , 1978
Office of the Administrator

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION ADDRESSED :

RE : The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and ... Credit Rights in Housing

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System has just released

the latest in a planned series of brochures concerning provisions of

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and its Regulation B. It briefly describes

consumers ' credit rights in housing under this Act as well as other

Consumer laws .

Entitled " The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and ... Credit Rights

in Housing, " this brochure explains the ways in which a consumer who

is in the market for a housing loan is protected under ECOA . It also

advises consumers of the applicability of the Fair Housing Act and the

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act to this type of credit , and it provides

consumers with sources of advice and help with related problems .

A copy of this brochure is enclosed for your information and use .

Other brochures in this ECOA series will also be sent to you when they

are released . If you desire additional copies , you may request them

without charge from the Federal Reserve Bank in your district . Supplies

are not available, however , from NCUA .

Very obviously this brochure contains material which could be most

helpful to your members . Accordingly , I would encourage you to seriously

consider making copies available to your members as a part of your educational

program .

Sincerely ,

LLAWRENCE CONNELL

wao.Matthune

NCUA Letter No. 18 ( 1978 )
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1

Center for national Policy Review

William L. Taylor, Director Roger S. Kuhn, Co -Director

August 31 , 1978

RECEIV

8 1978

Hon . Benjamin S. Rosenthal , Chairman

Subconmittee on Commerce , Consumer & Monetary Affairs

House of Representatives

Rayburn House Office Building , Room B- 377

Washington , D.C. 20515
Benjamin S. Rosentili, M.G

Dear Mr. Chairman :

We welcome the opportunity to respond for the record to

the questions posed in your August 17 , 1978 letter . I will

summarize these comments in my testimony to the Subcommittee

on September 12 .

1 . Historical Background : The history of fair housing

enforcement by the four financial regulatory agencies begins

with the filing of rule -making petitions by the Center for

National Policy Review in March of 1971 on behalf of thirteen

civil rights and citizens ' organizations , including the NAACP ,

the National Urban League , the League of Women Voters , the

American Friends Service Committee , and the National Committee

Against Discrimination in Housing . At that time , none of the

agencies had any regulations or any enforcement program deal

ing with discriminatory mortgage lending practices . Indeed ,

the three bank regulatory agencies denied any responsibility

in this regard .

During the ensuing five years , there were few favorable

Catholic University of America School of Law Washington , D.C. 20064 ( 202 ) 832-8525

( 1753 )
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developments . In April , 1972 , the Federal Home Loan Bank Board

issued a regulation ( 37 F.R. 8436 , 4/27/72 ) prohibiting dis

crimination in rather general terms , based on an

opinion of its General Counsel that the Board had both the

power and the duty to enforce compliance with the Fair Housing

Act . This was followed in December of 1974 by the promulga

tion of more detailed nondiscrimination " guidelines " ( 39 F.R.

43618 , 12/17/74 ) , elaborating on the regulations . A key pro

vision of the Board's original proposal , however, was dropped

in the final regulation : namely , a requirement that savings

and loan associations note the race of mortgage applicants ,

so as to enable the Board and its examiners to detect patterns

of potential discrimination by member institutions .

The only other action taken in response to our petitions

was a hearing held by the FDIC on a proposed nondiscrimination

and racial data notation regulation ( 37 F.R. 19385 , 9/20/72 ) .

The proposed regulation was never issued despite favorable

comments by the Office of Management and Budget , the Depart

ment of Justice , the Department of Housing and Urban Develop

ment , and the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights . The Comptroller

of the Currency published an announcement of an intention to

consider anti-discrimination regulations ( 36 F.R. 25167 , 12/17/71 ) ,

but no further action was taken . The Federal Reserve Board did

not even formally consider taking regulatory action .

Meanwhile , at the insistence of the Department of Housing

and Urban Development , the four agencies in 1972 distributed

questionnaires to 18,000 supervised lenders inquiring into

their mortgage lending practice . The responses contained admis
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sions of racial redlining by almost 900 institutions , and

other forms of discrimination by hundreds of others . Since

these responses constituted written admissions of unlawful

conduct , one would assume that discrimination was more wide

spread than the responses revealed . In 1974 , at the urging

of the civil rights petitioners , the agencies conducted a set

of three pilot racial data surveys in 18 SMSA's . The surveys

revealed that minority applicants were rejected twice as often

as white applicants . The one survey which permitted such

analysis showed that the disparity was almost as great , when

such factors as family income , years on the job , and family

indebtedness were held constant . No action was taken by

the agencies as a result of these surveys .

During this period , several legislative developments

began to force the four agencies to begin taking action on

fair lending enforcement . These included the enactment of

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 , and the ECOA Amend

ments of 1976 ; the enactment of the Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act of 1975 ; and the conduct of oversight hearings by the

Senate Banking Committee in March , 1976 , which resulted in

a report highly critical of the fair lending enforcement

activities of the regulatory agencies ( s . Rept . 94-930 , 6/3/76 ) .

In the face of continued foot-dragging , including the

continued refusal to collect race/sex data concerning home

loan applicants , eleven of the thirteen petitioners brought

suit against the four agencies in April , 1976 . The filing of

37-415 0 - 79 - 111
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the suit combined with the legislative oversight noted

above have produced substantial movement at three of the

four agencies , but minimal progress at the Federal Reserve

Board . One development , affecting all four agencies , was the

promulgation of amendments to Regulation B , effective in March

of 1977 , requiring lenders to ask home purchase loan applicants

to note their race , sex and certain other information , to be

used for monitoring purposes . The regulation , however , is

narrow in its coverage and does not require that any use be

made of the data ( see response to Question 3 , below ) .

2 . General Evaluation of Present Enforcement : Effective

fair lending enforcement requires a program with several components : ( 1 )

The collection and systematic analysis of monitoring data on

home loan applicants , including race/sex data , creditworthi

ness data , property data , and loan terms for the purpose of

detecting patterns of potential discrimination for in-depth

investigation by examiners . ( 2 ) The development of examina

tion methods and examiner training designed to detect the

various forms of discrimination , including pre -screring ,

" effects test " violations , and redlining . ( 3 ) The adoption

of procedures for thorough investigation and prompt resolu

tion of discrimination complaints . ( 4 ) Establishment of civil

rights enforcement specialist positions in Washington and re

gional offices at a policy -making and supervisory level , occu

pied by persons with experience in civil rights enforcement .

( 5 ) Use of the same enforcement methods and sanctions in the

case of fair lending violations as are used in cases of viola
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tions of laws and regulations relating to " safety and soundness " .

Each of these measures is covered in the settlement agree

ments entered with three of the four agencies as a result of

the civil rights lawsuit . Each is being implemented by those

three agencies , and will be discussed in more detail in res

ponse to subsequent questions . In general , each of these three

agencies is making substantial strides and appears , at the

moment , to be committed to effective enforcement .

The same cannot be said , however , of the Federal Reserve

Board . A detailed exploration of the current posture of the

Federal Reserve Board is contained in the May , 1978 report of

Warren Dennis of Pottinger and Company , which was retained

by the Board to study its fair lending examination and enforce

ment program . The summary of Mr. Dennis ' findings is attached

to this letter as Appendix A. The report accords with our

own view that the Board has not recognized civil rights enforce

ment as an important responsibility ; that examiners are not

adequately trained , nor are examination methods appropriate

for the detection of lending discrimination ; that complaint

processing procedures are inadequate ; and that the Board lacks

personnel with specific civil rights enforcement experience

or responsibilities .

We understand that the Dennis report has been under study

by the Board's staff since May , but thus far the Board has not made any

changes initiated in its fair lending enforcement program .

In early June , representatives of the Urban League and our Center
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met with Chairman Miller to discuss the Board's fair lending

enforcement posture , and found Mr. Miller strongly committed to

change . Unfortunately , this commitment has not yet been trans

lated into action by the Board's staff or by the Board Commit

tee with jurisdiction over consumer protection and civic rights

matters .

Loan Application Monitoring : The loan application

monitoring information which Regulation B requires all lenders

to record is inadequate in several respects : ( 1 ) It covers

only home purchase loans , omitting construction , refinancing ,

rehabilitation and improvement loans . ( 2 ) No information is

required on persons who inquire concerning a loan but do not

file an application , thus omitting data potentially useful in

detecting pre-screening . ( 3 ) No data is called for on persons

who fail to supply the information themselves . Experience with

the agencies ' 1974 Fair Housing Information Survey suggests

that about 20 % will fail to supply information , and that this

will include a higher proportion of rejected applicants . It

will also predictably include a higher percentage of members

of groups previously discriminated against , since they will

fear discriminatory use of the information . Hence the loss of

this data is a serious one .

Analysis of Regulation B monitoring data on accepted and rejec

ted applicants can be somewhat helpful in identifying potentially

discriminatory rejection patterns based on the characteristics

of the borrower , but it does not serve to identify other discri
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minatory patterns , including various forms of redlining .

Moreover , without information concerning borrower creditworthi

ness , it provides only a very crude index of possible discrimi

nation . Accordingly , we believe that additional information

is necessary , concerning creditworthiness , property characte

ristics and loan terms . To a degree , the items of informa

tion to be collected is a question of judgment influenced by

collection costs and type of lender . But the following items

seem to us a fair minimum :

Creditworthiness : Income of applicant and co-applicant ;

whether differences in treatment of applicants are explained

by differences in creditworthiness ; whether differences in

treatment are correlated with property location or age in a

manner suggesting possible redlining ; whether discrimination

may exist in the fixing of loan terms ; and whether under

appraisals reflect a pattern of discrimination based on property

location or age .

Since the Federal Reserve Board secures only those data

on home loan applications required by Regulation B , the moni

toring information available to it is clearly deficient . Even

more serious , however , is the fact that the Board and its exa

miners do not use in any systematic way even those data which
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are available . The Board has consistently declined to consider

the development of a centralized data collection and analysis

system , as the other three agencies are now doing . Arguably ,

given the small number of mortgage loans made by many state

chartered member banks , it might be possible for examiners to

perform data analyses on-site during bank examinations . But

the Board's examiner manuals provide no instructions concerning

analysis of Regulation B monitoring data , nor do they receive

training in systematic data analysis . Rather , they are instruc

ted in the most general terms to ascertain the lending policies

of the bank through interviews with bank officials , and then

to ascertain whether the policies are being adhered to in a

non-discriminatory fashion by looking through a sample of files .

The FDIC is currently the most advanced of the agencies

in the development of a system for collecting and analysing moni

toring information . Its new regulation ( 43 F.R. 11563 , 3/20/78 )

requires all banks to record race , sex and other personal infor

mation on both applicants and persons who inquire about loans ,

with the information to be supplied by bank personnel if not

supplied by the customer . Banks subject to HMDA are required

in addition to record comprehensive creditworthiness , property

and loan term information on applications . The FDIC is currently

field testing alternative data collection and analysis metho

dologies , to determine the most effective system for detecting

discriminatory patterns both in rejections and in the terms of

approved loans . The system will make use of creditworthiness

and property data to detect possible discrimination based on
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the borrower's identify and the age and location of the pro

perty . Target date for implementation of the system is May

15 , 1979 .

Although the Federal Home Loan Bank Board was the first

of the agencies to settle the civil rights lawsuit , and is the

only agency to have issued substantive anti-discrimination re

gulations, its current position on the all - important subject

of data collection and analysis is unclear . In November , the

FHLBB published a proposed regulation ( 42 F.R. 58182 , 11/8/77 )

containing the basic information concerning borrowers , property

and loan terms which would be required to detect possible dis

crimination . This information included race , sex and other

personal characteristics of the applicant ; income, indebtedness

and other creditworthiness information ; age and location of

property ; and loan terms and loan-to-value ratio . Most impor

tant , the regulation would have required institutions to re

port to the Board aggregate information on applications , rejec

tions and adverse actions broken down by race , sex and marital

status . This key provision would have enabled the Board to con

duct comparative analyses to detect possible discriminatory

patterns among individual institutions as called for by the

settlement agreement .

tion which should be required on the loan application register

and the amount of information to be reported to Washington ,
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the Board's final regulation ( 43 F.R. 22332 , 5/25/78 ) retreated

on both fronts . The loan application register was shortened ,

although it retained most of the important information which

examiners would require to detect patterns of discrimination .

Far more serious , the provision for reporting minimal data to

Washington was dropped altogether , and the Board is now en

gaged in an extended study of alternative loan application re

gisters and alternative methods for using data , with an October

1 , 1979 target date for implementation of a final system .

These developments have been of some concern . In the

first place , the agreement provided for a thirty - month period ,

beginning in March , 1977 , during which information concerning

the Board's examination and enforcement program , including

training materials and examination methods , would be shared

with the plaintiffs , giving them an opportunity to comment and

offer suggestions . It was contemplated that the data analy

sis program would be in place within a year , providing a year's

worth of data and a six-month evaluation and comment period

before the agreement ran out . Under the schedule now contem

plated by the Board , the data collection and analysis system

will not be installed until just after the end of the thirty

month period . Accordingly , the settlement agreement is now

being extended for an additional eighteen months .
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Our second concern is over the dropping of any provision

for data reporting from the regulation . Obviously , unless

minimal data is collected centrally , comparative analysis of

institutions , areas and trends as called for by the settle

ment , is impossible . The Board has yet to adopt a position

on this subject , which goes to the heart of the settlement

agreement and , more significantly , to the heart of effective

fair lending enforcement .

The Office of the Comptroller has not yet published a

regulation , but is in an advanced stage of developing a regu

latory proposal for the collection of monitoring data . The cur

rent thinking at the staff level suggests that the ultimate

proposal will be a comprehensive one , calling for the collec

tion and analysis of appropriate personal , creditworthiness

and property data and centralized computer analysis .

4 . Pre - screening and Discouragement : Pre-screening is

without doubt a major source of discrimination in the lending

process . Moreover , with the adoption of data collection and

analysis , permitting ready detection of discriminatory patterns

in the treatment of applications , we believe that discrimina

tory pre-screening may well increase as discriminatory lenders

seek to avoid making loans on improper grounds without creat

ing a record from which this may be detected . Accordingly ,

detection of pre-screening is of utmost importance .

There are two fundamentally different approaches to the
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detection of pre-screening , both of which ought to be used

in view of the essential difficulty of detecting the practice .

One approach relies on statistics , the other on specially de

signed examination techniques .

The most obvious statistical approach is the one adopted

by the FDIC : collection of race/sex data on persons who in

quire about loan terms but do not file applications . By analy

sing the profile of those who inquire but do not apply , it may

be possible to detect discriminatory pre-screening .

other hand , this method has limitations : no agency has been

willing to apply it to persons who make telephone inquiries ,

and to do so presents obvious difficulties . Since most in

quiries are in fact made by phone or indirectly through brokers ,

data concerning in-person or written inquiries ( which is what

the FDIC regulation calls for ) has limited value .

The staff of the occ is considering other statistical

approaches . For example , if a lender rejects markedly fewer

applications than most , this may be a sign that applications

are being pre-screened . Or if a lender receives markedly

fewer applications from minorities and women than most other

lenders in the area , or than would be predicted from the demo

graphic composition of the community where it does business ,

these data may likewise indicate pre-screening .
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to be admitted during interviews with lender personnel . Care

fully trained examiners can , however , observe the way customers

are routed within the bank , and can arrange to overhear in

person and telephone conversations with receptionists and loan

personnel .

In addition , the agencies should make use of " testers " --

a technique long used to detect dịscrimination in real estate

sales and rentals . This would involve having agency person

nel ( not necessarily examiners ) make telephone or in-person

inquiries concerning the availability of loans on hypothetical

properties of differing ages in different neighborhoods, or

having a minority or female individual and a white male inquire

about similar loans, to determine whether the responses sug

gested differential treatment or discouragement .

So far the agencies have resisted the suggestion that this

be done , either out of a general distaste for the technique ,

or on the ground that it is inconsistent with the traditional

relationship of the examiner to the lender i.e. , one of

cooperation and assistance . We do not believe that this rela

tionship is appropriate in the case of an examination program

designed to detect violations of law , however appropriate it

may be in the context of assuring safety and soundness . In

any case , for some time now the Massachusetts State Banking

Commission has used the technique , and following her appearance

before the Subcommittee the Commissioner of Banks will conduct

a meeting at which she will share her agency's experience with
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representatives of the federal agencies . We hope this will

be useful in persuading the latter of the desirability of using

this method in detecting pre-screening .

has a satisfactory set of examination instructions covering

pre- screening , although both the FDIC and the OCC are develop

ing statistical approaches to detection .

business relationships and marketing practices of lenders .

If a lender maintains on-going relationships only with brokers

and developers who serve a white clientele or are active only

in suburban neighborhoods , minority borrowers are as effectively

pre-screened as if they were individually discouraged . Like

wise , if loan applications are accepted only at suburban loca

tions , or if office staff are all white and all male , it is

predictable that few minority or female persons will apply for

loans .

Only the FHLBB has come to grips in any way with business

practices such as these : Its nondiscrimination regulations

( 12 CFR 531.8-7 ( d ) ) urge member institutions to review their

business relationships and marketing practices to ensure that

loan services are available without discrimination to the

entire community , and further states the Bank Board's inten

tion to systematically review associations ' marketing practices

wherever evidence of discrimination is discovered .

5 .
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on the proposed uniform fair lending enforcement guidelines

( 43 F.R. 29256 , 7/6/78 ) are attached as Appendix B. In gene

ral , we believe the guidelines are unsatisfactory in several

respects , and somewhat less useful than those released on May

25 by the FHLBB . They provide little incentive for lenders

to end discriminatory practices voluntarily , since the enforce

ment actions proposed in the event of violations have little

bite . They consist simply of securing an assurance against

future violations ; the refund of charges exacted from victims

of discrimination if they can be identified and located ; and in

some cases , an affirmative advertising program ( although ad

vertising is generally not used to solicit mortgage loans )

and notification to brokers that the institution pursues a

nondiscriminatory policy . As our comments suggest , we think

more affirmative remedial action should be required , and more

frequent follow-up examinations should be used to ensure com

pliance .

6 . Staff Organization and Training : Fair lending enforce

requires particular expertise , sensitivity and techniques which

differ markedly not only from those required for traditional

safety and soundness supervision but also from those required

' for consumer protection enforcement . Examination for compliance

with Truth-in Lending , for example , can consist largely of spot

checking disclosure forms and making calculations of finance

charges . Discrimination examination requires detection of a broad

range of practices , including subconscious stereotyping by loan

officers , the application of unjustified lending criteria whose
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effect is discriminatory, and marketing practices which make loans

unavailable in minority neighborhoods. A sensitive understanding

of the history and nature of discrimination in the real estate

industry is required , along with sophisticated interview tech

niques , systematic data analysis , and an understanding of legal

principles applicable in the civil rights field . Accordingly ,

specialized personnel is required to ensure that the examination

process and the training of examiners are appropriately geared

to the nature of the problem .

To a large degree , this fact is now recognized in the orga

nization and staffing of three of the four agencies , the Federal

Reserve Board being the single exception . The Federal Reserve

has a Consumer Affairs Division with responsibility for compliance

with the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act , Truth in Lending ,

the Fair Credit Reporting Act , the Fair Credit Billing Act , the

Consumer Leasing Act , the Federal Trade Commission Act ( Regula

tion AA ) , the Flood Disaster Protection Act , and Regulation Q

( interest on deposits ) , as well as the ECOA , Regulation B and

the Fair Housing Act . No one in the Division or in the district

Reserve Banks has special expertise , experience , or responsibilities

with respect to fair lending enforcement . The Dennis report ( p.12 )

states :

Our negative conclusions with respect to the Board's

anti-discrimination enforcement efforts derïve principally

from our observations relative to the Board's not having

recognized civil rights compliance as a discrete and sepa

rate area of responsibility differing from other consumer

protection measures , and requiring specialized expertise

and policy consideration .
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Both the FDIC and the occ have made major organizational

changes , creating a separate civil rights office within an expanded

and up-graded division dealing with civil rights , consumer protec

tion and urban lending . Recruitment to fill the new positions

has lagged at the FDIC , but an Acting Director of the Office of

Consumer Affairs and Civil Rights has now been appointed . At

the occ , the new directors of both the over-all consumer and

civil rights office and the civil rights unit are now on board .

to the settlementagreement, a special assistant for civil rights

has been appointed in the Office of Examinations , with responsi

bility for overseeing examiner training and examination methods

pertaining to fair lending . General policy coordination for

complaint processing , data analysis and other phases of the Board's

fair lending program is assigned to the Office of Community In

vestment's Consumer Division . While this arrangement is not

ideal , it is functioning well because of the experience and com

mitment of the incumbents of these offices .

All of the agencies , with the exception again of the Federal

Reserve , have also appointed civil rights specialists in their

regional offices . This , too , was an element of the settlement

agreements . Although they are beginning to exercise regional

oversight of examinations and complaint investigations , they

will not become uniformly and fully effective until the Washing

ton civil rights offices have had time to provide additional

training and set standards for their activities . Further , the
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regional positions at the occ are not yet established as regular

permanent positions , but rather are filled on a rotating basis

by senior examiners . We understand this is to be changed .

In the final analysis , the enforcement of the fair lending

laws depends upon the training , commitment and skill of individual

bank examiners . This has been strikingly demonstrated by the

experience of the FHLBB since its examiners began undergoing

training specifically for fair lending compliance examinations .

Prior to 1977 , few violations of the Fair Housing Act or the Board's

nondiscrimination regulations were discovered by examiners . But

in the 1977 calendar year , as examiners were retrained , 2,804

actual or possible violations were identified , 1,949 supervisory

letters were sent , 52 special examinations were conducted , and

more serious supervisory action was taken in eight cases . During

a test conducted by examiners this summer using monitoring data

to be required by the Board's new regulations , examiners reported

violations at 133 of 227 associations examined , of which 16 involved

apparent discriminatory activities and the balance such infractions

as failure to collect monitoring data or failure to display required

fair lending lobby posters .

In the case of the FHLBB , fair lending examinations are con

ducted by regular examiners as part of the over-all examination

of the institution . All examiners are trained in fair lending ,

and their training is being steadily upgraded under the guidance

of the Board's civil rights specialist .

In the case of the FDIC and the occ , fair lending examination
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are conducted as part of a separate " consumer compliance " examina

tion by examiners who are assigned to this duty for six months and

then return to performing commercial examinations . This system

seems undesirable for two important reasons : ( 1 ) By the time

examiners gain sufficient experience with this new form of exami

nation , they are reassigned to commercial examinations and their

experience is lost . ( 2 )
Examiners inevitably believe that

consumer / fair lending examinations are a diversion from their

primary role , and that their performance will not materially

advance their careers . Both agencies are considering a change

in the present arrangement , possibly creating a corps of specialists

in consumer /civil rights compliance ( perhaps with responsibilities

under the Community Reinvestment Act as well ) , with a separate

career ladder for the specialists . In our view this should be

done with dispatch .

As for examiner training , the current program of the OCC

was developed with assistance from the Justice Department's Civil

Rights Division and is fairly strong . The FDIC'S program re

quires a rather thorough upgrading , a process which is about to

be undertaken with , we understand , the assistance of an outside

consultant .

We should stress , however , certain weaknesses in examiner

training and examination methods common to all of the agencies ,

which should be addressed over the coming months . First , as

already indicated , pre-screening is not adequately dealt with ,

nor can it be in our view without the use of " testing " . Secondly ,

37-415 O - 79 - 112
-
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as monitoring data on applicant characteristics , creditworthiness ,

property characteristics and loan terms become available in the

coming year , examiners must be trained to make use of this essen

tial information . Finally , although many examiners now make use

of Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data to detect possible redlining ,

they are not taught uniformly to do so . This omission may be

rendered unimportant once locational data on individual loans

is made available through each agency's own record keeping require

ments , but it is essential that geographic data in some form

be made use of systematically .

The Federal Reserve Board's fair lending examination prog

ram and examiner training are woefully inadequate . The Board

has a special force of so-called " compliance examiners " who con

duct examinations covering the full range of consumer protections

laws referred to at the beginning of this section . They receive

hardly any training or instructions , however , concerning fair lend

ing . The Dennis report ( pp . 9 and 13 ) contains the following

observations and conclusions :

aExaminers also placed a healthy emphasis on the need

to maintain the safety and soundness of institutions ,

but expressed concern that enforcement of civil rights

laws might be inconsistent with this responsibility .
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Examiners are given virtually no guidance in

how to recognize discriminatory lending practices or the

legal standards for evaluating such practices .

5 . Investigative tools and techniques for finding

discrimination are lacking , and the sampling techniques

in use are wholly inappropriate for finding substantive

violations of law .

As for detection of redlining , since the Federal Reserve Board

has not proposed any record-keeping requirement of its own , its

only source of data on geographic lending patterns is HMDA . But

the Board's HMDA Examination Instructions state that HMDA " is not

an anti-redlining measure ... it is simply a disclosure act , relying

on public scrutiny for its effect . " In interrogatory responses

filed in the civil rights lawsuit , the plaintiffs were advised

by the Board that " HMDA data is [ sic ] not collected and analyzed

by System personnel because such action is not mandated by the Act

and would be at variance with its purpose . " Examiners are there

fore instructed to ensure that the data are compiled and disclosed

as required by HMDA and Regulation c , but not to make use of the

data to detect possible discriminatory redlining .

7 . Consumer Complaint Handling : The chief requirements

for effective handling fair lending complaints are a thorough

investigative process which includes , in the usual case , an inter

view with the complainant , and time deadlines for completion of

this process and the disposition of the complaint . With the

exception of the Federal Reserve Board , all of the agencies

now have good written procedures , but we do not have sufficient

information to judge whether those procedures are followed in

practice . Overseeing the complaint process , however , is within
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the purview of the new civil rights specialists in the Washington

and regional offices of the three agencies , and any deficiencies

which may exist will hopefully be corrected over time .

The Federal Reserve has no procedures for investigating or

disposing of complaints . Its only regulation on the subject is a

sentence in Regulation AA providing that within 15 days of the re

ceipt of a complaint , the complainant shall be advised either of

its disposition or of the date on which its disposition may be

expected . The Board does have an elaborate computerized system

for monitoring the status of consumer complaints as they wend

their way through the System's bureaucracy a system which
-

turns out 14 monthly reports on the status of 236 categories of

complaints , according to an affidavit of Janet Hart filed in the

civil rights lawsuit . But there are no instructions on how

complaints are to be investigated , how their validity is to be

determined , or what action is to be taken on them if found valid .

According to information furnished in the civil rights law

suit , the procedures which are followed in practice consist of

a written or verbal inquiry to a bank official , or occasionally

a review of bank records . On the basis of this inquiry , the com

plainant is notified that no violation has been found . The com

plainant is never interviewed , nor is there any other inquiry

made outside the bank itself .

Civil Damages Litigation : In our view , government agen

cies should , as a general matter , inform the public of their rights .

The FHLBB has taken two useful steps in this direction : ( 1 ) The

Fair Lending lobby poster required by the Board's regulation in
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forms readers that they may sue for relief if they believe they

have suffered discrimination . ( 2 ) Complainants are advised of

their right to sue when the Board has investigated a complaint

and found it valid . The OCC has issued a pamphlet outlining va

rious consumer protection and fair lending statutes and advising

national bank customers of their rights in general terms .

We do not believe , however , that civil litigation ordinarily

is a promising avenue for relief from lending discrimination for

several reasons . ( 1 ) Proving discrimination with the certainty

required in litigation may require amassing and analyzing a large

volume of data reflecting a discriminatory pattern , and this in

volves time and expense beyond the means of most loan-seekers . ( 2 )

The potential recovery in the case of a discriminatory loan denial

rarely justifies the cost and inconvenience of a lawsuit . ( 3 )

Discriminatory lending practices are often subtle and hidden from

view, and the victim is often unaware that he or she has in fact

suffered discrimination and has a right to sue . ( 4 ) Most credit

worthy people seeking home loans will often secure credit from

another lender though on less favorable terms -- and will have

little interest in pursuing costly , time -consuming litigation to

secure the limited relief available .
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lie in enforcement action by the agencies . Primarily this means

effective examination , backed by the supervisory powers and sanc

tions possessed by each agency , to detect discriminatory practices ,

prevent their continuance , and require offenders to make restitu

tion to the victims of discrimination when they can be found .

Secondarily , this means prompt and thorough investigation of

individual complaints , followed again by appropriate remedial

action where complaints are found valid . We believe that three of

the four agencies which are the subject of your hearings are

making real progress in this direction .

Sincerely ,

Will Tym
William L. Taylor

Director

Enclosures
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B. Summary of Observations

1 .
The Board has appeared hesitant to issue an unambigu

ous statement of its committment to vigorous enforcement of

civil rights laws among state member banks and has not identified

civil rights legislation as having any particular priority among

the Boards enforcement responsibilities. Consequently , examiners

and other agency staff have not identified civil rights compliance

as a priority within the agency and this has had a negative

influence on the effectiveness of the entire enforcement program .

At the same time , regulated lenders subject to the Board's

supervisory jurisdiction have not had the benefit of clear

policy direction on civil rights matters from their principal

regulator. Further , they have not been given reasonable guidance

as to the salient elements and indices of compliance with civil

rights laws, necessary for their own protection in the event of

a court - based challenge by individual , class or governmental

plaintiffs .

2 . The Board's enforcement and advisory programs do

not adequately reflect the special nature of civil rights laws

as construed by the courts and the extent to which it is

inappropriate to interpret such laws in the same manner as

other consumer or banking measures . Also , the Board's programs

do not adequately reflect the presence and influence of a vast

judicial literature containing precedents in the civil rights

area in fields other than credit ( housing , employment , educa

tion and voting , ) which, under settled principles of construction ,

are also applicable to credit practices .

Appendix A
-

page one
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3 .
The Board's enforcement and advisory programs do not

adequately reflect the historical context in which current civil

rights laws affecting lending practices were enacted . Con

sequently , interpretation of these laws to lenders , both in

advisory visits and in the course of regular examinations, are

likely to be lacking in sufficient information about the scope

and application of civil rights laws .

4 . Examiners are given virtually no guidance in how to

recognize discriminatory lending practices or the legal

standards for evaluating such practices .

5 . Investigative tools and techniques for finding

discrimination are lacking , and the sampling techniques in use

are wholly inappropriate for finding substantive violations of

law ,

6 . The Board's program lacks nationwide uniformity ,

with the level of resources , procedures and enforcement

policies varying widely among the Reserve Banks .

7 . The Board's procedures for handling complaints do

adequately assure that individual allegations of dis

crimination are investigated thoroughly and fairly or that

potential " patterns " of discrimination are identified in the

course of investigating individual matters .

Appendix A - page two
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C Center for national Policy Review

William L. Taylor, Director Roger S. Kuhn, Co-Director

August 25 , 1978

Equal Credit Opportunity Guidelines

Room B - 4107

Washington , D. C. 20551

Dear Sir or Madam :

The following comments on the proposed uniform guidelines for enforcement

of Regulation B, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and the Fair Housing Act

( 43 F.R. 29256 ) are submitted by the Center for National Policy Review on behalf

of the organizations which were plaintiffs in National Urban League , et al. , V.
Comptroller of the Currency , et al .

" General Enforcement Policy "

1 . The proposed guidelines specify two general objectives of enforcement

policy : First, to require corrective action for violations; and second, to as

sure compliance in the future . A third objective is recognized by the courts

as an essential element in remedying violations of anti -discrimination laws : to

remove the continuing effects of discriminatory conduct which has now ceased .

This principle has been applied throughout the field of civil rights, includ

ing education ( e.g. , Swann v . Charlotte -Mecklenburg Board of Education , 402 U.S.

1) , public housing ( e.g., Hills v . Gautreaux , 425 U.S. 284) ; urban renewal

( Garrett v. Hamtramck , 503 F.2d 1236 ) ; and employment ( e.g. , Pettway v. American

Cast Iron Pipe Co. , 494 F.2d 211 ) . Where a lender has been found to have en

gaged in discriminatory conduct , the remedial action required should be broad

enough to eliminate any lingering effects which may remain even after the conduct

itself has ceased. This principle should be explicitly announced in the state

ment of " General Enforcement Policy . " It sould also be implemented by specific

remedial requirements , some of which will be suggested later in these comments .

Catholic University of America School of Law Washington, D.C. 20064 ( 202) 832-8525
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appraisal standards " be substituted for " loan policies " in the first paragraph

of the statement of " General Enforcement Policy . "

3 . The proposal to require a " compliance plan " from lenders found to have

discriminated is a sound one, and fully in accord with the common practice of

courts and executive agencies in requiring compliance plans of public agencies

and private firms which have been found in violation of civil rights requirements.

Compliance plans are required , for example , by the Department of Health , Educa

tion and Welfare in enforcing Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act , by the

Treasury Department's Office of Revenue Sharing in enforcing the civil rights

provisions of the State and Local Government Fiscal Assistance Act , 31 U.S.C.

1244 . The published proposal , however , seems unduly narrow . The language sug

gests that a " compliance plan " need cover compliance only with the written loan

policy just referred to . It seems both logical and necessary , however , that

it cover compliance with all of the remedialactions required under all of the

provisions of the guidelines .

4 . The proposed guidelines state that , in prescribing remedial action , the

supervisory agency will consider , in addition to the nature of the violation ,

the conditionof the creditor and the cost of the corrective action proposed .

While it may be that these considerations cannot be totally ignored , it seems

most inappropriate to shift the cost of discrimination and its effects from the

lender to the borrowing public because of the lender's financial condition or

the cost of assuring an effective remedy . If the lender's financial condition

is weak , it may well be the result of weak management -- hardly a reason to afford

a less- than -adequate remedy for management's violations of the anti -discrimination

laws . The supervisory agencies have authority to provide advances or other as

sistance to institutions in financial difficulty , and the exercize of this

authority is a far more appropriate means of protecting an institution from the

consequences of improper discrimination than shifting the cost to the female or

minority victims of discrimination . As for considering the cost of the remedy ,

it is clear that the cost of the remedy is not a proper reason for withholding

adequate relief . E.G. , Milliken v. Bradley, 433 U.S. 267 .

Accordingly , we urge that the references to creditor condition and remedial

cost be dropped , or at the very least that these be stated as subsidiary consid

eration in formulating corrective action .

5. It seems clear that a reference to sections 810 and 812 of the Fair

Housing Act should be added at the end of the second paragraph of the " General

Enforcement Policy " statement .

6. No mention is made of the steps which the supervisory agencies intend to

take to ensure that remedial measures are in fact instituted by the institution

in question -- that is , to ensure that mandated corrective action has been taken ,

that any " compliance plan " is being adhered to , and that measures have been taken

to ensure against future violations . The enforcement guidelines published by the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board on May 25 , 1978 ( page 2 ) , provide for this to be

done through regular examinations , and through more frequent examinations where

this seems desirable . The joint guidelines should contain similar provisions.
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" Specific Violations"

1. The heading of section I , " Discouraging Applications on a Prohibited

lasis . .. " refers only to Regulation B. Discouraging applications for housing

Loans on the basis of race , religion , national origin or sex violates not only

regulation B and the ECOA , but also the Fair Housing Act . It is suggested that

he heading reference be changed to refer to " the Act , " or that a reference to

section 805 of the Fair Housing Act be added .

2. The remedial actions contemplated by the proposed guidelines are gener

ully sufficient to provide restitution to individual victims of discrimination ,

where they can be identified . But they are largely ineffective to eradicate the

continuing effects of discriminatory practices on the affected class . This

point is perhaps most evident in the context of pre - screening , which is the type

of violation covered in section I.

The proposed guidelines would require affirmative advertising, targeted at

the class previously discriminated against. While such advertising is undoubtedly

a desirable measure, experience with affirmative advertising demonstrates that ,

taken alone, it is ineffective . In the context of real estate lending , it is

especially ineffective because advertising is not a principal medium by which home

loans aremarketed . Accordingly , additional remedial action is quite clearly re

quired .

The proposed guidelines suggest one additional action : " The creditor may be

required to advise agents , dealers and conmunity groups that it pursues a non

discriminatory lending policy . " There are two reasons why this statement is

unsatisfactory as written . First , it does not make notification mandatory , even

in cases where a past course of conduct has given rise to the perception among

agents , dealers and coomnity members that applications from particular sources

will not be looked on favorably . Secondly , the notice required evidently would

state only that the lender " pursues a non -discirminatory lending policy " , thus

merely repeating assurances previously embodied , in the case of home loans, in

the lender's advertising and in the required lobby poster . Experience demonstrates

that a statement that the lender does not discriminate will have no effect in

countering a discriminatory reputation , but will be greeted with cynical disbelief

at best .

The proposed uniform guidelines should be contrasted with the guidelines

issued last May 25 by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board . Pages 3 and 5 of the

FHLBB guidelines provide that , if it is determined that action is necessary to

inform the public that an unlawful practice has been discontinued , loan sources

and community groups must be notified of the lender's " new " policies and practices.

The FHLBB guidelines require also that brokers be told of procedures to follow to

prevent perpetuation of the effects of the discontinued practices . As the FHLBB

evidently recognizes, in these circumstances notification to loan sources should be

mandatory, and the notice must state explicitly that prior practices have been dis

continued or must announce the adoption of specific new policies -- otherwise , the

remedial action will have little or no impact.
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But where a lender has engaged in discriminatory pre - screening, or in

discriminatory treatment of applications ( dealt with in sections II and III ) ,

affirmative advertising and notification of loan sources are often not sufficient

to overcome the effects of the discriminatory practices . For example , if dis

crimination has consisted of discouraging or rejecting applications or requiring

more onerous terms on loans to residents of minority neighborhoods, and the in

stitution has previously not assigned lending staff to branches in those neigh

borhoods , it should be required to do so . If its discriminatory practices have

included maintaining relationships only with real estate brokers and builders

serving white clients and neighborhoods, it should be required affirmatively to

seek relationships with brokers and builders who regularly serve minorities . If

its staff and management have been essentially male and white , it should be re

quired to make specific efforts to redress this imbalance -- not because the law

requires a balanced representation of women and minorities , but because the ad

dition of minorities and women in responsible positions is an especially effec

tive means of counteracting a previous reputation for discrimination .

The proposed guidelines , to be sure , cannot spell out the precise actions

which should be required of a lender upon a finding of specific types of viola

tion . Indeed , it is probably unwise for the supervisory agency to mandate

particular steps to be taken in each type of case , since the actions which will

be appropriate and effective will vary from one institution to another .

basic points ; therefore are two :

First , affirmative advertising and notice to loan sources

are not sufiicient in many cases, and the guidelines should

therefore indicate that additional action may be required

and should suggest what types of action this may be .

Second , lenders themselves should be required to develop

" compliance plans" , to be reviewed by the supervisory

agency , which include not merely steps to implement written

loan policies, but a full range of measures to ensure that

the effects of previous discriminatory practices will be

eradicated .

GeneralComment

The chief objective of enforcement should be to ensure compliance with

law promptly and at reasonable cost to the public and to the object of regulation .

Enforcement mechanisms , remedial measures , and sanctions should therefore , to the

maximum extent feasible , be designed to promote voluntary compliance . Our general

observation concerning the proposed enforcement guidelines and the remedial ac

tions they propose is that they do little to encourage voluntary compliance . The

remedial approach , with modest departures, is to require lenders who have committed

violations of law or regulation to cease their violations and offer restitution to

individuals who have suffered harm to the extent they can be identified and contact

ed . Having done this , however , the lender is in essentially the same position as

it would have been had it not committed the violation -- that is , it has not suf

fered in consequence. There is little incentive , therefore , for a lender to take

steps to prevent violations from occurring. In the case of lenders failing to

collect monitoring information ( section V ) , there is no incentive at all .

.
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We recognize that the financial regulatory agencies have ngauthority

to impose punitive sanctions to deter violations . Nonetheless , more effective

remedial requirements of the sort which we have suggested , and more frequent

examinations such as are used where " safety and soundness" violations are

discovered , would help deter violations and encourage voluntary compliance

because of the costs and inconvenience involved . Thus , such enforcement meas

ures would have double value -- ensuring that the effects of violations are

fully eliminated , and encouraging voluntary compliance .

Sincerely ,

Rosersku
Roger s . Kuhn

Co - director

cc : All Plaintiffs
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CM Center for National Policy Review

William L. Taylor, Director Roger 8.KuhnCo-Director

May 31 , 1978 1

i

MEMORANDUM

1

TO : Plaintiffs and Others Interested in National Urban

League v . Comptroller of the Currency

FROM : Bill Taylor , Roger Kuhn and Marty Sloane

RE : Developments with the FHLBB

As most of you know , the Federal Home Loan Bank Board has

adopted its final non-discrimination and data collection regula

tions ( 43 F.R. 22332 , May 25 , 1978 ) . A copy of the regulations

is attached .

Although in many respects the regulations are good , in one

area of critical concern they represent a substantial retreat

threatening compliance with the settlement agreement : The Board

has once again postponed the establishment of the data collection

and analysis program which it agreed to adopt .

The November proposal would have required lenders to report

to the Board all loan rejections and adverse actions by race , sex

and martial status . This would have enabled the Board to conduct

analyses to detect patterns of potential discrimination for follow

up examination in depth . In addition , the proposal would have

required associations to maintain a comprehensive " loan application

register " , giving specific information with regard to each applica

tion . This would have provided a means for examiners to detect

more detailed patterns and to identify individual loan files for re
view .

The final regulation reduces the amount of information required

on the application register , primarily by eliminating data relating

to the applicant's creditworthiness . It remains a useful tool , how

ever , since it retains information relating to race/sex/marital

status/age ; location and age of the property ; action taken on the

application ; and loan terms if approved.
!

Catholic University of America School of Law , Washington , D.C. 20064 ( 202) 832-8525

|
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But the Board has abandoned the requirement that any data be

reported to Washington for analysis , and the explanatory material

preceding the text of the regulation announces the Board's in

tention to conduct a series of tests of different forms of applica

tion register and reporting requirements before deciding upon a

" uniform system . " This promises indefinite delay in implementing the

single most important element of a fair lending enforcement program

and in complying with the central provision of the settlement agree
ment .

On the day the Board adopted its regulation , Chairman McKinney

requested a meeting with representatives of the plaintiffs ; the

meeting was held on May 24 with both McKinney and new Board member

Anita Miller attending. McKinney and Miller expressed dissatisfac

tion with the limited data collection and analysis program and the

extensive loan register proposed in November , and expressed the

view that further studies were necessary to determine what data col

lection program would be most useful and cost-effective . We replied

that the time for further studies seemed long past ; that a simple

program of analysis based on limited data would serve the intended

purpose of assisting examiners to detect discriminatory patterns

for in-depth examination ; and that a more elaborate system would

take years to develop and might be unnecessarily expensive .

ney said that the time schedule for the development and implemen

tation of a final data collection and analysis program would be

ready by the third week in June , and we agreed to meet with his staff

to review it . If it is satisfactory , we will ask the Board to amend

the agreement to embody this deadline and extend the life of the

agreement 18 months beyond it .

* *

In other respects , the regulations follow the November propos

al , with some improvements and one major deficiency . The improve
ments are :

+ The November proposal required associations to

have written loan underwriting standards . The

final regulation requires that these standards

be available to the public.

+

+

The final regulation explicitly prohibits the

knowing use of appraisal standards which are dis

criminatory " per se or in effect " .

The Board has proposed for public comment a regula

tion which would require associations to furnish a

copy of the appraisal report when a loan is denied

on the basis of the appraisal . A copy of this pro

posal is appended to the enclosed copy of the regu

lation ; we will file comments and urge you to do so

as well .
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+

Some improvements have been made in the descrip

tion of neighborhood factors which may and may

not be considered in lending decisions .

+
The Fair Housing Lender poster has been revised

to mention the right to complain to the FHLBB

or file a law suit in cases of suspected discrim

ination .

The chief deficiency in the final regulation is the way it

deals with " pre - screening " . Associations need not collect race/sex

data on persons who make loan inquiries , unless the inquirer makes

an " application " as that term is defined by the Federal Reserve

Board under Regulation B. The definition ( contained in an as-yet

unpublished staff letter ) is so vague as to be unmanagable , and

in any event leaves it within the power of the lender to determine

what inquiries will be treated as " applications " and thus subject

to the race/sex data notation requirement . Although devising a

method for dealing with pre-screening and collecting data on in

quirers is not free from difficulty , the FDIC's rather straight

forward regulation is far preferable to the FHLBB's and promises

to elicit far more useful information for enforcement purposes .
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COM Center for National Policy Review

William L. Taylor, Director Roger S. Kuhn, Co -Director

December 27 , 1978

Anita Miller

Commissioner

Federal Home Loan

Bank Board

1700 G Street , N. W.

Washington , D. C. 20552

Dear Anita :

1At our December 13th meeting you asked if we would share

our thoughts with you concerning the detection of " prescreen

ing . " Here they are .

I
E

As a preliminary matter , it seems worth noting that " pre

screening " can take a number of quite different forms . First ,

it may take place within the institution , where personnel from

receptionists to loan officers may discourage would-be borrow

ers from filing applications . At another level , real estate

brokers or builders often suggest financing sources to their

clients , steering them to preselected lenders ; or a broker may

simply restrict the character of the clientele or neighborhood

he or she serves , thereby effectively prescreening applications

to lenders with which he or she regularly does business . Fin

ally , prescreening may be the natural consequence of known or

perceived policies of a lender . For example, if it is believed

than an association makes no loans on properties in certain

areas , or on homes under $ 30,000 , it will receive few if any ap

plications on such properties .

Catholic University of America School of Law Washington , D.C. 20064 ( 202) 832-8525
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Page 2

1 . Statistical: Unless applicants are being prescreened ,

one would expect that a significant proportion of them would be

rejected . Accordingly , an abnormally low rejection rate is

evidence of prescreening . ( For example , if a normal rejection

rate is 15-20 % , a rejection rate of 5 % suggests prescreening ) .
If the rejection rate is abnormally low only for minorities or

women , this would indicate either that whites or men are suffer

ing discriminatory rejections , or that minorities or women are

being prescreened on the basis of race or sex ; and history sug

gests that the latter is by far the more reasonable inference .

If the rejection rate is abnormally low for both groups , then it

becomes necessary to look at application flow to see whether the

prescreening disproportionately screens out minorities or women .

This can be done by comparing the race- sex profile of applicants

with that of the association's community ( as defined for CRA pur

poses ) , or with that of other associations serving the same area .

A disproportionate low number of minorities or women in the ap

plicant profile combined with an abnormally low rejection rate

suggests that the prescreening is discriminatory .

The Bank Board's data collection and analysis program ,

combined with CRA and census information , would permit the Board

to perform analyses of the sort suggested . Of course , the analy

ses can only raise questions for examiners to pursue through in

terviews with association personnel , real estate brokers , com

munity groups , customers and former employees . But statistical

analysis can be the trigger that prompts this more extensive in

vestigation .

2 . " Testing " : I know you are familiar with the use of

" testers " in detecting discrimination in real estate sales and

rentals . Although the process may be somewhat more complex , the

technique is adaptable to the case of mortgage lending discrimi

nation . Through properly matched telephone inquiries or personal

visits , testing can reveal differential treatment based , for ex

ample , on the race or sex of the inquirer , or the location or age

of the property . Testing may not be well adapted to detecting

discrimination in the accept-reject decision or in the award of

loan terms , because the large number of factors entering into

these decisions requires analysis of more data than testing can

normally produce . But testing can be useful in detecting differ

ential treatment in initial contacts with the lender .
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--

be highly useful . On the other hand , the Bank Board and other

agencies ought to be prepared to conduct testing themselves in

appropriate cases . Where there is an indication that discrim

inatory prescreening is occuring -- for example , as a result

of statistical analysis or a customer complaint testing

seems clearly called for . If there is no fair housing or other

group with the experience or capacity to do the job , then it

should be done by agency personnel . We know that the agencies

resist the idea of using bank examiners as testers , because it

is seen as inconsistent with their traditional function of

assisting lenders to overcome weaknesses in management and lend

ing practices . However , since the agencies have more recently

been given law enforcement as well as safety and soundness re

sponsibilities , this form of investigative work seems altogether

appropriate . Perhaps it should be assigned to special compli

ance personnel rather than regular examiners .

3. Examination Techniques : To detect prescreening within

the association's offices , the examiner can start by observing

and listening to the way in-person and telephone inquiries are

handled by association personnel . What questions are asked dur

ing the initial contact? Are certain types of inquirers steered

to certain loan officers ? Are some phone inquiries encouraged ,

and others discouraged? The second step should be to conduct

interviews with association personnel involved in the initial

contact . The objective should be to ascertain what the employ

ee's instructions are , what procedures he or she follows , what

questions are asked and for what purpose , and the like . Inter

view technique is important here ; the examiner must avoid put

ting the interviewee on guard . Good training for examiners is

essential , and techniques can be improved with experience .

Detection of prescreening outside the association involves

interviews of the same sort involved in the CRA assessment pro

cess and consequently could be combined . Brokers and builders

who regularly refer clients to the association should be asked

their understanding of the association's policies and practices ;

other brokers ( especially those serving minority home - buyers )

should be asked the same questions . Fair housing and other com

munity groups should be consulted to ascertain their perception

of which local lenders are engaged in prescreening. While this
sort of far-reaching investigation is probably not feasible in

every examination , it is an important component of an investi

gation where more routine steps have given rise to suspicion .

We think that at this early stage it is impossible to say

that any one of these approaches is superior to any other .

Indeed , the prescreening problem is so intractible and multi

faceted that we think it important to use all of these tech

niques . Probably testing by agency personnel and interviews
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with brokers and fair housing groups should be reserved for

those cases where statistical analysis or on -site observations

and interviews suggest that improper prescreening is occurring .

But the techniques are important as follow - up procedures .

At your suggestion , I called Barry Tate of the U. S. League

but found him on vacation until January 8th ; accordingly , this

letter is written without the benefit of his comments . I am

sending him a copy , however, and will call him when he returns .

I will let you know if we think these suggestions should be mod

ified as a result of our conversation . Meanwhile , I hope you

will find this letter helpful .

Sincerely ,

Brah+Roget S. Kuhn

Co-director

CC : Zina Greene

Janet Hart

Martin Sloane

Carmen Sullivan

Barry Tate

1
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Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Points and

Authorities in Support of their Motion

for Partial Summary Judgment , filed in

National Urban League, et al v . Office

of Comptroller of the Currency , et al .

Civil Action No. 76-0718

U.S. District Court , D.C.

( excerpt )
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III . THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD HAS FAILED

TO CARRY OUT ITS DUTY TO USE ITS

SUPERVISORY POWERS TO DETECT AND

PREVENT MORTGAGE LENDING DISCRIMINATION

BY ITS MEMBER BANKS

A. INTRODUCTION

The traditional position of the Federal Reserve Board

concerning , the use of its examination and supervision powers

to detect and prevent discrimination is summarized in the

following excerpt from the letter of May 23 , 1961 from then

Chairman William McChesney Martin , Jr. ' to Berl I. Bernhard ,

Staff Director of the United States Commission on Civil

Rights : *

To superimpose the responsibility for evaluating

loan denials on top of the present duty of bank

examiners and supervisors to review only loan

approvals would add an entirely new and dangerous

dimension to the scope of the examining and super
vising function . The public interest that is

served by having examiners hold that bank manage

ments are erring in taking risks with other people's

money in ways the examiner contends are unsound

would be disserved if examiners were charged

with holding that these managements were erring

in not undertaking risks that the management con

tends are unsound . Where the one approach serves

to reduce danger that the public may lose the

funds it has on deposit in banks , the other approach

would serve to increase it .

In addition , the injection of nonfinancial considera

tions into examination standards would extend the

* Defendant Federal Reserve Board's Response to Plaintiffs '

First Interrogatories No. 10. Emphasis in original
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process into fields in which bank examiners ,

whose training and experience must be concentrated

on financial matters , could not reasonably be

expected to have competence .

Furthermore , it must be borne in mind that bank

examination is an after-the-fact process . To make

it possible for an examiner to consider the ele

ments of race , creed , and color in loan applica

tions , a bank supervisory agency would find it

necessary to require every bank to obtain from

' every would-be-borrower detailed answers to ques

tions about their race , creed , and color which ,

in any event , would only be collateral to the

basic financial considerations that must of

necessity be paramount in the grant or denial

of loans .

As the following analysis of the Board's current position

shows , the views expressed by Chairman Martin still pervade

the Board's approach to their enforcement obligations under

the Fair Housing Law . Although the Board now pays lip-service

to this statute , it has failed to adopt those basic examina

tion and enforcement techniques which other agencies use in

carrying out their civil rights responsibilities , which other

federal agencies have urged upon the Board , and which the

Board itself uses in other areas of its responsibilities .

B. THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARDREFUSES

1 . COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF RACIAL DATA

IS A BASIC CIVIL RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT TECHNIQUE

Over the years , the collection and analysis of racial

data has become a routine component of civil rights enforcement

throughout the federal government . The almost universal

use of racial data is based on a recognition that this in

formation is essential to the detection of discriminatory

patterns .
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In 1971 , the Interagency Racial Data Committee concluded

that the major cause of discrimination in federal programs

was the absence of an effective means of identifying the

beneficiaries of these programs . ( Policies and Capabilities ,

p . 5 ; App . p.34 ) . As its first recommendation , the Committee

called for " Collection of Racial Data . "

Each program of assistance of the Federal

government should have an established pro
cedure for knowing the number of persons ,

by race and income , participating in each

project or activity receiving assistance .

This data should be collected as a regular

part of program operations , and tabulated

on both a project wide and program wide

basis . ( Id . 81 ; App . p . 35 ) . ** /

In an Affidavit filed in this action , the United States

Civil Rights Commission's expert in matters of federal agency

civil rights enforcement stated a similar conclusion . Cynthia

Graae , Acting Assistant Staff Director for Federal Evaluation ,

stated :

*

This committee was established by the Office of Economic

Opportunity's Task Force on Uniform Civil Rights Policies

and Practices . Its co-chairpersons were drawn from the

Department of Justice , and its members from the Depart

ments of Labor , Transportation , HEW and Defense , and the

Small Business and Veterans ' Administrations. Six other

agencies , including the Office of Management and Budget ,

appointed personnel to work with the Committee . It issued

two reports : The Racial Data Policies and Capabilities

of the Federal Government ( 1971) , hereinafter cited Policies

and Capabilities ; and Establishing a Federal Racial/Ethnic

Data System ( 1972) , hereinafter cited Establishing A Data

System .

The Committee's 1972 report reiterated the need for racial/
ethnic data . " Disparities in service to minorities under

the government's assistance programs are to some degree

caused and in large part perpetuated by Federal departments'
and agencies ' lack of knowledge about the racial/ethnic

makeup of their clientele , and by their failure to use

available information in planning and administration . "

Establishing a Data System , p.6 ; App . p . 36 .

**
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I have concluded that certain , basic elements

are essential to effective civil rights en

forcement and , if adopted , would substantially

reduce discrimination by institutions over which

federal agencies have supervisory or regulatory

control . Chief among these are:

Today , racial data collection and analysis are the

cornerstones of civil rights enforcement throughout the

government . HEW , for example , collects data concerning the

racial composition of the student bodies and staffs of vir

tually every public school system in the Nation . ( 45 C.F.R.

Part 80 , 38 F.R. 17981 , 17982 , July 5 , 1973 ) . The Equal Em

ployment Opportunity Commission and the Office of Federal

Contract Compliance Programs require race and sex data on

the workforce of every firm employing more than 50 workers .

( 41 C.F.R. Part 60-1.7 , 35 F.R. 10660 , July 1 , 1970 ) . Federal

agencies engaged in lending programs also routinely require

racial data on borrowers , See , for example , Small Business

Administration Form 135 , HEW Student Loan Program Form C - 1 OE

11

1154 , item 9 and C-2 OE Form 1070 , item 5 . ( These forms

appear at App . pp 37-39 ) . The Veterans Administration and.

FHA both call for racial data on applicants for loans to be

approved for federal insurance or guarantees . See HUD Form

G - 1 FHA Form 3160 , item D ; HUD G-2 FHA Form 2501 , item 2 ;

HUD G-3 FHA Form 2900 , item 4 ; VA Form 1802 ( a ) , item 2B .

*
The Office of Management and Budget coordinates agency

racial data collection by prescribing uniform " Race and

Ethnic Standards for Federal Statistics and Administrative

Reporting . " OMB Circular A-46 , Exhibit F.
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2 . EVERY RESPONSIBLE FEDERAL AGENCY HAS

URGED THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD TO

COLLECT AND ANALYSE RACE / SEX DATA ON

HOME MORTGAGE APPLICANTS

The Federal Reserve Board , along with its sister banking

agencies , has specifically been urged to collect and analyse

racial data in carrying out its Title VIII enforcement res

ponsibilities by every federal agency with responsibility and

expertise in the matter . In 1972 , the FDIC proposed for comment

a regulation which would have required its members to collect

racial data for analysis by examiners . ( 37 F.R. 19385 , Sept.

20 , 1972 ) . In response , the FDIC received comments from other

federal agencies .

The Office of Management and Budget urged the adoption of

" all the proposals contained " in the proposed regulation .

so as to enable the Financial Regulatory Agencies to ensure that

the lending institutions comply with all statutes related to

real-estate lending , " and urged review of these records during

regular examinations to identify and forestall possible vio

lations of Title VIII . " It will , of course, be necessary to1

make provision for gathering and evaluating the records and

data collected by the banks if the record -keeping requirements

are incorporated into a regulation . " ( Emphasis added ) .

The Justice Department wrote :
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law enforcement . It might also be helpful to include

records of those making inquiry in person regarding

loans who do not file applications and the identities
of brokers who refer loan applicants , in order to

determine whether minority applicants are being

screened out before filing written applications .

( Letter to Mr. E. F. Downey , Secretary , FDIC , from

David L. Norman , Assistant Attorney General , Civil

Rights Division , Dec. 8 , 1972 ; Hearings at 113-14;
App . pp . 46-47 ) .

The Department of HUD likewise supported the proposed

racial data requirement , urging that it be broadened to include

non - secured real estate loan applications and that banks be

required to supply identification information if the applicant

failed to do so . ( letter to Mr. E. F. Downey from Malcolm E.

Peabody , Jr. , Acting Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity ,

HUD , Noy . 7 , 1972 ; App . pp 48-50 ) . The u . s . Commission on Civil

Rights wrote : " We are convinced that a racial and ethnic data

collection requirement is an absolutely essential element

in any effective enforcement program . Thus we strongly support

the Corporation's adoption of such a requirement . " The Com

mission recommended expansion of the FDIC's proposal . ( Letter

to Hon . E. F. Downey from John A. Buggs , Staff Director , U. S.

Commission on Civil Rights , November 1 , 1972 , pp . 2-3 ; App .

pp 51-57 ) .

A similar racial data requirement was proposed by the Federa

Home Loan Bank Board , also in 1972 ( 37 F.R. 811 , Jan. 19 , 1972 ) ..

The Office of Management and Budget urged the adoption of

" regulations which would include all the proposals contained "

in the published notice . ( Letter to Hon . Preston Martin ,

Chairman , FHLBB , from George P. Shultz , Director , OMB , March

20 , 1972 ; App . pp 58-59 ) . The Civil Rights Commission " strongly

I supported ) the Board's adoption of a requirement for mainten

ance of racial and ethnic data on all loan applications . "
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( Letter to Hon . Jack Carter , Secretary , FHLBB , from John A. Buggs ,

Staff Director designate , Civil Rights Commission , March 21 , 1972 ,

pp . 2-3 ; App . pp . 60-68 ) . HUD also endorsed racial data

collection in its comments . ( Letter to Hon . Eugene M. Herrin ,

Ass't Sec'y , FHLBB , from Samuel J. Simmons , Ass't Sec'y , HUD ,

March 31 , 1972 ; App . pp . 69-71 ) .

In testimony before the Senate Committee on Banking , Housing

and Urban Affairs in March , 1976 , the Department of Justice again

urged the collection of racial data on loan applicants by the four

financial regulatory agencies , citing the collection of such data

by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation , Federal National

Mortgage Association , and the Veterans ' Administration as close

precedents . ( Testimony of J. Stanley Pottinger , Ass't Att'y Gen.

Civil Rights Div . , Hearings at 77 ) . John Buggs , Staff Director

of the Civil Rights Commission testified in a similar vein :

A principal obstacle to examining the compliance

status of the regulated financial institutions

has been the lack of racial , ethnic and sex data .

Without such data it has been almost impossible

to determine the extent to which these institu

tions have been discriminatorily denying loans

to minorities or women .

The Assistant Secretary of HUD for Fair Housing and Equal

Opportunity urged in his statement to the Committee , " that a

race and sex data collection system be established on a national

basis which covers each step in the application review and grant

ing or denial of mortgage loans for residential housing . "

( Testimony of James H. Blair , Hearings at 133 )

In its Report on these Hearings , the Senate Banking Committed

joined in the unanimous recommendation of the responsible

Executive Branch agencies :
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. As a minimum , an adequate enforcement

program should include the following :

A requirement that all mortgage lenders

make notations to indicate minority status
and sex on rejected and accepted loan appli

cations and keep statistics on such loan

applications , with approvals and denials

broken down by race and sex . In time , these

statistics should be expanded to include other

social and economic characteristics under the

authority of the Equal Credit Opportunity

Amendments . These statistics should be fur

nished to the regulatory agencies on a regular

bàsis and be made available to the public .

Report on Fair Lending Enforcement , Senate

Committee on Banking , Housing and Urban Affairs ,

June 3 , 1976 , s . Rep't 94-930 , p . 4 ( hereafter

Report )

The Senate Committee further urged the development of a data

analysis system which " would enable the bank agencies to request

a computerized lending profile of any particular lending institu

tion " and " permit statistical analysis of acceptance ( sic ) and

rejections by race , neighborhood and other socio -economic factors. "

( Id . at 11 )

3 . THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD IS THE

ONLY FEDERAL FINANCIAL AGENCY WHICH

REFUSES

Two of the financial regulatory agencies , the FHLBB and

the FDIC ( whose members issue 85 percent of home mortgage loans

made by regulated lenders ) , have agreed to adopt and have begun

to develop a national computerized race/sex data collection and

analysis system . Section 2 of the March 22 , 1977 agreement

between the FHLBB and the plaintiffs , which led to the settlement

and dismissal of this action against the FHLBB , provides as

follows :

Section 2

The Board agrees to develop and implement a system

for the collation and analysis of the racial/sex

notation data collected in accordance with Section 1
of this Agreement , which system will produce effective

al

-29
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and meaningful use of the aforesaid data as an aid

to the Board's compliance program , without undue

expense or undue diversion of personnel. The

Board further agrees that it will review the system

devised hereunder within one year following implemen

tation of such system in accordance with Section 10

of this Agreement. ... The Board further agrees

that any system devised by it under this Section 2

of the Agreement will be structured so as to enable

the Board, at a minimum , to discover areas and

institutions where deviant adverse action or rejec

tion rates are occurring , to identify patterns of

rejections and adverse actions that warrant fur

ther study , to flag individual institutions for in

depth studies , and to measure changes in rejection

tion and analysis program in Section 1 , A.
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On January 6 , 1977 , the Federal Reserve Board promulgated

amendments to Regulation B ( 42 F.R. 1242, 12 C.F.R. Part 202 ) ,

which the Board was obliged to issue under the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act Amendments of 1976 ( 15 U.s.c. 1691 et seq . , 1977 ) .

!

Section 202.13 of this Regulation now requires lenders to request

applicants for secured home purchase loans to supply information

concerning their race/national origin , sex , marital status and

age . This information is said by the Regulation to be " for moni

toring purposes . " It is thus available to any of the agencies

charged with enforcement of the ECOA ( Appendix A to the Regulation

names 12 such agencies ) , if and to the extent that they wish to

make use of it .

As already indicated , the FHLBB and FDIC are developing pro

grams for the systematic collection and computerized analysis of

this data on a nation-wide basis . They will use these analyses

to flag for in-depth examination those institutions at which loan

rejection patterns suggest the possibility of discrimination , and

to measure progress in achieving equal treatment in home mortgage

lending The Federal Reserve Board has no such plans .

ments to Regulation B , the Federal Reserve Board issued a 43 -page

set of " Examiner Instructions " governing " Consumer Affairs

Examinations . " These examinations are intended to cover civil

rights as well as consumer protection matters . ( Document fur

nished pursuant to plaintiffs ' First Request for Production No. 9 .

Throughout these 43 pages there is no reference to race or sex

data or any instructions whatsoever concerning methods for detect

ing racial discrimination in home mortgage lending.

There is in these instructions only a single paragraph

specifically concerning home mortgage loans . It appears near the
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end of an eleven-page section describing techniques for sampling

applications for the purpose of detecting technical and substan
*

tive violations of consumer protection laws and regulations .

The paragraph reads as follows :

Probability sampling based on the above

schedule generally would not be required for

home mortgage loans . The volume of new mortgage

loans written generally is relatively small .

Moreover , because of the highly technical na

ture of this type of credit , negotiation of

such loans typically is confined to a single

loan officer , even in a relatively large bank ,

and to very few officers in a major bank . In

addition , loan contracts tend to be standard

ized and generally of only one to three basic

forms . For this type of lending operation ,

any errors or violations would tend to be system

matic and permeate the portfolio . Also , in view

of the relatively large principal amounts involved

in the typical loan , arithmetic calculations and

entries generally are carefully checked , thus

resulting in minimal risk of clerical or typogra

phic error . Accordingly , inspection of only a

few loans of each available type originating

with each loan officer generally would be neces

sary . In most cases , a sample of two to five

loans for each type and source should be adequate .

This is the only, instruction given to examiners concerning

review of home mortgage applications . As will be observed , it is

totally silent concerning the manner , if any , in which the race /sex

information contained on these applications is to be analysed .

checklist for use by examiners in conjunction with the above

mentioned 43 -page instruction manual in conducting consumer

affairs examinations . ( Document furnished in response to plaintiffs

First Request for Production No. 9 ) . There is no reference

*

These laws and regulations include , for example , Regulation

H , ( National Flood Insurance ) ; Regulation a , ( dealing with

interest rate ceilings and other matters such asreceipt and
withdrawal of deposits ) ; Regulation z , ( Fair Credit Billing Act ,

15 u.s.c. 1666 ; Consumer Leasing Act of 1976 , 15 U.S.c. 1667 ;

Truth in Lending Act , 15 U.S.c. 1601; the Fair Credit Reporting

Act , 15 U.S.c. 1681 ; and the Real Estate Settlement Procedures

Act , 12 U.S.C. 2601 .
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whatsoever in this checklist to the analysis or even the existence

of race / sex data on loan applications .

In addition , the Board has promulgated an undated manual

section entitled " Equal Credit Opportunity Regulation B " ,

which is intended " to acquaint examiners with the general require

ments of Equal Credit Opportunity " and " to highlight provisions

of Regulation B that most likely ( sic ) may be encountered in

performing bank examinations ."

notation requirement of Regulation B Section 202.13 is paraphrased

but nothing is said as to why race / sex information is requested

or what use is to be made of it by examiners .

The Board evidently has in preparation an additional manual

section entitled " Fair Housing Examinations. " The Board supplied

plaintiffs with a " redraft " of such a document dated October 29 ,

1976 , in response to 'Plaintiffs ' First Request for Production of

Documents No. 9 and 14 . This 9 -page draft document paraphrases

the sections of Title VIII and the ECOA which prohibit race and

sex discrimination in credit extension and briefly discusses the

*

The checklist does direct the examiner's attention to other

matters relevant to discriminatory mortgage lending practices .

Examiners are asked to give " yes" or " no " answers to these ques

tions : whether the bank has " branch audits which determine that

its staff is aware of and adhering to bank policy regarding fair

housing ; " whether the bank's " housing finance advertising dis

closes that the bank is a fair housing lender ; " whether its

advertising might " tend to discourage loan applications by pro

tected classes ; " and whether the bank has applicant pre-screening

procedures which result in particular classes of applicants being

referred to particular loan officers , and , if so , whether this

serves a " legitimate objective . "

37-415 O - 79 114
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Home Mortgage Disclosure Act and the subject of " redlining . " It

makes no reference to race / sex data .

Finally , the Federal Reserve Board also has in draft form a

manual section entitled " Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Examination .

Its approach to the use of data made available under the Home Mort

The Act was passed in response to charges by community and fair

housing groups that lending institutions were denying mortgage

loans to certain urban communities -- especially older neighborhoods

and minority neighborhoods--thus contributing to urban decay . It

requires lenders to compile and make publicly available certain

data regarding approved mortgage loans , broken down by census

tract . This information is intended to enable interested persons

to ascertain whether lending activities are confined to newer

areas at the expense of older ones , and to white areas at the

expense of mixed or minority neighborhoods .

The plaintiffs and other public groups have repeatedly urged

the financial regulatory agencies to use the HMDA data in the

detection of possible unlawful " redlining " practices . The Senate

Banking Committee has recommended that " examinations should also

utilize the statistics available under the Home Mortgage Disclosur

Reserve Board , however , has refused to concern itself with the

use of the HMDA data to detect discriminatory patterns . Its

examiners are instructed to ensure only that the data are compiled

and disclosed , but not to examine the data itself .

of the plaintiffs ' Second Set of Interrogatories :

*

The Chairman of the House Banking Committee has expressed the

same view . Letter from Cong . Henry Reuss to Hon . Arthur Burns ,

dated June 11 , 1976 , App . pp . 72-73 .
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( c ) HMDA data is not collected and analysed

by [ Federal Reserve ) System personnel because

such action is not mandated by the Act and would

be at variance with its purpose . HMDA is designed

to provide a mechanism for interested parties at

the local level to learn where depository institu

tions located in their communities are making home

purchase and home improvement loans . It is not an

anti-discrimination or enforcement statute ; it

merely attempts to provide depositors and local

government officials with information that may be

considered in deciding at which institution to

deposit funds .
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4 .
THE FEDERAL BOARD'S NEWLY INSTITUTED

EXAMINATION PROCEDURES DO NOT MAKE

SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS OF RACE /SEX DATA .

As stated , the Federal Reserve Board's examiner manuals ,

instructions , and check- lists are entirely silent on whether

and how the race/sex data on home mortgage applications are to

be reviewed or analysed in the course of bank examinations . In

1

response to Interrogatory 7 of Plaintiffs ' Second Set of

Interrogatories , the Board provided the following description

of the use'which its examiners , lacking specific instructions ,

allegedly make of this data :

( c ) Currently , as part of each consumer compliance

examination and as may be necessary to investigate

a discrimination complaint , an examiner reviews

and compares a number of application files containing

12 C.F.R. $ 202.13 information ( pertaining to

applicant race/national origin , sex, marital status

and age ) . The examiner randomly selects two to

five recently approved applications containing

the data for each available type of mortgage

( FHA , VA , conventional ) and for each loan officer

or committee authorized to approve residential mortgage

loans . The examiner also selects , to the extent

available , two to five recently rejected applica

tions representing each protected class covered

by 12 C.F.R. $ 202.13 , that is , racial -ethnic

minorities , women , and the elderly ..

The examiner first carefully scrutinizes the bank's

lending policies to determine that they comply

with all applicable laws . Next , the examiner

discusses those policies and their execution with

appropriate bank personnel to insure that

the actions of all personnel conform to established

policies ,

Once the sample of approved and rejected mortgage

applications is drawn , the examiner analyzes and

compares the bank's residential mortgage lending

policies with the appropriate creditworthiness

characteristics ( as established by those policies )

of the sample of applicants to determine to the

extent possible whether the bank's policies are

being applied consistently and without regard to

race , national origin , sex , marital status , and

age . If evidence of probable discrimination

is found in the sample of applications chosen for

analysis then the examiner reviews additional

files to determine if a pattern of apparent

violations is evident .

There are several reasons why the process described by the

Board is totally ineffective as a means of detecting the various

discriminatory practices from which minorities and women suffer .

In the first place , the process is said to start with a " careful

scrutiny " of " the bank's lending policies " and a determination that
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actions of its staff " conform to established policies ." However ,

since banks are not required to have written policies and many

do not , and since policy statements of bank officers , whether

written or verbal , are certain to be self - serving and unlikely

to be detailed and precise , such an inquiry hardly seems a

solid foundation on which to build a compliance investigation .

Secondly , the race / sex date are not systematically collected

and statistically analyzed in a manner which could reveal

discriminatory patterns . Rather , the examiner is left to detect

individual instances of possible discrimination from an examina

tion of individual loan files . Even in this , the examiner lacks

any guidelines or instructions as to what to look for . Thirdly ,

without a systematic statistical analysis to work from , the

examiner can hardly be expected to learn much from a review

of a random sampling of individual loan files .
Decisions

concerning whether to grant a loan , and if so at what

loan-to-value ratio , interest rate and term , involve complex

and subtle judgements ( as any bank officer or Federal Reserve

Board official would surely agree ) . Lacking an analysis of

data which reveals lending patterns , the Board's examination

procedures relegate the examiner to second -guessing the bank's

management with respect to denial of individual loans an

exercise which the examiner , especially without specific

instructions , is reluctant to undertake . . Finally , the Board's

professed examination procedures involve a comparison of

" creditworthiness characteristics ... of applicants" . with the bank

stated policies , thus completely ignoring the possible presence

of discriminatory property appraisal practices such as those dest

cribed in Part I of this Memorandum .

The institution of national data-analysis programs by

the FHLBB and the FDIC demonstrates the insubstantiality of the

only possible justification for the Federal Reserve Board's

refusal to do so expense . The Board could tie into the

system of one of the other agencies , using its forms , analytic

methods and computer programs , thus producing needed statistics

at little cost . The fact is that the Board continues to
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believe , in former Chairman Martin's words , that " non

financial considerations " should not enter the bank examination

process . It therefore continues to turn its back on data

available under Regulation B and under the Home Mortgage

Disclosure Act which might assist it in identifying racially

and sexually discriminatory mortgage lending practices .

C.
THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD HAS NO PROCEDURES FOR

PROMPT AND THOROUGH INVESTIGATION AND RESOLUTION OF

DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS .

A systematic procedure for the investigation and resolution

of complaints is an essential ingredient of civil rights

VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act , has directed that :

Federal Agencies shall establish and

publish in their ( Title VI ] guidelines

procedures for the prompt processing and

disposition of complaints. ( 28 C.F.R. 52.408 )

According to the Board's response to Interrogatory

4 ( m ) of the plaintiffs ' Second Set of Interrogatories , the

only procedures adopted by the Board concerning complaint

** /

processing is Regulation AA ( 12 C.F.R. Part 227 ) .

paragraph of this Regulation covering the Board's complaint

processing procedures reads as follows in its entirety :

*

*
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Within 15 business days of receipt of a

written complaint by the Board or a Federal

Reserve Bank , a substantive response or an

acknowledgement setting a reasonable time for

a substantive response will be sent to the

individual making the complaint . ( 12 C.F.R.

227.2 ( b ) )

Not only is the Regulation silent on how long a " reasonable time

may be, but it fails to lay down any requirements whatsoever

for the investigation or disposition of complaints .

The need for the adoption of complaint investigation proce

dures is demonstrated by the treatment given to discrimination

complaints in the past . In its Response to Interrogatory 4

of Plaintiffs ' Second Set of Interrogatories , the Board describes

the handling of complaints of race and sex discrimination .

Complaints are investigated either by regular Examiners ( with

no special training ) or Consumer Affairs Examiners . Generally

the investigation is conducted by telephone or correspondence ,

without a visit to the bank . Whether or not an " on-site "

examination takes place , the investigation centers on bank

personnel and records . The examiner is guided by the instruc

tions , manuals and checklists governing regular bank examina

tions , which are devoid of instructions for investigating

discrimination ( see supra , pp . 32-35 ) . There is nothing ,

either in these documents or elsewhere , suggesting the

need to interview the complainant , to seek information

from third parties such as brokers or appraisers , or to

visit the security property . ( The instruction manuals of

both the FHLBB and the FDIC suggest all of these steps . )

Similarly , cursory treatment was given to the Federal

Reserve member banks which admitted discriminatory practices

in their responses to the 1971 HUD Fair Lending Survey . Among

the questions asked of banks in that survey , it will be

recalled , were whether they refused to make mortgage loans

. *
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in areas of high minority concentration , and whether they

considered the racial or ethnic characteristics of the

neighborhood . ( supra , pp . 6-8 . ) Although the Board does not

indicate how many of its member banks gave affirmative answers

to each question , HUD's analysis shows that 3 percent of all

regulated lenders refused to make loans in one or more

minority neighborhoods , and 6 percent considered a neighborhood's

racial or ethnic make-up . ( Tables 8 and 9 , Hearings , at 140. )

If state-chartered member banks conformed to this pattern ,

affirmative answers to these questions would have been given ,

respectively , by 32 and 64 Federal Reserve regulatees , on the

basis of the 1087 member banks responding to the questionnaire

( Response to Plaintiffs ' First Set of Interrogatories , No. 16 ) .

The Board asserts that it " reviewed those individual

responses [ to the Questionnaire ] which suggested the possibility

of discriminatory practices . " ( Response to Plaintiffs !

First Interrogatories , No. 19 ( d ) ) . The extent of this review

is revealed by its response to Interrogatory l of the plaintiffs

Second Set of Interrogatories : In the first place , only 25

of the Board's respondents were reviewed at all . In nine of

these cases , the investigation was conducted by phone or

correspondence ; no examiner was sent to the bank . In six

of the 16 cases where an examiner was ' sent , this was done

simply as part of the next regularly scheduled examination .

In every case , however , the entire " investigation " apparently

consisted of a conversation with an official of the bank .

In no case is there any evidence that bank records were

reviewed or any source outside the bank consulted . On the

basis of self-serving explainations and disclaimers of their

previous admissions of discrimination by bank officials , no

violations were found by the Board and no remedial action was

taken .
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The Board's handling of the 1974 Fair Housing Information

Survey results presents a similar picture . The Board investi

gated only two banks as a result of its analysis of the survey .

An examiner was sent to one of the two banks involved . Once

there , however , he reviewed no loan files or other bank records .

The Board's conclusion that no remedial action was called for

was based entirely on information supplied in a letter from an

official of the bank . In the other case , no one visited the

bank , but some bank records were requested by phone and

were reviewed by an examiner . The examiner found no evidence

!

in these records that differential credit standards were

being applied to minority loan applicant . The Board does not

indicate the extent of the review whether it included ,

for example , a comparison of accepted applications from whites

with rejected applications from blacks , or whether it

included any investigation whatever of the basis on which

property appraisals were being made . ( Response to Plaintiffs !

Second Interrogatories , No. 2 ) .

*

Secton 2 of the FHLBB Settlement Agreement and Secton 1 , A

of the FDIC Agreement recognize that the purpose of such analysis

should be to " flag " institutions where divergent rejection rates

are sufficiently suggestive of discrimination to warrant in-depth

examination , rather than to establish that discrimination in

fact exists .
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In short , the Board lacks any procedures for the investigation

and resolution of complaints or other evidence of race and

sex discrimination . Its approach is to make inquiries of bank

officials and to rely entirely upon their replies in determining

whether remedial action is called for . Neither complainants

nor third parties who would be likely to have relevant information

are interviewed . And this methodology is followed even where

the Board has in its possession the strongest possible evidence :

statistical data indicating discrimination to a high degree

of certainty , or written admissions from the bank itself .

D. THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD'S INDIFFERNCE TO ITS

NON -DISCRIMINATION RESPONSIBILITIES IS CONFIRMED

BY ITS STAFFING POLICIES AND PRACTICES

At least since the enactment of the Federal Fair Housing

law in 1968 , the Federal Reserve Board has had a responsibility

to act against mortgage lending discrimination by its members .

Yet to this day , there is no official or employee of the Board

or any of the twelve ' Federal Reserve Banks who has special competenc

or primary responsibility in this area . ( Response to Interrogatory

9 , Plaintiffs ' First Set of Interrogatories ) . Rather , race

and sex discrimination are dealt with by personnel of the

Division of Consumer Affairs , who also are responsible for

compliance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act ; the Real Estate

Settlement Procedure Act ; Regualtion C ( the Home Mortgage

Disclosure Act ) ; Regulation 2 ( Truth in Lending , Fair Credit

Billiang and Consumer Leasing Acts ) ; Regulation AA ( Unfair and

Deceptive Act and Practices ) ; Regulation H ( National Flood

Insurance ) ; and Regulation Q ( Interest on Deposits ) . ( Responses

to Plaintiffs ' First Interrogatories , Nos . 6 and 37 ( f ) ) .
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1

protection " issues . Discrimination is to be investigated by

personnel accustomed to checking compliance with financial

disclosure and reporting requirements which can be enforced by

straightforward financial analysis and examination of bank forms .

defined authority and duties in this specialized area of enforcement

The Federal Reserve Board was urged by the Civil Rights Commission

in 1974 to appoint a full-time fair housing official and to

centralize civil rights responsibilities in a specialized staff .

( U.S. Comm'n on Civil Rights , The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement

Effort, 1974, Vol . II , " To Provide for Fair Housing " , 354-355 ) ..

The FHLBB and FDIC have agreed to appoint such a full- time specialis

in Washington and to give training and responsibility to one

person in each of their regional offices ( FHLBB Settlement Agreement

f
Sec . 5 ; FDIC Settlement Agreement , Sec . 1 , C and D ) . The

Federal Reserve Board , however , remains steadfast in its refusal

to provide staffing appropriate to its responsibilities in this

area .

Further evidence of the Board's historic and continuing

insensitivity to problems of racial discrimination is found in

the racial make-up of its work- force responsible for examination

and enforcement . At the Federal Reserve Board's offices in

Washington , among the 30 employees whose duties relate to

examination of banks and supervision of examiners , one is black .

of the 14 such employees above GS- 13 , none is black . Of the

252 such employees of the 12 Reserve Banks above GS- 13 , five are

black and three Hispanic . None of the 42 persons classified as

" Officers " is minority ( Defendants ' Further Response to Interroga

tory 8 , First Set of Interrogatories , Schedule 1 , Parts A and B ) .

SUMMARY

The Federal Reserve Board's enforcement record is precisely

what one would expect of an agency which lacks data , procedures ,
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and personnel to do the job . The Board has never issued a single

cease and desist order or supervisory letter , nor taken any other

formal remedial action with respect to fair lending violations by

its members. ( See Board's March 9 , 1976 , response to Question 9

posed by Senator Proxmiré, Chairman of the Senate Banking Committee,

Hearings , p . 295 ) .

The Board's inaction cannot be ascribed to an absence of

discrimination its member banks , nor to the Board's ignorance

of discrimination by its members . This Memorandum has documented

the widespread and varied forms of discriminatory appraisal

and underwriting practices affecting mortgage lending . A substantia

number of banks openly acknowledged discrimination in the 1971

HUD survey , and additional banks were ( or could have been )

identified through the 1974 pilot data surveys . Indeed , the

Board conceded the existence of discrimination in its March ,

1976 testimony before the Senate Banking Committee . ( Hearings

at 30 ) .

The Board has failed to act because it has never given

more than token recognition to its responsibility for fair

lending enforcement . It has refused to inform itself systematically

about discrimination by its member banks , through effective use of

applicant or geographic ( HMDA ) data available to it . It

has never provided appropriate instructions to its examination

force concerning the detection of discrimination during regular

examinations or in response to complaints . And it has never

assigned a single member of its staff to primary responsibility

for fair lending enforcement .
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FAIRMORTGAGE

A recent suit against the federal financial regulatory agencies for failure

to enforce fair lending laws has produced a new program to crack down

on race and sex discrimination in home finance, and to help minorities

and women receive home mortgage and home improvement loans on

fair and equal terms.

Your participation is needed to help make the new enforcement pro

gram work effectively to stop discriminatory lending.

This handbook has been prepared by the Center for National Policy

Review for distribution to fair housing, civil rights, and community

groups throughout the country . It describes the new enforcement pro

gram and suggests specific action steps that you should take to see that

lenders in your community are complying with fair lending laws.

1
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LOAN SEEKER'S RIGHTS

Federal laws have long prohibited many forms of lending discrim

ination . For example , it is illegal for a lender to deny a home mortgage

loan , or offer one with unfavorable terms ( such as higher interest,

shorter maturity , larger down payment, or additional fees) , because of :

the racial or ethnic composition of the neighborhood where the

home is located .

More subtle discriminatory practices are , or may be , illegal as well .

Some are directly prohibited by federal laws or regulations . Others

may be illegal if they have a particularly adverse impact on minorities

or women or if they are being used as a pretext for discrimination . In

these categories are lending practices such as :

2
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Despite the existence of strong fair lending laws, however , minorities

and women seeking home purchase or home improvement loans have

continued to receive discriminatory treatment from lenders, in part be

cause the federal government has not taken adequate enforcement action

against discriminatory lending institutions .

Now the picture is beginning to change , partly because of a suit to com

pel enforcement of fair lending laws brought by civil rights and fair

housing groups against the federal agencies that regulate home mortgage

lenders.

REGULATION OF MORTGAGE LENDERS

Home mortgage lending institutions fall generally into two

categories :

• banks , and savings and loan associations

BACKGROUND ON LAW SUIT AND SETTLEMENT

3
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these agencies to use their broad enforcement powers to end the dis

criminatory policies and practices commonly followed by lending in

stitutions .

CIVIL RIGHTS COALITION

National Urban League

National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

American Friends Service Committee

League of Women Voters of the United States

National Neighbors

Housing Association of Delaware Valley

Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Communities ( Chicago )

Metropolitan Washington Planning and Housing Association

Rural Housing Alliance

National Association of Real Estate Brokers

Finally recognizing their duty to enforce fair lending laws , three of

the agencies entered into out -of -court settlement agreements which

obligate them to implement a new enforcement program to search out

and prevent lending practices which illegally discriminate against minor

ities and women . These agencies ( Federal Home Loan Bank Board ,

Comptroller of the Currency , and Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora

tion ) regulate nearly all of the supervised mortgage lenders .

* The fourth federal financial regulatory agency , the Federal Reserve Board ,

did not agree to settle out -of -court , but is nonetheless taking steps to strengthen

its fair lending enforcement efforts . The Federal Reserve Board supervises those

state -chartered banks which are members of the Federal Reserve System . Generally

these banks make few home loans .

37-415 0 - 79 115
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1

KEY ELEMENTS OF NEW ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

Under the new program , the federal regulatory agencies will take

specific steps

to examine the lending practices of such institutions to see

whether the law has been violated ; and , where violations are found ,

• to enforce the law .

These steps include :

( 1 ) Analysis of each lender's fair lending record

5
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or women from submitting written applications . Census tract informa

tion available under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act will also be

used to detect potentially illegal discrimination .

( 4 ) Enforcement

Traditionally , bank examination has been concerned only with the

" safety and soundness " of financial institutions , and enforcement

action has been taken only when a bank or savings and loan was found

to have engaged in practices threatening its fiscal solvency . Each of the

regulatory agencies has now officially notified the lenders it supervises

that the same enforcement sanctions will in the future be applied in

cases of unfair lending that have previously been applied only when

financial soundness appeared in jeopardy .

( 5 ) Continued consultation with civil rights organizations

As provided in the settlement agreements , the Center for National

Policy Review, on behalf of the coalition of organizations which brought

the lawsuit , will continuously monitor the federal agencies ' implementa

tion of the new examination and enforcement program . Under the

terms of these agreements, the civil rights coalition will recommend

further improvements in training , examination , and enforcement

methods .

6
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D
o

ACTION STEPS FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS

There are several steps which civil rights , fair housing , and commu

nity organizations can take to help ensure that the new enforcement

programs actually work and that the ultimate goal - equality in home

finance-is achieved .

Action Step 1

Learn the basics about your local lenders

Take a look at the lenders in your community . Get to know which

ones are supervised by the federal agencies ( all federally -insured banks

and savings and loans , but not mortgage companies ) . Concentrate on

the " supervised lenders" because they are subject to federal examination

and enforcement action . Learn which ones are in the business of making

mortgage and home improvement loans , and see whether they have

good records of providing loans to minorities and women . Do they have

discriminatory reputations? Ask real estate brokers , especially those

serving minority clients or inner-city neighborhoods . Check the Home

Mortgage Disclosure Act ( HMDA) data to see in which neighborhoods

each mortgage lender makes its loans . ( This Act applies to most lenders

in cities and metropolitan areas . See bibliography at the end of this

handbook for information on how to use HMDA data . ) Do you find a

pattern of lending mostly in suburban communities and avoiding inner

city or minority neighborhoods? Background information of this sort

on lenders will help you attack discrimination in your community.

7
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Action Step 2

Urge home-buyers to " shop around " for the best loan terms

Action Step 3–

Make sure home-buyers fill out the race / sex data forms

8
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sex will be known to the regulatory agency makes it less likely that the

lender will turn down the application or offer a loan on less favorable

terms for an improper reason .

Action Step 4

Be alert for " pre -screening "

Some institutions may try to avoid making a record of denying a

loan to a woman or a minority customer by discouraging them from

filing a written application . This practice is known as " pre -screening."

Loan shoppers should be alert to this tactic , and should ask to fill out

applications. Pre -screening in another form may be occurring when a

lender charges a substantial fee for filing an application and refuses to

discuss loan terms at all before the application is filed , thus trying to

discourage the prospective buyer from actually applying . Whenever pre

screening is suspected , the practice should be challenged by making a

complaint to the regulatory agency .

Action Step 5

Help loan -seekers file complaints

Filing a discrimination complaint is simple and does not require iron

clad proof of illegal discrimination . On the contrary , a well - founded

suspicion of discriminatory treatment is a sufficient basis for sending a

complaint which will trigger an investigation of the lender's policies and

practices by the federal regulator . Once a loan -seeker suspects unjust

treatment and the decision is made to file a complaint, two simple steps

are required : ( 1 ) determining the appropriate federal agency, with which

to lodge the complaint , and ( 2 ) writing a letter to that agency .

9
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Lending Institution

savings & loan asso

ciation which is

federally insured

How To Recognize It Regulatory Agency

sticker on door or Federal Home Loan

window

FSLIC
Federal Servings & Loan fasurance Corp.

national bank the word “ National "

in its name or the

initials " N.A."

after its name

Comptroller of the

state -chartered bank

which is federally

insured *

sticker on door or

window

FDIC
DESAN

*A small percentage of federally -insured state-chartered banks are

members of the Federal Reserve System and thus are regulated by the

Federal Reserve Board ( Washington , DC 20551) . Don't worry , however , if

you complain to the wrong agency ; it will forward your complaint to the
right one .

Filing the complaint. Once the appropriate federal agency has been

determined , you should assist the loan applicant in writing and mailing

the complaint . All that is needed is a letter stating that this is a dis

crimination complaint , and giving the following information :

10
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Once your group has assisted the loan seeker in filing the complaint ,

you will want to be sure that the regulatory agency follows through . To

assure prompt handling of complaints , you should make contact with

the Civil Rights Specialist in the nearest regional office of the appropri

ate federal regulatory agency . ( See the list of regional offices at the end

of this handbook . ) If you feel that a complaint is not receiving prompt

and proper treatment , contact the Center for National Policy Review

for further follow-up action in Washington , D.C.

Action Step 6–

Work with the regional Civil Rights Specialists

Your group should contact the Civil Rights Specialist in each of the

federal agencies' nearest regional office ( address at end of handbook ) .

Make an appointment or invite the Specialists to visit your community

for an informal discussion of their work and how you can effectively

assist each other . Become acquainted with them and make sure they

know at least two people in your group and where they can be reached .

Give each of the Specialists some printed information about your

group . By developing ongoing working relationships with these Special

ists , and by providing them with information and suggestions, you can

help them have maximum impact within their agencies .

Action Step 7

“ Audit” lenders suspected of unfair practices

Your group may wish to conduct a test or ' 'audit ' ' of lender conduct .

While perhaps more complex than testing for discrimination in housing

sales or rentals , a check of whether minority and female loan seekers

are being treated fairly can be made with careful advance planning .

11
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welcomed , a complaint may be called for . And if a loan request for a

home in an older part of town is discouraged while one on a similar

home in a newer area is encouraged , this may indicate unlawful dis

crimination which should be called to the attention of the regulatory

agency .

Action Step 8

Meet and negotiate with lenders

Community groups should arrange meetings with lenders , particularly

those having discriminatory reputations . Tell them that you wish to

help them make more loans to minorities and women and to do busi

ness with all persons in the community on an equal basis . Urge local

lenders to take a variety of affirmative steps , such as the following :

Affirmative Steps for Lenders

Advertise in media known to reach underserved groups and

areas , such as minorities and inner-city residential neighborhoods ,

making clear that a nondiscriminatory lending policy is now in

force . Lenders should solicit loans from groups and areas where

credit has usually been denied or offered on onerous terms in the

past . Ads should be placed in Spanish ( or other appropriate lang

uage ) to reach non - English speaking persons .

• Seek out and develop business relationships with minority

brokers , builders and developers , and with those who are active in

minority neighborhoods . Develop ongoing relations also with fair

12
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housing , civil rights , and community groups , as well as with local

government redevelopment staff .

• Participate in FHA and HUD subsidy programs , and make loans

on homes priced within the reach of low- and moderate -income

people .

• Hire and promote minority and bilingual persons for public con

tact and decision-making jobs , including loan officers. Train key

personnel in fair lending , and assign staff and budget priority to this

activity . Place minorities and women on boards of directors. ( Failure

to take such steps serves to reinforce community perceptions that a

lender is discriminatory , thus discouraging those denied credit in

the past for illegal discriminatory reasons from making their credit

needs known . )

• Adopt written underwriting and appraisal policies which reject

discriminatory criteria such as age of housing stock , or the " changing"

racial character of a neighborhood . Instruct all personnel , including

outside appraisers, to adhere to these policies .

• Provide special assistance in the form of mortgage and home

ownership counselling to historically underserved groups such as

minorities , women or inner-city dwellers .

• Organize and participate in mortgage review boards with author

ity to review loan denials as well as the terms of approved loans .

An effective technique that some community groups have used to

secure compliance with fair lending laws is , to negotiate with a lender

a binding loan policy agreement . Some groups have successfully pre

vented lenders from getting government permission to open new offices

until they have signed such an agreement . The terms should be specific,

setting forth the lender's commitment to make mortgage loans to any

creditworthy resident within a defined geographical area and stating the

standards by which creditworthiness is to be determined . Some of the

provisions of a loan policy agreement recently negotiated with a major

Washington , D.C. lender are summarized in the box below . Write the

Center for National Policy Review for a copy of the entire agreement.

13
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NEGOTIATIONS WITH LENDERS

Neighborhood organizations in Washington , D.C. recently ne

gotiated a binding loan policy agreement with a savings and loan

association which wanted to open a new branch office . Local

groups opposed establishment of the branch in their area until

the association agreed to provide home financing opportunities

for lower- and moderate -income and minority residents of the

neighborhood . The agreement obligates the lender to make con

ventional mortgage loans to any creditworthy resident in the

community on owner-occupied one- to four-family homes ,

including :

For these and other specified loans , the lender agreed to

impose interest rates no greater than those available to other bor

rowers, and to provide the same maturity periods available to

others in cases where the home has a sound structure . The agree

ment provides standards such as these for evaluating the credit

worthiness of the borrower :

In addition , the lender agreed to make a variety of FHA/VA

Toans , to provide housing and loan counselling services to com

munity residents , and to employ bilingual loan officers and com

munity counselors .

14
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Action Step 9

Join forces with other local groups

Inform others in the community about the new commitment on the

part of the federal regulatory agencies to crack down on discriminatory

lenders . Conduct workshops on fair lending rights and on steps local

groups and individuals can take to see that lenders stop discriminatory

practices and begin to deal fairly with all prospective borrowers. Share

information with other groups in the area and become a local resource

for fair lending assistance . Publicize what you are doing so that loan

applicants encountering difficulty will know where to turn for help.

MORE INFORMATION ON ...

1. The New Enforcement Program

Fair Housing Act ( Title vill of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 ) ; United

States Code , Volume 42 , Sections 3601-3619.

.
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Federal Home Loan Bank Board Nondiscrimination Regulation ;

Code of Federal Regulations , Volume 12 , Parts 528 and 531.8 ( 1978 ) .

6. Groups Active in Fair Lending

Center for Community Change, 1000 Wisconsin Avenue , N.W. ,

Washington , D.C. 20007 ( negotiations and affirmative agreements

with lenders ) .

16
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Center for National Policy Review , c/o Catholic University Law

School , Washington , D.C. 20064 ( federal regulatory agencies and the

new enforcement program described in this handbook ) .

P
a
b

Old

။

17
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DIRECTORY OF FEDERAL REGULATORY AGENCIES

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

Headquarters: 1700 G Street , N.W. , Washington , D.C. 20552

Regional Offices

Write to : Civil Rights Specialist

c/o Federal Home Loan Bank

at the appropriate office listed below :

1400 Tower Building

Little Rock , Arkansas 72201

501-372-7141

( Arkansas, Louisiana , Mississippi ,

New Mexico and Texas)

Post Office Box 176

Topeka , Kansas 66601

913-233-0507

( Colorado , Kansas , Nebraska

and Oklahoma )

Post Office Box 7948

San Francisco , California 94120

415-393-1000

( Arizona , Nevada and California )

Seattle , Washington 98101

206-624-3980

( Alaska , Hawaii and Guam ,

Idaho , Montana , Oregon , Utah ,

Washington and Wyoming )

Post Office Box 2196

Boston , Massachusetts

617-223-5300

( Connecticut , Maine , Massachu

setts , New Hampshire , Rhode

Island , Vermont )

One World Trade Center

Floor 103

New York , New York 10048

212-432-2000

( New Jersey , New York , Puerto

Rico and Virgin Islands )

11 Stanwix Street , 4th Floor

Gateway Center

Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania 15222

412-288-3400

( Delaware , Pennsylvania , West

Virginia )

Post Office Box 56527

Atlanta , Georgia 30343

404-522-2450

( Alabama , District of Columbia ,

Florida , Georgia , Maryland , North

Carolina , South Carolina and

Virginia )

Post Office Box 598

Cincinnati , Ohio 45201

513-852-7500

( Kentucky , Ohio and Tennessee )

2900 Indiana Tower

One Indiana Square

Indianapolis , Indiana 46204

317-269-5371

( Indiana and Michigan )

111 East Wacker Drive

Chicago , Illinois 60601

312-565-5700

( Illinois and Wisconsin )

907 Walnut Street

Des Moines , Iowa 50309

515-243-4211

( lowa , Minnesota , Missouri ,

North Dakota and South Dakota )

18
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OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Headquarters : 490 L'Enfant Plaza East , S.W. , Washington , D.C. 20219

Regional Offices

Write to : Civil Rights/Consumer Specialist

1201 Elm Street , Suite 3800

Dallas , Texas 75270

214-655-4000

( Texas and Oklahoma )

1405 Curtis Street , Suite 3000

Denver , Colorado 80202

303-837-4883

( Wyoming , Utah , Colorado ,

Arizona , New Mexico )

707 Southwest Washington Street

Room 900

Portland , Oregon 97205

503-221-3091

( Montana , Idaho , Oregon , Wash

ington , Alaska )

One Market Plaza

Steuart Street Tower , Suite 2101

San Francisco , California 94105
415-556-6619

( Nevada , California , Hawaii )

3 Center Plaza , Suite P-400

Boston , Massachusetts 02108

617-223-2274

( Connecticut , Rhode Island ,

Vermont , New Hampshire ,

Massachusetts and Maine )

1211 Avenue of the Americas

Suite 4250

New York , New York 10036

212-399-2997

( New York and New Jersey )

3 Parkway , Suite 1800

Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19102

215-597-7105

( Pennsylvania and Delaware )

One Erieview Plaza

Cleveland , Ohio 44114

216-522-7141

( Ohio , Indiana , Kentucky )

F & M Center , Suite 2151

Richmond , Virginia 23277

804-643-3517

( West Virginia , Virginia , Maryland ,

District ofColumbia,North

Carolina )

Peachtree Cain Tower , Suite 2700

229 Peachtree Street , N.E.

Atlanta , Georgia 30303

404-221-4926

( Georgia , South Carolina , Florida )

Sears Tower , Suite 5750

Chicago , Illinois 60606

312-353-0300

( Illinois and Michigan )

165 Madison Avenue , Suite 800

Memphis, Tennessee 38103

901-521-3376

( Mississippi , Alabama , Tennessee ,

Arkansas , Louisiana )

800 Marquette Avenue

1100 Midwest Plaza , East Building

Minneapolis , Minnesota 55402

612-725-2684

( Minnesota , North Dakota , South

Dakota , Wisconsin )

911 Main Street , Suite 2616

Kansas City , Missouri 64105

816-842-1648

( lowa , Missouri , Nebraska , Kansas )
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FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Headquarters: 550 17th St. , N.W. , Washington , D.C. 20429

Regional Offices

Write to : Civil Rights-Consumer Specialist

345 Park Avenue , 21st Floor

New York , New York 10022

212-826-4762

( New Jersey , New York , Puerto

Rico , Virgin Islands )

1700 Farnam Street , Suite 1200

Omaha , Nebraska 68102

402-221-3366

( lowa , Nebraska )

5 Penn Center Plaza , Suite 2901

Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19103

215-597-2295

( Delaware , Maryland , Penn

sylvania )

908 E. Main Street , Suite 435

Richmond , Virginia 23219

804-643-6716

( District of Columbia , North

Carolina , South Carolina , Virginia )

44 Montgomery Street, Suite 3600

San Francisco , California 94104

415-556-2736

( Alaska , Arizona , California ,

Guam , Hawaii , Idaho , Nevada ,

Oregon , Utah , Washington )

233 Peachtree Street , N.E.

Suite 2400

Atlanta , Georgia 30303

404-221-6631

( Alabama , Florida , Georgia )

60 State Street , 17th Floor

Boston , Massachusetts 02109

617-223-6420

( Connecticut , Maine , Massachu

setts , New Hampshire , Rhode

Island , Vermont )

233 S. Wacker Drive , Suite 6116

Chicago , Illinois 60606

312-353-2600

( Illinois , Indiana )

1 Nationwide Plaza , Suite 2600

Columbus , Ohio 43215

614-469-7301

( Kentucky , Ohio , West Virginia )

300 North Ervay Street

Suite 3300

Dallas , Texas 75201

214-749-7691

( Colorado , New Mexico , Okla

homa , Texas )

2345 Grand Avenue , Suite 1500

Kansas City, Missouri 64108

816-374-2851

( Kansas , Missouri )

1 South Pinckney Street

Room 813

Madison , Wisconsin 53703

608-252-5226

( Michigan , Wisconsin )

i Commerce Square , Suite 1800

Memphis , Tennessee 38103

901-521-3872

( Arkansas , Louisiana , Mississippi ,

Tennessee )

730 Second Avenue South

Suite 266

Minneapolis , Minnesota 55402

612-725-2046

( Minnesota , Montana , North

Dakota , South Dakota , Wyoming )
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FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Headquarters : 21st and Constitution Ave. , N.W.,Washington ,D.C. 20551

Regional Offices

Write to :
Civil Rights/Consumer Specialist

c/o Federal Reserve Bank

at the appropriate office listed below :

600 Atlantic Avenue

Boston , Massachusetts 02106

617-973-3000

( Maine , New Hampshire , Ver

mont , Massachusetts , Connecticut ,

Rhode Island )

33 Liberty Street

New York , New York 10005

212-791-5000

( New York and part of New

Jersey )

100 North Sixth Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19109
215-574-6000

( Delaware, parts of Pennsylvania

and New Jersey )

1455 East Sixth Street

P.O. Box 6387

Cleveland , Ohio 44101

216-293-9800

( Ohio , Kentucky , parts of Penn

sylvania and West Virginia )

100 North Ninth Street

Richmond , Virginia 23261

804-649-3611

( Virginia , North Carolina , Mary

land , South Carolina , District of

Columbia , and part of West

Virginia )

104 Marietta Street , N.W.

Atlanta , Georgia 30303

404-231-8500

( Georgia , Tennessee , Alabama ,

Florida , Louisiana , Mississippi )

230 South LaSalle Street

P.O. Box 834

Chicago , Illinois 60690

312-380-2320

( lowa and parts of Illinois ,

Indiana , Wisconsin and Michigan )

411 Locust Street

P.O. Box 442

St. Louis , Missouri 63166

314-444-8444

( Arkansas and parts of Illinois ,

Indiana , Missouri , Kentucky ,

Mississippi , and Tennessee)

250 Marquette Avenue

Minneapolis , Minnesota 55480

612-783-2345

( Minnesota , North Dakota ,

South Dakota , Montana , and

parts of Michigan and Wisconsin )

925 Grand Avenue

Federal Reserve Station

Kansas City , Missouri 64198

816-881-2000

( Kansas , Colorado, Wyoming ,

Oklahoma , Nebraska and parts

of Missouri and New Mexico )

400 South Akard Street

Station k

Dallas , Texas 75222

214-651-6111

( Texas, parts of Oklahoma , New

Mexico and Louisiana )

400 Sansome Street

San Francisco , California 94120

415-450-2000

( California , Hawaii , Nevada ,

Arizona , Idaho and Oregon )
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APPENDIX 11.-U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS, EXCERPTS FROM

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Washington , D. C. 20425

JA JR . ,

MS 1979

Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Subcommittee on Commerce , Consumer , and Monetary

Dear Mr. Chairman :

Thank you for your request of January 2 to include a summary and excerpts

of the chapter on the Federal financial regulatory agencies of this

Commission's as yet unpublished report on Federal fair housing enforcement

activities, as an appendix to a Subcommittee hearing volume . We are

gratified that this chapter is of interest to you and the Subcommittee .

As a rule , this Commission does not release portions of its reports prior

to their publication . However , we have discussed the unique nature of

your request and believe that , in this case , it is appropriate to provide

you with the material requested .

We hope that the enclosed excerpts we have selected are responsive to your

needs . Please note that we have omitted footnotes and that the enclosed

material represents a considerable condensation of the chapter on the

Federal financial regulatory agencies in the report we will publish . We

hope to publish the full report in March of this year .

If we can be of further assistance in this matter , please contact us .

Sincerely ,

For the Commissioners

Lutha dth

ARTHUR S. FLEMMING

Chairman

Enclosure

( 1837)
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EXCERPTS FROM FORTHCOMING U. S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS REPORT,

A DECADE OF FAIR HOUSING LAW , THE FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT EFFORT,

* The Commission expects to publish A Decade of Fair Housing Law in March 1979 .

Footnotes have been deleted from theexcerpts .
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Chapter 3

The Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ( FRB)

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ( FDIC )

office of the Comptroller of the Currency ( COC )

Federal Home Loan Bank Board ( FHLBB )

Summary

Since 1974 the civil rights responsibilities of the

four Federal financial regulatory agencies have increased

significantly . In addition to Title VIII of the civil

Rights Act of 1968 , the four agencies are now charged with

duties pursuant to the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA ) ,

the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act ( HMDA ) , and the Community

Reinvestment Act of 1977 .

As a result of these new statutory requirements ,

intensive congressional scrutiny , private litigation , and

their own independent efforts , the agencies ' fair housing

posture has improved . In particular , each of the agencies

has either issued or proposed rules , regulations , and / or

guidelines clarifying the fair housing duties of the lenders

they regulate . One of the most significant provisions of

this body of regulations is the requirement that regulated

institutions collect and maintain data on race, ethnicity ,

sex , marital status , and age on mortgage application forms .
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Each agency has set up a separate unit or division to

carry out its fair housing responsibilities . Moreover , each

agency has established a fair housing component in its bank

examination process . Each of the agencies has also improved

its fair housing training of examiners and other staff and

has provided written internal guidance for evaluating

compliance with fair housing laws .

Since the adoption of improved examination procedures ,

FHLBB, FRB, and FDIC have detected numerous violations by

their regulatees of fair housing requirements. COC , in

contrast , although it regulates over 4,500 national banks ,

has discovered possible violations at only three

institutions .

The numerical data provided to this Commission on the

types of violations the agencies have uncovered in their

examinations reveal only a very limited range of fair

housing violations . These violations were generally

technical rather than substantive , and included , for

example , failure to display the equal housing lender poster,

give the required notice of nondiscrimination in

advertisements , or collect the racial , ethnic, and sex data

required for compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act . In most cases in which violations have been detected ,

the agencies have insufficiently monitored promised

corrective action .
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None of the Federal financial regulatory agencies has

demonstrated sufficient use of ECOA data or of the census

tract data required by HMDA . These data are essential for

detecting patterns or practices of discrimination by

!

mortgage lenders , Until the financial regulatory agencies

make proper use of the data , their ability to uncover

substantial fair housing violations will not measurably

improve .

COC , FDIC , and FHLBB have received a considerable

number of fair housing complaints since 1974 . FRB has

reported only two such complaints . As of May 1978 , Federal

financial regulatory agency investigation of these

complaints had resulted in no corrective action ; as of that

time , none of the agencies had ever determined that a

complaint was valid , This Commission's review of a sample

of complaint files indicated that the absence of such a

finding, however , may be the result of inadequate complaint

investigations and failure to properly characterize as

violations the problems uncovered in those investigations.

formal enforcement action , such as administrative

proceedings against a regulatee or referral to the

Department of Justice , They have, however , allowed fair

housing violations to remain uncorrected . For example , the

fair housing examination reports submitted to this
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Commission by one of the agencies indicated that , in the one

case in which the same violations were noted in three

consecutive annual examinations , the agency was unable to

obtain voluntary compliance . Furthermore, at the time of

the most recent examiner report , it has achieved no firm

commitment that the institution would correct the

violations . Another one of the agencies indicated to this

Commission that correction of past violations would not be

effected until proposed enforcement guidelines were adopted

in final form,

Evaluation of Fair Housing Regulations

a. Regulation B

Regulation B , issued by FRB pursuant to the ECOA,

pertains to discrimination in all areas of credit access ,

including but not limited to transactions related to fair

housing. In addition to its data collection provisions,

Regulation B represents a positive development in a number

of respects :

The regulation prohibits discriminatory conduct

designed to discourage potential applicants as well as

direct discrimination in the application process itself.

Pursuant to the ECOA requirement that creditors

notify applicants of the reason for denials of credit , the

regulation gives reasonably comprehensive examples of the

types of specific reasons which must be included in creditor

notification.

The regulation offers specific guidance on

requirements imposed on creditors who release credit history

information to third parties.
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The regulation specifically prohibits a number of

discriminatory or potentially discriminatory inquiries by

creditors in connection with credit applications , including

questions relating to an applicant's spouse ( except where a

spouse or the spouse's property may be subject to liability

resulting from credit transactions ) , an applicant's birth

control practices , or an applicant's race , color , sex ,

religion , or national origin.

There are , however , a number of areas in which

Regulation B is deficient . One of the more serious is the

regulation's failure to include clear guidance on how

Federal agencies should proceed with enforcement actions .

based on violations of the ECOA or Regulation B. The

regulation merely states the general statutory language

granting administrative enforcement responsibility to

specific agencies .

A further shortcoming of Regulation B , which this

Commission has noted previously , is its failure to include

adequate guidance for applying the " effects test" definition

of discrimination to the field of credit as Congress

intended . The " effects test " dictates that the impact of ,

not the motivation behind , a particular practice is to be

the threshold consideration in determining whether that

practice establishes a prima facie case of discrimination.

Although FRB acknowledges that Congress intended the

" effects test " to be applied to credit practices , FRT does

not go far enough in the regulation to meet its

responsibility to define clearly the " effects test" for its

regulatees . Nowhere in the text of Regulation B does FRB
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clearly state what is required by the " effects test, " or

that this doctrine is to govern the judgments of enforcement

agencies applying the regulation .

b.
FHLBB Regulations

In 1977 , FHLBB proposed a new regulation and guideline

for the purpose of " monitor ing compliance with the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA ) , Title VIII of the civil

Rights Act of 1968 , and other civil rights statutes which

the Board enforces . " The regulation and guideline were

finalized in 1978 and are applicable to Title VIII , ECOA ,

and CRA .

The provisions in the 1978 regulation include :

Prohibiting redlining due to the age and location of

a dwelling .

Requiring a loan application register which denotes

the race , sex, marital status , and age of the applicant and

co - applicant ; the census tract of the property; loan terms ;

and final disposition of the application.

Provision for the lending institution to designate

the race and / or sex of applicants on application forms where

applicants fail to do so .

• Prohibiting reliance on appraisals which the

institution knows , Tor reasonably should know, is

discriminatory on the basis of age or location of the

dwelling , or is discriminatory per se or in effect " under

Title VIII or ECOA .

The amended guideline also requires that lenders not

only refrain from discriminating in their own lending

practices , but also avoid doing business with developers and
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real estate brokers who discriminate . The Commission has

long advocated such a stance by the financial regulatory

agencies . The positive guideline changes also include :

Prohibiting inquiries into the childbearing
intentions of applicants .

• Advising institutions to review their advertising

and marketing practices to ensure " that their services are

available without discrimination to the community they

serve ."

Prohibiting " use of unfounded or unsubstantiated

assumptions regarding effect upon loan risk of... the

physical or economic characteristics of an area . "

Despite these positive features , the loan register

which is required by the regulation does not require

notation of creditworthiness information in conjunction with

race , sex , marital status , and age data as required by the

1977 proposed version ; the final regulation does not require

reporting to FHLBB the number of loan applications received ,

approved , or denied ( or otherwise adversely acted upon ) by

race , sex, and marital status , as required in the 1977

proposed regulation . A major deficiency of the FHLBB

regulation and guideline , is that, like Regulation B , they

provide no instructions as to how and within what time

frames enforcement actions are to take place .

C. FDIC'S Fair Housing Regulation
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FDIC's regulation contains a number of other features

which deserve favorable comments .

Coverage of all types of lending ( home improvement ,

added constructions ) related to housing, not merely

mortgages

Incorporation of FDIC's nondiscrimination poster and

advertising requirements .

Modification of FDIC's fair housing poster to inform

complainants that they may file complaints with FDIC , as

well as with HUD .

Inclusion of individuals making preapplication

inquiries under the protections of the regulations.

As with Regulation B and FHLBB's regulation , a major

shortcoming of FDIC's final regulation is that it contains

no instruction or guidance on how investigations or other

compliance activity will be conducted .

d . FRB Regulation C Pursuant to HMDA

Regulation c prescribes the data collection and

disclosure requirements imposed pursuant to the Home

Mortgage Disclosure Act ( HMDA ) on certain lenders who make

" federally related mortgage loans . " No Federal financial

regulatory agency has issued procedures for action in the

event that it discovers a lender has failed to maintain the

data required by HMDA in the manner prescribed by the

regulation , No agency has issued procedures for private

citizens to follow when a lender does not make HMDA data

publicly available as required by law and Regulation c .
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The agencies are divided as to where responsibilities

for promulgating such regulations lie. FDIC has written to

this Commission , " Section 305 ( a ) of the Act ( 12 U.S.C.

2804 ( a) ) directs the Board of Governors to prescribe

regulations to carry out the purposes of the Act. Nowhere

does the Act authorize or direct FDIC to promulgate

regulations relating to HMDA . " In contrast , FRB has stated :

" Since the Federal Reserve does not exercise enforcement

jurisdiction over all depository institutions subject to

HMDA , including enforcement procedures in Regulation C would

have been inappropriate . "

Data Collection and Use

FHLBB and FDIC have agreed , by settlements in the

National Urban League suit , to adopt and develop a national

racial , ethnic , and sex data collection and analysis system .

COC , in its settlement of that case , also agreed to

institute a data collection and analysis program , but no

plans have yet been developed .

COC has indicated , however , that :

... a computer based data collection and analysis system

which will be established in early 1979 will permit

examiners to focus attention on those banks and particular

loan files therein , where discriminatory patterns and

practices are more likely to be found...Since our last

communication we have hired a consultant who has developed a

plan which we will be discussing with plaintiffs in the

National Urban League suit in the very near future .

FRB is the only one of the four regulatory agencies which

has not acknowledged the need to collect and analyze data
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systematically . Although the district court has dismissed

the National Urban Leaque suit against FRB on procedural

grounds , FRB notes that it is " ... considering, in connection

with a comprehensive review of the Federal Reserve's

consumer and civil rights enforcement program, ways in which

monitoring information might be used more effectively by

examiners , "

Although FHLBB and FDIC have agreed to institute a data

collection and analysis system , it would appear that the use

which the two agencies intend to make of data collected by

their regulatees is not wholly satisfactory. The FDIC

proposed regulation indicated that data would be used to

flag institutions for a more thorough review . FHL BB , in its

March 22 , 1977 , agreement with plaintiffs in the National

Urban League suit , gave similar indication :

The Board...agrees that any [ data collection and analysis ]

system devised by it... will be structured so as to enable

the Board , at a minimum , to discover areas and institutions

where deviant adverse action or rejection rates are

occurring , to identify patterns of rejections and adverse

actions that warrant further study , to flag individual

institutions for indepth studies , and to measure changes in

rejection or adverse action rates over time .

While it is significant that FHLBB and FDIC will make

use of the data in setting priorities for indepth

investigation , their regulations should also make clear the

lenders ' responsibility for using the data to determine if

their lending practices have an adverse impact upon
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minorities or women . If data indicate , for example , that

minorities, women , or single persons have apparently been

subjected to higher credit standards than whites , males , or

married persons , or that nonvalidated credit standards have

resulted in an unequal effect on protected classes , the

burden of proof would shift to the creditor to show that

discrimination has in fact not occurred , or to take

affirmative action to correct the past discrimination and

ensure against discriminatory practice in the future.

Creditors who fail to take such corrective action

voluntarily would be subjected to enforcement proceedings

leading to the imposition of appropriate sanctions .

Examinations and Analysis of Examiner Reports

a . FRB

Approximately 97 percent of the 550 banks examined were

in violation of Title VIII in two technical areas . Some

banks either had not provided the equal housing lending

poster in the bank and its branches or had not included the

equal housing lender logo in advertisements . According to

FRB , in each case in which violations were found , the bank

promised correction . FRB also reported that no pattern of

discrimination in real estate lend ing had been discovered by

examiners .

FRB made completed fair housing examiner reports of

three institutions available to the Commission . The types
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of violations detected in these three cases , perhaps because

of the use of the standardized forms with yes/no questions ,

tended to be the four most common violations found for all

FRB - regulated institutions . FRB informed the Commission

that each institution which was found to be in less than

full compliance with fair

correction . However , although the files indicate that FRB

recommended that outdated forms requesting prohibited

information be abolished , no remedies appear to have been

proposed for the three other types of violations . Moreover ,

the three fair housing examination files do not include

records of any remedial action which may have been initiated

by the three institutions . Thus it was not possible for

Commission staff to evaluate whether violations were

adequately addressed .

b. FDIC

In response to a Commission request that FDIC provide

the number of violations detected as a result of that

agency's fair housing examinations , the FDIC reported merely

that no " substantive " violations of Title VIII had been

reported and that , " while it is not clear that the failure

to collect monitoring information under Regulation B

represents a fair housing problem or violation , this

particular violation is noted with some frequency . "
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FDIC did indicate that institutions frequently violated

the agency's policy statement by failing to display the

equal lending poster or by failing to give the required

notice of nondiscrimination in advertisements for fair

housing loans , The agency noted : " Moral suasion has

generally been effective in bringing about correction in

these areas. It also indicated that when it was discovered

that an institution had failed to collect monitoring

information required by Regulation B , the regional office

staff " routinely " followed up to assure compliance .

FDIC sent this Commission three examination files . As

is
the case with FRB , it appears from an analysis of these

files that the use of reporting forms in fair housing

examinations which require a yes or no response limits the

type of fair housing findings made by FDIC examiners . One

examination report revealed that an institution failed to

collect racial and ethnic and sex data but was at the same

time judged to have policies and procedures which were

" nondiscriminatory with respect to the receipt , evaluation

and subsequent action on mortgage and home improvement loan

applications . " Such a determination has little meaning when

made in the absence of relevant data .

The three fair housing examination files revealed the

following four violations in one or more instances :

Failure to display the equal lending poster ;

37-415 O - 79 - 117
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Failure of mortgage loan advertisements to contain

required fair housing statement ;

Failure to notify applicants of adverse actions ; and

• Failure to request racial, ethnic , and sex data on

housing loan application forms .

In all instances , the bank in question promised to

correct the violations ,

C. СОс

COC indicated to this Commission that as of April 3 ,

1978 , its examiners had , as a result of the agency's fair

hous ing examinations , uncovered possible fair housing

violations at only three institutions . COC provided the

Commission with the relevant examination report files .
The

three examination files indicate that examiners who

conducted the fair housing reviews of the three institutions

had good knowledge of fair housing requirements . However , a

number of violations which were detected through the

examination process did not appear to have been corrected .

COC noted :

... this fact should be placed in its proper perspective . In

all cases discovered violations have been corrected

prospectively. Correction of past violations will not be

effected until Regulation B enforcement guidelines ,

currently out for public comment, have been adopted in final

form . At that time all past violations will be addressed.

We believe this to be preferable to requiring un

standardized corrective action while the issues are under

further study .
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As a result , COC has taken no actions for the purpose

of providing relief to victims of discriminatory practices

it has uncovered . For example , in one case CoC found that

inquiries had been made on appraisal forms as to the racial

and ethnic composition of the neighborhood where the loan

was to be made. COC ordered a special examination , and as a

result , a new appraisal form was adopted by the institution .

the discriminatory effect which the use of this form may

have had prior to its discontinuation .
In another case ,

evidence was uncovered that minority applicants had been

rejected for loans without any apparent reason . Although

the COC examiner brought these findings to the attention of

bank management and, in fact, obtained an admission from the

institution that the applicant had not received adequate

consideration , no action appears to have been taken to

provide relief to the past victims of this practice.

d . FHLBB

In calendar year 1977 FHLBB examiners detected 2,804

" possible or actual " fair housing violations as a result of

the examination process . One thousand eight hundred and

forty -nine supervisory letters , advising FHL BB regulatees of

" possible or actual " fair housing violations were sent in

calendar year 1977 , and 52 special examinations following up

on possible violations were conducted for the same period .
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In the three examination reports FHLBB made available

to this agency, examiners exhibited familiarity with fair

housing requirements and conscientiousness in determining

compliance with those requirements , Moreover , the examiners

in some cases displayed persistence in seeking correction of

violations . However , in the one case in which FHLBB found

violations which remained uncorrected through three annual

examinations , FHLBB could not obta in compliance through

voluntary means . Nonetheless , FHLBB did not initiate formal

enforcement proceed ings aga inst the institution . In that

case , FHLBB examiners noted prescreening of applicants and

lack of records on rejected applications in the 1975 , 1976 ,

and 1977 examinations of the institution . At the time of

the 1977 examiner report , FHLBB had achieved no firm

commitment from the institution that it would correct these

violations .

Complaint Procedures

a . FRB

FRB has a regulation pertaining to consumer complaints

in general , but does not have separate instructions for

handling fair housing complaints. The consumer complaint

regulation , commonly referred to as Regulation AA , states

where and how complaints are to be filed .
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Complaints are investigated by examiners at the 12

Federal Reserve Banks . If they are initially lodged with

the Federal Reserve Board in Washington , D.C. , they are

action . The Reserve Banks, in turn , send status reports of

complaint investigations to the consumer Affairs Division at

FRB. Those reports include the bases on which the

complainant is alleging a violation ( for example , marital

status or sex ) a very brief account of the complaint , and

the explanation of the respondent institution .

from these reports on computer and thus has the potential

for doing a number of statistical analyses of the complaints

it receives . If the reports were expanded, FRB would be

able to monitor the adequacy of FRB complaint resolutions

more closely,

b. FDIC

Prior to 1976 , FDIC had no written fair housing

complaint procedures. In fall 1976 , FDIC adopted

" Procedures for Investigating Fair Housing Complaints , "

which are applicable to complaints filed pursuant to Title

VIII , ECOA , and HMDA .
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The procedures , which were adapted from guidelines

prepared by DOJ, are comprehensive and provide excellent

instructions for examiner investigation of complaints . They

state that the purpose of the fair housing complaint

investigation is not only to determine the validity of the

individual complaint , but also to " document the practice or

act that caused the complaint , and determine whether the

practice or act represented an isolated case or a general

policy that must be corrected . "

interview the complainant following review of the written

complaint and to visit the respondent institution . While

there , the examiner is to determine the institution's

general loan policies ; application procedures; underwriting

policies , including credit scoring devices ; lending

patterns , by examining the locations in which loans , have

been made by census tract or zip code, and " a representative

sample of accepted and rejected mortgage applications for

the period of time during which the complainant's

application was submitted . " The examiner is instructed to

review appraisal forms , worksheets , and " any documents that

list the amount of the loan made , interest rate , duration ,

points and date of approval " of those applications .

Examiners are also instructed to contact appraisers and real

estate brokers who had conducted business with the
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respondent institution at the time of the complainant's

application to determine whether the institution had

reflected any discriminatory policies or practices of

appraisers or real estate brokers .

The regional office , after determining if the complaint

is valid , forwards the complaint and an explanation of the

determination to the Washington office .

C. COC

COC has written procedures for processing Title VIII

complaints , but as of March 1978 , it had not developed such

procedures for ECOA complaints and , indeed , had not

allocated the resources for proper handling of ECOA

complaints . Although all fair housing complaints are

ultimately reviewed in Washington , they may be received ,

initially reviewed and investigated by the Regional offices ,

prior to submission to the Washington office for final

review ,

The procedures direct that the respondent institution

be notified of the complaint and be given 10 days to respond

to the charges . Following that , the complainant is to be

interviewed and the complainant's and institution's accounts

compared , Subsequently , bank personnel who were involved in

the activities recounted in the complaint are to be

interviewed at the institution . While at the institution ,

the examiner is to assess : 1 ) the bank's explanation for
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the incident , including the reasons for denial of the loan

or for the imposition of particular terms and conditions on

the loan ; 2 ) the bank's policy with regard to the making of

loans , " including all factors taken into account in

determining whether a given applicant is eligible for a loan

or other financial assistance , including consideration of

the neighborhood " ; 3) whether any of those factors take into

account " directly or indirectly , the applicant's race,

color , religion, national origin , sex, or marital status " ;

and 4 ) the number of loans to applicants who are of the same

race , color , religion, national origin , sex , or marital

status as the complainant , and the time the loans were made .

The examiner is also to " review the name and residence

of persons receiving such loans to determine whether the

bank may have a policy of granting such loans only in

certain neighborhoods . " In determining the bank's policy ,

the examiner is to obtain copies of any available writings

or documents pertaining to the bank ' standards for making

loans , and, in order to verify the lender's policy , other

mortgage applications ( both accepted and rejected ) are to be

reviewed . If the respondent institution has undergone a

consumer examination , which would include an examination of

fair housing compliance , the examiner is also to review the

examination reports .
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within 10 business days of the conclusion of the

investigation , the examiner is to submit a report to the

Regional Administrator containing the examiner's

recommendation for a decision , Within an additional 10

business days , the Regional Administrator is to review and

comment upon the report and forward it to headquarters in

Washington . within 30 days , if the Regional Administrator

and Washington staff approve the examiner's recommendation ,

the Washington staff is to inform the complainant and

respondent institution of the decision . coc is the only one

of the four agencies to impose time limitations on complaint

resolution .

d. FHLBB

FHLBB's written instructions for handling fair housing

complaints have been combined with its procedures for

handling consumer complaints , FHLBB procedures call only

for filing and processing complaints ; they do not include

instructions for actual complaint investigation .
As with

the banking regulatory agencies , all complaints , whether

received in Washington or the regional offices , are to be

investigated by regional personnel . As is also true for the

other three agencies , FHLBB's regional personnel are to file

status reports of the complaints with Washington .

The Washington office codes all complaints according to

a number of facts including the status of their dispositon ,
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the basis of the alleged violation , and the nature of their

resolution . FHLBB has maintained these records of

complaints against the saving and loan institutions it

supervises only since July 1 , 1977 , when its new complaint

procedures became effective .

Complaint Receipt

Since the promulgation of Regulation AA in 1976 and

through March 1978 , FRB recorded the receipt of only two

fair housing complaints . Both were designated Title VIII

complaints by FRB staff and neither was deemed legitimate by

the Reserve Banks which investigated them.

FRB may have received additional complaints alleging

discrimination in mortgage finance as well , if these

complaints specifically alleged ECOA and not Title VIII

violations . As FRB wrote to this Commission :

An explanation for the small number of complaints

categorized as fair housing complaints is that consumer

complaints alleging unlawful discrimination and citing ECOA

and Regulation B have routinely been categorized as ECOA and

not as Fair Housing Act violations . FRB is in the process ,
however , of changing its consumer complaint recording

procedures; as part of this process , fair housing complaints

will be more specifically encoded .

FDIC has fair housing complaint records from 1975 . As

of March 1978 , FDIC had recorded 67 such complaints . In

none of its complaint investigations did FDIC conclusively

determine that discrimination had occurred.

COC has no record of having received a fair housing

complaint prior to 1975 . As of January 1978 , it had

1
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received 43 fair housing complaints . coc asserted that none

of the complaints was a violation of law.

FHLBB has records of fair housing complaints as of July

1977 when it instituted its new complaint handling

procedures . As of March 31 , 1978 , it had received 86

complaints alleging sex, marital status , race / national

origin , or religious discrimination in credit transactions .

of these, FHLBB is unable to provide the precise number of

complaints involving mortgage lending, but the Director of

the Consumer Division, office of Community Investment ,

FHLBB , estimates that " only two or three " allege

discrimination in other types of credit transactions ,

The four regulatory agencies provided the Commission

with a total of 12 complaint files . While it is obviously

not possible to draw definitive conclusions about each

agency's complaint handling based on such a small sample ,

the Commission's review did note certain significant

elements , some negative and some positive , in result .

Among the positive features identified with respect t

some of the complaint investigations in the sample were :

Interviewing was thorough . ( FDIC)

• Time limitations were imposed . ( FDIC , COC)

• Pattern and practice reviews were ordered . ( FDIC )

• Rejected and accepted applications were noted on

census tract maps. ( FDIC , COC )
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• Correction of " technical violations " was sought .

( FDIC, COC , FHLBB )

On the negative side , the complaint file samples as a

whole indicated a tendency by agency complaint investigators

to conduct insufficient investigation into the underlying

issue of creditworthiness . An analysis of the sample

complaint files revealed the following shortcomings with

respect to investigation and resolution :

Insufficient attempts were made to validate the

objectivity of appraisals which were used as the basis for

loan denial . ( FDIC , COC )

Complainants were not interviewed or contacted for

further information . ( FRB , COC , FHLBB )

Not all allegations in the complaint were

investigated . ( FHLBB )

Remedial Activity

All four regulatory agencies, along with the National

Credit Union Administration , have recently issued proposed

uniform guidelines for administrative enforcement of

Regulation B , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ; and the Fair

corrective action creditors will be required to take when

certain kinds of substantive violations are uncovered by the

agencies . The enumerated violations include : prescreening

of credit applicants; use of discriminatory criteria in

determining creditworthiness ; imposition of unequal terms

and conditions in making loans; and failure to collect
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monitoring information required by Regulation B. The

enumerated remedies include : affirmative advertising

directed at " the discouraged class , " when evidence of

prescreening has been discovered ; soliciting new

applications from former applicants , who may have been

subjected to discriminatory credit evaluations and

reimbursement of fees paid previously by applicants found to

have been discriminatorily rejected , and soliciting

Regulation B - required monitoring data for applications

submitted since the effective date of Regulation B if an

institution had previously failed to collect such data .

The proposed guidelines , therefore , constitute a

positive step in the direction of more aggressive regulatory

agency enforcement . However , as is true of the agencies '

fair housing regulations , the guidelines do not outline

uniform enforcement procedures , such as time frames , for

compliance activity or provision for reviewing, as part of

the examination process , data on race , ethnicity , sex,

marital status , and age to identify possible discriminatory

practices .



APPENDIX 12.-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S REPORT TO CONGRESS PURSUANT TO THE EQUAL

CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1976

SUBMITTED FEBRUARY 1 , 1978

This is the second report submitted pursuant to

Section 707 of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( 15 U.S.C.

1691f ) which requires the Attorney General to report

annually concerning the administration of his functions

under the statute and , if appropriate , to make recommenda

tions .

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act enforcement program

of the Justice Department is designed to : 1 ) identify

violations of the statute and initiate civil lawsuits to

obtain relief from unlawful conduct ; 2 ) educate the public ,

both consumers and affected businesses , about the provisions

of the Act ; and 3 ) coordinate our activities with the work

of other federal and state agencies in order to avoid

duplication of effort and to arrive at a uniform approach to

achieving compliance .

I. ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT

During 1977 , the Housing Section of the Civil Rights

Division , which is responsible for implementing the Depart

ment's Equal Credit Opportunity Act authority , was reorganized

and its authorized strength increased by adding three lawyers,

one legal technician and a secretary .
The unit has been

renamed the Housing and Credit Section , and approximately

one-half of its proposed staff of 25 lawyers and eight para

legals will concentrate on credit matters .

( 1864)
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Although the Civil Rights Division has gathered

nformation about possible credit discrimination from a

umber of sources , complaints made to the Justice Department

re the most important item in this area . During 1977 the

livision received 46 complaints alleging violations of the

qual Credit Opportunity Act relating to credit transactions

hich did not involve housing . Another 10 complaints were

received that concern discrimination by mortgage lenders

illeging possible violations of both the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act and Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of

1968 ( 42 U.S.C. 3601 et seq . ) . A total of 56 credit - related

investigations were initiated in 1977 . Pending investiga

tions include inquiries into the practices of several firms

with nationwide operations and redlining complaints in major

metropolitan areas .

Because the Department has not received a large number

of specific ECOA complaints relating to retail credit and

business credit , the Civil Rights Division has contacted

women's groups and other organizations in order to determine

the extent and nature of these problems . Letters explaining

the rights granted by the Act and the duties it imposes on

creditors are being sent to several hundred groups interested

in issues affecting the classes protected by the statute and

to trade organizations .
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II . INTERAGENCY ACTIVITIES

The Department has continued to work with other

federal agencies which have enforcement responsibilities

under the Act . There have been no formal referrals from

administrative agencies pursuant to Section 706 ( g ) , and the

primary focus of our activities has been on training , coordi

nating investigations , and assisting in fashioning regu

lations under the Act . Our efforts include the following :

1 . We have assisted in the preparation of training

materials for other agencies and participated in

classes held for examiners and staff employed by

the Federal Reserve , the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation , the Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board .
A

video tape program for Federal Home Loan Bank

Board examiners was among the materials we helped

to develop . It is our understanding that since

the new training procedures were implemented , there

has been a significant increase in the number of

discrimination problems reported by Bank Board

examiners .

2 . Our lawyers participated in a series of conferences

sponsored by the Department of Housing and Urban

Development which were designed to instruct private

attorneys and other interested persons about lending

discrimination problems .
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3 . Civil Rights Division personnel attended six joint

bank examinations conducted by the Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency . This program resulted

in a modification of the investigative procedures

used by both the Department and National Bank

Examiners .

4 . An informal understanding has been reached between

the Civil Rights Division and the Federal Trade

Commission which will avoid duplication of

investigative work . A cooperative arrangement has

also been worked out with the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board , and this procedure led to resolving two

matters in 1977 by referring them to the Bank

Board for action .

The Department has submitted comments on regulations
5 .

proposed by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board .
We

have also commented on regulations proposed by

6 .

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation .

The Civil Rights Division has commented on sub

stantive interpretations of the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act suggested by the Federal Reserve . Our

comment asked that the Board of Governors amend

the regulations to rescind an official staff

interpretation which exempted all point- of- sale

refusals to honor credit cards from the definition

of ' adverse action . "

37-415 O - 79 - 118
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7 . The Department is participating in the formula

tion of joint guidelines for relief in instances

where Equal Credit Opportunity Act violations are

found by some of the regulatory agencies . These

guidelines are currently being considered by the

Interagency Coordinating Committee composed of

representatives from the Federal Reserve , Federal

Home Loan Bank Board , Office of the Comptroller

of the Currency and Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation .

8 .
During 1977 , the Civil Rights Division was active

as a member of an interagency task force set up

in 1976 to strengthen government .enforcement of

Title VIII in the financing area . The work of

9 .

this group also relates to the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act .

Lawyers from the Civil Rights Division are work

ing with the Redlining Task Force of the Urban

Regional Planning Group which is preparing

national urban policy recommendations for the

President . Our lawyers have prepared draft

option papers analyzing redlining problems .

COMMENTS

Even though the Act has been given substantial

publicity, this Department has received surprisingly few
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complaints and we know of only 8 lawsuits which have been

filed by private plaintiffs during the past year .

people still are not aware of the statute . Based on dis

cussions the Civil Rights Division staff has had with

individual complainants , representatives of women's groups

and other organizations concerned with the rights of the

protected classes , we believe that the full scope of the

ECOA is not understood by many persons and creditors

affected by it . One of the goals of the reorganization

within the Civil Rights Division's Housing and Credit

Section is to provide additional resources so that we will

be able to reach more people .

Our limited experience also suggests that many firms

with questionable credit policies change them quickly after ·

complaints are filed or the matter is brought to their

attention by enforcement agencies .
Under such circumstances ,

and where there are no continuing effects of the old

practices , a lawsuit may not be necessary or desirable .

A third factor which may be contributing to the low

amount of ECOA activity is the tendency of creditors to

accept those applicants who complain to them . This results

in the acceptance of persons who are knowledgeable about

their rights and willing to confront the creditor .
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accepting those applicants who protest adverse credit

decisions , and thus modifying its otherwise unlawful

practice , a company's illegal policy may continue without

the type of challenge which would require that it be

abandoned entirely .

While the actual affect on credit practices is

unknown , it appears that the issuance of official inter

pretations of the Act presents a potential enforcement

problem . The statute in Section 706 ( e ) authorizes the

Federal Reserve Board Staff to interpret the law , and on

September 1 , 1976 the Civil Rights Division commented on

Section 202.1 ( d ) of the regulations which sets forth the

procedure to be followed in obtaining staff interpretation

letters . We were concerned that these letters , which were

apparently intended to provide a simple mechanism for

clarifying technical requirements of the Act or regulations ,

might be written too broadly and have a substantive impact

on rights . Also , because Section 706 ( e ) of the law exempts

from liability any creditor who acts in reliance on an

official interpretation , it is believed that substantive

issues covered in interpretation letters would not be

subjected to judicial scrutiny and , thus , although

erroneous, might remain in effect .

On one occasion , an Official Staff Interpretation

resulted in defining the meaning of " Adverse Action " in a
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way . that the Civil Rights Division believes is inconsistent

with the purposes of the Act . The Federal Reserve Board

later formally proposed amending the regulation section

involved ( Section 202.2 ( e ) ) and we have commented on this .

However , the interpretation has been in effect for over nine

months and during that time important rights have been

affected . This type of problem could be avoided if in the

future the Federal Reserve gave other governmental agencies

and the public an opportunity to express their views before

interpretation letters are issued on questions that may have

a substantive impact .

The Department's Equal Credit Opportunity Act

enforcement efforts reflect that there has been a general

move by creditors to comply with the Act , but that violations

continue . We have also found that where creditors refuse

to cooperate with our investigators , it often leads to serious

delays in resolving the matter . Because we believe that a

filing of a suit by the Department , it may be necessary to

supplement existing civil investigative tools , and we are

considering the possibility of seeking authority to compel

the production of documents in selected situations involving

civil rights matters .

riivin B. Bere
Griffin B. Bell

Attorney General
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CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMENTS

TO THE

FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES

ON PROPOSED UNIFORM

ENFORCEMENT GUIDELINES

UNDER THE

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT

AND THE FAIR HOUSING ACT

SEPTEMBER 5 , 1978
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Summary : The Civil Rights Division endorses the pro

posed uniform enforcement guidelines published on July 6 , which

are designed to provide the creditors supervised or examined

by federal financial regulatory agencies with notice of the

specific kinds of corrective action that will be required by

the agencies if specific types of Equal Credit Opportunity Act

violations are found . We believe the draft guidelines furnish

a good outline of action which might be taken , and are also

sufficiently flexible to permit additional steps where appro

priate . As we observed during drafting sessions , we believe

that the provisions which are directed towards providing relief

to individual victims of discriminatory practices will be par

ticularly helpful .

be clarified and suggest an additional provision to assure that

individuals who may be victims of a creditor's discriminatory

practices will be adequately informed of their rights .

1 . Reservation of Individual Right to Proceed

We think that the statement under General Enforcement

Policy indicating that the agencies do not intend corrective

action imposed under the proposed guidelines to be an exclusive
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remedy is important , since it puts creditors on notice that

agency action is not intended to preclude individual victims

of discriminatory practices from proceeding on their own to

enforce their rights . We note , however , that the individual

rights specified are only those enforceable under Section 706

of the ECOA . Since the guidelines are designed to enforce

both the ECOA and the Fair Housing Act , the reservation of

rights should also refer to rights enforceable under Sections

810 , 812 and 817 of the latter Act .

2. Discouraging Applications

We recognize the difficulty in designing an effective

remedy to counteract the practice of discouraging applications

on discriminatory grounds , and we think that the proposed af

firmative advertising may , in many instances , be the only prac

tical means of eliminating the effects of past discrimination .

From the standpoint of enforcement , however , unless there are

some means of identifying individuals who may be victims of

" pre - screening " and other kinds of discouraging tactics , there

is little chance to determine the scope of the discriminatory

practice or to ascertain whether the corrective action imposed

is effective . Accordingly , in such cases we suggest that the

agencies adopt , as a proposed form of corrective action , a
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logging requirement of the kind adopted by the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board in its regulations , 12 CFR $ 528.6 , or by the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in its regulations , 12

CFR $ 338.4 .

3 .
Re - evaluation of Rejected Applications

In our view one of the most important forms of cor

rective action contained in the proposed guidelines is the

provision for requiring the re- evaluation of rejected applica

tions and the making of appropriate refunds to individuals who

have been denied credit when the creditor has used discrimina

tory elements in its credit evaluation system .
It is often

difficult for individuals to determine if they have been denied

credit on a discriminatory basis , and it similarly may not be

practical for them to initiate a legal proceeding against a

creditor to enforce their rights . The proposed relief gives

victims the convenient option of receiving the credit to which

they are entitled ( or an appropriate refund of fees paid if

they no longer wish credit ) .

However , this guideline discusses both re - evaluating

applications and soliciting new applications , without making

it clear which of the two documents , assuming that they differ ,

is to be used in making the credit decision . We suggest that
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original applications could be used to the extent that informa

tion contained in them may be assumed to remain fresh ( such as

those applications that were submitted within the previous 90

days ) , and that new applications should be solicited only from

those people who applied prior to that time . An alternative

way of handling this would be to ask the applicants to confirm

whether the information , as originally submitted , remains the

same , and to update it where appropriate .

We agree that fees paid by persons who were discrimina

torily rejected should be refunded to them , but we believe that

fees charged of applicants who subsequently accept credit should

be specifically limited to the amount charged at the time of the

first application or the rate charged at the time of re - evaluation ,

whichever is lower .

4 . Notice to Victims

As we indicated in our earlier comments to the draft

ing committee , victims of credit discrimination often have no

practical way to determine whether their rights have been vio

lated
Moreover , many individuals are not fully informed of the

scope of their remedies against discriminatory practices to

begin with , and they are placed at a severe disadvantage when
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hey are dealing with sophisticated creditors whose methods

lay seem obscure , and whose records remain confidential .

Accordingly , we propose that , when individuals are identified

luring the course of an examination as having been denied cre

lit on a prohibited basis , they should be informed generally

of their rights under the ECOA and the Fair Housing Act , includ

ing their right to seek the assistance of counsel . Because of

the statute of limitations written into the ECOA , this notice

might be limited to persons who applied within the previous

two years , although courts have held that the statute of limita

tions begins to run only when the complainant had reason to

believe that discrimination has been practiced against him or

her .

In instances where individuals may be offered some form

of relief in connection with required corrective action , the

offer should be accompanied by a statement explaining why it is

being made and the private rights the person may exercise . The

person should also be advised about how accpetance of the offer

might affect his or her ability to enforce his or her rights

independently . ( While acceptance of the offer may not bar a pri

vate suit , any monetary payment probably would influence the

amount a claimant would be awarded by a court . )
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We appreciate lenders ' natural reluctance to furnish

this kind of notice to victims of discrimination . There is a

possibility that the notice will generate interest in bringing

lawsuits , but based on our experience in cases brought under

the Fair Housing Act , we believe that the potential for subse

quent private litigation is minimal . Identifiable victims have

been inclined to accept the terms of the relief obtained by the

government . Moreover , in our view the benefit conferred on con

sumers and on the public interest by providing the victims of

unlawful practices with a full explanation of what occurred and

with notice of their rights is sufficient to justify the poten

tial exposure to additional claims .

Walter formen per fes

Muchalt.Barrett
Michael L. Barrett , Attorney

Housing and Credit Section

Civil Rights Division

1
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United States Department of Justice

JAN 1979

STANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

Congressman Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Congress of the United States

House of Representatives

Commerce , Consumer and Monetary

Dear Congressman Rosenthal :

This is in response to your December 27 , 1978 letter

requesting my views on the adequacy of the information

sharing agreement currently in effect between the Justice

Department and the four financial regulatory agencies which

have major responsibilities for ensuring compliance with

the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

The existing understanding actually requires no ex

change of information between the four agencies identified

in your letter and Justice , except that we will furnish

notice to the appropriate agency when we decide to initiate

a lawsuit . However, under the agreement HUD and this

Department are obligated to share certain data . HUD agreed

to furnish us with a monthly list of financing institutions

against whom complaints have been filed , " and we must provide

HUD with a similar list .
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At the time the agreement was drafted , we sought to

arrange for each agency to provide the Department of Justice

with a periodic list of complaints the agency had received

and to give is access to their files , including actual copies

of the complaints. The final version of the understanding

did not contain such provisions primarily because the agencies

were unwilling to agree that when we notified them of a

complaint , no agency action would be taken for a limited time

( 60 days was suggested ) without our concurrence . The Justice

Department would be similarly restrained when it learned of

a complaint to an agency .

1 .
Department of Housing and Urban Development .

We have never received a monthly list of the financial

institutions called for in the agreement , although

from time - to - time HUD has furnished information about

lenders that we specifically identify and on January 2

of this year we received printouts of all Fair Housing

complaints HUD had open as of October and November 1978 .

There appear to be a number of financial institutions among

the respondents listed on those documents . We are to

receive similar lists each month in the future .

The Housing and Credit Section has for several years

routinely notified HUD each month of complaints received ,

including complaints against financial institutions ,

2. Federal Home Loan Bank Board .

Upon our request , Justice Department attorneys have

been permitted to accompany Bank Board examiners

conducting Fair Housing Act and Equal Credit Act

reviews in order to obtain information needed to

determine whether legal action should be recommended ,

and one Fair Housing Act suit by this Division was

based in part on the information secured in this

type of examination . We are not regularly advised
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of complaints received by the Bank Board Staff , but

we are routinely allowed to review copies of examination

reports and the working papers of examiners when we ask

for information concerning specific institutions .

The Justice Department does not uniformly advise the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board of complaints received

involving institutions whose operations are supervised

by the Board . However , our general investigative pro

cedure is to contact the appropriate supervisory agency

at the commencement of any substantive inquiry to

determine whether the agency has information which

would assist in the fact gathering process . At that

time the agency is apprised of the circumstances

which triggered the investigation .

3. Comptroller of the Currency

When the Comptroller's office receives a complaint

involving a financial institution over which it does

not have supervisory authority , it will send the

complaint to the proper regulatory agency and at the

same time direct a copy to the Justice Department .

Approximately 26 such complaints were sent to us .

We have filed one case based on an investigation which

was prompted by our receipt of this type of information .

We are not given notice of complaints made to the

Comptroller which involve national banks , and we

do not advise that office of complaints we receive ,

except for the normal procedure explained above

under which we will ordinarily contact the agency when

we begin an investigation of a bank regulated by

the Comptroller . * /

*/ There have been at least two instances when we have not

advised the Comptroller before investigating a national bank .

One involved possible discrimination by a retail creditor

who arranged for his customers to finance their purchasers

through a national bank and the other concerned a situation

where Departmental attorneys were outside Washington investi

gating a number of complaints and began their inquiry while

still in the field .
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The Housing and Credit Section of this Division has

had extensive contacts with the Comptroller's staff

and a series of six joint examinations involving both the

Justice Department and national bank examiners were

conducted in 1977. These joint undertakings were solely

for training purposes and were done pursuant to an

explicit understanding that the information would not
be used as the basis for civil suits by the Attorney

General .

When we make a written request for information con

cerning consumer examinations, the Comptroller's

Office permits Department of Justice lawyers to read

copies of examiner reports and related working papers .

Attorneys from my staff are currently working with

representatives from the Comptroller's Office to

determine whether further information should be re

quested from one national bank . However , the Comp

troller's staff has within the last four months

declined to assist us in obtaining information from

a national bank which refused to cooperate with this

Department's investigation . In connection with that

particular matter , the Chief Counsel for the Office

of the Comptroller wrote to the bank attorney advising

that " it is important to note that the ECOA does not

give to the Attorney General independent investigatory

or subpoena powers other than those generally available

through a court of law . " The Chief Counsel also told

the bank that except for the discovery rules which

apply to civil or criminal actions , he was " unaware

of any statute vesting a right in the Department of

Justice to compel release" of records . ( A copy of

this letter , with the identifying references deleted ,

is attached . )

4 . Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation .

At the start of an investigation involving an

FDIC supervised bank , we ordinarily follow the same

general procedure noted above of contacting the

agency to determine what information it might have

relating to the subject's performance under the

Fair Housing Act and Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

The Agency allows us to review past examination

reports of the bank and supporting documents .

do not routinely send the FDIC copies of complaints

we receive nor does that agency notify us of com

plaints sent to it .
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In August of this year , attorneys from the Housing

and Credit Section proposed that a joint examination

of an FDIC supervised bank be conducted to determine

whether the institution was engaged in an unlawful

pattern or practice of discrimination . The agency

rejected this recommendation and suggested that FDIC

examiners could review the Bank's compliance with

the Fair Housing Act and Equal Credit Opportunity

Act and would share the information developed by

its examiners. ( A copy of this correspondence is

attached . ) Subsequently , the FDIC examiners did

investigate this matter and apprised us of their

findings .

5 . Federal Reserve Board .

Although Division attorneys have had frequent

contacts with the Federal Reserve Board staff , we

have not asked this agency for information about

specific banks . We have not received any complaints

alleging that a bank supervised by the Federal Re

serve Board is violating the Fair Housing Act or

Equal Credit Opportunity Act , and we are not advised

of complaints filed with this agency .

37-415 O - 79 - 119
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Also , in reading the three pages of testimony attached

to your letter ( pp . 88-90 ) I noticed that there was some un

certainty about the number of referrals made to the Justice

Department under the two Acts. A review of our records reflects

that the Housing and Credit Section has referred three matters

to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board for administrative action ,

and that we have not received any substantive referrals from

any agency . ( As mentioned above, the Comptroller has sent us

copies of complaints it directed to other agencies . )

I hope that this information will assist the Subcommitte

in its work .

Sincerely ,

S. Lange
TV

Drew S. Days III

Assistant Attorney General
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NOV x 7 973

Dear

This is in response to your letter of August 17 , 1978 , in

which you indicated that the Department of Justice has

requested that your client ,

As you know , the ECOA grants to the Comptroller of the

Currency the responsibility for administrative enforcement

of that Act with respect to national banks . ECOA , 5704 ( a ) ,

15 u.s.c. $ 1691c ( a ) . In addition , the Attorney General is

charged with the judicial enforcement of the ECOA :

( g ) The agencies having responsibility for

administrative enforcement under section 704 ,

if unable to obtain compliance with section

701 , are authorized to refer the matter to the

Attorney General with a recomendation

that an appropriate civil action be instituted .

( h ) When a matter ' is referred to the Attorney

General pursuant to subsection ( g ) , or when

ever he has reason to believe that one or more

creditors are engaged in a pattern or practice

in violation of this title , the Attorney General
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may bring a civil action in any appropriate

United States district court for such relief

as may be appropriate , including injunctive
relief .

ECOA , S $ 706 ( g ) and ( h ) , 15 U.S.C. SS169leig ) , ( h ) . ( Emphasis

added ) . In my opinion , the use of the disjunctive " or " in

Subparagraph ( h ) indicates that the attorney General has the

authority to institute a civil action irrespective of whether

a referral has been iuade to his office by one of the regulatory

agencies charged with administrative enforcement of the

BCOA . However , it is important to note that the ECOA does

not give to the Attorney General independent investigatory

or subpoena powers other than those generally available

through the jurisdiction of a court of law .

l'he enforcement provisions of the ECOA must be interpreted

in a manner that is consistent with the general visitorial

powers over national banks , defined by Congress in 12 U.S.C.

$ 184 , which provides that :

No bank shall be subject to any visitorial

powers other than such as are authorized by

law , or vested in the courts of justice or such

as shall be or shall have been exercised or

directed by Congress , or by either house thereof

or by any committee of Congress or of either House

duly authorized .

12 V.8.c. $ 484 . See also ., 12 C.F.R , $ 7.6025 ( 1 ) . As your

inquiry indicatos , It may be argued that a demand for the

disclosure of a national bank's records by a federal agency

other than this Office could be barred by the provisions of

this section unless such agency possesses independent authority

to obtain such records because of the subject matter involved .

It is my opinion that the statutory provisions regarding the

Attorney General's Independent authority to brin ; an action

against national banks under the LCOA , on the one hand , and

the Comptroller's exclusive visitorial powers , on the other ,

are not in direct conflict. Where the Attorney General, in

connection with a civil action , requests the disclosure of

relevant bank records , he may exercise all powers available

pursuant to the applicable rules of federal procedure .

In such instances , the disclosure clearly would be " authorized

by law , or vested in the courts of justice " as required by

12 U.S.c. 9484. In addition , bank managerent may , of course ,

provide records voluntarily to the inpartnent in the interest
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of satisfying the Department that further investigation or
commencementof a civil action is not warranted. Apart from

normal discovery procedures available in a civil or criminal

action , I am not aware of any statute vesting a right in the

Department of Justice to compel release of such records .

1

In addition to the possible actions of the Attorney General ,

this Office will continue to exercise our regulatory enforcement

authority with respect to the ECOA as it relates to national

banks. 15 C . $ . c . $ 1691 et seq :; 12. C.F.R. $ 202 et seq .

1

I hope that the above comments will be of assistance to you

and have answered your questions in a satisfactory manner .

Very truly yours ,

( elgood )

Joha E. Shockey

Chief Counsel
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AUG 16 1978

DSD :WG :10b

Mr. Jobo J. Warly

Director, Division of Bark Supervision

Pederal Deposit Insurance Corcoration

-Washington, D. c . 20429

Dear Mr. Early :

We have roceived informatiou coucorning possible

discrimination in londing by the

Da August 10 , 1978 , wo were advised by the Bank that

because they believe that the Federa . Deposit Insuruc .

Corporation shou.d bave initiated the investigation of

cc : Records

Milton
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from this Department . Inasmuch as the

Sincerely ,

Drew $ . Daye III

By :
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!

G
U

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION , Washington , D.C. 20429न
ा

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR.DIVISION OF BANK SUPERVISION1

(

..

DSD :WG : iob

August 29 , 1978

DOCKETED

Mr. Walter Gorman , Deputy Chief

Housing and Credit Section

Civil Rights Division

Department of Justice

Washington , D. C. 20530

SEP
1 1978

CIVIL
RIGHTS

Dear Mr. Gorman :

This is in response to your letter of August 16 , 1978 requesting a

joint investigation by FDIC examiners and Justice Department attort
neys of the

1

We have considered your request and believe an independent inves

tigation by our examiners alone would be more in keeping with the

statutory scheme envisioned under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

Consequently, we would appreciate your furnishing us with a copy

of your file in the matter so that we may initiate the appropriate

investigation from our Philadelphia Regional Office . In this

regard, we would anticipate sharing with the Department the infor

mation developed by our examiners and our conclusions in the matter .

We would not , however , anticipate sharing with the Department any

bank records obtained unless the records were obtained with the

understanding that they could be furnished to the Department and

those records constitute evidence of an apparent pattern or practice

in violation of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

Sáncerely ,

Erley
John F. Éarly
Director

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE A

7 SEP 12 1978

TE RIGHTS DAL
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IN REPLY REFER TO :FICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY

27 DEC 1978

Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman , Commerce , Consumer , and

Dear Mr. Chairman :

We are pleased to submit comments of the Department of Housing and Urban

Development on the uniform enforcement guidelines proposed by the Federal

Reserve Board , the Comptroller of the Currency , the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation , the Federal Home Loan Bank Board , and the National

Credit Union Administration to implement the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

( ECOA ) and the Federal Fair Housing Act ( Title VIII ) .

In general , the proposed guidelines represent a positive step in the

enforcement of the Equal Credit and Fair Housing laws . However , the

guidelines do not clarify what relationship the guidelines have to the

Fair Housing law . Further , it is unclear what impact the resolution of

a complaint by a regulatory agency may have on HUD determinations made on

the basis of individual Title VIII complaints of discriminatory housing

practices involving the same creditor . Thus , although we support the

objective of the issuance of joint guidelines in order that there be

consistency in the approach of the enforcing agencies for Regulation B

and the ECOA , we are of the opinion that the guidelines in their reference

to enforcement of the Fair Housing Act should clearly indicate that HUD

is the administrator of the Fair Housing Act and that all regulations

issued by HUD pursuant to Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 are

not superseded or substituted for by the issuance of these guidelines .

Specifically , we think it important that this disclaimer be included in

the guidelines because the entire approach to enforcement action appears

to be on a low key . We make the following comments in reference to

specific provisions relating to the enumerated violations .

( 1891)
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I. DISCOURAGING APPLICATIONS ON A PROHIBITED BASIS IN VIOLATION OF

SECTION 202.5 ( a ) OF REGULATION B

We recommend that the action required would be the identifying of the

actual victims of prescreening and the solicitation of applications for

credit by individual letter . In addition , the action of soliciting

credit applications from the discouraged class through affirmative

advertising would be maintained .

The Comment included in the guidelines is very negative . It begins by

stating " identifying the actual victims of prescreening may not be

feasible . " While in certain instances the identification of the actual

victim may be impossible , in many instances this could be accomplished

and that possibility should not be written out of the guidelines .

II . USING DISCRIMINATORY ELEMENTS IN CREDIT EVALUATION SYSTEMS IN

VIOLATION OF THE FAIR HOUSING ACT AND SECTIONS 202.6 ( a ) AND

202.7 OF REGULATION B

The action required should include a requirement that where an applicant

had to pay additional fees or costs to secure credit from another agency

or suffered monetary loss in securing credit through another source , the

creditor would be required to reimburse such applicant for those monetar

losses in addition to refunding any fees or costs paid by the applicant

in connection with the application to the subject creditor .

In addition , the comment provides too much flexibility in determining the

past period for which a creditor will be required to re-evaluate

applications . There should be included a standard period of time for

such an evaluation ; for example, since the effective date of Regulation

B , March 23 , 1977 .

III . IMPOSING MORE ONEROUS TERMS ON A PROHIBITED BASIS IN VIOLATION OF

THE FAIR HOUSING ACT AND SECTION 202.6 ( b ) OF REGULATION B

Again , the required action should include any compensation for losses the

applicant may have suffered in addition to reimbursement or adjustment

provided . The procedures for correcting such violations should be

incorporated into these guidelines rather than referring to the

procedures which are proposed for Regulation Z , not yet adopted .
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REQUIRING CO - SIGNERS ON A PROHIBITED BASIS IN VIOLATION OF THE FAIR

HOUSING ACT AND SECTION 202.7 ( d ) OÉ REGULATION B

addition to requiring corrective action to an individual who received

edit but was required to obtain an unnecessary co-signer , the creditor

ould be required to re-evaluate all applications . Where an applicant

s unable to secure what was an unnecessary co- signer , and as a result ,

edit was denied , the creditor should be required to seek a reapplication

om such applicant and to compensate the applicant for any monetary loses

a result of being denied credit in violation of the Act .

.. FAILING TO PROVIDE NOTICES OF ADVERSE ACTION IN VIOLATION OF SECTION

202.9 OF REGULATION B

jain , the corrective action should include compensation for monetary

sses as the result of a married person being refused credit since

inuary 1 , 1978 on the basis of not maintaining and reporting separate

cedit histories .

e are also concerned that the guidelines make no reference to the

bilities and authorities of these regulatory agencies to impose sanctions .

hile we are aware of the reluctance to impose sanctions and appreciate

he desire on the part of these agencies that the institutions they super

ise voluntarily comply , we consider it highly essential that notice of

his power be included in the guidelines .

'urthermore , the individual who submits a complaint concerning discrimination

in residential financing should be advised of his/her right to file a

complaint with the Secretary of HUD . This should be made a specific

rovision in the guidelines.

le would also like to point out that while HUD has been considered a

:reditor for purposes of ECOA prohibitions and Regulation B when acting

is a mortgage insurer , the subject guidelines do not apply directly to

the Department ; only the institutions supervised by the issuing agencies

are subject to these administrative enforcement procedures . Most such

institutions , however , are FHA - approved lenders and administrative

enforcement of these guidelines may result in a conflict between the

requirements of our insurance programs and the mandate of the supervisory

agency under these guidelines . For instance , a larger downpayment

required by a lender on a discriminatory basis , without the Department's

knowledge , may result in a mandated renegotiation of the credit extension .

Such renegotiation requires the approval of HUD - FHA and conflicting
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requirements may result . Other third party assurers of repayment ,

such as VA , FMHA , private mortgage insurers , and other guarantors

may be similarly affected . The rights of these parties in an affected

transaction should be addressed in the guidelines .

Sincerely ,

Lindahl ( und
Randolph S. Kinder

Acting Assistant Secretary

cc : Theodore E. Allison , Secretary
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SEP 19 1978The Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

U. S. House of Representatives

Washington , D.C. 20515

Benjamin S. Rosenthal, M.C.
Dear Congressman Rosenthal :

The American Bankers Association is responding to your request for comment

on the financial regulatory agencies' enforcement of the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act. We appreciate this opportunity

to present our views generally on the enforcement of and compliance with

these two Acts, and to more specifically address the many measures , through

laws , regulations and the efforts of bankers, which serve to insure that

redlining discrimination does not occur .

Our general evaluation of the enforcement policies and examination and

supervisory activities of the three banking agencies is quite favorable .

It is our belief that all three agencies have made a concerted effort ,

especially in recent years , to improve their enforcement policies and pro

cedures and to increase the effectiveness of examinations in the area of

nondiscrimination regulations. These efforts have resulted in enhanced

understanding and expertise on the part of consumer credit examiners which

have in turn heightened bankers ' awareness of and compliance with all

aspects of the many consumer credit laws .

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency was the first to develop new

examination procedures, a new manual and a more effective training program

for consumer examiners. Already these are being reviewed and expanded with

the intent of placing increased emphasis upon the Fair Housing Act.

In March of this year , the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation reformed

its fair housing rules and regulations with the expressed intent of pro

viding a basis for a more effective FDIC fair housing enforcement program .

This , however , is not the full extent of their efforts to improve the sys

tem of compliance. The FDIC is also in the process of reforming and

expanding the compliance training program inclusive of a new training hand
book .

Finally , the Federal Reserve Board commissioned the so- called Dennis study

to evaluate and make reconmendations on the Board's enforcement and educa

tion programs relating to anti - discrimination regulations . As a result of

( 1895)
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this study , the Fed is also revising its program in the area of consumer

compliance with the express purpose of incorporating many of the sugges

tions of the Dennis report.

The greater emphasis being placed on the anti - discrimination laws by all

three agencies in their enforcement policies and examination and super

visory activities is mirrored in the proposed uniform enforcement guide

lines for Regulation B and the Fair Housing Act . These guidelines appear

to be a reasonable effort on the part of all the financial institution

regulatory agencies to strengthen enforcement in this area through the

imposition of administrative remedies . Our Association commented on this

proposal ( copy enclosed) to the effect that the thrust of the guidelines

is fair and reasonable provided certain limitations regarding substantive

versus technical violations , statute of limitations and exposure to civil

liability are incorporated into the final guidelines.

It is our belief that the current examination and enforcement policies of

the agencies are effective in detecting violations of consumer credit laws

and in encouraging banks to remedy these violations . More importantly , the

continuing efforts of the agencies , as well as the banking industry , to

improve their compliance activities, particularly regarding discrimination

regulations, is evidence of the increased emphasis being placed on com

pliance in this area . These new policies and procedures should be given

a chance to prove their effectiveness in assuring compliance with these

laws before consideration is given to any further layering of laws and

regulations.

The American Bankers Association is also a primary participant in the

effort to inform and educate bankers on the requirements of the various

anti -discrimination laws and to assist banks in achieving full compliance.

Shortly after Regulation B was promulgated , our Association published a

Comprehensive Compliance Manual on ECOA which is widely used by bankers

( a copy of this manual is enclosed ) . Last spring Consumer Compliance

Workshops were instituted by our Association with the assistance of repre

sentatives from the agencies , to educate and prepare bankers for total con

sumer compliance . These workshops have taken the form of mini - courses

similar to the classes for consumer compliance examiners . The ABA is

also in the process of producing an overall Consumer Compliance Manual

to assist banks in evaluating and improving their own policies and pro

cedures for compliance with consumer laws . Finalization of this Manual

is merely awaiting the information on new policies and procedures, par

ticularly in the areas of the Fair Housing Act , Equal Credit Opportunity

Act and Community Reinvestment Act , which are now being formulated at all
three agencies .

The greater emphasis placed on anti -discrimination enforcement and increased

compliance by banks is important to the consideration of the need for and

usefulness of further anti- redlining regulations . In addition to these
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factors , it must be remembered that the Fair Housing and Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Acts are only part of the picture since there are other overlapping

laws and regulations which have been promulgated for the purpose of avoiding

redlining discrimination . The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act ( Regulation C )

and the pending regulations for the Community Reinvestment Act are additional

mechanisms for achieving this goal .

The American Bankers Association certainly supports the obligation of banks

to avoid redlining discrimination . We believe that through the efforts of

bankers , reinforced by the existing laws, regulations and oversight and en

forcement activities of the agencies , the problem of redlining is rapidly

being eradicated . In fact, since the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act became

effective in June of 1976 , that Act has elicited little or no complaints of

redlining discrimination . This lack of evidence to support claims of ex

tensive redlining, as well as the new regulations and programs dealing with

the problem of redlining , convinces our Association that there is no current

need for the issuance of additional anti - redlining regulations.

The four primary Federal laws which pertain to redlining are the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act, the Fair Housing Act, the Ilome Mortgage Disclosure Act and

the Community Reinvestment Act. At the present time , each of these laws is

undergoing some form of analysis and / or alteration which will have an effect

upon the total issue of anti - redlining compliance. There are proposed admin

istrative enforcement guidelines for ECOA ; each of the banking agencies are

revising their fair housing compliance policies and procedures; the effective

ness and utility of the Ilome Mortgage Act is currently under study by a number

of agencies ; and finally , the Community Reinvestment Act and Regulations are

to become effective on November 6 of this year . Each of these will have a

tremendous impact on any redlining problem that may exist , and they should be

given time to prove their effectiveness.

It is our belief that the enforcement steps outlined in the Federal financial

institution regulatory agencies ' proposed guidelines for ECOA and the Fair

Housing Act are more than adequate for repeat violators of these two acts .

However , it is difficult to envision a bank that would intentionally continue

to violate provisions of these Acts once the violations have been identified ,

in view of the costs inherent in complying with the administrative remedies

in the proposed enforcement guidelines and the increased exposure to civil

liability which would result from such a procedure . Therefore, we believe the

possibility of having to atone twice for any violations of ECOA or the Fair

Housing Act , due to the exposure to both administrative remedies and civil

penalties, is both a sufficient penalty for repeat violators and , more impor

tantly , a very strong deterrent to such a practice .

In response to the last two questions posed in your letter , we cannot provide

specifics as to the administrative costs of compliance. However, it is impor

tant to recognize the additional cost burdens that exist now with regard to

both front - end start - up requirements and each individual loan application.
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There are obvious start - up costs , such as producing and revising forms and

training personnel , the latter also being a continuing cost due to changes

in both personnel and the laws and regulations. This should not minimize

the import of the increased cost of taking and processing applications, which

naturally results from these regulations . The increased cost, due to addi

tional forms, mailings, and more time spent per application is obvious when

one considers requirements such as requesting and recording of monitoring

information , sending of adverse action notices , disclosure of optional inclu

sion of alimony payments, etc. , which are all necessary steps in taking appli

cations . In fact, more than one banker has declared that it costs more to

turn down a loan today , than it costs to make a loan .

In conclusion , the American Bankers Association believes the compliance poli

cies and procedures currently in effect along with the adjustments and improve

ments to be incorporated by the agencies in the near future create effective

enforcement of the anti - discrimination regulations. More importantly , these

innovations, as well as the proposed ECOA - FHA enforcement guidelines and

Community Reinvestment Act Regulations which have not yet become effective ,

should be given sufficient time to prove their effectiveness before any con

sideration is given to further burdening with more anti -discrimination regula

tions .

Sincerely ,

.Alexanh
Willis W. Alexander

Executive Vice President

Enclosures
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1120 Connecticut Avenue. N.W ..

Washington. D.C.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

Gerald M. Lowrie

202 / 467-4097

September 5 , 1978

Equal Credit Opportunity Guidelines

Room B- 4107

Washington , D. C. 20551

Gentlemen :

The American Bankers Association is responding to the July 6 , 1978

Federal Register notice requesting comments on the proposed uniform

guidelines for the administrative enforcement of the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act , Regulation B and the Fair Housing Act .

intend to discuss the corrective actions recommended for specific

violations , our Association will begin by addressing the concerns we

have generally with the enforcement policy . These concerns are basically

threefold : 1 ) the need to limit retroactive corrective actions to sub

stantive violations, 2 ) the need for a general statute of limitations

and more definite time period limitations for certain specific corrective

actions and 3 ) the necessity of civil liability protection . Following

these general considerations will be our comments on the specifics of

the enforcement policy .

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

While the guidelines address eight substantive violations and the

corresponding corrective actions which operate retroactively , it is not

clear that this type of corrective action will only apply to substantive

violations. In fact, the supplementary information states that " ... creditors

will be required to correct all violations , including such matters as an error

on an application form . " We believe it is essential to specify that these

other violations need be corrected prospectively only , with the objective

of assuring compliance in the future . În other words , it is important to

include within the guidelines a distinction between types of violations ,

namely technical and substantive , and clarify that only the latter neces

sitate action involving past applicants .

In addition , whether or not a violation necessitates the corrective actions

outlined under the specific violations should be determined by the extent or

scope of the particular violation . If the violation encompasses only isolated

applicants, and there is no course of conduct or pattern of violations, then

the corrective actions should be modified so as to remedy only those specific

cases . To do otherwise would be punitive rather than remedial. For example,

to require adverse action notices to all applicants rejected during a period

of time or to require a creditor to solicit applicants throughaffirmative

37-415 O - 79 - 120
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advertising, when there are only a few isolated violations, would be

excessive . Therefore , we recommend that where there are isolated cases

of substantive violations , either a de minimis standard should be adopted

or a modification of the corrective actions , to correct the isolated vio

lations , should be authorized .

The absence of any general statute of limitations concerns our Association

for two reasons . First , we believe creditors should not be held indefinitely

responsible for any violations . Presumably , examiners will detect all sub

stantive violations and impose the corresponding corrective action during the

next examination following finalization of the guidelines . However , this

cannot be guaranteed , with the result that for certain violations , namely

those not specifying a period of time , creditors may be subject to mounting

liability and expense . Secondly, a number of the specific remedies apply

equally to violations of the Fair Housing Act , which may involve violations

occurring since 1968. Therefore , a general period of time must be specified

( preferably measured from the date of examination ) , prior to which violations

would not trigger the specific corrective actions. In addition , those specific

remedies requiring actions on applications, should include a maximum period

of time beyond which the corrective action would not apply .

In our judgment , the greatest flaw in the proposed guidelines is that corrective

action does not cut off civil liability , and in fact a number of the specific

corrective actions would serve to put consumers on notice , and thereby en

courage civil actions. In some respects , the lack of protection from civil

liability under these guidelines is more detrimental to creditors than under

the previously proposed Regulation 2 guidelines . Under the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act, creditors would be vulnerable for two years rather than one ,

and there is no provision similar to that in Truth in Lending which extinguishes

civil liability if a creditor corrects the violation within a certain period

of discovery of the error .

To subject a creditor to the expense of the proposed remedies , which in some

cases could be quite substantial , and in addition expose that creditor to

actual and punitive damages from a civil suit , would constitute " double

jeopardy. " This is certainly not in keeping with the objective of the statute ,

from which the authority to promulgate these guidelines is derived , which is

to assure a safe and sound banking system .

GENERAL ENFORCEMENT POLICY

Creditors that have not previously adopted a written loan policy , will be

required to do so whenever substantive violations are discovered . This is one

of the most positive aspects of the proposal , since a written loan policy , along

with a compliance plan to implement that policy , is one of the best methods of

deterring further violations and assuring compliance in the future . However ,
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we caution that a written loan policy should not be interpreted to include

written credit evaluation standards .

Our Association also commends the flexibility provided by allowing the

agencies to modify the remedies upon consideration of the character of the

violation , the condition of the creditor and the cost / effectiveness of the

corrective action .

SPECIFIC VIOLATIONS

I. Discouraging Applications on a Prohibited Basis in Violation of

Section 202.5a of Regulation B

The remedy for discouraging applications would require a creditor to solicit

credit applications from the discouraged class through affirmative advertising.

Our primary concern with this is the change in focus , from identifying in

dividuals discouraged on a prohibited basis to identifying a " discouraged

class. " Traditionally, the EqualCredit Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts

have focused on situations involving individuals, and the language of

Regulation B justifies this by prohibiting actions against " applicants"

rather than a class of applicants. Elevating this prohibition, through the

proposed guidelines , to a " discouraged class' is a broadening of the Act which

could have severe implications, especially in its invitation to class actions.

Our Association also believes it is important to recognize , in the identification

of violations , that Section 202.5 ( a ) requires active discouragement, as opposed

to inactive discouragement through the failure to encourage . Therefore, the

lack of a certain quantity of a type of loan in a segment of the population

is not proof of discouragement. Instead , an examiner must prove active dis

couragement , such as prescreening on a prohibited basis or advertising , the

content of which discourages on a prohibited basis , before the corrective

action can be required.

The substance of the corrective action contains two ambiguities which should

be clarified prior to finalization of the guidelines, if affirmative advertising

remains the method of corrective action .

The proposal states that " ... all advertising will be subject to review by the
enforcing agency ." ( Emphasis added . ) We believe this needs to be clarified to

specify whether this is meant to include all the banks advertising, or just
the affirmative advertisements required by the corrective action . If the dis

couragement has occurred through advertisements , then there may be some merit

to a review of all advertising . However , if the discouragement has occurred

through another method , such as prescreening , then the review by the agencies ...

should only encompass those affirmative advertisements required as the method

of corrective action .
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The other troublesome aspect of this proposal is that there are absolutely

no time period guidelines . As stated earlier , we believe there should be a

general statute of limitations , which in this case would limit how far back in

time the examiners could go in checking for discouragement of applicants on a

prohibited basis . On the other hand , there is no guidance for how long an

affirmative advertising campaign would have to be sustained . Although we

appreciate the flexibility incorporated into this section of the guidelines ,

we believe some maximums, either through a cost formula and /or time period ,
should be established .

Finally , we believe it is important to point out that some banks do not

advertise for loans or at least not consumer loans . This raises the question :

is affirmative advertising an appropriate remedy for banks in this category ?

An alternative to requiring affirmative advertising , when discouragement has

been identified , would be to require the institution to propose and develop

an affirmative plan , to be reviewed by the agency . This plan would have the

same objective , encouraging those who have previously been discouraged .

11. Using Discriminatory Elements in Credit Evaluation Systems in Violation

Once again we would like to first briefly address the scope of the violations

identified prior to discussing the particular corrective action . In the assess

ment of rejections where discriminatory elements have been considered , we

believe the corrective action should not apply to those applications with

another provable basis for rejection . Although this may be difficult in judg

mental systems it should be workable for credit scoring systems . However ,

whatever the credit evaluation system , when the use of discriminatory elements

has been found , the corrective action of soliciting new applications should not

be required for those applications where it can be shown that the applicant

would have been rejected regardless of the consideration of the discriminatory

element ( s ) . To do otherwise would be punitive rather than remedial. Although

this concept may be implicit in the statement that creditors will be required

to solicit applications from individuals " discriminatorily rejected, " we believe

it should be explicitly stated in the final guidelines .

In addition to soliciting new applications, the corrective action requires the

refund of any fees and costs paid in connection with the original applications,

prohibits any fees for the new application , and requires reimbursement for any

prepayment penalties incurred on any existing loans. For applicants who have

been able to obtain equivalent credit elsewhere, these requirements are punitive

to the creditor rather than remedial for the applicant. In fact , if the refund

of fees connected to original applications includes a refund for those fees paid

for the existing loan obtained in lieu of the discriminatorily denied credit ,

then the requirements would be clearly punitive, and would place these applicants

in a better position than consumers originally granted credit . For this reason ,
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there must be a fee at some point, either a fee not refunded for a previous

application or a fee charged for the new application , so that this remedy

does not consitute a wind fall to the applicant.

i

Our Association also believes there should be some maximum limit on the

period of time during which the creditor would be required to re - evaluate

credit applications, allowing flexibility within that limit . For a number of

reasons , a period of time not greater than one year is realistic . Soliciting

applicants rejected prior to a one - year period would not be cost effective as

many creditworthy applicants would probably have acquired credit elsewhere on

comparable terms or the need for credit will have passed , and therefore the

response to such a solicitation would probably be minimal.

Finally , the Comment which follows this particular corrective action states

that " ( t ) he standards of creditworthiness used to re - evaluate applications

shall not be more stringent than those in effect at the time the applicant was

denied credit. " . Although this is not troublesome , it should be clarified that

upon re- evaluation these standards will be applied to the applicant's status

at the time of reapplication. To require otherwise , would suggest that a

creditor may have to make a loan to a non - creditworthy applicant. This would

not be in keeping with the safe and sound operation of a bank .

Imposing More Onerous Terms on a Prohibited Basis in Violation of
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VI . Failing to Provide Notices of Adverse Action in Violation of

We believe it is clearly punitive rather than remedial, and would confuse

consumers , to require that notices of adverse action be sent to " all applicants

denied credit within 25 months of the date of the examination ." ( Emphasis added )

This corrective action should require adverse action notices only to those

applicants denied credit who have not previously received an appropriate

notice of adverse action . In addition , the period of time should be reduced

to not greater than one year . The primary purpose of adverse action notices

is to identify for applicants the weaknesses in their credit rating, so defects

and omissions can be remedied in order to improve their credit standing. To

supply an adverse action notice to an applicant denied credit over a year

ago, would not serve this purpose , and in fact would probably serve to confuse

consumers who have remedied their credit rating weaknesses.

VII. Failing to Maintain and Report Separate Credit Histories

Our only suggestion for this corrective action is to make a change in the

wording. Creditors should be required to " request " or " solicit" all the

necessary information that is lacking , rather than to " obtain " such infor

mation . To require a creditor to " obtain " this information could be asking

the impossible.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this proposal . We believe the

thrust of these guidelines is fair and reasonable, and hope our concerns

and suggestions will be helpful in further consideration of final guide

lines .

Sincerely ,

Gerald m . Lowrie
Getald M. Lowrie

Executive Director

Government Relations
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Congressman Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Commerce , Consumer & Monetary Affairs Subcommittee

House Committee on Government Operations

B- 377 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington , D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Rosenthal :

This letter is in response to your inquiry to this

Association regarding enforcement of the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act by the Federal

bank regulatory agencies . Specifically , your inquiry

focused on agency policies and practices in this area .

In order to properly respond to your letter , we

requested that all members of the CBA Legislative Committee

answer your questions . We have compiled their answers , which

serve as the basis for this Association's response . If

further clarification is needed on any point raised in

our letter , please do not hesitate to contact this office .

In your letter , you first posed a general question which

read as follows :

" First , what is your general evaluation of the enforce

ment policies and examination and supervisory ac

tivities of the Comptroller of the Currency , Federal

Reserve Board , and Federal Deposit Insurance Corp

oration in the area of equal credit opportunity ?

Given the statutory obligation of these agencies to

enforce the laws against credit discrimination , do

you find their enforcement policies and examination

practices fair and reasonable ? Have you suggestions

for how these policies and practices could be modified

or improved to ease the compliance burden on banks

without compromising the effectiveness of the overall

enforcement program ?"

In responding to this question , many of our members pointed

out that since they have only had one compliance examination ,

a thorough evaluation at this time is not possible . However ,
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all commentors found the compliance examination to be fair ,

reasonable , comprehensive and constructive . Most bankers

felt that the examiners were adequately trained and know

ledgeable with regard to the law ( this was especially true

with regard to the Comptroller's Office ) .

The only problem that has come to our attention is that

there have been serious conflicts of opinion between the

regulatory agencies over the proper interpretation of Regula

" There is an apparent difference of opinion between

bank financial regulators with regard to whether a

creditor in an unsecured loan can obtain a nonappli

cant spouse's signature on a continuing personal

guarantee related to property held as a joint tenancy

with rights of survivorship , or as a tenancy by the

entireties . The Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency in an Interpretive Staff Letter from the

Legal Advisory Service , dated September 14 , 1977 ,

held that in an unsecured credit transaction a sig

nature of a nonapplicant spouse on a continuing

guarantee cannot be required because it creates

personal liabilities on the part of the spouse .

The Staff of the Federal Reserve Board , however ,

indicated in an unofficial letter dated July 23 ,

1976 that nonapplicant spousal signatures may be

required where such signatures are essential to sup

port the extension of credit . "

The American Bar Association's Committee on the Regulation

of Consumer Credit is aware of these problems and has appointed

two subcommittees to review these problem areas and issue

recommendations . These subcommittees , Unified Rulemaking

Subcommittee and Relation to State Laws Subcommittee , are

chaired by Ralph J. Rohner , Professor of Law , Catholic Uni

versity , and Drew V. Tidwell of this Association , respectively .
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We believe that your subcommittee should seriously consider

discussing these problems with appropriate members of the

above subcommittees .

With regard to the specific questions you posed in

your letter , we submit the following responses .

1 .
What are your views about the enforcement steps it is

appropriate and reasonable for the banking agencies

to take in the case of banks that fail or refuse to

correct equal credit opportunity or fair housing

violations found and pointed out to them by examiners

in two or more successive examinations ?

Several of our bankers expressed shock and surprise

that any bank would continue to violate a regulation after

the problem had been brought to their attention , especially

if the violation is apparent , obvious and not subject to

dispute as mentioned above . However , we believe that before

proceeding to enforcement action , the agency should confer

with bank management and attempt to develop appropriate

methods of adjustment . If , after a good faith effort , the

bank continues to resist compliance , then appropriate uni

lateral action should be instituted .

We would also point out that in many instances , the

violations are not part of a general pattern of noncompliance ,

but the result of inadvertence and carelessness by bank offi

cers or employees. While the bank should be able to rectify

these errors after their initial discovery , the agency might

find a continuing problem in this area . In such a situation ,

we would suggest that the bank be required to improve its

internal training programs since this is probably the cause

of deficiency .

2 . What are your views about the proposed uniform enforce

ment guidelines for Regulation B ?

The Consumer Bankers Association has filed extensive

comments with the Interagency Coordinating Committee

regarding this issue . We have attached a copy of our comments
to this letter .

3 . Have you any specific comments or observations about the

adequacy of the banking agencies ' handling of individual

consumer complaints ?

None of our bankers had any problems with the handling
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of consumer complaints since the agencies bring very few

complaints to their attention . Also , several bankers

commented that very few customers were using the complaint

form developed by the Comptroller of the Currency. However,

there was one comment of significant importance that we would

like to bring to the Committee's attention .

A major West Coast banker pointed out that before a

consumer appeals to the bank regulatory agency with regard

to a consumer complaint , the consumer usually has contacted

the bank and has not been satisfied with the bank's response .

Therefore , he believes that the Federal bank agencies have

committed a serious public relations error when they send

the complaint back to the bank and request that the bank

contact the customer . It is felt that the impression is

given that the bank and the regulators are in league with

each other . Therefore , he requested that a different pro

cedure be developed where the regulator requests the appro

priate documents from the bank and conducts an independent

review .

4 .
Have you any sample measurements that you believe to

be broadly representative of the administrative costs

incurred by banks to comply with Regulation B ?

A few years ago , at the request of the Paperwork Com

mission , The Consumer Bankers Association did a survey re
garding the paperwork burden that had been imposed by the

revised Regulation B. Attached to this letter is a sample

survey form , survey results , and a copy of the testimony
we submitted to the Paperwork Commission . If you would

like additional information on the survey , please let us
know .

Also , Dr. Neil Murphy , then of the University of Maine ,

reworked our survey and developed a paper on the cost of

compliance with Regulation B. We have attached a copy of

Dr. Murphy's paper . The Federal Reserve Board also recently

did a study regarding the cost of compliance with ECOA and

the Fair Credit Billing Act . A copy of that material is

also attached .
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Although there were no definitive figures presented

by our bankers, several did try to quantify the cost in

curred in complying with the regulation ,

A medium - size Midwest bank estimated that the cost of

" producing" a loan had increased between 15 % to 20 % because

of Regulation B.

A $ 3 billion Western bank estimated that the start-up

cost with regard to Regulation B was approximately $ 250,000

with the following breakout :

Legal

Training

Forms / documents

Administration

Computer programming

5 %

20 %

60 %

The bank has a sizeable branch network and estimates

that its on-going costs for such items as forms /documentation ,

training , and administrative cost connected with Regulation B

alone to be $ 125,000 .

A $ 1 billion mid-South bank estimated that Regulation

B imposed an on-going yearly cost of $ 80,000 to $ 120,000

for legal work , forms and defense of frivolous suits .

All of the other bankers who commented felt that the

cost was exorbitant , but that it would be very difficult

to break out adequate figures that could be relied upon by

the Committee .

5 . Can you identify specific individual components of the

required compliance steps that are especially costly to
banks ?

It was the opinion of all those who commented that a

longer lead-in with regard to regulatory change would save

a significant amount of the cost of compliance , Financial

institutions during the past few years have had to revise their

forms and training procedures at least every six months in

order to accommodate regulatory changes and various court
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decisions reinterpreting consumer credit law . Therefore ,

most institutions would like to be able to exhaust existing

supplies of forms before revising or reordering .

Also , several bankers commented that providing reasons

for adverse action have made customers more aggressive and

inquisitive regarding reasons for turndowns . Thus , many

banks have had to devote additional staff time to customer

interviews in order to explain the reasons for adverse ac

tion .

Several of our lenders located in Western states have the

belief that their " community property laws " have caused many

real problems that have not been adequately handled by the

Federal Reserve Board . These commentators strongly urge that

the Federal Reserve Board employ individuals who understand

community property law and have them review Regulation B

as it relates to this area of property law .

Several commentators mentioned that the 25-month record

retention requirement was imposing significant costs . They

asked whether this requirement could be reduced since , with

the new intensive compliance exams , any violation would be

caught within a year .

The Consumer Bankers Association hopes that your Subcommittee

finds these answers responsive to your inquiry . If you desire

clarification , please do not hesitate to contact our staff .

Sincerely,

Maules fitters , fr.
Charles F. Patterson , Jr.

President

Attachments
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THE

CONSUMER

BANKERS

ASSOCIATION

September 5 , 1978

Equal Credit Opportunity Guidelines

Room B-4107

Washington , D , C , 20551

Dear Sir :

The Consumer Bankers Association , which represents the

consumer lending departments of over 315 commercial banks

who hold over 55 % of the consumer credit outstandings for

such institutions , appreciates being provided this opportunity

to present our views on the Proposed Equal Credit Opportunity

Act Enforcement Guidelines ,

Last December , this Association presented extensive com

ments to the Interagency Task Force on the Proposed Truth in

Lending Enforcement Guidelines with regard to the issue of

whether these guidelines were in actuality regulations , and

therefore governed by the provisions of the Administrative

Procedures Act . We questioned the authority of the agencies

to issue or enforce the guidelines since , in our opinion ,

neither the Truth in Lending Act ( 15 U.S.c , 1600 et seq . ) nor

the Financial Institution Supervisory Act ( 12 U. , c . 1818 )

authorizes such actions on the part of the Federal bank regula

tors . Therefore , attached as Addendum I is a revised version

of the analysis which we had previously provided .

A second major concern is the failure to include a statute

of limitations in the guidelines . In analyzing the guidelines ,

we find this problem pervades all sections of the proposal , The

Association believes that some time limitation should be set

instead of allowing the open-ended guidelines , However , in

discussing this issue with agency officials , we have found a

lack of appreciation for the fundamental legal and social policy

reasons that led Anglo-Saxon lawmaking bodies since 1540 to

set a statute of limitations for the correction or punishment

of civil or criminal wrongs , Therefore , attached as Addendum II

is an analysis prepared by the Association on this important

issue ,
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Because of the complexity of Regulation B , many of the

violations which might be encountered will be of a technical

While we are aware that both the " Supplementary Information "

and " General Enforcement Policy " sections of the proposal

state that " corrective action " will be required only for " sub

stantial violations , " we find no definition of this term , Does

this refer to a significant violation but occurs only in isolated

instances ? Must there be some form of damage or reliance by the

consumer before a substantial violation will be found ? We hope

that the agencies will answer these questions in the final guide

lines , However , we point out that in many instances , to re

contact or review old applications will be very expensive and

of limited social utility .

Another major issue of concern relates to the significant

increase in civil liability that will be imposed on financial

institutions if they comply with an agency request or a cease

and desist order from an agency to take corrective action . In

fact , the guidelines state clearly that they will not act as a

" foreclosure of a consumer's right to bring civil action under

the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , " Therefore , if an institution

takes corrective action to redress the consumer , it is immedi

ately opening itself up to suit under $ 706 of the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act ,

Under tort law , it has always been held that if a tort

feasor creates a dangerous situation and then corrects the situ

ation in order to prevent further inquiry the fact that the

correction was made cannot be used in court , The public policy

reason is that individuals should be encouraged to correct a

dangerous situation without incurring further liability . See :

ALR 2d 1296 ; Federal Rules of Evidences , Rule 407 , This con

cept is referred to as the " Subsequent Remedial Measures Doctrine "

and is embodied in both the common law as well as the Federal

Rules of Evidences , If a creditor can be sued after making a

consumer whole , then this basic long standing public policy

concept will be defeated and voluntary corrective action dis

couraged ,
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The same philosophy has also been embodied in $ 130 ( b )

of the Truth in Lending Act , which provides a cure provision ,

Obviously , the intent behind these guidelines is to provide

redress for consumers who have been adversely affected by

a financial institution's inadvertent violation of the Act ,

To allow a consumer to sue after the institution has made

the consumer whole through corrective action would seem to

transform these guidelines into punitive measures and places.

the institution in double jeopardy .

Since the Equal Credit Opportunity Act is a relatively

new piece of legislation , it has not been subject to extensive

litigation or judicial interpretation . However , the civil

liability section of the Truth in Lending Act is very similar

to that found in 5706 of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act .

Early Truth in Lending court decisions held that its remedies

were remedial and not punitive. By allowing a creditor to
take corrective action or make restitution and then be sued

by the consumer who has been made whole , would transform this

legislation into strictly a punitive measure ,

Secondly , the guidelines require that creditors would be

required to solicit applications from discouraged classes

through affirmative advertising. In imposing this requirement ,

we believe that consideration should be given to the fact that

many institutions do not engage in advertising through the

media and therefore , the propriety of this remedy is questionable ,

Furthermore , it is doubtful , in our opinion , that advertising

is the proper method to remedy many forms of discouragement ,

For many reasons , we doubt the efficacy of affirmative advertising

to properly remedy various types of discouragement ,

For example , we would suggest that the agencies consider

more flexible remedies in the guidelines and consider allowing

the offending creditor to engage in some type of consumer educa

tion , In minority and low - income neighborhoods , an educational

program on how to properly apply for and use credit would be

more socially beneficial and productive than affirmative adver

tising . However , if the agencies insist on requiring affirmative

advertising , we would point out that there are several practical

problems with that course of action ,
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For instance , most effective types of advertising are

usually done in the mass media , which usually is a newspaper

with city-wide circulation . The same would be true of tele

vision and radio , We would doubt that running advertisements

in this media would communicate with minority or lower income

groups that have been discouraged , There is also some doubt

that a media campaign would affect the manner in which individu

als select the financial institutions which they will approach

when applying for credit , In line with our previous suggestion ,

we would suggest that some other form of affirmative action

would better serve all interests , considering the dubious

possibility that an advertising campaign will aid a discouraged

class , we would suggest that the cost of advertising is closer

to a penalty or fine rather than corrective action ,

As a possible answer to the objections we have raised ,

we are aware that the agencies might require that the bank ad

vertise in minority papers or radio , such as running an adver

tisement in a Spanish language paper , However , under the state

law in several states such as Illinois , Massachusetts and Cali

fornia , if you advertise in Spanish or conduct any part of

the transaction or solicitation in Spanish , then the instal

ment loan contract must be in that foreign language , Therefore ,

if the bank does not have Spanish language contracts , which are

very expensive and difficult to produce , then an advertising

program in a Spanish paper could place a bank in violation of

the state law . Furthermore , the Consumer ' Affairs Division of

the Federal Reserve Board has received extensive documentation

regarding the problems encountered in drafting Spanish Truth

in Lending disclosures as well as contracts . A review of these

files , we believe , would be beneficial ,

In the " comment " portion of the first violation , we find

that the agency discusses itvictims of pre- screening . " Both

the guidelines and $ 202,5 of Regulation B embody the concept

of " discouragement , " On the other hand , pre -screening is. a

method by which creditors decide which groups they will solicit ,

The failure to solicit a group should not be equated with dis

couraging a credit application from that group , Basic economic

necessity dictates that a creditor cannot solicit everyone in

its market , and therefore the banker will attempt to attract

those customers who will be the most likely to apply for credit

and will be good customers if accepted . Therefore , omitting a

group on the basis of valid economic evaluation should not be
considered discouragement ,

The second violation to be reviewed by the agencies relates

to using discriminatory elements in credit evaluation systems ,

which will require a creditor to take several actions to correct

this violation , In both this section and the preamble entitled ,
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" General Enforcement Policy , " we find a requirement for a

written loan policy . While we believe that all banks should

have a written loan policy , this concept as used in the guide

lines is different from the concept of a loan policy as viewed

by commercial bankers ,

The banking community views a loan policy as being

a statement , which has been approved by the bank's board of

directors and provided to all loan officers , stating the types

of loans which are available from the bank and under what terms

The type of loan policy which seems to be envisioned by

the General Enforcement Policy Statement seems to be in line

with our concept of a loan policy . However , the type of

loan policy envisioned by the second guideline mandates that

the credit evaluation criteria used by a lender be dictated

by the agency . While Regulation B lists a number of factors

a creditor cannot use to evaluate an applicant , we feel strongly

that the agency lacks the authority to dictate to the bank what

system of economic evaluation it should use when deciding if

a person is creditworthy . This requirement , in our opinion ,

is a form of credit allocation ,

This second guideline also requires a lender to reevaluate

and solicit new applications from all applicants who have been

rejected on a discriminatory basis. First , we are concerned

as to who will make the decision as to whether an applicant

was turned down on a discriminatory basis , In a judgmental

credit evaluation system , it would be impossible , in many

instances , to determine if an applicant was turned down on

a discriminatory basis . Therefore , we believe that further

disclosure should be made by the agency as to the methodology

that will be used by the examiner to determine if discrimination

has occurred ,

Secondly , if creditworthy applicants were rejected on a

discriminatory basis , then those applicants , in most instances ,

have probably secured credit elsewhere , In many instances ,

the applicant mayhavereceivedcredit on as good , ifnotbetter,

terms than that available from the discriminatory creditor ,

Therefore , we must question whether any social benefit would be

achieved by requiring the solicitation of new applications since

the response will probably be small ,

37-415 0 - 79 - 121
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If the agencies do feel compelled to allow reapplication

with refunding of any fees paid , waiving future fees and paying

any prepayment penalty incurred by the consumer , then we find

several problems with this approach ,

First , the consumer should be required to show that the

loan eventually secured was not on terms equal to or better

than those available from the offending creditor ,

We also question the requirement that the consumer be

refunded any fees or costs paid by them in connection with

the original loan and then be excused from paying any fee in

connection with the new application . This.places the applicant

in a better position than if discrimination had not occurred .

The net effect is to punish the creditor by imposing a penalty

for illegally discriminating , which is outside the authority

of the agencies , Only the courts can impose penalties ,

Also , in many instances , any economic damage suffered by

the consumer could be cured short of requiring a new loan , The

agency could require the creditor to pay to the consumer what

ever additional charges or interest he incurred because of the

discriminatory credit practice . This is preferable since the

creditor will not have to pay for the prepayment penalty as well

as waive and refund various fees , and the consumer will not have

to reapply . In fact , a cash payment would make the consumer

whole , which is the objective of the guidelines , without imposing

unneeded costs on the banker ,

Finally , when reviewing a credit application under this

guideline , a bank should be able to determine whether or not

the applicant is presently creditworthy . To make a loan to an

individual who is not able to repay the loan would not serve

any social purpose and would hurt the consumer . Furthermore ,

a bank has an obligation to make safe and sound loans which

means not making loans to uncreditworthy customers ,

With regard to Violation III , which deals with imposing

more onerous terms on a prohibited basis , we would recommend

that the agency consider only requiring the creditor to make

such reimbursement as necessary in order to make the consumer

whole , As mentioned above , to completely renegotiate a contract

may be very expensive and of minimum social utility . Also , if
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:he agencies do require the creditor to change the terms

of the contract , there is a possible Regulation 2 violation

nvolved . Therefore , we would recommend that an amendment

:0 Regulation 2 be considered to allow this type of change ,

Violation IV relates to obtaining a co- signer on a pro

hibited basis , We would point out that under Illinois law , for

example , the only persons who can serve as a co-signer are

che debtor's spouse or parent . Therefore , we recommend that these

considerations should be kept in mind when reviewing this

guideline , Also , with regard to substitute co-signers , we

suggest that the guidelines should be clarified to assure

that the financial institution can insist that the new co

signer be a financially responsible individual ,

Violation v relates to the failure to collect monitoring

information in violation of 5202,13 , We believe that many

customers , especially those who were denied credit , would resent

the bank soliciting this information and consider it an invasion

of privacy . We doubt the wisdom of requiring the collection

of this information retroactively ,

Violation VI requires a creditor who failed to provide

a notice of adverse action to send such notice to " all applicants

denied credit " within the past 25 months, First , we believe

that it is an oversight that " all applicants who were denied

credit should receive the notice , We suggest that sending the

notice should be limited to only those applicants who had

adverse action taken against them and were not properly notified .

We also question the utility of requiring a creditor to go back

25 months to inform an applicant of the reasons for adverse
action , The primary reason for requiring the notice is to in

form the applicant of the reason for denial so that the applicant

can take any needed corrective action to improve his or her

credit standing . Information which is over one year old may be
of very limited usefulness since it is so dated . This is es

pecially true when considering the great expense the creditor

will have to go to in order to reconstruct from old credit files

the notice of adverse action ,

Violation VII relates to the failure to report separate

credit histories for married persons , If the agency, determines

that the banker has failed to report such histories , we would

recommend that the creditor be required to contact the customer

and ask if he or she desires such reporting. However , if no

response is received , the creditor should be considered to have
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complied with his responsibility under the regulation ,

creditor should be required only to request this information

once .

The Consumer Bankers Association appreciates this oppor

tunity to comment on these guidelines , If you have any ques
tions or desire clarification regarding our comments , please

do not hesitate to contact the CBA Staff ,

Sincerely ,

SanSmith
James L , Smith

President

Attachments
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ADDENDUM I

15 u.s.c. 1691c ( a ) ( 1 ) specifically empowers the banking

agencies to enforce compliance with the requirements of the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act ( 15 U.S.c. 1691 et seq . ) under

Section 8 ( b ) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act 712 U.S.C.

1818 ( b ) ) . The Association believes that the powers granted

to the agencies by Section 1818 ( b ) do not constitute authority

for the ordering of restitution and affirmative action as pro

posed in the guidelines . Specifically , that section provides

that when the agency finds , after a hearing , that any insured

bank or bank which has insured deposits is engaging or has

engaged " in an unsafe and unsound practice in conducting the

business of such bank , or is violating or has violated .

a law , rule or regulation , " the agency :

" may issue and serve upon the bank an order to

cease and desist from any such violation or

practice . Such order may...require the bank ...

to cease and desist from the same , and further ,

to take affirmative action to correct the con

ditions resulting from any such violation or

practice , "

Section 1818 ( b ) was enacted by the Financial Institution

Supervisory Act of 1966 , P.L. 89-695 . There is nothing in

the legislative history of this Act to indicate that Congress

intended the agencies to have the power they are now asserting .

The primary concern at the time was to prevent depletion of

a bank's assets by a continuing unsafe or unsound practice

resulting from the personal dishonesty of its officers . See ,

1966 U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative News , 89th Cong. ,

2nd Sess . , 3536 , 3539. As stated in S , Rept , No. 1482 , 89th

Cong . , 2nd Sess . , 1966 :

" Present law provides no other protection against

increased losses caused by the continuation of

such violations or practices while time consuming

enforcement proceedings are in progress . "
n

In United States v . Sessen , 399 U.S. 267 ( 1970 ) , Justice

Harlan , speaking for the Court stated :

" The axiom that courts should endeavor to give

statutory language that meaning that nurtures

the policies underlying the legislation is one

that guides us when circumstances not plainly

covered by the terms of the statute are subsumed

by the underlying policies to which Congress

was committed , " ( Ibid , p . 297-298 . )
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In enacting Section 1818 ( b ) , Congress never considered the pro

priety of an administrative remedy of the type proposed here ;

the possibility of an agency ordering financial restitution

was never mentioned . Rather the concern was with the depletion

of assets from ongoing unsafe and unsound practices and as

stated by Chairman Wright Patman of the House Banking Committee

in support of this legislation , the related concern of protecting

the savings and checking accounts of depositors . ( 112 Cong . Recor

24984. )

clearly then , the purpose of this Act was and is to pre

serve the assets of financial institutions , not to dissipate

them , which would certainly be the result of the exercise of

authority proposed here . There could be no other result ,

particularly when after an institution has made restitution ,

it would still be exposed to further civil liability for the

same violation . This duplication of private recovery is not

called for under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and certainly

does not meet the objective of the Financial Institution Super

visory Act in providing for a safe and sound banking system .

To allow a duplication of private recovery is , at the least ,

unusual , and should not be assumed . from such a general grant

of agency authority clearly enacted to deal with other matters ;

the invocation of such a remedy should first be authorized

by a specific statutory provision , after Congress has had an

opportunity to carefully consider the specific problem at hand ,

Congress itself has seen the merit of this position ,

The Truth in Lending Act ( 15 U.S.c. 1600 et seq . ) is also

enforced under Section 1818 ( b ) . Although similar guidelines

to the ones at hand have been proposed by the agencies ,

s , 2802 , the Truth in Lending Simplification and Reform Act ,

contains specific provisions and limitations by which the

agencies can exercise this authority . It is self -evident

that had Congress intended Section 1818 ( b ) , or believed that

it conferred , the authority to require restitution on the

agencies , then such a provision would not be necessary , However ,

not only did the Senate deem it necessary to confer the authority

but also to place stringent limitations on that authority . Ad

justments would be mandated only on a finding of a clear and

consistent pattern and practice of violations , and only if there

is no significant adverse impact on the safety and soundness

of the institution .

The importance of these limitations cannot be imposed ,

Considering the spectrum of possible truth in lending violations ,

it is extremely significant that the Senate limited the restitu

tion authority to only inaccurate disclosure of the annual per

centage rate or finance charge , and then only under extreme cir

cumstances of noncompliance with a further limitation that the

safety and soundness of the bank must be considered . It could

not be clearer that congress did not intend , in empowering the

agencies with enforcement authority for both the truth in Lending
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fort and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act under Section 1818 ( b ) ,

e exercise of the proposed authority , The limitations in

Perhaps even more significant is the provision of s , 2802

lich requires that an adjustment may be ordered only in

icordance with institution of cease and desist procedures ,

is is important because cease and desist proceedings and orders

ce of prospective application only , aimed at correcting ongoing

cactices . As with Truth in Lending , many of the violations

nich may be found and ordered corrected under the Equal Credit

pportunity Act have long since been corrected by the institu

Lon .

This interpretation is consistent with the reading and

istory of Section 1818 ( b ) . It is apparent when reviewing

he history of this section that Congress intended the

hrase , " to take affirmative action to correct the condition

esulting from any such violation or practice " to mean that

he agency could order prospective internal changes in how an

.nstitution conducts its business , As with the above noted

rovisions of s . 2802 , it is obvious that under Section 1818 ( b )

:here is no separate authority to require " affirmative action "

ind that this action may be required only as incident to a cease

ind desist order . The guidelines as drawn completely ignore

chis clear mandate , For the agencies to order restitution not

in conjunction with a cease and desist proceeding would clearly

de a punitive measure , If Congress had intended the agencies

to take on a judicial role , ire ,, take punitive measures to

enforce private rights , it could have so stated in 15 U.S.c ,

1691 ( c ) , Instead , in Section 1691 ( e ) , Congress created a private

right of action with specific penalties , including punitive

damages

To conclude , the Association does not believe , as a matter

of standard statutory construction that Section 1818 ( b ) can be

interpreted to grant to the agencies the power to order re

imbursement , Although the subsection grants cease and desist

authority to Federal banking agencies when they find " a violation

of law , " we do not believe that it allows restitution . That

phrase must be read in conjunction with and as subsidiary to

the underlying " unsafe and unsound practices " prevention objective
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of the section . Therefore , there is a serious question as to

whether the " violation of the law " provision was ever intended

to grant separate authority to the type asserted .

Further specific consideration must also be given to

the means of exercising the enforcement authority conferred

by Section 1818 ( b ) . A cease and desist order , prospective

in application , by its very nature precludes restitution

for past violations . Because of the problems outlined above ,

we believe that the agency should withdraw these proposals

until a firmer legal basis can be established ,

Equally important to the legal considerations are the

practical aspects relating to the safety and soundness of

the financial institutions , as expressed in the legislative

history of the Financial Institution Supervisory Act and in the

provisions of the pending s . 2802 , The wisdom of enacting

the guidelines as proposed is , at best , questionable . The

ordering of restitution is clearly contrary to the objective

of preserving the assets of a financial institution , and

could operate to undermine the stability of the entire banking

structure .
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ADDENDUM II

The first statute of limitations were enacted by the

nglish Parliament when the abuses of trying to enforce demands

ecame unendurable . 32 Henry VIII , c . 2 , enacted in 1540 , applied

nly to when realty was involved . This was superseded in 1623

y 21 James I , c . 16 , which included specific limitations on

1l actions . Kyle v . Green Acres at Verona , Inc., 207 A , 20

13 , 514-5 ( 1965 ) . Although originally justified by the

:heory that a long time lapse with no assertion of rights meant

hat payment had been made , this justification has long since

been abandoned . 51 Am.Jur . 2nd Lim . Act , 32 . In Pappas v .

Braithwaite , 162 P.2d 212 ( 1945 ) , the court noted :

" Inasmuch as statutes of limitation are not generally

regarded with favor by the courts , it is the consensus

of the authorities that the defense of the statute

of limitations stands upon the same plane as any

other legal defense , and is one to which , in proper

circumstances , all men are entitled as a right , The

defense is not technical , but is deemed to be legiti

mate , substantial and meritorious , " ' 34 Am.Jur . , Limita

tion of Actions , sec , 12 pp , 22 , 23 .

The Supreme Court has consistently found statutes of

limitations to be based on important public policy considera

tions :

" Statutes of limitation are vital to the welfare

of society and are favored in the law . They are

found and approved in all systems of enlightened

jurisprudence . They promote repose by giving se

curity and stability to human affairs . An important

public policy lies at their foundation , They stimu

late activity and punish negligence , While time is

constantly destroying the evidence of rights , they

supply its place by a presumption which renders proof

unnecessary , " Wood v . Carpenter , 101 U.S. 125 , 139 ( 1879 ) .
1

" Statutes of limitations are primarily designed to

assure fairness to defendants . Such statutes ' pro

mote justice by preventing surprises through the

revival of claims that have been allowed to slumber

until evidence has been lost , memories have faded ,

and witnesses have disappeared . The theory is that

even if one has a just claim it is unjust not to put

the adversary on
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The Association asserts that to enact the guidelines as

proposed , without a statute of limitations , would be contrary

to the public policy consistently espoused by both Congress

and the courts . The bringing of stale claims , after evidence

has disappeared and memories faded , is not only disruptive

to the statutory scheme and the judicial system , but patently

unfair to the defendants , The primary purpose of these statute

is to compel the exercise of a right of action within a reasona

time so that the opposing party has a fair opportunity to

defend . Housing Authority of Union City v . Commonwealth

Trust Co. , 136 A , 20 401, 404 ( 1957 ) ..

In this case , Congress has deemed two years as a reasonabl .

time in which a private party may initiate civil litigation , В:

not adhering to this time period , the proposed guidelines are

inconsistent with the general rule that the running of a limita :

tion period under statute which both creates a right of action

and also fixes the time within which suit for enforcement

of that right must be commenced extinguishes the right of

action as well as the remedy . See , e.g. , United States ex

rel . Texas Portland Cement Co , V , McCord , 233 U , S , 157 , 162 ( 191

The standard time period for initiating a contract action ,

under Federal and state law , is usually three years . ' As origina

enacted , 15 U.S.c. 1691 ( f ) called for a one year period for the

bringing of actions . Congress amended this section in 1976 ,

P , L , 94-239,90 Stat . 253 , to extend to two years the limitation

period ,

In considering this question not once , but twice , Congress

has clearly intended for private actions to be brought promptly ,

and deemed two years as an adequate time period . The 1976

amendment expressly provides for a one year extension provided

an agency has commenced an enforcement proceeding within two

years of the date of the occurrence of the violation , Congress

must have been considering the burden to banks , in this respect ,

for providing an extension to the private litigant only if an

agency has commenced a proceeding serves to put the bank on

notice that there is a claim so that the bank might fairly

defend its position , As stated by the court in Kyle , at 517 , 51

To permit the agencies to commence actions for an indefinite

period would be to defeat this Congressional purpose ,

This basic policy of not permitting actions on stale

claims has been a tenet of American law since its beginning .

The necessity and importance to all parties concerned and to the
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judicial structure itself of providing a statute of limitations

for statutorily created rights cannot be overemphasized .

Leitch v . New York Central R. Co., 58 NE2d 16 , 20 ( 1944 ) , the

court succinctly stated :

" The very purpose of a statute of limitations is

to require any necessary litigation to be brought

within such times as the particular facts and

circumstances may be proved with the utmost cer

tainty and before adequate proof has become stale

or entirely lost . "

This is particularly important in action brought by the

agencies under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act since , even

if the bank has retained its records , such proof may not be

conclusive . Unwritten policies and attitudes of the bank

and its employees may be involved , to allow a Federal bank
regulatory agency , in the name of the United States , to do for

a private plaintiff what he has been barred by Congress from

doing himself , is certainly contrary to Congressional intent

in this case specifically as well as to the public policy

advocated by Congress and the Judiciary for the last two
hundred years .

The question of the role of the United States in such

an action should also be considered at this point . Although

the United States may not be bound by a statute of limitations

in a suit brought by it to enforce a public right , such as

a defense will prevail when it is suing to enforce the rights

of individuals , See , e , g . , United States v . Beebe, 127

U.S. 338 ( 1887 ) ; Curtner v . United States , 149 U.S. 662 ( 1893 ) .

In Beebe , the Court stated it thus :

It

" Applying these priniciples to this case , an inspection

of the record shows that the Government , though in name

the complainant , is not the real contestant party to

the title or property in the land in controversy .

has no interest in the suit , and has nothing to gain

from the relief prayed for , and nothing to lost if the

relief is denied . The bill itself was filed in the

name of the United States , and signed by the Attorney

General on the petition of private individuals , and

the right asserted without the intervention of the United

The Association believes that Federal regulators before

enacting the proposed guidelines without a statute of limitations ,
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should weigh heavily these considerations , In light of the

important public policy and reasons therefore and the legal

principles concerning the United States as a nominal plaintiff ,

it would be grossly unfair to potential defendants to enact

these guidelines as proposed . It would undoubtedly lead to

protracted litigation , which would not only hinder the very

enforcement activity which these guidelines address , but

would also disrupt the banking regulatory system , create furthei

uncertainty as to the state of the law , and impose needless

burdens on both the agencies and their respective banks .
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( counsel ) No. Hours Appendix B ( 31 Banks )
Amount Spent
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Appendix B
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My name is Howard E. Weston , and I am Vice President of The

Washington Trust Company of Westerly , Rhode Island . I am testi

fying on behalf of the Consumer Bankers Association . My bank has

total assets of approximately $ 100 million . I am accompanied today

by Drew V. Tidwell , Legislative Representative of the Consumer

Bankers Association . The Consumer Bankers Association ( CBA ) greatly

appreciates this opportunity to appear before your Commission in

order to discuss the paperwork burdens that are being imposed upon

businessmen by various federal agencies through commercial banks .

What are these burdens? The results of a survey recently con

ducted by CBA indicated that in complying with only ONE federal

regulation , the cost is $ 4.83 for each loan application . This

includes many factors which we will develop in detail later in

this testimony . They include such items as destruction of old

loan applications ( one bank alone paid $ 64,679 as of June 30 , 1976

just to destroy its superceded loan application forms ) . For all

reporting banks , legal counsel time averaged 63.4 hours and had an

average cost of $ 2,757.42 .

According to a study conducted by Credit Research Center at

Purdue University for the Federal Reserve Board , the cost to the

entire consumer credit industry of complying with the ECOA notice

requirement was $ 7.5 million .
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And who do you think ultimately pays for all of this ? The

depositor and the borrower . And in terms of the conservation of

natural resources such as timber , and energy , we cannot even hazard

a guess at the total cost in destroying what must surely be hundreds

of thousands of tons of paper .

The Consumer Bankers Association is a national trade organization

which represents the consumer lending departments of commercial banks .

Our members hold more than 50 percent of all of the consumer loans

outstanding in commercial banks some 38 billion dollars .
The CBA

represents bank lending officers who deal with the public daily . Much

of our effort has been directed towards advising banks as to what they

must do to comply with various federal regulations .

With traditional respect for the American legislative process ,

bankers have always tried to properly follow the law in accordance

with the appropriate implementing regulations . Until recently we

have found that we did not need a platoon of attorneys to advise us

as to what would or would not comply with federal regulations .

I would be one of the first persons to admit that regulations

and legislation are necessary in any industry if only to police and

to correct the occasional abuses that do occur , however , the flood

of consumer legislation that has descended upon us recently , in

my opinion , has produced an environment of overkill .
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I have attended conferences , conventions , seminars and any

number of discussion groups , to avail myself of proper interpre

tation of rules and regulations ; in most instances , I have been

faced with utter frustration in not being able to obtain direct

definitive answers . Even members of the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System have repeatedly prefaced their remarks

before conventions and conferences with the common statement ,

" We won't know the answer to that question until it has been tested

in court " .

I for one , do not want to go to court for an answer ; they are

too crowded now with bankruptcies and truth - in - lending actions .

I feel legislation can and should be drafted as well as imple

mented with due consideration of the problems that may develop .

We have received little if any assistance from regulatory authorities

as to how we should proceed to comply with consumer legislation .

In a recent conversation on this subject with me, my bank's

President asked , " Have the regulators become the ' wreckulators ? ' "

Is common sense no longer common ?

Many of their regulations often time have all the clarity of

Chaucerian riddles unsolvable for centuries . And they must be

implemented over very short periods of time with a minimum of pub

licity given to their interpretation .
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However , in the past five years , federal legislation and the

consequent regulatory interpretations have been increasingly de

vised to " cross the t's and dot the i's " . This has forced many

small banks which have only few officers and no in-house legal

counsel to conform to elaborate regulations which can only be in

terpreted by lawyers who are specialists in a given subject .

We have found that many of the regulations have been subject

to bureaucratic committee writing . You are all familiar with the

saying that a camel is actually a horse designed by a committee .

Well , thanks to advanced technology , bureaucrats seem to be the

only ones able to accomplish this impossible feat .

Increasingly , bankers have become disillusioned with such

regulations particularly those whose purpose is to help the

consumer . Civil and criminal penalties attached to noncompliance

of the regulations are increasingly severe .

Throughout all of this , please be mindful that we lend the

money which you and many millions of other American consumers have

deposited with us . Both legally and morally bankers are obligated

to return this money with interest . The extent of our concern with

how to do this legally is now being matched by our bewilderment in

understanding the regulations under which we must operate .

I can personally assure you that consumers , my customers ,

after reading the lending forms that regulations insist that we
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furnish them , have turned to me in bewilderment and asked me to

please fill it out for them . That , in most cases , contravenes the

spirit and intent of the law . Picture the customer that I have known

for 15 years and previously have asked him the questions on an ap

plication now he must fill it out himself . In many cases , he

can't read or understand them , he's embarrassed is that fair?

Not only do we have overlapping confusion on everyone's part ,

overkill in the form of deadening notices , but we also have a very

serious problem in dealing with the cost benefits of these confu

sing regulations to the consumer .

Our members are very concerned that the intent of the Congress

in creating your commission to restrain bureaucratic paperwork be

more than mere lip service . We are here because we believe that

Congress will listen to you and act to cut the waste and confusion .

The main thrust of much of this commission's activities has

been aimed at the burdens that have been placed upon businessmen

in filling out forms which governmental agencies have sent to them .

We believe that your analysis should be carried one step further .

In the credit field , governmental agencies are now requiring signi

ficant form changes by bankers . These form changes mainly have been

in two primary areas that in the application for credit and later

the consumer credit contract between the banker and the customer .
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To demonstrate to the Commission the paperwork burdens that

will be imposed by this type of regulation , we have conducted a

survey regarding the recently passed Equal Credit Opportunity Act ,

as implemented by the Federal Reserve Board's Regulation B , which

prohibits discrimination in the granting of credit on the basis of

sex or marital status .

A copy of our survey form is attached to this testimony as

Appendix A. Some of the results of this survey are attached as

Appendix B. After discussing these results , we would like to

point out to the Commission how , in many instances , the form change

dictated by the regulatory agency was not mandated by the Act when

passed by Congress . Essentially , much of this regulation was con

ceived without the mandate of law . In addition , we would like to

emphasize that these regulations tend only to confuse the consumer

and has made granting of credit more difficult and expensive for the

consumer .

Finally , we would like to make some suggestions to the Com

mission regarding how the consumer's rights can continue to be

protected as intended by the Congress without imposing unwieldy

and unrealistic paperwork burdens .

Turning first to our survey CBA is not the only group that

has looked at the cost of regulating Reg . B. Recently the Federal

Reserve Bank of Philadelphia surveyed a cross section of banks in
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the New Jersey area to determine the cost of complying with Reg . B ,

which is attached as Appendix c . The main cost involved with this

regulation is major changes in the application form which consumers

fill out as well as the method used for evaluating credit . The

results of the Philadelphia Fed study are that the impact of this

regulation on the net income of banks ranging from $ 50 million to $ 500

million dollars in assets is from .9 percent to 3 percent of net

income gentlemen , not gross income . This translates into a cost

per share of stock , to between two cents and eight cents . In con

ferring with economists at the Federal Reserve Board they have in

formed CBA that this is the most expensive regulation ever imposed

on the banking community .

Since the main impact of this regulation was on loan applica

tion forms, our Association did a survey on this matter .

As Appendix D we are attaching a sample

survey form . We find that there are approximately $ 92.5 million

consumer loan accounts outstanding in commercial banks at this

time . Every year , commercial banks in the country received $ 40.7

million applications for credit . Keeping this in mind , we find

that the average cost incurred by banks in complying with Reg . B

per application is $ 4.83. With regard to per application cost ,

we have found that it fluctuates from one financial institution

to another in the following range $ .22 to $ 45.22 . We can see
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generally that larger financial institutions find this regulation

less expensive per application because of the larger volume of

applications that they receive , however , there are certain in

herent costs in complying with this regulation that must be paid

by all institutions regardless of size .

We also found that our institutions had spent an average of

$ 2,757.42 for attorneys and those attorneys had to work an average

of 63.4 hours in revising the bank's forms .

Many large institutions have informed us that disposal costs

run into thousands of dollars . The point we are trying to make is

that these regulations are expensive and all expenses are reflected

in the cost of money factor . Appendicies E and F will show the cost

of extending credit .

I am
sure many of you now are questioning in your own minds

whether the law ( Equal Credit Opportunity Act ) required the forms

changes which we have found to be so costly . I believe that a

careful reading of the law will show that this is not the case .

Specifically , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act , which is Title 7

of the Consumer Credit Protection Act , contains the following :

S701 ( a ) " It shall be unlawful for any creditor to discri

( b ) " An inquiry of marital status shall not constitute

discrimination for purposes of this title if such inquiry

is for the purpose of ascertaining the creditor's rights

and remedies applicable to the particular extension of

credit , and not to discriminate in a determination of

creditworthiness . "
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The rest of the text is composed of Section 702 , which is

the definition of terms , 5703 which grants the Federal Reserve

Board authority to write regulations , S704 which outlines the

administrative enforcement , S706 which states the civil liability

for violation , and s707 which gives the effective date .

This law is five pages long . The Federal Reserve Board

regulations to implement this Act are 32 pages long . The guts

of the Act are the two simple sentences , s701 ( a ) and ( b ) . And.

on the basis of these two sentences the Fed has imposed a 32 page

regulation on the consumer finance community . We feel that this

is unnecessary .

Two sections of the regulation clearly outline the intent of

Congress . Specifically , I am referring to $ 202.2 and 202.4 ( a ) .

If these were the only two changes required we would have no problems.

The other requirements of the regulations were arbitrarily imposed .

Definitely , bankers and all individuals know when you are dis

criminating against a person because of his sex or marital status .

Since loans are our main source of income and income is our only

source of profit , what banker would turn down a loan ( for his com

petition to take ) just because the borrower happened to be fat or

thin or bald or white or black or male or female? Bankers are just

like any other businessman . When the customer walks in to buy and

can pay the price of the goods , one person's dollar is just as good

as anyone else's .
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I believe that we can effectively demonstrate how there is

not a need for detailed regulations to implement the law by refer

ring to the Sherman Anti - trust Act which has been on the books

since July 2 , 1890 . 15 U.S.C. Section 1 provides :

" Every contract , combination in the form of trust or other

wise , or conspiracy , in restraint of trade or commerce among the

several States , or with foreign nations , is declared to be il

legal . "

Section 2 :

" Every person who shall monopolize , or attempt to mono

polize , or combine or conspire with any other person or persons ,

to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce among the several

States , or with foreign nations , shall be deemed guilty of a mis

demeanor , and , on conviction thereof , shall be punished by fine

not exceeding fifty thousand dollars , or by imprisonment not ex

ceeding one year , or by both said punishments , in the discretion

of the court . "

Most intelligent people would agree that this Act has been

effectively administered and most businessmen know when they are

and are not in compliance with it .

Another major point is that recently federal agencies seem

to have gone " disclosure crazy " . We find that under the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act regulations , a disclosure of the consumer's

rights must be made . This notice states the following :

" The Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohi

bits creditors from discriminating against credit appli

cants on the basis of sex or marital status . The Fed

eral agency which administers compliance with this law

concerning this bank , is ( name and address of the appro
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priate agency . ) "

Under the proposed Truth in Leasing regulation , again we

find that the Fed is without Congressional mandate proposing a dis

closure to the consumer of certain rights if there is a deficiency

balance owing .

Finally , the FTC in its recent Holder-In-Due-Course Rule re

quired that a notice type disclosure be placed on all consumer

credit contracts .
While everyone would quickly agree that legally

the Congressional mandate could be carried out without these dis

closures , most federal agency heads quickly respond that disclosures ,

while not mandated by the Act , are needed for " educational " efforts .

We must seriously question the value of such educational efforts .

All consumer credit transactions are already exceedingly complicated

because of the multitude of Truth in Lending disclosures that must

be made . These additional disclosures only serve to confuse the

consumer and impose additional paperwork costs on the bank , which

they cannot continue to absorb .

While we have not done detailed studies on this matter , con

versations with many economists have led us to the conclusion that

cost effectiveness point of view , an educational campaign

conducted by the agency to inform the public of its rights under

this law as well as effective enforcement by bank regulatory agencies
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would probably benefit the consumer more in the long run at far

lesser cost to all parties concerned .

To further bolster this argument , we would point out that

with regard to the FTC notice on Holder - in -Due - Course , many states

have abolished this doctrine and never have required that notice

be included in the consumer credit contracts . The FTC has not

been able to show that the consumer has been any less protected

because the notice has not been included . With regard to the

leasing situation , again many states have abolished the right to

collect deficiencies . The Federal Reserve Board staff is unable

to prove that any consumer rights have been abrogated because

the notice was not given . Thus , it is obvious that most federal

agencies seem to operate on the assumption that the American bus

inessman will violate the law whenever he can . This is not correct .

Therefore , we do not feel that these paperwork burdens should be

placed upon businessmen unless the federal agency can show that

these businessmen are not complying with the law and regulations

and there is not a more effective means of enforcement .

Furthermore , one of the most wasteful aspects of continual

form changes is the cost of destroying old forms . Just taking

this one Regulation B into consideration I would like to give you

a few examples of some of the costs incurred by banks according

to their size . A 228 million dollar bank with 21 million in con

sumer loans outstanding had to pay $ 6,000 to destroy forms . A
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1 billion dollar bank with 143 million in consumer loans outstand

ing had to pay $ 17,300 to destroy forms . A 1.9 billion dollar bank

with $ 283,000 in credit card outstandings had to pay over $ 20,000

for destruction of forms .

To give you some idea of how destruction costs were arrived

at , a 900 million dollar bank in South Carolina , which handles

BankAmericard , costed out for us how much expense they incurred

in picking up old application forms from a merchant , placing new

application forms in the merchant's office , and destroying the old

forms . The cost came out to be $ 18.02 per pickup from the merchant .

For that one bank this cost ended up being $ 150,088.83 . This was

figured on the conservative side with a very low input for labor

costs . There are a total of 1,264,000 BankAmericard merchants in

the continental United States . At the pickup cost per merchant of

$ 18.02 , we find the total cost of just picking up and destroying

old applications to be $ 22,777,280.00 . One California bank was

forced to destroy 1,337,500 forms as of June 30 to comply with

Regulation B.

We feel one of the major recommendations that this Commission

could make should be that all federal agencies which regulate con

sumer credit be required to coordinate their activities , and to

properly advertise in the appropriate media for the industry affected ,
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hold hearings and take into consideration and publish for dis

cussion potential cost benefit figures .

I would like to sum up this whole

toward regulations and increased paperwork by giving you a

something from my own personal experience .

I have worked in the consumer credit field for over 20 years

and believe that I have expertise in the counseling of applicants

and people who just seek good advice . In todays atmosphere of

fear of reprisal , class action suits , and violation of rights ,

most bankers are unwilling and afraid , if you will , to ask many

questions necessary to provide sound financial advice . The per

sonal aspects of interviewing are disappearing and the real loser

is not the lending institution , but the potential borrower . In

a recent publication on the ECOA there appeared at the end of a

page the following statement ....

CAUTION ... IT WOULD BE ADVISABLE NOT TO ACCEPT A SPOUSES SIGNATURE

AS A COMAKER TO A NOTE , UNLESS THAT SPOUSE CAN QUALIFY

FOR CREDIT IN HIS OR HER OWN RIGHT , AS SUCH ACTION MAY

BE CONSIDERED DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF MARITAL

STATUS ....

Boy , that is really some opinion .... I read it to an over- 65 Black

couple on social security income just last Friday who came in to
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get a $ 1000 loan to repaint their home . The wife's nemark was ,

" They sure don't make me feel like much ; give me that piece of

paper , I'll sign it even if my husband gets all the income .

I've been telling him how to spend his money for over 40 years ,

and I still do . "

**** **

37-415 0 - 79 - 123
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January , 1978

ECONOMIES OF SCALE IN THE COST OF COMPLIANCE

Neil B. Murphy , Professor of Finance

( Reproduced with permission of author . This article has been submitted to

other journals and the material contained therein is for informational

purposes only . )

Introduction

Since the passage of Truth in Lending in 1968 , a number of Federal

laws have been passed involving the Federal government in the entire field of

consumer credit . With the exception of the Fair Credit Reporting Act , the

procedures for implementing the law have been similar . That is , Congress

holds hearings and legislation is enacted . That legislation emplowers the

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System to write regulations im

plementing the legislation . Enforcement of the regulations are then princi

pally the responsibility of the Federal banking agencies ( Office of the Comp

troller of the Currency , the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation , and the

Federal Reserve Banks ) and the Federal Trade Commission for most other grantor

of consumer credit . While there have been some efforts to estimate the total

cost of complying with one of these 1 :ws ( Smith , 1977 ) , there has been no

systematic effort to assess the impact of compliance by size of credit grantor

The purpose of this paper is to determine the cost of complying with the

Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 for a sample of banks with special atten

tion to the scale effects . Section I contains a discussion of the law ,

attendant regulations , and the nature of complianct costs . A statistical

model and the results of statistical tests are presented in Section II while

Section III is the summary and conclusion .
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Section I

On October 28 , 1974 , the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 was

gned into law by then President Ford . Rule -making authority under that

t was given to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System with

e year to write regulations . The Boar's Regulation B was published on

tober 16 , 1975 , less than two weeks before its effective date . That regu

tion contains a number of provisions which give rise to various types of

mpliance costs . Without going into the detail of Regulation B , those costs

y be discussed prior to developing the statistical models to be estimated. 1

First , lenders must incur legal fees in tracking the legislative

nd regulatory developments , presenting their views during deliberations , in

erpreting the final version of the regulation and designing forms , computer

ystems, and training procedures to assure compliance. Second , employees
2

ust be trained to assure that credit evaluation procedures comply with the

egulations . All the relatively expensive legal service is wasted if the

ppropriate procedures are not followed by lender personnel . Third , new forms

iust be designed so that applications do not contain any mention of factors

rohibited in the credit evaluation procedure . In addition to the printing

and distribution of new forms , old forms must be destroyed . If a credit card

Issuing bank has application forms at each of the merchants that do business

with it , the number of outlets can be large indeed . Consider also a large ,

statewide bank purchasing indirect automobile paper from an extensive dealer

network . Finally , for many lenders , automated systems must be reprogrammed ,

IA
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and computer runs enlarged . Also , automated scoring systems including the

prohibited factors would have to be re - estimated and implemented to achieve

compliance .

In attempting to detect any scale impact from the necessity of com

pliance , it is necessary to begin with a model of production and cost that

permits the estimation of such effects . For both theoretical and empirical

purposes , it is assumed that the " output" of the process of compliance is con

sumer credit that is not subject to legal challenge . The inputs to such a

process are legal services , officer labor services , various operating labor

services , materials , and services of real capital .

The structure of this model follows that developed by Bell and

Murphy ( 1968 ) . That is , if the production process is assumed to be of the

Cobb-Douglas variety , a reduced - form cost function may be derived which is

linear in logarithms .

( 1 ) Log C + Log A + bi Log CR + b2 Log WL + b5 Log WO + 64 Log WP

Where C = The cost of complying with Regulation B

CR = The total amount of consumer credit outstanding

WL = The hourly wage for legal services

WD Hourly wage for officer services

WP = Hourly wage for operating personnel

The other factor prices , the real rental rate of capital and mate

rials prices , are assumed not to vary in cross section and are subsumed in the

constant term , A. bi is the reciprocal of the scale coefficient and measures

any economies of scale . A value less than unity indicates the presence of

economies of scale . 62 , 63 , and b4 are elasticities of cost with respect to

changes in factor prices . Since " compliance " is determined outside of the

bank , for purposes of estimation the output is considered exogenous because

of the penalties associated with noncompliance .
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Section II

In August 1976 , the Consumer Bankers Association conducted a survey

the costs of compliance with Regulation B. The survey covered forty- four

mbers with a result of thirty-seven usable complete forms . Consumer credit

tstanding ranged from $ 13 to $ 625 million . The forms were designed for

ne member banks and Association officials , and participation was voluntary .

lile it is desirable to have a larger sample , this is the largest body of

easonably consistent data available .

For purposes of estimation , it is assumed that compliance cost is

omprised of two separable components , legal costs and all others . The

ationale for this is that one process involves highly skilled labor and

ittle lower skilled labor or capital , while the other involves a lower skill

ix and more capital and materials . Thus , equation ( 1 ) may be restated as

follows :

( 2 ) Log CL = Log A + b2 Log CR + b2 Log WL

( 3 ) Log CO + Log A + b1 Log CR + b2 Log WP

Where CL = Legal expenses incurred in complying with

CO = Other expenses incurred in complying with

The models were estimated using ordinary least squares .

The results for legal expenses are shown in Table I. It can be seen

that both the " output" and wage rate coefficients are statistically significant

TABLE I

Regression Results for Legal Cost

of Compliance Equations , August 1976

( A11 Variables in Logarithms )

Constant

-3.3305

Output

.5709Coefficient

Wage Rate R?

.415

d Statistic

" t " Statistic 3.211 3.528
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( at the .05 level) . The scale coefficient is less than unity , and the hypo

thesis that it is unity is not accepted . Thus , there appear to be substantia

economies of scale in legal expenses of compliance with Regulation B. Larger

banks spent more than smaller banks , but a ten percent change in credit is

accompanied by 5.7 per cent change in legal expenses . The coefficient on the

wage rate variable is quite high , exceeding unity . This implies that higher

priced legal services are used more extensively than lower priced legal ser

vices . However , the test of the difference between the coefficient and unity

indicates that the hypothesis that the coefficient is indeed unity cannot be

rejected . The overall fit is not especially high , but it must be kept in

mind that " compliance" is a new " product line . " In addition , the final regu

lations were published only two weeks prior to their effective date . That is ,

it is reasonable to expect that firms would deviate substantially from the

long run cost function due to the newness of the procedure . The banks were

ranked by size , and the Durbin-Watson ( d ) statistic was calculated . The re

sults indicate no auto correlation suggesting that the functional form is

appropriate .

The results for other costs of compliance are shown in Table II .

The scale coefficient is very close to being statistically significant and

it once again shows substantial scale economies . The coefficient for the

wage rate variable is statistically significant and its size is closer to

TABLE II

Regression Results of Operating costs

of Compliance Equation , August 1976

Constant Output

.4122

Wage Rate R2

.2763
Coefficient

d Statistic

" t " Statistic 1.954
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what would be expected in such equations . The overall goodness of fit is

again quite low , and the Durbin-Watson test shows no autocorrelation .

In addition to the reasons discussed earlier , it should be noted

that there are important omitted variables that would effect compliance cost

and improve the statistical performance of the model . Costs would most

likely be explained better by number of loans , number of applications , number

of dealers and merchants , kinds of credit ( revolving vs. instalment ) and other

detail which is all included in the consumer credit variable . Further efforts

to assess the size and magnitude of compliance costs should include expanding

both the size of the sample and the number of variables included . Of course ,

improving the accuracy of the data should also be a high priority .

Section III

The passage of consumer credit protection legislation and ensuing

regulation has continued apace since the Truth in Lending legislation in 1968 .

The total cost of implementing just one of the bills , the Equal Credit Oppor

tunity Act of 1974 , has been estimated at $ 300 million ( Smith , 1977 ) . The

purpose of this paper is to estimate the determinants of compliance costs

for a sample of banks with special attention to the scale effects . The

results indicate that there are substantial economies of scale in the process

of compliance . Considering the total cost of implementation and the results

of this study , there is some question as to the desirability of proceeding

with such legislation at the pace of the last decade . Total costs must be

absorbed by someone , the lender or the consumer , and a consistent policy of

imposing relatively higher costs on small lenders may lead to more highly

concentrated markets . Such a result may eliminate , or at least reduce , the
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intended benefits of the legislation . In any event , this study should be

viewed as a first step in assessing the impact of such legislation .
a Given

the stakes of lenders , retailers , and consumers in the efficiency of the .

granting of consumer credit , more study is clearly indicated .
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( The Federal Reserve Board study of cost of compliance with ECOA referred

to on page 4 of Patterson letter is included as Attachment 15 in Appendix 8

of this volume . )
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUTUAL SAVINGS Banks

200 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

TELEPHONE 212-973-5432

Sinc .

NAMSB
SAUL B. KLAMAN

PRESIDENT

1920

Cable Address :

Savings, New York September 18 , 1978

The Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Commerce , Consumer , and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee

Committee on Government Operations

House of Representatives

Room B-377 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington , D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman :

This letter is submitted in response to the request in your letter

of August 21 , 1978 , for comments on the enforcement policies and practices

of the federal financial regulatory agencies with regard to the Equal Credit

Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts . You have , in addition , requested our

views on the so-called " redlining" problem and the obligation of savings

banks to meet community credit needs , and on other issues relating to fair

housing and equal credit opportunity . We appreciate your solicitation of

our views and we are encouraged that the Congress is beginning to exercise

increased oversight responsibility in the area of consumer credit laws and

regulations.

In this regard , we hope that the Congress will focus on the basic

questions of whether the various consumer credit laws and regulations are

effectively accomplishing their intended purposes and , indeed , whether many

of these laws and regulations are actually needed . The savings bank industry

has always supported reasonable consumer credit protection laws . We were , for

example , the first financial industry to support federal truth - in - lending

requirements and were among the earliest supporters of federal fair housi

legislation .

We believe , however , that legislation and regulation in this area

has become excessive in recent years . What is needed , in our view , is a

comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of the entire structure of existing

financial consumer protection laws and regulations , and the application of

this technique to proposals for new laws and regulations at an early stage of

the legislative and regulatory process . The questions you have asked regarding

the costs of regulation encourage our hopes that you would support such an

approach .
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FDIC Enforcement Policies and Uniform Regulation B Enforcement Guidelines

As to our general evaluation of the FDIC's enforcement policies

and examination and supervisory activities in the areas of fair housing

and equal credit opportunity , comments that we have received from a number

of savings banks reflect a general view that the examiners have been " fair

and reasonable" in discharging their statutory obligations under the Consumer
Credit Protection Act . The FDIC has recently instituted a program of separate

examinations for consumer compliance , and this appears to have had a beneficial

impact in terms of increased competence on the part of examining personnel . The

basic problem , as we have noted , arises from the excessive and complex legisla

tive and regulatory framework within which the regulators and the regulated

alike must now operate .

>

With regard to the proposed uniform enforcement guidelines for

Regulation B , you will find as Attachment A our formal comment letter sub

mitted to the Federal Reserve Board . We support the concept of uniform agency

enforcement of consumer credit laws , as indicated in our September 5 , 1978 ,

letter to the Board , as well as in our previous endorsement of the proposed

inter - agency enforcement guidelines for Regulation 2 ( Truth in Lending ) . We

do question , however , whether the FDIC and the other financial regulatory

agencies possess adequate statutory authority to support the restitution

aspects of the proposed Equal Credit Opportunity guidelines , and we strongly

urge the Congress to eliminate this uncertainty by resolving the question one

way or the other as soon as possible .

Perhaps the major outstanding compliance problem for creditors under

the ECOA is the so - called " effects test , " which has been incorporated into

Regulation B and which is likewise carried over to the proposed uniform

enforcement guidelines . The " effects test " is a nebulous judicial doctrine

aimed at eliminating buisness practices which , while neutral on their face ,

may be found to produce discriminatory side effects . Like many consumer

protection measures , the " effects test " doctrine is laudable in its intent

but creates serious problems in practice . This Association has in comments

to the regulatory agencies , and in testimony before the Congress , consistently

maintained that the " effects test " is incompatible with the credit granting

process , and we note that in a series of recent decisions the Supreme Court has

begun to move away from the doctrine even in the employment area where it first

evolved.ll

Simply stated , the " effects test " is a pervasive unknown factor in

the compliance responsibilities imposed under the ECOA , and we continue to

maintain that it is both unfair and unnecessary to expose lenders to the

potential losses from litigation and other enforcement actions under this

1 / Washington v . Davis 426 U.S. 229 ( 1976 ) ; Townsend v . Nassau County Medical
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doctrine . In response , therefore , to your question as to which policies

and practices could be modified to ease the compliance burden on savings

banks without compromising the overall effectiveness of the FDIC's overall

program , we recommend that the " effects test " be eliminated entirely from

the implementing regulations and from any guidelines promulgated pursuant
to the ECOA .

Redlining

It is unfortunate , in our view , that the 'redlining " controversy

has been allowed to play such a prominent role in public policy formation

in recent years because there is little evidence that " redlining " is , in fact ,

a real and serious problem . Only a relative handful of this nation's thousands

of financial institutions have actually been accused of " redlining , " and such

accusations , of course , do not in any way constitute proof that the practice

has occurred . Yet financial institutions generally have been subjected to

far -ranging laws and regulations which have imposed , and which will continue

to impose , major costs and administrative burdens .

We recognize that the " redlining " issue reflects, in part , concern

over meeting the critical national problem of neighborhood and community

revitalization . And it reflects , as well , the desire to assure that all

applicants for mortgage credit have an equal opportunity for their applications

to be considered on their merits . It is our view , however , that focusing on

unproved allegations of " redlining" is a simplistic and ultimately unproductive

approach to these important issues .

a

In recent years , savings banks have vigorously reinforced their

historic commitment to fair housing and non -discriminatory mortgage lending

by organizing and participating in a variety of mortgage review funds and

mortgage review boards . Particularly noteworthy examples are the statewide

Mortgage Review Fund established by the Savings Banks Association of New York

State and the Boston Urban Mortgage Review Board in which savings banks have

played a leading role . Savings banks are participating in similar plans in a

number of other areas . These plans provide the mechanism for a careful review

of rejected applications and , where warranted , for the extension of credit to

previously rejected applicants .

Savings banks , in short , are acting individually and through a

variety of cooperative programs , such as the Philadelphia Mortgage Plan and

the Neighborhood Housing Services Program of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force

sponsored by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board , to meet the mortgage credit needs

of individual borrowers and their communities . There is no need for many of the

existing laws and regulations , let alone additional legislation or regulation , to

coerce savings banks to meet their responsibilities in these areas . The need ,

rather , is for positive and supportive government policies to maximize the

effectiveness of savings banks and other private financial institutions in

community rebuilding and revitalization .
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In particular , this will require new initiatives by the federal

government to close the risk gap in community revitalization . One such

initiative was proposed by NAMSB to the Secretary of Housing and Urban

Development late last year , when we suggested the creation of a National

Neighborhood Insuring Agency ( NNIA ) . Under this proposal , the FHA would

be renamed and expanded from a residential mortgage insuring agency into

a total neighborhood credit insuring agency , in recognition of the fact

that community revitalization encompasses essential nonresidential community

facilities as well as housing . Our industry strongly supports the NNIA

concept , which is actively being considered by HUD and at other levels of

the federal government , and we intend to pursue it further . A copy of our

NNIA proposal is included as Attachment B.

Antiredlining Regulations

As indicated , we strongly disagree with the approach implicit in the

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act , the Community Reinvestment Act and various " anti

redlining" laws and regulations , which identifies financial institutions as

convenient scapegoats for the complex problems of urban and community deteriora

tion . We would most certainly be opposed to the issuance of additional " antired

lining " regulations on the part of the FDIC , for the basic reason that still

more regulations based on a fundamentally erroneous approach to these problems

will accomplish nothing except to add another layer of regulation to an already

overregulated situation . With the imminent adoption of regulations to implement

the Comnunity Reinvestment Act , moreover , there clearly is no justification or

need for any further regulations in this area . The need , as we have indicated ,

is to reverse the increasing tide of unnecessary and costly financial regulation .

The controversy over alleged " redlining and " community disinvestment "

reflects a basic misconception of the true nature of urban and neighborhood

decline , and of the role of private financial institutions in community

rebuilding . Alleged " disinvestment" by thrift institutions and other lenders

is not the cause of community decline . Community deterioration is a complex

process reflecting a myriad of basic causal factors , ranging from shrinking

economic and tax bases to high unemployment to the deterioration of police ,

fire , sanitation and other essential public services . When the process of

community decline is far advanced , lending and investment opportunities for

fiduciary lenders are necessarily reduced and risk levels are significantly

increased . It should be clear that such a situation is not the cause but the

effect of urban and neighborhood decline . Positive approaches such as our

NNIA proposal are needed to promote community revitalization , not further

regulations.

EnforcementAction

At the outset , we would observe that it is difficult for us to imagine

that a mutual savings bank would fail or refuse to correct a compliance error

pointed out in two or more successive examinations . If there were such a case ,

however , the enforcement tools available to the FDIC now include :

37-415 0 - 79 - 124
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-- bringing the matter to the attention of the bank's

a formal cease and desist order ;

a $ 100 per day fine ;

referral to the Justice Department for civil prosecution ;

removal of bank officers ; or

suspension of FDIC insurance .

The foregoing remedies are more than adequate to ensure compliance .

Most creditors are willing , indeed anxious , to comply with the requirements

of the law . Moreover , we are of the opinion that the penalty provisions of

the Consumer Credit Protection Act , particularly the high level of money

damages permitted in suits instituted by private individuals or classes of

individuals , lend themselves to considerable abuse and could well be reduced

without any significant loss of compliance incentive .

Cost Measurements

On an industrywide basis , we do not have any sample measurements of

the administrative costs incurred by savings banks to comply with Regulation B.

As the Subcommittee is no doubt aware , a major study in this area is being con

ducted by Abt Associates of Washington , D. C. , and it is our understanding that

the results of their highly sophisticated research project will be available

later this year . The Brookings Institution is also doing some work in this

area and this Association has been cooperating with that particular effort .

Similarly , the FDIC and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board are conducting a

comprehensive study of the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act , including compliance

costs .

We are firmly convinced that when these and other similar studies become

available , it will be apparent to any objective observer that the marginal con

sumer benefits which may be attributable to the plethora of consumer law and

regulation that has been imposed over the last ten years on financial institutions

and the credit markets are more than offset by the direct and indirect costs of

governmental enforcement and lender compliance . Especially for mutual institutions ,

such as savings banks , it is the consumer borrower and depositor who ultimately

bear this cost burden . And all consumers , as taxpayers , bear the costs of

government enforcement efforts .

|
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Although we do not have industrywide cost data , we can provide you

with some examples of cost estimates which have been submitted to us by

individual banks of varying size :

$ 20,000 in annual costs to comply with Regulation B ;

$ 22,400 in start - up costs in implementing Regulation Bi

$ 10,000 minimum annual costs to comply with Regulation B ;

-- $ 60,000 in annual costs to comply with Regulation B ;

a $ 500 cost every time a change is made in Regulation B ; and

$ 20,000 in annual costs for a loan portfolio of $ 190 million ,

which breaks down to a cost of $ 10.53 per $ 100,000 . With

very modest compounding , this means that over a 10 -year,

period the amount that would otherwise have gone into the bank's

protective capital reserves is in excess of a quarter of a

million dollars .

One of the problems of obtaining compliance cost figures, of course ,

is that the process of cost calculation itself generates additional costs

which many institutions are unwilling to incur . While comprehensive cost

data are not available , however , the communications we have received from

many savings banks leave little doubt that the costs of complying with

Regulation B , and with other consumer regulations , are quite substantial .

We would hope , therefore , that the Congress will consider ways of reducing

existing compliance costs through simplification and reduction of record

keeping and reporting requirements and other corrective measures , and that

it will avoid imposing new costs through new laws and regulations.

Particular Compliance Burdens

In this connection , the single largest complaint on the part of the

savings banks that have communicated with us is the excessive data collection

and recordkeeping requirements imposed under ECOA , the Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act , and similar state antidiscrimination measures . The collection of these

data has now become extremely complex and burdensome . There are different

requirements for FDIC - insured banks versus members of the Federal Home Loan

Bank System ( many savings banks are both ) ; different data requirements for

purchase money mortgages versus secured home improvement loans versus unsecured

home improvement loans ; and different procedures to be followed for loan

applicants versus " inquirers . " To the pervasive list of federal requirements ,

moreover , one must then add another layer of essentially overlapping but by no

means uniform state data collection and recordkeeping requirements . Attachment C

provided by a New York savings bank illustrates the complex reporting requirements

now in effect in that state .
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The collection of such detailed information on such a massive scale

from virtually all depository institutions is of dubious value to begin with ,

but doing it in such a confused , overlapping and inconsistent manner defies common

sense . Thus , an immediate useful step that this Subcommittee , the Congress and

the bank regulatory agenices could take would be to bring some uniformity to

the information collection and recordkeeping requirements which lenders must

follow . We wish to reiterate that the need for uniformity is not limited to

type of lender , type of loan transaction , etc. , but must also include a recon

ciliation of federal and state requirements .

Over the long run , we suggest that many " consumer protection " laws

and regulations can actually be repealed , or at least be substantially simplified ,

without jeopardizing the enforcement of fair housing and other nondiscrimination

statutes . The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act , for example , is largely being

ignored by the consumers it was supposed to benefit , and should be allowed to

expire in 1980 as scheduled . The need for the various data collection programs

We want to thank you again , Mr. Chairman , for the opportunity to submit

our views and supporting information on the enforcement programs of the FDIC and

other bank regulatory agencies . We hope that you and your colleagues on the

Subcommittee will find our comments to be of value and we look forward to

cooperating in subsequent oversight proceedings designed to improve the

environment for providing credit opportunities for all of our citizens .

Sincerely yours ,

Saul B.Klaman
Saul B. Klaman

President

Enclosures
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Attachment A

National AssociatiON OF MUTUAL Savings Banks

NEW YORK,NY 10017

AMSB

19 20

Q

WASHINGTON OFFICE

JAMES J. BUTERA

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

SUITE 200

1709 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W.

WASHINGTON , D.C. 20006

TEL. 202: 785-8144

able Addrom

ringi , New York

September 5 , 1978

Ms. Anne Geary

Chief Staff Attorney

Board of Governors of the

Re : Equal Credit Opportunity Guidelines

Dear Ms. Geary :

Pursuant to notice published in the Federal Register of

July 6 , 1978 , the National Association of Mutual Savings Banks takes

this opportunity to submit the following comments on the proposed

uniform guidelines for administrative enforcement of the Equal Credit

Opportunity and Fair Housing Acts . As was statea in this Association's

letter of December 5 , 1977 , commenting on the proposed enforcement

guidelines for Regulation Z , we endorse the concept of uniform guide

lines for use by the various feâeral financial regulatory agencies in

discharging their responsibilities pursuant to the Consumer Credit

Protection Act . Uniform enforcement policies make sense not only from

the standpoint of administrative fairness and efficiency , but guidelines

of this sort can also be expected to contribute to a better understanging

of consumer credit laws and their complex implementing regulations by

lenders who bear the principal compliance burden .

Notwithstanding our general support for the uniform guideline

approach , we do have certain reservations regarding this particular

proposal . First , there is the question of the specific statutory basis

which the agencies are relying upon in proposins , for example , that

reimbursement be made to customers for ciscriminatory loan terms which

are determined by the relevant enforcement agencies to have been imposed

on a prohibited basis . Our review of the pertinent statutes , and parti

cularis the legislative background of the 1976 amendments to the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act , reveals that while considerable attention was

Eiven to the question of enforcement procedures , restitution of this sort
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was nowhere contemplated . If , on the other hand , the agencies are relying

primarily upon their general grant of supervisory authority over financial

institutions , then the guidelines should so specify and be expanded to
include the appropriate review procedure that will ensure that the due

process rights of affected creditors are preserved . Assuming , arguendo ,

that the agencies possess the authority and do incorporate the restitution

aspects of the proposed rule into the final guidelines , we respectfully

suggest that an inter -agency review panel be established to resolve

disputes that are bound to arise between an agency's examiners and the

institution on the question of whether , in fact , there has been noncompliance

necessitating restitution . The purpose of this review would be to provide

the institution with a review procedure short of and less expensive than

resorting to the judicial process .

Our other principal reservation relates to those instances to be

described more fully herein , where the proposed guidelines appear to be

overbroad in terms of ordering retroactive corrective action .

>

Turning now to the statement of General Enforcement Policy , we

are pleased that the guidelines retain sufficient flexibility within the

agency to modify the prescribed remedy when appropiate and , in particular ,

to consider the impact of the potential costs of the remedial action to

the financial institution involved . We have no objection to the require

ment that a creditor which has not previously adopted a written loan policy

do so upon becoming subject to an enforcement action based on these guideline:

With regard to the proposed remedies for specific violations , we

have the following comments :

-

I. Discouraging Applications Requiring prospective advertising

to encourage applications from classes of protected persons who were discrim

inated against in the past appears to be a reasonable corrective action .

Under the proposed guidelines , however , the agencies would be authorized to

review " all advertising " being contemplated by the institution which could

include advertising for deposits , promoting goodwill , etc. We suggest that

Guideline I should be amended to restrict the agency review to advertising

aimed at generatine loan demand .

II . Discriminatory Loan Evaluations - We are concerned that the

phrase " discriminatory element in a credit evaluation system " is so brca,

as to make the potential impact of this section of the guidelines an unknown

factor . It must be kept in mind that ECOA Reg . 202.6 ( a ) which is referred

to in this section incorporates the so-called " effects test " concept . This

Association has consistently opposed the application of the effects test to

the ECOA for the reason that the broad sweep of the doctrine could result in

a creditor's underwriting policies being declared discriminatory solely

because they happen to impact disproportionately on a particular class of

persons . The proposed guidelines would aggravate this situation by

requiring extensive corrective action , including restitution , for what might

be inadvertent noncompliance . We therefore suggest that the corrective
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ction ordered pursuant to Guideline II be limited to explicit discrimina

ion on a prohibited basis . Alternatively , we recommend that a specific

ime limit be placed on the past period for which corrective action can be

ordered .

III . Discriminatory Loan Terms - Other than to reiterate the

incertainty about the agencies authority to order reimbursement in individual

cases , we have no objection to this guideline and note with favor that it is

limited , on its face , to situations where more onerous loan terms are imposed

" on a prohibited basis . "

IV . Illegal Cosignors - We support this guideline as being an

appropriate remedy which can be enforced without undue compliance costs

on the part of the lending institution . We do suggest , in the interest of

maintaining a proper balance , that a time limit of 25 months , at the most ,

be built into this guideline .

>

V. Failure to Collect Monitoring Information The prospect

that any mutual savings bank or other major real estate lender is not

collecting monitoring information as requested by ECOA Reg . 202.13 or a

substitute program is very remote , and for this reason it would be difficult

to object to the proposed remedy . If, on the other hand , the requirement to

go back to previous loan applicants and collect personal data were imposed

when the bank's monitoring program is incomplete or perhaps technically

deficient in some other way , then the retroactive aspect of the remedy

appears to be overly harsh . We therefore suggest that this guideline be

modified to distinguish between noncompliance of an egregious rather than

a minor nature , and that corrective action in the latter instance be

prospective only .

VI . Failure to Provide Notice of Adverse Action We support

this guideline with the same caveat noted above , namely , that it should not

be applied in instances where there has been substantive compliance . We

appreciate the fact that the general enforcement policy implies sufficient

flexibility to arrive at this result , but from the standpoint of the creditor ,

it would be better to have this understanding specifically stated in
Guideline VI .

Erroneous Credit History Procedures We support thisVII .

suideline .

VIII . Altering Open End Accounts No objection .
-

We trust that the foregoing comments will be of some use to the

Board and the other agencies in their subsequent efforts to develop appropriate

uniform enforcement guidelines . Of necessity , our letter emphasizes the

potential problems which we perceive with the proposal as now drafted , but we
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do want to reiterate our support for the concept of uniform enforcement

guidelines for consumer credit regulations and our general endorsement

of this particular proposal aimed at promoting equal credit opportunities.

Sincerely yours ,

James J. Butera

Associate Director
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Attachment B

Revised

12/16/77

BROADENING FHA INTO A NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD INSURING AGENCY

A Proposal Presented to

the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

The revitalization of our nation's neighborhoods in both inner

city and nonurban areas , is broadly accepted as an urgent national priority .

It is recognized , as well , as a task of extraordinary complexity . A multi

faceted private /public approach needs to be mounted , through many disciplines ,

to halt and reverse the forces undermining decent living standards in

communities throughout the United States .

Channeling private risk capital and expertise into neighborhood

rebuilding is clearly one critical requirement. This requirement has been

met to some extent in some areas through individual initiatives in some

cases , through organized local programs in others , and through federal sponsor

ship in still others . Some progress is visible in selected inner-city and

other areas throughout the country . Further progress will undoubtedly be

made , but it will be slow and isolated in the absence of other major initiatives .

One major initiative must be to limit the obvious risks to private

lenders and investors of channeling large amounts of funds into deteriorating

but still rebuildable neighborhoods. Private fiduciary responsibilities are

inconsistent with excessive risk - taking . It is appropriate and necessary

for the federal government to close this risk gap if the required private

funds are to be made available . Here , then , is an ideal basis for creating

a private / public partnership incorporating the key concept of risk-sharing --
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to help rebuild our nation's declining neighborhoods . And the Federal Housing

Administration within the Department of Housing and Urban Development is the

ideal institution to spearhead federal participation in such a partnership

with the private sector .

The Basic Proposal

The proposal to broaden FHA into a total neighborhood insuring

agency is essentially a simple one : It is to expand the function and authority

of FHA from that of insuring residential mortgage loans only , to insuring loans

( and perhaps equity investments ) to finance a full range of supportive

nonresidential facilities as well .

Neighborhoods in both urban and nonurban communities consist of

far more than housing . In addition to decent living accommodations , the

proposal recognizes that neighborhood revitalization depends on the existence

of shops , offices and other businesses which serve local residents and which

offer employment opportunities. It recognizes the need for religious and

educational structures , hospitals and recreation centers , and adequate community

facilities of all types . It recognizes , in short , the essential interdependence

of the overall community economy .

The proposed new federal underwriting agency which could be

renamed the National Neighborhood Insuring Agency ( NNIA ) -- would reflect this

interdependence . It would stress the need to consider each neighborhood

community as a total complex and would encourage balanced revitalization by

insuring both residential and nonresidential facilities . It could become a

focal point of thinking , planning and implementing in terms of total neighbor

hood requirements , not just in terms of housing .

While full insurance , as now provided by FHA , should not be ruled
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sut , the proposal envisages mainly a coinsurance arrangement , with private

.enders and / or investors assuming a designated share of the risk , depending

on the type of investment . This shared - risk approach would assure a

continuing interest by private participants in the long - term success of

projects , and should permit them considerable latitude in underwriting

procedures .

The full decision -making process in such a shared - risk approach ,

from establishing standards of initial project selection and feasibility to

the ultimate " go " signal , will , of course , require careful research and

development beyond the scope of this outline proposal. This process , however ,

should be initiated at the most local level of public /private involvement and should

move upward to the federal level as the project takes on definite shape and risk

characteristics . It is envisioned that the proposed NNIA would work closely with

existing public and private community groups and in cooperation with state and

local mortgage insuring agencies which have been or may be established .

Required Changes in FHA

If the proposal for a National Neighborhood Insuring Agency has

merit , why is FHA the logical base for its establishment ? First , because

in FHA the national organization and regional structure are already in place .

Second , because in FHA the concept of federal mortgage insurance is well

established . There is no need to reinvent the wheel and establish a new

bureaucracy . There will , of course , be need for change in FHA's emphasis

and direction . Among the most apparent will be the need to shift : ( 1 ) from

a primarily suburban , minimum risk focus to a total neighborhood , somewhat

greater risk focus ; ( 2 ) from a narrow residential focus to a broader focus

embracing commercial structures as well ; and ( 3 ) from a concept of current

economic soundness to one of potential economic soundness .
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With respect to the last point , much of FHA's present mortgage

insurance program is based on the assumed economic soundness of the loan to

be insured , especially with respect to the basic section 203 home loan insur

ance program . Under the proposal outlined here , the concept of economic sound

ness , with its emphasis on minimizing exposure to possible loss , need not be

abandoned . But it should be modified in recognition of the fundamentally

different nature of neighborhood revitalization . It should be modified to

embrace the concept of the future , or potential , economic soundness of the

insured investment as it will exist within the framework of the entire rebuilt

and rehabilitated area ; it should not be restricted to the immediate economic

soundness of an individual structure taken alone . This concept of potential

economic soundness , which would have to be carefully thought through and

precisely defined , could serve as a major criterion for the NNIA in evaluating

the worthiness of any project .

In Conclusion

This proposal to broaden FHA into a National Neighborhood Insuring

Agency ( NNIA ) is admittedly only in skeletal outline . Considerable thought

and effort need to be given to matters of substance , organization and structure

before it can be implemented , and , of course , legislative authority will

be required . But the proposal itself is hardly complex . It is rooted in three

basic concepts : ( 1 ) that viable neighborhoods and vibrant communities depend

on much more than sound housing ; ( 2 ) that rebuilding our nation's cities ,

and nonurban communities as well , will often require risks beyond the ability

of private investors to assume ; and ( 3 ) that the FHA is ideally suited to

reassume its original role as the " innovative risk-taker" in a neighborhood

oriented private /public partnership .
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With regard to the last point , the assumption of risk is what FHA

was originally all about . By insuring against the risk of loss , FHA brought

lenders and investors back into areas where they had feared to tread after

the collapse of mortgage and housing markets in the " Great Depression . "

proposal would return FHA to its risk - taking " roots " and broaden its role

beyond housing to embrace essential supportive facilities as well . The new

frontier of America , reflected most dramatically perhaps in the central

cities , is in its neighborhoods . This is where the challenge is .
This is

where the opportunities are . It is where the broadened FHA should be .

This is not to say that FHA should abandon its current programs .

The new FHA can and should continue to operate effectively in secondary

mortgage markets . It can and should continue in the subsidized housing area .

But a major new thrust needs to be mounted in the declining neighborhoods

of America . And , in recognition of this new thrust - this new focus it

is time for the Federal Housing Administration to be restructured into a

National Neighborhood Insuring Agency .
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UNITED STATES LEAGUE of SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS WASHINGTON OFFICE

September 15 , 1978

Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal

Chairman

Subcommittee on Commerce , Consumer and Monetary Affairs

U.S. House of Representatives

Rayburn House Office Building , Room B - 377

Washington , D. C. 20515

Dear Chairman Rosenthal :

The U.S. League of Savings Associations appreciates very

much your invitation to provide our views in regard to the

financial regulatory agencies ' enforcement of the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act ( ECOA ) and the Fair Housing Act .

This invitation and your oversight hearings come at an

appropriate time . Within the past several months , savings

and loan associations have become subject to a substantially

increased number of regulations relating to these two Acts .

Our general evaluation of the enforcement policies and

examination and supervisory activities of the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board in the area of fair housing and equal credit

opportunity is that , for the most part , they have been both

firm and fair . In recent examinations , examiners have been

spending much more time and placing heavier emphasis on

reviewing association policies and practices to make sure

that they are in conformity with applicable law and regulations

and that the public is being both served and protected .

We are very concerned , however , that institutional equality

in the eyes of the federal regulators is changing rapidly ,

and that savings and loan associations will be expected to
adhere to standards that are unreasonable -- as well as far

more stringent -- than those imposed on other types of

depository institutions . We are concerned further that some

portions of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's regulations

go well beyond the law . In addition , we are concerned that

the cost of compliance for most associations will far exceed

any benefits that might be realized . As we elaborate later

in this letter , we are concerned that the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board has gone " overboard " in the regulations which it

has imposed on the savings and loan business and that examiners

are being instructed to do likewise when they examine a

savings and loan association .
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1 . Proposed uniform enforcement guidelines for

Regulation B , ECOA .

Your letter indicates that one of the items which your

hearings will address is the proposed uniform enforcement

guidelines for Regulation B of the Federal Reserve Board

( which implements ECOA ) . We endorse the concept of uniformity

and wish that objective could be achieved . Unfortunately ,

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board has already imposed on

savings associations regulatory requirements which are more

restrictive and costly than are contemplated in the proposed

uniform enforcement guidelines .

For example , the proposed enforcement policy requires a

supervised institution to adopt a written loan policy only

after a substantive violation is discovered . However , our

associations are presently required to have such a policy

under the FHLBB's non - discrimination rules published in May ,

regardless of their record of compliance or non - compliance

with ECOA and the Fair Housing Act. They are also required

to make these written loan policies available to the public .

Thus , savings associations are forced to reveal their credit

standards to their competitors -- commercial and savings

banks -- which are under no similar obligation to make their

loan policies public . Another example relates to the proposed

uniform policy of requiring lenders to engage in affirmative

advertising and marketing policies once it has been determined

that they are in violation of existing law and regulation .

We point out that associations presently are required to

engage in such affirmative action , regardless of whether

violations are alleged .

We object to that section of the proposed uniform ECOA

enforcement guidelines that indicates an intention to follow

separate proposed enforcement guidelines for Regulation z

( which implements the Truth - in - Lending statute ) . Our

objections may be summarized as follows :

1 . Those guidelines relate to Truth in Lending

compliance and were not designed for issues involving

equal credit opportunity or fair housing .

2 . We firmly believe that there is neither legal

nor statutory basis for the proposed enforcement

guidelines for Regulation z .

3. We believe it is inappropirate administrative

procedure to require adherence to a proposed

guideline which technically does not exist .

1
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We also have a number of other concerns and problems in

connection with the proposed uniform guidelines for ECOA and

we are enclosing with this letter a copy of our response to

the agencies concerning this proposal .

2 . Our views and objections to the non -discrimination

regulations recently adopted by the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board .

Our views can best be summarized by stating that we think

they go too far -- perhaps so far as to be counter -productive .

We offer the following comments in support of that statement :

>

( i ) State - chartered banks that are members of the

Federal Reserve System are effectively " exempt . " The Federal

Reserve was unwilling to join in the settlement agreement

and when the case went to court it was dismissed for lack of

evidence .

( ii ) National banks are not yet covered . Although

the Comptroller of the Currency did enter into the settlement

agreement , the Comptroller's Office has yet to issue any

regulations .

( iii ) State - chartered non - member banks and mutual

sayings banks banks which are subject to regulations issued

by the FDIC are regulated on a much less restrictive basis .

The FDIC regulations do not extend to banks that have assets

of less than $ 10 million , or that have offices outside a

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area .

However , all savings and loan associations are covered by

the non - discrimination recordkeeping requirements -- regardless

of size or location . In addition , the loan register prescribed

by the FDIC for banks under its jurisdiction is limited to

37-415 O - 79 - 125
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loans , including improvement loans on 1-4 family units , at

least one of which is owner - occupied . Sayings and loan

associations , on the other hand , must list in a loan register

all loans related to residential property , including those

on apartments .

Although the FHLBB's regulation has been final for

only a few months , and some portions took effect on September

1 , associations are already reporting to us that they are

losing business because their customers find it easier to

deal with financial institutions and mortgage firms not

subject to such regulations -- with their attendant paperwork

and delays .

( b ) Reports from our members indicate that the FHLBB's

non - discrimination regulations are resulting in associations

being either less willing , or unwilling , to counsel prospective
borrowers particularly low - income families and minorities

regarding the cost of homeownership , how much housing they

can afford , information they should know when buying a home ,

etc. , for fear of inadvertently violating this regulation .

( d ) Under the Bank Board's new rules associations are

required to prepare and make available to the public their

loan underwriting standards . We do not object to the preparation

of written standards , but we do object to the notion that

lending is a precise science that can be governed by rigid

standards and formulas . Associations have learned that the

lending and underwriting process involves a substantial

amount of judgment on behalf of the lender , and this cannot

be reduced to a written formula or standard .

( e ) We are very concerned that these FHLBB regulations

will lead to numerous allegations of " discrimination " whenever

a loan is not granted as applied for , and will ultimately

lead to lawsuits -- as well as borrower , consumer activist ,

and examiner complaints and even harassment .

We consider our objections to involve matters of principle ,

rather than detail . In terms of detail , we do have many

concerns and questions but , hopefully , these relate to

details which we can work out with the Federal Home Loan

Bank Board and its staff .
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3 . Our views regarding the enforcement steps the Board

intends to take if an association is found by the examiner

to be in violation .

Essentially we are very concerned that the superior position

of examiners and their supervisory authorities , compared to

the inability of management to respond and defend its position ,

may result in management often being denied due process .

We expect that there will be numerous differences of opinion

between examiners and management as to whether or not a

particular policy or practice is in violation of the regulations .

There are no hard and fast rules or definitions of what is

or is not " discrimination . " Even the courts are not always

in agreement . We recognize that there may be instances in

which a particular policy can clearly be described as discriminatory .

However , most situations are not clear cut . A determination

as to what is a violation of the " Effects Test " is a matter

which we believe is appropriately left to the courts . To

leave such a determination solely in the hands of an examiner

or a supervisory official is unfair to them , as well as to

management .

Sayings associations , of course , are continuously affected

by the ups and downs of the general economy . Because of

their structure and purpose , S & Ls are particularly vulnerable

during periods of " tight " money or rapid increases in short

term market interest rates . When the available supply of

savings deposits and other funds is not adequate to meet

loan demand , associations will be required to find some way

to ration loans . We are concerned that , regardless of the

approach chosen , this will lead to allegations of " discrimination "

and examiners will require an association to take some

" corrective " action . In such situations there are no easy

or perfect answers that avoid allegations of either discrimination

or even " reverse" discrimination . Therefore, we believe it

is particularly important for examiners and supervisors to

not act in a heavy- handed manner and require associations to

adopt corrective policies not suited to sound institutional

management . It would indeed be unfortunate if supervisory

authorities , for example , were to bring an alleged discriminatory

practice to the attention of either individuals or the

general public , requiring an association to take some specific

action , only to have a subsequent determination by the

courts that the practice in question was , in fact , not
discriminatory .
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4 . We have no specific numbers as to the costs associations

have incurred in order to comply with these new regulations,

other than to suspect that they are substantial. ( As mentioned

above , the effective date for some portions was September 1 ,

1978. ) We do know that nearly 3,000 delegates attended a

series of four informational meetings conducted by the U.S.

League held in June which explained compliance with these

new regulations. The registration fee for that meeting was

$ 100 . If other expenses , such as travel , hotel , meals ,

etc. , averaged $ 250 , then associations to have their representatives

attending those meetings exceeded $ 1 million . That , of

course , would be just a starting point for estimating compliance

costs .

Associations spent a substantial amount of time -- and thus

money -- preparing wirtten underwriting standards which were

to be available for public distribution on September 1 for

all types of loans . In late August the Board announced that

it was not necessary to prepare such standards for non

residential loans . Although this was a welcome announcement ,

it meant that associations had wasted both time and money in

preparing unnecessary underwriting standards for those types
of loan . In addition , associations have expended a great

deal of time and money with professional legal counsel to

assure that their staffs know precisely what they can and

cannot do and / or say regarding customers .

We expect even larger costs in the future , involving both

substantial amounts of time and money , as management and

their legal counsel cope with discussions ( or perhaps confrontations)

with examiners , supervisors , disgruntled borrowers and

activist lawyers threatening litigation .

Perhaps the biggest cost , and one which cannot now be

assessed , involves the likelihood that many associations may

refuse to consider loan applicants they previously might

have reviewed . Associations will be inclined to develop

tighter , rather than looser , underwriting guidelines in

order to have a standard which , when published , will withstand

future challenge . As associations attempt to provide home

loans to as many applicants as possible , they may tend to

exclude some marginal credit applicants and properties that

previously might have received serious consideration .

Because associations are now required to develop specific

underwriting standards and make loans accordingly , they will

not have the flexibility to make those subjective and

sometimes innovative judgments that traditionally have been

an important part of the lending process .
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.5 . Specific components of the regulation that we believe

are especially costly have been mentioned above . These

include the imposition of restrictive regulations on savings

and loan associations not imposed evenly on other lenders ,

the necessity to prepare written underwriting standards and
make them available to the public , the absence of a procedure

requiring a determination as to what is or is not a violation ,

etc.

There are also unresolved , and potentially costly , conflicts

between the specific components of the FHLBB's non - discrimination

rules and the requirements and rulings of other federal

agencies . ( This situation should be of particular interest

to your Subcommittee of the House Government Operations

Committee. ) Associations are thereby placed in a " no win "

a

A couple of examples will illustrate the problem . Under the

Bank Board's new regulations , an association must advise an

inquirer of his or her right to file a loan application . It

may be that the person filing the application is seeking a

type of loan which the association does not offer --e.g . , a

second mortgage or loan on vacation property ; or perhaps the

S & L , because of tight money conditions , is forced to ration

available funds -- e.g. , not offer high loan - to - value ratio
mortgages , such as 95 % loans . Most S & Ls now charge a nominal

application fee . However , we understand that the Federal

Trade Commission considers it an unfair trade practice for a
lender to charge an application fee when there is no chance

that the applicant will receive favorable action . Thus , the
mandatory acceptance provision of the FHLBB's rules could

result in an unfair trade practice under FTC rules .

By further illustration, under Regulation B ( ECOA ) ,

applicant may request that the lender refer to the credit

history of any account reported in the name of a former

spouse if it accurately reflects the applicant's

creditworthiness . In addition , the credit history of an ex

husband may be used to assess whether alimony payments are

to be considered as a stable income source for the applicant .

The Federal Trade Commission , however , has ruled that such

credit histories may not be obtained regarding a former

spouse unless that spouse specifically assents . Accordingly ,

if a recalcitrant ex-husband refused to permit the savings

association to request his credit history , the association

cannot consider that history , and it is unclear as to how it

would treat the alimony , on an application for a loan by the
ex - wife .
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As a result of over - regulation , the necessity to comply with

the wide variety of laws , over - examination , and ( sometimes

over - zealous ) over - enforcement , additional costs are being

incurred . In the final analysis , these costs are paid by

the consumer .

The U.S. League appreciates the opportunity to submit its

views If you have questions or if we can be of any further

assistance , please do not hesitate to call upon us .

a

Sincerely ,

Zoun Numeman

Norman Strunk

Executive Vice President

NS : msm
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WITED STATES LEAGUE of SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS

JAMES A. HOLLENSTEINER

Staff Vice President

September 1 , 1978

Equal Credit Opportunity Guidelines

Room B- 4107

Washington , D. C. 20551

Gentlemen :

The purpose of this letter is to present the response of

the United States League of Sayings Associations to the

proposed enforcement guidelines for ECOA and the Fair

Housing Act . We appreciate the fact that the banking

agencies have put these guidelines out for comment , rather

than adopting them without the benefit of input from the

businesses to be regulated . We encourage all banking

agencies to continue to follow such a policy .

We believe that the banking agencies are seeking to attain

a laudible objective ; namely , " the adoption of guidelines

that will promote uniform enforcement of the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act and Fair Housing Act . " We are also very

pleased that there are several references in the proposed

guidelines that an appropriate factor for consideration

should be the cost and effectiveness of a corrective action .

To an ever- increasing extent , financial institutions are

required to spend substantial amounts of time , money and

energy in order to comply with the provisions of the various

consumer protection laws and the interpretations and appli

cations thereof , with unknown actual benefits to the people

that the laws are supposedly designed to protect and

additional costs to all . Furthermore , the paper work is

multiplying at an alarming rate and is of concern to not

only the regulated business but also the Congress .

Whereas uniformity is a laudible objective , we are

cerned as to whether that objective can be achieved . For

example , the preamble to the guidelines states that they will

" neither preclude the use of any other administrative

authority that any of the agencies possess to enforce these
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laws , nor limit the agencies ' discretion to take other

action to correct conditions resulting from violations
of these laws . The agencies retain discretion to consider

the suitability of the prescribed remedy under the circum

stances of each case . " Thus , the agencies are free to go

their own way . The fact that these agencies have the dis

cretion to enforce these laws on a nonuniform basis under

the proposed guidelines as well as to issue their own rules

as to what constitutes proper conduct under the Fair Housing

Act and ECOA confuses the consumer and makes the consumer's

remedy depend on the type of financial institution he happens

to choose . Furthermore , it also puts some financial in

stitutions such as savings associations at a competitive

disadvantage with other types of financial institutions whose

agencies take a more liberal or common sense approach to these

acts and their enforcement .

We also would mention the following points that will contribute

to less uniformity .

1 .

For example , while savings associations which

solicit home improvement or mobile home loans through

their dealers are required to have their dealers designate

the race and sex of loan applicants where the applicants

choose not to do so . The Federal Reserve Board , to our

knowledge , does not require this and our members have told

us that dealers are forwarding loans to competition banks

because if they do so they then do not have to be burdened

with this requirement. We submit that it makes no sense

to distinguish between banks and savings associations in

terms of compliance with the law .
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There currently are , and we would expect that

there will continue to be , different interpretations among

the different agencies and , of course , there will be dif

ferent interpretations among the supervisory agents and

examiners . For example , there is a difference of opinion

between the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board as to whether the age of a building is

an appropriate factor for a lender to consider when making

a loan . Another example is that within the Federal Home

Loan Bank System there seem to be differences of opinion

from district to district as to whether age and marital

status are items which must be included in the monitoring

section or whether those are items which can be covered in

the main body of the loan application .

In connection with different lending programs , and

particularly some of the government programs , there may

be forms and underwriting guidelines which are inconsistent

with these proposed guidelines . It is suggested that these

guidelines specifically state that any action taken by an

institution in reliance on or because it is required by

another federal agency such as FHA , FmHA , FNMA , VA , or FHLMC ,

be exempted from any enforcement action . We believe that

institutions should not be caught in the middle between dif

fering rules and interpretations of the various agencies .

Thus as a practical matter , we doubt that it will be possible

to achieve even a reasonable degree of uniformity .

We also have a major concern as to how the guidelines will be

enforced in practice , and particularly the extent to which the
supervised institutions will be afforded due process . More

specifically , we are concerned as to the ability of management

to appeal a determination by an examiner or a supervisor . There

are no hard and fast rules or definitions of what is or is not

" discrimination " and even the courts are not always in agreement .

We recognize that there may be some situations in which a parti

cular policy can clearly be described as discriminatory . How

ever , most situations are not as clear cut . A determination

as to what is a violation of the " Effects Test " is a matter

which we believe is appropriately left to the courts . To leave

such a determination solely in the hands of an examiner or a

supervisor is unfair to them , as well as to management . We

would point out that the need for a procedure to make such a

determination is recognized in s 2802 , a bill which addresses
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itself to a far less subjective area--namely , Truth - In

Lending . This bill is presently being considered by the

Congress .

Our specific comments in regard to the various sections

of the guidelines are as follows :

General Enforcement Policy . We would point out that
the savings and loan business is " already there " and ,

thus , this is an example of where we are regulated and

our competitors are not , The Federal Home Loan Bank

Board announced in a press release its general enforce

ment policy relating to violations of its recently adopted

nondiscrimination regulations . That policy is quite spe

cific , as well as " stiff , " for example , requiring an as

sociation to notify an individual that their rights have

been violated . Whereas the proposed general enforcement

policy requires a supervised institution to adopt a writ

ten loan policy only after a substantive violation is

discovered , associations are presently required to have

such a policy , regardless of their record of compliance

or non-compliance with ECOA and the Fair Housing Act ,

and are also required to make these available to the pub

lic . Thus , savings associations are forced to reveal

their credit standards to their competitors , banks , who

are under no similar obligation to make them public .

Whereas we have generally endorsed the concept of

written loan policies , we would point out that the exist

ence of such a policy does not necessarily solve all prob

lems or violations of ECOA or the Fair Housing Act .

Section I. Here again , we would point out that

associations are " already there " and are required to

engage in affirmative marketing and advertising policies .

Whereas the proposed guidelines require such activity

only after a violation has been discovered , associations

are required to engage in such affirmative action , even

though no alleged violations exist . In the application of

this guideline , we would recommend that cost should be an

important factor to be considered and that the measure of

performance should not necessarily be based on the response

received . Even though a lender advertises extensively , this

does not always produce loan applications if , in fact, there

are few people in the area or amount a particular group that

are seeking loans .
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Section II. We are particularly concerned as to

the basis on which a determination will be made that a

lender has " discriminatorily rejected " a loan applicant .

As indicated above , determination of what is or is not

discrimination is not an easy matter . Any time a loan

applicant is rejected , it is possible to allege " dis

crimination . " We also would request that there be a

more specific time period which will be reviewed by exam

iners . Certainly , it should not extend to a pre-ECOA .

We suggest it be 2 years , or since the last examination ,

whichever is shorter .

Section III . We are even more concerned in this

section that the determination of the existence of a

problem or violation is not a matter for resolution by

an examiner .

We are very concerned and , in fact , object to the

announced intention of following the proposed enforce

ment guidelines for Regulation 2. In the first place ,

those guidelines relate to Truth- In-Lending compliance

and whether or not a lender has provided the correct num

bers and iniormation to a borrower , and not whether a

lender is requiring credit insurance on a higher rate of

interest . As a result , those guidelines will be used in

connection with matters not intended when those guide

lines were proposed . More importantly , we question

whether there is any legal basis for the propsed enforce

ment guidelines for Regulation z . Our concerns were ex

pressed in a letter in which we stated that " the method

ology prescribed in the proposed statement , i.e. , " reim

burcement , " amounts to an illegal arrogation of authority

and one that may not be implemented because direct or

indirect statutory authority to do so does not exist . "

AA copy of our complete letter is attached . We would

point out that it is inappropriate administrative pro

cedure to propose to follow a proposed guideline which

technically does not exist at this point in time . As a

result , neither the supervisors or supervised know what

will be in those guidelines .

We would also point out that the reimbursement rou

tines contained in that proposed enforcement guideline

have been under discussion for an extended period of

time . The fact that they are still not adopted is a

reflection of the difficulty in developing computational
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guidelines , as evidenced by the several changes that have

been made in the proposal . The delay may also reflect a

question as to the legal basis for such guidelines .

Section IV . We have no problem .

Section V. This is a good example of different

agencies following different programs . We would point

out that under our regulations an association is required

to request the monitoring information . If such information

is not collected , it may be because it was not available .

Although an association is required to " esignate to the

extent possible " on the basis of sight and/or surname ,

such designation is not always possible . Thus , the mere

non-existence of monitoring information does not mean a

violation of the regulation .

Section VI , VII , and VIII . We have no problem .

If you have any questions or if we can be of any further

assistance in discussing this matter with you , please feel

free to call upon us .

Sincerely ,

Jami Hollenstein
James A. Hollensteiner

Staff Vice President

JAH / pr / elm

cc : Mr. Robert H. McKinney , Chairman

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

Washington , D.C , 20552

Mr. George A LeMaistre , Chairman

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Washington , D.C. 20428

Mr. G. William Miller , Chairman

Board of Governors

Federal Reserve System

Washington , D.c. 20551

Mr. H. Joe Selby

Acting Comptroller of the currency

Washington , D.C.

Mr. Lawrence Connell , Jr.

Administrator , National Credit

Union Administration

Washington , D.C.



APPENDIX 15. - MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS

American Banker , December 28 , 1978

RegulatorsPlan Using Testers'

ToDetect Fair Housing Violators
By JAY ROSENSTEIN

WASHINGTON — The three Federal regulators of commercial banks have confirmed

reports thatthey are considering sending examiners or other individuals into institutions

to pose as loan applicants in order todetect violations of Fair Housing Laws .

the Fair Housing Act, according ; to Walter

Gorman , deputy chief of the agency's

housing and credit section .

Mr. Kuhn said the citizens groups were

satisfied that the agencies " are moving

intelligently and in good faith " to imple

ment anti-discrimination programs, al- ,

though he added that the programs are

being instituted " not quite as fast as we

would have hoped."

( 1987 )
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EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT

DISCRIMINATION IN CREDIT IS PROHIBITED ...

BY THE FEDERAL EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits discrimination in any aspect of a credit transaction because of your sex ,

marital status, race, national origin, religion , or age ( with limited exceptions ) . It also prohibits discrimination

because you receive payments from a public assistance program ( such as Social Security or Aid to Families with

Dependent Children ) .

"

HERE IS WHAT THE EQUAL CREDIT

• To have a co - signer other than your spouse, if a co - signer
if you apply for a joint account or an account secured by
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What You Can Do If You Believe

You Have Been Discriminated Against

You Can Also File a Complaint

With the Government

• You canreport anyviolations to the appropriate govern

Where to Send Complaints and Questions

1. If a Retail Store, Department Store , Small Loan and Finance

or end of thefro Fregionat ttioco

Atlanta Regional Office Dallas Regional Office

1718 Peachtree Street, N.W. 2001 Bryan Street

Suite 1000

San Francisco Regional Office Seattle Regional Office

450 Golden Gate Avenue

EQUAL CREDIT

OPPORTUNITY ACT
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